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PREFACE. ^*>^S:k?.-^-^

We take pleasure in congratulating Eev. Doctor Pabisch,

President of St. Mary's Seminary, and Rev, Thomas S. Byrne,

on the completion of their great work, the translation

into English of the Manual of Universal Church History.

by Rev. Dr. John Alzng, Professor of Theolog}^ in the

Universiiy of Freiburg, Brisgan, Baden. The "Additions"

and Notes appended to tliis confessedly great work by our

American translators give it, in the judgment of Catholic and

non Catholic readers and scholars, a character of originality,

and stamp it as worthy of taking rank with the best produc-

tions on the important subject of which it treats, and of sup-

plying a want which, we say it with due reverence, our best

historians, or biographers, or hagiographers have, for various

reasons and circumstances, left unsatisfied.

It has been unwisely said that an historian, in order to

be truthful, just, and reliable, should ha,ve neither country

nor religion, or that he should be entirely free from prejudice.

As well might it be exacted, that he should not be a human

being. A Catholic is required by his holy faith to be just

and truthful in all his dealinc^s with his fellow man. lie

knows that his religion, the work of God, has no need of the

support or advocacy of falsehood, wiiich it spurns and con-

demns. The ins[iired writers of the Old and New Testament

have set Church Historians the exam[)le, which they follow,

of stating the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the

truth—no suppression, no concealment, no reticence. If we

disclaim the guidance of writers of the highest note, when

we detect them {)erverting the facts of history, or seeking to

substitute for them their own opinions or fancies, their errors

(iii)



iv Preface.

and prejudices, we turn with confidence and joy to writers

like Alzog, who, " nulliiis adstridus jurare in verba wagistri"

speiiks out what he honestly believes to be the truth, in Po-

sen, in Freiburg, and in Eome. We long since read a

learned work, in French, called "Prfejuggs legitimes." We
were then, we are now, convinced that its teachings are sound.

We are, if we must use the word, "prejudiced" in favor of

the heavenly lessons taught us in the Bible and in our Cate-

chism. For the self same reason, we trust the knowledge

communicated to us in a good Church History by men who

have read and conscientiously pondered on every work on the

subject, from the first, the Acts of the Apostles, to those of

the Greek and Latin Fathers—our earliest and latest writers

—

and who have had access to the best libraries at home and

abroad, who have, in Rome, in Germany, and elsewhere, dis-

passionately weighed the criticisms of learned men on the

narratives of all shades of opinion and belief, who have spent

their lives in discussin": the events connected with tlie Church's

eventful historj-, since the biith of Christ and previously. If

the whole people of God, the Jews of old, are—what can be

said of no other people—witnesses and custodians of the

truth of divine revelation, we can, without fear of error or

contradiction, say that the stupendous efl'ects of the mission

of the Catholic Church, are as clear and unmistakable as

those of Holy Scripture. Neither Genesis nor the Heavens

more evidentlj^ proclaim the work of God, the glory of God.

In presenting this wondrous tableau of the work of God

in the Church, and by the Church, which God founded for

this purpose, the translators (and we say, to a considerable

extent, the authors) of these most precious volumes—too

large, it has been said, for use in Ecclesastical Seminaries,

but which can easily be subdivided—have presented to Amer-

ican students a unique work, that is one the like of which

we have not seen before in use, or in our libraries.
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It is not for their own praise, but to inspire readers and

students with confidence, that Rev. Dr. Pabisch and Rev, Thos.

S. Byrne, who have labored so generously, so strenuously, at

this most valuable production, have been induced to publish

the unsolicited notices thereof which have been taken by

the press in America and Europe, for which they are duly

thankful.

To the publishers we can not sufficiently express our obli-

gations for the generous and able manner in which, regardless

of expense, they have presented this History to the public.

It is hardly necessary we should suggest that a work of

this magnitude has involved proportionable expense. To

cover this expense, we need a liberal patronage for the

History, especially from the reverend clergy and from serious

students general]3\ The work is not intended for the public

at large, but for students and scholars. And yet, we can

not forbear from reminding all that Church History is an

Encyclopaedia. It is intimately connected with the history

of the entire human race. As the idea of Bossuet's Universal

History originated in the desire of that truly great man to

show to the world how God designed that the progress and

development of the nations of the earth were to proceed, if

not fari passu, at least side by side, with the propagation of

the Gospel and the Church, it follows that neither is to be an

isolated fact—that the providence of God, the divine admin-

istration of human governments and events, is to be adored,

as it is manifested in both orders ; and thus, that on earth, as

in Heaven, in the State, as in the Church, God is all in all.

t J- ^- PURCELL,

Archbishop of Cincinnati.

Mount St. Mary's of the West, "I

Feast op our Lady of Mount Carmel, a. d. 1878. /





TO THE READER.

After six years of ceaseless labor the translators and editors

of Dr. Alzog's Universal Church History have the satisfac-

tion of presenting the work complete to their subscribers and

to the general public. They feel confident that they have

not only redeemed their plighted faith with their kind pa-

trons, but given them a great deal more than they had first

intended to do. Their work is not a mere rendition of the

original text, but a homogeneous enlargement, suited to the

wants of the civilized world, now headed by the English-

speaking community. Whilst the revered German author,

the late Dr. Alzog, was followed with scrupulous fidelity

throughout the work, and his own amendments doAvn to our

own day faithfully embodied in this volume, a due re-

gard to the ninety millions of English-speaking Christians

required a fuller and more independent treatment of our own

ecclesiastical afiliirs, and hence the Church History of Amer-

ica, Great Britain, and Ireland, and the history of the Vatican

Council, and of Christian Missions, both Catholic and Protest-

ant, had to be rewritten. As in the two preceding volumes,

so also in this, synoptical tables of the leading events and of

Councils were added to the original.

As to an essential improvement upon the original we point

to the Ecclesiastical Mays, gratuitously superadded to the

Manual of Universal Church History. Ten months of pa-

tient labor on the part of the constructor and engraver of the

maps were required for their completion. The maps, subor-

dinate one to the other, are not only illustrative of the present

manual, but, moreover, supply welcome information to every

(vii)
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student of ecclesiastical history, geography, and statistics.

The information concerning the hierarchical organization of

the Catholic World is absolutely complete; the localities of all

the higher educational establishments of the Catholic Church

in America, and of the universities in Europe, have been

carefully pointed out ; and the circumscription of all the dio-

ceses of North America has been accurately traced. Want

of space, however, precluded the possibility of being equally

full in giving similar information concerning other parts of

the world. It will be seen that foreign missions, both Cath-

olic and Protestant, have received such attention in these

snaps as the paramount importance of the subject obviously

demands. The latest edition of the Gerarchia CattoUca (Rome,

1878); the American Catholic Almanac of 1878; James

Keher's Ecclesiastical Geography and Statistics ; Dr. Grun-

demann's General Missionary Atlas; A. K. Johnston's

National Atlas of Geography, Black's Modern Atlas, and

Gray's Atlas of the United States, besides many other

sources of information have been extensively used in the

preparation of these hierarchical, hiero-scholastic, and Christ-

ian Missionary Maps.

The topography of the " Orthodox" Greek Church is com-

plete for all countries except the Turkish Empire; and even

there, seventy-two sees out of ninety-three in Turkey Proper

in Europe, and the patriarchates, with the chief metropolitan

sees in Turkey in Asia, have been located. The number of

bishoprics belonging to each patriarchate has also been given.

Of the Protestant Episcopal sees some are indicated in the

maps, and the remainder given in the table at p. 1092.

The Catholic sees whose suppression was occasioned by the

Reforraatiou have also been specified.

TuE Translators.
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THIRD PERIOD.

FEOM THE WESTEEN SCHISM BY LUTHEE DOWN TO
OUE OWN TIMES (1517-1878).

FIRST EPOCH.

TEOM THE KISE OF PKOTESTANTISM TO ITS POLITICAL PvEC-

OGXITION BY THE TEEATY OF WESTPHALIA (1517-1G48).

§ 298. Sources. Works. General Character of This Period.

A. Political Sotjrcks and AYokks.— I. Guicciardini, see Bibliogr:iphy

heading g 265.—P. Jovio, Hist, sui temp. (1498-1513; 1-521-27). Flor., 1550 sq.. 2

T. f. Adriani, 1st. de suoi tempi (1536-74). Flor. 1583 f.; de Thou, Hist, sui

temp. (1543-1607). Frcf. 1625, 4 T. f., and oftener. Notationes in Thuani bis-

toriarum libros, auctore Job. Gallo J.C. (Jean Macbault, S. J.), Ingolstad. 1G24,

4to. Goldnst., Impp. Pom., Francof. 1607, foL, and Const, impp. Rom. Fixf.

1615, 3 T. f. Koch, Collection of the Eecesses of the Empire, Frkft. 1747, 4 v. f.

XL Robertson, Hist, of the Eeign of the Emperor Charles V., London, 1769,

3 T. 4to. This is the most valuable of his works. '\Tgn. Schmidt, Hist, of the

Germans, Ulm and Vienna. 1775 sq., Pts. Y.-XI. ^ Frederic von Buchholz, Fer-

dinand I., Yienna, 1832-8, 9 vols. jHartcr, Ferdinand II., Schaffh. 1850 sq.

Raumer, Hist, of Europe from the End of the Fifteenth Century, Lps. 1832

sq., 7 vols. '\Cesare Cantu, Yols. IX. and X. tJorg, Germany during the Pe-

riod of Eevolutions, 1522-26, from diplomatic correspondence, Freiburg, 1851.

The special histories of the several countries in the collections of lleeren and

Ukert are to be quoted in the proper places.

B. Eeligious Sources and Wokks.—a. Protestaiit: The biographies and

works of Luther, Melanchthon, and of Zioinr/lius and Calvin, together with those

of their most important partisans in Germany and Switzerland. (The Lives

and select writings of the Founders of the Reformed Church, Elberfeld, 1857-

63, in 10 vols.; of the Lutheran Church, ibid., 1861 sq., 8 vols.) Add to these

the following collections: Loscher, Complete Acts of the Eeformation (1517-

19), Lps. 1720 sq., 3 vols. 4to. Kaj^p, Supplements to the important Documents

of the Hist, of the Eeformation, Lps. 1727 sq., 4 vols. Strobel, Miscellanea

Niirnberg, 1778 sq., six numbers, and Literary Essays, 1784 sq., 2 and 5 vols.

Wagenseil, Essays on the History of the Reformation, Lps. 1829. Seidemann,

The Times of the Eeformation in Saxony, Dresden, 1846 sq., 2 small vols.

Johannsen, Development of the Spirit of Protestantism, or Collection of Im-

portant Documents on the Edict of Worms and the Protestation of Spire,

Copenhagen, 1830. Neudecker, Documents on the Times of the Eeformation^

VOL. Ill—
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Period 3. Epoch 1.

'Cassel, 1836, and Authentic Acts, Niirnberg, 1838. tDr. Lacmmer, Analecta

Komana, or Researches on Ecclesiastical History in Eoman Libraries and

Archives, Sehaffhausen, 1801. The same, Monumenta Vaticana hist, eccles.

saec. XVI., Friburg. 18G1 ; the scwie, Supplements to the Ch. H. of the sixteenth

and seventeenth centuries, Frbg. 1863; the same, Meletematum Fvomanor. iMan-

tissa, llatisb. 1875. Dollinijer, Supplements to the Political, Ecclesiastical, and

Educational History of the Sixteenth Century, Munich, 1865, 2 vols. Christian

SchemUs Letter-book, or Supplements to the Hist, of the Eeformation, pub-

lished by Baron von Roden and Knaacke, Potsdam, 1867-72, 2 vols. Spalattni,

Annales Keformationis (to 1543), ed. by Cyprian, Lps. 1768. A new ed. of all

bis works, b^' C/u: G. Neudecker and L. Preller, Jena, 1851 sq. Sleidanus (Pro-

fessor of Jurisprudence at Strasburg, t 1556), Comment, de statu relig. et reip.

Carol. V. Caes. Argentorati, 1555, completed in 1556, and continued down to

the year 1564. Londorpius, Francof. 1619, III. T. 4to, multis annotationibus

illustrata a Chi-. Car. [toward the end), Frcf. 1785, III. T. 8vo. Hortleder,

Eeflections on the Causes of the war waged in Germany against the League

of Schmalkald (to 1555), Frankft. 1617 sq., 2 vols. f. Von dcr Ilardf, Hist. litt.

reform., Frcf. et Lps. 1717 fol. Frld. Myconii (Superintendent of Gotha, 1 1546)

Hist, reformationis (1518-42), published from the manuscript of the author and

illustrated in a preface by E. S. CypTiuji. Another edition appeared at Lps. in

1718. Seckendorf (t 1692), Comment, hist, et apol. de Lutheranismo, Frcf. et

Lps. (1688) 1692, fol. (against the Jesuit, Maimbourg).' J. Basnnge, Hist, de la

rel. des eglises reformees (Rotterd. 1690, 2 vols. 12rao.), La Hayc, 1725, 2 vols.

4to. (against Bossuei). Hottinger, Hist, of the Helvetic Church, Zurich, 1708

sq., 4 vols. 4to. Ruchat, Hist, de la rcforme de la Suisse, Geneve, 1727 sq., 6

vols. 12mo. Beausobre, Hist, de la reforme (to 1530), Berlin, 1785, 3 vols.

'^*Planck, Hist, of the Rise, the Variations, and the Formation of Protestant

Dogmatics until the Formula of Concord, Lps. 1791-1800, 6 vols. ••Dr. Lcim-

vier, Pre-Tridentine Catholic Theology in the Age of the Reformation, Berlin,

1858. Marheinecke, Hist, of the Reformation in Germany down to 1535 (1817,

2 vols.), 1831 sq. 4 vols. (Epitome of SeckendorfF). ^C. A. Meiizel (t 1855), Mod-

ern Hist, of the Germans, from the Reformation to the Act of the German
Confederacy, Breslau, 1826-48, 12 vols. (In the preface to the second, third,

and fourth volumes, the author complains of the wild passion of Marheinecke),

2d ed., Breslau, 1854-55, in 6 yols. Ranke, Hist, of Germany during the Age
of the Reformation, Bei'lin, 1839, 5 vols., four editions; the last in "Complete

Works," Lps. 1867 sq., Vol. I.-VI. (Cf. Hist, and Polit. Papers, Vol. IV., p.

640-557; p. 654-668,) and Vienna Annuary, 1841, Vols. 93-96. VUliers, Essai

sur I'esprit et I'infiuence do la reforme de Luther, Paris, 1802. Schrockh, Ch.

H. since the Reformation, Lps. 1804-12, 10 parts (parts 9 and 10 by Tzschir-

Tier). (Tr.) Hdiiser, Hist, of the Age of the Reformation, ed. by Oncken, Ber-

lin, 1868. Hagctibach, Lectures on the Nature and History of the Reformation,

Lps. 1834-43, 6 vols, (down to most recent times); fourth revised edition, Lps.

1870-72, of his Hist, of the Church, Vols. III.-VII. The Hist, of the Church

in the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries, in vols. VI. and VII., is an Eng-

lish transl. by J. F. Hurst, D.D., New York, 1869. (Tr.) Hagen, The Literary

and Religious Situation of Germany during the Age of the Reformation, Er-

langen, 1841 sq., 8 vols. Dorner, Hist, of Protestant Theology, principally in

Germany, Munich, 1867. Schenkel, The Essence of Protestantism, SchaflThausen,



§ 298. Sources— Works— General Character of this Period. 3

1844-51, 3 vols. Merle d! Aubignd, Histoire de la Ecformation au seizieme siecle

(1835-18G9), or Hist, of the Reformation of the Sixteenth Century. More than

300,000 copies of the English translation have been sold in Great Britain and
America. It is written with the utmostvvivacity, is undoubtedly picturesque,

and sometimea even eloquent; but the work has been censured by adverse

critics as one-sided, pretentious, and bigoted. Archbp. Spalding called him an

arch-perverter of history. Among M. D.'s other historical productions are

—

Le Lutheranisme et la Eeforme, Paris, 1844; Le Protecteur, ou la Ecpublique

d'xVngleterre aux Jours de Cromwell (1848). (Tk.) Chas. P. Krauth (D.D.,

Prof, in the Evang. Lutheran Theological Seminary, etc., in the University

of Pennsylvania.) The Conservative Reformation and its Theology, Philadel-

phia, 1871. (Tr.)

p. Works by Catholics.—Surins (Carthusian of Cologne, t 1578), Chroni-

con ab a. 1500 usque 1566, Colon. 1567, continued to 1573 and often published

(against Sleidanus). Simdoi Fontaine^ Histoire catholique de nostre terns

touchant I'estat de la religion chretienne, contre I'histoire de J. Sleidan, Anvers,

1558. Roveri Pontani (Carmelite of Brussels) Vera narratio rerum ab a. 1500

usque ad a. 1559, in republica Christiana memorabilium. Colon. 1.559 f. Cochlaeus

(Canon of Frankfurt on the Main, Mentz, Vienna, and Breslau, t 1552), Com-
ment, de actis et scriptis Lutheri, Mogunt. 1549. Cf. M. de Weldigc-Cremcr, De
Joan. Cochlaei vita et scriptis, Monast. 1865. Oito (of J5reslau), Cochlaeus as a

Humanist and His Colloquy with Luther (Austrian Quarterly of Cath. Theol.,

year 1866, nro. 1). Ulenberg (at first Protestant and student at "Wittenberg,

then Catholic, t as parish priest at Cologne, 1597), Vitae haeresiarcharum Luth.,

Melanchth., Majoris, Illyrici, Osiandri. Ejusdeyn, Causae graves et justae, cur

Catholicis in communione veteris ejusque veri Christianismi constanter usque

ad vitae finem permanendum sit, etc.. Colon. 1589. Cf. the article, "Anti-

Keformers of the Sixteenth Century," in Aschhacli s Eccl. Cyclop., Vol. I.;

Raynaldi, Continuatio annal. Baronii, and the historians of the Council of Trent,

Paolo Sarpl and Pallaviclni. '"^Bossuet, Hist, des variations des egiises protest-

antes, Paris, 1688, 2 vols. 4to; 1734, 4 vols, (in the new edit, of Bossuet's works,

Paris, 1836, Vols. V. and VI., with the defense against Jurieu and Basnage).

Eng. transl., Antwerp, 1742, 2 vols.; ^ew York, 18^0, 2 vols. (Tr.) Maim-
bourg, S. J., Hist, du Lutheranisme, Paris, 1680, 4 vols. The same, Hist, du
Calvinisme, Paris, 1682. Varillas, Hist, des Revolutions arrivees dans I'Europe

en matiere de Religion; 2d edit., Amst. 1689-90, ^ vols. ^Eiffel, Christian Ch.

H. from the great Schisrn to our own Days, Vol. I., Mentz (1841) 1844 (to the

end of the War of the Peasants) ; Vol. II., 1842 (to the Peace of Religion, 1555)

;

Vol. III. (Zwinglius in Switzerland). '\Boost. The Reformation of Germany,
Ratisbon, 1845. '^DdlUnger, The Reformation, its internal Developments and
Efl'ects (according to the testimony of Protestants), Ratisbon, 1846 sq., 3 vols.;

2d revised and augm. edit., Ratisbon, 1848. (Tr.) {^^E.vonJarcke}, Studies and
Sketches of the Hist, of the Reformation, Schaffhausen, 1846. t Werner, Hist,

of Cath. Theol. in Germany, Munich, 1866. Among the Manuals of Ch. H.,

we mention, especially, ^"DolUnger, Vol. II., Pt. II., being a continuation of

Hortig, Landshut, 1828, and RiUer, 6th ed., Vol. II., down to recent times.

tPalnia, h. e., T. IV., Rom. 1846. Dr. F. X. Kraus, Text-book of Modern Ch.

H. (being Vol. III. of his entire work), Treves, 1875.
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GENERAL CHARACTER OF THIS PERIOD.

This period has its own peculiar characteristics, which im-

press upon it features essentially different from those of the

preceding one. Tiiese are :

1. In general, a complete severance of the close alliance

formerly existing between Church and State ; and, in par-

ticular, an irreparable rupture between the Papacy and the

Em})ire, of which there were many and unmistakable indi-

cations as early as the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.

2. A sundering of the bond of unity by faith, giving rise

in the countries of Christian Europe, heretofore ludted and

professing but one religion, to three distinct religious bodies

—

viz., Lutheran, Reformed or Calvinistic, and Anglican, not to

speak of countless minor sects—all wholly external to and

in revolt against the Catholic Church, whose numbers were

greatly diminished by their apostas}'-.

3. Hence, once the exclusive importance attached to faith

by the early reformers had been rejected, the steady hold

which religious truths had on men's minds was shaken, and

the religious view of life and tone of science, so characteristic

of the preceding period, were superseded among Protestants

by a so-called Humanism., and, through the consistent devel-

opment of the latter, by an infidel, worldly, and anti-Christian

spirit.

4. Again, this religious schism alienated science from relig-

ion; profaned the sanctity of domestic life; inaugurated a

spirit of controversy which not unfrequently carried dispu-

tants to unseemly excesses; engendered ceaseless strifes; and
called forth feelings of mutual distrust and estrangement.^

5. Finally, the schism was the cause and occasion of politi-

cal revolutions so violent and far-reaching, that, in many coun-

tries, the introduction of Protestantism was accompanied by
a change of dynasty, and in Poland and Ireland by a loss of

national independence.

Modern, like ancient and mediaeval Church History, is

'On the influence of the schism on literature, see *Hist. and Polit. Papers,

Vol. XIX., year 1847, in three articles.
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divided into two epochs—the first embracing the interval

between 1517 and 1648, and the second that between the

Treaty of Westphalia and our own Any. To give a full and

spirited exposition of the events of the first epoch, it will be

convenient to make the pseudo-ecclesiastical reform of Luther,

which was in fact the mainspring of the religious and politi-

cal commotions that took place in the interval, the cardinal

fact, to which all others are to be more or less directly refer-

red. Hence, it will be necessary to trace the history of this

pseudo-reform in its origin, progress, and development; to

watch the course of the hitherto dominant Catholic Church;

to observe her policy, movements, counter-movements, and

the fresh, display of her energies; and, finally, to note the

relations of the various sects to each other. The reasons for

so arranging the subject-matter of the first epoch of this pe-

riod that the history of Protestantism will for the time he brought

forward with greater 'prominence than that of the Catholic Churchy

will be obvious from the above considerations. In the second

epoch, an order just the reverse of this will be followed.



CHAPTER I.

RELIGIOUS MOVEMENTS IN GERMANY AND SWITZERLAND.

A.—To THE Formal Separation of Protestants, of which the Confes-

sion OF Augsburg was the Occasion (1517-1530).

§ 299. Luthefs Manifest against Indulgences.

Luther's works, in Latin, Vit. 1545 sq., 7 vols, folio ; Jena, 1556-58, 4 vols. fol.

;

in German, "Wittenberg, 1539 sq., 12 vols, fol.; Jena, 1555 sq., 8 vols. fol. More-

over, two Supplementary vols, by Aurifaber, Eisleben, 1564 and '65. Exclu-

sively German writings of Luther are found in the edition of Sagittarius, pub-

lished at Altenburg 1661-64, 10 vols. Supplementary volume to all former

editions (by Zeidler), Halle, 1702; Lps. edit., 1729-40, in 22 vols, fol.; the Halle

edition, by J. G. Watch, 1740-50, 24 pts. 4to. (Only the German translatio7i of

the Latin works is given in the last two editions). Edition in both original

languages by Plochmann and Irmischer, Erhingen, 1826-56, 67 vols. Conf.

Irmischer, A brief History of the complete edition of Luther's works (Periodi-

cal for Protestantism and Church, 1850, nro. 1). Luther^s letters, circulars, and

memoirs, edited by de Wette, Berlin, 1825-28, 5 pts. Supplement thereto, by

Dr. Burkhardt, Lps. 1866. Melanchthon, Hist, de vita et actis Lutheri, Vit.

1546; ed. Augusti, Vratisl. 1817. In addition to these works, one may also con-

sult the biographies of Luther, by Cochlaeus, Ulenberg, and in modern times,

C/cAer^, Gotha, 1817, 2vols. ; Pfizer (who idolizes his hero), Stuttg. 1836; Schenkel,

The Keformers (Luther, Zwinglius, Calvin, and Melanchthon), Wiesbaden, 1856.

Jiirgens, Luther from his birth until the controversy on Indulgences, Lps. 1846,

4 vols., to be compared with Audin, Hist, de la vie, des ecrits et des doctrines de

Martin Luther, Paris, 1839, 2 vols.; ed. Heme., Paris, 1841; Engl, ed., Life of

Luther, transl. by Bp. J. M. McGill, Philadelphia, 1841, 2 vols.; also by W. B.

Tarnbull, Germ, ed., Augsb. 1843. (It contains many things incorrect and in-

exact.) "Luther's work and Luther's works," in the "Catholic" of A. d. 1827,

by J. von G'drres. Cf. von Sybel, Journal of History, New Phenomena of Lu-

theran Literature, Vol. 27, year 1872.

—

Tr. adds: The Eeformatory "Writings

of Dr. Martin Luther, by Zimmermann; the Life of Martin Luther, Belated

from Original Authorities, with sixteen engravings, by Moritz Meurer. Engl,

transl. by a Pastor of the Evangelical Lutheran Church, 8vo., New York, Lud-

wig & Co. The Life of Martin Luther, Gathered from his own Writings, by

M. Michelei; transl. by G. H. Smith, F. G. S., New York. The Table Talk

(Tischreden), or Familiar Discourse of Martin Luther ; transl. by Wfn. Hazlitt,

Esq., London. *Freiburg, Eccl. Cyclopaed., art. '^Luther," by Dbllingcr.

To the elements of political strife, which seriously threat-

(6)
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ened the peace of Europe at the close of the last period, relig-

ious difficulties at once grave and numerous, and containing

the germs of incalculable mischief^ in the near future, were
now added. Everything combined to weaken the great influ-

ence formerly exercised by the Popes in European affairs, of

which it will be sufficient to instance the papal schism, the

unhappy events that took place at the Councils of Constance

and Basle, or were occasioned by their action, and, finally^

the worldly lives and taste for war which characterized some
of the chief pastors of the Church. Although the warlike

and chivalrous Em-peror 31aximilian had succeeded in estab-

lishing (1495) public peace in many of the German states, and

had secured its maintenance by the institution of the Impe-

rial Chamber (the supreme court of the German Empire), his

authority was nevertheless too much enfeebled to enable him
to act energetically and decisively in critical emergencies

occurring either within or without his empire. Cities asserted

their freedom and grew in wealth and prosperity; the nobil-

ity drew out a painful existence in ignorance and poverty;

and the bulk of the people, constantly oppressed, were ready

at any moment to rise in open rebellion. The cavaliers, war-

riors by profession and never content but when in the midst

of its excitements, felt the restraints of law and order, longed

for the return of the days when might was right, and impa-

tiently awaited a favorable opportunity to draw their swords,

and deal a decisive and fatal blow against the domination of

princes and the authority of priests. War came at last. On
the one hand, the call of Charles, grandson of Maximilian

(by Philip the Fair) to the throne of Spain (1516), and shortly

after (1519) to the imperial crown and succession in Austria,

had excited the jealousy of France and her young and ambi-

tious king, Francis I., (1515) against the House of Hapsbarg;

and on the other, Austria, Germauyj and Hungary in the East

were seriously threatened by the alarming adcance of Turkish

^Cf. Moehler's Essay on the Situation of the Church in the fifteenth century

and at the beginning of the sixteenth (Complete "Works, Vol. II.); and Groene,

Situation of the German Church before the lleformation, in the Tuebing. Quart.,

year 1862, nro. 1, p. 84-138, who, however, arrives at a somewhat difl'erent con-

clusion.
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domination. In the midst of these grave religious and politi-

cal complications, accompanied in France, Spain, and England

by the triumph of royalty and the decline of the nobility, and

in Denmark, iforway, and Sweden, where the aristocracy of

the clergy and the nobles was particularly powerful, by im-

portant limitations of the royal power and prerogative, it was

plain that one of two things would inevitably come about.

Either some great man gifted with strength of character and

a talent for organization and government, and having the in-

terest of Church and State sincerel}^ at heart, would arise to

avert the impending danger, by allaying conflicting passions

through the operation of existing authority and the agency

of institutions called into being with the special view of

meeting the exigencies of the moment; or, in the absence

of one possessing these qualifications, the world should be

prepared to behold a rash and daring man inconsiderately

flinging from him the brand that would surely kindle the

long-threatened conflagration, evoke ferocious passions, and

lead to bloody conflicts and political revolutions.

The first to come forward to raise his hand against the

religious and social fabric, and deal it a blow under which

it reeled, was 31artin Luther.^

Martin Luther was born at Eisleben, in Saxony, JN^ovember

10, 1483, of poor but respectable parents. Shortly after Mar-

tin's birth, his father quitted Eisleben, and moved to Mans-

feld, whose citizens rewarded his many virtues by conferring

upon him an office of public trust.

Martin was early taught to read and write, and formed to

the practices of Christian virtue. Possessing a flue voice and

correct ear, he was received among the choir boys of the

school, and, his parents being too poor to defray the expenses

of a liberal education, be, as was the custom in Germany,

went about singing at the windows of the wealthy to procure

a pittance to enable him to prosecute his studies. He was

sent, at the age of fourteen, to the Franciscan school at Mag-

deburg, where he received his tuition free, and was barely

able to pay his board with the paltry sums flung to him from

the windows under which he sang. After passing a year of

this precarious existence, he went to Eisenach, where he was
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more fortunate. Passing down one of the principal streets

of the city, he stopped before a house whose size and elegance

bespoke the wealth of the inmates, and began to sing. A
lady appeared at the window, and, charmed by the quality

of the young scholar's voice and the expression of his sing-

ing, threw him some coins, and invited him in. Ascending

the stairs, Martin was aftectionately received by the lady, and

invited to partake of her hospitality. This was Ursula Cotta,

who continued a second mother to the young wanderer while

he remained in her house. Martin now pursued liis studies

vigorously under the monks, and had as his professor of gram-

mar, rhetoric, and poetry, the celebrated J. Trebonius, rector

of the monastery of Discalced Carmelites. At the age of six-

teen, he had mastered the Latin tongue. In 1501, his father,

who had become a master miner, and whose circumstances

were consequently materially improved, sent him to the Uni-

versity of Erfurt with a view to have him study law. The
legal profession, however, does not seem to have been much
to Martin's taste; for, instead of law, he ardently applied him-

self to the study of the dialectics of the Nominalists and to

the Latin classics.

In 1505, he took his degi^ee of master of arts and opened a

course of lectures on the Physics and Ethics of Aristotle.^

These studies, however, were wholly inadequate to give peace

and quiet to Luther's restless and religious mind. ISTaturally

disposed to take an extreme view of everything, and horrified

by the sudden death of his young friend Alexis, who was
struck dead at his side by lightning, he at once closed the

writings of Aristotle, and, without even taking leave of his

fellow-students, quitted the LTniversity on the night of July

17, and going directly to the Augustiuian Convent of Erfurt,

"to dedicate himself to God," was kindly received by the

monks. His father, ambitious to see his son a learned pro-

fessor of law and to cut a figure in the world, wrote him an
angry letter deprecating his course. During the early part

^tKninpachidie, The University of Erfurt and its Kelation to Humanism and
the Reformation, Treves, 1858-62, two pts.; idem, De GeorgioWicelio, Bonnae^

1856; de Joanne Croto Robiano, Bonnae, 1862.
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of his noviciate, he was made to perform the menial otRces

of the monastery; but from these he was, after a time, re-

lieved, through the intercession of friends, and in 1507, de-

spite the remonstrances of his father and others, made his

profession, and took priest's orders. He was so greatlj' agi-

tated while saying his first Mass, that he would have left off

at the Canon and come down from the Altar, had not the

prior prevented liim. Yet he tells us himself that there was

no more pious and faithful priest than he, and, though subject

to fits of melancholy, he roused and comforted his troubled

spirit by reading passages of Holy Writ pointed out to him

by his brethren and superiors. Luther learned that the monks,

far from being unfamiliar -with the Scriptures, possessed many
copies of them in their library, and, instead of preventing him
from reading them, encouraged him to make them his chief

study.^ He followed their advice, applj'ing himself specially

to the study of the commentaries of Nicholas de Lyra. Dr.

John Staujntz,^ Provincial of the Augustinians of Meissen

and Thuringia, who had directed > Luther's attention to the

works of St. Augustine, was so pleased with his aptitude and

proficiency, that he recommended him to Frederic the Wise,

Prince-elector of Saxony, who was then casting about for

professors for his new University of Wittenberg. Here he first

(1508) taught dialectics, and having taken his first degree, or

baccalaureate, in theology, gave lectures in this branch also.

At the earnest request of Dr. Staupitz, but much against his

own will, he consented to take upon him the formidable office

of preaching the Gospel.

The learning, quick intelligence, and piety of Luther spe-

cially commended him to his superiors, and pointed him out

as one well fitted to undertake important offices of trust.

Hence he, with another brother, was selected to visit Rome
in 1510, for the purpose of transacting some business relating

to his Order. Coming in view of Rome, he fell on his knees

and cried out, ^^ Hail Home, Holy City, thrice sanctified by the

^ Luther s Works, Vol. XXI., p. 21; Meurer, p. 25. (Tr.)

^Joannis Sf.aupitii opera, quae reperiri potuerunt omnia, ed. Knaake, Potis-

dam. 1867. Cf. also '^Pasig (Superintendent of Sclineeberg), John VI., Bp. of

Meissen, Lps. 1867.
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blood of martyrs.''^ His heart glo\ved with holy fervor as he

visited the shrines and sanctnaries of the Eternal City, and

"he almost regretted that his parents were not already dead

that he might, by saying Masses, reciting prayers, and doing

good works, deliver their souls from purgatory." He was,

however, particularly scandalized on hearing that many of

the Roman ecclesiastics were infected with a spirit of un-

belief.

On his return to Germany, he was declared licentiate of

Sacred Theology on the feast of St. Luke, October 18, 1512,

and the day following, during the ringiug of the great bell

of All Saints' Church, which was prescribed by the statutes

of the University, invested with the insignia of the doctorate.

Speaking of this event, Luther himself says: "I was obliged

to take the degree of doctor, and to promise under oath that I

would preach the Holy Scriptures, which are very dear to me,

faithfully and without adulteration." ^ The better to fit him-

self to become an efficient professor of Holy Scripture, or, as

some say, from motives of vanity, he was at special pains to

acquire a thorough knowledge of Greek and Hebrew, so nec-

essary as aids to gain the true sense of the Psalter and Epis-

tles of St. Paul to the .Romans and the Galatians. Even at

this early age he had already embraced, in a confused way,

the doctrine that good works are wholly worthless, and that

faith alone is all sufficient for salvation.

It was at this time that indulgences were published in Ger-

many by the authority of the munificent and splendid Leo X.,

the proceeds of which were to be applied to the building of

St. Peter's Basilica in Rome, commenced by Julius II." The
office of publishing^ the indulgences was given to the Elector

Albert, a prince of the House of Brandenburg, Archbishop of

Mentz and Magdeburg, and administrator of the diocese of

Halberstadt, who was as extravagant and as fond of magnifi-

cent displays as Leo himself.

.

^ Luiher^s Works, XX., p. 336; Melaneh., in vita, p. 13; Meurer, p. 33.

2 The bull ill von der Hardt, 1. c, T. IV., p. 4.

^t-Hennes, Albert of Brandenburg, Archbp. of Mentz and Magdeburg, Mentz,

1858. Jac. May, Albert II., Elector, Cardinal, and Archbishop, together with

eighty-two documents and appendices, Munich, 1866.
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Albert selected the Dominican Tetzel of Leipsic to preach

the indulgences to the people of his dioceses. A ripe scholar

and a fine popular speaker, Tetzel proclaimed the efficacy of

indulgences in language at once ardent and energetic/ which,

while at times sufficiently offensive to call forth expressions

of hostility against both the man and his mission, was by no

means so intemperate or extravagant as his enemies would

have us believe.

As the civil and ecclesiastical authorities had but recently

enacted measures restricting the sale of indulgences, the re-

cent publication of them gave no little offense.^ in the year

1500, the electoral princes entered a protest against their pub-

lication, and enacted in 1510 that sums of monej^ arising from

this source should not be- sent out of the country. The Em-
peror Maximilian was at special pains to see that the latter

provision was faithfully executed. John, Bishop of 31eissen,

had also issued a prohibition, cautioning any one in his dio-

cese against receiving the preachers of indulgences; and a

similar prohibition had been published in the diocese of Con-

1 Against the boundless misrepresentations and unscrupulous fabrications in

the early biographies of Tetzel, put into circulation by such men as Hecht,

Yitemb. 1717; Vogel, Lps. 1717 and 1727, and Hoffmann, 1844, cf. *Correspond-

ence of two Catholics on the Controversy between Tetzel and Luther on In-

dulgences, Prankfort on the Main, 1817; t^G'roene, Tetzel and Luther, or a

Biography and Vindication of Dr. Tetzel, Preacher of Indulgences, 2d ed.,

Soest," 1860. -Moreover, Tetzel in his Instruction to Parish Priests (Oct. 31,

1517) expressly prescribed that "whosoever, having confessed and being penitent

{confcssus et contritus), shall bring alms [eleemosynntn, i. e. for this special pur-

pose), shall obtain remission of temporal and canonical punishment." See

Loescker 1. c, I., 414, and the ordinary formula of absolution which the Lu-

theran Seckendorf himself (Hist. Lutheranismi, lib. II., sect. 6, gives in the

following terms: " Misereatur tui Dominus noster Jesus Christ%>.s, per merita

suae sanctissiraae passionis te absolvat et ego auctoritate ejusdem et beatorum

Petri et Pauli Apostolorum et sanctissimi domini nostri papae mihi concessa

et in hac parte mihi commissa te absolve: primo ab omnibus censuris a te quo-

modolibct incursis, deinde ab omnibus peccatis, deliotis et excessibus etiam

sedi Apostolicae reseryatis, in quantum claves sanctae matris ecclesiae se ex-

tendunt, remittcndo tibi per plenariam indulgentiam omnem poenam in purga-

torio pro praemissis debitam, et restituo te Sanctis sacramentis ecclesiae et

unitati fidelium ac innocentiae et puritati, in qua eras, quando baptizatus fuisti,

etc. In nomine P., F., et Spiritus Scti. Amen.
2 See Vol. II., p. 869, note 2.
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stance. Luther was, therefore, not the first to protest against

the flagrant abases incident to putting indulgences on sale;

but had he been, no blame could have attached to him, for he

would iiave been only exercising a right which he had in

virtue of his oflices of preacher, confessor, and doctor of the-

ology. So also, when, by the advice of his friends, he affixed

his famous ninety-five propositions to the doors of the church

attached to the castle of Wittenberg, on the Vigil of All

Saints (October 31, 1517), he did no more than what was

sanctioned by the usage of that age. It would sedm that he

might claim the greater right to do so, inasmuch as he openly

proclaimed the doctrine of indulgences, saying in his seventy-

first proposition :
" Whosoever speaks against the truths of

papal indulgences, let him be anathema;" and protested that

it was not his wish or purpose to say aught against Holy

Writ, or the teachings of the Popes and the Fathers of the

Church. No fault, therefore, could be found with him for

having denounced whatever was really extravagant and ex-

cessive in the preaching of indulgences, and for having called

for some authoritative settlement of the question, of which,

as he afterward confessed, "he knew no more at that time

than those who came to inquire of him." ^ That he was sadly

in need of some elementary instruction on the nature of in-

dulgences, their conditions and eflects, is painfully evident

from the grotesque character and intemperate language of

many of his propositions.^ Luther's fundamental principle,

more fullj'^ and distinctly drawn out as years went on—viz.,

that " God alone, independently of human exertion, is all in all

1 In Loescher, Complete Acts of the Eeformation, Pt. I., p. 3G7 sq., and in the

editions of Lutbers Works, e. g. that of Jena, Pt. T.. Altenburg, Yol. I.; that

of Watch, Vol. XVIII., p. 255 sq. The above passage was transcribed literally

by Ranke from the original text preserved in the royal library of Berlin, and
published in his Complete Works, Yol. YI., p. 80-85.

2 In his twenty-ninth proposition, Luther asks: "Who knows if every soul

would desire to be delivered from purgatory?" Again, in his eighty-second:

I'Why dues not the Pope, since he may open heaven to so many for a few

wreteh'xl florins, of his sacred charity empty purgatory of the suffering souls

confined there?" Moreover, while some of the propositions affirm that indul-

gences are useless and harmful, others aflirm that they should not be made
light of. Among the most objectionable propositions are the thirty-sixlh,

according to which whosoever is truly sorry for his sins receives remission
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in the affair of man's salvation"—was substantially contained,

and but thinly disguised, in these propositions. Failing to

detect this latent poison, many loudly applauded his course,

and among them the Bishop of Wiirzburg,^ who, in a letter

to the Elector, Frederic the Wise, begged that prince to take

Luther under his jirotcction, and shield him from his enemies.

Luther wrote to the Archbishop of Mentz, praying him to

mark out the proper course to be followed in the atf'air of

indulgences, that their publication might be made in a man-

ner at once becoming and lawful; but in failing to wait an

answer, he indicated a disposition to subvert established order,

and set law at defiance. On the other hand, the Archbishop

can not be held entirely blameless ; for, in writing to Luther

after the latter had begun to make a stir in the world, he

said:^ "As yet I have not found time to read your writings,

or even to glance through them; I leave the judgment on the

questions raised in them to my superiors in rank and dignity.

I have learned, however, with sincere sorrow and no little

displeasure, that grave doctors engage in heated controversy

concerning such trivial questions as the Pope's power; whether

he holds his office of Head of the Church by Divine or human
authority; whether or no man enjoys free will; and similar

points, concerning which no earnest Christian gives himself

very much concern." He had, however, submitted the afiair

to the arbitration of the theological faculty of Leipsig.^

The great applause that greeted the appearance of Luther's

propositions revealed the intense indignation everywhere

of tliem and the punishment due to them; the fifth and twentieth, which de-

clare that the Pope can remit only such penalties as are imposed by himself or

the Church, but not those imposed by God; the eighth, tenth, and thirtieth,

which restrict canonical penalties to the living, thereby exempting the dead

from such hardship, and denying their need of indulgences; and the fifty-

eighth, which denies that the treasures of the Church, whence indulgences are

drawn, are the merits of Christ and his Saints. Cf. the scathing criticism of

the propositions in Riffel, Vol. I., p. 32 sq. ; 2d ed., p. 65 sq.

^Suriiis, ad an. 1517, declares: " In ipsis hujus tragoediae initiis visus est Lu-

tberus etiam plerisque viris gravibus et eruditis non pessimo zelo moveri plane-

que nihil spectare aliud, quam ecclesiae reformationem." Cf. Erusm., epp. lib.

XVI II., p. 736.

2 Luther's Works, apud Walc.h, Pt. XV., p. 1640.

^See Wiedemann, John Eck,'p. 85.
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evoked by the abuse of indulgences. Within the short in-

terval of two months, they were known in almost every coun-

try of Europe. Many written replies to them were at once

put forth, the first being the Three Days Labor {Tridui labor)

of the Roman Dominican, Sylrester Prierias {Jlagister Saerl

Palatii), in which the claims advanced in behalf of the pa[)al

power ^ were in a measure excessive. Tetzel followed with a

refutation of Luther, entitled " On Lidufgeuces and Grace,''

written in German, and published simultaneously with the

theses of the Heformer. In a disputation undertaken by the

same writer at the University of Frankfurt on the Oder,^ on

the occasion of his taking the degree of licentiate in theology,

and under the presidency of the Dominican monk, Conrad
Koch, better known as Conrad Wimpina, he defended one

hundred and six propositions, controverting the errors of

Luther with such marked ability as to demonstrate beyond

all doubt that he thoroughly understood the Catholic teach-

ing on indulgences, was an excellent theologian, and pos-

sessed a well trained and cultivated mind. The burden of

these propositions was to show that confession and satisfaction

(confessio et satisfactio) are conditions absolutely necessary to

the full remission of sins in the sacrament of penance. In-

dulgences, by which the vindictive canonical punishments due
to sin are remitted, have to do with satisfaction only, and
have no connection with medicinal penitence, or remedies for

keeping the passions in check, which must be applied by
the penitent himself.^

Finally, as early as January 20, 1518, Tetzel was again at

tke University of Frankfurt, on the occasion of taking his

^Dialogus in praesumtuo*as Lutheri conclusionos de potestate Papae (1517",

apud Loeseher, Pt. II., p. 12 sq.

"^^^jMUtermuller, Conrad Wimpina, in tbe Periodical "T^Ac Catholic," year

1869, Vol. I., p. 641-681; Vol. II., p. 129-165. IVimpina, a native of Buohen,

and buried in the Franconian Benedictine monastery of Ainorbac/t, possessed

an almost cyclopaedical Icnowledge of the current learning of his age, and

could, when occasion demanded, turn it to excellent account in debate.

^ Lleberma?i>i, Institut. theolog., ed. V., T. V., p. 195: ''Id etiam observandnm

est, quod poenitentiae injungantur non tantum in vindicta.m peccaii, sed etiaai

tanquara remedia ad coercendas cupiditates et curandam animi infirmitatem ex

peccatis contractam. Sed ab liac medicinali pnenltentla non eximunt indulgentiae."
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degree of doctorate in theology,^ defending fifty propositions in

support of papal power.

Among the adversaries of Luther was Dr. John Eck, Vice-

chancellor of the University of Ingolstadt. During his stay

at the Universities of Heidelberg, Tubingen, Cologne, and

Freiburg, he had stored away vast treasures of philosophical

and theological learning, which his rugged constitution, his

vigorous, acute and versatile intellect enabled him to turn to

the best practical account.^ At the request of the Bishop of

Eichstddt, where he held a canonry, he sent to the former a

copy of Luther's theses, with the objectionable propositions

marked with obelisks,^ and refuted in marginal notes. This

communication, which was supposed to be of a private char-

acter, was published in the beginning of Lent, 1518, without

previous knowledge on the part of its author, and against his

will. Four years later (1522), Hochstraten, a Dominican of

Cologne, to whom a contest with Beuchlin had given some

notoriety, also entered the lists against Luther,* whom he

combated in several works, particularly after the year 1526.

Hochstraten and his colleagues were indiscreet in their mode
of attack, for, instead of confining themselves to the question

at issue, they went aside from their main purpose to take a

fling at the Humanists, whom they charged with being at the

bottom of all the trouble, singling out Erasmus for special

animadversion.^ Sucli irrelevant advocacy of their cause

^Both the theses of Luther and the counter-theses of Tetzel, apud Loscher, 1.

c, Pt. I., p. 484 sq.; 504 sq. Cf. Rifel, Vol. I,, p. 36 sq.; 2d ed., p. 71 sq.

-Luther had previously borne him witness, that he was an "insignis vereque

ingeniosae eruditionis et eruditi ingenii homo" {de Wetie, Luther's Letters, Vol.

1., p. 59). t® Wiexlemann, Dr. John Eck, Professor in the University of Ingol-

stadt, Vienna, 1865. Cf. also f^Meuser, in the Catholic Journal of iScience and

Art, Year III., Cologne, 1846.

^Apud Loeschci\ Pt. II., p. 64 sq.

*Cum divo Augustino colloquia contra enormes atque perversos Martini Lu-

theri errores. Colon. 1522. On all the Catholic adversaries of Luther, cf. Dr.

Ldminei\ The Pre-Tridentine Catholic Theology of the Age of the Keforma-

tion, Berlin, 1858, p. 1-17.

^ '' Ei-dsmuH,^^ they said, "laid the egg, and Luther hatched it. The heresy is

wholly the work of Greek scholars and polished rhetoricians.'' Erasmus at first

contented himself with an apologetic defense. He wrote to Hochstraten: "Ilaec

stadia non obscurant theologicam dignitatem, sed illustrant, non oppugnant, sed
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roused and embittered their adversaries, and harmed only

themselves and the great truths they were upholding.^

Luther threw himself with all his wonted energy and vehe-

mence into the thick of the fight, and in an incredibly short

time had written replies to all his assailants. His reply, enti-

tled the Asterisks- {Asterisci), to the Obelisks {Ohelisci) of Eck,

abounds in intemperate in^-ective and unseemly abuse,^ is fre-

quently contradictory in its assertions, and is singularly sab-

vei'sive of the faith of the Church. Luther had some time

previously, in a discussion which took jjlace in the Augus-

tinian Convent of Heidelberg (April, 1518), avowed the anti-

faniulantur'' [v. d. HarcU, Hist. lit. reformationis II., lo.) But he sub-seqiiently

maligned the inquisitors. He said: "Olim haereticus habebatur, qui dissentiebat

ab evangeliis, ab artioulis tidei, aut his, quae cum his parem obtinent auctorita-

tem ; — nunc quidquid non placet, quidquid non intelligunt, haeresis est. Graece

scire haeresis est, expolite loqui haeresis est, quidquid ipsi non faciunt, haeresis

est." Epp. lib. XII., p. 403.

'Erasmus, quoted by Seckendorf, says apropos of the method of Ilochstraten :

"Nulla res magis conclliavit omnium favorem Luthero," and of Prierias:

"Scripsit Prierias . . . sed ita tamen ut causam indulgentiarum fcccrit dete-

riorem."

^Both are given in Losclier, Vol. II., p. 62 sq., and o3o sq.; Vol. III., p. 660

sq. Luiheri 0pp. Latin., Jenae, T. I.

^Cf. Riffel, Vol. I., 2d cd., p. 73 sq. Speaking of Sylvester Prierias, ex gr., he

says: "His pamphlet is the incoherent and furious raving of the very Devil,

whose tool Prierias is. It is replete, from beginning to end, with abominable

and horrible blasphemies, and I make no doubt that its libelous utterances

issued from the mouth of Satan, in the very center of hell. . . . Should the

Pope and the Cardinals refuse to impose silence on this impudent and infernal

blasphemer, I shall break with the Church of Eome, and brand her, the Pope,

and the Cardinals as the abomination of desolation. . . . Away with thee, thou

infamous, accursed, and blasphemous Eome, the anger of God is at length come

upon thee. . . . Since we hang thieves, put murderers to the sword, and consign

heretics to the flames, why do we not rather pursue with every manner of

weapon these pestiferous teachers of perdition, the Pope, the Cardinals, and the

Bishops, and the whole horde of the Roman Sodom, . . . and wash our hands in

their blood? Nor is this their adequate punishment . . . they must suffer eter-

nally in hell." These fragments will give an idea of Luther's method of meet-

ing his opponents. Ranke, speaking of this literary tilt, says: '-However con-

temptible and easy of refutation the pamphlet of Prierias may have seemed to

Luther, he nevertheless stilt kept a check upon his speech, blaing his time, not

wishing to draw upon himself the enmity of the Curia." Germ, Hist, of the

Age of the Eeformation, Vol. I., p. 320; Complete Works, Vol. I., p. 213.

VOL. Ill—

2
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Catholic propositions which he afterward maintained/ and

succeeded in gaining Bucer over to his cause. Dr. Andrew
Bodenstein, who took the name of Carlstadt from his birth-

phice,^ declared in his favor at Wittenberg.

The various polemical writings which the occasion called

forth, fixed public attention upon the principles of Clmstian

anthropology, which, as history proves, may lead to the gravest

errors when approached and discussed in any other than a

calm and reverential frame of mind.

§ 300. Negotiation between Borne and Luther—Disj^utafion at

Leipsig—Eck, Em.ser, and llelanchthon.

Leo X., learning the condition of affairs in Germany, ap-

pointed temporarily the learned Venetian, Gabriel, the then

pro-magister of the Augustinian Hermits, to the vacant office

of generalship of the Order (1518). The Pope, led astray by

the belief that the whole trouble was no more than what

Cochlaeus^ said it was—a rivalry between two religious Or-

ders and a quarrel among a few monks—instructed Gabriel,

acting in his official capacity of General of the Order, to re-

mind Luther of his vow of obedience, and in virtue of it to

lay upon him the obligation of keeping silence. He was fur-

ther instructed to do all he could to have the Elector, Frederic

the Wise, set his face against Luther, and oppose his designs.

The Emperor Maximilian, more penetrating and far-seeing

than the Pope, called attention, in words of weighty import,

to the dangers and gravity of the threatening struggle. " In

a little time," he foretold, *' private opinion and the folly of

1 Luther's Works in Walch, Pt. XYIII., pp. 66 sq.

2 Previously to the appearance of Luther's Asterisci, Carlstadt had written

the Apologeticae Concluslones, embracing one hundred and seventy propositions.

He also wrote, in answer to Eck's apology of the Obelisci, the Dcfc7isio adv. Jo.

Eckit mo7ior[iachinm. in Loficher, Pt. II.

^Cf. the Defense of Cochlaeus by LefisLng, but in a small matter only (Com-
plete Works, edited by Lnchniann, Berlin, 1838, sq., Vol. IV., p. 87-101). Otto,

Cochlaeus as a Humanist. See also the defense of Pope Leo against Batv-

dellos report, that the Pope had at first viewed this cause as a trifling matter,

in the Breslau Review of Catholic Theology, ed. by Ritter, 1832, nros. I.

and II.
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man will be set up in place of the truths of tradition, and the

principles underlying the scheme of salvation."^

The theses and their defense sent by Luther to Pope Leo X.,^

accompanied with a letter humbly begging the favor of an

investigation, and expressing his pacific intentions and his

readiness to make an unconditional surrender of his own
will to that of his superiors,^ are the first act in a long drama
of hypocritical professions. At the close of this letter, he

said :
" Hence, Most Holy Father, I cast myself at thj feet,

with all that I have and am. Give life, or take it; call, re-

call, approve, reprove; your voice is that of Christ, loho pre-

sides and speaks in you^ To Staupitz, he wrote in the same
tenor.^

Leo appointed a court to try the case, and cited (August 7,

1518) Luther to appear at Rome within sixty days and answer

the charges against him. The Elector Frederic interposed his

good oflices, and at his request Pope Leo consented that Lu-
ther, instead of journeying to Rome, should come before the

imperial diet of Augsburg, and have a conference with the

Papal Legate, Cardinal Cajetan, one of the most learned theo-

logians of his age. In the early days of October, 1518, Lu-

ther, accompanied by some friends, entered Augsburg, and,

fortified with a safe conduct from the Emperor Maximilian

and the municipal authorities, presented himself before the

Cardinal, who received him kindly, and was disposed to treat

him with all possible tenderness. The Legate, having instruc-

tions to demand an unconditional retraction, refused to en-

gage in controversy with Luther, who, claiming that he had
said nothing contrary to the Holy Scriptures, to the teaching

of the Church, the decrees of Popes, and the dictates of

right reason,^ was anxious to enter into a discussion for the

purpose of defending his statement on Biblical authority. He
nevertheless consented to subscribe to the following decla-

ration :
" I, Martin Luther, of the Order of St. Augustine, do

^ Raynaldus ad an. 1518, nro. 90.

^Eesolutiones disput. de virt. indulgg. (Loscher, Vol. II., p. 183 sq.) (Tr.)

^De Wette, Vol. 1, p. 119. (Tr.)

*In Loscher, Pt. II., p. 176; and Meurer, p. 68. (Tr.)

^ Luther s German Works, Jena ed., Pt. I., fol. 107-136.
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reverence and obey the Roman Church in every word and

deed, whether in time past, present, or future; and shonld I

have said anything contrary to this profession or in a differ-

ent sense, I desire that such speech shall be regarded as if

never spoken."^ Apprehensive of arrest and imprisonment,

he, on the 20th of October, stealthily escaped from the city,

and, liking himself to Isaias and St. Paul, ^' appealed from the

Pope ill informed to the Pope better instructed" {ci j^opa male

informato ad papam melius iuformavdum).

That no one " might have a pretext to plead ignorance of

the true teaching of the Poman Church on indulgences^" ^J^qo,

in a bull issued ISTovember 9, 1518, and beginning Cum post-

quam, gave the fullest instruction on the doctrine, and threat-

ened such as should gainsay it with excommunication latae

sententiae. About the same time, the Pope sei^t the accom-

plished Saxon, Charles of 31dtitz, to Germany, for the twofold

purpose of decorating the Elector Frederic with the golden

rose and the securing him in the interest of the Holy See;

and of restraining Luther by peaceful measures until such

time as the German bishops should have put an end to the

quarrel. The Apostolic nuncio while traveling through Ger-

many heard much complaint of the evil efi'ects of Tetzel's

preaching, and in consequence sharply rebuked the Domini-

can for indiscreet zeal. Tetzel took the reprimand so much

^Luther's Works, Altenburg ed., Pt. I., p. 132.

2 In LoKcher, Vol. II., p. 493 sq. Walch's ed. of Luther's Works, Pt. XV., p.

756 sq. In this Bull, it is said: " Eomanum Pontificem — potestate clavium,

quarum est aperire tollendo illius in Christi fidelibus impedimenta, culpam scil.

et poenam pro actualibus peccatis dcbitam, culpam quidem mediante sacramento

poenitentiae, poenam verotemporalem pro actualibus peccatis secundum divinam

justitiam debitam mediante ccclesiastica indulgentia, posse pro rationalibus cau-

sis concedere eisdem Christi fidelibus, — sive in hac vita sint, sive in jnirgatorio,

indulgentias ex superabundantia meritorum Jesu Christi et Sanctorum, ac tarn

pro vivis quam pro defunctis — thesaurum meritorum Jesu Christi et Sancto-

rum dispensare, per modum absolution is indulgentiam ipsam conferre, vel per

modum sufFragii illam transferre consuevisse. Ac propterea onmes tarn vivos

quam defunctos, qui veracitur omnes indulgentias hujusmodi consecuti fuerint,

a tanta temporali poena secundum divinam justitiam pro peccatis suis actuali-

bus debita liberari, quanta concessae et acquisitae indulgentiae aequivalet."

This authoritative instruction perfectly agrees with the doctrines of the Scho-

lastics, given above, pp. 798, 799; notes 2, 3; 1, 2.
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to heart that he withdrew to a monastery, fell sick, and died,

it is said, of grief, July 14, 1519. Miltitz was far more con-

siderate in his treatment of his Saxon countr3niian, the author

of the new teaching, and was deluded into the belief that his

mission had been successful. The two had an intervieiv at

Altenhnrg (January 5, 1519), and Luther agreed to leave off

preaching and live quietly if his adversaries would do like-

wise; to induce the people to continue obedient to the Holy

See; to instruct them by letter in the orthodox sense on the

veneration of the Saints, on indulgences, purgatory, the Com-
mandments of God, and the authority of the Pope; and,

finally, to write to his Holiness in the spirit of a docile child.

In a letter dated March 3, 1519, Luther wrote to the Pope as

follows: "I have been unnecessarily, excessively, and abu-

sively severe in my treatment of those empt}'^ babblers. I

had only one end in view, viz: to prevent Our Mother, the

Roman Church, from being soiled by the filth of another's

avarice; and the faithful from being led into error, and

learning to set indulgences before charity, i^ow. Most Holy

Father, I protest before God and His creatures that it has

never been my jrurpose, nor is it now, to do aught that might

tend to weaken or overthrow the authority of the Roman
Church or that of 3'our Holiness; nay, more, I confess that

the power of this Church is above all things; that nothing in

Heaven or on earth is to be set before it, Jesus alone the Lord

of all excepted." That Luther was playing the part of a

contemptible hypocrite, and did not mean a word of what

he wrote to the Pope, is evident from a private letter written

to his friend Spalatinus just nine days later (March 12).^ "I
whisper it to you," he writes, " in sooth I know not whether

the Pope is Antichrist or his apostle."

The opponents of Luther, and notably Dr. Eck, without

fully appreciating the consequences of their step, brought on

a public discussion previously to the meeting of the German
bishops in conference. Some who dreaded the agitation which

a discussion of this character would certainly occasion, had

their fears set at rest by the splendid reputation enjoyed by

^De Weite, Tom. I., p. 239. (Tb.)
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Eck^ for ability and learning, and looked forward to a com-

plete triumph. After the manner of the age, the subject-

matter to be discussed was thrown into the form of theses.^

The parties to the disputation, which took place in the hall

of the Castle of Pleisseuburg, at Leipsir/, in the presence of

Duke George of Saxony and a highly cultivated audience, and

continued for two weeks together, were, on the one hand,

Luther and Carlstadt, assisted by the professors of the Uni-

versity of Wittenberg, and on the other Eck alid the profes-

sors of the Universities of Cologne, Louvain, and Leipsig.

The chief propositions discussed were the doctrine of the con-

dition of man after the fall; of free will and cp^ace; of penance

and, indulgences ; and of the primacy of the Church of Borne.

Caristadt,^ who had been challenged by Eck, spoke first, main-

taining that man of himself is incapable of doing any good

work, and that even when in the state of grace his works

are wholly destitute of merit.* This champion, who had

placed the doctor's cap on Luther's head, sufiered an igno-

minious defeat, and after a week's discussion was forced to

yield his place to his disciple.^

The question of the primacy of the Pope came next under

^ Eccii Epp. Ep. de rat. studior. suor. Ingol. 154, 4to. {Strobel, Misc. H. III.,

p. 95 sq.) F. Koiyermund, Erneu. Andenken, Vol. I., p. 251 sq. (Tr.)

2 Among the most remarkable of these are the following:

I. Man sins daily, and also daily repents, according to the precept of Our

Lord: Do penance. jSTone bat a just man (Eck) is exempt from this rule, he

having no need of penance.

II. To deny that ynan sins in doing good, or that every sin is of its nature

mortal, oi", if venial, so only by the mercy of God, is all one with discarding Paul

and Christ.

VII. To assert that/ree vsill is the arbiter of good or evil actions, or to deny

that justification depends on faith alone, is silly nonsense.

XI. To affirm that indulgences are beneficial to Christians, or that they do

not imply rather an absence of good works, is madness.

Carlstadt asserted in his VI. and VIII. theses that daily venial sins, like

mortal, work eternal damnation.

^llis real name was Andrew of Bodenstein; ho took that of Carlstadt from

his birthplace, in Franconia. Using the initials of these three words, Melanch-

thon called him the bad ABC.
*A. G. Diekhoff, de Carolost. Luth. de servo arbitrio doctrinae defensore, Gott.

1850. (Tr.)

6 Life of M. Luther, by Audtn, Phil. 1841, p. 97 ; London, 1854, Vol. I^ p. 182.
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discussion, and Luther, in replying to Eck's argument for its

divine origin, said that it rested only on human authority,

and that of the passage from St. Matthew xvi. 18, the words,

"Thou art Peter," were addressed to the Apostle; and those

immediately following—viz : "And upon this roc/c I will build

M}^ Church"—applied to Christ. In the matter of jurisdic-

tion, he went on to explain, the Pope has no advantage over

the Archbishop of Magdeburg or the Bishop of Paris, and
whatever supremacy he may enjoy is derived entirely from

the sovereign will of the people. lie is indeed, he added, the

head of the Apostolic College, and has ii primacy of honor, but

not of jurisdiction. Eck's superiority over his adversaries in

knowledge, dialectical skill, and readiness and felicity of

speech, secured him a brilliant triumph, and elicited the

hearty applause of his hearers.^

In the course of the discussion, Luther had explicitly main-

tained that /aiYA alone, independently of good works, suffices

for salvation; and when confronted with conflicting passages

from the Epistle of St. James, called in question the authen-

ticity of this Epistle; denied human /ree luill, the primacy

of the Pope, and the inerrancy of Ecumenical Councils. The
opinions advanced and advocated by him so nearly resembled

the Hussite propositions branded as heretical by the Council

of Constance, that the Duke of Saxony, startled by their bold-

ness, hastily put an end to the discussion, remarking, ^'' Here
indeed is a fruitful source of danger."^

^ Luther l ep. ad Spalat. : "Interim tamen ille placet, triumphat et regnat:

sed donee ediderimus nos nostra. Nam quia male disputatum est, edam resolu-

tiones denuo. — Lipsienses sane nos neque salutarunt neque visitarunt ac veluti

hostes invisissimos habuerunt, ilium comitabantur, adhaerebant, convivabantur,

invitabant, denique tunica donaverunt et schamlotum addiderunt, cum ipso

spaciatum equitaverunt, breviter, quidquid potuerunt, in nostvam injuriam ten-

taverunt." Acta colloq. Lips, (between Eck, Melanchthon, Cellarius, and Carl-

stadt, many rejoinders, etc.) in Loscher, Vol. .III., p. 203 sq. Walch, Vol. XV.,

p. 954 sq. Seidemann, The Leipsig Disputation, a. d. 1519, from hitherto unex-

plored sources, Dresden, 1843.

2 The official report of this disputation is in Loscher, Vol. III., p. 203-558;

Walch, Works of Luther, Vol. XV., p. 998 sq., and in de Weite, Letters of Lu-
ther, Vol. I. Cf. Biffel, Vol. I., p. 80-94; 2d ed., p. 134 sq. Wiedonajin, John
Eck, p. 75-139; and "TAe Catholic," year 1872, in several articles from Septem-

ber onward.
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A new adversary to Luther, but less formidable than Eck,

now came forth in the person of Jerome Emser of Leipsig, a

licentiate of canon law, and private secretary to Diike George

of Saxony. He was an excellent scholar, possessed a good

knowledge of the ancieut and Oriental languages, was bril-

liant and caustic in repartee, and withal a man of extraordi-

nary erudition.^ B}'- mutual agreement, their discussion was

to be reported, collected, and sent to the Universities of Erfurt

and Paris, whose authorities were to decide on the merits of

the respective arguments, and, pending the decision, no aggres-

sive steps were to be taken by either side. Luther and his

friends disregarded the pledge, and a fresh controversial war

broke out.

Notwithstanding that Luther had been completely beaten

in the great disputation in the Pleissenburg at Leipsig, he

gained the solid advantage of giving publicity to his cause,

and bcightening its importance in the estimation of the popu-

lace. The questions in dispute were now in every mouth. It

was in the theological congress that Luther gained to his side

the most important of his disciples. This was Philip 31elanch-

thon (" Schwarzerd," i. e. Blackearth).^ His father was a skilled

armorer of Bretten, in the Palatinate of the Rhine, where

Philip was born February 16, 1497, and the famous Reuchlin

^ Hieron. Einscr, De disputatione Lipsiensi quantum ad Boemos obiter doflexa

est, in August, 1519. In answer to Luther's Ad Aegocerotem Emserianum M.

Lutheri responsio, Emser wrote A venatione Lutheriana Aegocerotis assertio

in November, 1518 {Lutheri opp. lat. Jen., T. I., Loscher, Vol. III.) Why the

interpretation of Luther had been forbidden to the common people (sc. because

it contained fourteen hundred lies and heretical errors.) Lps. 1523. German
translation of the ISIew Testament, Dresden, 1527; Assertio Missae; De Canone

Missae; and sti 1 earlier, De vita et miraculis S. Bennonis. Cf. the Asclibach

and Freiburg Cj'clopaedias, art. "Emser."
"^ Mclancldhon. Opp., Basil. 1541 sq., 5 T. in fol., recensuit Fencer, Viten-

bergae, 15G2 sq., 4 T. fol., and commenced in the Corpus Keformator., ed. Bret-

schiieider, T. I.-X., Melanchtbon; opp., Hal. 1834-42, 4to. — Camerarius, de

Ph. Mel. ortu, totius vitae curric. et morte narratio, Lps. 1566, ed. Augusti,

Vrat. 1817. Matthes, The Life of Philip Melanchthon, from the Sources, Alten-

burg, 1841; 2d ed. 1846. Galle, Melanchthon considered as a Theologian, and

the Development of his doctrine, Halle, 1840. Heppe, 2d ed., Marburg, 1860.

PlancJ;, Melanchthon, praeceptor Germ., Nordl. 1860. C. Schtnidt, Life and

select Writings of Melanchthon, Elberfeld, 1861.
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was his uncle. After making an excellent course of prepara-

tory studies at Pforzheim and afterward at Heidelberg, where

he took the degree of Batchelor of riiilosopliy in 1512, he

went in the same year to Tubingen, comi^leted his scientific

studies, and in 1513 published a Greek grammar, took his de-

gree of Master of Arts in 1514, and began to give lectures on

the classics and Aristotelian philosophy. He was accounted a

literary prodigy, and his name and accomplishments Avere the

theme of every tongue. More gentle, moderate, and prudent

than Luther, he lacked his master's energy, strength of char-

acter, depth of feeling, magnetic influence, and vigor of

speech. Still, he rendered very essential service to Luther,

Avho was not unfrequently guided by his counsels. When a

little more than twenty-one years of age (August 29, 1518), he

was appointed, through the recommendation of Erasmus, pro-

fessor of Greek language and literature at Wittenberg. An in-

timacy soon sprung up between himself and Luther, for whom
he had always great respect, and in whose defense ho wrote

an apology.^ Elated with the adulation of his young friend,

and encouraged by the Hussites, with wdiom he had lately

opened a correspondence,^ Luther soon forgot his humiliating

defeat at Leipsic, put aside all disguise, stifled any lingering

feelings of reverence for the Church of Rome, and laid bare

to the world a heart which had so long nourished a fierce and
fiery spirit of revolt.

It had been agreed that the arguments advanced by both

sides in the Leipsig disputation should be submitted before

publication to the judgment of the theological faculties of

the Universities of Paris, Louvain, and Cologne. The deci-

sions, rendered in the months of August and JSTovember, 1519,

were adverse to Luther; his teaching Avas unanimously con-

demned. Immediately on learning the result, he poured forth

upon the members of these faculties, whom but a little while

^Defensio Melanohthonis contra Ecciiim, prof, theologiae. Melanchthon either

forgot or disregarded the promise of his master, and published at Wittenberg a

letter, addressed to CEcolampadius, giving a summary of the discussion at Leip-

sig, but at the same time recognizing the fine talents of Eck. Audin, 1. c., p. 106

(Phil., 1841); Eng. ed., (London, 1854), Vol. I., p. 209. (Tr.)

^Lbscher, Vol. III., p. 699 sq. Cf. Eiffel, Vol. L, p. 88 sq.; 2(1 ed., p. 151 sq.
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before ho had called his masters in theology, a torrent of sav-

age and abusive invective.^

The movements of Miltitz could not keep pace with the

impetuous energy of Luther, who, w^earying of the Nuncio's

tardiness, dispatched to Leo a letter, dated October 11, 1520,

accompanied with his treatise on Christian Liberty, dedicated

to the Pope. In this letter, he pours out all the venom of his

soul against Home, and flings the coarsest insults at the Pope.

Here is a specimen : "It were a blessing for you (Leo) to lay

down the office of the Papacy, which only your most depraved

enemies can exultiugly represent as an honor, and live upon

the trifling income of a priest or your hereditary fortune.

Only children of perdition, like Judas Iscariot and his imita-

tors, should revel in the honors of which you are the object."^

The coarse, indecent tone of this letter would of itself have

justified the sentence, already passed upon Luther through

the representations of Eck, if it had been more severe than it

was. Luther, anticipating the blow and fearing its conse-

quences, had recourse to his usual cunning and dexterity when

such calamities iyn-pended, and sought to rob the papal condem-

nation of its terrors in the eyes of the people by largely circu-

lating his Sermon on Excommunication.

§ 301. Fresh Writings of Luther—Affinity of His Beligious

System to the Code of the Bobber Knights and the Prin-

ciplcs of Paganism.

Moehler, Symbblisra (1832), 6th ed., Mentz, 1843, Engl, transl. \nilciers,

Theology of Symbolism, Bonn, 1841. Riffcl, 2d ed., Vol. I., p. 28 sq. Staitden-

maier, Philos. of Christianity, Vol. I., p. 684 sq. StocJd, Hist, of the Philosophy

of the M. A., Vol. III., p. 477 sq. Cf. also " Lutlier, considered as the solution

of a psychological problem" (Hist, and Polit. Papers, Vols. II. and III.) Vor-

reiter, Luther's struggle with the anti-Christian principles of the Eevolution,

Halle, 1861.

Luther liad not yet formally declared his opposition to the

Church; but he soon spoke out emphatically and unmistaka-

bly against both her and her authority. During the years

1 Luther's Works, Walch's ed.. Vol. XV., p. 1598 sq.

2 Luther's Works, Watch's ed., Vol. XV., p. 934 sq. ; de Wette, Vol. I., p. 497

sq. Cf. R/fel, Vol. I., p. 151 sq.; 2d ed., p. 221 sq.
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1520 and 1521, he displayed an astonishing literary activity.

It would seem that he would have the world bow to his ipse

dixit. He would brook no contradiction ; whoever would set

himself against him must bo prepared for a death-struggle;

he spared no one. His religious system was a pantheistical

mysticism—not indeed the outcome of his controversy on in-

dulgences, but the result of his youthful stubbornness and per-

versity, and of his subsequent waytvard and erratic religious

exercises. It combined in one complex organism the. errors

of the Gnostics, Cathari, Waldenses; of the Brethren and
Sisters of the Free Spirit, and the Apostolic Brethren ; of

Amalric of Bena, Master Eckhart, Wicklifie, Hnss, and the

author of the "German Theology," who, all of them, because

they were sectaries, have been represented b}'^ Protestant au-

thors as the forerunners of the pseudo-Reformers.^ Such is

the system which, it was claimed, has its full and adequate

sanction in Holy Scripture. It teaches that the Bible is the

only source of faith ; ascribes to it the completest inspiration, ex-

tending to every word, and invests the reading of it with a

quasi-sacramental character. Its leading tenets were the follow-

ing: Human nature has been wholly corrupted by original

sin, and hence man is born loithout a trace of freedom,. What-
ever he does, be it good or ill, is not his ovm, but God's work.

Faith alone works justification, and man is saved by confi-

dently believing that God, who covereth sins and doth not

impute them to man (Ps. xxxi. 1, 2), will pardon him. This

proposition is one wonderfully fruitful in consequences, inas-

much as it secures man a full pardon of his sins, and an un-

conditional release from the punishment due to them. Its

scope is so comprehensive, and its conditions so easy, that no

Pope has ever pretended to lay claim to anything at all com-

parable to it.^ The hierarchy and the -priesthood are unneces-

1 The name of Keformer was first applied to these men by LntJter in his pre-

face to the German Theology. It was also adopted by Flacius Eh/ricu.% Catalog,

testium veritatis. Gr. Arnold, Historia et descriptio theol. myst., Francof. 1702,

p. 306; Flathe, Hist, of the forerunners of the Eeforniation, etc.

^ When charged with having arbitrarily introduced the word sola into Eom.

iii. 28, he made the following defense: "Should your Pope give himself any

useless annoyance about the word sola, you may promptly reply: It is the will
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sary, and exterior worship is useless. To clothe one's body

in sacred and priestly garments; to be bodily present in

church and busy oneself about holy things; to pray, to fast,

to keep watch, or to go through other good works of any

sort whatever to the end of time, all these avail the soul

nothing. All Sacraments, excepting Baptism, Holy Eucha-

rist, and Penance, are rejected, and even these if withheld

may be supplied by faith.^ There is a universal priesthood;

every Christian may assume that office ;
there is no need of a

special body of men set apart and ordained to dispense the

mysteries of God, and, as a consequence, no visible Church or

special means established by God whereby man may work

out his salvation.^

The idea of a universal priesthood, so flattering to the bulk

of the people, was set forth with special prominence and em-

phasis in his more inflammator}^ writings, such as the ^'Ad-

of Dr. Martin Luther that it should be so. He says that ^ Pope and jackass are

synomjmoitft terms.' "We are the masters of the papists, not their schoolboys and

disciples, and will not be dictated to by them." (Altona ed., T. V., fol. 2G90.)

—

"As many as believe in Christ, be they as numerous and wicked as may be, will

be neither responsible for their works nor condemned on account of them."

—

''Unbelief is the only sin man can be guilty of; whenever the name of sin is

applied to other acts, it is a misnomer; such acts are of a pieige with those of

little Johnny or Maudlin, when they retire to a corner to relieve nature; people

may laugh at them, but will add—well done."—"In this way does faith destroy

any bad odor our filth may emit" (Family Bible with Commentary, Jena ed.,

1565; Sermon on the text: "So much hath God loved the world").—"Provided

one have faith, adultery is no sin; but should one be destitute of faith, even

though he honor God, he is guilty of a wholly idolatrous act."

1 " Let all men be free as to the Sacraments; if one does not wish to be baptized,

he need not; he may, if he likes, refuse to receive the Sacraments; he has

authority from God not to confess, if he dislikes to do so" (Treatise on Confes-

sion). In the early days of his career as a reformer, Luther certainly held that

the Sacraments are optional; he, however, retracted this teaching, after Carl-

stadt had pushed his principles to their legitimate conclusions.

2" All Christians enjoy in common the spiritual priesthood, and may take on

them the oiBce of preaching in its true sense; we are all priests in Christ; all

have power and authority to judge.—Every Christian is a, father, a confessor of

the heavenly ordained confession, an office which the Pope arrogates to himself,

as he also does in the matter of the keys, the episcopate, and everything else

—

oh the Kobber! Nay, I will go still further, and say, let no one secretly con-

fess to a priest as such, but as to one like himself, as to a brother and a Chris-

tian."
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dress to the Christian Nobles of Germany,'' "Om the Improvemoit

of Christian Jlorality," ''On. the Babylonish Capticity of the

Church,'' addressed to the clergy, and on "Christian Liberty,"

addressed to the Uiity. In these he called upon the Emperor

to subvert the power of the Pope, to contiscate for his own

nse investitures and the goods of the Church, to do away

with ecclesiastical feasts and holidays, and, finally, to abolish

Masses for the dead; for the latter, he said, were designed to

supply the means of "feasting and revelry." Luther was en-

couraged to put forward these startling doctrines in bold and

aggressive language by the powerful Knights of the Lmpire,

who, he said, in the fatalistic language so accordant with his

views, were sent of Heaven for his defense.^ He was now in

bad company, and, quite contrary to his deep religious con-

victions and feelings, found himself obliged to fall in with the

views of men who were pagan at heart, and whose ultimate

aims were diametrically opposed to his own. One of these

was Uirich von Hutten^^ the descendant of an ancient and

knio^htlv house in Franconia. Destined by his parents for

the ecclesiastical state, he was sent to the cloister-school of

Fulda, and, catching the spirit of the age, applied himself

with enthusiastic fervor to the study of the pagan classics.

He became a fine classical scholar, but at the expense of his

faith and his virtue. He fled from the monastery; led for

many years a life of shameless debauchery, and, disregardful

of the commonest rules of decency, which even a libertine

respects, gave a detailed account in elegant Latin verse of

the progress of a loathsome disease brought on by his ex-

cesses. By turn a soldier, a pamphleteer, and a poet; always

1 Luther returned the following answer to a letter of Sylvester cf Schaum-

burg: "Quod ut non contemno, ita nolo nisi Christo protectore niti, qui forte et

hunc ei spiritum (of assisting him) dedit." De Wette, Vol. I., p. 448.

2 0pp. ed. '^Boecking, Lips. 1859 sq. Wcislinger, Huttenus delarvatus, Con-

stantiae, 1730. Panzer, Uirich of Hutten with reference to literature, Niirn-

berg, 1798. David Strauss, Uirich of Hutten, Lps. 1858 sq., 3 vols. Cf. Hist,

and Polit. Papers, Vol. 45. Meiners, Biography of celebrated men in the times

of the Renaissance, Zurich, 1796-97, 3 vols. Ho likewise speaks of Fronds of

Sicldngen (Vol. III.); cf. Huh. Leodil lib. de rebus gestis et calamitoso obitu

Fr. de Sickingen {Freher, T. III., p. 295). C. Ferd. Meyer (of Zurich), The

last days of Hutten's Life, being "a work of fiction," Lps. 1872.
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dreaded and sometimes admired ; ever seeking out an occa-

sion to display his powers, he was glad when an opportunity

was given him of taking part in the quarrel between Reuch-

lin and rfefferkorn. Words failed him to express his fulsome

praises of the former, or to adeqnatel}^ convey the torrent of

invective and libelous abuse which he belched forth against

the latter, and applied indiscriminately to the whole body of

the clergy [Triamphus Ccqwionis). Besides openly and pub-

licly proclaiming that he was in league with twenty free-

thinkers for the avowed purpose of extirpating the monks,

this vaunted advocate of liberty and humanity did not blush

to detail, with a refinement of cruelty that would have chilled

the heart of a headsman, the tortures and manner of death it

would gladden his soul to see thS baptized Jew Pfeff'erkorn

undergo, and for no other reason than because the latter had

been the first to call the attention of the Church to certain

Hebrew books of a dangerous tendency. Like Luther, he

shortly left off the use of the Latin, a language which he had

hitherto employed, and in its place substituted the German,

as a more convenient and efficient vehicle for revolutionizing

thoughts. "It has been n\y wont," he said, "in the past to

employ the Latin language exclusively; but in so doing I

reached only a few, whereas I now appeal to my country" He
closed his life on the island of Ufenau, in the Lake of Zurich.

The work, which gave special notoriety to this league, was the

pamphlet entitled ^'^ Epistolae virorum obscurorum,"^ directed

against the monks, published together with Lorenzo Valla's

book "On the Fictitious Donation of Constantine the Great

to Pope Sylvester," and preceded by an ironical dedication to

Pope Leo X.^ These caustic satires and malignant lampoons,
containing offensive and obscene illustrations by the cele-

brated Luke Cranach, were openly offered for sale at the

church-doors side by side with books of devotion.^ ISTo means

>See Vol. II., p. 1010, note 2.

'^Conf. Kampschidie, The University of Erfurt, Pt. I., p. 192-226.

3 Satires and Pasquinades of the age of the Pteformation, published by Oscar
Schade, Haiiov. 1850-58, 3 vols. Unpleasant for many a Protestant : Dr. Thomas
Murner (Franciscan of Strasburg's) Poem of the Great Lutheran Fool, pub-
lished by Dr. Henry Kurz, Zurich, 1848. Vilmar, in his History of German
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were neglected by Hutten and his party for the accomplish-

ment of their purposes. To give the monks a more complete

overthrow, they sought the alliance of princes. " We must,"

said Ilutten in a letter to Pirkheimer, " employ every means

to gain them; we must never leave off pressing our suit; we
must accept from them offices publicand private, for it is thus

jurists and theologians secure and retain theirfavor." Hence

we see that previously to Luther's expulsion from the Church,

a league had been formed, having nothing in common with

the pseudo-mystical tendencies of the so-called reformer; but,

on the contrary, wholly pagan in character, and representing

a radically materialistic reaction against the Church, her re-

ligious system, and her deposit of revealed truths.^ There

was but one bond that could unite these jjarties, whose prin-

ciples, at least in their origin, were diametrically opposed

—

the one claiming to be purely spiritual, and the other known
to be essentially materialistic in its aims—and that was the

common bond of hatred against the Church.

Hutten, by birth a Knight of the Empire, well knew how
to excite in the hearts of the nobles, who, though they had

long plundered the property of the Church, had never ven-

tured to resist her authority, a spirit of hatred against the

clergy as violent as had ever been entertained by the Human-
ists and philologists. The warlike habits of these knights

had obliterated every principle of justice from their minds,

and stilled every humane feeling. Their maxim was: "To
ride and to rob is no shame ; the best in the land do the

same." Theyalso ingenuously professed to believe that the

wealth of such low fellows as commercial men was the lawful

plunder of nobles. All these distinguishing characteristics of

the nobilit}^ of the Empire were combined and obtained their

fullest expression in Francis of Sickingen, a most complete

specimen of the degeneracy into which the chivalry of the

iige had fallen. Putting aside all restraints to the widest

Literature, says of it: "It is the most important satirical writing that ever

appeared on the Reformation."

^ The articles: Luther's alliance with the Aristocracy of the Empire, and

preparations for the war of Sickingen. (Hist, and Polit. Papers, Vol. IV., p.

4G3-482; p. 577-593; p. 669-678
; p. 725-732.)
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freedom of action, liis conduct was no longer the result of

that exalted standard of virtue, which, in preceding ages,

where chivalry, whether in the service of the Church or the

Empire, was wholly devoted to the interests and advance-

ment of truth, justice, and religion, was its crowning glory.

His aims were selfish, and his motives sordid. He was ever

ready to draw his sword in the most iniquitous of causes

when such gave promise of pecuniary reward. His ability as

a military leader recommended him to Francis I. and Charles

"V., who were at times rivals for his services. He was, by

turn, under the ban of the Empire as a disturber of the ]3ub-

lic peace, and high in the imperial favor as a commander of

armies. To the material force, of lohich he was the representative^

inveterately and persistently hostile to public order, did Luther

address himself. Sickingen, however, cared as little as Hut-

ten for the religious opinions of Luther. He encouraged the

controversy on indulgences, and favored the revolt against

the Church to which it led, onl}' because these supplied an

occasion to work mischief and furnished a means of inciting

the masses to rebellion, thereby bringing about the revolution

he was meditating against the Empire. Although an agita-

tor, a revolutionist, and a disturber of the public peace, he

was never in sympathy with Luther, and continued to the

last steadfast in his fidelity to the Catholic Church. At his

prayer, Albert, Archbishop of Mentz, by an instrument, dated

May 10, 1520, authorized the erection and endowment of a

chapel, and granted an indulgence of forty days to all who
should visit it. He had also the intention, in 1519, of found-

ing a Franciscan convent, but was driven from his purpose by
the sneers of Hutten. Though Hutten's caustic raillery might

deter Sickingen from founding a religious house, his influence

could not draw him to the cause of Luther. "Who is he,"

was his reply to the suggestion, "that dares attempt to over-

throw institutions which have survived to the present day?

If such there be, and he have the requisite courage for the

undertaking, does he not lack the power ?
"
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§ 302. Luther's Condemnation.

Shortly after the close of the disputation of Leipsig, Dr.

Eck set out for Rome, in order by his presence to urge Loo

to take more prompt and decisive measures than might 1)0

looked for from the dilatory and over-cautious policy of Mil-

titz. He had many difficulties to face and much opposition

to overcome in the Consistory, but his appeals and represen-

tations were in the end successful. The bull, ''Exsurge Domine

et judica causam tuam,"^ was issued June 15, 1520, in which

forty-one propositions, extracted from the writings of Luther,

were condemned, his works ordered to be burnt wherever

found, and he himself excommunicated if he should not have

retracted at the expiration of sixty days. The Pope exhorted

and prayed him and his followers by the Blood of Christ, shod

for the redemption of man and the foundation of the Church,

to cease to disturb the peace of the Spouse of Christ, to do-

stro}^ her unity, and outrage her sacred and unchange'ai>!e

truths. But should he disregard these entreaties, refuse to

avail himself of this paternal kindness and tenderness, and

persist in his errors, he was declared excommunicate, liable

to the penalties attached to the crime of heresy, and all Chris-

tian princes were instructed to apprehend him and send him

to Rome. The execution of this bull was given to the Papal

Legates, Carraccioli and Aleandro, and to these Dr. Eck was

joined. That one like Eck, holding no superior rank as a

churchman, should liave been made a member of this com-

mission, of itself gave no little offense. But apart from this,

he had been and was still Luther's most formidable and im-

placable enemy ; and he was now the bearer of his sentence.

iThis bull, composed by Card. Ascolti, is written in pure, graceful, and ele-

gant Latinity. Audin, 1. c, London, 1854, Vol. I., p. 224. It is given in ILir-

du'm, Collectio cone, T. IX., p. 1891 ; in Coquellitius, Bullarium, T. III., Pt. II I.,

p. 487 sq. Iiay7iald. ad &n. 1k>20; Concil. Trid. ed., Lps. 1842, p. 270-72. In

German, with the carping observations oi Hutie^i; in Walch, Vol. XV., p. lUiil

sq. Luther wrote against this bull: Eeasons and Causes in favor of all those

who have been unjustly condemned by the Koman Bull, Germ. Works, Jena

ed., Pt. I., p. 400-432.

VOL. Ill—

3
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Luther considered that, under the circumstances, the accept-

ance by lii?n of so ungracious an office, was clear evidence of

personal vindictiveness. His own condemnation coming to

him through such a source he regarded, says Pallaviciin, as a

stealthy stab from the poniard of a malignant foe, rather than

a lawfully authorized blow from a Roman lictor's ax. Hence,

to represent Eck's successful journey beyond the Alps as un-

dertaken from motives of revenge, and as being in some sort

an encroachment upon the rights of the German bishops, was

not a difficult task. Moreover, it is said, that Eck of his own
authority extended the excommunication to many of Luther's

adherents, and among them CarUtadt and Dolcius, professors

at Wittenberg; Pirkheimer and Spevgler, councillors of iNTurn-

berg; and Adelmannsfelden, a nobleman and canon of Augs-

burg. The last circumstance put many obstacles in the way
of publishing the bull and carrying its instructions into exe-

cution, particularly in districts where public feeling ran high.

Luther, with his usual dexterity, hastened to counteract the

effect it might have upon the public mind, by publishing his

pamphlet On the New Eckian Balls} Eck was insulted at

Leipsig, and forced to seek safety in flight, and the Papal

bull was nuide the jest of the populace. Similar outbreaks

took place at Erfurt. But at Mentz, Cologne, Ilalberstadt,

Freisingen, Eichstaedt, Merseburg, Meissen, Brandenburg, and

other places, the bull was published, and Luther's writings

burnt. The Elector of Saxony ordered Luther to communi-

cate once more with the Pope. Luther complied, but his tone

was far from conciliatory. He forwarded to Leo his pamphlet

On the Neil) Eckian Bulls, accompanied with his discourse on

Christian Liberty.

Charles V., son of Philip the Fair, who, when only twenty

j-ears of age, and after a sharp contest with foreign com-

petitors, had succeeded his grandfather Maximilian as Em-
peror, besides having inherited the ancient attachment of

the House of Hapsburg to the traditional teachings of the

Church, had received strong religious impressions from his

preceptor, Adrian of Utrecht, whom he afterward was in-

»ln Riffcl (2d ed.), Vol. I., p. 242; 1st ed., Vol. I., p. 170 sq.
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strumeiital in raising to the papa) throne/ After liis corona-

tion at Aix-la-Chapelle (October 22, 1520), the bull excom-

municating Luther was placed in his hands by the Legates

Carraccioli and Aleandro. Luther was as yet uncertain as to

the temper of the new Emperor and the course he would pur-

sue. Hoping to secure his good will, he addressed him a

most humble letter,^ in which, among other things, he stated

that in publishing his pamphlets he had no aim in view other

than to brush away superstitious notions and the dchisions of

human tradition, and establish in their stead the truths of the

Gospel. And for this, he went on to say, have I endured

these three years the angry abuse of men and eveiy sort of

evil. He concluded by stating that he had in vain sued for

mercy and implored pardon ; his enemies had made up their

minds to it that the Gospel, Divine truth, and himself should

perish together; to avert so great an evil, he, like Athanasius

of old, inl^oked the Emperor's protection.

The Elector of Saxony, who had come as far as the Ehine

to welcome the Emperor on his arrival, had a conference with

Erasmus at Cologne, in the course of which the latter gave it

as his opinion that Luther's fault chiefly consisted in his hav-

ing aimed a blow at the tiara of the Pope and the bellies of

the monks. The judgment had certainly the merit of being

brief and pointed; but to be merry on so grave and momen-
tous a subject was unseemly, and little to the credit of Eras-

mus. Nevertheless, on the strength of it, the Elector de-

^ Lang, Correspondence of Emperor Charles V., published from the Koyal

Library and the Bibliotheque de Bonrgoigne, at Brussels, Lps. 1844 sq., 6 vols.

Heine, Letters addressed to Charles V. (1530-32) by his Father Confessor, from

the Spanish Royal arc^hives at Simancas, I>rl. 1848. Autobiography of Charles V.

in a Portuguese translation, rediscovered at Brussels by Kervin de Leitcnhove.

German, by Wai'nkooiig, Brussels, 1862. Conf. Hist, and Political Papers, Vol.

60, p. 8o7 sq., and Ranke, Complete "Works, Vol. VI., p. 73 sq. Robertson, His-

tory of the Eeign of the Emperor Charles V., Edinburgh, 1769; Vienna, 1787,

4 vols. Favorable portraiture of Charles V., in Raumer, Hist, of Europe from

the end of the fifteenth century, Vol. I., passim, particularly p. 580-586; rather

unfavorable because partial representation by Maurenbrrcher, Charles V. and

the German Protestants from 1545 to 1555, together with an appendix of docu-

ments drawn from the Spanish archives of Simancas, Dusseldorf, 1865. Conf.

R^usch, Review of Theology, Bonn, 1866, p. 817-824.

2 in Watch, Luther's Works, Vol. XV., p. 1636. Cf. Rifel, Vol. I., p. 103 sq.
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manded that tlie Legates should submit the whole matter for

examination to a court, composed of sober, religious, and im-

partial men ; and that Luther's teachings should be disproved

by authority of Scripture. Lutlier, now spurning papal prohibi-

tions, and notably that of Paul II. in the bull Exsecrabilis,

and without waiting for an' answer from Leo, appealed (No-

vember 17, 1520), on the authority of the decrees of Constance,

declaring a Council superior to the Pope, from the Holy See

to an Ecumenical Synod; after having previously published,

on the 4th of the same month, his violent protest ^'Against

the Execrable Bull of AntichristJ' Not content with these bold

and aggressive acts, he went still further, and on December

10, 1520, having called together the students of the Univer-

sity and the inhabitants of Wittenberg at the Elster or East-

ern Gate of the city, where fagots had been heaped up, ready

to set fire to, he appeared bearing the bull of Leo, printed in

characters large enough to be seen by all present. The Body
of Canon Law, many scholastic and casuistical works, the

controversial writings of Eck (the Chrysoprasus, etc.) and

Emser, were first cast into the flames,' after which Luther

flung the Pope's bull into the pile, exclaiming: "Thou hast

disturbed the Lord's Holy One, therefore shalt thou be con-

signed to fire eternal." As Luther had already given public

notice by posters of what he intended to do with the bull,

now that the work was accomplished, he hastened to announce

his triumph to Spalatinns.^ On the following day, he ad-

dressed the students, saying: "It is now full time that the

Pope himself were burned. My meaning is," he went on to

say, "that the Papal Chair, its false teachings and abomina-

tions, should be committed to the flames." The Emperor,

sensible that matters were going from bad to worse, convoked

his first diet at Worms.

§ 303. The Diet of Worms, 1521

—

Luther at Wartburg.

Cochlaeus (Col., 1568), p. 55 sq. Pallavic'mi, Hist. cone. Trid., lib. I., c. 25.

Sarpi, nist. cone. Trid., lib. I., c. 21 sq. — Acta Lutheri in conciliis Vormat.

^Audin, 1. e. (London, 1854), Vol. I., p. 234. (Tr.)

2 Lutheri ep. ad Spalat.: "Impossibile est enim salvos fieri, qui huic bullae

foverunt aut non repugnarunt" (De Wetie, Vol. L, p. 622).
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ed. Policarius, Vit., 1546 (Luth. opp. lat. Jenae, T. II., p. 436 sq. German
AVorks, Jena ed., Pt. T.. p. 432-463). Raynald. ad an. 1521. Walz, The Diet of

Worms, 1521 (Kesearches on German Hist. VIII., 21-44); Friedrlch, Tlie Diet

at Worms, 1521, according to letters of Aleander (in the Debates of the Royal

Acad, of Sciences of Bavaria, Class III., Vol. XI., year 1870, sect. 3j. Itiffcl,

Vol. I., 2d ed., p. 224 sq.

The Emperor had at first intended to summon Luther be-

fore the diet. Aleandro objected, because, to submit to the

discussion of a secular court questions which had been ah'cady

disposed of by the Holy See, and their autlior excommuni-

cated, he regarded as disgraceful. His words iiad much weight

in Germany, because, though a Lombard by birth, he was popu-

larly believed to be a German ; and his lectures in Paris on

Greek literature and Ausonius, delivered before two thousand

hearers, had given him name and influence with the Human-
ists. He demanded that the provisions of the bull against

Luther should be fully earned out (January 3, 1521).

llie evil effects of centralizing all ecclesiastical authority in

Ivome, on the one hand, and on the other, of leaving off' hold-

ing ecclesiastical synods in Germany, before which the ques-

tions raised by Luther should have been brought, were now
painfully apparent.^ The Emperor was not fully alive to the

scope and importance of the questions involved in the contro-

versy until after the Legate had clearly pointed out that Lu-

ther's attitude toward the Holy See threatened, not only the

stability of the Church, but the very existence of the Empire
and the well-being of society. The States, however, refused

to yield to Aleandro's demand; for having themselves brought

forward one hundred, and one Grievances {Gravamina) iowchm^
abuses in ecclesiastical affairs,^ the}' were unwilling to con-

demn Luther without a hearing. Moreover, George, Duke of

Saxony, a determined enemy ot Luther's, brought before the

diiet twelve specific complaints, \\\c\x\(\\\\g some against the abuse

of indulgences and the lax morals of the clergj'. He also

strenuously advocated the holding of Sn Ecumenical Council.

Luther, in the meantime, ordered his conduct to snit the

circumstances, now professing himself humble and sulimis-

^Cf. Wiedemann, John Eck, p. 137 and p. 385.

2 Walch, Luther's Works, Vol. XV., p. 2058 sq.
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sive, and again haughtily proclaiming his intention of hold-

ing out against all opposition. Influenced more by the Empe-
ror's safe-conduct and the assistance promised from another

quarter, than by reliance on Divine aid, he iinally made up his

mind to go to Worms, where he arrived April 16. Under the

circumstances, it required no special tax upon his courage to

write to Spalatinus, as if apprehensive of the fate of IIuss:

"Yes, I shall go to Worms, even if there were as many devils

there as there are tiles on the roofs of Wittenberg." Luther

went before the imperial diet, where the Emperor was present,

on the 17th and 18th of April.

On the former of these days, John von Eck, Chancellor to

the Archbishop of Treves, pointing to close upon twenty vol-

umes placed upon a table near by, asked Luther, first, if he

acknowledged himself the author of these writings published

under his name; and, secondly, if he was willing to retract

the teachings contained therein. After hearing the titles of

the books read, Luther, in answer to the first question, admit-

ted their authorship, but requested time for consideration be-

fore answering the second. A day was given him to prepare

his reply, and on the morrow the Chancellor again asked him

if he would retract. Luther was evasive. The Chancellor

pressed for a categorical answer. " Will you or will you not

retract?" said he, addressing him. Luther replied: "Inas-

much as it is certain that both Popes and Councils have time

and again fallen into error, and denied at one time what they

had afiirmed at another, I can not bring myself to put faith

in them. My conscience is captive to the words of God, and

unless I shall be convicted of error by Scripture proof or by

plain reason, I neither can nor will retract anything. God
help me. Amen."^
At a subsequent conference, Dr. John von Eck, the Chancel-

lor, and Cochlaeus, Dean of the Church of the Holy Virgin at

Frankfort, pointed out to Luther that he was inconsistent and

ex-parte in his appeal to Holy Scripture—first, because he

would accept no rule of interpretation but his own private

judgment, and, next, because of arbitrarily rejecting certain

^The dramatic words hitherto attributed to him :
" Here I stand, how else can

I act?" are a later addition. Cf. Burkhardt, Studies and Criticisms, 1869, nro. 3.
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Books, he had virtually called in question the authority of

all.^ I'licy further reminded him that the authors of every

heresy that had rent the Church from the earliest days to

their own, had sought in Scripture the justification of their

errors. But their arguments and the entreaties of Cochlaeiis,

who visited him privately some days later, were all to no

purpose. " Even if I should retract," said he, " the others

{Smno nists) , men far more learned than myself, would not

keep silence, or cease to carry on the work."^ A committee,

composed of princes and bishops, and inehuling, besides oth-

^This is the style in which Luther speaks of the Pentateuch: "AYe have no

wish either to see or hear Moses. Let iis leave Moses to the Jews, to whom he

was given to serve as a Mirror of Saxony; he has nothing in common with

Pagans and Christians, and we should take no notice of him. Just as France

esteems the Mirror of Saxony only in so far as it is the expression of natural

law, so also the Mosaic legislation, though admirably suited to the Jews, has

no binding force whatever as regards ourselves. Moses is the prince and exem-

plar of all executioners; in striking terror into the hearts of men, in inflicting

torture, and in tyrannizing, he is without a rival." . . . Of Ecclesiastes, the Here-

siarchsays: "This book should be more complete; it is mutilated; it is like a

cavalier riding without boots or spurs; just as I used to do while I was still a

monk." ... Of .Judith and Tobias: "As it seems to me, Judith is a tragedy, in

which the end of all tyrants may be learned. As to Tobias, it is a comedy, in

which there is a great deal of talk about women. It contains many amusing

and silly stories." ... Of Ecclesiasticus : "The author of this book is an excel-

lent expounder of the Law, or a Jurist; he also gives good precepts for exterior

deportment; but he is not a prophet, and knows simply nothing about Christ."

... Of the Second Machabees: "I have so great an aversion to this book and

that of Esther, that I almost wish they did not exist; they are full of observ-

ances characteristically Jewish and of Pagan abominations." ... Of the Four

Gospels: "The lirst three speak of the works of Our Lord rather than of His

oral teaching; that of St. John is the only sympathetic, the only true Gospel;

and should be undoubtedly preferred to the others. In like manner, the Epis-

tles of St. Peter and St. Paul ai'e superior to the first three Gospels." ... Of the

Epistles to the Hebrews: "It need not surprise one to find here bits of wood,

hay, and straw." . . . Of the Epistle of St. James: " Compared with the Epistles

of St. Paul, this is in truth an epistle of straw; it contains absolutely nothing to

remind one of the style of the Gospel." ... Of the Apocalypse: •' There are many
things objectionable in this book. To my mind, it bears upon it no marks of an

Apostolic or prophetic character. It is not the habit of the Apostles to speak in

metaphors ; on the contrary, when they utter a prophecy, they do so in clear and

precise terms. Everyone may form his own judgment of this book; as for myself,

1 feel a.n aversion to it, and to me this is sutficient reason for rejecting it."

*Dr. Otto, The Conference of Cochlaeus with Luther at "Worms, 1521 (Austr.

Quart, of Theol. 1866, nro. 1).

—

Homes, Luther's Sojourn at Worms, Mentz, 1868.
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ers, Drs. Eck and Cochlaeus, advised Luther to submit to the

jndgmeut of a general council; but the monk was inexora-

ble. To the Archbishop of Treves, Richard von Greifeiiklau,

who requested him to snggest his own method of adjusting

matters, he replied by quoting the words of Gamaliel :
" If

this work be of man, it Avill come to naught; but if it be of

God, ye can not overthrow it." Apart from his obstinate

adherence to his errors, and his rejection of every overture

looking toward an antboritative decision, Luther had given

much offense by his bibulous habits and his unseemly famili-

arities with females;^ and, on the day after his conference

with the Archbishop of Treves (April 26), being provided

with a safe-conduct for twenty-one days, was ordered to quit

"Worms. His ostensible destination was Wittenberg; but

while on his way, and probably by preconcerted arrange-

ment^ between himself and the Elector of Saxony, he was

set upon by five masked and armed men, seized and carried

away a willing prisoner to the Castle of Wartburg, near Eisen-

ach, where he remained from May, 1521, till March 8, 1522,

living incognito under the assumed name of Younker George,

and dressed as a knight. On the 26th of May, when many
of the States had already, as it seems unadvisedly, withdrawn

from the diet, an imperial decree drawn up by Aleandro, and
dated May 8th, placing Luther under the ban of the Einjnre,

was signed by the Emperor, and officially promulgated. It

would appear that Luther courted this sentence, for previously

to its promulgation he boastfully declared, that "If Hass had

been a heretic, he himself was surely ten times as great a one."

The decree commanded all persons, under severe penalties,

to refuse hospitality to Luther; to seize his person, and de-

liver him up to the officers of the Empire, and to commit his

writings to the flames.* On the Imperial Chamber of Niirn-

berg was laid the duty of seeing to it that the various provi-

sions of the sentence were carried into effect. It was now
very generally believed that there was an end of the heresy;

that the last act of the tragedy had been performed : but a

^Conf. below, § 319, the letter of Count Hoyer of Mansfeld, written 1522.

2 See Luther's Letters, in de Wetie, Vol. II., pp. 3, 7, 89.

3Cf. Rifel, 1st ed.. Vol. I., pp. 213-217; 2(1 ed., Vol. I., pp. 290-294.
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few far-seeing men thought otherwise, and predicted that the

storm, far from having spent itself, was still gathering strength.

"There is, as some think, an end of the tragedy," wrote the

Spanish courtier, Alphonso Valdez,^ to his friend Peter Mar-
tyr; "but as for myself, I am fully convinced that tlie pla}'- is

only opening, for the Germans are highly incensed against

the Holy See."

In a strong rescript sent to the States of the Empire, hear-

ing the date of April 19, 1521, the Emperor had expressed iiis

determination to oppose a powerful resistance to tlic religious

tendencies in Germany; but this was in the existing circnm-

Btauces impossible, for the civil discords of Spain and the des-

perate war he was then waging against France called forth his

best energies and claimed his undivided attention.

Hence, beyond the limits of the Emperor's own states and

those of his brother, Ferdinand, and of the Elector of Branden-

burg, the Duke of Bavaria, Duke George of Saxony, and a few

ecclesiastical princes, the edict of Worms was but feebly exe-

cuted, if at all. It was coldly received by the representatives

of the States of Germany, who had been industriously taught

to believe that this theological quarrel w^as no more than a

struggle against Home, in the destruction of whose claims they

fancied they saw the realization of wild dreams and delusive

hopes.

A number of propositions extracted from the w^orks of

Luther were condemned by the Faculty of the Sorbonne, at

Paris,^ and by others of lesser note, and refuted by Henry
VIII? o^ England; but owing to the preoccupation of men's

^Habes hujus tragoediae, ut quidam volunt, finem, ut ogomet raihi persuadeo,

non finem sed initium; nam video Germanorum animos graviter in sedem Ro-

manam concitari. (ep. ad Petr. Martyr ) For other letters of A. Valdez, see Les-

sing supra. When the Papal Legate, Chieregati, remarked that if Hungary
should be lost, Germany would also pass under the yoke of the Turk, the mal-

contents replied: "We had much rather be under the Turk than under you,

who are the last and greatest of God's enemies, and are the very slave of

abomination."

^Condemnatio doctr. Luther, per facultatem Paris, in le Plat, Monumenta ad

hist. Cone. Trid. spect., T. II., p. 98 sq.

3 Against Luther's Discourse: On the Babylonian Captivity of the Church:

Adsertio septem sacramentorum adversus Martinum Lutherum, Londini, 1521,
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minds with the momentous events just related, those acts

produced little, if any, influence upon public opinion. To
his royal opponents and the Universities, Luther replied in

language of coarse vulgarity and abusive invective.' The

admirable criticism of the heresiarcli's teaching by Fisher,

Bishop of Rochester, for the same reason, received but scant

attention.-

Luther's Sojourn at Wartburg {''Patmos").

While Luther remained at the fortress of Wartburg, where,

as it was paradoxically expressed, "he was a willing prisoner

against his will," he was withdrawn from the baneful influ-

ence of Ulrich von liutten, and might, with some effort,

have been brought to think seriously upon his conduct, and

view with some misgiving the terrible nature of the enter-

prise in Avhich he was engaged. His bodily ailments and the

stings of conscience not unfrequently drove him to the very

brink of despair. S})eaking of his feelings at this time, he

says: "My heart beat with fear, and I asked myself the ques-

tions: Is wisdom thy exclusive gift? Are all others in error,

and have they been so these many years? What if thou thy-

self art in error, leading others astray, to be damned eternally?

By whom art thou commissioned to preach the Gospel, by

whom called?" Luther failed to recognize these misgivings

as Divine warnings ; he regarded them as assaults and tempta-

tions of the Devil, who, he said, uce.ll understood the art of fright-

ening one by the remembrance of one's fast sins. He frequently

had visions, in which demons flitted like specters across his

heated imagination. The recital of them is frequently ludi-

crous and trifling, but they themselves play an important part

in his life. By habitually yielding to their influence, he Anally

brought himself to indulge the pleasing delusion that the

Catholic Church was the detestable kingdom of Antichrist,

and the heritage of God's anger; that he himself was John
the Evangelist banished. by Domitian to the island of Patmos,

a second Paul, or Isaias; and Melanchthon another Jeremias.

»Cf. Rlffel, 1st ed, Vol. I., p. 109-110; 2d ed.,.p. 179-181.

^Assertionis Lutheranae confutatio. 1523. Conf. Dr. Laemmer, 1. c, p. 14-20.
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His trials, though numerons and severe, were wholly unpro-

ductive of good. While at Wartburg, he often indulged in

the pleasures of the chase; but the bulk of his time was given

to making a translation of the Bible into German, so worded as

to fit his own system of belief.^ He maintained an active cor-

respondence with his friends, and continued to still exert,

through his letters and other writings, the baneful influence

which his presence had inspired. It was at this time that he

wrote his inflammatory and mischievous pamphlets ^'Aejainst

the Idol of Halle" (the Archbishop of Mentz); "On Jllonastic

Voids;" and "0?i the Abuse of llasses"—the first of which he

dedicated to his father, and the last to the Augustinians of

Wittenberg.^

§ 304. Death of Leo X.—His Character.

Laemmer. Monument. Vaticana, p. 3-10; for bibliography, see V. II., p. 922, n.

3. Audin, in bis Life of Luther, oh. XVI., where be describes the court of Leo X.

Ranke, Ecclesiastical and Political Hist, of the Popes in tlie Sixteenth and Sev-

enteenth Centuries, 4th ed., Brl. 1854, Vol. I., p. 80 sq. Engl, transl., Philad.

1841, 1844; New York, 1845; London, 1852. (Tr.)

In putting an estimate upon the character of Leo X., de-

termining the degree of authority he exercised, and the influ-

ence of his pontificate, it should be borne in mind that he

abolished the Pragmatic Sanction in France;^ brought the

Lateran Council to a close (1517); and, through his represent-

atives, Cajetan and Miltitz, set on foot negotiations in regard

to Luther. Neither should his attitude toward the Emperor,

Charles V., and his ambitious rival, Francis I., be overlooked.

In his relations to these princes, he was bold, alert, and poli-

tic ; now throwing the weight of his influence on the side of

the one, and now of the other, as each in turn was superior in

council or victorious in battle; always more intent on secur-

ing the possession of a province than in promoting the well-

being of the Church. To artists and scholars he was mag-
nanimous, noble, and generous; patronizing them, not from

^ Dbllinger, The Reformation, Vol. III., p. 139 sq.

"^Rtjfel, Vol. I., 2d ed., p. 329 sq.

3 See Vol. IL, p. 921.
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feelings of vanity, but from taste and conviction, and as one

having a practical and thorough knowledge of what he was

doing, and why he did it. The age of Augustus seemed to

have again dawned upon Rome. More devoted to art than

to the duties of his oifices—more enamored of the charms of

elegant literature than of the chaste beauty of Christian

virtue—Leo pursued toward Luther a policy at once hailing

and ineffective. Regarding religion himself as a matter of

only secondary importance, he could but ill comprehend how
others should bear trials for its sake, and expose themselves

to countless dangers in pushing forward its interests. His

pontificate, though one of the most brilliant, was by no means

the most happy, in the history of the Church. His lavish

extravagance occasioned in great part the disastrous contro-

versies of the age, and was a source of no little embarrass-

ment to his successors in the Papacy. He died December 1,

1521.

§ 305. The Diet of Nilrnberg convoked for September 1, and

opened November, 1522.

Raynald. Ann. ad an. 1522. Menzel, 1. c, Pt. I., p. 105 sq. Walch, "Works

of Luther, Vol. XV., p. 2504 sq. Correspondence of Pope Hadrian VI. with

Erasmus (translated fr. the Latin), Frankfurt, 1849. Hiffel, Vol. I., p. 378 sq.

The primary object this Diet had in view in assembling was

to provide measures to repel a threatened invasion bj' the

Turks. But as Luther had returned to Wittenberg (1522),

Hadrian VI.,^ formerly preceptor to Charles V. and now Pope,

thinking the present occasion a favorable one for putting an

end to the existing religious controversies, resolved to turn it

to the best account. The character of Hadrian was quite the

reverse of that of his predecessor, Leo X. Sincerely and deeply

religious, a true priest, of simple tastes and grave manners, he

had in a certain sense a horror of the art treasures of ancient

Rome, regarding them as in a measure tending to revive the

idols of Paganism. His dislike of them, which was emphatic

' Iloefler, Election and Accession of Pope Hadrian VI. to the Throne, Vienna,

1873; Bauer, Hadrian VI., being a picture of Life of the Age of the Reforma-

tion, Heidelberg, 1876.
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and outspoken, gave great offense to the Romans, who, besides

taking an enthusiastic pride in the reign of Leo X., had finan-

cial reasons for encouraging the love of pagan art whicli that

reign had called forth. The oft-repeated words of Hadrian,

that "lie -would have priests for the adornment of churches,

not churches for the adornment of priests," expressed a line

of action with which the Komans had little or no sympathy.

The growing discontent reached its lieight when the Pope,

through his legate, Chieregati, Bishop of Teramo, publicly pro-

claimed at the Diet of JSTiirnberg, that, "impelled alike by in-

clination and duty, he would put forth his best energies to

bring about all needful reforms, beginning with the papal

household, the primary source of the evils aiflicting the

Church, to the end, that, as corruption had infected high

and low, all might mend their lives and make sure their

salvation." But wliile thus frankly avowing the faults of the

papac}', and promising the correction of these and other

abuses, the Pope soon learned that it was not in his power
to hasten the march of events, or to shorten the time neces-

sary to such a work. Fully persuaded that only the ignorant

could be led astray by the crude and irrational teachings of

Luther,^ and that the revolt against the old faith was to be

mainly ascribed to the burdens and hardships endured by the

bulk of the people, he entertained the hope that this frank

avowal of the existence of evil and the promise of its correc-

tion, coming from the common father of Christendom, would
have the effect of allaying popular discontent, of conciliating

and inspiring confidence in the minds of all. In this frame

of mind, he pressed the Diet to take prompt and vigorous

^In a letter written by him while yet a cardinal, he said, speaking of Luther:

"Qui sane tam rudes et palpabiles haercses mihi prae se ferre videtur, ut ne

discipulus quidem theologiae ac prima ejus limina ingressus ita labi merito potu-

isset. . . . Miror valde, quod homo, tam manifeste tamque pertinaciter in fide

errans et suas haereses somniaque diffundens, impune errare et alios in pernicio-

sissimos errores trahere impune sinitur." [Bwynanni Analecta hist, de Hadr.

VI., Traj. 1727, 4to., p. 447.) This judi^ment was based on the works of Luther

published in Latin. His numerous works in German were still more calculated

to lead minds astray and incite rebellion. (Vide supra, p. 30.) . . . Syntagma

doctrinae theologicae Adriani VI., ed. Reuse.ns, Lovanii, 1862; ejusdem, Anec-

dota de vita et scriptis Adriani, Lov. 1862.
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measures against Luther; "for," said he, with prophetic fore-

sight, "the revolt, now directed against the spiritual author-

ity, will shortly deal a blow at the temporal also." The words

of the Pontift' were ill-received by the Diet, and his warning

unheeded ; his frank avowal of the shortcomings of the papacy

gave occasion to exhibitions of unseemly triumph, and his

promise of reform was interpreted as an acceptance of defeat.

The hundred and one grievances against the Holy See were

again taken up; and the convocation of an ecumenical coun-

cil, to convene in some city of Germany, imperiously de-

manded; which should, in the first instance, provide for the

general well-being of the Church, and, this accomplished, set-

tle the Lutheran controversy. Thus far, said the assembled

States, it has been found impossible to enforce the edict plac-

ing Luther under ban of the Empire, from fear of a popular

insurrection. However, they falteringly added, every effort

will l)e put forth to prevent the propagation, either orally or

in writing, of the new doctrines, until such time as the coun-

cil shall have convened; and to sustain the authority of such

bishops as shall punish married ecclesiastics with canonical

penalties.

The Nuncio, clearly perceiving that the temper of the States

was hostile to Rome, and mortified at the ill success of his

mission, withdrew from the Diet; and Hadrian, equally cogni-

zant of their sinister designs, gave expression to his sorrow in

words of reproachful tenderness, in which, while laying bare

the deep and intense grief that crushed his paternal heart,Mje

seemed to take upon himself the responsibility of all the faults

committed by his predecessors. Hadrian, however, did more
than utter words of complaint. Desirous of putting an end

to the systeni of wasteful extravagance that had grown up

under his predecessors, he dismissed a large number of useless

functionaries, thereby exciting against himself a spirit of in-

tense hostility. To add to the bitterness of his grief, he learned

that his ettbrts to defend the island of Rhodes (December 25,

1522) against the assaults of the Turks, had proved unsuccess-

^ Letters to the Elector of Saxony; to the cities of Breslau and Bamberg
Conf. Raynald. ad an. 1523, nros. 73-86.
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ful. The disastrous issue of all his most cherished projects

was too much for the tender heart of the holy Pontiff, and he

gradually sunk under the weight of accumulated sorrows.

"How sad," said he in his last moments, "is the condition of

a Pope who would do good, but can not." On the very (la\'

of his death (September 14, 15:^3), the Romans gave expres-

sion to unseemly joy, in a coarse inscription placed above the

door of his attending physician.' He was entombed in Santa

31aria deW Aniina, the national church of the Germans. At
the riglit of the choir stands a noble sepulchral monument
erected to his memory. It Avas executed by Michaelangelo

of Siena and Nicolas Tribolo of Florence, after the designs

of Badassare Peruzzi.

§ 306. Efforts of Mclanchthon. and Luther to Spread the New
Teachings.

In 1521, after the close of the Diet of Worms, Melunchthon

published his Uyjjofyposes theologicae, sea Loci communes rerum

theologicarum, setting forth, with studious brevity and with

great beauty of language, a full account of Luther's teach-

ings.^ He vehemently assailed the doctrine of human free-

will, stating that "in spiritual affairs the intellect and reason

of man are wholly in the dark" (quod hominis intellectus ratio-

que in rebus spiritualib us prors us est caeca). "The adultery of

David," said he, "and the betrayal of Judas are as much the

work of God as the calling of Paul."^ Besides advocating

^Liberatori Patriae, S. P. Q. R.—The epitaph composed by his friends, ami

inscribed on his tomb, does him justice. "Here lies Hadrian VI., who held

that to rule is the greatest of misfortunes." So also another, composed by a

Hollander, and inscribed on his cenotaph: "Alas! how greatly are the eflbrts

of the very best men colored by the character of their age." " Proh doloi'.

quantum refert in quae tempora vel optimi cujusque virtus incidat."

^ Prima ed., Vit. 1521, 4to., and oftener; ed. Aiigusti, Lps. 1821.

3 He says in his commentary on the Epistle to the Romans: "Haec sit certa

sententia, a Deo fieri omnia, tarn bona quam mala. Nos dicimus, non solum

permittere Deum creaturis, ut operentur, sed ipsum omnia proprie agere, ut

sicut fatentur, ^ro/jriMm Dei opus fuisse Pauli vucationein, ita fateantur, opera

Dei propria esse, sive quae media vocantur, ut comedere, sive quae mala sunt,

ut Davidis adulterlum ; constat enim Deum omnia facere, non permissive sed

potenter, i. e. ut sit ejus pToprium opus Jadae prodiiio, sicut Pauli vocatio."
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predestination in the most extreme and rigid sense, he claims

for man an individual and immediate inspiration. As Luther

had formerl}^ declaimed in the universities against the phi-

losv)phy and methods of Aristotle, so Melanchthon now ex-

pressed a wish to see the works of Plato swept from the face

of the earth. To carry out literally the words of Scripture,

"In the sweat of thy face shalt thou eat bread," he bound

himself as an apprentice to a master baker. Moreover, Me-
lanchthon frequently exprc^ssed his hearty contempt of the

very ablest ecclesiastical writers, of whom it would be small

praise to say that they were preeminently his superiors in

intellectual endowments and depth of thought.

Melanchthon opens his doctrinal exposition abruptly with

predestination, and then goes on to discuss the other dogmas

in dispute in a series of propositions, each independent of the

other, and having no essential connection as integral parts

of a consistent system. Pie even goes so far as to state that

a Christian need know no more than the existence "of law,

of grace, and of sin and its power for evil" {vim peccaii, ler/em,

gratiam). The doctrines o^ free-will, grace, and predesdnation,

M'hile playing so important a part in the scheme of faith and

justitication, are treated with special fullness. In subsequent

editions of his work, he gave an exposition of the doctrines

of the Trinity and the Incarnation, professing to ground his

statements on the utterances of the first six ecumenical coun-

cils.^ Dr. Eck promptly published, as a reply to this work,

his "Enchiridion locorum. communium J'

As Melanchthon's doctrinal exposition had been addressed

exclusively to the learned, Luther undertook to perform a

similar work for the more illiterate, by translating, mostly

from the original text, the ISTew Testament into the vulgar

{CJiemnit. loci theol., ed. Leyser 1615, Pt. I., p. ITS.^i In the later editions of

Melanchthon's Commentary, this passage was omitted.

1 Luther, writing of this work, says: " It is a charming and noble book, and

deserves to live forever." And again: "Nothing better has been written since

the days of the Apostles." Non solum immortalitate, sed etiam canone ecclesi-

astico dignuni. On the other hand, Strobel, in his Literary History of Philip

Melanchthon's Loci theologici (Altenburg and Niirnberg, 1776-1782), shows

that this dogmatical work underwent subsequent variations, both as to matter

and form. >
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tongue. This translatioD, before being published, was revised

by himself and Melanehthon conjointly. Translations of the

various books of the Old Testanient, in which he also availed

himself of the critical judgmei\t of his friends, subsequently

appeared.^ Luther now had the effrontery to make the silly

boast that he was the lirst to drag the Bible forth from be-

neath the dusty benches of the schools, an assumption which
even Zwinglius some time later indignantly denied. "You
are unjust," said lie, "in putting forth this boastful claim;

you forget that we have gained a knowledge of the Sacred

Scriptures through the translations of others. To mention a

few, there is Erasmus in our own day; Valla, a few years

earlier; and the pious Bcuchlin and Pelican, in the absence

of whose labors, neither you nor others could have accom-

plished the great work. But I will be merciful, my dear

Luther, although I should not; for the impudent boasting that

.pervades your books, your letters, and yowY discourses, merits

the severest chastisement. You are very well aware, with all

your blustering, that, previously to your time, there existed a,

host of scholars, who, in biblical knowledge and philological

attainments, were incomparably your superiors."

Luther, in replying to those who objected that the indis-

criminate reading of the Bible was dangerous, said: "Should
any one attack you, saying: the Bible is obscure, or it should

be read with the aid of the commentaries of the Fathers, you
will reply : this is not true, for there never existed on earth a

book more easily intelligible than the Bible."

^Last ed. with Luther's corrections, 1546. Luther's Sendbr. v. Dollmetshen.

der H. S. ( Walch, Vol. XXI., p. 316 sq.) Maihesiu.% Thirteen Sermons.—P^n-
ze?', Hist, of Transl. of the Bible, ISTiirnberg (1783) 1791. Marheinecke, Services

rendered to the cause of Keligion by Translations of the Bible, 13 vl., 1815. H.

Schott, Hist, of Transl. of the Bible, Lps. 1835. G. W. Hopf, Criticism of Lu-

ther's German Version of the Bible. Niirnberaj, 1847. See Audin, Life of Luther,

ch. XXIV. (Tr.)

VOL. ni—

4
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§ 307. The Diet of Mm berg.

Laemmer, jNlonum. Vatic, p. 11 sq.

—

Pallavirini, Hist. Cone. Trid., lib. II., c.

10. Rajniald., ad an. 1524. Ranke. Roman Popes, A^ol. I., p. 09-129.

Clement VII. (November 19, 1528-1534), the successor to

Pope Hadrian, was a Humanist, and the friend of Erasmus.

Prudent, considerate, and fair-minded, he exercised great cir-

cumspection in whatever he did, always weighing scrupulously

every measure, in its various relations and adjuncts, before

proceeding to act. This habit of caution drew upon him the

imputation of acting, not as one who sees his way clearly be-

fore him, and then goes resolutelv forward, but as one having

an ultei'ior purpose in view, and making his approaches to it

by a circuitous route.^

He was not long in making up his mind that the religious

troubles in Germany demanded a prom"^-)t and vigorous treat-,

ment, and to this end he sent liis legate, Campegqio. to the

Diet of ^iirnberg. When the papal legate had entered Ger-

many, he became fully convinced, from the signs he saw about

him on every side, that the people were hostile and evilly dis-

posed toward the Pope. Arriving at the Diet, he was not a

little surprised to iind that Frederic, Elector of Saxony, the

chief protector of Lutheranism, to whom he carried an affec-

tionate letter from the Pope, and whom he had hoped to win
back to the Catholic faith by his persuasive eloquence, Avas no

longer there The statement of the legate that the Pope re-

garded the ''•Centtun Gravamina" as a fabrication of the ene-

mies of the Holy See, rather than an honest expression of the

true sentiments of the German people, produced a violent

outburst of indignation from the States present in the Diet.

The most the legate could obtain was a promise that, in the

interval between the adjournment of the present and the

assembling of the next Diet at Spire,^ on the coming feast

of St. Martin, the States icould do what they could toward en-

K?f. the cliaracter of Clem(!nt VII. as drawn by Contarini in Ranhc' s Suppl.

to the Kointin Popes, Vol. III., pp. 25, 26.

2 The Recess of April 18, 1524, in Lunik's Archives of the Empire, P. gen.

com. I., p. 445. Walch, Vol. XV., p. 2674.
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forcing the edict of Worms; would submit the Grievances

against the Court of Rome to the judgment of certain wise

and experienced men, and have them again examined and

discussed at Spire; and that all magistrates would exert

themselves to prevent the publication and distribution of

writings injurious to the Holy See. The action of the States

was equivocal and insulting, and called forth the indignant

j)rotest of Clement YII. They make a jest of the imperial

authoritv, said he, and, in refusing to enforce the Edict of

AVorms, compromise the rights of the Emperor far more than

the dignity of the Apostolic See.* The Emperor, viewing

their action in the same light, commanded them to strictly

enforce the Edict of Worms against Luther, the second Mo-
hammed, under penalty of incurring the guilt of high trea-

son, and being placed under the ban of the Empire. Although
the action of the Diet was, for many reasons, offensive to both

the Pope and the Emperor, it was hardly less so to Luther.

His vanity was wounded, and he bitterly complained, that,

after having undertaken an enterprise of unusual difficulty

and danger, he now received only the reward of ingratitude

for his pains. The opponents of Lutiier, now fully aroused

and startled b}^ the frightful consequences to which his teach-

ing and revolt- would lead in practical life, prepared to take

more decisive measures against him. The papal legate en-

deavored to adjust the differences between Austria and Bava-

ria, each suspicious of the ambitious designs of the other, and
finally succeeded in effecting an alliance at Eatisbon (June 5,

1524) between the Archduke Ferdinand of Austria and the

Dukes A\^il Ham and Louis of Bavaria, to which twelve bishops

of Southern Germany were also partners. The immediate ob-

ject of this alliance was to protect the interests and institu-

tions of the Catholic Church, and to enforce the edicts of

Worms and Nurnberg. It was resolved that priests who
should marrj^, should be canonically punished ; that young
Germans should be forbidden to make their studies at Yv^it-

tenberg; and that a vigorous opposition should be made to

^Cf. Rnijnald. ad an. 1.524, nro. 15 sq.

^See following paragraph.
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whatever tended to propagate heresy. The opponents of Lu-

ther agreed upon a similar line of action at Dessau, in North-

ern Germany. On the other hand, the Landgrave, Philip of

Hesse, drew to his party the new Elector of Saxony, John the

Constant (May 5, 1525), whom he induced to sign a treaty of

alliance, concluded at Torgau, May 4, 1526, by which the

Protestant princes bound themselves to defend the princi-

ples and uphold the interests of Lutheranism in their respec-

tive States

—

Mecklenburg, Anhalt, Maiisfeld, Prussia; and the

cities of Brunswick and Magdchurg shortly after joined this

alliance. In this way was the line of separation drawn be-

tween Catholic and Protestant Germany,^

If there was ever a time when it was to the interest of the

Pope to closely ally himself to the Emperor, it was noio; for

Charles V., and he alone, was able and willing to maintain

the Catholic Church in Germany. But unfortunately Clem-

ent failed to appreciate his opportunity, and imprudently jjub-

lished a brief hostile to the interests of Charles,^ nnd entered into

an alliance with Francis I. The consequences of his action

were disastrous. The Emperor's forces besieged Rome on two

diiferent occasions, stormed and plundered the city, made the

Pope prisoner, and offered many indignities to his person

(May 6, 1527).

§ 308. The New Teachings and Their Practical Consequences—
Disorders at Wittenberg Caused by Carlstadt— The Ana-

baptists and the Peasants' War.

The teachings of Luther soon found their way from his

writings into the practical affairs of life. From his height

at Wartburg, he flung down among the people his pamphlets

on ''31onastic Vows'' and ''The Abuse of Masses."^ Bariholo-

^The limits of the territory included by the Protestant and Catholic alliances

may be seen in Wedell's Historical and Geographical Atlas, on map XVIII., b.

"See in Raynald. ad an. 152G, n. 6; also, a defense of the Emperor, in Goldasii

Polit. Imp., Pt. XXII., pp. 990 sq. ; also, a partial defense in Raynald., I.e., n. 22.

^Walch, Vol. XIX., pp. 1304 sq. and 1808 sq.—Cf. Rifel, 1st ed., Vol. I., pp.

263-267 ; 2d ed., pp. 345-350. Luther said, in praise of the former of these two

treatises, that, compared with the works he had hitherto written, it was (liber)

"munitissimus et quod ausim gloriari invictus."
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^mew Bernhardi, a priest of the town of Kemberg, startled the

world by openly taking a wife.^ The Augustinian friars of

Wittenberg, Luther's brothers in religion, declared their Vows
and the Rules of their Order null and void. Luther had told

them, in his pamphlet '^On Monastic Vows,'" that such restric-

tions were contrary to the command of God ; that monasti-

cism itself was a revolt against Christ; and that, hence,

monasteries should be burnt with fire, pitch, and brimstone,

and utterly swept from the face of the earth, like Sodom and

Gomorrah of old. At Wittenberg, Carlstadt, at the head of

a fanatical mob, went about demolishing altars, overturning

statues, and destroying pictures and sacred images ; and, to

put the crown on his sacrilegious conduct, administered the

Lord's Supper to all who chose to approach, whether in the

state of grace or not ; and introduced the use of the German
language in religious services.

Similar scenes were enacted at Zwickau, where infant bap-

tis7n was rejected, on the ground that it had no more sanc-

tion in Holy Writ than other doctrines discarded by Luther

on the same plea; for it is written, " Whosoever shall believe

and be baptized, shall be saved." Hence, they said, as valid

baptism could not be conferred until persons had attained the

use of reason, it was plain adults should be rebaptized.

Nicholas Storch, a native of Zwickau, after gathering about

him a number of immediate followers, consisting of twelve

apostles and seventy disciples, proceeded with the former to

Wittenberg, where he preached to the people, and proclaimed

himself a prophet of God.

Melanchthon himself did not see his way clear out of the

difficulties proposed by these '' visionary prophets" against in-

fant baptism, and for a time seemed to think that their doc-

trine, inasmuch as it had a Scripture sanction, might be

conscientiously accepted. But some time after, disgusted

with the excesses of the Anabaptists, he also rejected theii

teachings. His defection was, in part at least, compensated

by the accession to their ranks of Carlstadt, Martin Cellarius,

^ J. G. Wolter, Prima gloria Clerogamiae restitutae Luthero vindicata, Neo-

fitad. ad O. 1767, 4lo.
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a friend of Melanchthon's, the monk Didymus, and others.

Didjmus, in his sermons, warned parents against allowing

their children to pursue profane studies; and Carlstadt, car-

rying his zeal against all human science still further, cast into

the -flames the text-books brought to him by students from all

quarters, giving as his reason for so doing that henceforth the

Bible alone should be read among men. Under pretext of

following the precept of Our Lord in Matthew xi. 25: "I

give thanks to Thee, O Father, because Thou hast hid these

things from the wise and prudent, and hast revealed, them to

Utile ones,''' he went through the streets of Wittenberg, Bible

in hand, stopping the passers-by, and, entering the work-

shops, interrupted the artisans, to ask the meaning of diffi-

cult passages, as from persons whose minds had not yet been

warped by the sophistry of science. The students passed be-

yond the control of the authorities, and it was feared the

University would be closed. Even the heresiarchs were

startled at the excesses to which their teachings had led,

and began to grow uneasy, lest they might serve as a pre-

text to Duke George of Saxony for putting a stop to any fur-

ther attempts at reforming the Church. Luther took alarm

at the violence of Carlstadt's conduct, and wrote from Wart-

burg: "You have entered this conflict inconsiderately, and

without method; you have thrown everything into confusion;

your proceedings are without warrant or reason. I may as

well let 3^ou know what I think of the business. I am dis-

gusted. If affairs have a disastrous issue, I shall not answer

for it. You have not sought my counsel before entering upon

the undertaking, (? !) and you will now see to it that 3^ou get

on without me. What has been done, has been ill done, though

Carlstadt may affirm over and over that you are right in

acting as you do."

In vain did Luther, at the instance of Melanchthon, write

to them to prove the spirits before receiving their prophe-

cies ; the disorders went on. His friends wrote to him
from Wittenberg, saying, " Come, or we perish." Fred-

eric the Wise advised him not to leave Wartburg Castle.

Luther left his Patmos March 8, and arrived at Witten-

berg on Good Friday, 1522. Shortly before leaving Wart-
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burg, Luther wrote to the Elector:^ "Be it known to Your
Highness that I go to Wittenberg under the protection of a

providence stronger than that of princes and electors. I have

no need of your support, but you have of mine; it will be of

advantage to you," etc. Scarcely had he arrived at Witten-

berg, when, ascending the pulpit, he began "to rap these vis-

ionaries on the snout." For eight days together, or during

the whole of Easter-week, he declaimed, in a series of mas-

terly discourses, against those fanatical leaders and barbarous

iconoclasts. ''All violent and luitimebj measures" said he, " em-

ployed, to hasten the moment for a clearer understanding of relig-

ion, are equally ojrposed to the Gosjyel and to Christian charity.

External changes in ecclesiastical affairs shoidd be introduced

only after men's minds have been convinced of the necessity of

such changes."

Luther was now in a position to see the practical workings

of his own teaching and the faithful reproduction of his own
conduct, and for the moment he seemed startled by the vision.

But rapidly recovering himself, he again dashed headlong

into just such violent and revolutionary conduct as he had

attempted to suppress, again declaiming like a maniac against

religious vows.^ "It is all one," said he, with shameless ef-

fronter}', "whether one says to God : I promise never to leave

off offending Thee ; or whether one says : I promise to live

always chaste and poor that I may lead a just and holy life.

The day has come," he continued, " not only to abolish for-

ever those unnatural vows, but to punish, with all the rigor

of the law, such as make them; to destroy convents, abbeys,

priories, and monasteries, and in this way prevent them ever

again being uttered."

Luther's words found a responsive echo in the hearts of the

depraved. Troops of monks deserted their convents, took

wives, and became ardent Lutherans. It was soon plain to

Luther that these reprobate monks, acting from carnal and

lustful impulses, "singularly corrupted the good odor of the

^ De Weiie, Luther's Letters, Vol. II., p. 137 sq.

^ Short Epilogue against Vows and Eeligious Life in Monasteries, in Walch^

Vol. XIX., p. 797.
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Gospel." The spirit of revolt occe evoked brooks no control.

Lather himself rode the crest of the wave. Like Carlstadt,

his former master, he gathered all his strength for an effort to

abolish the Mass, To him the ever-renewing- Sacrifice was a

horror. " Your only purpose in retaining the 3Iass" said he

reproachfully to the Collegiate Chapter of Wittenberg, which

had resisted his appeals, "/s to have always at hand a convenient

pretext for starting new sects and opening fresh schisms^ The
impious rage of his adherents outran his own. " These priests,

these mumblers of Masses," they cried out in tlieir impotent

fury, "deserve death quite as richly as the profane blasphe-

mers who curse God and His Saints on the public thorough-

fares." By the use of violent means like these did Luther

finally succeed in abolishing the Canon of the Mass (IsTovem-

ber, 1525); he retained only the Elevation.

The influence of Luther's works, and particularly of those

written in the vernacular, was not confined to p'riests and

monks alone; it extended to the bulk of the people as well.

Borne down by the weight of political oppression, they list-

ened with feelings of enthusiastic and fanatical approbation

to the ideas of Gospel freedom, so glowingly set forth by the

new preachers. "I behold them coming from these sermons,"

said Erasmus, "with threatening looks, and eyes darting fire,

as men carried beyond themselves by the fiery discourses to

which they have just listened. These followers of the Gospel

are ever ready for a conflict of some kind; whether with po-

lemical or martial weapons, it matters little."

Luther called upon the people to cast ofi'the yoke laid upon

them by the priests and monks. Following his advice, the

peasants refused to pay the customary taxes to bishops and

monasteries. They interpreted Gospel freedom to mean a

sanction authorizing them to disregard whatever was disa-

greeable or irksome, and to rebel against princes, particularly

sucli as remained faithful to the Church. These they were

taught to look upon as tyrants and enemies to Gospel truth.

While Luther's work on '''Christian Liberty,'' which had
been scattered throughout the whole of Germany, prepared

the way for revolt, his treatise on " The Secular Magistracy"

(1523) formally advocated the abolition of all authority what-
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ever, whether ecclesiastical or political.^ The peasantry, in-

jlamed by the fanatical teachings and fiery appeals of the sectaries^

rather than driven to excess by the tyranny and extortions of feudal

lords, rose in opeu and organized rebellion. In a manifesto,

consisting of twelve articles,^ based npon texts drawn from

the writings of Luther, the peasants claimed, first of all, the

right of appointing and removing at "will their ministers of

the Gospel. The insurrection rapidl}^ spread over Suabia, the

Black Forest, the Palatinate, Franconia, Thuringia, and Sax-

ony. The peasants, assembling in large bodies, would proceed

to plunder and burn convents, demolish the strongholds of the

nobility, and commit every sort of outrage and atrocity.

Thomas 3Iunzer, the leader of the sect of '^ Conquering Ana-
baptists" in Thuringia, preached a doctrine of political equal-

ity^ and freedom far more comprehensible to the illiterate

peasantry than the religious equality and freedom advocated

by Luther.

After being driven out of Altstadt, where he had incited

the citizens to rebel against the civil magistrates by his revo-

lutionary harangues, and had put himself at the head of mobs
that went about demolishing Catholic chapels and overturning

Catholic altars, he received an appointment as pastor in the

town of Miihlhausen. Here again he headed a formidable

insurrection against the civil authorities ; styled himself a

prophet, and signed himself " Miinzer, the bearer of the sword

of Gideon;" proclaimed the natural equality of all men, a

community of goods, the abolition of every sort of authority,

and the establishment of a new ''Kingdom of God," composed

solely of the just.

Everywhere illiterate peasants might be seen taking upon

themselves the office of preaching, for they had been told that

1 The following extract from this treatise will indicate its drift :
" Should some

one say: Since (according to Luther) there is to be no sword among Christians,

how are they to be made responsible for their external acts? Surely there

must be some representative of sovereign authority among them. Answer
such one that no sovereign authority should exist among Christians ; each should

be subject to the other, according to the words of Paul, Eom. xii.: 'In honor

preventing one another;' and again: I. Peter ii.: 'Be ye subject to every

human creature;' 'honor all men.'"

*Cf. Alfred Stern, Concerning the Twelve Articles of the Suabian Peasants.
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any one might announce the word of God. They besought

Luther, now that he had, by the weapon of Holy Scripture,

set at deliance every human power and authority, to under-

take the defense of their cause. Luther was at tirst extremely

embarrassed by this appeal, but finally sent them an answer

in the form of an exhortation, addressed alike to princes and

peasants, whom he styled respectively "My dear Sirs and

Brothers." With his accustomed dishonesty and dexterity,

he shifted the responsibility of the peasants' insurrection^

from where it properly belonged, to the bishops and Catho-

lic princes,^ ^^ ivho," he said, ''never wearied of crying out against

the Gosijeiy As might have been foreseen, his exhortation

was without effect. The peasants grew daily more bold and

insolent, and their devastations and enormities more atrocious.

At Weinsberg, they forced seventy knights to commit sui-

cide, by throwing themselves against spears held before them.

When Luther's enemies sarcastically taunted him with being

an accomplished hand at kindling a conflagration, but an indif-

ferent one at putting out the flames, he published a pamphlet

against ^Hhose pillaging and murdering peasants." "Strike,"

said he to the princes, "strike, slay, front and rear; nothing

is more devilish than sedition; it is a mad dog that bites you

if you do not destroy it. There must be no sleep, no patience,

no mercy; they are the children of the devil." Such was his

speech in assailing those poor, deluded peasants, who had

^IValch, Vol. XVI., p. 5 sq.; Vol. XXI., p. 149; concerning various districts

of the country of Baden, see Monc, Sources of the History of Baden, Carlsruhe,

1848 sq., Vol. II., 4to. Sartorius, Essay of a Hist, of the "Peasants' "War,"

Berlin, 1795. Wachsmuth, "The Peasants' War," Lps. 1834. Zimmermann, A
General Hist, of the Great Peasants' War, Stuttg. 1843, 3 vols. Be7isen, Hist,

of the Peasants' War in East Franconia, written from the sources, Erlangen,

1840. Cornelius, Studies on the Hist, of the Peasants' War, Munich, 1862;

Schrcfber, The Peasants' War in Germany, Freiburg, 1864. Jorg, Germany
during the Kevolutionary Period from 1522-1526, Freiburg, 1851. Cf. also the

following Essays: Causes of the Peasants' War in Germany (Hist, and Polit.

Papers, Vol. VI., p. 321 sq.); The Breaking out of the Peasants' War, its char-

acter, and the actors therein (1. c, p. 449-409) ; Defensive operations against the

Peasants (ibid., p. 627-644); Manifestoes and Scheme of Constitution of the

Peasants (ibid, p. 641-664); Bearing of Luther during the Peasants' War (I.e.,

Vol. VII., p. 170-192); see also Rlffcl, Vol. I., p. 412-479; 2d ed., Vol. I., p.

608-581.
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done no more than practically carry out his own principles.

They were to be subdued by the strong hand of authority,

and to receive no sympathy, no mercy, from their victorious

conquerors. It is computed that a hundred thousand men
fell in battle during tli.e Peasants' War, and of this immense
loss of life Luther took the responsibility. "I, Martin Lu-
ther," said he, " have shed the blood of the rebellious peas-

ants ; for I commanded them to be killed. Their blood is

indeed upon my head; but," he blasphemously added, ''I pat

it upon the Lord God, by lu/iose command I spoke.''

^

Melanchthon's connection with the Peasants' War is still

more strange. Although more discreet and temperate than

Luther, it is nevertheless undeniable that the benignant mild-

ness popularly ascribed to him had in it a large admixture of

violent passion and vindictive rancor, and he was therefore

not long in following in the footsteps of his master. Reply-

ing to Prince Louis, Count Palatine of the Rhine, who, being

desirous to prevent the further effusion of the blood of his

people and to restore order, had asked his opinion as a theo-

logian on the peasants' manifesto of the Twelve Articles

(1525), he said that " it was his settled conviction that the

Germans had been granted a great deal more i'reedom than

was beneficial to people so rude and uncultured."^ He also

taught that the just rights of the peasantry might be legally

violated. " As governments can do no wrong," said he, " they

may confiscate the communal lands and forests, and no one

has a right to complain; they may confiscate the wealth of

churches, and apply it to secular uses, and no resistance should

be made. The Germans should submit to the grievance as

did the Jews of old when the Romans plundered their tem-

ple." "Thus," says Bensen,^ "while the Catholic Church has

never sanctioned, at least in theory, the oppression practiced

by prelates and nobles, and has ever defended—sometimes

successfully, but always obstinately—the rights of individuals

1 Luther's Table-Talk, Eisleben ed., p. 276. Cf. V^Friedrich, Astrology and

the Reformation ; or, the Astrologers as the Preachers of the Reformation and

Authors of the Peasants' "War, Munich, 1864.

^DdUinf,er, The Reformation, Yol. I., p. 371 sq.

31. c. ai9.
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and nations against even Emperors themselves; the evangel-

ical reformers are justly reproachied with having been the

first to teach and to preach the doctrine of servile submission

and the right of the stronger to the Germans." By the ad-

vice of Luther and Melanchthon, Philip, Landgrave of Hesse
;

Henry, Dnke of Brunswick; and George, Duke of Saxony,

took the field against the peasants, and very nearly annihi-

lated their numerous army at the battle of Miihlhausen, fought

May 15, 1525.

3Iunzer was taken prisoner, and, after submitting to a wear-

isome investigation and enduring painful torture, was be-

headed. In the presence of death, and when about to meet

his God, he abjured his errors, and professed that he wished

to die an obedient and repentant son of the Church he had

so often and so violently outraged. He besought the princes

to deal clemently and mercifully with the peasants, and ex-

horted these to render a proper obedience to constituted

authorities.^

Luther was now the object of universal execration ; for

while the principles set forth in his works openly favored

revolt, and tended to stir up sedition, he had counseled

princes^ to destroy with fire and sword poor peasants who
were only carrj'ing out in practice what he advocated in the-

ory. Of the thirty articles, in which the peasants set forth

their grievances, some were copied literally from his German
writings, and demanded exemption from all taxes, the aboli-

tion of the seigneurial courts, the discontinuance of the pay-

ment of tithes and other dues, and the right of every parish

to appoint and remove their ministers at will; while the

twenty-eighth avowed open hostility to all his adversaries.

^ Seidemann, Thomas Miinzer, being a biography written from the sources

found in the State Archives of the Kingdom of Saxony, Dresden and Lps.

1842. Cf. Hist, and Polit. Papers, art. " Thomas Munzer," Vol. VII., p. 238-

25G; 310-320. Riffel, Vol. I., p. 479-522; 2d ed., p. 581-632. Schmidt, Justus

Mcnius, the Eeformer of Thuringia, Lps. 1867.

"^Thomas Munzer had already violently assailed Luther, in replying to the

harsh language employed by the latter against the peasants. He styled him

"an ambitious and deceitful scribbler, a proud fool, a shameless monk, a doctor

of lies, an accomplished buffoon, the Pope of Wittenberg, the impious and car-

nal man of Wittenberg," etc.
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Even Erasmus rebuked Luther for the course he had pur-

sued. "We are now gathering," said he, "the fruits of your

teaching. You say indeed that the word of God should, of

its nature, bear very difiereut fruit. Well, in iny opinion,

that greatly depends on tlie manner in which it is preached.

You disclaim any connection with the insurgents, Avhile they

regard you as their parent, and the author and exponnder of

their principles. It is notorious that persons who have God's

word constantly in their mouth, have stirred iip the most

frightful insurrections." Neither should it he forgotten that,

even as early as the year 1522, Luther wrote exultingly to his

friend Link, at Wittenberg: "The people are everywhere

rising; their eyes are at length ojjened; tbey will no longer

suffer themselves to be cruelly oppressed." In 1526, Luther's

tone had changed; he was no longer, what he iirst proclaimed

himself, the champion of the people; from this time forth

be was the apologist of power, and the friend and counselor

of princes.

§ 309. Henry VIII., King of England, and Erasmus Opj^o^^

Luther—Marriage of Luther.

Cf. ^Kerker, Erasmus and his Theological Point of View (Tubingen Theo-

logical Quart. Review, 1859, n. 7).

Henry VIIL, King of England, formally ranged himself

among the enemies of Luther, He was irritated and alarmed

by the reformer's revolutionary schemes, as set forth in "7'Ae

Captivity of the Church in Babylon.'" Among other startling

assertions, it wa:s there stated that the Papacy, far from being

of Divine origin, was an -anomaly in church government, and

an insufferable usurpation; that it had distorted many of the

truths of primitive revelation, and had been instrumental in

reducing the Church to the condition of captivity, in which

the Daughter of Sion now mourned. Henry, first of all,

addressed a letter to the Emperor and to Louis the Elector

Palatine, dated May, 1521, requesting them to silence Lu-

ther, and eradicate his teaching.^ The crowned theologian^

^Walch, Luther's Works, Vol. XIX., p. 153 sq.
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who, had his brother Arthur lived, might have filled one of

the arch i episcopal sees of England, entered a little later on

i\\Q. field of polemics against the Saxon monk. Closeted with

his chancellor, the Archbishop of York; vvnth Fisher, Bishop

of Rochester, and other prelates,^ he wrote the ''Defense of the

Seven Sacraments against Doctor Martin Luther,'' in which he

triumphantly refuted every false statement and defective argu-

ment of his adversary. Following the line of reasoning pur-

sued in a former age by Tertullian, he demonstrated that papal

authority and the power of the keys had been, at all times

and everywhere, recognized by Christians; defended the Mass

as the great central act of Christian worship, and established

its character as a sacrifice; and, going through the list of the

reformer's errors, gave complete and irrefragable answers to

them all. Toward the close of the Defense, Henry sums up

Luther's character. "This petty doctor," says he, "this gro-

tesque saint, this pretender to learning,^ in the pride of his

self-constituted authority, spurns the most venerable doctors

the world has known, the most exalted saints, and the most

distinguished biblical scholars." " "What profit," he presently

continues, "can come of a contest with Luther, who is of no-

body's opinion, who does not understand himself, who denies

what he has once aflirmed, and affirms what he has already

denied? He is a shameless scribbler, who sets himself above

all laws, despises our venerable teachers, and, in the fullness

of his pride, ridicules the learning of the age ; who insults

the majesty of pontiff's, outrages traditions, dogmas, manners,

canons, faith, and the Church herself, which, he professes, ex-

ists nowhere outside of two or three innovators, of whom he

has constituted himself the leader."^ But Henry was not

content to use invincible reasoning alone; he had recourse

to wit, sarcasm, and such popular arguments as would place

the contradictions of his adversary in the fullest light. Llis

^Audin, Life of Luther, London, 1854, Vol. II., p. 50. (Tk.)

^ Doctorculus, sauctulus, eruditulus.

3 Adsertio VII. Sacram. adv. Luther., Lond. 1521, pp. 97, 98. Walch, Vol.

XIX., p. 158. See above, p. 42, note •2. Cf. ii.f^e^, Vol. L, p. 342-371 ; 2d ed.,

p. 433 sq., where is likewise described Luther's attitude over against Duko
-George of Saxony.
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brilliant polemics won for him from Pope Clement the title

of ''Defender of the Faith" {Defensor Fidei), a distinction which

placed him on a plane with the great Catholic sovereigns of

Enrope, and which he had long desired to possess. It should

l)e remarked that the ^'Defense" of the royal theologian, al-

though possessing considerable merit, was vastly overrated

by the King's admirers, who politely assured him that it was
quite eqnal to anything St. Augustine had written.

Luther was prompt with his reply. He styled himself

"Luther, by the grace of God, Ecdesiastes of Wittenberg."

The production is Jt model of vulgarity and indecency.'

Henry did not pursue further this method of warfare; he

had recourse to diplomacy, where he hoped to be more suc-

cessful.

In the sequel of his controversy with the ro3'al champion,

whose political influence proved more efficient than his theo-

logical learning, Luther showed himself to be the most vile

of hypocrites. Perceiving that a rupture was imminent be-

tween Henry VHI. and the Holy See, and desirous to secure

the good offices of that prince in a conflict against a common
enemy, he addressed him a letter couched in words of fulsome

adulation, and conveying an apology for former insults. But
Henry was not so easily mollilied ; a remembrance of unfor-

given wrongs still dwelt in his memory, and he took advan-

tage of this opportunity to publicly expose the duplicity of

Luther, and to hold him up to the sneers and derision of the

world.^

The distinguished scholar, Erasmus., had early excited the

indignation of the monks by his sarcastic flings at their short-

comings, and by his unsparing freedom in criticising the ex-

isting ecclesiastical abuses. Indulging the hope that Luther's

eftbrts might prove eftectual in bringing about a reform in

^ Luther called Henry "a crowned ass, a liar, a varlet, an idiot, a sniveling

sophist, a swine of the Thomist herd. Courage, you swine ; burn me if you

dare. Henry and the Pope," he said, "are equally legitimate; the Tope has

stolen his tiara, and the King of England his crown, which accounts for their

rubbing each other like two mules. Thou art a blasphemer, not a king; thou

hast a royal jawbone, nothing more; Henry, thou art a fool," etc.

-De Wette, Vol. III., p. 23 sq. Walch, Vol. XIX., p. 468 sq. Rifel, Vol. I.,

p. 3oo ; 2d ed., p. 446 sq.
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the Church, lie had, like Georo;e Wicel, Cochlaeus, Willibald

Pirkheimer, and Uh'ic Zasius, at lirst expressed sympathy with

the reformer,^ and insisted on giving him a trial before con-

demning him. Lutlier, on his part, was anxious to secure the

friendship of Erasmus, and took occasion to inform him that

he liad a high esteem of his character, and regarded him as

"the glory and hope of Germany, and a man of transcendent

learning and genius." But Erasmus and his friends, perceiv-

ing that Ijuther's policy retarded, instea'd of accelerating, true

reform; exposed the truth, wdiich, it was said, would be puri-

fied of all error, to the wranglings of an ignorant multitude;^

and everywhere encourao;ed disorder and tumult, threatenino:

schism in the Church and anarchy in the Empire, instantly

took alarm, and severed their connection with the party of

the reformer. The apprehensions of Erasmus were all the

more keen and intense, inasmuch as he was fully capable of

appreciating the splendid talents of Luther. " Would to God,"

he wrote to Duke George of Saxony, ''• tliat there, was less merit

in the writings of Luther, or that they were not so utterly marred

by his extreme malice."

There was a general wish to see Erasmus take part in the

controversy, as every one knew the weight his name and in-

fluence would carry wdth them. Princes and prelates, and

oven Pope Hadrian,^ besought him to come fortli from his

peaceful retirement, to give over for a time the pleasures and

uttractions of literary pursuits, and take up the defense of the

Church. He reluctantly yielded, but not until he could no

longer decently hold back. He began by showing the un-

tenableness of the underlying principles of Lutheranism

—

"not," says a Protestant writer,* "as a blind defender of the

Roman Court, nor as one having a superstitious reverence for

^ DbUinger, The Reformation, Vol. I., p. 1-186.

^The opinion of Erasmus is given in his "Do amicabili Ecclesiae Concordia."

Of. Esch on Erasmus (Raumer's Hist. Manual for 1843).

^Epist. Erasmi, p]p. 6o9. Sentiments of Erasmus of Rotterdam, Cologne, 1GS8,

pp. 26, 27. Audm, Life of Luther, London, 1854, Vol. II., c. IV. (Tk.)

*Planck, History of Protestant Dogmatics, Vol. IL, p. 112.—Cf. especially

the points of comparison as drawn by Zasius, a contemporary of the reformers..

and to be found in Dblllnger, Hist, of the Ref., Vol. I., p. 177-179.—Rifel, Vol

II., p. 251-298.
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consecrated prejudices, nor yet as a personal enemy of Lu-
ther's, but as a peaceful opponent of his opinions, and as (;ne

who states his doubts and puts forth his views with the mod-
esty of a scholar and the dignity of an independent thinker."

In the first place, he showed that Luther, in quoting Scrip-

ture against free-will, had done so to no purpose, and then

proceeded to establish the doctrine from the very same source.^

Luther made haste to reply, and employed against his antago-

nist all the brutal ribaldry that characterized liis answer ta

Henry VIII.- This vaunted champion of intellectual freedom

comes forward and says boldly, that human vnll is a slave, do-

ing Avhat it does at the bidding of a master. This, he says,

is its characteristic since the fall, and to leave no doubt as to

his meaning, he compares it now to Lot's wife turned into a

pillar of salt; now to the trunk of a tree; and, again, to a

shapeless block of stone, which sees not, hears not, and has

lost all sense of feeling.^ He advocates and defends the follow-

ing propositions, asserting a fatalism more in harmony with

the degrading teachings of the Koran than the Divine truth

of the Gospel, which Mr. Lessing has characterized as more
bestial than human, and nothing short of a frightful blas-

phemy.^ Man, says Luther, is like a horse. "Does God leap

into the saddle? The horse is obedient, and accommodates

itself to every movement of the rider, and goes whither he

wills it. Does God throw down the reins? Then Satan leaps

upon the back of the animal, which bends, goes, and submits

to the spurs and caprices of its new rider. The will can not

' De libero arbitrio diatribe, 1524, written with much care, yet wanting in the

dogmatic precision so conspicuously absent from all the author's works ( Walcli,

Vol. XVIIL, pp. 19, 62).

^ Luther calls Erasmus a Pyrrhonian, an unbeliever, and a disciple of Lucian,

a blasphemer and an atheist, having within him a sow of the Epicurean herd.

3De servo arbitrio ad Erasm., 1525 ( Walch, Vol. XVIIl., pp. 20, 50). Luther's

work on Slave-Will went through ten editions. Audin, Life of Luther, Lon-

don, 1854, Vol. II., ch. VII.
* Lessing puts these words into the mouth of a Lutheran: "Speak not to me

of free-will ; I am an honest Lutheran, and will persist in holding that man is

destitute of free-will, though tho error be bestial rather than human, and have

the character of a blasphemy." (On the Doctrine of Spinoza.)

VOL. Ill—

5
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choose its rider, and can not kick against the spur that pricks

it. It must get on, and its very docility is a disobedience or

a sin. The only struggle possible is between the two riders,

God and the Devil, who dispute the momentary possession

of the steed. And then is fulfilled the saying of the Psalm-

ist : 'I am become like a beast of burden.'" "Let the Chris-

tian then know," he continues, "that God foresees nothing

contingently; but that he foresees, proposes, and acts from

His eternal and immutable will. This is the thunderbolt that

shatters and destroys free-will. Hence it comes to pass, that

whatever happens, happens according to the irreversible de-

crees of God. Therefore necessity, not free-will, is the con-

trolling principle of our conduct. God is the author of what

is evil in us, as well as of what is good; and as He bestows

happiness on those who merit it not, so also does He damn
others who do not deserve their fate."^

The groundwork of Luther's whole system, as Plank very'

justly observes, is the assumed slavery of the human will,

and we find him writing to Capito, in 1537: "Let all my
writings perish, if only my work 'On Slave-Will' and my
catechisms be preserved." Even the '^Formula Concordiae^^

or book of Lutheran symbols of faith, gives Luther the same

distinction. "Luther," it says, "has given a solid and beau-

tiful explanation of this subject (human will) in his work On
Slave-Will." '•'Hoc negotium, in libro dc servo arbitrio . . . egregie

et solide explicuit.''

This champion of free-inquiry was obliged to go whither

the logical deductions of his system would lead him, and he

did not halt at difficulties. There were Scripture texts plainly

against his theory of the inherent slavery of the human Avill;

but even these he set aside by an ipse-dixit, distorting them

from their natural sense and obvious meaning, by blasphe-

mously asserting that God, when inspiring the passages in

question, was playfully mendacious, secretly meaning just

the reverse of what He openly revealed ; and that the Apos-

tles, when speaking of human will and actions, gave way to

iLutheri opera Latina, Jenae, T. III., fols. 170, 171, 177, 207. Witt. Germ,

ibis., 534 b, 535 a. (Tr.)
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ail impulse of unseemly levity, and used words in an ironical

sense}

The quiet of Erasmus' life was again broken in ui)Ou. Lu-

ther's bold assertion and deliant defense of error again called

forth the powers of his intellect and the resources of his learn-

ing. He wrote a second loork against the heresiarch, entitled

the ^^Hyperaspistes," ^ in which, with more severity of tone and

incisive brilliancy of style than he had formerly employed, he

mercilessl}^ exposed the willful ignorance of Luther and his

criminal waywardness. The latter, deeming it imprudent to

provoke further discussion, addressed a letter to Erasmus, art-

fully flattering the scholar, and feigning sorrow for having

gone beyond the limits of polemical courtesy. The flattering

letter has been lost, and the character of its contents is known
only from the reply of Erasmus.-^ Erasmus had not been more
brutally treated than others. Luther's language to the Bishop

of Meissen, as well as to Emser and Doctor Eek, and to the

theological faculties of Louvain and Paris* had been equally

violent and abusive; and as we shall see further on, when we
come to speak of his disputation with Carlstadt on the Lord's

Supper, he did not forget his art as time went on.

In the midst of these conflicts, and while the disastrous

War of the Peasants was still going on, Luther, now grown
corpulent and rubicund, threw ofi" the monastic habit (De-

cember, 152-1:), and a few months later (June 13, 1525) married

Catharine Bora, to the great astonishment of his friends,

whom he had not apprised of his intention. Catharine had
been a nun in the Cistercian convent of Nimptschen, near

i"To do," said Luther, 'hiieans to believe— to keep the law by faith. The
passage in Matthew, 'Do this and thou shalt live/ signifies: Believe this and
thou shalt live. The words 'Do thin' have an ironical sense, as if Our Lord
would say: Thou wilt do it to-morrow, but not to-day; only make an attempt

to keep the commandments, and the trial will teach thee the ignominy of thy

failure." Walch, Luther's Works, Vol. VIII., p. 2147.

"^ Hyperaspistes, diatr. adv. servum arb. Luth., Pt. II., p. 526 sq. (0pp. ed.

Cleric, T. X., p. 1249). Cf. on this controversy, Rifel, Vol. II., p. 250-298.

^Epp. (ed. Cleric.) XXL, 28: "Optarem tibi (Luth.) meliorem mentem, nisi

tua tibi tam valde placeret. Mihi optabis quod voles, modo ne tuam mentem,
nisi Dominus istam mutaverit."

*Conf. Riffel, Vol. I., p. 108-111.
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Grirama, in Saxoii}^, afterward broken up; but tiring of a

religious life, into which she had been reluctantly forced by

her parents, she invoked the good offices of Luther, who sent

Bernard Kdj)pe, a citizen of Torgau, to her relief. This young

man one night forced the doors of the convent, secured Catha-

rine, who, by preconcerted arrangement, was expecting him,

and hurried her away to Wittenberg.^ She is described as

disagreeable, imperious, and haughty, "but as much beloved

by Luther as the Epistle to the Galatians, and more accepta-

ble to him than the possession of the Kingdom of France or

the Republic of Venice." This step was thought hasty and

inconsiderate by his friends; and even Melanchthon, in a let-

ter to Camerarius, confesses that the announcement of the

event surprised and disquieted him not a little. Luther's

enemies had a hearty laugh. "It was thought," said Eras-

mus, "that Luther was the hero of a tragedy; but, for my
own part, I regard him as playing the chief character in a

comed}^ which has ended, as every comedy ends, in a mar-

riage." Luther himself said he took the step "to encourage

the Cardinal Elector of Mentz, cousin to the apostate Grand

Master of the Teutonic Order, who could hardly hesitate to

follow 50 illustrious an example."

§ 810. Organization of the Lutheran Church in Hesse and Saxony.

Riffel, Vol. II., p. 1-126, where this subject is exhaustively treated.

As time went on, it became quite clear, from the character

and scope of the questions discussed by the sectaries, that a

deadly blow was being aimed, not only at the dogmatic teach-

ing and internal constitution of the Church, but at her external

organization as well. Luther had already made some pro-

gress in this direction, and while he had succeeded in abol-

ishing episcopal jurisdiction in countries where the principles

"^Engelhard, Lucifer Wittebergensis; or, the Morning Star, i. e. Complete

Life of Catharine von Bora, Landshut, 1749, 2 vols. Walch, Catharine von

Bore, Halle, 1751, 2 vols. Beste, Catharine von Bora, Halle, 1843. Meurer,

Catharine Luther, Dresden, 1854. Cf the exceedingly beautiful and touching

remark on this event, by Surins, ad an. 1525. Cf Defense of Simon Lemnius,

by Lessing, in his seventh and eighth letters (Complete "Works of Literature

and Theology, Carlsruhe edit.. Ft. IV., p. 29-37).
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of the Reformation had taken root, he had as yet failed to put

any other form of ecclesiastical government in its place. The
question then naturally arose as to the character and limits

of tlie jurisdiction to be exercised by ecclesiastical superiors.

Luther wished Canon Law^ swept from the face of the earth,

and, in his intemperate zeal and fanatical haste to do away
with it forever, had pitched a copy of it into the flames, to-

gether with the papal bull of excommunication. By this act,

he drew upon himself the violent hostility of the ^'Jurists,"

who taunted him with introducing novel and exceptiouably

lax j^rinciples on marriage,^ which they held to be the sacred

bond alike of the famil}^ and the State, but which he denied

to be in any sense a sacrament, and regarded as simply an

affair of expediency and business, falling within the same
category as eating and drinking, buying and selling. To pro-

vide a remedy for these difficulties, Philip, the young Land-
grave of Hesse, Luther's most zealous partisan since the death

of the Elector, Frederic the Wise of Saxony, convoked a synod
to convene at Homburg, in October, 1526. The leading spirit

in this synod was the apostate Minorite monk, Lambert of
Avignon (f 1530), who, in a very eloquent speech, recom-

mended the adoption of a synodal constitution, based upon

J His saying was: Purus canonista est magnus asinista.

^See his famous ^^ Sermon o)i Marriage" (1526), in the Jena ed., Pt. II., fol.

151, where the' following passages are found. (The requirements of our lan-

guage will not admit of a translation.) (Tr.) "Quid," he asks, "si mulieri ad

rem aptae contingat maritus impotens?" And he replies: " Ecce, mi marite,

debitam mihi benevolentiam praestare non potes, meque et inutile corpus dece-

pisti. Fave, quaeso, ut cum fratre tuo aut proxime tibi sanguine juncto occul-

tum matrimonium paciscar, sic ut nomen habeas, ne res tuae in alienos per-

veniant.

"Perrexi porro maritum debere in ea re assentire uxori, eique debitam

benevolentiam spemque sobolis eo pacto reddere. Quod si renuat, ipsa clan-

destina fuga saluti suae consulat et in aliam profecta terram, alii etiam nubat."

And again (fols. 156, 168): " If the wife refuse, call in the serving-maid. . . .

If she, too, refuse the marriage-duty, send her away, and in the room of Yashti

put Esther, after the example of King Ahasuerus."

Luther was still more indulgent to princes. See Walch, Luther's Works, Pt.

XXII., p. 1726. Cf. Luther's Marriage-code, particularly where he treats of

the objects of matrimony and the impediments to divorce (Histor. Polit. Papers,

Vol. XL, p. 410-436).—DoUinger, The Keformation, Vol. IL, pp. 427 sq. and
623 sq.
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democratic principles, and granting to each congregation full

control of its own ecclesiastical discipline. As the Landgrave

plainly saw that this plan would secure him pecuniary advan-

tages and great political influence, he did not hesitate to adopt

it; and. as it had among its advocates, besides the eloquent

Minorite, Adam Krafft, the court-chaplain, he at once gave

orders to have it carried into eft'ect,^

John the Constant, the new Elector of Saxony, while fully in

sympathy with the Lutheran movement, was less prompt in

action than Philip of Hesse. In consequence, the pastors

throughout his dominions took the initiative, and requested

him to introduce for the government of the various churches

a system similar to that already adopted in Plesse. He at

length consented to introduce the system of Parochial Visita-

tion suggested by Luther. Melanchthon embodied the main

features of this plan in a Formulary, or Book of Visitation,^

containing a short Confession of the Evangelical faith. In

this way, the several churches, though each was independent

of all the others, preserved a sort of outward uniformity. The
Elector appointed a commission, consisting of laymen and

ecclesiastics, by whom preachers were set over the various

parishes, and the ancient ecclesiastical foundations abolished.

In 1527 and 1528, a visitation of the various churches was

made by a commission of four, composed of theologians and

jurists. Ofl3.cers, called Superintendents, exercised a general

supervision over all ecclesiastical affairs, and decided matri-

monial cases; but the reigning prince was ex officio the supreme

authority in whatever related to church government.

In the course of the visitation of 1527 and 1528, Luther

discovered that both clergy and people had but scant relig-

ious information, and fully alive to the paramount importance

of instructing the young as a means of giving stability and

permanence to his work, without which all others would be

1 Cf. Rifel, 1. c, Vol. II., p. 76-126, On the Introduction of the New Doctrines

into Hesse. Hassenkamp, Ch. H. of Hesse from the Eeform., Marburg, 1853.

2 Instruction for the Parochial Visitors (Lat. 1527), with Luther's preface,

Wittenberg, 1528, 4to. German and Latin edit., by Strobel, Altdorf, 1777.

Edited, with a hist, introd. and explanatory notes, by Weber, Schluchtern, 1844.

Cf. Riffel, Vol. II., p. 52-61.
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futile, he published in 1529 two catechisms, a larger and a

smaller, written in clear, plain language, intelligible alike to

old and 3'()uug.'

Such was the origin of the collegiate and territorial ecclesias-

tical organization of Saxony, which replaced the ancient hie-

rarchical and papal government, and became the model for

the Lutheran churches of every other country. These changes

were greatly accelerated by the irresolute and vacillating pol-

icy pursued by the Diets of which we are about to speak, and

henceforth pHnces favorably disposed to Lutheranism might

have no fear of following their inclinations, or giving the most

practical expression to their sympathies.

§ 311. Diets of Spire (1526, 1529).

According to the agreement entered into b}' the Catholic

and Protestant princes^ at the Diet of Nurenberg, the States

assembled at Spire in 1526.^ The Emperor was engaged in a

harassing and protracted war, and the Archduke Ferdinand

was wholly occupied in repelling the advance of the Turks,

who were seriously threatening Hungary. The Lutheran

princes were in consequence bold and defiant, and seemed to

have been more or less influenced by the impious assertion

of Luther, that " to fight against the Turks is to resist God,

whose instrurnients they are in chastising our iniquities" When
they appeared at the Diet, they showed the complete and

thorough discipline of an organized religious part}-, were ex-

acting in their demands, and menacing in their speech and

conduct. Under the circumstances, they had matters pretty

much their own way, and extorted from the Diet the follow-

ing concessions: "1. Until such time as an ecumenical council

should convene, each State was at liberty to act in regard to

the Edict of Worms as in its judgment seemed best, and to

be responsible for such action to God and the Emperor.

2. Each prince was bound to furnish aid against the Turks

'^Walch, Vol. X., p. 2 sq. Cf. Augusii, Hist, and Critical Introduct. to the two

great catechisms, Elberfeld, 1824.

2See§307.

^Eiffel, Vol. II., p. 350 sq.
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at the earliest possible moment."^ The latter provision came

too late, Louis, King of Hungary, had been defeated by Sol-

iraau, near Mohacz, August 29, 1526, and perished in th5

morasses. His crown was inherited by the Archduke Ferdi-

nand of Austria.

The Lutheran princes, regardless of the engagements en-

tered into in this Diet, began immediately to make prepara-

tions for an aggressive war, from which both Luther and

Melanchthon attempted in vain to dissuade them, by telling

them that "the word of God and His work w^-e their own
defense, and stood in no need of human aid ; they were strong

enough of themselves to repel every assault of their enemies."

The Lutheran princes, however, became dail}^ more and more

settled in their determination to take up arms ; but, as if their

own resolution. were not sufficient to drive them forward, it

received a fresh and violent impulse from another quarter.

Otho con Pack, the wicked and unscrupulous chancellor of

Duke George of Saxony, sent a forged document to the Land-

grave of Hesse, purporting to be a copy of an alliance entered

into at Breslau by his master with Ferdinand of Austria and

the German bishops for the subjugation of the Lutheran

princes, and the division of their States among the con-

querors. That the instrument was a fabrication, was plain

enough ; hut there were not wanting evilly-disposed persons

to give currency and credit to its contents, and Luther was
especially rejoiced at the opportunity it afforded him of dam-
aging in the public estimation the character of Duke George,

whom he regarded as his personal enemy .^ In the course of

a correspondence carried on some time later between the

Landgrave of Hesse and his father-in-law, Duke George

of Saxony, the former admitted that he had been practiced

upon ; but the admission came too late to correct the evil

—

the story had gone abroad and done its work, in widening

and deepening the breach between the two parties. This was
evident when, in 1529, the States of the Empire again con-

^ Stefdan., lib. VI.; Kapp, Gleanings, etc., Pt. II., p. 680; Walch, Vol. XVI.,

p. 214.

''Cf. the detailed account of Riffel, Vol. I., p. 371-376, note 1; Vol. II., p.

356 sq.
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vencd at Spire, for the double purpose of adjustiii2^ rolio;ious

difficnlties and providing measures against the Turks,' who
had ah'eady advanced in formidable numbers as far as Vienna,

and were repulsed only by the heroism of the garrison and

the gallantry of the citizens of the German capital. The
Lutheran princes were accompanied to the Diet by their own
chaplains, and each celebrated divine worship after his own
fashion. The Catholic princes submitted as the basis of set-

tlement very fair and moderate propositions, being substan-

tially the same as the articles accepted by both parties three

years before. These stipulated that "the Edict of Worms
should be maintained in the States in w^iich it had been

already received, but that the others might retain the new
doctrines until the assembling of an ecumenical council, be-

cause it would be dangerous to abolish them ; that in the

meantime no one should be permitted to preach against the

Sacrament of the Altar; that the Mass should not be abol-

ished where it was still celebrated, and, where it had been

already abolished, no one should be molested for hearing or

celebrating it in private; and, finally, that the ministers of

the Church should preach the Gospel according to the Church's

received interpretation, and should carefully avoid touching

controverted questions, concerning which the decision of the

council should be awaited."

These propositions were certainly just and conciliatory, but

the Lutheran princes thought otherwise, and on April 19,

1529, they solemnly i)rotested against them, whence their

name, Protestants^ which they have ever since retained, and

their only bond of unity from that day to this has been a

common protest against the Catholic Church. Clairin/ig to be

the exclusive heirs of the true religion, and the only members of

the one saving Church of Christ, they maintained that the Mass,

being plainlyfrom the words of Holy Writ an idolatrous act of

worship, could not, arid ought not, be tolerated.^ They, more-

iSee the Acts in Walch, Vol. XVI., p. 328-429.

^It was to show how "un-Catholic is such unity against the Catholic Church,

and to expose the spirit of disunion among Protestants themselves," that Weis-

Unger wrote his ^'Friss Vogel oder stirb," i. e. ''Neck or Nothing" Strasburg^,

1726. It is not likely these gentlemen were so oppressed with scruples of con-
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over, sent a copy of their protest to the Emperor, who was

then at Bologna. Charles V., having conquered France and

Italy, concluded peace with Pope Clement VII., June 20, 1529,

at Barcelona, and shortly after, at Cambrai, with Francis I.

On the 24th of the following February, he received the impe-

rial crown from the hands of the Pope, at Bologna. As has

been stated, the Lutheran princes, some time previous to this

event, sent their protest to Charles, who stated, in reply, that

"the Catholics were quite as little disposed as the Protestants

to act against their consciences and their faith, and longed

quite as ardently as they for the convening of an ecumenical

council, which, they had every reason to hope, would be a

source of glory to God, of peace to Christian princes, and of

every manner of good to Christendom; but," he said in con-

clusion, " until such time as the council should convene, he

wished the Protestant States to strictly enforce the decisions

of the Diet." The deputies, having formally protested against

the Emperor's action, were by his order cast into prison,

whence they were shortly after released. On the 21st of Jan-

uary, 1530, the Emperor convoked another Diet, to convene

at Augsburg, at which he promised to be present in person,

and give a hearing to both parties, and expressed the hope

that all would lay aside controversial rancor and bitterness,

and unite their efforts for the common weal of Christendom.

Owing to the unusual outburst of violence which accompa-

nied the renewal of the controi'ersy on the Lord's Suyper, the

condition of the Protestants grew daily more critical. The

wide divergence of opinion on this question between Luther

and Zwinglius was prominently brought out in the Seventeen

Articles^ so called, of Sehwabach and Torgau, embodying the

teaching of the former.^ Philip, Landgrave of ITesse, dread-

ing fresh disturbances among his own people, arranged for a

covferericeat Marburg (October 1,1529) between the two cham-

pions, which, to his great disappointment, instead of bringing

science as they would have us believe, for they protested against the decision

©r the Diet of Spire, in 1526, prohibiting the dissemination of the teachings of

the Sacramentarians, whom Luther now pronounced the greatest of scourges,

and persecuted accordingly.

1 Cf. Riffel, Vol. II., p. 375 sq.
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them nearer to each other, drove them farther asunder. "• You
do not at least refuse to regard us as brethren," said Zwinglius

at the close of the disputation, "for Ave desire to die in the

communion of Wittenberg?" " N"o, no," replied Luther;

"cursed be such an alliance; begone, j^ou are possessed of

another spirit than ours."^ "The Zwinglians,'"' he added,
" are a set of diabolical fanatics; they have a legion of devils

in their hearts, and are wholly in their power." ^ After these

outbursts, Luther said, in a spirit of considerate forbearance,

that he still retained for them feelings of Christian charity,

which, he explained, he entertained toward all men !

Melanchthon now felt that he had committed a blunder in

opposing, at the Diet of Spire, the measures directed against

the Sacramentarians, and bitterly regretted his folly. The
conviction was strong upon him that he had, by his conduct

CD that occasion, contributed not a little toward the dissemi-

nation of the errors of Zwinglius.

§ 312. Diet of Augsburg, 1530

—

Religious Peace of Nurnberg,

1532.

Walch, Vol. XVT., p. 374 sq. F'drstemann, Documents supplementary toward

the Hist, of the Diet of Augshurg, Halle, 1834- sq., 2 vols. Coele.sfini, Hist,

comitiorum Augustae celebratorum, Francofurti ad Viadrum, (1577) 1597.

Chytraeus, Hist, of the Confession of Augsburg, Rostock, 157G. Salir/, Hist, of

the Augshurg Confession, Halle, 1733 sq., 3 Pts. ; the same ed. hy Pfqf, Stuttg.

1830; by Fickenscher, Niirnberg, 1830. Pallavicini, Hist. Cone. Trid., lib. 111.,

cap. 3. Cf. Hase. Lihri symbolici Evangelicorum, Lps. 1837. Metizel, loco cit.,

Vol. I., p. 335 sq. Miffel, Vol. II., p. 378-441, on the Diet of Augsburg, and p.

442-519, on the Protestant League and the religious peace of Niirnberg.

The Emperor did not arrive at Augsburg until the 15th of

June. The following day, being the Feast of the .Blessed

Sacrament, was the occasion of fresh difficulties, as the Pro-

testant princes peremptorily refused to join the procession,

which always takes place on that day, or in any way to par-

ticipate in the religious ceremonies. The Emperor requested

the Protestant princes to lay before him a written confession

of their faith and an enumeration of the abuses whicli they

^ Erasmi Ep. ad Cochlaeum. (Tr.
)

^Schmitt, The Eeligious Conference at Marburg, Marburg, 1840.
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refused to accept. The preparation of the document was

committed to Melanchthon, who, following the Seventeen

Articles of Schwabach or Torgau as his guide and basis,

composed what has since been known as the Augsburg Con-

fession, or Symbol of Faith (Coufessio Augustana)} Luther

gave it his fullest approval. "I am quite pleased," he says,

"with the document; I see nothing in it that requires either

changing or mending. I could not myself have written it,

having neither the sweetness of temper nor self-restraint nec-

essary to the task." It consisted of an introduction, or pre-

amble, and two parts—the first being an exposition of what

its authors believed, in twenty-one articles, based upon the

Apostolic and Mcene Symbols; and the second, an enumer-

ation of the so-called abuses, in seven articles.^ Among the

^
"While the Diet was still in session, this Confession went through many edi-

tions, and each contained fresh alterations, of which Melanchthon knew noth-

ing. In 1530, he published a new edition of it, adding a preface, in which he

says :
" Nunc eniitUmus probe et diligenter deseripiam confessionem ex exemplari

bonaefidei;^' and in the following year he added a defense of it. A new edition

of the Augsburg Confession of 1530 was published at Leipsig in 1845.

Shortly after the Diet, Melanchthon began to make some alterations and

recast the expressions, and in 1540 published a new edition under the title of

Coiifessio variata, containing important changes and additions, chiefly in refer-

ence to the Lord's Supper, with a view to harmonize the teachings of the Lu-

therans and Calvinists. These alterations were subsequently the occasion of no

little controversy, inasmuch as they were repudiated by the orthodox Lutherans,

who refused to depart from the doctrine of the Invariaia Confessio Augustana,

while the reformed party held with equal tenacity to the Confessio variata. It

is by no means certain that the Confession generally accepted by Lutherans is

identical with the Unaltered Augsburg Confession, for the copies found in the

various archives are at variance with each othei*, and the original Latin and

German copies laid before the Diet have been either lost, or slumber in the

library of either Eome or Madrid. Cf. Hase, Libri symbol., varietas variatae

confessionis, in Prolegom., P. XII.-LXI.

2 Not twelve articles, as the French translator of Alzog, and Abbe Darras,

who copied from him, erroneously state. The twenty-one articles are: 1. Of

God; 2. Of Original Sin; 3. Of the Son of God; 4. Of Justification; 5. Of

Preaching; 6. Of New Obedience; 7 and 8. Of the Church; 9. Of Baptism;

10. Of the Lord's Supper; 11. Of Confession; 12. Of Penance; 13. Of the Use

of Sacraments; 14. Of Church Government; 15. Of Church Order; 16. Of Sec-

ular Government; 17. Of Christ's Second Coming to Judgment; 18. Of Free-

Will; 19. Of the Cause of Sin; 20. Of Faith and Good Works; 21. Of the

Worship of Saints. The second and more practical part, which is carried out

&i greater length, contains seven articles on disputed points: 22. On the Two
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abuses were included Communion under one kind, ^^n'ya^e

Masses, the celibacy of the clergy, monastic vows, the distinction

of meats for days of abstinence, auricular confession, and the

ecclesiastical hierarchy as a system of church yovernment. The
first part, which contained Luther's doctrines clothed in

graceful, conciliating, and insidious language,' was carefully

and artfully written, the object being to give the least possi-

ble prominence to distinctively Lutheran princi})los, and the

greatest to points held in common by Catholics and Protest-

ants. But with all his care and skill, Melanchthon could not

clothe error in the vesture of truth ; the heresies of the Saxon

monk could not be concealed, the chief of which were the

following : 1. That original sin has wholly incapacitated man
for doing good; 2. That justification depends on faith alone;

3. That
^^
free-will is to be acknowledged in all men who have

the use of reason ; not, however, in afiairs relating to God,

which can be neither begun nor completed without Ilim; but

only in affairs relating to the present life and the duties of

civil society."^ As regards/«/^A and good works, the teaching

Kinds of the Sacrament ; 23. Of the Marriage of Priests ; 24. Of the Mass.

25. Of Confession; 26. Of Distinctions of ]\[eat; 27. Of Conventual Vows; 28.

Of the Authority of Bishops. Chambers' Cyclop., art. "Augsburg Confes-

sion." (Tr.)

1 As is well known, the utterances of Luther La regard to faith, made both at

an earlier and a later period of his life (see p. 27), are insanely blasphemous.

In the course of a letter, written to Melanchthon from the Castle of "VYartburg,

in 1521, he says: " Esto peccator et pecca fortiter; sed fortius fide et gaude in

Christo, qui victor est peccati, mortis et mundi : peccandum est, quamdiu hie

sumus. . . . Sufficit quod agnovimus per divitias gloriae Dei agnum, qui toilit

peccata mundi, ab hoc non avellet nos peccatum, etiamsi millies uno die forni-

cemus aut occidamus." (Lutheri epp. a Joan. Aurifabro coll., Jen. 1556, 4to.,

T. I., p. 545.) The Confess. Aur/usian., artic. IV., de jusitjicaiione, on the other

hand, says: " Item decent, quod homines non possint justificari coram Deo pro-

priis viribus, meritis aut operibus, sed gratis justificentur propter Christum ;;er

fidem, cum credunt se in gratiam recipi et peccata remitti propter Christum,

qui sua morte pro nostris peccatis satisfecit." {JEIase, 1. c, p. 10.) According

to this passage, faith appears to be the fastigium ; whilst, according to the

Catholic idea, it is the initium, radix, fundamenium omnis justificationis. Justi-

fication, according to Lutheran doctrine, covers sin; God simply c/ec^a?'cs man
just. According to Catholic doctrine, justification is worked out, since its con-

ditions are abolitio peccati and renovatio seu sanctificatio interioris hornUiis.

^Audin, Life of Luther, London, 1857, Vol. II., p. 334. (Tr.)
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and practice of the Catholic Church were grossly misrepre-

sented ; for, it was said, whereas, on the one hand, her mem-
bers were not heretofore required to have faith ; on the other,

they were obliged to perform all sorts of external works of

piety, such as reciting beads, making pilgrimages, and the

like; 4. That the Church, properly defined, is the assembly of

the saints, among whom the Gospel is preached in its purity,

and the Sacraments (of which live were thoughtfully abol-

ished by the saints) are rightly administered ; 5. That the con-

fession of mortal sins to a priest is not necessary or obligatory;

and that absolution consists in declaring sins remitted, though

they are not in fact so remitted ; 6. That the veneration and

incocation of Saints are unlawful practices, and must be dis-

carded; 7. And, 1n.na\\y, tha.t transubstantiation does not take

place in the Sacrament of the Altar.

A difficulty now arose as to the public reading of the Con-

fession in the Diet. The Protestant princes, who had sever-

ally signed it, contended against the Catholic princes, that,

in fairness, it should be read; and, against the Emperor, that,

if read at all, it should be read in German, and not in Latin.

Tliey were successful in both instances, and the Confession

was publicly read in German by Bayer, one of the two chan-

cellors of the Elector of Saxony, during the afternoon session

of June 25, held in the chapel of the imperial palace. Cam-
peggiOy the Papal Legate, was absent. The reading occupied

two hours, and the powerful effect it produced was, in a large

measure, due to the rich, soiiorous voice of Baj'er, and to his

distinct articulation and the musical cadence of his periods.

Having finished, he handed the Confession to the Emperor,

who submitted it for examination to Eck, Conrad Wimpina,

Cochlaeus, John Faber,^ and others of the Catholic theologians

present in the Diet. They not only pointed out the errors it

contained, but showed, bj- placing passages of it beside ex-

tracts taken from the writings of Luther, that it did not fairly

represent his teachings; that it concealed, under an insidious

and graceful phraseology, those most offensive to Catholic

1 Faber was a Dominican, and at this time first Vicar General of the Bishop

of Constance, Provost of Ofen, and Court-chaplain to King Ferdinand.
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ears, and gave marked prominence to those against vvliich no

exception could be taken. Of course, the Catholic theolo-

gians, in replying to the Confession, could not be wholly un-

mindful of the disasters which the principles of the Reformers

had already brought upon Germany, or entirely divest them-

selves of the bitter feelings of indignation which in conse-

quence naturally filled their minds. These feelings, in a

measure, found expression in their answer, which, besides

being occasionally intemperate, was severely caustic and iron-

ical, and on this account not quite acceptable to *he Emperor
and the Catholic princes, who advised that the matter be

again taken under consideration, and a fresh answer pre-

pared. After the first fire of indignation had burnt out, the

Catholic theologians, returning to a better sense, saw the need

of keeping their temper, and the j^rudence of observing in

their answer a strictly judicial calm. Under the influence of

these convictions, they again set themselves to the work of

examining the Confession. Each article was singly taken up,

discussed, and analyzed, according to the rigorous rules of

logic, and then a dispassionate judgment as to its merits or

demerits was passed. Luther's teachings were examined in

the light of Catholic tradition, and it was shown in what they

harmonized with Catholic faith, and where and how far they^

diverged from it. iSuch was the character of the Confutation

of the Augsburg Confession {Confutatio Confessionis Augustanae)

as finally agreed upon, and read in a public session of the

Diet, held August 3d, and with which the Emperor and the

Catholic princes expressed themselves fully satisfied. The
Protestant princes were commanded to disclaim their errors,

and return to the allegiance of the ancient faith, and " should

you refuse," the Emperor added, "we shall regard it a consci-

entious duty to proceed as our coronation oath and our office

of protector of Holy Church require."^ This declaration

1 These two writings, in Latin and German, have been published and reviewed

in "T^e Catholic," 1828 and 1829; also in Lat. and Germ., with an Introd. by

Canon Kieser of the Chapter of Freiburg, Ratisbon, 1845. Cf. Laemmer, Ante-

Tridentine Theology, p. 43 sq. tBinterim, The Diet of Augsburg, 1530, and

the sentiments expressed by William, Duke of Bavaria, and Stadion, Bishop of

Augsburg, concerning the Lutheran Confession, Diisseldorf, 1844. The former
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roused the indignant displeasure of the Protestant princes.

Philip of Hesse, dissatisfied with the vacillating timidit}' of

Melanchthon, excited general alarm by abruptly breaking off

the transactions, lately entered upon between the princes and

the bishops, and suddenly quitting Augsburg. Charles V.

now ordered the controverted points to be discussed in his

presence, and appointed seven Protestants and an equal num-
"ber of Catholics to put forward and defend the views of their

respective parties. Of these seven, three were theologians,

two princes,»and two jurists. On the Catholic side, the theo-

logians were Eck, Wimpiva, and Cochlaeus ; the princes. Sta-

dion, Prince-bishop of Augsburg, and Henry, Duke of Bruns-

wick ; the jurists, Bernard Hagrn, chancellor to the Archbishop

of Cologne, and Jerome Vehus, the chancellor of Baden : on

the Protestant side, the jurists were Dr. George Bruck and Dr.

Sebastian Ualler, the former chancellor to the Elector of Sax-

ony, and the latter to the Margrave of Brandenburg; the

princes, JoJm Frederic, crown-prince of Saxony, and George,

Margrave of Brandenburg; the theologians, 31elanchthon,^

Brenz, preacher of Hall, in Suabia, and Schnejyf, court-chap-

lain to the Landgrave of Hesse. These theological commis-

sions came to a satisfactory understanding with each other on

the questions of original sin, justification, the constituent parts

of penance, the Lord's Supper, and the veneration of the Saints.

A select commission was next appointed, consisting of Eck
and Melanchthon and four jurists, two for each party, who
took up the discussion of Communion under both kinds. The
Catholic theologians promised to obtain for Germany the same

concessions that had been granted to the Hussites, provided

the other points in dispute could be adjusted to the satisfac-

is represented as having said: "If I correctly understand the issues, the Lu-

therans stand firmly M/)ort the Scriptures, and we by the side of them;" and

the latter as having solemnly declared, that "all that had been read before

them (i. e. Augsburg Confession) was pure and undeniable truth;" but be this

as it may. it is quite certain that George, the Protestant Duke of Brandenburg,

having openly affirmed, after the reading of the Confession, that he would will-

ingly have his head struck oflT in defense of it, the Emperor replied with his

usual composure: ^^ No Jiead! wo head!"

^Spiecker, Melanchthon at the Diet of Augsburg, 1530 (Review of Positive

Theology, 1845, Pt. I., p. 98 sq.)
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tion of all. Apart from the Mass, celibacy, and episcopal

jurisdiction, on which both parties were in hopeless disagree-

ment, there remained still other diifei'ences, tlie settlement of

which, even if it had been eti'ected, could not have been otlier

than momentary and illusory. If the importance of unity

could be overrated, it would be diflicult to understand why
the Catholic tlieologians \n\t torih so great efibrts to secure

it; the more so, since its realization seemed next to impossi-

ble, inasmuch as the principles from which each party started

were as completely opposed to each other as light is to dark-

ness. "For," as Pallet cicini forcibly observes, "Catholic faith

rests upon a principle oue and indivisible, viz: the authorit>j

of the infallible Cliurcli; to make the smallest concession here

would be to surrender the whole ground: what is one and
indivisible stands as a whole, or falls as a wdiole." But these

consideration.*, though an inseparable obstacle to any conces-

sions on the part of Catholics, had no similar import or force

with Protestants, who daily yielded one point after another,

thus conchisively demonstrating that the immutable dogmas
of faith were after all but a ti-ifling matter to them, and by
no means the primary cause of their revolt.

llelanehthon was not unwilling to have even episcopal rights

and prerogatives retained. "How," said he, "shall we dare be

so bold as to deprive bishops of their authority, if oidy they

continue to teach sound doctrine? Will you have me speak

out my mind? Well, then, I should like to give them back
their episcopal power and spiritual administration. Were the

Church destitute of a governing power," he candidly confesses,

"we should languish under a tyranny, compared with which
that of which we ai-e just rid would be more tolerable."

In a letter bearing the date of July 6, and addressed to

Campeggio, the Papal Legate, he is still more outspoken,

expressing his wish to have the Roman Pontiff retain his

office of Head of the Church, which he continued to do—not,

however, from a desire to comply w^ith Melanclithon's request.

"We have no doctrine," says this reformer in a candid mood,

"other than that of the Roman Church. If she consent to

dispense to us those treasures of good-will, of which she is sa

VOL. Ill—

6
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lavish to her other children, and to overlook certain matters

of trivial importance, and avert her eyes from others—which,

though we should wish it ever so sincerely, can not now be

changed or mended—we will yield her a prompt and ready

obedience. We hold in honor the Pope of Rome and the

Avhole constitution of the Church, and are prepared to cast

ourselves at the feet of the Roman Pontift" once we have the

assurance that he will not repel us. Wh}^ should he refuse

to hear our suppliant prayer, when unity may be so easily

restored? The obstacles in the way of a sincere reconcilia-

tion are onl}- ditforeuces of opinion, so trifling that even the

canons do not require complete harmony as a condition of

unity with the Church."^ These pacific words startled the

friends of Melanchthou, and the cities, prominent in their

advocacy of Lutheranism, and notably Niirnberg, addressed

him words of stinging, rebuke, of which he bitterly com-

plained. "You can hardly imagine," he wrote to Luther,

"how odious my eflbrts to restore jurisdiction to bishops

have rendered me to the people of JSTurnberg and many oth-

ers."^ '^ Their disposition to find fault" he added, ''plainly

shows that they are more intent on gaining their ])rivate ends,

than on securing the success of the Gospel."

Luther, being under ban of the Empire, could not partici-

pate in the Diet of Augsburg, and in consequence took up

his residence at 'Coburg, where he was within convenient

distance to be consulted on any important matter that came

up, and to entourage his disciples when their spirit failed

them. Displeased at the course pursued by Melanchthon, he

sharply reproved him, saying: "I will hear of no attempt to

bring about unity of doctrine, inasmuch as such unity is im-

possible until the Pope consent to put away the surroundings

1 Melanchthon's ep. ad Camerarium, pp. 148 and 151. Cf. Coelcst. Hist. August.

Confess., T. III., fol. 18, in the resume oi Raynald. ad an. 1530, nro. 83. Palla--

vic'mi, 1. c, lib. III., c. 3.

^Walch, Works of Luther, Vol. XVI., p. 1793. Cf. with this letter of Sept.

1st that of August 28th, ibid., p. 1755: "The imperial cities are violently in-

censed against episcopal authority. It would seem that their one aim is to be

despotic in governing and licentious in morals, they take so little account ot

religion or its teachings.

"
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of the papapy. You will bring disaster upon the whole busi-

ness by your ceaseless quibbliu"^ and interminable concessions.

These Catholics adroitly spread snares for our feet, which we
must watchfully avoid." ^

Had Melanchthon been as honest as he was sincere in his

convictions, and as courageous as he was timid, he might at

this time have broken once for all with Protestantism; but

being under the powerful influence of Luther's superior mind,

he ignobly consented to do as the latter bade him. So, instead

of following up and pressing his efforts to bring about a rec-

onciliation, he prepared and published his ^'Apology for the

Augsburg Confession" which was intended to be an answer to

the Confutation of the Catholic theologians. The Protestant

princes laid a copy of the "Apology" before the Emperor,

who rejected both it and the Confession; but by many of the

Protestants the former was held to be of equal authority with

the latter. On the other hand, the four cities specially at-

tached to the teachings of Zwinglius—viz: Strasburg, Con-

stance, Lindau, and Mcmmingen—produced a confession of

faith, known as the ''Confessio TetrrrpoUtana," (^mhody'mg their

special tenets; while Zwinglius produced another of his own,

giving special prominence to the points on which his opinions

were in conflict with those of Luther on the Lord's Supper.

Melanchthon was so utterly amazed at the boldness of Zwin-

glius in daring to exercise the common right of all reformers,

that, in writing to one of his friends, he accounted for it by
saying that "Ae had certainly gone mad."

iln this letter, which bears the date of x\ugust 28 {de Wette, Vol. IV., p. 156),

he uses the strange language, underscored in the following passage, which has

been so frequently quoted against him: "Ego in tarn crassis insidiis forte nlmis

securus sum,'sciens, vos nihil posse ibi committere, nisi forte peccatum in per-

sonas nostras, ut perfidi et inconstantes arguamur. Sed quid postea? Causa

et constantia et veritate facile corrigatur. Quamquam nolim hoc contingere,

tamen sic loquor, ut si qua contingeret, non esset desperandum. JS'am si vim

evaserimus, pace obtentn, dolas {mendacia) ac lapsus nostras facile emendabimus,

quoniam regnat super nos misericordia ejus." The word mendacla is found in

Chytraeus (born February 26, 1530), Hist. Aug. Conf., Francof. 1578, p. 295;

Coelestini Hist., loco cit , T. 11., fol. 24. But Veesenmeyer, in his Review of

Luther's Letters, attacks it, p. 31, and Gieseler rejects it altogether (Text-book

of Ch. H., Vol. III., Pt. 1, p. 265). {Doller) Luther's Catholic Monument,
Frankfurt, 1817, p. 309 sq. See Eiffel, Vol. II., p. 422 sq.
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After many more equally fruitless attempts to bring about

a reconciliation, the Emperor, on the 22cl of September, the

day previous to that fixed for the departure of the Elector of

Saxony, published an edict, in which he stated, among other

things, that "the Protestants have Ijeen refuted by sound and

irrefragable arguments dj-awu from Holy Scripture." "To
deny free-will," he went on to say, "and to affirm that faith

without works avails for man's salvation, is to assert what is

absurdly erroneous; for, as we very well know from past ex-

perience, were such doctrines to prevail, all true morality

would perish from the earth. But that the Protestants may
have sufficient time to consider their future course of action,

we grant them from this to the 15th of April of next year for

consideration."

On the following day, Joachim, Elector of Brandenburg,

speaking in the Emperor's name, addressed the Evangelic

princes and deputies of the Protestant cities^ as follows:

"His Majesty is extremely amazed at your persisting in the

assertion that your doctrines are based on Holy Scripture.

Were your assertion true, then would it follow that His

Majesty's ancestors, including so many Kings and Emperors,

as well as the ancestors of the Elector of Saxony, were here-

tics ! There is no warrant in the Gospels, or elsewhere in

Holy Scripture, imposing the obligation of seizing another's

goods, and sanctioning their retention, on the plea that they

can not, consistently with the dictates of conscience, be given

up. . . . The Emperor also has a conscience, and, in our

opinion, is far less inclined to deviate from the teachings of

Christ's Holy Church and her venerable and ancient faith,

than the Elector of Saxony and his allies."^

The Protestant princes forthwith took their leave of the

Emperor.

On the 13th of October, the "Recess," or decree of the Diet,

was read to the Catholic States, which on the same day entered

'The princes were the Elector of Saxony and five others in alliance with

him; and the six cities were Niimberg, Eeutlingen, Kempten, Heilbronn,

Windsheim, and Weissenburg. (Corp. Kef. II., p. 47-1-478.) (Tr.)

^See the powerful speech delivered in the name of the Emperor by the ardent

Catholic, Joachim, Elector of Brandenburg, in Menzel, Vol. I., p. 406.
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into a Catbollc League.^ On the 17tli of the same month,

sixteen of the more important German cities refused to aid

the Emperor in rejielling the Tnrks, on the gronr;d that peace

had not yet been secured to Germany.^ The Zwinglian and

Lutheran cities were daily becoming more sympathetic and

cordial in their rekitions to each other,^ Charles V. informed

the Holy See, October 23, of his intention of drawing the

sword in defense of the faith. The "Recess" was read to the

Protestant princes November 11, and rejected by them on the

day following,* and the deimties of Hesse and Saxony took

their departure immcdiatelj^ after.. On the 19th of Novem-
ber, it was again read in presence of the Emperor, and the

princes and deputies still present in Augsburg. The decree

was rather more severe than the Protestants had anticipated,

inasmuch as the Emperor declared that he felt it to be his

conscientious duty to defend the ancient faith, and that "the

Catholic princes had promised to aid him to the full extent

of their power." The "Recess" was made i)ublic November
22, and two days after the Emperor set out for Cologne, hav-

ing wholly failed to accomplish the object of his visit. The
failure was mainly to be ascribed to the conflicting interests

of the Catholic and Protestant princes; for while the former,

dreading the consequences of a civil war, neglected to second

the Emperor's efibrts in any efficient way, the latter had to be

conciliated if their aid was to be secured in prosecuting a war

against the Turks, whose aggressive movements were at this

time filling Europe with fear and alarm. The appointment

of the Emperor's brother, Ferdinand, as King of the Romans
(1531), gave deep oflt'ense to the Protestant princes, who now
expressed their determination of withholding all assistance

from the Emperor until the "Recess" of Augsburg should

have been revoked.

Assembling at Smalkald on Christmas Day, 1530, they en-

tered into an alliance oft'ensive and defensive, known as the

League of Smalkald, on March 29, 1531, to which they sev-

'^ Documents 1I„ p. 737-740. (Tr.)
•'' Corp. Ref. II., pp. 411, 416. (Tk.)

3 Documents II., p. 728. (,Tr.)

^Documents II., p. 823; Corp. Ref. II., p. 437. (Tr.)
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erally bound themselves to remain faithful for a period of six

3^ears. They were still further encouraged to go boldly for-

ward in their new course by the advice of Luther and Mel-

anchthon, who, reversing their former judgment, now author-

ized the use of arms for the maintenance of Protestantism. The
Turkish sultan became now, in a measure, the natural ally of

the Protestant princes; for, being himself desirous of profit-

ing by the divisions in Germany, he encouraged those who
were the cause of them to hold out against the Emperor.

Perhaps the most offensive and burthensome clause of the

"Recess" of the Diet was that requiring the Protestants to re-

store the Church 'property of which they had taken possession, and

placing those who refused compliance under the ban of the

Empire.

The danger from the threatened invasion of the Turks be-

coming daily more imminent, the Emperor saw the necessity

of concluding peace—on favorable terms, if possible ; other-

wise, on the best he could extort. For this purpose, he opened

negotiations at Frankfurt, which, through the efforts of the

Elector of Mentz and the Elector Palatine, were brought to

a conclusion at jSTiirnberg, July 23, 1532. It was here agreed

that, until the assembling of a general council, no action

should be taken against any of the princes; that in the in-

terval everything should remain unchanged; that both par-

ties should cease to carry on religious hostilities; and, finally,

that those only who had already received the Confession of Augs-

burg should be included in the treaty of peace. The Protest-

ant princes, acting on the suggestion of Luther and Melanch-

thon, urgently demanded the insertion of the last clause; and

the latter at the time expressed themselves fully content with

what they had gained.

As the Turks continued to advance on Europe, the conster-

nation caused by their progress afforded the Protestant princes

an opportunity to still further strengthen themselves, by form-

ing new alliances against the Emperor, and they were not

slow to make the best of their advantages. Philip of Hesse

opened negotiations with Francis L, King of France. Ulric,

Duke of VViirtemberg, who had been placed under the ban of

the Empire, and whose states had been transferred to Ferdi-
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nand, having joined the Protestant League, was forcibly re-

instated in his duchy by Philip of Hesse. John Brenz and

Erhard Sehnejpf gave form and organization to Protestantism

in Wiirteniberg, where it had been propagated by the apostate

monk, John 3Iantel, assisted by Conrad Sam, of Rotenaeker,

and others.* Negotiations were also opened with the Swiss,

and as the pertidious and pliant Bucer was ever ready to

•acconimodate himself to circumstances, and to sacrifice his

religious convictions to his sordid interests, a union was con-

cluded between the Swiss Church and the Lutheran princes,

although against Luther's own wish and advice (1538). While
agreeing, or professing to be in agreement in matters of doc-

trine, they allowed every one to interpret the formula of con-

secration in the Lord's Supper according to his private judg-

ment, a principle which has the unusual merit of securing

unity of belief, by granting a general permission to all to

believe and to disbelieve what they like.

§ 313. Ulrich Zwingli and CEcolampadius.

Zioinglii Opera, ed. Gualther, Tig. (1545), 1581, 4 vol. in fol. ; ed. Schnlcr et

Schulf.kes.% Tig. 1829-42; eight Pts., in 11 vols, (prima ed. completa). German
edition by the same editors, Zurich, 1828 sq. Corpus libror. symbolicor., qui in

eccl. Reformaiorum auctoritatem publicam obtinuerunt, ed. Aur^uati, Elberfeld,

1827. Collectio confessionum in ecclesiis reformatis publicat., ed. A. H. Nie-

meycr, Lps. 1840. (Ecolampadii et Zwinglii Epp. lib. IV. (Bas. 153G, fol.), 1592,

4to. This work is preceded by Osiv. Mi/conii ep. de vita et obitu Zwinglii. . . .

The Lives and select Writings of the Founders of the Reformed Church, with

an Introductory by Hagenhach, Elberfeld, 1857 sq., 10 vols. Moerikofer, Ulrich

Zwingli's Life according to original Documents, Leipsig, 1867. '^JEgid. Tschudi

(Landamman of Glarus, tl572), Chron. Helv. ed. Iselin., Bas. 1734, fol., 2 T.

(1000-1470); a manuscript work, derived from archives and rare sources; he

goes as far as 1570. (Cf. The Life and Works of Giles Tschudi, by lid. Fuchs,

St. Gall, 1805,2 parts). tSalat, Chronicles and Full Account of the Commence-

ments of the new heresies of Luther and Zwingli, to the end of the year 1534

;

manuscript in fol. . . . Hotiinger, Ch. H. of Switzerland, Zurich, 1708 sq., 4

vols., 4to. J. Basnage, Hist, de la relig. des eglises relormees (Rotter. 1690, 2

T., 12mo); La Haye, 1725, 2 T., 4to. Ruc/inf, Hist, de la reform, de la Suisse,

Geneve, 1727 sq., 6 vols., 12mo. J. E. FuessUn, Essay supplementary to the

Hist, of the Reformation in Switzerland, Ziirich, 1741-53, 5 vols. Sal. He.si,

Origin. Development, and Consequences of Zwingli's Reform at Zurich, Zii-

rich, 1820, in 4to. Wirz and Melchior Kirchhofer, Hist, of the Swiss Churches,

iCf. Riffel, 1. c, Vol. II., p. 664-674.
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Zurich, 1808-19, 5 Pts. ^*Riffel. Hist, of the Church of Christ during modern

times, Vol. III., Mentz, 1847. Chronicles of the Eeformation, by Georcje the

Carthusian, Basle, 1849. Examinaiion of the prejudices against the Catholic

Church, by a Protestant Layman, 3d ed., Lucerne, 1842, 2 vols. Cf. bibliogra-

phy preceding ? 298, and the art. "Zwingli" in the Freiburg Eccl. Cyclopaedia.

The condition of ecclesiastical affairs in Switzerland, at the

opening of the sixteenth centnry, differed but slightly from

that of Germany and other conntries. Literature and science

bad received a fresh impulse from the activity of Erasmus,

and their study was being prosecuted with unusual ardor and

success. The Friends of God, emulating their brethren in the

Netherlands, imparted religious instruction to the people, and

so wide was the influence of the teacliing and example of

these holy men, tljat it might be traced north and south from

their respective centers of activity, along the course of the

Rhine, embracing the whole of that beautiful and fertile dis-

trict. The Pleiiarinm, which was a German translation of the

ordiuarv of the Mass, including hymns, meditations, and pray-

ers in aid of preparation for the reception of the Sacraments,

arranged for the use of the people by a Carthusian monk,

breathed a spirit of the warmest and purest mysticism. But

if this much may be said in a general way of the healthful

condition of religious practice and feeling, it must be added,

on the other hand, that the state of cathedral chapters, the

administration of ecclesiastical affairs, and the morals of the

clergv, regular and secular, were far from satisfactory. We
should not, however, omit to mention that the diocesan synod,

held by Christopher Uttenheim, Bishop of Basle, in 1508, cor-

rected many abuses and disorders, and still attests, by its wise

provisions, his enlightened solicitude and pastoral zeal for his

flock.

That the seeds of the Reformation, once they had taken

root here, sprung more rapidly into life, had a more vigorous

growth, and developed the distinctive features of Protestant-

ism with more definiteness of form than they elsewhere at-

tained in the same space of time, is mainly attributable to

the peculiarities of the i^olitieal and ecclesiastical constitution

of Switzerland. Her inhabitants, enjoying a larger weasure

of independence and a freer democratic constitution than those
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of other oountries, jealously defended both the one and the

other, whether assailed by ambitions foreign princes from

without or by worldly ecclesiasticals from within. The char-

ter of rights, secured to the Swiss nation in the instrument

called the ''Priests' Franchise" in 1370, and again renewed
and confirmed by the Treaty of Stanz, in 1481, was ever re-

garded by them as the sacred bulwark of their liberties, and
their watchful and stubborn defense of its provisions is amply
attested in their frequent political conflicts with their bishops.

But these guarantees, such as they were, did not secure so

large a measure of good to the bulk of the people as they

would, had their operation not been impeded by the imperfect

ecclesiastical organization of the country. There were alto-

gether six bishopricks in the whole of Switzerland, which,

however, were not united in 07ie ecclesiastical province. Con-

stance and Choire were suffragans c>f the metropolitan of

Mentz; Basle and Lausanne of the Archbisliop of Besan9on;

Como of the Patriarch of Aquileja; and Sion was exempt,

having been declared so by Leo X. Finally, Switzerland,

enjoying a more liberal constitution than her neighl)()rs, be-

came the resort and asylum of such false mystics as the Loll-

hards, Beghards, and Beguines, after they had been expelled

their own country.

The author of the first religious controversy in Switzerland

was Ulrich Ziringli, the son of a yeoman, who held the ofiiee

of landamman, or chief magistrate, in the town of AVildhanseu,

situated in the Alpine valley of Toggenburg, in the canton of

St. Gall, He was born January 1, 1484, and, as he grew up,

received an excellent education, studying humanities at Bern,

philosophy at the University of Vienna, and theology at Basle,

under 7'homas Wyttenbach. He was a fine classical scholar,

and possessed a wide acquaintance with theological writers,

and a critical knowledge of theological science. A man of

brilliant talents, keen and penetrating intellect and great ora-

torical powers, he was incapable of profound and well-sus-

tained thought, and wholly destitute of the speculative fac-

ulty. Appointed parish-priest of Glarus, in the diocese of

Constance, in 1506, he attracted the notice of tiie Papal

Legate, through whose kind oflices he received an annuity
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of fifty florins, to enable him to prosecute his literary labors

on the Latin classics and the Fathers. In the years 1512, '13,

and '15, he served as chaplain to such of the inhabitants of

Glarus as took part in the campaigns in Lonibardy, fighting

in defense of the Holy See against the French, and in consid-

eration for these services received from the Pope a pension,

which was continued until the year 1517. After the year

1513, he gave himself seriously to the study of Greek and

the New Testament, and in 1516 was appointed preacher in

the convent of 3Iaria JEinsiedeln, where he began to declaim

violently against pilgrimages and devotion to the Blessed

Virgin. But so little was he suspected of any heretical lean-

ing, that in 151<S Antonio Pnlci, the Papal Legate, created

him by diploma chaj)lain to the Holy See. He Avas shortly

obliged to resign his care of souls in consequence of his amours

with a woman of notorious and profligate character becoming

public. He was now called to Zurich, where, receiving the

appointment of preacher in the "Cathedral," or Great Min-

ster, he again began to declaim with increased violence against

the shortcomings and disorders of the clergy, of which he

professed to have had abundant evidence from personal ob-

servation, made during his many aud protracted sojourns in

Italy. He himself afterward made it a matter of boast that

he had preached the Gospel of Christ as early as 1516, before

even the name of Luther had been heard in Switzerland; and

that during the two following years, when the Saxon reformer

was still unknown in that land, he had rdled upon the Bible,

and the Bible alone. In his opening address at Zurich, Janu-

ary 1, 1519, he called for a reformation of the Church and a

return to purity of morals, and seemed to think an immoral

profligate like himself the proper person to efifect the one and

exemplify the other. That he was lamentably ignorant of the

historical development of the Church and the Papacy, his dis-

courses furnish the most abundant proofs

The Zwirjglian movement was in some resjDects strikingly

^similar, and in others strikinglj^ dissimilar, to that of Luther.

The two reformers were born wUhin a year of each other; both

*Cf. The Situation of Basle, etc., vide infra, p. 96, n. 1.
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had visited Rome previously to their defection, but they carried

away with them very different impressions. Both began by

assailing the i^Teachers of indulgences, and while Luther de-

fended his teachings in a disputation against Eck of Ingol-

stadt, at Leipsig, in 1519, Zwingli and (Ecolampadius de-

fended theirs in a similar disputation at Baden, in 1526. Both
possessed the gift of popular eloquence in an eminent degree,

and employed it to misrepresent and vilify the Catholic Church

and her doctrines; and, finally, both were assisted by men of

superior culture and scientific training—Luther by Melanch-

thon, and Zwingli by Qj]colampadins.

They were dissimilar in this—that while the basis of Lu-

ther's system was a false mysticism, that of Zwingli's was
wholly and thoroughly rationalistic; Luther opposed Hberal

studies and polite learning on principle, Zwingli was an apol-

ogist of Paganism and an excessive advocate of its hteraturc;

Luther was in a continuous state of morbid unrest, and the

victim of harassing and unnecessary scruples; Zwingli was,

from the opening of his career, light-minded and frivolous,

and a slave to sensual pleasures; Luther, during the early

days of his revolt, professed to trust the success of his cause

to the power of the word of God, though he invoked the

power of the magistracy some time later; Zwingli, from the

very beginning, relied on the civil authority for the propaga-

tion of his teachings and the triumph of his principles. More-

over, being at bottom a radical republican, Zwingli directed

his earliest efforts to an attempt to overturn the Papacy and

the whole ecclesiastical hierarchy, boasting that he had, three

years previously to his defection, taken counsel with Capito

as to the best means of deposing the Pope. An implacable enemy

of all preachers of indulgences, he assailed Bernard Samson,

a Franciscan, with all the energy of his eloquence and the

vehement passion of his nature. ISlot content with having

them excluded from the pulpits of Constance and driven be-

yond the limits of the city by an order from the bishop, he

attacked the doctrine itself, and was delighted to observe that

his hearers not unfrequently listened to his furious philippics

with undisguised pleasure. In 1520, he obtained from the

Grand Council of Zurich a decree commanding that the word
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of God should be taught wherever their jurisdiction extended,

only as found in Holy Scripture, regardless of any ecclesiasti-

cal tradition or authoritative interpretation. Leo X. sum-

moned Zwingli to Rome to give an account of his teaching;

and, still later, Hadrian VI., conformably with his character,

wrote him a tender and paternal letter, which entirely failed

of its purpose, for the reformer suddenly broke with the

Church, and openly proclaimed himself an heresiarch. In

1522, he demanded from Hugo of Landenberg, Bishop of Con-

stance, in his own name, a general permission for priests to take

wives. " Your Lordship," he -candidly said, " very well knows
how disgraceful have been my relations heretofore with females

(for I would speak only of myself); how these have been the

scandal and ruin of many. Since, therefore, I know from per-

sonal experience that lean not lead a pure and chaste life, in-

asmuch as God has denied me this gift, I demand the privilege

of taking a wife. I feel within me the carnal lust, of which St.

Paul speaks,^ and have often come to grief in consequence," etc.

When the bishop, instead of acceding to the demand, rig-

idly enforced the rule of celibacy, and punished any infraction

of it with severe penalties, Zwingli severed his last thread of

connection with the Church, rejected the authority of ecumen-

ical councils, and in a circular letter, addressed to the Swiss

people, declared celibacy an inveyition of the Devil.

In connection with the government of the canton, he ar-

ranged for a religious conference to be held at Zurich, in

January, 1523, at which sixty-seven theses were proposed for

discussion, and challenged the Bishop of Constance and oth-

ers to meet him, of whom John Faber,Y\cixv General of Con-

stance, alone accepted. The propositions discussed were sub-

stantially the same as those defended by Luther, the most

remarkidjle being the following : Hol}^ Scripture is the only

source of faith; Christ is the true and only Head of the com-

pany of the Saints, of God's elect; the authorit}- of popes and

bishops had its origin in pride and usurpation, and is wholly

destitute of Gospel warrant or sanction ; there is no Sacrifice

other than that of (.hrist for the sins of the world, of which

^I. Cor. vii. 9.
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the Mass is only a commemoration; Christ being our only

mediator, we have no need of tiie intercession of the Saints;

God alone having power to forgive sins, confession is only a

method of giving and receiving counsel; the doctrine of pur-

gatory is devoid of Scriptural })roof
;
priests and monks have

the same right as other men to take wives; the monk's habit

is a device to cloak hypocrisy. At the close of the disputa-

tion, the Council of Zurich declared Zwingli the victor.

A second disputation was arranged for September of the

same year, to which the bishops of Constance, Coire, and

Basle, though invited to be present, refused' either to go
themselves, or to send representatives.

Zwingli and his confederates, Leo Judae and Hetzn\ the

latter of whom was subsequently beheaded for his numerous
adulteries, now rejected the use of images, abolished the Mass
and clerical celibac}^ and forthwith took wives, Zwingli mar-

rying Ami Bemhard, a widow, with whom he had for many
years maintained a criminal intercourse.

Accompanied by manj^ of the magistrates and a number
of masons and carpenters, Zwingli went the round of the

churches of the city, demolishing images and statues, over-

turning altars, and destroying the very organs in their insane

hatred of whatever called up the memory of the ancient faith.

Not content with this, they tore the relics of Saints from their

shrines, and buried them away under ground. They would

have neither music, lights, incense, nor external ceremony;

for the magnificent and imposing grandeur of the Roman rit-

ual, they substituted a cold, cheerless worship, as repulsive as

it was grotesque. A plain table took the place of the altar

of sacrifice, and goblets of wine and a basket of bread were

the human substitutes for the plate and chalice containing the

Body and Blood of Christ. The texts of Scripture were read

in Latin, Greek, and Hebrew, after which the various read-

ings were compared, and the correct sense, according to their

understanding of it, evolved. The vernacular text in use

until 1529 was a translation of Luther's ISTew and Old Testa-

ments, according to the Hebrew, made into Switzero- German,

and interpreted in a Zwinglian sense by Leo Judae.

These religious innovations, and the disturbances which
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they occasioned, excited the fears and called forth the pro-

tests of the Catholic members of the Grand Council, who
were in consequence deprived of their offices, and forbidden

to celebrate Divine worship after the manner of their forefathers

for countless generations. These officials, together with repre-

sentatives from various parts of Switzerland, to whom the

recent events had given offense, assembled at Lucerne, in

1524, and appointed a deputation to go to Zurich to beg their

brethren there not to contemn the faith of their venerable

Mother, the Church, which they had cherished as a common
heritage, and faithfully preserved for fifteen centuries. The
deputies were further instructed to say that the assembly of

Lucerne was ready to consult with the people of Zurich as to

"the best means of shaking otf the yoke wiiich the injustice

and unwarrantable violence of certain popes, cardinals, bish-

oi)s, and prelates had laid upon the Swiss people, and of put-

ting an end to the scandalous traffic in ecclesiastical benefices,

indulgences, etc." But the Grand Council of Ziirich, seeing

that these innovations would lead to an increase of the public

revenue and heighten the influence of their city in the Con-

federacy, refused to listen either to the voice of religion or to

the appeals of brotherly love. The Council was encouraged

in this decision by Zwingli, who, to secure the energetic pro-

tection of that body for himself, willingly yielded it, in turn,

full exercise of episcopal jurisdiction, or, what was practi-

cally the same thing, a corresponding measure of authority

in ecclesiastical affairs. He had soon occasion to invoke its

aid, for the Anabaptists, great numbers of whom were now to

be found in Switzerland, claimed, like Zwingli himself, the

right of putting their own interpretation upon the IIol_y Scrip-

tures. Plolding that infant baptism had no sanction in Holy

Writ, and was onl}^ an invention of the Papists, they came

into conflict with Zwingli, with whom they had a discussion

on tlie point. The Council decided that their teachings were

erroneous, and forbade them, under penalty of death, to re-

baptize. Felix Manz, disregarding the inhibition, continued

the practice, was adjudged guilty, and put to death by drown-

ing, in 1526; while his associate, Blaurock, a monk of Coire,

was let off with a scourging.
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At Basle, CEcolampadius proclaimed himself the champion

of the new religions principles. He was born at Weinsberg,

in Snahia, in 1482, and studied law at Bologna; but he sub-

sequentl}'' relinquished the idea of following this profession,

and began the study of theology at Heidelberg.

Appointed parish priest in the city of Basle, in 1515, he

soon became intimate with the learned Erasmus, who highly

appreciated his classical attainments. The works of Luther

had been largely circulated in the city through the efforts of

Frohen, a bookseller. Moreover, Wolfgang Capita^ a friend of

Zwingli's and the leading priest of Basle, and Meublin, also a

priest of the same place, had already shown leanings toward

Lutheranism in their sermons, and preached against the Mass,

purgatorj', and the invocation of the Saints. In 1516, CEco-

lampadius was appointed preacher of the Cathedral of Augs-

burg; but his feeble health preventing him from at once

entering upon his duties, he withdrew to Almiinster, a con-

vent at a short distance from the city, where he remained for

a brief period. When it became known that he was an ad-

vocate of the new teachings, he was invited to find some more
congenial abode. He then became chaplain in the castle of

Franz von Sickingen, where he introduced many innovations

in religious worship, and after the death of that nobleman, in

1522, he again went back to Basle as a professor of theology,

and in 1524 was once more appointed parish priest. He now
openly and boldly proclaimed his opposition to the teachings

and usages of the Catholic Church, and, to give binding force

to his new position, married a handsome young widow, who
subsequenth^ became successively the wife of Capito and Bucer.

William Farel, a French nobleman, and the professors, Simon

Grynaeus and Sebastian Munster, became his powerful and

effective allies.

The municipal authorities at first declared themselves hos-

tile to any innovations, and instructed the reformers to await

the action of a future council ; but the partisans of Q^colam-

padius, refusing to abide b}' this decision, raised seditious

tumults in the city, and in this way forcibly extorted freedom

of worship (1527). Once secure in the possession and enjoy-

ment of religious liberty for themselves, their next step, char-
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aeteristically enough, was an attempt to withdraw it from

Catholics, the total suppression of Avhose religion they clam-

orously demanded (February, 1529). Seizing the arsenal, they

plundered it of its contents, and, having placed cannon in

position on the principal squares of the cit}', they rushed into

the churches like so many infuriated demons, and alter hav-

ing demolished altars, statues, and images, they made twelve

piles of the church furniture and ornaments, and consumed

them with fire. Disgusted at this brutal mode of reforming

the Church, Erasmus quitted Basle, and took up his residence

at Freiburg, in Brisgovia.^

Similar scenes were enacted in nearly every city of Switzer-

land—notably in Muhlhausen (1524), St. Gall and Schajf'hausen

(1525), and Appenzell (1524). In the canton of Bern, the most

populous and powerful of the Swiss Confederatic n, an effort

was made to correct abuses on the one hand, and on the other

to keep out all innovations; but this conservative policy was

wholly frustrated by a former disciple of Melanchthon's, Ber-

thold Haller, a Suabian (f 1536), then a popular parish priest

of Bern, who, acting on the cunning and insidious advice of

Zwingli" to another priest of Bern, finall^^ succeeded in bring-

ing the bulk of the people over to the teaching of Protestant-

ism (1528). Glarus, Soleure, and Freiburg leaned in the same

direction, and it soon became evident that the Protestant Can-

tons had a preponderating influence in the Confederation.

Hence the representatives of the Canton of Zurich peremp-

^ Herzog, The Life of John fficolampadius and the Eeformation of the Church

of Basle, 2 Pts., Basle, 1843. — t-"The Condition of Basle Immediately before

the lleformation, Hist, and Pollt. Papers, V»l. XIII., pp. 705-74G, and 810-836;

Vol. XIV., pp. 129-147, 273-291, and 377-392.

^t^'C"- L. de Haller^ Hist, of the Keligious Revolution, or the Protestant Ee-

formation in the Canton of Bern. Lucerne, 1836. Zwingli, in a letter to the

priest Kolb of Bern, giving instructions as to the way to proceed in propagat-

ing the new teachings, speaks as follows :
" My dear Francis : We should ob-

serve much caution in this affair. You will, therefore, give to these bears at

first only one sour pear among a number of sweet ones; then add another and

another, and when tiiey begin to have a relish for them, increase the number,

mixing sour and sweet; and, finally, empty the whole bag, hard and mellow,

bitter and sweet, for, when they have once their heads fairly into the trough,

they will not patiently suffer themselves to be driven away. Your servant in

Christ, Ulrich Zwingli. Zurich, the Mondaj' after St. George's Day, 1527."
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torily demanded that such of the Cantons as had not yet

emhraeed the new faith, should he ohliged to do so.

To this demand, Lucerne, tlie three original Cantons—viz.,

Uri, Schujyz, and Unterwalden—and the Canton of Zug made
a heroic resistance, protesting that they would never abandon

the faith of their fathers. It is a little remarkable that these

Cantons were precisely the ones in which primitive simplicity

of manners and purity of morals were still preserved, and

whose inhabitants had but lately been witnesses of the holy

life and miraculous deeds of Nicholas of Flue. Their repre-

sentatives declared over and over again that they had no

jurisdiction over ecclesiastical afi'airs, and would never con-

sent to assume any.

On the 21st of May, 1526, a disputation took place at Ba-

den, in the Canton of Argovia, between Fck, on the one side,

and CEcolampadius, Zwingli's Melanchthon, and many more

divines, on the other, concerning the Mass, purgatory, and

the veneration of the Saints, in which, although it was plain

the former had gained a complete triumph, the friends of the

latter claimed a victory for their champion.^ Its most impor-

tant result, however, was the complete alienation of the Pro-

testant from the Catholic Cantons, the latter of which, after

having detinitely, but reluctantly, joined those of Freiburg

and Soleure, and entered" into an alliance with Xing Fer-

dinand of Austria (1529), were driven by the outrages^ of

their opponents to retaliatory measures of more than usual

severity, if indeed they do not merit a harsher name. The

impending struggle was for the time averted by the media-

tion of the cities of Strasburg and Constance, and the Catho-

lic Cantons in consequence broke off their treaty with Ferdi-

nand; but, for all this, the popular feeling on each side was

as deep and as hostile as ever. Hence, when the people of

Ziirich, under pretense of promoting the glory of God and

iCf. Rijfel, Vol. III., p. 547-556; and Wiedemann, John Eck, p. 223.

*"The burning of inaages, and sometimes even of monasteries," Hnsc blandly

tells us, "was of course exceedingly painful to the Catholic authorities, espe-

cially when it occurred in places subject to their control." Ch. Hist., Eng.

trans., N. T. 1875, p. 388. (Tr.)

VOL. Ill—
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forwarding the interests of the Christian faith, intercepted

convoys of provisions destined for the Catholic Cantons, a

furious war at once broke out. A battle was fought October

11, 1531, at Cappel, in which the army of Zurich snflered a

disastrous defeat ; and Zwingli, who, by the command of the

magistracy, had gone to the field of battle as chaplain, and,

clad in complete armor, had borne aloft the standard of the

city, w-as stricken down, and numbered among the slain.

CEcolampadius having been cut off by a malignant plague

on the 23d of November of the same year, the coincidence

was remarked by the Lutherans, who observed, with brutal

malevolence, that "the Devil had given both of them a sud-

den taking oft'."

Zwingli was succeeded hj Henry Bullinger, and CEcolampa-

dius by Oswald Myconius,^ who, together with Leo Judae,

Caspar Grossman., and William JFarel, continued to spread

the new doctrines in Switzerland.

§ 314. Zwingli's System.

"Uslegen und griind der schlussreden oder Artikel"—Explanations and Rea-

sons of the Conclusions or Articles,—veluti farrago omnium opinionura, quae

hodie controvertuntur (Zwinglii Opera, edd. Schuler et Schulthess, T. VII., p.

275 sq.) Comment, do veraet falsa religione, Tiguri, 1525; Fidei. ratio ad Caro-

lum Imperatorem, Tig. 1530; Christianae fidei brevis et clara Expositio ad

Eegem Christian. Francisc. I. (ed. Bullinger), Tig. 1536, in Zw. opera, T. IV.,

p. 42-78; De providentia, in opp. T. I. Zeller, The Theological System of Zwin-

gli, Tiibg. 1853. Spbrri, Studies on Zwinglianism, Zurich, 1866. Schweizer, The
Fundamental Dogmas of the Protestants, Zurich, 1854. HagenbacJi, Hist, of

the First Confession of Basle, Basle, 1827. Stgwart, Ulvich Zwingli ; the char-

acter of his Theology, Stuttgart, 1855. Besides the Symbolism of Mohler and

Hilgers, cf. especially Riffel, Vol. III., p. 54-102. Hundeshagen, Suppl. to the

character of Zwingli, along with a comparison to Luther and Calvin (Theol.

Studies and Criticisms, 1862, nro. 4).

While Zwingli's claim to having been before Luther in pub-

licly attacking the abuses that had crept into the Church may
be allowed, his pretension to any originality of teaching must

' Oswald M]/co7iins (i. e. Geisshauter), Antistes of the Church of Basle, by
Melchior Kirchhofer, Zurich, 1813. Biography of M. Henry Bullinger (be had

been Dean of Bremgartcn), Antistes of the Church of Zurich, by Sal. Hess,

Zurich, 1828 sq., 2 vols, (incomplete).
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be emphatically denied. The underlying principles of his

system were taken from the writings of Luther, which had
been largely circulated in Switzerland shortly after their ap-

pearance in Germany, and he could claim as his own no more
than a recasting and an adaptation of these principles to suit

his own ways of thought and intellectual bent. That he was
superficial, and destitute of intellectual gifts of a high order,

is evident from the fact that he started by denying that Chris-

tianity had anything of mystery in it. The principle upon
which his whole system was grounded, and out of which it

grew with rigorous consistency, may be brietly stated as fol-

lows: Holy Scripture is the one source of faith, and man's rea-

son its only interpreter; and, hence, whatever it contains that

is above or beyond the comprehension of the human intellect,

may be discarded. Zwingli, like all reformers, professed to

believe himself divinely inspired, and to have merited by his

earnest prayers a direct mental illumination. As regards his

specific teaching, he held with Luther that man, in consequence

of the sin of Adam, had fallen so conqjletely ayid hopelessly under

the dominion of evil, that every faculty of body and soul was

impaired, and his every act vain, unprofitable, and sinfuh

Hence, man had no power to do good, and free-will is a

fiction. Human nature, being in itself wholly and essen-

tially wicked, evil deeds are as necessarily its product as are

the branches of a tree the outgrowth of the stem. His theory

of Providence {De Providentia), which is set forth in precise

and emphatic terms, is only an extreme form of the fatalistic

belief of the Pagans; human free-io ill is totally annihilated;

God is rejjresented as the author of sin, and seems to have a very

decided preference for it in its more aggravated forms of treason

and murder !^ Starting with these wide and sweeping prem-

^Epist. an. 1527: Hie ergo proruunt quidam: "Libidini ergo indulgebo, etc.;

quidquid egero, Deo auctore fit." Qui se voce produnt, cujus otcs sint! Esto

enim, Dei ordinatione fiat, ut hie parricida sit, etc. ejusdem tamen bonitate

fit, ut qui vasa irae ipsius futuri sint, his signis prodantur, quum scilicet latroci-

nantur— citra poenitentiam. Quid enim aliud quam gehennae filium his signis

deprehendimus? Dicant ergo, Dei providentia se esse prodiiores nc homicidas

!

Yet the caution is added further on: "Sed heus tul caste ista ad populum et

rarius etiam !

" Cf. also Hahn, ZwingU's Doctrine of Providence, the nature
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ises, he could accept no theory of justification other than that

of Luther by faith alone, and no other was admissible. Con-

sistently with his debasing theory of absolute predestina-

tion, he asserted and maintained that such distinguished

Pagan personages as Hercules, Theseus, Socrates, Numa
Pompilius, the Catos and the Scipios were among the elect,

and enjoyed the fellowship of Christ and His Saints—an

opinion which, Luther said, made him a thorough-going

Pagan,

Like Luther, Zwingli also repudiated such works as in his

belief were not inspired by faith, and among these he included

monastic vows, and everything connected with indulgences and

purgatory. According to his definition, the Church, whose

members are known to God alone, consists of that great com-

munity of Christians who recognize only Christ as their Head,

He having no visible representative on earth. Hence the spir-

itual power of the Bishop of Rome, and of the bishops dis-

persed over the world, is neither more nor less than usurpa-

tion, it having been primarily lodged in the civil authorities^

from whom it was extorted by the ecclesiastical hierarchy.

The Sacraynents, he said, are but empty signs, having no effi-

cacy, conferring no grace, and are not even tokens of God's

favor. They are a sort of advertisement to the public that

those who receive them are already in the enjoyment of God's

favor.^ Baptism does not cleanse the soul of sin,^ and make
the recipient a son of God; but it is a sign of initiation for

those who do not yet enjoy that sonship, and a pledge of con-

tinuance for those who do. The Holy Eucharist is not itself

a sacrifice, but merely a commemoration of the expiatory Sac-

rifice of Christ, and, hence, the words of institution spoken

by Christ are to be taken not in their literal and obvious sense,

but in a sense wholly figurative.^ "Moreover," said Zwingli,

and end of man, and also of the election of grace (Studies and Criticisms, 1837,

4th number, p. 765-805).

i"Ex quibus hoc colligitur, sacramenta dari in signum publicum ejus gratiae,

quae cuique privato^rtMS adest."

2 Zwingli, Works, Vol. II., p. 198 b.; p. 477. (Tr.)

3A single passage will suflBce to show his teaching: "Hoc est, id est, significat

Corpus Meum. Quod perinde est, ac si quae matrona conjugis sui annulum al>
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anticipating the Calvinistic interpretation of the words of in-

stitution, and replying to it, "those should not be listened to

Avho say :
' Wc do indeed truly eat the flesh of Christ, but in

a spiritual sense;' for," he added, "the assertion involves a

contradiction of terms." Conjirmatioii and Extreme Unction

he dismissed from his mind as too trifling to claim his serious

attention ; and Holy Orders, he said, is only a ceremonial in-

duvtion into the ministry of the Wo7^d, and neither confers grace

nor imprints a sacramental character on the soul. For where
is the good of these external means of grace since the power
of God is everywhere visible, working in and through all things,

not indirectly and as employing agencies, but directly and ab-

solutely ; and if Christ, he went on to say, has instituted Bap-
tism and the Eucharist as His two signs in the New Covenant,

He did so only because He graciously stooped to accommodate

Himself to the weakness of our jjoor nature.

Between the cold, barren system of Zwingli and the teach-

ings of Luther,^ there was nearly as great a contrast as be-

tween it and the faith of the Catholic Church ; and the

repulsive aridity of everything connected with Zwinglianism

will, in a measure, account for the fact, that, while religious

sentiment and warmth of feeling early died out among its

professore, they long continued to manifest their presence

among those of Lutheranism.

§ 315. The Sacramentarian Controversy. (Cf, § oil.)

Loescher, Complete History of the Struggle between Luther and the Eeformed,

Frankfurt and Lps., 2d ed., 1723, 3 vols. Lud. Lavater, Historia de origine et

progressu controversiae de coena Domini ab an. 1523-1563, Tiguri, 1564 and

1572. Hospiniant Historia sacramentaria, Tig. 1598; 1602, 2 T. f., 1611, 4to.

Bossuet, Hist, of Variations, Vol. I., p. 48 sq. Planck, Hist, of the Origin, Vari-

ations, etc. (Vol. II., p. 204 sq., 471 sq.;" Vol. III., Pt. I., p. 376 sq.) By the

same, Hist, of Protestant Theology (Vol. I., p. 6 sq. ; Vol. II., Pt. I., p. 89 sq.,

Pt. II., p. 7. sq.; Vol. III., pp. 150, 274, and 732 sq.) Moehler, Symbolism,

hoc ipso relictum monstrans, En conjux hie meus est, dioat." Ibid., Vol. II., p.

293. (Te.)

1 Hence Luther, replying to the Swiss deputies, said :
" Either one party or tiie

other must necessarily be working in the service of Satan; the matter does not

admit of discussion, there is no possibility of compromise." Walch, Vol. XVII.,

p. 1907.
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chap. IV., p. 256 sq.; Engl, transl., p. 292 sq. Hilgcrs, Symbolism, chap. VI.,

II 27 and 28. ''Rffel, Vols. I. and II., p. 298-335.

The principle of private judgment introduced by the Re-

formers, granting to all unrestricted freedom to teach what
they liked, and to interpret Holy Scripture arbitrarily, nec-

essarily led at a very early day to grave divisions among the

sectaries themselves. Luther was seriously alarmed, and saw

the importance of fixing upon some common creed as a basis

of doctrine, and a guarantee of unity of teaching. Like Mel-

anchthon, he had violently assailed the Sacraments, which,

the Church has ever taught, are divinely ordained and effica-

cious instruments of grace; and, being under the necessity

of so shaping and adjusting the details of his system that

they would fit in with his fundamental principle of justifica-

tion by faith alone, he denied the teaching of the Church, and

affirmed that, instead of being positive means for conveying

sanctifying grace to the soul, the Sacraments are no more
than signs and symbols designed to strengthen the faith of

the believer in the assurance that he is loosed from his sin.

Hence, he insisted, whoever receives the divine promises with

unhesitating faith, has no need of the Sacraments. Notwith-

standing this general denial of efficacy to the Sacramental

system, he still continued to teach that Christ is really and
truly present in the Sacrament of the Altar, and, as to the

mode of this Presence, he held for a time that thesubstances

of bread and wine are changed into the Body and Blood of

Christ. But his obstinate struggle against the Church, and
his heated and acrimonious controversies with the Sacramen-

tarians, led him before long to discard these views, and adopt

others wholly at variance with them. Carlstadt had accepted

the early teaching of Luther, and, in consequence, denied the

E-eal Presence in the Sacrament of the Altar, because, as he

said, it was wholly destitute of Scriptural proof. Luther

could not deny the logical justness of the conclusion, and in

1524, when these questions were beginning to create a stir,

wrote as follows to Bucer: "Had Dr. Carlstadt, or any one

else, been able to persuade me five years ago that the Sacra-

ment of the Altar is but bread and wine, he would indeed
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have done me a great service, and rendered very material aid

in my efforts to make a breach in the Papacy. But it is all

in vain; I can not escape; the meaning of the text is too

evident; every artifice of language will be powerless to ex-

plain it away."^

Pirkheimer,^ who also contributed his share to the con-

troversy in his "i)<? vera Christi came et vcro ejus sa7i-

guine ad J. (Ecolam-padium rcsjionsio" stated in a letter to

Melanchthon, that, in his opinion, Luther's true motive for

reaffirming his belief in the Real Presence in the Blessed

Sacrament, apart from his natural inclination to contradict

everybody, was a desire to achieve a victory over Carlstadt.

There seems to be some truth in the statement, for Luther

declared that he would continue to believe, in spite of the

Papists, that the Sacrament of the Altar was only bread and

wine; and, in spite of Carlstadt, he would continue to raise

the Host aloft for the adoration of the people, lest it might

seem the Devil had taught him a new lesson. If a coun-

cil were to prescribe, he added, or to allow Communion under

both kinds, he would, only for the sake of being in opposition to

such council, admit but one, and utter anathema upon those

who, in obedience to the conciliar decrees, should, receive under

both kinds? Luther was annoyed that Carlstadt should put

precisely the same meaning as himself upon the words of

institution; the more so, since the latter had on a former

occasion, in explaining the sense of the passage in Matthew
xvi. 18, declared, that, in instituting the Blessed Sacrament,

Christ had pointed to Mis own body, and that the pronoun

TouTo properly referred to aCop-a, and not to dpTo:^. In like

^Walch, Luther's Works,Yo\. XV., p. 2448. Cf. Goebel, Andrew Bodenstein's

Doctrine of the Lord's Supper (Studies and Criticisms, 1842, nro. 2). Asc/i^

baches Eccl. Cyclopaed., art. "Karlstadt."

^ Hagen, The Literary and Keligious Relations of Germany during the Age
of the- Eeformation, with a special reference to Willibald Plrkheimer, Vol. I.,

Erlangen, 1841. Charitas Pirkheimer, Abbess of Niirnberg [Hist and PoLit.

Papers, Vol. XIII., p. 513-539; cf. Vol. XLIV., two articles). Hoejler, Chari-

tas Pirkheimer, etc., Memoirs of the Age of the Eeformation, Bamberg, 1832.

Dbllinger, The Reformation, Vol. I., p. 167 sq. Wm. Loose, Episodes of the Life

of Charitas Pirkheimer, Dresden, 1870.

*See his Ordinary of the Mass. 1523.
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manner, Carlstadt explained the awful words of St. Paul:

"For he that eateth and drinketh unworthily, eateth and

drinketh judgment to himself, not discerning the Body of

the Lord,"^ as conveying only an admonition to the faithful

to celebrate the Lord's Supper with gravity and becoming

reverence, and to exclude all unseemly hilarity and vulgar

carousing. The restraints which publication necessarily im-

posed upon the two champions were broken through, and

gave place to coarse abuse when they came into personal con-

tact with each other. Luther never gave over pursuing Carl-

stadt, the preacher of Orlamiinde, from the day the latter had

been driven from the gates of Wittenberg. He went to Jena,

and, ascending the pulpit, occupied on the previous day by

Carlstadt, greatly amused his audience by his ironical flings

at the fanatics. Carlstadt was present, and, stung by the rail-

lery of Luther, at once challenged him to a discussion. They

met in the Black Bear inn of Jena,^ and, the argument con-

tinuing to grow more animated and heated, they finally trans-

gressed every law of propriety and decency, and discussed

the most sacred of subjects—the Lord's Supper—in a manner

the most frivolous, and in language the most unbecoming.

In closing, both pledged themselves to carry on the contro-

versy in writing. "Will you write openly against me, Doc-

tor?" asked Luther. " Yes," replied Carlstadt, "if it is agree-

able to you, and I shall not spare you." "Good," rejoined

Luther; "there. Doctor, is a florin as an earnest." "May I

see you broken on a wheel," said Luther, on taking leave of

Carlstadt; "And may you," retorted the latter, "break your

neck before you get out of the city." Carlstadt escaped per-

sonal violence only by precipitate flight, "and thus," it was

said, "was Andrew Bodenstein driven away by Luther with-

out a hearing." He repaired to Strasburg, where he made
Bucer and Capito his allies in his quarrel with Luther. After

the close of the Peasants' War, in which he had taken j^art,

1 1. Cor. xi. 29.

2 Martin liein/iardt, who was present, gives a detailed account of the debate

in Actis Jefienaibus ; see Walch, T. XV., p. 2423. Of. C. A. Menzel, German

Hist., Vol. I., p. 254 sq.
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he humbly sued for Luther's pardon, and, retiring to the sniall

town of Kemberg, set up as a haberdasher, and for a season

ceased to give much attention to polemical controversy. But
selling small wares was not to his taste, and in 1528 he once

more came forth from his obscuritj', again assailed Luther,

and was again obliged to quit Saxony. Through the influ-

ence of Zwingli, he was granted an as^'lum in Switzerland

(1530), and was set over a [)arish, and, still later on, became
a professor and preacher in Basle, where, as already stated, lie

was stricken by a plague, and died in 1541.^

But if Carlstadt had passed away, his errors lived after him,

and Zwingli and CEcolampadlas promptly proclaimed and pub-

licly defended them as their own. Like Berengarius in a

former age,^ they put an erroneous interpretation upon the

words of institution—Zwingli maintaining, on the authority

of Exodus xii, 11, "For it (i.e. the Paschal Lamb) is the

Phase, that is, the Passage of the Lord," and other texts of

Scripture, that the copula " ?s " means ' sir/nijies ;" and (Eco-

lanipadius, that the predicate, " i?oc/?/," means ^'symbor' or

''sign''' of the Body.

In the meantime, fourteen Suabian preachers had published,

above their collective names, a document [Syngram. in a), writ-

ten by Brenz of Hall and Erhard Schnepf of Wimpfen, in

which, while professedly inclining to the Lutheran belief,

they seemed to favor the teaching of Zwingli, inasmuch as

they held that the Body of Christ, though not really [)reseut

in the sacramental species, may become so in obedience to the

faith of the worshiper. CapUo and Bucer at once saw that

the meaning of the "Syngramma" was loose and equivocal,

and hoped, by a skillful interpretation of its doubtful passages,

to furnish a common ground on wdiich the conflicting parties

might agree. But Luther refused to listen to any such com-

promise. When it was proposed to him, he flew into a tow-

ering passion, raving incoherently against Zwingli and his

partizans, " who," he said, " ivere Sacramentarians and minis-

ters of Satan, against whom no exercise of severity, however great

j

^Jaeger, Andrew Bodenstein of Carlstadt, Stuttg., 1856.

2 See Vol. II, p. 443, note 1.
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would be excessive." The works published by Luther at this

time against the Sacramentarians^ are the most solid of all

his writings. As long as he devotes his energies to defending

the teachings of the ancient faith, instead of assailing them,

his style is spirited and vigorous, his proofs clear, and, in

many instances, apposite, and his reasoning luminous and

conclusive; and for the simple, but potent, reason, that he

has the unchangeable Church at his back.

While accepting the words of institution in their literal

and strict sense, Luther discarded the Catholic dogma of

Transubstantiation, and instead adopted one of his own,

known as Co/^substantiatiOn, or Impanation, according to

which the Body of Christ is received in, under, and with the

bread "(z7?, sub, et cum pane). This theory he supported by the

authority of certain theologians, according to whom the body

of Christ, because of its union with His divinity, is omni-

present ( ?76?'(2ix/^i/). Zwingli argued, in reply,^that if a strictly

literal interpretation were to be put upon the words of insti-

tution, then no meaning could be drawn from them other

than that contained in the Catholic dogma of Transubstan-

tiation; but that if, on the other hand, the words: 'This is

My Body," were to be interpreted as meaning: ''This contains

My Body," or: "'This bread, is united with My Body," then, he

would ask, in what Luther's synecdoche was more tenable or

more reasonable than his own metonymy. He further con-

tended that the theory of bodily ubiquity, in which Luther

sought refuge, was subversive of the doctrine of two natures

in Christ, and a revival, under another form, of the Mono-
physite error. Zwingli complained bitterly of Luther's ex-

cessive violence against the Sacramentarians. "You cry oat

that we are heretics," said he, "and should be denied a hear-

iffl. Against the celestial Prophets, in Waleh, Vol. XX., p. 186 sq. b. Sermon

on the Sacrament of the Body and Blood of Christ against the Visionaries, in

Walch, Vol. XX., p. 915 sq. c. That the words of Christ: ''This is My Body,"

are to be retained against the visionaries, in Watch, T. XX., p. 950 sq. d. Great

Confession of the Sacrament of the Lord's Supper, Watch, Vol. XX., p. 1118 sq.

"'It would require an extraordinary lesson in language,'' said Zwingli, "to

persuade me that the words: 'Tliis is My Body,' are synonymous with the

expression : 'My Body is eaten in this bread,' " etc. Watch, Vol. XX., p. 658.
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ing; yon proscribe our books, and denounce us to tbe mngis-

trates. Is not this doing precisely what the Pope did tbrnierly

when truth began to raise her head ? " ^

The controversies and bickerings among the Reformers

themselves concerning the most essential truths of Christi-

anity, had at least one good effect: they proved the utter inef-

ficiency and fallaciousness of the principle of private interpre-

tation, which invested every one with the absolute right of

construing Scriptural texts after liis own fashion, on the

ground that their meaning is so very clear that one can not

possibly mistake it. The advocates of both parties were

obliged to appeal to the tradition of the Church, against

which both had intemperately declaimed; and to seek to

add weight to their individual opinions, by professing to

rest them upon the writings of her Doctors, whose authority

Luther had contemptuously rejected.^ "Writing in 1532 to

iCf. §311, vers. fin.

2 "All the Fathers," said Luther, "fell into error, and those of them that did

not repent before dying are lost eternally." . . . "Their writings are fetid pools,

whence Christians have been drinking unwholesome draughts, instead of slak-

ing their thirst from the pure fountain of Holy Scripture." . . . ".SY. Gregory

was the first to start the fictions concerning Purgatory and Masses for the dead,

and is the author of the whole of them. He knew very little about either Christ

or the Gospel, and was so superstitious as to be easily deceived by the Devil."

. . . "(S<. Augustine often fell into error, and can not be safely followed. He
was a good, holy man ; but, like the other Fathers, did not possess the true

faith." . . . '^Jerome I regard as a heretic. He wrote many impious things,

and deserves to be in hell rather than Heaven. I know none of the Fathers

whom I so much dislike. He is eternally gabbling about fasting and virgin-

ity." . . . "C/irysosio7n is a sorry fellow, an empty declaimer, who has filled

many books with pretentious trifles, which, when examined, are found to be only

a mass of barren and undigested matter—a great putf" of smoke and little fire."

. . . "Basil is worthless; he is a monk through and through, and, to my mind,

he is of no weight whatever." ..." The Apology of Melanchthon is superior

to anything the Doctors of the Church, not excepting Augustine, ever wrote."

. . . "Nihil ad nos Thotnas Aquitias; he is a theological abortion, a fount of

error, whence issue all the heresies that subvert Gospel teaching." (These sen-

tentious expressions of Luther maj' be found scattered here and there—some in

his Table-Talk, Frankfurt ed., No. 57, and some in his other works. They are

given precisely as found in the several editions of his works as collated by

Weislittger, in Friss Vogel oder Stirb

—

Neck or JSothlng—Strasburg, 1726, pp.

300, 314, and other places.) Cf. also Dollinger, The Keformation, Vol. I., p.

430-451.
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Albert of Prussia^ on the question in dispute between liim-

self and the Zwinglians, Luther said :
" This article is neither

unscriptural nor a dogma of human invention; it is based

upon the clear and irrefragable words of Holy Writ ; it has

been uniformly held and believed throughout the whole Chris-

tian world, from the foundation of the Church to the present

hour. That such has been and is the fact, is attested by the

writings of the Holy Fathers, both Greek and Latin, by daily

usage, and the uninterrupted practice of the Church. . . .

Were it indeed a new doctrine, or had it been less uniformly

observed in every Church throughout the whole of Christen-

dom (or, what is the same thing, had it not the fullest testi-

mony of the most unexceptionable Catholic tradition on its

side), to call it in question, or controvert it, would not be so

dreadful a matter or so dangerous. ... To doubt it,

therefore, is to disbelieve the Christian Church, and to brand

her as heretical, and with her the Prophets, Apostles, and

Christ Himself, w^ho, in establishing His Church, said: 'Be-

hold, I am with you all days, even to the consummation of

the world ;'^ to which the Apostle of the Gentiles added:

this ' Is the House of God, which is the Church of the living

God, the pillar and ground of the truth.'"^

And speaking of the rationalizing tendencies of Zwingli's

teaching, he said :
" Were Our Lord to spread wild apples be-

fore me, and bid me eat this one or that (as His Body), I

should not venture to inquire the reason for doing His bid-

ding." Again, forecasting its inevitable consequences, he

uttered these prophetic words: "If the reason be allowed

unrestricted freedom in criticising and passing judgment

upon God's word and works, not a single article of faith

will long survive. ... In such an event, it will soon

^Luther's letters against certain intriguers, addressed to Albert, Margrave of

Brandenburg (1532), in Walch, Vol. XX., p. 2089. Faber wrote a whole book

on this contradiction in Luther: De Antilogiis Lutheri. Cf. Raynald. ad an.

1531, nro. 57, and Cochlaeus, Lutherus septiceps ubique sibi, suis scriptis contra-

rius, Paris, 15G4. Cf. Frint's Theological Review, years 1812 and 1813; and

Hist, and Polit. Papers, Vol. VI., p. 33G, and Vol. XI., p. 413.

"^ Matt, xxviii. 10.

8 1. Tim. iii. 15.
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become apparent that the Zwingliaii principles tend not ta

God's honor and a simple acce[)tance of His word by faith,

but to the formation and fostering of sophistical, ca[)tious,

and subtle habits of mind, leading directly to a denial of the

Divinity of Christ; for it is no less unreasonable to say that

v\an is God, than to affirm that bread is changed into the Body
of the Lord."

The course pursued by Melanchthon in this controversy

was very damaging to his character for manliness and hon-

esty ; for, while hypocritically professing to hold Luther's

views on the Lord's Supper, and openly setting them forth

in the Augsburg Confession as his own, he in truth favored

those of Calvin, as is abundantly shown from the language

used by him after Luther's death.^

C.

—

Continuation of the History of the Reformation until the Re-

ligious Peace of Augsburg (1555).

§ 316. Progress of Protestantism until the Interim of Patishon

(1541).

Le Plat, Monuments pour servir a Thistoire du Concile de Trente, T. II. and

III. Laemmer, Monum. Vatic, p. 195 sq. Eiffel, 1. c, Vol. II., p. 480-580. A
Menzel, Vol. II., p. 17-254.

The last act of both the Catholic and the Protestant par-

ties, at the conclusion of the Religious Peace of Nurnberg,

was to mutually and solemnly bind themselves to. hold a

Council at the earliest possible moment. Clement VIL, act-

ing upon this pledge, exerted himself to the utmost to have

the oft-promised Council convene ; but notwithstanding his

best eflbrts, it was again delayed. Conditions were proposed,

which the Protestants rejected on pretexts at once novel and

futile.^ To hold the Council in a church, accordina: to time-

^ In the Confessio invariata, they say : " De coena Domini docent, quod corpus

et sanguis Christi vere adsint et dlstribuantur vescentibus in coena Domini, et

i)nprobant secus docenies." Here, according to Salig, Complete History of the

Augsburg Confession, Vol. III., ch. 1, p. 171, there were left out after "Christi''

the words: "sub specie panis et vini;" while in the Variaia the following sub-

stitute is found: " De coena Domini doeent, quod cum pane et vino vere ex-

hibeantur corpus et sanguis Christi vescentibus in coena Domini."

^For an account of the measures taken by him immediately after the Diet of
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honored custom, they said, would be inconvenient; neither

could they bind themselves to the unqualified acceptance and

observance of its decrees. They further objected to having

it convene at Milan, Bologna, or Piacenza, preferring some
cit}^ of Germany. Other objections, equally trivial and eva-

sive, were advanced.

After the death of Clement VII., September 25, 1534, his

successor, Paul III. (October 13, l534-November 10, 1549),

made renewed and still more strenuous efforts to have the

Council convene. . Through his ISTuncio, Vergerius, he opened

negotiations with the Protestants, and issued a decree of con-

vocation, designating May, 1537, as the time, and Mantua as

the place, of holding the Council.^ Again the Protestants,

assembled at Schmalkald, in December, 1535, refused to take

any part in it, fully accepting as their own the opinion of

Luther, "that the Catholics were not serious in their profes-

sions to hold a Council; while the Protestants, being perfectly

enlightened upon all points by the Holy Ghost, had no need

of it." They went on to express their conviction that a Coun-

cil, whose methods and forms of procedure should be directed

by the Pope, could not be free, and that the Pope himself and

his Cardinals should be impeached. The more proper way,

they said, would be to have men of known ability and unbi-

ased minds, selected by the princes from every condition of

life, who, recognizing no rule or authority other than the word

of God, should examine and pass judgment on the questions

in dispute.^

The war, which had in the meantime broken out between

the Emperor and Francis L, inasmuch as it rendered a journey

to Mantua ditficult, if not hazardous, furnished the Protest-

Augsburg, cf. Raynald. ad an. 1530, nros. 175, 176. Cf., moreover, ibid, ad an.

1533, nros. 3-8, and Walch, Vol. XVI., pp. 2268, 2281; de Wetie, T. IV., p. 454.

' (Jf. Raynald. ad an. 1535, nros. 20, 30, 32. Paul's Encyclica to divers princes,

Walch, Vol. XVI., p. 2290 sq. Melanchthonis 0pp., ed. Bretschneider^ T. II., p.

962 sq. Pallavicini, Hist. Cone. Trid., lib. III., c. 17 and 18.—The circular con-

voking the Council, on June 2, 1536, in Raynald. ad an. 1536, nr. 35. Cf. Pal-

lavicim, 1. cit., lib. III., c. 19. Freiburg Eccl. Cyclop., Vol. XI., p. 606-609;

Fr. tr.. Vol. 25, p. 1-4, concerning Paul Vergerius, who afterward became an

apostate. Ldmmer, Monum. Vatic, p. 146 sq.

2Cf. H'alch, Vol. XVI., p. 2305 sq.
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ants afresh pretext for declining to be present at the Council.

The League of Schmalkakl, renewed on this occasion for the

space of ten years, was strengthened by many fresh accessions,

in defiance of the prohibitions of the articles of the Peace of

!N"urnberg. While, on the one hand, the Protestants were

extremely mortified at seeing the proposed alliance between

France and England frustrated; on the other, they had ever}'

reason to congratulate themselves on the favorable disposi-

tions of the new Elector of Saxony, Frederic the Magnani-

mous, and on the accession to the League of the Dukes Ulrich

of Wurtemberg and Barnim and Philip of Poynerania; of Rob-

ert, Count-Palatine of Zweibrucken ; of the Princes George and

Joachim of Anhalt; of William, Count of Nassau, and of

many cities of Germany. Moreover, Denmark, a country in

which Protestant propagandists had been actively at work
since the year 1536, began to manifest such signs as led to a

well-founded hope that she also would soon enter the League.

As the time for holding the Council drew near, the Protest-

ants again assembled at Schmalkald (February, 1537), and de-

nounced the Pope in language more violent than they had

ever before employed. After the publication of Luther's thirty

propositions against the authority of Councils, the League

subscribed the twenty-three articles of guarantee drawn up

by him at Wittenberg in the preceding year, and known as

th.e Articles of Schmalkald',^ which, while expressing in pre-

cise and energetic language the violent hostility of the League

against the Catholic Church, present a striking contrast with

the Augsburg Confession. Moreover, Melanchthon was com-

missioned to prepare a treatise on the Primacy of the Pope

and the Jurisdiction of Bishops {De potestate et Primatu Fopae)

;

but his views, when submitted to the theologians assembled at

Schmalkald, were coldly received, being much too temperate

to harmonize with their radical designs. Melanchthon had

1 Articuli qui dicuntur Smalcaldici e Palatine Codice MS. (Luther's autograph

manuscript) accurate editi et annotationibus crit. illustrati, per Marheincki;

Berol. 1817, 4to. De potestate et primatu Papae tractatus (now serving as an

Appendix to the Articles of Schmalkald), in Melanchthonis 0pp., ed. Bret-

schneider, T. III., p. 271. Both are found together in Hase, Libri Symbol., p.

298-358.
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said, in substance, that the Priraacy of the Pope and the

jurisdiction of bishops, thougli not of Divine, were of human
institution (jure humano), and should therefore continue to be

retained. The aim and purpose of this treatise was to furnish

arguments to those who still cared to attempt a justification

of their conduct in renouncing all obligations of obedience

to either Pope or bishops. Luther, broken in health and

pained by the position taken by his old friend, quitted

Schraalkald with these parting words: ''- May God fill you

with hatred of the Pope." From this time forth, the members
of the League of Schmalkald were unanimous in their ex-

plicit and positive refusal to attend any Council whatever.^

Through the eftbrts of Meld, Vice-chancellor to the Empe-
ror, a confederation known as the Holy League,^ whose object

"was to oppose the League of Schmalkald, was formed by the

Catholic princes at Niirnberg, in June, 1538. Its members
were the Archbishops of Mcntz and Salzburg, the Duke of

Bavaria, George of Saxony, and Henry of Brunswick. In

the meantime, the foreign wars, in which the Emperor was
engaged, continued to divide his attention and weaken his

authority at home. The Protestant League received, in 1538,

afresh accession of strength in the Swiss,^ with whom, owing

to the adroit diplomacy of Bucer and Capito and the demand
of the Protestant princes, Luther finally consented to unite on

the basis of the Concordia Vitehergensis.

Joachim IL, Elector oi Brandenburg,^ unmindful of the ex-

ample of his illustrious father, embraced the new teachings

in 1539, thus following in the footsteps of his brother, John,

Margrave of Neumark, who had apostatized three years before.

Protestantism was also introduced into the Duchy of Saxony

^Walch, Vol. XVI., p. 2426 sq. Corp. Eef., Vol. II., pp. 962 sq., 982 sq. (Tr.)

'The official documents are in Hortleder^ Pt. I., Book 1, ch. 25-29 ; Walch, Vol.

XVI., p. 2426 sq.; cf. Riffel, 1. c. Vol. II., p. 523-526.

3Cf. Wolch, Vol. XVII., p. 2543; the Concordia, written out by Melanchthon,

in his 0pp. ed. Bretsch., T. III., p. 75.

*Joachim II., Elector of Brandenburg (Hist, and Polit. Papers, 1851, Vol.

XXVIII., p. 291 sq.) Adam Mulier, Hist, of the Eeformation in the Margra-

vate of Brandenburg, Berlin, 1839. Spiecker, Hist, of the Introd. of the Eeform.

in the March of Brandenburg, Berlin, 1839 sq., 3 Pts. Cf. Rifel, 1. c, Vol. II.,

p. 682-703.
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by Henry, the brother and successor of Duke George, against

the will and in spite of the protests of his subjects.^ Luther

was still indefatigable in his efforts to excite the hatred of the

people against both Church and Council, and to this end con-

tinued to put forth hostile pamphlets of every size witli un-

wearied activity and marvelous rapidity. It required all the

terrors inspired by the recent victories of the Turks, who
were now seriously menacing the whole of Germany, to tem-

porarily suspend this religious war. Negotiations were opened

at Frankfurt, in February, 1539, which resulted in the conclu-

sion of an armistice for sixteen months.^ The Emperor, anx-

ious to profit by this interval of peace to effect a reconciliation,

summoned the theologians of both parties to a Religious Con-

ference at Spire; but, an epidemic prevailing in that city, it

was transferred to Hagnenau (June, 1540); whence it was

again transferred to Worms, where, owing to the inexcusable

delays caused by the Protestants, it was not finally opened

until January 14, 1541.^ Eck and Melanchthon led off" in tlie

discussion, taking as common ground the Confession of Augs-
burg, a circumstance which gave but poor promise of any
ultimate satisfactory result. But, in the meantime, the Em-
peror dissolved the Conference, and summoned a Diet to meet

at Ratisbon, April 5, 1541, whither the celebrated Cardinal

Contarini^ repaired to take part in the discussion. To facili-

tate the adjustment of matters, a committee was appointed

by the Emperor, consisting of three theologians from each

side. Eck, Julius Pflug, and John Gropper represented the

1 Hoffmann, Complete Hist, of the Reformation in the city and university of

Leipsig, Lps. 1739. Leo, Hist, of the Eeform. in Leipsig and Dresden, Lps.

1834. Von Langenn, Maurice, Duke and Elector of Saxony, Lps. 1841, 2 vols.

Cf. Riffel, Vol. II., p. 674-681.

2 The public document is in Hortleder, Pt. I., Bk. 1, ch. 32; Walch, Vol.

XVII., p. 396 sq.

^Raynald. ad an. 1540, nro. 1.5-24; Walch, Vol. XVII., p. 453 sq.; Melanch-

thonia 0pp. ed. Bretschneider, T. IV., p. 1 sq.—The first opinion of Cochlaeus,

in Raynald. ad an. 1540, nro. 49. Cf nros. 54 and 55.

* Pallavicini, 1. c, lib. III., c. 12-15; Acta in conventu Ratisbonensi, ed. ^Mel-

anchthon, Viteb. 1541. Cf. ejusdem Opp. ed. Bretschneider, T. IV., p. 119 sq.j

Walch, Vol. XVII., p. 695 sq.; Riffel, Vol. II., p. 549 sq.

VOL. Ill—

8
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Catholics, and Melanchthov, Pistorius, and Bucer the Protest-

ants. The Emperor implored them to lay aside all human
prejudices and passions, and for the time being to have in

view only the glory of God; and, with the purpose of nar-

rowing the controversy down to essential matters, sent them,

through (cardinal GranveUe, a treatise which should serve

them as a basis and guide in their discussions. This treatise

was probably the production of Gro[)per, and came to be

known as the Ratisbon Interim} Had it been a 'political paper,

and mtQiulQdioY jpolitical purposes, its plans and suggestions

for comptromise would have merited, and doubtlessl}' received,

the praise of having been astutely conceived; but judged

from a religious point of view, which was its supposed char-

acter, it must be said that it set forth the teachings of faith

neitherclearlj^nor accurately, and was in consequence severely

animadverted upon by the Catholic theologians, notably by

Dr. Eck. In spite of this untoward circumstance, it seemed

for a time that the Conference would have a happy issue.

The conditions of the Interim were moderate, and both par-

ties seemed more and more disposed for a reconciliation. But
appearances were falhicious, and real difficulties were just as

much difficulties as ever, as both parties learned once they

came to discuss the fundamental article on the Church and the

doctrine of satisfaction. Whatever may have been the dispo-

sitions of the Protestant divines relative to auricular confes-

sion and transubstantiation, when left to themselves, and these

were by no means favorable, they absolutely refused to accept

either after they had been reenforced by the strictly orthodox

Lutheran, Amsdorf, whom the Elector of Saxony sent to them

as an adviser. The}' gradually drifted into old traditions and

methods, and in the end began to demand the abolition of

penitential exercises, good works, monastic vows, indulgences,

the veneration of saints, and, in short, everything which in

their opinion detracted from the merits of Christ. The Catho-

lic tlieologians, of course, refused to yield to their demands,

1 Walch, Vol. XVII., p. 725 sq.; Rifet, Vol. II., p. 551-571 ; iis to Eck's opin-

ion on the Interim, ibid., p. 571, note 1. Cf. also Unionsrnacherei, i. e. Bungling

at Union-making (Review of Lutheran Divinity, 1856, nro. 2).
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and this Conference, like all those that had preceded it, closed

•without having efi'ected anything.

By the recess of the Diet, it was ordained that both parties

should continue to observe the articles to which they had

ah'eady agreed, until such time as either a Council or a Diet

could be held, with the concurrence of the Pope; that in the

interval the Peace of Niirnberg should be observed in every

particular; and, as a consequence, that all monastic churches

should be secure from all manner of violence. The Emperor

also relaxed somewhat the conditions of the recess of the

Diet of Augsburg, by suspending all suits at law pending in

the Imperial Court of Justice against those whose title to

enjoy the privileges of the Peace of ISTiirnberg was doubtful.^

But even these concessions did not satisfy the Protestants,

who continued to make still larger demands, which the Em-
peror, though he thought them extravagant, was forced to

grant, in order to secure their aid against the Turks.

§ 317. The Anabaptists at Munster—Bigamy of the Landgrave,

Philip of Hesse.

'\Herm. a Kerssenbroik, Anabapt. furoris hist, narratio, 1564-1573 (incomplete)

;

Menken, Script. Germ., T. III., translated from the manuscript and published

at Frankfurt (Munster), 1771, 4to. According to this, Jochmus, Hist, of the

Reform, at Munster and its Failure caused by the Anabaptists, Munster, 1836.

Faesser, Hist, of the Anabaptists, Munster (1852), 1861. Cornelius, The Human-
ists of Munster and their Relations to the Reformation, Munster, 1851. By the

same. Supplements to the Hist, of the Anabaptists, Munster, 1853, and Hist, of

the Rebellion of Munster, Lps. 1855 sq. Again by the same, The Anabaptists

of the Netherlands during the siege of Munster, from 1534-1535 (Essay read in

the Munich Academy, 1870, Vol. I., Pt. II., p. 50-111). Base, The Kingdom
of the Anabaptists (new prophets, 2d ed., nro. 3), Lps. 1861. Kampschulte, In-

trod. of Protestantism into the Territory of what at present constitutes the

Province of Westphalia, Paderborn, 1866. Riffel, Vol. II., p. 580.

Up to the date of the holding of the Diet of Augsburg,

Westphalia, acting from purely political motives, had uni-

formly repelled^ the persistent and frequent attempts made

iCf. Walch, Vol. XVII., p. 962-1000.

2 See the account of their wants given in the Hist. Polit. Papers, under the

heading, "Protestantism at Munster," Vol. IX., pp. 99-108, 129-158, 327-360;

and Vol. X., pp. 42-45, 129-146.
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to introduce Lutheran errors within its borders. But the par-

tisans of Luther, inspired with fresh courage by the action

of the League of Schmalkald, grew daily more bold and ag-

gressive; and one of i\\Qm., Bernard JRottmann, chaplain of St.

Maurice, near Miinster, a visionary and a fanatic, enjoys the

distinction of having first preached the new teachings in the

streets of that city (February 23, 1532), and, having commu-
nicated to the citizens somewhat of his own fanaticism, pre-

vailed upon them to pull down the altars in the churches and

to demolish the images of the Saints. With the connivance

of the magistracy and the active support of Philip, Land-

grave of Hesse, Protestantism was formally introduced into

Miinster, as it had already been into the cities of Minden,

Herford, Lemgo, Lippstadt, and Soest, and the Catholics were

in consequence forced to surrender six of their churches to

the victorious sectaries (February 14, 1533).

But the triumphs thus gained by the Protestants were lost,

and their further progress retarded for long years, through

the religious and political fanaticism of the Anabaptists, who,

finding this new field open to heretical error and sectarian

propagandism, and flocking thither in hordes, gave themselves

up to ever}' sort of excess and outrage. These sectaries, who
began their career of fanaticism at Zwickau, and were gene-

rally believed to have been annihilated in the Peasants' War,
had scattered themselves over various countries, where they

existed in large numbers, and, having neither home nor per-

manent abode, committed the wildest extravagances. Whilst,

on the one hand, the Lutherans abused the liberty which

they invoked as their proudest privilege, and made it a syno-

nym for licentiousness; the Anabaptists, on the other, made
a pretense of mortifying and crushing out whatever is human
in our common natures. Entitled on more than one score to

the honor of being the legitimate heirs of the dualistic Gnos-

tics and visionary Montanists of the early Church, they aspired

to a false and extravagant zW«/mmzsm, despised the Sacraments,

reprobated all external practices, rejected the established in-

stitutions of the Church, and appealed to the Book of Keve-

lations for a confirmation of their pretended millennial ecsta-

sies, which, they claimed, had been revealed to them in fanciful
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-visions and imaginary reveries. One of the most ardent cham-

pions of these teachings was Melchior Hoffman of Suabia, who
exerted his best energies to propagate them in the JN ether-

lands.^

John Bockclsohn., a tailor of Leyden, usually called JoJin of

Leyden, and Matthiesen, a baker of Haarlem, going to Mun-
•ster, found an able and active coadjutor in the Protestant

chaplain, Bernard liottman. Having, with the aid of their

adherents, made themselves masters of the city, they set up a

theocratic Democracy, and proclaimed John of Leyden its auto-

cratic king, while Matthiesen assumed the title and office of

prophet, and KnipperdoUing, a burgher, was named high

sheriff and general-in-chief of the Hosts of the Lord. Twelve

judges, constituting a court of justice, surrounded the newly-

erected throne, and the city of Munster was designated as

the ^^City of Sioji," whence was to go forth the Millennium

of Christ's visible kingdom on earth. Matthiesen, in his office

of prophet, and claiming a direct revelation from on high as the

sanction of his conduct, ordered all books and manuscripts

other than the Bible, and all paintings and images of Saints,

which he designated as " instruments of Popish idolatry,"

to be destroyed, and they were accordingly committed to the

flames amid profane dances and scenes of revolting profligacy

and fanatical licentiousness. John of Leyden surrounded his

newly-erected throne with Oriental pomp and magnificence.

He was attended by a numerous guard, and a brilliant court

lent luster to his ephemeral reign. By Divine command, so

he blasphemously said, he took several wives, and polygamy,

having the sanction of his illustrious example, became as gen-

eral among these fanatical enthusiasts as the practice of pos-

sessing their goods in common. They were intolerant of

opposition, and put down any show of resistance to their in-

stitutions by force and violence. Nor was their insolence

confined by the narrow limits in which they held supreme

sway. John issued a manifesto, in which he pompously pro-

claimed his intention to take the field, and, in the name of

the Lord, to exterminate all the tyrants of the earth. Assured

* See Faesser, 1. c, p. 84.
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of a victorious triumph in this undertaking, he parceled out

in advance, among his followers, the duchies, bishoprics, and
abbeys, situated immediately about Miinster-. To John Denker,

a shopkeeper, he assigucd the Duchy of Saxony; and the

Duchy of Brunswick to Berjiard Thomas Moer, a tailor; while

the Duchy of Westphalia, together with the territories lying

between the Weser and the Rhine, was conferred upon the

patrician, Christian Kerkerink. Other royal grants, equally

munificent and grotesque, were made to his followers, and

ceased only w^hen his imaginarj'^ conquests had been entirely

disposed of. He further announced that should any one—be

he prince, magistrate, or burgher—refuse to receive the apos-

tles sent out by him, he would come himself to destroy and
utterly annihilate all such refractory spirits. But before John
had time to carry into effect his splendid promises and terri-

ble threats. Count VValdeck, the Bishop and temporal lord of

Miinster, assisted by many Protestant princes, succeeded in

putting a period to the frightful scenes that were daily dis-

gracing the city. The princes at the head of the Catholic

army, which had now sat down before the gates of Miinster,

having summoned John to surrender, received the following

reply: "Your favor and your clemency we despise—they are

only another name for tyranny. We are content with the

favor and assistance of our Heavenly Father, of which we
are assured, and hence the offer of clemency by you, who
stand in greater need of ours, is blasphemous. Understand,

therefore, that it is our firm purpose to defend our religion

and our city with the last drop of our blood." Every expe-

dient was resorted to in order to rouse the courage of the

multitude, and inspire them with enthusiasm. The preacher

Eolle, king John, and many more, rushed like maniacs

through the streets of the city, filling the air with cries of

lamentation, and calling upon their folloAvers to do ^'pen-

ance," and upon the godless to be rebaptized. One of these

excited visionaries declared that he had seen Christ coming

in the clouds, bearing aloft the standard of victory, and so

general did the excitement become that it finally reached all

classes, and every age and sex, and Tilbek, the chief burgo-

master, bending before the fury of popular fanaticism, re-
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quested to bo again baptized. Matters grew daily worse,

until, in the end, such as would not submit to be rebaptized

wei^ expelled the city. King John prepared a gvaat federal

banquet for his followers, which was served on the public

square before the Cathedral, aud to which eight thousand
persons sat down. The city made a gallant defense, and it

was only after eighteen months of incessant struggle that the

besiegers succeeded in carrying it by storm (June 25, 1535),

John of Leyden, Knipperdolling, and the chancellor, Krech-
ting, after being subjected to every sort of ignominy and out-

rage, were executed with painful torture (January 23, 1536),

and their bodies, incased in iron cages, were for years after-

ward hung by iron chains from the steeple of St. Lambert's

church, as a warning to the citizens. By the capture of

Miinster and execution of the Anabaptist leaders, the sect

ceased to exist as an organized body, although its errors wej'e

long cherished and advocated by obscure and insignificant

communities scattered up and down Westphalia.

But poh^gamy, their characteristic institution, found favor

in other quarters. Among those to whom this Oriental in-

stitution was particularly acceptable, Philip, Landgrave of

Hesse, surnamed the Magnanimous, and the most ardent ad-

vocate and zealous defender of the Reformation, was notably

conspicuous.^ He had been married sixteen years to Christina,

daughter of George of Saxony, and was the father of eight

children; but it was notorious that he lived in habitual adul-

tery during the whole of this time. Unable to stifle the voice

of conscience, and unwilling to leave off his old habits of sin,

he sought refuge in the convenient Lutheran tenet of ^^saloa-

tion by faith alone." Having thus put the claims of conscience

summarily aside, the Landgrave dispatched, through the dex-

trous and pliant Bucer, a letter to Melanchthon and Luther, in

which he expressed a wish to obtain their authorization to take

as a second wife Margaret von der Saale, maid of honor to his

1 Landgrave Philip of Hesse, being a Supplement to the picture drawn in the

Hist, and Polit. Papers of the schism of the sixteenth century [Hist, and FolU.

Papers, Vol. XIV., Vols. XV. and XVI., but, especially, Vol. XVIII., p. 224

^q., "Philip's Bigamy"). Hassencam.p, Ch. H. of Hesse during the age of the

Beformation, Marburg, 1852, Vol. I. Herzog's Cyclopaedia, Vol. II., p. 512-537.
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sister Elizabeth. He was of an ardent temperament, he said,

and of a vigorous constitution, and could not possibly remain

alone during his frequent attendance at the diets of the Em-
pire and of his own States, where every one lived for pleasure

and enjoyment, while to have his wife and court ladies to ac-

company him would be troublesome and inconvenient.

Luther and Melanchthon were greatly perplexed. On the

one hand, the}'' shrank from the odium that would attach to

them should they authorize the Landgrave's adultery; and,

on the other, they dreaded, that, in case of refusal, he might

carry out his threat, and return to the Catholic Church. But
the defection of the Landgrave had more terrors for these

pure reformers than the approval of an adulterous union, and

they consequently authorized Philip to take a second wife, as

they piously expressed it, " in order to provide for the welfare of

his body and soul, and to bring gr-eater glory to God."

This instrument, signed by Luther, Melanchthon, Bucer,

and five theologians from Hesse, went on to say, that to

avoid scandal the marriage should be performed privately, in

presence of only a few witnesses, and as if under seal of con-

fession.^

The marriage ceremony was performed March 3, 1540, at

Kothenburg on the Fuld, in presence of Melanchthon, Bucer,

and other theologians, by the Hessian preacher, Denis llelan-

der, who had special qualifications for the ofiice, having him-

self taken three wives. This afiair for a time disquieted

Luther, but he soon recovered his equanimity; "for his great

heart," as Bucer writes, "was not easily shaken." Melanch-

thon, however, was not made of such stern stuff, and the

grief and remorse he felt for his part in the transaction

brought on a dangerous illness.

Every effort was made to keep the secret of the marriage;

but female vanity was not proof against the seductions of

notoriety, and the whole affair shortly leaked out.^ Luther

' Instrumentum copulationis Philippi Landgravii et Margaritae de Saal

—

Bosstiet, Hist, des Variations, T. I., p. 306. (Tr.)

'^ CL-Seckendorf, lib. III.; the original pieces are all printed in full in Bossuet,

Hist, of the Variations of Protestant churches, Vol. I., Bk. VI., at the end;

New York od. of 1851, p. 200-218 (Germ, transl. by Meyer, Vol. I., p. 28G-310);
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declared "that the divulgeiice of the secret admitted of no
defense, and that he would therefore either deny outright

having authorized the second marriage at all (a course which

he might possibly take, since the authorization was granted

for a secret marriage only, which therefore became null and

void by being made public) ; or, should this course fail him,

he would come out openly, confess that he had blundered

and played the fool, and crave pardon for his fault."

This aftair was the occasion of a controversy between Lu-

ther and Henry, Duke of Brunswick, in the course of which

Luther, in a pamphlet directed against the Duke, and entitled

"Against the Buttbon," took occasion to show that that gen-

tleman's conduct was not exemplary, and that his relations to

his mistress, Eve of Trotta, were not honorable.

The Landgrave, Philip, continued to live a peaceful and

quiet life with his two wives, and he had the further gratifi-

cation of having, after the date of his second marriage, two

sons and a daughter born to him by Christina, and six sons

by Margaret, the latter of whom were all called Counts of

Diez.

§ 318. Fresh Acts of Violence by Protestants—Renewed Attempts

to Adjust Relifjious Difficalties.

The bishopric of Naumburg-Zeitz falling vacant, the Chapter

gave its suffrages in favor of Julius von Pfiucj, a man distin-

guished for his theological learning, his sweet temper, and

pacific disposition ; but the Elector, John Frederic, the Mag-
nanimous, disregarding the rights and ignoring the action of

the Chapter, arbitrarily appointed Nicholas von Amsdorf to

the vacant see (1542), taking the precaution, however, to

grant him only the salary of a parish priest, and to put the

temporal administration of the diocese into the hands of an

official of the electorate. Luther, who never lost an oppor-

tunity to cast ridicule upon the institutions of the Catholic

in Ule7iberg, Hist, of the Luth. Keformers, Vol. II., p. 468-48'4. Schmitt, Essay

of a hist, and philos. Exposition, etc., p. 429 sq. Cf. also " The Tomb of Mar-
garet of "Saale" {Hist, and Polit. Papers, Vol. VII., p. 751 sq.; Vol. XVIII., p.

221 sq.; Vol. XX., p. 93 sq.)
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Church, sacrilegiously consecrated Amsdorf a bishop after his

own fashion, and, referring to the affair in his writings, did

so in a tone of cynical irreverence and coarse brutality. "We
have," said he, "consecrated a bishop without chrism; nay,

more, without butter or lard, or suet, or tar, or grease, or

incense, or coals." ^

The forcible intrusion of this farcical bishop into a Catholic

see was immediately followed by anotlier act almost, if not

quite, so violent and atrocious. Henry, Duke of Bransioick,

whose fidelity to the Catholic Church had always remained con-

stant and arderit, was engaged in a war against the rebellious

subjects of his ducal city of Brunswick, which had joined the

League of Schmalkald^ contrary to his wishes. The city of

Goslar had been placed under ban of the Empire by sentence

of the Imperial Chamber, and Henry was proceeding to carry

the sentence into effect when he was attacked by the princes

of the Protestant League, his States invaded and seized (1542),

Lutheranism introduced into them, and he himself forced to

flee the country, and take refuge in Bavaria.

The bishopric of Hildesheirn.^ which, had been granted by Im-

perial award to the Dukes Eric and Henry, became the scene

of outrages similar to those perpetrated in Brunswick, which

in the sequel were followed by consequences equally disas-

trous.

The conduct of Herman, Count of Wied and (p. 1515) Prince

Elector of Cologne, was a fresh source of embarrassment to

the Catholic party. He set out by taking up the work of

^CLLepsius, The Nomination and Induction of Nicholas von Amsdorf, Nord-

Lausen, 1835; A. Jansen, Julius Pflug, etc., in Opel's New Communications of

the Thuringian and 8axon Society, Vol. X., 1, 2, Nordhausen, 1864.

"^ Lentz, Hist, of the Introd. of the Evangelical Confession into the duchy of

Brunswick, Wolfenbiittel, 1830. Gietz, John Bugenhagen, the Reformer of

Brunswick, Lps. 1830. -\Hildcsheim, Theological JNlonthly, Oct. and Nov. nros.

of 1851.

3Cf. "Lutheranism in the city of Hildesheim," from an ancient manuscript

{Hist, and Polii. Papers, Vols. IX. and X.) Reifenberg, Hist. Societatis Jesu ad

Rhen. infer., T. 1., p. 251 sq. Liintzel, The Adoption of the Evangelical Con-

fession by the City of Hildesheim, Hildesheim, 1842. Cf. also Schlegel^ Ecclesi-

astical and Reformatory History of North Germany, especially of the' Hano-

verian States, Hanover, 1828, 1829, 2 vols. Baring, Hist, of the Reformation

of the City of Hanover, Hanover, 1842.
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Catholic reform, commenced by Gropper, and sanctioned by
a Provincial Council held in 1536, and would have expe-

rienced but little difficulty in carrying it out successfully in

his diocese had he possessed the mental endowments and
moral qualifications indispensable to such a task. But of

these he was wholly destitute. Of weak and unstable char-

acter, he gradually drifted into liberal habits of thought, ac-

cepted the new doctrines in their most radical sense, and ended

by introducing Protestantism into his States according to a

form drawn up by Bucer and Melanchthon, the former of

whom opened a course of lectures on exegetics in the Fran-

ciscan convent of Bonn, the usual summer-residence of the

Archbishop of Cologne. The Reformers, however, were far

from having matters all their own way. They were resolutely

and vigorously opposed by the canons of the Metropolitan Chap-

ter of Cologne, who also published a refutation of the new
teachings (antididagma). The members of the city council

took sides with the Chapter, and both bodies were encour-

aged by the Pope and the Emperor to continue to offer a

determined resistance to the Reformers. The Archbishop,

appreciating the danger of his position, professed to yield;

but it shortly appeared that his professions were insincere,

and intended only to gain time. An appeal against him,

drawn up in the name of the States, the Clergy, and the

University, was then made to the Pope and the Emperor, by
whom he was summoned to give an account of his conduct,

which failing to do, lie was stript of his possessions, and de-

clared excommunicate.^ He then made application to be

admitted into the League of Schmalkald, and had the mor-

tification of having his request refused; he invoked the inte'r-

vention of the Protestant princes, and received in reply fair

^tDeckejs, Herman von Wied, Archbishop and Elector of Cologne, Cologne,

1840. Meuser, s. v. Herman von Wied in the Third Vol. of Aschbach's Eocl.

Cyclopaed. tPacca, Cardinal, "Memorie Storiche," Roma, 1832, in which is a

report of the Great Services rendered to the Cath. Church during the sixteenth

century, by the Clergy, University, and Municipality of Cologne (Transl. from

the Ital. into Germ., Augsburg, 1840). Emien, Hist, of the Reformation in the

Territory of the Archdiocese of Cologne, Neuss, 1849. The same treats thia

subject exhaustively in his "Hist, of the City of Cologne."
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promises, which were never made good; and having thus ex-

perienced disappointment after disappointment, he was finally

forced to content himself with the single county of N^euwied

(t 1552).

But on the other hand, in addition to the countries of ISTor^h

Germany already mentioned, the cities oi Magdeburg, Halber-

stadf, Halle, Meissen, and others, were also severed from the

Church;^ and efforts were made to introduce Protestantism

into the States of the Most Catholic, Dukes of Bavaria, into

those of King Ferdinand, into the Tyrol^ and elsewhere.

Everywhere the prospect of becoming hereditary princes was

held out to Catholic bishops as a bribe to induce them to

embrace Protestantism.^

Finally, the Protestant princes, by putting a dishonest in-

terpretation upon the acts of the Diet of Spire (1542), where

the chief question related to the raising of subsidies to be

employed against the Turks (a matter which gave them very

little concern), sought to justify their deeds of violence against

Brunswick and Naumburg, and to find a pretext for dismiss-

ing all the suits at law pending in the Imperial Chamber.

Consistently with their former policy, they refused to take

any part in the General Council which had lately been con-

voked to meet at Trent.

Still, the Emperor, desirous of having peace, and willing to

pay almost any price to secure it, made concessions so exten-

sive to the Protestants at the late Diet of Spire (1544), that

the Catholics, not without reason, charged him with having

outstepped the bounds of his power, and Pope Paul III., in a

letter, dated August 24, 1544, expressed his sorrow at the

^Introd. of the Keformation into the Archdiocese of Magdeburg [Fiedler,

Pastoral Gazette of Torgau, 4th year, 1842, Jan., Feb., March, and May).

Franke, Hist, of the Reformation in the City of Halle, Halle, 1841. Apfelstedt,

Introd. of the Lutheran Reform into the District of Schwarzburg, Sondershau-

sen, 1841 (For the Jubilee of 1841). Fraustadt, The Introd. of the Reform

into the Bishopric of Merseburg, Lps. 1844.

^Reformatory Intrigues in Bavaria, in the middle of the sixteenth century

[Hist, and Polii. Papers, Vol. IX
,
p. 14-29). Schism of Tyrol [Hint, and Polit.

Papers, Vol. VI., p. 577-G09). tBeda Weber, Tyrol and the Reformation, Inns-

bruck, 1841.

^Hase, Ch. H., Engl, trans., N. Y. 1873, p. 392. (Tr.)
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Emperor's action, and his serious apprehension as to its con-

sequences, Charles having, with the cooperation of the Pro-

testants of his Empire, from whom he had been fortunate

enough to obtain a declaration of war against Prance, com-

pelled his haughty adversary, Francis I., to sign the Peace of

Crespy (September 18, 1544), set to w^ork to dissipate the

doubts which had been cast upon his conduct, and to place

himself in his true character before the world. He in conse-

quence urged that a General Council should be convoked to

assemble March 15, 1545.

At a late Diet held at Worms (March, 1545), the Protestants

again expressed their determination to take no part in the pro-

posed Council of Trent, because it had been convoked by the

Pope, In giving expression to their sentiments on this occa-

sion, they employed language unusually coarse and violent

even for that age. They Avere also at pains to scatter through-

out the Catholic States copies of Luther's work entitled " The

Papacy an Institution of the Devil," preceded by an indecent

and brutal frontispiece,^ and accompanied by a tract, written

by Ifelanchthon,^ in which the author did his best to malign

1 Walch, Vol. XVII., p, 1278 sq.; also printed separately, with annotations by

Abbot Prechtl, in his "Fragments in Eefutation of the Wisdom of Dr. Martin

Luther," intended as contribution to the Jubilee of the Lutheran Keformation,

3d ed., Sulzbach, 1818,

^Melanchthon wrote by order of the Prince-Elector: "Causae, quare et am-

plexati sint et retinendam ducant doctrinam . . . confessionis Aug. , . . et

quare iniquis judicibus collectis in synodo Trident., ut vocant, non sit adscn-

tiendum." Yit. 1546. (0pp. ed. Vit., T. IV., p, 772). The following are the

chief points brought out by Melanchthon : 1. One should obey God rather than

man; 2. The Pope has no authority to convoke a Council; 3. The Bible, and

the Bible only, can be used in determining what is Christian faith ; 4. The

warrant for the truth of Protestant teaching is to be found in the fact that it is

held by thousands; 5. Inasmuch as laymen are excluded from the Council of

Trent, it can not be said to be a general council; 6. The place of assembling is

itself a circumstance calculated to excite distrust; 7. Nothing good can be ex-

pected from the Bishops assembled there, for they i-cnow as little of the teaching

of Christ as the asses upon which they ride. It will only be necessary to place

beside this ribald and insuliing language the loving invitations repeatedly ad-

dressed to the Protestants by the Council and the Popes, imploring them to

unite in securing harmony to the Christian world, to see the wide difference

between the spirit by which each party was animated. Sess. XIII., De Eefor-

matione, c, 8; Sess. XV,; Sess, XVIII.
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and insult Catholics. Notwithstanding these acts of deter-

mined hostility, the Emperor still clung to the vain hope of

settling the religious difficulties by conference, and he accord-

ingly summoned one to be held at Batisbon, January 27, 1546.

•It seems strange that he should not have foreseen that this

conference, apart from the fact that the assembling of such a

body for such a purpose after the Council of Trent had already

been opened, was a practical ignoring of the authority of the

latter, could accomplish no possible good in the existing tem-

per of the Protestant mind.^

Their action, however, left the Emperor free to assume a

more aggressive attitude, which, having concluded an armis-

tice with the Turks, he was now in a position to do. He
began to make preparations for war, and openly declared to

the Protestant princes, who questioned him on the subject,

that while no token of his good-will should be withheld from

the loyal States of his Empire, every resource of his imperial

power should be put forth to reduce those in rebellion to sub-

jection. He also issued a proclamation to the whole Empire,

stating that the war in which he was about to engage was not

one of religion, and that his sole purpose in undertaking it

was to compel the submission of those who, under cover of

religion, had disturbed the public peace, and committed nu

merous and flagrant acts of violence. He declared the Land-

grave of Hesse and the Elector of Saxony, both of whom
were marching toward the Danube at the head of numerous

armies, under ban of the Empire.

§ 319. Death of Luther—His Public Character.

Ddllinf/er, The Keformation, Vol. I., p. 278 sq. ; Vol. III., p. 251-253. Von

Gorres, Luther's work, and Luther's Works (Catholic of 1827). (Doller) Lu-

ther's Catholic Monument, Frankfort, 1817. The Luther Mon«ment of Worms,

etc., see Vol. II., p. 979, note 2.

The trials and contradictions which came to Luther from

every quarter had early soured his temper, and made him

1 Actor. coUoquii Katisbonen. ultimi verissima relatio, Ingolstadii, 1546, 4to.

(printed by order of the Emperor.) Report of G. Major, Wittenberg, 1546, 4to.

{Horileder, Pt. I., Bk. 1, ch. 40); by Bucer, ibid., ch. 41, and in Walch, Vol.

XVII., p. 1529. See RIffel, Vol. II., p. 742 sq.
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discontented and morose. Himself dissatisfied, according to

his own avowal, with his religious system,* he had the further

mortification of knowing that it had a still more uncertain

hold upon the minds of his former adherents. Even at Wit-

tenberg, the scene of his own zealous and extraordinary labors,

no moral improvement was visible among the inhabitants. In

a sermon, preached as early as 1532, he had made this candid

confession: "Since we have commenced to preach our doc-

trine {th.Q pure doctrine of the Gospel), the world has grown
daily worse, more impious, and more shameless. Men are

now beset by legions of devils, and, while enjoying the full

light of the Gospel, are more avaricious, more impure, and

repulsive, than of old, under the Papacy. Peasants, burghere,

and nobles—men of all degrees, the highest as well as the

lowest—are all alike slaves to avarice, drunkenness, gluttony,

and impurity, and given over to shameful excesses and abom-

inable passions."'^ Unable longer to witness patiently the

steadily increasiijg wantonness and libertinism of the inhab-

itants of Wittenberg, he quitted the city in angry disgust,

resolved never a^gain to enter it. "Let us go out from this

Sodom," he wrote to his wife in July, 1545. "I had rather,"

^"Alas!" he cried out on one occasion, "there was a time when I could be-

lieve anything on the authority of the Pope and the monks; but now my
reason rejects even what comes to me on the authority of Christ, who can not

possibly lead me astray." On another occasion, at the close of the singing of

grace before meals, he remarked: "Should one say that that singing is realU'

good, he would be about as near the truth as if I should say that I believe the

teachings of theology to be true." M. Anthony Musa, pastor of Kochlitz, once

remarked to Luther with candid frankness that he could not himself believe

what he preached to others, to which the latter replied: "Praised be God that

there be others no better off than myself. I had fancied myself the only pei -

son in such a frame of mind." Musa continued during his whole life to take

comfort from these consoling words of his master (Table-Talk). There is some-

thing strikingly characteristic in the devices employed by Luther in siifle ihr

voice of conscience, and the inspirations of the Holy Ghost speaking through it.

He professed to regard these salutary warnings as so many deoices of the Devil.

and struggled against them accordingly. "The Devil," he said, "has often up-

braided me, and entered into controversy concerning the affair I have in hand;

but," he complacently continues, " I had rather the temple siiould be destroyed,

than that Christ should remain hidden and unknown." Cf. Meuzel, Vol. II., p.

427-429.

'^Conf. Dbllinger, 1. c, Vol. I., p. 289 sq., 297 sq., 306 sq., and p. 167 sq.
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he continues, "go about the world as a stranger, and eat the-

bread of a beggar, than pass the few remaining miserable

days of my life as a martyr in Wittenberg, to the detriment

of ray hard but precious labor." He, however, returned again

to that city, but only at the urgent solicitation of the Univer-

sity and the Elector.

While the principal points of Luther's teaching were being

discussed at Ratisbon, he himself, though ill in health, made
a journey to Msleben, at the request of the Elector of Saxony,

for the purpose of arbitrating between the Counts George and

Albert of Mansfeld. who were disputing about the boundaries

of certain mining districts. But his efforts to adjust matters

were not more successful than those of the lawyers had been,

out of whose hands he had taken the litigation on his arrival.^

Ascending the pulpit of St. Andrew's Church, in Eisleben,

for the last time, Luther once more called down the vengeance

of heaven upon the Jews, a race of people whom he had so

unjustly and virulently assailed in his earlier writings, that

his followers after his death were confused at the very men-
tion of his malignant denunciations. In his first pamphlet

against them, he called upon Christians to take the Bible

from them, to burn their books and synagogues with pitch

and brimstone, and to forbid their worship^ under penalty of

death ; and in his second, entitled "0/ Shem Hamphoras," he

describes them at the very outset as "young devils doomed to

hell," who should be driven out of the country'.

Luther, after drinking and feasting, and jesting with his

friends on the death of Pope Paul III. and the downfall of

the Papacy, was taken suddenly ill on February 17, 1546, aiid

J Luther's Letters, apud de Wette, Vol. V., p. 753.

''Cf. de Wette, Vol. V., p. 610. When, on one occasion, in 1546, Luther was

journeying through the territory of the Counts of Mansfeld, on entering a vil-

lage inhabited by Jews, a cold, frosty wind whistled about his ears and almost

froze him, he insisted that the Jews had malignantly evoked the chilling breezes,

and accordingly wrote to his wife, in a letter dated February 1, 1546: "When
I shall have finished my chief business, I shall devote my energies to the expul-

sion of the Jews. Count Albert hates them heartily, and has declared them

outlaws, but so far no one has done them harm. Should it be God's wilJ, T shall

mount the pulpit, and, with Count Albert, declare them beyond the pale of the

law."
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§ 319. Death of Luther—His Public Character. V2^

died on the night of the following day. Thus suddenly and

prematurely was Luther stricken down in the town where he

had been born and baptized, after he had passed his life and

exerted his powerful influence in setting people against peo-

ple, sundering social bomis, and inflicting a severe, though

not as he fancied, /«^«^ wound upon the Church of his fathers.

"Eut this wound," as Bloehler well observes, "served also for

the discharge of impurities which wicked men had introduced

into the body of the Church—a thought full of comfort where

there are so many painful reflections."

Luther closed' his career of a Reformer as he had opened

it, breathing hostility against the Pope, and uttering driveling

contradictions like the following: ''The Pope is the most ho'y

and the most devilish of fathers." His teachings, like his life,

are full of inconsistencies.^ Shortly before his death, he de-

clared that the Scriptures contained mysteries and unfathom-

able depths, in the presence of which one must humbly bow
his head.^

But however numerous and glaring may have been the

inconsistencies of Luther's life and teachings, he was always

at one with himself in insolent pride and self-sufliciency,

and in the testament containing his last will showed his usual

'The following are among the most significant sentiments of Luther: "Xos
hie persuasi sumus ad papatum decipiendum ormiia licere." And again :

" Pestis

eram vivus, moriens ero mors tua, papa !

" The latter is to be found in a letter

written after his departure from Schmalkald [de Weite, Luther's Letters, Vol.

Y., p. 57), and again repeated, immediately before his death, in his pamphlet,

entitled '-The Papacy an Institution of the Devil.'' His partisans continued

long afterward to approve them, by making them serve as legends for jubilee

viedals. Cfr. Pasig, The Writings published on the Occasion of Luther's Cen-

tenary Jubilees, Lps. 1846.

^ Hence Cochlaeus wrote :
" TjUtherus septiceps ubique sibi suisque scriptis con-

trarius," Paris, 1564. Cf. Hist, and Polit.Papers, Yol. YL, p. 336; Yol. XL, p. 413.

3 It is a great and difficult thing to understand the Scriptures. Five years'

hard labor are required to understand either the Georgics or Bucolics of Yirgil

;

an experience of twenty years to be master of the epistles of Cicero; and one

hundred years' study of the prophets Elias, Eliseus, of St. John the Baptist,

Christ and the Apostles, to get a mere insight into the Scriptures.

Hanc tu ne divinam ^Eneida tenta,

Sed vestigia pronus adora.

Of a truth it may be said, poor human nature

!

YOL. Ill—

9

•
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impatience and contempt of all the accepted forms of humau
light and law.^

Judging Luther by the wonderful activity and tumultuous

excitement of his life, he is one of the most remarkable men
the world has ever produced; but -regarding him in his char-

acter as a reformer of the Church, he made the most disas-

trous failure of any person who ever attempted that difficult

task, for the reason that he was totally destitute of the neces-

sary virtues of charity and humility. Arrogantly rejecting

the authority of the Church, he soon learned that he had

acted precipitately and unwisely, and was forced to shelter

himself behind it to successfully defend himself against his

adversaries. That he possessed courage is undeniable; but

it is equally true that his courage frequently degenerated into

foolish bretvado. His activity was ceaseless and untiring, and

his eloquence popular and captivating, his mind quick, his

imagination brilliant, his character unselfish, and his temper

profoundly religious. This overmastering religious sentiment,

so characteristic of his system, contrasts strangely with the

habitual blasphemy and sarcasm of his language. Plence,

Erasmus said that he was a compound of two personalities.

"At times," says the scholar of Rotterdam, "he writes like

an Apostle, and again he talks like a fool. His jests are so

coarse, and his thrusts so reckless, that he seems utterly for-

getful of the figure he is cutting, or the spectacle he is pre-

senting to the Avorld." When I pray (i. e. say the Our Father),

said Luther on one occasion, I can't help cursing the whole

time.^ While declaiming against the use of arms in vindi-

cating the rights of religion, he put forth principles and em-

i"]Sotus surn," it is said there, "in coelo, in terra et inferno, et auctoritateni

ad hoc suffioientem habeo, ut mihi soli credatur, quum Deus raihi homini licet

damnabili et raiserabili peccatori ex paterna misericcrdia Evangelium iilii sui

crediderit dederitque, ut in eo verax et fidelis fuerim, ita ut niulti in mundo
illud per me aoceperint, et me pro doctore veritatis agnoverint, spreto banno

papue, Caesaris, regum, principum et sacerdotum, imo omnium daemomim
odio. Qiiidni igitur ad depositionem banc in re exigua suflBciat, si adsit manus

nieae testimonium et dici possit, haec scripsit D. Mart. Luther, notarius Dei et

testis Evangelii ejus?" {Seckend., lib. III., p. 651.)

2A number of these Our Fathers, embellished with profane oaths, may be

seen in Wciduu/ei; 1. c., preface, p. CCCCVIII. sq.
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ployed language that might have done honor to a Jacohin

of the eighteenth century. Apparently frank and honest in

his advocacy of an unlimited freedom in interpreting the

Holy Scriptures, he refused to his adversaries the right which

he vauntingly arrogated to himself; and, while proclaiming

the glorious prerogatives of free inquiry, conducted himself

toward his most devoted adherents and most intimate friends,

Melanchthon among the rest, as a tyrant and a despot. So
imperious was he in the assertion of his magisterial authority,

and so exacting in its exercise, that Melanchthon confesses

that, in his own case, it amounted to a degrading slavery {Tuli

servitufem paene deformem).

When it is further borne in mind that Luther was both a

glutton and a drunkard, having so little regard for ordinary

proprieties that he brutally wrote to his wife, in a letter dated

July 2, 1540, ^^ I am feeding like a Bohemian and swilling like a

German, thanks be to God;"'^ that in speaking of marriage,

the most sacred of social institutions, he gave utterance to

thoughts so indecent in language, so coarse and revolting,

that one seeks in vain to find an apology for him in the lax

morals of that lax age;^ and that he employed this language

not alone at table, but in his published writings and public

addresses, one feels bound, apart from any consideration of

the perversity of his principles or the falsity of his teachings,

to say that he is hardly such a person as would be singled out

as having received a vocation to inaugurate and carry out a

moral reform. It has always been characteristic of those who
have had any success in carrj'ing out reforms in the Church,

that they began their work by first reforming themselves, and

it is hardly necessary to remark that this was not Luther's

^ Burckhardt, Correspondence of Dr. M. Luther, Leipsig, 1866, p. 357.

''Henoe the strong expostulations addressed to him by his friends, given by de

Wette, Vol. II., p. 49; Vol. IV., pp. 271, 276. Count Hoyer of Mamfeld wrote,

in 1522, as follows to Count CTlrich of Helfenstein: "I have been all along, as I

was at VVorms, a good Lutheran; but I have learned that Luther is a black-

guard, and as good a drunkard as there is in Mansfeld, delighting to be in the

company of beautiful women and to play upon his flute. His conduct is unbe-

coming, and he seems irretrievably fallen." Cf. Luther's Correspondence, in

Burkhardt, in the Supplement to the Augsburg Universal Gazette of January

18, 1867.
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method. To discover t4ie notes of a reformer in the unsov-
ernable transports, the riotous proceedings, the angry con-

flicts, and the intemperate controversies which made up the

life of Luther, presupposes a partiality amounting to blind-

ness.

"It must be evident," says Erasmus, "to the most feeble

intellect, that one who raised so great a storm in the world,

who always found pleasure in using language either indecent

or caustic, could not have been called of God. His arrogance,

to wdiich no parallel can be found, was scarcely distinguisha-

ble from madness; and his buffoonery 7cas such that it could not

be supposed possible in one doing the work of GodT ^

His character is accurately portrayed in the following brief

sketch from the pen of Pallavidni. " The products of his

prolific genius," sa3'S the distinguished historian of the Coun-

cil of Trent, "were extravagant and abnormal, rather than

choice and correct—resembling more some gigantic offspring

of immature birth, than the shapely babe brought forth after

the lapse of nature's appointed time. His intellect was vig-

orous and robust; but its strength was expended in pulling

down, not in building up. Gifted with a tenacious memory,
he had acquired a vast deal of erudition, which he poured

forth, as the occasion demanded, in impetuous torrents, re-

sembling a thunder-storm in its angry and destructive fury,

rather than the refreshing rains of summer, that brighten and

gladden the face of nature. He w^as an eloquent speaker and

writer; but his eloquence was more like the rush of the w^hirl-

wind, blinding the eyes with a cloud of dust, than the placid

flow of a peaceful fountain, delighting them with light and

color. His language was such that, throughout the whole of

his works, not a single sentence can be found wholly free

from a certain coarseness and vulgarity. Courageous to

temerity in prosperous, he was cowardly to abjectness in ad-

verse fortune. Professing his readiness to remain silent if

his adversaries would do the same, lie clearly showed that

he was actuated, not by a motive of zeal for God's glory, but

by feelings of jealousy and self-love. Princes were among

"^Erasmus, Hyperaspistes, Diatribe adv. servum arbit. Lutheri,
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his followers; but they became such not from any desire of

forwarding his cause, but in the hope of enriching themselves

with the property of the Churcli. The harm he did to the

Chorch was indeed great; but, while bringing incomparable

disaster upon others, brought no advantage to himself. His

uame will be memorable in history for all time, but as a name
of infamy and dishonor. Now that the rotten branches have

been lopped from the vine of the Church, the sound and liv-

ing ones will thrive and flourish all the better for their ab-

sence."

Ancillon, an acute observer and faithful delineator of human
character, has also given us a picture of Luther,^ but its out-

lines are not more flattering or less repulsive than those of

Pallavicini.

But in spite of these adverse criticisms, the followers of

Luther have bestowed upon the memory of their founder an

honor which the Church reserves for her greatest Saints, and

for doing which Catholics have been reproached with com-

mitting a scandalous impiety.^

§ 320. The Schmalkaldic War—Religious Peace of Augsburg

(1555)

—

Resignation and Death of Charles V.

Horileder, Vol. II., Bk. III., p. 618 sq. Note-book of Emperor Charles V.,

German, by Warnkoenig, Lps. 186*2. Camerarii Comm. belli Smalc. graece

script. (Freher, T. III., p. 557). Hist, of the Smalkaldic War, by Halm, Lps.

^ Ayielllon expresses his judgment of the heresiarch in the following words:

" His acts were the result of passion, rather than the outgrowth of fixed princi-

ples; and if, on the one hand, his character was not soiled by degrading vice,

on the other, it was not ennobled by distinguished virtue. On the whole, ad-

mitting that he was gifted with genius, it can not be denied that he was destitute

of moral qualities of a high orderJ' Cf. also Baumer, Hist, of Europe frctni the

Close of the Fifteenth Century, Vol. I., p. 524 sq.

'''In proof of this statement, we refer the reader to the following work, writ-

ten on occasion of the Jubilee of the Eighteenth Century: " The Gold and Silver

]\lemorial of the Dear Master in God, Dr. M. Luther, in which a detailed accinmt

is given of his death, his family, and his relics, based upon above two hundred

very curious medals and engravings, with pertinent remarks by Christian

Junker, Historiographer to the Illustrious Prince of Saxony-Henneberg," Frank-

fort and Leipsig, 1706, p. 562. This is just what he foretold his followers would

do once he had passed away. In his Table-Talk, he says: "Adorabuut stercora

nostra et pro balsumo habebunt."
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1837; by Jahn, Lps. 1857. Pallavicini, lib. VIII., c. 1. A. Menzel, Vol. II., p.

451-472; Vol. III., p. 1-480. Rifel, Vol. II., p. 733-760.

The chiefs of the Protestant League had been placed under
ban of the Empire in an edict published by the Emperor, July

20, 1546, a course which received fresh significance and in-

creased importance from a bull published by Pope Paul III.,

proclaiming a crusade, and calling upon the Church to con-

tribute toward carrjnng it on.^ When, however, war was
finally declared, the Protestant princes were found fully pre-

pared for the conflict. The League of Schmalkald had alread^r

been in existence for fifteen years, and the army of the Lu-
theran princes was in every way vastly superior to that of the-

Emperor, from the fact that some Catholic princes, jealous of

his power, refused to range themselves under his standard.

Charles was anxious, in case of success, to dictate his own
terms of peace, and in consequence delayed calling them to

his aid until he could no longer dispense with their assistance

without peril to himself.

On the other hand, although Schertlein of Burtenbach en-

joyed at the time the reputation of being an able commander,^

it is nevertheless true that his reputation was undeserved, and
that there was no man possessed of real military talent on the

Protestant side. Again, Maurice of Saxony,^ a Protestant, who
had succeeded to Henry, his father, in the government of the

Duchy of Saxony, in 1541, passed over to the Catholic party.

Apart from the fact that his father's attachment to the Pro-

testant League had been greatly weakened b}^ the influence

of the former counselors of Duke George, Maurice, who was

a nephew of the latter prince, and had been brought up at his

court, was repelled by the manners and detested the charac-

ter of the Elector, John Frederic. Still, having married the

iCf. Raynald. ad an. 1546, nro. 94. The Pope promised an Indulgence to the

Crusaders; the Protestants, in turn, had public prayers offered up against the

Pope and the Emperor, as enemies of the word of God. Walch, T. XVII., p.

1832 sq.

"Sebast. Schertlein of Burtenbach and his Letters to the Diet of Augsburg,

published by Th. Herberger, Augsburg, 1852.

^Von Langenn, Maurice, Elector of Saxony, and his Age, Lps. 1841, 2 vols.

Coriielius, Illustration of the Policy of Maurice, Elector of Saxony {^Munich

Annuary of History, year 1866).
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daughter of Philip, Landgrave of Ilesse, he could neither fail

to perceive, nor was he wholly insensible to, the advantages

which he might reap by embracing Protestantism. The Em-
peror Charles, who had already had experience of Maurice's

valor and capacity during his campaign against France, desi-

rous to again secure his services as an ally, induced him to

break off his connection with the League of Schmalkald, on

the plea that he might now conscientiously do so since the

Protestants had signified their intention not to attend the

Ecumenical Council. Maurice accordingly accepted the Em-
peror's terms, entered into a compact with him (June 19,

1546), and further pledged himself to give such obedience to

the decrees of the Ecumenical Council as they sJwidd receive

from, the other Princes of the Emfire. He then proceeded to

march an army into the States of the Elector of Saxony, of

which he took forcible possession under pretense of prevent-

ing them from falling into the hands of Ferdinand, King of the

Romans. When the news of this bold act reached the Elector,

who was encamped, with the allied army on the borders of

Suabia and Bavaria, he at once set out for Saxony. After

the disbandment of the Protestant army, toward the close of

autumn, city after city returned to their allegiance, and, by
the opening of the following spring, the whole of Southern

Germany had been reduced to submission without the shed-

ding of a drop of blood. The Elector of Saxony, w^ho had
in the meantime regained possession of his States, while en-

camped in the forest of Lochau, near Muhlberg, was surprised

by the imperial forces, suffered the total destruction of his

army, and was himself made prisoner (April 24, 1547). Shortly

after, Philip, Landgrave of Hesse, surrendered at discretion

;

but, owing to pledges of security given by his son-in-law,

Maurice, who had succeeded to the Electorate of Saxony,

thus crippling the power of the Protestants, he was permitted

the enjoyment of a restricted freedom. The Emperor having-

secured these splendid triumphs, not only without the concur-

rence of a single Catholic prince, but with the aid of a Pro-

testant one, had no intention of employing the advantages

they gave him either to extend his own dominion, or to com-

pel Protestants by force to enter the Church. The latter end
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he hoped to secure b}^ some amicable arrangement. To some

over-zealous advisers, who referred to Caesar's habit of fol-

lowing up a victory by the total destruction of the enemy, the

Emperor replied: "The Ancients were guided by the princi-

ples of honor only; we Christians by the principles both of

honor and of conscience."

ISTowthat Charles had the power, the interests of the Catho-

lic Church and the requirements of justice demanded that he

should restore Julius von Pliug to the see of ISTaumburg,

whence he had been driven away in defiance of all law and

right; and to execute tlie sentence of deposition passed upon

Herman, Archbishop of Cologne; and having done so, he

opened the Diet of Augsburg (September 1,1547), in the hope

of finally bringing about the union so long desired and so fre-

quently attempted, but which he despaired of effecting through

a Council which the Protestants had rejected in advance, al-

leging as an additional excuse for their action that it had been

transferred from Trent to Bologna.

By the famous '^Interim," of Augsburg^—the joint produc-

tion of Julius V071 Pfiiig, Bishop of ISTaumburg; 3Iichael Meld-

ing, coadjutor of Mentz ; and the wily and subtle John Agricola,

preacher to the Elector of Brandenburg—Protestants were

permitted to receive tlie Holy Eucharist under both kinds;

the Protestant clergy already married to retain their wives;

and a tacit approval given to the retention of propertj^ already

taken from the Church. This instrument was, from begin-

ning to end, a master-piece of duplicity, and as such satisfied

no party. The Catholics of Germany, the Protestants, and

the Court of Rome, each took exception to it. Rome com-

plained that the Emperor had acted arbitrarily in thus sum-

marily disposing of purely religious questions ; and the Luther-

ans angrily protested against the.proceeding as a "fornication

with the wliore of Babylon," and, having the invectives of

Luther fresher in their memory than his pious exhortations,

1 It was published by the Emperor May 15, 1548. He also submitted on this

occasion a plan of disciplinary reform to the bishops present. Formula Refor-

mationis a Carolo V. in Comitiis Augustan. 1548, Statibus ecclesiast. oblata cum
commentatione Ant. Durr, Mogunt. 1782. Conf. J. E. Bieck, The Triple In-

terim, Lps. 1721. J. A. Schmidt, Historia interimistica, Helmst. 1730.
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liad recourse to every manner of expression to signify their

abhorrence of what they styled a work of the Devil, a revival

of Papistry, and a new scheme to undermine the pure faith

of Protestants {das Interim hat den Schalk hinter ihm). Mag-
deburg signified its opposition in a formal protest; and Mau-
rice, the new Elector of Saxony, unwilling to give the Interim

an unconditional approval, consulted with a number of Pro-

tet^tant theologians, headed by Melanchthon, as to how far he

might accept its provisions with a safe conscience. In reply,

they drew up what is known as the Leipsig Interim (1548), in

which they stated that questions of ritual and ceremony, and

•others of minor importance, which they designated by the ge-

neric word adiaphora, might be wholly overlooked ; and even

in points of a strictly doctrinal character, they expressed them-

selves favorable to concession and compromise. T»liey said,

"that, while, on the one hand, man is justified solely by the

merits of Jesus Christ; on the other, God does not direct his

conduct as one might control the movements of a machine.

The works ordained of God," they added, '' avQ good and neces-

sary to salvation, and so are also the three theological virtues

of faith, hope, and charity." Confirmation iind Extreme Unc-

tion, which had but lately been rejected with intemperate haste,

they now admitted to be true Sacraments; and they further

agreed that Mass should be celebrated according to the an-

cient rite, only stipulating that German canticles should be

sung while the solemn act of w'orship was in i)rogress. It

was evident from these concessions that the spirit of Luther

was no more; and the German theologians of the Lutheran

party, changing their conduct to suit the changed circumstances

in which they found themselves, were now as docile to imperial

authority as they had formerly been servile to the insolent

demands of Philip of Hesse.

In the meantime, however, such Lutheran preachers as pro-

fessed to be faithful followers of their master, made a deter-

mined opposition to the "T7?^mm," and began a vigorous

assault upon its adiaphoristic clauses. The Anti-adiaphoristSj

as they were called, were headed by Flacius lllyricus, who
being an ardent disciple of Luther's, and possessing somewhat
of his courage and energy, repaired to Magdeburg, whose bold
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citizens were as defiant of imperial power as they were con-

temptuous of papal authority. But, in spite of this spirited

opposition, the Interim was gradually accepted by several Pro-

testant countries and cities, a fact which encouraged the Em-
peror at the Diet of Augsburg, in 1550, to make a final effort

to have the Protestants attend the sessions of the Council of

Trent, again opened by Pope Jalius III. They, however,

once more urged their former claims, demanding that their

theologians should be entitled to vote upon all questions

;

that all former acts and decrees should be declared null; and

that the Pope should resign the position of presiding ofiScer.

Still, notwithstanding their demands, after a short delay, dep-

uties from Brandenburg, Wiirtemberg, and Saxony began to

appear at Trent; and even the Wittenberg theologians, headed

by Melanchthon, were already on their way to the Council,

when Maurice of Saxony, having secured all the advantages

he hoped to obtain by an alliance with the Catholic party,

and regardless of the obligations by which he was bound,

proceeded to betray both the Emperor and his country. Having
received a commission to carry into effect the ban of the Em-
pire passed upon Magdeburg, he was in a position to assemble

a large body of troops in Germany without exciting suspicion,

or revealing his ulterior purposes. Besides uniting to himself,

as confederates in his plot, John Albert, Duke of Mecklenburg;

Albert, Margrave of Brandenburg ; and William, Landgrave of

Uesse, eldest son of Philip of Hesse, he entered into a secret

treaty (Oct. 5, 1551) with Henry II., King of France, who, as

was pretended, coming into Germany as the savior of the coun-

try, seized the cities of lletz, Toul, and Verdun.^ Maurice also

^ Scherer, The Kobbery of the Three Bishoprics of Metz, Toul, and Verdun

(^Raumer, Manual of Hist., New Series, 3d year); Corjielius, 1. c. (p. 134, n. 3),

says that the severe sentence pronounced upon Maurice and his confederates

was too long delayed. Buchholz, Ferdinand I., Vol. VI., p. 477; Vol. VII., p.

23 sq.; A. Menzel, Vol. III., p. 411. The following is an extract from the treaty

:

"Should God favor our cause, we shall do whatever lies in our power to aid him

(the King of France) to recover the hereditary provinces of which he has been

despoiled (viz., Franche-Corate, Flanders, and Artois). When the election for

the Imperial crown takes place, we further pledge ourselves to act in such man-

ner as will be pleasing to his Majesty, and to vote for no one who is not his

friend, or who will not give security to maintain amicable relations with him^
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held out to Henry the prospect of securing the Imperial crown.^

Everything being in readiness for action, Maurice, advancing

through Thuringia, seized the city of Augsburg, and suddenly

made his appearance before Innspruck, whence the Emperor,

who lay sick of a severe attack of the gout, was hastily conveyed

on a litter, through the passes of the mountains, to Villach,

in Carinthia. While Maurice was thus making himself mas-

ter of Innspruck, the King of the French was carrying out

his part of the programme by actively prosecuting the war in

Lorraine.

Charles Y., now destitute of the material resources neces-

sary to carry on a successful campaign against the combined

armies of the French King and the German princes, and de-

spairing of putting an end to the obstinate conflict by his

personal endeavors, resolved to reestablish, if possible, his

waning power by peaceful negotiations. To this end, he com-

missioned his brother Ferdinand to conclude the Treaty of

Passau (July 30, 1552),^ which provided that Philip of Hesse

should be set at lil)erty,^ and gave pledges for the speedy set-

tlement of all religious and political difl'erences by a Diet,

to be summoned at an early day. It further provided that

neither the Emperor nor the Protestant princes should put

any restraint upon freedom of conscience, and that all ques-

tions arising in the interval between the two parties should

be referred for settlement to an Imperial Commission, com-

posed of an equal number of Catholics and Protestants. In

consequence of the war then being carried on by the Empire

against France for the recovery of the three bishoprics of

Lorraine of which the French had taken possession, the Diet

did not convene until February 5, 1555. After some discus-

sion, both parties agreed that, in the existing circumstances, it

and be in every respect a good neighbor. Should the King himself be pleased

to accept the Crown, we shall gratify his wishes in this regard, and give him the

preference before any other."

^The treaty is given by Limig, Archives of the Empire, Part. Spec, et Becueil

des Traites de paix, T. II., p. 258.

2 Archives of German Diets, Pars gener., p. 131 sq. ; Hortleder, Pt. II., Bk. V.,

ch. 14; Lehma^iH, Do Pace religionis acta publica et originalia, i. e. Acts and

Protocols of the Peace of Religion, Frankfort (1G31, 4to.), 1707, Supplem., 1709.

3 The Elector had through the Emperor regained his freedom some time before.
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was impossible to adjust the religious difi'erences, either by
mutual conference or by the action of a general council ; and

that, though reluctantly putting them aside for the present,

they conceived it to be their imperative duty to give their

whole attention to the restoration of peace and order in the

Empire. After a lengthy discussion, the instrument, known
as the Meligious Peace of Augsburg,^ was accepted as satisfac-

tory to both parties, and it was further agreed that its provi-

sions should have permanent force, irrespective of what might

be the ultimate solution of the religious question.

The Religious Peace guaranteed freedom of worship alike

to Catholics and to those professing the faith of the Augsburg

Confession ; but since by the recently introduced territorial

system, which replaced the more ancient one by episcopates,

princes had the execution of this article entirely in their own
hands, a precautionary clause was added, providing that any

one believing his conscience to be outraged in his own State,

should be free to pass to another where his religious convic-

tions and feelings would be respected. It was further pro-

vided, that such ecclesiastical estates as had been seized by

Protestants during, or previously to, the year 1555, should

remain permanently in their possession. But the question

which presented the greatest difficulty to a settlement was

that known as the Ecclesiastical Reservation {lleservatum eccle-

siasticum), according to which the functionaries and officers

of all ecclesiastical estates, which from that time forth might

go over to Protestantism, should be deposed and deprived of

their dignities, and Catholics chosen to fill their places. Al-

bert of Brandenburg, Herman of Cologne, and many more

apostate bishops were quoted as instances to show that the

precaution w^as not only wise, but necessary. This article,

which gave occasion to the sanguinary conflicts that followed,

was carried through the Diet, by the efl:brts of Ferdinand, in

1 Archives of the German Empire, Pars general., p. 131 sq. Pacis compositio

inter Principes et Ordines Rom. imperii Catholicos et Protestantes in comitiis

Augustanis a. 1555, edita et illustrata a jurisconsulto Catholico, Dilling. 1(329.

This document in German, and accompanied with many illustrations, was pub-

lished at Frankfort, 1629, 4to. Conf. Lehmann, and see note preceding; also,

Aifel, Vol. II., p. 751-7GO.
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the face of a most determined opposition; and its adversa-

ries, failing to secure its defeat, insisted on having their pro-

test against it inserted in the Treaty of Peace.

Charles V., taught by experience that his hopes of uniting

the two religious parties, for the realization of which he had
labored so long and so earnestly, were illusory, and that to

pursue them further would be useless, resolved to withdraw

from public aft'airs, and to give the remainder of his days to

God. He is said to have been influenced in making this deci-

sion by the words of an old army captain, who remarked to

him on a certain occasion that "one should lay aside the

active duties of this life in time to give some attention be-

fore dying to the affairs of the next," and accordingly, hav-

ing assembled the States of the Low Countries at Brussels,

October 25, 1556, he formally resigned the Imperial crown.

After reading the act of abdication, Charles, rising from his

seat and leaning upon the arm of the Prince of Orange, made
an address to those about him, in which he recounted, with

dignity and pardonable pride, the chief events of his reign,

closing with an appeal to his successor, full of parental ten-

derness and solicitude, urging him to live virtuously', to gov-

ern wisely, to respect the rights of his subjects, and to preserve

inviolate the faith of the Catholic Church.^ "I have," said

he, "either in a hostile or pacific manner, visited Germany
nine times, Spain six times, France four times, Italy seven

times, the Low Countries ten times, England twice, and Africa

as often. I have made one voyage upon the North Sea, and

eight upon the Mediterranean. I have waged many wars, but

have always undertaken them more from necessity than in-

clination. But I have experienced l&ss difficulty in bearing

up under these labors and conflicts than I do now in taking

leave of you. Still, it must be done; for I feel myself une-

qual to the task of protecting my subjects, and securing to

them that happiness which it is my wish they should enjoy.

I had long since made up my mind to resign the crown ; but

rebellion at home, the French war abroad, and the desire of

maintaining inviolate the frontiers of the Empire, then pre-

^ Robertson, Hist, of the Keign of Charles V., New York, 1833, pp. 455, 456. (Tr.).
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vented me from carrying my purpose into efl'ect. And if I

now transfer to another the cares of a vast Empire, I am not

doing so out of a desire to consult my own ease or to shirk

fresh exertions, but because I feel that to retain them would
be to act contrary to your interests. Be loyal to the Catholic

faith, which has been always and everywhere the faith of

Christendom; for should it disappear, the foundations of

goodness would crumble away, and every sort of mischief,

now menacing the world, reign supreme." Having taken

leave of his subjects, he withdrew to the Hieronymite mon-
astery of Yuste, in Estremadura, where he passed two years,

dividing his time between experiments with mechanical con-

trivances, and religious exercises of such extreme asceticism

that they sometimes assumed a character of gloomy extrava-

gance, and died September 21, 1558.^ He suflered much from

doubts as to the rectitude of the political motives by which

his policy had been guided, and not unfrequently reproached

himself with having neglected to employ adequate means at

a proper season to secure the peace of the Church and to

prevent schism; and with having sacrificed to his temporal

interests the paramount claims of the Church.

Documents recently made public throw much light upon

the character of Charles, and have quite reversed the popular

and erroneous opinions heretofore prevalent concerning this

prince. From these it appears that Charles, far from being a

man of contracted views and unworthy prejudices, possessed

a fine intellect and large and generous sympathies. This is

evident, were other proof wanting, from his favorite authors

during the early period of his life; for Thucydkles and 31ae-

cldavelli, St. Augustine and St. Bernard are not the writers

that constitute the delight of small and bigoted minds. His

whole life goes to show that hewas throughout a most de-

voted son of the Church ; that his faith was firm and undoubt-

ing, and his piety earnest and sincere. He was a man of

restless activity; courageous in adverse and moderate in pros-

1 Monastic Life of Charles V., by Stirling (German by Ltndaii, Dresden, 1853;

by Kaiser, Lps. 1853). Frescott, Monastic Life of Charles V. (German, Lps.

1857). Cf. Raumer, Hist, of Europe from the end of the fifteenth century, Vol.

I., pp. 581, 582. "^Gams, in Moebler's Ch. H., Vol. IIL, p. 152-154.
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peroiis fortune
;
parsimonious toward himself, he was lavinh

when any public enterprise demanded a generous expendi-

ture; and, though his life was not spotless, compared with

the other princes of his time, he exercised a degree of seli'-

<l('nial which at least kept him within the bounds of temper-

ance and decency, and to which they could lay no just claim.

He had two natural children—Margaret of Parma and Don
Juan of Austria—the former of whom was born to him be-

fore his marriage, and the latter after the death of his wife

;

but so well was the secret of their illegitimacy kept, that

Philip learned that Don Juan was his half-bi'other only a few

days before the Emperor's death.

D.

—

Development of Protestantism in Switzerland.

§ 321. Calvin and His Reform, at Geneva—Beza.

Epistolae et responsa, Geneva, 1576, fol. Opera (Genev. 1617, 12 vols, f.);

Amsterdam, 1671, 9 vols. f. ; in the Corpus Keformatorum, Vol. XXIX. sq.

Calvini, Bezae aliorumque litterae quaedam, ex autogr. in bibl. Goth., ed. Bret-

schneider, Lps. 1835. (A collection of Calvin's Letters, compiled from the orig-

inal MSS., and edited, with historical notes, by Dr. Jules Bonnet, were translated

into English by D. Constable, 2 vols., 1855-1857. The best edition of Calvin's

works is that of Amst., 1671, in 9 vols, fol., of which there is an Engl, transl. in

61 vols. 8vo., published at Edinburgh, 1843-1855. Tr.) (Euvres fran9aises de

J. Calvin, precedes de sa vie, par Theod. de Beze, Paris (two treatises on the

state of the soul after death, on the Lord's Supper, etc.) L'histoire de la vie et

la mort de J. Calvin, par Theodore de Beze, Gen. 15G4. Bolsec, Histoire de la vie

de Calvin, Paris, 1577, and frequently. Henry, The Life of Calvin, Hamburg,
1835 sq., 4 vols. Stae/ielin, John Calvin's Life and Select Writings, Elbcrfeld,

1861-1863, 2 vols. Late Researches in the Protocols of the Council of Geneva
concerning Calvin, made by the two Gaiiff'es, father and son, Geneva, 1865.

—

Viguet et Tissot, Calvin d'apres Calvin, Geneve, 1864. Herminjard, Correspor-

dance des reformateurs (1516-1526), Geneve, 1866. V^Kampschulie. Calvin and
his Church and State at Geneva, Lps. 1869 sq. \Andin, Histoire de la vie, des

ouvrages et des doctrines de Calvin, Paris, 1841, 2 vols. ('1 he Life of Calvin,

by J. M. V. Audin, transl. into English by the Rev. J. McGill, Baltimore and
Louisville, 1 vol. 8vo. Tr.) Germ., 2 vols., Augsburg, 1843. Conf. Freiburg

Eccl. Cyclopaed., art. ''Calvin." Hundeshagen, The Conflicts of Zwinglianisra.

Lutheranism, and Calvinism in the Church in the territory of Bern, Bern, 1843.

Guizot, Les vies de quatre grands chretiens fran9ais, Paris, 1873. (See also Blanc,

Ch. H., Vol. II., p. 275 ; Merle djAubigne, Hist, of the Great Reformation; Cham-
bers^ Cyclop., art. ''Calvin." Tr.)

John Calvin, the son of Gerard Calvin, was born at J^oyon,

in Picardy, July 10, 1509. His father began life as a cooper,
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but subsequently rose to some distinction, as we hear of him.

holding the offices of procureur-fiscal of the district of Noyon,

and secretary to the Bishop of the diocese. Young John,

being destined by his father for the Church, early gave him-

self to the study of theology, in which his brilliant talents

enabled him to achieve such success, that, like Zwiiigli, he

obtained as the reward of his proficiency several ecclesiastical

benefices. But cleverness and study can not compensate for

a bad character and loose morals, and both the character and

morals of Calvin were infamous.' Leaving ofl^" the study of

theology for a time, he went to Orleans, where he gave his

attention to law, having as his master the celebrated Pere de

]'£toile, one of the most distinguished jurists of that age.

The new study does not appear to have had much attraction

for liim, and he again took up theology. He was chiefly in-

debted to P6re Olivetan, a professor at Paris, and to Melchior

Wolmar, a professor at Bourges, for his knowledge of the

principles of the Wittenberg school, of which the doctrine

concerning justification appears to have made the deepest and

most lasting impression upon his mind. While at Paris, his

bold and open advocacy of the teachings of Luther drew upon

him the ill-will of the Sorbonne, and he was in consequence

forced to flee the cit}-, notwithstanding that Francis /., influ-

enced by his sister, Margaret of !N^avarre, was kindly disposed

toward him. Leaving Paris, he led a wandering life for some

time, and finally appeared at Basle, in the year 1584, where he

attempted to establish his system, and where he wrote his

great work, ''The Institutes of the Christian Religion" which he

addressed to Francis I.^ The work became popular in France,

and was the means of securing a numerous following to its

author.

The inhabitants of the reformed Cantons of Switzerland,

lAbbe Blanc, Ch. Hist., Vol. II., p. 554 (4th ed., Paris, 1867). (Tr.)

^Institut. relig. Christ, ad reg. Franc. (Bas. 1536), Argent. 1539, Gen. 1559, ed.

Tholuck., Berol. 1834 sq., 2 P.; ed. Baum, Cunitz, Reuss, Brunsvic. 1869. The

Institutes consisted originally of six sections, subsequently of four books, viz: 1.

De cognitione creatoris; 2. De cognitione Dei redemptoris; 3. De modo per-

cipiendac gratiae ; 4. De externis remediis ad salutem. Conf. Gerdes, De Joan.

Calv. institut. rel. Chr. (Miscellan. Groeningia., T. II., Pt. I.)
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repelled by Zwingli's cold and contemptnous views concern-

ing the Lord's Supper, were also inclined to receive with favor

the teachings of Calvin, who appears to have been the real

founder of the ''Reformed''' denomination in that country, lie

appealed to Holy Scripture more contidently than any other

of the reformers, and in his attempts to make its passages

fall in with his system and support his peculiar views, sur-

passed them all in doing violence to the true meaning of the

text. But Calvin being a man of fine classical culture, of a

philosophic mind, and accurate methods of thought, did not

follow the example set him by the Saxon reformers in their

insane hostility to all antiquity, and their eftbrts to banish

classic literature and Greek philosophy from the Christian

world. Quite the contrary. He was appreciatively grateful

for the learning, the eloquence, and the philosophic treasures

which, he candidly owned, were contained in the works of

the Fathers of the Church and the theologians of the Schools;

expressed his admiration of the historians, philosophers, and

poets of Greece and Eome; and, in giving his opinion of

them, did so with warmth indeed, but also with critical acute-

ness and judicial fairness. If, on the one hand, he was not

always original, and occasionally borrowed thoughts and

ideas from Luther; on the other, it must be admitted that

he showed much skill in the precision and method with

which he developed them. But ideas did not constitute his

whole debt to Luther. His language was often quite as

coarse, vulgar, and blasphemous as that of the great Saxon

reformer.^

Geneva was the scene of Calvin's most efficient and impor-

tant labors. After returning from Ferrara, whither he had

gone to visit the Duchess Kenee, and where, it is said, there

were many well disposed toward him, he passed through

iHere is one specimen from many. He wrote two works, entitled respec-

tively ^^De aeterna Dei prnedestinaHone" and "De libera arbitrio," against tlie

clever and learned theologian, Albert Pighius, in the former of which hesay>;:

"Paulo post librum editum moritur Pighius. Ergo ne cani mortuo iiisultareiii,

ad alias lucubrationes me converti." Cf. Linseyunann, Albert Pighius and his

theological views (Tubg. Quart. Keview, 1866, n. 4J.

VOL. Ill—10
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Geneva. William Farel and his associate, Peter Viret, who
were propagating the new doctrines in the French Cantons

of Switzerland, and had heen quite successful in their efforts

to spread their errors among the people of Yaud, learning

that Calvin had arrived in the city, went immediately to see

him, and urged him to remain and labor where he was. When
the latter demurred, preferring to occupy himself wholly in

literary labors, Farel, jnelding to his impetuous temper, in-

voked God's curse upon both him and his studies should he

refuse to give himself to the well-being of the church of

Geneva, and this menace, Calvin confesses, determined the

course to he pursued by him.

Unfortunately, an avenue was opened to the introduction

of Protestantism, b}' an alliance entered into between the Ge-

nevese and the Canton of Bern, for the immediate purpose of

asserting and maintaining the independence of Geneva against

the claims of the Duke of Savoy. Their efforts were success-

ful, and, to more completely alienate them from the Church,

the Bishop, between whom and the citizens there was a con-

flict of authority, quitted the city, and pronounced sentence

of excommunication upon its inhabitants. This was the sig-

nal for a general movement against the old faith. Altars

were pulled down and demolished, paintings and statues de-

stroyed, and of those who continued faithful to the religion

of their fathers, some were imprisoned, and others sent into

exile. Thus was the foundation of the new faith laid upon
the desecrated altars of the old ; and its existence begun
among the ruins it itself had made.

Calvin arrived in Geneva in 1536, and soon completed the

w^ork which the less energetic Farel and Viret had com-
menced.^ But Calvin, like all reformers whose zeal is not

tempered by the wise experience of the Church, went to ex-

tremes in endeavoring to correct the loose morals of the city,

and to bring all under a uniform code of severe and stern

virtue. He also gave ofl;ense by his arbitrary and despotic

manner in setting up his new worship (1538). Little by little,

' Mignet, Introduction of the Keformation, and Orgauization of Calvinisna in

Geneva (German, by Stolz, Lps. 1843).
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public opinion began to set strongly against him, till in the

end both he and his adherents were expelled the city by the

opposition party, who went under the name of Libertines, or

Patriots.

Calvin now took up his residence in Strasburg, where he

began to teach theology, and gathered about him quite a

respectable community of persons, sharing his peculiar relig-

ious views. Here, too, he made the acquaintance of the widow

of a converted Anabaptist, whom he married in 1539.

In the meantime, his adherents in Geneva, who were nu-

merous and devotedly attached to him, longed for his return,

and at their invitation he again entered that city in 1541, and

from that time forth exercised an authority well-nigh abso-

lute in both civil and ecclesiastical affairs. He established a

Consistorial Court of Discipline, whose office it was to take

cognizance of all infractions of morality, among which were

included dancing and other amusements. A system of espi-

onage was organized, whose ramifications extended over the

whole cit}^, and whose officers invaded the homes and exer-

cised a strict censorship over the social life, and even the

speech of individual citizens. While suppressing all houses

of public resort previously existing, Calvin allowed five driuk-

ing-rooms to be opened, provided they should be kept by vir-

tuous persons (gens de bien), or, in other words, by Calvinists.

The Genevese, acting under the guidance of the Libertines,

became rebellious under pressure of these restraints on their

social customs and habits; but Calvin, acting with his usual

promptness, energy, and decision, made such use of the des-

potic power at his command as effectually kept in check for

the time every symptom of revolt. So efficient were his po-

lice, that should any citizen be rash enough to give utterance

to a sentiment disrespectful to his character, or adverse to his

policy, the indiscretion was promptly followed by a punish-

ment so terribly severe that others would carefully guard

against repeating the offense.^ Desirous to make Geneva the

Rome of Calvinism, he elaborated a theocratical system of

-The formula of excommunication drawn up by Calvin, in Auditi, Life of

Calvin, J. McGiU's tr., p. 314, and in Kober, The Ban of the Church, p. 16.
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church-government, and placed himself at its head, with pow-
ers so extensive and prerogatives so extravagant, that even

those popularly said to have been claimed by the Popes in

the Middle Ages are limited and temperate in comparison.

He had Castellio, the translator of the Bible, deposed from his

office of Regent in the gymnasium, because the latter held

certain rationalistic views as to the authenticity of the Song
of Solomon; he had the physician, -Bo^sec, banished for assail-

ing the Calvinistic doctrine of predestination ; he had Ameaux,

one of the Council of the Twenty-five, cast into prison, be-

cause, it loas said, he had spoken disrespectfully of both the

reformer and his reform; he ordered the execution (1548) of

Gruet for having written words of menace against him, though

he himself had given Gruet abundant provocation for the use

of intemperate language, by publicly calling him a dog at a

meeting of the Council. Gentilis, who charged Calvin with

holding erroneous views on the Trinity, was in consequence

condemned to death, and, though escaping the severe sentence

for a time by retracting the charge and offering ample apolo-

gies, was eventually beheaded at Berne (1566). Michael Ser-

vede, a Spanish physician, w^as seized by the despotic orders

of Calvin, while passing through Geneva, and burnt at the

stake (1553), for having published certain heretical proposi-

tions concerning the Trinity. The Libertine, Berthilier, un-

derwent a like punishment. It would seem that one who
himself explained the mystery of the Trinity so indifferently,

and whose views were so vehemently assailed by those of his

own sect, should have been a triffe less bloodthirsty toward

those who differed from him. These cruel and iniquitous

executions, which, as Bossuet well observes, were not, as in-

the case of Luther, the effects of hasty impulse or uncon-

trollable bursts of anger, but the results of cool, calculating,

and unfeeling malignity,* have left a stain upon the memory

1 Calvini fidelis expositio errorum Mich. Sei-veti et brevis eorum refutatio, ubi

docetur, jure gladii coercendos esse haereticos, 1554 (Opusc, c. 686 sq.) Melanch-

thon has left us an elaborate defense [Consilia II., p. 204) of the practice of

inflicting capital puniahnent on heretics. Writing to Calvin upon the same

subject, he says {Calvini Epp., No. 187): Legi scriptum tuum, in quo refutasti

luculenter horrendas Serveti blasphemias, ac Filio Dei gratias ago, qui fuit-
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•of the French Reformer which will never be eftaced. Hav-
ing firmly established his political power at Geneva, Calvin,

through the agency of the Academy which he founded in

that city in 1558, experienced little difficulty in replacing the

doctrines of Zwingli by his own in the Helvetic Cantons.

The ecclesiastical organization of Geneva became a model
for that of other countries, and was adopted by the Reformed
churches of France, the iSTetherlands, England, Scotland, Ger-

many, and Poland.

Calvin's life was one of unwearied activity, and his labors

were so numerous and so onerous that his bodily constitution

gradually gave way under them. His health began to break

in 1561, and, though less active and energetic than formerly,

he lingered on till 1564, when he died on the 27th of May.
His memory, long held in honor, has gradually fallen into

disrepute. At his third centennial celebration in 1864, the

inhabitants of Geneva refused to acknowledge him either as

their national hero or national saint, and, by way of protest-

ing against the celebration altogether, stuck up posters con-

taining the capital sentences against Servede and Berthilier.^

In 1862, his latest descendant, a citizen of Noyon, of high

standing and good character, returned to the bosom of the

Catholic Church.

Theodore Beza, Calvin's eulogistic biographer, took up the

work of his master, and carried out his designs with energy

and ability. Born of a noble family at Vezelai, in Burgundy,

June 24, 1519, Beza received an admirable classical education

at Orleans, and at the age of twenty gave evidence of his

superior ability and attainments by writing brilliant and

witty, but indecent verses. He led for some time a life of

fashionable dissipation at Paris; but on his arrival at Geneva,

PpajievTtjQ (Umpire) hujus tui agonis. Tibi quoque ccclesia et nunc et ad poste-

ros gratitudinem debet et debebit. Tuo judicio prorsus assentior. Affirnio etiam

vestros magistratus juste fecisse, quod hominem blasphemura, re ordine judicata,

interfecerunt. Beza, De haereticis a civili magistratu puniendis. Beza went so

far as to insist that the Antitrinitarians should suffer capital punishment even

-after they had retracted their errors (Crenii, Animadversiones, XI. 90). See

Dollinger, The Church and the churches, the Papacy, and the States of the Church,

Munich, 1861, p. 08 sq. Audin, Life of Calvin, McGilVs transl., pp. 413-41G.

1 Cfr. Augsbg. Univ. Gaz., No. 154, June 2, 1864.
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he came into contact with Calvin, by whose austere severity

the natural exuberance of his spirits and levity of his charac-

ter were so toned down and kept in check, that he gradually

assumed an air and demeanor more in harmony with the

grave deportment of his master. The result of this self-dis-

cipline was a happy mixture of attractive mildness and severe

reserve, which made him acceptable to persons of every de-

gree, and a general favorite among the partisans of Calvin-

ism, of which sect he became the acknowledged head and

true founder. Moreover, he brought to the defense of the

Calvinistic tenets splendid intellectual gifts and an extensive

erudition, and, though unable, owing to the slavish rigorism

of the system, to give full play to his mental powers, man-

aged nevertheless to throw into his pages such classic bril-

liancy of style as gave him a complete advantage over the

hostile attacks of the humanists, and notably of Castellio.

His felicity in adapting his style to that of the Holy Scrip-

tures is both original and peculiar to himself, and is especially

conspicuous in his commentaries on the Epistles of St. Paul.^

§ 322. Calvin's System.

Moehler, Symbolism, 5th ed., p. 21; Engl, transl., New York, 1844, pp. 123,,

159, 181, 207, 292, 323, 407; Hilgers, Theology of Symbolism; Staudenmaier

Philosophy of Christianity, Vol. I., p. 698-709; Hepp, Dogmatics of the Evan-

gelical Keformed Church, Elberfeld, 1861.

The system of Calvin, as has been intimated above, resem-

bles in its general features the teachings of Luther and Zwin-

gli, though, on the whole, it is far more gloomy and severe.

He began to depart from Luther's teaching on the question.

oi free-will. Luther denied outright the faculty of free-will

in man; Calvin, on the contrary, maintained that man did

enjoy a certain sort of free-will, but, at the same time, con-

tended that it was subject to a Divine predestination of a

more formal and sterner character than that admitted by

either Luther or Zwingli. The one dominating element and

^Fajus, De vita et obitu Th. Bezae, Gen. 1606; Schlosser, The Lives of Theo-

dor Beza and of Peter Martyr, Heidelberg, 1809 ; Baum, Theodore Beza, accord-

ing to authentic sources, Lps. 1843 sq., 2 vols.
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distinguishing characteristic of Calvinism is the doctrine of

absolute 'predestination,^ logically and rigoroiisl_y deduced from
his conception of original sin. The decree of predestination,

he maintained, is a consequence of Adam's fall, and is, there-

fore, eternal and immutable. Moreover, the faculties of man
are so utterly and radically corrupted and depraved by origi-

nal sin, that man has an overmastering tendency to do M'rong,

and can not of himself, though he put forth his best efforts in

the attempt, perform a single good action. God, the primor-

dial Author of good and evil, had from the beginning set

apart a certain number of His creatures, whom He doomed
to everlasting punishment, to the end that His justice might

be made manifest in them. But that there inight be a pretext

for His wrath and a justification for the punishment. He
caused the First 3Ian to fall into sin, and visited upon all pos-

terity the consequences of his revolt. Those foredoomed to

eternal loss commit sins by a necessity of their being im-

pelled to their commission by the irresistible iniluence of the

Divine will. Their intellect is so blinded by Divine agency

and their will so enfeebled, that the one is incapable of know-
ing and the other equally incapable of performing aught of

good. Such expressions as the following are common in the

writings of Calvin : Man, acting under a Divine impulse, does

what it is not lawful to do—The heart of man, obeying a cer-

tain mysterious Divine influence, turns from the good and

pursues the evil—Man falls because an overmastering Provi-

dence ordains that he shall fall.^ He further held that the

^Calvin professes to base his teaching on that of St. Augustine; but Petavius

(Theologicor. Dogmatuni, Tom. I., lib. X., c. 6-15) shows that there is a wide dif-

ference between the two. Hugo Grotius makes this very just observation on
the character of Calvinism: "Nullum potuit in Christianismum induci dogma
perniciosus quam hoc: hominem, qui credidit, aut qui regenitus est (nam haec

multis idem valent), posse prolabi in scelera et flagitia, sed accidere non posse,

ut propterea divino favore excidat aut damnationem incurrat. Haec nemo
veterum docuit, nemo docentem tulisset, nee aliud evidcntius vidi argumenUun
detortae ad privates et males sensus scripturae, quam in hoc negotio."

"^Calvin, Institut., lib. IV., c. 18, § 2: " Homo justo Dei impulsu agit quod sibi

non licet." Lib. III., c. 23, § 8: "Cadit igitur homo, Dei providentia sic urdi-

nante." Cf. Moehler, Symbolism, p. 128. (Tr.) Calvin makes the following

commentary on St. Paul's Ep. to the Romans ix. 18: "Nam res externae, quae

ad excaecationem reproborum faciunt, illius irae (Dei) sunt instrumenta. Satan
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reprobate, even at the moment be receives tbe Sacraments, is

as destitute of true faith as be is of sanctifying grace. Tbe
following is his definition of predestination : "jBy predestina-

tion" be says, "is understood an eternal decree by which God
preordains what shall he the lot of each individual. For, inas-

much as all are not created for tbe same end, some will enjoy

everlasting happiness, and others suffer never-ending misery.

Hence, according as man is created for the enjoyment of tbe

one or tbe sufferance of the other, be is said to be predes-

tined either to life or to death." ^ Concerning the doctrine

of justification by imputation, Calvin went a step beyond

Luther, declaring that be who believes is not onlj^ fer-

fectly assured of his justification, but also of bis eteryial scd-

vation. In regard to the Sacraments, be differed from Lu-

ther, affirming that sanctifying grace has no connection with

autem ipse, qui intus efficaciter agit, ita est ejus minister, ut nonnisi ejus rmperio

agat. Corruit ergo frivolum illud eff'ugium, quod de praescieidia Scholastic!

habent. Neque eiiim praevideri ruinani impiorum a Domino Paulus tradit, sed

ejus consilio et voluntate ordinari." He is not even at a loss for an illustration

in confirmation of his doctrine: "Absalon incesto coitu patris torum polluens

detestabile scelus perpetrat: Dens tamen hoc opus suum. esse pro?iunciat," etc.

^ The following is a summary of Calvin's teaching on Predestination, as given

by Blunt (Dictionary of Doctrinal and Historical Theology, London, 1872, p.

102): 'The teaching of Calvin on Predestination may be summed up in what

are called the Five Points, a name given to the peculiarities of his system.

These are: Election (and non-election or reprobation); redemption; the bond-

age of the will; grace; final perseverance. His teaching on these subjects will

appear from a statement of his theory on Predestination. He maintained that

God not only foresaw, but from all eternity decreed, the fall of Adam, and the

total corruption of his posterity by sin; all from birth inherit his fallen nature,

with its hereditary bond of sin and guilt, and are in a state of utter alienation

from God; free-will Godward is totally lost; man in his natural state can do

nothing but sin, and that continually. God is pleased for wise reasons, inscru-

table to ourselves and independent of the foreseen merits of the objects of His

mercy, to elect some from the fallen race to salvation. They are made willing

by this grac.e, which is irresistible or necessarily efiectual, to obey the Gospel

call, are regenerated by His Spirit, and live in holiness and obedience to His

will, and can not finally fall from a state of grace. The rest of mankind God
predestines to eternal destruction, not on account of foreseen sin, though it may
aggravate their doom, but in fulfillment of His sovereign purpose or decree.

He leaves them in their fallen state without eO'ectual grace, deprived of which

they must necessarily perish, as examples of His hatred against sin and for the

manifestation of His glory." (Tr.)
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the visible sign of the Sacrament, and is not invariably effi-

cacious.

His language relative to the Lord's Supper and the Eucha-

ristic Presence is insidiously equivocal and purposely obscure.

Passages of it would lead one to believe that he is speaking

of a true Presence, and a true eating of the Body and drink-

ing of the Blood of Christ, and that he really intends to con-

vey the meaning that the Body of Christ is wholly inde-

pendent of the faith of the recipient, the unworthy receiving

equally with the worthy. But, be this as it may, his teaching

is certainly more reasonable and more consolatory than that

of Zwingli, according to whom the only Presence of Christ

in the Eucharist is that " irhich exists in the thoughts of a con-

templative mind" and the only significance of the Sacrament

itself, a remembrance of Christ, Plis sufferings, and His death.'

Calvin, while dissatisfied with the cold and heartless theory

of Zwingli, was equally at variance in his teaching with the

Catholic dogma of transubstantiation. Pie held that the bread

and wine are not changed into the Body aud Blood of Christ

by the words of consecration pronounced by the priest, but

remain precisely what they were before the act; that the Body
and Blood of Christ are in Heaven, and therg alone, but that

at the moment of Communion a Divine power, emanating

from the Body of Christ in Heaven, is communicated to the

soul of the believer. Thus, according to his conception of the

Eucharist, it contained two wholly distinct elements—the one

material, which falls under the senses; the other spiritual,

which constitutes the Divine food of the soul, is communi-
cated only to those 'predestined to eternal life, and is con-

nected with the material element only in so far as the latter

is an occasion for its conveyance. Calvin pretended to sup-

port this opinion by citations from Scripture, but relied

mainly on the words of St. John: "iit is the spirit that quick-

eneth, the flesh profteth nothing."^

i"Hoc est," said Zwingli (De Vera et Falsa Eelig., II., p. 293), "id est, signifi-

cat Corpus Meum. Quod perinde est, ac si quae matrona conjugis sui annuluni

ab hoc ipsi relictum monstrans, En conjux hie est meus, dicat." (Tr.)

^YI. 64. "As regards Calvin's theory (of the Eucharist), though he some-

times uses Catholic phraseology and speaks of Christ being in the 'symbol' (in
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Finall}^, as regards the Church, Calvin was quite at one with

Xiuther, both doing their best to misrepresent her history, and

to picture her as an abyss of infamy, (hiring the period be-

tween the first and the sixteenth centuries. But Calvin's

views are widely divergent from those of the Wittenberg Doc-

tor concerning the necessity of a distinct body of ministers in

the Church. The former is clear and definite on this point,

maintaining that there shall be three grades in the ministr}^,

viz., Pastors, Elders, and Deacons; and that no one shall as-

sume these offices, unless called of God, since no man, not hav-

ing a vocation from God, signified to him through the voice of the

'people, should take upon him to preach His word and dispense

His Sacram£nts. Hence, in the system of Calvin, ordination

has a significance and importance attached to it, of which it

is nearly, if not quite, destitute in that of Luther ; for while,

in the former, it is, in a certain limited sense, called a Sacra-

ment, and should be conferred, not by the body of the people,

but by the presbytery, in the latter it signifies no more than

a license to preach, granted by the civil power. Calvin fur-

ther aimed at making the Church more independent of the

civil power than did either Luther or Zwingli, his principle

being ''Ecclesia est sui juris"—a principle, however, which he

advocated only for a time. In fine, Calvinistic communities

were designed to be wholly independent the one of the other,

each constituting a sort of little republic in itself; while, in

the Catholic system, individual churches are only parts of a

grand organism, extending over the whole world, and depend-

ing on a central government and a universally-acknowledged

Head—the representative of Christ on earth. But in order

to unite the individual churches by some sort of bond, Calvin

symbo'o), and of our being ' partakers of His substance' (participes substantiae

ejus); yet it is certain that be wholly rejected the true doctrine of the Euchar-

ist. Thus he asserts that our Lord's human nature can only be present at the

right hand of God, and can not, in. any sense whatever, be present under Eu-

fharistic signs. . . . Calvin maintained that the Eucharist was especially

designed to kindle the believer's faith, and to raise his heart to Christ sitting at

the right hand of God. He thus illustrates his theory : That as the sun, though

so distant, can infuse light and heat, so Christ, though at the right hand of God,

shines into the hearts of the faithful receivers, and fills them with His grace

and presence." Blind, 1. c, p. 023. (Tk.)
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established Synods, which played a much more important part

in his than in the Lutheran system. The rigorous exclusive-

ness of Calvin's opinions, and the inflexible sternness of his

character, did not prevent him from stretching a point when
he conceived it to be his interest to do so. Thus, for exam-
ple, he formed a union with the Swiss, when such union

seemed necessary for the advancement of his cause ; and, in

bis conference with Dean BuUinger (Consensus Tiguriyms,

1549), he, like Zwingli, employed language equally hostile to

Catholics and Lutherans, saying that it was quite as senseless

to affirm either " that the Body of Christ was under the forms

of bread, or that It was united with the bread, as to affirm

that trans ubstantiation took place, and that the bread was
changed into the body of Christ."^ To conclude, Calvin, like

Zwingli, was the consistent and inveterate foe of all forms,

was ardently bent upon abolishing every sort of outward cere-

monial, |and manifested the most determined opposition to

whatever embellishes divine worship, elevates the soul, or

warms the heart.

* Non minus absurdum judicaraus, Christum sub pane locare vel cum pane
copulare, quam panem transsubstantiare in corpus ejus.
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PROPAGATION OF PROTESTANTISM IN EUROPE.

Dollinger treats this subject very fully in the continuation of Hortig's Church

Hist., pp. 481-691.

§ 323. Protestantism in Prussia.

Chief Sources.—Chronicles of Simon Grunau (a Dominican of Danzig),

who was an eye-witness to what he relates. Cf. Freiburg Eccl. Eucyclopaed.,

Vol. VIII., pp. 679 sq. French Trans., Vol. 19, p. 266.

The Margrave, Albert of Brandenburg, who had heen chosen

Grand Master of the Teutonic Order in 1511, when he was

scarcely twenty-one years of age, early joined the Protestant

League. Western Prussia had belouged to Poland since 1466,

and the remainder of the country was held in fief of the Pol-

ish King, Sigismund, to whom Albert, receiving encourage-

ment from many quarters, refused to render feudal allegiance.

Sigismund, in consequence, had recourse to arms to maintain

his rights (1519) ; and Albert, failing to receive the aid that

had been promised him, was forced to submit ; but, through

the friendly offices of the Emperor, a four years' truce was

agreed to by both parties, at Thorn,^ April 5, 1521. The

Pope also interposed, and made an eflbrt to effect a reconcilia-

tion between Albfert and Sigismund;^ but the former had his

mind fully made up to prosecute his plans for independence,

and would listen to no overture that in any way interfered

with his purpose.

In the year 1522, he traveled into Germany, accompanied

by James of Dobeneck, Bishop of Pomesania, and John of Po-

lenz, Bishop of Samlaud, both of whom were strongly sus-

^ Freiburg, Eccl. Cyclop., Vol. VIII., p. 681. Fr. Trans., Vol. 19, p. 268.

Chambers' Cyclop., Art. Albert, Duke of Prussia. (Tr.)

' Petri Bembi, Epistolae Leonis X. nomine scriptae, lib. I., ep. 22 ; lib. II.,

-ep. 21.

(156)
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pected of being favorably disposed toward the new religions

teachings. He applied for snccor to the Diet of Kiirnberg,

then in session, but was refnsed (1522), and, having some idle

time on his hands, became one of the audience that flocked

to hear Osiander expounding the new doctrines. From a

curious he became an interested and fascinated listener, and,

while in this frame of mind, sought counsel of Luther and
Melanchthon as to the best way out of his difficulties, and re-

ceived the advice to return and abolish the absurd and foolish,

as they termed it, Rule of his Order; to take a wife, and
make Prussia a secular dukedom. The advice Avas accepted,

and promptly acted upon.

Albert at once began to cast about for Protestant preachers,

and in that very year two Lutherans, John Brismann and
Peter Amandus, were formally installed at Konigsberg. Monks
were driven from their monasteries, and nuns from their con-

vents ; the suspected Bishops of Samland and Pomesania
publicly declared in favor of Lutheranism (1524) ; and Frede-

ric von Heideck, counsellor to Albert, displayed a singular ac-

tivity in furthering its interests.

At the expiration of the four years' truce (1525), Albert

concluded a treaty of peace at Cracow, with Sigismund, King
of Poland, in virtue of which the external portion of eastern

Prussia was secured to Albert and his heirs, and the suze-

rainty of Sigismund over the same territor}' acknowledged.

When this treaty became known to the provincial Estates

of the Duchy, the inhabitants, wearied of the protracted and
seemingl}^ inveterate feuds with Poland, received the news
with transports of joy; while Weiss, who had lately succeeded

to the bishopric of Samland, as a proof that his sympathies

were with the people, surrendered the temporal administra-

tion of bis diocese to the reigning prince, assigning as a reason

for his action that bishops were called to preach, and not to

govern.

To this general transformation of affairs, only one man of

name, the Commander of 3Iemel, had the courage and manli-

ness to oflfer any opposition, and even his resistance was but

feeble and temporary. The organization of the new church was

rapidly pushed forward, and soon completed ; a ritual in the
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Polish language was introduced (1526) ; and John Seclusianus

was appointed preacher at Koenigsberg. Duke Albert was

solemnl}^ married, in 1526, to Dorothea, daughter of the King
of Denmark, an act which he intended as a public disavowal

of all further connection with either the Teutonic Order or

the Catholic Church, and which he attempted to justify in an

apology for his conduct, published at the time, and filled with

brutal expressions of contempt against the Church he had be-

trayed and dishonored. The Pope protested against this pub-

lic and shameless apostasy, and called upon the Emperor to

take rigorous measures for the punishment of the crime.

The latter at once declared Albert under ban of the Empire,

and the Teutonic Order, though stript of its legal rights, of-

fered an emphatic, but vain, resistance ; the action of both

was frustrated by the insidious course pursued by King Sig-

ismund.

The Confession of Augsburg was adopted by Albert in

1530, who, in order to possess a nursery of Lutheranism

within his dominions, founded the University of Koenigsberg

;

and, knowing that neither the Pope nor the Emperor would

give it his approval, sought and obtained for it the sanction

of the King of Poland. The University soon became the

theater of those theological discussions which, in the event,

proved so disastrous to Osiander himself, their chief author,

and, after his death, to his followers, called Osiandrists, who,

on account of their teachings, were banished from every part

of Prussia, in 1567.^

Albert, not content with his own apostasy, employed every

resource of his power to compel his subjects to follow his ex-

ample. Holding the principle, "cujus regio, illius religio," so

subversive of freedom and destructive of the rights of con-

science, he forced all his States to cease to obey the Church

that had raised them from barbarism and ignorance to en-

lightenment and civilization ; and so successful were his ef-

forts, and so complete the alienation of the people from the

ancient faith, that, on his death, in 1568, Lutheranism was

everywhere predominant, and neither his successor nor any

1 Chambers' Cyclop., Art. Osiander. (Tr.)
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of his subjects thought of returning to the Catholic Church.

Theiner has attempted to show that Albert's successor cventu-

allj embraced the Catholic faith, V)ut his arguments have been

successfully refuted and his conclusion proved incorrect by

Voigt}

§ 324. Profestantism in Silesia.

Ehrenkorn, Church History of Silesia, Freistadt, 1713, Pt. I., from ch. 5th,

Pt. IT. "IBncldsch (Eoyal government clerk at Brieg, Imperial Counsellor and

Historiographer), Acts of Religion in Silesia, 7 vols, in fol., unhappily still in

MSC. This -work is the chief source used by Fibiger ( Master and Prelate of

St. Matthew's, Breslau), in writing his Lutheranism in Silesia and the Persecu-

tions suffered by the Pioman Catholic Church in Consequence, Breslau, 1712-

17r53, 3 Pts., 4to. tBac/i, Authentic C. H. of the County of Glatz, Breslau,

1841. '\ B}ichmann, Antimosler, or an Attempt to form a just appreciation of

Protestant Silesia under Austrian Domination, Spire, 1843. Hevsel, Hist, of

the Protestant Church in Silesia, Lps. and Liegnitz, 1764. Rosenberg, Hist, of

the Silesian Reformation, Breslau, 1767. A. Menzel, Modern Hist, of the Ger-

mans, Vol. III., pp. 91-96; Vol. V., pp. 238-256, 422 sq.; Vol. VI., pp. 140-

144. 220-285. DoUim/er, The Reformation, etc.. Vol. I., pp. 226-273.

Previously to the year 1163, Silesia formed part of Pt)laud,

but was, after this date, governed by independent Dukes.

John, King of Bohemia, skillfully turning to his own advan-

tage the internal dissensions of the country, so directed af-

fairs that, in 1335, nearly the whole of Silesia acknowledged

the sovereignty of the Kings of Bohemia. The duchies of

Jauer and Schweidnitz and the bishopric of Breslau resisted

for a time, but gradually acquiesced—the two former in the

year 1392, and the latter in 1442.

While the Lutheran troubles were still at their height,

Louis II., the young King of Bohemia and Hungary, perished

fighting the Turks at the battle of Mohacz (1526), and his place

was supplied by the Archduke Ferdinand, brother of Charles V.,

whom the Bohemians called to the throne of Bohemia, and to

whom the wife of his brother, Louis, transferred the crown

of Hungary.

The evil influences of the decay of spiritual life and eccle-

^ Theiner, Albert, Duke of Prussia, etc. ; his Return to the Catholic Church, a.

s. f., Augsburg, 1846. Voigt, Letter addressed to Father Augustine Theiner,

etc., Koenigsberg, 1846. Conf. Freiburg Cyclopaed., Vol. VIII., p. 700. Fr.

tr., Vol. 19, p. 289. But, above all, Raess, Converts since the Time of the Re-

formation, Vol. II., pp. 584-595.
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siastical discipline, so naarked in many countries of Europe

during the fitteeuth century, and the causes of which are to

be sought in the moral degeneracy of the clergy and the

worldliness of the bishops, were especially active and con-

spicuous in Silesia, whose condition was not improved by its

alliance with the neighboring country of Bohemia, where the

Hussites were disturbing the public peace and distracting in-

dividual minds by religious controversy. Thus prepared for

religious innovation, Silesia was one of the first countries of

Europe to embrace Lutheranism, and the readiness and alac-

rity with which its inhabitants accepted the new teachings

must be mainly ascribed to the depraved morals of the clergy,

an admission which is candidly made b}' Fihiger} There is,

however, another and a very important cause which goes a

long way in accounting f(jr the rapid spread of error in that

country, and which deserves special mention. This is the

apostasy and faithlessness of a bishop, John V., who was

bishop of Breslau from 1506 to 1520, so far forgot his dig-

nity as a man and his duty as a prelate that he opened a

correspondence with Melanchthon and Luther, and received

from these heresiarchs the following flattering eulogy :
" Were

there teu bishops like John, the rapid spread of the Gospel in

Germany would be assured."

It is said that the Lutheran doctrines were first preached

(from 1518) in the territory of Baron Zedlitz, in the Duchy of

Jauer, by Melchior Hoffmann, an Augustinian monk, who was

shortly after joined at Freistadt by John of lieichenberg, a

friend of Melanchthon 's.

At Liegnitz, Duke Frederic II. was the special friend and

patron of Lutheranism. In the year 1523 he installed Valen-

tine Krautwald, a Lutheran preacher, in the church of St.

John, and a[)pointed two of Luther's friends to chairs in the

College of Goldberg. But the main cause of the triumph of

Lutheranism in Silesia is to be sought in the action of the

Municipal Council of Breslau, the capital of the province,

which at an early day declared openly in favor of the intro-

duction of the new doctrines. In consequence of a difficulty

J Cf. Pt. I., ch. 12, pp. 84, 85 ; Me}izel, Vol. III., pp. 93 sq.
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whicli arose between the Cathedral Chapter and the Council,

the latter body banished the vicars of the parochial church

of St. Mary Magdalen, and appointed a number of Lutheran

ministers to till their places. In the year 1522 a mob, assem-

bled in the market-place of the city, proceeded to make a

mockery of the holy mysteries of religion, to ridicule the cer-

emonies of the Church, and to deride monks, nuns, and priests

by strutting about in their hal)its and dress and simuhitiiig

their actions, while the civic magistrates looked on approv-

ingly and gave signs of encouragement. Moreover, the Coun-

cil drove the Bernardines from their convent, and confiscated

this and other property belonging to the Church. King Louis

ordered the property thus illegally seized to be restored; but

owing to the menacing attitude of the Turks, who were then

seriously threatening his States, he was unable to enforce his

decree, and it was in consequence disregarded. For a similar

reason the efibrtsof Pope Hadrian VI. (ep. die 23 Julii, 1523),

of James, Bishop of Salza (1520-1539), and Sigismuud, King

of Poland, to defend the rights and uphold the dignity of the

Catholic Church were ineffectual and nugatory.^ The civic

magistrates grew daily more bold and aggressive, and con-

scious that they could now act without hindrance, forcibly

ejected the worthy Joachim Zieris, whom the Bishop had ap-

pointed Rector of the Church of St. Mary Magdalen, and

called to fill his place, tinder the title of Cathedral Preacher

of Breslau, Doctor Hess (1523), who had recently proclaimed

the Lutheran errors from the pulpit in his native town of

Nurnberg. Simultaneously the chaplains of the churches of

St. Elizabeth and St. Mary Magdalen were summoned before

the Council, and commanded for the future to acknowledge

no superior other than Doctor Hess, a command which, in ihe

following year (1524), was extended to all the clergy of the

city, with the additional injunction that " they should put

aside all human ordinances and the frivolous interpretations

of the Fathers," and in their sermons take their new superior

as their model. And so cowardly and subservient had the

^For details, see Fihir/er, Pt. I., chs. 5-11, pp. 32-77

VOL. Ill—11
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clergy grown, and so unworth}^ of their high calling, that

among them all, Doctor Sjporn, Prior of St. Albert's, alone had
the manly conrage to resist the impertinent demands of the

Council, and to say plainly and boldly ''that it was the office of

the bishop, and not of magistrates, to give instructions as to the

proper method of preaching the Gospel.''^ But his outspoken

honesty was not appreciated, or rather it was, and he was

banished the city in consequence.^ The bishop did what he

could to throw obstacles in the way of the installation of Hess,

and made the matter the subject of some clever controversial

writings. His efibrts obtained probabl}^ as large a measure

of success as those of any one could, wdio, holding the office

of bishop, Avas destitute of the gravity, the earnestness, and

the firmness so befitting that character. The members of the

Council, taking courage from the vacillating weakness of the

bishop, went on to commit fresh deeds of violence. The
magnificent convent of the Premonstratcnsians on Mount Elbing

was razed with the ground (1529), under the frivolous pretext

that it might afford a I'efuge to the Turks, and numerous

churches were entered- and plnndered of their ornaments and

precious stones.^

The action of Breslau furnished a precedent and example,

Avhich was closely followed by the Dukes of Silesia, of whom
Frederic 11., of Liegnitz and Brieg, was especially conspicu-

ous for his proselytizing activity.^ Besides calling in Lutheran

preachers from neighboring territories, and installing them at

Goldberg and Liegnitz, he gave a general order to all the

clergy to i)\-e8ich " evangelicaUy,'' which, failing to do, they

were to be de[)rivcd of the usual tax heretofore levied upon

and paid by the people. With this order, Father Anthony, a

discalced Carmelite, refused to comply ; and for persistin'g in

preaching the Catholic faith, he and the other members of his

Order were expelled the country. These so-called Evangeli-.

cals entered and pillaged the Catholic churches of Gross-

glogaa, and perpetrated deeds of brutal violence upon the

'For particulars, see Fibiger, Pt. I., ch. 11, 12; and ch. 15, p. 131.

'^ \'7oerUcli.. Hist, of the Premonstratensians of St. Vincent's, Breslau, 1836 sq.

-3 Hbiger, Pt. I., ch. 14, pp. 118 sq.
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inhabitants of that city. Scenes equally saddening were

enacted at Schweidnitz and other cities and towns of the

countr}', and it was not long before Lutheraiiism was every-

where triumpha,nt.'

King Ferdinand I. (1526-1584), though ardently devoted to

the Catholic Church, and endowed with an energy and

istrength of character which admirably fitted him to take up

her defense, was unfortunately at this time engaged in repel-

ling the aggressions of the Turks, and in consequence unable

to oppose any effectual resistance to the advance of Luther-

anism. On the other hand, the bishops, who should have

been the natural defenders of the Church, and who at that

very time were in the possession of great political power,

having, in 1526, in addition to their other civic offices, become

the governors-general of the country, were wholly given up

to secular affairs. Influenced by the spirit, and swayed by
the passions of the world, they did not bring to the exercise

of the functions of their sacred office the steady, energetic

earnestness so indispensable to success in such critical seasons;

or, what is still more deplorable, they were Lutherans at

heart, and would have openly professed the errors they se-

cretly encouraged were they not deterred from doing so by

the fear of losing their handsome revenues.^

As a rule, the parish-priests were either lazy or corrupt

;

and being no longer able to look up to those who were set

over them as patterns of virtue, or to seek from them the

comfort and counsel so necessary to sustain a jjriest in the

performance of the sacred duties of his office, they offered

•but a feeble resistance to the commands of arbitrary dukes

and insolent magistrates. As a consequence, Von Senitz, Dr.

Colo, and Kupferschmid.t were the only three priests out of all

the clergy in the circles of Brieg, Ohlau, Strehlen, and

1 Menzel, Modern Hist, of the Germans, Vol. V., p. 244 sq.

2 Concerning the successors in office of James of Saltza, in the See of Bres-

lau, viz : Balihasar of Pommnitz (15;59-1562) ; Gaspar of Logau (1502-1574);

Martin Gerstmann (1574-1585); Andrev) Gerin (1585-159G); Paul Albert

( 1596-1GOO ) ; John Sitseh (1600-1609); conf Buchmann, 1. c, p. 9-11; and

Herber, Silesiae saorae Origines, p. 82 sq. On the satisfaction of the Protest-

ants at the election of Balthasar Pommnitz, conf. Menzel, Vol. III., p. 93 sq.
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Nimptsch who had the courage to refuse obedience to the or-

ders of Frederic, and who, rather than deny their faith, went

into exile.

It was not long till the Lutherans of Silesia began to quarrel

among themselves, as they had done in every other country.

The doctrines oi justification and the Eucharist were subjects

of the liveliest discussion and the widest divergency of opin-

ion. In these controversies Gaspar Schioenkfeld, counsellor to

Duke Frederic II. and canon of Liegnitz, a man of vigorous

and well-trained intellect, took the most conspicuous part.^

§ 325. Protestantism in Poland. (Cf, § 182.)

M. Lubie7ilecki, Historia reformationis Polonicae, Freistadt, 1683. Jura et

libertates dissidentium in regno Poloniae, Berolini, ] 707, fol. Friese, Docu-

ments for a Hist, of the Eeformation in Poland and Lithuania, Pt. II., Vols. I.

and II., Breslau, 1786. Vicissitudes of the Eeformation in Poland, Ham-
burg, 1768-1770, III. Pts. Ostrowski, 1. c. (see Vol. II., p. 246), T. III.

Lochner, Facta et rationes earum familiar, christianar. in Polonia, quae ab Ec-

clesia catholica alienae fuerunt usque ad consens. Sendomir. tempora (ActaSoc.

Jablo7iovianae nova, Lps. 1832, Tom. IV., fasc. 2). Krasinfiki, Historical

Sketch of the Else, Progress, and Decline of the Eeformation in Poland, Vol.

I., London, 1838 (Germ, by Lindau, Lps. 1841). Lucaszewicz, Essay of a Hist,

of the Dissenters in the cityof Posen and in Great-Poland daring the sixteenth

and seventeenth centui'ies (Germ, by Vincent of Balitzky, Darmstadt, 1843).

The introduction of the Reformation into Poland was ac-

companied by many and serious difficulties, notwithstanding

the fact that the country had been in a measure prepared for

its reception by the Hassites and the Moravian Brethren, who
had sought a refuge there when fleeing from persecution in

other lands. First of all. King Sigismund I. (1501-1548),

who was a sincere Catholic, and earnestly devoted to the in-

terests of the Church, put forth every eflbrt to prevent the

errors of Protestantism from tainting the minds of the Polish

people, whose instincts and sympathies were then, as they

have been in every age since their conversion to Christianity,

deeply and intensely Catholic.^ Learning that the young

' This subject will be treated in detail in § 341.

2 Conf. Agenda secundum Eubricam eccl. Metropol. Gnesnen. edit. 1508,

Cracoviae, which had been in use long before Luther lived.
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Poles, who had made their studies at Wittenberg, followiiig-

the example set them by the young men of other countries,

had brought home with them some of the writings of Luther,

and were industriously engaged in scattering them among liis

subjects, he at once took every possible precaution to stop the

spread of these mischievous publications. It was enacted at

the Diet of Thorn (1520) tliat no one should have the writings

of Luther in his possession. The efforts of Sigismund to

preserve the purity of faith in Poland were ably secouded

hy John Las/d, Archbishop of Gnesen (f 1531), and Andrew
Krzycki, Chancellor to Queen Bona,, and subsequently Bishop
of Przemysl (1524), both of whom were among the most
zealous defenders of Catholic doctrine in that age.' A com-
-mivssion was also appointed to make search for and confiscate

all heretical hooks. But, in spite of all these measures. Pro-

testantism found its way into the University of Cracow, where
it was introduced by Martin Glossa. It was preached at

Poscn by John Seclusian, who first published in print^ a com-

plde translation of the i^ew Testament in the Polish lan-

guage (1551-1552), and at Danzig by the monk Jacob Knade
(1518), through whose exhortations a number of the burghers

were led to ask to be formally instructed in the new teach-

ings, Knade, though obliged to flee from the anger of an in-

dignant people, was soon brought back to the city by his

partisans. Others of the Lutherans did not fare so well.

Some of the more intemperate were put to death, and some
received orders to quit the city within a fortnight; while

monks and nuns, who had broken their vows and married,

were commanded to be away within twenty-four hours. The
only effect of these measures was to excite the passions of the

inhabitants, who now expressed themselves with so much

' Consult above all the Diocesan Statutes, and the very old oullection of tliem

hy John Lnski, and another hy Stanislaus Karnkoioshi, both of which have been
arranged in five books and edited by Wenzijk. Cracow, 1630.

2 We say advisedly " in print,'' for even as early as the fourteenth century

Polish authors make mention of translations of various portions of the Bible

into their language. They specify the Psalter, and in fact nearly every book

of both tile Old and New Testaments. Cf. le Long, Bibliotheca sacra in binos

isyllabos distincta, etc., Paris, 1723, fol., Sectio III., Biblia Polonica, p. 439 sq.
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vehemence in favor of the new teachings that the king, fear-

ing they might rise in revolt and make themselves masters

of the city, thought it prudent to adopt more moderate coun-

sels. From Danzig Lutheranism was carried to tlie cities of

Thoiii and Elbing. To prevent the further spread of error, it

was enacted at the Synod of Petrikau that the followers of

Luther should be arrested and brought to trial, and such

measures taken against them as would efiectually repress the

heresy. One of these was a prohibition forbidding any one

to hold public office in Poland who had made his studies at

Wittenberg. The decree, however, was never rigorously en-

forced.

But, in spite of this vigorous opposition, Protestantism, pro-

tected and encouraged by a free-tliinking nobility, steadily

gained ground, and at the death of Sigismund I. had invaded

many of the provinces of Poland. To add to the strength,

and swell the number of the Polish Protestants, in the suc-

ceeding reign of Sigismund Augustus 11. (1548-1572), a large

bod}' of Bohemian Brethren, who had been sent into exile by

King Ferdinand, arrived at Posen. But the citizens soon

tired of their presence, and the exiles again setting out on

their pilgrimage, directed their course toward Mariemverdery,

in West Prussia.

It soon appeared that the new king's opposition to the

teachings of Protestantism was vacillating rather than de-

cided, and feeble rather than energetic ; and in consequence

Poland became the asylum where sectaries of nearly every

conceivable shade of opinion sought refuge. Thither flocked

Bohemian Brethren and Lutherans, Beformed Christians and

Unitarians (Socinians), from Switzerland and Italy. Among
these last, the most prominent were the Franciscan, Lismunin,

confessor to Queen Bona, and John of Lasko, whose name was

well known in England.

Prince Badziwill of Lithuania, a zealous member of the

Reformed Christians, following the example of the Lutherans,

had a translation of the Bible made into the Polish language,

according to the sense of his own sect, and published in 1563.*

1 The first printed edition of the New Testament published by Catholics was
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111 1555 a ^'national Synod,^' composed of delegates from

every province, and presided over by the king, was held at

Petrikau, when it w^as determined to arrange for a conference

of Catholic bishops and Protestant divines, to which Mclaneh-

thon, Pasko, Calvin, and Peza were to be invited, and a sym-

bol of faith drawn up, which shoidd embrace general ])rin-

ciples recognized by all, and ignore such teachings as some

would not accept.^ The king, strange to say, a})proved the

action of the " Synod," and requested Pope Paul IV. to au-

thorize the Mass to be said in the Polish language, to permit

Communion to be taken under both kinds, to give priests

leave to marry, to sanction the convocation of a national coun-

cil, and to abolish the payment of aniiats. These requests, as

might have been foreseen, were denied. The danger which

threatened the Catholic Church grew daily more grave and

alarming. The Polish nobles, thoroughly rationalistic in

principle, and thoroughly Protestant in sympathy, and exer-

cising over the minds of their serfs a supremac}- as complete

in the spiritual order as that which they exercised over their

bodies was in the material, alienated these poor people from

the Church, though nothing could have been more unnatural

to the Polish heart, or more revolting to Polish instincts, than

the principles of the Protestant religion.

But the tierce quarrels, which here as elsewhere broke out

among the Protestant sects directly on their securing the

ascendancy, alarmed the country ; and thoughtful people

began to foresee that if the principles of Protestantism be-

came active in the national life, the unity of Poland would

be shattered, and its very existence as a kingdom threatened.

To avert so great a disaster, tlie Protestant sects, each differ-

ing from and antagonistic to all the rest, but all harmonizing

in their rancorous hostility to the Catholic Church, met in

brought out in 1556 at Cracow, by Scharfenberger. A complete translation of

the Bible (by J(jhn Leopolita) appeared at Cracow in 1501. The translation

by the Jesuit, John Wujek, was issued between the years 1593 and 1599, and

was accompanied with the Hebrew and Greek texts, and supplemented with

commentaries intended to elucidate diflBcult passages and to furnish arguments

for the defense of the Catholic faith against the attacks of heretics.

^ Lukaszewicz, Hist, of the Kef. Church in Lithuania, Lps. 1848, I. Vol.
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council at Sandomir in 1570, and drew up and signed a sym-
bol, couched in terms so general and indefinite that each

might accept its articles and yet have the fullest liberty to be-

lieve what they liked. ^ Deriving a fictitious strength from
this union, they were able, during the interregnum which fol-

lowed the death of Sigismund Augustus, to conclude a re-

ligious peace, called the Peace of the Dissidents {Pax dissiden-

tium, 1573), which set forth that Catholics and Dissidents were

to remain forever at peace with each other, and both to enjoy

€qual civil i-ights. Henry of Valois, the newly elected king,

was compelled to take oath that he would maintain the con-

ditions of this Peace. He shortly returned to France, and
Stephen Bathory, Prince of Transylvania (1575-1586), was
chosen in his room. Among the intimate friends of this

prince- were many Catholics of ability and learning, who ex-

ercised no little influence upon his mind. But while mani-

festing a more conmiendable zeal in the Catholic cause than

any of his immediate predecessors had done, he yet refused

to take any definite and decided step, feeling himself bound
to respect the secret treaty (1557) of Sigismund Augustus,

granting freedom of conscience and worship to three cities

of Danzig, Thorn, and Elbing, whose inhabitants were long

known to be favorably disposed toward Protestantism. But
a severer trial and more threatening danger were yet to come
upon the Polish Church. James Uchanski, Archbishop of

Gnesen smd Primate of Poland, publicly favored Protest-

antism, and exerted himself to bring about a rupture with

Rome. This attempt to alienate the Court of Rome and the

Polish nation, had it been completely successful, would have

been followed by consequences tlie most disastrous, and ren-

dered the stay of the Papal liCgates, Lippomani (since 1556)

and Coinmendone, in the country extremely difficult.

The hopes of the Catholic party were revived, and their

iiiilnence among the nobles augmented, by the accession of

'-^iyismund III., heir to the crown of Sweden, to the throne

ot Poland (1587-1632) ; and, as a consequence, a very decided

I JabUmsId, Hist, consensus Sendomirensis, cui subjicitur ipse Consensus,

Borol. 1731, 4to.
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reaction set in against Protestantism. Moreover, God raised

up to Himself at this time priests eminent alike for their

piety, their learning, and their zeal, such as Stanislaus Hosius,^

Bishop of Ermeland (f 1579), through whose energetic resist-

ance the ravages of heresy \yere stayed, and through whose*,

[)nrity of faith and holiness of life the Poles were encouraged

and strengthened to cling to the belief of their fathers. The
learning, the conflicts, and the triumphs of this holy bishop

were such that his name was held in honor by the universal

Church, and he was selected, after he had become cardinal, to

preside for a time over the Council of Trent, where he was
acknowledged to be one of the ablest of the great theologians

who constituted that body. His polemical writings are among
the very best of that age, and his exalted virtues and apos-

tolic zeal are still gratefull}- commemorated at the Lyceum
Hosianum of Braunsberg, which bears his honored name.

Another Catholic champion, equally distinguished for learn-

ing, eloquence, and living, energetic faith, Avas Stanislaus

Karnko}t:ski (f 160o), Archbishop of Gnesen and Primate of

Poland)^ who, with the frankness of a saint and the fearless-

ness of an apostle, wrote in the following words to Sigismund

Augustus :
" Emulate the example of thy father and the piety

of thy ancestors in preserving inviolate in thy kingdom, no
less than in thy own heart, the old faith, the ancient Catholic

religion."

These confessors of the faith were ably seconded in their

labors by the Jesuits, whose Order had spread rapidly, and
was now firmly established in Poland, and under whose direc-

tion a large number of colleges had already passed. Among
the Polish Jesuits, whose names came most prominently for-

ward during the conflict against Protestantism, James Wujek

^ Stan. Hosii, Cardin. Major. Poenit. et episcopi Varm., vita auctore Stan.

Rescio, Horn. 687. His principal work is Confessio fldei—verae chr. cathuli-

caeque doctrinae solida propugnatio ctr. Brentium (1557). Cf. "[Eichhorn, Car-

dinal Hosius, Bishop of Ermeland, Mentz, 1854, 2 vols. Constitutiones Synod-

ales dioeceseos Varmiensis, Brunsbergi, 1612, 4to.

2 His exertions to have the Roman Catec/ntsin translated into Polish are

wortiiy of all commendation. Apart from his Diocesan Sintules, his fame rests

chiefly upon his sermons on the Eucharist and the Messiah; the former pub-

lished at Cracow in 1602, and the latter at the same place in 1597.
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{Vangroviecensis) deserves special mention for his zeal, ability,.

and untiring activity. Having completed his philological and
scientific studies at the universities of Cracow and. Vienna,

and tanght mathematics for a time at Rome, he entered the

Society of Jesus in the year 1565. In after years he passed

much of his time in the colleges of Posen, Clausburg, and

Cracow, and acquired no little celebrity as a preacher and
controversial writer.^ His translation of the Bible into the

Polish language, which he made at the request and under the

patronage of Stanislaus Karnskowski, Archbishop of Gnesen,

is a work of great merit, and even at this day enjoys the

special distinction of being the only one approved by the

Church of Poland (f June 27, 1597).

There were also three others belonging to lieligious Orders

who played a prominent part in the religions alfairs of Poland

during these years. The first was Peter Skarga,^ a Jesuit.

lie was a good theologian, possessed a clear, well-trained, and

vigorous mind, and was solidly erudite. He was, moreover,

a skillful, eloquent, and powerful speaker, and as his dogmat-

ical and controversial sermons, replete with patristic lore,

amply attest, the greatest preacher whom Poland has ever

produced (tl612). The next was Fabian Birkowski,^ a Do-

minican, and Skarga's successor as preacher to the Court of

Cracow^ He is remembered chiefly by his sermons for Sun-

days and Holydays, which are quite numerous, and portions

of which are not unfrequently quoted as models of impas-

sioned eloquence (f 1636). The third was Martin Pialobrzeski*

abbot of the convent of Mogilno and suffragan bishop of Cra-

cow, who, through his homilies, modeled after those of St.

' Postilla major, and minor (in .Polish). De missa et Deitate Verbi divini

contra consens. Sendomir. Vita et docti'ina Salvatoris ex quatuor evangel.

De ecclesia catbol.—Hymni.
2 Sermons, new edit., Lps. 1843. Extracts from Baronius, Eocyne-dzieje

koscielne, etc., Cracow, 1G03, fol., continued from 1198 to 1645, by Kwirdkie-

vjicz, Kalisz, 1695, fol. Lives of the Saints; on the reunion of the Latin and

Greek Churches (in Polish); lihb. III. dissertationura de Eucharistia.

^ Sermons for the Sunday and Feast days, in two series, 1G20 and 16*28.

* Postilla orthudoxa, 1581, 2 vols., shortly after translated into German. Cat-

cciiismus, Cracoviae, 1666, 4to. (387 pages). These two works are written in

Polish.
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John Chrysostom, became the great popular preacher of

Poland. He was also the author of a Complete Catechiwi,

which is a master-piece of its kind, and did much to foster

among the clergy a taste for imparting Christian instruction,

of which the young are always in so much need, and by which
they protit so largely (f 1585). In the meantime, the Protest-

ants of Poland, who had been treated with unusual kindness,

incited by theologians at home and princes abroad, carried

themselves with all the insolence of superiors and the haught-

iness of conquerors, and have left upon record very exagge-

rated accounts of the cruelties they claim to have endured, of

the measures taken against them by Sigismund III., and of

the policy pursued by the Jesuits, which, it must be admitted,

sometimes bordered on severity. The rupture between the

Catholics and Dissidents finally became complete and irre-

parable. These dissensions were deplored by Ladislaus IV.
(1632-1648), one of the most worthy princes of his age, with

the keen grief of a father sorrowing over the alienation of

different members of his own family. He appealed, but in

vain, to tlie Poles to come together at the Religious Confer-

ence of Thorn (1644), and there devise measures which might
make them once more a united people. His motives were

misconstrued; and even had his words been listened to and
acted upon, the}^ could hardly have averted from Poland the

disasters with which that country was threatened.^

§ 326. Protestantism in Livonia, Coiuiand, Esthonia, Hungary

^

and Transylvania.

Under the Grand-Master, Walter of Plettenberg (1521), Li-

vonia severed its connection with the Teutonic Order. In

order to escape the authority of the Archbishop of Riga, who
showed a stubborn constancy in defending the 2)rerogatives

of his office and maintaining the rights of the Catholic

Church, Walter embraced Protestantism, thinking this the

surest way to a triumph over the archbishop and his clergy.

This was the origin of the Protestant communes of Piga

1 Cf. g 354.
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(1523), Dorpat, and Reval. all of wliich joined the Schmalkal-

dic League. When at length William, Margrave of Bran-

denburg, and brother to the Duke of Prussia, became Arch-

bishop of Riga, the whole of Livonia passed under the in-

:fluence of Protestantism.^ Lutheranism was introduced into

Courland by Gothard Kettler, Grand-Master of the Teutonic

Order, who in 1561 assumed the title of Duke of Courland

and Semgallen, ceding to Poland that part of Livonia lying

beyond the Dwina, on condition that the inhabitants should

be permitted to profess the Augsburg Confession. The defec-

tion of Courland was precipitated by the conduct of John of

Moennighausen, bishop of that country, wdio sold his see to

the King of Denmark for the sum of thirty thousand thalers

(1559), and, retiring to Germany, embraced Protestantism and

took a wife.^

The students from Wittenberg were chiefly instrumental

in introducing Protestantism into Hiuu/ary.^ At the request

of the Catholic clergy, severe laws were enacted against the

Lutherans by the Diet of Pesth in 1525. But amid the uni-

versal decay of ecclesiastical institutions, the clergy neither

commanded the respect nor possessed thef authority requisite

to successfully uphold the declining fortunes of the Church.

As a consequence, tive royal free-cities of Upper Hungary,

A'iz., Leutschau, Seben, JBarffeld, Eperies, and Kaschau, declared

in favor of Lutheranism at the Synod of Eperies. Moreover,

owing to the death of the king, who perished in the disas-

trous battle of Mohacz in 1525, the approach of the Turks,

I Tetsch. Ch. H. of Courland, Riga, 1767-1777, three parts. An abridgment

of it is found in Nova Acta hist, eocl., T. VIII., p. 64D sq., T. X., p. 865, 1721,

and in Ada hist. eccl. nostri temporis, T. II., p. 456 sq., 1711 sq.

'^ Sckloezer and Gebha.di, Hht. of Lithuania, Livonia, and Courland, Halle,

1785, 4to.

* Lekmann, Hi.st. diplomatica de statu rel. evang. in Hung. 1710, fol. Hist.

eccles. reform, in liungaria et Transs\'lvania (auet. P. C. Debreccen) acces. lo-

cuplet. a F. A. Lampe, Traj. ad Ehen. 1728. Memorabilia August, confess, in

regno Hung, a Ferd. I. ad Carol. VI. recens. Joa7i Ribini, Poson., 1787-1789,

2 T. Cf. Engelhardt^ Ch. H., Vol. IV., p. 217. Joh. Szeberinyi, Corpus niaxime

memorabil. synodorum evangelic. Augustan^ confession, in Hungaria, Pesthini,

1818.
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and the prevalence of civil discord, it was found impossible

to carry into effect the decrees of the Diet of Pesth.

While the two kings, Ferdinand of Austria and John Za-

polya, were engaged in making war upon each other, the

nobles availed themselves of the opportunity to seize the es-

tates of the vacant bishoprics, and secured their plunder by
going over to Protestantism. The most active agent of Pro-

testantism in Hungary at this time was Matthias Devaij, who,

having at first professed Lutheranism, became a Zwinglian in

1543, and in 1545 held a sort of synod at Erdoed, in the county

of Szathmar, at which twenty-nine ministers assisted. In the

year 1548, the Diet of Presburg, in the name of the King and

the estates, issued an edict for the suppression of heresy and

the maintenance of the true faith, but it failed of its purpose
;

and Protestantism, enjoying the patronage and protection of

Thomas Nadasdy, the new Palatine (since 1544), steadil}-

gained ground, until its progress was retarded here as else-

where by dissensions among the sectaries themselves. Some,

relinquishing the profession of the Augsburg Confession, em-
braced the teachings of Zwingli, while others [)referred the

sterner tenets of Calvin. The Synod of Tarczal, held in 1563,

adopted the Symbol of Beza, and commanded that the in-

struction given to the people concerning grace and predesti-

nation should be based upon the teachings of Calvin.

Calvinism w^as soon the predominant religion of Hungary,

and its adherents, assembled at the Synod of Czenger, spoke

of the Lutherans as a carnal and stupid set, who taught that

the Eucharist was a bloody and cruel sacrifice. The Luther-

ans, on the other hand, declared at the Synod of Bartfeld^

held in 1594, that the solution of all theological difficulties

was to be sought in the writings of Luther, which were also

the last resource in deciding the merits of theological discus-

sions.

The virtuous Nicholas Olahi, Archbishop of Gran, and the

Jesuits, who had been established at the college of Tyrnau
since 1561, were especially conspicuous for their vigorous and

manly defense of the Catholic faith. On the 10th of April,

1560, a Synod held at Tyrnau decreed that all ecclesiastical

property in the possession of laymen should be restored to-
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the Church. The destruction of the college of the Jesuits by

iire temporarily suspended their labors in Hungary, which

they quitted in 1567, but onl}^ to come back again in 1586.

The new doctrines were introduced into Transylvania by

pome merchants of Herman nstadt, who had picked them up

at Leipsig, where they passed a portion of the year 1521,

and b}' two Silesian preachers, who proclaimed them publicly

through the country. In 1523 severe measures were enacted

to prevent the spread of the new errors, but nothing came of

them ; and in the following year a Lutheran school was set

up at Hermannstadt, while in the meantime the nobles dis-

played their zeal by seizing the property of the Church.

After the battle of Mohacz, which was no less disastrous to

Transylvania than to Hungary, the Protestants grew more

bold and aggressive, and the authorities of Hermannstadt

drove the monks from their monasteries and expelled them

and all other Catholics from the town (1529). John Honter

preached with great applause at Kronstadt, and spread every-

wl'.ere the teachings of Luther. It was not long before the

Mass was abolished in many parts of Transylvania, and Com-
munion distributed under both kinds (1542). The fathers as-

sembled at the Synod of Mediasch were afflicted to learn that

the nation of the Saxons, invited into the country by King

Geisa II. in the twelfth century, had unanimously declared

their profession of the Augsbnrg Confession. The Magj-ars

also declared in favor of the Reformed, while the Wallachians

remained united to the Greek Church. During the contest

for the crown of Hungary, in 1556, the provincial Diet of

Ivlausenburg granted the fullest freedom of religious worship.

Disorder and confusion were now at their height. The Lu-

therans were straining themselves to the utmost to crush the

adherents of the Reformed Church ; and the Unitarians,

while fleeing persecution in other lands, and seeking a refuge

here, added another element to the existing chaos, by de-

manding equal rights with other religionists, which were

granted them by the provincial Diet of Maros Vasarhely in

1571.

The first complete translation of the Bible, made upon the

Vulgate and the version of Luther, was edited by Gaspar
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Heltai, a Lutheran preacher of Kkiusenbui'g, and appeared in

1562. A second, the work of Gaspar Karobj, a preacher ol

Goenz, corrected by Abraham Molnar, a Reformed preacher,

was published in 1589.

§ 327. Protestantism in Sweden.

Olai Petri Swenlie Kronica (Olai Petri's Swedish Chronicle), ed. Klemminrj,

Stockholm, 1860 (to 1520). Bnnz, Inventarium eccl. Sueco-Gothor., Lincop.

1042, 4to. Messenius, Si^andia illustrata, Stockholmiae, 1700, 8 vols., Ibl. Fr.

Ruhs, Hist, of Sweden, Halle, 1805-1814, 5 vols., especially Vols I. and II.

Geijer, Hist, of Sweden, Hamburg, 3 vols, t Aur/. Theiner, Sweden and Hor
Eelation to the Holy See, under John III., Sigismund III., and Charles IX.,

according to secret State-papers, two parts, Augsburg, 1838-1839 (the .-iecond

part contains a collection of pieces, filling 350 pages). Clarus, Sweden Onc«
and Now, 2 vols.

By the celebrated treaty, known as the Union of Calmar

(1397), the supreme government of the three northern king-

doms of Sweden, N^orway, and Denmark was placed in the

hands of the Danish kings, who, it was provided, were to be

chosen by delegates representing these three countries. It

was hoped that this measure would unite the three kingdoms.,

give them common interests and common aspirations, but

subsequent events showed the hope to be fallacious. In.stead

of removing it fostered old, and was the prolific source of

new jealousies, and caused ancient national hatreds to burn

with fresh and increased violence.

Bloody conflicts followed, which, while diminishing respect

for the throne and weakening its authority, extended the influ-

ence and auf/mented the irealth of the nobility and the clenjy. Thu
clei'gy, however, used their power humanely. Their rule was

mild and benevolent, and religion flourished among the people

no less than among the nobility and the ecclesiastics.

The Swedes were devotedly attached to the Supreme Head
of the Church. Their religious feasts, such as those they cel-

ebrated conjointh' with the Finns at Abo in 1513, and at

Linkoeping in 1520, on the occasion of the public announce-

ment of the canonization of their countrymen, Hemming and
Nicholas, they regarded as national festivals.

Politically, these people were not equally happy. The
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noble aud courageous Sten Sture, the Younger, while at the

head of the Swedish government, made an effort to throw oft"

the yoke of Denmark, but being ah-eady involved in a quarrel

with Trolle, the perfidious Archbishop of Upsala, he was at a

disadvantage, and was beaten by Christiern II. of Denmark in

1519. ]^o sooner had Christiern been crowned King of Swe-

den by Trolle than he gave orders for the terrible massacre of

Stockholm, which was continued from the 8th to the 10th of

November, 1520, and in which, besides a host of others,

ninety-four Swedish nobles perished. The subserviency of

Trolle was rewarded with the oflice of Regent of Sweden.

Among the victims of these fatal days was the father of the

intrepid G-ustavus Ericson of the house of Wasa, who, while

still young, had been given up as a hostage to Christiern.

Having made good his escape from his own country, Gustavus

sought an asylum at Liibeck, where he was kindly received,

and after obtaining substantial assistance from the municipal

authorities, again returned to Sw^eden ; and, calling upon his

countrymen to rise and assert the freedom of their country,

he put himself at their head, met and defeated the Danes,

and, araid universal enthusiasm, was proclaimed Adminis-

trator of the State in 1521, and two years later chosen King

of Sweden by the Diet of Strengnaes. In order to avert

from his country the periodical evils and political agitations

incident to elective monarchies, Gustavus exerted himself to

make the succession in Sweden hereditary. His familiarity

with the teachings of Luther, with Avhich he had become ac-

quainted during his stay at Liibeck, greatly facilitated the

execution of his project. He publicly declared his hostility

to the episcopacy and the ancient nobles of the land, and

avowed his intention of establishing a new Church and cre-

ating a new nobility. " He would not suffer himself to be

crowned," he said, " until he had abolished the Catholic epis-

copacy and subverted the ancient Church." Among his most

active and energetic assistants in bringing about these changes

were the brothers Ohf and Lawrence Peterson, both of whom
had made their theological studies at Wittenberg, and re-

turned to Sweden in 1519. The former was the most distin-

^isiied preacher of Stockholm, and the latter held a profess-
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orsliip at Upsala. Lawrence Anderson, Archdeacon of Strcng-

iiaes, and subsequently Chancellor to Gustavus Wasa, became

the patron of the Peterson brothers, whose teacliings he em-

braced. Such of the people and clergy as offered any resist-

ance were made to submit by force; bishops who, like John

Braske of Linkoeping and Peter Jakobson of Westeraes, as

also Knut, Provost of the Cathedral, preferred fidelity and

duty to apostasy, were deposed and deprived of their digni-

ties, while the Dominicans were banished the country.

Gustavus, while thus putting forth his best efforts to destroy

the Catholic Church in Sweden, cunningly concealed his real

intentions from John Magnus Gothus, the Papal Legate, and

in numerous letters, addressed to Pope Hadrian VL, sinui-

latod a sincere attachment to the Catholic faith. To the latter

he wrote as follows :
" In order to extirpate as speedily as

possible the dangerous teachings of the Hussites, which a

certain Angustinian monk, called Luther, is again reviving

and attempting to spread, thereby imperiling the public

peace, we have forbidden all our subjects individuallj', under

penalty of loss of goods and even life, either to propagate the

teachings of the said Luther, to introduce his v/ritings into

our States, to buy them, to sell them, or to make any use

whatever of them." Gustavus, however, arranged a public

Discussion to take place at Upsala between Olof Peterson and

Peter Galle, in the course of which very nearly the same

propositions that had been discussed at Leipsig were con-

troverted and defended. Like Luther, Olof, who had little

knowledge of Church history, put whatever interpretation

upon Holy Scriptures best suited his purpose; and finding

himself driven to absurdities by his own concessions, had re-

course to intemperate language and personal abuse.

Desirous of despoiling the Church of her wealth, and feel-

ing that the iniquitous proceeding needed some justification,

Gustavus sought a sanction for his conduct in arguments

drawn from Luther's tract "0??. the Confiscation of Ecclesiastical

Property,'' and charged the professors of the University of

LTpsala, who by this time had all become Lutherans, with the

congenial work of defending the sacrilegious robbery. When
VOL. Ill—12
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the royal commissioners presented themselves, the Archbishop

of Upsahx protested against their violence, and the inhabit-

ants of the city took up arms and rushed to his defense. The
wily monarch, under a specious pretext, decoyed the arch-

bishop to the royal palace, where he amply atoned for the

crime of being the object of the admiration and love of his

people. While other pastors and the inferior clergy were al-

lured into keeping silence by seductive but fallacious promises,

the cloistered nuns of Wadsiena, though subjected to acts of

brutal violence, made a most determined and heroic resist-

ance. Pope Clement VII. called upon the king to desist from

plunder and outrage, but his voice fell upon ears deaf to the

accents of justice or sorrow.

Magnus Knat, the Archbishop-elect of Upsala, and Peter

Jakobson, Bishop of Westeraes, were condemned to death on

the specious pretext of having incited and encouraged the

inhabitants of the valleys in their hostility to the king. Their

persons were subjected to the vilest indignities before and

their bodies after execution. A crown of straw was placed

upon the head of Jakobson and a mitre of bark upon that of

Knut ; both were placed upon half-starved horses, with their

faces toward the tails, and in this ignominious condition con-

ducted through the city to be scofl'ed at by the multitude.

After their execution, their bodies were torn upon the wheel,

and then cast out to be devoured by birds of prey (February,

1527). At the Diet of Westeraes (1527), where the two par-

ties confronted each other, and manifested feelings of furious

hostility, Gustavus, feigning much sorrow and great distress

on account of the sad condition of affairs, professed his ina-

bility to govern under the circumstances, and declared his

intention of abdicating. The artifice was clever and success-

ful. The fear that, if the king should carry his threat of ab-

dicating into execution, the country would lapse into anarchy,

had its effect upon the Diet. The property of all bishoprics,

convents, and cathedral-chapters was made over to him, and

tlie nobles were authorized to take possession of all lands

which their ancestors, as far back as the year 1453, had be-

stowed upon the clergy. As a consequence, the Church in

Sweden was reduced to a condition of utter destitution.
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Oustavus, feeling that the moment was now come when he

might throw aside all disguise, publicly proclaimed that it

was necessary to go back to the true word of God, which, he

added, the new teachers were announcing. The Reformation

was forthwith inaugurated by the adoption of a liturgy in the

vulgar tongue and the abolition of the rule of clerical celibacy.^

"When these preliminary measures had been fully carried out,

the formal establishment of the Reformation was accomplished

by the Assembly of Oerebro in 1529. In the year 1531 the

iirchiepiscopal see of Upsala was conferred upon Lawrence
Peterson, who then took a wife, and, being not wholly insen-

sible to the fascinations of this world, had the good taste to

select one of noble lineage.

It was not long, however, before Peterson and the new
teachers began to experience some of the humiliation and
bitterness consequent upon having a despot like Gustavus for

their master. He told them plainly "that priests should not

carry themselves like lords, and that if they should ever at-

tempt to wield the sword, he knew of a very summary way
of preventing them."

On the other hand, the leaders of the Reformation, Olof

Peterson and Lawrence Anderson, made personal attacks

upon the king in their sermons, and entered into a conspiracy

against his life. The plot was discovered, and its authors con-

demned to death by the Estates of Oerebro (1540), a penalty

which they escaped only by the payment of a heavy fine. In

addition to this, Anderson was deprived forever of his office

and dignity, and, withdrawing into obscurity, died in 1552 at

Streugnaes, the very city in which he had first raised the

standard of revolt against the Catholic Church, forsaken by his

friends and despised by every one else. In the j'ear 1544 the

Diet of Westeraes at length made the crown of Sweden he-

reditary upon Gustavus and his male issue.

^Roemer, De Gustavo I. rer. sacr. in Suecia saec. XVI. instauratore, Ultraj.

1840. The Aulic Chapel, dedicated in honor of St. Nicholas, still bears the in-

scription: Pio regis glorios. mem. Gustavi zelo a superstition ibus papisticis

an. 1527 repui-gata. See the Swedish Lutheran Mass (liturgy) from the Kyrie

to the Benedicamus Domino, in Kist, Danisches und Schwedisches, Mentz,

1869, p. 465.
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In Sweden, as in every other country, the corruption of

faith was coincident with the corruption of morals. Gustavus,.

interpreting a frightful storm that swept over the country as

a divine visitation, and regarding himself as the Supreme Head
of the Church, commanded the observance of an eight days'

fast (June 8, 1554). A similar fast was ordered by the Arch-
bishop of Upsala in 1558, "because," said he, " a great many
persons, under plea of exercising an evangelical liberty, com-

mit sin as a matter of course, thinking seemingly such evil

living to be the end of the Gospel we preach."

Gustavus died September 10,1560, and when his eldest son,

Eric XIV., ascended the throne, the condition of the Cath-

olic Church was unchanged. Almost immediatel}^ after the

accession of Eric a violent conflict broke out between the

Calvinists on the one side and the Lutherans on the other.

The former were led by one Denis Beurreus, a Frenchman,
who was an intimate friend of both Calvin and Beza, and
had, by his address, obtained an ascendancy over the young
king's mind ; and the latter by John Oseg, Bishop of Wes-
teraes. The plans of the Calvinists miscarried, and their de-

feat was followed on September 14, 1568, by the dethronement

and imprisonment of Eric, who, after enduring for eight

years every sort of indignity, was Anally forced to put an end

to his life by taking poison (February 25, 1577).^

John III., the younger brother of Eric, and his successor

to the throne (1568-1592), wearied and disgusted with the

everlasting contentions of the Protestants, commenced to

study the Fathers of the Church in the hope of finding the

truth. He soon made up his mind to return to the Church,

and his good resolution was strengthened and encouraged by
his wife Catharine, a Polish princess, and Father Ilerhst, a

Jesuit, and confessor to the queen. John at once set himself

to the task of bringing about his own reconciliation with the

Church and restoring the Catholic faith to his kingdom ; and

in this, as in everything else, he showed that unfaltering self-

reliance and prudent foresight which are the natural adjuncts-

of a wise man working in a good cause. He began by pro-

* Chambers' Encyclopaed., art. " Eric." (Tr.)
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mnlgating an instrument contaiiiing thirteen articles, intended

to correct the morals of the clergy, which was closely followed

by an order to the aged Archbishop Anderson to pul)lish

(1571) certain additions to the ritnal, in which he said, among
other things, "that the true faith had been announced by

Ansgar and other Saints of Sweden, and that a knowledge

of the writings of the Fathers was necessary to a right un-

derstanding of Holy Writ." ^ The Jesuit, Father Herbst,

seized the present favorable opportunity to exi)0se the so-

called ''•Agenda,'^ or line of conduct of the Swedish Church,

and to make known the true Catholic doctrine, Avhich had

been shamefully misrepresented and mutilated by the Lutheran

and other sectaries. His chief instrument in accomplishing

both purposes was the ''•Catechism of Peter Canisius" which,

being a standard exposition of Catholic teaching, he was de-

sirous of having in the hands of every one. King John,

though persuaded of the necessity of making the Catholic

faith once more the religion of the land, thought it expedient

and even necessary that the queen should receive the Blessed

Sacrament under both kinds ; but Cardinal Hosius opposed

an unconquerable resistance to any such compromise.^ Upon
the death of the Archbishop of Upsala, the oldest and most

formidable advocate of Lutheranism, and of the Bishops of

Linkoeping and Westeraes, the king determined to fill these

Sees with persons who would accept and carry out his policy.

He was encouraged to take more decided measures hj Father

Warszewic/d,^ a clever Jesuit, by whose advice he convoked a

Council (1574), which he opened with an address, deploring

the sad condition to which dissensions and divisions had

brought the Protestant Church. Finding the clergy not

averse to his policy, he appointed. Lawrence Peterson Gothus

to the archiepiscopal see of Upsala, and Martin and Erasmus

to those of Linkoeping and Westeraes respectively. Peter-

son having pledged himself to put his signature to seventeen

articles, wholly Catholic in their nature and tenor, was con-

^Theiner, Pt. I., pp. 348-353.

^ Ibid., Pt. I., pp. 363 sq,

3 Ibid., Pt. I., p. 390 sq.
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secrated according to the Roman rite, at the same time prom-
ising the king to employ his offices in gaining the other

bishops over by degrees. Shortly afterward (1576) the king
published a Liturgy, Avhose author was probably Peter Fecht,^

his chancellor, and which obtained almost universal accept-

ance. It was, however, opposed by Charles, Duke of Soder-

r.ian.land (who, like his father, hoped to derive some advan-

tage from the profession of Protestantism), on the ground
" that he could not permit any change in the religion that liad

come to him as a heritage from his ancestors ; that it was not

in his power to put any constraint upon the consciences of

his priests, or to force them to give up the teaching of the

Gospel, which had been believed and practiced in their coun-

try for half a century, and had been confirmed with the seal

and signature of so many persons."

About this time Laivrence Nicolai, a Jesuit, came from

Belgium to Sweden, and was appointed by the king to a pro-

fessorship of theology at Stockholm. In January, 1577, a

discussion on the power and authority of the Church and on

the Sacrifice of the Mass took place between Nicolai and the

professors Peter Jone and Olof Liith, in which the Jesnit

gained a splendid triumph. In consequence, the Liturgy was
accepted by a Diet and l^ational Council held shortly after,

the discussion being the occasion for convoking the latter as-

sembly. Encouraged by these auspicious beginnings, the

king deputed Fecht, his chancellor, and the distinguished

Pontus de la Gardie, who, besides being skilled in statecraft^

was an accomplished man of the world, to represent him at

the Papal Court. They were instructed to confer with Gre-

gory XIII., the then reigning Pontiff, on the reunion of

Sweden with the Catholic. Church. Certain conditions, how-

ever, were stipulated, the chief of which were that laymen

should be allowed to receive Communion under both kinds;

that the national language should be used in divine worshiji

;

and that priests should be permitted to marry. Fecht was

drowned at sea during the voyage. Gregory XIII. sent as

^Apud Miinier (Magazine of the Ch. H. and C. L. of the aSTortb, Vol. II., p,

41-48), falsely attributed to the Jesuits. See Theiner, Pt. I., p. 421 sq.
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his Legate to Sweden Anthony Possevin,^ a learned Jesuit^

who, after many earnest conferences with King John, finally

received bis abjuration in 1578. In taking leave of the Pajial

Legate, tbe king, deeply moved, said :
" In embracing thee, I

express my eternal iittachment to the Church of Rome.''

The Congregation, which assembled at Rome to consider the

twelve concessions demanded by the king, refused to accede to

several of them, and, in consequence, an animated controversy,

set on foot and kept alive by the German divines, broke out

in Sweden concerning the acceptance or rejection of the new
Liturgy. The representatives and advocates of the conflict-

ing opinions were called respectively Philolitargists and Miso-

liturgists.

Duke Charles, while in Germany, conferred with the Pro-

testant princes, and requested them to combine with him
against his brother John. His young wife, too, being by
birth a German, and a Lutheran in religion, very naturally

became the patron and protector of the Protestant leaders

once she had made Sweden her home. The king, moreover,

had the misfortune to be surrounded by a number of subtle

and dangerous intriguers.

James Typotius and the wily diplomatist, Pontus de la

Gardie, urged the king to insist on having Rome grant his

demands. The instructions of the Holy See to Possevin, on

his return to Sweden in 1579, are outspoken and to the point.

" We have done," said the Holy Father, " whatever in us lay

to bring back this country to the Catholic Church ; but if it

please God that the event should be otherwise, we shall stand

justified before the Lord, and be obliged to live on as we have

for these forty years, without being able to secure the object

for w^iich we have longed." John made still another effort

to get the Holy See to acquiesce in his demands, but again

meeting with fresh refusals, his zeal for the Catholic faith

began to grow cold, in spite of all Possevin could do to keep

it aglow.

With the death of Queen Catharine (September 16, 1583)

vanished the last hopes of restoring the Catholic Church in

1 Cf. Theiner, Pt, I., p. 457.
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Sweden. John was not long in forgetting bis pious Catholic

consort, and at the Diet of Westeraes publicly announced his

marriage with the young Guneila Bjelke, who in the sequel

became the most powerful protector of Protestantism in the

kingdom. Her influence over the king, to which Chytraeus,

the celebrated theologian of Rostock, in a large measure con-

tributed, became very manifest shortly after their marriage.

Still the king to the end insisted on the adoption of his Lit-

urgy, and openly quarreled on the subject with his brother,

the Duke Charles, who was aspiring to the supreme govern-

ment of Sweden ; but beyond this he did nothing to forward

the interests of the Catholic C!hurch. He died in 1592.

Sigismund III., his son and successor, being the last of the

Jagellons, was chosen King of Poland on the death of Ste-

phen Bathory. Having been brought up in the Catholic

faith, under the tender care of a loving and solicitous mother,

he remained steadfast during his life to the lessons he had

learned in his youth. Accordingly, when required by the

Senators of Sweden, after the death of his mother, to make
profession of the Augsburg Confession, as a condition to his

succeeding to the tlirone, he replied :
" I do not value an

earthly crown so highly as to give a heavenly one in exchange

for it." He was soon the idol of every Polish heart. Stanis-

laus Karnkowsky, speaking of him in a letter to his father,

wrote as follows: "Who does not recognize and admire a

special providence in all the Lord has done through this

young and extraordinary king?" Li the interval between his

falling heir to the throne of Sweden and his arrival in that

country, the administration of the government was placed in

the hands of his uncle, the Duke Charles, wdio, using the

power and resources at his command to further his own per-

sonal interests and ambition, cunningly made his profession

of Protestantism a means to enable him to secure the crown.

Having convoked a iSTational Council at Upsala (February 25,

15'J3), composed of the Clergy and Estates of the kingdom
and the deputies of the provinces, the duke made them an

address, in the course of which he said: "Among the Swedes

councils shall no longer be held, as among the Papists, by

greasy fellows with shaven crowns."
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The courage of the bishops deserted them, and, fawning like

vile slaves in the presence of a master, they were servile

enongh to proclaim publicly that they had made a blunder in

accepting the Liturgy of King John.

The Council rejected what it was pleased to call the abnses

of Catholicity, and declared its acceptance of the Augsburg

Confession
;
prohibited such as refused to profess the Lutheran

creed from preaching the Gospel or teaching in the schools;

and closed with the following words of triumph :
" Hencefortli

the Swedes shall be of one heart and have but one God ;" to

which Duke Charles imperiously added: " Sigisnuind shall

never be king if he refuse to make these concessions." When
Sigismund returned to ascend the throne left vacant by his

father, he made no secret of his devotion to the Catholic

Church, and the exasperated Lutheran clergy, who were plot-

ting with Duke Charles for the king's overthrow, avenged

themselves by alienating as far as possible the hearts of the

people from him. The presence of the Papal Nuncio, 31a-

laspina, who accompanied the king, was the occasion and

pretext of the most furious attacks upon tlie person of the

latter. Acting upon the impulse of fanatical zeal and brutal

insolence, they shortly went the length of telling the king he

must not exercise any public act of Catholic worship. A
Catholic Pole died at Stockholm, and his mortal remains

were buried according to the rites of the Catholic Church

;

upon whivh Eric Schepper, a Lutheran preacher of that city,

ascending his pulpit, preached a vehement tirade upon the

enormity and turpitude of the act ; and, to properly punish

the inhabitants for their apathy and remissness in the pres-

ence of so Hagrant an outrage, put them all under the ban of

interdict. So perfidious were the intrigues carried on by

Duke Charles, and so numerous and dangerous the plots en-

tered into by him against Sigismund, that the latter had

neither the time nor the opportunity to secure to himself

that measure of authority to which his fairness, his honesty

of purpose, and his principles of political and religious toler-

ance justly entitled him. Nevertheless, before leaving Swe-

den, he published a number of ordinances designed to promote

the peace and prosperity of both Church and State. He in-
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trusted the government of the country during his absence to

Duke Charles and the royal judges. All the privileges and
liberties claimed for the established Church of the country

were solemnl}^ confirmed ; the revenues of both the higher

and the inferior clergy were increased ; and, finally, the hands

of bishops^ and prelates were strengthened in the exercise of

their authority (March 16, 1594).

Sigismund was hardly well out of the country when the

Lutheran preachers, led on by HJric Schepper, again began a

violent attack upon him. He was reproached with having

performed an idolatrous and papistical deed, because he had

on Maundy-Thursday Avashed the feet of the poor, and the

latter, being participants of the crime, were excommunicated

and debarred from receiving alms for the future. Duke
Charles was, if anything, more indecent than even the preach-

ers in his assaults upon his kinsman and king, whom he held

up as a traitor to his country and to the established religion

of the land. The Diet of Suderkoeping (1595) declared him
guilty of high misdemeanors, in that he had bestowed public

offices on Catholics, and permitted them the free exercise of

their religion ; and it was accordingly enacted by this body
tliat any one refusing witliin the term of the six weeks next

ensuing to make profession of Lutheranism should quit the

country, or, failing to do so, should be forcibly expelled by
the authorities. It was further provided that no appeals

should be made to the king during his absence from the

country, and that not he, but Duke Charles, should appoint

all public functionaries. A decree was also passed ordering

the suppression of the noble convent of Wad.stena. The plun-

der of the Church was divided pretty fairly betw^een the

duke and the Lutheran clergy, the former appropriating all

' In Sweden, as in Denmark, the office and dignity of bishops are merely

noivinal, the so-called Superintendents, though not in Orders, being in every

sense their equals. Hence Miinter (1. c., Vol. I., p. 334) makes the following,

observation: ''The Church of Sweden is wholly in accord with that of Den-

mark as regards episcopal consecration, which it retains only as a venerable

practice of the primitive Church, and in refusing to attach to the episcopal of-

fice any of those privileges and prerogatives which the advocates of the epis-

copal system have been in the habit of considering as inherent in and flowiny.

Jroin the fact of consecration."
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the estates and the latter the sacred vessels and precious or-

naments. Nothing was left undone to insure the triumph of

Lutheranism. Did the people protest and make show of re-

sistance? Every such indiscretion was followed by a more
furious exhibition of the duke's cruelty.

Sigismund was not without hope that his return to the

country (1598) might have the effect of restoring order. He
might, had he pleased, have crushed his uncle by having re-

course to arms, and thereby establish again his shattered au-

thority ; but his aversion to shedding Swedish blood deterred

him from taking this extreme measure. Charles, destitute of

magnanimity himself, and incapable of appreciating it in

others, and ascribing the hasty departure of Sigismund to

indecision and weakness of character, called an assembly of

the States at Jonkoeping (January, 1599), before which he ap-

peared, and accused the king of wishing to again plunge

Sweden into the errors of Antichrist. Another assembly,

which met at Stockholm in May of the same year, passed a

resolution releasing the States from their oath of allegiance,

should the king refuse to grant all tlieir demands, and in par-

ticular the one requiring him to place his son Ladislaus in

the custody of Duke Charles to be educated ; for, it was said,

should he continue a Catholic, he would forfeit all hope of the

crown of Sweden. Any one who was either rash or bold

enough to express his preference for Sigismund was effectually

prevented from' repeating the oifense by having his head

chopped oft? Charles forced the States at the Diet of Lin-

koeping^ in 1600, to pass a law setting forth that Sigismund

and his heirs had forfeited the crown of Sweden, because of

his opposition to the true teaching of the Gospel. Many of

the subjects of Sigismund, who had long lain in prison in ex-

piation of their fidelity to their prince, and among whom
were nine counsellors of State, were given their choice be-

tween death and allegiance to an usurper, and they unani-

1 The periodical "<Sion" for September, 1841, contains a remarkable letter,

written from the North, in which the writer speaks of a curious book, entitled

" The Beheading Block of Duke Charles.'' About one hundred and forty per-

sons were executed by his orders for offenses against the State, or, more defi-

nitely, for their allegiance to their lawful king.
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mously preferred the former alternative, and died like heroes.

On the 22d of March, 1604, the States again assembled at

Nordkoeping, and declaring that Sigismund had forfeited the

crown, placed it upon the head of Duke Charles.

Concerning the use made of Protestantism by Gustavii.s

Vasa and Charles IX., for the purpose of reaching the throne

of Sweden, history has long since given her verdict.

§ 328. Protestantism in Denmark, Norway, and Iceland.

In Denmark,^ as in the other Northern kingdoms, the po-

litical power was divided between the bishops and the nobil-

ity. The Bishop of Pdskilde alone held thirty-three fiefs.

As a rule, the bishops were both ignorant and licentious.

The king, being elected by the two Estates, each nearly if not

quite independent of the crown, and with conflicting interests,

had not uufrequently conditions imposed upon him, which,

besides being degrading to him as a monarch, could only with

difficulty, if at all, be discharged. Christiern II. (1518-1523)

could ill brook this ascendency, and resolved to humble the

aristocratic classes and subvert their power. He took it for

granted that Protestantism would be favorable to his designs,

because, according to the teachings of Luther, princes might

rob bishops of their estates, and strip them of all political

influence, and not have their consciences in the least disturbed

by a sense of moral obliquity. This prince, who was himself

nu impure despot and the submissive slave of his paramour's

mother, had no purpose in introducing the principles of the

Reformation into his kingdom other than to get possession of

the wealth of the Church. Believing for the time that the

terrible massacre, perpetrated by his orders in Stockholm, had

been decisive in carrying out his plans in Sweden, he at once

began his assault upon the Church in Denmark b}^ handing

1 Abridgment of the Hist, of the Keformation in Denmark, by Ericus

Fcmtoppidanus, Liibeck, 1734. By the same, Annales (see Vol. II., p. 229, n. 2).

Mimter, Danske Keform Historie. Kjobenh., 2 vols., and Ch. H. of Denmark

and Norway, Lps. 1834, Vol. III. Cf. Holberg, Political History of Denmark

and Norway, Copenh., 1731, 4to. Dahlman?!, Hist, of Denmark and Hamburg,

1841, 3 vols.
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over the Church of Copenhagen (1520) to a certain Martin^ a

disciple of Luther's, against the united protests of the Estates,

the clergy, and the people. But Christiern would sufter no

difficulties to stand in his way, and, where other means would

not do, menace and the extreme of punishment were em-

ployed. Ecclesiastics, who pleased to remain unmarried, be-

sides other disabilities, were forbidden to hold any real estate

in their own name, and the Archbishop-elect of Lund was

put to death. The despotism was too odious to be borne, and

both bishops and barons united in a successful efibrt to over-

throw it. Christiern was succeeded by Frederic /., Duke of

Slesvigand Holstein (1523-1533), who, in spite of the fact that

he had bound himself by oath at his coronation to maintain

the Catholic Church, soon began, from motives similar to

those acted upon by his predecessor, to favor Protestantism

in secret, and, after a time, openly professed himself a Pro-

testant, and took the Lutheran preacher, Hans Tausan (after

1521), under his protection. He defended his line of conduct

at the Diet of Odensee, in 1527, by saying that he had pledged

himself to maintain the Catholic Church, but had not prom-

ised to tolerate her abuses. At this Diet he had a measure

passed by which the same civil rights were secured to Luther-

ans as those enjoyed by Catholics, until such time as an Ecu-

menical Council could convene ; but in the interval he was
careful to break off all relations with Rome, and to reserve to

himself the confirmation of persons appointed to bishoprics.

The king summoned a conference on religion at Copenhagen
in 1529, but the Catholic bishops, who had been placed in

their sees b}' his favor, being both ignorant and worldly, were,

single-handed, no match for their Lutheran adversaries, and
thej' were therefore forced to call to their aid the distin-

guished Catholic German theologians, Fck and Cochlncus.

These theologians, however, failed to come, and the burden

of the defense of the Catholic cause devolved upon Stagefyr

of Cologne, the onl}^ Catholic theologian present. But new
difficulties now arose to prevent a discussion. It was neces-

sary, if it was to go on at all, that the disputants should

speak Latin, which the Protestant champions peremptorily

refused to do. The Catholics, moreover, claimed that the-
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authority of the writings of the Fatliers and of the canons

and decrees of Councils should be recognized, while the Pro-

testants would admit no authority other than the Bible.

Both parties were therefore under the necessity of putting

their claims and grievances in writing, and of presenting them
in this form to the king and counsellors of State, who, as

might have been anticipated, declared Lutheranism the true

and divinely revealed religion of Christ. Open acts of hos-

tility against the Catholics were at once set on foot, in which

the city of Malm5 took the initiative. Bonnoio, the Bishop

of Roskikle, was forced to pay the king six thousand florins

as a gratuity for his pallium.

Upon the deatli of Frederic, the bishops formally protested

against the succession of his eldest son, Christiern 111., who
was known to be a personal friend of Luther's ; but tins

prince, fully confident that any aggressive act against the

Church would conciliate the good-will of the lay nobility,

issued an order for the arrest and imprisonment of all the

bishops of Denmark (August 20, 1536), and demanded a sur-

render of their sees as the price of their freedom. Ronnow,
Bishop of Roskilde, steadfastly refused to become a partner to

so iniquitous a bargain, and died in prison in 1544, a martyr

to his duty and his faith. In 1537, Bugeyihagen was invited

by the king from Wittenberg to complete the work of re-

formation in Denmark. Having crowned the king, he drew

up a form of ecclesiastical organization, according to which

^\Qvy detail of Church government was wholly dependent

upon the royal will. In the room of the bishops seven su-

perintendents were appointed, who, after a time, resumed the

now meaningless title of " bishop^ The Diet of 0<!ensee

(1539) gave its approbation to this ecclesiastical organization,

and the Diet of Copenhagen (1544) stripped the Catholic

Church of all her rights and privileges, and parcelled out her

possessions between the king and the nobles. Catholics were

disabled from holding office and deprived of their hereditary

rights ; the Catholic clergy were commanded, under pen-

alty of death, to quit the kingdom, and the same punishment

was to be inflicted upon those who might harbor them.
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Catholics wishing to remain in the country had to make their

choice between exile or apostasy.

The Archbishop of Drontheim was largely instrumental in

propagating Lutheranism in Norway} A faithful adherent

of King Christiern II., he was obliged to seek safety in flight

n[)on the fall of that prince, and, quitting his own country,

found an asylum in the ^Netherlands (1537). After the forci-

ble resignation of a second bishop and the imprisonment of a

third, Protestantism was triumphant in the land, and one had

either to profess it or be deprived of all rights, religious, po-

litical, and social. Numbers of the monks remained steadfast

and went into exile rather than do violence to their con-

sciences. In Iceland"^ the first attempts to introduce Luther-

anism were firmly resisted by the inhabitants ; but, being

discouraged by the execution of John Aresen, a bishop, they

held out for some time longer, and then gradually yielding

(after 1551), began little by little to accept the new doctrines,

and in the end were quite ready to receive any error that

came in their way.

§ 329. Protestantism in England.

\ Vera et sincera historia schismatis Anglican! a Nic. Sandero, aucta per Ed.

Jtichtonum, tandem aucta et castigata per Ribadeneiram, Colon. 1628. *Laem-
mer, Monumenta Vaticana, p. 25 sq., et passim. Hundeshagen, Epp. aliquot

ineditae Euceri, Calvini, etc., ad hist. eccl. Britan., Bern. 1844. Burnet, Hist.

of the Ref. of the Church of Engl., Lond. 1679 sq., 2 T. fol. ; Oxf., 1816; Lond.,

1825, 6 T. ; Abridged ed., Brunswick, 1765, 2 vols, f Dodd's Church History of

England, from the commencement of the sixteenth century to the revolution

in 1688, with additions and a continuation by the Eev. Tierny, Lond. 1840, 4

vols. Hiune, Hist, of Great Britain— of Engl., Lond. 1754 sq., 4 vols., and

frequently. Dahlmann, Hist, of the English Eevolution, Lps. 1848. Gumpach,

Explanations and amendments of Dahlmann's Hist., Darmstadt, 1845. By the

same. Separation of the English Church from Rome, Darmstadt, 1845. Ranhe,

English History, especially of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, Berlin.

1859 sq., 6 vols. (Complete Works, Vols. XIV.-XXl.) Maurenbrecher, Eng-
land during the Age of Reformation, Diisscldorf, 1866. '\*John Llngard, His-

tory of England, Vols. VI.-XII. Lord John Russell, Essay on the English

1 Gebhardi, Hist, of Denmark (33d part of his Universal History, Halle, 1770,

p. 156).

^Harboe, The Reformation in Iceland (Hist. Mem. of the Scientific Society

of Copenhagen, Vols. VI. and VII., Altona, 1796).
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Government and Constitution, 1823; new ed., 1865 (Germ. tr. aceord. to the-

4th ed., Freiburg, 1873). -^ Andin, Histoire de Henri VIII. et du scliisme-

d'Angleterre, Par. 1850, 2 vols. \Thomme.% Hist, of England during the Age
of tie Tudor.s, Mentz, 1860. Cohbett. Hist, of the Protestant Reformation in

England and Ireland, 1824 (Germ., Offenbach, 1828, 3d ed.) \Challoner, Me-
moirs of the Missionary Priests and other Catholics who suffered death on ac-

count of religion in England between a. d. 1577-1684, Derby, 1844, 2 vols.,

I6mo.; the same, Philad. 1840, 1 vol. (Germ, ed., 2 vols., Paderborn, 1852).

Boost, Hist, of the Eeformation and Revolution in England, Augs. 1843. Also

an able series of articles by T. W. M. Marshall^ LL.D , in the Tablet, London
newspaper of 1870. (Tr.)

In the course of the religions and political movements
which disturbed Europe, questions touching all the relations

and phases of society and the family came up for discussion;

and the question of marriage/ being necessarily among the

rest, became the occasion and cause of tlie religious and po-

litical revolution that took place in England.

Henry VIII. succeeded to the throne of England upon the

death of his father in 1509, when not quite eighteen years of

age, and two months later (June 8) married Catharine of Ar-

arjov., the widow of his elder brother, Arthur, lately deceased.

To marry his brother's widow a papal dispensation was nec-

essary, which was granted by Pope Julius II. on Catharine's

re[>resentation, the truth of which Henry himself afterward

admitted, that her marriage with Arthur had not been con-

sumnjated.

For seventeen years Henr}' lived a life of uninterrupted

happiness with his queen, who during that time bore him iive

children, three sons and two daughters, of whom 31ary,\\\\o

subsequently ascended the throne, alone survived.

Henry was suddenly stricken with scruples of conscience as

to the legality of his marriage, and these were probably

quickened and intensitied by the fading beauty of Catharine,

who was six years his senior, and by the fascinating chai-nis

of Anne JBoleyn, maid of honor to the queen, who had won
his heart. Henry requested Pope Clement YIL to declare

his marriage with Catharine invalid (1527). The Pope issued

a commission to Cardinal Campeggio, the Papal Legate, and

to Cardinal Wohey, Henry's minister, to make the facts upoa

» See p. 69, § 312.
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which the application was based the subject of a judicial ex-

amination. The queen, deeming it unbecoming her dignity

to have her marriage passed upon by a commission, which

was not only composed of the king's subjects,^ but which, she

believed, did not enjoy the freedom necessary to judicial fair-

ness, appeared before the court at Blackfriars onlv to offer an

ap[)eal to the Pope. Clement, unwilling to grant the king's

demand, and yet desirous to avoid giving him offense, re-

sorted to various expedients in order to gain time, in the

hope that Henr}^ would in the meanwhile return to a better

mind. The effect was just the contrary, and every hindraiice

and delay added to the king's impatience. By the advice of

Cranmer, the question was submitted to the universities of

Europe. Those of Oxford and Cambridge declared in favor

of the divorce ; those of Germany decided against it ; and

those of France and Italy would not admit of its possibilitv,

unless on the supposition that the queen's former marriage

with Arthur had not been consummated.^ But the end was
not yet. The Pope's decision was not forthcoming. Henry
was irritated, and in his anger had the payment of the Jir.<!t-

frii'ds to the Pope abolished. This measure, which was intended

as a menace to Rome, was followed by another, providing

that, should the Pope refuse to confirm appointments to epis-

copal sees made by the crown, the appointees should dispense

with such confirmation, and go on and be consecrated.

Henry had been privately married to Anne Boleyn in Jan-

uary, 1533, and it was therefore of the first importance to

him that the affair of his divorce should be brought to a

speedy issue. Cranmer had been working long and indus-

triously to bring about a complete rupture wiih Rome, and

1 Cardinal Campeggio was the incumbent of the See of Salisbury. (Tr.)

2 "In France the profuse bribery of the English agents would have failed

with the University of Paris but for the interference of Francis himself. As
shameless an exercise of Henry's own authority was required to wring an ap-

proval uf his cause from Oxford and Cambridge. In Germany the very Pro-

testants, in the fervor of their moral revival, were dead against the king, fro

for as could be seen from Cranmer"s test [an appeal to the universities. (Tr.) ],,

every learned man in Christendom condemned Henry's cause."

Greene, Hist, of the English People. New York, 1876, p. 343. (Tr.)

VOL. Ill—13
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now that the crisis was come he was found fully prepared to

meet it. The clergy were to be won over by threats and pun-

ishments. They were declared to have incurred the penalties

of Praemunire for having unlawfully submitted to the legatine

power of Cardinal Wolse}^ ; but at the same time a hint was
thrown out that they might expect a plenary pardon if they

Avould consent to recognize the king as the Supreme Head of

the Church in England. The clergy returned an equivocal an-

swer, saying they were willing to accept his jurisdiction in

ecclesiastical afiairs, " in so far as they might consistently

with the law of Christ," and with this qualified submission

the king expressed himself satisfied. But to carrj^ out his

ulterior designs he had need of agents more devoted to his

interests, and less conscientious as to their own duties. Such

was Cranmer. As Henry's envoy on the Gontineui, he be-

came familiar with the teachings of the Reformers, and,

although in Holy Orders, privately married a niece of the

famous German divine, Osiander. After Wolsey's disgrace,

and on the death of Warham, Cranmer was appointed to the

archiepiscopal see of Canterbury, and made privy counsellor

to the king. One more ready to carry out the royal will and

less scrupulous about the means to be emplo^'ed in doing so

could not have been chosen. Previously to taking the oath

of fidelit}' to the Pope, on the day set apart for the ceremony,

he withdrew to the chapter-house of St. Stephen's, at West-

minster, and there, in the presence of witnesses, protested

that in what he was about to do he had no intention of bind-

ing himself or laying himself under any sort of obligation to

place the least obstacle in the way of the ecclesiastical re-

forms meditated by the king. This was the first of the series

of hypocritical acts that followed.

Fully informed of Henry's marriage to Anne, Cranmer ad-

dressed him a letter in April, 1533, begging to know if it

were the royal pleasure that the cause of divorce should be

heard in his own ecclesiastical court, and, if so, requesting

his majesty to submit in advance to the future decision. The
king graciously complied with the suggestion of the arch-

bishop, taking occasion, however, to remind his Lord of Can-

terbury that " the sovereign had no superior on earth, and
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was not subject to the laws of any earthly creature." The
Ecclesiastical Court was opened at Dunstable, and (yatharine

received three citations to appear before it. Having refused,

she was pronounced " verily and manifestly contumacious,"'

and her marriage was declared null and invalid. Craunioi-

conveyed the result to the king in a letter, in which he

gravely exhorts his majesty to submit respectfully to the de-

cisions of the Ecclesiastical Court, and to hasten to escape

the censures of the Church, which he would bring upon him-

self by refusing to break oft" his incestuous intercourse with

the wife of his brother. At another court, held May 28 at

Lambeth, Craumer, " in virtue of his spiritual power and his

apostolic jurisdiction," pronounced the marriage of Henry
and Anne valid and lawful. The Pope, acting on the almost

unanimous opinion of the Sacred College, reversed the decis-

ion of Dunstable, and rendered a definitive sentence, declaring

the marriage between Henry and Catharine lawful and valid.

This decision was the signal for the rwpturc loith the Holy See,

and it was forthwith proclaimed that the Pope had no longer

an}' jurisdiction in England. It was now the Archbishop of

Canterbury who confirmed appointments to bishoprics and

granted dispensations ; but an appeal might be carried from

the archbishop's tribunal to the royal chancer}'. The king

was the Supreme Head of the Church of England and the

source of all spiritual jurisdiction, whether episcopal or papal.

The oath of supremacy was imposed upon all, and those re-

fusing to take it w'ere adjudged guilty of high treason. An
order was issued enjoining that the Royal Supremacy should

be proclaimed from every pulpit, and form part of the teach-

ing of every school in the kingdom. The Pope's name was
no longer heard in the land. Thomas Cranmer, a layman, was

named vicar-general in all matters ecclesiastical, and received

from the king plenary spiritual powers. All the bishops were

simultaneously suspended from exercising their functions,

and had their jurisdiction and power restored only after they

had recognized the Koyal Supremacy. In the eighth month
after the nuptial ceremony, Anne Boleyn bore to Henry a

daughter, who subsequently ascended the throne under the

name of Elizabeth. Fearing that the shortness of the interval
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betweeu the marriage and the birth of the princess might

give rise to suspicions touching her legitimacy and endanger-

ing her succession, Henry had an act passed requiring ah his

subjects to make oath that Elizabeth was the true and lawful

heir to the throne.

The confiscation of ecclesiastical j)i^operiij next occupied the

attention of king and parliament. A commission was ap-

pointed b}' Cromwell to make a general visitation of the re-

ligious houses of the kingdom (1535), w^ith a view, as Mr.

Hume candidl}^ admits, of discovering such irregularities as

might furnish a pretext for their suppression. Parliament,

acting upon the report of these commissioners, familiarly

called the ^'Black Book,'" hurriedly passed a bill providing

for the suppression of all religious houses whose income was

less than two hundred pounds a year, of which there were

one hundred and seventy-six, and granting their revenues to

the crown. It "was said these were dissolved '•/or the ^lory of

Ahnujhty God and the honor of the kingd.om'' and because "thej^

happened to be at once the weakest and the worst." (27

Henry VIII., c. 28.)

But the larger monasteries, " in wdiich discipline was better

observed," were destined to share the fate of the less consider-

able and more disorderly.

In the year 1536 there was an uprising of the inhabitants

of the northern counties of England to protest against the

recent innovations, and particularly against the expulsion of

the monks from their monasteries. The insurgents bound

themselves by oath to stand by each other " for the love which

they bore to Almighty God, His faith, and the Holy Church ;"

and everywhere along the route of their march, which was

called " The Pilgrimage of Grace," they seized the suppressed

monasteries, and restored them to the ejected monks. The

communities of the larger monastic establishments were now

charged with having taken part in this insurrection, and, as a

punishment for their complicity, their houses were dissolved

and their property confiscated. In the southern counties fair

promises and large bribes were held out to the abbots and

more considerable personages of the various houses ; and

when these failed of their purpose, frauds, threats, and vio-
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lence were resorted to. The work of suppressing the monas-

teries was completed by an act ot parliament in 1539, " vest-

ing in the crown all property, movable and immovable, of the

monastic establishments, which either had already been or

should hereafter be su})pressed, abolished, or surrendered."^

By the 3^ear 1540 the work of " secularization" had been

completed ; the royal will had been carried out with shocking

vandalism ; works that had cost years of patient and skillful

labor, the triumphs of art and the monuments of science, all

were destroyed. Nor did the hatred of the ancient faith stop

here. The tombs of St. Augustine, the apostle of the Anglo-

Saxons, and St. Thomas ct Becket, martyr to his defense of ec-

clesiastical immunities, were despoiled, and the ashes they

contained flung to the winds. Even the tomb of King Alfred,

the Founder of England's greatness, did not escape the hands

of the ravager. From the revenues of the contiscated mo-

nastic establishments Plenry founded and scantily endowed

six bishoprics and fourteen cathedral and collegiate churches;

but the bulk of the sncrilegious plunder went to indemnify

the royal visitors and the parasites of the court. But, not-

withstanding these tyrannical proceedings, Henry had not

yet fully made up bis mind to wholly sepa7'ate himself from

the Catholic Church. " I will strike off," he said, " her strange

Head with the tiara, but the body I will leave untouched."

In the year 1538, Henry, by a statute, entitled " An Act for

Abolishing Diversity of Opinions," ordained that certain doc-

trines and practices, which were substantially those of the

Koman Catholic Church, should be accepted and professed by

all his subjects, under the severest penalties. Even the use

of holy water and blessed ashes was retained, and the venera-

tion of the saints enjoined. This statute contained what are

known as the ''Bloody Six Articles,'' in which the doctrines

were enumerated, concerning which there was the greatest

conflict of opinions. They declared transubstantiation to be

necessary to salvation, and clerical celibacy to be of Divine

command ; that private Masses should be retained, and that

auricular confession was expedient and necessary. It was

^Lingard, Hist, of Engl., London, 1847, Vol. VI.
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further ordained that the severest penalties should be inflicted

upon any one refusing to accept these teachings.^ Henry
permitted the reading of the Bible to all, reminding them,

however, that this was not their right, but a favor granted
" of the royal liberality and goodness," and that when they

should meet passages difficult of interpretation, they should

apply to others more learned than themselves.^ But what-

ever leniency he might show in other matters, there was one

to which no opposition would be tolerated. His spiritual su-

premacy was sacred, and must be so regarded by all his sub-

jects. For writing against it, Forest^ confessor to Queen
Catharine, was burnt at the stake; and others, who called it

in question, were put to death in various ways. Among the

victims of Henry's despotism and cruel ty,.7^Aomas More, High
Chancellor, and John Fisher, Bishop of Rochester,^ were the

most illustrious for their position, their learning, their virtues,

and the fortitude with which they suffered. Of the latter

Henrj^ said on one occasion : "In my opinion, I have never

met, in all my travels, any one to compare in learning and

virtue with the Bishop of Rochester." Bishop Fisher refused to

acknowledge the king's marriage with Anne Boleyn as " good

and lawful," and for this offense he was soon to feel the full

weight of the royal vengeance. He was shortly arrested for

misprision of treason, in that he had heard a woman named
Elizabeth Barton, better known as the Holy Maid of Kent,

say that the king would survive his divorce from Catharine

only seven months, and had failed to report the conversation.

An oath was presented to him, affirming the legality of the

king's marriage with Anne, which he declined to take, and

was in consequence committed to the Tower April 26, 1534.

He was now close on seventy years of age, but neither his

gray hairs nor his past services could move the heart of the

royal despot to mercy. He languished in prison for thirteen

months, enduring privations the most severe and cruelties

the most barbarous ; and when he again came forth it was

only to appear before a special commission appointed to try

^Lingard, 1. c, Vol. VI., p. 293. (Tr.)

2 Ibid., p. 278. (Tr.)

8 \Kerker, John Fisher, Bp. of Kochester and Martyr, Tiibg. 1860.
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him at Westminster, on the charge of high treason, for having

refused to make oath that the king was the " Supreme Head of

the Chiircli of England." After a hasty trial, he was declared

guilty, and beheaded June 22, 1535. In the preceding May he

had been created cardinal b}^ Pope Paul III., but, though he

may have appreciated the kindness, he had now ceased to put

any value on dignities, and declared that, "if the hat were at

his feet, he would not stoop to take it up." His head was set

up on London-bridge, and his bod}^, after lying naked all day

at the place of execution, was carried away by the guards, and

laid in the church-yard of All Hallows, Barking.^

Thomas More, by his great learning and extraordinary ca-

pacity for business, had risen from a comparatively low sta-

tion to the office of Lord Chancellor of England. Distin-

guished for his literary abilit}^, his knowledge of law, his

winsome manners, and sweetness of temper, he was no less

conspicuous for his deep and unaffected piety and his un-

wavering fidelity to his friends; thus uniting in himself the

qualities of a statesman, a scholar, and a Christian. But
neither his virtues, his abilities, nor his services could save

him from the savage ferocity of Henry. More had refused

to approve Henry's divorce from Queen Catharine and his

marriage with Anne Boleyn, and for this offense he, like

Bishop Fisher, was committed to the Tower, and, like him,

too, brought forth again only to be arraigned before the com-

mission at Westminster on the charge of high treason, for

having denied the king to be the Supreme Head of the Church

of England. As soon as the indictment had been read. More
was told that he might still enjoy the king's favor by abjuring

his former opinions. The offer was promptly declined, and
the prisoner was declared guilty and condemned to death.

He met death with the same vivacious cheerfulness and un-

faltering courage that had distinguished him through life,

professing with his last breath that he died a true Catholic

before God. He was beheaded in the Tower July 6, 1585.-

^Lingard, 1. c, Vol. VI., pp. 220-221. (Tr.)

^Thoniae Mori opera, Lovanii, 1566. Thomas More, Kepresented according

to Authentic Sources, by Dr. Riulhart, Niirnberg, 1829. Sir Thomas More

:
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Cardinal Reginald Pole was equally the object of Henry's^

vindictive cruelty. Having completed his education abroad,

he returned to England in 1525, where the highest ecclesias-

tical dignities were awaiting his acceptance. About this

time the king was meditating his divorce from Catharine,

which Pole not only opposed, but still further incensed Henry

by the publication of his treatise, "Z)^ Unitate Ecdcsiastica.'"

His pension and all his preferments were withdrawn, and

preparations were being made for his impeachment, when he

eluded the king's vengeance by escaping to the Continent.

The Pope rewarded his courage and constancy by raising him

to the cardinalate. He was sent as Legate to France and the

Low Countries in 1537, when Henry in vain demanded his

extradition from the governments of these countries.

Failing to avenge himself on Pole, the king had his mother,

the aged Countess of Salisbury, and others of the obnoxious

cardinal's relations arrested, tried upon fictitious charges, and

put to death. The Countess of Salisbury was the nearest of

kin to Henry of all his blood relations; was the last in the

direct line of the Plantagenets, who had ruled England for

so many generations ; and both in prison and with her head

upon the block showed a dignity and courage worthy her

ro^'al descent. She was beheaded May 21, 1541, repeating

the words of our Lord, " Blessed are they who suffer persecu-

tion for righteousness' sake."

Thomas Cromwell, who had been chiefly instrumental in

shedding so much blood, was himself to be judged by the

bloody laws he had made, and in virtue of which so many
noble victims fell. Henry had never cpiite forgiven him for

his share in negotiating the marriage with that unlovely

woman, Anne of Cleves, who contributed so much to disturb

the king's domestic happiness. He was arrested on the 10th

of June, 1540, and cast into prison. He was accused of mal-

versation in the discharge of his ofiice of chancellor ; of hold-
: 4

His Life and Times, by W. J. Walter, London, 1840. Thommes Tliomas More,

Augsburg, 1847.

'Cf. Vol. III. of New Series of Lives of the Archbishops of Canterbury,

London, 1869. See Reumont, in the Bonn Theological Eeview, 1870, nros. 25

and 26.
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ing heretical opinions and protecting heretics ; and, finally,

of treason, in that he had expressed his -readiness to fight

against the king, if it were necessary, in defense of his relig-

ious opinions. He demanded a public trial, and to be con-

fronted with his accusers, but the justice which he had denied

to so many others was now refused to himself. A bill of at-

tainder was drawn up against him, and passed both houses of

parliament without a dissentient voice. On the 28th of July

following he was beheaded on Tower Hill. Stern and unre-

lenting during life, he was craven and cowardly at the hour

of death.

Henry was as atrociously cruel to his wives as he was to

his ministers and other subjects of inferior degree. Catharine

of Aragon survived her repudiation a little less than three

years, dying a most exemplary death January 8, 1536. She

was hardh' laid in her grave, when Anne Boleyn, who had

taken her place in her husband's affections, and was the cause

of all her misfortunes, was tried on the charges of adultery,

incest, and high treason, declared guilty, and beheaded on the

green within the Tower, May 19, 1636. Cranmer, who had

formerly, " in virtue of his apostolic authoi-ity," pronounced

the marriage between Henry and Anne lawful and valid, was

now called upon to reverse his former decision, and, " in the

name of Christ and for the glory of God" declared that the

same marriage was and always had been null and void. On
the day of Anne's execution, as if to express his contempt

for her memory, Henry dressed himself in a suit of white,

and on the following morning was married to Jane Seymour,

who died (October 24, 1537) in less than a fortnight after

giving birth to a male child, subsequently known as Edward
YL Henry was next married to Anne of Cleves in the begin-

ning of the year 1540. The marriage was a political one,

brought about through the agency of Thomas Cromwell, who
hoped to strengthen the Protestant cause in England and

prop up his own power through the iufiuence of the new

queen, who was known to be a thorough-going Lutheran.

Deceived as to her beauty and personal attractions, Henry
married her only because he could not well help himself, and,

after living with her six months, procured a divorce mainly
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on these grounds (July 13). Within a month (August 8) he

married Catharine Howard, who, being shortly after eliarged

with having committed adultery, was pronounced guilty, and

beheaded February 13, 1541. Henry's sixth and last wife,

Catharhie Parr, was on one occasion nearl}' losing her head

for venturing to difier on theological questions from the Head
of the Church of England ; but quickly detecting her mis-

take, she escaped the royal vengeance by adroitly flattering

his great wisdom and theological learning, expressing her'

most humble submission to his judgment, and professing that

in differing from him she had only desired to draw him into

a heated discussion, because, when animated, he seemed to

forget the pain of the malady from which he was suffering.

By this clever expedient, Catharine kept her head on her

shoulders, and had the good fortune to outlive the brutal

monster, who died in 1547.

Henry reigned for thirty-eight years, and during that time he

ordered the execution of two queens, two cardinals, two arch-

bisho{»s, eighteen bishops, thirteen abbots, five hundred priors

and monks, thirty-eight <loctors of divinity and laws, twelve

dukes and earls, one hundred and sixty-four gentlemen, one

hundred and twenty-four commoners, and one hundred and

ten ladies.

Edward VI., who was only ten years of age at the death

of his father, succeeded to the throne of England ; but by an

article in the last will and testament of Henry sixteen indi-

viduals were named to exercise the authority of the crown

until the young prince should have completed his eighteenth

year. This arrangement was broken through by Edward
Seymour, the young king's uncle, then Earl of Hereford and

afterward Euke of Somerset, who was ardently attached to

the principles of the Keformation. He succeeded in having

himself appointed Protector of the realm and guardian of the

king's person. The king renewed the authority of Cranmer,

and parliament withdrew from the chapters the right of elect-

ing bishops. All pretense of observing Catholic forms, so

much insisted on during ids lifetime by Henry, was now cast

aside, and tokens of apostasy were everywhere visible. The
Mass was abolished, the marriage of priests authorized, and
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the use of the vulgar tongue iu public worship introduced.

Images, statues, sacred ornaments, altars, private chapels,

—

in short, whatever served to preserve or revive the remem-
brance of the ancient faith, was either destroyed or put out

of sight. Refractory bishops were deposed, and their goods

confiscated.

In the year 1547 a Book of Homilies wns published, with the

double i)urpose of supplying the want of sermons and secur-

ing uniformity of belief. This was followed in the succeed-

ing year by a Catechism, the work of Cranmer, the object of

which was set forth to be "for the singular profit and in-

struction of children and young people." Shortly after,

Cranmer, "by the inspiration of the Holy Ghost," and with

the assistance of Ridley and eleven other divines, began the

composition, or rather compilation, of a liturgy or service-

book in the English tongue, and for the use of the English

Church. Taking as their pattern aiid guide the Roman Cath-

olic missal and breviary, and omitting whatever they con-

ceived to be either superfluous or superstitious, they com-

pleted a work containing offices for the various Sundays and

holydays, forms for the administration of the Sacraments,

service for the dead, and whatever else was necessary to the

public worship of the new Church. This is known as The

First Prayer-Book of Edward VI. In January, 1549, the king

drew the attention of both houses of parliament to it, by
whom its use was made obligatory on all ministers of the

Church within the realm of England after the ensuing Pen-

tecost, and the use of any other was forbidden under severe

penalties. The " Church Established by Law" was definitely fixed

upon the English people by the aid of foreign and mercenary

troops. The effects of suppressing the monastic establish-

ments became now apparent. The poor, who had been in the

habit of receiving abundant alms from the wealth of the

Church, were now the objects of harsh legislation. Beg-

gars were forbidden to solicit alms, and, if they persisted in

doing so, they were cast into prison, and a mark of infamy

set upon them by branding them on their foreheads and

breasts with red-hot iron. The Duke of Somerset, fearing

the ambitious designs of his younger brother, Sir Thomaa
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Seymour, and, it is said, at the instigation of Cranmer, had
Lim arrested, tried on the charge of high treason for plotting

to get possession of the young king's person and meditating

a change of government, and executed March 20, 1549. In

less than three years- the Duke of Somerset himself fell a

victim to the jealousy and vindictiveness of his rival, the Earl

of Warwick, lately created Duke of Northumberland. He
was accused of having meditated the assassination of North-

umberland and two other noblemen, declared guilty of felony,

and beheaded January 22, 1552. He was succeeded, after his

first arrest, in the latter part of 1549, in the ofiice of Protector

by John Dudley^ Earl of Warwick,^ who, judging from his

dying declaration, was certainly a Catholic, though he never

took any measures to re-establish the ancient faith. It was

now found that the Book of Common Praj^er, which had

been compiled by Cranmer and others, " under the inspiration

of the Holy Ghost," about three years before, contained some
errors, which it was necessary to correct. It was accordingly

revised and amended by Cranmer, assisted by Bucer and Peter

Martyr, and, in its altered form, approved by Convocation

and sanctioned by both houses of parliament (1552). The
bishops were authorized bj' statute to punish with spiritual

censures, and the magistrates with corporal penalties, all who
should introduce or use a different Service. Any one attend-

ing a form of worship other than that prescribed in the Lit-

urgy of the Church of England was condemned to imprison-

ment for a term of six months for the first ofi'ense, twelve

months for the second, and during his natural life for the

third. This is known as The Second Prayer-Book of Edward
VI. It w lis also ascertained that the ''Six Bloody Articles''^

of Henry VIII. were now by no means faithful expositions

of the belief of the English Church, and Cranmer received

orders to frame others which should adequately express it

and be recognized by all as the standard of orthodoxy. After

consultation with his friends, the archbishop drew up a form-

ula of belief, known as "TAe Forty-two Articles" had it ap-

proved by a committee of bishops and divines, sanctioned by

^Lhigard, 1. c, Vol. VII. (Tr.)
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the king, and subscribed by all church-wardens, school-mas-

ters, and clergymen/ These Articles, however, were never

ratitied by parliament ; nor is there any proof, except the

printed title, that they ever received the sanction of Convo-

cation.^

To perfect the organization of the Church of England, a

body of ecclesiastical law was still necessary. This had been

under consideration during the reign of Henry VIII., but

was not carried into effect until the reign of Edward VI.,

when an act was passed empowering the king to give the

force of law to any ecclesiastical regulations framed by a

commission of thirty-two, taken in equal number from the

spiritual and lay estates of the realm. To avoid inconveni-

ence and unnecessary complication, the duty was delegated to

a sub-committee of eight persons, with Cranmer at their

head. This committee drew up a body of ecclesiastical law

under the title of ''^Reformatio legum ecclesiasticartnn," in fifty-

one articles, which, though not published, in consequence of

the premature death of the king (July 6, 1553), are interest-

ing as giving the views of the English reformers on many
questions of vital importance.^

Cranmer had decided, and parliament had confirmed the

decision, that Henry's marriage with Catharine of Aragon
and that with Anue Boleyn were both invalid ; and, as a con-

sequence, neither Mary, the issue of the former, nor Elizabeth,

1 These Articles are given in Burnet, Vol. II., and in Salig's Hist, of the

AugsbuFij Confession, Vol. II.

2 Llngard, 1. c, Vol. VII., pp. 90-92. (Tr.)

3 The following points relating to marriage are interesting, and might be re-

ferred to as high authority for some of the decisions delivered in our own
divorce courts :

" The marriage of minors, without the consent of their parents

or guardians, and of all persons whomsoever, without the previous publication

of banns, or the entire performance of the ceremony in the Church according

to tiie Book of Coniraon Prayer, are pronounced of no effect. , . . Di-

vorces are allowed, not only on account of adultery, but also of desertion, long

absence, cruel treatment, and danger to health or life : in all which cases the in-

nocent party is permitted to marry again, the guilty condemned to perpetual

exile or imprisonment. To these five cases is added confirmed incompatibility

of temper; but this, though it may justify a separation, does not allow either

party the privilege of contracting another marriage." Lingards History of

England, London, 1848, Vol. VII., pp. 93-94. (Tr.)
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the issue of the latter, could succeed to the throne. Hence
the Protector, who was conspiring to secure the succession to

his own family, brought about a marriage between his son,

Lord Guilford Dudley, and Lady Jane Grey, daughter of the

Duchess of Suffolk and grand-daughter of Mary, the sister

of Henry VIII.

The Duke of Northumberland, who exercised unlimited

control over the mind of the dying king, Edward, repre-

sented to him the dangers which would follow to the Pro-

testant faith should Mary succeed to the throne, and per-

suaded him to sign a document entailing the crown on Lady
Jane Grey and her heirs male. To this measure the Lords

of the Council reluctantly gave their assent. Edward ex-

pired at Greenwich July 6, 1553, and, four days later, Lady

Jane Grey was proclaimed queen. The ambition of JiTorth-

umberland was now apparent. A few days later, at the head

of thirty thousand men, who had flocked to her standard

from pure motives of loyalty, 31ary entered London amid the

joyful acclamations of the people (July 31), and was crowned

by Stephen Gardiner, Bishop of Winchester, September 30th.

The Protector was at once arrested, tried, found guilty of high

treason, and decapitated, professing before his execution tliat

he died in the faith of his fathers.
, In the beginning of the

folk>wing year, Lady Jane Grey and her husband were also

tried and executed ; he on Tower-hill ; she, because of her

royal descent, on the green within the Tower.

Queen Mary earnestly desired to see the ancient faith again

the religion of England, and to this end a bill was introduced

into parliament toward the close of the year 1553, providing

that all religious innovations should be abolished, and that

ecclesiastical affairs should be restored to the condition in

which they were in the first year of the reign of Henry VIII.

Such a measure would have compelled the surrender of all

church-property confiscated during the last two reigns, and

now divided up among the wealthy families of the kingdom,

who, having no intention to part with their spoil, opposed

and caused the withdrawal of the bill. This was effected by

the queen's proroguing parliament. In the next session,

opened three days later, a modified bill was introduced, in
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which all mention of the Pope's Supremacy and the aliena-

tion of chnrch-property was carefully omitted, and the resto-

ration of religion to its condition at the accession of Edward
proposed. The bill passed both houses, thus leveling at a

"blow the great structure that had been built up with so much
care and labor by Cranmer and his associates.

In the following year. Cardinal Pole came as Papal Legate

to England, and, after thanking the Lords and Commons for

having repealed his attainder, expressed the hope that they

would likewise repeal all statutes hostile to the Pope's juris-

diction, and his willingness and ability to do whatever might

be necessary to bring about a complete reconciliation between

England and the Holy See. The motion for a union with

Rome was carried in both houses almost by acclamation.

The Pope's supremacy in ecclesiastical affairs was recognized ;

the Sacrifice of the Mass was restored ; clerical celibacy en-

joined ; and married priests deprived of their cures. The
Protestant bishops, who professed to derive their authority'-

and jurisdiction immediately from the crown, were now, con-

sistenth^ wnth their own principles, deposed, and Catholic

prelates appointed in their room.

Cardinal Pole absolved " the whole nation and the domin-

ions thereof ... of all judgments and penalties" in-

curred on account of heresy and schism, after which a Te

Deum was sung in thanksgiving for the happy issue of affairs.

It \vas the intention of Cardinal Pole to effect the restoration

of the ancient faith by pacific means, and to stem the tide of

apostasy by the labors of a learned and pious clergy, the im-

portance of whose instruction and training he was constantly

and earnestly urging. Mary, unfortunately, did not share

these wise and moderate views, obstinately insisting that

heretics should be punished with death ; and to this end, be-

sides the laws already existing and in force in the two pre-

ceding reigns, making heresy a capital offense, revived others

formerly enacted for the suppression of the Lollards. But,

while it must be frankly admitted that the rigor exercised

during this reign in punishing heretics was excessive, on the

other hand it can not be said, in view of the atrocities perpe-

trated during preceding and subsequent reigns, that Mary
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merits the distinctive appellation of '''Bloody^ Neither wer&
her acts of cruelty wholly without excuse.

The proclamation of Lady Jane Grey as queeu was urged

ostensibly o\\ the specific ground that Mary was a Catholic;

and her religious opponents uniformly, supported, if they- did

not inspire, every tumult, sedition, and revolt excited against

her. Moreover, of the two hundred and seventy-nine persons

executed during her reign, many, like Cranmer and Bidley,

were contemptible miscreants ; while others, like Latimer,

were perfidious knaves. Cranmer, who had been making de-

cisions in the fullness of his authority during his whole life,

and reversing them again at the bidding of an incontinent

king ; composing prayer-books •' under the inspiration of the

Holy Ghost," and, at the suggestion of such reformers as

Bucer and Peter Martyr, correcting the errors which the Holy

Ghost had permitted him to insert ; signing articles of faith

under Henry VIII., and rejecting them again as false under

Edward VI. ; went on asserting and denying, as suited his

interest or convenience, till the last hour of his life. In the

hope of saving his life, he signed no fewer than six retracta-

tions, and on each occasion vehemently professed his attach-

ment to the Catholic faith ; but, finding that these availed not

to secure his pardon, he recalled them all at the moment of

execution, and faced death (March 21, 1556) with a courage

that must be admired, if the cause in wdiich he suflered can

not be approved.

After the death of Mar}-, in 1558, everything conspired to

forward the interests of Protestantism, and to identify them

with those of Elizabeth.^ For Elizabeth to remain a Catholic

was all one with proclaiming her mother an adulteress, her

own birth illegitimate, and, as a consequence, her eligibility

to the throne impossible. If her claims were to be supported

at all, they must be supported by the Protestants. Besides

religious, there were also political considerations in her favor.

By her exclusion, the English crown would have been the

^Hist. and Polit. Papers, Vols. I. and III.; and Hefele, Isabella of Spain

and Elizabeth of England, being a historical parallel (Cardinal Ximenes,

p. 89-101).
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right of Mary Stuart, Queen of Scotland, and great-grand-

daughter of Henry VII. Mary had married the Dauphin of

France with the express stipulation that, sliould she die with-

out issue, her right, not only to the throne of Scotland, hut

also to that of England, should pass to the King of France,,

thus making England a dependency of the French crown..

The very thought of England passing under the dominion of

a foreign ])rince was revolting to English pride; and the feel-

ings of indignation with w'hich the country at large contem-

plated such a contingency were greatly intensitied by the fact

that the relations of the English government, at this time,,

with those of Scotland and France were the reverse of

friendly. Animated by such feelings, and swayed by such

motives, the English people permitted Elizabeth to ascend

the throne without opposition. During the reign of Mary,
Elizabeth had frequently made public profession of the Cath-

olic faith, and expressed her sincere attachment to the Catholic

Church. After her accession she had been crowned according

to the Catholic ritual, by a Catholic bishop, and had sworn to

maintain the Catholic religion; but, notwithstanding her pro-

fessions, her conformity, and her solemn pledges, she was
hardly seated upon the throne before she declared openly in

favor of Protestantism.

By the advice of Sir William Cecil, the English embassador

at the Court of Rome was recalled; the Protestants exiled

during the preceding reign permitted to return and appear

openly at court; and both houses of j)arliament filled with

ardent partisans of the new faith. Parliament assembled in

the early part of the year 1559 ; revived the statutes of Henry
YIII. against Papal authority, and those of Edward VI. in

favor of the Reformed service ; bestowed the tithes and annats

upon the queen, and once more invested royalty with ecclesi-

astical Supremacy. It was further enacted that all clergymen

taking orders or holdins: livins^s; all magistrates and inferior

functionaries receiving salaries or fees from the crown ; and

all laymen suing out the livery of their lands, or about to do

homage to the queen, should take an oath declaring her su-

preme in ecclesiastical and spiritual aiiairs, under penalty of

VOL. Ill—14
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clej)rivation and incapacity ; and that any one asserting the

Pope's authority within the realm should, for the second of-

fense, forfeit his property, real and personal, and, if contuma-

cious, be condennned to perpetual imprisonment and death, as

in cases of high treason.^

Of all the prelates who had held office under Mar\", one

alone, the Bishop of Landaff, who consented to take the oath

of Supremacy, was permitted to retain his see. The other

sees were filled by men who had either gone into exile on the

Continent, or were conspicuous at home for their attachment

to the new faith. Among these the most distinguished was

Matthew Parker, formerly chaplain to Anne Bole}'!!, whom
Elizabeth now rewarded by appointing him to the A!*chbish-

opi'ic of Canterbury. He was consecrated by Barlow, the

deprived Bishop of Bath, who had lately embraced the re-

formed teacliings, and having been appointed to the See of

Chichestei', assisted Parker in co!!seci'ating the other newly-

created bishops.'^

^Lingard, 1. c, Vol. VII., pp. 259-260. (Tk.)

2 Ibid., pp. 2(3-2-263. (Tr.)

The question touching the validity of the consecration of these Anglican

bishops, and, as a consequence, the validity of all Anglican ordinations, has

been frequently discussed. It was at first objected that Barlow, the consecrator

of Parker, had not himself been consecrated according to the ritual of the Ro-

man Pontifical ; but this objection, being regarded by some as not decisive,

another, still stronger, drawn from the formula of conaecration, contained in

the Ordinal of Edward VI., the one used in the consecration of Parker, was

more confidently urged. The formula ran as follows :
" Take the Holy Ghost,

and remember to stir up the grace of God which is in thee by the imposition

of hands." It will be seen that these words have no direct bearing on the pur-

pose for which they were used; contain no reference to the office and auihorily

of a bishi-p ; and might therefore be used with equal propriety in the baptism

or confirmation of children. Thej'' have no specific meaning limiting their ap-

plication to tiie consecration of bishops. To remedy this defect, the formula

was changed by convocation in the year 1G62, under Charles IT., and made to

read as follows : "Receioe the Holy Ghost for- the office and loorh of a bislioj) in

the. Churrh of God, committed unto thee by the imposition of our hands ; in the

name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost. And remember

that thou stir up the grace of God, which is given thee by this imposition of

our hands ; for God hath not given us the spirit of fear, but of power, and

love, and soberness." Archbishop Kenrick (The Validity of Anglican Ordina-

tions, Phil. 1S48, p. 197) remarks "that such a change, made in such circum-

stances, is equivalent to a tacit avowal of the insuflftciency the of from which
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In the year 1560 the Book of Common Prayer was again

revised, a few alterations introduced, and it was provided

that, in the absence of clergymen, laymen, and even artisans,

might recite the prayers.

In the fourth year of Elizabeth's reign (1563), Convocation,

^•resided over by Archbishop Parker, again examined and re-

vised the Forty-two Articles of Edward VI., which, it will he

remembered, were mainly the production of Cranmer. The
Articles being the standard and test of orthodoxy in the Eng-
lish Church, it was essential they should set forth the exact

<3reed of that body. After mature consideration, some of the

Articles of Edward VI. were dropped, and others substituted

in their room ; and some were mended by additions or changes

of phraseology, the result being the instrument now known
as the Thirty-nine Articles. By this instrument, in which

some changes were again made in 1571, the spiritual suprem-

acy of the Pope was denied; the Sacrilice of the Mass, which

was termed " a blasphemous fable and dangerous deceit," was
abolished; the Catholic doctrines of transubstantiation and

purgatory rejected ; and the according of reverence to relics

and images, and the invocation of saints, reprobated. Of the

seven Sacraments, Baptism, and the Lord's Supper, taken

under both kinds, were alone retained ; Holy Scripture was
declared to contain everything necessary to salvation, and to

be the sole rule of faith (Art. VI.) ; but it was added (Art.

XXXIII.) that any one who, "through his private judgment,

willingly and purposely, doth openly break the traditions and
eerem.onies of the Church, which be not repugnant to the Word
of God, ought to be rebuked opeidy, as he that otfendeth

against the common order of the Church." By Article

XXXV., it was decreed that the Ordinal of Edward VI.
'• ccnitained all things necessar}'- to the consecration of archhish-

had been used during the first century of the Anglican Church." If, there-

fore, the form contained in the Ordinal of Edward VI., and used in the conse-

cration of all bishops during the reign of Elizabeth, was not adequate to val-

idly confer episcopal consecration, it follows that all subsequent ordinations

were also necessarily invalid. But Elizabeth supplied any dejects of the ritual.

ILirduln. S. J., Dissertation du Pere le Courayer sur la succession des ^vesques

anglais et sur la validite de leur ordinations, Paris, 1714, 2 vols.
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ays and bishops and the ordering of priests and deacons ;" and

it was added, " whosoever are consecrated or ordered accord-

ing to the rites of that book, or hereafter shall be," are to be

"reputed as rightly, orderly, and lawfully consecrated and

ordered."^

It will be seen that in recognizing a hierarchy of three orders

of clergy as an essential element in its constitution, the Anglican

Church differed widely from every other sect of Protestant-

ism. Finally, the Anglican Church retained, with some
changes, the ancient ecclesiastical ritual, as given in the missals

of the Roman Catholic Church ; also the sign of the Cross,

sacred vestments, and even attempted to arrogate to itself the

name of Catholic.

It was not long before the Established Church encountered

opposition from a certain class of its own members, known in

history as Nonconformists or Puritans. Professing to be fol-

lowers of 'the ''pure word of God," in contradistinction to

whatever was of human origin or tradition, they coutended

that the Anglican Church, by the use of its Liturgy, ceremo-

nies, and discipline, too nearly resembled the Church of Rome,

and that the line of distinction between the two should be

more boldly drawn and more sharply defined.

All were willing to recognize the supremacy of the queen,

if for no other reason, because they regarded such a recogni-

tion as a protest against the Pope. On this one point all were

in perfect accord ; but on others there was a wide divergence

of opinion. Some were willing to accept the Liturgy, cere-

monies, and discipline, provided these were revised and pruned

of whatever savored too much of papistry ; others, who re-

garded bishops as the servile agents of the crown, and hated

them on account of their aristocratic tastes and tendencies,

wished to abolish the Episcopacy altogether, and substitute

Presbyterianism ; and still others, who were equally hostile to

^ Ilardwick, Hist, of the Arts, of Religion, London, 1859, where the Articles

of 15.J3-1563 and 1571 are given in Appendix III. (Tr.)

They are found in Latin in Augusti, Corp. libror. syrabolicor, pp. 126-142

(Germ, in Bonn Review, new series, year V., n. 1, p. 196-208; Freiburg Pe-

riodical, Vol. XII., pp. 250-261.) Cf. the art. "High-Church," in the Freiburg-

Cyclop., and in the Voices {Siimmen) of Maria Laach.
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both the Episcopacy and Presbyterianism, assumed the atti-

tude and professed the principles of thoroughgoing Dis-

senters.

Mary Stuart, Queen of Scots, after a series of misfortunes,

abdicated the crown, under compulsion, in favor of her son.

She was then a prisoner in the castle oH Lochleven, but having

made her escape, she revoked her act of abdication, and ngain

.assumed the style and authority of a sovereign. An army of

loyal and trusty followers at once enrolled themselves under

her standard, but they were no match either in numbers or

discipline for the experienced soldiers of the regent, Murra}^,

by whom they were defeated in the battle of Langside, iMay

13, 1568. After this disaster, Mary fled hastily across the

border into England, and, against the advice and in spite of

the remonstrances of her friends, sought the hospitality and

protection of Elizabeth, by u'hom she was detained a pris-

oner during the remainder of her days. An attempt, made
in iSrovendDer, 1569, by the Catholic gentlemen of the north-

ern counties to liberate the royal captive, was promptly put

down, and hundreds of the insurgents executed. The only

eftect of the uprising was to intensify the hatred of Elizabeth

for her Catholic subjects. In the following year the queen

was still further exasperated by the publication of the bull

of Pius v., declaring her cut ofi" from the communion of the

Churcli, her crown forfeited, and absolving her subjects from

their allegiance. The condition of the Catholics of England

became now almost intolerable. To receive or obey a papal

bull or brief of any character whatever, or to deny the spir-

itual supremacy of the queen, was declared high treason ; to

refuse to attend Protestant worship {''recusancy'') was pun-

ished with fines, imprisonment, and bodily chastisements
;

and a body of inquisitors was appointed, who, penetrating

into the privacy of families, made search for and seized any

papers that might throw a shade of suspicion upon the loyalty

or the orthodoxy of their possessors, and were on the alert to

catch any unguarded word or expression that might be tor-

tured into an evidence of guilt.

It was hoped that these measures would soon rid England

of the presence of Catholic priests, and that in their absence
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the Catholic religion would wholly perish from the land.

This, however, was prevented by the foresight of William

Allen, a Catholic priest, descended from an ancient Lanca-

shire family, and formerly principal of St. Mary's Hall, at

Oxford, who, in 1568, established a seminary at Donay, in

Flanders, for the education of Catholic clergymen destined

for the English mission. This seminary, which, in the course

of five years, sent nearly one hundred priests across to Eng-
land, was in 1578 transferred to Rheims, to be out of reach

of the harassing persecutions of Elizabeth, but was again re-

established at Douay in 1598.

The severest measures of the law were employed to free

the country from the presence of such priests as were already

there and to deter others from entering it. The penalty of

death was pronounced against all priests coming into Eng-

land, and a like penalty against those who should either afford

priests an asylum or go to confession to them. To ordain a

priest in England was also declared an offense, punishable

witli death, and all priests in the kingdom, several of whom
were executed, were ordered to quit it within forty days

(1584).

Several attempts had been set on foot for the liberation of

the Queen of Scots, all of which had been detected and frus-

trated by the vigilance and energy of the English govern-

ment, and, after nearly nineteen years of imprisonment, Mary
learned that her fate was decided. She was removed to the

castle of Fotheringhay, where she was put on trial (October

11, 1586) before a commission appointed for that purpose,

charged with having conspired with foreigners for the double

purpose of the invasion of the kingdom and the murder of

the queen. The evidence against her purported to be copies

of letters addressed by her to Babington, who had been some

time previously executed for the same offense ; but neither

were the originals produced nor was there any satisfactory ac-

count given of how the copies came into the hands of the

commission.^ After a short consultation, the commission ad-

journed to meet in the Star Chamber, at "Westminster, on

^Lingard, 1. c, Vol. VIII., pp. 220-250. (Tr.)
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October 25th, when Mary, who was still in prison at Fother-

inghay, was declared guilty of the crimes laid to her charge,

and her execution demanded by parliament.

Elizabeth for a time dissembled her real feelings, apparently

unwilling to shed the blood of her kinswoman, and in the

hope that some of those who were so profuse in professions

of loyalty to the crown and attachment to her person wonld

spare her the ignominy of authorizing so infamous a deed.

But on one point she had her mind fully made up : Mary
must die ; and, if it became necessary to take the responsibil-

ity of her execution upon herself, she w^ould do so. Accord-

ingly, she signed the death-warrant February 1, 1587, and

seven days later the unfortunate Mar}^ Stuart ascended the

scaifold, and, placing her head upon the block, died with the

dignity of a queen and the constancy of a martyr, professing

to the last her firm belief in the faith of the Roman Catholic

Church. She had asked as a last request that she might have

the services of a Catholic priest in preparing herself for death,

but this the commissioners sternly refused, adding, with brutal

insolence, that to grant it would be to offend against the law

of God and imperil their own souls. However, Mary was not

without spiritual comfort in her last moments, for a Host,

which had been consecrated by Pope Pius V., was secretly

conveyed to her, despite the watchfulness of her persecutors.

The executioner, lifting up the head he had just struck off,

cried out :
" God save Queen Elizabeth ;" to which the fanat-

ical Earl of Kent added :
" So perish all the enemies of the

Gospel," a speech which plainly laid open the true motives

that had inspired the bloody deed.

But the violent hatred of their religion and vindictive per-

secution of themselves did not crush out in the bosom of

Catholics the sentiments of patriotism and loj'-alty to the

crown, and when either the honor or the interests of England

were at stake, they were among the first to rush to her de-

fense. When the "invincible armada" of Philip II. threat-

ened the shores of England, Catholics answered the call of

the queen no less promptly than their Protestant fellow-coun-

trymen, with whom they stood shoulder to shoulder, ready to

repel the hostile invaders. But neither their patriotism nor
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their loyalty availed to obtain a mitigation of the horrors

they were suffering. They continued all the same to be im-

prisoned, iined, tortured, hung, and quartered.

Elizabeth died in 1603, and was succeeded by the only son

of Mary, Queen of Scots, and Lord Henry Darnley, James I.

of England (1603-1625) and VI. of Scotland (1567-1625). On
his elevation, the Catholics indulged the hope that they would

now obtain some alleviation of their hardships, and it maybe
that James was disposed to treat them with clemency, if not

with favor, but he dared not face the strong tide of public

opinion that liad set in against him. The fanaticism of the

Puritans, who accused the king of favoring the enemies and

persecuting the disciples of the Gospel, led to the revival of

the penal law against recusants. The statutes of Elizabeth

were again enforced, and the king, besides entering the Star

Chamber and professing his detestation of Popery, issued a

^proclamation, l)anishing all Catholic missionaries from the

land, and commanding all magistrates to see to it that the

penal laws were put into immediate execution (1604). These

persecutions, increasing in severity as time, went on, at length

led a number of bold, reckless, and misguided men, of whom
Guy Fawkes has obtained the most permanent notoriety, to

form the famous Gunpowder Plot, by which it was designed to

blow up the king and the members of both houses of parlia-

ment. The mine was to have been tired on the meeting of

parliament, toward the close of 1605, but the plot was for-

tunately discovered in time to prevent the perpetration of so

monstrous and inlmman a crime. The conspirators were ap-

prehended and executed ; and among those to whose execu-

tion the Gunpowder Treason gave occasion, were a number of

missionary priests, who had not the slightest knowledge of

its existence, and Father Garnet, the Provincial of the Jesuits,

whose onl}' oflt'ense appears to have been an unwillingness to

rvveal what had been intrusted to him under seal of confes-

sion.^

The conspiracy furnished a pretext for fresh enactments

against Catholics, more cruel and sanguinary than any that

» See Scavi7ii, Theol. Mor. Univ., ed. Mediolan. 1860, Vol. III., p. 440. (Tr.)
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had yet disgraced English legislation. Because thirteen indi-

viduals had formed a diabolical plot for the destruction of

those at whose liands some of them had suftered exceptional

outrages, the whole Catholic body must be made to suffer the

punishment of their guilt. A new penal code was drawn up

by the concurrent action of both houses of parliament, and

received the royal assent May 27, 1606. It ordained that

Catholics should not dwell within ten miles of London, or go
more than five miles from their homes without w^ritten leave

from the neighboring magistrate ; that they should be ex-

cluded from all civil ofiices and the learned professions ; that

husband and wife, unless married by a Protestant minister,

could not derive the benefit which otherwise the one would

be entitled to from the property of the other; and that if

they failed to have a child baptized by a Protestant minister

within a month after its birth, they should pay a fine of one

hundred pounds ; that every child sent to be educated on the

Continent should be legally incapacitated from receiving in-

heritance or other devises until he should have conformed to

the Established Church, refusing to do which his rights

should pass to the Protestant next of kin ; that every recusant

should be regarded by the law as one excommunicated by-

name, and, in consequence, his house might be searched, and
his books and furniture, if thought to have any connection

with his religion, might be burnt, and his horses and arms
taken from him ; and, finally, that as a punishment for ab-

sence from the Established Worship, the king might, in his

discretion, take either a fine of twenty pounds per lunar

month, or all the personal property and two-thirds of the real

estate of the recusant. A new oath of allegiance was pre-

scribed, in which a distinction was drawn between those who
admitted and those Avho denied the temporal claims of the

Pope. The latter were subject only to the above penalties,

and the former, in addition to these, were liable to perpetual

imprisonment, confiscation of their personal property, and
forfeiture during life of the revenue derived from their lands;

but, if married women, they were to be confined in a common
gaol until they would consent to take the oath. To avoid

taking this oath, and escape the penalties of their refusal.
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hundreds of Catholics crossed the Channel, and took up their

residence on the Continent.^ To perpetuate the remembrance
of the Plot, and to keep alive and active the odium which

attached to Catholics, in consequence of the atrocious wick-

edness of a few of their number, it was ordered that the 5th

of Kovember, the day of the discovery of the Treason, should

be annually commemorated with unusual pomp,^ and that a

prayer should be inserted in the Liturgy imploring protection

against " cruel and bloodthirsty enemies."

The development of the principles of Protestantism in

Scotland was the reverse of that which they assumed in Eng-

land ; for, while they led to the absolutism of the crown in

the latter countr}', in the former the}' issued in the assertion

of the supremacy of the jjeople.

James, who was constantly repeating the maxim, " N'o

bishop, no king," was anxious to preserve the episcopacy,

believing it to be the firmest support of the throne; but, on

the other hand, he hesitated to do justice to Catholics, fearing

to bring upon himself the full fury of Presbyterian fanati-

cism. But the storm, wdiich he dreaded to evoke, and suc-

ceeded in holding in check for a season, broke forth with ter-

rific violence during the reign of his successor, Charles I.

(1625-1649). The fanaticism of the Puritans or ''Saints"

grew daily more violent in England, till in the end it threat-

ened not only the destruction of the Episcopacy, but the

overthrow of the throne. These fanatical enthusiasts ap-

pealed to the Bil)le as authority for whatever they did, and

claimed to find in it a sanction for the most atrocious crimes.

Charles was unfortunate throughout his whole reign. All

his measures miscarried, and produced effects the very reverse

of those intended. He w^as at variance with his parliament

from the beginning of his reign. lie set public opinion at

^lAngarrl, 1. c. Vol. IX., pp. 21-74. (Tr.)

^In most towns of England, but notably in London, one of the features of

the celebration was a grotesque figure, stuffed with straw, representing Guy
Pawkes, which was carried about the streets, and finally committed to the

flames. During the "A'o Popery" cry of 1850, the performance was varied by

the substitution and burning of the eflSgy of Cardinal Wiseman, instead of

that of Guy Fawkes. (Tr.)
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defiance, and increased the popular discontent by selecting

the Duke of Buckingham, his father's favorite, as his chief

adviser and prime minister. lie exasperated the Puritans in

England and Presbyterians in Scotland by appointing Laud,

a vehement and uncompromising Episco}>aliau, to the Arch-

bishopric of Canterbury, and by making him, after the assas-

sination of Buckingham, his chief counsellor. He wounded
the prejudices and roused the indignation of the wliole nation

by marrying a Roman Catholic, ]Maria Henrietta of France.

And, finally, he called forth a spirit of opposition, which he

was never again able to lay, by dispensing for eleven years

(1629-1640) with the aid of parliament in the government of

the kingdom, and substituting in room of its authority his

own despotic edicts and tlie arbitrary decisions of the Star

Chamber.

"Ao Popery ^^ became the rallying cry of the enemies of the

king, and no display of severity on his part against tlie Cath-

olics could satisfy their intolerant bigotry and insatiable crav-

ing for vengeance. The children of Catholics must be edu-

cated in the Protestant faith, and priests living in exile must

be put to death if they ventured to visit the land of their

fathers.

A partiality for extemporaneous preaching and a hatred

of church government by bishops were the two distinguish-

ing characteristics of the Church of Scotland; and hence,

when King James attempted, in the year 1616, to force upon

it a Service Book and a Code of Ecclesiastical Legislation,

the attempt was successfully resisted. The scheme wa^ re-

vived by Charles I. in 1629, and a new Code of Ecclesiastical

Law and a new Service Book were compiled, the latter of

which received the royal approbation in 1636 ; but the Scotch

churchmen again asserted their independence of the king in

spiritual aftairs, and their right to govern their Churcli and

conduct their services as they thought fit. The royal party,

who supported the claims of the king, were denounced from

nearly every pulpit in Scotland as men who sought to " gag
the Spirit of God and depose Christ from His tlirone." On
July 23, 1637, when the Bishop of Edinburgh went to the

principal church of the city to formally inaugurate the new
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Service, he was greeted with groans and hisses and impreca-
tions by the audience, which was chiefly composed of females,

and a stool, thrown by one of the enthusiasts, narrowly missed

his head. They cried out that the " Mass was again entered
;

that Baal was in the church;" and told the bishop that he

was " a thief, a devil's get, and of a witch's breeding."

Again and again the king commanded the use of the Service

to be enforced, and again and again his command was resisted

by the indignant fury of the populace. The opponents of the

king's policy grew daily in numbers and influence, and toward
the close of the year demanded the formal revocation of the

Service Book and Code of Ecclesiastical Law. In the begin-

ning of the year 1638 a more efficient mode of resistance was
agreed upon. A National Covenant, drawn up at Edinburgh,

and intended to serve the double purpose of a Confession of

Faith and a bond for uniting the whole people in one formida-

ble body of dissenters, was ratified by the leading Presbyterian

ministers, and subscribed to by a great multitude of persons,

representing every walk of life.^

The king, acting on the advice of some of his counsellors,

resolved to put down the Covenanters by force ; but being as

yet unprepared for war, he sent the Marquis of Hamilton as

his commissioner to Scotland, partly with a view to gain time

and partly in the hope that the Scots might be won over by
concessions. He proposed to them that if they would consent

to disregard the Covenant and the obligations it imposed, the

Service Book and the Book of Canons should be withdrawn,

and those about to enter the ministry be excused from taking

the oath of supremacy and canonical obedience. The Scots,

who had secret information that Charles had no intention of

acting in good faith, refused to accept the royal proposal, and
resolved to maintain the Covenant.

At an assembly, which met at Glasgow November 21, 1638,

the- Kirk, out of which, it was said, there was no salvation,

v/as declared independent in spiritual matters, the Episcopacy

was abolished, the Service Book, the Ordinal, and the Book

^Davidson, Historical Sketch, Illustrative of the National Confession of

Faith, Edinburgh, 1819. (Tk.) Weber, Hist, of the Non-Catholic Churchea

.and Sects of Great Britain, Lps. 1845, 2 vols.
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of Canons were repudiated, and the bishops excommunicated
and deposed. The proceedings of this assembly were aunulled

by Chai'lcs, and by the Scots received with transports of joy.

Active preparations were at once made for war on both sides.

The Scots began h(;stilities in March of the following vcar

by the seizure of the castle of Edinburgh ; and Charles, after

vainly attempting to successfully oppose them, opened a con-

ference with them at Berwick, in which, while refusing to

recognize the proceedings of the assembly of Glasgow as

legal, he proposed to leave the settlement of ecclesiastical

questions to the decision of a general assembly, and that of

civil matters to a parliament, both of which he w^ould sum-
mon to convene in the month of August.^

At the assembly, which convened in Edinburgh in the fol-

lowing August, the king, dissembling his real feelings, re-

luctantly granted, througi) his representative, Traquaire, wdiat

it was no longer safe to refuse, and this happy consummation
was hailed by the people of Scotland with shouts of triumph

and prayers of thanksgiving. Charles returned to London,
and summoned the parliament to meet (1640), in the hope that

it would grant him the necessary supplies to carry on the war.

The house of commons, however, declined to take any notice

of the royal demands until the popular grievances should

have been righted and the people's liberties guaranteed. The
angry king hastily dissolved parliament, and sent an army
against the Scots, which was defeated at Newburn-upon-Tyne.
After this victor}', the Scottish army, encouraged by the tokens

of good-will everywhere manifested by the inhabitants, con-

tinued its march toward the south as far as the borders of

Yorkshire. Charles was now compelled, much against his

will, to again convoke parliament. The memorable sittings

of this body, wdiich is known in history as the " Long Parlia-

ment," lasted from 1640 to 1649. The two houses began their

labors by asserting the liberties of the people and impeaching
high officers of State. Strafford was brought to trial, con-

demned, and beheaded, and Archbishop Laud was cast into

prison. Fresh demands were daily made upon the king, and

^Lingard, 1. c, Vol. IX., pp. 354-367. (Tr.)
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new limitations put upon liis prerogatives. Charles, conscious

that the conflict between himself and his parliament would
have to be submitted to the arbitration of arms, withdrew
from London, and, on the 22d of August, 1642, unfurled the

royal standard at iSTottingham. The ]3arliamentary leaders

allied themselves with the Scotch coi;enf/??iers "for the main-

tenance of the liberties of the Scotch Kirk and the reforma-

tion of the Church of England." In order to excite the pre-

judices and inflame the hatred of the people against the king

and those who espoused his cause, they were branded as

Papists by their opponents. In spite of the fact that Charles

had had a number of priests put to death, it was reported,

and generall}' believed, that the Catholics were conspiring in

his favor. Wliile the snfterings of the Catholics Avere many
and terrible, those endured by the Episcopalians, if fewer and

less rio;orous, were still sufiicientlv ao-o-ravatino^ to tax human
patience to the utmost and to excite popular indignation

against the persecutors. So intensely bitter was the feeling"

of the Presbyterians against the Established Church that,

through their influence, its members were driven from their

seats in parliament, and, if churchmen, deprived of their liv-

ings. The violence of the Presbyterians at length called

foi'th a spirit of reaction in their own ranks, thus giving rise

to a new party, known as the Lulepenc/ciits, and recognizing

Fairfax and Oliver Cromwell as their leaders. Admitting nei-

ther a priesthood nor a ministry, to which the office of preach-

ing necessarily attached, they permitted any one, who believed

himself moved b}" the Holy Ghost, to expound the word of

God, a task which army officers, and even common soldiers,

took upon them to perform. An army inspired with such

enthusiasm, and led by a cool-headed, calculating general,

was capable of extraordinary achievements, and hence the

Parliamentarians, victorious throughout the whole struggle,

crowned their triumph by a decisive victory over the king at

the battle of Naseby, in May, 1645.

After a series of disasters, Charles attempted to make his

escape from the country, which, failing to do, he gave him-

self up to the Scottish army, by whose authority he was

transferred to the Parliamentarians, and by them cast into
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prison at Holmby. Refusing to purchase his personal safoty

by a sacrifice of bis principles and a surrender of his convic-

tions, he was detained in prison until he was seized by the

Independents, who wished to have possession of his person as

a security against the hostile designs of the Presbyterians.

In 1647, the king was transferred to Hampton Court, whence
he escaped to the Isle of Wight, in the hope of being able to

take passage in a vessel which the queen had sent from France

to convey him thither. His design was frustrated by the vig-

ilance and energ}' of the governor, and an uprising of the in-

habitants of the island in his favor was instantly suppressed.

Both houses of parliament passed a bill forbidding all further

negotiations with the captive king, under penalty of high

treason.

The power of the army was now at its height, and the

^''Levellers,'' a fanatical sect, which included among its num-
bers the bulk of the private soldiers and many of the officers,

pretended to demonstrate from Holy Scripture that the prin-

ciple of popular sovereignty was the only true basis of gov-

ernment, and that all kings were hateful to God. The recent

victories gained by Cromwell over the Scots, who attera[)ted

to rescue the king (1648), assured the triumph of the Radi-

cals. They demanded that Charles should be brought to trial

"as a man of blood," who had done his " utmost against the

Lord's cause and people in this poor nation." The Presby-

terians, who refused to share the views of the Independents

and act in harmony with their designs, were forcibly driven

from their places.in the house of commons, which, consisting

now of only sixty members

—

The Rump Parliament—ap-

pointed a commission to try Charles on the charge of high

treason, in that he had levied war against the Parliament of

England. The king was brought to trial before the commis-

sion, assembled in Westminster Hall, and presided over by

John Bradshaw, on the 20th of January, 1649. He received

his sentence on the 27th, and three days later was beheaded.

The Commonwealth was now proclaimed in England.

Charles II., who had been recalled from the Continent, and

crowned King of Scotland, after having been disastrously

defeated by Cromwell at Worcester in 1651, made his escape
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with some difficulty to France. This victory virtually made
Cromwell supreme ruler of England ; but, to give a color of

legality' to his acts, he was invested with the authority and
title of Lord, Protector by parliament in the year 1653.^ The
policy pursued by this extraordinary man, who was by nature

always stern and frequently tyrannical, soon put a period to

anarchy at home, and made his government respected abroad.

He put down every attempt at resistance with an iron hand,

and when lie died, in 1658, peace reigned throughout the

land, and all ranks professed to obey, if they did not respect,

his authoiity. On his death, his eldest son, Richard, was

procjaimed Protector by council ; but destitute of the qualili-

cations which tit one for so high and important an office, he

was forced to resign in April, 1659, after holding his dignity

little more than seven months ; and in the following year

Charles II. was invited from the Continent to assume the

title and responsibilities of King of England. Charles being

deeply impressed with the conviction, which seemed a sort of

first principle with the members of the House of Stuart, that

episcopacy is the upholder of the throne, had it again re-estab-

lished both in England and in Scotland, This measure, be-

sides being extremely unpopular, rendered tlie king suspected

of being at heart a Catholic, and drew upon him the enmity

of many. Cromwell had granted freedom of conscience to

persons of every sect and shade of religious opinion, excepting

Catholics alove, whose condition was not bettered under

Charles II., notwithstanding that his brother, the Duke of

York, was an earnest professor of the Catholic faith. They
were accused of having been the authors of the great fire of

London in 1666, and although there has never been produced

a single shred of evidence in support of the charge, the lie is

still perpetuated in an inscription on a monument erected in

London to commemorate the disaster.

In the year 1673, a statute known as the '^ Test Act," and

directed chiefly against James, Duke of York, passed the

house of commons, ordaining that all persons should be de-

^ViUemom. Histoire de Cromwell d'apres les Memoirs du Temps et les Re-

cueils Parlementaires, Paris, 1819, 2 vols. Ranke, Vol. III.
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dared incapable of holding any office of public trust, cither'

civil or military, and be disqualitied to sue in courts of law

and equity, to act as guardians or executors, or to take any

legacy or deed of gift, who should refuse to take the oath of

allegiance and supremacy, or decline to receive in public the

Sacrament according to the rites of the Church of England,

and subscribe a declaration denying the doctrine of transub-

stantiation.^ Every possible means was resorted to, no matter

how infamous, to suppress Catholicism and rouse public in-

dignation against its professors. Lord Shaftesbury, who had

been mainly instrumental in having the "Test Act" passed,

now pretended that he had private information of a " Popish

Plot " to assassinate the king, massacre the Protestants, and

burn the city of London, and that the conspirators, who were

acting under the direction of the general of the Jesuits, in-

cluded in their ranks nearly every Catholic in the kingdom.

The Plot was the pure invention of one T'diis Oatcs or Am-
brose, a man of disreputable character, who, taking advantage

of a few adventitious circumstances, contrived a story so

plausible that it readily obtained credence in the then excited

state of the public mind. The subject was brought before

parliament. Gates was hailed as the savior of the Protest-

ants, granted a pension of nine hundred pounds a year, and

assigned a suite of apartments at Whitehall. By the aid of

suborned witnesses and truculent juries, many innocent Ro-

man Catholic gentlemen were convicted of complicity in the

Plot, and died the death of traitors at the block, protesting

their innocence with their last breath.

Charles II. was taken ill on February 2, 1685, and died four

days later, aftei- having made his peace with the Church of

Rome, and received the consolations of her Sacraments.

Notwithstanding the existence of an Exclusion Bdl, which

had passed the house of commons, declaring James, Duke of

York, debarred from inheriting the crown of England, he

succeeded to his brother without opposition (1685). On the

4th of April, 16S7, he published a Declaration of Indulgence,,

^Lingard, 1. c, A^)l. XII., pp. 28, 190, 191. (Tr.)

VOL. Ill—15
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granting liberty of conscience and freedom of worship to all

his subjects. Had he been content with doing this much, he

might, in all probability, have greatly ameliorated the condi-

tion of his Catholic co-religionists, without imperiling his own
title to the throne. But being a devout and zealous Catholic,

he desired to restore that faith to its ancient ascendency, and,

by his etibrts to do so, alarmed the jealousy and alienated the

aflections of his Protestant subjects, and thus prepared the

way for his speedy downfall. He renewed relations with

Rome, and dispensed Catholics from the obligation of taking

the Test Oath, thus removing their disqualitications for

holding office. On the 27th of April, 1688, James again pub-

lished his Declaration of Indulgence, with some slight addi-

tions, and ordered it to be read in all the churches of the

kingdom. This many of the clergy refused to do, and seven

of the bishops, who ventured on a written remonstrance,

were committed to the Tower on the charge of seditious libel,

tried and acquitted. The misfortunes of James culminated

in the birth of a male heir apparent, known in history as

"77ie Pretender,'' an event which, while bringing jo}^ to the

heart of the king, would, under different circumstances, have

been hailed as a blessing by the nation. But now the pros-

pect of a new line of Catholic rulers was viewed with appre-

hension by the discontented of every class, and with positive

alarm by the holders of property formerly belonging to the

Church. On the night of the 29th of June, 1688, the day of

the acquittal of the bishops who had remonstrated in writing

against reading the Declaration of Indulgence, and been in-

dicted for libel in consequence, a message, signed by seven

leading English politicians, was dispatched to William, Prince

of Orange, begging him to come over to England and occupy

the throne. William, who was then Stadtholder of the United

Provinces, having married Mary, the daughter of James II.,

and a Protestant in religion, regarded his wife as the lawful

heir to the English throne, and secretly favored every scheme

for depriving her father of the crown. He accordingly ac-

cepted the invitation, and setting out with an army of four-

teen thousand men, composed of English and Dutch, landed

at Torbay, in Devonshire, November 5, 1688, and was hailed
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as the "National Deliverer," come "to set the afi'airs of the

realm in order." James, betrayed b}^ his army and de-

serted by his children, after making a short, but ineffectual

resistance, fled to France, and landed at Ambleteuse, Decem-
ber 25. His flight facilitated at once the triumph of his

enemies, and furnished the cliicf ground of accusation against

himself. He was declared to have abdicated the government,

thereby leaving the throne vacant, and William and Mary
were called to rule the English people as joint sovereigns.

The date of their accession is coincident with the beginning of

the " Protestant Ascendency." Catholics and those married

to Catholics were forever declared incapable of wearing the

crown of England ; a new oath of allegiance was drawn up

and prescribed; the right enjoyed by Catholics of appointing

to livings was withdrawn from them, and bestowed upon the

universities ; and all Catholics, or those reputed to be such,

were ordered not to approach within a d*istauce of ten miles

of London. An Act of Toleration, passed in the 3'ear 1G98,

granted liberty of conscience and freedom of worship to all

except to Socinians and Catholics. The latter endured hardships

the most rigorous, on account of their faith, being deprived

of civil and political rights of every kind. Catholic schools

were closed, and Catholic priests were hunted down. Such
Catholic clergymen as consented to give up their faith and
enter what was styled " the one, true, saving, and apostolic

Church of England," received the gift of splendid livings as

a reward of their apostasy. Any Catholic child, who went
over to the Established Church, obtained in his own right,

even during the lifetime of his parents, and to the exclusion

of his brothers and sisters, the whole family inheritance.

That under such circumstances the Catholic faith did not

become wholly extinct in Great Britain can be satisfactorily

accounted for only by ascribing its preservation to the over-

ruling guidance of its Divine Founder. This barbarous per-

secution was carried on without intermission or abatement

throughout the whole course of the eighteenth century ; and

it required the fear inspired by the American War of Inde-

pendence, and the dread of the contagious influence of the
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rreucli Revolution, to extort from either statesmen or high-

church functionaries any amelioration of the Penal Laws di-

rected against Catholics.

§ 330. Protestantism in Scotland.
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The introduction of the Reformation into Scotland was ac-

companied by deeds of exceptional atrocity. By an act of

the Scotch parliament of 1525, the importation of books
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treating of Lutheranism was prohibited, and all persons for-

bidden to take any other means of giving publicity to the

Reformer's teachings. Patrick Hamilton, Abbot of Feme,

during a stay in the cities of Wittenberg and Marburg, had

become acquainted with the principles of Lutheranism, and

after his return home disregarded the prohibition of parlia-

ment, and began to propagate the new heresy. He was ar-

rested, tried, and burnt at the stake, opposite St. Andrew's

College, in February, 1528. Of those who followed in his

footsteps, and continued to spread the teachings of Luther,

some, like him, expiated their offense at the stake, while

others fled either to England or the Continent. These cruel-

ties, coming with ill grace from a corrupt clergj", who were

themselves the objects of public derision and contempt, still

further roused the fury of their adversaries, who soon took a

bloody vengeance.

The inhabitants of the countr}- gradually divided themselves

into two hostile parties, which came into direct collision with

each other in the year 1546. On the 28th of February of this

year, George Wishart, the most elocpient of the Scotch Re-

formers, was arrested by the orders of Cardinal Beaton, the

powerful Archbishop of St. Andrews, brought to trial, and

burned at the stake.^ On the 29th of the follo^ying May, a

number of the Reform party, headed by Norman Lesley, at-

tacked and murdered the cardinal, and seized and plundered

his palace of St. Andrews, which became temporarily the

stronghold of the Reformers.

But of all those who preached the teachings of the Reform-

ation in Scotland, none achieved such successes as the impet-

uous and eloquent Jolm Knox? Brought up a Catholic, and

'It should be stated, however, that Wishart's complicity in a plot entered

into bj- the mc^re zealous of the Eeformers for the assassination of Card. Beaton

was the immediate occasion of his arrest.

'^Th. M'Crie, Lives of .John Knox and Andrew Melville, Edinburgh, 1811, 2

vols., and frequently ed. ; in an abridgment by Plank, Gottingen, 1817 (pane-

gyric). Weber, John Knox and the Scottish Church (Studies and Criticisms,

nro. 4). Brandes, John Knox, the Keformer of Scotland, Elberfeld, 18G2.

(Lives and Select "Writings of the Fathers and Founders of the Kcfornied

Church, Pt. X.)
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educated for the service of the Church, he took priest's orders

some time before 1530, and about twelve years hiter (1542)

openly professed himself a Protestant. Hearing of the assas-

sination of Cardinal Beaton, he gave it as his opinion that

the deed had been of divine inspiration. He took up his res-

idence at tlie castle of St. Andrew's, after its capture by the

Reformers, and in 1547 began his career as a preacher in the

parish church of the same name by an intemperate denuncia-

tion of the errors of Popery. When the fortress was taken

by the royal troops, Knox, being one of the captured prison-

ers, was conducted across to France, where he spent nearl}^

two years in the galleys. Returning to England, he again

began to preach ; was appointed one of the chaplains to Ed-

ward VI. ; fell in love, and v/as married. When Mary suc-

ceeded to the throne of England, Knox, with others of the

Reformers, withdrew to the Continent. He spent some time

at Dieppe, Geneva, and Frankfort-on-the-Main ; made a short

visit to Scotland to encourage the Reformers (1555), and re-

turned to Geneva (1556), where he passed nearly three years

in charge of a church, and became a thorough-going Cal-

vinist.

Aifairs in Scotland seemed to conspire to favor the Reform-

ers. The weak and vain Earl of Arran, who became regent

on the death of James Y., in 1542, was quite content to allow

the innovators to have their own way, provided only the pros-

ecution of their plans did not lead to open rebellion. When
Mary succeeded to the throne, she saw herself condemned to

be an idle spectator of the uninterrupted progress of the new
teachings, which had been propagated chiefly by English ref-

ugees, who sought an asylum in Scotland, after the accession

of Mary Tudor to the throne (1553), and of whom John Wil-

lock was the most distinguished. A Synod convened in Ed-

inburgh in 1549 to provide measures for the removal of the

Ignorance and the correction of the morals of the Scottish

clergy, but it was already too late to effect any good. Among
his other labors, Knox occupied himself during his stay at

Geneva in writing a work, published in 1558, entitled ^^The

Fij'st Blast of the Trumpet against the Monstrous Regimen of
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Women" being a violent attack upon Mary of Guise, Regent
of Scotland, and Mary Tudor, Qoeen of England.

From Geneva, Knox kept up an active correspondence with

his partisans in Scotland, whom he counseled to employ force,

should other means fail, for the suppression of an idolatrous

worship and the overthrow of an idolatrous government. lie

was fond of repeating that, " by no other means vere owls so

effectiialhj frightened away as by burning their nests." The pas-

sions of the multitude, which had been recently aroused by

the burning of Walter 31ilne, an apostate priest, were still fur-

ther inflamed when, in 1559, Knox was recalled to Scotland,

and began to preach against the idolatry of the Mass and the

veneration of images. The "• rascal multitude," as Knox af-

terward called those who only i)ut his precepts into practice,

roused to fury by the fiery denunciations he had launched

against an idolatrous worship, proceeded to demolish tlie im-

ages and tear and trample under foot the pictures in the

churches of the city of Perth, and sack and lay in ruins the

houses of the Franciscan and Dominican friars and the mon-
astery of the Carthusians. Similar outrages were perpetrated

in other cities of Scotland. The inauguration of the Re-

formed Religion was ahvays preceded by the sacking of

churches, the destruction of images, and the utter demolition

of whatever in any way referred to the Mass, or had any con-

nection with the veneration of Saints. The Scottish Reform-

ers, with a view to centralizing their power, formed a cov-

enant, which came to be known as the Congregation, and its

leaders as Lords of the Congregation. Between that portion

of the population represented by this body and assisted by
Elizabeth, Queen of England, and the adherents of the queen-

regent, assisted by the King of France, a civil war of twelve

months' duration was carried on, which was characterized by

incidents of unusual atrocity. While the English troops

were investing Edinburgh, the queen-regent died, after which

both parties agreed to a truce, during which it was arranged

to summon a parliament, to whose action the settlement of

their difliculties should be left. The parliament, which as-

sembled in August, 1560, declared the Reformed the estab-

lished religion of Scotland, and interdicted Catholic worship.
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"When, therefore, J/ar?/ Stuart, after the death of her husband,

Francis II., Dauphin of France, returned to Scotland, August

21, 1^)61, to enter upon the government of that kingdom, she

found her religion, to which she was devotedly attached, abol-

ished, and the penalty of confiscation and death decreed against

anj^ one who should hear Mass. The old Catholic faith had

been replaced by a rigid Cahinism, and the episcopal form of

church government by that of Presbyters, belonging to the
*' Community of the Saints." ^ This democratic system was

applied to politics as well as religion. Under these circum-

stances, Mary Stuart, while refusing to formally concede all

the claims put forward by the victorious Reformers, was,

nevertheless, content to leave matters as she found them, and

even condescended to gratify their wishes in everything con-

sistent with her duty as a Catholic and her dignity as a queen.

Disregarding the counsels of the more zealous of the Koman
Catholics, she selected her advisers from among the Protest-

ants, and ap[)ointed as her minister of state her illegitimate

brother, James Stuart, an ambitious and able statesman, whom
she afterward created Earl of Murray. But, while granting

freedoiii of worship to others, she claimed for herself the lib-

erty of hearing Mass said in the chapel of the castle of Edin-

burgh, a concession which Knox and others of the extreme

Reformers denounced as an oftense against the law of God,

which would inevitabl}^ draw down the divine vengeance upon
the whole land. " I had rather," said Knox, " face ten thou-

sand enemies than know that one Mass is said in Scotland."

So violent were his denunciations, and so efl'ective in their

results, that wlien Mary made her solemn entrance into Edin-

burgh, the city council issued a proclamation, expelling from

the city "•the whole wicked rabble of Antichrist and the

Pope, to wit, priests, monks, lay-brothers, fornicators, and

adulterers." While the manners of Mar3''s court were not

' 'The governuieiit and discipline of the Church rest, on the Presbyterian

theory, with collective bodies of teaching (or clerical) elders, generally called

'ministers,' and ruling (or lay) elders, who are generally meant when 'elders'

are spoken of, gathered in Synods, and not with individual persons, as in the

Episcopal system, or with individual congregations, as in the Independent sys-

tem." Blunt, Diet, of Heresies, etc., art. " Presbyterians." (Tr.)
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of that stern and gloomy severity which the Scotch Reformers

afiected, it must also be admitted that, in their judgments of

her, they were harsh and unjust, rather than equitable and

tolerant. Knox, who was fully alive to the impression whicli

her singular bcautj^ and attractive address would make upon

those with whom she came in contact, resolved to counteract

any influence she might derive from her personal graces and

charm of manner by coarse invectives against her policy and

indelicate insinuations against her character. Her marriage

with her cousin, Henry Stewart, Lord Darnley, son of the

Earl of Lennox, whose whole family were reputed zealous

Catholics, he had the indecent eiFrontery to liken to the union

between Ahab and Jezebel. This marriage, wdiich was cel-

ebrated at Holyrood, July 29, 1565, though perfectly honor-

able, was disastrous in its consequences. It was the occasion

of a revolt, headed by Murray and the Hamiltons, who, dis-

appointed in their hopes of assistance from the Protestants,

were defeated by the forces of the queen, who had taken the

iield in person against them. Mary now began to awake to

the fact that her marriage with Darnley had been a mistake.

His morals were dissolute, his arrogance intolerant, and his

ambition boundless. But, while he possessed all the vices, he

had none of the virtues of a strong character. He had re-

ceived from Mary the title of king; but, not content with

this, demanded that the crown should be secured to him for

life, and tiiat in the event of the queen's dying without issue,

it should descend to his heirs. His demands having been re-

fused, he entered into a conspiracy with Murray, Morton, and

others of the Protestant leaders, for the murder of Riccio,

Mary's secretary, who, he persuaded them, was the real ob-

stacle to the accomplishment of his wishes. Entering the

queen's apartments, the assassins, headed by the king, seized

the poor Italian, dragged him into the ante-chamber, and

dispatched him with more than fifty wounds (March 9, 15GG).

S[)eaking of this atrocious and cowardly murder, the pious

Knox said it was "a just act and worthy of all praise." The

queen succeeded, by kind attentions and demonstrations of

love, in detaching her husband from the conspirators ; but,

^lthouo:h her aft'ection for him seemed to revive as the time
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of her confinement drew near, she was again soon alienated

from him. Darnley was taken ill of the small-pox at Glas-

gow toward the middle of January, 1567. Tie was removed
thence to Edinburgh, where he was lodged in a small house

beside the Kirk of the Field. This house was blown up by

gunpowder on the night of the 9th oF February, aud Darnley's

lifeless body found in the neighboring garden. Kotwith-

standirtg that Mary visited him daily while here, spending

some whole nights under the same roof, and sho^^'ing him
every attention and kindness, she has been accused of com-

plicity in his murder, although no satisfactory evidence other

guilt has ever been produced. Bothwell was generally ])e-

lieved to have been at the bottom of the plot, and Mary's

marriage to him, only three months after the murder of her

late husband, in spite of the fact that she had been abducted

by violence, and her consent extorted by force, gave color of

truth to the damaging suspicions that were put in circulation

by her enemies.

This fatal step was speedily followed by disaster. A fac-

tion, including many of the nobility of Scotland, and headed

by Earl Murray, rose in arms; and unable to hold out against

them, she was forced to surrender herself a prisoner into their

hands. She was prevailed upon while a captive to sign an

act of abdication in favor of her son, Jarnes, then on\y thir-

teen months of age, which she did at Loehleven, July 24th.

Murray was named regent during the minority of the young
king, and bound himself by oath to extirpate the enemies of

the Gospel from Scotland. Accused of adultery and com-

plicity in the assassination of Darnley, and vanquished by her

enemies, Mary committed the fatal blunder of accepting the

proffered hosititality of Elizabeth of England, her most invet-

erate enemy, from whose hands she never escaped.^

The pious and rebellious Knox died in 1572, confessing that

he was " wearied of the world," and his place was filled by

another Reformer, quite as radical and fanatical as himself,

named Andrew 31clville. James VI. succeeded to the govern-

ment of the kingdom in 1578, and, true to the traditionary

^Fo-ed. V. Raumer, Elizabeth and Mary, Lps. 1836.
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policy of the House of Stuart, did what he could to strengthen

the authority of the Episcopacy. His efl'orts, however, were

frustrated by the boldness and enei'gy of the Presbyterians.

The general assembly of 1681 commanded all bishops to re-

sign their sees, and forbade them to exercise any episcopal

function, under penalty of banishment from the kingdom.

By an act of parliament of the year 1584, the Episcopacy

was again re-established, and all attempts against the royal

person declared high treason.

But now that James had the sanction of parliament for the

restoration of the Episcopacy, he lacked the power to carry

the act into execution, and was once more obliged to yield to

the demands of the Presbyterians, whose sj'stem of church

government was legalized by parliament in 1592. The bish-

ops, while permitted to retain their seats in parliament, were

deprived of all riglit to exercise ecclesiastical functions, and

forbidden to bear the title of bishop.

In spite of the persistent persecution directed against the

Catholic religion in Scotland, it never quite disappeared from

the land ; and, after maintaining itself in obscurity for centu-

ries in the Highlands, has been steadily gaining ground, and

making notable progress in these latter days.
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The very name of Ireland is associated in the mind with

civil and religious persecution.

The first attempts to rob Ireland of her independence and
her people of their freedom date back to the reign of Henry
II., in 1166. Those districts, occupied at ditierent times by
the English settlers, were known under the general name of

"the Pale," the geographical limit of which varied with the

fortunes of the English arms in Ireland. From the inhabit-
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ants of the Pale, the members of the so-called Irish parliament

into whose hands the destinies of the nation were committed,

were selected. Once Henry VIII. had made up his mind to

become supreme spiritual head of the Church of England, he

was equally anxious to enjoy the same title and authority' in

Ireland. The archiepiscopal see of Dublin falling vacant,

Cromwell appointed to it one George Brown (1585), then pro-

vincial of the Order of Augastiniuns in England, and formerly

a Lutheran. Having arrived in Dublin, he and the commis-

sioners from Henry VIII., who accompanied him, summoned
some of the bishops and nobles to the castle of Dublin, and

called on them to subscribe to the supremacy of the king in

the spiritual aflairs of the Church of Ireland. George Cornier,

Primate of Ireland, indignantly repelled such a claim, and

summoning the Episcopacy of the country before him, called

on them to resist to the last this attempt to open a schism in

the Ivish Church. This scheme failing, Lord Grey, the deputy,

called the parliament to meet at Dublin, May 1, 1536, and by

this body Henry VIII. was declared " sole and supreme head

on earth of the Church of Ireland,"^ the Pope's jurisdiction

renounced, and all who should maintain it rendered subject

to the penalties of praeramiire.^

^Brcn<i7i, Eccl. Hist, of Ireland, Dublin, 18G4, pp. 392-393. (Tr.) In a let-

ter, dated September, 1535, written by Archbishop Browne to Cromwell, the

writer says: " He had endeavored, almost to the hazard of his life, to reduce

the nobility and gentry of Ireland to due obedience in owning the king their

supreme head, as well spiritual as temporal ; but that he was much opposed

therein, especially by Cromer, Archbishop of Armagh, who had laid a curse on

the people whoever should own the king's supremacy, and had thereby drawn

to him the most of bis suffragans and clergy within his jurisdiction ; that the

archbishop and priests of Armagh had sent two messengers to Rome, and that

it was feared O'Neill (the great chief of Ulster) would be ordered by the Pope

to oppose the changes." KiUen, Eccl. Hist, of Ireland, London, 1875, Vol. I.,

pp. 338-339. This writer is a Protestant, and shows the animus of u bigoted

partisan. (Tr.)

'^ '• All officials of every class were required to take the oath of supremacy,

and all who refused were declared guilty of high treason. Several of the old

penal laws were revived. Marriage and fostering with the Irish were forbid-

den, and throughout the Pale the English language and habit were strictly en-

joined. A law was made for the establishment of an English school in every

district." KiUen, 1. c, pp. 339-340. Of Archbishop Browne, through whose

exertions the Statute of Supremacy was passed, the same writer says: "In-
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The royal supremacy was recognized by a few sordid bish-

ops and priests, who set more vahie upon the goods of this

workl than upon their own salvation in the next;^ and some
of the Irish cliieitains were won over by royal favor and

bounty. But the great bulk of the Irish people opposed a

vigorous and pereevering resistance to the progress of the Re-

formation, being unable to comprehend in what the belief of

men, who entered the country crying " Death to the Irish,"

could be superior to their own ancient faith, which counseled

peace and good-will to all. Preachers were brought over

from England, and the English liturgj' introduced, with a

view to facilitate and hasten the work of the Keformation in

Ireland; but, strange to sa}^ the results that followed were

the reverse of what had been anticipated.

The resistance of the Irish to the new teachings grew daily

more pronounced and energetic. Every royal artilice and

every display of kingly power, designed to alienate their af-

fections from the ancient faith, failed utterly of their purpose.

In vain did an Anglo-Irish parliament, held at Dublin in

1542, proclaim Henry ''•King of Ireland;^ in vain were peer-

ages conferred upon some of the native princes. The absence

of the bishops from the parliament was significant of the

temper of the country, and no attempt w^as made by the na-

tives to disguise their hostility to all foreign domination.

Even the re[)resentatives of those English families that had

been long settled in the land spurned the new teachings as

contemptuously as did the ancient Irish. A new dynasty had

indeed been thrust upon the countrj' ; but, instead of inspiring

love, it called forth the execrations of the people, who from

that day forth have never ceased to regard the cause of their

national independence and the cause of their religion as in-

stead of insisting that at least a portion of them (the spoils of the dissolved

abbeys) sliould be employed in promoting the general enlightenment of the

people, he solicits once and again for a share to himself, though he already en-

joyed a very ample income." Ibid., 1. c, p. 341. Such has always been the char-

acter of the men who have felt themselves called to improve upon the work of

God, and supply the shortcomings of his censurable neglect. (Tr.)

^Brenan, 1. c, p. 394. (Tr.)
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separably bound up together, and to view an attack on the

one as a menace against the other.

On the accession of Ed^vard VL, the Duke of Somerset, the

protector, issued a proclamation in the king's name, ordaining

that the Liturgy of the Church of England should be intro-

duced into all places of worship, and commanding all bishops

and priests to yield obedience to the royal will. George
Brown,^ Archbishop of Dublin, obeyed with alacrity, and on

Easter Sunday, 1551, had the new service read in the Cathe-

dral of Christ's Church in his own presence. The other bish-

ops of the country, proving less pliable than the servile

Brown, were commanded by the viceroy. Sir Anthony St.

Leger, to come up to Dublin, where, assembled in the council

chamber, they listened to the reading of the royal proclama-

tion. Wlien it was ended, George Dowdall, Primate of Ar-

magh, rose up, and, after having protested against its instruc-

tions as dangerous and unwarrantable innovations, abruptly

left the chamber, followed by all the clergy, with the excep-

tion of Brown, of Dublin; Staples, Bishop of Meath ; and

John Bale, a Carmelite, who, as a reward for his apostasy,

was afterward thrust by ro3al power into the See of Ossory,^

whence he was expelled, after a short stay, by the fury of an

outraged people. The dignified and manly course of Dowdall

was too great an offense to go unpunished, and he was ac-

cordingly deprived of his see, and an Englishman, named
Goodacre, appointed in his place. The title of Primate of all

Ireland was also withdrawn from the See of Armagh, and

conferred upon that of Dublin, as an additional recompense

to Brown for his man}^ virtues and his still more numerous

1 It would appear that this archbishop, who was so inveterate an enemy of

superstition that his zeal led him to cast into the fire the crozier, known as the

Staff of Jesus, which well authenticated tradition said had belonged to St. Pat-

riclc, the Apostle of Ireland, and for eleven hundred years had been held in

veneration as one of Ireland's most precious relics, was not himself very lond

of missionary work. Killen, the Protestant historian of the Irish Church, in-

forms us that "his sermons could not have occupied more than from eight to

ten minutes each in the delivery," and that "he preached only twice in the

year." 1. c, Yol. I., p. 341, note 3, and p. 365, note 1. (Tr.)

^Brenan, 1. c, p. 398. It is remarkable that these apostates were English-

men. (Tr.)
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services in the cause of reform. Every means that human
iugenuit}^ could devise, or human power execute, was now
brought into i>\ixy to induce the Irish clergy and people to

prove recreant to the venerable faith of their fathers. Threats,

bribes, flattery, promises of wealth, honors, and distinctions,

till served their turn, and all were contemptuously rejected or

disregarded. Of the Irish Episcopacy, except those already

mentioned, Magenis, Bishop of Down, and Burke, Bishop of

Olonfert, were alone found willing to give up their faith from

motives of avarice. A few Irish priests also apostatized, and
received mitres as a recompense for their dishonor.^

Edward VI. died in 1553, and on the 6th of July of the

sam.e year llarij succeeded to the throne. During her reign

the Catholics of Ireland enjoyed a short respite from the per-

secutions of the preceding one. Priests came forth from their

places of concealment, where they had sought a refuge to

escape the fury of their pursuers; churches and chapels that

had been closed or desecrated were again opened and restored

to their ancient uses ; George Dowdall, who had retired to the

Continent, returned and took possession of his See of Armagh

;

Brown, Staples, Lancaster, and Travers were deposed, and the

same fate would have overtaken Casey and Bale had they not

prudently retired of their own accord; immoral ecclesiastics

were punished
;
pastors were again set over their flocks ; and

order, morality, and religion once more held empire over the

hearts of a faithful people. It is a signal proof of the hu-

manity and forgiving temper of the Irish race that, notwith-

standing the indignities and atrocities endured bj'theni during

the preceding reign, this complete change was brought about

without the shedding of a single drop of blood. For the pur-

pose of reforming what needed reformation in the Irish

Church, Archbishop Dowdall called a National Synod, which

convened at Drogheda (1554), and was attended by nearly all

the Catholic bishops of tlie country. Here several decrees

were made, restoring ancient practices of the Church that

1 Only three are mentioned, says Brenun, 1. c, in our authentic annals,

namely: Eobert Travers, Thomas Lancaster, and William Casey. The first

became Bishop of Leighlin ; the second Bishop of Kildare; and the third

Bishop of Limerick. (Tr.)
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had fallen into disuse, and providing for the correction or

punishment of immoral ecclesiastics.^ In May, !j.556, Viscount

Fitzwalter entered upon his duties as viceroy, and in July of

tlie same year parliament met in Dublin. An act was passed

by this parliament, setting forth that the title of " Supreme
Head of the Church " could not " be justly attributable to any

king or governor," and that the Holy See should " have and

enjoy the same authority and jurisdiction " as had been law-

fully exercised by His Holiness the Pope during the early part

of the reign of Henry VHI.^

Protestantism was now nearly extinct in Ireland, there being

only three or four reformed preachers in the land,^ and the

future of the Catholic Church seemed full of hope and prom-

ise, when the whole aspect of affairs was changed by the death

of Mary and the accession of Elizabeth (1558). During this

and succeeding reigns a violent persecution was carried on

against the Irish Catholics, so cold-blooded, systematic, and

atrocious that, since the time of the Pharaohs, the world has

seen nothing comparable to it. Violence was practiced under

the forms of Law ; brute force was employed where other

means failed ; and to attempt any resistance, even in defense

of the most sacred rights, was declared an act of high treason.

Such, with the exception of short seasons of peace, occurring

at long intervals, was the normal condition of Ireland for

three centuries. To hold that country dependent on Eng-

hind, the people were kept in a chronic state of insurrection,

and the ministers of Elizabetli did not attempt to conceal that

they practiced so infamous a means for so iniquitous a pur-

pose. When, goaded to desperation, the people rose in rebel-

lion, they were put down by lii-e and sword, and the work of

destruction was completed by the ravages of famine. But

v/hile this policy carried ruin and death to the peo[»!e, it se-

cured no solid advantages to Protestantism, in whose interest

it was inaugurated, notwithstanding that Catholic bishops and

priests were driven from their sees and parishes, their goods

^Brenan, 1. c, p. 401-404. (Tr.)

2 The 3d and 4th of Philip and ^lary, chap. YIII., as quoted by Killen. (Tr.)

^Killen, 1. c, Vol. I., p. 365. (Tr.X
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confiscated, and they themselves either banished the country

or put to death.

In the 3'ear 1559, Thomas, Earl of Sussex, acting on the

order of his sovereign, summoned the Irish parliament to

meet in Dublin. This assembly, from which the Catholic no-

bles were carefully excluded, is described by Hooker as " more

like a bear-beating of disorderly persons than a parliament of

wise and grave men."' Still agitators of this character,

whose undignified conduct excited the contempt of their

own apologists, ordained that the Book of Common Prayer

should be used in all places of public worship. If a priest

celebrated the Lord's Supper, either publicly or in private, in

any manner other than that laid down in the Liturgy of the

Church of England, he was condemned to forfeit a year's in-

come and be imprisoned six months for the first offense ; to

forfeit his income forever and be imprisoned at pleasure for

the second ; and for the third to be imprisoned during the

term of his natural life. Laymen using any form of worship

other than that contained in the Book of Cornmon Praj-er

were sent to prison for one year for the first, and for life for

the second offense ; and all persons, whether ecclesiastics or

laymen, holding livings or offices, were ordered to come for-

ward, under penalty of deprivation and forfeiture, and take

the oath of Supremacy.^

Speaking of the character of the men who went over to

Ireland to introduce the Reformation into that country, Spen-

ser, himself a Protestant, and an eye-witness of what he at-

tests, says :
" Whatever disorders you see in the Established

Church through England, you may find here, and many more,

namely, grosse simomj, cjreedy covetousness, fleshy vicontinencij,

carelesse sloath, and generally .all disordered life in. the common

clerr/yman." ^

The legislation already in operation proving ineffectual to

prevent the Catholic clergy of Ireland from providing for the

interests of the Church by secret meetings held in Dublin,

^Brena7i, 1. c, p. 404. (Tr.)

"Lib. Stat., p. 201, quoted by Brenon, 1. c, p. 405. (Tr.)

^Spe7iser, pp. 139-140, quoted by Brenan, 1. c, p. 405. (Tb.)

VOL. Ill—16
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tlie Earl of Essex issued a proclamation in 1563, forbidding

all priests, whether secular or regular, either to meet or reside

in the city, and republished a former edict, commanding all

heads of families to attend Protestant service every Sunday.

Another addition Avas shortly after made to the proclamation

of 1559, summoning every individual in the country to come
forward and acknowledge the Spiritual Supremacy of Eliza-

beth.^ But, though every means that great wealth and irre-

sistible power could command was brought into play to break

the spirit and shake the faith of the Irish people and clergy,

they continued steadfast and loyal to the Church of their

fathers ; and of the episcopacy, ordy two, 31iler Magrath,

Bishop of Down, iind Hugh Curwin, an Englishman, who had
been appointed by Mary to the archiepiscopal See of Dublin

in the room of Brown, proved recreant to their trusts and
traitors to their God. The defection of these two bishops

was, however, amply atoned for b}' the heroic constancy and
glorious martyrdom of numerous others. Dermot O^IIuiiey,

Archbishop of Cashel, was tied to a stake and his body cov-

ered with pitch, salt, oil, and sulphur ; after which a slow lire

was started, and managed with such a refinement of barbaric

skill and civilized cruelty, that the victim was made to endure

the inhuman torture for hours without being permitted to

expire. He was then cast into prison, but only to be brought

forth the next day and strangled on the rack in Stephen's

Green, Dublin, 1583.^

Patrick O^Hely, Bishop of Mayo, was stretched on a rack

;

his hands and feet broken with hammers ; large needles driven

violently under his nails ; and, after enduring these barbarities

for some time, was taken from the rack only to be hung from

the limb of a neighboring tree (1578).^

Richard Creach, Archbishop of Armagh, was carried to

London and confined in the Tower. He was brought forth

for trial, and confronted with a young lady, the daughter of the

gaoler, who had been suborned to testify that he had attempted

to outrage her person. Summoned to the witness-stand, the

^Brenan, 1. c, p. 407. (Tr.)

"^Analecia sacrn^ appendix, p. 7. (Tr.)

^Arthur a Monasterio, in suo Martyrologio, quoted by Brenan, I.e., p. 415. (Tr.)
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young woman, startled at the injustice of her purpose, and

yielding to the promptings of her hettcr nature, openly con-

fessed that the good prelate was wholly innocent of the

crime his enemies were desirous of fastening upon him. But
these men cared not whether he was innocent or guilty ; tlicy

sought only his life, and of that they would not he hafflcd.

He was again sent to the Tower, where he was chained like

a wild beast ; and, after undergoing every sort of suffering

and privation for above four years, was finally poisoned Octo-

ber 14, 1585.^ The sufferings of these illnstrious men, than

w'hom Ireland has no greater saints in her long catalogue of

martyrs, may serve as specimens to show what the Irish had

to endure to keep the faith. The record of their lives is as

proud a page as there is in the history of any people ; and

those historians who are assiduously ransacking the annals of

the Spanish Inquisition for examples of inhuman atrocity can

Und them more conveniently and certainly in a more aggra-

vated form by turning to the history of the Reformation in

Ireland.^

To utterly root up and destroj^the Catholic faith in Ireland,

its seminaries and its colleges were closed by law ; Catholic

education, whether public or private, proscribed throughout

the whole island ; and those desiring to acquire a liberal ed-

ucation could do so only by either giving up their faith or

crossing over to the Continent, where the munificent hospi-

tality of strangers opened seats of learning for the Irish

3'outh, which in some sort supplied the advantages furnished

by those that had been closed against them at home.^

^Analecta sacra de rebus Cath. Hib. de Processu Martyr., pp. 4i3 sq. (Tr.)

* For particulars of the lives of these men, and many more, the reader is re-

ferred to Bretian. (Tr.)

' The Irish seminary at Lisbon, which was munificently endowed, was founded

in 1595. Another was founded about the same time at Evora by Cardinal

Henriqiiez. The Irish college of Douay was founded in 1596. Through the

exertions of Christopher Cusack, a priest of the diocese of Meath, colleges were

founded at Lisle, Antwerp, Tournay, and St. Omer. Seminaries were fouiided

at Bordeaux, Toulouse, and Nantes, under the patronage of Anne of Austria.

The Irish college on the hill of Ste. Genevieve, in Paris, was the gift of the

French government, and Baron de St. Just was its chief benefactor. In 1582,

the College of Salamanca was founded by the States of Castile and Leon, under
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The accession of James I. to the throne of England led the

Irish to hope that thej might look for at least a scant measure

of justice from the son of Mary Stuart, and count upon the

free exercise of their religion during his reign. That this

hope was fallacious they learned when James proclaimed an

act of oblivion and indemnity, and excluded by name from

the benefits of its provisions only ^'PapiMs and assassips.^' A
petition, carried to the king in 1608, begging freedom of re-

ligions worship for Catholics, was treated with contempt, and

the bearers of it sent to prison in the Tower. On July 4,

1605, a royal ordinance was published, declaring all the enact-

ments of the reign of Elizabeth in force, to which the king

added that " no toleration shall ever be granted by ns ; and

this," he went on to say, "we do for the purpose of cutting

off' all hope that any other religion shall ever be allowed, save

that which is consonant to the laws and statutes of this

realm.'" This ordinance required "all Jesuits, seminary

priests, and other priests whatsoever, to depart out of the

kingdom of Ireland" before the ensuing 10th of December.^

Durin* the reign of Elizabeth an unsuccessful attempt had

been made to render the native Irish strangers in their own
land and among their own people. It was proposed to

send over English and Scotch colonists, who should take

possession of the lands in various districts and settle perma-

nently in the country. The scheme was again taken up by

James, to whom an excellent opportunity of carrying it into,

effect was presented when the property of the three powerful

chiefs of Ulster, namely, Tyrone, Tyrconnel, and O'Dogherty,

escheated to the crown. Their estates, it is said, included

nearly the whole of the six northern counties of Cavan, Fer-

managh, Armagh, Derry, Tyrone, and Tyrconnel, and em-

braced two millions of acres.^ When insurrections did not

the patronage of Philip II. Baron George Sylveria founded the Irish college

at Alcalfi de Henares, "which, heing richly endowed, was the great nursery of

Irish missionaries during the seventeenth century. Brenan, 1. c, p. 423. (Tr.)

1 O'Daly, Relatio Persec. Hib., p. 232. (Tr.)

"^Calendar of State Papers, James I., 1606-1608, Pref. 60-61; also Burke's

Hihernia Dominicana, pp. 611-612. (Tr.)

3 This project, known as the Ulster Plantation, was carried out with great
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"break out with sufficient frequency to satisfy the greed of the

avaricious agents of government, it was pretended that the

pacilication of Irehmd required a periodical revision of titles

to the possession of land. It was not to he expected that in

a country so long and so violently convulsed all titles should

he without flaw ; and it is certain that wherever defects ex-

isted, they did not escape the keen and practiced eyes of tlie

government lawyers. That the lord chief-justice and the vice-

roy fully appreciated their opportunit}^, their zeal in hunting

up defective titles, and their avidity in seizing the property

for which no clear claim could be established, amply attest.

In some instances, where the jury resolutely refused to do the

bidding of the viceroy, the}^ were summoned to Dublin, heavily

lined, and cast into prison.^

These persecutions were kept up throughout the whole of

the reign of James, and continued with increased violence

under that of his successor, Charles I. (1625-1649). Wheu
this prince ascended the throne, it was hoped he would deal

justly with the people of Ireland, and grant to them the same
freedom of worship he allowed to his Catholic queen-, Henri-

etta Maria, daughter of Henry lY. of France. This would
probably have beeu his policy had he not inherited the weak
and luxlting character so peculiar to the house of Stuart, and
been surrounded b}^ wicked and bigoted advisers. Accord-

ingly, when the Catholics began to practice their religion

openl}', the Irish Protestant hierarchy, headed by the Arch-

bishop Usher, took the alarm, and protested against a grant

of graces, as they were called, which the king promised the

skill. The lands to'be " planted " were parceled out into tracts of one thousand,

fifteen hundred, and two thousand acres each, and given to Protestant settlers

from. England and Scotland, who were required to build castles or large houses,

capable of being defended, in strong and commanding positions. The natives

were permitted to take up their residence in the open country, under the con-

trol and at the raerc3' of the English and Scotch " undertakers and servitors,"

or capitalists and military oflScers. These latter were obliged to take the oath

of supremacy, and to exclude any tenant not of British origin. Linyard, Hist,

of England, London, 1849, Vol. IX., pp. 148, 149. Killen, Eccl. Hist, of Ire-

land, London, 1875, Vol. I., p. 482. (Tr.)

^Tkos. Moore, Memoirs, Book I., ch. 7, notes 26-28. Killen, 1. c, Vol. II.,

p. 29. (Tk.)
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Catholics in return for the paj^ment of a certain sum of

money. The Protestants went on to say that it would be " a

grievons sin" to permit Catholics the "free exercise of their

religion," because to do so would be to give the sanction of

government to superstition, idolatry, and heresy, and to barter

for money souls redeemed by the blood of Christ.^

The king yielded to the pressure brought to bear upon him
by the Protestant bishops of Ireland, and in 1629 the statutes

against Catholics were once more revived.^ Lord Falkland,

who was then Viceroy of Ireland, unwilling to carry out the

iniquitous and fraudulent policy of the government, was re-

called, and Lord Weutworth, afterward Earl of Strafford., was
appointed in his place in January, 1632. That Wentworth
was a man of great ability and eminent talents there can be

no doubt ;
^ and there is just as little doubt that he i")rostituted

in the service of the devil the splendid gifts he had received

from God. Once the uncompromising champion of the rights

of the people, he had now become the uncompromising cham-

pion of the claims of the king. Possessed of great courage

and tenacity of purpose, and destitute of every humane feel-

ing and conscientious scruple, he was appalled by no con-

sideration of guilt in the conception of his measures, and was

deterred by no obstacle in their execution. The leading and

^ Lingnrd, 1. c, Vol. IX., pp. 335, 336. KiUen, 1. c, Vol. II., pp. 3, 4. Brenan,

I.e., p. 453. (Tr.)

2 The character of these bishops, who were so zealous in putting down what

they were pleased to call "superstition," is given in a letter of remonstrance,

addressed to the four archbishops by the king in April, 1630. "The clergy,"

he said, " were not so careful as they ought to be ... in removing all

pretenses to scandal in their lives and conversation." "When livings fall va-

cant," "some bishops" "do either not dispose of them so soon as they should,

but do keep the profits in their own hands, to the hindrance of God's service and

great offense of good people, or else they give them to young and mean men,

which only bear the name, reserving tlie greatest part of the benefice to them-

selves." Erlington^s Life of Usher, pp. 106-108.

Coyne, in his Memoir of the Life and Episcopate of Bedell, pp. 34, 35, says

Thomas Moygne, the Protestant predecessor of Bedell in the See of Kilmore,

treated " all things spiritual and temporal belonging to the episcopacy" as if

they "had been ordinarily vendible commodities; " even " orders and livings^'

being "sold to those that could pay the greatest prices." See KiUen, 1. c, VoL
XL, pp. 7, 8. (Tr.)

3 Thos. Moore, 1. c, chap. 8, p. 65.
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controlling principle of his government was that Ireland was

a conquered country, and as such her inhabitants held their

possessions by no title other than the good-will of tlie king.

A system of legalized robbery, under the specious name of

an inquiry into the titles by which property was held, was

begun and perfected by him, and under its operation the

whole province of Connaught was declared the inheritance

of the crown, and parceled out among the favorites of the

court. This measure was the more atrocious, in that the

king, by the contract of 1628 between himself and the landed

proprietors of Ireland, had promised to make good by act of

parliament the titles of -the actual possessors of lands. In a

parliament, which met in Dublin in 1634, many of whose

members were selected either directl}' by the viceroy, or in

compliance with his wishes, subsidies to the amount of

£46,000 sterling were voted to the king; but when the ques-

tion of confirming the promised Fifty-one Graces was raised,

Strafford possessed sufficient influence to have the measure

voted down. Among the leading causes that contributed to

the success of this perfidious act were the threats and cajolery

of the viceroy, the packing of the parliament, and the fact

that of the Fifty-one Graces nearly all were intended to cor-

rect grievances that weighed upon Catholics alone.

^

At the moment when the king was threatened by his Scotch

subjects, and at variance with the English parliament, the

Irish came generously forward to relieve his necessities, and

in return asked only that he should do them the scanty jus-

tice which was now perfidiously denied them. But to do

justice to Ireland was no part of the policy of the English

government. The country was to be kept in a chronic state

of rebellion for the benefit of thieves. " Rebellion," said Le-

land, a Protestant prebendary of Dublin, " is the goose that

lays the golden eggs, and the lords chief-justices will not be

stupid enough to kill it."
^

Such was the policy of the ofificials who governed Ireland,

or rather who, under pretense of governing that country, did.

^Lingard, 1. c, Vol. IX., pp. 336, 337. (Tk.)

2Apud Moore, Bk. I., ch. 9, p. 73.
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tlieir best to aggravate the condition of the unfortunate in-

habitants and keep them in a state of continuous revolt. It

is not surprising, therefore, to learn that a formidable uprising

of the people, under the lead of Roger O'Moore and Sir

Phelim O'Neil, took place October 23, 1641. At first the in-

surrection consisted only of detached bands, organized for the

purpose of surprising and getting possession of gairisons and

strongholds, and acting without a complete understanding

with each other ; but in the following year it became general

over the whole island, and a systematic and effective plan of

operations was agreed upon. Following the example of the

Scots, who had successfully maintained their right to freedom

of worship, a number of leading men from every city, tovvn,

and county, including the Catholic nobility and the prelates

of the kingdom, met in national convention at Kilkenny

early in 1642, and forming themselves into a Covfederation,

bound themselves " b}^ solemn oath never to sheathe their

swords until they saw their religion free, their kingdom con-

stitutionally independent, and they themselves in possession

of their natural and inalienable rights."^ In compliance with

a request from the Confederation, the bishops and clergy of

Ireland assembled in a Notional Synod at Kilkenny, May 10,

1642, and unanimously resolved "that, whereas, the Catholics

of Ireland have taken up arms in defense of their religion,

for the preservation of the king, . . . the security of

their own lives, possessions, and liberty, we, on behalf of the

Catholics, declare these proceedings to be most just and law-

ful. Nevertheless, if, in pursuit of these objects, any person

or persons should be actuated by motives of avarice, malice,

or revenge, we declare such person to be guilty of a griev-

ous offense, and deseiwedly subject to the censai'es of the

Church." 2

The Synod ordained that there should be in each county

and province a council cotnposed of clerical and lay members,

and a general or supreme council of similar composition,

"whose authority and jurisdiction the whole nation should

1 Breiian, 1. c, p. 454. (Tk.)

'Ibid., 1. c, p. 455. Lingard, 1. c, Vol. X., pp. 100-101. (Tr.)
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recognize. These councils were primarily intended for the

administration of the statute law, the authority of vvhicli was
acknowledged, appeals being carried from the lower to the

higher ; but they also exercised executive functions.'

An oath was drawn up and administered to the members
of the Confederation, binding those who took it to " bear true

faith and allegiance" to King Charles ; to defend their " pre-

rogatives, estates, and rights;" to uphold "the fundamental

laws of Ireland;" to maintain "the free exercise of tlie Ro-

man Catholic faith and religion ;" and to " obey and ratify

all orders and decrees made, and to be made by the Supreme
Council of tlie Confederate Catholics of this kingdom con-

cerning the public cause." ^ It was further ordained that a

General Assembly of the Confederate Catholics should be

called. This body met at Kilkenny, October 24, 1G42. Its

members, although divided into two orders, the one consist-

ing of the bishops and nobles, and the other of the represent-

atives of the counties and towns, sat in the same chamber.

The General Assembly, without taking the name, performed

all the functions of a parliament, and announced that its busi-

ness was " to consult of an order for their own aft'airs till his

majesty's wisdom had settled the present troubles." ^ It nom-
inated the members of the Supreme Council, and invested

them with the authority of an executive government. They
appointed sheriifs, coined money, carried on correspondence

with foreign powers, had jurisdiction over civil officials and

military officers, and were the ordinary representatives of

national authority when the General Assembly was not con-

vened, at the close of which they were changed. The Gen-

eral Assembly adopted as its motto the legend, ''Pro Deo,

liege, et Patria, Hiberni Unanimes" The success of the arms

of the Confederation was a surprise, even to the most san-

guine. JSTearly every important city in Ireland, Dublin ex-

ce[)ted, fell into their hands. And, when in the full tide of

victory, their terms were moderate and their demands just.

^Lingard, 1. c, Vol. X., pp. 101-102. (Tr.)

2 Killen, 1. c, Vol. II., p. 59, note 2. (Tr.)

* T. D. McGee, Attempt to Establish the Keformation in Ireland, Boston,

1853, p. 111. (Tr.)
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The king appointed a Protestant nobleman, the Marqnis of

Ormond, to enter into negotiations with the Confederates.

An armistice of twelve months, known as The Cessation, was
agreed uj)on at Sigginstown, near JSTaas, on the 15th of Sep-

tember, 1643, by the terms of which both parties were to retain

possession of places respectively occupied by each, and the

Catholics to hold tbe churches and ecclesiastical property they

had regained, and to be unmolested in the free exercise of

their religion. In the following year the armistice was pro-

longed for twelve months more, and when this period was

about to expire, Charles, finding his condition in England

well nigh hopeless, and having absolute and immediate need

of both the money and the soldiers of Ireland to uphold his

tottering throne, gave Earl Glamorgan a secret and informal,

though binding commission, to cross the channel and nego-

tiate a peace with the Confederation. Arrived at Kilkenny,

Glamorgan met the Supreme Council, and concluded a treat}'

(August 25, 1645), by which the Catholics were granted free-

dom of worship, permitted to take possession of all churches

not actually in the hands of the clergy of the Established

Church, and secured in the enjoyment of many valuable civil,

political, and social rights.^

A copy of the treaty fell into the hands of the Puritans,

and Charles, to escape the odium the discovery caused, sent

an address to parliament, disavowing the articles. Earl Gla-

morgan was arrested by Ormond, who, professing to believe

the commission a forgery, cast him into prison. Ormond now

drew up another treaty of Thirty Articles, in which he art-

fully alloAved the claims for which the laymen contended, and

denied those on which the clergy insisted. This treaty was

objected to by the clergy and the better class of the laity, and

was disagreeable to the Papal Nuncio, John Baptist Riimcciiii,

who had lately arrived in Ireland. It was, nevertheless, con-

firmed by the Supreme Council at Kilkenny, on the 28th of

March, 1646.^ The great bulk of the Irish people w^ere indig-

^Ungnrd, 1. c, Vol. X., pp. 101-103. Brenan, 1. c, pp. 455-456. (Tr.)

2 While the tn-aty was signed on the above date, the documents were not ex-

changed till the 29th of July of the same year. (Tr.)
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nant, believing that the advantages they had purchased so

dearly had been bartered away, and they did not hesitate to

apply epithets of traitor and perjurer to the members of the

Supreme Council.^ This event caused a split among the mem-
bers of the Confederation, and the old Irish Catholics and the

clergy began to be depressed, when their ho[)es were suddenly

revived by the news of a brilliant victory gained by their

leader, Owen lioe O'Neil, the Irish Fabins, over the Scottish

commander, Monro, at Benburb, June 5, 1G4G. With a force

inferior to that of his enemy, O'Neil [)ut him to an ignomin-

ious flight, captured his artillery, baggage, and provisions,

and, while himself sustaining a loss of not above seventy

men, left close upon three thousand of Monro's dead upon

the field of battle.^ On the lltii of June, O'N^eil proclaimed

war on the Supreme Council, and in the August following a

I^ational Synod convened at Waterford, which issued a decla-

ration to the efiect that " all and each of the Confederate

Catholics who should adhere to the peace " of the Thirt}' Ar-

ticles should be regarded as " perjurers," and that the assem-

bled fathers would never consent to any treaty which did not

guarantee unrestricted freedom of worship. By another de-

cree, dated Kilkenny, October 5th of the same year, those

adhering to the Peace were declared excommunicated and the

Peace itself null and void, because it gave no satisfactory se-

curity for the free exercise of the Catholic religion.^ This

decree was virtually ratified by the General Assembly, which

met at Kilkenny, January 7, 1647. In July of this j^ear the

Marquis of Ormond, conscious that the royal cause had be-

come hopeless, surrendered Dublin to the Parliamentary army,

and now having the undivided power of the enemy brought

against them, and experiencing dissensions in their own
ranks, the Confederates found it impossible to hold out, with

any reasonable hope of success. The divisions among the

Confederates were still further increased by a treaty of peace,

entered into (May 20, 1648) between the Supreme Council and

1 Lingard, 1. c, p. 164 sq. Vindiciae Catholicorum Hiber. Auctore Philopaire

Irenneo, 1. I., quoted b^ Brenan. (Tr.)

^Killeri, 1. c, Vol. II., p. 74. (Tr.)

3 Brenan, 1. c, p. 459. (Tr.)
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Lord Inchiquin, who had lately deserted the Puritan for the

royal cause. The bishops protested iu a declaration published

at Kilkenny, but their protest proving ineffectual, on the fol-

lowing 27th of May they caused a document to be affixed to

the gates of the cathedral of St. Canice, in Kilkenny, excom-

municating all the theologians who had approved the Peace

and the members of the Supreme Council who had, given it

their assent. The excessive use of the censures of the Church

has, as at all times, worked evil, and the present instance is

no exception. Heretofore the bishops, at least, had been prac-

tically a unit on every important question, carrying with

them, by their harmony and uniform action, the whole body

of the clergy and the better class of the laity. But now they

split among themselves, some maintaining that the sentence

of excommunication was valid; and others, their equals in

learning and virtue, denying that, under the circumstances,

there was any justification of the measure. In the meajitime,

Ormond returned to Ireland, and on the 17th of January,.

1649, a treaty of peace, containing thirty-five articles, was

ratified and published by the General Assembly at Kilkenny.

This was the last official act of the Confederation. A few

days later the king ended his life on the scaffold, and on the

15th of the following August, Cromwell landed in Ireland,

and immediately commenced the subjugation of the country.

Aftei- a short siege, he took Drogheda by storm, and even the

Protestant Killen admits that thoui^ands, including "priests,

monks, citizens, and soldiers," were put to the sword. And
the fate of Drogheda was the fate of every city and town that

did not surrender at the first summons to the Puritan tyrant,

who, holding the Bible in one hand, slauglitered innocent

victims with the other. Limerick was taken in October, 1651,

after a protracted siege, and Cromwell declared confiscated

nearly all the lands belonging to Catholics in Ireland, and di-

vided them among his soldiers and a class called "adven-

turers," who advanced money to pay the army. Twenty

thousand were transported to the West Indies, and many
thousands more, chiefiy females, to the American colonies.^

1 Killen, 1. c, Vol. II., p. 119. (Tr.)
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Those who were not sent abroad were shut up in the western

province of Connaught. Preparations for the settlement of

Connaiight by the Catholics were completed by tiie year 1653,

and, by an act of the English parliament, all who were found

after the date of May 1, 1654, on the eastern side of the Shan-

non, were liable to the penalty of death. British settlements,

extending to a distance of several miles, were planted along

the sea-coast and the western bank of the Sliannon, and com-

posed of men long trained to military service. Judging by

human standards, the Catholic religion was as good as extinct

in Ireland. This barbarous proscription was api)licable to all

the land-owners of the island who could not prove that during

the whole time of the civil war they had shown a " constant

good affection to the cause of the parliament." It must also

be borne in mind that Connaught had been made desohite

by the civil wars, and that those of the nobility who could

trace their ancestry back to the dim mists where history

begins, and who had been accustomed to move about in noble

palaces and enjoy all the luxuries of life, could not find a

dwelling fit for a human being to abide in. Famine supervened

to add to the miseries of war and persecution, and historians,

Protestant and Catholic alike, agree in stating that no pen

can adequately portray the hardships and sufferings Avhich

this poor but gallant people underwent for religion's sake.

Of a hierarchy of twenty-six prelates, three only were per-

mitted to remain;^ and of the priests, those who were not

martyred were commanded to go into exile, only twenty-eight

days being given them to quit the kingdom.

Cromwell went to meet his judge September 3, 1658, and
two years later Charles II. made his public entry into Lon-
don. It is asserted that the new king had promised to deal

justly with the Catholics of Ireland ; but, if such promise

had ever been made, it was soon forgotten. The Puritans,

who were in possession of their lands, began now to represent

them as fomenters of dissension, disturbers of the public

peace, subjects of a foreign potentate, and incapable of loyalty

^ Darcy McGee, 1. c, p. 130. In the year 1653 there was only one bishop in

the whole island. Kilien, 1. c, Vol. II., p. 146. (Tr.)
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to the crown. It was the old strategy, and was received by
the enemies of the Church with as much credulity in that

age as it has been in our own. To correct these misrepre-

sentations, a number of tlie Catholic leaders met in Dublin in

1661, and drew up a ^^Bemonstrance," addressed to the king,

in which they stated that they felt themselves '' obliged, under

pain of sin, to obey his majesty in all civil and temporal af-

fairs, as much as any other of his majevsty's subjects, and as

the laws and rules of government in this kingdom did require

at their hands." ^ The Roman Catholic nobility and gentry

of Ireland, for the most part, w^ere unanimous in their ap-

proval of the sentiments set forth in the Remonstrance

;

wliile the clergy, on the otlier hand, protested against it as

containing sentiments disrespectful to the Holy See and prop-

ositions condemned by Popes Paul V. and Innocent X.^

It soon became evident that the Remonstrants received

their inspiration from Ormond, the Lord Lieutenant, and that

his aim was to divide the (catholic clergy and people among
themselves. A synod was convened in Dublin, June 11, 1666,

to consider the questions raised, and, six days later, unani-

mously rejected the Remonstrance. They, however, drew up

another, in which, while omitting the passages disrespectful

to the Holy See, they embodied the same expressions of loy-

alty as set forth in the one of 1661. This action gave great

offense to Ormond, and, in consequence, the bishops who had

^KiUen, 1. c, Vol. 11., p. 142. (Tr.)

'^ Brenan, 1. c, pp. 478-480.

The passages to which exception was taken read as follows :
" And that, not-

withstanding any power or pretension of the Pope or the See of Rome, or any

sentence or declaration of what kind or quality soever, given, or to be given,

by the Pope, his predecessors or successors, or by any authority, spiritual or

temporal, proceeding or derived from him o.r his See, against your majesty or

royal authority, we will still acknowledge and perform, to the uttermost of our

abilities, our loyaltj' and true allegiance to your majesty. And we openly dis-

claim and renounce all foreign power, be it either papal or princely, spirit.ial

or temporal, inasmuch as it may seem able, or shall pretend, to free, discharge,

or absolve us from this obligation, or give us leave or license to raise tumults,

bear arms, or ofler any violence to your majesty's person or royal authority, or

to the State or Government.'" This was not the production of the Irish lead-

ers, but an exact copy of the Declaration presented by the South Britons to

Charles I. in 1640. (Tr.)
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€ome to Dubliii again left the country. At the close of the

year 1668, there were only two prelates in the island.^ In the

mouth of May of the year 1670, Lord Berkeley became vice-

roy, and during the four years of his administration the Cath-

olics enjoyed a season of comparative exemption from perse-

cution. Bishops returned
;

provincial and diocesan synods

were held ; Catholics occupied positions of public trust and

honor ; churches and cha[)els were again opened ; and the old

faith began once more to flourish in the land. But this inter-

val of peace was only the stillness of the calm that precedes

the storm. In 1673 the Puritans, who were in a majority in

the house of commons, forced the king to recall Lord Berke-

ley, whose justice and humanity in the government of Ireland

excited the indignation of these fierce zealots. The " Decla-

ration of Indulgence to Dissenters," granted three years pre-

viously, was revoked, and the " Test Act" again enforced.

Those refusing to take the oath of supremacy, to deny tran-

substantiation, and "to receive the Sacrament" according to

the rite of the Established Church, were declared incapable

of holding either civil or military office.^ Catholics were for-

bidden to reside in corporate towns; bishops and others exer-

cising ecclesiastical jurisdiction by the Pope's authority were

commanded to quit the kingdom ; convents were dissolved,

and all priests banished.^ In 1677, Lord Essex, who had suc-

ceeded to Berkeley in the viceroyalty of Ireland, was recalled,

and Ormond again appointed in his place. The news of the

''Popish Plot" reached the viceroy in the course of the fol-

lowing year, and, while he ridiculed the clumsy invention in

private, he made it a [)retext in public for fresh persecutions

against the Catholics. It was pretended that the ''Plot " ex-

tended to Ireland; and although, as the Protestant Killev

candidly avows, " the e%'idence against the accused possessed

transparent marks of falsehood," Peter Talbot, the Roman
(catholic Archbishop of Dublin, and Lord Montgarrct, both

far advanced in years, the latter being eighty-one, and both

1 Killen, 1. c, Vol. II., p. 146. (Tr.)

2 McGee, 1. c, p. 143. (Tr.)

3 Killen, 1. c, Vol. II., p. 150. (Tr.)
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sinking under disease and infirmity, were dragged to prison,

where they ended their days.

Oliver Plunket, the Roman Catholic Archbishop of Armagh,
who, Killen tells us, " was an ecclesiastic of blameless morals

and pacific temper," bat who, "according to the testimony"

of two friars and an apostate priest, whom he had punished

for their vices, " was a most desperate revolutionist," was of

so exalted a character that the fear of not being able to get

even a Protestant jury to convict him in Ireland induced his

persecutors to send him to London, where he was tried at

Westminster, and sentenced to be hanged, emboweled, and

quartered, " according to law." He was executed at Tyburn,

July 1, 1681. Those who bore false witness against him all

ended their days mise^abl3^^

These persecutions continued until the accession of James

II., in 1685, when the Irish Catholics again looked forward

in the hope of seeing them suspended and their rights re-

stored. They were not disappointed. Lord Clarendon was

sent as viceroy to Ireland in 1686, with instructions to grant

freedom of worship to Catholics ; to remove or disregard

their civil disabilities ; and to admit them equally with Pro-

testants to ofiSces of State. The reform of the army was

intrusted to Richard Talbot, Earl of Tyrconnel, and brother

to the late Archbishop of Dublin. Protestant soldiers were

removed, and Catholics appointed to fill their places. These

changes alarmed the Protestai)ts, and their tears were still

further aroused by the information that Talbot had gone to

England for the purpose of pressing the repeal of the Act of

Settlement, and by his appointment to the government of

Ireland in the room of Clarendon, in whose recall he had

been chieflj^ instrumental. Affairs were in this condition

M'hen James, driven from his throne' by William of Orange,

passed over to France (1688). The disasters that overtook

the king in England did not shake the loyalty of his Catholic

subjects in Ireland. To them his cause was identical with

their own. From the reign of Henry YIII. down, they had

borne sutferings and death for their faith ; he had granted

1 See his life, by the Rev. Dr. Croly, of Maynooth, Dublin.
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freedom of worship. They had labored under civil and po-

litical disqiialitications ; these he had removed. They had

been robbed of their lands; he had shown an inclination to

repeal the Acts of Settlement. These and other considera-

tions attached them to James ; but both their hopes and his

were extinguished by the decisive battle of the Boyne,Jn\\y 2,

1690. James quitted Ireland immediately after this disas-

trous and to him disgraceful engagement, but the Irish Cath-

olics fought on for a year longer. Their defeat at the battle

of Aaqlirim, July 12, 1691, which was followed on the 13th

of the following month by the capitulation of Limerick, de-

stroyed all possibility of successful resistance, and made the

autiiority of William supreme over the whole island. By the

Treaty of Limerick, it was expressly stipulated that Catholics

should be obliged to take only the oath binding them "to

bear faithful and true allegiance to their Majesties William

and Mary ;" and yet in the year following an oath was drawn

up and presented for their acceptance, in which they were

called upon to deny the dogma of " transubstantiation " in

"the Lord's Supper;" and to declare that "the invocation

of the Virgin Mary, or any other saint, and the Sacrifice of

the Mass, as now used in the Church of Rome, are damnable

and idolatrous." An "oath of abjuration" was also drawn

up, which went on to say that no foreign prince or prelate

" hatli any jurisdiction, ecclesiastical or spiritual, within this

realm." ^

1 McGee, 1. c, p. 168. Killen, 1. c, Vol. II., pp. 177 et seq.

During this and the preceding reigns, the clergymen of the Protestant

Church in Ireland do not appear to have been self-denying, saintly men, or to

have corrected in their own lives faults of which they complained so loudly in

those of others. Speaking of the " Irish Episcopal Church,"' immediately after

the Kestoration, Killen says: "In the selection of the new dignitaries, political

services and family connections had generally more influence than piety or

learning. Instead of devoting themselves to the spiritual duties of their office,

and thus seeking to remove the odium which had so long rested on their order,

most of the bishops still continued to give offense by their covetousness, secu-

larity, and ambition." One who subsequently became an archbishop was noto-

rious " for his penuriousness and indolence." Another, who subsequently became

Primate and Chancellor of Ireland, seems to have merited his promotion by

his avaricious greed. He "was not satisfied with three sees," but, on "the

VOL. Ill—17
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By the Treaty of Limerick, the Irish Catholics were secured

in the enjoyment of " their goods and chattels," " their estates

of freehold and inheritance," together with all their interests

and immunities ; and yet by an act of the Irish parliament of

1695, any one known to have sent his child to the Continent,

to be brought up in the Catholic faith, was incapacitated from

prosecuting suits at law, from receiving any legacy or deed of

gift, and was condemned to " forfeit" all his goods and chat-

tels and "all his hereditaments, rents, annuities, offices, and

estates of freehold."^ A Protestant heiress, who married a

Catholic, was punished by loss of her inheritance.^ In the

parliament of 1697, an act was passed requiring all Catholic

archbishops, bishops, vicars-general, deans, Jesuits, monks,

friars, and all Catholics exercising any ecclesiastical jurisdic-

tion, to quit the kingdom before the 1st of Maj^, 1698, and

should any return, the}'' were declared subject to the penalties-

of high treason.^ Between the years 1696 and 1699, over

nine hundred priests were banished the kingdom, and the two
or three hnndred who remained were obliged to hide away in

the caverns of the earth or the pestilential morasses of the

open country.

The old scheme for robbing the Catholics by issuing a com-

mission to inquire into defective titles was again revived, and

under its operation 1,060,792 acres were forfeited to the

crown, in addition to the 10,636,837 already seized.* At the

groundless plea that he could find no clergymen," appropriated for three years

the "incomes" "of six parishes," leaving the Protestant parishioners in the in-

terval " without a ministry." Neither did these holy men, who came to bring

the pure light of the Gospel to a benighted and superstitious people, appear to

improve as time went on. Mary, writing to William just after the battle of

the Boyne, tells Miim to "take care of the Church in Ireland. Everybody

agrees," she says, " that it is the worst in Christendom." We are told that

Thomas Hacket, the Protestant Bishop of Down and Connor from 1672 to 1694,

traded " in benefices with unblushing effrontery. The livings in his gift were

sold to the highest bidder. For twenty years he was never within the bounds

of his diocese, etc." And so the list of these good and pure Keformers goes on

to the end of the chapter. Killeyi, 1. c, Vol. II., pp. 130 and 182-183. (Tr.)

» The 7th of William III., chap. IV., s. I. (Tr.)

Ubid., s. I. (Tr.)

3 The 9th of William III., chap. I. (Tr.)

* The proceeds from the confiscated lands were employed to defray the ex-
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death of William, the Catholics, who only a century before

had held in fee three-fourths of the soil of Ireland, did not

now own above " one-sixth part" of that amount.^

The twelve years of Queen Anne's reign (1702-1714) form

one of the darkest epochs of the history of persecution in

Ireland. The enactments of the Irish parliament of 1703

can not be equalled in inhuman atrocity and a satanic disre-

gard for the rights of mankind by the records of any legisla-

lative body that ever disgraced a civilized world. They are

absolutely without a parallel. One of them, entitled " an act

to prevent Popish priests from coming into the kingdom,"
declared guilty of high treason and subject to its penalties all

who should "harbor, relieve, conceal, or entertain" Catholic

priests; and "any mayor, justice of the peace, or other of-

ficer," who was proved to be negligent in enforcing the law,

was liable to line of one hundred pounds. Another, entitled

" a bill to prevent the further growth of Popery," consisting

of twenty-eight sections, which received the royal assent

.March 4, 1704, is the most elaborate digest of legislative per-

secution that was ever framed.^

penses of the war of 1688. A new class of adventurers were thus introduced

into the country, consisting chiefly of Dutch and German Protestants. Their

descendants in Munster are Icaown to this day as " Palatines^ McGee, 1. c, p.

170. (Tr.)

' i>ef//"o/v/!'s Compendious and Impartial View of the Law affecting the Eoman
Catholics, London, 1829, p. 15. (Tr.)

^ The following is a summary of this bill, given by the Protestant historian,

Killen, 1. c, Vol. II., pp. 194, 195: "It provides that any persuading a Pro-

testant to embrace Popery, and every such pervert (!) shall incur the penaltj-

of praemunire; that, if the eldest son of a Popish landlord conforms to the

Established Church, the father shall hold the estate only as a tenant for life,

whilst the son shall be proprietor in fee ; that the orphan children of Popish

parents shall be intrusted to Protestant guardians, and brought up in the Pro-

testant religion ; that any Papist undertaking such guardianship shall bo liable

to a penalty of five hundred pounds
; that no Papist shall be at liberty to pur-

chase lands for a longer term than thirty-one years
; . . . that a Papist,

who has inherited from a Protestant any estate, tenement, or hereditament in

fee, and who does not conform to the Established Church, shall not be entitled to

continue in the enjoyment of the property; that a Papist, who is the owner of

a freehold, shall not have the power to bequeath it to his eldest son ; that at his

death it shall be split up in equal portions among all his male children; but

that the law of primogeniture shall be maintained should the eldest son, within
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By a third act of the parliament, every secular priest was
obliged, under penalty of banishment, to come forward before

the 24th of June, 1704, register his name, age, the place of

his abode, the name of his parish, the date of his ordination,

the bishop by whom he was ordained, and to give security

that he would not pass beyond the borders of the county in

which he resided. By another clause of the same act, any

priest who might apostatize had the sum of twenty pounds a

year settled on him.^

The aim of this enactment w^as obvious. Heretofore it had

been difficult to apprehend or convict priests, but now it was

only necessary, when occasion required, to send police to the

designated places of abode, arrest, and execute the penalties

of the law upon the poor victims, whose confessions in their

written registrations were ample evidence against them.

These laws were so revolting to the feelings of our common
nature that great difficulty was experienced in putting them
in execution. The offices of the public informer were re-

quired, and there is no character so contemptibly odious -to-

Irish instincts and Irish honor. Hence it was necessary to

give those performing such offices a diploma of good conduct,

and it was accordingly declared " that the prosecuting and

informing against Papists was an honorable service, and that

all magistrates w-ho neglected to execute these laws were be-

trayers of the liberties of the kingdom."^

It should seem that the laws against the Irish Catholics

w^ere now sufficiently severe to satisfy any human being not

inspired by satanic hatred against the Church of Christ. But

the Earl of Wharton, the viceroy, did not think so, and in a

speech, wdiich he delivered in the Irish parliament of 1709, he

80 wrought upon the fears and the bigotry of the members,

three months after his father's death, produce a certificate from the Protestant

bishop of the diocese, stating that he belongs to the Church as established by

law ; that no Papist shall be capable of voting at an election for a member of

parliament until he has taken the oath of allegiance and abjuration ; and tiiat

all persons assembling at St. Patrick's Purgatory, Lough Derg, shall incur a

fine of ten shillings each, and, in default of payment, receive a public whip-

ping." (Tk.)

1 Brenan, 1. c, p. 549. KiUen, 1. c, pp. 195, 196. (Tr.)

^ Irish Commons, Journal, Vol. III., p. 319. (Tr.)
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if, indeed, they needed any such incentive, that they resolved

that many " Popish bishops had lately come into the king-

dom," who "had presumed to continue the succession of the

Romish priesthood, and that their return was owing to a de-

fect in the laws." They accordingly passed a new act " to

prevent the further growth of Popery," providing that the

children of Catholics, by conforming to the Protestant wor-

ship, might compel their parents, through the court of chan-

cery, to make known the full amount of their property, and

to provide the young apostates with a suitable maiutenancfe;

that no one should be regarded as a Protestant who had not

taken the oath of abjuration and received the Sacrament after

the form of the Established Church ; and that any one in-

forming on an archbishop, bishop, or vicar-general, should re-

ceive a rewai'd of fifty pounds ; for a regular the reward was

twenty pounds, and for a school-master ten pounds; these

sums to be levied off the Catholic inhabitants of the county

in which the person informed on resided.^ In 1710, those

priests who had complied with the law of registration were

commanded to come forward before the 25th of March, and

take the oath of abjuration, under penalty of banishment,

and, should they return to the country, they were declared

guilty of high treason. Anne, the last and the worst of the

contemptible Stuarts, died on the 1st of August, 1714, and the

character of the penal code of her reign can not be better

described than in the words of Edmund Burke. " It was,"

says this distinguished statesman, " a machine of wise and

elaborate contrivance, and as well fitted for the oppression,

impoverishment, and degradation of a people, and the debase-

ment in them of human nature itself, as ever proceeded from

the perverted ingenuity of man."

On the accession of George I. of the house of Brunswick

to the English throne, the Tories were driven from office.

The king was not naturally intolerant, but this element, which

had formed s,o conspicuous a part in the characters of the late

rulers of England, was abundantly supplied by the persecuting

spirit of the Whigs, who had lately come to power. In 1715,

^Brenan, 1. c, p. 550. Killen, 1. c, Vol. II., p. 203. (Tr.)
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the Scotch raised the standard of revolt in favor of the Pre-

tender ; and, while the Catholics took no part in the quarrel,

they were as violently persecuted as if they had. Catholic

nobles were hurried to prison ; churches and chapels were
closed throughout the kingdom

;
priests were seized at the

altars, where they were officiating ; and the usual bribes were

offered to informers. The bulk of the execrable set of mis-

creants, known as priest-catchers, were Jews, who pretended

to be converts to Catholicity, and assumed the dress and

sometimes simulated the functions of priests.^

In 1719, the Presbyterian Dissenters obtained an Act of

Toleration ; but no corresponding concession was granted to

the Roman Catholics. Under the pretext that the Catholics

were at heart attached to the Pretender, and only awaited a

favorable opportunity to give him their support, they were

visited with additional penalties by the Irish parliaments of

1716 and 1723.-=

About this time, secret agents from the French Jansenists

were sent into Ireland, and books containing their errors were

distributed over the country. Pope Clement XL, taking

alarm at these efibrts to undermine the faith of the Irish

people, sent, through Vicentius Santini, his internuncio at

Brussels, a warning to the Irish bishops, accompanied with a

request that they would in some public way declare their ac-

ceptance of the bull " UnigenitusJ' Each member of the

Irish hierarchy sent in reply letters expressive of the attach-

ment of themselves, their priests, and their people to the Holy

See and its teachings ; and assured the Holy Father that,

though oppressed and despised, they would never cease to

preserve with the Head of the Church " unity of spirit in the

bond of jpeace,^' and that no such evasive terms as " religious

silence and the questiori of light and fact ^' had been adopted by

them.

In. the early part of the reign of George II. (1727-1760), a

pretended fear of the influence of Catholics caused the passage

of an act depriving them altogether of the privilege of voting

^Brenan, 1. c, Vol. II., p. 551, 552. (Tr.)

2 The 2d of George I., chap. X. Ibid., chap. XIX., s. 7. (Tr.)
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for members of parliament or the magistrates of" any city or

corporate town;"^ and, by another act of the same parlia-

ment, Roman Catholics were forbidden to practise as barris-

ters or solicitors.^ At.the time of this enactment, very nearly

all the members of distinction belonging to the legal profes-

sion in Ireland were Roman Catholics, and they yielded re-

luctantly to the command of the law obliging them either to

give up their profession or prove apostates to their God.

TJnder the circumstances, it is not wonderful that some of

them professed Protestantism openly, while they were at heart

loyal to the old faith. It was noticed that, when about to be

admitted to tbe Bar, persons, who until then had practised

the Catholic religion, and who were now base enough to stul-

tify their consciences for a paltry gain, never made very zeal-

ous or even fair Protestants. Thus far they had been obliged

to produce only a certiticate, stating that they had received

the Sacrament according to the rites of the Church, as by law

established either in England or Ireland. But an act was
now passed, requiring that any one demanding admission to

the Bar should prove, on satisfactory evidence, given under

oath, that he had been a Protestant during the two precious

years; and, should he neglect to educate his children under

fourteen years of age at the time of his admission, or those

born to him after this date, he was condemned to forfeit his

certificate.

In 1733, another act was passed, making this law still more

stringent, and disqualifying any convert to Protestantism

from practising in the courts of law who should allow his

Roman Catholic wife to educate her children in the Catholic

faith.3

In 1743, the rumor of an intended French invasion furnished

another pretext for fresh persecutions, and so violent was the

feeling against Catholics that one member of the privy coun-

cil advocated an indiscriminate massacre of the whole bodv.

A proclamation was published, which, in addition to the sums

alread}^ set upon the heads of ecclesiastics, offered a reward

1 The 1st of George II., chap. IX., s. 7. (Tr.)

^Ihid., chap. XX. (Tr.)

» The 7th of George II., chaps. V. and VI. (Tr.)
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of one hundred and fifty pounds for the conviction of a bishop

or archbishop; fifty pounds for a priest; and two hundred

pounds for any one who might harbor or give protection to a

bishop.^

Churches were again closed all over the country, and so

vigihmt and energetic were the officers of the law that it

seemed impossible to escape them. Driven from their

churches, the priests would gather tlie faithful about them
on some green hillside or in a secluded nook of a pleasant

valley, and there, on a rude altar of stone in the temple of

nature, ofl^er up the everlasting sacrifice to nature's God.

Such are Ireland's witnesses to the faith.

During the long period of persecution from the reign of

Henry VIII. to that of George II., the Irish Catholic bishops

were continuouslj' driven from their dioceses, and forced to

seek an asylum in some country on the Continent. What
was for so long a necessity, by repetition grew^ into a practice

;

and the continued and protracted absences of the chief pas-

tors from their fiocks was beginning to work so much harm
that Pope Benedict XIV., in a beautiful letter, dated August

15, 1741, reminded them of their duty. lie implored them, as

he said, with tears in his eyes, to remedy the evil, and told

them plainly that if the word of God was not preached, the

Sacraments not administered, if morals were corrupted, and

the people in ignorance and error, they, and they alone, were

responsible.^

From this time forth the hardships of the Irish began to

grow less galling and oppressive ; still one more eftbrt was

made by James Hamilton, not only to revive all the inhuman

legislation of the reign of Queen Anne, but to add other

statutes, which, if less atrocious, were more cunningly devised

and more maliciously wicked. In 1756 a bill was introduced

b}" him in parliament, providing for the registration of all

Catholic priests, and also requiring that only one priest should

be allowed to each parish ; that he should be appointed by the

1 Brena7t, 1. c, p. 561. (Tr.)

''Ibid., p. 557 gq.; j^et the date of Benedict XIV.'s letter is not August 1,

1746, given by Brenon, but August 15, 1741, as is proved by the Bullar., ed.

Venet. 1768, p. 29. (Tr.)
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grand jury, and sanctioned by the privy council and lord

lieutenant ; that he should give information of all priests re-

siding in his parish ; and that he should not attempt to make
converts. Another clause provided for the expulsion from

th<^ country of all bishops, dignitaries, and friars. The bill,

though defeated, was again introduced in the following year

and passed, but the king refused to put his name to it, and

from this act dates the definite mitigation of the penal laws

in Ireland.^

The Duke of Bedford, who was appointed lord lieutenant

in the autumn of 1757, signified that he would pursue a policy

friendly to Ireland, and that the inhabitants might count upon

his good services in redressing their grievances and satisfying

their just demands. The Roman Catholic clergy of Dublin

immediately expressed their acknowledgments in an Exhorta-

tion to the people, in which, after thanking the government

for its "large charities" during a recent season of scarcity,

they called upon the people to show their gratitude to their

civil governors " by an humble, peaceable, and obedient be-

havior ;" to live virtuously ; to abstain from crimes and mis-

deeds of every sort; and "to avoid riots and tumults," and

thus " prove themselves good citizens and pious Christians." ^

The moment seemed opportune to take some definite steps

toward ajiieliorating the political condition of the Catholics

of Ireland, and accordingly an association was formed for this

purpose. The members, who were exclusively of the com-

mercial and citizen classes, the nobility and gentry having

refused to join them, generally met at the Elephant Tavern,

in Essex street. After the usual preliminaries, they gave aim

and purpose to their labors by appointing the famous Dr.

Curry, the hardly less famous Charles O'Conor, and Mr. Wyse,

a Waterford merchant, a sort of executive committee for the

association. The first work of the committee was to make a.

statement or declaration of principles, a task which they com-

mitted to Dr. O'Keefe, Bishop of Kildare. The document was

chiefly confined to proving for the thousandth time that Cath-

1 Brenan, 1. c, pp. 562, 563. (Tr.)

^Killen, 1. c, Vol. II., p. 275. (Tr.)
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olics may be good and loyal subjects, and that their Church
teaches no doctrine incompatible with civil allegiance.

An opportunity of testing these principles soon came.

When, in 1759, the French threatened a descent upon the

coast of Ireland, the Koman Catholic coniniittee sent an ad-

dress to the lord lieutenant, in which they professed them-

selves " ready and willing, to the utmost of their abilities, to

assist in supporting his majesty's government against all hos-

tile attempts whatsoever."^ The address was graciously re-

ceived, and the speaker of the Irish house of commons, where

it was read, expressed the extreme satisfaction which the evi-

dence of the loyalty of the Roman Catholics afforded that

body. On the accession of George 111. (1760-1782) to tlie

English throne, the committee prepared and forwarded to

that monarch a congratulatory address, in which they re-

minded him that they were under certain disabilities, not im-

posed upon otlier citizens, and expressed the hope that they

" might not be left incapable of promoting the general w^elfare

and prosperity."^ In 1767, public prayers w^ere offered up,

for the first time since the Revolution, in all the Catholic

Churches of Ireland for the sovereign and the royal family.

Concessions, however, came slowly and grudgingl3^ By an

act of the Irish parliament of 1774, the only oath to be re-

quired of Irish Roman Catholics was one expressive of alle-

giance to the house of Hanover, and denying that the Pope
of Rome ''had or ought to have any temporal or civil juris-

diction, power, superiority, or pre-eminence, directly or indi-

rectly, within this realm." ^

The tone and form of address used heretofore toward Cath-

olics in ofhcial documents began now to be more respectful.

When they had not been hostilely termed " the common
enemy," they had been contemptuously styled "Papists;"

but in an act of parliament of the year 1778, by which their

condition was greatly improved, they were designated " Roman

1 Charles O'Conor is the reputed author of the address. See Mitchells Hist,

of Ireland, p. 80. (Tk.)

^Plowden I., Appendix, p. 276. (Tr.)

^KiUen, 1. c, Vol. II., p. 296. (Tr.)
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Catholics." ^ Among the supporters of this act was the cele-

brated Ilcnry Grattan, a name ever clear to the Irish people.

The fear inspired in England, by the breaking out of the war of American

Independence had probably more to do with the concessions now granted to

Irish Catholics than any fair-minded purpose of doing them justice. The priv-

ilege granted by the parliament of 1771 of obtaining a lease of sixty-one years

on land reclaimed from unwholesome bogs, and situated at least a mile from

any town, and the permission given by the parliament of 1774 of taking an

oath of allegiance, which did not contain a direct denial of the Catholic faith,

can not be regarded as either very gracious or very generous .concessions.

Neither can the act, passed in 1778, permitting Roman Catholics to take

leases for 999 years ; making the conditions of the sale and inheritance of their

lands the same as those enjoyed by Protestants ; declaring them capable of

holding and using any estates that might be conveyed or devised to them; re-

lieving parents of the burden of supporting a wayward or wicked child, who
might go over to the Established Church ; and abolishing the law providing

for the reversion of a Catholic father's estate to his eldest son, should the

latter give up the Catholic faith, be considered as more than satisfying the de-

mands of strict justice, and indicating on the part of some a growing disposition

to be fair. For it is well to remember that this act did not pass the Irish house

of common 'until after a protracted and severe struggle. Thei same may be

said of every concession that followed. As years went on, the rigors of the

penal laws were gradually relaxed. In 1782, an unsuccessful effort was made
to repeal the law passed in 1745, declaring invalid marriages celebrated by

Catholic priests between Catholics and Protestants. But in the same year the

right of Catholics to purchase lands in perpetuity, to teach schools attended by

children of their own faith, and to act as guardians to Roman Catholic chil-

dren, was recognized.^ Priests were also permitted to celebrate Mass publicly,

provided the building in which they celebrated had neither a steeple nor a boll,

a prohibition which was evaded by suspending a bell from a neighboring tree.'

Other disabilities were removed by the Relief Act of 1792,* and a petition of the

Roman Catholics of Ireland, presented to George III., January 2, 1793, by a

delegation sent to London for the purpose, was followed in the same year by a

second Act of Relief, which was passed through both houses of liie Irish par-

liament more in obedience to the will of the government than from inclination

on the part of those who gave it their support. By this act the Catholics were-

exempted from attending the service of the Established Church on Sundays;

declared qualified to hold all ofiices and places of trust and profit under the

crown, whether military or civil, except those of lord lieutenant, lord deputy,

and lord chancellor, and seats in parliament; and admitted to the elective

franchise,^ of which, as Mr. Burke remarked, there were very few to take ad-

^This act is the 17th and 18th of George III., chap. XIX. (Tr.)

2 The 21st and 22d of George III., chaps. XXIV. and LXII.
3 Coyan, i. 144. (Tk.)

*The 32d of George III., chap. XXI. (Tr.)

8 The 33d of George III., chap. XXI. (Tr.)
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vantage, "because almost all the old freeholders had been worn out during the

reign of the penalties." '

We have seen that when Catholic seats of learning in Ireland were closed,

.and the most rigid laws existed against opening Catholic schools of any sort,

Irish priests and Irish gentlemen passed over to the Continent, and by their

zeal for religion and their love of the sciences and arts, which had been ban-

ished from their own land, so interested strangers in their behalf, that semina-

ries and colleges were established in almost every country of the whole of

Europe, through whose hospitable doors the exiled Irish student entered in

pursuit of the learning which a nation, boasting of its enlightenment, denied

him in his own home and in the land of his fathers. The Annals of the Four

Masters were arranged at one of these colleges, and McGeoghehan's History

of Ireland written at another. O'Connell studied at St. Omer's, and Luke
Wadding and Dr. Doyle at Cambrai. All the men distinguished in Irish Cath-

olic history for nearly three-quarters of a century previously to the date of the

Eelief Act were educated on the Continent.^

Dr. O'Keefe, Bishop of Kildare (t 1787), has the honor of having founded

Carlow College, the first Catholic college in Ireland since the Keformation. It

was not opened for the reception of students until the year 1793.^

The closing of the Irish colleges in France by the breaking out of the Revo-

lution, and their declining condition in other countries, caused the Irish hier-

archy to cast about for some means of training their seminarists at home. It

was thought necessary, under the circumstances, to modify somewhat the orig-

inal purpose of Carlow College, and to admit to its halls students training for

the priesthood. But this provision was inadequate. In February, 1794, the

Irish hierarchy presented an address to the Lord Lieutenant, in which they

state that the education given at the University of Dublin, while it is excellent

for the purposes for which it was designed, is by no means suited to ecclesias-

tics, who require a special training of their own; and they therefore beg that

his excellency may be pleased to recommend to his majesty the policy of estab-

lishing and endowing a college for the education of aspirants to the priesthood.

The petition was favorably received, and in 1795 an act was passed establishing

.a college at Maynooth, and an endowment of eight thousand pounds for the

current yearly expenses was granted.*

To saj that from the breaking out of the Reformation until

1 Correspondence, Vol. III., pp. 363, 364, London, 1844. (Tr.)

2 Besides the colleges already mentioned at page 243, there were those of St.

Anthony (1617), the Collegium Pastorale Hibernorum (1624), and the Irish

Dominican College (1659) at Louvain. At Rome, Fr. L. Wadding, assisted by

the Barberini family, founded (1625) the Irish Franciscan College of St. Isi-

dore, and he also persuaded Cardinal Ludovisi, "Protector of Ireland," to

found (1628) an Irish secular college, which was under the direction of the

Jesuits, and of which Oliver Plunket was a student.

^ Brenan, \. c, p. 567. (Tr.)

* This sum was increased in 1806 to thirteen thousand pounds, but again re-

duced in 1808 to the original grant. (Tr.)
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the French Revolution "there was no law for Catholics in

Ireland," ^ is to state a sad but stern truth. It was only too

manifest that in the interval those in power had no wish to

do justice to Ireland, and no interest in making its inhabit-

ants peaceable and contented citizens. The atrocities which

preceded and caused the rebellion of 1798 abundantly prove

this statement.^ That the acts' of injustice perpetrated by

England upon Ireland were real and weighty national griev-

ances is shown by the fact thcit Protestants, as well as Catho-

lics, participated in the rebellion. The |ieople were driven to

desperation, and the principles of the French Revolution,

which were diffused among them chiefly through the works

of the infidel, Thomas Paine, hastened the uprising. The
Catholic hierarch}' and clerg}', as a body, exerted all their

power and influence to quell the popular passions. The bill

for the JJinon of Ireland with England, which received the

royal assent on the 1st of Angusr, 1800, and went into effect

on the 1st of January, 1801, was the sad result of this rebel-

lion. By this bill the existence of Ireland as a distinct nation

came to an end.

If the penal laws had been executed with the rigor coniem-

plated by their framers and enactors, the preservatioti of the

Catholic religion in Ireland would have been, judging by

human standards, a verification of the words of Our Lord,

speaking of His Church, " The gates of hell shall not prevail

against thee."

§ 332. Protestantism in France.

Histoire ecclesiastique des Eglises reformees au royaume de France (par Th.

de Beze), Anvers, 1580, 3 vols, (to 15G3). Mnimbourg, Hist, du Calvinisme, etc.

Hist, of the League, from the French, by Dryden, Lond. 1684, 8vo. Serrnni

(Keformed Preacher of Geneva, -j- 1598), Commentarius de statu relig. et reipub.

in regno Galliae, Gen. 1572 sq., 5 vols. lYiuanus, Hist, sui temp. Berliner.

Hist, de I'eglise Gall., Paris, 1749, 4to. '^ Lacreiclle, Hist, de France pendant

les guerres de religion, Paris, 1814-1816, 4 vols. Peignoi, Livre des singular-

ites, Dijon, 1841. tCapefigue, Hist, de la reforme, de la ligue et du regno do

Henri IV., Paris. 1834, 4 vols, "t* France and the Reformatioti (The Catholic,

1842, April, May, and June numbers), f Boost, Hist, of the Reformation ii>

1 Moore, Bk. II., ch. 11, p. 277.

2 Ibid., Bk, II., ch. 12, notes 90, 91.
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France (1547-1844), Augsburg, 1844. Schmidt, Hist, of France, Hamburg,
1835 sq., Vols. 2d and 3d. Ranke, Civil Wars and Monarchy in France in the

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, Stuttg. 1852 sq., 5 vols. ; London, 1852

(Complete "Works, Vols. 8-13); as far as this, Vols. 1st and 2d. Soldan, Hist,

of Protestantism in France until the death of Charles IX., Lps. 1855, 2 vols.

Polenz, Hist, of French Calvinism until 1789, Gotha, 1857-1864, 4 vols.

E. Smedlei/, Hist, of the Ref. in France, New York, 3 vols., 12mo. Cli. Weiss,

Hist, of the Prot. Eef. in France, Lond. 1854, 2 vols., 12mo., and with an Ap-

pend, by H. W. Herbert, New York, 1854, 2 vols., 12mo. G. de Felice, Hist, of

the Protestants in France, from the Fr., Lond. 1853, 2 vols., 8vo.

Many circumstances contributed to pave the way for the

introduction of the Reformation into France, among the most

important of which were the influence exercised by the sects

in the southern provinces ; the excessive cultivation of polite

literature; the active part taken by the University of Paris

in the reformatory synods of Constance and Basle, which was

in man}^ ways more hurtful than benelicnal, and led eventually

to the promulgation of the Pragmatic Sanction of Bourges;

the loose administration of the ecclesiastical law, according

to the spirit of the so-called Gallican Liberties ; the arbitrary

methods of Francis I. (1515-1547) in conducting ecclesias-

tical, no less than civil affairs ; and, finally, the appointment

of bishops, who were more disposed to be servile to the king

than obedient to the Pope. Both Zwinglius and Calvin had

dedicated their most important works to Francis, and Luther

and Melanchthon found eager readers in France. Among
their most ardent admirers was the famous Biblical scholar,

Lefebvre d'J^tajiles, so called from the town of Etaples, near

Boulogne-sur-Mer.

The first Protestant communit}^ in France was brought to-

gether amid tumult and disorder at Meaux by William Farel

and John Feclerc, a wool-dresser. ^Notwithstanding that the

Sorbonne, whose tendencies were well known to be toward

liberalism, had ordered the works of Luther to be burnt, they

were industriously sought after and eagerly read. The Re-

formers had powerful patrons at court, and among them Ber-

quin, the counsellor of state ; the Duchess d'^tanipes, the

king's mistress ; and 31argaret of Valois, the king's sister.

Margaret having married Henry d'Albert, King of Kavarre, her

court became the resort and refuge of Protestants fleeing from
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persecution. On the other hand, Catholicisna found able and
zealous advocates and defenders in Cardinal Duprat, Chan-
cellor to Francis I.; Cardinal de Toarnon ; and the quoeu

mother, Louise of Savoy.

When the Protestants, emboldened by their growing num-
bers and relying on the protection of their patrons, recklessly

demolished a figure of Our Lord and another of the Blessed

Virgin, and had the hardihood to affix to the door of the

king's palace an indecent writing against Transubstantiation,^

Francis 1. took alarm, ayd, apprehensive that the evils that

had afflicted Germany might come upon his own kingdom,

proceeded to take prompt and vigorous measures to check the

propagation of Protestantism in France, Many of the Pro-

testants, when pursued, sought safety in flight, and of those

who were arrested some were put to death. Among the fu-

gitives was Calci)), who withdrew to Geneva, whence he had

his teachings carried into France. But, by a strange incon-

sistency, while Francis was persecuting Protestants in his

own kingdom, he was doing his best to protect and encourage

them in Germany ; and, by following the same policy, his

successor, Henry II. (1547-1559), got possession of the terri-

tories belonging to the bishoprics of Metz, Toul, and Verdun,^

This prince published ordinances of unusual severity against

the Calvinists, notably the Edict of Chateaubriand, in 1551,^

by which the inquisitorial jurisdiction over heretics, hereto-

fore lodged in ecclesiastical tribunals, was transferred to the

secular courts, because the former might not pass sentence of

death upon those brought to trial before them. It was unfor-

tunate that in France, as elsewhere, a much needed reform

among the clergy had neither been introduced early enough,

nor, when introduced, had it been carried out with sufficient

|;»romptitude and thoroughness. The instructions of the Pro-

vincial Council of Narbonne (December 10-20, 1551) were

disregarded by the sufiragan bishops, and the reformatory

decrees of Poissy (1565) met with no efficient response from

Apud Gerdesius, Hist. Evangelii renovati, T. VI., p. 50.

2 See p. 138.

^Barihold, Germany and the Hugenots, Bremen, 1848, 2 vols.
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prelates, who were more intent on enjoying their wealth than

on looking after the interests of the Church, The inconsist-

ency of the policy of the government was favorable to the

cause and growth of Protestantism, and accordingly Protest-

ant communities were formed in the cities of Paris, Orleans,

Rouen, and Angers. At a General Synod, held in Paris in

1559, these different communities united themselves into one

body ; adopted a Cal'-inistic Confession of Faith and a Presfjy-

terian form, of Church government; and, as if sanctioning in

advance a hiw wljich would soon operate against themselves,

decreed thai all htretics should be put to deaths

During the minority of Francis II. (1559-1560) and Charles

IX. (1560-1574), and the regency of the queen mother, Ccdh-

arine de Medici, and wdiile the Dukes of Guise and the Princes

of Bourbon, the former supported by the Catholics, and the

latter by the Calvinists, were contending for supremacy, the

'''Hugenots,'' ^ as the French Protestants were now called, grew
daily in numbers and influence.

Destitute of true piety, Catharine was foolishly superstitious;

and loving intrigue rather than a straightforward course, she

did not scruple to sacrifice the interests of her children to her

own faithless policy. Protestant and Catholic were all one to

her, aiid she coquetted with each as her interests or the exi-

gencies of the moment demanded.^

That the Bourbons had espoused the cause of the Calvin-

^ Cf. Berthier, S. J., Histoire de I'Eglise Gallicane (commencee par Longueval;

by Berthier, les six derniers volumes), Paris, 1749, 4to., Vol. XVIII., p. 460 sq.

Hordes, pretre de I'oratoire, supplement au traite de Thomnssin historique et

dogmatique, etc., pour etablir et maintenir I'unite de I'eglise catholique, Paris,

1703, 2 vols., 4to.

^ For various explanations of the meaning of this word, see Daniel, Hist, de

France, ed. Grijfet, 10-54. The derivation which makes ^'^ Hugenots" equiva-

lent to Eignots or Eidgenof^sen, that is, those bound together by an oath, is be-

yond doubt incorrect. Its probable and more usual derivation is from the

French provincial word Hugo or Hugonot, meaning ghost of the night, accord-

ing to a popular tradition, which states that Hugo Capet goes about as a spirit,

wandering up and down the streets. It was first applied to French Protestants

in derision, because they usually held their meetings after night had set in.

Cluet (Hist, de Verdun et du pays Verdunois) derives it from the word

''Goths:'

3 Cfr. Von Reumont, Catharine de' Medici in Her Youth, Berlin, 1854. Alberi,

The Life of Catharine de' Medici.
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ists for no reason other tlian to secure a powerful all}' in their

struggle against the Dukes of Guise and the house of Valois

was very evident. Louis of Concle, the j^oungest of three

brotliers, became a most zealous advocate of the new teach-

ings ; while Coligny subsequently proved himself the ablest

leader on the Protestant side. Catharine at first took sides

with the Dukes of Guise, the most determined enemies of the

Hugenots; and, by the marriage of Francis 11. to Mary Stu-

art, threw the weight of her influence against the Bourbons.

The Calvinists, acting upon the advice of their theologians,

headed by Beza, formed a conspiracy, known as the Con-

spiracy of Amboise (1560), against Francis 11. and the Guises,

which, however, was discovered in time to prevent its execu-

tion. Its authors were arrested, tried, and put to death.

It had been suggested that the establishment of the Inqui-

sition in France would be an .efficient means of preventing

the growth of Protestantism ; but this was forbidden by the

Edict of Romorantin (1560) ; and, at the request of Admiral

Coligny, the king, at the assembly of Fontainebleau (1560), had

an enactment passed staying all legal proceedings against the

Hugenots on religious grounds. He also promised to convoke

a national synod for the special purpose of doing away with

ecclesiastical abuses. The royal condescension was taken as

confession of weakness, and gratitude for royal favors was

expressed in the form of a conspiracy, at the head of which

was the Prince of Conde. Catharine de' Medici pardoned the

prince, and, in compliance with the wishes of Admiral Co-

ligny, arranged for a theological conference at Foissy (1561),

in presence of the court and assembled bishops. The Catholic

party was represented by the Cardinal of Lorraine, a member

of the house of Guise ; by the eminent theologian, Claude

d^Esjpence; and by the Jesuit Lainez ; and the Protestant

part}'' by Beza and Peter 31artyr Vermili. The controversy

was spirited, and at times intemperate, particularly when the

question of the Eucharist came up for discussion ; but, like

all such conferences, settled nothing.^

^See the Confessio Gallica, pi-esented to Charles IX. in 1561, in Aiijusii,

Corpus librorura symbolicor., pp. 110-125.

VOL. Ill—18
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When the Guises entered into an alliance with Anthony,
King of Navarre, and the Constable de llontmorency, the

astute Catharine formed a counter-alliance with the Prince of

Conde. As a consequence of this step, the Hugenots, by an

edict of the 3'ear 15G2, secured freedom of worship and the

right to hold meetings openly anywhere, except in the prin-

ci[)al cities of the kingdom,' upon condition that they should

use no violence toward Catholics. The edict was ill received

by the inhabitants of Paris and the Catholic population gen-

erally, who were justly incensed by the sanguinary atrocities

perpetrated by the Hugenots. The parliament for a long time

refused to register it, and did so finally only under protest.

The Calvinists, growing daily more bold and daring, began

to murder priests and monks; forcibly compelled wayfarers

to come in and listen to the sermons of their preachers, justi-

fying their conduct by a decree of the Consistory of Castres

;

and, acting upon enactments of a synod of sixtj-two minis-

ters, convoked at Nimes in February, 1562, by Viret, inter-

fered with the freedom of Catholic worship by creating dis-

turbances in Catholic churches, and sometimes demolishing

the edifices. These outrages roused the indignation of the

Catholics, and the pent-up wrath of both parties burst forth,

as if by mechanical impulse, leaving as witnesses of its pres-

ence all the extravagant horrors of a civil and relir/ious warJ^ A
trifling event gave the signal for the beginning of the con-

flict. Some noblemen, belonging to the suite of the Duke of

Guise, got into a quarrel with a number of Hugenots, who
had assembled for religious service in a barn at Vassy, in

Champagne, and were disturbing, by their singing of psalms,

the Mass, which was being celebrated in a neighboring church.

The duke hearing the uproar, hastened to the spot to restore

order. While endeavoring to do so, he was wounded by the

blow of a stone, and his followers, infuriated by the indignity

put upon him, rushed upon the Hugenots, killed sixty of their

^Benoit (Hist, de Tedit de Nantes, Delft, 1G39 sq., 5 vols., 4to), Vol. I., Ko-

cueil d' edits, p. 1 sq. (Tr.)

^ Lacreielle, Hist, de France pendant les guerres de religion, Paris 1814-1816,

4 vols, (transl. into German by Kieseweitei; Lps. 1815 sq., 2 vols.) Herrmann,

Tbe Civil and Religious Wars of France in the sixteenth century, Lps. 1828.
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number, and dispersed the rest (March 1, 1562). By Protest-

ant writers this event is called the " Massacre of Vassy." The

Calvinists, after many abortive attempts, had succeeded in es-

tablishing a community at Toulouse, but the peculiar elements

of which it was composed gave rise to a suspicion that its

object was more military than religious. This suspicion was

contirmed when thej' made an effort to get possession of the

city by a coup de main; but in this they failed, and the Cath-

olics, after an obstinate and hard-fought contest, lasting from

the 11th to the 17th of May (1562), came off" victorious. Re-

fusing to accept the proffered terms of capitulation, the Cal-

vinists attempted to make their escape under cover of the

darkness of the night, and falling in with the cavalry of Sa-

fignac, who had had two brothers killed in the battle of Tou-

louse, sufl'ered the loss of many of their number. The loss

of the CathoUcs was also severe.^ The Calvinists complained

loudly that the afi'air of Vassy and that of Toulouse were

violations of the Edict of 1562 ; and the Prince of Conde,

acting upon the advice of Throckmorton, the English em-

bassador, put himself at their head, and began hostilities.

While marching on Paris, at the head of an army of German
Lutlierans, Conde, together with several of the Protestant

leaders, w'ere made prisoners at the battle of Dreux, fought

December 19, 1562, the issue of which was doubtful. Antoine

de Bourbon, King of iN'avarre, a convert to Catholicity, died

of a wound received at the siege of Rouen in the same year.

Francis, Duke of Guise, now lieutenant of the kingdom, was

assassinated (February 5, 1563) during the siege of Orleans,

by Poltrot de Mere, a Calvinist in religion, a nobleman by

birth, a craven by instinct, and a coward by nature. These

events led to the edict of Amboise (March 19, 1563), by which

freedom of conscience and tlie privilege of holding public

service, under certain restrictions, were granted to the Cal-

vinists. But the reconciliation between the two parties was

more apparent than real, and of only short duration. The
attempt of Coligny and Conde to get possession of the king's

^The insurrection of Toulouse (May 11-17, 1562), in ''The Catholic" of Mentz,

18G3, new series, Vol. IX., pp. 227-248, and 317-336.
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person, by making themselves masters of the castle of 31on-

ceaux, in Brie, was the occasion of the breaking out of a

second civil war in the year 1567, during which the bkjod}^

atrocities of the Hngenots, known as the '' 3Uchel((.de of

Nimes," were perpetrated. At tlie battle of St. Deuys the

Catholics gained a splendid victory, though they had to

mourn the loss of the gallant Montmorency, Constable of

France. In 1568, the Hugenots, through the kind offices of

the Elector of the Palatinate, succeeded in negotiating a

peace, and having the edict of 1562, without the clauses sub-

sequently added, again enforced. This peace was regarded

by the Hugenots only as a pretext to gain time to make prep-

arations for carrying on the war with renewed vigor and

energy. And in matter of fact, no sooner had they received

from Elizabeth, Queen of England, and from the government

of the Netherlands, the monej' necessary to carry on a cam-

paign, than they at once began the third, civil ivar (1568), which,

for deeds of blood and acts of retaliation on both sides, sur-

passed either of the preceding wars.

Briguernont, the most distinguished of the Hugeuot leaders,

run the ears of assassinated priests upon a cord, and wore

them as an ornament about. his neck.

After the fall of the Prince of Conde, at the battle oi' Jar-

vac, in 1569, Gaspar Coligny placed himself at the head of the

Calvinists, and extorted from the timid court the peace of Saint-

Germain- en-Laye. This treaty, which was signed August 15,

1570, granted the Reformers freedom of public worship in two

cities of each province; removed their political disabilities,

thereby permitting tliem to hold any office of public trust;

and, as a security for the future, put them in possession of the

four fortified towns of La Mochelle, 3Ioniauhan, Cognac, and

La Charity. They had now been successful in obtaining of-

ficial recognition as a religious organization.

But treaties could not effiice from the minds of Catholics

the horrible atrocities committed by the Hugenots, or stifle in

tlieir hearts the promptings of revenge. They brooded in

silence over the wrongs they had sufi:ered, and in secret they

plotted to avenge them. In the hope of maintaining peace,

Charles IX. invited Coligny to his court, and took him into
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his counsels. Taking advantage of liis position, the admiral

used his influence to estrange Charles from his mother, and,

by persuading liirii to support the rebels in the Netherlands,

involved France in a war with Spain. At length a fortuitous

event gave occasion for carrying into effect the long-cherished

desire of revenge. The marriage of Henry of Xavarre (Henry

IV.) to Margaret, the youngest sister of Charles IX., attracted

a great number of distinguished Calvinists to Paris, and on

the niglit of St. Bartholomew (August 24, 1572), a name of ter-

rible memory, they wore set upon and massacred, thus agaiu

rekindling the lurid flames of civil war. This horrid mas-

sacre, however, was not the outcome of a long and carefully

'prepared desirjn. On tlte contrary, as Protestant historians ad-

mit, it was the result of sudden impulse and hasty action, and

was, in its origin, the work of the queen mother, who was
apprehensive of the consequences Avhich might follow an

abortive attempt to assassinate Admiral Coligny two days

previously, and known to have been inspired by her. The
king was prevailed upon by Catharine de' Medici and her

3'oungest son, the Duke of Anjou, and their most intimate

friends, to give his consent to the assassination of Admiral
Coligny, whom they represented as conspiring to stir up civil

war, and they moreover hinted that he had designs upon the

king's life. They urged him to immediate action, represent-

ing that if he should wait until the next morning, his mother,

his brothers, and his most faithful servants would fall victims

to the vengeance of the Calvinists. Charles was at flrst

startled by so barbarous a suggestion, and for a long time was

undecided how to act, but finally gave his consent.

The Duke of Guise, burning to avenge the death of his

father, took upon himself the task of murdering Admiral
Coligny. Rumors had been afloat during the day of a Cal-

vinistic conspiracy to murder the Catholics, and the inhabit-

ants of Paris, apprehensive of danger, were awake in mo-
mentary expectation of an attack, when the bell of the church

of Saint-Germain-l' Auxcrrois sounded the alarm. This proved

to be the signal for the execution of the Hugenots. The
work of destruction spread with a ra[)idity characteristic of

the city of Paris. Citizens and soldiers made a rush for the
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dwellings of the Hngeiiots, who were shot down, sabered, and
pitched into the Seine. The example of the city was imitated

in the provinces ; but while in the former the murders were
sanctioned by royal authority, in the latter they were the ef-

fect of popnlar indignation and a desire of revenge. The
number of those who, both in the city and beyond its walls,

fell victims to this terrible crime was close upon four thou-

sand. Charles at first endeavored to shift the responsibility

from himself to the Guises, but on the 26th of August he

spoke out plainly in parliament, saying that the deed had

been done by his express orders, to head oft' a conspiracy of

the Hugenots against himself, the royal house, the King of

ITavarre, and the noblest subjects of his kingdom. Such was

the account that reached Rome, and the Cardinal of Lorraine,

who had gone there to attend a conclave, acting on this in-

formation, asked permission of Pope Gregory XIII. to make
a solemn act of thanksgiving ( Je Deurn) to God for the pre-

servation of the king's life.^ On this occasion Mure.t gave a

discourse, for which he has been frequently and severely cen-

sured, but which, because few who talk or write about it are

at the pains to read it, has been grossly misrepresented.^

1 Abbe Darra.% Ch. H., Vol. IV., p. 230. (Tr.)

2 The objectionable paragraph runs as follows: Veriti non sunt adversus

illius regis caput ae salutem conjurare, a quo post tot atrccia facinora non modo
veniam coiisecuti erant, sed etiani benigne et amanter excepti. Qua conjura-

tione sub id ipsum tempus, quod patrando sceleri dicatum ac constitutum erat,

divinitus detecta atque patefacta, conversum est in illorum sceleratorum ac

foedifragorum capita id, quod ipsi in regem et in totam prope domum ac stirpem

regiam machinabantur. O noctem illam mernorabilem—quae paucorurn sedi-

tiosorum interitu regem a praesenti caedis periculo, regnum aperpetua civilium

bellorum formidine liberavit. Mureti oratio XXII., p. 177, opp. ed. Ruhnkenii.

As regards the number of those killed, which varies in different authors from

ten to one hundred thousand, it may be remarked that la Popeliniere, a writer

unquestionably beyond all suspicion of dishonesty, speaks of but one thousand

as having been massacred in Paris, and adds that in other cities the number

was quite small. Desirous of fixing upon their opponents the stain of so infa-

mous a deed, writers are apt to forget that Protestants had previously slaught-

ered a far greater number of Catholics. Marshal Montgomery, for instance,

had three thousand Catholics butchered at Orthez. It is also a well established

fact that from two to three hundred monk's were either murdered or pitclied

into wells; that others were buried alive; and, finally, that as many as fifty

cathedrals and five hundred Catholic churches of less importance were demol-
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These congratulations arc of precisely the same character

as the felicitations addressed by European sovereigns to one

of their royal cousins upon his escape and preservation from

some direful calamity; and being consonant with usage among
princes, need excite no surprise, much less the affected horror

with which dishonest and sentimental writers are accustoiued

to speak of them. When the facts became fnlly and definitely

known to the Supreme Pontitf, he left no doubt, either when
Speaking or writing, of the horror with which the infamous

crime inspired him. The nuignanimous John Uennuyer,

Bislwp of Lisieux, disregarding the commands of the king,

took the Ilugenots of his diocese under his special protec-

tion, and, as a reward for his Christian conduct, had the joy

of seeing nearly the whole of them return to the Catholic

Church. The court party had hoped that the result of their

periidy and crime w'ould be to weaken the party of the Iluge-

nots, but in tliis they experienced a bitter disa[)pointment.

With an energy that was akin to despair, and a ferocious

thirst for revenge, the sectaries rallied for another struggle,

and began in 1573 the fourth religious war. Destitute of an

army adequate to take the field againi^t the Ilugenots, who
had now allied themselves with the formidable political party

latel}^ organized at Milhau, in the lionergue, Charles was

forced to grant them another edict of pacification. The king

died May 30, 1574, leaving to his brother, Henry III., the last

representative of the house of Valois, who resigned the crown

of Poland to accept that of France, a weakened scepter and

a divided kingdom. The condition of affairs required a man
of energ}' and decis?on of character, and the new king pos-

sessed neither; and, in consequence, lie was compelled to

grant (1576) to the victorious Ilugenots a [)eace incom-

parably more favorable than any they had yet obtained,

ished. Cf. Audin, Hist, de la St. Barthelemy, Paris, 1826. f
•" W?7i. von Schiifz,

St. Bartholomew's Miglit Cleared up, Lps. 1845. Soldan, France and St. Bar-

tholomew's Night. [Raimier, Pocket-Book of Ilistorj^, 1854.) Freilmrg Cijclo-

paed., art. " The Night of St. Bartholomew," Vol. II., p. 48. (French trans.,

art. " Barthelcniy (St.)," Vol. II., p. 335.) Gandy, Origin, Character, Progress,

and Consequences of the Night of St. Bartholomew (Revue des questions his-

toriques, a. d. 18GG).

y
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which secured to them the free exercise of their religion in

every part of the kingdom, except the city of Paris ; a com-

plete equality with the Catholics in civil and political rights;

and an equal number of representatives in the parliament.

Conditions so advantageous gave much ofiense to Catholics,

who, for the purpose of successfully opposing the Calvinists,

now formed themselves into a League, at the head of which

Henry III., when the States assembled at Blois (1577), thought

it prudent to place himself. Violations of the last treaty of

pacitication by the Ilngenots gave occasion to a fresh war,

the result of which w^as the edict of Poitiers (1577), which ma-

terially restricted the concessions granted in the last treaty.

As Henry III. was childless, and as his brother, the Duke
of Alen9on, had lately died, the two aspirants to the throne

were the King of Navarre and the young Prince of Cond^,

both of whom were Calvinistic leaders. Dreading the conse-

quences of having a Calvinist become King of France, the

Catholics were anxious to bestow the crown on the Cardinal

de Bourbon, the Catholic nearest of kin to the king. The

proposal met with the approval of the cardinal, who, in 1585,

published the manifesto of Peronne, with a view of furthering

his interests. By misrepresentation and a dishonest conceal-

ment of facts, Pope Gregory XIII. w^as induced to give his

consent to this arrangement. To hasten its consummation, a

League was formed, extending to every part of the kingdom.

When the Pope haVl been accurately informed of the dishonest

purposes of the Leaguers, he withdrew his former approval

;

and his successor, Sixtus V., while condemning them as dan-

gerous conspirators, declared that, according to the funda-

mental laws of the realm, both Henry of JSTavarre and the

Prince of Coud^ were incapable of ruling over France. Henry

of Navarre appealed from the decision of the Pope to that

of parliament, which had already declined to publish the

pontifical bull. The atiair was submitted to the arbitration

of arms. Henry of Navarre was victorious at the battle of

Coutras in 1587. After the assassination of the Duke of

Guise, and the execution of -the cardinal, his brother, both

of which deeds had been done by order of Henry III., the

League again became formidable. So violent were the denuu-
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ciations of the Sorboinie of Paris against the king that he

was forced into an alliance with Henry of Navarre. He was
shortly after assassinated (August 2, 1589) by James Clement;

and, despite the papal bull, Henry IV. of Navarre succeeded

to the throne.

Pope Clement VIII. consented to recognize his title on con-

dition that he would embrace the Catholic faith.^ Persuaded

that he could successfully rule the country only as a Catholic,

and acting upon the advice of Sully, his minister and [)ersorial

friend, and at the same time consulting his own interest, he

concluded that "France was worth the oflering of a Mass," ^

and accordingly ])rofessed himself a Catholic July 25, 1503.

Two years later, the Pope proposed to remove from liim the

sentence of excommunication that had been passed upon him,

provided he in turn would promise to become the protector

of the (Catholic Church, and to publish, with some omissions,

the decrees of the Council of Trent. The nation had now
begun to regard the League with disfavor, and its dissolution

was completed by the attitude of the Roman Pontift".

The spirit of the Calvinists, however, was still unbroken.

The}'^ were as seditious as ever, and had lost none of their

uncompromising independence. Notwithstanding Henry's

firmness of character, they succeeded in extorting from him,

in 1598, the Edict of Nantes, by which they obtained the free

exercise of their religion in every part of the kingdom ; were

made eligible to the Parliament of Paris ; authorized to form

separate chambers in the Parliaments of Grenoble and Bor-

deaux
;
permitted to hold synods; and empowered to found

universities at Sauuiur, 3Iontauhan, illonfpellier, and Sedan.

These concessions were at once so ample and so unusual that it

required all the tact and resolution of the king to have the edict

registered. Moreover, the hostility of the Catholics was quick-

^ There is still extant in the archives of Prince Doria an unpublished auto-

graph correspondence between Henry IV. and Clement VIIL. which is neces-

sarily of the highest importance to a thorough understanding of the i-eligious

condition of Europe immediately after the return of the King of Franco to the

Catholic Church. Cf. also Siaehelin, The Conversion of King Henry IV. to the

Catholic Church, Basle, 1850.

^ Joicrnal des Debuts, September, 1871.
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ened and intensified by the persistent intolerance of the Cal-

vinists, who, in the thirty iirst article of the Confession of the

Synod of Gcq-) (1603), made the following declaration :
" We

believe that the Pope is truly Antichrist and the son of per-

dition, spoken of in Holy Writ as the whore clad in scarlet

raiment."

The assassination of Henry IV., on the 14th of May, IGIO,

by Francis Ravaillac, may be traced to the rancorous and im-

p'acable enmities existing between the two parties.

Marij de' Medici was declared regent during the non-age of

Louis XIII. (1610-1643), and, while she hekl the reigns of

government, the Ilugenots enjoyed a season of comparative

quiet. Under Cardinal Richelieu (1624-1642), however, whose

rare intellectual endowments were supplemented by unusual

energy of action, their condition underwent a complete

change. Believing that no lasting peace could be hoped for

from a body of men who were constantly showing signs of

discontent, and assuviiing attitudes of defiance, and who were

highlv exasperated because the young king had married a

Spanish princess, and the churches of Beam, which had been

taken from the Catholics, had been again restored to them,

the cardinal made a radical change in the legislation regarding

the Calvinists. La Rochelle was their last strongbold, and its

capture was at once the death-blow to their part}^ as a political

organization (1628), and put a period to a bloody s^n'/e, which

had lasted for sereiity-one years} Hence the}' made no attempt

to disturb the peace during the minorit}- of Louis XIA^. ; and

when, in 1659, acting upon the suggestion of the Synod of

Montpazier,^ they offered to ally themselves with England, the

plot was discovered, and its authors severely punished.

The sees of France were at this time filled by men of a'dlity

and learning, through whose exertions, admirably seconded

' Faielon, Correspondance diplomatique, the last volume of which was pub-

lished under the editorial supervision of Cooper, Paris, 1841. It contains valu-

able information on the battles of Jarnac and Moncontour (Dep. Vienna), the

Massacre of St. Bartholomew, and the siege of La Koclielle.

2 Not Montpellier, as is said in the French translation. Montpazier is the

chief town of a canton in the department de la Dordogne, so named from a

northern tributary of the river Garonne, with which united it forms la Gi-

ronde. (Tr.)
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by a bod}^ of priests, trained in the schools of St. Francis de

S'dfS and St. Vincent de Paul, and distiiigiiislied by the purity

of their lives and the warmth of their zeal, great numbers of

the Calvinists were by degrees brought back to the Church.^

Tliousands were also converted by the publication, in 1GG8,

with the papal m:^^vohAi\onoi Bossaefs'-''Exposition de la Doc-

trine Catholique.'" The freedom of those who chose to con-

tinue heretics was being constantly abridged, until linally

Louis XIV., having reached the superlative of absolutism,

which he tersely expressed by the well-known phrase, "7 am
the State'' {Uctat c'est moi), and believing that the opposition

and obstinacy of the Hugenots proceeded from political, rather

than religious motives, acted upon the advice of le I'clliir, his

chancellor, and revoked the Fdict of Nantes, October 18, 1G85,

substituting in its place another of twelve articles,^ by which

nearly all their privileges were withdrawn, and they them-

selves subjected to many hardships. The revocation of the

Edict of Nantes, while it can not be said to have been wholly

arbitrary, was a very inopportune and unwise measure. It is

true it received the cordial approbation of many bishops of

France, but it is equally true that it drove the Calvinists to

desperation. They had also other causes of complaint. IjOU-

vois, the minister of state, by sending among them mi>^siona-

rics, attended Ij>j dragoons {Dragonnades, la missioji bottee, or,

Ics conversions par lor/eniens), to work their conversion, had

highly exasperated them. In consequence, sixty-seven thou-

sand of them went immediately into voluntary exile, taking up

^ Picot, Essai historique sur riiifluence do ],i religion en France pendant !e

XVlIe sieole, Paris, 1824, 2 vols.; Loiivain, 1824. German transl., by Raes and

Weis.

2 On the legality of this measure, Hugo Groiius (.\pol. Eiveti discuss., p. 22)

sajs: "Norint illi, qui Keformatorum sibi imponunt vocabulum, iion esse ilia

foedera, sed regum edicta ob publicam facta utilitatem, et revocabilia, si aliud

reyibus publica utilitas suaserit." Conf. {Benoisi) Hist, de I'edit. de Nantes,

Delft, lG!.i3-l(')9o, 5 vols., 4to. (Ancilloii) L'irrevocabilite de I'cdit. de Nantes,

prouvco par les principes de la politique, Amsterdam, 1G88. It is unnecessary

to call attention to the numerous instances in which Protestants persecuted

C'at/iolics with incomparably greater severity; but it is a little remarkable that

authors, who profess to write fairl}' and dispassionately, while employing all

their eloquence to excite sympathy for the former, can not check their preju-

dices sufficiently to treat the latter with ordinary courtesy.
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their abodes in England, Holland, and Denmark, but chiefly

in Brandenburg. It is worthy of mention that Pope Inno-

cent XI. disap})roved of these severe measures, but not being

himself on amicable terms with the French king, requested

James II. of England to interpose his good offices in behalf

of the oppressed Protestants.^

§ 333. Protestantism in the Netherlands.

Strndae Romoni, S.J., Hist. Belgicae duae decades, Eomae, 1640-1647,2 vols.,

fol. and frequently. H. Leo, Twelve Books of Netherlandish History, Halle,

1835, Pt. II. The same, Manual of Univ. Hist, Vol. III. Prescott, Hist, of

the Eeign of Philip II., King of Spain, London, 1857. p' Koch, The Eevolt

and Defection of the Netherlands from Spain, Lps. 18G0. j* Holzwarih, The

Defection of the Netherlands, Schaffhausen. 18G5-1871 (Vol. I. from 1539-1566;

Vol. II., in two parts, fr. 1566-1572, and fr. 1572-1581 resp., 1584). Nuyens,

Hist, of the Netherlandish Eebeliion, 1865-1870, in 4 vols. Conf, Hifif. and

Polit. Papers, Vol. VI., pp. 193 sq., 269 sq. J. L. Moiley, The Else of the

Dutch Eepublic, 1856, tr. into Germ. (Dresden, 1857), Dutch and French. By
the same, Hist, of the United Netherlands, of whicli two vols, appeared

in 1860.

There was no country of Europe more exposed than the

^Netherlands to the twofold infection of the Lutheran and

Calvinistic heresies. To this condition of things many causes

contributed. The inhabitants were the unwilling subjects of

Charles V. ; they kept up an active commercial intercourse

with Germany; and their minds had been long distracted,

and were now unsettled by the quarrels of literary men and

the controversies of the Schoolmen. These circumstances

were fully appreciated by Charles V., and, fearing their con-

sequences, he ordered the Edict of Worms against Luther to

be published in the Netherlands; had the Inquisition intro-

duced; and, by the execution of Henry Voes and John Esch

(1523), gave the people to understand that he was terribly in

earnest in what he was doing. Here the emperor put aside

the gentle forbearance which he exercised toward the Pro-

testants of Germany, and, by a display of unusual severitj^,

sought to avert from his own patrimonial dominions the

1 Such is the testimony of Mar.nulay. See Dbllinger, The Church and tho

Churches, etc., Preface, p. XXXIII.
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disasters, such as the Peasants' War, which the liefoi'matiou

had brought upon that country. But, in spite of this rigor,

Holland soon became the scene of the fanatical excesses and

barbarous cruelties of the Anahaptists. A Dutch translation

of the Bible., made in the spirit of the principles of Luther, by

James van Liesveld, was published in 1525. Charles saw that

still more rigorous measures were necessary, and he accord-

ingly issued decrees of greater severity against the heretics in

1530 and 1550.

When Philip II. (from 1556) succeeded to his father, his

zeal to preserve the purity of the Catholic faith led him to

employ measures still more severe and despotic against these

unfortunate people, thereby violating rights that had been

secured to them by the most solemn pledges. The Flemings,

who were already discontented at seeing the more important

offices of State tilled by the Spaniards, were still further in-

censed when Philip II., by the authority of a bull obtained

from Pope Paul IV., bearing the date of May 14, 1559, in

place of the four old sees of Utrecht, Arras, Cambrai, and

Jb«nif/y, established fourteen new ones, aud rahed Jlalines,

Cambrai, and Utrecht to the dignity of archbishoprics. These

States had been intrusted by Philip to the government of

Charles V.'s natural daughter, Margaret, Duchess of Parma,

with Cardinal Granvelle as prime minister. The cardinal,

who was a man of indefatigable industry, and possessed great

capacity for business, sided with the Flemings in their oppo-

sition to the increase in the number of episcopal sees;^ but

his devotion to the Head of the Church, and his loyalty to

the king, rendered him an object of aversion to the malcon-

tents, and furnished them a pretext for revolt. Their hatred

of him culminated when the Council of Regency was called

to consider the question of publishing the Decrees of the

Council of Trent in the ^Netherlands. The cardinal favored,

the Calvinists steadily opposed the publication. They organ-

ized against him. At their head were William., Prince of

Orange, Stadtholder of Holland, Zealand, and Utrecht; Count

1 Documents inedits, papiers d'etat du Cardinal de Granvelle, Paris, 1841-

1842, 3 vols., 4to.
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d'Egmont, Stadtholder of Flanders and Artois ; and Count de

lioorne., High Admiral of the United Provinces. They foM-med

a league, and so threatening was their attitude that Margaret

was forced to beg that the obnoxious minister be recalled

(1564). The powerful Triumvirs now resumed their places

in the Council of State, whence they had withdrawn, but

they did not possess sufficient influence in that body to

prevent a vote favoring the publication of the Tridentine

Decrees. When the result of the vote reached Philip, he or-

dered all the edicts against heretics to be enforced with the

extremest rigor. The order furnished a fresh and plausible

pretext for opposition on the part of the malcontents, who

were under the skillful direction of William " The Silent,"

Prince of Orange. He was a son-in-law of Coligny's, and,

from motives of ambition, devotedly attached to the cause of

the Hugenots.

On the Kith of February, 1565, a dozen noblemen, wholly

under his influence, signed a compact, known as "7Ae Corn-

promise of Breda" by which they demanded a redress of

grievances. In a few months the number of signers had in-

creased to two thousand,^ of whom two hundred were Catholics.

Their arms and their services they placed at the command of

William. This "C'omprow/se" the Triumvirs designedly ab-

stained from signing. Meetings were held throughout tlie

whole of the Netherlands, and in the following month of April

a deputation of two hundred and fifty gentlemen sent through

Margaret a petition to Ph'lip, demanding the suppression of

the Inquisition and a revocation or suspension of the severe

edict of religion with which they were threatened.

Balaimont, one of the nobles of Margaret's court, con-

temptuously styled the members of the deputation "-Gueax"

or Beggars, a name which they afterward appropriated as one

of honorable distinction. J^Totwithstanding that the petition-

ers professed their intention of maintaining the Catholic

Church, and that alone, a Protestant Symbol appeared in the

Netherlands in the year 1561 {Confessio Bclgica), and was

adopted by many of the Belgians, who worsliiped apai't by

^Freiburg Cyclop., Vol. VII., p. 602. (Tr.)
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themselves and follovvecl a rite of their own.* Receiving en-

couragement from the magistrates and nobles, the Protestants

rose simultaneonsly over the whole oountrj', and Calvinists,

who had sought an asylum in France, returned in large

bodies. Conscious of their power, they began to inflict upon

others the treatment of which they had but lately so bit-

terly complained. Even in the larger cities, they entered,

sacked, and pulled down churches and convents; destroyed

images and pictures; and so blind was their rage that the

magnificent cathedral of Antwerp did not escape its fury. In

the meantime, the regent, after the recall of the obnoxious

Cardinal Granvelle, succeeded in concluding a treaty with

Louis of Orange and twelve noblemen, which was in a meas-

ure satisfactory to the Reformers. By tliis instrument their

grievances were corrected, and the severity of the ordinances

in force against them mitigated. These concessions, however,

did not prevent them from rising in rebellion, and submitting

their cause to the fortune of a doubtful war, in which tliey

were completely vanquished.

William of Orange was forced to quit the countiy, and seek

an asylum in Germany; and Count d'Egmont, deserting the

Protestant cause, threw himself upon the mercy of the king

(1567). The royal authority was restored in the revolted

provinces, and the Catholic religion was again triumphant.

Philip should have been content with matters as they now
stood ; but, instead of being so, he adopted an unwise and

aggressive policy. Withdrawing the government from the

gentle and prudent Margaret, he transferred it to the stern,

but by no means ty ran nical,.D;/Ago/J.^;«,^ whom he appointed

^Augusii, Corpus libror. symbol icor., pp. 170-177.

2 The American, Win. H. Frescott, in his Historj' of the Keign of Philip the

Second, King of Spain, Boston, ed. of 1855, Vol. II., p. 298, says of him: "Par

from being moved by personal considerations, no power could turn him fr< m
that narrow path which he professed to regard as the path of duty." And, as

a proof that Alva was not wholly insensible to feelings of compassion, when

they did not interfere with the performance of his dutj^ Prescott refers to a

letter of his to the king, written in behalf of the afflicted family of Count d'Eg-

mont. The duke says: "Your majesty will understand the regret I feci at

seeing these poor lords (Egmont Q,nd Hoorne) brought to such an end, and my-

self obliged to bring them to it. But I have not shrunk from doing what i8
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generalissimo, and sent into the Netherlands at the head of

ten thousand picked men. Alva made his entry into Brus-

sels on the 22d of August, 1567, and hcgan the work of his

office by appointing a ''Council of Troubles,'' consisting of

twelve persons, whose duty it was to hunt up the authors of

the late troubles and bring them to summary punishment.

Many of the nobility, who had taken part in the revolt,

fled from the country. Of those who remained, eighteen

were executed on the 1st of June, 1568; and, on the 5th of

the same month, Count d'Egmont and Count de Hoorne died

the death of conspirators at Brussels. The property of the

leaders of the conspiracy was confiscated. William of Orange,

whose estates had thus escheated to the crown, now began to

levy war with troops raised in Germany and France, and,

aided by his brother, Louis of Nassau, meditated a simulta-

taneous attack upon tlie Spaniards in Friesland, Guelderland,

and Brabant. This design was frustrated by Alva. Louis

having been defeated at Gemmingen, near the Ems (July 21,

1568), hastened to join his brother with the remnants of his

forces, and the two now endeavored to effect a junction with

Conde, who was at the head of the French Calvinists. Alva,

who divined their plans, intercepted them, and forced them,

after many defeats, to retreat into Germany. Thus far Alva

had discharged the important duties of his office with ability

and success. But the neiD scheme for raising money, by exact-

ing, besides other imposts, one-tenth of the value of goods

every time they changed hands, which he now introduced,

again fanned into a flame the embers of a protracted and mo-

mentous civil w^ar.

The Dutch merchants turned toward William of Orange

for protection, and contributed liberally to enable him to con-

fer your majesty's service. . . . The Countess Egmont's condition fills me
with the greatest pity, burdened as she is with a family of eleven children,

none old enough to take care of themselves; and she too a lady of so distin-

guished a rank, sister of the Count Palatine, and of so virtuous, truly Catholic,

and exemplary life. There is no man in the country who does not grieve for

her! I can not but commend her," he concludes, " as I do now, very humbly,

to the good grace of your majesty, beseeching you to call to mind that if the

count, her husband, came to trouble at the dlose of his days, he formerly ren-

dered gi'eat service to the Slate."
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tiiiue a struggle, wbicli they hoped would deliver them from

the tyninny of the Spanish yoke. The injudicious measure of

Alva, so detrimental to the commercial interests of the Neth-

erlands, gave a decided and triumphant victory to the Reform-

ers, which, under other circumstances, they could never have

obtained in that country.

"William at once changed his whole plan of operations.

Transferring the war from land to water, he issued letters of

marque to privateers, which swept the sea in search of Spanish

vessels. The northern provinces rose in insurrection, and so

critical did Alva's position become that he sent in his resigna-

tion to his government, and was recalled in the autumn of

1573. lie was replaced by Don Luis de Requese.ns y Zi.nliga,

a man of ability and moderation. lie revoked the odious

financial edicts, and was just beginning to give fair promise

of a prosperous and successful career, when, unfortunately for

the interests of Spain in the jSTetherlands, he died prematurely

in 157G. His successor in the government was the illustrious

hero of Lepanto, Don John of Austria, Philip's half-brother.

Lacking the skill of a statesman, and the sternnesss of a dis-

ciplinarian, he proved wholly unlit for his new position. The
northern and southern provinces rose in revolt, and, by their

combined elibrts, expelled the Spanish soldiers who plun-

dered their country and the commander who tolerated their

excesses (1576). This enabled the Prince of Orange to in-

clude live more provinces in the confederacy that had been

formed, " as a defense against any violence that might be

practiced in the name, or to promote the interests, of the

king." Don John of Austria was declared an enemy of the

State, and his successor, Archduke Matthias of Austria, being

no match in diplomacy for the astute William, was wholly

deceived as to the import of the oath which that wily states-

man prevailed upon him to take (1578), and was in conse-

quence obliged to be content with a merely nominal authority.

W^ar again broke out. Don Alessandro da JFarnese, now in

command of the royal forces, gained a splendid victory at

Gemblours (Januar}^ 81, 1578), thus preserving the southern

provinces to the king and the Catholic cause. The noi'thorn

VOL. Ill—19
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provinces were in the hands of William of Orange, who,

though he had given pledges to respect the rights of Catho-

lics, failed to make them good in a single instance.

The Treaty of Union between the seven northern frovinces

"was signed at Utrecht in 1579, by which it was agreed that

the Confederated Provinces should form an indissoluble union,

and that questions of war and peace and the levying of taxes

should be submitted to a vote of the representatives of the

Confederacy, William of Orange was appointed stadtholder,

high admiral, and generalissimo of all the forces, whether on

land or sea, and was to hold these offices for life. Heretofore

the provinces in revolt had headed all their public documents

with the name of the king ; but they now left olf doing so,

and substituted instead that of William of Orange.^ In 1568

William had declared that " he had taken up arms to secure

religious freedom- to the Catholics, no Less than to the Evan-

gelicals," and that it was his intention " to see that the former

should be in the full enjoyment of their rights," He, how-
ever, forgot or proved false to his promise, and in 1582 pub-

lished an ordinance, which was rigorously enforced, pro-

scribing the (yatholic religion in Holland. William was

assassinated in the year 1584, but his loss did not shake the

courage of his followers. They called to the head of the gov-

ernment his second son, Maurice, who, with the aid of troops

sent over by Queen Elizabeth, maintained himself during

the interval from 1588 to 1590, and took the offensive in

1591, after the defeat of the Spanish Armada, and the year

following, when the royal troops were under the command of

the successor to Don Alessandro, who had lately died. By
the armistice of 1609, the northern provinces were recognized

as a Hepublic, but their independence was not definitively ac-

knowledged by Spain until the Peace of Westphalia, in 1648.

The close alliance of these confederated provinces with

1 ranee and England was favorable to the spread of Calvin-

ism, whose principles were indorsed by the synods of Dor-

drecht in 1574 and 1618, and defended and developed by the

University of Leyden. The Catholics in Holland, however,

^Freiburg Cyclop., art. "Netherlands." (Tr.)
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were still very numerous, and the soutberu provinces of Bel-

gium remained steadily loyal to the Church.

Observation.—" In Italy and Spain," says Guericke, " the darkness of Popery

slmt out the pure light of the Gospel." McCrie, an English writer, speaics of

the [lenerous sympathy with which Protestantism was received in these coun-

tries; but it may be truthfully said of his statements, that they belong to the

domain of fiction rather than that of fact.^ There is no proof to the contrary

furnished by the Italian work entitled "Ow ihe Charity of Christ" published in

l-342.''^ Padre Saluzzo, 0. S. F., was mainly instrumental in preventing the

spi-ead of Protestantism in Upper Italy.

§ 334. General Causes of the Bapid Spread of Protestantism.

t* Marx, Causes of the Rapid Propagation of the Keformation, etc., Mentz.

18o4. Moehler's Ch. Hist., Vol. III., pp. 159 sq.

It is perhaps no more than natural that Protestant writers

should manifest a certain bias when treating of this subject

;

but it is certainly a little strange to find authors of name
comparing the rapid spread of Protestantism to the progress

made by Christianitj^ wdien it was first preached to man, with-

out taking into account the very difterent circumstances which

accompanied the propagation of both the one and the other.

It should be borne in mind, on the one hand, that the early

Christian confessors were reviled and persecuted as no set of

men ever, were ; and, on the other, that favors the most flat-

tering and privileges the most ample were the portion of the

Reformers.

To escape the charge of partiality, we shall confine our-

selves to facts from which a judgment may be fairly formed.

1. Luther's efforts received a color of recognition and sup-

port from the serious complaints which had been m.ade in

' Thos. McCrie, Hist, of the Rise and Fall of the Reformation in Italy (Germ,

by Friedrich, Lps. 1829). By the same, Hist, of the Development and Suppres-

sion of the Reformation in Spain (Germ, by Plieninger, Stuttg. 1835). Adolfo

de Cnstro, Hist, of the Spanish Protestants and their Persecution by Philip II.

(tr. fr. the Spanish into German, and edited by Hertz, Frankfort, ISfJG"). Frnn-

zisca Hernandez and Fray Franzisco Ortiz, or Beginnings of Reformatory Move-
ments in Spain during the reign of Emperor Charles V., by E. Boehmer,

Lps. 1865.

'^Germ transl., Lps. 1855. Cf. A. Theiner, Delia introduzione del ProtestaH-

tismo in Italia tentata, Roma e Napoli, 1850.
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general councils, with a view to the correction of existing-

abuses. Many well-meaning bishops had spoken out in no-

faltering terms against abuses of every kind, and chiefly

against those of indulgences; and hence, when Luther re-

eclioed their language, he was listened to with approval.

Moreover, at the outset of his career, he professed to teacli

only the pure doctrine of the Catholic Church, and to desire

only the correction of abuses and the enforcement of disci-

pline; and his professions being honorable and apparently

sincere, carried with them a w^eight of authority to which

they were by no means entitled. In this way, for the time

being, he imposed upon a great number of persons, not among
the illiterate alone, but among the learned also; and such

men as Cochlaeus, Willibald Pirkheimer, Zasius, Wizel, John
Haner, Erasmus, and others of equal distinction in the literary

world were among his dupes.

2. Luther and his followers employed every means, f;iir and

unfair, to misrepresent the teaching of the Catholic Church,

and to put forward their own as the pure and genuine teach-

ing of the Gospel. They did not hesitate, when addressing

the illiterate, to tell them that the Mass was an impious act

of worship and the veneration of Saints an idolatrous one.

The Calvinistic Confession of Faith proclaimed "that pure

and divine truth is banished from the Church of Eome ; that

her Sacraments are corrupted and falsified ; and that she toler-

ates ill her bosom every sort of impiety and. superstition." ^ And
having adopted these unscrupulous methods, Luther went on

to speak and write with such an air of assurance that it was

next to impossible that anj' doubt as to the truth of his asser-

tions should enter into the minds of those who had once re-

ceived what he said with implicit trust.^ Papal tyranny was

an inspiring theme for eloquent and lively sermons, ofltensive

satires, and abusive libels ; and the beauties of evangelical

liberty were spoken of in words so fulsome and glowing that

people began to fancy that these incontinent preachers were

really messengers of glad tidings to man.

1 The French Calvinistic Confession of Faith repeats the same untruth.

2 C. A. Menzel, 1. c, Vol. I., p. 84.
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3. That the spirited and popular writings of Luther, Zwin-

gli, and others of the Reformers, while based upon erroneous

pi-int'iples, contained many truths,^ many passages full of

beauty, and many arguments that commended themselves to

the i-eason, can not be denied ; neither can it be denied that

the writings of Melanchthon, Calvin, and Beza possessed

a grace, a limpidity, and a classic purity of style, which of

themselves, and independently of the subject-matter, gave a

pleasing and fascinating charm to the compositions of these

authors. Another secret of the influence of Luther and his

followers was their zeal in instructing the people and their

solicitude in training children ; and the favor with which the

catechisms published by Luther were received prompted Cath-

olics to give more attention to the serious and sacred duty

which they were intended to accomplish. Again, the people

were delighted at hearing the Divine Service recited in their

own tongue, and gratified at being permitted to partake of the

Chalice, for which they had desired so Tong and so ardently.

These concessions produced an impression so deep and endur-

ing that, while it was obscured as time went on, it was never

wholly effaced.

4. By placing in the hands of the people a new edition of

the Bible, and making every one his own interpreter of its

contents, Luther flattered the vanity of the masses and secured

their allegiance and good-will. He was never tired telling

them that to interpret Scripture was their privilege equally

with the clergy. "Every Christian," said he, "has unques-

tionably a right to teach ;^ and if the clergy have heretofore ar-

rogated to themselves tlie sole right of reading the Scriptures,

it is only because they foresaw that if it were the privilege of

all, the office of the priesthood would cease to exist, and the

people become in all things their equals." In the doctrine of

Luther concerning slave-will aud justification by faith alone, the

people found a convenient remedy for sin, and an eas}'^ means

of restoring peace to their troubled consciences. The confes-

sing of one's sins and the obligation of fasting are duties irk-

some to human nature, and they were glad to be rid of them.

1 See above, p. 64.

2 1 Peter, II. 9.
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Finally, the charm of novelty, which has at all times and

under ever}^ condition so many fascinations for the popular

mind, was not without its influence in propagating the teach-

ings of the Reformers. That religious motives had little to

do with the conversion of the bulk of those who passed over

to Lutheranism is abundantly shown by the profligacy of

their lives, which were so shameless that even Luther himself

confessed that nothing comparable to such a state of morality

ever existed under the Papacy. " The devil," said he, "hav-

ing been driven out of them, has returned again with seven

others, and their last condition is worse than the first."
^

5. Luther also displayed considerable skill in turning the

quarrel between the Humanists and Schoolmen to his own
advantage ; and as at the outset of his career he had profited

by the outspoken protests of many well-meaning bishops

against the abuses of indulgences, so at a later period he

managed to draw to his side a number of PInmanists deceived

by his specious professions. The prijiiing press, too, which

had just commenced the work it has kept up ever since with

such ceaseless activity, was employed by him to spread far and

wide, with a rapidity never before known to the world, the

knowledge of his undertaking, and more or less detailed ac-

counts of his labors,

6. By declaring celibacy and monastic vows abolished, Luther

gained over many ecclesiastics, to whom these restraints and

obligations had become irksome. Having once broken their

solemn promises to God, these unworthy churchmen were

prevented by love of sensual indulgence and fear of punish-

ment from ever again returning to the Church.

7. Self-interest, on the part of those who embraced Protest-

antism, goes a long way in accounting for its success. " The
bold attacks made upon time-honored authority, and the ap-

peals to individual reason and private judgment in matters of

religion, were soon found to be equally applicable to afi'airs

in the temporal order. If the commands of the Pope were

spurned, why should the advice of the parish priest be listened

to ? If the Reformers treated crowned heads with contempt,

^See above, p. 127 sq.
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how could the people be expected to continue long obedient

subjects? If the peasant might form his own judgment of

the things of God, might he not with equal justice define his

rights as to the chase and pasturage? If the monk wiis no

longer bound by vows, which he had voluntarily spoken, w\\\

shonUl the peasant be a slave to obligations to which he had

never given his consent, and which he believed to be contrary

to the\vill of Christ ?•'!

The people, however, were not put to the trouble of draw-

ing these inferences ; Luther did it for them in his two works,

"0?i the Liberty of the Children of God" and '^ On the Temporal

Power;" and that they were quick in getting at his meaning
and energetic in turning his teaching to practical account, the

history of the ^'Peasants' War" abundantly proves. " These

people," said Melanchthon, in a tone of complaint, "growing
daily more accustomed to liberty, now that they have shaken

ofi" the yoke of the bishops, will accept no other. What do

they care for doctrine or religion? Their thoughts are fixed

only ou liberty and power."

8. " B}^ a singular coincidence," says Schiller,^ " two political

facts contributed to bring about the schism. On the one

hand, the sudden preponderance of the house of Austria,

which menaced the liberties of Europe, and caused princes to

fly to arms; and, on the other, the ardent zeal of this house

for the maintenance of the old faith drove nations into revolt."

Princes were all the more willing to take advantage of the

opportunity thus offered them, in that they hoped to derive

from it many advantages. First of all, they desired to free

themselves from the suzerainty of the emperor; next, Luther

had commanded them to seize and confiscate the estates of

churches and convents; and, lastly, they were allowed by his

system to take the supreme ecclesiastical jurisdiction into their

own hands. Against the cupidity which he thus excited in

their breasts, he was himself obliged, some time later, to pro-

test. " There are still," he says in one of his sermons, " some

^ Raumer, Hist, of Europe from the End of the Fifteenth Century, Vol. I.,

p. 380.

^ Hist, of the Thirty Tears' War, Bk. I., in initio.
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truly good evangelical princes ;" and he adds the reason, " be-

cause there are 3'et remonstrances in Catholic churches which

thej can steal and monastic estates which they can confis-

cate." In his " Table Talk " he consigns to the custody of

his Satanic majesty those princes who appropriated to their

own use the goods the}^ had stolen from the Church, while

ministers of the Gospel, with wives and children on their

hands, had not enough to keep them from starving. Unless

aid be sent, and that speedily, he said, it will be all up with

the Gospel and the schools in this country, for the pastors are

destitute.

9. When princes had gained so many advantages by the

Reformation, it was but natural that they should employ all the

resources at their comwand to have it introduced everyiohere. On
this point the proofs are so evident that Jurieu, an inveterate

enemy of the Catholic Church, makes the following candid

avowal :
" That the Reformation was brought about by polit-

ical power," he says, " is incontestable. Thus in Geneva, it

was the Senate ; in other parts of Switzerland, the Grand
Council of each canton ; in Holland, the States-General ; in

Denmark, Sweden, England, and Scotland, kings and parlia-

ments, that introduced it. IsTor was the supreme power of the

State content with guaranteeing full liberty to the partisans

of the Reformation ; it also took from Papists their churches,

and forbade them to exercise their religion in public. N"ay,

more, in some countries the private exercise of Catholic wor-

ship was forbidden by legislative enactments." " In Silesia,"

says Adolphus 31enzel,^ " the new church was mainly established

1 L. c, Vol. II., p. 2; Vol. III., p. 91 sq. If it be said that Catholic govern-

ments also persecuted and put to deatli some of those who first professed and

propagated the new teachings, it may be fairly replied that there is a wide dis-

tinction between the two cases. Catholic rulers desired to protect the ancient

religion, which had been maintained for a thousand years, and loas so essoiiially

a. part of the laws and constitutions of their States that they regarded an as-

sault upon it as a menace to the social and political orders to which it had given

life and form. (See above, p. 142, the warning of Charles V.) Experience

had taught them that political commotions, revolts, and civil wars are the in-

evitable consequences of religious schism, and these they were anxious to pro-

vide against. A glance at the sad condition of those countries over wiiich tlie

disasters of religious wars had passed made rulers, whose realms had as yet es-
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Tjy the fiivor and protection of princes and magistrates.

Nearly all the people were loyal to the ancient faith, and liad

not the most remote thought of making any change in their

religion. The Polish peasants, like those of German de-

scent, embraced the religion that had been introduced by the

nobles. In Sweden, Gustavus Vasa, who had conquered the

independence of his country, professed the new teachings,

because he desired to bring to the su})port of his throne the

wealth and the power that had been taken from the clergy.

In England, the divorce of Henry VIII., and the quarrel to

which it gave rise between himself and the Pope, was the

occasion of the Reformation." The testimony of these writers

is corroborated by that of Frederic the Great in his Memoirs.
" If the causes," said he, " which promoted the spread of the

Reformation be reduced to their last analysis, they will be

found to be as follows : In Germany it was interest; in Eng-
land lust ; and in France a love of novelty

J^ '

It may be here remarked that of all those princes who were

so enthusiastic for the Reformation, there was not a single

one distinguished for honesty of conduct or purity of morals.

We have only to compare the impure and bloodtiiirsty Henry
YIII. ; the sensual Philip of Hesse ; the unbelieving aiid

frivolous Albert of Prussia ; the despotic Christicrn II. of

Denmark; and the equally despotic Gustavus Vasa of Swe-

den, with contemporar}' Catholic princes like George, Duke
of Saxony; Joachim, Elector of Brandenburg ; the Emperors
Moximilian, Charles V., Ferdinand I., and Ferdinand, II.; the

Dukes of Bavaria, Albert and Maximilian L, and many oth-

ers, and we shall see how incomparably more noble, more
pure, and more elevated were the lives of the latter than

those of the former.

caped such visitations, more energetic in adopting measures of unusual severity,

or crushing out the rising sect the moment it gave tokens of its presence.

And, as a matter of fact, this policy saved Spain from the horrors of a relig-

ious war. Cf. Hortiys Ch. Hist., continued by Dbllinger, Vol. II., I't. II

,

p. 690.

1 " Si Ton veut reduire les causes du progres de la reforme a des principes

simples, on verra, qu'en AUemagne ce fut I'ouvrage de I'interet, en Angleterre

celui de I'amour, et en France celui de la nouveaute." (Memoires de Bran-

denbourg.)
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CONTINUATION OF THE HISTORY OF PROTESTANTISM—ITS INTERNA!
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\D'6llinger, The Eeformation and its Interior Development, Ratisb. 183G sq.

3 vols. Perrone, II Protestantesimo e la Regohi di Fede. 3 pts. in 3 vols., Rome,

1853; Fr. tr., Paris, 1854. Balmes, El Protestantismo comparado con el Cato-

licismo, 4 vols., Barcelona, 1842-1844; Engl, tr., Baltim. 1851. tMco^ffs, The

Relation of Protestantism and all Heresies to Socialism, Mentz and Paderborn,

1853. (Onno Klopp), Studies on Catholicism, Protestantism, and Toleration in

Germany, Schaffhausen, 1857. Gieseler, Ch. H., Vol. III., Pt. II., pp. 115-382,

gives copious quotations from authentic sources, and adds the bibliography

incident to the subject. Fronk, Hist, of Protestant Theology, Lps. 18G2, Pt. I.

Dorner, Hist, of Protestant Theology, Munich, 18G7.

§ 335. General Characteristics of Protestantism..

The Lutherans, like the Catheri and Waklenses of the

Middle Age and kindred sects of an earlier date, professed to

restore the true Apostolic Church by abolishing the abuses of

the Church Catholic, and setting up Holy Scripture as the one

and only ground of Faith. This absolute appeal to the author-

ity of the Bible continued to be the underlying principle of

the new system, even after discussions upon doctrines the

most vital had demonstrated its utter insufHciency, and con-

tradictions the most glaring^ had proved the necessity of tra-

dition, which the Reformers had so arrogantly rejected.^ For
them a visible, infallible, and sanctifying Church, established

by God and anterior to the Holy Scn'jjtures, had no longer any

meaning. They rejected her authority and denied even her

* Such is the opinion of the Protestant theologian, Wereiifels, whose distich,

quoted in Vol. 1., may be repeated here

:

Hie liber est in quo quaerit sua dogmata quisque,

Invenit et pariter dogmata quisque sua.

^Cf. Lessinff's Axioms against Rev. Pastor Goetze of Hamburg. Complete

Works, ed. by Lachmaiin, Vol. X., pp. 133-251. f
• Kuhn, The Formal Princi-

ples of Catholicism and Protestantism, being three articles in the Tiibingeu

Quarterly Review of 1858.

(298)
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existence as a visible organization. In her place they substi-

tuted an invisible Church, whose members, scattered over the

face of the earth, were united in fellowship by hidden and

spiritual bonds. The immediate consequence of such a theory

was to make doubt a matter of necessity, and chancje of teach-

ing, even in the most important truths of religion, the her-

itage of all time.^ Doctrinal teachings were now the result

of hazard and caprice, and the age of experimental theology

seemed to have dawned upon Europe.

But while the principle of anarchy was thus sanctioned and

consecrated by the new religious communities, they saw the

necessity of setting up some sort of authority as an indispen-

sable basis of dogmatic teaching for their spiritual society.

To this end the Books of Symbols were composed ;^ but these

could not command an enduring authority, for the reason

that they were based on human opinion. The Catholic

Church had always taught the necessity of good works. Her
enemies misrepresented her teachings, and advocated the

doctrine oi justification by faith alone. As time went on, Lu-

theranism developed into Protestantism, ov au unqualified pro-

test against certain doctrines, not because they a ere false, but

because they were taught by the Catholic Church. Thus Luther,

for no other reason than to be opposed to the Pope, would

^ Bossuet, Histoire des Variations des Eglises Protestantes, Paris, 1740, 2 vols.;

or, History of Variations of Protestant Churches, Antwerp, 1742; N. Y. 1830;

Dublin, 1842, 2 vols., 8vo. Planck, Hist, of the Origin and Changes of the-

Protestant Dogmas. See above, p. 2.

'^ Li\\>ri symholici Evanffelicor. (Confessio Augustana; Apologia confess. Au-

gust.; Articuli Smalcaldici ; Catechismi Lutheri ; Formula Concordiae), od.

Hase, Lps. 1837. Corpus libror. symbol., qui ii? eccl. Reformatojum auctorita-

tem public, obtinuerunt, ed. Augusti, Elberf. 1827. Collectio confessionum in

eccl. reformatis publicatar., ed. Niemeyer, Lps. 1840. (Confessiones helvetivae-

tres, supplemented with the Catechism of Geneva ; Confessio tetrapolitana,

viz., Strasburg, Lindau, Constance, and Memmingen; Confessio Gallica; Con-

fessio Scotica, for the Scottish Presbyterian Church ; Confessio Anglica, sive

XXXIX. Articuli, for the Anglican High-Church; Confessiones Belgicae

;

Canones Dordraceni XVII. ; the Catechism of Heidelberg of the Palatinate
;

Confessio Bohemica; Confessio Ilungarica; Confessiones Poloniae; Confes-

siones Marchiae, or the Confessions of the March (of Brandenburg). Cf.

Dieriiiger, in Aschbach's Eccl. Cyclopaed., art. Bekenntnissshriften (Symbol-

ical writings), and " The Symbolical Books of the Protestant Church being at

variance with Scripture and Reason," Lps. 1846.
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admit Communion neither under one nor both kinds.^ In the

same spirit of childish hostiUty, the Protestant theologians

declined to accept the calendar as amended by Gregory XIII.,

declaring that they could not do so with a safe conscience, be-

cause the Pope, being Antichrist, took this insidious means of

undermining their Church. They had rather be wrong in

their astronomical calculations than be corrected by the Pope.^

Turbulent passion and wild licentiousness plaj'ed so con-

spicuous a part in the Reformation that little or no attention

was given to the correction of morals; and accordingl}' it is

not surprising to iind Luther complaining that there was a

worse Sodom under the Gospel than under the Papacy. Philip

of Hesse said he must have more than one wife, and the Re-

formers, with gracious condescension, said his demand was

just. And what the early apostles of a pure morality did for

Philip, the preachers of Berlin did in 1792 for Frederic Will-

iam II. of Prussia, who told them that life would not be en-

durable without the company of the agreeable Miss Doenhof.

To put some sort of check upon the licentiousness of the

passions, there was no means left except to adopt the remedy

of Zioingli and Calvin, which was nothing less than an extrav-

agant ecclesiastical and social despotism.^

If there was one thing above another that was lauded by

the Reformers, it was the complete emancipation of the human
mind from all superstitious practices ; but, strange to saj^, Lu-

ther's silly tales about his absurd conflicts with the devil iiad

a wonderful influence in reviving a belief in magic and dia-

bolical agencies.

The want of a reliable and infallible rule of faith produced,

as it necessarily must, such crushing feelings of doubt and

uncertainty in the mind of Melanchthon, that he candidly

1 See page 103.

-The '^Evangelicals" persisted in this error, in certain parts of Germany,

until 1777 ; in England until 1752; in Sweden until 1753. The erroneous as-

sumptions of the ancient Julian calendar brought on a difference of ten days

in 1582, when the vernal equinox fell on the eleventh day of March.
^ Ddllinge?; in his works, "The (Protestant) Churches and Civil Liberty,"

"The Church and the Churches," " The Papacy and the States of the Church,"

pp. 93-156, gives a very unfavorable account of the lengths to which this ty-

janny was carried.
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confessed the waters of the Elbe could not supply hhn tears

enough to bewail so gigantic a misfortune,^ As we have

seen, the Reformers, while arrogating to themselves the widest

liberty of opinion in matters of faith, punisbed, where they

had the power, all those who dared to diftcr from them with

the penalty of death. Among the victims of this intolerance,

besides the executions ordered by Calvin,^ were Syloanus, a

Reformer and inspector of Ladenburg, who was beheaded

December 23, 1572, in the market-place of Heidelberg,^ by tbo

advice of Olevian, for denying the Blessed Trinity; Nicholas

Antoine, a preacher, wdio was charged with Judaism, and burnt

alive at Geneva ; Funk, a follower of Osiander's, who was be-

headed in 1601 ; and the Chancellor Crell, a Crypto-Calvinist,

who was also beheaded in 1632 at Dresden.* Heretics were

also executed in Sweden, at Koenigsburg, Liibeck, and other

cities.^ It is noteworthy that these executions were the result,

not of passion or intemperate haste, but of cool deliberation

and mature judgment. Beza and Melanchthon advocated the

execution of heretics on general principles, and the latter

agreed with Luther in authorizing the marder of tyrants.^

Civil war, an obliteration of the spirit of patriotism, and the

introduction of foreigners to settle domestic difficulties were

everywhere the consequences of the Reformation. Thus
Englishmen were invited to France and Scotland ; Frenchmen
to Germany ; Dutchmen to England ; Englishmen to Holland

;

Russians to Poland ; and Turks to Hungary.

1 Dbllingcr, The Reformation and its Internal Development, Vol. I., pp. 280-

348 ; 384 sq. ; Vol. III., p. 640 sq.

2 See p. 148 sq.

3 According to Haeusser, Hist, of the Ehenish Palatinate, Vol. 11., pp. 45 sq.,

in the Catholic organ of the Diocese of Freiburg, year 1864, nros. 8, 9.

^Hist. and Polit. Papers, Vol. III., pp. 528-545.

sSee Ar/ioWs Hist, of the Church, Vol. 11., p. 643. Apud Dollhiger, The
Church and the Churches, p. 81.

6 Walch'H (td.. of Luther's Works, Vol. XXII., pp. 2151 sq. Cf. Strobel, Mis-

cellanea, Vol. 1., p. 170. Ukcrt, Life of Luther, Vol. II., p. 46, and especially

the Essay, inscribed "The Political and Eeligious Assassination," in the Hist.

and Polit Papers, Vol. IX., pp. 737-770.
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§ 336. The Protestant Clergy— Their Rights— Their Eelations to

the State.

Cf. the three excellent articles on the Ecclesiastical Constitution of the Re-

formation and its constant influence on the Protestant Canonists of the Day

(Stahl, Puchtn, Richie?; Klee, etc.), in the Hist, and Polit. Papers,Yol. VI., pp.

596 sq. ; Vol. X., pp. 209 sq., pp. 529 sq. See also Walters' Manual of Canon

Law, 13th ed., § 38-42, and Gieselers Ch. H., Vol. III., Ft. II., p. 352-390.

Luther left no means untried to gain the masses, and as he

had said, in speaking of the priesthood, that God would de-

stroy " this lifeless spiritualism,'' so he also invested every lay-

man with the sacerdotal character, and appealed to Scripture

as authorit}" for his act. He soon learned, however, that he

had o;one too far, and that some sort of authoritative charac-

ter must necessaril}^ attach to the office of a clergyman. In

theor}', ministers were to he chosen by the congregations, hut

in matter of fact the choice lay with the Co/^s^s/or/ei;, wherever

it had previously belonged to the bishops. These Consistories,

which were composed of laymen and ecclesiastics, were em-

powered to decide all questions relating to marriage, excom-

munication, and the administration of justice in cases where

clergymen were concerned. The articles of parochial visita-

tion published by Augustus, Elector of Saxony (1557), afford

some curious information on the subject. " Nobles and other

feudal lords," we are told, " gather together from all sides

destitute artizans and illiterate boors, and thrust them into

parishes, or, it may be, put the habit of a priest upon their own
secretaries, their jockeys and their grooms, in order to have

shepherds to their own liking, and to secure for themselves as

much of the revenues as may be necessar}' for their needs."

As a consequence, the clergy of the Reformed Church Avere

both ignorant and immoral. There being no longer any hier-

archical orders, the rights and prerogatives formerly belonging

to bishops became the heritage of all pastors.^ The scriptural

1 Articuli Smalc. apud Hase, libri sj'mb., p. 354: Constat, jurisdictionem illam

communem excommunicandi reos manifestorum criminum pertinere ad omnes

Pastores. Hanc tyrannice ad se solos (Episcopos) transtulerunt et ad quaestum

•contulerunt.
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appellation of ^^ bishop" was changed by these hypercritical

biblical theologians into "superintendent."

In the Church of England alone of all the Eeformed churches

was the episcopacy held to be of divine institution; although it

seems never to have entered the minds of those who pro-

claimed this theory that the chain of apostolic succession

was broken by the severance of England from the Catholic

Church.^

Strange to say, the Keformers, having neither an accredited

mission nor a valid succession, continued to go through the

form of investing their clergymen with ministerial authority.

Luther boasted that his commission was extraordinary and
of an exclusively divine character. My commission, said he,

is not from man,, but from God, and conveyed through a spe-

cial revelation from Christ. But from " any one else, who
rashly took upon him to preach the Gospel, he demanded a

miraculous authentication of his mission." Luther inconsid-

erately held out to princes as the price of their good-will the

tempting reward of the spoils of churches and convents.

They accepted the bribe with avidity, and having dissolved

the monasteries, replaced the peaceful communities of monks
with bands of dissolute soldiers. Very little, however, of the

spoils was devoted to either scientific or religious purposes,

or to the social improvement of the people. The wealth thus

easily acquired was made to minister to the luxury and pleas-

ure of the new proprietors. Luther raged and stormed, but

to no purpose. The ministers of the Gospel, with their wives

and children, were starving before his eyes, insulted by the

brutal mob, and spurned by the no less brutal nobles, and he

was powerless to aid them.

With the help of the princes, Luther and his followers had

abolished the sacred privileges of the hierarchy. To the

princes they surrendered, sometimes peaceably, and some-

times compelled by force, the supreme spiritual authority,

and having done so, they made them their masters, and set

up the institution of '^ Caesaropapacy." This secular suprem-

acy in spiritual affairs was thenceforth unlimited in its claims,

1 See page 210, note 2.
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and more arrogant in its assumptions than the Byzantine des-

potism of the Lower Empire.^

The princes became at once the defenders of the Reformed

Church against its external foes, and in some sort the con-

servators of unity against its own members, whose intermina-

ble dissensions and schisms were constantly tlireatening it

with dissolution. It is, however, somewhat amusing to learn

that the Covventicle of Naamhurg (1554), presided over by Me-
hinchthon, adduced the Scriptural texts ''AttolUte portas, prin-

cipes, vestras " (Ps. XXIII., 7), and "_£"( eriint reges nutritii tid
"

(Isai. XLIX., 23) as arguments going to prove the necessity

of making the Church dependent upon princes. This is only

another instance of the saying that anything may be proved

from the Bible.^

With these precedents before him, Stephani had no diffi-

culty in demonstrating, of course by the authority of the

Bible, the cxistetice of that peculiar episcopal system, which

was taken for granted in the Peace of Augsburg, and accord-

ing to which the jurisdiction of l)ishops was transfo^'red to

the sovereigns of the countries in which they severally resided.

As a consequence, the ^^ tprritorial system,'^ or that embodied in

the maxim '' cvjas regio, iUins reh'g>o,^' was sanctioned, and

some time later found advocates and defenders in the pietists

Tliomasius and Boehmer. It was claimed that ecclesiastical

supremacy, being essential to the maintenance of public

peace, belonged of right to the civil ruler, and that he there-

fore became, by virtue of his office as sovereign, the head of the

Church in the country over which lie ruled. This ])rincii)le

was by degrees practically carried out in Denmark, where the

authority of the king was recognized as absolute in spiritual af-

fairs, and the people were forced to change their religion at his

bidding, as they would their dress.^ By the Peace of West-

1 Dollinger, The Church and the Churches, etc., p. 53 sq.

2 See the acts in Camerarii, vita Melanchthonis, ed. Strobel, p. 319 ; Melanch-

thon's German Scruples, Vol. II.; and in the " Harmless Reports" of 1714, pp.

541-553. Cf. Menzel, 1. c, Vol. III., p. 530 sq.

3 Concerning the arbitrary methods of princes in dealing with spiritual af-

fairs, cf. Wolfgang Mcuzel, Hist, of the Germans, ch. 420. It was a common
remark that the wives of these truculent ministers used to be constantly saying.
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phalia, princes were legally invested with the jus reformavdi.

Thus, as in the old Pagan times, so now, there were formed

State Religions, National Religions, and Religions by Laio Es-

tablished. This national system received its fullest and most

perfect expression in the ^^Established Church of England,"

but the name would have been more appropriate had the

phrase ''Religious Community" T)een adopted, instead of the

word " Church."

Luther and the English Reformers, in their translations of

the ISTew Testament, did not uniformly hit by accident on the

term ^^ community" or "-congregation," instead of ^^ church." ^

The Reformation placed the Church completely in the power

of princes, and the w^arnings of Luther, the protests of Me-

hmchthon, the more recent theories of the collegiate system,^

and Calvin's teaching, embodied in the proposition " ecclesia

est Sid juris," have each and all been utterly powerless to

rescue Protestaut religious communities from the despotism

of the State.

§ 387. Worship and Discipline.

Bibl. Ac/endor., ed. by Koenig, Zelle, 172G, 4to. Funk, Spirit and Form of the

Worship established by Luther, Berlin, 1819. Grueneise?!, De Protestantismo

artibus baud infesto, Stuttg. 1839, 4to. Gieseler, Manual of Oh. H., Vol. III.,

Pt. II., p. 390 sq.

From the foundation of the Church down through every

succeeding age, .the Sacrifice of the Mass had been the

great central act of Catholic worship, and the great source

of religious and spiritual life. But the Reformers did not

think so, and they accordingly abolished the Mass, and sub-

stituted preaching in its stead. The poor and barren word of

man took the place of the stupendous and life-giving mystery

of God, and it is not wonderful that the interest of the people

in religion became enfeebled and their hearts chilled. Once

to them :
" Write, my dear husband, write in such a way that you may not lose

youi" parish."

1 Cf. Dr. Sylviu.% The Church and the Gospel, or Catholic Protestation against

Protestantism calling itself a ^^(Jhurch," Eatisbon, 1843.

2 Advocated later on, especially by Pfaff. Cf. § 375.

VOL. m—20
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the use of the popular tongue had beeu introduced in the

various rites and ceremonies, it became evident that the people

must play a more prominent part in religious assemblies. In

1526, when Luther introduced for the first time his own form

of worship and ecclesiastical organization, conscious, for the

moment, of their many deficiencies, he considerately announced
that it was not his purpose to abridge any one's religious free-

dom, nor did he intend to prescribe his own ritual as some-

thing permanent and unchangeable.^ Consistently with his

contemptuous hatred of whatever evoked a memory of the

old Church, and with his exchisive and narrow-minded views

of the apostolic age, he manifested a barbarous aversion to

the glorious creations of 'Christian art, and once more reviced

by the destruction of images the spirit of iconoclasm, which

received a fresh impulse from the almost forgotten Caroline

Books,^ now for the first time issued from the printer's press.

But his judgment of art and its influence was materially

modified by the stand he was obliged to take against the

iconochistic fury of Carlstadt, and he sometimes condescended

to speak with admiration of Albert Diirer and Luke Cranach.

The sphere in which artistic genius was permitted to move by
the requirements of the Reformed system was, however, very

limited.

The cycle of feasts had been greatly reduced, but still, not-

withstanding that there were many places in which the old

Germans delighted in celebrating the festivals of the Blessed

Virgin, the artist was forbidden to represent her as the Sor-

rowful Mother of God.

Of all the arts, Luther delighted most in music.^ He intro-

duced popular church-song, the text of which was chiefly

borrowed from the old hymns of the Church, partly from the

canticles of the Bohemian Brethren, and partly composed by

himself. The best of his religious songs are taken from an

ancient collection of Catholic hymns, among which may be

instanced the ones beginning: "There came an angel bright

1 Walch, Works of Luther, Vol. X., p. 266 sq.

2 See Vol. II., p. 221.

3 Walch, Luther's Works, Vol. X., p. 1723.
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and fair" (Es kam ciu Eiigel holl uiul klar) ; "In the midst

of life are we" (Mitten wir im Leben sind) ; and, "O head

Avith blood and wounds unsightly made" (0 Hanpt voU Blut

nnd Wunden, etc.) Religious songs that are wholly Protest-

ant in origin are so dogmatic in tone and contradictory in

s[)irit that when they are not disgusting they are ludicrous.

Those of the Anabaptists and Moravian Brethren, when not

stupidly dull and moralizing, are lantastic and licentious.^

From what has been said, it should not be inferred that Luther

is the father of German church-song. On the contrary, hymn-

books in use in the Catholic Church ^ long anterior to Luther

contain choral melodies which Were very generally sung ev-

erywhere by the people during divine service. During the

^liddle Ages, monasteries were not only nurseries of learn-

ing, they were also the home of the arts, none of which was

cultivated with more care and assiduity than music, aud par-

ticular attention was given to the soul-inspiring choral-song.

Luther drew his melodies from the antiphoners of the Cath-

olic Church, and set them to German text. Walther, Sel-

neccer, and Bark did the same, their melodies being only

imitations of Catholic Church songs. Since the investiga-

tions of Ileister have been made public, it has become a

matter of ver}^ serious doubt whether Luther is really the

1 The following expositions of the Lutheran teaching on jusUficaiion, and the

contemptuous expressions relative to the Pope, are among the more remarkable

specimens

:

" Herr Jesu nimni mich Hund beini Ohr

"Wirf mir den Gnadenknochen vor;

Und schmeiss mich Sundenliimmel

In deinen Gnaden Himmel.

Nun das ist doch die Sache

Daran uns Alles liegt;

Lamm, niram uns in die Mache
Und mach uns recht vergniigt.

Erhalt uns Gt)tt bei deinera Wort
Und steur' des Papst und Tiirken Mord,

Die Jesum deinen Sohn

Stiirzen wollen von seinem Thron."

Cf. Buchmann, Popular Symbolism, 2d ed., Mentz, 1844; Vol. I., pp. 8-10;

Vol. II., p. 198.

2 See Vol. II., p. 1032.
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autJior of a single one of the melodies attributed to liiin.'

Luther had only retained two Sacraments, viz., Bajytism and

the JLord's Supper, but, as a badge of distinction between his

own and the '^ hereticcd" Reformed Church, he kept also the

Sacramental of Exorcism. When Crell, the Chancellor to Chris-

tian I., Elector of Saxony, desiring to harmonize the extreme

views of the Lutherans and Calvinists, made an attempt to

abolish exorcism, the Lutheran clergy of Zeitz and Dresden

incited the people to rise against him. " There was a diabol-

ical malice in the joy manifested b}^ the coterie of theologians

and jurists in being able to keep Crell shut up in a squalid

dungeon. When the poor man, emaciated and half dead,

was brought forth from his confined and noisome den on the

Koenigsteiu, it was only to be decapitated at Dresden. The
executioner cried out :

' This is indeed a Calvinistic blow.'"

"Wlien it became evident that the much-lauded principles

of Christian freedom were not productive of the best fruits,

and that they sometimes conflicted with the official theology of

princes, a more severe discipline was introduced. To enforce

it, recourse was had to fines, exclusion from the Lord's Sup-

per, and denial of the privileges of ecclesiastical sepulture.

The character of the discipline of the Reformed Churches of

Scotland and Geneva^ was gloomy and repulsive; and in

many parts of Germany, notably in Weimar, Jena, and

Brunswick, it degenerated into absolute cruelty.^ In the last

named city, Henning Brabant^ overthrew the aristocratic gov-

ernment, and in its stead set up a democracy, which, strange

to say, proclaiming itself an enemy of all tyrann}^ was quite

as impatient of the yoke of the clergy as it had been of that of

the aristocracy. Henning was solemnly excommunicated by

^ C Winterfeld, Dr. Martin Luther's Religious Songs, together with the Sys-

tem of Music employed during his Lifetime, etc., Lps. 184L Against that,

Meisier, The Catholic German Church-song and System of Music, Freiburg,

1862, 2 vols. ; see Vol. L, pp. 29, 30.

^ Zeller, The Theological System of Zwinglius, Tubing. 1853, p. 16 sq. Kober,

Excommunication, Tubing. 1857, p. 16 sq.

3 HtHt. and Polit. Papers, Vol. III., pp. 528-545.

^Strombeck, Henning Brabant, Burgomaster of the City of Brunswick, and

his Contemporaries, Brunswick, 1829. A. Menzel, 1. c, Vol. V., p. 229. See

also Hist, and Folit. Papers, Vol. VII., p. 319, and " Melanchthon' s View."
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the Lutherans, who, to incite the hostility of the people against

hirn, spread the rumor tluit they had seen him pursued through

the streets of the city by the devil under the guise of a raven.

The credulous and superstitious inhabitants deserted their

leader, and permitted him to be seized and put to inhuman

torture. Ilis limbs were dislocated and severed upon tbe

rack, his body indecently mutilated, and an end was not put

to his terrible sufferings until after his ferocious executioners

had torn out his heart, and struck the dying man on the

mouth with it. This indomitable man expired September 17,

1G04, and his last words were those of indignant rebuke.

" This," said he, " is what is called fighting for one's country."

§ 338. Protestant Exegetics.

See Vol. II., § 286, for sources on this subject. Reuss, Hist, of Holy Writ,

4th ed., Brunswick.

The early Reformers despised all purely human learning,

demanding that the works of Plato and those of Aristotle,

" that destroyer of souls, who knew next to nothing of phi-

losophy," should be burnt ; and the more this aversion in-

creased, the more did they extol Holy Scripture, representing

it as the one source of faith, and claiming the widest inspiraiion

for its contents} Luther gave a clear and intelligible exposi-

tion of certain portions of Genesis, the Psalter, and the Epis-

tle to the Galatians, often translating and drawing out the

meaning of the words of Holy Writ in simple, popular, and
persuasive language ; but at times interspersing his comments
with coarse invectives, " distorting," as Zasius says, " the

whole Bible into a series of menaces and curses against popes,

bishops, and priests."

llelanchthon began the study of the Scriptures at an early

age, and, by his extensive knowledge of Hebrew, was enabled

to give a tolerably satisfactory explanation of the literal sense

of the Old Testament. FoUow^ing the rule of St. Augustine,

1 Codicem hebraeum V. T. tunc quoad consonas tunc quoad vocalia sive

puncta ipsa sive punctorum saltern potestatem et turn quoad res turn quoad

verba ^soTrvEvorov esse. (Formula consensus helvetica can. II.)
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that only by a knowledge of the Wew Testament can a full

understanding be had of the Old, he supplemented his work
by the addition of dogmatical and allegorical commentaries.

3Iatthew Flacius endeavored to reduce exegetics to a scieii-

tific system {Clavis sacrae Scripturae), a plan which he pur-

sued in his work entitled "A Compendium of the New Tes-

tament" (Glossa Compendiaria in N. T.) These labors on

Holy Scripture were still further advanced by Wolfgang Franz

in his Hermeneutics (Tractatus theologicus, etc., Yit. 1619), and

by Solomon Glassius in his Sacred Philology [Philologia sacra).

Other Lutheran interpreters, like Wolfgang 3Iusculus (f 1563),

David Chytraeus, and Martin Chemnitz, following in the wake
of those who had gone before them, never lost sight of their

Confession, as set forth in their Books of Symbols {Regula sen

analogia jidei), when writing polemical commentaries on the

text of Holy Writ. The}' Avere impatient of whatever seemed

contradictory to the teaching of the Bible, and hence their

ignorant hostility to the discoveries of the great Kepler}

In the Reformed Church, Calvin,^ following in the foot-

steps of the Reformers Zwingli, (Ecolampadius, Bucer, and Leo

Jadae, the German translator of the Bible, all of whom were

acute scriptural commentators, and approaching the study

of Holy Writ in a profoundly religious frame of mind, seems

to have caught the spirit of the elevated thoughts it contains,

and to have set them forth with unusual clearness. This is

especially noticeable in his commentaries on the Epistles of

St, Paul. He rarely deviates from the rule that " brevity and

clearness are the chief merits of an interpreter

;

" but he is fre-

quently most unscru})ulous and audacious in his attempts to

make St. Paul responsible for his own rigorous and repulsive

system. The Latin translation of the Bible by Sebastian

^ Cf. Wolfg. Menzel, Hist, of the Germans, ch. 430. Baron de Breiischwerdi,

The Life and Labors of John Kepler, Stuttg. 1831. C. Gruner, John Kepler,

Stiittg. 18G8. A. Menzel, Vol. V., pp. 117-126.

2 This exegetical work has but recently been published in two editions, and

recommended by Tholuck in his Literary Index, year 1831, nros. 41 sq. ; its mer-

its are more critically estimated by Fritzsche, in his Essay on the services ren-

dered by Tholuck to the cause of biblical interpretation, Halle, 1831, p. 109..

Escher, De Calvino, N. T. interprete, Ultraj. 1841.
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CastelUo possessed all the elegance and purity of the classic

age, bat it was no longer the Bible, and even the style had

lost its masculine vigor and peculiar character. This stimu-

lated Theodore Beza, who called it " the work of Satan," to

make another translation, in which he endeavored to preserve

the Oriental peculiarities of style.

We are chiefly indebted for the progress made in phih)log-

ical exegetics to Conrad Pelican, and next to him the honor is

shared by the Puxtorfs, father and son, professors of the Ori-

ental languages at Basle, who brought to their work vast

stores of Talmudic and Eabbinic lore.^ Thomas Erpenius

(f 1627) and his celebrated scholar, Jawvcs Golias,^ contributed

largely toward facilitating the study of the Arabic dialcot;

and Samuel Bochart illustrated the geography [Pkalecj et

Kanaan) and natural history {Hierozoicon) of the Bible.

While these labors were in progress, a controversy arose con-

cerning the origin of the Hebrew vowel-points {Louis Capel-

las) and the purity of the Greek in the New Testament

{Henri ^tienne). Rising above the prejudices .of his prede-

cessors, Bugo Grotiiis,^ the most distinguished humanist of

his age, in his commentaries on the Old and New Testaments,

writtmi with commendable impartiality, and showing an ex-

tensive acquaintance with philology, paid little attention to

the question of inspiration or to the plan of harmonizing the

Sacred Text with the Book of Symbols, disregarding in these

particulars the traditionary methods of his own sect. His

example led the way to a better feeling and to the adoption

of more temperate views in religious matters. Coccejus, a

professor of Leydeu, took a directly opposite, course; and

so marked was the antagonism between the two, and so dis-

similar their methods, that it became a common saying among
the orthodox zealots, that the one found Christ everywhere

in Scripture and the other not at all.*

1 Lexicon chaldaicum, talmudicum, et rabbinicum, completed by his son, liMO.

^His Arabic dictionary remained down to our own day, and
,
previously to tiie

publication of that by Freytag, the very best in use for the study of tiie lan-

guage.

3 Annotationes ad V. T., Par. 1644, ed. Doederlein, Halae, 1775 sq , 3 T., 4to.

Annotationes in N. T., 1641 sq., 2 T., ed. Windheim, Halae, 1769, 2 T., 4to.

* Hossbach, Spener and his Age, 2d ed. by Schweder, Berlin, 1853, p. 186.
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§ 339. Mystics and Visionaries.

Aimold, though not free from prejudice, treats this subject with greater full-

ness than any other author, in his History of the Church and Heresies. Kro-

mayei\ De Weigelianismo, Rosae-crucianismo et Paracelso, Lps. 16G9. Gieseler,

31anual of Ch. Hist., Vol. 111., Pt. II., p. 433 sq. Henry Schmid, Hist, of

Pietism, Noerdlingen, 1863.

The religious tendency of the works of John Tauler,

Thomas d Kemjns, and the earlier mystics, and notably of the

author of the Germa.n Theology, had exercised a powerful in-

fluence upon Luther and other members of the various Pro-

testant denominations. The interior spirit which they tended

to foster is quite perceptible in the work '•'On True Christian-

ity^'' in four books (after 1605), hy Johyi Arndt, Superintendent

of Liineburg (f 1621). This work, portions of which are lit-

erally, and the whole of it substantially, pirated from the

writings of earlier mystical authors, has obtained a lasting

popularity.^ The same spirit pervades the works of John

Gerhard, professor at Jena (fl637), in whose profound, yet

tender theology (Loci theologici; Confessio theologica), a strong

tendency toward mysticism [Srhola pietatis) is plainly visible.

It is still more prominent in the " Kiss of Spiritual Love "

and the " Hours of Spiritual Edification" (Geistlicher Liehes-

kass ; Geistliche Erquickstunden), by Henry Midler, of Rostock

(t 1675) ; in the " Spiritual Treasure of the Soul," and " The-

ophilus' Occasional Devotions" {Geistlicher Seelenschatz ; Gott-

hold's zufdllige Andachten), by Christian Scriver, of Rends-

burg(tl693); and pre-eminently so in the "Sacred Songs"

of the pious Paul Gerhard. Born in the year 1606, in the

Electorate of Saxony, he afterward became a deacon of the

Church of St. Nicholas, in Berlin, whence he was obliged to

fi\', because he had opposed the union between the Lutheran

and Calvinistic Churches (1666), and he ended his days as

chief pastor of Liiben, in Lusatia, in 1676. It was during

1 New edition, with biographical notices, by Krummacher', Lps. 1847, and by

the Evangelical Book-concern, Berlia, 1847. Cf. Niedner, Hist, of the Chris-

tian Church, p. 759.
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the darkest period of bis life, when weighed down with grief

and sorrow, and persecuted by every one, that be wrote his

most exquisite hymns. The tender religious feeling and deep

pathos expressed in the lyrics " Unto the Lord commend thy

ways;" and " Rejoice, my heart, and sing" [Befiehl da deine

VJcge; Wach aiif meiii Herz und. singe), will attest to coming
generations bow pure and holy was the poetical tire that

gbnved in the bosom in tbis exemplary pulpit orator.^

According to the theory of Valetdine Weigel,^ a preacher at

Meissen, tbere exists an interior illumination, revealing to

man the true meaning of tbe Word of God, as set forth in

Holy Writ, and guiding liim to a knowledge of true science,

In comparison of tbis inspired knowledge, all purely human
learning is empty and calculated only to lead the mind astray.

Weigel also held that Christ came upon tbe earth in tbe guise

of flesb and blood, and tbis doctrine gave rise to tbe sect of

the Weigelians.

In the writings of Paracelsus {\. e, Ilobenbeim) mysticism

assumed a tbeosopbic^ character, Paracelsus was a Swiss

physician, born at Maria Einsiedeln, about tbe year 1493,

and died a ('atholic at Salzburg in 1541. While leading a

roaming life, be was a diligent chemist, and is tbe accredited

author of a religious system, which is a compound of theol-

ogy, medicine, chemistry, physics, and natural history.* He
held that the action of God in the order of grace is analogous

to that in tbe order of nature. Hence, he said, cbemistr}'

1 Spiritual Hymns of Paul Gerhard, according to tbe edition published during

his life, Stuttg. 1843. Trepte, P. Gerhard, Delitsch, 1828. Both, P. Gerhard,

Lps. 1829. New ed. by Wachernngel, Stuttg. 1855.

2 The Golden Rule {Der gitldene Griff), or an Unerring Guide to all Knowl-

edge, Neustadt, 1617, 4to. To his school belongs Theologia Weigelii (i. e. pro-

fession of faith), Neustadt, 1618, 4to. Cf. Francis von Baader's Lectures on

the Doctrine of Boehme (Pt. II., Yol. IV., of Baader's Complete Works).

Staiidenmaier, Philosophy of Christianity, Vol. I., pp. 723-726.

^Theosophist is a generic appellation for those Mystics who claimed to ob-

tain a knowledge of the mysteries of being by an internal and supernatural

illumination. This knowledge was twofold, embracing both the natural and

the supernatural. The Theosophists were also called Fire-philosophers. (Tu.)

*His Works, Basle, 1589 sq., 5 vols., in 4to. Rixiier and Sibrr, The Life and

Doctrines of Celebrated Physicians, 1829, nro. 1. Preu, Theology of Paracel-

sus, Berlin, 1839,
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furnishes the key to the various changes that go on, not only

in the material, but also in the spiritual world, and by its

agency and instrumentality man should be able to discover

the elixir of life and the philosopher's stone.

This same idea was developed with striking originality b}'

Jacob Bohme, a cobbler of Gdrlitz (f 1624), who from his veiy

infancy fancied he had divine revelations,' and in his mystical

system professed to make the mysteries of the spirit perfectly

intelligible by means of the symb::)ls and formulae of chemis-

try and .physics. His views were the views of a visionary,

vast and gorgeous, but lacking in detiniteness and eluding his

mental grasp ; and his ideas, though strikingly profound,

were obscure and involved in inextricable confusion. The
diffusion of these mysterious doctrines led to the belief in the

existence of a secret society, which, possessing some occult

knowledge of nature and the philosopher's stone, was silently

preparing the way for the regeneration of the moral world
;

whose leader was an unknown man named Mosenkreuz, and

whose origin was lost in the dim mist of ages [Rosicrucians).

It is likely that the belief in the existence of such a society

was strengthened by the writings of John Valentine Andrea

(f 1654), wdio, in his three works, ''The Chemical Affinities of

Christian llosenkreaz" ^' " The Fame of the Brotherhood, of the

Rosy Cross" and "TAf Confession of the Brotherhood of the

Rosy Cross" gave an ideal description of an association of

this character. Its aim and duty, according to him, were the

study of nature and the search after truth. It is probable,

iSee his works, edited by Gichtel, Amst. 1682, 2 vols., 4to; 1730, 6 vols., by

Scheibler, Lps. 1831 sq. Wuller, The Life and Doctrine of Jacob Boehme,

Stuttg. 1836. Of., above all, Staudenmaier, Philosophy of Christianity, Vol. I.,

pp. 726-740.

^The Fama Fraternitatis E. C. was published at Cassel in 1614; the Con-

fessio Fraternitatis R. C. in 1615; and the Chemical AflSnities in 1618. See

also Andrea's autobiography, transl. fr. the Latin by Seyboid, Winterthur, 1799,

and Hossbach, Jno. Val. Andrea and his Age, Berlin, 1819. The Apap of An-

drea Unmasked; together with diflerent essays, illustrative of the ecclesiastical

history of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, by Popst, Lps. 1827. *C/i7'.

iioUUeb von Murr, On the True Origin of the Kosicrucians and Freemasons,

.^ulzbach, 1808. Cf. Sigwari, Hist, of Philosophy, Vol. II., pp. 51-69, and pp.

449 sq. Freiburg Eccl. Cyclopaed., Vol. IX., pp. 339-403. Fr. tr., Vol. 20, pp.

443, together with full bibliography.
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however, that his object in these works was not to found or

promote secret societies, but rather to satirize aud ridicule tlie

follies of his age.

It is not a little strange that men of learning and ability

should have been duped by the pretensions of the Rosicrn-

cians. Robert Fliuld (Robertus de Fluctibus, f 1637) an En-

glish physician of liberal education, by combining the theories

of the Rosicrucians with the vagaries of Paracelsus, became
the author of what is known as the Fire-philosophy.^

§ 340. Controversies within the Reformed and Lutheran

Churches.

Planck, The Protestant System, Vols. IV.-VI., and Hist, of Protestant Tlie-

ology from the Formula of Concord to the middle of the eighteenth century,

Gottingen, 1831. Ueppe, Hist, of German Protestantism, 1555-1581, Marburg,

1852 sq., 4 vols. Giese/er, Ch. H., Vol. III., Pt. II., p. 187 sq. *HaHse, Ch. H.,

ed. by Koehler, Vol. III., p. 110-131. Bo.isuet, Hist, of the Variation.s, etc.

*Ddllinger, The Eeformation, its Development, etc., Vol. III. Dor^ier, Hist, of

Protestant Theology, p. 330 sq.

There w^ere exciting controversies among the Protestants,

even while they -were still in tierce conliict with the Catholic

Church. Some of them have been already mentioned. The
following summary, which will complete the history of the

dissensions by which the Protestant Church was rent from

the date of its origin, will also indicate the necessary ten-

dency of the principles upon which it is based

:

A—CONTPvOVERSIES AMONG THE LUTHERANS.

1. Antinom.ian controversy.—In his Formulary of Ecclesi-

astical Visitation, Melanchthon had given directions to preach-

ers to insist upon the binding force of the Law in exhorting"

men to repentance, as an efficient means of producing a whole-

some fear of God, without which no sincere penitence is pos-

sible. To this instruction JoJni Agricola, a professor of Wit-

tenberg (1536), and afterward chaplain at the Court of Berlin

(1540), took exception. Knowing that Catholics insisted on

1 His medical and philosophical works were published in French and Latin

at Oppenheim and Goude in 1617, 5 vols., fol.
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good works, he took an opposite course, maiutaining that the

Gospel alone should be preached to Christians. In 1587, in a

disputation at Wittenberg, he opposed even Luther, asserting

that the Ten Commandments, or the Law of 31oses, should

not bo set up as motives to penitence, but only the sufterings

and death of the Son of God, according to the teaching of

St. Luke, xxiv. 26; St. John, xvi. 8; and Philipp., ii. 5, 12.

Luther replied in six dissertations, showing that the Law
gives man the consciousness of sin, and that the fear of the

Law is both wholesome and necessary for the preservation of

morality, and of divine as well as human institutions.^ Agri-

cola made an humble recantation.^ This controversy was

virtually a refutation of Luther's earlier assertion that man
had lost his capacity for doing good. Luther so far modified

this assertion as to admit that motives of fear should be em-

ployed to lead man to do good ; while Agricola maintained

that no motive other than love should be em[)loyed. The
latter, however, failed to distinguish between the Law of

Moses and the moral Law of Christ.

2. Controversy on good icorks.—Out of hatred to the Catho-

lic Church, Luther had persistently rejected good works.

Melanchthon saw the dangerous results to which this extrav-

agant denial would lead, and set himself to correct it. In the

Augsburg Confession, but chiefly in the revised edition of his

Loci or Jiypotyposes (1535), he afiirmed the necessity of good

works as emphatically as any Catholic could have done.

Amsdorf at once proceeded to unmask this false brother, and

in a discussion with George Major, preacher at the castle of

Wittenberg, he went the length of quoting St. Paul, whom
he supplemented with the authority of Luther, for the doc-

trine 'Hhat good works are actually prejudicial to salvation."

The Beligious Conference of Altenburg (1560), which, it was

hoped, would heal these dissensions, served only to intensify

1 Wakh, Works of Luther, Vol. XX., p. 2014 sq. Melanchfh. epp., T. I., p.

915. Elwert, De antinomia Agricolae, Tur. 1837. NUsch, On the Law, etc.,

the Gospel (German Periodical, 1851, nro. 10.)

2 Mosheim confesses that the recantation he made, when pressed by Luthei-,

was not sincere, and considers Agricola to be chargeable with vanity, presump-

tion, and artifice. (Tr.)
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them.' ]S"otwithstanding that Amsdorf, following the exam-

ple of forbearance set him bj^ MelanchtliOD, suppressed the

words "^0 salcation" (1562), which had given most offense,

the controversy was not closed until after his death, which

happened in 1574.

3. llie synergistic controversy.—Starting with the principle

of absolute predestination, Lnther had asserted that justifica-

tion is irhoUy the work of God, and altogether independent of

the works of the person justified.^ With a view to soften

the harshness and mitigate the terrors of this doctrine, Mel-

anchthon, in the editions of his '•Hypotyposes Theologicne,"

published in 1535 and 1543, stated plainly that " God so draws

and converts adults that some agency of their wills accompa-

nies Ilis influences." There are three agencies, he went on

to say, cons[)iring in the work of man's justification, viz: the

word of God, the llol}' Ghost, and the will of man. This

view of the cooperation {aoi^tpycapoz) of the will of man with

the grace of God was afterward incorporated in the Interim

of Leipsig, and was defended bj- Pfefiinger in a dissertation

published by him in the same city. Of this publication

Amsdorf wrote a refutation.

The professors of the University of Jena, which had been

founded in 1547 as a nursery for the propagation and defense

of pure Lutheranism, took up the controversy, and maintained

that in consequence of original sin, the will of man, far from

cooperating with the grace of God, was a positive hindrance

to its action. This view was accepted at the Court of Wei-

mar, whose influence and authority were exerted in support

of the opponents of Synergism (1560). But the doctrine

found favor even at Jena, and Victorinus Strigel, its ablest

defender, atoned for his boldness by imprisonment. Flncius

was chiefly instrumental in bringing Strigel to punishment.

In a disputation that took place between them at Weimar in

1560, the former maintained the original sin was not merely

1 Acta colloquii Altenburg., Lps. 1570, fol. Loeber, Ad hist, colloq. Alten-

burg. animadversion., Altenburgi, 177(3, 4to.

^" Xon ille Justus est qui multum operatur; sed qui sine opera multum credit

in Christum," was one of the " Paradoxes" he offered to maintain against all

comers at Heidelburg in 1518. (Tr.)
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ail accident in man, as Strigel claimed, but of his very sub-

sfattce ; from which the obvious conclusion was drawn that

man is a creature of Satan, and incapable of being redeemed.

By a doctrine so revolting, Flacius alienated the aft'ection of

his friends, before whose hostility he was obliged to liy. He
died at Frankfort, March 11, 1575, in a state of destitution.^

4. The Osiandrist controversy.—The opinions of Agricola

were again revived by Andrew Osiander in his inaugural ad-

dress (1549) as head of the Theological Facult}' of the newly-

founded University of Koenigsberg. He also combated

Luther's teaching on justification, maintaining that man is

justiiied, not by imputation or a judicial sentence of God. de-

claring him so, but by an actual indwelling of Christ as God

making him so ; and, hence that sanctification is an essential

condition to justification. As a corollary to this, he held that

justiiication is wrought in man by the power of the Divine

and not of the Human i^ature of Christ.^ This doctrine was

opposed not only at Koenigsberg, but in many other cities of

Germany. Among those most conspicuous for their active

hostility to it were Staphylus of Osnabriick and Francis Stan-

cari, both of whom were professors at Koenigsberg. Stancari

was an Italian, who had been expelled for his heretical opin-

ions from the University of Mantua. From Mantua he went

to Switzerland, whence he was also expelled by the Calvin-

ists, and in 1548 became professor of Hebrew at the university

over whose Theological Faculty Osiander presided. His views

on justification were diametrically opposed to those of Osian-

der. He maintained that the mediatorship of Christ is to be

attributed to His Human, and not to His Divine Nature.

Numerous opponents at once rose up against him ; tierce

1 Ritter, The Life and Death of Flacius, Frankfort and Lps. (1723). Twes-

ten, Flac. lUyr., etc., Berlin, 1844. Schmid, Flacius' Controversy on Original

Sin, from a hist, and lit. point of view (Journal of Hist. Theology, year 1849,

nro. 1). Fratik, De Matth. Flac. in libros sacros meritis, Jenae, 1851).

Pcrger, Matth. Flac. lUyr. and his Age, Erlangen, 1859 sq. Otto, De Victoi-ino

Strigelio, liberioris mentis in eccles. Luther, vindice, Jenae, 1843.

2 IVilken, The Life, Doctrine, and Writings of Osiander I., Stralsund, 1844.

Haeberle, The Doctrine of Osiander (Studies and Criticisms, 1844). RU.schl,

Osiander's Doctrine of Justification (Annuary of Germ. Theol., by Dorner and

Liebner II., nro. 4).
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controversies broke out among the professors; and the con-

viction began to dawn upon Duke Albert that in founding

the University of Koenigsberg lie had been the author of a

scourge for himself rather than a blessing. The hearts of its

members were filled with feelings of hatred and envy, and,

ranging themselves into hostile camps, some became the par-

tizans of Flacius, while others, encouraged by the sympatby

of the old aristocrac}' of tiie country, formed an opposition

party under the lead of Joachim 3Ioerlin, a preacher of Koe-

nigsberg.

The whole country was soon in arms against both Osiandcr

and Stancari. The court gave its support to Osiander, after

whose death, in 1552, his son-in-law, John Funk, became the

representative and defender of his opinions.

Stancari, quitting Koenigsberg, passed into Poland, where

he became a furious iconoclast ; and, after a life spent in roving

and fierce controvers}', died in the year 1574. So dissolute

were the habits of Moerlin, and withal so prodigious his in-

tellectual activity, that some persons, at a loss to account in

any other way for his incessant literary labors, seriously as-

serted that while he was drunk at the festive board the devil

took his place at the writing-desk. Moerlin died in 1571,

and Hesshusius,^ who succeeded to his leadership, was de-

prived of this honor, as he had previously been of so many
others, for maintaining that Christ should be adored, not only

as a concrete being, l)ut in His flesh considered apart and inde-

pendently of any of His other attributes. The controversj'^

spread over the whole of Prussia, working everywhere mani-

festations of the fiercest animosity, and was terminated only

after the execution of Funk and the publication of the Corpus

doctrinae Prutenicurn, in which Osiander's doctrine w^as con-

demned as essentially heretical, and that of Luther declared

to be of equal authority with the Symbols.

5. Crypto- Calvinism.—Melanchthon, the author of the Augs-
burg Confession, had, from the very beginning, been suspected

*Cf. Wiggers, Tilemann Hesshusius and John Draconites, Kostock, 1854.

Wilkens, T. Hesshusius, a Polemical Theologian of the Lutheran Church, Lps.

1860. Freibtirg Eccl. Cyclopaed., Vol. V., pp. 151, 152.
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of playing an equivocal part with regard to the doctrine of'

the Eucharist.^ Under any circumstances, such duplicity

could not remain long concealed, and after the Interim of

Leipsig his real sentiments became a matter of notoriety. As
a consequence, the divergent views on the Lord's Supper gave

rise to two parties, known respectively as the Lutherans and
the Philippists. Melanchthon's teaching concerning the Adi-

aphora was also violently assailed by Uatthew Flacias of

Magdeburg, who maintained that the points which the doctor

claimed were matters of indifterence could not be so res-arded.

Toward the close of his life, Melanchthon inclined toward

Calvin's teaching concerning the Lord's Supper, and, without

saying a word to any one on the subject, changed the tenth

article of the Confession of Augsburg in such a way as to

express his own belief. He was driven to make this change

by the course of Brenz, who, besides proclaiming his belief

in the theory of the omnipresence or ubiquity of the Body of

Christ, made the doctrine obligatory upon the Church of Wiir-

temberg.

The contests between the two parties were bitter and vehe-

ment. The Philippists were anxious not to alienate the af-

fections of Augustus, Elector of Saxony, who professed the

doctrine of Luther, though he knew as little about it as iiis

butler. By the Convention of Torgau (1574), therefore, they

put on the semblance of Lutheranism, while they detested its

reality. But Melanchthon was not without friends at court.

He had there a considerable and quite an influential party, at

the head of which was his sou-in law, Peucer, physician in

ordinary, and one of the privy counsellors to the elector.

Wigand and Hesshusius, the most ardent champions of the

Lutheran doctrine on the Lord's Supper, were expelled from

Jena in 1573.

The Philippists, now believing themselves all powerful,

began to speak openly of rejecting the teachings of Luther

;

but this candid avowal of their sentiments roused popular in-

dignation against them. Public prayers were ofiered up in

all the churches of Saxonj' for the extirpation of the Calvin-

1 See § 31G, vers. fin.
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istic heresy ; a medal was struck commemorating the triumph

of Christ over the devil and human reason ; and of the theo-

logians mau}^ ended their days in prison, while others, among
whom was the physician, Peucer, languished there for years/

6. Efforts at Concord, or the Form and Book of Concord.—
The Protestants soon foresaw that these animated controver-

sies and heated discussions, if permitted to go on, would in

the end compromise their political supremacy, and they ac-

cordingly began to manifest a less obstinate and more acconi-

modatiug spirit in their dogmatic opinions. In that rigid

age the only way of eftecting a reconciliation and securing

unanimity was by drafting a Confession on strictly scientific

principles, which would be acceptable to all. To this work
Jacob Andrea, the laborious and versatile chancellor of Tu-

bingen, applied himself. He addressed the princes of the

different countries on the reunion of the various sections of

Protestantism, and was at lirst repelled by them all, but finally

obtained recognition from Elector Augustas of Saxony, who
took an active interest in the project. Putting himself at the

head of the movement, he called a conference, in which the

theologians 31artin Chemnitz, superintendent of Brunswick;

Chytraeus, a professor of Rostock, and many other divines

participated. The result of their labors was the Book of 7or-

gan. Taking this as a basis, a number of clergymen, who
met at the monastery of Bergen, drew up a new symbol, and,

after many corrections, finally completed it May 28, 1577. It

was designated the Form of Concord [Formula concordiae).

Its principal authors were Andrea, Selnecker, and Chemnitz.

The document was drawn with care ; everything that might

give offense was omitted ; everything that had the flavor of

Philippism studiously avoided ; the system of Luther - was

* Peuceri Historia carcerum et liberation, dlvin., ed. Pezel, Tig. 1005. Frhne/,

Witteberga a Calv. divexata et divinitus liberata, or Report of the manner in

which the sacramentary demon penetrated into Saxony, Witt. 1040, 4to.

Walch, Bibliotheca theologica, T. II., p. 588 sq. Calinich, Struggle and Fall

of Melanchthonism in Electoral Saxony, Lps. 1866.

*This Formula concordiae apud Hase^ Libri symb., pp. 570-830. Conf.

also, in the Prolegom. locus VII. de Formul. concord, ac Libro concordiae, p.

CXXXIV sq.

VOL. ni—21
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skillfully eliiborated and defended ; and it was hoped it would

pi'ove acce[)table to all parties. But no sooner liad the Phil-

ippists learned that the Calvinistic views had been formally

condemned than they protested, and the Form of Concord

became a Form of Discord {Concordia discors),^ as it was termed

by its opponents. It was, however, adopted by the States of

the Empire, with a few exceptions, at the Imperial Diet of

Dresden, June 25, 1580, and was made of equal authority in

matters of faith with the ancient ecumenical councils, the

original unchanged Confession of Augsburg, the Apology,

the Articles of Smalkald, and the Catechisms of Luther. All

these were collectively called the Book of Concord^ which has

always been regarded as the Great Charter of German Lu-

theran ism.

The Philippists of the Electorate of Saxony were for the

time vanquished; but as they still existed in considerable

numbers, and were as tenacious as ever of the opinions, which

they ceased to proclaim only because they dreaded the ty-

ranny of princes^ tJaey were prompt in turning to their advan-

tage the political changes of the year 1586. The elector.

Christian I., and his chancellor, Nicholas Crell, were gained to

Calvinism, and plans were at once formed for a gradual union

between the Calvinists and Lutherans. All controversial ser-

mons were forbidden ; the most important positions in the

parishes and schools were filled by Philippists; subscriptions

to the Book of Concord were suspended ; and a translation

of the Bible, reflecting the spirit of Melanchthon, was com-

menced. But, in the midst of these preparations, the young

prince passed awa}- (1591), and no sooner had William i.,

Duke of Saxe-Altenburg, the guardian of the heir to Chris-

tian I., assumed the duties of government, than rigid Luther-

anism was again restored.* Articles of Visitation, drawn up in

a spirit of deadly hostility to Calvinism, were published at

Torgau in 1592, and all officers of Church and State were re-

quired to accept them under oath.

' HoHpininnt Concordia discors, Tig. 1608, Gen. 1678. Hutteri Cone, concors,

Vit.1614, Lps. leyO, 4to. Anton, Hist, of the Form of Concord, Lps. 1779, 2

vols. Goeschel, The Form of Concord, its Hist., Doctrine, and Influence, Lps.

1858. Frank, The Theology of the Form of Concord, Erlangon, 1858.
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7. Syn.cretistic. controversy}—The author of this controversy

was George Calixtas, a professor at the University of Ilelni-

staedt, and an honest and liighly educated man. Like ^Tel-

anchthon, he \vas of a conciliatory disposition. lie showed

that the teachings of tlie Wittenberg tlieologians on the

ubiquity of the Body of Christ and the communication of his

two Natures {Comynunicntio idiomatum), as set forth in the

Form of Concord, were Eutychian conceptions. The ill-will

which this candid avowal excited against him was still further

intensitied by the publication of his ^^ Epitome theologies'^

(1619), in which scant notice was taken of those characteris-

tically Catholic and (^alvinistic doctrines so obnoxious to the

Lutherans. His ''Epitome theoloyiae moralis" (1G34) gave still

deeper oflense. In this, work, while speaking of the return

of Bartholomew Nihus to the Catholic Church, he took occa-

sion to say that there were many points in controversy be-

tween Catholics and Protestants having no essential bearing

on the principles of faith, and that the ho[)e of salvation

could not be denied to such Avell-meaning Catholics as, blinded

by the prejudices of birth and education, were sincerel}'^ at-

tached to the teachings of their religion. Learning the course

pursued by hirn at the fruitless Religious Conference of Thorn,

the Sa.xon theologians, Werner Hiilseman, Scherpf, and Calo-

vius, became his iiercest opponents. They could not endure,

they said, such an amalgamation of conflicting beliefs (Syn-

cretism). Out of this quarrel grew the Syncretistic Controversy,

which also revived the discussions on original sin, justilica-

tion, good works, and the Lord's Supper. The Saxon theo-

logians, by accusing Calixtus of desiring to unite in one

brotherhood with the Lutherans, not alone Papists and Cal-

viuists, but also Socinians, Arminiaus, and even Turks and

^ Syncretism, is a term originalh' applied to an association of political parties,

which had combined for the purpose of repelling external foes. The Crctes,

we are informed by Plutarch in his work "0?j Brotherly Love,'^ while them-

selves distracted by internal dissensions, formed such a union for repelling en-

emies from without, who were threatening them with a common dnnij;er. The
word was still used by Zwingli and Melanchthon in a good sense ; however, the

latter was taunted with it as if it were synonymous Avith a fnMon of reli<n(>us

doctrines and with hypocrisy and treason. Cf. A. Meuzrl, 1. c, Vul. VI H.,

p. 125. Herzog's Cyclopaed., Vol. XV., pp. 342-372.
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Jews, alarmed the whole of Lutheran Christendom. His

death, in 1656, did not pnt an end to the controversial war,

which continned to be waged with nnabated tierceness against

his son and the entire Faculty of the University of Helmstacdt}

The Wittenberg theologians were nearly su(;cessful in an at-

tempt to force npon the Lutheran Church a new SymljoUcal

Book [Consensus repeiitus ecdcsiae Liithcranae), in which, by

way of antidote to the conciliatory views of Calixtiis, the

opinions of the most radical school of Lntheranism were in-

vested W'ith the dignity and authority of articles of faith.

The attempt, however, Wits defeated by the stern resistance of

the Jena theologians, of whom Musaeus was the most distin-

guished, and by the determined attitude of the Court of Dres-

den, which informed its promoters that such a measure could

not be carried into eftect withont the consent of the prince.

8. Triumph of the Liatheran doctrine.—The Lutherans and

Calvinists of Germany thus found themselves engaged in an-

imated controversies, and separated from each other by feel-

ings of hostile antagonism. Calvinism made few converts,

except among the liigher classes, and the opposition it met

with among the lower orders effectually retarded its progress.

Henceforth the fortunes of both systems were dependent on

the ability and learning of their respective champions. Had
Melanchthon's work, Hypotyposes theologicae, continued in use,

Calvinism would probably have come off victorious; and its

defeat may be mainly ascribed to a series of dogmatical

works, which shortly appeared from the pens of such men
as Martin Chemnitz,^ Gerhard,^ and Leonard Hatter,^ who, en-

1 Henke. The University of Helmstaedt during the Seventeenth (not six-

teenth) Centurj', or George Calixtus and His Age, Halle, 1833 sq., 2 vols.

Gass, George Calixtus and Syncretism, Breslau, 1846. Sc/imid, Hist, of the

Syncretist Controversy in the Age of George Calixtus, Erlangen, 1846.

2 Loci theol., ed. Pobjc. Leyser, Frcf. 1591, 3 T., 4to, ed. V., Yit. 1600. He
became still more renowned as a Controversialist, in his most important work,

•' Examen Cone. Tridentini," occasioned by a discussion with the .Jesuits, ed.

Preuss, Berol. 1861 sq. Lentz, Chemnitz, being a biograjahy, Gotha, 1866.

^Loci theol. cum pro adstruenda, turn pro dcstr. quorumvis contradicentium

falsit., Jen. 1610-1625, 9 T., ed. Coffn, Tub. 1762-1781, 20 T., 4to, indices adjec.

Midler, 1788 sq., 2 T., 4to; ed., II. 1767 sq., ed. Preuss, Berol. 1863 sq.

* Leon. HuUeri compendium locor. theol. jussu et auctor. Chrisiiani II., Vit.

1610. [Base) Hutterus redivivus, 10th ed., Lps. 1862, lays down Hutter's
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joying the reputation of being the ablest theologians of their

age, secured a complete triumph to Lntheranism b}' their

masterly defense of its tenets, Tlie [)o\ver of Chemnitz's in-

fluence may be judged from the popular saying, "If Martin

(Chemnitz) had not lived, the cause of Martin (Luther)

would have perished" {Si BJartinus [Chcmnitius) non fuiisct,

Martinus {Lutherus) nan stetisset). It is, however, a trifle

amusing to see these men partially reviving in their works

what they were [)leased to call the degenerate scholastic method.

The replies of the Calvinists were feeble and comparatively

harmless. '

B.-CONTKOVERSIES AMONG THE REFORMED.

Walch, Historical and Theological Exposition of the Dissensions wiiich have

divided the Churches outside of lAitheranism, 3d edition, Jena, 1783 sq., 5 vols.

Schweizer, The Protestant Central Dogmas within the Reformed Church,

Zurich, 1854 sq., 2 vols. Dorner, Hist, of Protestant Theology, pp. 404-420.

If the controversies that sprung up among the members of

the Reformed Church were more easily and efi'ectually con-

trolled than those that had their origin among the Lutherans,

the fact is to be mainly ascribed to the practice of holding

synods, early introduced by Zwingli and Calvin. In Germany
the cause of the Keformed Church w^as greatly strengthened

by the declaration of the Elector Palatine, Frederic IIL, in its

favor (1559). At his request, the theologians Ursiniis and

Oledanus composed what is known as the ''Heidelberg Cate-

chism,''^ (1563), which was recognized in Germany as a ^^ym-

bolical Book, and, owing to the modifications it introduced

into the gloomy system of Calvin, and the clear and popular

style in which it was written, rose rapidly in public favor.^

When Louis VI. (1576), after the death of Frederic, suc-

ceeded to the government, Calvinism yielded for a time before

tiie advances of Lutheranism, but it again recovered its as-

cendancy when that prince had passed away (1583).

Some years later, Maurice, Landgrave ofHesse (1604) and John

Sigismund, Elector of Brandenburg (1614), influenced more by

Compendium as a foundation, and then shows the development of the dogma

by Protestant theologians, particularly in the notes.

*See Augutstl, Corpus libror. symbolicor., pp. 535-577.
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an alliance with the Netherhmcls than hj motives of convic-

tion, also embraced the Calvinistic Reform. The Reformed

teachings were triumphant in the Netherlands after the year

1600, when these provinces, by treaty, practically secured their

political independence. But scarcely had the wounds of civil

war been healed, when a religious war broke out, occasioned

V)y the enmities existing between the advocates of the Zwin-

glian and Calvinistic systems. Armivius, a professor of Leyden,

was commissioned to arbitrate between the Supralapsarians

and the Ivfralapsariavs. The former professed the extreme

doctrine of Calvin and Beza, maintaining that God, by an

eternal, absolute, and unconditional decree, had predestined

some to be saved and others to be lost, even before the Fall

had brought sin into the world ; while the latter, adojiting

the teaching of Theodore Koornhert and the clergy of Delft,

held that while Grod foresaw the Fall, the formal decree was

not made until aftrr Adam's transgression. Arminius rejected

Calvin's dreadful doctrine of absolute election and reproba-

tion, on the ground that it was incompatible with God's wis-

dom and goodness; whilst Gomar, who was associated with

him in the commission, ardently defended it. The two be-

came the leaders of opposing factions, known respectively as

the Armiidan and Calcinistic Communities, whose quarrels

were seriously detrimental to the interests of the new Repub-

lic. On the death of Arminius, his cause was taken up by

Episcopius, who, as the representative of his party, presented

a statement of its doctrines, in the form of a Jicmovsirance,

to the assembled States of Holland and West Friesland (1610).

The teachings of the Bemonstrants were ably defended by Jan

van Olden Barnevddt, the celebrated advocate, and hy the

great humanist, Hugo Grotius, Syndic of Rotterdam,' the lat-

ter of whom succeeded in obtaining for them a statute of tol-

eration in 1614.

But 3Iaurice, Prince of Orange, Stadtholder of the Nether-

lands awd General of the Republic, ambitious of supreme

^ Luclen, Hugo Grotiiis, according to history and his works, Bei'lin, 1805.

Louis Claims (Volk), Hugo Grotius' Return to the Catiiolio Faith, Gernuui

transl. from the Dutch of C. Broere, ed. by Schulte, Treves, 1871.
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powcM', and, conscious that the good-will of the Calvinists was '

essential to the success of his designs, sought to conciliate

thcni by persecuting the Arminians. lie accordingly had the

venerable Barneveklt arraigned and put to death on the charge

of holding Catholic doctrines and being in collusion with the

Spaniards, lie also condemned Hugo Grotius, together with

other Arminians, to perpetual imprisonment; from which,

however, the great jurist was fortunate enough to escji{)e after

the expiration of two years. As to the religions belief of

Grotius, there has been at all times so great a discrepancy of

opinion tluit the polymathist, Menage, wrote the following

epigram upon the subject: ,

About the belief of Grotius quarrel Socinus,

Luther and Calvin, Arminius, Rome and Arius.

The excitement continuing to increase rather than dimin-

ish, it was thought expedient to convoke another synod for

the settlement of the controversy. For this purpose the fa-

mous Synod of Dart, at which were present representatives

from the Reformed churches of every European country ex-

cept France, convened November 13, 1618, and continued its

sittings until the end of April, 1619.^ Concerning the ulti-

mate decision there was hardly room for doubt; because the

Prince of Orange had been victorious over the liepublican

party, and the members, who w^ere chiefly from the Nether-

lands, either openly professed Calvinism, or were secretly at-

tached to its teacliings. It was obvious, therefore, that the

cause of the Arminians had been virtually disposed of before

the opening of the Synod. To save appearances, however, in

the Fifth Session the Remonstrants were cited to be present

within fourteen days, and " freely state, explain, and defend"

1 Acta Synodi nation. Dordr. hab. Lugd. Bat. 1G20, fol.; Han. 1620, 4to. Acta

et scrijjta .synodal. Dordracena Eemonstrantium, Harder. 1620, 4to. See also

Augiisii, Corpus libror. syinbolicor., pp. 198-240. Hale.sii, Hist. cone. Doi-dra-

eeni, od. Moshem.; Hamb. 1824. E.ssay supplementary to the hist, of the Synod

of Dort, Basle, 1825. Heppe^ Historia synodi nation. Dordracenae s. litterae

delegator. ad Landgrav. Mauriciuni. [Illgen, Hist. Eeview, 1853, p. 225 sq.)

bcfiweizer, The Synod of Dort and its Apocrisis. (Journal of Hist. Theology,

1854, nro. 4.)
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their Five Articles,^ which embodied the questions under dis-

cussion. Headed by Simon Episcopius, they appeared on the

6th of December, and, after some preliminary work had been

gone through, compUxined that the dominant party in the

Synod, instead of conferring with them as equals, treated

them as accused persons put on their defense, l^o notice was
taken of their objection, and being commanded by the mod-
erators to proceed to plead their cause, they again took ex-

ception to the order of procedure, insisting that the question

of Reprobation should come up first, while the Synod deter-

mined to begin with other cognate subjects, and also claimed

the right of prescribing the manner in which the debate

should be conducted. The Remonstrants refusing to yield,

were dismissed, the prolocutor telling them that with a lie

they came and with a lie they went away. In the Fifty-sev-

enth Session four canons Avere framed, condemning the Five

Articles of the Remonstrants, and, in the name of the Holy

Ghost, setting forth the extreme doctrines of Calvinism as

truths of faith which it is not lawful to controvert.

The substance of these canons mav be summed up as fol-

lows :

I. Faith is the free gift of God, which by His eternal decree

He grants to those wdiom He has set apart from the begin-

ning. The election has no dependence on any foreseen merit

in those elected, and is wholly the result of His sovereign

pleasure. While the non-elect, on account of their unbelief

and other sins, are left to share the misery of the reprobates

who are everlastingly lost, God is nevertheless not to be re-

garded as the author of their ruin.

II. By the death of Christ, expiation was made only for

the sins of the elect, who alone reap the benefit of it.

III. Man's free-will is in no wise instrumental in the eon-

yersion of the elect. God is the sole author and finisher of

all, granting faith and amendment of life to those whom He
has set apart from the beginning.

1 These were, respectivolj-, On Election and Ueprobation, On the Universality

of the Death of Christ, On Free Will, On the Working of Divine Grace, and

On the Perseverance of the Truly Faithful. (Tr.)
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IV, To the elect God grants complete exemption fVoni the

dominion of sin ; and should they be guilty of grievous

faults, still, by reason of the irreversible decree of election,

they never become objects of llis wrath, and are never en-

tirely deprived of the assistance of His Holy Spirit.

It is a little amusing to see this theological Synod referring

to the promise of Christ " to abide witli His Church, even to

the end of the world," when, according to the statements of

all Protestants, He had given her over for above a thousand

years to the most ap[)alling errors. Episcopius and thirteen

other ministers were banished the country ; the Remonstrant

assemblies suppressed ; and two hundred preachers belonging

to the party deposed. Forty of these passed over to the side

of the Counter-Remonstrants, and others entered the Catho-

lic Church. Gerh'ird von Vossius, Gaspar Barlaeus, and Peter

Bertius, the most distinguished of the Leyden professors, were

deprived of their chairs in the university. The English and

Brandenburg Reformers refused to accept the decrees of the

Synod.

After the death of Maurice of Orange (1625), the condition

of the Remonstrants was somewhat improved, and in 1636

they were granted freedom of worship. Their opinions were

ably defended by Episcopius in his numerous dogmatical

treatises, known under the general name of Institutions of

Theology [InstHutioncs iheologicac). It was not long, how-

ever, before they began to quarrel among themselves and to

split up into hostile factions, some adopting the Sociniau

views on the Trinity, original sin, grace, and satisfaction.

The Cullegiants,^ a name derived from " colleges," the appel-

lation which this eclectic sect gave to its communities, had

^ Rices, The Present State of the Mennonites and CoUegiants, Jena, 1743.

Fliedncr, A Begging Tour through Holland, Essen, 1831, Vol. I., pp. 180 sq. The

CoUegiants admitted into their community all persons professing a belief in

the inspiration of the Bible, and willing to accept it as a guide of life. They

had no symbol or profession of faith, and permitted the widest diversity of

opinion. Their only form of worship consisted of prayer-meetings, held Sun-

days and Wednesdays, and conducted by any of the members. They held

Baptism by emersion to be necessary, and had "Sacramental meetings" of sev-

eral days' duration twice a year, after the manner of the Scotch Presbyterians.

See Blunt, Diet, of Sects and Heresies, art. " CoUegiants." (Ta.)
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tlicir origin in the Calvinistic and Arminian controversies,

and, after the close of the Synod of Dort, continued to hold

separate meetings for worship. The enemies of all positive

faith, they maintained that it Avas unlawful for a Christian

either to take an oath, to hold public office, or wage war
;

and rejecting the priesthood and every other form of estab-

lished ministry, they permitted any one who felt inclined to

preach and expound the Scriptures.

After the close of the Synod of Dort, the sect of the Lati-

.tiu/uuirians took its rise in England, Averse to dogmas of

any kind, they were especially hostile to rigid Calvinism, and

in conserpience adopted less gloomy and more lax theories on

predestination. The most conspicuous champion of their

teachings was John Hales, Avho had been one of the members
of the Synod of Dort. Before him, however, William Chil-

lingu'orth had greatly modified the austerity of the extreme

Calvinistic views in his work entitled " The Religion of Pro-

testants a Safe W(fy to Salvation"^ which obtained a wide cir-

culation. Calvinism underwent a similar modification in

France. Its extreme rigorism was denounced by Cameron,

(f 1G25), whose scholar, Amyraut, a professor of divinity at

Saumur, publicly undertook the defense of his master in a

work entitled '' Universalismus hyjjotheticus" (1634), where he

maintained that God wishes the salvation of all men ; that

belief in Christ is essential to salvation; that God gives all

the power to believe; and that if men are not saved they

have no one to blame but themselves. He added, however,

that besides this general and conditional decree, there was a

special and unconditional one, in virtue of which God grants

saving and irresistible faith only to the elect. His followers

were called Arnyrahlists or IJypothctical Unicersa lists, and were

numorons in France and Switzerland. Still later, le Blanc,

a iirofessor of divinity at Sedan (f 1075), took the ground,

similar to that taken by Calixtus on the part of the Luther-

ans, maintaining that the differences between tlie latter and

the Calvinists were of minor importance, and atiected no

^ The last edition of " The Religion of Protestants, etc.,'' by Dr. Birch, ap-

peared in 1724.
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vital point, unci hence that the two parties, without any sac-

riliee of principle, might unite and work in harmony.

§ 341. Sects among the Protestants.

Gie.Heler, Manual of Ch. H., Vol. III., Ft. II., pp. 48-114. Erbham, Hist, of

Protestant Sects in the Age of the Reformation, Hamburg, 1848. Dorner,

Hist, of Protestant Theology, p. 33G sq. Cf. Moe/der, Symbolism, Bk. II., p.

461 sq., 5th edit.

Of the Anabaptists of Thuringia, Wittenberg, Switzerhand,

the IS^etherhinds, and Westphalia, we have already spoken.'

After their disastrous discomfiture at Miinster, they divided

into several branches. The most remarkable of them was the

sect of Baptists called Ilennonites,^ deriving their name from

Menno Simonis, an apostate Catholic priest (f 1561). His

energy and activity were such that, in a comparatively short

time, his teachings were })ropagated in Westphalia and the

Netherlands, and had even s])read as far as Livonia. Under
his guidance, the fanaticism of the Anabaptists was changed

into a constrained and decorous recollection. He gave to his

followers a definite organization, forming them into a society

of saints, after the manner of tlie early Christians. The Men-
nonites rejected infant bajitism ; forbade their members to

institute proceedings in a civil court of judicature ; declared

it unlawful to take an oath or wage war ; and refused to grant

a bill of divorce except in cases of adultery. Even while

Menno was still living his sect split into two parties on a

point of discipline, some maintaining and others denying that

such as fell into sin should be excommunicated, and never

be again restored. The adherents of the two parties were

known respectively as the "i^/ne" or strict Mennonites, com-

posed chiefly of Flemings; and the ^'Coarse'" or lax Mennon-
ites, who were most numerous in the north of Holland, and

were on this account sometimes called the Waterlanders.

Another split was occasioned by difference of opinion on

»See g§308 and 317.

^ Huiizinr/er, The Religion, Church, andSchools of the Mennonites, Spire, 1831.

In Holland they were also Doopsgczinde, or those who, excluding both immer-

sion and aspersion, baptized by pouring on only. (Tr.)
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election uucl grace (predestination), some adopting the Cal-

vinistic and others the Arminian theory.

The Sc/iwenkfeldians were founded by Gospar Schwenkfeld^

a native of Ossig in Silesia. One of the earliest followers of

Luther, he soon began to assail many points of his master's

teaching, and to find fault with the whole system of the Re-

formation, in that, instead of fostering true piety and tending

to cultivate interior life, it produced in its adherents only a

dead faitli, and the semblance without the reality of Chris-

tianity.^ Luther's teaching on Justification and the Lord's

Supp<r was the special object of his attack, and, with a view

of bringing the great Reformer over to his way of thinking,

undertook a journey, hoping by a personal interview to give

greater force to his arguments. Failing in his mission, he

returned, and, with the aid of Valentine Krautwald, a preacher

of Liegnitz, continued to propagate his opinions. While his

sincere piety softened the hearts of many, and won them to

his cause, his earnestness and zeal excited the jealousy and

inflamed the hatred of the Lutheran preachers against him.

Though forced to consult for his safety by flight, he continued

to maintain friendly relations with many Protestant princes,

and to keep up an active controversy with the theologians

who opposed him, and by whom he was branded as an arch-

heretic and Eutychian. By the 3'ear 1528 his opinions had

become widely spread, notably in Alsace and Suabia. The
most prominent feature of his teaching was the rejection of

all external authority and established forms, and the advocacy

of interior life and sincere piety. No other theory of holy

living, he said, is worthy of acceptance, and none other had

1 His writings and letters are in Wnlch, Bibliotli. thef>]og., T. II., p. (JT sq.

A Brief Biographij of Schwenkfeld and his Departure from the Town of Ossig,

1697. Essential Doctrines of Ganpar von Schwenkfeld and his Co-reiigionists,

Breslau, 1776. Rosenberg, Hist, of the Reformation of Silesia, p. 412. Cf. .1.

Menzcl, New Hist, cf the Germans, Vol. I., pp. 409-478. Ddllinr/er, Hist, of

the Eeform., Vol. I., p. 226 sq. .

2 Cf. Warning against the Abase of Several Capital Points of tlie (lospel,

dated June 11, 1524, 4to. He considered as erroneous the following points:

1st. That faitVi alone justifies ; 2d. That man does not enjoy free-will; ;!d. That

man is unable to keep the commandments of God; 4th. That man's works are

without merit; 5th. That Christ has made satisfaction for mankind.
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any value in his eyes. The faith of the Lutherans, lie went

on to say, is something wholly external ; is destitute of life and

vivifying princi[)le; ignores crosses and sutterings; shrinks

from the mortification of the passions; and is too nearly al-

lied to the world to give u[) its pleasures. Justifying faith, he

continued, can not remain inactive ; it must carry on an un-

ceasing conflict of good works against evil passions, and

bring under subjection every form of concupiscence. Our

Lord's words of Listitution in the Eucharist he interpi-eted

as follows :
" My Body is this"—a spiritual food which nour-

ishes the soxl as bread does the body ;
" My Blood is this "

—

a spii'itual drink which nourishes the soul as wine docs the

body.* He had also a novel theory of the relation, of the first

to the second creation. The first, he said, being imperfect, was

supplemented and jyerfected in the second tlirough the renewal of

all things in Christ. This change was most conspicuously

manifest in man. The image of God was only visible in faint

outline in Adam; man was still but a creature of the earth

earthly, and bore no adequate resemblace to the idea of man-

hood in the mind of God. But in the second birth, the nat-

ural Son, the Son of Mary, was raised to tlie rank of divine

Sonshi[), being really the Son of God. This view was but a

consequence of his conception of the flesh of Christ. Accord-

ing to Schwenkfeld, Christ is the Son of God, not only as to

llis divine, but also as to His human nature ; and hence, in-

stead of a hypostatic union, he held that there was a unity

of substance in Christ, thus destroying the reality of His hu-

manity.^ As his life was far purer and more virtuous than

those of his Lutheran adversaries, so were his writings more
logical and dignified. He died at Ulm in 1561. There are

still a few communities in the State of Pennsylvania, who re-

vere the memorj^ and emulate the virtues of Schwenkfeld.

Mention has already been made of some of the adversaries

of the Trinity. Among the early Reformers, who rigorously

adhered to the ancient symbols, such as opposed this dogma

^ He explained the words of Consecration in the following manner: "Qimd
ipse panis fractus est corpori esurienti, nempe cibus, hoc est corpus meiirn, ciOiis

scilicet esurienti animaruni."

^ Cf. Staudenmaier, Philosophy of Christianity, Vol. I., pp. 711-714.
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were punished with death.^ Campanus, for denying the di-

vinity of the Holy Ghost and holding Arian view^s concerning

the Son, was cast into prison at Cleves, where he died about

the year 1578. His followers fled to Poland, the common
refuge of all heretical sectaries. For a time they remained

in retirement, under the generic appellation of Dissidents, but

about the 3'ear 1563 they formed a separate organization,

under the name of Unitarians, and, by the active assistance

of the Polish noblemen, made Rakow their headquarters.

Through the influence of Blandrata, a native of Piedmont

and physician to the prince, they received public recognition

in Transylvania. Christ they held to be onl}' a man, but a

man richlj' endowed by God ; and to make Ilim an object of

worship they denounced as an idolatrous act. This rational-

istic tendenc}', so strangely in contrast with the low estimate put

upon reason by all the early Reformers, was still more marked

in the teaching of the two Socinuses.

Laelius Socinus,^ a member of a noble famil}^ of Siena, un-

like most of the Reformers, was a man of austere manners

and retiring disposition, though not distinguished for eminent

ability or profound thought. Educated among the Antitrin-

itarians of Italy, he early became a member of a debating

club, formed at Vicenza, and composed of forty persons of

tastes and beliefs akin to his own. After the breaking up of

this club, which was really a propagandism of Antitrinitariau

views, under the guise of a literary society, Laelius made a

tour through France, England, Holland, Germany, and Po-

land, in the course of which he fell in with many transalpine

Reformers. He finally settled down in Zurich, wiiere he died

in 1562, when only thirty-seven years of age. Laelius had

made his nephew, JFaustus Sociniis (f 1604), his literary heir,

and the latter taking the writings of his uncle as a basis,

drew out and threw into shape the doctrine of Unitarianisni,

thus giving to the Unitarians of Poland, where he resided

(after 1579), a definite creed and a distinct religious organi-

iSee § 321.

2 Trechsel, Protestant Antitrinitarians before Faustus Socinus, Heidelberg,

1844, 2 vols. Cf. Freiburg Cyclop., s. v. Socin.
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zjition. From this time f(M-tli they took the name of So-

cinvins} The most eminent of their theoh)gical writers were

Lublin itzki, Moskorzowsid, Wissowatzi, Przypkowski, Caspar

Schlichting, and John Louis Wolzoyen} Their doctrine, while

professing to be purely biblical, was essentially rationalistic;

and the few faint traces of the supernatural, which it at first

contained, grew gradually dimmer, till in the sequel they

wholly disappeared. It is fully set forth in the Catechism of

Rakou-, and may be briefly stated in the following proposi-

tions. The idea of a God, of things divine, and of the dis-

tinction between good and evil, comes to man through educa-

tion and other external sources. Man's likeness to God consists

in this, that he has dominiou over the lower animals. One

might naturally be led to infer that, starting with these i)riu-

ciples, they would bow in humble submission to all the facts

attested by the witnesses of Holy Writ; while, on the con-

trary, the}' frankly avowed that whatever is contrary to reason

(meaning, of course, the reason of the Socinians) could not

be accepted as revealed doctrine. Jnspiration, properly so

called, or that influence under which the words of Scripture

were written, they held, conformably with their idea of the

Holy Ghost, to be no more than an intelligent understanding,

possessed by virtuous and upright men, such as those who
composed the Holy Books, under the guidance of God, who
guarded them against the introduction of errors in matters

of grave importance. They held the Father of Jesus Christ

to be alone God. Christ is a mere man, though begotten in a

supernatural way by divine power. In consequence of this

miraculous conception. He is called the Son of God. Before

beginning His public ministry, Christ went up into Heaven,

and received directly from the Father the Gospel, which He
was commissioned to announce to mankind in the Father's

name. As a reward for His obedience, He received, after His

second ascension, dominion over the universe, and on this ac-

^ Sam. Fred. Lauterbach, Ariano-Socinianismus olim in Polonia, or Origin and

Extent of Arian Socinianisra in Poland, Frcf. and Lps. 1725.
"^ Biblioiheca fratrum Polon., Irenop. (Amst.) 1658, 8 T., ful., Catech. Eacov.

(1609), ed. Oeder, Frcf. 1739. Cf. Wlssowatzius, Keligio rationulis, 1685,

Amst. 1703.
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count must be honored as God-man, with the same honor

that is paid to God Himself. The work of the redemption

of mankind He continues in Heaven by offering Himself up
for them to His Father. Their reconciliation, however, is not

eliected by vicarious satisfaction, but by remission of sins.

The Holy Ghost, they said, is not a divine Person, but an en-

erg}' or power of the Godhead.

According to the Socinian anthropology, Adam was indeed

by his nature liable to death
;
yet had he persevered in obedi-

dience lie ivoidd not have died. Original sin is the invention

of theologians, by whom it was subsequently introduced into

the Christian scheme. The eflects of Adam's fall did not go

beyond his own person, except in so far as it entailed the

necessity of death upon his descendants. Man endeavors,

by the aid of his natural powers, to live morally ; these pow-

ers are then supplemented and perfected by Christ, whose
life, inasmuch as it exemplilies the fruits of virtue, excites in

man a desire of holy-living. Justification is a judgment of

God, who graciously absolves from sin and releases from pun-

ishment those who by faith in Christ diligently observe the

moral law. The interior loorkings of grace being thus dis-

carded, they consistently held the Sacraments to be but ex-

ternal ceremonies. Baptism is no more than a form of initia-

tion into the Christian communit}^ and the Lord's Supper

only an enduring commemoration of Christ's death. The
long season of peace enjoyed by the Socinians was turned to

good account by them in propagating their rationalistic sys-

tem. They were at length vigorously opposed by the Jesuits,

driven out of Rakow in 1638, and expelled from all Poland

in 1658.

Observation.—Now that the origin and leading characteristics of Protest-

antism are Ivnown, the questions may be asked : What is its true value ?

What are the results \t has produced? After what has been said, the reader

will be tolerably capable of giving answers to these two questions. He will,

however, find the subject more fully treated and viewed under different as-

pects in the works of Robelot and Kerz.^ It is also handled very exhaustively

' Robelot, De finfluence de la reform, de Luther sur la croyance religieuse,

1822 (against Villers), German by Raess and Weiss, Mentz, 1823. {Ke7-z),
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by D6llt"ger, who supports his statements by the avowals of Protestants them-

selves. The same subject has been taken up by Pcrrone, Babncs, and Nicolas,

and by other writers, like Vi'Uers,^ Haijenbach, Sc/inikel, and Himdefthacjrn,.

who have given their especial attention to Protestantism.'^ The points to be

kept steadily in view in prosecuting this inquiry are: First, the relations of the

new doctrines to many of the ancient heresies; and, second, their relations to-

the Caiholic Church. Considered from the latter point of view, Protestantism

may not only be regarded as a heresy, but as '^^ a framework into which all

heresies may be fitted^ Judged politically, Protestantism was the basis of the

Eeligious Peace of \Ye.*tphalia, by which it obtained equal rlr/hts with the

Catholic Church; whereas, previously to the sixteenth century, heresy was

held to bo a political crime, punishable with death. It was with difficulty the

Popes reconciled themselves to the changed condition of heretics. Innocent JC.

protested against the articles of the Peace of Westphalia, complaining that

Protestants ''had nearly everywhere been permitted the free exercise of their

religion; that building-sites had been granted them for churches; and that,

like Catholics, they had been declared eligible to public offices and trusts,"

whereas truth should have authoritj' over error.

Stanislaus Ilosius, Bishop of Ermeland, and Cardinal of the Koman Church,

an able controversialist and a close and judicious observer of the events of

his age, concisely sums up the successive stages through which Protestantism 3

passes from its first beginnings to its last results. " The reformatory zeal," !:e

saj-s, " of the enemies of the Church is, as a rule, first directed against wl;at

they call human ordinances, meaning feasts and fasts, the celibacy of the

clergy, monastic vows, and the like, by which, they pretend, she has been dis-

figured. They next demand the Chalice for the laity, and, when it is refused,

proclaim that the Church and the Pope teach what is contrary to Holy Writ,

since it is said, ^Drink ye all of this.' They then take matters into their own
hands, and, rejecting transubstantiation and the abiding Presence of Our

Lord in the Eucharist, substitute for the one a transient Presence at the mo-

ment of reception, and for the other the theory of impanation. These doc-

trines once established, the Sacrifice and the Priesthood cease to have any

meaning. Having gone so far in their apostasy, they feel no difficulty in ad-

vancing step by step till they push their assumptions to their last results, and

end by blasphemously denying the mystery of the Blessed Triitity and the

Divinity of Christ. Hence," he concludes, " men pay a poor compliment to

their reason and judgment when, professing to be startled at the doctrines of

the Antitrinitarians, they can see nothing to find fault with in the principles

The Spirit and Consequences of the Eeformation, being a refutation of Til-

lers, Mentz, 1823.

1 Villers, Essai sur I'esprit et I'influence de la reformation de Luther, Paris,

1802, German by Cramer and Henke, Hamburg, 1828.

2 See p. 298.

3 Judicium et censura de judicio et eensura Heidelbergensium Tigurinorumque-

ministrorum in Ho.hH opp., T. I., pp. C69-707.

VOL. Ill—22
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of their forerunners, particularly the Calvinists. Either," he goes on to say.

" get rid of all sects at once, or tolerate them all equally, that while one is

being persecuted the others may not be strengthened and encouraged." The

same writer, in exhorting the Poles to continue steadfast and loyal to the

One Church, calls their attention to the dissensions and calamities which the

Eeformation was instrumental in bringing upon Germany, England, and

France,



CHAPTER IV.

HISTORY OF THE CATHOLIC CHURCH.

§ 342. Summary.

The Catholic Church had heeu seriously threatened. It

became now a matter of grave concern to heal the wounds

she had received, and to ward oft' the blows directed against

her by her enemies. The faith had been assailed and sub-

jected to no end of misrepresentations. Whole nations had

lapsed into error.

It -vvas, first of all, necessary to define precisely dogmas

that had been misrepresented and corrupted. Next, it was

necessary to correct abuses, that were manifestly such, and to

re-establish order on a new basis. All this was done ; and

the more imminent were the dangers by which the Church

was threatened, the more visible were the manifestations of

her power, and the more unquestionable the evidences of her

greatness. According to ancient usage, she set the seal of

authority upon her faith by the voice of aii ecumenical coun-

cil. It was subsequently developed and defended by the splen-

did scientific labors of men as learned as they were profound.

Externally, the marvellous activity of the Jesuits produced

the most gratifying results. Internally, the older and the

younger Religious Orders rivaled each other in reviving spir-

itual life, and both put forth fresh energies in defense of the

Old Church. Her losses from those who had lapsed into Pro-

testantism were more than made up by the number of those

brought into her fold in other parts of the world through the

heroic labors of her missionaries. " The conquests of the Ro-

mish Church in the New World," says Macaulay, " more than

compensated for its loss in the Old."

Such is a meager outline of the facts to be treated in this

chapter, w^hich covers one of the most momentous periods in

the history of the Catholic Church.
(339)
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§ 343. The Ecumenical Council of Trent.

S'or^ji (P. Suave Pol.), Istoria del Cone, di Trento, Lond. 1619; translated

into French, with historico-dogmatic notes, by Courayer ; into German by

Winterer, ilergentheim, 1810 sq., 4 vols. This Servite monk and theologian

of the Eepublic of Venice wrote full of bad humor and in satirist fashion

against the hierarchj', showing rather a tendency to Protestant principles. He
was in part contradicted by the Jesuit Pallavtcini, who afterward became car-

dinal, and far surpassed Sarpi in aptness of representation. 1st. del Concil. di

Trento, Eom. 16-52, 3 T., fol., illustrata con annotazioni da Fr. Ant. Zaccaria,

Eome, 1833, 4 vols., 4 lat. redd. Giottino, Ant. 1673, 3 T., fol.; transl. in part

by Klitshe, Augsb. 1835 sq., 3 vols. Cf. ^ Brischar, Criticism on the (historic

and dogmatical) Controversies of Sarpi and Pnllnvicini in the History of the

Council of Trent, Tiib. 1843 sq., 2 parts, [le Plat), Monuments pour servir a

rhistoire du Cone, de Trente, 1781, 6 T., latin., Lovan. 1781 sq., 7 T., 4to. The

protocols written by the secretarj'-general, MasareW, giving the complete acts

of this Council, and the printing of which was commenced in Eome by Aug.

Thciner, appeared after the latter's death : Acta genuina SS. cecum, cone.

Trid., etc., Zagrabiae (Agram), 1874, 2 T., 4to. The editing, however, has

been done, in many instances, with little care, so that completeness and fidelity

are questionable. Th. S'lckel published " Documents in Austrian Archives, il-

lustrating the Hist, of the Council of Trent," Vienna, i871-187"2, three divis-

ions. Hereupon DoUinger published " Unprinted Documents, Diaries, touching

the Hist, of the Council of Trent," Nordlingen, 1876, 2 vols. Salig, Complete

History of the Counc. of Trent, Halle, 1741 sq., 3 vols., 4to. jGocshl, Hist.

Eeview of the Counc. of Trent, Eatisbon, 1840. Wessenberg, The Great Coun-

cils, Vols. 3 and 4; also "TAe Catholic,'' 1841, May and December nros. tHutjes,

Hist, of the Counc. of Trent, Miinster, 1846. t Werner, Hist, of Polemic and

Apologetic Lit., Vol. IV., pp. 386-579. Canones et decreta cone. Trid. 1567,

4to; ed. Jod. le Plat, Lov. 1779, 4to. Gallemart, in several editions, with refer-

ences to cognate church-ordinances of earlier times; ed. stereotypa, Lps. 1842;

latine et germanice, ed. (Smei^s, Bielefeld, 1847; • edd. Richter et Sc/mite, cum

declarat. cone. Trid. interpretum et resolution, thesauri sacr. congr. Cone, Lps.

1853. Cf. Philipps' Can. Law, Vol. IV., p. 463 sq.

At the opening of the sixteenth century the necessity of

holding a council was deeply felt, and princes and nations

were earnest in their appeals for its convocation. Abuses the

most flagrant had crept into the Church, and the new teach-

ings of the Reformers aggravated instead of correcting them.

The very existence of the Church seemed threatened. Still

the Popes hesitated. They called to mind the scenes at Basle,

and did not care to see them re-enacted. The conditions were

not favorable. All Christendom was more or less diseased,

and it seemed impossible, amid the excitement of the age, to
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» '
furnish an adequate remedy. The means were wanting

there had been no adequate preparation for prompt and de-

oisive action ; and the dispositions of ecclesiastical bodies

were not satisfactory. There were also external obstacles in

the way, such as the wars between Charles Y. and Francis I.

during the pontificate of Clement VII. This Pope, however,

carrying out the design of his predecessor, Hadrian VI., en-

tered actively upon the work of reform. He desired to effect

a reformation lirst in the Roman clergy, and in the course of

time to extend it to the clergy of the whole Church; and

for this purpose he established a Congregation, placing at its

head the distinguished Bishops of Yerona and Carpentras,

Giberto and Sadolet.^ These delaj^s had their advantages.

They gave time for excitement to abate and passions to cool.

To Protestants they gave a sufficient interval in which to re-

duce their teachings to a precise and compendious form, and,

consequently, to Catholics a better opportunity to refute them.

Paul 111. (1534-1549), the successor to Clement, was a

member of the Farnese famil}', and an accomplished human-

ist. He at once set seriously to work to convoke a council.^

That he was in earnest is proved by the fact that from the

very beginning of his reign he raised no one to the dignity

of the cardinalate who was not eminent for piety and learning.

To such men he committed the work of reform in the Church

and the task of framing a bull for the convocation of a coun-

cil (May, 1537). N'ever, perhaps, was any ruler more accu-

rately informed of the wants of his kingdom, or more frankly

told of the shortcomings of his government.^ He convoked

the Council to meet at Alantua, and commanded the bishops

of the Universal Church to attend in person, under pain of

suspension. Plenipotentiaries would not be recognized.* The
Protestants were also invited to be present, but declined.

' J "'Ae?-Ae?-, Church Eeforms immediately before the Council of Trent (Tiib.

Quart. 1859, pp. 3-56).

^ Raynald. ad. an. 1534, nro. 2, and Pallavicini, Hist. Cone. Trid., lib. III.,

c. 17, nro. 3.

3 Cf. Kerker, 1. c, p. 39-42.

*Only the German bishops afterward received a secret di.ipensation, "lest

they might leave their flocks in the midst of wolves."
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It was then transferred to Vicenza, but with no better re-

sults. It was finally opened at Treaty December 3, 1545, by
the Pope's Legates, del Monte, Cervino, and Pole} There were

present four archbishops, twenty bishops, five generals of

Religious Orders, Pighini, the auditor of the Roman Rota,

the deputies of the emperor, and those of Ferdinand, King
of the Romans. The heart of the Pontiff was gladdened

when his Legate, Cardinal Pole, wrote to him from Trent :

" The doors of the Council are flung open ; the reproach of

barrenness is removed from the Church, as of old from Rachel.

We pray that abundant measures of Divine grace may be

poured down upon us, and that we maybe able with the same

prophet to invite all to come and be satiated at her breasts.'^

The Protestants had expressed a preference that the Council

should be held in a German city, and now that their wish had

been complied with, they persistently refused to attend.

"While the Council was in session, they also received three

distinct invitations to be present, all of which they declined.^

^Cardinal Manning, in the March number of the '^Nineteenth Century"

(1877), gives the following summary of the fortunes of the Council of Trent.

The Council of Trent " was convoked in 1536, to meet at Mantua in May of

the following year. It was then, by reason of opposition, prorogued till No-

vember, 1537. Then it was deferred till May, 1538, to meet at Vicenza. So

few bishops came, by reason of war and of the disturbed state of Europe and

of Italy, that the Pope, weary of proroguing, suspended the Council indefi-

nitely. The Turks were still victorious, and Germany was every day losing its

faith. Paul the Third, therefore, without the assent of princes, convoked the

Council to meet in November, 1542, in the city of Trent. Three legates went

to Trent, and waited many months for the bishops, who were still unable to

attend, by reason of war and the dangers of travel. The Council was again

suspended till a more favorable time. After three years, it was again fixed for

March, 1545. After this came another delay ; and the Council opened in April

following. After fifteen months it was transferred to Bologna, where the bish-

ops were so few that no decree was made ; and, after five months, it was again

indefinitely prorogued. It was then suspended for four years. Under Julius

the Third, it began once more in Trent in May, 1551. It sat for a year; then,

in April, 1542, it was suspended for two years, but the tumults of the world

were such that it remained suspended for ten. In January, 1562, it was opened

again. In December, 1503, the Fii'st Legate dismissed the bishops to their

homes; and in January, 1564, Pius the Fourth, by the bull Benedictus DeuSy

confirmed the work of the Council of Trent." (Tr.)

2 See pp. 126 sq.
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On account of the small number of bishops present, the

time was at first occupied in making the necessary prepara-

tions for holding '•'The Holy Ecumenical Council^ The work
to be done by it was indicated. It embraced " the 'propagation

of the faith; the elevation of the Christian religion; the uprooting

of heresies; the restoration of lyeace; the reformation of the

clergy ami Christian people ; and the overthrow of the enemies of

the Christian name."

Following the precedents of earlier councils, the Fathers

decided that congregations composed of theologians and canon-

ists should prepare in advance the subjects to which the Coun-

cil proposed to give its attention. These were then submitted

to a General Congregation of bishops, once oroftener, as the case

required. This Congregation framed, discussed, and voted

upon the decrees, which, when adopted, were announced in

public session as the result of their deliberations. The voting

was done, not by nations, as at Constance, but by the indi-

vidual voices of those actually present, according to the usage

of more ancient councils. The generals of Religious Orders

were each entitled to a vote, while only one was allowed to

every three abbots. There was at first a difference of opinion

as to whether doctrine or discipline should have precedence

in the deliberations of the Council. Some said that a better

impression would be made upon heretics, if they saw both the clergy

and the laity of the Catholic Church faithfully fulfilling the law

of Christ; while others contended that unless the truths of re-

ligion loere first established, the lives of Catholics would be open, to

censure, inasmuch as their doctrines were claimed, to be either false

or corrupted. After an animated discussion, a middle course

was wisely adopted,^ and at most of the Sessions two decrees

1 Owing to remonstrances, on the part of those in authority, for which it

seems difficult to find any adequate justification, the routine of the Council was

not allowed to be made public until recently ; and, when at last an account of

it did appear, it was greatly disfigured by the malevolent misrepresentations

and ignorance of hostile parties. Friedrich, Ordo et modus in celebratione

sacri et oecumenici concilii Tridentini observatus. An extract from the Codex
latinus 813 of the Royal Public Library of Munich, as compared with the

routine of the Vaiican Council, 1869-1870, in his Documenta ad illust. Con-

cilium Vatic, Section I., Noerdling. 1871. Later: Routine of the Counc. of

Trent, from a MS. of the Vatican archives, edited completely for the first
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were published, one on doctrine and another on discipline

{(le reformationc). The decrees on doctrine are iirst stated at

length in the form of chapters, and then, more briefly, in the

form of canons. The specific work for which the Council

had assembled was not reached until the Fourth Session, held

Api'il 8, 1546. In view of the arbitrary way in which Pro-

testants had dealt with the Scriptures, accepting some por-

tions of them and rejecting others, the Fathers in this Session

drew up and decided upon the Canon of the BUde, in the

drafting of which they conformed to those of the Councils of

Hippo "(393), Carthage (397), and TruUo (680). Of all the

Latin versions then in use, they declared the Vulgate to be the

authentic one ; or, in other words, that, in whatever relates to

faith and morals, it is in substantial agreement with tlie orig-

inal text. They further showed the relation of Holy Scripture

to the teachings of the Church, and explained the rule of interpre-

tation. In putting an interpretation upon Holy Scripture,

that one is to be chosen which is most in accord with the

principles handed down in the Church from age to age.^

Some regulations were also made concerning the editions of

the Holy Bible.

In the Fifth Session, in which many points of the Church's

doctrine on original sin came up for discussion, it was decreed

that Adam, by his fall, had, deteriorated in both soul and body

;

that the efi'ects of his fall had been transmitted by propaga-

tion to all his descendants; that these effects are wholly re-

moved by the merits of Jesus Christ and His grace in the

Sacrament of Baptism; that the concupiscence, which still liu-

time; Latin ed., Vienna, 1871 ; German edition, with a parallel drawn between

the Counc. of Trent and that of the Vatican, 1871.

^ Agreeing in substance with Irenaeus and Tertullian, who flourished toward

the end of the second century, and using almost the precise words of Vincent

of hefins in the fifth century (see Vol. I., pp. 409, 587), the Council of Trent or-

dained: "TJt nemo suae prudentiae innixus, in rebus fidei et morum—sacram

scripturam ad suos sensus contorquens contra eum sensum, quem tenuit et tenet

saiicta mater ecclesia, cujus est judicare de vero sensu et interpretatione scrip-

turarum sacrarum, aut etiam contra unanimem consensum Patrum ipsam sa-

cram scripturam interpretari audeat." Cf. Alzog, Explicatio Catholicor. sys-

tematis de interpretat. litterarum sacr., Monaster. 1835. Friedlieb, Scripture,

•Tradition, and Church Exegesis, Bresl. 1854.
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gers in man, is not in itself sinful; that this decree has no

reference to the Blessed Virgin; and that the decrees of

Sixtus iV. relating to her are in no wise impaired. The de-

cree on reformation had reference to the teaching of the Holy

Scriptures, to the encouragement of the liberal arts, and to

the preaching of the Gospel. It was ordained that all arch-

bishops, bishops, and other prelates should preach, either in

pei'son or by substitute ; from which it is evident that the

Council was not only fully aware of the source of the grow-

ing evils, but fearlessly struck at their very root.

The Sixth. Session, held January 13, 1547, issued a decree

on justification,^ which is a perfect model of doctrinal exposi-

tion, discards heretical errors, and is remarkable for the lu-

minous precision of its language.

1 Against Luther's doctrine on justification (see § o40), " justificatio" is de-

fined as the "translatio ab eo statu, in quo liomo nascitur filius priiiii Adac, in

statum gratiae et adoptionis filiorum Dei per secundum Adam Jesum Ciiris-

tum, salvatorem nostrum.'" More explicitly it is then described as non solum

(abolitio) remissio peccatorum. sed et sanctificatio et renovatio interioris homi-

nis per voluntariam susceptionera gratiae et donorum (1 Corinth., vi. 11 ; Tifc.

iii. 5-7). The relation of /ai^A to justification is determined thus: "Fides et

humanae salutis initlum, jundameidum et radix om7iis justijicationis, sine quti

impossibile est placere Deo et ad filiorum ejus consortium venire" (Sess. VI.,

cap. 8), which is directly against Luther, who maintained that faith is the

" fastigium omnis justificationis."

The doctrine of imputative justice, invented by Luther, and perfccied by

Calvin, is rejected by the Council thus: "Si quis magnum illud usque in fineni

perseverantiaedonum se certo habiturum, absoluta et infallibili certitudine dix-

erit, nisi hoc ex speciali revelatione didicerit, anathemata sit." Sess. VI., can.lG-

Cf. Caput 12. The views of Luther on the liberty of man, which are so many de-

velopments of his doctrine on justification, are condemned thus: "Si quis li-

berum hominis arbitrium post Adae peccatum amissum et extinctum esse dix-

erit ; aut rem esse de solo titulo, immo titulum sine re, figmcntum denique a,

satana invcctum in ecclesiam: anathema sit." (Sess. VI., can. 5.) Lutbers

theory of the total helplessness and perverseness of paganism was emphatically

discarded in these words: "Si quis dixerit, opera omnia, quae ante justifica-

tionem fiunt, quacumque raticne facta sint, vere esse peccata, vel odium Dei

mereri ; aut quanto vehementius quis nititur se disponere ad gratium, tanto

eum gravius peccare : anathema sit." Agreeably to this canon, the regula VII.

of the regulae decern de libris prohibitis against Luther and others, favored the

heathen classics, stating: "Antiqui vero ab ethnicis conscripti libri propter

sermonis elegantiam et proprietatem permittuntur; nulla tamen Tat'iona ptier is

praelegendi sunt." The last words, according to the context, refer to " libri,

qui res lascivas seu obscoenas ex professo tractant, narranc aut docent, etc"
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The decrees on reformation enforce the duty of episcopal res-

idence and the visitation of churches.

The decrees of the Seventh Session, by h>2:ical sequence, pass

on to the consideration of the doctrine of the Sacraments in

general,' and of Baptism and Confirmation in particular.

The decree on reformation forbids the holding of incompati-

ble benetices, and ordains that they can not be legally taken

possession of until after the candidates have proved their iit-

ness by a rigid examination, except in instances in which the

appointments have been made by universities.

The Council had thus far done its work in peace, but un-

fortunately at this stage of its proceedings its progress was

interrupted by the unfriendly relations of the Pope and the

Emperor Charles V. By the victory of Muehlberg, the em-

peror had dissolved the League of Snialkald. Fearing that

Charles would now employ his newly- strengthened authority

against the Church, and desiring to have the Council at a

more convenient distance from Rome, he transferred it from

Trent to Bologna. There was also another reason for the

transference. Trent was menaced with a terrible pestilence,

the presence of which, according to the testimony of physi-

cians, was already indicated by unmistakable signs.

In the Eighth Session (March 11, 1547), a majority of the

bishops expressed themselves in favor of the change, and at

once set out for Bologna. Here the continuation of the work

of the Council was prevented by the opposition of the em-

peror and the bishops in his interest, and, after two unimpor-

tant Sessions, the Pope ordered Cardinal del Monte to dismiss

the Fathers. Before they could be again called together,

Paul III. died.^ The abilities and other admirable qualities

of the Pope were marred by his unseemly nepotism.

His successor, Jalius III. (del Monte, 1550-1555), had taken

* "Si quis dixerit, sacramenta novae legis non fuisse omnia a Jesu Christo

Domino nostro instituta; aut esse plura vel pauciora quam sepieni, videlicet

baptismum, confirraationem, etc., aut etiam aliquod horum septem non esse

"ere et proprie sacramentuiu: anathema sit.—Si quis dixerit, ea ipsa nova legis

sacramenta a sacramentis antiquae legis non differre, nisi quia ceremoniae sunt

aliae, et alii ritus externi: anathema sit." (Sess. VII., can. 1 and 2.)

'Quirini, Imago opt. Pontif. expressa in gestis Paul III., Brix. 1745.
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an oath in Conclave to immediately convoke the Council, and

as the emperor seemed favorable to the project, its sessions

were again opened at Trent in May, 1551.

On account of" a quarrel existing between the Pope and

Henry II., King of France, concerning the Duchy of Parma,

the latter forbade the French bishops to go to Trent. Nev-

ertheless, the- business of the Council went on.

The Eleventh and Twelfth Sessions (May 1 and September 1,

1551), were merely preparatory to succeeding ones; and in

the Thirteenth Session (October 11th), the all-important ques-

tion of the Eucharist was taken up. It was defined that, after

the act of consecration, Christ is really, truly, and substantially

present in the Sacrament of the Altar, under the forms of

bread and wine, in His Divinity and in His Humanity; that

He is received in Holy Communion, not only spiritually, but

sacramentally and really ; and that He is to be set up in the

remonstrance for the adoration of the people.^ The Fathers

gave no attention at all to the quarrel between the Francis-

cans and Dominicans as to the mode of Christ's Presence,

whether It is by 'production or adduction?

'\lhii decree on reformation speaks of canonical correction and

the reformation of the clergy. The rights of bishops were

also defined, and it was determined that no appeal should be

taken from an episcopal to a higher tribunal before the final

decision of the former had been given. A form of a safe-

conduct was also drawn up for the use of such Protest-

ants as wished to visit the Council; but it was declined

by them as unsatisfactory. In the Fourteenth Session the

doctrine of the Sacraments of Penance^ and Extreme Unc-

1 Sess. XIII., can. 1 : "Si quis negaverit, in sanctissimae eucharistiae Sacra-

mento contineri vere, realiter et substnniialitcr Corpus et Sanguinem, U7ia cum

anima et diviniiatc Domini nostri .Jesu Christi, ac proinde totum Christum ; sed

dixerit tantummodo esse in eo, ut in signo vq\ figura, aut virtute: anathema

sit." It is easily seen that the marked term vere is directed against the Eucha-

ristic doctrine of Zwinglius, realiter against Luther and Calvin, who denied the

objective reality of Christ's presence, and substnntialUer against Calvin.

2 See Vol. II., p. 781, note 1.

'"Si quis dixerit, in catholica ecclesia poenitentin^n non esse vere et proprie

sacramentum pro fidelibus, quoties post Baptismum in peccata labuntur, ipsi
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tion^ was defined. The decree on reformation speaks of the

manner of life becoming the clergy, the conferring of Holy

Orders, the jurisdiction of bishops, and other subjects of a

cognate nature.

In the Fifteenth Session (January 25, 1552), the Fathers pro-

longing the proceedings, out of consideration for many I'ro-

testant States and princes, who bad signified their intention

to send theologians to the Council,^ drew up another safe-

conduct, more explicit in form than the preceding one; but

this also was declined as unsatisfactory. It was objected by

the Protestants that it did not grant their theologians the

right to vote ; that it barred any discussion of questions al-

ready settled; that it did not recognize the Bible as the only

source of faith; that it held the Pope to be above the Coun-

cil, and not subject to its rulings ; and that it contained a

refusal to release the bishops from their oaths of obedience.

After many ineffectual efforts had been made to bring about

an understanding, the perfidious conduct of Maurice of Sax-

ony, who, betraying the emperor, hastily occupied the defiles

of the Tyrol, necessitated the suspension of the Council in

its Sixteenth Session. Before breaking up, the Fathers mu-
tually agreed to assemble again at the expiration of two years.

Nine years, however, went by before the Council again as-

sembled, and in the meantime the Religious Peace of Augs-

burg had been concluded (1555). While these events were

transpiring, Julius III. and his worthy successor, Marcellus II.,

whose elevation to the Chair of St. Peter was hailed as the

return of the golden age of the Church,^ went to their reward.

Deo reconciliandis a Christo Dom. nostro iustitutum: anathema sit." (Sess.

XIV. de poenit., can. 1. Cf. cap. 1 and 2.)

' " Si quis dixerit, Extremani Unciionern non esse vere et proprle sacramenium

a Christo Dom. nost. insiitutum. et insinuatum (Marc. vi. 13) et a beato Jacobo

AY)Osto\o promulgatuin et fidelibus commeiidatum (.Jacob, v. 14, 15), sed ritum

tantum acceptum a Patribus, aut figmentum humanum: anathema sit." (Sess.

XIV. de sacram. extremae unct., can. 1. Cf. cap. I.)

2 Cf. the work written before this time: Alberti Pighii Apologia indioti a

Paulo III., Rom. Pontiiice concilii adv. Lutheranae confoederationis ratioues

plerasque, Colon. 1538.

3 P. Poliduri de vita Marcelli II. commentar., Eom. 1744, 4to. The words

-of Cato were often applied to Marcellus (Cervini) : ''O te felicera, a quo nemo
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The next successor to the Papacy was Faul IV. (Carafta,.

1555-1559), probably tlie least courtly and accomplished of the

cardinals. He found himself at once engaged in a dispute

with the emperor concerning the kingdom of Xaples.^ He
had also the mortification to see liis authority disregarded in

the matter of the abdication of Charles V., and the elevation

of his brother, Ferdinand, to the Imperial throne ; and from

that day to this the crowning of an emperor at Rome has not

so much as been thought of. The Duke of Alva appeared be-

fore the walls of Rome, and threatened the city with the same

disasters that had come upon it in the year 1527.

In the early days of his reign the conduct of the Pope

had been open to the charge of nepotism ; and when, later on,

he clianged his policy, and proceeded with considerable se-

verity against laxity in morals, the designs of his relatives,

and the insubordination of the subjects of the States of the

Church, the people rose in rebellion against him. By the bull

^'Cum ex apostolatus officio" he made an inetfectual attempt to

restore the Papal prerogatives of the Middle Ages.

Pius IV. (1559-1565) confirmed the title of Ferdinand. I. to

the Imperial Crown, and on the 29th of November, 1560;^ again

convoked the Council. On the previous 3d of June he had

declared in the College of Cardinals his wish to have the

Council meet, in the following words :
" We desire the as-

sembling of the Council. Did we not desire it, we should be

left to struggle on against difliculties, which it is our wish to

remove. The Council shall reform whatever there is to be

reformed, even it be our own person and our own afi'airs. If

we have any other thought than to serve God, may His pun-

ishment come upon us." The Council was again opened at

Trent; although the Protestants, without any sufficient reason.

andet quidquam inhonestum petere!" He was, besides, a very learned man.

Onlj' Sarjn attempts to make him an astrologer, but is ably refuted by I'aL-

(avicini.

1 A. Carraccioli, Collect, hist, de vita P'auli IV., Col. 1612, 4to. F. Magii

disquis. de Paul. IV. inculpata vita, Neap. 1672, fol. Bromata, Storia di Paolo

IV., Kom. 1748, 2 T., 4to. Eeumotit, Hist, of Rome, Vol. III., Pt. II., pp.

613, sq.

2 Canons and Decrees of the Council of Trent, translated by J. Waierworthf

p. 131, X. Y. and Load. 1848. (Tr.)
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had demanded that it should convene in some city nearer

Oermany. The Papal Legate Hercules Gonzaga, who was ap-

pointed to preside, came attended hy a number of cardinals,

of whom Stanislaus Ilosius, Bishop of Ermeland, was the

most distinguished. At the opening of the Seventeenth Ses-

sion one hundred and twelve Fathers were present. This and

all tJie other Sessions to the Twentieth, inclusive, were engaged

in preparatory icork. In the Eighteenth Session a third safe-

conduct was drawn up, containing concessions the most am-

ple, and addressed, not only to the Germans, but to the dep-

uties of the other nations. All were called upon by the tender

mercies of God to help in bringing about harmony and re-

<jonciliation ; to practice charity, which is the bond of perfec-

tion ; and to bear within their breasts the peace of Christ,

which gladdens the heart.

In the Tioenty-first Session a decree was published on Com-
munion under both kinds and on the Communion of little

children. On the first point the Council reatfirmed the de-

cisions of Basle, stating that Communion under one kind is

sufficient, but that as time goes on and circumstances require,

the Church may introduce changes in the administration of

the Sacraments, without afiectiug their substance. On the

second point it was declared that Communion was not neces-

sary to the salvation of little children. The decree on reforma-

tion speaks more or less in detail of the various duties of

episcopal administration.

In the Twenty-second Session, which treats of the Holy Sac-

rifice of the 3Iass, the Eucharist is declared to be " verum,

'projjrium, et propitiatorium sacrificium" The sublimity which

characterizes the decisions relating to the Eucharist is in ad-

mirable harmony with the surpassing grandeur of the subject.

The Council expresses a wish that all persons present would

receive Holy Communion at the daily Masses, and also ap-

proves of the celebration of private Masses. The decision of

the question on the use of the Cup by the leiity, after a pro-

longed discussion, was referred to the Pope, who, at the in-

stance of Charles Borromeo, and quite contrary to the general

opinion of the Fathers at the close of the debate, expressed

himself favorable to the concession. In an affectionate brief,
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addressed to several bishops of Bavaria and Austria, he gave

permission to distribute Holy Communion to the laity under

both kinds. This permission, which was granted only for the

sake of making a trial, was, after a short time, voluntarily

surrendered by the laity themselves, owing to the many in-

conveniences attending the practice.^

The decree on reformation repeatedly reminds the clergy of

the dignity of their high calling, exhorting them to lead a life

in every way in kee[)ing with it; urges the necessity of con-

ferring canonries on worthy candidates; and insists on the

conscientious administration of church property.

In the sittings preparatory to the TwerUy-third Session a

warm and animated discussion took [)lace on the question of

the divine institution of the episcopate. This gave occasion to

the revival of the old controversy on the superiority of an

Ecumenical Council to the Pope, between the Italian and

Spanish bishops on the one side, and the lately arrived French

bishops on the other.^ The principles of the Roman school

were earnestly and eloquently defended by the Italians, who
maintained tliat the uiissiou and jurisdiction of bishops

are derived solely from the authority of the Homan Pontiff.

Their efibrts, however, to have their views adopted were un-

successful. The Pope had instructed his Legates to guard the

rights of the Holy See in the event of the Council taking up
the question of the whole hierarchy of the Churcli. They
were to see to it, not only that the Pope should receive sepa-

rate and distinct mention as the Head of the Universal Church,

but that his prerogatives should be enumerated in the words

of the Council of Florence, and that they should not tolerate

the statements there made to be in any wise enfeebled. But
learning the conflicting opinions of the Fathers, I'ius sent

word that he would be content if no decision at all were ex-

' Cf. PaUavicini, lib. XXIV., toward the end. Dieringcr, Charles Borromeo.

Cologne, 1846, pp. 172 sq. BuchhoUz, Hist, of Ferd., Vol. VIII., p. 660.

^ PaUavicini, Hist. cone. Trid., lib. XIX., cap. 5, nro. 5, informs us that the

bishop, Melehior Avosmediano of Cadiz, was interrupted on the 1st of Decem-
ber, 1562, in an unbecoming manner: Quidam studio sive imrnoderato sive ai-

fectato conclamarunt

—

dimiitaiur—anathema—comburatur, haereticu-i est (of.

nro. 8). Alii conati sunt aut pedum supplosione aut sibilo eum impedire.
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pressed, Avliether concerning the authority of a bishop or of

his own. Under any circumstances, no definition shouhl be

proclaimed that had not the unanimous consent of the Fathers

{unanimi consensu). Tlie Cardinal of Lorraine (Guise) ex-

pressed himself in favor of this course as at once moderate

and conciliatory. "'The true prosperity of the Holy 8ee,"

said he, "depends not on this or that little word, which may
more forcibly express its prerogatives, but on the obedience

of nations and the peace of Christendom." He also expressed

a wish that in those troubled times the Holy See would be

content with its acknowledged authority and importance,

without requiring them to be set forth in any more precise and

explicit declarations. For himself, he said, he would submit

Lis <.)wn judgment in the matter to that of the Pope and the

authority of the Church.^ The question of a definition on

this point was then waived, and after the eight canons, con-

demnatory of the false doctrines on the Sacrament of Holy

Orders, it was merely added that " if any one say that the

bishops, appointed by authority of the Roman Pontift', are not

true and lawful bishops, but of hunnin institution, let him be

tmathema." As the Popc^s supremacy had been virtually de-

clared in a preceding Session,^ this definition was acceptedas

Buflicient.

The question as to whether the duty of residence loas binding

upon bishops by human or divine law was also warmly discussed,

but finally dismissed without a formal definition. The decree

on reformation (chap. I.), however, states that, '• whereas, it is

by divine precept enjoined on all, to whom the cure of souls

is committed, to know their own sheep ; to offer sacrifice for

them ; and by preaching of the divine word, by the adminis-

1 Cf. Pallavichii, 1. c, lib. XLX., c. 8, nro. 6, toward the end ; cap. 15, nro. 3,

at the end; cap. 16, nros. 6 and 9, toward the end.

^Sess. XIV., cap. VII., de Poenitentia: Ss. patribus visum est, ut atrociora

quaedam et graviora crimina non aquibusvis, sed a summis duntaxat sacerdoti-

bus absolverentur : undc merito pontijices inaximi pro summa potestate sibi in

ecclesia universn tradita causas aliquas crirninum graviores sue potuernnt pe-

culiari judicio reservare. Confer with this : Postremo sancta synodus (declarat),

omnia et .singula, quae sub Paulo III., ac Julio III. et Pio IV. in hoc sacro con-

cilio statuta sunt, ita decreta fuisse, ut in his salva seinper auctoritas sedis apos-

iolicae et .sit et esse intelligutur.
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trution of the Sacraments, and by the example of all good

works, to feed them ;

" and, whereas, these offices can not be

performed by those who "abandon their flocks after the man-

ner of hirelings; the II0I3' Synod admonishes and exhorts

snch that, mindfnl of the divine precepts, and being jyatterns

of their Jiocks, they feed and rnle in judgment and in truth."

Therefore, all persons " set over cathedral churches are bound

to personal residence," and may not be absent except when
" Christian charity, urgent necessity, due obedience, and the

evident utility of the Church or of the Commonwealth" de-

mand it, and then only when "these causes are approved in

writing by the most blessed Roman Pontifll", or by the metro-

politan, or, in his absence, by the oldest suffragan bishop."

By these exciting discussions, the Twenty-third Session,

which was to be public and solemn, was delayed till the 15th

of July, 1563. There were present, besides the Papal Legates

and the embassadors of the emperor; of the kings of France,

Spain, and Portugal ; of the Republic of Venice, and of the

Duke of Savoy, two hundred and eight bishops, many abbots

and generals of Religioits orders, and a large number of doc-

tors in theology. The doctrine, as set forth in this Session,

con'cerning the Sacrament of Holy Orders, declares that there

exists in the Catholic Church a visible priesthood, correspond-

ing to the visible Sacrifice of the Eucharist ; that this priest-

hood was instituted by Christ, and took the place of that of

the Old Law ; and that Christ gave to His Apostles and their

successors the power of consecrating, ottering up, and distrib-

uting His Body and Blood, as also that of forgiving and re-

taining sins. The Council further declared that, to the end

that these functions might be more perfectly and worthily per-

formed, the hierarchical degrees of major and minor Orders

had been instituted, and that the Sacrament of Holy Orders

sets an ineft'aceable mark upon the soul of the recipient, inso-

much that he who is once a priest can never cease to be sucli

;

and that, therefore, it shall not be lawful for any one to say

that this Sacrament and the ceremonies by which it is con-

ferred are useless and void of meaning.

The decree on reforraation sets forth the duties of bishops

VOL. Ill—23
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and cardinals regarding residence in the sense already de-

scribed. Eules were next laid down to be observed in ike con-

ferring of Orders. It was also stated that such as had received

l^riests' Orders should not administer the Sacrament of Penance^

unless they i:)ossessed a beneiice, to which was attached tlie

cure of souls, or had been specially approved by the bishop

for that office. Pre-eminent importance was attached to the

ordinance, in the Eighteenth Chapter, providing for the erec-

tion of diocesan seminaries for clerics. The founding of Semi-

narla jpueroruni, it was urged, was necessary, "because youth,

unless it be rightly trained, is prone to follow after the pleas-

ures of the world; and unless it be formed, from its tender

years, unto piety and religion, before habits of vice have

taken possession of the wdiole man, it never will perfectly,

and without the greatest and well-nigh special help of Al-

mighty God, persevere in ecclesiastical discipline."

The Fathers looked forward to the foundation of semina-

ries as productive of so much good that they freely declared

that the passing of this ordinance, had the Council accom-

plished no other work, would amply rew^ard them for their

labors. The Pope was the first to carry out its provisions by

founding the Roman Seminary, and thus inspired the other

bishops by his example.

The Ticenfyfourth Session, held November 11, 1563, treated

the Sacrament of Marriage from a dogmatic point of view.

In deference to the Venetian envoys, the actual condition of

the Catholic Greeks was taken into account in the determina-

tion of this question, and, instead of directlj^ defining the

absolute indissolubility of marriage, the Seventh Canon puts the

matter indirectly as follows: "If one say that the Church

errs, in that she has taught and does teach, in accordance

with the evangelical and apostolical doctrine, that the bond

of matrimony can not be dissolved on account of the adul-

tery of one of the married parties, let him be anathema."

The attitude of the Reformers, who had accused the Church

of error on the question of marriage, rendered the above

declaration necessary. It was also defined that the Church

alone has the power to determine what are the impediments

dissolving marriage; that any marriage, to be valid, must be
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performed in presence of the pastor of the contracting jiarties

and t\co witnesses; and that ecclesiastical judges are alone

competent to take cognizance of mati-imonial causes. It was

found n.ecessary, in order to prevent clandestine marriages, to

oblige the contracting parties to appear with witnesses before

their pastor. The impediments of Idndred were reduced, and

the necessity of caution insisted on in the case of vagrants

coming up to be married. Concubinage was declared a heinous

sin, and severe penalties w'ere pronounced against those guilty

of it ; and the civil powers received a threatening admonition

not to interfere with the freedom of marriage.

The decree on reformation speaks of the duties of those whose

right it is to select candidates for bishoprics ; embodies a re-

quest asking the Pope, for the future, to appoint the cardinals

from all Christian nations; ordains that diocesan synods shall

be held annually, and 'provincial councils every three years;

prescribes the manner of making the visitation of churches

and administering a diocese during a vacancy
;

points out

once more the qualifications to be possessed by those who are

to be raised to canon ries or other dignities in cathedral

churches; and, finally, gives instructions regulating the con-

ferring of benefices, and restricts the possession of a number
of them {jphircditas benrfcioriim) by one person.

A general desire was now expressed to have the Council

come to a close, and the Pope's illness, which was daily show-

ing more alarming symptoms, influenced the more prudent

of the Fathers to acquiesce in the common wish. TVitli the

Twentijfifth Session (December 3, 1563), therefore, the Great

Council ended its labors. ' The decrees of this Session had

reference to Purgatory, and the Veneration of Saints, Images,

and Belies} The teaching of the Church on Indulgences was

^Concerning purgatory: Sjmodas docet Pur()atorfum esse, animasqiie ibi

detentas fidelium saffragiis, potissimum vero acceptabili altaris sacrificio juvari.

Apud rudem vero populum difficiliores ac subtiliores quaestiones, quacque ad

aedificationem non faciunt,—a popularibus concionibus secludantur.—Ea quae

ad curiositalem quaiidam, aut superstitioncm spectant, vol turpe lucrum sapiunt,

tanquam scandala ct fidelium oflTendicula probibeant Episcopi.

Concerning tbe veneration of saints, images, and relics : Mandat sancta

synodus episcopis—ut juxta catholicae et apostolicae ecclesiae usum— fideles

diVigenter instruunt, Sanctos una cum Cbristo regnantes orationes suas pro
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given compendiously in an appendix. It is there stated that

the Church has received of God the jpnwer of graidivg indul-

gences; that these indulgences are salutary; but that they

must be sparingly granted, ^esi*, if they shoidil be obtained with

too great ease, the discipline of the Church might become enfeebled}

More than this it was unnecessary to say, as Pope Leo X, in

a bull, published in the 3'ear 1518, had fully defined and ex-

plained the doctrine on indulgences ; but the Fathers wisely

resolved not to put the question aside altog.ether, lest it might

be thought they wished to shirk the very question that had

given occasion to the schism.

The decree on reformation provides for the thorough reform

of whatever pertains to the cloister ; counsels cardinals and

prelates to have a becoming, but modest household
;
pro-

nounces sevei'e punishment against those guilty of concu-

binage; speaks of the uses of excommunication; returns

once more to the subjects of episcopal visitation, the confer-

ring of benefices, and the administration of church property;

and, finally, remarks upon clerical exemptions and other kin-

dred matters. It was also ordained that the Congregation,

then engaged in preparing a Catechism of the Council, a new
Missal, a Breviary, and an Index of Forbidden Books, should

submit its work, when completed, to the Sovereign Pontiff,

under whose special supervision it should be published.

Princes were called upon in the name of God to assist in

hominibiis Doo ofFerre; bonum atque utile esse suppliciter eos invocare; et ob

beneficia impetranda a Deo ^;e?' Jilmm ejus J. Clir. D. n., qui solus tioster re-

deynptor et salvator est, ad eorum orationes, opera auxiliumque confugere. Illos

vero, qui negant, Sanctos invocandos esse—aut asserunt—invocationem e^se

idololatriam, vel pugnare cum verbo Dei, adversarique lionori unius mediatoris

Dei et hominum Jesu Christi—impie sentire.

Imagines purro Christi, Deiparae virginis et aliorum sanctorum in tempi is

praesertim habendas et retinendas, eisque debitum honorem et vencralionem

impertiendam : non quod credatur inesse aligua in iis divinitas vel virtus propter

quam sint colendae; vel quod ab eis sit aliquid petendum, vel quod Jiducin !ii

imaginihus sit figeiida, veluti olim fiebat a gentibus, quae in idolis spem suani

collocabant; sed quoniam honos, qui eis exhibitur, refertur ad prototypa, quae

illae repraesentant. Pope Urban VIII., in the year 1642, gave still more ex-

plicit regulations on the use of images in churches in his bull " Sacrosancta."'

Cf. Aschbach's Eccl. Encyclopaed., Yul. I., p. 738.

• " Ne nimia facilitate ecclesiastica disciplina enervetur."
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having the tlccrcos accepted, and in having them carried into

etfect. Tliey were also besought to give in their own persons

an example of their faithful observance. Finally, the two

hundred and fifty-five Fathers present, of whom four were

Legates, not including two other cardinals, twenty-five arch-

bishoj^s, one hundred and sixty-eight bishops, seven generals

of Religious Orders, and seven abbots, subscribed the decrees

of the Council, adding the words subscripsi dejinkndo. The
thirty-five procurators, representing bishops, also "subscribed,

but with the addition subscripsi judicando}

Of the German bishops only two, those of Constance and

Brixen, were personally present ; five others sent representa-

tives. The Decrees of the Council were confirmed by Pius

IV., who also caused a Tridentine Profession of Faith to be

drawn up, which, he ordained, should be made, as an obliga-

tory condition, by all those who might in future enter upon

any ecclesiastical charge, or obtain any academic degree, and

also by those who. renouncing Protestantism, should return

to the Church.^

^ Cf. on this point Pallaviclni, 1. c. lib. XXIV., e. 8, nros. 13 sq.

2 Wc insert the profession in full because it contains a very masterly sum-

mary of tbe dogmas opposed to the new doctrines of Protestantism. " Ego N.

firnia fide credo et profiteor omnia et singula, quae continentur in Symbolo fidei,

quo Sancta Eom. Ecclesia utitur, videlicit: Credo in unum Deum, Patrem om-

nipotentem, factorem coeli et terrae, visibilium omnium et invisibilium. Et in

unum Dominum Jesum Christum, Filium Dei Unigenitum, et ex Patre natum
ante omnia saecula, Deum de Deo, lumen de lumine, Deum verum de Deo vero:

genitum non factum, consubstantialem Patri, per queni omnia facta sunt, qui

propter nos homines, et propter nostram salutem, descendit decoelis. Et incar-

natus est de iSpiritu Sancto, ex Maria Virgine, et homo factus est. Crucifixus

etiam pro nobis sub Pontic Pilato, passus et sepultus est, et resurrexit tertiadie

secundum scripturas, et ascendit in coelum, sedit ad dcxteram Patris, et iterum

venturus est cum gloria judicare vivos et mortuos, cujus regni non erit finis.

Et in Spiritum Sanctum Dominum et vivificantem, qui ex Patre Filioque pro-

cedit, qui cum Patre et Filio simul adoratur et conglorificatur, qui locutus est

per Prophetas. Et unam sanctara Catholicam et Apostolicam Ecclesiam. Con-

fiteor unum Baptisma in remissionem peccatorum ; et exspecto resurrectionem

mortuorum, et vitam venturi saeculi. Amen.
"Apostolicas et Ecclesiasticas iraditiones reliquasque ejusdem Ecclesiae obser-

vationes et constitutiones firmissime admitto et amplector. Item sacram scrip-

turara juxta eum sensum, quem tenuit et tenet sancta Mater Ecclesia, cujus est
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Still later on, under the pontificate of Sixtns V. (1588), a Con-

gregation, the idea of which originated with Pins IV., was es-

judicare de vero sensu et interpreiatione sacrarum scTipturarum, admitto, nee

ea unquam nisi jiixta unanimem consensum Patrum accipiam et interpretabor.

Profiteor quoque, septem esse vere et proprie Sacramenta novae legis a Jesvi

Christo Domino nostro instituta, atque ad salutem humani generis, licet non

omnia singulis necessaria, scilicet Baptismum, Confirmationem, Eueharistiam,

Poenitentiam, Extremam Unctionem, Ordinem et Matrimonium, illaquegratiam

conferre et ex his Baptismum, Confirmationem et Ordinem sine sacrilegio reite-

rari non posse. Keceptos quoque et approbates Ecclesiae Catholicae ritus in su-

pradictorum omnium Sacramentorum solemni administratione recipio et ad-

mitto. Omnia et singula, quae de peccato originali et de justijicatione in Sacro-

sanct a Trid. Sjmodo definita et declarata fuerunt, amplector et recipio. Pro-

fiteor pariter in Missaofferri Deoverum, propriiun et propitiatorium sacrificium

pro vivis et defunctis, atque in sanctissimo Kucharistlae Sacramento esse vere,

real'der et subsiantialiter Corpus ei Sanguinem una cum anima et divinitate

Domini nostri Jesu Christi, flerique conversionem totius substantiae panis in

Corpus et totius substantiae vini in Sanguinem, quam conversionem Catbo-

lica Ecclesia Transsubstantiationem appellat. Eateor etiam, sub altera iantum

specie totum atque integrum Christum verumque Sacramentum sumi. Con-

stanter teneo Purgatorium esse, animasque ibi detentas fidelium suflFragiis juvari.

Similiter et Sanctos, una cum Christo .regnanies, venerandos atque invoeandos

esse, eosque orationes Deo pro nobis offerre, atque eorum reliquias esse vene-

randas. Firmissime assero imagines Christi ac Deiparae semper Virginis, nec-

non aliorum Sanctorum habendas etretinendas esse, atque eis debitum honorem

ac venerationem impertiendam. Indulgeuiiaruni etiam potestatem a Chrifito in

Ecclesia relictam fuisse, illaruinque usurn Christiano popiilo maxhne snlutarem,

esse aflSrmo. Sanctam Catholicam et Apostolicam Romanam Ecclesiam om-

nium Ecclesiarum matrem et magistram agnosco ; Romanoque Pontifici, beati

Petri, Apostolorum Principis, successori, ac Jesu Christi Vicario veram obedi-

entiam spondeo ac juro. Caetera item omnia a sacris Canonibus et oecumenicis

Conciliis, ac pnecipue a sacrosancta Tridentina Synodo tradita, definita et de-

clarata indubitanter recipio atque profiteor, simulque contraria omnia atque

haereses quascuraque ab Ecclesia damnatas et rejectas et anathematizatas ego

pariter damno, rejicio et anathematize. Hanc veram Catholicam fidem, extra

quam nemo salvus esse potest, quam in praesenti sponte profiteor et veraciter

teneo, eandem integram et inviolatam usque ad extremum vitae spiritum con-

stantissime, Deo adjuvante, retinere et confiteri, atque a meis subditis, vel illis,

quorum cura ad me in munere meo spectabit, teneri, doceri et praedicari, quan-

tum in me erit, curaturum, ego idem N. spondeo, voveo ac juro. Sic me Deus

adjuvet et haec sancta Dei evangelia." Cf. Liguori, Explanations of the Dog-

matic Decrees of the Holy Council of Trent, translated into German by Hugues.

Eatisbon, 1845. Nampon, Investigations of the Doctrines of the Council of

Trent, translated from the French, Eatisbon, 18o4, 2 parts. Clarus, Triden-

tine Symbol of Faith Proved by the Scriptures, Eeason and History, 2 vols.

Schafl'h. 1865 sq.
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tablisbed, whose special office it "was to interpret of the Council

of Trent [Inierpretes ConcUii Tridcntini)}

A very cursory examination of the Sessions of this cele-

brated Council will convince every fair-minded person that

no former Synod ever handled so g-reat a number of subjects

with such marked ability, or defined so many doctrines with

such precision and prudence. Men holding the extremcst

divergency of opinions met there as upon a common and

neutral ground ; exchanged views with one another, the con-

servatism of some correcting the extravagance of others ; and

the result was a doctrinal equilibrium, which gave the stead-

iness and mental rest so necessary to the religious intellect of

that age.

Of the bishops who attended the Council, the Spaniards

were distinguished for the critical acumen and ability which

they displayed in harmonizing the points of apparent con-

flict between speculative theology and the facts of Church

History. It is doubtful if a council assembled at the 'present

day would have among its ihembers as large a number of em-

inent men.^ How calm, and 3'et how truly earnest and sin-

cere is the zeal for real reform which distinguishes this Coun-

cil ! What happy changes, how large a measure of genuine

progress, would now be before the world had the decrees been

as faithfully executed and observed, as they were loyally con-

ceived, and their realization ardently desired, by those holy

representatives of the Catholic faith.

The Decrees of the Council, contirmed by a pa[)al bull of

the 6th of January, 1564, were at once received^ without

restriction in Venice, in the principal States o^ Italy, in Porta-

1 Cf. Zamboni, De bujus congreg. institutione, privilegiis atquo offioio, in the

praefatio ad collect, declarationum s. cungreg. cone, quae a. 1812 sq. prodiit.

^ The Venetian Jerome iZa^fos'^t, Bishop of Nazianzum in partibu< and co-

adjutor of Famagosta, exaggerated m thing when in the beautiful valedictiu-y

which he delivered before the representatives of the Council, ho said :
" JCx

omnium populorum ac nationum, in quibus catholicae religionis Veritas aguos-

citur, lion solum Patres, sed ot oratores habuimus. At quos viros? 6i doctri-

nam spectemus, eruditissimos—si nsum, peritissimos—si ingenia, perspicacissi-

mos—si pietatem, religiosissimos—si vitam, innocentissimos."

* Cf. Palluviclni, 1. c, lib. XXIV., c. 11 sq.
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gal, and in Poland; in Spain, in Naples, and in tbeio^y Coun-

tries, they were published by Philip II., who, however, added
the qualification :

" Without detriment to the royal preroga-

tives." As a rule, the promulgation was made through the

medium of provincial synods, held for this special purpose in

1564, and measures were adopted for having the Decrees car-

ried into execution. After the death of Ferdinand L, in 1564,

they were published by Maximilian II., in the States of the

Empire ; and received by the Catholic Princes of Germany at

the Diet of Augsburg, in 1566.

In Franceihe, dogmatic Decrees were accepted without quali-

fication ; but those relating to discipline were introduced only

after protracted delays, notwithstanding that the Pope and

the bishops exerted all their influence in their favor. The
decrees to which the greatest exception was taken related to

fines and imprisonment inflicted at the discretion of ecclesias-

tical authority; to dueling, the penaltiesfor which were visited

not alone upon the duelists themselves, but also upon their

seconds and those who came to witness the encounter (Sess.

XXV., ch. 19) ; to concubinage and adultery ; to those which

made bishops amenable only to the Pope, etc.

There was also another cause of serious complaint, in that

the Council had declared that the consent of the parents was

not necessary to the valid marriage of their children, while by

French law such consent was absolutely required.

§ 344. Other Popes of this Epoch.

Oiiofrw, Platina restitutiis c. additione a Sixto IV.—Pium IV. Ven. 1562, 4.

Raynaldi ann. A. Theineri continuat. Baronii annal. T. I-III.

—

A. die Chcsne,

Histoiro des papes. Par. 1046, f. cont. (up to Paul V.) par Fr. da Chesne. Par.

1658. 2 T. f. Ranke, the Pioman Pontiffs in the IGth and 17th centuries. 4th

ed., Brl. 1854. 3 vols.i Reumont, Hist, of the City of Rome. Vol. III., pt. II.,

p. 534 sq. Haas, History of the Popes, p. 541 sq. Groene, the History of

the Popes, Vol. II., p. 322 sq.

Pius IV. raised his nephew, Charles Borromeo, to the dig-

1 "While this, like all the other productions of Ranke., possesses unusual merit,

the animus of the writer is exhibited in numerous passages like the folK)wing:

"Our fatherland (Germany) has acquired the undying fame of restoring
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nitj of the carclinalate, and there is no act of his whole pou-

titicate that carried with it more blessings to the Chnrch.

lie also left an example worthy of imitation by his successors

in establishing permanently a Congregation, to which he as-

signed the special office of interpreting and carrying into exe-

cution the decrees of the Council of Trent.^ He was succeeded

by Pius V. (1566-1572), a member of the Order of St. Dom-
inic. The piety and the zeal of this humble friar for the well-

being of the Church, and his never-ceasing vigilance in keep-

ing bishops to their duties, raised him so high in the esteem

of the other members of the College of Cardinals, that when
the papal throne fell vacant he was at once called to fill it.^

He personally served the sick in the hospitals, and thus ex-

hibited an illustrious example of humility ; he enforced the

decrees of Trent, with the powerful aid of Charles Borromeo,

and thus achieved conquests the most glorious for the Church.

To him is Christendom mainly indebted for the splendid vic-

tory gained at Lepanto, over the Turks, by Don John of Aus-

tria (1571). He also commanded that the hull "in coena Dom-
ini," should be publicly read on Maundy Thursday,^ not only in

•Rome, but throughout all Christian countries. This bull, the

provisions of which may be traced back in the rescripts of

many popes, chiefly of the fifteenth century, to the pontificate

of Urban V. (loGo), in its original text, condemned and pro-

nounced sentence of anathema upon heretics, brigands, and

pirates; upon those who should interfere. with the legitimate

jurisdiction of bishops, lay imposts upon the Church without

the Pope's consent, or bring criminal action against ecclesi-

astics ; and upon such as should supply the Saracens or other

enemies of the Christian name with arms, do violence to pil-

Christianity to a purer form than it possessed since the first centiu'ies

—

of dis-

coverlng again the true relifjLon." Vol. I., p. 129.

^Leonardl oratio de laudibus Pii lY. Pad. 1565.

2 Catena, Vita del P. Pio V., Rom. 1586. 4to. Gabutii de vita Pii V., Rom.

1605, fol. [Bolland. acta SS. m. ISIaji, T. I. p. 616.) Mnffel, Vita di S. Pio. Rom.

1712, ito.fizovu Pius V. Rom., 1672 fol. CAirv/jpo^;', Actacanoniz. P., Rom. 1720.

3 Hence the name "/?i coena Doinini," although the bull commences with the

words: "Pastoralis Rom. Pontif. vigilantia,'' in the magnum buliarium T. 11.

p. 189. Cf. Le Bret's Pragmatic history of the bull in coena Uom. Frkf. and

Lps,, 1769 sq., 4 vols., and the Hlstorico-political Papers, Vol. XXI., p. 57-82.
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grinis, or seize the property of the Pope. It also cut off Pro-

testants from the communion of the Church, and set forth a

claim to the prerogatives enjoyed by the Church during the

Middle Ages. Its i)uhlication was firmly opposed by many
princes and even some bishops in their respective States and

dioceses. There is no question that Pius V. had the very best

intentions in taking these rigorous measures; but their only

effect was to alienate the good-will of man}^, without work-

ing any results at all adequate to his aims. The last edition

of this bull was published by authority of Urban VIIL, in

1627, and its yearly proclamation suspended b}' Clement XIV.,

in 1770. Pius V. was beatified by Clement X., in 1672, and

canonized by Clement XI.

Gregory XIII. (Hugo Buoncompagno, 1572-1585) succeeded

to Pius Y. That he was deeply versed in law and the natural

sciences is amply attested by the new edition, which hejJublished,

of Cavon Law,^ and by his corrections of the Julian Calendar

(1582), which had then become so faulty that.it was ten days

behind the true time according to the solar year. Gregory

was also a lover of the fine arts and fond of magnificent dis-

plays, but in these things he had in view the gratification of

no personal vanity, but only the good of the Church, and the

interests of his subjects. Prompted by such motives, he

founded, at Rome, six colleges, which were respectiveh^ for the

Irish, the Germans,^ the Jews, the Greeks, the Maronites or Christ-

ians of 3Iount Lebanon, and the youth of Rome. The latter

was the one w-hich until recently has been known as the

Roman or Jesuit College (Collegio al Gesu), and contained

twenty auditories and three hundred cells. He also estab-

lished nunciatures at Lucerne iu 1579, at Vienna in 1581, and

at Cologne in 1582. This outline will give an imperfect

idea of his labors in the interests of the Church.

Sixtus V. (Peretti, 1585-1590), Gregory's successor, was in

^C'iappi, Coinp. delle attioni e. s. vita di Greg. XIII. Eom. (1591) 1596.

4to.

'^ Co7'dara, H'lstorm collegii Germanici et Hungarici. Rom. 1770. 4to. p.

53 sq. The German college in Rome, its foundation and commencement (His-

torical and Political Papers of 18-42. Vol. IX., p. 23G sq., 293 sq.)
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earl}' life a herdsman.^ Having entei-cd the Order of St.

Francis, he gave proof of such extraordinary ability that in

1570 he was created cardinal. He concealed under a modest

exterior and humble deportment unusual capacity for govern-

ment. His firm, austere, and unbending character well-fitted

him to be a pope such as the times required, when the Church

had to contend against Protestant princes as perfidious in

their professions as the}' were unscrupulous in carrying out

their designs. Original in conception, he was indefatigable

in exertion, and wielded an infiuence among his contempora-

ries which left a permanent impress upon the events of that

age. His name is so intimately bound up with the traditions

of the people that the modern historian experiences no little

difficulty in sifting the historical from the mythical. The
diplomatist, Baron von Huebner, in our own day, has probably

furnished the best materials for arriving at a just apprecia-

tion of the character of this extraordinary man. None knew
better than Sixtus how to profit by the circumstances of the

times, and none could have displayed greater skill and tact

in making the Catholic princes allies of the Holy See. He
never rested until lie had ridded the States of the Churcb of

the brigands who infested them. The protector of the poor,

he encouraged the industry and stimulated the activity of his

subjects. By steadily adhering to the rule of raising only

worthy persons to the higher ecclesiastical dignities he elFect-

ually suppressed the evil of nepotism in the College of Card-

inals.

He built magnificent halls in the Vatican Librai^y, which

he filled with the most precious monuments of antiquit}' ; he

published a new edition of the Septuagint, and the new and
corrected (though defective) edition of the Vulgate, promised by

^ Kohardi, Sixti V. gesta quinquennalia. Rom. 1500. 4to. Let% Vita di

Sisto v., Losanna, 1GG9. 2 T., then 3 T. French Par. 1702. 2 T. Tcmj^esii,

Storia della vita e geste di Sistu v., Rom. 1755. 2 T. 4to. Sixtus V. and his

Times, by Lorenz, Mentz, 1852. Ranke, Popes, Vol. III., and Historicul and
Politic.di Papers, Vol. IX., p. 235 sq., 293 sq. Baron von Huebner (embassador

of xViistria in Paris and Rome), Sixtus V., Germ. ed. by the author. Lps., 1871.

2 vols. (The original in French. Paris, 1870. 3 vols.) Bonn Theological

Review. 1870, nros. 16, 17; 1871, nro. 4.
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the Council of Trent ; he reorganized the administration of

public aftairs by establishing fifteen Congregations (1588) ; he

had t!ie great obelisk set uj), which Caligula had brought

from Egypt to Rome ; he completed the cupola of St. Peter's

Church ; he constructed the superb aqueduct on the Quiri-

nal II 11 (Aqua Felice) for supplying the city with abundance

of pure water; and, final I}- he left to his successor a well-

filled exchequer which furnished ample revenues for all the

requirements of government.

Urban VII., Gregory XIV., and Innocent IX., the immedi-

ate successors to Sixtus, lived only long enough to have their

names recorded in the catalogue of popes.

The reign of Clement VIII. (Aldobrandiui of Florence,

1592-1605), was both longer and of greater importance. He
had the happiness of reconciling Henry IV. of France to the

Church, and of establishing peace between Austria and Spain

by the Treaty of Vercins. He got possession of the Duchy
of Ferrara, which on the extinction of the house of Este, re-

verted as a fief to the Holy See. By raising Baronias, Tolet,

Bellarmine, d'Ossat, and da Perron to the cardinalate he showed

that he knew how to aj.preciate learning and reward virtue.

In 1592 he published a new edition of the Vidgate. Owing to

over-haste the edition issued in the pontiticate of Sixtus was

found to be incorrect, and, in consequence, Clement had his

thoroughly revised, and so perfect is it that since his time no

emendations have been thought necessary. He also began a

revision of the Breviary, and established the famous Conyre-

gatio de Auxiliis^ for deciding questions arising out of the

Dominican and Jesuit controvers}' on grace. By the publica-

tion of an impressive encyclical, addressed to the whole world,

he attracted three millions of pilgrims to Rome on the

occasion of the customary jubilee at the opening of the

century.

Had not the intrigues of the Spanish party prevented it,

the learned Cardinal Baronius would have succeeded to Cle-

ment. As it was, their votes elected Cardinal Octaciattiis

1 Cf. Schroedl, in the Freiburg eccl. cyclopaed. Vol. II., pp. 786-794. Fr.

trans., Vol. V., pp. 194-203.
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Medici, of Florence, who was crowned taking the name of

Leo XL The hopes which the election of so considerable a

personage inspired vanished with liis death after a reign of

twenty-seven days. lie was sncceeded by Paul V. (Borghese

of Rome, 1605-1621) who had displayed uncommon diplo-

matic skill and ability in an embassy to Spain committed to

him by Clement VIIl.

He was learned, pions, skilled in the art of governing, and

zealons for the reformation of the manners of the clergy, lie

contributed largely to the adornment of St. l^eter's and

other churches; introduced the Perpetual Adoration or Forty

Hours' Devotion of the Blessed Sacrament; and left behind

him an enduring reputation as an efficient and exemplary

Pope, in spite of the complaint of some that in the matter of

legal technicality he was unnecessarily exacting and punctil-

ious.

His protracted quarrel with the Republic of Venice has

given rise to much discussion and not a little adverse criti-

cism. This State had prohibited the building of churches

and hosi>ita]s without its special authorization; forbidden real

estate or other immovable property to be conveyed, b}- last

will to ecclesiastics ; and ordered offending members of the

clergy to be cited before civil tribunals. Against these meas-

ures Paul protested. The Senate of the Republic refused to

yield. As a consequence the Pope, after taking council with

the cardinals, excommunicated the Doge, and laid the States

under interdict (April 17, 1606). The Senate resisted, declar-

ing the action of the Pope unjust, and prohibiting, under the

severest penalties, the publication of the papal brief within the

territories of Venice ; but at the same time commanding that

the usual divine services should not he discontinued. The
bulk of the regular clergy, including Capuchins, Thoatines,

and Jesuits, withdrew from the territory of the Republic in

obedience to the voice of the successor of Peter; the secular

clergy remained, and continued to celebrate divine worship.

To this civic contest was added another of a more spiritual

character. Paul Sarpi, a Servite monk, professing to be u

tenacious champion of what he was pleased to designate as

the rights of the Republic, encouraged the people in their re-
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sistance by impressing upon them, as be said, a true appreci-

ation of tbeir privileges. He was answered by Baronius and

Bellarmine, who maintained the cause of the Pope. Henry IV.,

now" a zealous son of the Church, interposed his good ofhees

and adjusted the dispute. Tlie Capuchins and Theatines were

again permitted to enter the Venetian States, but the Jesuits

were commanded not to return.^ Paul V. very properly for-

bade the English Catholics to take the Test Oath required of

them under the pretext that they had been accomplices in the

Gunpowder Plot. When the news reached him of the assas-

sination of Henry IV. by Ravaillac, he was umible to control

the manifestations of his sorrow.

Gregory XV. (Ludovisio of Bologna, a pupil of the Jesuits,

1621-1623) went from one ecclesiastical dignity to another

until he linally reached the papal throne. He gave fine prom-

ise, and his future course was looked forward to with unusual

interest. Neither did he disappoint those who put confidence

in him. It was he who gave to papal elections the forms they

have ever since preserved, ordaining that cardinals in casting

their votes should not make known the person of their

choice. To elect, a two thirds vote is required. There are

four modes of electing, viz : ^'scrutiny,'" or an examination of

the votes deposited by the cardinals in a chalice placed upon

the altar ;
" access,^' or the changing of a sufficient number

of votes, which, when added to those already given for any

candidate, will secure his election ;
" compromise,'" or the con-

current action of all the cardinals transferring their right of

election to a committee of their own body ; and, finally, ^' quasi-

inspiration,'" ^ or a public and general movement in obedience

to which the election of some particular candidate is carried

bj" acclamation.

1 A Survey of the Situation of Venice at the Beginning of the Seventeenth

Century. (Hist, and Polit. Papers, Vol. XI., p. 129 sq.

'^ Ingoli, Caeremonialc ritus election. Rom. Pont. Rom. 1G21. Lunadoro, Re-

laziono della corte di Roma. Ed. 5. Rom. 1824. 2 T. 12mo. This work in

an earlier edition by Andrea Tost, trans, into Germ, by Bertram. Halle, 1771.

X^Kopntsch, Vacancy and Filling of the Apostolic See. Innsbr. 1843. Zoepfel,

The Elections of Popes, and accompanying ceremonies, in their development

from the eleventh to the fourteenth century. Goetting., 1872.
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After the taking of Heidelberg in 1622, Maximilian, Duke
of Bavaria, to remunerate the Pope for subsidies contributed

during a number of years, presented to the Vatican Library

a large collection of works, and among them many ancient

manuscrii)ts,^ from the library of the Elector Palatine.

Gregory was chosen by Austria and Spain to arbitrate a dis-

pute concerning the Valteline, in the country of the Grisons.

Hq also established the Congregation of the Propaganda
{Coiigrer/atio de j^ropogandaJlJe), with a special view of bring-

ing heretics back to the Church. Its scope, however, was
subsequently extended, and through the influence exerted by

it, missionary work of every kind received a fresh im|»ulse.

Finally, he honored the Society of Jesus and increased the

consideration in which that body was already held by canon-

izing Ignatius Logola and Francis Xavier, and declaring Aloy-

sius Gonzaga beatified.

Urban VIII. (Barberiui, 1623-1644) was Gregory's succes-

sor on the papal throne. He was an experienced statesman,

an eminent scholar, and an elegant poet. His collection of

Latin poems, hj^mns, and odes rank among the best literary

productions of modern times. He bestowed upon the card-

inals (16o0) the title of eminence {eminentissiraus)
;
published

(1643) for the use of the Universal Church a new and

amended edition of the Breviary; enlarged the powers of the

Congregation of the Propaganda, placing under its control the

Urban College [Collegium Urbanum), which has since become
so celebrated; and after the death, in 1626, oi Francis JIaria,

the last Duke of the House of Rovere, united the duchy
of Urbino to the States of the Church. He is charged with

being too intent upon enriching the members of his family,

and raising them to places of honor and distinction, thus ex-

posing them to the hardships they endured under his succes-

sors.

The friends of Urban favored the election of Innocent X
1 A. Theiner, Donation of the Heidelberg Library to Pope Gregory XV., by

Maximilian I. Munich, 1844. A small portion of the MSS. (mostly Greek)

carried to Paris in the time of Napoleon I., were restored to Heidelberg in 1815.

About eight hundred more, relating to the Middle Ages, were restored by the

Pope in the shape of a present.
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(Card. Pamphili of Rome, 1644-1655), believing that, since

lie bad been raised to tbe cardinalate by that pope, he would
now treat his relatives with consideration. Being utterly dis-

appointed in their hopes, they exposed themselves by impru-

dent acts to just punishment, which occasionally was hardly

distinguishable from persecution. A war, already threatened

during the lifetime of Urban, now broke out and raged fiercely

between Innocent and tlie Duke of Parma, the latter of whom
was charged with causing the assassination of a bishop ap-

pointed against his will to the see of Castro. Papal troops

assaulted and took the citadel of Castro, and the duchy of the

same name was incorporated among the States of the Church.

The Barberini were now summoned, for the first time, to give

an account to the Papal Court of the revenues hitherto ad-

ministered by them, and the result not being satisfixctory, they

were deprived of their offices, which passed into the hands of

the relatives of Innocent, at whose instance the investigation

was set on foot. Foreseeing the storm and wishing to escape

it, the Barberini at the first outbreak of the persecution

against them fled to France, and Innocent, to prevent a similar

flight in future, published a bull forbidding any cardinal to

leave the States of the Church without the authorization of

the Pope. Through the friendly oflices of the French govern-

ment the fugitives were permitted to return and take posses-

sion of their estates. But apart from this family quarrel

there was another and more serious subject of complaint

against Innocent, namely, the influence which, it was well

known, Olympia Ualdachina, his brother's widow, exercised

in the afl'airs of the Church.^ While it is a fact, admitted on

all hands, that his morals were above reproach, his conduct

in this ])articular can not bewholl}' excused. Of his connec-

tion with the Peace of Westphalia an account will be given

in § 356.

§ 345 «. The Papacy.

In spite of the threats and assaults of the Protestants, who
had sworn to bring about the fall of the Papacy, there was

^Even Ranke, The Roman Pontiffs, etc., 3d ed., Yol. III., in the Appendix, p.

242, says, concerning her supposed liaison with Innocent X., according to Leti,
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still ill Catholic countries a very considerable portion of the

inliabitants who continued to regard the Holy See with rev-

erence, and to respect its ancient authority. Among its ablest

champions were the Jesuits, who, while advocating a[>i)ar-

ently opposite principles, such, for example, as " that all royal

authority comes from the people," whence, like the leading

Reformers, the}' concluded tliat certain circumstances might

arise in wiiicli it would be lawful to put a tyrant to ileath,^ were

nevertlielcss the most skillful and powerful defenders of the

political theocracy of the ]\Iiddie Ages. Encouraged by these

evidences of loyalty, Urban VIII. again put forth the claims

of Pius v., and gave to the bull "In coena Domvii" its final

form.- Nanciatiircs were established by the Po[)es in the most

important cities of the Christian world, for the twofold pur-

pose of protecting the rights of the Holy See, and regulating

the affairs of the Church with greater ease and expedition.

Of those appointed to bishoprics the Popes reserved to them--

selves the right of selecting some and of confirming all. As
Bellnrmine, Mariana, Siiarez, and Santarel ^had been the ablest

advocates of the papal power, such as it existed in the Mid-

dle Ages, so were they now the most conspicuous defenders

of the bull "J?i coena Domini." They were opposed by Paul

Sarp, "-the theologian of the republic" of Venice, and by

Edmond Richer, the author of a history of the Ecumenical

Vita di Donna Olimpia Maldachina, 1666, ''that there is not a ivord of truth in

the story."

1 It soems to be taken for granted that only Catholic writers, like Mariana,

Santarel, and Boucher (De justa Henrici III. abdicatione), have held that there

may be circumstances in which the putting of a tyrant to death is justifiable.

People seem wholly ignorant of the fact that Luther, Melanchthon, and the Cal-

vinist Junius Brutus held that oppressive sovereigns should be killed. An ob-

servation in point may be here quoted from Hugo Grotius : " Liber flagitiosi.s-

simus Boucheri de abdicatione Henrici III. non argu mentis tantum, sed et ver-

bis desumptus est, non ex Mariana aut tiantarello, sed e Junio Bruto." Appen-
dix de Antichr., Amst. 1641, p. 59.

^Bullar. Roman., T. IV., p. 118 sq. Cf above, p. 361, note. 3,

^Mariana, De Rege et Regis institutione. Tolet. 1598. Germ. ed. by Riedel.

Darmstadt, 1843. Bellarminus, De potestate Summi Pontif. in temporal. Rom.
1610. Suarez, Defensio fidei cath. adv. anglic. sectae error. Conimbr. 1613,

Santarel, De haeresi et scbismate.

VOL. Ill—24
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•Councils, who maintained the rights of bishops and national

churches with equal abilitj^ and unfairness. The arguments
of Sarpi were directed chiefly against the Jesuits, " for," said

he, " to triumph over the Jesuits is to triumph over Rome,
and Rome once overcome, religion will work out its own
reformation." Richer publicly maintained that the States

•General are above the King, and that Jacques Clement, in

assassinating Henry III. for not keeping his sworn promises,

had justly avenged his country and his country's liberties.

He was in consequence arrested and imprisoned, and did not

obtain his liberty until after he had submitted his work, De
Ecclesia et politica potestate (Paris, 1611), to the judgment of

the Holy See (1629).

§ 3456. Tlie Secular and Regular Clergy.—Revival of Synods.

Although the College of Cardinals, at the period of which

we are now writing, included among its members some who
were unworthy of their exalted position, having been raised

to it because they chanced to be the nephews of popes, it also

contained man}^ more, distinguished for the purity of their

faith, the extent of their learning, and the warmth of their

zeal, who gave abundant proof of talent, prudence, and ca-

pacity in the legatine missions with which they were in-

trusted. The names of Cardinals Cajetan, Pole, Contnrem,del

Blonte, Cervini, Hosius, and Charles Borromeo, of Francis Com-

mendone, the Pope's Chamberlain, and Bishop Dclpiiini, will

at once occur to the mind of the reader. The last two named

were sent to the Diet of Naumburg, in 1561, and by their

energy and address, no less than by their forcible and pol-

ished eloquence, greatly embarrassed the action of the Pro-

testant princes.^

Unfortunately the sloth, the perfidy, and the apostasy of

bishops, secular clergy, and monks were only too frequently

the occasion of shame and disaster to the Church. It was the

complaint of Eck that the bishops of Germany gave more at-

tention to temporal than to spiritual affairs, and the letter of

iCf. Pall.avicini, Hist. Cone. Trid., lib. XIII., ch. 7; lib. XV., ch. 2-6, and

8; lib. XXIV., ch. 13. *Dieringer, St. Charles Borromeo, pp. 147-155.
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the Elector Albert, Archbishop of Mentz, to Luther,^ is am[ilc

proof that the complaint was just. It is a comfort to know
that there is no other instance of so detestable a treason in so

exalted a personage. As if to atone in some manner for the

mischief and dishonor which tliis prelate brought upon the

Church, Jerome Scultetus, Bisliop of Brandenburg, and Adol-

phus, Bishop of Merseburg, carried the war into the very

camp of the enemy, and in the theater of Luther's labors fear-

lessly proclaimed and triumphantly defended the doctrines

of the Catholic Church.

The holding of diocesan and provincial synods was the most

urgent need of the Church during this epoch, and Rome had

only to blame her own centralizing policy for their interrup-

tion. Had they been regularly held, the Lutheran controversy

in all probability would not have been brought before the

Diets of the Empire for adjudication ; the disorders of the

clergy would certainly not have been so scandalous ; and the

religious instruction and moral training of the people would

not have been so shamelessly neglected. The Councils of

Basle and Lateran (V.) had already made earnest but inef-

fectual efforts to enforce the duty of holding synods, ordain-

ing that the diocesan should be called annually, and the pro-

vincial every three years. Hence the Council of Trent, to

remedy the evil, ordained (Sess. XXIV., Be reformatione, c. 2)

that provincial councils, wherever omitted, should be renewed

and held every third year '' for reguhiting morals, correcting

excesses, settling controversies, and for other purposes allowed

by the canons;" and that " diocesan synods shall also be held

yearly."

Charles Borromeo was the first to carrj^ out the decrees of

Trent in his own diocese of Milan, and his example was fol-

lowed by the bishops of every Catholic country, as the cata-

logue of the provincial councils of the epoch, to which refer-

ence will be made farther on, clearly shows. Unfortunately

the practice of holding synods again ceased to be observed in

nearly every country of Christendom toward the close of the

eighteenth century in spite of the frequent and earnest ex-

1 See §2 276, 277, in Vol. II., pp. 92G-931 ; and p. 14 of this volume.
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hortations of Pope Benedict XIV} The Council of Trent

was equally solicitous iu providing for the fonnation of a new

clergy (Sess. XXIII., De reformatione, ch. 18). Seminaries for

the instruction and training of clerics were to be erected

in every diocese, and those intended for the service of the

Church were to be entered while yet of a tender age.^

"If the Catholic world has had for the last three hundred

years," says Bishop Hefele, " a more learned, a more moral,

and a more pious clergy, than that which existed in al-

most ever}^ country at the time of the so-called Keformation,

and whose tepidity and faithlessness contributed largely to

the growth of the schism, it is wholly due to the decree of the

Council of Trent, and to it we in this age owe oar thanks,"'

St. Charles Borromeo in Italy, and St. Vincent de Paul in

France, as they were the tirst to carry this decree into effect,

so were they the most earnest. As seminaries could not be

established in Germany on account of the circumstances of

the times, St. Ignatius Loyola founded in Rome the German
College [CoUegiiun Germanicum), for the education of the Ger-

man clergy. The establishment was endowed and placed on

a permanent basis by Gregory XIII.* Those that went out

from this College were, as Julius III. expressed it, to become

the fearless champions of the faith where it already existed,

and its apostles where it was still to be introduced. In Ger-

many itself, Bartholomew Holzhauser, who was born at Lan-

genau, near Ulm, in 1613, and died at Bingen, in 1658,

founded the Institute of the Brothers of the Common Life, for

secular priests {Collegium Fratrum in communi viventium), in

1640, at Salzburg, whence it was introduced into the dioceses

of Augsburg, Mentz, and Coire, and became a source of

many and great blessings to German}', particularly after the

^In his work De Synodo Dib'cesniio, where he also instructs bishops as to the

character, object, and limits of these synods. Cf. Phillips, Diocesan Synods,

p. 84 sq.

^Cf. Freiburg, Eccl. Cyclopaed., s. v. Seminary, Clerical, in Vol. X. Fr.

trans., vol. 21, p. 479 sq.

* Hefele, The Vicissitudes of the Church since the Council of Trent. Tue-

bing. Quart. Keview, nro. 1, p. 24 sq.

* See p. 362.
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close of the devastating Thirty Years' War.' So marked
was its success, and so popular did the Institute become, that

it was soon introduced into Hungary, Spain, and Poland. San

Felice, the Papal ISTuncio at Cologne, characterized its stat-

utes as a " medalla ccDionum.''

§ 346. The Order of the Jesuits.

Autobiography of St. Ignatius. {BollancL, Acta ss. mens. Jul., T. VII., p.

409.) Ribadrneira, Vita Ignatii, libri V. Neap. 1-572. (German, Ingolstadt,

1G14.) Maffei, De vita et moribus Ignatii Loyolae. Rom. 1585. 4to. \*Gen-

elli, S. J., Life of St. Ignatius Loyola. Innsbruck, 1847. Constt. regulae,

decreta congregationum, censurae et praecepta c. litteris Apostol. et privileg.

(institutum S. J. ex decreto congreg. general. XIV. Prag. 1705. 2 V.) Hol^

sien.-Brockie, T. III., p. 121 sq. Hist. S. J. a Nicol. Orlandino, Sacchino, Ju-

vcnclo, etc., Rom. et Antv. 1615-1750. 6 T., fol. Henrion-Fehr, Vol. XL, pp.

92-217. Ribndeneira, AUepatnbe, et Sotwel., Bibl. scriptor. S. J. Antv. 1643.

Lngomarsini, Testimonia viror. illustr. S. J. Bartoli, Hist, of the Order of

Jes^uits. Germ. AViirzburg, 1845. Cretlneau-Jolji^ Hist, of the Society of .Jesus,

from a religious, political, and literary point of view. vols. 8vo. Paris,

1845-40. Germ. Vienna, 1845 sq. 5 vols. In the same spirit further devel-

opments of the Hist, of the Society of Jesus, by Bruhl, 1846 ; by Buss^ Mentz,

1853 ; by Daurignac, Germ, by Clams, Ratisbon, 1864. 2 vols.

The Religious Orders, whose members were'more numerous
than the secular clergy, showed themselves utterly unequal to

the task of grappling with the dangers that menaced the

Church. Some, in whom the fire of charity had become ex-

tinct, remained passive spectators of the confiict ; while oth-

ers embraced the errors of the day, and passed over to the

camp of the enemy. A committee appointed by Paul III. to

examine and report upon the condition of the monks, gave it

as their opinion, that the communities of those religious

houses, in which discipline had become relaxed, and manners
dissolute, should be allow^ed to die out, when others more
zealous and honest might take their place. The secular

clergy were no better than the monks, and the Church could

not look to them for any effective assistance in the supreme
hour of her trial. But while faith seemed extinct in tlie

hearts of men consecrated to the special service of God, it

was living, active, and energetic in the Church, producing, at

^ Gaduel, Bartholomew Holzhauser. Tr. from the French into Germ., Mentz,

1862. See Freiburg Eccl. Cyclop., Vol. I., p. 634 ; Fr. tr.. Vol. II., p. 365 sq.
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this time, fi new Religious Order, which, apparently growing
out of tlie circumstances of the age, was, for this very reason,

peculiarly fitted to minister to its needs. Specially designed
to repel the advances of Protestantism, this Order has at all

times filled the Protestant mind with vague and undefined
terrors. Protestants, as a rule, have regarded the great So-

ciety as an enemy to the human race, formidable indeed, but
deserving the execration of all good men ; and even Catho-
lics, while professing true allegiance to the Church, have
judged it erroneously, and condemned it unjustly. To give a

fair and faithful account of its origin and character is, there-

fore, now, perhaps more than in any age since its foundation,

the dut}^ of the historian.

Ignatius, the founder of this Society, was the descendant

of a noble Spanish family, and was born at Loyola, in 1491.

In his early life, he embraced the profession of arms, and was
wounded at the siege of Pampeluna, in 1521, where he dis-

tinguished himself by his gallantry. During the long and
weary season of his convalescence, having exhausted his stock

of romances, he took to reading the Holy Scriptures and the

Lives of the Saints, and, like St. Francis of Assisi, was in-

spired with the desire of conquering the happiness and glory of

Heaven by enduring the contempt and the sufl'erings of the

world. He made up his mind that as soon as he should be per-

fectly restored to health, he would enter upon a more austere

manner of life, set out on a pilgrimage to Jerusalem, and tliere

labor for the conversion of the infidel. Having gone to the

Holy Land, befell in, at Jerusalem, with the provincial of the

Franciscans, who advised him to give up his design, which he

did, and returned to Europe. It was at this time that the idea

of founding a new Religious Order came up to his mind. To
give it practical shape required more learning than he then pos-

sessed, but he was not ashamed to take his place on the benches

with the children of the grammar-school, and begin to master

the rudiments of Latin. He completed his academical studies

at the Universities of Alcald, Salamanca, and Paris. While
at the last-named place, he prevailed upon some of his fellow

students to adopt his austere mode of life, of whose trans-

forming power his own experience at Manresa was suflicient

evidence. These young men in turn helped him on in his
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studies, and with their assistance he was enabled, in 1534, to

pass creditably through a rigorous examination for the degree

of Doctor. His principal associates were Peter Lefccre, a

Savoyard ; Francis Xavier, a Navarrese ; James Lainez, Al-

jphonsas Salmeron, and Nicholas Bobadilla, all Spaniards; and

a Portuguese named Rodriguez. Sometime later he was
joined l)y Lejay, another Savoyard, John Coflure, and

Pascal Broet, the former a native Dauphine, and the latter of

Picardy. As their ideas matured, they gave a wider scope

to their plans, and decided to devote themselves to the care

of souls. Relinquishing for the time the Eastern project, Ig-

natius, accompanied by Lefevre and Lainez, repaired to

Rome, in 1539, and submitted the rule of the proposed new
Order to Pope Paul III. Their vow, in addition to the three-

fold obligation of chastity, poverty, and obedience, included

a fourth, by which they bound themselves, unconditionally,

to go as missionaries to any part of the world to which the Holy

Father might please to send. them. Prom resolves so determined,

and motives so disinterested, Paul III. could not withhold

his sanction, and he accordingly approved the ''Society of

Jesus" ^ in a bull dated September 27, 1540. The number of

" professed " members to be admitted into the Society was at

first limited to sixty; but learning the beneficial results of

their early labors, Paul III. removed the restriction, March
14, 1543, and his successors granted them many and import-

ant privileges. The Society spread rapidly in Europe. Peter

Canisius,^ in Germany, became one of its members in 1543.

Its spirit of charity and ardent zeal were carried beyond tlie

seas by Francis Xavier.

The Constitution of the Society, more detailed, precise, and

rigorous, than that of any of the older Orders,^ wi^^y be given

1 This appellation, which had in the fifteenth century been conferred by Pius

II. on an order of chivalry, met with much opposition, and Sixtiis V. ordered

the General, Claudio de Acquaviva, to discontinue it. But before the order

could be carried into effect Sixtus died, and the name was formally approved

"by Gregory/ XIV., June 28, 1501. See Genelii, 1. c, p. 190 sq. ; also American

Cyclopaed., art. Jesuits, by Rev. B. O Reilly, S. J.

2 Riess, S. J., Life of Blessed Peter Canisius, of the Society of Jesus. Frei-

hurg, in Brisgovia, 1865.

3 The Code of the Society comprises the following: 1st. Examen nencmle,

containing a series of questions to be answered by applicants for adniissipn »
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in outline as follows : The speciiic aim of the Society is ex-

pressed in its motto " ^Ic/ majoram Dei gloriam"— To God's

greater glory. Hence it is the duty of the members to labor

for the salvation of others as well as their own. The former

object they accomplish by conducting the spiritual exer-

cises for priests in retreat; preaching missions to the laity;

teaching catechism ; hearing confessions; defending the faith

against heretics; and, more than all, by instructing youth in

grammar-schools and colleges ; the latter, by interior prayer, ex-

amen of conscience, the reading of ascetical works, and fre-

quent communion. To be received into the Society the ap-

plicants must be of sound body and well endowed with men-

tal gifts.

I*^o vices, after a short trial as postulants, spend two years

in the novitiate, during which all studies are suspended, and

nearly the whole time is passed in spiritual exercises, in

order that, having gone through the various degrees of hu-

mility, they may be well prepared for a life of earnest study.

Having tinished the novitiate, they make their first or simple

vows {vota simpUcia), by which they take upon themselves the

threefold obligations of poverty, chastity, and obedience, com-

mon to all Religious Orders ; and formally promise to remain

in the Society', and, at some future day, to accept any charge

which the General, acting under the Constitution, may as-

sign them. Their poverty consists in this, that they can

not possess, either individually or collectively, property of any

kind whatever, and must supply their wants from voluntary

donations. But that teachers and students may not be dis-

tracted b}^ constant solicitude for the necessaries of life, col-

leges are allowed to receive endowments. At the close of the

novitiate, studies begin, consisting chieil}' of the languages,

poetry, rhetoric, 'philosophy, mathematics, and \.h.Q physical sciences;

and lasting through a period of five years. After a satisfac-

tory examination, the young Jesuits are set to teach in the

2d. Constifutiones, describing the mode of community-life; 3d. Regulae, relating

to the administration of the oflBces of the Society; 4th. Declarationes, or ex-

planations of the text. The whole forms what is known as the InstUutimi So-

cirJatis Jef<u, which, according to the dechiration forming a sequel to the Con-

stitution of 1558, was written by St. Ignatius himself and not by Lainez.
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schools of the Society for five or six years. Beginning usually

witli the lowest, they pass on step by step until they have

taught the liighest branches. They are next sent to make
their studies in theology^ the course of which lasts four years,

or six, if a more thorough acquaintance with the Fathers of

the Church be desired. At the close of each half year they

are made to stand a rigorous examination; and, when their

theological studies are completed, they go up for priest's Or-

ders. While engaged in these studies they are obliged to

meditate and examine their consciences frequently; to receive

Holy Communion every three days ; and to renew their vows
twice in the year. These devotions and regulations are

deemed necessary to keep alive in the heart the spirit of true

piety, and the better to enable the scholastics to perform them
well the Spiritual Exercises of St. Ignatius [Exercitia spirit-

ualia)^ are put into their hands. The conduct of each mem-
ber of the Society is watched over b}- another, and no one is

permitted to go from the house to which he is attached with-

out a companion.

When tlie theological studies have been completed, the

second novitiate is entered upon, which lasts a year, part of

which is given to preaching, teaching catechism, and instruct-

ing ; but the greater part to meditation and prayer, to the

study of the Constitution of the Society, and to the cultiva-

tion of the different virtues. Finally, when these various

stages of probation have been gone through, those who are

judged worthy are admitted to make the second vows, and
take their places among either the Coadjutors or the Professed.

The members of the Society are divided into three classes,

according to their talents, tlieir knowledge, and their piety,

1 The exercises were first printed at Eome, and approved by Paul HI. in

1548. An attempt at systeniizing and explaining them is found in Bellrcii

Medulla asceseos seu exercitia S. P. Ign. accuratiori et menti ejus propriori

methodo explanata, ed. Westhojf, Monast. 1845, 1848, and in Maiiresa, seu I".x-

ercitia S. Ignatii, Katisbon, 1848; Manrese, ou les Exercise spirituollcs par S.

Ignace Loyola, Brussels, 1854. Manresa, or the Spir. Exerc. of St. Ignatius,

Baltimore, 1866 ; and A Spir. Eetreat of Eight Days, by the Right Rev. J. M.
David, ed. M. J. Spalding, Bp. of Louisville, ibid.. 1864; Woodstock, 1876.

A brief and spirited analysis of these exercises has been given us bj' Pcre Ra^

vignan, de I'lnstitut des Jesuites (Germ, by Retching, Schafl'h. 1844, pp. 11-32).
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viz: the Professed^ the Spiritual Coadjutors, and the Tem'poral

Coadjutors, or Lay Brothers (Professi, coadjutores spirituales,

coadjutorcs temporcdes)

.

1. The Professed take, besides the three ordinary monastic

vows, a. fourth, hy which they bind themselves to go unre-

servedly as missionaries wherever the Pope wishes to send

them, and no one but the Pope can absolve them from their

vows. From this class are taken the most iniportant officers

of the Society, such as the general, the provincials, professors

of theology, and superiors of the various houses belonging to

the Order. These establishments are the following : Houses

of Professed, under the government of Presidents ; colleges, re-

quiring each at least thirteen members, under the government

of a nctor; affiliated colleges or residences, under the govern-

ment of a superior, in which fathers of advanced age spend

the close of their lives in quiet, or perfect any literary labors

they may have in hand ; and, finally, mission houses, intended

to supply help to priests having cure of souls. The general

holds his office for hfe, but the officers of inferior rank are

elected every three years.

The llonita. Secreta,^ or Secret Instructions, which, it is

said, were meant to be reserved solely for the Professed, and

with whose odious and monstrous principles the Society has

been so persistently and so unjustly assailed, are calumnious

and apocryphal productions, published against the Jesuits by

their enemies. Another calumny is the interpretation which

some have put upon a certain passage in the Constitutions,

which, it is claimed, gives a superior the power to oblige the mem-
bers to do evil under certain circumstances. It would seem

that no one could attach such a meaning to the words in ques-

tion without intentionally misapprehendinq their true sense.^

^ Doller, The Anti-Jesuit, being a Coanterbuft' to the Jesuits' Journal, 1817.

^ The passage referred to (Pars VI., c. 5) runs as follows: "Visum est nobis

in Domino, except© expresso vote, quo societas summo Pontiflci, pro tempo"e

existenti, tenetur, ac tribus aliis essentialibus paupertatis, castitatis et obedieu-

tiae, nullas constitutiones, declarationes vel ordinem ullum vivendi posse obli-

gationem ad peccatum mortale vel veniale inducere, nisi Superior ea in nomine

Domini J. Chr. vel in viriute obedientiae juberet." The title under which the

•words are found is: " Quod constitutiones peccati obligationera non inducunt."

The meaning, it is quite evident, is this: "The four great vows bind at all
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2. The Coadjutors, who make up the bulk of tlie Society^

are engaged in teaching in the schools and in doing pastoral

work. Of these the Scholastics (Scholastici apjn'obati) are in-

trusted with the most advanced classes.

3. The Temporal Coadjutors {Coadjutores temporales), or La}-

Brothers, to whom the manual and minor offices of the So-

ciety are assigned. In the exterior manner of life there is no

distinction between the professed and the coadjutors.

Each province is presided over by a provincial, and the whole

Society is governed by a general, who resides at Rome, and en-

joys absolute power within the limits of the ancient laws of

the Order. To make any change in the Kule requires the

consent of the General Congregation. To avoid trouble and

intrigues among the members, the provincials and the other

superiors of the houses of the Society are appointed by the

general. He is advised as to the fitness of the latter by the

provincial and three other Jesuits. The supei-iors of the va-

rious houses are required to give an account yearl}' to the

general of the conduct and talents of those under their care.

The general has a council of six assistants, wdio are men of

long experience and tried virtue. They are elected in the

General Congregation, one from each of the six " assistan-

cies" of Germany, France, Spain, Portugal,^ Italy, and Po-

land. The general acts under the direction of the assistants,

who, in extreme cases, may depose him, but the ordinary de-

times under guilt of sin ; but the other constitutions and ordinances only when

the superior commands, in virtue of Holy Obedience or in the name of .Jesus

Christ." Compared with the obligations enforced by other orders, this seems

mild. It should seem that the conditions to be found scattered tlirough the

"Declarationes" ought to have rendered impossible so senseless and dishonest

an interpretation. It is there stated over and over again that the superior is

to be obeyed "in omnibus rebus ubi peccnUim non ccnniur.—iihi ilrfintri inm

posstt aliqiiod peccati goius ;" and again, " hujusmodi illae omnes (declara-

tiones) in quibus nullum manifestum est peccatum." Cf. Rifl'el, Suppression

of the Order of the .Jesuits, Mentz, 1845, pp. 217 sq. Steiiz, The meaning of

the mediaeval phrase " obligare ad peccatum" (to bind under sin), Annuary of

Germ. Theol., Vol. IX., Gotha, 1864, pp. 148 sq. [^Very Rev. J. A. Corcoran,

D. D., American Cath. Quart. Review for January, 1876, art. "Jesuits," pp.

69 sq. (Tr.)]

' The " assistancy " of Portugal was never revived after the suppression of

the Order in that country. That of England has been lately created, and that

of Poland has been merged into that of Germany. (Tk.)
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posing power is vested iu the General Congregation. To the

general is attached an admo?iitor, whose duty it is to comfort

him as a friend, to watch over him as a father, and to act as

his confessor.

It is no wonder that a Society like this, the very perfection

of a strongly organized constitutional monarchy, of wise legis-

lation and prudent administration, should rise to great power,

and exert a marvelous influence upon mankind. This was

the necessary result of its perfect organization and the cour-

ageous spirit by which its members were animated. And in

the midst of their important duties as teachers, and tbeir

ceaseless activity in other spheres, they have wonderfully

preserved the integrity of their Constitutions. Any attempt

on the part of the members to depart from the fundamental

teachings of the Church is resisted with stern severity ; while,

in matters of opinion, they are allowed the largest freedom,

which some of them have at times deplorably abused.

In forming a judgment upon the fourth vow of the Jesuits,

and generally upon many other points peculiar to the Society,

it will be well to bear in mind that the primar}'' aim of its

founders was to assume an attitude in every way absolutely op-

posed to whatever was Protestant. Protestantism assailed the

Center of Unity, and aimed at destroying the papacy. The

Jesuits, on this very account, bound themselves indissolubly

to the Holy See. Protestants enlarged the bounds of liberty

till it became license ; the Jesnits bound themselves by their

Rule to unconditional obedience, even sacrificing their indi-

vidual wills to the interests of the Society. Protestants, as

their own writers avow, often acted under the impulse of pas-

sion, without reflection and without foresight, and were in

consequence for a long time unable to unite themselves in any

sort of organization ; the founders of the Society of Jesus, on

the contrary, following the noble inspirations of religion,

formed themselves into an organization, wliicli is a marvel of

unity, and directed their actions with far-seeing wisdom and

consummate prudence.

Elements, usually antagonistic to each other, are here found

existing together in harmony. The explanation of the phe-

nomenon may be obtained from a consideration of the char-
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acter of the founders. While Ignatius was all aglow with a

pure and chivalrous enthusiasm, which to some seemed ex-

travagant, and was consumed with a zeal so ardent and a love

so tender for Christ and His Church that he appeared to have
no other thought, Laivcz was a calm, discreet, far-seeing

man, gifted with a strong will and a talent for organization,

seemingly having been born to govern. To the zeal and
strong faith of Ignatius, Lainez added discretion and a knowl-

edge of the objects of belief. The principles of interior life,

upon which the Societv is based, came from Ignatius ; from

Lainez, the form and organization through which its aims

and purposes are attained.^ The respective cpialitics of both

these men coalesced from tlie very outset, the one being the

complement of the other, and the same differences of charac-

ter and talent and the same harmony of action have been

preserved with singular uniformity throughout the histor}' of

the Society they founded, and whose energy and activity have

been such that it is impossible to trace its fortunes without

feelings of the liveliest interest. Great courage, indomitable

energy, genuine devotion, consummate prudence, and a cleai*

view of the object to be attained, were necessary to success-

fully arrest^ the progress of Protestantism, and these were all

embodied in the Society of Jesus.

§ 347. Labors of the Jesuits.

Testimonials of Popes, Princes, and Scholars, Clerical and Lay, to the Jes-

uits, or Temple of Honor to the Society of Jesus, Vienna, 1841.

The summary of facts that follows will serve to give some
notion of the marvelous activity displayed hy the Jesuits in

the interests of the Church. It would seem that Germany,

the cra.dle of Protestantism, luid- literally lapsed into bar-

barism. The universities, which were rapidly going to decay,

were threatened with utter ruin. Ignorance the most pro-

found pervaded the bulk of the people ; and since, to be a

good Pix)testant, it was only necessary to deny certain truths

^ Geiielli (\. c, ipTp. 2^8 and 402 sq.), in comparing these men. and showing

the relations of the one to the other, takes a view different from the one given

above. His arguments have not convinced us that his view is the correct one..
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•of Catholic doctrine, a decided tendency toward the teachings

of the Reformation was soon visible, even in countries like

Austria, which had been strictly Catholic.^ Twenty years

went by, and not a single priest came forth from the once

flourishing University of Vienna, Protestant ministers were

everywhere to be seen. Ferdinand J,, seeing the condition

of affairs, resolved to invite (1551) the Jesuits into his domin-

ions. Of those who were sent to him, Lejay and Canisius^

were the most distinguished. The latter gave instructions,

apparently without intermission
;
preached often ; reorgan-

ized the university on a new basis; published a new cate-

chism; prudently administered the atl'airs of the diocese;

and tlius, by restoring order, not only stayed the advance of

heresy, but also succeeded in bringing back to the Catholic

fuith the bulk of those who had gone over to Protestantism.

The celebrated college of the Jesuits at Freiburg, in Switzer-

land, is another witness to the zeal and activity of Canisius.

He was beatified November 20, 1864.

For similar reasons the Jesuits went to Bavaria.^ -Lejay

led the advance-guard against Protestantism in that country,

and not long after (1549) the department of theology at In-

golsiadt was handed over to them. Lejay explained the

Psalms, Salmeron the Gospels and St. PauTs Epistles, and

Canisius taught dogmatic theology.* In 1559 the Jesuits

were invited to Munich. Here their great aim was to revive

a taste for classical and general literature and the sciences.

Protestants had proscribed the teaching of these on the

ground "that they savored too much of the world, were useless

in themselves, and positively harmful to a truly religious ed-

ucation; but the Catholic Church had learned from costly

experience that the absence of high culture in her most de

voted champions had beeii seriously detrimental to her inter-

1 Emperor Ferdinand II., in his Struggle against the Protestant Estates of

Upper Austria {Hist, and Polit. Papers, Vol. III., pp. 075 sq., 742 sq.; Vol.

IV., pp. 13 sq., 168 sq., 219 sq.

'^ Dorigny, S. J., la vie du R. P. Pierre Canisius, fondateur du celebre college

de Fribourg, Avign. 1829. Riess, Blessed Peter Canisius, S. J , Freiburg, 1865.

3 Conf. g 318.

* Winter, Hist, of the Evangelical Doctrine in Bavaria, Vol. II., p. 167.
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ests. From this time forth the assaults of the enemies of the

Church in Bavaria Avcrc ably repulsed.

During this season of comparative peace the Jesuits founded

colleges at Cologne (1556), at Treves (1561), at Mentz (1562),

at Aiujshurg and Dillivfien (1563), at Ellwarigen and Pader-

born (1585), at Wuerzbarg (1586), at Aschaffcnburg, Munster^

and Salzburg (1588), at Bamberg (1595), at Anvers, Prague^

and Posen (\bl\), and at Constance (1604), besides mau^^

in other countries. They were everywhere the stay and

bulwark of the Church. Their works on theology, philos-

ophy, and philolog}^ were of great merit and widely known.
Such wore the De j^ttrticidis linguae Latinae, by Tursellin

;

the De idiotismis linguae Graecae^ a work on grammar, by

Viger;^ the Progymnasmata, or Exercises in Latin Compo-
sition, by Pontarais; works on the purity of the Latin lan-

guage, by Perjpinianas (11566), Vernulaeiis, and others;^ on

poetry, by James Balde, the Horace of Germany, b}- Sar-

biewski, Javenci, Vaniere, Spee, and Avancini;^ on mathemat-

ics and astronomy, by Clavius, Hell, Scheiner, Schall, de Bell,

and Poezobut at WUna; on natural history, hy Kircher, Nie-

remberg, and Raczynski ; on geography, by Acunha, Charle-

voix, Dobrizhofer, and Gerbillon ; and on the science of poli-

tics, by Aquavv'a, Mariana, Bibadeneira, and Contzen^

1 Hand, the philologist of Jena, published a new edition of Tia'ftsliit s Partic-

ulae, and Gottfried Hermnnn, of Leipsig, a revised edition of Vigers Idiotismi,

both of which are highly esteemed.
'^ Joan. Perphiiani Lu.'itani 0pp. Rom. 1749, 4 T. Special praise is bestowed

on his eighteen speeches, delivered at Rome, Lj^ons, and Paris. The most re-

markable of them are: De Societatis Jesu gymnasiis; de perfecta dnctoris

christiani forma; de Deo Trino et Uno; de retinenda veteri religione ad Lug-

dunenses et Parisienses. Rnhnken, in his ed. of the works of biuret, says

"that Perpinian would have disputed the palm of eloquence with JIuret, if be

had not been cut short in the midst of his carter." Ver7iula.eus, elogia oratoria

on the heroes of the Thirty Years' War; volumen singulare orationum sacra-

. rum. Conf. Groe^iim^^tt, Commentatio de Nic. Vernulaeo, .S'cAi'Wtt'i antecessore

in tragoediis Viraginis Aurelian. et Wallenstenii, Jen. 18G2.

3 Parnassus S. J., i. e. poemata Patrum S. J., Frcf 1C54, '2 T., 4to.

* Smefs, What has the Order of the Jesuits done for Science? Aix-la-Cha-

pelle, 1834. De Backer, Bibliotheque des ecrivains de la Compagnic de Jesus,

Liege, 1854 (deuzieme serie). George Westerm.aycr, James Balde, his Life and

his works, Munich, 18G8. Memorial of the Second Centennial, or Select Poems
of James Balde, transl. by Schrott and Schleich, Munich, 1870. Complete Latin
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That the method of teaching followed by the Jesuits, who
cultivate both intellect and heart by allying science with re-

ligion, and stimulate a generous rivalry by various ingenious

expedients, is admirably adapted to the education of youth,

has been at all times confessed by those best capable of judg-

ing.^ Speeidatice theology and higher philosophy had also their

exponents in the Society. The names of Suarez, Toletus, Ri-

palda, and Petoviiis are familiar to every student. It is, how-

ever, its special distinction that it has at all times upheld and

exemplified in its members a high standard of morality. Tbe

example of St. Ignatius had a powerful influence upon his

followers. In Italy and at Rome he labored successfully for

the correction of the morals of the people. He opened houses

of refuge, under the direction of the Society of St. Martha,

for fallen but repentant females, and established the Convent

of St. Catharine for those whose chastity was in peril. So

completely did the Jesuits reform the easy morals and sinful

luxury of the Portuguese, that an eye-witness, speaking of the

change they had wrought, said :
" They wish to found another

Sparta." It was only natural that a general desire should be

expressed to have bishops appointed from a body of men so

conspicuous for intellectual activity and moral probity ; but

Ignatius (f July 31, 1556) refused his consent, because he felt

that the possession of so considerable a dignity would be in-

consistent with the poverty and humility professed by his fol-

lowers, and that the fact of such honors being open to them

migiit foster ambition and otherwise do harm to a Society

whose members were to be, above all things, soldiers of Christ,

ready at all times to go where God might call. This extreme

rigor was somewhat relaxed under Lainez (1558-1565), the

second general of the Society, but again strictly enforced by

his successor, Francis Borgia (1566-1572), the great grandson

of Alexander VI., to whose life that of the illustrious Jesuit

formed so marked and redeeming a contrast. It is not sur-

ed. of the Carmina lyrica Jac. Balde, ed. Hipler, Monast. 1856 ;
likewise in Lps.,

and by So.rbicwski.

' The Jesuits and their Colleges (Cath. Eccl. Journal of Passau, 1842). Karl,

The Old and the New Course of Studies, Mentz, 1846. Kleutgen, The Theology

of Antiquity, Miinster, 1853 sq., 3 vols.
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prising to find men so distinguished for virtue and learning

soon called to preach at courts, and to be the spiritual guides

of princes and those about their persons. Exi:)erience had
shown that princes, whether for good or ill, according to their

dispositions, had greatly influenced the destinies of the Church.

Still it will ever remain a source of regret to Catholics that

some of these good men allowed themselves to be drawn into

the meshes of State diplomacy. In one of his circular letters,

addressed to the members of the Society, Francis Borgia ex-

pressed his pain that some of them should have become
mixed up in political affairs. He also cliided those who had
given themselves too exclusively to purely scientific studies.

" You have put aside," said he, " the pride that aspires to

ecclesiastical dignities, and you have done well ; but you are

ambitious to write great works, and thus gratify it by other

means. As lambs have we entered, but we rule as wolves;

w^e shall be cast out as dogs, but as eagles shall we be re-

newed." A similar spirit animated Everard 31ercuriav., a na-

tive of Luxemburg, while presiding over the Society (1573-

1580).

The curriculum of studies {ratio studiorum) and the sj^stem

of pedagogics followed by the Jesuits were drawn up and

received their final form from Claudius Aquaviva, the fifth

general (1581-1615).^

1 The following were generals of the Society : Mniio Vitelleschi, Nov. 15,

1615—Febr. 9, 1645; Vmce»t Camfa, Jan. 7, 1646—June 8,1649; Francis Pic-

colombii, Dec. 13, 1649—June 17, 1651; Alexander Gotfredi, Jan. 21, 1652

—

March 12, same year; Ooswin Nickel, March 17, 1655—1664; John Paul Oliva,

Vicar-General of the Order, cum spe succedendi, 1664—1681 ; Charles de Noy-
elle, 1682— Dec. 12, 1686; Gonzales de Santnlln, July 6, 1687—Oct. 27, 1705;

Michael Angelo Tamburini, Jan. 30, 1706—1730; Francis Refz, 1730—1750;

Ignatius Visconti, 1751; Aloysius Centurionc, 1755; Laiorence Ricci, May 21,

1758—1773. Cf. Imagines Praepositorum Generalium soc. Jesu delineatae, et

aereis formis expressae ab Arnoldo van Westerhout, addita brevi unius cujusque

vitae descriptione a P. Nicol. Galeotti ed. II., Rom. 1751; on the generals in

particular, see Biiss, p. 641 sq.
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Holsienius-Brockie, Codex regularum monasticarum. The works of Helyot,

Biedenfeld, Henrion-Fehr. See Vol. I., p. 7-18.

It lias been frequently and justly remarked that the degen-

eracy of the clergy, and their neglect to instruct the feople in their

religious duties, thus bringing upon the latter innumerable

corporal and sinritual evils, had prepared the way for the in-

troduction of Protestantism. The various reliorious commu-
nities now set themselves to remedy this condition of affairs,

and began to emulate each other in the zeal with which they

instructed the people. But, if this work was to be properly

done, it was plainly the duty of the clergy to begin by re-

forming themselves. This was the motive that occasioned

the founding of the following orders

:

1. Tbe Capuchins. It was the special aim of the Order to

root out the love of wealth, and generally to banish the spirit

of worldliuess that in many places had crept into the older

monasteries and convents. To effect this purpose they prac-

tised in their own persons the most rigorous povertj'-, the most

austere self-denial, and the most profound humility, thus

making themselves patterns of virtue to the world, stimula-

ting men to strive after a higher standard of excellence, and,

above all, litting themselves to render efficient service to

priests burdened with the weighty and responsible care of

souls. The Capuchins were onl}^ a branch of the great Fran-

ciscan Order, and their mode of life a modification of its

Rule. Among the Franciscans the severity of their Rule had

early become a subject of discussion, which finally led to a

secession of some of the members, of whom Matleo de' Bassi,

of the convent of Montefalcone, was the leading spirit.

These were rigorists who desired to restore the primitive

austerity of the Order. They began by a change of dress,

adding to the usual monastic habit a ^^ cappuccio,'" or pointed

hood, which Matteo claimed was of the same pattern as that

worn by St. Francis. By the bull Religionis zelus (15-8),

Matteo obtained from Pope Clement VII. leave for himself

and his companions to wear this peculiar dress ; to allow
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their beards to o-pow ; to live in hermitages, according to the

Rule of St. Francis; and to devote themselves chiefly to the

reclaiming of great sinners.' Paul 111. afterward gave them
permission to settle wheresoever they liked. Consistently

with the austerity of their professions, their churches were

unadorned, and their convents built in the simplest style.

The}- became very serviceable to the Church, and their fear-

lessness and assiduit}' in w'aiting upon the sick during a

plague, which ravaged the whole of Italy, made them ex-

tremely popular. The progress of these reformed Hermits^

received a rude shock from the conduct of Ochino, their third

Vicar General, who, after having become eminent as an

earnest preacher, led a young girl astray, went over to Pro-

testantism (1542), and was shortly after married at Geneva.

The punishment of his misconduct was visited upon his

brethren, who for two j^ears were forbidden to preach. They,

however, soon regained their merited consideration, and did

excellent service in the cause of the Church. They were pe-

culiarly adapted to the needs of the age, spread rapidl}^, and

their popularity was such that many persons of distinction

enrolled themselves among them. Of those it will be suffi-

cient to instance Alphonsas cVEste, Duke of Ilodena ; Henry,

Duke of Joyeuse; and Joseph le Clerc du Treniblay.

2. The Theatines. About the year 1524 a number of Italian

prelates formed an association for serving the sick, and thus

gaining souls to Christ. The scope of the association was

gradually widened, so as to include the correction of the man-

ners of the clergy,^ their advancement in learning, and the

fostering of a spirit of self-denial, to the end that they might

be able to go through the functions of their office with digni-

fied decorum, and exclude from their sermons every coarse

^ Bolland. m. Maj. T. IV., p. 233. Boverio, Ann. ord. IMinor. qui Capucini

nuncupantur. Lugd. Bat. 1032 sq., 3 T., f. M. a. Tugio. Bullar. ord. Capiicinor.

Eom. 1740 sq., 7 T., f. Helyot, Vol. IV., ch. 24, pp. 192 sq.

2 Their real name was ''Hermits Friars Minor" but the people gave them

the name of "(hppuccini," an endearing diminutive from Cappucclo; hence their

later appellation " Capuchins." (Tr.)

sClementis VII. approbatio, etc., in Hebjoi, Vol. IV., ch. 12, p. 84 .«q. Bul-

lar. Rom., T. I., p. 059. IMstenius-Brockie, T. V., pp. 342 sq. Freiburg Eccl.

Cyclopaed., Vol. X., pp. 831 sq. ; Fr. tr., Vol. 23, p. 274 sq.
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and unbecoming expression. To prepare for death those con-

demned to capital punishment, tlie Theatines regarded as

their peculiar charge. Gaetano tli Tiene, a Venetian, appears

to have been the real founder of this association. Going to

liome by advice of his confessor, he won over to his views

John Peter Caraffa, then Archbishop of Chieti (Latin, Theate),

and prevailed upon him to become superior of the new Order.

Elected Pope some time later, under the name of Paul IV.,

Caraifa gave to the members of the Order, which had been

approved some time before by Cleynent VII., as the ^'Canoiis

Regular of the Lateran Congregation," the name of Theatines.

As preachers and missionaries, the Theatines became a pat-

tern to the rest of the clergy. By their vow of poverty, they

Avere forbidden to possess property; were to subsist entirely

upon the alms of the faithful, and were strictly inhibited

from begging or in any way soliciting contributions.

3. The Somaschans. This congregation of regular clergy

received its name from the little town of Somascha, in the

Milanese territory. It was founded in 1528 by St. Jerome Eniil-

ian,^ the son of a Venetian senator. It was approved in 1540

by Paul III., received many privileges from Pius IV., and

raised to the rank of a monastic Order by Pius V. in 1568.

By their Rule, the members were bound to the observance of

a life of austerity ; to unceasing prayer, protracted through

the night ; to the instruction of the inhabitants of the rural

districts ; and, particularly, to the care of orphans. Their

schools at Rome, Pavia, and other cities of Italy were of un-

usual excellence.

4. The Barnahites. This was also a congregation of regular

clergy. They are so called from the Church of St. Barnabas

at Milan, where they came together, like the early Christians,

to live a life in common, and devote themselves to the office

of teaching. The founders of the Barnahites (1530) were

tliree gentlemen, viz : Anthony Maria Zaccaria, of Cremona:

Bartholomew Ferrera and James Anthony Morigia, of JSIilan.

The congregation was approved by Clement Vil. in 1532, and

1 Vita Hieronymi Aemiliani [Bolland., Acta SS. mensis Febr., T. II.) Moi-

sten., T. III., p. 199 sq. Hclyot, Vol. IV., ch. 33, p. 263 sq.
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in 1535 its members were permitted to take solemn vows by
Paul III. From tbis time fortb it took rank as an Order,

baving a general, wbo beld ofKce for tbree years, but migbt
be re-elected.^ Its work was cbiefly conlined to giving mis-

sions m Chvi&tinn countries; to tbe instruction of youth; and

tbe direction of seminaries. Some of tbe Barnabites were

appointed to professorsbips at Milan, Pavia, and otber Italian

cities.

5. Tbe Oblafes, or Volunteers, establisbed by *S'^. Charles

Borromeo in 1578, are a congregation of secular priests, some-

wbat resembling tbe two preceding Orders. Tbeir special

aim was to give editication to tbe diocese, and to maintain

tbe integrity of religion by tbe purity of tbeir lives, by

teacbing, and by zealously discbarging tbe duties committed

to tbem by tbeir bisbop.~ Tbese devoted ecclesiastics were

very mucb loved by St. diaries, wbo was wont to call tbem
bis chil(/re}i, and was never so bappy as wben among tbem.

Strange to say, tbey do not seem to bave been mucb appre-

ciated elsewbere.

6. Tbe Oratorians were founded by Philip Neri, a Floren-

tine.'^ Pbilip, after going tbrougb his academical studies with

distinction, went to reside at Rome, where be devoted him-

self to instructing the youth and serving the sick in the hos-

pitals. In 1548 he founded the Confraternit}^ of the ]Most

Holy Trinity, wliicb grew so rapidly in public favor that

Pbilip was enabled solely b}' voluntary contributions to build

a hospital for poor [»ilgrims. The Oratory {Oraiorium), in

wliicb the Holy Scriptures and tbe writings of tbe Fathers

were read and explained to the Pilgrims, being much too

small to accommodate the throngs that came there. Pope

Paul IV., in 1558, put a church sufficiently large at tbe dis-

iBullar. Eom., T. I., p. 689. Ilolsten., T. V., pp. 449 sq. IJcli/ot, Vol. IV.,

ch 15, pp. 119 sq.

2 Cf. Dieringer, St. Charles Borromeo, p. 371 sq.

^Gallonius, Vita Phil. Nerii, Mugunt. 1G02. Poesl, Life of St. Philip Neri,

Ratisbon, 18o7. Fabei; Life of St. Philip Neri, Germ, tr., Ratishon, 1859.

Hchof, Vol. VIII., ch. 10. Holsien., T. VI., p. 234 sq. and p. 529 sq. Hist.'

and Polit. Papers, Vol. XXII. Freiburg Eccl. Cyclopaed., Vol. VII., pp. 506-

515; Fr. tr., s. v. Neri, Vol. 16, pp. 56 sq.
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posal of Philip. Tlie Congregation approved in 1574 by
Gregory XIII., under the name of the ''Congregation of the

Oratory^'' was at first composed of both ecclesiastics and lay-

men, who^ however y took no distinctive vows. It was Philip's

idea to found a Congregation in which such as did not feel

themselves called to enter any of the established Orders might

enjoy all their benefits without assuming their obligations.

Although the avowed aim of the Congregation was the in-

struction of the people, its members from the very beginning-

gave themselves up to deep and serious study. Many of

them, like Baronius, Oderic Haynald, Gallonio, and Andrew
Gallaudi, became eminent in literature. Philip was canon-

ized by Pope Gregory XV. in 1622.

Following the example of St. Philip N'eri, the great states-

man. Abbe i?tTii/^e ^ (created cardinal in 1627), together with

four other priests, established (1611) in France the Oratory of

Jesus, for the purpose of reforming the French clergy. The
Oratory was approved in 1613 by Paul V. The members
were divided into the incorporated and associated, neither

taking vows of any kind. Their number increased rapidly,

and included many distinguished scholars and preachers. Of
these, Malebranche, 31orin, Thomassin, Richard Simon, Ber-

nard Lamy, Houhigant, Belong, and- Massillon are the best

known.

7. The Congregation of Saint Maur. The Order of St. Ben-

edict, once so active and prosperous, became lax and infected

with the spirit of the world in France as in other countries.

In the midst of abundance it had grown poor. After many
vain eflbrts at reform by others, Bidier de la Coiir^' Prior of

^ Habert de Cerisi, Vie de Pierre de Berulle, Paris, 1646, 4to. Taharmid, His-

tolre de Pierre de Berulle, Paris, 1817, 2 vols., 8vo. Cf. Henrion-Fehr, Vol.

II., pp. 249-254. f'^JJerbst, Literary Services of the French Oratory (Tubing.

Quart., year 1835, nro. 3), an Essay, which has unfortunately remained un-

finished.

^ { Haudiquer) , Hist, du ven. Dom Didier de la Cour, reformateur des Ben.,

Par. 1772. (Tassin), Hist. lit. de la congr. de St. Maur, Par. 1726, 4to ; Brux.

1770, 4to, with observations by Meusel, Frkf. and Lps. 1773, 2 vols. Cf.

-f^IIerbst, The Services of the Congr. of St. Maur rendered to tlie cause of sci-

ence, Tubg. Theol. Review, 1833, nros. 1 sq. See Hclyot, Vol. VI., ch. 35, p.
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the Abbej' of St. Valines, at Verdun in Lorraine, undertook

and successfully accomplished the work. Set ov^er this abbey

while still young, he entered upon and closely pursued a se-

vere course of studies by way of preparation for a still more
thorough course at some university. Returning full of zeal,

after having accomplished his purpose, from the University

of Pont-a-^Mousson, he resolved to exert all his influence in

an eflbrt to have his brethren apply themselves to sacred

studies as a step toward a necessary reform. AVhen he had

succeeded in iutroducing a strict observance iuto his own ab-

bey of St. Vannes and that of *S'^. Hidulph, he also prevailed,

but with some difficulty, upon the community of the abbey

of 3Joyen-]lIoutier to accept the reform, and the three restored

the primitive severity of the Rule of St. Benedict. The Re-

form was at first regarded with some suspicion, but after its

approval by Clement VIII., in 1604, it met with more favor,

and was introduced into many of the Benedictine monaste-

ries. In 1618, at a General Chapter, held in the convent of

St. Jlansuy, at Tulle, it was resolved to unite the reformed

houses together in a distinct Congregation, under the patron-

age of St. Mai.u\ St. Benedict's greatest disciple. This Con-

gregation received the authorization of Gregory XV., and

Richelieu did what he could to promote its success. It soon

included one hundred and eighty abbeys and conventual pri-

ories. Besides the Rule of St. Benedict, it had certain stat-

utes peculiar to itself, and was presided over by a general,

who resided in the Cloister of St. Germain-des-Pres, at Paris.

The spirit and efficiency of the new Order were manifest in

its ability in directing ecclesiastical seminaries, but, above all,

in the number of distinguished scholars it produced. Among
them are names eminent in palaeography and chronolog}-, in

civil and ecclesiastical history, but notably in patrology. It

will be sufficient to mention those of Mabillon, 3Iontffiucon,

Ruinarty Ihuillier, 3Iartene, Durand, 3Ienard, d^Achery-, le

Hoiirry, Hartianay, 31assaef, Touttee, 31aran, Coustanf, de la

Rue, Gamier, Aubert, Clemencet, Ceillier, Riviere, and others,

318 sq.; ch. 37, p. 33-3 sq. Heiirion-Fehr, I. 187-193. Chavin de Malan, Rht.

de D. Mabillon et de la congregation de St. Maur, Paris, 1843 (hasty).
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whose patristic labors and works on Church History have
gained for them an undying fame.

8. The Carmelites. St. Teresa, whose religious life had been

spent under the Carmelite Rule, as moditied by Eugene IV.,

brought about a complete reform in the Order. Born at

Avila, in Old Castile, in 1515, she was the daughter of Al-

fonso, of the noble house of Sanchez de Cayeda, and, as a

child, was remarkable for extraordinary piety. Called by
God to lead souls along the way to perfection, she learned by
her own experience the weakness and instability of the hu-

man heart. After a long and violent struggle between a vivid

consciousness of duty and the sluggish performance of it, be-

tween love of God and attachment to the world, she finally

shook off the bonds that had bound her to earth, and gave

herself generously to God. The conflict she passed through

during this season of trial is told with simple and unaffected

frankness in the story of her life. The sensitive delicacy of

her feelings, and the workings of her luminous intellect, are

there portrayed with wonderful vividness. Her teaching, as

set forth in her writings,^ has served as a light to guide num-

berless souls to perfection, and, in the office of her feast, is

dignified bv the Church with the title of celestial. She went

to her reward in the year 1582, seemingly more consumed by

a yearning to be with her God than wasted by the ravages of

disease. With the consent and approbation of Pius IV., Te-

resa set to work in 1562 to reform the convents of women
belonging to the Order of Mount Carmel. She was opposed

from the very outset; but strong in the strength of God, she

overbore all obstacles, and in the end her efforts were wholly

successful. From convents of women, the reform extended

1 These have been translated into French, Polish, German, and other Euro-

pean languages. The woiks of St. Teresa of Jesus have been edited by G.

Schwab, Sul/ibach, 1831-183?), 5 vols. Selections from her "VVritings, by Frerf.

Sc/dosser, Frankfort, 1827-1832. Jocham, An Abridgment of the Writings

of St. Teresa, Eatisbon, 1863. On the reform of St. Teresa, cf. Hclyot, Vol. I.,

ch. 48, pp. 425 sq. The best account of her life is to be found in the continua-

tion of the Acta Sanctorum, by the Bollandist Fathers, Vol. VII., for October.

"^Hemies, Life of St. Teresa, 2d ed., Mentz, 1866. Bouvx, S. J., Life of St. Te-

resa, tr. from the French into German, Aix-la-Chapelle, 1868.
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to convents of men, where it was still more obstinately op-

posed. Her final success was mainly due to the efforts of St.

John of the Cross,^ whose mystical writings are, if anything,

more remarkable than those of St. Teresa herself. Her dis-

ciples, the Uiscalced Carmdite.^ l)()th male and female, have

been distinguished by their disinterested devotion to works
of charity, and by their zeal in fostering and promoting a love

of a contem[>lative life. Since her death, her reform has been

introduced into every Catholic country.

9. The Order of the Visitation. This, like the preceding

Order, was founded by the joint efforts of two devout souls,

viz., St. Francis de Sales ^ and Madame Frances de Chantal.^

St. Francis was born at the family castle of Sales, near An-
necy in Savoy, August 21, 1567, and having studied at the

provincial colleges of La Roche and Anuecy, went to Paris

(1578), where he completed his course of rhetoric and philos-

ophy under the Jesuits. In 1584 he went to the University of

Padua to study canon and civil law, and completed his course in

1591 with great distinction. While there he put himself under

the spiritual direction of Father Possedn, a Jesuit, who, being

truly a man of God, spoke to the young student of the

wounds of the Church, which, he said, were in all cases trace-

able to the corruption of the clergy. On his return home, he

learned that his father had obtained for him a place in the

senate, and arranged a very honorable and advantageous mar-

riage ; but these he declined, having rnade up his mind to

take Orders, and give himself wholly to the service of God.

1 Complete works, tr. into German by Schwab, Sulzbach, 1830, 2 pts., 2d ed.,

by Jocham, Sulzbach, 18-38.

2 Oeuvres de Saint Francois de Sales, Paris, 1834, 16 vols.; Paris, 183(3, 4 vols.,

4to; Paris (L. Vives 5th ed.), 1869-1874, 12 vols., 8vo. His Life, by Chas.

Aug. de Sales, 1634; Marsollior, 1747; 5th ed., Paris, 1870, 2 vols. Boidan<jer,

Studies on St. Francis of Sales, trans, from the French into German, Mu-
nich, 1861, 2 vols. Bougard, Vie de St. Fran^-ois de Sales; Germ, by Lager,

Eatisb. 1871, 2 vols. His most influential works were: Lsiires a divers gens

du Monde ; but particularly his P/nlothea, which has been honored with count-

less translations; Spirit of St. Francis of Sales, gathered from his writings;

Theotimus, etc.

^ Louis Clams, Life of St. Jeanne Frances de Chantal, Schaffh. 18G1. Dai^

ri'gnac, St. .Jeanne Franc, de Chantal, etc., Paris, 1858 (Germ., Eatisbon, 1800);

2d ed., 1867 ; by Clarus, Hildesheim, 1870.
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As a priest his virtues and his piety were sueh that he was
soon called to be coadjutor bishop of the diocese of Geneva,

to which he succeeded on the death of Mgr. Granier, in 1602.

His eloquence, which was convincing and pojnilar, brought

many heretics back to the Cliurch, and his vmiings, graceful,

original, and breathing a spirit of love and tenderness, have con-

tinued to our own day to guide many faithful souls in the

VJiiys of piety.

The congregation of loomen, founded by him, conjointly with

Madame de Chantal, at Annecy, in 1610, was not at first

strictlv bound to observe the rules of religious bodies living

in common, the chief aim of the good ladies being primarily

to serve the sick. Some time later, St. Francis enjoined

upon them the observance of the Bule of St. Augustine, to

which he added some particular constitutions of his own;
and in 1618 Paul V. raised the congregation to the rank of a

religious Order, under the title of the Order of the Visitation

of the Blessed. Virgin. To their original purpose, that of ed-

ucating the youth of their own sex was now added.^ Before

Francis closed his eyes in death he had the gratification of

seeing eighty-seven houses of his Order established in France

and Savoy alone, and since that time they have become nu-

merous in Italy, Germany, Poland, and North America.

10. The Ursulines ^ were at first an association of pious

ladies, formed at Brescia about the year 1537, by Angela de'

Merici, a native of D.esenzano, a town on Lake Garda. This

angelic soul, who is better known as Angela of Brescia, found

her only joy in communing with God, forgetting self, and

ministering to the wants of others. In this spirit of self-

denial, she gathered about her a few ladies as unselfish and
generous as herself, and placing the little band under the pa-

tronage of St. Ursula (November 25, 1535), began tiie work
of reclaiming unfortunate women. The members of the As-

sociation, while tending the sick, relieving the poor, instruct-

1 HClyot, Vol. IV., ell! 43.

^Heh,oi, Vol. IV., ch. 20-32. Henrion-Fehr, Vol. II., p. 68-72. Biogra-

phies of the foundress: "The Life of St. Angela of Merici,'' Augsburg, 1811;

by Sintzel, Ratisbon, 1842. Saint-Foi'x, Annales de I'ordre de St. Ursule, Cler-

mont-Ferrand, 1858, 2 vols.
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ing young girls, and doing other works of chanty, continued

to reside in the homes of their parents or relatives. After

the death of the foundress, January 27, 1540, the Association

soon grew to be an Order, and was approved June 9, 1544, by

Paul III., who also gave the members leave to make such

changes in their Rule as circumstances might require. The
leading object of the Order was now the education of young

ladies. The organization of the Ursulines being still further

perfected by St. Charles Borromeo, their special patron, was

again approved by Gregory XIII. From Up[>er Italy the

Order spread to France, where it was introduced by the ac-

complished widow, 31adeleine de St. Beuve. She established a

Mother House in Paris, to which many affiliated convents

were soon attached. Their Rule, drawn up by Father Gon-

tery, assisted by other Jesuits, and approved by Paul F.,

for the use of the Congregation Regular of Ursulines (1612),

was based upon the Rule of St. Augustine, but, in its present

form, embraces, besides twenty-five chapters of ^'Admonitions"

and eleven ^^Legacies" so called because they were drawn
from the posthumous writings of St. Angela of Brescia.

From this time forth the education of young girls of every

age from childhood up was almost wholly in their hands, and

their presence was hailed with joy in every country of Chris-

tendom.

An association of " Young English Ladies" founded by Miss

Mary Ward,^ the daughter of an English nobleman, who had

continued loyal to the Catholic Church, had a similar object

in view. She died in 1645.

11. The Fathers of the Christian Doctrine. The aim of this

congregation, and the spirit with which it was animated, were

in close sympathy with the spirit and aim of the Ursulines.

Founded by Caesar de Bus, and approved by Clement VIIL
in 1597, it subsequently coalesced with the Soniaschans, thus

forming an association of secular priests living under sini[ile

vo\^'s (1616). Owing, however, to disputes between the two

^ The Life, Labors, and Portrait of Mary Ward, Augsburg, 1840. Leitner,

Hist, of the Young English Ladies and their Establishments down to our own

Day, Ratisbon, 18G9. * Schels, Modern Religious Associations of Women,
Schaffh. 1858, pp. 80-147. Cf. Henrlon-Fehr, Vol. II., pp. 38-41.
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branches, relative to the observance of theu' respective stat-

utes (1647), Innocent X. commanded them to sever their con-

nection with each other, and form distinct congregations;

and Alexander VII., by decree, ordered both to establish no-

vitiates, and to introduce the three monastic vows. The

Fathers of the Christian .Doctrine continued to dress as secular

priests.

Other religious congregations of both men and women,

having nearly, if not quite the same object and scope, were

established in France and elsewhere. Such were the Brothers

of the Christian Schools, founded by John Baptist de la Salle, a

canon of Rheims (1651-1714), and approved by Benedict

XIII. ;^ and the Sisters of the Schools of the Infant Jesus and

the Daughters of Provid.mee, both of which were united into

one congregation in 1681, by Nicholas Barre, a Franciscan,

who also established normal schools for training teachers.

These bound themselves to teach gratuitously, and their ap-

pointments depended upon the discretion of their superiors.^

Such also were the associations founded by 3Iark de Sadis

Cusani, in 1652, and by John Leonardi, at Lucca, in 1570.

12. The Piarists, or Brethren of the Pious Schools {Piarum

scholarum Pa.tres), in zeal the rivals of the Jesuits, were

founded by a Spanish priest, Joseph Calasanze (tl648), for the

education of youth.^ Having resigned his office of vicar-

general to the Bishop of Urgel, Calasanze visited Rome, where

he led an austere and exemplary life, and attracted attention

by his zeal in providing, during a protracted season of epi-

demic, for the temporal and spiritual wants of the afflicted.

His eftbrts in behalf of destitute orphans were also unceasing

and efficient. With the approbation of Pope Clement VIII.,

he associated with himself, in the year 1600, a number of sec-

ular priests for the education of youth. They were approved

^ HHijof, Vol. VIII., ch. 30. The Brothers of the Christian Schools, estab-

lished by John B. de la Salle; their Constitution, Organization, and Ilule,

Germ, tr., Augsburg, 184i. Henrion-Fehr, Vol. II., p. 292 sq.

2 Henrion-Fehr, Vol. II., p. 291.

3ifois/em-MS-J5?-oc/vie, T. VI., p. 439 sq. Hehjoi, Vol. IV., ch. 39, p. 331 sq.

Cf. Life and Miracles of Jos. Calasanze, tr. from the Italian into German, Vi-

enna, 1748.
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as a religions congregation by Paul Y., and by Gregory XV.,
ill the year 1621, as an Order {Ordo Patnim Piarum. Schola-

riuv). Their special mission was to educate the young in the

arts and sciences; but, above all, to train them to liabits of

lioly living. They soon extended the fiehl of their labors,

and their establishments were numerous in Austria, Poland,

and other European countries. After the suppression of the

Jesuits, their functions as teachers were in a great measure

supplied by the Piarists.

13. The Brothers of Charily were founded in 1540 at Seville,

in Spain, by the Portuguese, Jo/m of God. Born in 1495,

John led a roving life until liis forty-fifth year, when he was

converted at Grenada b}^ an impressive sermon of John
Avila's, and from thenceforth (1540), he gave himself entirely

to the service of the sick in the hospitals. The Archbishop

of Granada and the Bishop of Tuy, admiring his eftbrts to

copy in his hfe the broad charity and tender mercy of Our
Savior, entered warmly into his plans, surnaming him "Jo/iU

of God." He died in 1550, poor in the wealth of this world,

but rich in good works. His companions, who continued to

carry on his work, bound themselves still more closely to each

other, by taking upon them the three monastic vows, with

the additional obligation of gratuitously serving the sick in

the hospitals. They received recognition as an Order, under

the name of the Brethren of St. John of God, in 1617, from

Pope Paul V.,* and have since continued to render important

services within their sphere in every Catholic country. In

the hospitals, to each of which only one priest was attached,

they were as ready to serve von- Catholics as those of their

own faith, their Constitution ol)liging them to make no dis-

tinction of faith, rank, or nation. Their founder was beati-

fied in 1630 by Urban VIII., and canonized by Alexander

VIII. in 1690.

14. The Priests of the 3Iissions, or the Lazarists," whose

1 Holsien.-Brockie, T. VI., p. 264 sq. Hclyot, Vol. IV., cli. 18, p. 150 sq. Wil-

mot, Life of St. John of God, tr. fr. the Fr. into Germ., Ratisbon, 18G2. Cf.

Freiburg Eccl. Cyclopaed., Vol. II., p. 175 sq. ; Fr. tr., Vol. 12, p. 133 sq.

^ Hcli/ot, Vol. VIII., ch. 11. (Sometimes called the Vince7iUon Comjrcga-

tion.) (Tr.)
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scope included in part that of every congregation previously es-

tablished, have not unfrequeutly done very essential service to

Christianity. Their founder, aS^^. Vincent de Paul {Vincentias a

Paulo—not a Paula), was born of humble but pions parents,

in the village of Pony, in the diocese of Acqs, at the foot of

the Pyrenees, in 1576. In his yonth he tended his father's

flocks, but his parents, judging correctly that one of such ex-

cellent parts, both of intellect and heart, was fitted by nature

for some higher calling, sent him, in 1588, to a Franciscan

convent to be educated. While there ho made the best of his

opportunities, and feeling himself called to the priesthood,'

went to perfect his studies at the University of Toulouse,

where, after spending some years, he was ordained priest in

1600. He shortly after became head master of a school at

Buzet, which acquired quite a reputation for the thoroughness

and efiiciency of its pupils. But his many and varied occu-

pations did not hinder him from applying himself to serious

study, and in 1604 he received the degree of bachelor of the-

ology. In the course of a voyage from Marseilles to Xar-

bonne, in 1605, he and his companions fell into the hands of

some Barbary corsairs, who sold him into slavery at Tunis.

Here he passed successively under the proprietorship of three

masters, the third of whom, a Savoyard renegade, he brought

back to the Church, and having returned to France, went

thence to Rome, and prevailed upon his former master to join

the Brothers of Charity in that city. Introduced to Henry

lY. by the French embassador, Vincent, after satisfactorily

executing some important commissions, was made almoner to

Queen Margaret of Yalois. Having too much leisure time

on his hands to suit his active zeal, he entered the Oratory,

lately established by the Abbe de Berulle, on whose reconi-

' Abelly, Vie de St. Vincent de Paule, institiiteur et premier superieur general

de la Congregation de la Mission, Paris, 1664, in numberless editions (English

Life, by Thompson); German tr., hj Brentner,Ti.&tis\>on, 1859, 5 vols. Frcd.L.

of StolOerr/, Life of St. Vincent de Paul, Miinstcr, 1819. Since then there have

appeared in France several biographies of the Saint; the last is that by jOr-

sini, translated into German by Steck, Tubing. 1843. The principal one by

Abbe Maynnrd, Vie de St. Vincent de Paul, 4 vols., Paris, 1860. IIcnrio7i-Fehr,

Vol. II., p., 328 sq.
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mendation lie became successively cure of Clichy, near Paris,

and tutor in the family of Count de Govdi, commander of

the royal galleys. The ardent charity of Vincent never per-

mitted him to be at rest. He alternately emplo^^ed himself

in instructing the children of the count, in edifying the whole

family by his. exemplarv conduct and wise counsels, in pru-

dently watching over the administration of their large es-

tates, in instructing the sick, and catechizing the poor.

TVhilc in this position, Vincent, after hearing the confession

of one, who, without deserving it, enjoyed a reputation for

high sanctity, conceived the design of starting what are

known as the Uissions of Fravce, the first experiment of

which was made among the tenantry of the pious Countess

de Gondi. Appointed to the care of souls at Chatillon, Vin-

cent displayed marvelous energ}', and undertook and success-

fully carried forward projects so vast, that even one of them
would seem sufficient to call forth resources and occupy the

life of an ordinarj' man. For instance, he founded the sister-

hood known as the' Daughters of Charity, or Grey Sisters

{Filles de la charite, soeurs grises), to whom he gave a Rule of

life, and charged them with the care of the hospitals (1G18).

Returning again to the family of Gondi, he occupied his

time in giving missions, and in doing what he could to soften

the hard lot of the galley-slaves, to whom, when his works

were made known at the court of Louis XIII., he was ap-

pointed almoner-general in 1619.

In 1620, he consented, at the request of his friend, St.

Fravcis de Sales, to become spiritual director of the Convent

of Visitation nuns at Paris. The project, which he had long

had in his mind, of forming a society of Priests of the. 3Iis-

sions, who, watli the consent of the bishop of the diocese and

of the pastor of the parish, would preach the Gospel to the

peasants of the country, was, in the year 1624, carried into

effect. For its realization, he was much indebted to the

Gondi family, who contributed liberally themselves, and by

their good example brought others to do the same.

In the year 1627, Louis XIII. made munificent donations

to help on the work of the Missions in France. In 1632,

Urban VIII. approved the object of the congregation, and
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instructed Vincent to draw up a rule for its guidance. Fore-

seeing that the work of the Missions could do no permanent

good, unless the priests in charge of parishes would zealously

continue what had been begun, and fully conscious that as a

rule the secular clergy could not be relied on for such perse-

vering eftbrts, he took counsel with sev^eral bishops, who

agreed that, in order to bring the clergy to an earnest and

alDiding sense of their duty, they should be made to undergo

rigorous examinations, and to make spiritual retreats and

hold conferences at the mission-houses.

After the death of the Countess de Gondi, in 1625, Vincent

made the acquaintance of Louise de Marillac, widow of M. Le

Gras,^ a lady equally distinguished for purity of life and ex-

tensive learning. After severely testing her vocation for four

vears, he placed her, in 1629, over all the communities of

(xrey Sisters. The Society of " Priests of the Mission," which

he had established at the so-called Priory of St. Lazarus in

Paris, whence the name Lazarists, was soon widely extended.

Besides their mission-labors, they took complete charge, in

many instances, of ecclesiastical seminaries, which, in obedi-

ence to the instruction of the Council of Trent, had been es-

tablished in the various dioceses, and even at this day many
of these institutions are under their direction. In the year

1642, these devoted priests were to be seen in Italy, and not

long after were sent to Algiers, to Tunis, to Madagascar, and

to Poland. St. Vincent himself, even at the age of seventy-

eight, continued to give missions, and was constantly engaged

in founding hospitals, which he placed under the protection

of the Holy Name of Jesus. He also promoted the future

welfare of the French clergy by having various religious asso-

ciations hold conferences in the Houses of the Missions,^ The

life of Vincent, so active and so croAvdecl with good works.

1 The Life and Spirit of the Venerable Louise de Marillac, by Gobillon (Germ.,

Augsburg, 1837), {Clement Brentano). The Sisters of Charity in their Eehi-

tions to the Poor and the Sick, Coblentz, 1831. Eremites (Buss), The Order of

the Sisters of Charity, 1845. Droste (Clement Augustus), On the Society of

the Sisters of Charity, Miinster, 1843.

•'Vincent de Paul and the Manufacturing System of France {Hist, and Polit.

Papers, Vol. X.)
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was closed by a holy death on the 27th of September, 1660,

when he went to receive the crown of glory laid up for him
in Heaven. He was canonized by Clement XII. in 1737.

§. 349. Foreign 31issions.

. 2^rt6?v*ci"i Lux salutaris, p. 662 sq. Mnmachii Ant'iqult. chr., lib. II., Pt. II.,

c. 28-31. Leitres edifianies et curieuses, 6crites des missions etrangere.s par

quelques Missionnaires de la Compagnie de Jesus, Paris, 1717-1777, 34 vols.
;

and in particular, Choix de lettros edifiantes, etc., precede de tableaux geogra-

pbiques, historiques, politique?, religieux, et lit6raires des pays de missions, :5d

edit., Paris, 8 vols. Haznrt, S. .J., Cb. II., i. e. Cath. Christianity propagated

throughout the World, Vienna, 1-594 sq., 5 vols., fol. j-'^ Witimann, Grandeur

of the Church in her Missions since the Schism. General Hist, of the Missions

daring the last three Centuries, Augsburg, 1841 sq. IJenrion, General Hist, of

the Catliolic Mi.ssion.s, Pari.s, 1846-1847, 4 vols. (Vol. II.) \Marshull, The
Christian .Missions. '\IInh)i, Hist, of the Catholic Missions, from Christ to our

own Day, Cologne, 1857 sq., 5 vols. Gnmdemann, General Missionary Atlas,

Gotha, 1867.

True ministers of the Gospel do not coniine their charitj

and devote their lives solely to those nations that have been

long loyal to the Christian faith. They also carry their la-

bors and the light of their example among the heathen into

lands the most remote and to peoples the most barbarous. Of
all the Orders, none has shown such heroic zeal in missionary

labors as the Society of Jesus, Many of its members had no

other ambition; and could have no higher, than to spend

their lives for love of Christ, laboring in some far-away mis-

sion. The discoveries lately made by the Spaniards and the

Portnguese furnished them at once the opportunity and the

means of carrying their wishes into efi'ect ; and the (congrega-

tion for the Propagation of the Faith [Congregatio de jpropa-

gtuula jide)^ established in Rome in 1622, encouraged these

zealous and conrageous men in undertaking missionary expe-

ditions, and imparted system and continnit}^ to their efforts.

^Erectio S. Congr. de fide cath. propaganda (Bullar. Rom., T. III., p. 421 sq.)

Fabrio'l Lux. salut., p. 566 sq. Constitt. Apostolicae S. Congr. de prop, fide,

Eom. 1642, fol. Bayeri Hist. Congregat. Cardinalium de propaganda fidt;.

Regiom. 1670, 4to. Cf. Hclyot, Vol. III., ch. 12, pp. 81-100, on the Various In-

stitutions Founded for the Propagation of the Faith.

VOL. Ill—26
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This Congregation, composed of fifteen cardinals, three pre-

lates, and a secretar}^, received the abundant alms contributed

for missionary work b}^ the faithful, and distributed them

-with judgment and regularity. In 1627, Po[ie Urban VIIL,

appreciating the need of priests specially trained for the for-

eign missions, presented the Congregation with the large and

commodious building, for a seminary, now known as the

Collegium Urbanum de Propaganda Fide. The example of the

Pope inspired others, and it was not long until munificent do-

nations came pouring in from every side to help on the good

work and put it on a secure basis. From every people and

clime under the sun came students then, as in our own day,

to be educated there for the work of the Apostolate, and by

these representatives of every tongue is the sublime sj^edacle

of the Christian Pentecost aiuiually re-enacted in Pome on the

first Sunday after Epiphany. On this day, the great feast of

the Propaganda, the praises of the Triune God are spoken in

languages representing every quarter of the world, thus ex-

emplifying and giving expression to the grand idea that lies

at the very foundation of the Catholic Church.^

In view of the striking resemblance between the mysteries

of the Christian religion and the teachings of the Vedas^

where, for example, Brahma, Vishnu, and Shiva stand for

the three Persons of the Trinity, indicating the manner of the

manifestation of the primordial Being, and where something

very like an incarnation is related in connection with Vishnu,

it seems strange that the Hindoos should have always opposed

the most insuperable difficulties to the introduction of Chris-

tianity.^ But the religious system of India, so closely bound

up with the national life, the traditions, and sympathies of

the people, could not be expected to give way without a strug-

gle before the advance of the Gospel. Subject for nearly

iln 1807, forty-two boys and young men, one after another, spoke Hebrew,

Chaldaic, Syriac, Armenian, Arabic, Persian, Kurdish, Turkish, Coptic, the

language of the Senegambians, Greek, Latin, French, Italian, Celtic, Irish,

Dutch, German, the Swiss dialect, Danish, English, Illyric, Bulgarian, Alba-

nian, Khaethian, celebrating the advent of the Savior in hymns and canticles

of love and gratitude.

2 See Vol. 1., p. 74 sq.
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ten centuries to the 3'oke of the Mussulman, the Indian has

clung to his national sanctuaries with a courage that must be

iidmired; and while almost indifferent as to what sort of gov-

ernment he lives under, persevering!}- defends his religious

notions, and dwells with melancholy enthusiasm upon the

departed glories of his people. To triumph over such obsta-

cles required the noble exertions characteristic of the Society

of Jesus.

Acting in obedience to the request of John III., King of

Portugal, and with the sanction of the Pope, Fi^ancis Xavier,

Avho, in zeal for the salvation of souls, in reliance on God, in

heroic courage, and exhanstless patience, was second only to

St. Paul, set sail for Goa, the capital of the Portuguese Indies,

in 1542, where, since the year 1510, the Portuguese had been

exerting themselves to make conversions, but had only suc-

ceeded in bringing back some iSTestorians and Thomas-Chris-

tians to the Church. As a rule, the Christians of Goa, who
openly practised polygamy and divorce, and lived dissolute

lives, were such only in name.^ Francis, seeing the necessity

of first reforming the Christian colonists, began by gaining

the children, and through them reached their parents, B}'

serving the sick, comforting the afflicted, and by other exer-

cises of his boundless charity, he soon acquired great influ-

ence with high and low and rich and poor. The tribe of the

Parawians, witnessing "his disinterested zeal, were soon favor-

ably disposed toward Christianity. After a short stay at Goa,

he went to the shores of Travancore, Avhere, at the end of a

month after his arrival, he had already baptized ten thousand

idolaters. This wonderful success can be justlj- ascribed to

no cause other than the miracles he wrought, the sweetness

of his temper, his kindly charity, and the aid of good inter-

preters. " It was," said he, in his account of the event, •' a

' Horn tins TurseUinus, de vita Franc. Xav., qui primus e Soc. Jesu in India

et .Japonia evangelium propagavit, libb. IV., Kom. 1-394, and frequentlj'; also

Epp. Franc. Xav.. libb. IV., Paris, 1601 (Germ. tr. and explan., bj- J. Burg,

Cologne, 1830). ReitJnneyer, Life of St. Francis Xavier, Sohytfh. 1846; by

Boiihours, London, 1688, Philad. 1841 ; by Bartoli and J. P. Maffci, Baltimore,

1859. Maffei, Ilistor. Indicar., libb. XIL, Florent. 1588, fol. Wittmann, 1. c,

Vol. II., p. 9 sq. Henry of Andlaio, Musings of my Leisure-Hours, nro. 3, Freibg.

1864. 'tMuUbauer, Hist, of the Catholic Missions in East India, Munich, 1851.
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touching sight to behold these neophytes emulating each other

in the holy work of destroying the temples of the idols."

Leaving Travancore, he set out for 31alacca and Isles of the

Moluccas and Ternate. He had already heard terrible ac-

counts of the cannibalism and brutal morals of the inhabit-

ants, but no dangers could shake the courage or chill the

ardor of the Apostle of the Hindoos. " If aromatic gi-oves

and mines of gold were the prize," said he, " there would not

be wanting those who would face any danger. And should

missionaries yield to merchants in courage? If I save but a

single soul, I shall be amply repaid for my toil and labor."

By persevering efforts, Francis succeeded in making many
converts among this barbarous people, one of whom, catching

somewhat of the zeal of his master, went to preach the Gos-

pel in the Isle of Manar. Francis' next care was to have the

Penitential Psalms, the Gospels, and a catechism translated

into the Indian tongue, which having done, he visited the

congregations he had lately established, and returning to Goa,^

March 20, 1548, opened a seminary for the education of Hin-

doo youths, which continuing under the direction of the mem-
bers of the Society, became, as time went on, a nursery of

Christianity for all India. Satisfied of the flourishing condi-

tion of Christianity among the peoples he had already evan-

gelized, Francis, in the year 1549, passed over to Japan.

This country is divided into several kingdoms or circles, all

of which are subject to a single emperor. Mikado, or Dairi-

Sama. Before starting, he had had the Creed, together with

explanations of the text, translated into the Japanese tongue.

The people he found ill-disposed to receive Christianity, and

the Bonzes or Buddhist priests ottered a most stubborn resist-

ance to its introduction; but, in the face of such opposition,

he eventually succeeded in planting the faith in that land, his

most notable conquests being made at Amangouchi and .in

the kingdom of Bango, where, at the expiration of two and

a half years, he had baptized several thousands of the natives.

Still later, some of the Japanese princes were converted,

1 Gon, since 1532 an episcopal see, was raised to metropolitan rank in 1557,

and the sees of Cochin, Malacca, and Mcliapore were made suffragan to it.
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and, as a token of their filial submission to the Head of the

Church, sent, in the year 1582, a creditable embassy to Rome,
which was received by Pope Gregory XIII. with unusual ex-

pressions of joy. The days of Francis were now drawing- to

a close, but before departing this life he longed to carry the

faith to China, a country which foreigners were forbidden to

eutei' under the severest penalties. After overcoming obsta-

cles seemingly insurmountable, he landed on the island of

San Chan, six miles out from the main land. Here the holy

missionary brought the labors of his apostolic life to an end.

Alter lingering twelve daj's upon the shores of this inhos-

pitable isUind, with no friendly hand to succor and no friendly

voice to comfort, he gave up his gentle spirit on the 3d of

December, 1552, his last words being: "In thee, O Lord,

have I put my trust ; let me not be confounded forever." '

The Jesuits took up and carried forward the work that St.

Francis had begun. With the permission of the Archbishop

of Cranganore, Father Nobili landed in India in 1606. Wear-
ing the dress, and copying the habits of the Brahmins (" Sa-

nias"), and avoiding all intercourse with the Farias, or the

lowest class, who belong to none of the Hindoo castes, he by

degrees commanded the respect and won the confidence of

the former, of whom seventy were converted, bringing w^ith

them into the Church a numerous following. This plan of

making converts by wearing the dress and failing in with the

customs of the natives, gave rise to a protracted controversy

between the Jesuits and Dominicans, known as the contro-

versy ''O/i 31alabar Customs" a distorted account of which

was sent to Pope Gregory XV. in 1623.

In the year 1587, when there were in Japan"^ tw'o hundred

thousand Christians, two hundred and fifty churches, thirteen

^The last verse of the Te Deuni, or Hymn of St. Augustine and St. Am-
brose.

'^ Crasset, Hist, de Teglise de Japon, Par. 1715, 2 vols., 4to (Germ., with en-

gravings, Augsburg, 17Jr3). P. de Charlevoix, Hist, du Christian, dans I'enip.

du Japon, Eouen, 1715, 3 T., par M. D. L. G., Par. 1836, 2 T. (Germ., Vienna.

1830). Pages, Hist, de la religion chretienne en Japon depuis 15!i8-1051,

Paris, 1869-1870. Mamachi, Antiquit. chr., T. II., p. 376 sq. Of. Fabricius,

1. c., p. 678.
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seminaries, and a novitiate of the Society of Jesus, a violent

persecution broke out against the professors of the new faith.

The Jesuits were ordered to quit the country in a body, but

through the favor of some of the princes were permitted to

remain. Some idea may be had of the extent of their labors

in tins country when it is related that one of their number.

Father Valignano (f 1606), had three hundred churches and

thirty colleges erected by his individual efforts. The storm

of persecution that had lately passed over the Christians was

again evoked by the indiscreet zeal of the Franciscans, who
revived the old controversy on ^'Customs." What they had

left undone was completed b}" the Hollanders, who were jeal-

ous of their enterprising commercial rivals, the Portuguese,

and thus were blasted the hopes of permanently establishing

Christianity in the Island Empire. The persecution that fol-

lowed, commencing in 1596, was marked by deeds of blood

and violence, unparalleled in any other age or country;^ tiie

memory of which was revived and perpetuated by our present

Pontiff, Pius IX., in 1862.

The desire to evangelize China continued to be cherished

in the Society of Jesus after St. Francis had passed away.

To overcome the serious difficulties that stood in the way of

the enterprise, and to disarm the deep-seated prejudices of

the Chinese, the Jesuits resorted to such ingenious devices as

onl}^ zeal and charity could suggest.^ They set themselves ta

study the manners, the character, and the habits of the peo-

ple; tliey were by turn scholars, artisans, mechanics, laborers,

becoming all to all that they might gain all to Christ. In the

year 1582, three Jesuits, one of whom was the celebrated

Matteo Ricci,^ effected an entrance into the Chinese Empire.

1 Tanner, Societas Jesu usque ad sanguinis et vitae profusionem militans,

Prague, 1675 (Germ, tr., Prague, 1683, 4 pts.) -^Rump, The Japanese Mar-

tyrs, Miinster, 18G2.

2 See Vol. I., p. 72 sq., and Stuhr, The Established Keligion of the Empire of

China, Berlin, 1835. Abbe Hue, Christianity in China, New York, 1857, 2 vols.

;

especially Drey, Apologetics, Vol. II., and Gfroerer, History of the Primitive

Ages, Vol. I., p. 211 sq.

3 Wertheim, Life of Ricci, in Pletz's New Theol. Review, 1833, nro. 3.

Giitzlaff, the most famous of modern Protestant missionaries, says of Ricci : "He

spent but twenty-seven years in China, and during that time accomplished »
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JRicci, by his splendid literary and scientific abilities, and by

wisely assnming the dress and accommodating himself to the

tastes of the upper classes, gained such consideration that he

was permitted to fix his residence, first at Canton, and some

time later at Nanking. Taking advantage of the liigh repu-

tation he had acquired by the building of an observatory, and

the contributions he had made to the science and literature

of the country,^ he began to preach the Gospel, converting

many of the lower classes, and even some of the mandarins

or state officials. His fame increased as time went on, and in

the year 1600 he was permitted to settle permanently at Fc-

kir^g, where he gained the good-will of the emperor, converted

many of the influential personages about court, and obtained

leave to build churches. He died May 11, 1610; was buried

with great pomp, and was universally mourned. Of his suc-

cessors, all of whom emulated his zeal and energy, uidam

Schall{' of Cologne (after 1622), was the most remarkable.

He was called to preside over the mathematical society of

Peking, and through his influence with the emperor obtained

an edict Jiuthorizing him to build Catholic churches. Unfor-

tunately, the progress of missionary work was greatly re-

tarded by the ill-feeling between the Jesuits and Dominicans,

growing out of the controversy on Chinese customs^ (1645).

In 1661, the imperial ministers, taking advantage of the youth

and inexperience of the new emperor, began to persecute

the Christiaus and to cast the missionaries into p]'ison ; but

on the accession of Kang-he (1661), the Jesuits again recov-

Hei'culean task. He was the first Catholic missionary who penetrated into

China, and when he died there were in the several provinces more than three

hundred churches."

1 Among his works published in China are the following : A Chinese Map of

the World ; a little Catechism, containing the general principles of Christian

morality; a treatise, entitled the Art of Memory, and a Dialogue on Friendship,

in imitation of Cicero. The two last are ranked by the Chinese among their

most esteemed books. (Tr.)
"^ Schall, llelatio de initio et progressu missionis Soc. .Jesu in regno Chin.,

Viennae, 16'35; Katisbonae, 1G72 ; Germ., with annotations, \>y Mansegg, Vi-

enna, 1834. Wittmann, Vol. II., p. 138 sq. Hist, of the Catholic Missions in

the Empire of China, Vienna, 1845, 2 vols.

3 See §374.
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ered the imperial favor. The emperor raised a monument to

the memory of Schall, to whose office and honors Verbiest, a

Netherlander, .succeeded. The consideration in which the

Jesuits were alread}' held was greatly augmented by a fortu-

nate combination of circumstances. Verbiest encouraged the

emperor's love of science by teaching him mathematics, and

rendered important service to the whole nation by the inven-

tion of an effective cannon. Again, the Jesuit Father Ger-

billon ]>laced the Chinese government under lasting obliga-

tions by his successful negotiation of a peace between China

and Ivussia in 1689. As tlie missionaries grew in favor, the

Christians increased in number; and though these apostolic

laborers were few, the}^ could then count twenty thousand of

their converts within the country.^ Louis XIV. sent a rein-

forcement of six Jesuits, all of them skillful mathematicians,

and in 1(392 the missionaries were legally authorized to preach

the Gospel throughout the whole of the Celestial Empire.

In America- the limited intelligence of the Indian was a

very serious obstacle in the way of the rapid spread of Chris-

tianity, In spite of the formal decision of Pope Paul III., in

1537, declaring that,, as rational beings, the Indians should be

deprived of neither their possessions nor their freedom, their

claims to be entitled to the rights or to be endowed with the

dignity of men was not unfrequently called in question.^ It

must, however, be frankly admitted that the Dominicans, who
were chiefly Spaniards, no longer exhibited the zeal which

had characterized the earlier missionaries of their Order in

these countries. The Jesuits, on the contrar}^, frightened by

no obstacles, displayed all the ardent energy of a youthful

Order. Six of their number, of whom Emmanuel Nobriga,

1 Others say there were one hundred thousand Christians in China at the

death of Father Schall. Mailly, Histoire generaie de la Chine. (Tk.)
-• See Vol. II., p. 1062 sq.

•" lioheriaon, History of America (Germ, tr., by Fred, von Schiller, Lps. 1777,

2 vols.); particularly Book VIII., but chiefly Noticias sccretas de America

])(ir Don J. Juan y Don Ant. de Ulloa, sacadas a luz por Don Dav. Barry, Lon-

don, 1826. Wittmann, Vol. I., p. 18 sq. Prescott, Hist, of the Conquest of

Mexico, 3 vols., London and New York, 1843; Conquest of Peru, 2 vols., 1847.

t ''^Margraf^ The Church and Slavery since the Discovery of America, Tuebg.

186.5.
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was one, set out ior Brazil in 1549. Having rapidly acquired

a knowledge of tlie language of the country, they prevailed

upon the savage and ferocious inhabitants, who were accus-

tomed to feast upon the flesh of their slaughtered enemies,

and to give themselves over to every sort of excess, to accept

the severe teachings and to practise the chaste morality of

Christianity. For the benefit of these converts, an episcopal

see was established at San Salvador in 1551.

The most important of the Jesuit missions in America,

however, was that of Paraguaij,^ which, lying along the banks

of the La Plata, was discovered by the Spaniards in the year

1516, by whom it was formally taken possession of in 1536.

The first attempts to convert the natives, made by the Fran-

cis'-ans between the years 1580 and 1582, were only partiallj-

successful. In 1586 the Jesuits lauded in the province ot

> Murntori, 11 Cristianesimo felice nelle missioni del Paraguai, Ven. 1743, 4to.

Charlevoix, Hist, du Parag., Par. 1765, 3 T., 4to; Germ, tr., Vienna, 1834, 2 vols.

Wittmann, Vol. I., pp. 29-117. Montesquieu, L'esprit des lois, liv. IV., chap. 6.

says: "Another example (of that extraordinary character in the institution:-

of Greece, viz., of their acting on the principle that people who live under a

popular government should be trained up to virtue) we have from Paraguay.

Thi.s has been made the subject of an invidious charge against a Society that

corsiders the pleasure of commanding as tjie onl}' happiness in life; but it will

ever be a glorious undertaking to render government subservient to human hap-

piness.

"It is glorious, indeed, for this Society to have been the first in pointing but

to those countries the idea of religion joined with that of humanity. By re-

pairing the devastations of the Spaiiiards, she has begun to heal oiie of the

most dangerous wounds that the human species ever received.

"An exquisite sensibility to whatever she distinguishes by the name of honor,

joined to her zeal for a religion which is far more humbling in respect to those;

who receive than to those who preach its doctrines, has set her upon vast un-

dertakings, which she has accomplished with success. She has drawn wild

people from their woods, secured them a maintenance, and clothed their naked-

ness; and had she only by this step improved the industry of mankind, it

would have been suflBcient to eternize her fame. '• (This extract is from "T^Z/c

Spirit of J.aw>!," by Baron de Montesquieu, transl. by Thos. Nugent, LL.D.,

and published by llobert Clarke & Co., Cincinnati, 1873.) A similar declara-

tion was rendered by Clmieauhriond, who had seen Indian life in America.

He says :
" The Reductions formed amongst themselves those famous Christian

republics, which are, as it were, a relic of antiquity in the New World. They

confirmed under our own eyes the great truth recognized by Greece and Rome,

that men can not be truly civilized and empires be solidly established by the

shallow opinions of worldly wisdom, but only by the aid of religion."
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Tucuman, and, by their zeal and ability, accomplished what
their predecessors had been unable to perform. Turning to

account their knowledge of history and of human nature,

they adopted the policy followed by the missionaries of the

Middle Ages among the Germans, identifying the conversion

of the people with their political advancement, the develop-

ment of the resources of the country, and the cultivation of

the soil, thus from Christian parishes gradually forming an

independent state. Philip III., King of Spain, authorized

the Jesuits to conduct the administration, both civil and re-

ligious, on their owu plan, and commissioned them, if they

wished, to exclude all Spaniards from the Reductions of the

Order. Their docile neophytes were soon trained to habits

of industry', some becoming ordinary laborers, and others

skilled workmen. But it was also necessary to defend them-

selves against the attacks of hostile neighboring tribes, and

for this purpose small arms and parks of artillery were pro-

vided. In this way the habits of family-life and the usages

of civilized communities were gradually introduced. The
execution of the laws was committed to religious brother-

hoods, the Jesuits reserving to themselves the privilege of

serving the sick. The extensive knowledge of medicine pos-

sessed by the Fathers, and their ingenious and prudent charity

during seasons of terrible epidemic, which occurred at fre-

quent intervals, greatly facilitated their spiritual dominiou

over the hearts and souls of the natives. Unhappily, a mis-

understanding between them and Bishop Bernardine de Car-

denas, in 1640, and John Palofox, Bishop of Angelopolis, in

1647, gave a rude shock to the prosperity of the new State.

Charges the most improbable were brought against the Jes-

uits, who were accused of having no higher object in view

than to secure for themselves the treasures of Paraguay.

The neighboring missions of the province of Chiquitos were no

less prosperous than those of Paraguay. Even at the present

day the expulsion of the Jesuits from those missions calls forth

feelings of sincere regret, and has unquestionably retarded for

centuries the progress of Indo-American civilization.^

^Bach (for twenty years a resident of South America), The Jesuits and their

Mission of Chiquitos, in South America, published by Kriegh, Lps. 1843.
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The progress of Christianity in Africa was incomparably

slower than in America, the missionary labors of the Capu-

chins being confined to the Portuguese settlements of Mozam-
bique, Monomotajpa, and Quiloa on the eastern, and of Conr/o,

Angola, Benguela, Cacongo, and Loavgo, on the western side

of the Continent; and to the French settlements on the Isle

de Bourbon and Isle de France} The lack of success in these

missions is mainly attributable to the ferocious barbarism

and shocking immorality of the natives and to the unhealthi-

ness of the climate.

§ 350. Theological Science in the Catholic Church.

\ Werner, Hist, of Apologetical and Controversial Literature,^ Vol. IV. By
the same, Hist, of Catholic Theologj-, from the Council of Trent to our own
Day, Munich, 18G0. Du Pin, Nouvelle Biblioth. des auteurs eccl. Richard Sl-

mon, Hist. crit. ties principaux commentatcurs. Notices concerning celebrated

post-Tridentine Theologians, in "T/^e Catholic," years 18G3, 1864, 1865, and

1866, revised ed. by Hurler, Nomenclator literarius recentioris theologiae, Oeni-

ponti, 1871 sq., Fasc. 1-4. The principal works of this epoch, and particulari}-

on Dogma and Exegesis, reprinted at Paris, in Migne, Cursus completus theo-

logiae, 28 vols., and likewise sacrae scripturae, 29 vols., 4to.

Historical facts have all a more or less intimate connection

with each other. The disturbance caused by any great move-

ment extends in every direction, producing everywhere more
or less agitation. Consonant with this law, the struggle

against Protestantism, the founding of new Religious Ordei-s,

and the controversies that broke out in the very bosom of the

Church, were the occasion, if not the cause,, of that remarka-

ble and very decided activity in theological science so char-

acteristic of this epoch. It now became evident to Catholic

theologians that if they would successfully repel the assaults

of Protestants they must give special attention to the study

of dogmatics, and to this they seriously applied themselves,

not as formerly from a speculative point of view, but mainly

1 Kiilb, Voyages of Missionaries to Africa, frojn the Sixteenth to the Eight-

eenth Century, Ratisbon, 1861.

2 In this work of Werner's we have at length obtained a comprehensive and

clear idea of the controversy started by Luther and Zwinglius, and carried on

by their Protestant followers against Catholics.
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in connection with historical facts, an alliance which had now
become more necessary than ever before, in view of the pecu-

liar tactics adopted by the pretended reformers. The contri-

butions of the Jesuits to theological science were invaluable,

though the other Religious Orders were equally active, and

their labors equally useful. The eminent services of Jlclchior

Canus were very justly the pride of the Spanish Dominicans.

He was selected by the University of Salamanca, on account

of his extraordinary ability, to represent that famous seat of

learning at the Council of Trent, where he became distin-

guished even among that celebrated body of eminent divines

(f 1560). His best known work is that entitled DeLocis The-

ologicis, in twelve books, being an admirable introduction to

the study of dogmatic theology. It contains very useful re-

searches on the sources, the importance, and the utility of

dogmatic theology ; of its relations to other branches of sci-

ence, and of the application of philosophy to theology.^ The
characteristics of the work are deep and vigorous thought,

great originality, and terseness and energy of expression.

Denys Petau (Petavius), of Orleans, was, beyond all ques-

tion, the most learned theologian the Society of Jesus pro-

duced. His works are of such solidity and depth, and withal

so complete, that any one desirous to make a serious study

of theology must necessarily consult them. Apart from his

labors in publishing the works of many historical and philo-

sophical writers, as for instance those of Epiphanius, of Syne-

sius, of Nicephorus, and of the Emperor Julian, and his own
work on history and astronomy, entitled Rationale Temporum,

which of itself formed an epoch in literature, his celebrated

book, known as Theologica Dogmata,^ attracted universal at-

tention. It was intended that this work should be a complete

exposition of the teachings professed everywhere and at all

times by the Catholic Church, in contradistinction to the

changing creeds of heretics. Unfortunately, the premature

death of the author, in 1652, prevented its completion. It

^Freiburg Eccl. Cyclopaed., s. v. Canus; apud Werner, Hist, of Apol., etc.,

Vol. IV. Good ed., Padua, 17G2.

2See Vol. I., p. 20, note 1.
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seems a marvel that tlie short space of a single life should

have been sufficient to accomplish labors so considerable, in a

manner so exact and conscientious, and in every way so re-

markable. The Latinity of Fatlur l*etau is easy and grace-

ful, and his expositions clear and methodical. Combining, in

a comprehensive and masterly way, the sciences of histoi-y

and dogmatics, he was the first to treat successfully dogmatic

teaching I'rom an historical point of view; while his intimate

knowledge of Platonic philosophy enabled him to correct the

nun'ierous errors of the Fathers of the Church in regard to

Plato's teachings.

In the controversies wdiich the Protestant revolt necessarily

occasioned, Eck,^ Cochlaeus, Emser, Eaber, Erasmus, Gropper,

Pighius, and Stanislaus Hosius became very justly distin-

guished. Mention shonld also be made of the excellent Avork

entitled '•'German Iheology" published at Miinster, in 15:^8,

by the humble and saintly JBerthold, Bishop of Chiemsee. Its

object was announced to be " to supply authentic information

to a deluded people, and to point out what was to be received

as certain truth, and on what grounds." This little work,

wliether considered from a grammatical or theological point of

view, is one of the most interesting of controversial writings

in the whole of the Catholic literature of Germany.^ Men-
tion should also be made of the labors of John Nas (1534-

1590), of the Order of St. Francis, and Auxiliary Bishop of

Biixen, wdiich were, in their way, very important.^

But of all the theologians of this age, the most eminent

beyond comparison was Robert Bellarmine, who was born at

Montepulciano, in Tuscan}^, October 4, 1542, and entered the

Society of Jesus in 1560. Extremely severe toward himself,

an enemy to all indulgence, and an indefatigable worker, he

left behind him writings so numerous and valuable that no

better evidence of the holiness and self-sacrifice of his life

' Enchiridion locorum communiuin adv. Lutherum et alios hostes ecclesiae,

i.aiideshuti, 1525.

^New edition, by ReUhmeier, Munich, 1852. Freiburg Eccl. Cyclopaed., Yol.

X., p. 884 sq.; Fr, tr., Vol. 23, p. 334 sq. Hist, and Folit. Papers, Vol. VII.,

p. 113-124.

^Schoepf, Job. Nasus, etc., Bozen, 1860. Dr. Raess, Converts, Vol. I., p.

298 sq.
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could be required. He was a successful preacher, but was
especially distinguished for the ability with which he taught

the various branches of theology. Having been sent to the

University of Louvaiu by the general, Francis Borgia, to

complete his theological studies, he was there appointed to a

chair of theology in the year 1670, and for six or seven years

continued to hold this post of honor and influence. While

here he wrote a Hebrew grammar and a sort of patrology or

biographical sketches of ecclesiastical writers {De scriptoribus

ecdesiasticis), a work which is highly esteemed even at the

present day. Having been called to Rome, he again taught

theology for twelve consecutive years, and there composed a

work on Controversies, the full title of which is Disputationes

de coniroversis Christianae Jidei articulis, libri IV} He was in-

timately acquainted with all the literature of Protestantism.

The works of Luther, Melanchthon, Beza, Calvin, of the So-

cinians, and in fact of all the enemies of the Church, were

familiar to him. The \ irious points in controversy and the

true state of every question were set forth by him with pre-

cision and judicial fairness. In his exegetics he gave, as a

rule, a brief statement of the points which he intended either

to develop or refute. His demonstrations, based upon tradi-

tion, are unusually full and satisfactory. Of his exegetical

works, his commentary on the Psalms deserves special men-

tion, it being remarkable for lucidity and accuracy of thought,

as well as for earnestness and an intelligent and sympathetic

appreciation of the meaning of this portion of the Sacred

Writings. This praise would be the more cordially granted

to Bellarmine's Commentary, had not the author in numerous

passages, where the Vulgate deviates from the Hebrew, and

Avliere the two can not be reconciled without doing violence to

the original, uniformly followed the reading of the former.^

In 1599 he was, much against his own will, created a car-

dinal, but this elevation made no change in the austere habits

1 First edition, Kome, 1581-1592, 3 vols., fol., besides many other editions;

recudi curavit, Fr. Sause'n, Mogunt, 1842 sq. ; a favorite ed. is that of Naples,

185G-1859 ; Germ, transl., by Gumposch, Augsburg, 1842 sq. Opera omnia, ed.

Justmus Flvre, publ. by Louis Vives, Paris, in 12 vols., 4to.

2 See Freiburg Eccl. Cyclopaed., art. " Bellarmine," toward the end. (Te.)
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of his life. His simple manners aud incessant labors were a
standing rebuke to the listless lives of the great dignitaries

with whom he came in contact.

In 1602 he was appointed Archbishop of Capua, and iu

consequence was obliged to leave Rome, lie remained in

Capua until the 3'car 160(3, when he was relieved of his pas-

toriil charge bj Paul V. During his stay there he wrote an

excellent catechism, and a work addressed to his nephew, enti-

tled ^^Admonitio ad Episcopam Theanensem, etc.," which of it-

self is an ample proof of the energy and conscientiousness

with which he applied himself to the discharge of his new
functions. Finally, his deep and sincere piety and his humble

resignation to the will of God are abundantly attested in his

ascetical works, entitled "De ascensione mentis in Dcum. per

scalas rerum creatannn" and '^De gemitii columbae, sen de bono

lacrymariun, etc." He died September 17, 1621.

During the same period Peter Canisius rendered a signal

service to both clergy and laity by the publication, in 1554,

of a Larger and a Smaller Catechism. The former was a

compendium of Christian doctrine, bearing the title "-Summa

doctrinae Christianae {Catechismus major) ; and the latter, an

abridgment of the former, published in 1561, and having the

title ''•Institutiones Christianae, sire parous catechismus Catholic-

orum." A still shorter edition of this abridgment was pub-

lislied for the use of children. It was not long before the

''Summa " was translated into every living language. The edi-

tion published at Paris iu 1686, by the authority of the arch-

bishop, enumerates more than four liundred previously issued.

It is said that it was laro-elv instrumental in convcrtino* numcr-

ous Protestants.^ Even the Roman Catechism {Catechismus

Romunus ad parochos), published in 1566, which is a-re[)ository

of all kinds of information needful to clergymen in giving re-

ligious instruction, did not supersede that of Canisius.^ The
style of the Roman Catechism, which is clear and elegant, is

1 Riess, Life of Blessed Peter Canisius, eh. III., p. 109-125.

* Catech. romanus ex decreto Cone. Trid. ad ed. principem Manutianam a.

15G6, ed. Ritier, Yrat. 1837; ed. Smcts, Lat. et Germ., Bielef. 1844 sq. ; ed.

Eom. 1845. Catechism of the Council of Trent, trans, by J. Donovaji, Dublin,

1829 ; Baltimore, 1829.
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mainly the work of the celebrated linguist, Paul 3Ianutiii.s,

who revised the munu8cri[»t after it came from the hands of

its authors, who were three Dominicans. This wa)rk liaviug

been written b}- order of the Council of Trent, became,

like the synodal decrees themselves, a sort of Rule of Faith.

Minor controversial works were also written at this period by

the Jesuits, Gregory of Valencia (Analysis jidei Catholii'ae,

f 1(503), Francis CoHer {Ei^eldriilion controversiarum nostri tern-

puris, f 1619), and Martin Becanus {Manuale coidrouers., lihh. F".),

those of the last tw'o being highly esteemed. Becanus was

also the author of an Analoyia Veteris et Novi Testamenti, in

which he shows the harmony between the two. Valu;.ble

works were written on particular dogmas of faith, and ihe

Janseuists, JSicole and Arnaidd^ gained quite a name by the

ability with which they defended the -Blessed Eucharist and

the Sacrament of Penance against the attacks of the Reform-

ers, in their work Ferpetaite de la foi catholique.

In lands like Sp'dn, which lay at a distance from the tur-

bulent scenes of the Reformation, the study of mediaeval phi-

losophy and theology, particidarly that of St. Thomas, was

revived, and calm and systematic expositions given of the

principal teachings of the Church. The ablest representative

of this theological tendency was the Jesuit, Suarez (flGlT),

who taught philosophy and theology successively at Segovia,

Valladolid, Alcala, Salamanca, Rome, and Coimbra (in Portu-

gal). He was also well versed in many of the sciences, though

liis method of treating tliem in the lecture-room lacked con-

ciseness and directness.^ Other members of the Order, however,

iiotab]y 3Ialdo7iat as SLud Possevin, achieved a certain measure of

success in their efforts to simplify the science of theology.^

So much of the thought of this age was given to the dis-

cussion of dogmatic teachings that comparatively little atten-

tion was bestowed on the stiidy of moral theology. It was not,

^t*^Verner, Francis Suarez, and the Scholasticism of the last Centuries, Rat-

isbon, 1861, 2 vols. Works, 23 vols., fol., Lyons, 1603 sq., Mentz, 1612 sq., Ant-

werp, 1614 sq., Venice, 1740; new ed., in 28 vols., sm. 4to, by Louis Vives, Paris,

1856, 1872. Summa, sen compendium, by Fr. Noel, S. J., 2 vols., fol., Genev.

1732, Paris, 1861. (Tr.)

2Cf. Possevin, Bibliotheca seleota, Colon, 1607, pp. 120-130.
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however, wholly neglected ; and, as in the preceding age, the

eftbrts in this direction took the form either of scholasticism

and casuistry, or of mysticism and asceticism. Besides the

treatises oi Erasmus and Juan Luis Vives, the labors of those

Jesuits who wrote on special porti(nis of moral theology de-

serve separate mention. It will be sufficient to enumerate the

names of I'oletus (f 159G), Vasquez (f 1G04), Laymann (f 1G35),

Escobar (f 1G69), and Busenbaum. (f 1G68), whose Avork, eiiti-

tle<l 31e.<lull<i theologiae moralis facili ac ijerspicua mcthodo rc-

solveiis casus consdentiae, etc., Movast. 1G45, Was extensively

used. We shall again liave occasion to refer to the mystical

and ascetical writers who treated of moral theology. Unfor-

tunately, the theory oi'-'-Probabilism,'^ started in the year 1572

by Bartholomew Medina, a Dominican, was introduced into

the schools of theolog}', and gave rise to a series of proposi-

tions of a lax and demoralizing tendency. The theory was

abl}^ controverted by some of the most celebrated professors,

and strongly opposed by the ecclesiastical authorities, who
demanded that the limits within which it might be safely a[i-

plied should be clearly and precisely defined. To correct this

theory, others were started, which gradually came to be known
as ''Aequvprobabilism," '^Probabiliorism,^' and ''Tatiorism."

During this period the study of exegetics was stimulated

by the instructions given by the Council of Trent in its Fifth

Session on Iveformation ; by the aids which the Compluten-

sian Polyglot Bible aftbrded ; by the labors of such Hebrew
grammarians and lexicographers as Pelican, Bellarmine, and,

pre-eminently, Santes Pagninus (f 1541), who was the author

of a Hebrew dictionary and a method for interpreting Holy
Scripture;^ and, finally, by the movement set on foot by
Erasmus. To all these causes is to be ascribed the great ad-

vance made in Biblical studies during these years. An intro-

duction to the study of Sacred Scri})ture, was written by the

Dominican, Sixtus of Siena (f 1569),'^ which, like the Antwerp

polyglot (1569), mainlj'^ prepared by Montanus, and Ltjay's

' Isagoge ad sacras literas lib. unus ; Isagoge ad mysticos sacr. scripturae

sensus, lib. 18, Colon. 1540, fol.

* Bibliotheca sancta, ex praecipuis cathol. ecclesiae auctorib. collecta, etc.

VOL. Ill—27
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Paris polyglot (1645), which in syntactical accuracy and gen-

eral literary merit is superior to the former, is very valuable

as an aid to obtain a correct understanding of the text. On
the other hand, the rigorous principles then prevalent concerning

the inspiration of the Sacred Books was a serious hindrance to the

progress of exegetical studies. Starting with the principle that

every w^ord of Holy Writ had been, literally speaking, in-

spired by God, the commentators were forced to put subtile

interpretations upon the text, which, while they might be

learned and ingenious, were frequently very wide of the truth.

The most conspicuous opponents of this rigid rule of inter-

pretation were the Jesuits, Hamel and Lessius, of Louvain,

who contended that for a book to be divine and canonical

required neither textual inspiration nor even that of every

thought ; and that a book, like the Second of Maccabees, which

is, they said, a purely human production, might be regarded

as canonical, provided the Holy Ghost should, after its com-

position, become a witness to the entire truth of its contents.

These opinions, as soon as published, were very justly assailed

by the theological faculties of Louvain and Douai, and con-

demned by the bishops of Belgium. The matter was brought

by Pope Sixtus Y. before his own tribunal. He put off giv-

ing a decision till the disputants should return to a better

temper; and, after a time, a moderate judgment, based upon

the teachings of the best interpreters of the School of An-

tioch, and notably upon those of St. John Chrysostom, was

adopted. It was not long before a number of Catholic exe-

getical writers published works in refutation of the exclusive

and one-sided interpretations of the Reformers. Cardinal

Cajetan gave his entire life to the study of the Sacred Scrip-

tures, and his ingenious and strikingly original interpretations

abundantly prove that he possessed talents specially qualify-

ing him for the task.^ Nevertheless, his works have been se-

verely criticized, mainly on 'philological grounds, by Melchior

Canus and others. A translation of the Bible, made by Va-

Ycnet. 1506, fol. ; Frcf. 1575, fol. ; Col. 1626, 4to ; ibid. 1686, in fol. ; Neap. 1742

in fol., 2 vols.; liber III. contains Ars interpretandi sacras scripturas absolutis-

eima; separate edition, Colon. 1577, 1588, in 8vo. His Life,.by Father Afiiiawie.

1 Commentarii in V. et N. T., Lugd. 1639, 5 T., fol.
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table (t 1547), during the reign of Francis I., has gone through

many editions, chiefly on account of" the clear and concise

remarks added by him to exphiin the text. It should be

added, however, that the work has not escaped censure.^

The commentary on Josue hy Andrew 3Jasius was pronounced

l)y Richard Simon, the celebrated critic, a master-piece of

grammatical and historical interpretation. Masius, who assisted

in editing the Antwerp polyglot, was the equal of Cajetan as

an exegetical writer, and his superior in philological at-

tainments. Cardinal Sadolet, Bishop of Carpentras (f 1547),

who was the author of many works on philosophy, made an

attempt to harmonize the various Protestant Confessions with

the teachings of the Church, and with the same view pub-

lished a commentary on the Epistle of St. Paul to the RomanSy
whence the Protestants had drawn the bulk of the arguments

in support of their teachings. Written in the form of a dia-

logue, and in elegant Ciceronian Latin, it was in a large meas-

ure successful. Gaspar Contarini, also a cardinal, and thor-

oughly conversant with the Greek commentators, published

brief and valuable annotations on the Epistles of St. Paul

(t 15-t2).

Claude d'Espence, a doctor of the Sorbonne (f 1571), was
also the author of excellent commentaries, m wdiich he made
it a point to tell some wholesome truths to popes, bishops,

and the clergy in general. Jansenius, Bishop of Ghent

(fl576), who seems to have been the forerunner of Ilamel

and Lessins, published a valuable Concordance of the Gospels.

Agellio, Bishop of Acerno, in the kingdom of Naples (f 1608),

Bellarmine, and Simon de Bluis wrote excellent commentaries

on the Psalms. '

The Jesuit, Jacques Bonfrere, professor at Douai (f 1643),

wrote a commentarj' on the Pentateuch, which is highly

thought of, even at the present day. Prado (tl595), Vdlal-

pando (t 1608), and Ttibera, all Jesuits, published very good com-
mentaries, the two former on Ezechiel,^ and the last on the

^Uf the many editions of this work, the best is that brought out by Nicole

Henri, Paris, 1729 and 1745.

^ J.B. Villalpandi et H. Prodi in Ezechielem explanationes et apparatus urbis

ac templi Hierosolymitani commentariis et imaginibus illustratus, Romae, 1596-

1G06, 3 vols., fol. max. (Tr.)
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Twelve Minor Prophets and the Epistle of St. Paul to the He-

brews. Those on Ezechiel are, however, not so highly esteemed

as those of Chrlstoyher de Castro, Vieira, and Aliazar on the

Apocalypse. The commentaries of Pineda on the book of

Job, and of Gaspar Sanctius (f 1628) on nearly all the books

of the Old Testament, are wearisomely prolix. Tullianiis

wrote commentaries on the two books of the Maccabees. The
moral, allegorical, and anagogical explanations in the cele-

brated work of Cornelias a Lapide (Van den Steen, f 1637) are

also very lengthy, his best commentaries being those on the

Pentateuch and the Epistles of St. Paid. The admirable quota-

tions from the Fathers give the work a special value. It is,

however, advisable to verif}- these extracts by reference to

their originals.^ The work of Father 31ersenne, a member of

the Order of St. Francis of Paula, entitled Celebrated Ques-

tions on Genesis {Questiones cele/jres in Genesin, 1628), is orig-

inal in the treatment of the subject, and attests the author's

proficiency in mathematics. Had he been more conversant

with laws of meteorology and of the physical sciences in gen-

eral, he would not have committed the blunder of attacking

the system of Copernicus, Canon of Frauenburg (f 1643). The
attitude of Rome toward Copernicus and Galileo (f 1638), in-

comparably more liberal to science than that assumed by the

Protestant churches from the first moment of their exist-

ence,^ and dishonestly and persistently misrepresented, has

been in our own day fully investigated, with the aid of au-

thentic documents, and triumphantly vindicated.^

1 New edition, 3Ielitae, 1842-1852, 10 T., 4to, and Parisiis, 18GG-18G8, 24 vols.,

sm'. 4to (Louis Vivos, publisher). (Tr.)

2 See g 338, page 310, of this volume.

3 "The Holy See versus OaLileo Galilei, and the Astronomical Sj'stem of Co-

pernicus." {Hist, and Polit. Papers, Vol. VII., in four articles.) Bonn Review,

new series, year IV , nro. 2, p. 118 sq. Deschamps, The Truth and Eeasonable-

ness of Faith (Germ. rev. ed., by Heinrich, Mentz, 1857). See A.tchbach's and

the Freiburg Eccl. Cyclopaed., article ^^Gniilei." The famous dictum "Epur si

mnoi-e," or "And yet it (the earth) does move," was first invented at the end

of the eighteenth century, as has been shown by the mathematician, Heis, in

the periodical ^'Gnca," year 18(58. Besides numberless writings, which have

appeared lately in Italian, French, German, and English, we have received that

by Gebler, Galileo Galilei and the Eoman Court, according to authentic sources,

Stuttgart, 1876. Cfr. La condamnation de Galilee, etc., in the Quarterly "iJeuwe

des (Questions scieniifiques," Louvain, April, 1877. (Tk.)
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The Jesuits, Tirinus and Menochius (tl655), published

brief exjihmations of the whole of the Sacred Text, which

were favorably received, and remained long in use. AVe must

also mention here the commentaries of Francis Toietus on the

E[)istle to the Eomans, the Gospel of St. Luke, and jiarticu-

larly on the doctrinal passages of the Gospel of St. John
;

the questions and dissertations of Alphonsus Salmeron (j 1585),

in 16 vols., fol., on nearly the whole of the New Testament ; and

the commentaries of the Jesuit, Lorinus (j 1634), on the books

of iSTumbers and Leviticus and on the Psalms; also on the

Acts of the Apostles and on the Catholic Epistles.

The works alread}' mentioned, though each has its own
merit, are not to be compared with the productions of the

three following exegetical writers. The first two are profita-

bly consulted, even in our own day, and the last, though less

known, is not inferior to either of them as a commentator.

These are : 1. The Jesuit, Father John Mahlonaius, who was

born in Estremadura in 1534, completed his studies with un-

usual distinction at Salamanca, and was an excellent Greek

and Hebrew scholar and a fine historian. After teaching

Greek, philosophy, and theology for some time at Salamanca,

he entered the Society of Jesus in 1562, and, taking up his

residence in Paris, was there appointed to a professorship.

His lectures on the Four Gospels, which were published only

after his death, by Fronto le Due, at Pont-a-Mousson, in 1596,

are his most remarkable productions. As in the case of Abe-

lard, so numerous were the crowds that flocked to hear him,

that, unable to accommodate them in any of the great lec-

ture-rooms of Paris, he was obliged to speak in the court of

the college. It was in consequence of his able debate at Se-

dan with a Calviuist minister that the Duke de Bouillon was

converted to the Catholic faith. He died at Rome in 1583,

shortly after having received a commission from Pope Gregor}^

XIII. to assist in editing a new edition of the Septuagint.

2. William Estius, Chancellor of the L'niversity of Douai, had

suck facility in explaining the most difficult passages of Holy

Scripture, and notably those contained in the Epistles of the

Apostles, that his lecture-room was filled with hearers desirous

of profiting by his learning. Inferior to Maldonatus as an
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historian and philologist, he was his superior in cleptk of pen-

etration and in ability to grasp and draw out the drift and

sequence of thought in the apostolic writings.^ 3. Father

Justiniani, also a Jesuit, was the author of a commentary on

the Epistles of St. Paul. So learned are the paraphrases, so

luminous the dissertations, and so extensive and accurate the

erudition contained in this work, that though less known than

tliat of Estius, it is equally valuable, and has not attracted

the attention it deserves,^

We should mention, finally, the numerous translations of

the Bible made during this epoch into the various European

languages. In Germany alone, not to speak of other coun-

tries, a translation of the New Testament by Emser was pub-

lished in 1527, and in 1534 and 1537 translations of the whole

Bible by Dietenbergernud Eck, and still later by Ulenberg (f 1617),

all of which were works of unusual merit. Translations of

the entire Bible were published • in Poland by the Jesuit,

James Wiijek, and in France by Veron and others.

With a view to combating Protestantism with its own
weapons, Eeisentritt, Dean of the Chapter of Budissin, pub-

lished in 1573 a large collection of sacred songs and an

Agenda or Liturgy in German. A still larger collection of

sacred songs was published in 1631 by Corner, prior of the

Benedictine monastery of Gottweih.

Owing to the pretensions put forward by their opponents,

the Catholics were obliged to show by historical evidence that

the teaching and discipline of the Church were based upon

Apostolic tradition and the belief of the primitive Christians.

The assumptions of Protestants were successfully refuted by

the Catholic historians of the period, of whom the following

^ A new edition of the commentaries of Maldonaius and Eatins was recently

published by Sausen, Mogunt. 1841 sq. A third edition of Maldonatus was ed-

ited by Bishop Martin, Mogunt. 1862 ; a fourth by Dr. J. M. Raich, Mogunt.

1874. (Tk.) The second edition of Estius, revised by Holzammer, Mogunt.

1858 sq. Maldonatus also wrote a commentary on the prophets Jeremias, Ba-

ruch, Ezechiel, and Daniel ; and a full explanation on Ps. CIX., and scholia

or the Proverbs, the Canticle of Canticles, Ecclesiastes, and Isaias. See Dixon^

Introd. to the S. Script., Vol. II., p. 226 (Te.), and cf. J. M. Prat, S. J., Mai-

donat et I'universite de Paris au XVIe siecle, Par. 1857.

2 Ed. Lugduni, 1611-1614, 3 T., f.
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are the best known : Baronius and his continuators ;
^ Peter

de 31arcn, Archbisi)op elect of Paris (f 1G62), whose contro-

versies in defense of the episcopal system are well known
(De coiicordia imperii et sacerdotii); Cardinal du Perron (f 1618),

who wrote his De ecclcsiastica et politica j^otesfate a2:ainst Richer,

and in support of the doctrine of Papal Infallibilit}' ; Pan-

vinio, an Ani;-ustinian, who wrote a History of the Ponies

(f 150S) ; and Laicrence Surius, a Carthusian, of Coloo;ne, and

a convert (flSTS), whose versatile talents adorned nearly

every branch of literature. His Lives of the Saints, in six

folio volumes,^ stimulated the Pollandists, whose centenary

labors were begun in the year 1643, to make a more exhaust-

ive use of the precious materials within their reach."*

Finally, the cscetical writings of the epoch, which were, as a

rule, the productions of men occupied with (^ther labors,

strikingly illustrate the beneticent influence of the Middle

Ages upon Catholic literature. Chief among these are the

Spiritual Exercises of St. Ignatius, which have been mainly

instrumental in preserving in the Society which he founded

the pious and profitable habit of meditation. Edif^'ing lives

of St. Ignatius and St. Francis Xavier were written by 31affc.i

and TurselUnus. Numerous works on pastoral theology, the

outgrowth of the renewed and vigorous religious life then

setting in, were also published, of some of which particular

mention should be made. The most important are EcclesiasteSy

sea coiicionator evangelicas, by Erasmus ; Instructiones confessa-

riorum et concionatorum, by ^S'^. Charles Borromco
;
Jihetorica

ecclcsiastica, Whri HI., by Valerius Augustine; a work of the

same title, by Louis of Granada, a Dominican ; but, above

all, the works published by the celebrated preachers of this

age. Of these, the greatest names in Italy were ClariuSy

Bishop of Fuligno; Cornelius llusso, Bishop of Bitonto, in

the kingdom of Naples (f 1574) ; Charles JBorromeo ; and the

Jesuit, Paul Scgneri (f 1694). In France, Simon Vigor, Arch-

bishop of Narbonue(t 1575) ; the Jesuit, Claude de Lingendes

1 See Vol. I., p. 44.

2 Edited Cologne, 1570 sq., 157G-1581 ; Suppl. Vol. VII., by F. J. Mosander,

ibid., 1586; best ed., ibid., 1618, in 12 vols.

3 See Vol. I., page 23, note 4.
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(tl666); bis kinsman, Jo/(j« de Lingeiules ; and Francis Fe-

eraidt, of the Oratory (t 1670). In Spain, John of AvUa, the

Apostle of Andalusia, and Louis of Granada; and in Poland,

Peter Skarga and Birkowski.

Besides the ascetieal works pnhlished in Germany, of which

we have already spoken,^ the faith and piety of the age were

revived and sustained b}^ the writings of St. Teresa^ St. John

of the Crois, the pious Louis of Granada, St: Fiancis de Sales

(Philothea and Letters to People Living in the World), :£/'//«-

rence ScupuU (Spiritual Combat), Lellarniiue, Alphonsus Bod-

riguez (The Practice of Christian Perfection), Louis da Ponte

(Meditations on the Mysteries of Faith), M. Olier, founder of

the Congregation of St. Sulpiee (flGST—Catechism of Lite-

riorLife), and Conr/re??, second superior-general of tiie French

Oratory (f 1641—Idea of the True Priesthood of J. C.)

When Louis of Granada presented to Gregory XIII. copies

of " The Sinner's Guide," and " Christian Life," of his excel-

lent Catechism and his treatise on prayer, the Pope expressed

his delight in words which must have been extremely grati-

fying to the pious author. " You have," said the Hol}^ Father,

" done a greater service to those Avho may seek instruction in

your pages, than if by prayer you had restored sight to the

blind or brought the dead to life." We need not marvel,

then, wh}' these works have been so frequently reproduced in

our own da}', why they have been translated into so many
languages, or why so much pains is taken to issue correct and

serviceable editions of them.

§ 351. New Controversies on Grace—Baius, Molina ,. Jansenius.

The fear entertained that the extreme tenets of Protestant-

ism, when applied to the workings of divine grace in regen-

erated man, and carried out to their last results, would not be

without influence on Catholic divines, was verilied in the case

of Jllichael Baius, a professor of theology at Louvain (after

1551)/^ He was hardly seated in the professor's chair when,

^ Brischar, The Cath. Pulpit Orators of Germany during the last three cen-

turies, SchafFh. 1867 sq., 3 vols.

'Baji 0pp., Coloniae, 1696, 4to. At the beginning of the year l.j()3 : De
libero arbitrio ; de justitia

;
de justificatione and de sacrificio. After his return
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like his colleague, John Ilessels, he begun to assail the scholas-

tic method, and to introduce the positive. After ex[)laining-

the doctrines of faith, he supported them with texts of Scrip-

ture and passages from the writings of such Fathers as St.

Cvprian, St. Ambrose, St. Jerome, and St. Gregory, but

chieflj'from those of St. Augustine. In defense of his method

of teaching, he pointed out that Protestants had distorted the

sense of the Sacred Text, and claimed that it was his aim to

restore its true meaning. On the return of his older col-

.leagues, Tapper and Bavenstein, from the Council of Trent,

they, together with other advocates of the scholastic method,

expressed their disap[)robation of his course and their alarm

as to the tendency of the system which he was beginning to

mold into definite shape. In consequence, acting in concert

with the Franciscans, tliey sent, in the year 15G0, eighteen of

the propositions of liaius' for examination to the Theological

Faculty of the Sorbonne.^ As only five of the propositions

were pronounced heretical and three false," their author felt

that he miglit with all propriety publish a defense of his po-

sition. In this, while freely admitting that some of the prop-

ositions were faulty, he contended that the greater number of

them were correct, being, as he said, in complete harmony
with the words of Holy Writ and the teachings of St. Au-
gustine. Cardinal GranoeUe, Archbishop • of Malines and

Governor of the ISTetherlands, anxious to*put an end to a con-

troversy which, he believed, had its origin in a misap[»rehen-

sion of terms and expressions not in general' use among the-

ologians, prevailed upon Fhiiip 11. to send the pi-ofessors,

Baius and John Ilessels, together with Cornelius Jansenius,

subsequently Bishop of Ghent, and at that time (1568) a well-

known Biblical commentator, to Trent as deputies of the

University. On his return, Baius published a number of

Tracts, in which he defended and still further developed his

from Trent, the treatises: De meritis operum ; do prima hominis justitia et tie

virtutibus impiorum; de sauramentis in gcnere, etc. Conf. Kuhn, s. v. 15aj", in

the Freiburg Ecel. Cyclopaed. ; Linseniatin, Michael Bajus, Tueb. 1807; Schce-

ber, Supplements toward a iiist. of Bajanism (Catholic, March, 18(38).

'In cCArgcnirc Collectio judiciorum de novis erroribus, T. II., p. 1-203, and

in du Pin, Bibliotheque, T. XVI., p. 139 sq.

'^ Blographie Universelle, Paris, T. II. (Tr.)
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peculiar views. These publications were the occasion of a

fresh controversy, during which his colleague, Ilessels, died

(1566).

The affair was eventually submitted to the judgment of the

IToly See, and by a bull, dated October 1, 1507, Pius V., with-

out naming their author, condemned seventy-nine propositions

of Bains'. The disciples of Bains refused to submit, main-

taining that the condemned propositions, in the sense in which

they were stated, were not to be found in the writings of their

master. In consequence, the ct)ridemnation was renewed in

more precise terms by Gregory XIII. in 1579.

In the following year, Baius sent on to Kome an act of sab-

mission, thus escaping expulsion from his office.^ He also

received at this time a co[iy of the bull of Pius V., which had

heretofore been denied him. The condemned propositions

related chiefly to original sin, free will, regenerated nature,

and the relation of good works to grace, the fundamental one

being that fallen nature, destiiute of divine grace, is absolutely

incapable of well-doing, and, as a consequence, can not leave off

evil-doing.

In direct opposition to the definition of the Council of

Trent, Baius seemed at least to hold that the Blessed Virgin

was not exempt from either original or actual sin.^ The sys-

tem of Baius, which spread rapidly, was vehemently assailed

by the Jesuit Fatheris, Leonard Lessius and John Haniel, mem-
bers of the Faculty of Louvain, whose zeal apparently got

the better of their judgment, and carried them to the oppo-

site extreme. Hence thirty-four of their propositions, which

the partisans of Baius claimed had the flavor of Semi Pela-

gianism, were disclaimed in 1587 by the Theological Faculty

of Louvain. With a view of promoting good will between

the two parties, Sixtus V., in the following year, commanded
both to abstain from mutual recriminations.

Unfortunately, about this time a Avork appeared in Spain,

written by the Jesuit, Louis Molina, and bearing the title

1 This bull is also found in the stereotyped edition of the Council of Trent,

Tips. 1842, p. 273-278. Dti Chesne, Hist, du Bajanisme, Douai, 1731, 4to. Con-

ferences d' Angers sur la grace, Paris, 1789.

2 Werner, Fr. Suarez, Vol. I., pp. 380 sq.
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"Liberi arbitrii cum gratiae donis, divina praescientia, providentia^

prae<lestinatione et reprobatione concordia" which at once re-

vived the controversy between the Jesuits and Dominicans}

The former defended the teaching of Scotus ; the latter that

of St, Augustine. The Moliuists,in recommendation of their

doctrine, said that if ichat is understood to be rigorous Augustin-

ianisni were to be accepted, the tenets of the Reformers could not

be easily refuted.

Desirous, if possible, to harmonize the two systems, Molina

maintained that by his own natural powers man may in some

sort contribute toward his conversion and the pei'formance of

good works. In support of this position, he brought forward

the teaching of Fonseca, who had been his master, on the so-

called mediate knowledge of God {Scientiei Dei media), which

is, that God foresees such future events as would take place

if certain given conditions, which are never fulfilled, were

carried out; as, for example, the instances in 1 Samuel, xxiii.

11 sq., and Matthew, xi. 21.

Molina's book was attacked by the Dominicans, Alvarez

and Thomas de Lemos, who upheld the Thomist system, uiain-

taining that grace influences the free consent of the will, the

latter bearing the relation to the former of physical etfoct to

physical cause. Preserving the analogy, the agency of grace

is called pliysical premotion or predetermination. The Jesu-

its, Gregory of Valencia, Arrubal, La Bastide, Toletus, and oth-

ers, came to the defense of Molina, whereupon Pope Clement

VIII., at the request of both parties, solicited the advice of

the bishops, universities, and theologians, and established at

Rome, in 1699, the celebrated Congregation "De Auxiliis,"''^

to determine the question concerning the relation of divine

grace to man's conversion. Clement died before a decision

was arrived at, and his successor, Paul V., continued tljc ex-

amination till the year 1607, when he suspended the lal)ors of

the Congregation, reserving to himself the right of making
known the result at some future day, and (probably at the

*It appeared first at Lisbon, 1588; then, enlarged, at Antwerp, 1595. Cf

Wer7ier, St. Thomas of Aquino, Vol. III., p. 389-430.

''Freiburg Eccl. Cyclopaed., Vol. II., pp. 786-79i; Fr. trans., Vol. 5., pp.

194-203.
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instance of Baronius) permitting both parties to hold their

opinions, and prohibiting each from accusing their adversaries

of heresy.

The prohibition, thongli renewed by Urban VIII., Innocent

X., and Innocent XI., was not nnfrequently disregarded in

the heat of controversy by the representatives of both [jar-

ties. The system of Molina, which was more or less Pela-

.gian in tendency, was modified by the Jesuits into what is

known as Conyruism {Gratia congrua et incongrua). This sys-

tem, which is quite ditferent from pure Molinism, was per-

fected some time later by the celebrated Jesuits, Suarez and

Vasquez} According to Molinism, the free consent of the

will is the sole and only condition to the action of grace

;

whereas, according to Congruism, the action of grace is de-

pendent on the congruity of grace itself, and, as a conse-

quence, on the very nature and power of grace. Hence, con-

gruous grace [gratia congrua) is always efficacious (efficax)

;

whereas incongruous grace {gratia, incongrua), inasmuch as

man does not correspond to it, is only sufficient {sufficiens).

This system, Aqiiaviva, the General of the Jesuits, ordered to

be taught in all the schools of the Society (1613).

The Molinist controversy was again revived by the publi-

cation of a treatise, written by Garas^e, a Jesuit, and assailed

by John Duvergier, who subsequently became Abbot of St.

Cyran. Cornelius Janseniiis, a friend of Duvergier's, then a

professor at Louvain, and afterward Bishop of Ypres (t 1638),

undertook to examine the whole Augustinian system of grace,

embodying the results of his labors in a work entitled '^Au-

gustinus/' In the preface to this book, as also in his last will,

he declared that he submitted the work to the judgment of the

Holy See} The work is divided into three parts, in the lirst

of which the author [)rofesses to show the points of contact

and agreement between the teachings of the Pelagians and

Semi-Pelagians and those of the Molinists; in the second, lie

points out that reason alone is not sufficient to give a knowl-

^Hortiff, Ch. Hist., continued by Dollinger, Vol. II., pp. 810 sq.

2 Augustinns, seu doctrina Augustini de humanae naturae sanitate, aegi'itu-

dine, medicina adv. Pelagianos et Massilienses, Lovanii, 1640; Parisiis, 1641,

and frequently.
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edge of the doctrine of grace, which must he sought in Holy

Scripture, in the writings of the Fathers, and in the decrees

of Councils; and then goes on to speak of the condition of

man hefore and after tiie Fall ; hnaliy, in tlie third, he speaks

of man's conversion, wliich, he says, is accomplished by the

irresistible action of grace, man of himself being absolutely help-

less to contribute anything toward it.

Tlie publication of the work was opposed by the Jesuits,

on the around that it contained Calvinistic errors on predes-

tination. This remonstrance was fruitless, and the author

being ah*eady dead, a iirst edition of it appeared at Louvain

in 1G40, and a second in the following year, containing an

approbation from the doctors of the Sorbonne. A violent

controversy at once broke out.

The Jesuits made a collection of the suspected propositions,

giving special prominence to the utterances of Jansenius

against the Fathers, the Schoolmen, and their own teachings.

By the bull ''-In eminenti" of 1642, Pope Urban VIII. forbade

the Augustinus to be read. As the Jesuits were endeavoring to

show that all the propositions, previously condemned by Pius

V. and Gregory XIIL, were clearly contained in the Augusti-

nus, Cornet, the syndic of the Sorbonne, submitted (1649)

-seven propositions, taken from the writings of Jansenius, to

tlie judgment of the Faculty, which were, in the course of

the examination, reduced to Jive} After considerable discus-

sion, and frequent appeals to parliament, the propositions,

some of which were literal extracts from the Augustinus, and

1 1. Aliqua Dei praecepta hominibus justis, volentibus et conantibus secun-

dum praesentes, quas habent vires, sunt impossibilia; deest illis quoque gratia,

qua possibilia fiant. LI. Interiori gratiae in statu naturae lapsae nunquani

resistitur. III. Ad merendum et demerendum in statu naturae lapsae non re-

quiritur in homme l'be7'tas a necessitate (freedom from interior necessity) sed suf-

ficit libertas a coactione (from exterior constraint). IV. Semipelagiani adrait-

tebant praevenientis gratiae iaterioris necessitatem ad singulos actus, etiam ad

initiuni fidei ; et in hoc erant haei-etici, quod vellent earn gratiam talem esse,

cui possit humana voluntas rcsistere vel obtemperare. Y. Semipelagianum est

dicere, Christum pro omnibus omnino hominibus mortuum fuisse aut sanguinem

fudisse. The bull issued against them is found in the Lps. stereotyped edition

of the Council of Trent, p. 278-280. Hist, de propositions de Jansen (par

Hilaire Dumas), Liege, 1699; Trevoux, 1702, 3 vols., 12mo.
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others, as Bossuet very justly remarks, contained the vital

jprmciyles of Jansenism, were condemned by Pope Innocent X.

in the bull Cum occasione, dated May 31, 1653. This bull

wa» acceptable to nearly all France, the Sorbonne giving the

first example of submission, and even the defenders of the

propositions yielding to the judgment of the Holy See, from

motives of ecclesiastical obedience. Of the latter, however,

some held that while the condemned propositions were in

themselves heretical, they were not in fact contained in the

book Avgustinus, and hence could not be attributed to its au-

thor. This distinction between right and fact again revived

the controversy, which, as we shall have occasion to show in

the following epoch, grew more heated and acrimonious as

time went on.

During the present epoch, a statement of a Franciscan,

named Francis de Santiago, to the effect that the teaching of

the Franciscan Order, relating to the Immacidate Conception

of the Blessed Virgin, had been positively confirmed by a

vision granted to himself, occasioned the revival of the old

controversy on this point between the Dominicans and Fran-

ciscans. So determined was the attitude of the Dominicans

that Philip III., King of Spain, felt it to be his duty to re-

quest a solution of the question from the Holy See. The
reigning Pope, Paul V., did no more, however, than republish

the decrees of Sixtus IV., issued in the years 1476 and 1483,

granting a proper " office " for the Feast of the Immaculate

Conception of the Blessed Virgin, and indulgences to those

reciting the Divine Office or celebrating or assisting at Mass
within the " Octave." He likewise commanded both parties

to abstain from branding each other as heretics. While permit-

ting the question to be discussed from a purely scientific point

of view, Paul V. forbade it to be made the subject of controver-

sial sermons, and his bull of 1621 ordained that no ex[)ression

other than ''•The Conception of the Blessed Virgin " ^ should be

used in either the missal or the public offices of the Church.

1 In the editiones Concil. Trident., by Gallemart and Richier, these bulls are

appended to Sess. V., "de peccato originali." Cf. Freiburg Eccl. Cyclopaedia,

Vol. VI., p. 865-872 ; Fr. tr., Vol. 25, p. 270 sq.
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A second effort was made by both the contending Orders to

obtain through Philip IV. a decision of tlie question from

Gregory XV., -which the latter refused to give. Alexander

VII., when pressed for a similar decision, published a bull in

1661, in which, while referring to the decisions of his prede-

cessors, he showed an unmistakable tendency to the doctrine

of the Conception of the Blessed Virgin without original sin.}

In 1708 Clem.ent XI. made the Feast of the Conception of

the Blessed Virgin one of obligation ; and the learned Pope
Benedict XIV. (1740-1758), summing up the arguments and

decisions bearing upon the question, closed his treatise with

these words :
" While the Apostolic See does not as yet de-

clare the Immaculate Conception of Mary to be an article of

faith, it is nevertheless evident that the result of the discus-

sion goes to show that the Church is favorable to the opinion."

§ 352. Art still in the Service of the Church. (Cf. § 293.)

t Glareanus, Dodecachordon, Basil. 1547. t Ger-bert, De cantu et musica

sacra a prima eccl. aetate usque ad praesens tempus, S. Bias. 1774. 2 T., 4to.

Rio, L'art chretien, nouv. edit., Par. 1866, 4 T. Rocldifz, Outlines of a History

of Plain Chant, Lps. 1832. Kieseweiicr, Hist, of Music in Western Europe,

Lps. 1847, 4to. For further bibliography, see § 293.

The strong hold which the faith of the Catholic Church and
the splendor of her ceremonial still retained upon men's

minds was strikingly illustrated in the efforts made by artists

to give expression, though after a new fashion, to rhe thoughts

thej' inspired. The revival during the fifteenth century of

classic taste and the slavish imitation of the models of Greece

and Rome, chiefly in the imitative arts, had largely contrib-

uted to estrange men's minds from the s[)irit of the Church.

The new style of church architecture in Italy was the first ex-

pression of this vitiated taste. Even as early as the time of

Julius II. there was a departure from traditionary ecclesiastical

' " Sane vetus est Christi fidelium erga ejus beatissimam Matrem Virginem

Mariam pietas sentientium, ejus aniniam in prinio insianH creationis atque in-

Jusionis hi corpus fuisse speciali Dei gratia et privflegio, intuitu meritorum J.

Cfir. ejus Filii humn.ni generis Hedemptor is, a macula peccati originalis prac-

scrvntam immunem, atque in hoc sensu ejus Conceptionis festivitatem solemni

ritu colentium et celebrantium."
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architecture in the constrnction of St. -Peter's in Rome, after

the desio^ns of Bramaiite, whicli were based upon the ckassic

Greek and Roman styles.^ These designs were in the main

carried out in its continuation and completion by Paphael

and Michael Aiigelo ; but the noble simplicity of the majestic

structure, the grandest temple of the Christian world, was
marred by the meaningless and incongruous fa<^cnle of Carlo

Maclerno, which sensibly detracts from its splendid proportions

and imposing eiiect. In spite, however, of it defects, St. Pe-

ter's was frequently taken as a model, and by degrees came

to l)e accepted as the type of the so-called Renaissance style,

a taste for which spread rapidly tlirongh France and Spain,

the various countries of Germany, particularly Bohemia, and

through Belgium and England. Its debasement kept pace

with its progress through these countries, and its characteris-

tics were a tendency to depart from traditional ecclesiastical

architecture and a slavish imitation of Greek and Roman de-

tai s, which, having neither unity nor connection wiih the

main design, gradually lost their signilication, and degener-

ated into absurd contrivances for decoration. In France, this

style, which was there known as that of Henry IV., and com-

bined all the defects of the Classic and Gothic, without the

merits of either, flourished mostly under Louis XIV. and his

great-grandson. So destitute was it of all the principles of

arr, so offensive to good taste, and so absurdly fantastic in its

decoration that, for want of a better word, it was expressively

designated '•'Rococo."

The introduction of the Renaissance in its most debased

form into ecclesiastical architecture was prevented by what is

known as the ^^Jesuit style." Hence the churches of this pe-

riod, though conforming to the general principles of Renais-

sance construction and exhibiting its uniform sameness of

design, still preserve a certain stateliuess and correctness of

taste.

In 'paintinfj, as in architecture, the learned efforts of the

artists of that age to imitate ancient models were seriously

detrimental to the dignilied simplicity and religious inspira-

iSee Vol. 11., p. 1041.
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tioii of the earlier schools, though these qualities are not

wanting in the works of Corregf/io, Titian, the three noble

Caracci, Donienichino, Guido Jieni, Dolce, Caravaggio, and

Salvator Bosa, in Italy ; of Almso Berruguate (f 1561), Perez

de Morales (f 1586), Velasquez, Mwrillo, and Alonso Co no

(t 1677), in Spain ; of Nicholas Poussin (f 1665), le Bran

(f 1690), le Sueur, and others, in France ; of Rembrandt

(tl674), Rubens (tl640), and Van Dyke, in the Netherlands;

and of Albert Durcr (11528), Holbein (11554), Christojiher

Schwarz, Joaquin Sandrarl, and others, in German}'.

Poetry, like the other arts, was still in the service of the

Church. Breaking through the pedantic mannerism of tlie

age, the muse of Torquato Tasso (f 1595) took a nobler flight,

and consecrated in heroic verse the chivalrous and religious

exploits of the Middle Ages in his great poem, ''•Jerusalem

Delivered''' {Gerusalcmrne Liberata)} Caldeyon de la Barca

(f 1681), who, after having borne arms as a gallant soldier,

became a priest and canon of Toledo, sang in sweet and

graceful numbers of the heroism of Christians and the un-

lading crown of glory they shall receive on waking from " the

dream of this life." Much of his fertile dramatic genius and

glowing religious enthusiasm was expended in illustrating in

his ^^Autos Saeramentales " or ^^ Corpus Christi " pieces the mys-

teries of the Christian religion. These dramatic productions,

intended to be played in the open air on Corpus Christi Day
and other feasts of the Church, were allegorical in character,

being based on Scriptural events, but combining in their com-

position references to incidents related in the history of the

people or consecrated in their folklore,^

Lopede Vega was a still more striking example of the same

spirit and tendency. He led a roving life in his youth, and

having, like Calderon, borne arms with distinction, he con-

iTransl. into German by Streckfuss, 2d ed., Lps. 1835, 2 vols. The most

complete edition of his work appeared at Pisa, 1821-1832, in 33 vols.

"^ Calderon' s (9yj Antos Saeramentales or Corpus Christi pieees, in a German
translation, with introductory remarks by Lorinser, Ratisbon, 1856-1872, 18

vols. Goethe and Schlegel have made Calderon popular in Germany. In

Britain he is not well known, and in France not appreciated. (Tr.)

VOL. Ill—28
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tliiLied, even amid the distractions of military life, to pour

forth poems with amazing rapidit3\ His imagination, though

fertile and even exuberant, was correct, and his powers of

production inexhaustible. It is said that, besides his other

multitudinous performances, he was the author of one thou-

sand eight hundred dramas. Nor was his genius wholly de-

voted to secular themes ; his pen embellished the gravest

subjects, and gave poetic expression to the most sublime ideas

of religion. After the death of his second wife, he entered

the Order of St. Francis, and in 1609 was ordained a priest.

Toward the close of his days he felt happy only in the soli-

tude of the cloister, and so terrific were his self-scourgings

that the walls of his cell were frequently spattered with his

blood, and the illness of which he died (1635) was occasioned

by one of these bodily castigations.^ Mention should also be

made of James Balde, Frederic von Spee^^ and Angelus Sile-

sius {John Scheffier)? The last named was born at Breslau in

1624, of Protestant parents, practised medicine in his early

manhood, was converted to the (yatholic Church when twenty-

nine years of age, and afterward studied theology and took

priest's orders. He published a number of writings in de-

fense of his new faith, and having lived an exemplary life as

a religious man, died a holy death, July 9, 1677, in a convent

of his native city. Of his religious poems, the collection most

prized, alike b}^ his contemporaries and by posterity, is that

entitled ^'Yearnings of the Soul" {Heilige SeeUrdust). These

pieces were set to music by George Josephi, musician in ordinary

1 A full account of Lope de Vega's life and writings will be found in Tick-

nor's History of Spanish Literature, N. Y. 1869. There is also a good essay-

on him in Prescotis Biographical Miscellanies, Boston, 1857. (Tr.)

'^ Balde, New ed. of his Carmina lyrica and Batrachomyomachia, Miinster,

1856-59. Spee, Mock Nightingale {TrutznacMigo.ll), published by Brentano,

Berlin, 1817; also by Junckman and Hueppe, with melodies and an introduc-

tion, Coesfeld, 1841. Virtue's Golden Book (Giildenes Tugendbuch), Coblenz,

1829. Smets, Pious Hymns, by Spee, Bonn, 1849. Conf. W. Lmdemann, Hist,

of German Literature, Freiburg, 1866, p. 389 sq.

3 Jo/in Scheffler. Complete Works, published by Dr. Rosenthal, Eatisbon, 1862.

.2 vols, f Wittmann, Angelius Silesius as a Convert, Mystic Poet, and Contro-

versialist, Augsburg, 1842.
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±0 the Bishop of Breslau, and published with his melodies in

1657.»

MiLsic^ continued in alliance with painting, scnlpture, and

poetjy during this epoch, contributing like these to spiritual-

ize and elevate the ceremonial of pnblic worship. The Flem-

ings were, during the fourteenth century, the great nuisters

of church-music, and it was among them that the modern

music tirst assumed the character of an art, capable of giving

utterance to the high aspirations of the soul and the tender

emotions of the heart. At first serious, expressive, and en-

nobling, it gradually degenerated into a dry, artificial, and

learned style of music, owing chiefiy to the fact that the

Church being unwilling to give up her time-honored melo-

dies, its advocates were forced to confine their talents to the

harmonies, and as a consequence not unfrequently introduced

into their compositions secular and profane airs, wholly ina[)-

propriate to the object for which they were intended.-^ Re-

ligious music had so far declined as to give occasion to serious

€omplaints at the Council of Trent (Sess. XXII. and XXIV.),
some of the Fathers even advocating its entire banishment

from the service of the Church.'* It was, however, saved by

Falestrina, whose genius restored it to its true dignity. Gio-

vanni Fierluigi or Palcstrina, a surname derived from tiie name
of his birthplace, was born of poor parents in the year 1524.

Even while still very young, his musical talents attracted the

attention of a musician, by whom he was admitted into the

cathedral choir of his native town. He there gave promise

of future greatness, and at the age of sixteen went to Rome,
where he studied music under Claude Goudimel. At the age

of twenty-seven he was appointed director of music in the

Julian Chapel, in St. Peter's, lately completed by Pope Julius

1 Heilige Seelenlust, being Spiritual Hymns, by Angelus Silesius, revised and

published as a book of devotion, by W. Winterer and Sprenger, Mannheim,

1838; Stuttg. 1846.

^Cf. HsicJiolas Wisetnan's Lectures on Holy Week, delivered in Eome, 1837.

-{German tr., by Axinger, Augsb. 1840.

3 Mcmsi, Vol. XXIX., p. 107. (Tr.)

* Church Music and the Council of Trent {Hist, and Polit. Papers, Vol. 42).
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III. It is said that Pope Marcellus 11. suggested to the gifted

young artist the idea of rehgious music, to which he gave

such exquisite expression in the Missa Marcelli, published in

1555, during the pontificate of Paul IV". His famous Inypro-

jjeria, published in 1560, are not less sublime. These are sor-

rowful and tender reproaches, addressed, in the language of

the Prophet Micheas (VI. 3 sq.), by Our Divine Savior to an

ungrateful and heartless people, and are sung on Good Friday

in Greek and Latin, together with the so-called Trisagion

:

^'Holy God, Omnijjotent God, Immortal God.'' Dr. Burney

calls Palestrina the Homer of religious music, and had he no

claim other than the Improperia give him to the title, they

would be ampl}^ sufficient to merit it. That he persuaded the

College of Cardinals, assembled for the definite purpose of ban-

ishing modern music forever from the service of the Church, to

allow the compositions, which he submitted to them for examin-

ation, to be performed during divine service (1564), was not the

least of his triumphs. Combining the stateliness of the Gre-

gorian chant with the vivacity of modern melody, the com-

positions of Palestrina are also remarkable for the richness,

the gravity, and the solemnity of their harmonies. Like all

church music deserving the name, they are admirably adapted

for choral singing.^

In the year 1533, Liiigi Dentice composed a Jiz'serere, which

enjoyed a high reputation, until it was surpassed by the fa-

mous composition of Allegri upon the same subject. Called

from Fermo to Rome by Urban VIIL, he was appointed a

member of the choir in the Sistine Chapel, a position which

he held until his death in 1652. His most celebrated compo-

sition is his Miserere, still annually performed in the same

chapel. It was originally written for two choirs, the one of

five and the other of four voices, which sing alternate verses

until the Gloria Patri is reached, when the nine unite and

sing together till the close. The music of this famous com-

position expresses with wonderful power and sympathetic

precision the calm, deep, and thoughtful sorrow that weighs

upon the soul of the earnest Christian, seriously meditating

^Baini, Memorie della vita di G. P. da Palestrina, Roma, 1828, 2 vols., 4to.
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on the passion of Our Lord, and the tumultuous yet subdued

feelings that agitate his whole being, wlien contem[>lating the

last scene of the traged}' on the heights of Calvary.

The movement was forwarded in Spain by Morales, and in

Belgium by Orlando di Lasso or Lassus, both of whom were

mainly instrumental, each in his own country, in preserving

the grave and religious character of church music, now seri-

ously threatened by the operatic style lately introduced at

Florence (about 1600) by some members of the Medicean

Academy. "With a view of directly counteracting the w^orldly

spirit of the lyric drama, a new school of music, of which

St. Philip Neri is regarded as the founder, was started in the

Oratory at Eome. The compositions, taken as a whole, were

called Biblical Dramas or Oratorios, from the place in which

they were performed. The text, of wdiich the subject was

usually some Scriptural incident or character, was, as a rule,

partly epic and partly dramatic ; and the music consisted of

recitatives, airs, duets, trios, quartets, and choruses, with an

orchestral or organ accompaniment. This sort of lyrico-

religious drama was performed mostly during the Lenten

season, and was singularly solemn and attractive.^

§ 353. Religious Life.

The fervent wishes for a true reformation in the Church,

to which expression was so frequently given by the Fathers

assembled in Councils during the course of the fifteenth cen-

tury, and by other saintly and earnest men, were in a large

measure realized during the period of which we are treating.

But while, on the one liand, we congratulate ourselves on re-

sults so consolatory, on the other we should remember and

frankly admit that they would not have been either so thor-

oughly or so speedily carried out had they not received an

impulse from the unexpected and violent assaults of the pre-

tended Reformers. If an age may be judged by the number
of illustrious men, pious Popes, zealous bishops, sainted

founders of Religious Orders, and learned doctors, which it

1 Conf. Fink, Hist, of Musical Oratorios C Periodical of Hist. Theology,

1842, nro. 3).
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produces, none in the whole history of the Church is more
fflorious than this. Amono: the more remarkable and better

known are St. Francis de Sales, St. Vincent de Paul, St. John

of the Cross, St. Thomas of Villanova,^ Bartholomew a Martyri-

bus (fJuly 16, 1590),^ *S'^. Ignatius, St. 'Francis Xavier, St.

Aloysius Gonzaga, St. Stanislaus Kostka,^ St. Philip Neri,.

Blessed Lawrence of Brindisi,* St. John of God, St. Teresa, St.

Joan Frances de Chantal, St. Angela (Merici) of Brescia, and

many more, nearly, if not quite so distinguished for saintli-

ness of character and purity of life, all formino; a catalogue

of glorious names, to the least of which the Protestant

Church did not produce a single one to compare. ISTo faith-

ful Catholic can pass in review so many patterns of heroic

virtue and Christian perfection, or dwell even momentarily

upon the life of so exalted a character as St. Charles Borro-

meo,^ without feeling his faith strengthened and his courage

animated.

Born October 2, 1538, of an illustrious family, at the Cas-

tle of Arona, the ancestral home of the house of Borromeo,

Charles, even in infancy, gave such tokens of tender piety

and religious zeal that a priest of Milan, forecasting his fu-

ture, said of him :
" This child will one day be a reformer of

1 \Maimbourg, La vie de St. Thom. de Villeneuve, Paris, 1666. Life of

Thomas a Villanova, by F. W. Faber, London, 1847. Latin Life by Feigerle,

Aulic Chaplain, and subsequently Bp. of St. Hippolyt. (Tr.)

^ Cf. Sion, year 1841, Jn. nros. 10-13. His principal work, for the use of

bishops, " Stimulus Pastorum," ed. first, 1572, at Eome ; latterly by Bp. Fessler,

at Rome, Paris, Madrid, and Brussels (Einsideln, New York, and Cincinnati),

1863. (Tr.)

3 Daiirignac, Hist, of St. Aloysius, trans, into Gorman, by Clarufi, Frkf. 1866.

The Life of St. Stanislas Kostka, S. J., by E. H. Thompson, Philadelphia,

1870. (Tr.)

^Father Schulenbiirg, Life of Bl. Lawrence of Brindisi, Mentz, 1863.

5 0pp. Carol. Borrom., Milan, 1747, 5 T., fol. Homiliae et alia praefat. et

annot. J. A. Saxii., Aug. Vind. 1758, 2 T. fol. Acta Mediolanensia ; Noctes

Vaticanae ; Sermones habiti in academia, Eomae in palatio vaticano instituta;

Pastorum instructiones et epp., ed. Westhoff^ Monast. 1846. An excellent

Italian biography, by J. P. Giussano ; trans, into French, by Cloysault, Avig--

non, 1824, 2 vols. ; into German, by Klitsche, Augsburg, 1836, 3 vols. Vie de

St. Charles Borrom^e, by A. Godeau, Paris, 1747. English Life, by Edvj.

Hsaly Thompson, London, 1858; Touron, La vie et I'esprit de St. Charles Bor-

rom6e, Paris, 1751.
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the Church, and accomplish great things." He studied la\v&

at tlie University of Pavia, where he received the degree of

doctor in 1559. His heart was so saddened and afflicted b}-

the laxity and dissoluteness of the Benedictine monks of

Arona, that, on the death of his father, he made up his mind
to give himself wholly to the service of the Church. So re-

markable was his virtue, and so great his capacity for busi-

ness, that his uncle, Pope Pius IV., called him to Rome, and,

despite his youth, apppointed him to man}- important offices,

and, at the age of twenty-two, created him cardinal and
Archbishop of Milan (1560). While [)residing as Legate

over the government of Ancona, Bologna, and other cities

within the States of the Church, he displayed unusual execu-

tive talents, and was equally distinguished for the ability with

which he discharged the duties and offices connected with

the govenmient of the Church which were committed to him
at Rome. Surrounded by luxury and magnificence, his de-

portment was grave, his life saintly, and his manners austere.

Studious himself, he fostered a love of letters in others, and,

after the exhausting labors of the day, was wont to spend his

evenings discussing scientific and ethical questions with a

number of scholars, clerical and lay, whom he gathered about

him in the Vatican, and to whom he was a munilieent patron.

He was appointed Grand Penitentiary by Pius IV., who
never undertook an}' affair of moment without having first

consulted with his nephew. Having placed himself under

the spiritual direction of John Ribeira, a saintly Jesuit, the

wealth and beauty of his predestined soul became daily more
conspicuous and his life more holy. His indefjxtigable activ-

ity, much of which was exerted in holding provincial coun-

cils and diocesan synods ; his influence at the Court of Rome
and with the delegates attending the Council of Trent ; and

his zeal in restoring discipline in Religious Orders and in re-

modeling ecclesiastical seminaries, place him beyond all ques-

tion at the very head of the reformers of the Church during

this epoch.

So deep and tender was his charity toward others, and so

great his own spirit of self-denial, that, to give play to the

exercise of both, he founded those numerous eleemosynary
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institutions which history has connected with his name. Se-

vere toward himself, he was rigorous with the clergy of his

diocese, teaching them both by precept and example to fully

appreciate the dignity and excellence of their calling, and to

realize in their lives the high standard of conduct which it

demands. As for himself, his whole life was one continuous

exemplification of the exalted virtues so befitting the priestly

•character. In his own person he exhibited to the world the

rare example of one who, having commenced life amid the

splendor of the purple and the highest ecclesiastical dignities,

closed his days literall}' worn out with the exhausting and

important labors of a self-sacrificing jyastor, mourned by his

people as by loving children who had lost the tenderest and

most prudent of fathers (]!!^ovember 3, 1584).^ A grateful

posterity erected to the memory of the great archbishop a

colossal bronze statue on the shore of Lago Maggiore, which

seems even still to protect by its presence the land of his

birth and the scenes of his youth.

The lives and examples of these saints and illustrious men
.exerted a powerful influence npon the masses of the people,

whose progress in holy-living was fostered and promoted by

the various Eeligious Orders, whose members specially de-

voted themselves to the instruction of the laity, the education

of children, the care of the poor, and the service of the sick.

Of those who gave themselves with the most disinterested

zeal to the training and instruction of youth, stimulated by

no motive other than the purest charity, the Jesuits, the Pi-

arists, and the Ursulines, not to mention others equally de-

serving, were conspicuous. The foolish and inhuman practice

of trying persons upon charges of witchcraft'^ was successfully

assailed by many writers of name, such as Herman Loeher ;^

Dr. Andrew Schweyr/el, of Kheinbach, near Bonn ; John Frey-

link, a Dominican, of Cologne ; Stapirias, pastor of Hirsch-

berg, in Westphalia; Cornelius Loos, of Mentz (11593); the

^Sailer, St. Charles Borromeo, Augsburg, 1824. Dieringer^ St. Charles Bor-

romeo and the Keformation of the Church in his Age, Cologne, 1846.

2 Cf. ? 283.

^ Loeher, when an octogenarian, still wrote: Urgent, Humble, and Woeful

Complaint of Pious and Innocent People, etc., Amsterdam, 1676.
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Jesuit, Tanner (f 1632) ; and most effectively by Father Fred-

eric Spee}

In conclusion, it may be remarked that never in any age oi'

the Church did the clergy labor more earnestly for the spread

of religion and the cultivation of morals among the people

than at the time when the Protestants cut themselves off from

communion with the See of Rome, to which they were in-

debted for whatever of truth and religious conviction they

still retained.

1 [Fred. Spee), Cautio criminalis sen de processibus contra Sagas liber ad ma-
gistratus Germ, hoc tempore necessarius, etc. (auctore theologo Komano), Rin-

thel. 1631, and frequently. Cf. Juwjmann, Catholic Voices against Trials for

Witchcraft, Eaised at a Time when They "Were Most in Vogue {Cath. Mag-
azine, Vols. III. and IV., Miinster, 1847-1848.)



CHAPTER V.

RELATION OF CATHOLICS TO PROTESTANTS.

§ 354. Attempts at Reconciliation.

Hering, History of the Efforts at Reconciliation, made since the Reformation,.

Lps. 1836-38, 2 vols. Neudecker, The Principal Attempts at the Pacification

of the Evangelical and Protestant Churches of Germany, Lps. 1846. Cf. Giese-

ler, Manual of Ch. H., Vol. III., Pt. II., p. 449 sq.

It is difficult to conceive how, possessing a knowledge of

the events already related—the fierce coniiicts, heated contro-

versies, universal disorders, and the fruitless attempts, made
both before and after the Council of- Trent, to effect a recon-

ciliation—persons, both Catholic and Protestant, should be

found who still cherished the hope of bringing about a union

between the Catholic Church and the Lutheran and Reformed

sects. The very character of Protestantism, inasmuch as it

affords no common ground upon which its advocates and op-

ponents might base a compromise of this character, should

have taught these well-meaning men that every such attempt

was necessarily futile. When Julius von Pflug, as presiding

officer of the Conference of Worms (1557), requested the Lu-

theran orators to confine the discussion to the Augsburg

Confession, giving as a reason that it would be impossible for

the Catholic theologians to follow them through all mazes of

varying and shadowy systems, seven of the twelve present

refused to accede to his request, thus putting an end to the

deliberations. But the perils arising out of these religious

dissensions, and menacing both the social and political fabric,

overruled the teachings of experience ; and many good and

Avise men put forth their energies in the vain hope of recon-

ciling and uniting the hostile parties. Of these, Ferdinand I.

of Austria was particularly active.

George Cassander, (f 1566), pursuing a line of thought anal-

ogous to that drawn out by Erasmus in his "Z)e amicabili Ec-

(442)
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clesiae concordia," published a work entitled " Judicium de

officio pii ac publicac tranquiUitatis vere amantls viri in hoc re-

ligionis dissidio," in which he insists that to labor for union is

the sacred dut}' of all Christians.^ The movement was vehe-

mently and energetically opposed by Calvin. l^Jevertheloss,

Ferdinand requested Cassander to draw out and publish his

views on the subject (1564). This work, which made its ap-

pearance only after the death of the emperor, was entitled

"De articulis relig. inter Cathol. et Protestant, controversis ad

imperatores Ferdin. I. et Maxim. II. considtatio." His views

are as moderate as could be looked for under the circum-

stances, but the interpretations which he put upon Scripture

and tradition, with a view to show that the Papacy is not of

divine institution, are arbitrary in the extreme. His state-

ments, Avhile they seemed very like paradoxes to Catholics,

found no favor with Protestants. George Wizel,^ who, having

gone over to Protestantism, again returned to the Church,

had already published, with a similar purpose, a work enti-

tled '''Regia via sen de controversis religionis capitibus concilian-

dis sententia," basing his argument on the twenty-one articles

of the Augsburg Confession. These attempts, as also those

of Frederic Staphylus, of Osnabriick, one of Luther's disci-

ples, and formerly professor at Koenigsberg ; and of the Jes-

uit, Adam Contzen, of Cologne, in his ^^Discursnum theologico-

politicoruin libri XIII." and ^'- De pace Germaniae," utterly

failed of the purpose for which they were intended.

Two religious conferences, the one at Baden in 1589, and

the other at Enimendingen in 1590, botli of tliem set on foot

by James, Margrave of Baden, a recent convert to the Cath-

olic Church, and having the same object in view, failed as

utterly in establishing harmony as any of the efforts that had

preceded them.^ But so hopeful were the Catholics of bringing

^ Cf. Meuser, On Cassander, in Dieringer's Cath. Journal, year II., Vol. 3.

"^ Beside the work quoted above, Cologne, about 1564, ed. Conring, Helmst.

1650, 4to, we have to notice still : Typua EccL Cathol., or Forms and Signs,

which have guided and governed the Holy, Apostolic, and Catholic Church for

a thousand years throughout Christendom ; in five parts, Cologne, 1540, 4to.

See Ddllinqer, Vol. I., p. 18 sq.

^ What Vierordt, in his Hist, of the Evangelical Eeformation in the Grand-
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ahout a reconciliation that the aggressive and offensive con-

duct of the Protestants, on the occasion of the centenary

celebration of the Reformation,^ in 1617, could not shake their

courage or deter them from again repeating what had so

often been proved to be little better than acts of charitable

folly. Those who w^ere now foremost in the movement were

the Jesuits, John Dez, Scheffmacher, and James Masenius.^

In i^r«wee attempts were likewise made by Cardinal Riche-

lieu to unite religious parties, but more with a view to further

his own policy than from disinterested motives. At his re-

quest, the Jesuit, Audebert, met Amyraut, the celebrated Re-

formed theologian, in conference, and made important con-

cessions ; but, fortunately, a compromise, which might have

been the source of very alarming dangers, was prevented by

the insuperable difficulties presented when the question of

transubstantiatiou came up for discussion. Francis Veron,

also a Jesuit, acting on a similar request, proposed a pjlan of

union [Methodus nova, facilis et solida haereses ex fundamento

destruendi, 1619), the drift of which was that the Protestants

should be required to demonstrate their principles and asser-

tions from distinct passages of Holy Writ. He wrote another

treatise, directed equally against the extreme schools of Catholic

opirtion and the false interpretations of Protestants.^ Another

work, "The Analysis of Faith" (Analysis fidel), by Henry

Holden (j c. 1865), was written for a similar aim, but failed

of its purpose. The irenical work of Bossuet had a measure

of success in certain localities.* Efforts equall}^ earnest and

Duchy of Baden (Carlsruhe, 1847, 2 vols.) but slightly touched upon, is fully

detailed, in three articles of the Hist, and Polit. Papers, 1856, On the Conver-

sion of the Margrave and the Two Conferences. Cf. Raess, Converts, Vol.

III., p. 91 sq., and Freiburg Diocesan Archives, Vol. IV., p. 89-122.

1 Werner, Hist, of Apolog. and Polemical Literature, Vol. IV., p. 589 sq.

2 Ihid., p. 750 sq.

3 Francisci Veroni'i Eegula Fidei s. secretio eorum, quae sunt de fide cathol.

ai iis, quae non sunt de fide, Par. 1G44, and often ; Aquisgrani, 1842, 12mo; by

Smets, in Latin and German, Elberfeld, 1843. Of a kindred spirit are the sub-

sequent treatises by Chrismann, Kegula fidei cath. et collectio dogmatum cre-

dendorum, denuo ed. Spindler, Wirceburgi, 1855, and by Bossuet, Exposition

de la doctrine catholique, in many editions and translations. Collected in

Brawl, Bibliotheca regularum fidei, Bonnae, 1844, etc., 2 T.

* See above, p. 283.
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equally fruitless were made by King Ladislaus IV. to secure

religious union in Polaml. Foreseeing the dangers that

threatened his eountry, he was encoui-aged to prosecute his

benevolent designs by the return to the Church of eminent

scholars like Berthold JSihas and Christopher Besold ; of dis-

tinguished preachers like Bartholomew Nigrinus ; and by the

publication, at Ilelnistaedt, of the writings of the celebrated

Hugo Grotius and George Calixtus, in which they had ex-

pressed their doubts both as to the necessity of the schism

and tlie wisdom of perpetuating it. Accordingly lie opened

a correspondence with the representatives of both parties,

with a view to have them hold a religious conference at

TJiorn} They also received an invitation of the same })ur-

port from Lubicnski, Archbishop of Gnesen and Primate of

Poland, who, in a letter dated November 12, 1643, wrote as

follows :

" It would seem that there are many points of contact and agreement on

both sides. If each party will hold on to what is certain, clear up what is ob-

scure, and verify what is plainly open to discussion, by the testimony of the

Scriptures and the teaching of the primitive Church, there will be no difficulty

in finding out what is the Catholic truth; and having ascertained it, and

brushed away whatever may have heretofore dimmed its luster, all will be

convinced that there was no adequate cause for the schism in the first instance,

and no reason for perpetuating it now.''

Ladislaus, learning that the dissidents took oftense at lan-

guage even so calm and temperate as this, sought to conciliate

them by an appeal to their patriotism, their national tradi-

tions, and religions feelings. In an invitation addressed to

them, bearing the date of March 20, 1644, he said

:

" One who can remain insensible in the presence of so protracted, so cruel,

and so relentless a war, without putting to himself the questions, What has

kindled such fierce hatred ? Why so much blood shed ? Why so great resources

exhausted? must indeed be destitute of every noble feeling. Europe, shaken

to her very center, totters and reels under the accumulated weight of her mis-

fortunes and her crimes. Religious discord alone has kindled among Christians

a hatred so fierce that human prudence seems powerless to extinguish it.

1 Scripta facientia ad colloquium a Seren. et pot. Pol. rege Vladislav. IT.

Toruni in Borussia ad. d. X. Octob. 1644, indictum, accessit Georgii Calixii

consideratio et epicrisis, Helmstad. 1G45. Cf. A. Menzel, 1. c, Vol. VIII., p.

102-128.
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"What the God of peace gave as a bond of union, the father of lies and the fo-

mentor of discord has converted into a source of hatred, injustice, and distrust

among men. It is our wish, therefore, to restore union to the body of Christ,

rent by human opinion, and to re-establish religious peace, so long disturbed.

While, on the one hand, the Church, like a solicitous mother, has left no means
untried to secure this end; on the other, the untiring energy of the Polish in-

tellect, and, still more, the spirit of Christian charity, have inspired me with

the hope that, in the infinite mercy of God, what has been destroyed by the

malice of the enemy may be restored, and what has been corrupted made
whole. Are we not all children of the same Father? Have we not the same

origin, the same baptism, the same name? Has not the same Church, washed

in the Blood of Christ, given birth to us all? Are we not governed by the

same laws that our fathers obeyed for centuries ? Those whom brotherly love

should bind together in union and harmony are divided and separated by preju-

dices of education and the artifices of the enemy of manliind. Hence we
should put forth our best efforts to find a remedy for these evils, which we all

deplore, and which sadden the heart of our Supreme Pastor. Heretofore

learned writings have been published and special conferences held, but to no

purpose; however, we may still be permitted to hope that opinions will be re-

conciled and peace restored by amicable discussion. The Church, like a tender

and loving mother, appeals to you as to well-beloved children. Her age, her

misfortunes, her wounds command your respect. She is more vigorous than

the centuries; they have left the traces of age upon her, but she is still robust.

JIvil she overcomes by charity, and by patience heals her wounds. . . .

There is one sorrow no art can soften—the pangs she suffers in having her

children torn from her bosom by heresy and schism. She pines away in the

expectant hope of seeing them again return from their wanderings. She ob-

serves the winds, rushes to the beach, stretches out her arms to the shipwrecked,

calls out to them, beseeching them to come and take possession of the heritage

of peace that has been lost to them for a century. Such also is our wish, such

the tender prayer we extend to our separated bi-ethren."

The desired meeting took place in October, 1645, at Thorn.

The Electors of Saxony and Brandenburg sent their theolo-

gians, and, with the gracious consent of the Duke of Bruns-

wick, George Calixtus was also present. But though a mod-
erate and temperate man, Calixtus was not acceptable to

Catholics, and because he was in favor of establishing amica-

ble relations with the Reformed Church, extreme Lutherans,

like Calovius and Hulsemann, shunned him as they might a

plague. "To my amazement," wrote Calovius, "I have seen

him seated in the midst of false Calvinistic prophets, whom
he regards as his brothers in Christ." The temper of mind,

which these words indicate, was not favorable to reconcilia-

tion. The Catholic cause was ably sustained by the Jesuit,
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Father Schoenhofer, who showed very satisfactorily that the

charges brought against the Catholic Church by Protestants

had no foundation, in eitlier her principles or dogmas, as

truly set forth in authorized works, such as the Decrees of the

Council of Trent and the Roman Catechism. This, like all

other religious conferences intended to reconcile irreconcila-

ble parties, had no effect other than to still further alienate

Lutherans and Catholics, and to excite against George Cahx-

tus the indignation of the extremists of his own sect.

§ 355. The Thirty Years' War.

Khevenhuller (t 1650), Annales Ferdinandei, fr. 1578 to 1637, Viennae, 1646,

9 T., fol. ; ed. II., Lps. 1721-1726, 12 T., fol. Theatrum Europaeum, or Kelation

of all Memorable Events, fr. 1618-1718, Frankfort, 1643-1738, 21 pts. Hurier,

Hist, of Ferdinand II. and his Parents, Schaffb. 1850 sq. Caroli Caraffa, Com-
menta de Germania sacra restaurata, Colon. 1639, along with about 200 D( creta

diploniatica, etc. Glnzel, Legatio Apostolica Petri Aloysii Caraffae (1624-1634),

"Wirceburgi, 1839. Bnrfhold, Hist, of the Great German War, from the death

of Gustavus Adolphus, with a special reference to France, 8tuttg. 1842 sq., 2

vols. K. A. Menzel (New Hist, of Germany, Vol. VI.-VIII). Muilath, Hist.

of the Austrian Empire, Vol. III. Onno Klopp, Tilly in the Thirty Year?'

War,Stuttg. 1861 sq., 2 vols. Gfroerer, Gustavus Adolphus, King of Sweden,

and his Age, 4th ed., by Onno Klopp, Stuttg. 1863. Koch, Ferdinand III , Vi-

enna, 1865. Maurice Ritter, Letters and Acts supplementary toward the Hist.

of the Thirty Tears' War, etc., Munich, 1870, Vol. I. Of. Janssen, Latest Re-

searches on the Thirty Years' War (Tuebg. Quarterly, 1861, p. 532-568).

The expressions employed by Protestants in the various

Religious Conferences, when speaking of the Church, roused

the passions and spoiled the temper of Catholics. To be con-

stanth^ represented in Protestant controversial sermons an<l

polemical writings as a superstitious, bigoted, and idolatrous

class, and that, too, by those who knew better, increased their

indignation. The ecclesiastical reservation article {reservatum

ecclesiasticurn) in the Peace of Augsburg (1555), inasmuch as

it was constantly being violated, became a source of ceaseless

trouble. In Northern Germany, where the violations of the

Peace were of more frequent occurrence, the estates belonging

to the sees of Havelberg, Brandenburg, JSaumbarg, Meissen,

Schwerin, Lebus, Camin, Magdeburg, Halberstadt, Minden, Ver-

-den, Bremen, Lubeck, Osnabruck, and \Ratzeburg were seized by
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the Protestants as occasion offered. For a time the Catholics

offered no resistance, hut when the elector, Gebhard, High Stew-

ard of Cologne (from 1577), after having long kept up criminal

relations with Agnes, Countess of Mansfeld and Canoness of

Gerresheim, finally passed over to the Reformed Church, and

attempted to involve his whole diocese in his apostasy, they

made a determined stand for their rights. In 1583 Gehhard
w-as deposed by the Holy See, and Ernest, Bishop of Liege,

and a Bavarian prince, who had been appointed by the Chap-

ter of Cologne, forcibly installed in his room. This proceed-

iug, though sanctioned by the Peace of Augsburg, was loudly

denounced by Protestants as iniquitous. While carrying out

wherever they could the principle ^'•Ciijus regio, illius religio,'"

they vehemently protested against the conduct of Julius,

Bishop of Wurzburg (after 1555), and Philip of Baden-Baden

(after 1571), who were only exerting themselves to bring their

people back again to the Church. The abjuration of the

Margrave of Baden and Hochbcrg was the signal for another

shout of intolerant protest ;
' and the chorus, now pitched in a

higher key, was swelled by the indignant voices of those who,

witnessing the splendid triumphs achieved for the Church by

the Society of Jesus, put forth every resource at their com-

mand to weaken, if not destroy, its efficiency. At Donau-

icdrth, wheve the number of Protestants had largely increased,

the Catholic magistracy was deposed ; Catholic worship sub-

jected to aunoj'ing strictures; and those in the procession of

the Blessed Sacrament on Corpus Christi Day of the year

1(506 violently assaulted. By decree of the Imperial Cham-
ber and Aulic Council of Vienna, the city was laid under ban

of the Empire. The decree was carried into execution by

Maximilian I., Duke of Bavarla^^ who seized the city, and,

J The Earlier Lists and Biographies of Converts, from the beginning of Pro-

testantism, by '\Hoenighaus ;
Chronological List of the most remarkable Con-

versions from Protestantism to the Catholic Church, down to our own days,

Aschatienburg, 1837, and by Rohrbacher, SchaflFhausen, 1844. These were fol-

lowed by the most complete work on the lives of Converts, together with a

statement of their apologetical writings, either in full or in substance, written

by the Plight Rev. Dr. Raess, Bishop of Strasburg, and entitled Converts since

the Reformation, Freiburg, 186U-1872, 10 vols., and a supplementary volume.

2 Baron Areiin, Hist, of the Elector, Maximilian I., Duke of Bavaria, from
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because of its inability to defray the expenses of the war, se-

questered it. Notwithstanding the steady devotion of the

inhabitants of Aix-la-Chapelle to the Catholic religion and its

interests, the Protestants of that city, having called the I^^eth-

erlanders to their aid, publicly exercised their worship and
elected burgomasters to their own liking.^ When, in 1581, an

Imperial Commission set about restoring the former condition

of things, the Protestants revolted, and recourse had to be

had to armed force, in order to recover the property and pos-

sessions of Catholics. Similar means had to be employed at

Strasbim/ to enforce the reservatiim ecclesiasticum and frustrate

an attempt to hand the city over to a Protestant bishop. The
feelings of rancor and bitterness, which these collisions nec-

essarily occasioned, were still further intensified by the policy

of France. With a view to weaken the house of Hapsburg,

she Avas mainly instrumental in efiectiug the Union of the

Protestant princes at Ahausen (May 4, 1608), of which Fred-

eric v., of the Palatinate, became the head. To oppose this

coalition, the Catholic princes, in the following year, formed

the League of Wurzburg, at the head of which Maximilian of

Bavaria, both on account of his interests and by reason of his

abilities, was very naturally placed.

The war was imminent, and had it not been for the assas-

sination of Henry IV., the leader of the Union, would have
immediately broken out. Only a plausible pretext was want-

ing, and this was furnished by the course of events in Bohe-

mia. Protestantism had been slowly making its way into the

hereditary territories of Austria, during the reign of Ferdi-

nand I., and into Bohemia during that of Maximilian IL,

mainly through the efibrts of the Utraquists, who, in going

over to Protestantism, simultaneously revived the fierce fanat-

icism of the Hussites. The people, rising in revolt, entered

into negotiations with foreign potentates, and in their diets

authentic sources, 1 vol., Passau, 1842. Conf., also, on Duke 3Iaximilian I., the

Hist, and Polit. Papers, Vol. VIII., pp. 279 sq., 422 sq., 513 sq. Schreiber,

Maximilian, the Catholic Elector, and the Thirty Years' War, Munich, 18G8.

^ Fr. D. Haeberlein, Modern Hist, of the German Empire, Vol. XI., p. 353 j.

Vol. Xll., p. 319. A. Meiiztl, 1. c. Vol. V., p. 141 sq.

VOL. Ill—29
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boldly demanded religions libert}' as a condition before con-

tributing anything toward defraying the expenses of the wars

against the Turks. Under the circumstances, Maximihan 11.

thought it prudent to grant to the Lords and Kinghts freedom,

of worship, which, contrary to stipulation, was extended to

cities and market-towns. Again, the Protestants of Bohemia

forced Rudolph II., who gave more of his attention to the

absurdities of astrology and alchemy than to the interests of

the empire, to issue an imperial rescript,^ granting freedom

of worship to all Lords, Knights, and cities that had embraced

Protestantism. Emboldened by these concessions, the Pro-

testants under 3Iatthias openlj^ defied the imperial authority.

The latter being without issue, Ferdinand II., grandson of

Ferdinand. I., and heir apparent to the throne, was crowned

in 1617. Devoted to the faith and the interests of the Cath-

olic Church, and alarmed by the seditious movements of the

Protestants and their intrigues with foreign princes,^ Ferdi-

nand exerted himself to the utmost of his power to crush out

Protestantism in his patrimonial territories of Styria, Ca-

rinthia, and Carniola, thereby drawing on himself the bitter

enmity of the sectaries of Austria and Bohemia. By the re-

script of Rudolph, Lords, Knights, and royal cities, but not

the tenants of Catholic landlords, were authorized to build

churches on ground belonging to Catholics. Hence, when
the emperor ordered the church at Klostergrab to be destroyed,

and that at Braunau to be closed, the former having been

built by the tenants of the Archbishop of Prague, and the

latter by those of the Abbot of Braunau, the Ulraquists, as the

Lutherans were now called, professing to regard this as a vio-

lation of the Imperial Rescript, made the matter the subject

of a formal complaint to the emperor. Infuriated by the

menacing tone of the emperor's reply, the memorialists,

breaking through all the restraints of law and order, made
their way into the royal castle at Prague (May 13, 1618), and,

1 Gindely, Rudolph II. and his Age, 1<500-1G12, Prague, 1862 sq., 2 vols, (very

important in all matters relating to the Thirty Years' War). The name, Hist,

of the Grant of the Imperial Edict of 1609, Prague, 1858.

'^ The Struggle of Emperor Ferdinand against the Protestant States of Aus-

tria
(
Hist, and Follt. Papers, Vol. III., pp. 673 sq. ; Vol. IV., pp. 168 sq., pp. 219 sq.)
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seizing the imperial counsellors, Martinetz and Slaivata, its

aoeredited authors, pitched them headlong out through the

Aviiulows.

The members of the Diet, favorable to the Utraquists, act-

ing upon the direction of Count Thurn, placed the supreme

authority in the hands of a Regenc}' of thirty directors,

raised an army, and, as their first aggressive act, expelled tiie

Jesuits. Assured of the sympathy of the Union, the}' at-

tacked the cities still loyal to the emperor, i)enetratcd into

x\iistria, and on the death of the Emperor Matthias, discard-

ing Ferdinand II., who had been a student of the Jesuits at

Ingolstadt, and would have made any sacrifice to secure the

triumph of Catholicity, elected as their king Frederic V. of

the Palatinate. In the meantime, internal dissensions were

dividing the members of the Union. Hoe, preacher to the

Elector of Saxony, indignantly protested against the outrage

of " surrendering the Bohemians a prey to the Calvinistic

antichrists;" the aid from England promised by King James
I. was not forthcoming ; and misfortunes following ra[;>idly

upon the heels of each other, culminated in the disaster of

White Mountain, where the Bohemians, under the lead of

Frederic of the Palatinate, Avere defeated, Novend^er 8, 1G2().^

War had also broken out in Germany. The cause of Fred-

eric of the Palatinate was championed by the 3Iargrave of

Baden-Dxirlach; the Count of 31ansfcld ; and by Christian, Duke

of Brunswick, Administrator of Halberstadt.^ They were,

however, no match for the brave and virtuous Tilly,^ the

1 "While the Protestants chiimed that their defeat might be accounted for by

the exhausted condition of the troops after a night's march, the Catholics as-

cribed their victory to the intercession of the Blessed Virgin. The picture

carried during the battle is now at the church of Santa Maria della Vittoria in

Piome. the titular church of the late Card. Rauscher, and is still regarded as

mii'aculous. (Tr.)

'^ Soeltl. The Religious Wars of Germany (also Elizabeth Stuart, wife of

Frederic Y. of the Palatinate), Hamburg, 1841, 2 pts.

^ Protestant historians uniformly represent Tilly as a type of cruelty antl fa-

naticism, and rarely omit quoting the words put into his mouth by Schiller, to

the effect that, after the capture of the city of Magdeburg, some officers of the

League, witnessing the horrors perpetrated by the brutal soldiery, chiefly l>y

Pappcnhcims Walloons and the Croatian cavalry, and horrified at the terrible

scene of carnage, ventured to remind Tilly that he might put a stop to it if he
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General of the League, and the victorions hero of thirty-six.

battles, or for Walle7istei7i, the comraaiuler of the imperial

troops, b}^ both of whom they were repeatedly defeated.

The PaUitinate, the hereditary States of Frederic, was taken

from him, and, with the consent of the Electors, transferred

to Maximilian, the heroic Duke of Bavaria (1623). Freder-

ic's brother-in-law, Christian IV., King of Denmark, aided

by James I. of England, marched to the scene of war at the

head of his forces ; was utterly defeated by Tilly, near Lutler

on the Barenberg, in the territory of Brunswick (1626), and

forced to conclude the Peace of Lubeck (1629), by which he

bound himself never again to be a party to any confederacy

formed against the Emperor of Germany. Eucou raged by

these victories, Ferdinand 11. forbade auy religion other than

the Catholic to be practiced within his hereditary States. He-

felt that he might do this with perfect justice, inasmuch as the

Protestants were laboring to incite the peasants to insurrec-

tion (1626), and had expelled all Catholics from Silesia and

Upper and Lower Austria. In compliance with the fre-

quently expressed wish of the princes of the Catholic Church,,

demanding a settlement of the difficulties growing out of the

conliscation of ecclesiastical property, the emperor promul-

gated, in the year 1629, what is known as the Restitution

Edict, which, being based upon the principle of common law,

^^ that one must not be despoiled of his own," is generally re-

garded as^just. This Edict provided that the status quo of

the Peligious Peace of Passau should be re-established; that

all ecclesiastical property should be restored ; that Catholic

and Protestant princes alike might establish and maintain

would. " Eeturn," he replied, " in an hour, and I shall see what I can do; the

soldier must have some reward for his danger and toils." See the works of

Fred. Schiller (Historical, p. 143), tr. by the Rev. A. T. W. Morrison, M. A.,

London, 1872. (Te.) A true account of the conflagration of Magdeburg is

given in Hist, and Polit. Papers, Vol. 3, Vol. 11, Vol. 14, and Vol. 42, by

Heifiing, Magdeburg not Destroyed by Tilly, and Giistavus Adolphus in Ger-

many, Berlin, 1846. Beiisen, The Fate of Magdeburg, Schafl'hausen, 1842. A
true and full characteristic account of Tilly has recently been furnished by

Count Villerynoni, Tilly, or the Thirty Years' War (tr. fi-. the Fr. into Germ.),

Schaffh. 1860. Onno Klopp, Tilly during the Thirty Years' War, Stuttg-

1861 sq., 2 vols.
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their own religion in their respective States; and that Pro-

testant suhjects, who desired to emigrate, should be permitted

to do so. Owing to some preliminary matters, which it was
necessary to settle before putting the Edict in force, its exe-

cution was deferred until the year 1631.'

Gustavus Adolphus, King of Sweden, who had long been

wanting an opportunity to turn the troubles of Germany to

his personal advantage and the aggrandizement of his crown,

and believing that the moment had arrived for active meas-

ures on behalf of Protestantism, now seriously threatened,

immediately set about making preparations during this inter-

val. The emperor had aided the Poles in their struggle

against Sweden, aiul this Gustavus Adolphus professed to

consider a sufficient pretext for declaring Avar. Assured of

the sympathy and support of Richelieu, ho marched at the

head of a Swedish army into Germau}'^ in 1630. But, while

pompously professing to seek only " the glory of God and the

honor and well-being of Christians," his own proclamation

to the Germans, still extant,^ proves that Ins real object was to

place a Protestant prince (his modesty forbade him to men-
tion himself) at the head of the empire.^ His entire conduct

and policy show conclusively that this was his real design.

"With the aid of the Protestant princes, he gained an impor-

tant victory over Tilly at Breitenfeld, near Leipsig (1631),

1 Henke, the Protestant Church historian, strangely calls this Edict of llesti-

tution the death-warrant of Protestantism in Germany. Could net Protestant-

ism maintain itself in Germany as Catholicism did in England and Ireland

under much more trying circumstances? In Germany large portions of the

confiscated lands were restored, which was not the case in England and Ire-

land. The objects covered by the Edict were the two archbishoprics of

Magdeburg and Hamburg-Bremen, twelve bishoprics, and a large number of

monasteries.

2 Baron von Aretin, the illustrious author of "The Kelations of Bavaria to

Foreign Countries," Passau, 1839, has found this project. Cf. Hist, and PoLit.

Papers, Vol. III., p. 431 sq., 499 sq. '^Droysen (junior), Gustavus Adolphus of

Sweden, 1867-71, 2 vols.

^Frederic von der Decken, George, Duke of Brunswick and Liineburg, bi>ing

Documents Supplementary to the Hist, of the Thirty Years' War, according

to original sources, derived from the royal archives of Hanover, Hanover, 1833-

1834, 3 vols. There are found palpable proofs of the dishonesty of Gustavus

Adolphus.
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and immediately took up his march for Bavaria. Tilly, who-

met him on the frontier of that country, at the Lech, and gal-

lantly contested his passage, received a severe wound, of

which he died at Ingolstadt twenty-live days later, April 20,

1632. His last Avords were :
" In Thee, O Lord, have I put

my trust; I shall not be confounded forever."

The next step of Gustavus Adolphus was to force the citi-

zens of Augsburg to take the oath of allegiance to thp crown
of Sweden. The States of the Elector Frederic of the Palat-

inate he now proposed to regard as fiefs of the same crown,

and declined to reinstate that prince unless he would consent

to hold them as such.

Gustavus Adolphus met his death at the battle of Lutzen,

in Saxony, November 16, 1632. Wallenstein's defeat here was
chiefly owing to the superior discipline of his opponents. In

the same engagement perished Pappenheim, the gallant com-
mander of cavalry, whose last words were :

" I die happy,

knowing that the sworn enemy of my faith has also this day

gone to his account."

Hardly had the danger which threatened Germany been, to

all appearances, averted, when the ambiguous conduct of Wal-

lenstein^ and his assassination (Feb. 25, 1634), which is to this

day clouded in mystery, still further complicated affairs.

The Swedish generals, under the direction of Bernard, Duke
of Saxe- Weimar, and subsidized by the French government,

now prosecuted the war with greater energy and more marked
success. Through the efforts of Oxenstierna, the Swedish

chancellor, a confederation of the Protestant States was ef-

fected. So blunted had the sense of national honor become
in the minds of these princes that they '' very humbly " begged

this parvenu to take the direction of the government into his

own hands.

In 1634, the emperor, Ferdinand II., defeated the Swedes

near IToerdlingen, thereby detaching from the Protestant al-

1 Baron von Areihi, Wallenstein, being supplements toward a more precise

view of his character, Passau, 1846. Hurter, Supplements toward a History of

Wallenstein, Schatf h. 1855. By the same, The Last Four Years of "Wallen-

stein's Life, Vienna, 18G2. Ranks, Hist, of Wallenstein, 3d ed. (Complete-

Works, Vol. 23d).
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liance the Elector of Saxony, to whom he was reconciled hy
the Peace of Prague, concluded in 1G35. These events, how-

ever, only stimulated the efforts of Richelieu to restore the

preponderance of the Protestants in Germany. The victories

and reverses were pretty evenly divided, neither side gaining-

any very decided advantage. Never hefore had the thriving

provinces of Germany heen so desolated, and that, too, hy

the horrors of a civil and religions war, which an ambitious

rival nation did its best to incite and protract. When the

emperor died in 1637, it was thought these appalling horrors

would cease, but through the perfidious policy of France,

whose sordid interests were not yet satisfied, they were con-

tinued with undiminished atrocity under his son, Ferdinand

III., notwithstanding that he had published a geni-ral am-
nesty at the Diet of Paiisbon in 1641. From the year 1635

till its close the war was so obviously of a political character

that Hippolytm a LapiJe very justly reminded his contemi)o-

raries "that since they were fighting for territorial conquests,

and not for their faith, they ought in decency to lay aside the

now meaningless pretext of religion " {va.nus ille religionis prae-

textas)}

Certain writers, yielding to the influence of some unac-

countable fatuation, have endeavored to make the world be-

lieve that the object of this Avar was tha freedom of Germany^

to which, in matter of fact, it was in no wise intended to

contribute.

§ 356. The Peace of Westphalia.

I. Instrument, pac. "Westph., ed.£f7-m?/5rer, Monast. 1G48; ed. Mei/ern, Han-
over, 1734-1736, Getting. 1740, 6 T., fol. Supplements thereto, 3 T., fol., Got-

ting. 1747. Documents of the Treaties of Peace of Osnabriick and Miinster,

according to authentic sources, Zurich, 1848. Adam. Adami (Envoy of Corvey),

Arcana P. W., Francof. 1698, ed. Meyern, Getting. 1737.

II. Filtter, Spirit of the Peace of Westphalia, Getting. 1795. PhilUps, Can.

Law, Vol. III., p. 462-477. Struve, Complete History of the lleligious (Griev-

ances in the German Empire, Lps. 1722, 2 pts. A. Menzd, Modern Hist, of the

Germans, Vol. VIII. Cf. Hist, and Poiii. Pcqwrs, " The Peace of Westplialia,"

Vol. 51, year 1863.

^ Cf. Hurter, Ferdinand II., Vol. IX., p. 220. Onno Klopp, Prejudiced Fabri-

cators of German Historj-, Freiburg, 1863, pp. 25, 52, and 302.
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Germany was exhausted, and longed for peace. While
both parties were still in fierce conflict with each other, nego-

tiations, looking toward a cessation of hostilities, were opened

at Miinster and Osnabriick (1645-1648). These were tedious,

and were finally brought to a close only on October 24, 1648,

when a Treaty of Peace was signed, and its execution guar-

anteed by France and Sweden, the two countries that had

done most to ruin Germany. As a remuneration for their

•efibrts toward this end, both received large grants of the ter-

ritor}' of the Empire. Alsace, witli the exception of the bish-

opric of Strashurg, was annexed to France ; Upper Pomera-

nia, the island of Riigen, part of Lower Pomerania, and the

cities of Wismar, Bremen, and Verden were added to Sweden
;

and to both countries a war indemnity of five millions of

thalers was paid. The losses of Brandenburg in Pomerania

were compensated by the acquisition of the bishoprics of

Magdeburg, ITalberstadt, Minden, and Camin, as secular

principalities ; Mecklenburg, in exchange for Wismar, re-

ceived the bishoprics of Schwerin and Ratzebnrg; Brunswick,

as a reward for sacrifices made to Sweden, obtained the mon-

asteries of Kroeningen and Walkenried ; and the good of-

fices of Hesse-Cassel to the same coiintr}' were repaid by the

session of the abbey of Hersfeld and other ecclesiastical es-

tates. The change in the character of ecclesiastical property,

-once it had passed into the hands of civil princes, was now
for the first time called '^secularization.''^

Owing to the extravagant demands of the Protestants,

some trouble was experienced in adjusting the religious diffi-

<nilties, but it was finally agreed that the articles of the Treaty

of Passau and the Religious Peace of Augsburg should be

strictly observed by both parties ; that the adherents of each

should enjoy equal rights, according to the constitutions of their

respective States;^ that in all Imperial Courts and deputa-

tions the number of members representing each religious

party should be equal ; that if the two parties should difi'er

1 A. town in the province of Westphalia. (Tr.)

2 F. M. Bachmami, Nonnulla de regula aequalitatis ex § I., art. 5, pacis West-

phul., Erford, 1792, 4to.
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from each other in the Imperial Diet, the question should be

settled by compromise, and not by ballot ; and that the Cal-

vinists, or members of the Reformed Church, should have pre-

cisely the same relations to Catholics as those professing the

Augsburg Confession. But, while bringing peace to the

States of the Empire, this Treaty introduced a wholly novel

legislation. The inhabitants of the various States no longer

enjoyed equal religious rights; and while in some countries

Catholics, in others Protestants, were denied the rights of cit-

izenship and freedom of worship, rights which were accorded

even to Jews.

This condition of things was brought about by an article

in the Treaty investing the supreme rulers of the States imme-
diately connected with the Empire with the right of reforming ^

the religion of the counts and vassals residing within their

territories. This episcopacy of princes, or the investiture of ec-

clesiastical powers so extensive in the hands of the civil rulen-

of countries, soon produced its legitimate results. At first the

exercise of these j)owers was limited to the external organi-

zation of the churches (§ 836) ; but it soon passed far beyond

these modest limits, and was stretched to a length to which

neither popes nor bishops ever thought of carrying their au-

thority or jurisdiction within the Catholic Church. Thus, for

example, the inhabitants of the Palatinate, within the sixty

years following the accession of Frederic III., were forced, at

the bidding of their successive masters, to change their relig-

ion four different times.'''

By a strange inconsistency, the so-called " right of reform-

ing," granted to princes, was denied to imperial cities. It was

ordained that these should preserve the dominant form of

religion, and magistrates and citizens were politely informed

that they must forego the right enjoyed by them since the

1 Cum Statibus immediatis cum jure territorii et Superioritatis etiam _;ms re-

formandl reUglonem oompetat, oonventum est, hoc idem porro quoquc ab utri-

usque religionis Statibus observari, nullique Statui immediate jus, quod ip.^i

raiione terriioi'il et superioi'iiatis in negoilo relif/ionis competit, impedire opor-

tere. (Instrum. Pac. Osnabr., Art. V., § 30.)

^tJ^emling, The Work of the Keformation in the Palatinate, Mannheim,

1846.
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breaking out of the Reformation, of regulating whatever

pertained to religion. But, though princes possessed in theory

the absolute " right of reforming," in practice it underwent

many modifications and limitations.

The condition of afl:airs on January 1, 1624 (called the r}or-

mal year), was to serve, as a rule, as regards the secularization

of ecclesiastical property ; so also was the free exercise of re-

ligion by Catholics under Protestant, and by Protestants under

Catholic princes, to be based upon the existing relations at

that fixed point of time. But, while the " right of reform-

ing" was thus limited by the condition existing at a certain

date, there were still some important matters left unsettled.

Thus, for instance, there could be no question as what the

" right of reforming " meant, when applied to subjects or vas-

sals of a difi'erent religion from the ruling prince, but the case

was verj diflerent when they were of the same belief and

members of the same church. In countries where the ruling

princes were Catholics, there was of course no difficulty, since

all Catholics hold that ecclesiastical authority and jurisdiction

are vested, not in secular lords or civil princes, but in the Pope

and the bishops, and that, strictly speaking, the " right of

reforming" can be exercised only by a particular or general

council.^

By the provisions of the Treaty, the Protestants of both

professions had an advantage over Catholics in the applica-

tion of the '' reservcdum ecclesiasticum," it being provided that

all foundations and benefices in the hands of the former since

January 1, 1624, should retain their Protestant character, even

after they had passed under the authority of a Catholic princer.

, Consistently with the condition of afl'airs in the same year.

Catholic bishops were permitted to exercise jurisdiction over

the Catholic', but not over the Protestant subjects of a Protest-

ant prince, a limitation having been provided in the Recess

of 1555. According to the now accepted principles of relig-

ious equality, the members of the Imperial Chamber were to

* Provincialia Concilia, sicubi omissa sunt, pro moderandis moribus, corrigen-

dis excessibup, controversiis componendis aliisque ex sacris canonibus permissis

renovontur. (Cone. Trid., Sess. XXIV., cap. 2, de reform.) Cf. Cone. Con-

stant., Sess. XXXIX.
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be composed of equal numbers of Catholics and Protestants,

but the emperor might put two Catholics into places in the

Chamber, which it was his right to fill, and he had also the

nominating of the four presidents. Against this article of

the Treaty the Protestants protested, insisting that whenever

measures atfecting the rights of both parties came up for dis-

cussion, the Chamber sliould be divided into Senates, com-

posed of equal numbers of Protestants and Catholics. Their

demand was granted.^

As the Treaty contained many articles detrimental to the

interests of the Catholic Church, Fabio Chigi, the Papal

Nuncio, who was at Miinster, acting as mediator between

France and the emperor, protested against the ohjeetiovoble

portions, and called upon the representatives of the Catholic

powers to bear him witness that he had had no hand in

the making of the obnoxious instrument, and had neither

signed it nor given weight to its contents by being present at

the conferences. This protest was ratified by Pope Iiuiocent

X., who, in his bull Zelus domus Dei, refused to acknowl-

edge the articles hostile to the Catholic Church, declaring

that whatever either or both of the Treaties contained inju-

rious or prejudicial to the Catholic religion, the divine service,

the salvation of souls, the Holy See, the Church of Rome, or

other churches, or to ecclesiastical discipline or the clergy, he

utterly rejected and pronounced null and void. "While, on

the one hand, he was sincerel}^ desirous of abstaining from ail

troublesome interference in the new order of affairs ; on the

other, he did not wish to be regarded as shaping his policy to

suit the exigencies of the times, or to surrender the unchange-

able principles which have always guided the action of the

Holy See.2

1 Instruni. Osnab., art. v., § 54 : Caesarea majestas niandabit, ut non solum

isto judicio camerali causae ecclesiasticae ut et puliticae inter catliolicos et

acathol. status, vel inter has solos vertentes, vel etiara quando catholicis contra

catholicos status litigantibus tertius interveniens acathol. status erit, et vicissim

quando acathol. statibus contra ejusdem confessionis status litigantibus tertius

interveniens erit catholicus, adjectis ex utraque religione pari numero assessori-

bus discutiantur et dijadicentur.

2 For the true raeaninn- and scope of this protest, cf. '^Dolhniye}', " The Church

and the Churches," "The Papacy and the States of tlie Church," pp. 49-62_

Schmidt, S. J., Institutiones Jur. eccl. Germ., P. I., pp. 83-93.
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After the conclusiou of this Peace, which annihilated the

last vestiges of imperial power ; severed the ancient ties that

had united the several States; gave a preponderance to for-

eign influences in the affairs of the empire ; and sowed the

seeds of the perpetual discords, which at critical moments

always broke out afresh, thus adding to the existing troubles,

the antagonism of the opposing parties ceased to be political,

resuming ogain the religious character lohich it bore in its origin}

^ The following observation of Walter, in his Manual of Canon Law, 13th

ed., p. 628, is important :
" The treaties of 1555 and 1648, considered as honest

efforts to establish a durable peace between two contending religious parties,

are not alone to be highly commended ; but, from a political point of view, are

wholl}' justifiable ; because, in the then existing condition of affairs, there was

no other available means of putting an end to the effusion of blood. But,

ccmsidered from a legal point of view, they are violations of the rights of the

Catholic Church. In the first place, foundations established for purely spiritual

and very special purpo.*es are not the property of individuals, but of commu-

nities and corporations. Hence, in cases in which whole communities did not

embrace the new doctrines, either the estates should have remained in the pos-

session of the Catholics or a compromise should have been effected. Such,

however, was not the case. Secondly: When the parties to the treaties dis-

posed of property in actual possession, they made a conveyance, which, both in

canon and civil law, required the sanction of either the ordinary of the diocese

or the Pope. Thirdly and finally: By these treaties, the contracting parties

took upon them, of their own self-constituted authority, to dispose of bishoprics

and chapters, and to regulate their internal affairs, an exercise which by ancient

and recognized law required the authorization of the Sovereign Pontiff."



CHAPTER VI.

THE GREEK CHURCH.

§ 357. The Greek Church under the Turks.

M. le Quien, Oriens Christianas, Par. 1740, 3 T., fol. Heineccius, Picture of

the Ancient and Modern Greek Church, Lps. 1711, 4to. Kimtnel, Libri sym-

bolici eccl. Oriental., etc., Jen. 1848 (only expcsitiones fidei Turco-Graeciae !);

append, add. WeisKenhorn, ibid. 1850. t//. J. Schniitt, Critical History of the

Modern Greek and Kussian Churches, Mentz, 1846. Pichler, Hist, of the

Schism between the East and the West, Vol. 1., p. 420-438. Pitzipios-Bey,

The Oriental Church (Germ., by Schiel, Vienna, 1857). Freiburg Eccl. Cyclo-

paed., Vol. IV., p. 760-774; Fr. tr.. Vol. 7, p. 247.

The Catholic Church had made many sacrifices to better

the condition of the Greek Church, which, since the fall of

Constantinople, had felt the wei^^ht of persecution and expe-

rienced the humiliation of a degrading servitude. Immedi-
ately after the capture of the city, the Patriarch's cathedral

was destroyed by order of 31oham.med II., and a Turkish

mosque built on its site; while, during the reign of Seli)ii I.

(from 1512), the Christians were obliged to surrender their

stone churches to the Tnrks and build others of wood for

themselves ; and, to crown all, the sultan reserved to himself

the right of appointing the 'patriarchs. Gennadius, although

appointed to the patriarchate of New Home, by Mohammed
II., was commanded by the same authority to lay down
the dignity ; and the urgent entreaties of his faithful flock

could not alter the decision of the tyn'ant. In like manner
Mohammed sent Joasaph, the next occupant of the patri-

archal oflice, into exile, for refusing to sanction an unlawful

marriage of a Mohammedan minister to a daughter of an

Athenian prince.

The patriarchate itself was often simoniacally obtained.

A farcical election was held, the electors being twelve neigh-

boring archbishops, acting under the direction of a Greek, in the

pay of the sultan, and never failing to give their votes to the

(461)
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candidate who had offered the highest price for the office.

The patriarch-elect was then conducted into the seraglio dur-

ing a session of the Divan, when he received a costly robe of

white silk embroidered with gold, a white charger, and a

staff bearing an ivory head, as tokens and insignia of .his

office. At the close of the ceremony, he paid over a heavy

purchase-money, and received from the sultan a letter of ap-

probation {berat or barath). What with forced resignations,

exile, degradation, and strangulation, the patriarchs of Con-

stantinople were seldom able to maintain themselves for any

considerable length of time on the throne. From the patri-

arch the practice of securing their offices by simony passed

down through all the inferior grades of the clergy, and, hav-

ing obtained them in this way, arcliblshops, bishops, and priests

alike never failed to indemnifj' themselves for what the pur-

chase had cost them.

The Mohammedan conquerors thought it prudent, from

political considerations, to show a semblance of respect for

the external form of the old Greek Church; and hence, be-

sides the patriarch of Constantinople, those of Alexandria (at

Cairo), of Aiitioch (at Damascus), and of Jerusalem, were still

permitted to exist. The patriarch of Consta7itinople, being

the head of the whole Orthodox Church, styled himself Ecu-

menical Patriarch. The archbishops, holding the next rank

in tlie Greek hierarchy, were chosen by the patriarch of Je-

rusalem and his synod ; and the bishops received their ap-

pointments from the archbishops.

As a class, the clergy were illiterate and immoral ; took no

interest in the welfare of their people ; were destitute of every

priestly virtue, and showed no disposition to sacrifice them-

selves in laboring for the religious and social amelioration of

their flocks. After that the sultan had conferred upon the

clergy certain privileges special to their order, thus drawing

a sharp line of distinction between them and other Christian

subjects, the condition of the latter was most humiliating.

Their taxes were vastly heavier than those paid by the Mo-

hammedans; they were deprived of every right and shorn of

every privilege, and nothing was left undone that might

humble the pride and crush the spirit of these degenerate
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Greeks. So mean-spirited and craven had the clergy become
that they had not the courage to protest against the methods

employed for recruiting the Janizaries (Jeiii-tsheri, new sol-

diers), a military force serving as a bulwark to Islamism, and

composed of Christian prisoners and those who as children

had been taken from their Christian parents and brought up

in the faith of Mohammed.
It was not long before the Christian population lost all

power of resistance. Their feeble condition was nowhere
more a[)parent than in Albania, where the number of Chris-

tian inhabitants decreased between the years 1620 and 1650

from 350,000 to 50,000 souls. Among the vast multitude

of apostates were to be found many monks and secular priests.

Their condition was somewhat improved at the opening of

the eighteenth century, Avhcn Peter the Great of Russia (after

1711), acting from motives of self-interest, proclaimed himself

the protector of the sultan's Christian subjects. His words

received practical expression from Catharine II., who insisted

on having Article VII, inserted in the Peace of Kutshuk-
Kainardji, thereby exacting from the Sublime Porte a promise

that the Christian religion should be protected and its churches

exempt from violence ; and empowering the Russian embas-

sador to take cognizance of all violations of this part of the

treaty.

§ 358. Relations of the Greek Church to the Lutheran, Cal-

vinist, and Catholic Churches.

Leo Allatius, De Eccles. occidental, et oriental, perpetua consensione, lib. III.,

cap. 11. See Vol. II., pp. 449 and 810. ^'Hefele, Tuebing. Quart. Ueviev.-.

1843, pp. 541 sq.
; and by the samc^ Supplements to Ch. Hist., Vol. T., pp. 444-447.

At first sight it should seem that there could be no possi-

bility of a union between the Greek Church and the Lu-

theran, so widely different are the fundamental principles of

each. Nevertheless, etibrts were made in that direction, first

by Joasaph 11., patriarch of Constantinople (1 555-1505), who
sent the deacon, Demetrius llysius, to Wittenberg to obtain

a knowledge of Protestantism at its very cradle, lie received

from Melanchthou a Greek translation of the Augsburg Con-
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fession, bj Dolscius, and ji civil letter for the patriarch, con-

taining expressions of joy, in that " God had preserved the

Eastern Church, surrounded b}' enemies so numerous and so

hostile to the Christian name;" and conveying to him the

assurance that " Protestants had remained loyal to Holy Wi^it,

to the dogmatic decrees of the Holy Synods, and to the teach-

ings of Athanasius, Basil, Gregory, and the other Fathers of

the Greek Church; that they rejected and abhorred the scan-

dalous errors of Paul of Samosata, of the Manichaeans, and

of all heretics anathematized by the Church ; that in the same

way they cast aside all manner of superstitious practices and

idolatrous worship, introduced by ignorant Latin monks; and

that, therefore, if the evil reports put in circulation against

the Protestants, should come to his ears, he should not credit

them." ^ The patriarch was too clear-sighted to be duped by
these apparently candid avowals, and accordingly sent no

answer.

A short time after, the Tubingen theologians, Jacob Andrea

and Crusius, forwarded by Baron David von Ungnad, a zeal-

ous Protestant, whom the Emperor 3Iaximilian II. sent as

embassador to the Sublime Porte, a communication to the

patriarch, Jerendas II. (1574-1581), as remarkable for du})lic-

ity and bad faith as that of Melanchthon. The patriarch,

after some delay, sent an answer, emphatically re[»udiating

the teachings of Protestantism, specifying such tenets as that

man is justitied by faith alone; that there are but two Sacra-

ments; that the Saints ave not to be invoked; and also tlie

Catholic doctrine that the Holy Ghost proceeds from the

Father and the Son. In conclusion, he warned his corre-

spondents against adopting new teachings, and repudiating

those contained in the Bible, the seveji Holy Synods, and in

the writings of the Fathers ; and begged them to hold whatever

the Church holds, whether that he her vmttcn or unwritten teach-

ing. The theologians sent a repl}'', explaining and controvert-

ing, as occasion required, to which the patriarch rejoined,

requesting them for the future to spare him any further an-

noyance of a controversial character (1581), and entreating

^ In Crusius, Turcograecia, p. 557.
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thcin to give up errors at once contradictory of Christian

truth, and calculated only to draw down upon those who
hold them the chastisement of Heaven.' Another effort was

made by eleven, of the distinguished Protestant theologians of

Wurtemberg to continue the correspondence, but to their

specious plans for a union of the Churches the patriarch did

not deign to reply. A last cifort was made by the indefatiga-

ble Crusius, who considerately translated into Greek, for the

use of the Eastern clergy, a sufficient number of Lutheran

sermons to till four folio volumes; but the Greek Synod of

Jerusalem (1672) very unfeelingly characterized his labors

and those of others in a similar field as the impertinent and

obtrusive officiousness of the Lutheran theologians of Tu-

bingen.

The attempt made to bring about an understanding between

the Greek and Reformed Churches, must seem still more ex-

traordinary. The first to undertake the difficult task was

Cyril Lucaris, a native of Candia (ancient Crete), then be-

longing to the Republic of Venice. He was educated at

Padua, but coming, in the course of his travels, to Geneva,

he entered into close relations with the Reformed theologians,

and, on his return to Greece, became very much attached to

Meletius Fega, patriarch of Alexandria, by whom he was or-

dained, and who was one of the most furious enemies of the

Church of Rome. Having become protector of Poland, Me-
letius placed Cyril over the school of Wilua, in Lithuania,

and the latter, taking- advantage of his position, set himself

to do his best to break off the negotiations then going for-

ward with a view to a union of the Russo-Polish bishojts of

the Greek rite with the Roman Church. After the death of

Meletius, Cyril succeeded, it is said, by briberj-, in having

^Acta et scripta Theologor. Wirtemb. et Patriarch. .Jeremiae, Vitebergi,

1584, 4to. It is proper to draw attention to the fact that the letters which

compromise the Lutheran theologians are wanting in this collection ; but they

may be found in Crusius, Turcograecia. Cf. Schelsirate, Acta eccl. orient, con-

tra Lutheri haeresin. Romae, 1739; Schnnrrer, de Actis inter Tubing, tlicolog.

et patriarch. Constantinop. (Oration, acad., ed. Paulus, Tiib. 1828; Ucfele,

Suppl. to Ch. Hist., Yol. I., p. 445-460.
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himself placed upon the patriarchal throne of Alexandria

(1602). He at once opened a correspondence with Cornelius

van Hagen, the Dutch embassador at Constantinople, and a

zealous Calvinist, laying before that functionary a plan for

making the Greek Church Calvinistic. The diplomatic agents

of England and Sweden entered warml3Mnto the scheme, and,

in consequence, C^'ril Ijegan to correspond on the subject with

a Dutch preacher named John Uytenhogaert, and with George

Abbot, Archbishop of Canterbur3^ To the latter he even sent

a 3'oung and promising Greek, named Metrophaiies Krito-

polos, who, after having studied Protestant theology in Eng-

land, was to spend some time in Germany on his way home.

The letters that passed between Cyril and another of his cor-

responi.lents, the Dutch statesman, David le Leu de WiUielm,

are singular productions. Finally, after many unsuccessful

intrigues, Cyril reached the object of his ambition, when, in

1621, he was transferred to the patriarchal see of Constanti-

nople. It is said that Neophyte II., the last occupant of the

see but one previousl}^ to the accession of Cyril, had, from the

opening of tlie seventeenth century, favored a union of the

Eastern with the Roman Church, and that the Jesuit mis-

sionaries resident at Constantinople had entered actively into

the project. Cyril, though banished to the island of Ehodes

for his explicit avowal of Calvinistic principles, was a man of

too fertile a genius to lose heart in the hour of disaster, and,

to effect his recall, he made a lavish but judicious expenditure

of money, an agent which he uniforml}^ employed and always

found potent to accomplish his designs. To further his pur-

poses, he established a printing-oifice at Constantinople in the

year 1627 ; and, by duplicity and the aid of unscrupulous

friends, finally succeeded in ridding himeelf of the annoying

presence of the Jesuits. In their stead, the Genevese sent

(1628) him Anthony Leger, a Keformed preacher, who labored

zealously for eight years to Calvinizc the? Greek Church, but

with indifferent success. In 1629, Cyril drew up in Latin a

Calcinisiic Confession of Faith [Confessio jidei), which he sub-

sequently caused to be translated into Greek and scattered

among the people (1631). The Greek bishops at once took

the alarm. Cyril had again to endure persecutions and to go
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into exile (1634) ; but again lie purchased his return by

briber}', and in 1G37 was reinstated without being obliged to

abjure the teachings of the ''31ost Holy^' Calvin. But now
the indignation of both clergy and people against the man,

who dared to set up his own private opinions in room of the

common belief, and to destroy the ancient reputation of the

Greek Church for orthodoxy, could no longer be restrained.

He was judged and condemned as a heretic by a synod held

at Constantinople, and being, moreover, suspected of favoring

an invasion of the Turkish empire by the Cossacks belonging

to the Greek Church, was strangled by order of the Grand
Seigneur, and bis body cast into the sea. Ilis Confession was

condemned and anathema passed upon himself by a synod

held at Constantinople shortly after (September, 1638).

Among those condemned with Cyril was 31eiropheuies, Patri-

arch of Alexandria, whom the former had sent to England.

But the heretical opinions of Cyril continued to live and

spread after their author had passed away. They were fre-

quently condemned by his successors, and by many syjiods,

of which that pi'esided over by Dositheiis, Patriarch of Jeru-

salem, was the most important (1672).^

To prevent any further attempts to unite the 'Greek with

the Reformed Church, the Greek bishops were required to

subscribe to a Confession of Faith, drawn up b}' Peter JlJogila,

Archbishop of Kiew. This Confession, which sets forth the

fundamental and unchangeable teachings of both the Greek
and the Latin Churches, is vigorous and precise in language,

and practical rather than speculative in character, differing in

this respect from former subtle and ambiguous formulas of

faith. It also contains a summary of the teaching concerning

the three theological virtues of Faith, Hope, and Charity.^

^Synodus Jerosolymitana adv. Calvini:?tas haeroticos, interprete Domno M.
F., ed. II., Par. 1678. ,ilonuments authentiques de la relig. des Grccs par

J. Aymon, or Lettres anecdotes de Cyr. Lucaris et du concile de Jerusalem, La
Haj'e, 1708, 4to. On the other hand, Abbe lienandot: Centre les caloninies et

faussetes du livre intitule: "^Monuments," Par. 1709. Cf. Uefele, Suppl. Vol.

I., p. 4G3-476; and Pichler, Patriarch Cj'ril Lucaris and His Age, Mu-
nich, 18f)2.

^Orthodoxa conf. oath, atque apost. Eccles. orient., ed. Hoffmann, Vratisl.

1751.
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In spite of the alienation existing between the Greek and

Latin Churches, naturally resulting from the failure of so

many attempts at union, the conversion of a large number of

Greeks inspired fresh hopes, and, with a view to f.icilitate a

reconciliation. Pope Gregory XIIL founded at Rome a college

for the education of young Greeks,^ who, on their return

home, were to labor to restore their countrymen to unity.

One of these, Leo AUatius, was a native of Chios, and though

only a la_yman, tilled several important clerical positions, both

at Rome and Naples (alter 1610), and distinguished himself by

his active zeal; but his efforts-, like those of so many others,

were fruitless. The wall of sejjaration between the Greek

and Latin Churches is broader and deeper than would appear

at first sight, and has been mainly built up by the character-

istics peculiar to the formation and development of each.^

§ 359. The Graeco-Russian Church under its oic7i Patriarchs.

For Lit., see § 357. P. Rycaut^ The Present State of the Armenian and

Greek Churches, London, 1679. A. N. Mura.wieff, Hist, of the Church of Rus-

sia, transl. (in Russian, Petersburg, 1838) by Blackmore, Oxford, 1842. S/rahl,

Supplem. to the Ch. H. of Russia, Halle, 1827. Ullmnnn, On Strahl (Stud, and

Critic, 1831, Pt. II.) Lettres sur les oiBces divins de I'Eglise d'Orient, tradu-

ites du Russe, Petersburg, 1837 (Germ, by Muralt, Lps. 1838). Russian Stud-

ies on Theology and History, ed. by M. Briihl, Miinster, 1858 sq. Philaret,

Hist, of the Church of Russia (transl. into Germ, by Blume7ifhal, Frankfort,

1872, two parts). '\Jno. Fr. HeJiry Schlosser, '1 he Eastern Orthodox Church of

Russia and the European West, Heidelberg, 1845. Pichler, Hist, of the Schism,

etc., Vol. II. Wallace's Russia, New York, 1877.

The Russian, being the daughter of the Greek Church, has

been, like the parent, hostile to the Catholic Church, and des-

titute of all spiritual life. The Russian Church, however, did

not remain long dependent upon the Greek. The geographi-

cal situation of Russia, the peculiarities of her political struc-

ture, her interests always antagonistic to those of the Greek

Empire, and, as time went on, to those of the Turks also,

1 See § 344, p. 362.

2 For his works, see "Vol. II., pag. 449, and pag. 814, note 2. Cf. Frei'-

hvrg Eccl. Cyclop., Vol. I., p. 168 sq. ; Fr. tr., Vol. I., p. 163 ; and Genr/ln; The

Principle of Faith in the Greek Church, Bamberg, 1829. See Tub. Quart. Re-

view, year 1831, p. 652 sq.
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early tended to withdraw her Church from dependence upon
that of Constantino[)le. Hence, when the capital was trans-

ferred from Kiew to Moscow, so was the Metropolitan see

also. The preeminence of this see may be said to have been

formally recognized when, at a conference of all the Kussijin

bishops at Moscow, Jo^r/s, the appointee of the Grand Dnkc,
was declared 3IetropolUan of Russia. The Russian Church,

however, was still in a measure dependent upon that of Con-

stantinople, as is evident from the fact that the Metropolitan,

Isidore, accompanied the Greek bishops to the Council of

Florence, held for the avowed purpose of bringing about a

union between East and West; but an important step toward

comjilete separation had been taken, and the fall of Constan-

tinople (1453) did but hasten an event which was certain to

take place sooner or later. Moreover, in the measure in

which the tics binding the Russian Church to that of Con-

stantinople were loosed, in the same measure did the influence

and authority of the Grand Duke in ecclesiasti^'al aftairs in-

crease. Hence, in the sixteenth century, the Tsar Ivaiiovicz

made an attempt to render the Church of Russia wholly in-

dependent, by investing one of his bishops with the ])atria.rchal

dignity.

The Tsar found a pliant instrument of his will in Jeremias

n., Patriarch of Constantinople, who, having come to Russia

in 1585, and being very much in need of monej^, participated

in a synod, in which he gave his consent that Moscoio should

be regarded as the t/iird Rome ;^ that Job of Rostow should be

appointed its Patriarch; and that the governing body of the

Russian Church should consist solely of four metropolitans,

six archbishops, and eight bishops (1588). The Patriarchs of

Alexandria and Jerusalem, sixty-live metropolitans, and eleven

Greek archbishops approved of this organization. But, while

the Russian Church as such was practically distinct from the

Greek and independent of it, the Muscovite Patriarchs con-

tinued, until the year 1657, to request the Patriarchs of Con-

stantinople to confirm them in their ofiice. Finally, in the

year 1660, the Russian envoy at Constantinople obtained

^Karamsm, Vol. IX., p. 181. (Tr.)
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from the Patriarch, Denys II., and other Greek Patriarchs, a

formal authorization, empowering the Russian clergy to choose

their own Patriarchs, and dispensing with the coniirmation

of the election hy the Patriarch of Constantinople.

Considered, both from a political and religious point of view,

the office of Patriarch of Moscow from this time forth assumed

a national character, grew in importance, and increased in in-

fluence. Those who held it were naturally regarded as per-

sons of great consideration, and so powerful did they become,

that at the end of the seventeenth century, when their au-

thority was most respected, they roused the apprehensions

and excited the jealousy of Peter the Great}

Some efforts were likewise made to bring about a union be-

tween the Russian Church and the Roman, chiefly by Leo X.,

Clement VII., and Gregory XIII.^ The Tsar, lean Wassil-

ievicz (1533-1584), having been defeated by the Poles, and,

anxious to secure the assistance of the Emperor and the me-

diation of tl>e Pope, with a view of conciliating them, pro-

fessed a desire to be reconciled with the Church of Rome
(1581). Eager to turn the favorable dispositions of the Tsar

to the best account, Gregory XIII. sent Anthony Possevino,^

a Jesuit, to Russia as his representative. A conference was

held, at which Ivan assisted; but having learned that the ar-

ticles of the treat}' of peace were unfavorable, he broke off

the negotiations, and all hopes of union were extinguished.

The efforts of this accomplished Roman diplomatist were

more successful in some of the Russian provinces, which, to-

gether with Lithuania, passed underthe dominion of the Poles.

As the Patriarchs of Moscow had uniformly manifested an

unfriendly spirit to those of Kiew, the latter were by no means

desirous of continuing in the obedience of the former. Hence

Rahoza, Metropolitan of Kiew, who had suffered exceptional

indignities at the hands of the Patriarchs Jeremias and Job,

1 Cf. below, § 385.

2 Condition of the Catholic Church of both rites in Poland and Russia, from

Catharine II, to our own days, etc., by Augustine Theiner, Priest of the Ora-

tory, Augsburg, 1841, 2 vols. The second volume consists of documentary

proofs.

^ Ant. Possevini Moscovia, Viln. 1586 ; Antv. 1587.
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proposed to tlie bishops of his province to unite with Rome.
A synod was held at Brzesc, at wliich a fornial act of union

was drawn up (December 2, 159-3). In obedience to the de-

cision of a second synod, a deputation was sent to lionio, and

a union effected on the basis of the Council of Florence, and

on C(^ndition that certain concessions should be made in favor

of ancient usages.^ This ha[)py event was announced by

Pope Clement VIII., in the bull ^''3Io(jnus Dominus el landa-

bib's''^ lie also confirmed the Metropolitan for the time

being in the exercise of the rights of jurisdiction attached to

his office (February 23, 159G), which included the yppointnicnt

and confirmation of bishops for the dioceses within his prov-

ince, on condition, however, that the Metropolitan hin)sclf

should, thi'ough the Papal Xuncio in Poland, ask for his own
confirmation from the Holy See.

Notwithstanding the fierce persecution raised against the

unionists by the Ruthenian Patriarch, the bonds uniting Iview

to Rome were still more closely drawn, under the Metro}toli-

t'du, Budski {lGVij-162b), to whom Paul V. granted permission

to send four young men to the Greek college latelj' founded

in the Holy City (1615).

On the other hand, in the 3^ear 1633, Pefc?' Mogila was

elected orthodox Metropolitan of Kiew, and approved by

Ladislaus IV., who, dreading the latinizing influence of the

Roman monks in the schools established to promote the

union, assumed the control of both the common and higher

education of the orthodox community. In order to confirm

the members of the Oriental Church in their own belief, and

to strengthen their hostility to all encroachments, whether

from a Catholic or Protestant quarter, he composed a Rus-

sian Cat(chisni (1642), wliich was accepted by all the asso-

ciated Patriarchs of the Greek Church as containing the

teachings of the Oriental Catholic Church.

'Jura ct privilegia genti Ruthenae cath. a 3Iax. Pontificibus P(>loniaeque

Eegibus concessa, Lemberg, 1787.

^Cf. the important work of the Polish Jesuit, Piotr. Skarga, o judnosci Ivos*

ciola Dozogo pod jodnym Pasterzem : i o Greckiem i lluskiem od tej jodnosci

odstapieniu (dedicated to Sigismund HI.), Warsz, 1590; and Theiner, Pt. I.,

p. 95 sq., and Pt. II., p. 12-3G.
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§ 360. The 31onoph]/sites and Nestorians.

Rcnaudoi, Hist. Alexandrinor. patriarchar. Jacobitar., Paris, 1712, 4to. J. J.

Assemanni, Dissert, de Syris Nestorianis. Cf. Raynald. ad an. 1553, nro. 43

sq. ; iin. 1562, nro. 28 sq. See the Journal Morgeiiland, year V., 1842.

The sects which originated in the Nestorian, Monophysite,

a)i(l Monotholite heresies, and withdrew from the obedience

of the Oriental Church, have ever since eontinned to drag

out a miserable existence. Communities of Monophysites,

commonly called Jacobites, are scattered here and there in

considerable numbers over Syria, Mesopotamia, and Babylon.

They have a special Patriarch of their own, to whom they

render obedience, and under him are a primate and several

archbishops and bishops. There are also Jacobites in Egijpt,

where they are called Copts, and are subject to the Patriarch

of Constantinople. They are likewise quite numerous in

Aby-'isinia ^ and Armenia.

Many attempts have been made by the Catholic Church to

bring back these erring children to the unity of faith. The

only considerable success achieved, however, was in the case

of the Abyssinians, wdio, having received timely and efficient

succor from the Portuguese in their strnggle against the Mo-

hammedans, in 1525, were favorably disposed to listen to

overtures. Throngh the efforts of Father Bermiulez and the

Jesuits, the Emperor Seltain Sexihed was induced to break off

relations with the Coptic Patriarch of Alexandria (after 1007),

after which he, together with his step-brother and the most

considerable men of his court, solemnlj^ entered the Catholic

Church (1626). He recognized the Jesuit, Alphonso Meivlez,

as Patriarch, and the Bishop of Pome as Head of the Uni-

versal Church. But the popular discontent evoked by this

measure, and assiduously encouraged by the monks and her-

mits, grew daily more threatening, and culminated in an in-

suiTcction, which continued into the reign oi Seghed BasiUdcs

(from 1632), by whom tlio Patriarch and the Jesuit mission-

^ La Croze, Hist, du christ. d'Abyssinie, La Haye, 1789; Danzig, 1740.

Sclmurrer, de Eccles. Maronitica, Tiib. 1810 sq., Pt. II., 4to. Cf. Ami de la

religion, new series, 1841, p. 750.
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aries were expelled the country, and all relations with Konie

broken off (1634).

The Catholic Church was also in a measure successful in

her missionary labors among the Armenians,^ among whom
there had always existed a more ardent faith and a greater

love of learning than among any of the other Oriental sects.

To the Armenians belong the religious body known as the

3Icc/i.ifarists, a name derived from the Abbot Mechitar (i. c.

Comforter) da Pietro. Born at Sebaste, in Armenia Minor, in

1676, Mechitar was brought up under the care of an Arme-
nian priest, and early developed a great love for study and a

preference for the quiet of cloistral life. Led to Europe by a

desire of knowledge, he experienced the trials and disap-

pnintnients common to men in the pursuit of learning under

difficulties; but the enthusiasm he brought to his task, and

the hope of realizing a project he had for some time enter-

tained, of establishing a literary academy for the Armenian
nation, bore him up in his moments of depression, and car-

ried him forward when his heart was light. In 1701 he

founded at Constantinople a religious communit}', whose

members were to devote themselves specially to diffusing a

knowledge of the ancient language and literature of Armenia.

He subsequently removed to the Morea, but forced, in conse-

quence of the war between the Turks and Venetians, to sur-

render (1715) the convent he built (from 1703) on that penin-

sula, with so much toil and trouble, he withdrew to the small

island of San Lazzaro, near Venice, on which he once more

established himself and his community (1717-1740).^ His

monks, to whom he gave the Kule of St. Benedict, encour-

aged by the example, and emulating the zeal of their founder.

1 '\>^teck^ The Liturgy of the Catholic Armenians, transl. fr. the Arm. into

Germ , and put in comparison with other ancient liturgies, especially those of

SS. Basil and Chrysostom, Tub. 1844.

i'Tho convent bears the following inscription, written in the Latin and Ar-

menian languages: "Fuit hoc monasterium totum tempore Petri ^lechitar ex

ISebaste primi Abbatis exstructum an. 1740." See the description of a vi.-it

made to the establishment of San Lazzaro of the Mochitarists, and the Life of

Mechitar, in Illgen's Hist, and Theol. Review, 1841, p. 143-168. Cf. Boni: Le

Convent de St. Lazare a Yenise, ou Histoiro succincte de I'Ordre dcs Mcchitu-

ristes Armeniens, Paris, 1837.
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devoted themselves to the work of translating and publishing

in excellent editions the Armenian classics in the languages

of the West, and similarly the classics of the West in the

language of Armenia. These labors they continued after the

death of Mechitar, in 1749, and they have since established

communities in Vienna (1811) and Paris.

The 3Iaronitcs (Monothelites ?) of Mount Lebanon, on the

establishment of the Latin kingdom of Jerusalem in the

twelfth century, entered into communion with the Church

of lionie ; but when that kingdom was destroyed, two centu-

lies later, they ceased for a time to have any intercourse with

Western Christendom. Their relations to the Holy k^ee were

again renewed at the Council of Florence (1445), and per-

fected in the latter half of the sixteenth century, when a col-

lege was founded at Home (after 1584) for the education of

their clergy. In tliis and their home-college of El Chasir,

the Maronites labor zealously and perseveri ugly, but with no

attempt at display, to cultivate and promote the various

branches of Eastern and Western learning. Although in

union with Rome, they are permitted to have their own Pa-

triarch ; to use the ancient Syriac language in their liturgy;

to communicate in both kinds; and their clergy, if married

before taking [)riest's orders, may retain their wives. As a

proof of their complete union with the Latin Church, the

Maronites, at a plenary council held in 1736, formally sub-

scribed the Decrees of ike Council of Trent in the presence of

the Papal Legate.

The Nestorians or Chaldean Christians, called in East India

Christians of St. Thomas, are governed by two Patriarchs,

one of whom resides in a convent near Mosul, in Mesopo-

tamia, and the other at Ormia, in Persia. The t\>rmer has

uniformly styled himself 31ar Elias, since the year 1559 ; and

the latter, since the 3'ear 1575, has similarly styled liimself

31ar Simon. Their churches were once S])read over Tartar\',

India, and even China. Efforts were made by Popes Pius

IV. and Paul V. to restore them to the common center of

Christian unit}". A great schism took place in their body in

the sixteenth century, when those in the obedience of the

Patriarch of Ormia returned to the unity of the Latin Church.



SECOND EPOCH.

FKOM THE PEACE OF WESTPHALIA DOWIN" TO
MODERN TIMES, 1648-1878.

PART I.

niOM THE PEACE OF WESTPHALIA TO THE FRENCH EEVO-
LUTION (1780)—PREVALENCE OF FALSE POLITICAL AND
SCIENTIFIC THEORIES.

§ 361. iSources and Works—Summary.

I. Bullsir. Roman., continued from Clement XIII,, by Barbierl, Rom. 1835

sq. Acta historico-ecel., AVeim. 1736-1758, 24 vols. Nova acta hist, eccl.,

Weim. 1758-1773, 12 vols. . Acta hist. eccl. nostri temporis, Weini. 1774-1787,

12 vols. Repertory to serve Modern Ch. H. (Index on all the above-men-

tioned i, Weimar, 1790. Reports, Documents, and Statements to supply Mod-
ern Ch. H., AVeimar, 1789-1793, 5 vols. CoUeciio Lacensis, Acta et decreta

concilior. recent, ab an., 1G82-1789, Friburgi Brisgav. 1871 sq., T. I. Walch,

Modern Hi.«t. of Religion, Lemgo, 1771-1783, 9 vols.; continued by Planck,

Lemgo, 1787-1793, 3 vols. Vafe?; Cultivation of Modern Ch. H., Berlin, 1820

sq , 2 vols. Hist, and Theol. Review, edited by lliijcn, from 1832 ; by ^iedner,

from 184G; by Kahnis, from 186G.

II. By " some one," Essay of a Ch. H. of the Eighteenth Century, Lps. 177C

sq., 3 vols. Schlegel, Ch. U. of the Eighteenth Century, Ileilbron, 1784 sq., 2

vols. ; and by Fraas, Vol. 3d, Pt. I. (both being in continuation of Mosheim's).

Cf. Schroeck/i, Ch. H. since the Reformation, Pt. VI.-IX. Ilage^ibach, Hist, of

the Church in the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries, 3d ed., Lps. 1856, 2

pts., 4th revised ed., Lps. 1871, 1872 ; Engl, tr., by Rev. J. F. Hurst, D.D., New
York, 1869. (Tr.) Bmir, Ch. H. of the Eighteenth Century (Vol. IV., p.476-

679, of the complete work), f ^Iluth, Essay of a Ch. H. of the Eighteenth

Century, Augsburg, 1807-1809, 2 vols. '\Robiano, Continuation de I'histoiro de
I'cglise de Berauli-Bercasfd depuis, 1721-1830 (Par. 1836, 4 T.), T. 1. \Hen-
rion, Ilist. generale de I'eglise pendant les XVIII.-XIX. siecles, Par. 1836,

T. I. '\('apefi()ue, L'eglise pendant les 4 derniers siecles, T. 2 et 3. Rohrhachcr,

Hi.-t. univ. de l'eglise, T. 26 et 27. F. Ancillon, Tableau des revolutions du
systeme polit. de I'Europe depuis la fin du 15 sidcle, Berl. 1803 sq., 4 T. ; Germ,
by Mnii)i, Berlin, 1804, 3 vols. Schlosser, Hist, of the Eighteenth Centui-y,

Heidelberg, 1836-1842, 3 vols, (to 1788). Cf. Hist, and Folit. Papers, Vol.

(475)
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XVI. Gfroerer, Hist, of the Eighteenth Century, published by Weiss,

Schaffh., 1862 sq., 3 vols. Cesare C'a7iiu, Universal History, Germ, by Bruehl,

Vols. XI. and XII.

No sooner had Protestantism secured political recognition,

and consolidated its strength, than the iniluence of the prin-

ciples of pure state secularism^ so recklessly applied and con-

sistently carried out in the Treaty of Westphalia, by Catholic

and Protestant princes alike, became painfully apparent in

the domain of both science and art. An utterly selfish and

grasping policy, unrestrained by either human laws or super-

natural principles, began to prevail. Under pretense of de-

siring to preserve the balance of power in Europe, the more

powerful princes obtained b}' fraud or seized by violence ter-

ritories which their weaker neighbors were unable to defend.

To such frivolous and unscrupulous rulers the honest, straight-

forward policy set forth by Fenelon in the Telemachus was in

the last degree distasteful.

In consequence of the conflicts resulting from such princi-

ples, the Houses of Bourbon and Ila^jshurg seized conjointly

Southern Europe; and Prussia, now raised to the rank of a

kingdom, began to play a prominent part in European afl'aiis.

After the return of the Electors of Saxony to the Catholic

Church, Prussia, assuming the office of protector of Protest-

autism, introduced into the politics and religion of Germany

the principles of Erastianism. On the other hand, Poland

was dismembered ; liussia began to take a prominent and

dangerous part in the political affairs of Western Europe;

and Protestant England wrested the scepter of the seas from

the Catholic powers, and reduced the kingdom of Ireland to

the condition of a province.

To ofiset these extraordinary events in the political domain,

there were no cheering results in the religious ; the evidences

of spiritual life and growth, even during the eighteenth cen-

tury, when the productions of modern national literature

were at once numerous and of exceptional merit, both in Eng-

land and France, being neither important in themselves nor

yet giving promise of better things. In every Catholic coun-

try, with the exception of France, the humiliating issue of

the great religious conflicts produced a spirit of apathy and
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indiiferenoe, on the one hand, and on the other a hanghty ar-

rogance \n Catholic princes, which they displayed in a readi-

ness to quarrel with Popes and persecute Jesuits.

Again, Protestantism produced and fostered a radical and

aggressive Bation a lism, out of which issued the shallow and

senseless philosophy of that age, whose siuglc aim seems to

have been to destroy the faith of mankind in the divine char-

acter of revelation. This rationalistic tendency ultimate!}'

exercised a most disastrous influence on the intellectual life

of European countries, notably of France and Germany,

where it was mainly instrumental in cultivating and creating

a taste for that stupid mock-enlightenment which Claudius sa-

tirizes with caustic severity in the Wandsbeck Messenger.

(See § 378.)
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The papa! power received a rude and terrible shock during

the pontilicate of Innocent X. In concluding the P^ace of

Westphalia, the Court of Eome was utterly ignored by both

Catholic and Protestant princes ; most of the ecclesiastical

property of Germany, including abbeys and bishoprics, was

secularized ; and the relations of the civil to the spiritual

power completely severed. The influence of the Church in

the aftairs of State and in political movements entireh' ceased.

By losing its political prestige, the Holj^ See lost also much
of its moral ascendancy and consideration with the people of

Europe ; and there was abundant reason to fear that these

un[iaralleled acts of aggression might end in an attack upon
the papacy itself, and in an attempt to fetter the Pope in the

legitimate exercise of the essential functions of his office..

To these encroachments upon his privileges and violations

of his rights, Innocent could offer only a feeble and ineffectual

protest.

If the events of the closing epoch were disheartening to

the Sovereign Pontiff, the conditions which characterized the

one just opening were calculated to fill his mind with just

alarm. While some of the worldly-minded bishops gave him
but a feeble support, and others became his open and avowed
enemies, Catholic princes, and especially those of the Houses

(478)
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of Bourbon and Hapsburg, who tyrannized over a great por-

tion of Europe, were more slianioless in their ti'catriient of

him and more malicious in their hostility than even the Pro-

testants themselves.

Innocent was succeeded by Cardinal Fabio Chigi, who took

the name of AUxandcr VII. (1G55-16G7). Tlio severity of

his morals, his aversion to pomp and luxury, his prudence,

and his capacity for business seemed to promise that his reign

would be more happy and prosperous than the one just closed

had been. But the Iwpes built upon the talents and virtues

he had displa^'ed as a cardinal and diplomatist were prevented

from being realized by the fault of tlie Pontiff himself. He
called his grasping relations to Kome, and when he appeared

in public it was with a pomp and splendor such as had never

before been witnessed or even thought of in that city of mag-
nificent displays. He had, however, the unexpected and grat-

ifying pleasure of learning that Christina, Queen of Sweden,

and daughter of Gustavus Adolphus, the great Protestant

hero, had abjured the creed of her father and embraced the

Catholic faith, first privately at Brussels, and afterward sol-

emnly and publicly in the church of the Franciscans at Inns-

bruck. From her infancy up she had been deeply and i'avor-

ably impressed with the beauty of many Catholic practices;

and as she grew in years, the solemn grandeur of the Catholic

Church, her worship and her ritual, inspired in her soul feel-

ings of reverence and awe. In this frame of mind, she came
upon the words of Cicero, " thai jjossibly all the opinions of men
concerning religion might be false, but that more than one of them

.could be true was impossible,^' ^ the truth of which nearly over-

powered her and opened out to her a serious train of thought.

This led her to inquire which was the true religion. That
God should have left man without such seemed to her incon-

ceivable ; for to say that the Author of our being had im-

planted in the heart and conscience a want that could not be

satisfied, was very like taxing Him with a cruel tyranny.

Having found in the Catholic Church the true religion so

earnestly sought, she forthwith hastened to carry into efiect

«

* De natura Deorum, 1, 2.
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the promise she had made while still in search of it. " O, my
God," she was wont to say, "Thou knowest how.often I have

besought Thee, in language unintelligible to other minds,

to give me light; and how I have promised to obey Thy call

at any cost, even the sacrifice of my fortune and my life."

She laid down the crown of Sweden, which she could not

wear as a Catholic, and was unwilling to remain in a country

whose sovereignty she had transferred to another. At the

Pope's invitation, she came to Italy, and visiting Loreto,

placed her scepter and crown in the shrine of Our Lady as a

thank-ofiering. But, while laying aside the titles and func-

tions of royalty, she retained her naturally haughty, and at

times despotic, manner, which some of those about her, both

at Rome and Fontainebleau, learned to their cost. As time

went on, however, her temper became more even, her mind

more composed, her character more amiable, and her manners

more engaging. Being a woman of extraordinary talents

and unusual acquirements, she drew about her a number of

artists and savants, upon whom she exercised no little influ-

ence, and in this way did much to promote the progress of

many branches of science and art. She died at Rome, April

19, 3 680, and received the exceptional honor of a tomb in

St. Peter's Church. Another conversion, very similar to

Christina's in many respects, was that of the scholarly ^rnesf,

Landgrave of Hesse-Rlieinfels.^

But if these events brought comfort to the heart of the

Pontiff, there were others that gave him no little pain and

annoyance. As nuncio at the Conference of Miinster, Alex-

ander liad given offense to France ; and, after his accession

to the papacy, France in turn, under the governments of Car-

dinal 31azarm (f 16G1), and especially of Louis XIV., settled

the score by causing him all the trouble they decently could.

1 Grauert, Christina of Sweden and her Court, Bonn, 1837 sq., 2 vols. Ranhe,

Koman Pontiffs, Vol. III., p. 77-103. "Digression on Christina of Sweden."

Kelation de tout ce qui se passa entre le Pape Alex, et le roi de France, Col.

1670. Desmarais, Histoire des demeles de la cour de France avec la cour de

Rome, Par. 1706, 4to. Poetical Essays of this Pope: Philomathf, labores juve-

niles, 1656, f. Raes.% Bp. of Strasburg, Converts, Vol. VIL, p. 62 sq. Concern-

ing Landgrave Ernest, cf. ibidem, Vol. VI., p. 465 sq.
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thus clouding and embittering his life. It would seem that

Louis gave formal instrnctions to the Duke of Crequi, his em-

bassador, to heap indignities upon the Pope. Thei'e is no

other way of adequately accounting for the extraordinary

conduct of the embassador himself and the ruffians of his

retinue, which so irritated the Pope's body-guard that, sniait-

ing under the insult, they refused to respect the sacredness of

the hotel of the French Embassy (16G2). This so incensed

Louis that he ordered the papal envoys to quit France under

escort ; caused the papal city of Avignon and the territory

of Venaissin to be occupied b}' his troops ; and dispatched an

army into Italy to obtain satisfaction. The treaty of Pisa

followed (1664), the humiliating terms of which the Pope had

no alternative but to accept. Alexander, however, renewed

friendly relations with the Pepublic of Venice ; obtained

from it the restoration of the confiscated property of the Con-

gregation of the Canons Regular of the Holy Ghost, which

he.devoted to defraying tlie expenses of the war against the

Turks, and sought and received permission for the banished

Jesuits to return.^ Finally, Alexander erected manj" magnifi-

cent structures, which largely contributed to the embellish-

ment of Rome. Among these were the Archig3'mnasium of

the Sapienza, which he enriched with a splendid library, and

the collonade surrounding the piazza or square before St.

Peter's Church. The costliness of these and other improve-

ments, together with the rapacity of his relatives, exhausted

his resources, and led to financial embarrassment.

Clement IX. (Rospigliosi, 1667-1669), like his predecessor,

was a lover of letters and a poet; but, unlike him, he was a

tolerable financier, and was partially succevssful in repairing

the disordered state of the papal exchequer. He advanced

large sums of money to the Republic of Venice to enable

it to prosecute a war against the Turks. He was mainl}' in-

strumental in bringing about the Peace of Aix-la-Ciiapellc

(1668), thus reconciling France and Spain; and he impressed

upon the mind of Louis XIV. the conviction that his real.

^See page 365 sq.

VOL. Ill-
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interests, his true glory, and the welfare of his soul all de-

manded that he should restrain his lust for conquest.

The kingdom of Portugal had been independent since the

time of John IV. (1641), but the Pope, not wishing to give

offense to the Spanish sovereigns, declined to recognize it.

Clement, putting such notions aside, gave it a formal recog-

nition, acknowledging the reigning prince, Dom Pedro, as its

king, and conlirming the bishops appointed by that sovereign.

He also took a lively interest in the foreign missions, and,

among other regulations drawn up by him for the guidance

of the missionaries, was one forbidding them for the future to

engage in commercial enterprises of any kind. The news

that the island of Caudia (Crete) had been taken by the

Turks, a disaster which he had done so much to avert, caused

him such pain that he died of grief, December 9, 1669.

After his death the papal throne remained vacant for five

months, when Emilio Altieri, then in his eightieth year,

was elected, and took the name of Clement X (1670-16-76).

This pontificate marks the beginning of an era still more dis-

astrous than that of preceding ones in the history of the

Popes. Following the example set them by the King of

France, the Catholic sovereigns of other countries sought

to strip the Holy Father of all influence and to seize the rev-

enues of the Church in their respective States. With a view

to aiding the Poles in their struggle against the Turks, Clem-

ent opened negotiations with the Tsar, Alexei 3Iic/iaelowicz,

who sent an embassy to Rome to obtain from the Pope the

title of Emperor. It was during this reign that the question

of the Right of Regalia arose in France, which afterward be-

came so celebrated and so productive of evil. By the Right

of Regalia was meant an abusive custom introduced .into

France, by which the crown claimed the revenues of vacant

bishoprics and the collation of simple benefices, the disposal

of which injustice belonged to the incoming bishops. This

right, at first restricted to such churches as had been founded

by the Kings of France, had been extended during the reign

of Henry IV. to all the churches in the kingdom. This vio-

lation of ecclesiastical rights, which only the two bishops of

Pamiers and Alais had the courage to resist, was confirmed
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b}' Louis XIV. in two edicts, published respectively in 1673

and 1674. Clement died before the close of the controversy.

His successor, Innocent XI. (Odescalchi, 1676-1680), was a

man of rare ability and an avowed enemy of nepotism.' He
published a number of very useful decrees on discipline, and

exercised unusual discrimination in the appointment of bisb-

o[)s. To remedy the disordered condition of the finances of

the States of the Church, he placed at the disposal of the ex-

chequer all the offices and emoluments hitherto in the hands

of the nephews of precedino" Popes. The residences of for-

eign embassadors had been, previously to this reign, privi-

leged places of asylum for criminals, and Innocent, by with-

drawing the privilege, involved himself in heated controversies

with the different courts of Europe. Most of the princes,

however, yielded their claim on receiving full explanations

from the Pope. Louis XIV. neither asked nor waited for

explanations, and his embassador and suite, to show their

contemi>t of papal authority, carried themselves more like sol-

diers in a conquered country than representatives of a foreign

king at a friendly court. Louis, as has been stated, occupied

Avignon, and, with a view to justifying his conduct in this

and other matters, appealed from, the judgment of the Pope to

that of a General Council. In the meantime, the controversy

on the subject of the Per/alia was carried on with unabated

earnestness. The appeals of the Bishops of Pamiers and

Alais were favorably received by the Pope ; and Louis called

an assembly of the French Clergy, consisting of thirty-four

archbishops and bishops, two agents of the clerg}', and thirty-

six priests, all of whom were in the interest of the king, and

from whom he obtained the celebrated "Declaration" of

1682, containing the "Four Articles," which are regarded as

the charter of the so-called "Gallieaji Liberties." The Pope

protested against the " Declaration," and the king commanded
that its provisions be enforced throughout the whole of his

dominions. The work was accomplished, and the evil done,

and of its gravity there could be only one opinion. During

1 Vita d Innoc. XI., 1690, 4to; Bonamici, de Vita et rebus gestis Innocentis

XL, Romae, 1776.
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these troubles and conflicts tlie holiness of Innocent was sucb

that the people esteemed him a saint ; and, to comfort the

closing days of his life, he learned that John SohiesJd had

gained a brilliant victory over the Turks before Vienna, and

that the Gospel was being rapidly spread among the heathen.

But the event which contributed perhaps as much as any other

to gladden his heart was the arrival at Rome of a deputa-

tion, sent by a number of schismatical bishops, to convey to

the Holy Father the profession of theif submission to the

Holy See.

The holy Innocent was succeeded b}^ Alexander VIII.

(Ottoboni, 1689-1691), who, being a native of Venice, very

naturally rendered what help he could to the Republic in its

struo^o-le with the Turks. Although he had obtained from

Louis XIV. the restoration of Avignon and Venaissin, he was

not deterred from publishing a brief, in which he condemned

the Four Articles of the Galilean Liberties. It was also

during his pontificate that the valuable library of Christina,

ex-Queen of Sweden, was added to that of the Vatican. The
memory of Alexander has unfortunately suffered much from

the misconduct of his nephews, to whom, on account of his

advanced age, he allowed a large share in the government.

His successor, Innocent XII. (Pignatelli, 1691-1700), took

Innocent XL as his pattern and model in governing the

Church. He published a bull, expressly forbidding nepotism
;

enacted useful and severe laws regarding the execution of

justice and reformation of morals within the Papal States

;

and provided carefully for the poor, whom he called his

nephews, putting the Lateran palace at their service as an

hospital. After a long and by no means agreeable experi-

ence, Louis XIV. was forced to give the French bishops leave

to write to the Pope, to state that they very much regretted

the Declaration of 1682, and that they regarded it as invalid.

The king himself had previously written to say "that it gave

him great pleasure to be able to inform His Holiness that, in

whatever related to the Declaration of the clergy, he had

taken the necessary steps to render inoperative the ordinances

of 1682, which he was driven to enact by force of circum-

stances." The Pope, in turn, confirmed the appointments
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made to bishoprics dunng the contiiinaiice of the controversy.

Possihl}^ no official act of his [)ontilicate caused Innocent

more pain than the condemnation of the work of the noble

Archbishop Fenelon, entitled ''Maxims of the Saints." Inno-

cent died September 27, 1700, during the celebration of the

centenary jubilee, which vust ilumbers of pilgrims, obedient

to his call, were flocking to Home to celebrate.

§ 363. Popes of the Eighteenth Century.

After some delay and hesitation, Clement XI. (Albani,

1700-1721), ascended the papal throne. A prince of the

House of Albani, he was an accomplished scholar, a man of

inde]iendent character, and an able and eloquent preacher.^

From the very beginning of his reign he saw himself sur-

rounded with difficulties of no ordinary kind. Frederic I.

had lately (1700) accepted the title of King of Prussia; but

as the Teutonic Order had once owned the Duchy of Prussia,

and had never suri-endered its claim, Pope Clement jirotested

against the royal assumptions of Frederic; and the protest,

wliich has been often renewed by his successors,^ has been the

occasion of much affected surprise, &\\<\. no little misrepresenta-

tion, by the enemies of the Papacy. Contrary to his wish,

Clement was also made a party to the disputes arising out of

the War of Succession in Spain, which, following close upon the

death of Charles II., he had done all in his [)0wer to prevent.

Joseph I., Emperor of Germany, believing that the Pope
was disposed to look with favor upon the claims of France,

and to oppose the recognition of his own brother as King of

Spain, prepared to make him feel the full weight of his anger.

His troops pillaged the States of the Church, and his generals

concluded an alliance with the Dukes of Parma and Piacenza,

for the purpose of laj'ing the clergy under contribution. To

1 0pp. Rom. 1 722, Frcf. 1729, 2 T., f. Buder, The Life of Clement XI., Frkft.

1721, 3 vols. (Polidoro) Libb. VI. de vita et reb. gest. Clem. XL, Urb. 1724.

Reboulei, Hist, de Clem. XL, Avign. 1752, 2 T., 4to.

2 The Pope (Epp. et brevia selectiora, pp. 43 sq., ed. Frcf.) says: Fridericum

marchionem Brandenburgensem nomen et insignia regis Prussiae inaudito forte

hactenus apud Christianos more nee sine gravi antiqui juris, quod ea provincia

^acro et milUari Teutonieorum ordini compeiit, violatione sibi publics arrogasse.
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the already existing troubles of the Pope another was added^

viz., the controversy on the right of preseutotion to cathedral

churches and religious foundations. The Pope threatened

excommunication, and began to prepare for war ; but at the

approach of the imperial troops he was forced to make peace

;

to lay aside his arms; to recognize Charles III. as King of Spain
;

and to grant him the investiture of the kingdom of Naples.

When Philip V. of Aiijou learned the conditions of this

treaty he was so incensed that he ordered the Papal ISnncio

to quit Spain, and forbade all intercourse between his subjects

and the Holy See.

Finally, Clement was drawn into another controversy with

Victor Amadeus of Savo^^ in 1711, contrary to whose will he

had published sentence of excommunication against certain

magistrates of that country for their contemptuous disregard

of the rights of the Church; But there was a still more serious

cause of complaint against Amadeus. Having ascended the

throne of Sicily in virtue of the stipulations of the Peace of

Utrecht (1713), this prince proceeded, without the Pope's

consent, to arrogate to himself the ecclesiastical prerogatives

of the ^'Sicilian Monarchy''^ which he well knew had always

been denied to the Sicilian monarchs. Having placed the

kingdom of Sicily under interdict, the Pope was under the

necessity of supporting three thousand Sicilian ecclesiastics,

who, fleeing from the country, sought refuge in Rome. Thus

were the troubles of the Holy See daily increasing in number
and gravity. The Pope was encouraged to maintain his firm

and resolute attitude b}^ the memory of the great infiuence exer-

cised in times fast by the Holy See; but, while not lacking in

courage himself, he received but scant support from the Cath-

olic sovereigns, who, like their Protestant neighbors, sought

to take upon themselves the exercise of spiritual powers, and

to use both religion and the Head of the Church only to fur-

ther their selfish political aims. To remedy these evils, the

Pope did what he could, but to no purpose ; his protests were

unheeded, and his voice fell upon ears that would not hear.

During the pontificate of Innocent XIII. (1721-1724) the

iSee Vol. II., pp. 516 sq.
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diffierences existing between the kingdom of Naples and tlie

Holy See wei-e terminated. In consideration of an annual

tribute of six thousand ducats, transported to Rome on a white

palfrey, the Pope consented to recognize the claim of Charles

VI. to the title of king ; although this condescension on the

part of Innocent did not prevent the Emperor, in si)ite of

protests, from transferring to Don Carlos the duchies of Parma
and Piacenza, which for two hundred years had been fiefs of

the Holy See. By the premature death of Innocent, the

Church lost a wise, prudent, and enlightened ruler, whose
official life seems absolutely without fault, unless indeed the

unfortunate elevation of the unworthy Abbe Dubois to a

place in the College of Cardinals, a mistake that rnight hap-

pen to any one, be regarded as such.

Benedict XIII. (Orsini, 1724-1730), after his election, begged

with tears in his eyes not to be forced to accept the pontifical

dignity ;
^ and if he finally consented, he did so only because

of the obedience which as a Dominican, he owed to the Su-

perior of his Order. He dearly loved a cloistral life ; his

heart was in his convent, and he dreaded going out into the

world. Shortl}^ after his election he published various sump-

tuary regulations, restricting the luxurious habits of the car-

dinals, prescribing modesty of dress to the clergy, etc. A
council convoked by him in the Laterau palace (1725) made
many wise enactments for the suppression of scandals and

abuses, and decreed that the bull JJyiigenitus., directed against

the errors of Quesnel, should be received as a rule of faith

throughout the Universal Church. Benedict recovered the

town of Comacchio, which had been in the hands of the Em-
peror since 1708, and came to an understanding with Charles

regarding the Sicilian monarchy, in virtue of which he granted

to that monarch and his successors the right of appointing

the so-called ''Judge of the Monarchy," whom he invested

with very ample powers, limiting his own jurisdiction to ynat-

ters of essential importance. He also terminated the contro-

versy between the Hol}^ See and the Dukes of Sardinia and

1 0pp. theol., Rom. 1728, 3 T. f. Icon et mentis et cordis Ben. XIII., Fref.

1723. Alex. Borgia, Ben. XIII. vita, Rom. 1752, 4to; his Life and Acts, Frkft.

1731.
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Savoy, on the understanding that, while enjoying the right

of patronage over the churches and convents within their

States, they should not appropriate the revenues of vacant

bishoprics, which were to he expended for the benefit of the

churches. He was not so successful in maintaining friendly

reUitions with Portugal, whose king, John V., in a rude jind

insolent letter, demanded that Bicchi, who had been Nuncio

at Lisbon, and recently recalled, should be created a Cardinal.

The College protested, and John, irritated at the refusal of

the Pope to accede to his demand, ordered home the Portu-

guese then residing in Rome ; interdicted all intercourse be-

tween his kingdom and the Holy See; and forbade the con-

vents of Portugal to send their custonuiry alms to Rome (1725).

The Feast of *SY. Grecjory Vll., which had heretofore been

celebrated only by the Benedictine Order and the Chapter of

Salerno, was now extended to the Universal Church, and,

strange to say, was the occasion of no little trouble to the

Poutift" The governments of \'enice, France, and Austria

aftected great displeasure, in that mention had been made in

the lessons of the Office of the excommunication and deposi-

tion of the Emperor Henry IV.

Benedict was also unfortunate in taking into his confidence

Cardinal Coscia, by wliose simulated piety he was deceived,

and by whose abuse of power and infiuence the Church was

dishonored and he himself enriched.

Clentent XII. (Corsini, 1730-1740), at the close of a distin-

guished career, and when far advanced in age, was raised to

the papal throne, and while there did much to promote justice

and advance the arts and sciences. He was the founder of

the Museum of Roman Antiquities, and sent the learned

Assenunii to the East in search of manuscripts, of which they

procured a number of very valuable ones. He ended the

difficulty w:ith Portugal by creating Bicchi a cardinal ; but

was almost immediately involved in fresh complications with

S[>ain. " It would seem that since the opening of the century

the princes of Europe had made up their minds that, instead

of tlie respectful deference with which the Holy See had

been treated in time past, they would exhibit toward it only

insolent rudeness and arbitrary self-will." So notorious was
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their conduct in this respect, that even the Protestant princes,

in their intercourse with the Head of the Catholic Church,

treated hini with more consideration than the CathoHcs them-

selves. On the death of the Duke Anthony, in 1731, the

Pope made a fresh attempt to recover the Duchy of Parma,

but was not more successful than his predecessors had been.

To aid in the conversion of the Greeks, he founded a Hchool

of Lheoh>gy at Bissigiiano, in Cahibria {Seminarium Corsini)

;

and, by a bull of the year 1738, he condemned the order of

Freemasons, and the condemnation was renewed in 1751 by

Benedict XIV.
After the death of Clement XII., the cardinals went into

conclave, and, at the expiration of six months, finally agreed

'upon Cardinal Lambeitini, who as Pope took the name of

Benedict XIV. (1740-1758). He was one of the niost learned

men that ever filled the papal throne. He at once applied

himself to restore the finances from the disordered condition

into which they had fallen, owing to the extravagance into

which. Benedict Xlll. had been driven by Cardinal Coscia,

and the enormous sums expended h}^ Clement XII. on public

buildings. To effect this he encouraged agriculture, promoted

the manufacturing interests, and discountenanced all sorts of

extravagance and luxur3^^ He published wise ordinances for

the amelioration of the clergy, some of which were favorable

to the Dominicans and adverse to the Jesuits; abolished cer-

tain ])oly days of obligation, or rather reduced their number,

in those States in which it w^as represented there were too

many (1748) ; and, by his moderation, prudently discrimina-

ting between claims that must be maintained and those that

might be surrendered, re-established friendly relations be-

tween the Holy See and the different Courts of Europe. In

the year 1740 he granted to John V. of Portugal the right of

appointing to all bishoprics and prebends falling vacant within

^ Bcned. XIV., 0pp. ed. Azevedo, Kom. 1747-1751, 12 vols., f
.

; his bulls

(^Bullar. M., Luxemb. 1754, T. XVII.-XIX.), and acta hist, eccl., Vol. 1., p.

144 sq.; Vol. IV., p. 1058 sq.; Vol. XV., p. 907 sq., 637 sq. Cf. Guarnuccf,

1. c, p. 942; T. II., p. 487 sq. Vie du Papo Bened. XIV., Par. 1783, 12nio.

Jllsi. and Poiit. Papers, Vol. 31, p. 153-177.
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liis kingdom, and eight years later conferred npon him the

title of "-Most Faithful" {Bex fidelis.dmus).

Conjointly with the King of Naples he established in that

city a tribunal, consisting of an equal number of clerical and

lay members, and presided over b}' an ecclesiastic, befoi-e

which all ecclesiastical causes were to be brought for adjudi-

cation.^ In 1753 he concluded a Concordat with Spain, by

which, while reserving to the Holy See the right of appoint-

ment to tifty-two of the more considerable benefices, he sur-

rendered his claims to the exercise of similar jurisdiction over

the lesser ones, in consideration of the payment of a large in-

demnity.^ A similar compromise was made in the case of

Sardinia. He also attempted to compromise the dispute

pending between Austria and the Kepublic of Venice con-

cerning the patriarchate of Aquileia, deciding that the patri-

archal rights should be divided between the Archbishopric of

Goerz, in Austria, and that of Udine, in the States of Venice

(1751). The decision, however, was unfavorably received by

the Republic, which, in consequence, published an ordinance

(1754) forbidding any bull, brief, or summons from the Holy

See to be made public until after it had been submitted to the

supervision and received the sanction of the government.

This was the only important question remaining unsettled at

the time of Benedict's death. In many public documents,

Benedict gave the title of- king to the ruler of Prussia. He
conferred many favors on the Society of Nobles {Societas no-

bilium), an association formed in Hungary for the defense and

propagation of the Catholic religion. As has been stated, he

renewed the condemnation of the Freemasons, published by

Clement XII., because all wise and good Christians were of

opinion that the aims of that body were wicked and its

methods evil. Finally, he has left behind him as monuments

of his profound erudition and the wide range of his learning,

not alone numerous and important works, which place him

in the front rank among the scholars and writers of that age,

but also societies founded by him to promote the study of

> Mosheim, Ch. H. ; Germ, by Schlegel, Vol V., p. 666.

^Schroeckh, Ch. H. since the Reformation, Vol. VI., p. 447.
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Homan and Christian Antiquities and Canon Law, wliicli have

since become famous, adding no little luster to his name.

Though of eas}' manners and amiable disposition, charming

all who approached him, his brilliant wit and caustic speeches

at times were a sonrce of annoyance to over-sensitive persons.

His successor, Clement XIII. (Rezzonico, 1758-1769), as

Bishop of Padua, enjoyed a high repntation for sanctity, but

being an avowed friend of the Jesuits, he was, from the very

opening of his pontificate, involved in ceaseless contentions

with the various courts of Europe, notably with the Bourbon

kings of France, Spain, and Naples.' It gave him great pain

which was still more intensified by the consciousness of his

inability to relieve the sufferers, to learn that Pombal^ the Por-

tuguese Minister of State, and Pereira, the canonist of the

Court, were pursuing the Jesuits with all manner of persecu-

tion, heaping calumnies upon them, and meditating their ex-

pulsion from the kingdom (1559). In the following year his

own Xuncio was obliged to quit the country, being conducted

under escort across the frontier. In spite of their complete

vindication by the bishops, and the Pope's energetic protests,

the Jesuits were suppressed in France in 1764, in Spain in

1767, and in Naples in 1768.

His method of dealing with the Duke of Parma was very

different. This prince had published a statute of mortmain,

specially directed against the clergy, and had otherwise lim-

ited their immunities and prerogatives. In this case Clement

took high ground, informing the usurper that he spoke to

him not onl}- as Pope, but also as one exercising the right of

suzeraint}^ over the Duchy. The French and Neapolitan

branches of the Bourbons espoused the cause of the Duke;
demanded the withdrawal of the pontifical brief; and seized

the estates of the Church, the former taking possession of

Avignon and Venaissin, and the latter of Benevento. They
were all the more committed to this course, when, instead of

yielding, the Pope resisted with firmness and dignity ; re-

newed the confirmation of the Society of Jesus ; and invoked

the aid of Maria Teresa, to whom and her successors, as sov-

^ Bower-Ranihach, Vol. X., sect. II., pp. 381 sq.
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ereigns of Hungary, he gave the title of ^^Apostolic 31ajesiy
"

(Bex Apostolicus). To his appeal she replied "that the affairs

of which he spoke being of a political and not religions char-

acter, she conld not rightfully interfere."

It would almost seem that the sovereigns of Europe had

conspired together to avenge the real or imaginary wrongs

which they had at any time suffered or fancied they had suf-

fered at the hands of the papacy ; and that the Holy See,

after having successfully resisted the violent assaults of Pro-

testant princes during the preceding period, was fated to go

down under the blows of Catholic princes in the present one.

And so violent did this spiiit of outrage become, that even

the petty Bepublic of Genoa demanded of the Roman Court a

tax of six thousand scudi for the mere privilege of allowing

the papal envoy to Corsica to enter its territory.

In the beginning of the year 1769, the envoys of the various

Bourbon Courts demanded that the Pope should uncondition-

ally abolish the Societ}- of Jesus, and the demand so agitated

the Holy Father that he did not live to attend a consistory

which he had called for the 3d of February, to consider the

matter, having died the day previous, without being at all con-

fined to his bed.

Cardinal Gavganelli, of the Order of St. Francis, was unan-

imously elected May 14, 1769, by the cardinals in the interest

of the civil powers, and on ascending the papal throne took

the name of Clement XIV. (1769-1774). He at once set about

reconciling the Bourbon jtrinces to the Holy See.^ He began

by adjusting the difficulties with Parma, after which he raised

the brother of Pombal, Minister to Portugal, to the dignity

of the cardinalate, and confirmed the appointment of Pereira

tu the bishopric of Coimbra. The practice of annually read-

ing the bull "J?i Coe)ia Domini" being offensive to many

' La Vie du Pape Ciena. XIV. par le Marq. de CarraccioH, Far. 1775 ; Germ.,

Frkft. 1776. Lettres interes-santes du P. Cl^m. XIV., trad, du ]at. et de I'ital.

par Cnrraccv'li, Par. 1776 sq., 3 T., and frequently in Italian and German (sup-

posititious in several passages). Life of Pope Clement XIV., Berlin and Lps.

1774, 1775, 8 vols. Walch, Modern Hist, of Pveligion, Pt. I., p. 3-54, 201-248.

Reumoni, Ganganelli, Pope Clement XIV. : His Letters and His Age, Berlin,

1847. Theiner, Hist, of the Pontificate of Clement XIV., Lps. 1853, 2 vols.

By the same, dementis XIV. epistolae et brevia, Paris, 1853.
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princes, the Pope al)olisliecl it forever, and immediately after

Avignon, Venaissin, and Bcnevento were restored to the Holy

See, and Portngal consented to again receive a Papal Nuncio.

Still it was not all fair sailing with Clement, who found liini-

solf obliged to resist the arbitrary proceedings of S[)ain,

Naples, and Yetiice, concerning the disposal of church prop-

erty, lie also endeavored to counteract the growing influence

of Febronianism in Germany, and sent words of encourage-

ment to the Poles, with whose political and religious ti-oublcs

he deepl}' sympathized. But what gave him the greatest pain

and anxiety was the peremptory demand made by the Bour-

bon Courts for the suppression of the Jesuits. Unfortunately,

during the first year of his pontificate, he had given hisw^ord

to the governments of Spain (September 30, 1700) and France

(Novemher30) that, being fully convinced that the Society of

Jesus no longer accomplished for the Church the special work
contemplated by its founders, he would of his own free will,

and without external constraint or influence, order its sup-

pression, which he did by the brief Dominus ac Bec/emptor,

bearing date of July 21, 1773, of which there will be again

occasion to speak further on.^ There was a suspicion that

he had died of poison, but that it was without foundation is

shown by the sworn declaration oi 3larzoni, a member of the

Order of Franciscan Conventuals, and by the statement of the

attending physicians.

Pius VI. (Angelo Braschi, 1774-1799), ascending the papal

throne at a season full of political and religious difiiculties,^

and fully alive to the critical condition of aft'.iirs, said prophet-

ically to the cardinals after his election :
^^ Year pleasure is my

misfortune." The early part of Pius' reign is marked by the

foundation of the Pio- Clementine 3Iuseum, containing some

of the noblest art-treasures in the world ; and by the drainage

of the Pontine Marsh, undertaken and prosecuted without

any regard to cost. Shortly after the death of Maria Teresa

(1780), her sou, Joseph II., threw himself into the ranks, or

^Leo, Text-Book of Universal History, Vol. IV., pp. 476 sq.

^Huih, Ch. H. of the Eighteenth Century, Vol. II., pp. 60 sq. Walch, Mod.

Hist, of Rel., Pt. v., pp. 257 sq. Hist, of Pius VI. (Vienna), 1799.
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rather placed himself at the head of those whose one aim was
to bring into discredit the authority of the Holy See. To
secularize and abolish Religious Orders, to spoil the property

of the Church, to fill episcopal sees without the authorization

of the Pope, to deprive papal nunciatures of their spiritual

jurisdiction, to separate churches from the Center of Unity

and make them national, and to do all this under pretext of

introducing useful and necessary reforms appears to have

been the aim of his life and the scope of his ambition.' Most
of the governments of Europe, in their relations to the Church

and her Head, carried into practical effect the principles of

Voltaire, then rapidly gaining ground in France, and of

which they themselves were soon to become the victims.

Joseph II. enacted that all papal bulls and episcopal ordi-

nances should receive the imperial placet before publication
;

remodeled the oath to be taken by bishops; abrogated the

reservation of benefices to the Pope ; forbade any one to ac-

cept, without his consent, titles or dignities bestowed by the

Holy See
;
prohibited all intercourse between the convents

of his empire and those of the same Order in other countries
;

phxced monastic houses under the jurisdiction of the ordinary

of the dioceses in which they were situated ; exempted Relig-

ious Orders from obedience to their respective Generals resi-

dent in Rome ; and suppressed many monasteries of men and

all convents of women, except those of the Ursulines and Sa-

lesians,which werespared to carry on the work of education,

but their number was nevertheless considerably reduced.^

The suppressed monasteries and convents w^ere turned into

hospitals, universities, barracks, and military magazines, and

their confiscated revenues employed in establishing four hun-

dred new parishes " for the more easy access to public wor-

ship," and in endowing the same, forty millions of florins

being set apart and deposited in the treasury for this purpose.

This "Eeligious Fund'' gradually melted away till only one-

1 Consult on the subject the recent works by Arnei/i, Brunner^ Bitter, and

Wolf, quoted below, at the head of § 370.

-'In 1780, there were in the Austrian dominions 2,024 convents, and 63,000

monks and nuns. The former were reduced to 1,800, and the latter to

27,000. (Tr.)
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half the original amount remained; and the " cameralistic

domains," consisting of the coniiseated real estate of the Ivo-

ligious Orders, was so mismanaged as to be wholly unprodno
tive to the State. He attempted to reform some religions

liouses after his own fashion ; and, while professing an ardent

zeal to purify religion of what he was pleased to term supi-r-

stitious practices, prohibited pilgrimages and processions, and

abolished religions confraternities.

For the instruction of youth in their religious duties a

politico-moral catechism was published, and, by imperial or-

der, introduced into all schools. Diocesan seminaries were

suppressed, and their place supplied by others of a more gen-

eral character; and all candidates for Holy Orders were re-

quired to pass through an examination of unusual severity.

At the Congress of Ems, in 1786, the Archbishops of Mentz,

Treves, Cologne, and Salzburg attempted to give some sort

of ecclesiastical sanction to these imperial measures. Joseph's

example was closely co[»ied by his brother Leopold, Grohd
Duke of Tuscany, avIio in turn received sympath}' and encour-

agement fHim Scipio Ricci, Bishop of Pistoja ; hy the Repub-

lic of Venick; and by Tanucci, the Neapolitan minister.* The
Spanish Court, too, was highly incensed against the Holy See

because of its refusal to place Bishop Palafox, the determined

enemy of the Jesuits, upon the catalogue of the Saints

;

while in both Italy and Germany an animated discussion was

taking place on the question of clerical celibac}'.^

To avert the dangers which, originating with the govern-

ment of Austria, though not sanctioned by the faithful people

of that country, seriously threatened the Holy See, Pius VI.

determined to go in person to Vienna, in the hope that, by the

influence of his presence and the authority of his apostolical

office, he might obtain the repeal of laws so hostile to the

Church and so destructive of the best interests of the State.

His journey was one uninterrupted triumph. The inhabitants

of the cities and towns through which he passed came out as

one man to greet him, and kneeling begged his blessing. In

1 Cf. Walch, Ch. H., Pt. v., pp. 2-218.

•^ Ibid., Vol. II., pp. 437 sq.
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this universal expression of joy at having the Head of the^

Church in their midst, there were but two who did not

share—two whose conduct plaiidy showed that the presence

of the Holy Father was irksome to them—and these were the

Emperor and his arrogant old minister, Kaunitz. The Em-
peror declined to assist at the Pontifical Office ; forbade his

subjects to even speak to the Pope without special leave from

him ; and, to prevent any secret access to his person, walled

up all the doors of his lodgings except one, which was strongly

guarded. To a request from Pius for a conference on aiiairs

of State, the Emperor rei)lied that he had no knowledge of

public business, which he left entirely to the members of his

council, to whom the Pope might submit his views in writing.

In his intercourse with the Holy Father, Kaunitz was uni-

forml}'' and studiously vulgar. He would rudely shake the

extended hand of the Holy Father, instead of kissing it, as

Catholic usage and ordinary courtesy require; he abstained

from visiting the Pontiff; and when the latter, under pretense

of going through his gallery of paintings, sought an inter-

view, the minister received him in a light morning-o-own.

After a fruitless stay of four weeks, during Avhich he accom-

plished no more than the obtaining of a simple promise that

nothing should be done prejudicial to either the doctrines of

the Church or the dignit}^ of her Head, he quitted the city,

and set out for Rome. But the impression which his pres-

ence and dignified bearing had left upon the minds of both

clergy and [leople was deep and enduring ; anl the scurrilous

pamphlets, which the canonist, Valentine Eyhel, and others

equally infamous, published against him, were powerless to

counteract its beneficial effects. The Emperor accompanied

bis august visitor as far as Mariabrunn, where he took leave

of him ; and a few hours later, as if to show to the world that

the Pope had produced no change in his sentiments, ordered

a convent established in that locality to be suppressed.^ These

J Joseph II., writing to Catharine of Kussia, who had expressed some anxiety

on account of the presence of Pius VI. in Vienna, said :
'• In reality, the Pope

has accomplished nothing. He was even obliged to draw up in my favor a

written document, expressing his satisfaction with the condition in which ho
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assaults against the papal power culminated in the French

Revolution, ot" which Pius was the most illustrious victim.

After 1780, all the ecclesiastical estates in France were de-

clared national property ; hut the details of the events of

these memorable years belong to the second half of the pres-

ent Epoch.

§ 364. The Gallican Church— Gallican Liberties.

(Picot), Essai bistorique sur I'influencc de la religion en France pendant le

XVIIe siecle, Paris, 182-i, 2 vols.; German, by Rness and Weis, Frkft. 1829, 2

vols. Ranke, Hist, of France during tbe Sixteentb and f?eventeenth Centuries,

Vols. III. and TV. (Con\plete ^Vorks, Vols. X.-XIIl.)

During the latter half of the preceding Epoch the Church

of France had been at once more active and more agitated

than that of any other country ; and on this account she is

before the world more conspicuously than any other during

the interval of time of which we are now about to treat, when
events that had been long preparing were producing their le-

gitimate consequences.

Louis XIV. had employed systematic violence and crafty

political methods against the Church, but more directly

against her Ilead.^ He seemed to think thai" by using arbi-

trary measures to crush the already enfeebled power of the

Pope he could the more efiectually exalt his own. In speak-

ing of the pontiiicate of Innocent XL, we noticed the pre-

tensions of the French king concerning the Bight of Regalia.

The celebrated Declaration of the French clergy in the Four
Articles of 1682, said to have been drawn up by Bossuet,^ was
the outcome of this controversy between the Pope and the

kino". These articles declare :

found my own religion and that of my subjects."
(
Von Arneth, The Corre-

spondence of Joseph II. with Catharine of Kussia, Vienna, 18G9.)

1 Lacreielle, Histoire de France au XVIIIe siecle. (Germ, by Sander, Brl.

1810, 2 vols.)

^/Printed in Walter, Fontes juris eceles., pp.127, 128. Liita (Cardinal), Let-

tres sur les soi-disant quatre articles du clerg<; de France, avec une introduction

par Martin de Noirlieu; tr. fr. the Fr. into Germ., by Robiano (with prefacej^

Miinster, 1844. '^Phillips, C. L., Vol. III., p. 339-365.

VOL. Ill—32
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I. That to St. Peter and to his successors, and even to the Church herself,

God gave power only in things spiritual and pertaining to everlasting life; but

not in things civil or temporal; for He said: "My kingdom is not of this

W( rid;'' and again : "Give unto Caesar the things that are Caesar's, and unto

God the things that are God's;"' and hence the truth of this saying of the apos-

tles: "Let every soul be subject to higher powers, for there is no power but

from God, and those that are are ordained of God. Therefore, he that resisteth

the power, resisteth the ordinance of God." Hence, in temporal concerns, kings

and rulers are, bi/ ordinance of God, subject to no power of the Church ;
neither

can they be deposed, either directly or indirectly, by the authority of the Keys,

nor can their subjects be freed from their allegiance, their obedience, and their

sworn promise of fidelity. That this teaching, inasmuch as it is necessary to

the preservation of the public peace, beneficial alike to Church and State, and

in harmony with the word of God, the tradition of the Fathers, and the exam-

ples of the Saints, should by no means be given up.

II. That the fullness of Spiritual power possessed by the Apostolic See and

•by the Successors of St. Peter, the Vicars of Jesus Christ, is such that it does

not invalidate or destroy the force of the Decrees contained in the Fourth and

Fifth Sessions of the Holy Ecumenical Synod of Constance "-On'the Authority

of General Couneih,'^ which were approved by the Apostolic See, confirmed by

the usage of the whole Church and of the Eoman Pontifl's themselves, and at

all times maintained by the Galilean Church; and that the Galilean Church

does not agree with those who weaken the force of these Decrees by claiming

that they are of doubtful authority and wanting in approbation, or who re-

strict their application to a period of schism, such as existed at the time of the

Council.

III. That, therefore, the use of the Apostolic power is to be restricted by

the Canons, enacted by the Spirit of God, and made sacred by reverence of the

whole world ; that the rules, customs, and institutions of the Gallican Kingdom

and Church continue in full force ; that the bounds set up by the Fathers re-

main inviolate; and that the Holy See owes it to its own dignity to see that

the statutes and customs established by this same See, and confirmed by the

consent of the churches, shall, as is becoming, subsist unchanged.

IV. That, while in questions of faith the Supreme Pontifi' has the chief part,

and his decrees are binding upon each and every church, his judgment is not

irreversible [irrcformable), unless it shall have been confirmed by the consent

of the Church.

Besides these Four articles, usually called the ^'Liberties of

the Gallican Church," but more appropriately the '^Slaveries/'

certain other claims were made, as, for instance, the Appella.tio

tanquam ah abusu, placetum regium, etc. The great blunder

committed by this Gallican Assembly "was tiie making of

"^general theorems, which were more or less at variance with

the practice of the Church, and whose discussion ought to

have been coutined to the Schools, the matter of conciliar
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enactments, when there was no sufficient cause for so douig

;

thus giving tlie civil power an excuse for enforcing them and

making them part of the fundamental law of the State." The
French Bishops turned a deaf car to the voice of Fenelon, who
warned them that " it was from the Civil Power, and not from

Rome, that encroachments and usurpatii)ns were in the futui-e

to come ; that iu matter of fact the king was no\s' more Head
of the Gallican Church than the Pope himself; that the king's

authority had been transferred to secular judges; and that

bishops were now ruled by laymen.''^ The French Bishops

closed their eyes to the uniform teaching of historical prece-

dents, wliich proved indisputably that every church separating

itself from the spiritual Head of the Hierarchy had of neces-

sity gone to ruin. However, it is not necessary to question

here the motives by which the author of the "Declaration"

and his party were inspired.

Bossuet, writing to an intimate friend, gives this explana-

tion of his conduct. " I had always thought," he said, " that

it would be well to so explain the authority of the Holy See,

that while compromising none of its sacred rights, those who
fear rather than love it, and even heretics and all its adversa-

ries, might be brought to regard it with sentiments of tender

respect. The Holy See has lost' absolutely nothing by the

Declaration of France, for the Ultramontanes themselves

allow that in the instance in which France sets a Council

above the Pope, he might be proceeded against in another

way, as, for example, by declaring that he had forfeited the

Papacy. Hence, it is not so much the thing itself that is in

question as the way in which it is to be done." Taking this

fallacious principle as the basis of his argument, Bossuet wrote

a ''Defense of the Declaration of the Grallican Clergy," upon

which he was engaged for thirty years of his life, and which

was indiscreetly published iive-and-twenty years after his

death.

It is nevertheless evident both from the peculiar way in

which these Articles were drawn up, and frcmi the application

made of them by numerous ecclesiastics, and particularly by

the parliaments, that they did contain the germ of sehismatlcal

tendencies, inasmuch as they were pressed into service when-
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ever a stand was to be made against the Ploly Apostolic St-e,

or whenever it was thonght expedient to refuse obedience to

its decrees. They were also dangerous, in that they flattered

the vanity of the " great nation " by holding France up to the

admiration of the vjorld as the land of ecclesiastical freedom, and

the GalVcan Church as the true Catholic model for all other

churches.

The leading spirits of the so-called reformatory syv-ods

seemed to forget that ever since the days of St. Irenaeus the

Galilean Church had esteemed it a privilege and a glory to

defend tlie rights of the Holy See. The more far-seeing of the

French Bishops, with Fenelon at their head, rightly judged

that these supposed "Liberties" would in the long run prove

to be, what the event verified, so many '^Slaveries." This has

been but recently admitted by Pressense, a Protestant writer,

" Gallicanism," he says, " made the Church the handmaid of

the State ; and its famous Liberties were but liberties taken

by the King to govern in both the ecclesiastical and civil do-

mains."^ The Articles of the Declaration of 1682 have been

very fairly discussed by Thomassin, the Oratorian ;
^ and still

more recently and no less fairly by Walter and Charles Gerin.^

§ 365. Jansenism— Quesnel—Schism of Utrecht.

Leydecker, Historiae Jansenismi, libb. VI., Traj. ad Ehen. 1695. Luchesuii,

Hist, polem. Jans., Rom. 1711, 3 T. Abrege hist, des detours et des variat. du

Jans, (place?), 1739, 4to. '\TJiom. du Fosse, Memoires pourservir a I'histoire de

Port-Royal, Col. 1739. Nicole Fontaine, under the same title, Colog. (Utrecht)

1738. [Dom. de Colonia, Jesuit), Dietionnaire des livres qui favorisent le Jan-

^ Bossuet, Defensio declarationis Cleri Gallicani, Luxemb. (Gen.) ]730

(Oeuvres., nouv. ed. Par. 1836, 4 T., IX.) ; du Pin, De pot. eccl. et temp. s. de-

claratio cleri gallic, Vind. 1776, 4to; Mog. 1788, 4to. Fenelon, De summi Pon-

tificis auctoritate diss, (oeuvres. nouv. ed. Par. 1838, T. I.) ; his sentiment, given

above, is found in ch. 45. KoeJder, Hist. Exposition of the Declaration drawn

up by the Gallican Clergy, Hadamar and Coblenz, 1815. Cf. Jlie Catholic, The

Gallican Liberties and French Learning ; three articles of the year 1865, Vol. I.

Presnense, Le Concile du Vatican, son histoire, etc.

'In his celebrated work, De nova et antiqua Eccles. disciplina, etc.; see

Vol. I., p. 8, note 4.

^Walter, Canon Law, 13th ed., ? 114, p. 270-273. Chas. Gcrin, Recherches

historiqueg sur I'assemblee du clerg6 de France de 1682, 26me ed., Paris, 1870.

(Tr.)
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senisme, Antv. 1756, 4 T. lieucM'm, Hist, of Port-Royal, Uamburg, 18:W sq., 2

vols. Cf. Freiburq Ecol. Journal of Tlieology, Vol. II., pp. 148-100; also "Poii-

RoyaL and Jansenism" ( \VurzburgYr\cnA of Religion, 1845, April, nros. 20-28).

A controversy still more dististrons, both in its influence

upon the people and in its general consequences, was that on

Jansenism. Its origin has been already noticed.^ After the

five propositions of the ^^Anc/ustinus" of Jansenius bad been

condemned, his partisans raised the questions :
- "Is the

Church really infallible in determining a question offact; for

example, the sense of a book? Is not her infallibility re-

stricted to dogmatic truth ? " Hence arose thefamous distinc-

tion of fact and right; and it was said, in point of right, the

five propositions were justly condemned, but in point oi fact

they were not contained in the book of Jansenius, at least in

the sense in w'hieh they were condemned. The most eminent

champions of Jansenism at this time were Anthony Arnauld,^

Nicole, and the profound and celebrated Pascal,* all of whom
w^ere the avowed enemies of the Jesuits. The tactics of the

Jansenists were very unlike those of Bajus, and in this con-

sisted much of the insidious danger of Jansenism ; for, Avhile

the latter addressed himself to a comparatively small number
of learned and discriminating persons, the former aimed at

influencing the masses, and for this purpose began at once to

preach a doctrine of mysticism, wdiich they held was the only

true theology and morality, and contained the true liberal view

of both ecclesiastical and political matters, l^either the

method they adopted nor the teaching they propagated was

1 Vide supra, § 351, pp. 428 sq.

^(Dii-Mos), Hist, des cinq propos. de Jans.; see pag. 429, note 1. Robbe,

Dissert, de Jansenismo (traotatus de gratia, T. II.), Par. 1780.

^Oeuvres completes d'Arnaud, Lausanne, 1775-1783, 48 vols., 4to.

* Lettres provinciales, Paris, 1656, r2mo, and frequently; Lemgo, 1774, 3

vols. La Vie de Pascal, par sa soeur Mme. Pcrier and Bossut \noi Bossuet),

Discours sur la vie et les ouvi-ages de Pascal (Oeuvres de Pascal, 1670, 1779,

1819, also Bossut, Hist, des Mathematiques ; tr. into Germ, by Reiner, Hambu'g,

1804, Vol. II.) Pensees, fragments et lettres publiues par P. Faugcre, Paris,

1844, 2 vols. (Tbis edition gives the Pensees in their original shape.) Herman
Reuchlin, Pascal, His Life and the Spirit of His Writings, Stuttg. 1840 (is par-

tial). ISeander, On the Historical Importance of the Pensees of Pascal, Berlin,

1847. Dreydorf, The Life and Struggles of Pascal, Lps. 1870.
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wholly new ; they had both been mapped out with sufficient

accuracy and clearness in the Introduction to the Second Book
of Jansenius' "Augustinus." The Cistercian Convent of nuns

of Port- Poyal-des- Champs, near Versailles, a branch of which

was established in Paris in 16e38, and was known under the

name of Port-Royal-de-Paris, was the great center of the Jan-

sonistic movement. Its abbess was the famous AngWque Ar-

nauld, the sister of the brothers Arnauld, and the pupil of the

Abbot of St. Cyran. St. Francis de Sales, who had been her

confessor, described her as a soul naturally vivacious, and

constant!}^ running into some extravagance. Fascinated by

the new and my.>^tical teachings of St. Cyran, she began to

disseminate them among the other members of the convent,

where they were calculated to do much harm, for the commu-
nity had acquired a deservedl}^ high reputation for strict ob-

servance of Rule and earnest piety. Having once put them-

selves in sympathy with the Jansenists, the nuns were encour-

aged to persevere in the course upon which they had entered,

by the establishment at Port-Royal-des-Champs of an asso-

ciation of hermits, consisting of Ayithony Arnauld and other

well-known Port-Eoyalists, whose penitential zeal was someiohat

fantastic, and who, acting on the counsels of St. Cyran, dis-

suaded from frequent Communion on the ground that a less

frequent reception woidd beget a habit of hungering for the

Sacrament.

To meet the subtle distinctions and wretched shifts by

which the Jansenists sought to escape censure, Alexander

VII. published the bullae? Sacram, in which, besides confirm-

ing the bull Cum occasions of his predecessor, he stated spe-

cifically that the five p>ropositious were in matter of fact con-

tained in the Augustinus of Jansenius, and had been condemned

in the sense in which they were there found. By the request

of the French Bishops, the Pope sent at the same time a

^^Formulary," which all the clergy were required to subscribe

without equivocation or reservation (1665). At the request

of the Archbishop of Paris, Bossuet wrote to the inmates of

Port-Royal, stating clearly the point at issue, and recommend-

ing obedience. " In all these formulas of faith," he wrote

substantially, "in which the authority of the Church is
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brouglit face to face with facts, it has never been found nec-

essary to employ this distinction. The Church has often been
required to examine and decide u[)on facts; as, for exanijile,

has such a bishop taught such an error? oris sucli an error

found in such a book? Shorn of this right, it would be im-

possible for lier to defend herself against false teaching.

There is no instance in which the Church has waited until

heresiarchs and their partisans have been pleased to come for-

ward and confess themselves the authors of the errors with

which they were charged. To liow many and how great

dangers would she not lay herself open should she suspend
the effect of her decisions upon heretics and their works until

the truth of the alleged facts would be candidly avowed by

the heretics themselves?" Fenelon expressed himself in a

similar sense some time later.^ Recognizing the wisdom of

the advice given by men so eminent, the bishops of the oppo-

sition consented, during the pontijQcate of Clement IX., to

subscribe the Forinulary, not indeed unreservedly and with

full assent, but in the sense of what was called res-pectfal si-

lence, or, that while not believing they would remain quiet.

At the opening of the eighteenth century the controversy

grew more spirited and acrimonious. In the year 1702, while

the clergy were coming forward freely to sign the Formulary,

the celebrated Case of Conscience made its appearance. In

this an ecclesiastic, who had not been able to bring himself

to believe that the Pope was infallible in deciding questions

oi' fact, and had set his name to the Formulary with a corre-

sponding mental restriction, was supposed to be in a dying con-

dition and greatly troubled in his conscience. The confessor

can not see his way clear, and puts the question : Can this

man be absolved? linearly all the Doctors of the Sorboune,

besides many others, held that he could. Cardinal Noaillcs,

Archbishop of Paris, commanded them to retract the opinion,

which most of them did, but others refused to do. Heren])(>n

Clement XL published (1705) his bull, Vineam Dominu in

which, while reaffirming the teaching set forth in that of

1 Correspondance de Fenelon, Paris, 1827, 3 T. Cf. Freiburg Eccl. Cyclop.,

Yol. v., p. 489 sq. ; Fr. tr., Vol. 12, art. Jansenius, and Jans^nisme.
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Alexander VII., be declared that the " respectful silence " was

not sufficient for absolution in the instance given in the Case

of Conscience, and that it was necessary to put aside all doubt

as to the Pope's infallibility in deciding questions involving

dogmatic facts. The bull was accepted by both the clergy and

parliament. The Po it-Royalists of the convent near Versailles

doai'l}' atoned for their course in qualifying the acceptance of

the Formuhuy and in resisting all appeals to return to Cath-

olic obedience. In 1709 the convent was suppressed, the nuns

distributed among the other Orders throughout France, and

in 1710, b}' order of the king, the building itself was demol-

isJud,^ an extreme measure, which many traced to the influ-

ence of Father Pe Tellier, a Jesuit, and the king's confessor.

Sti-ange to say, the controversy had not yet reached its full

stature, to which, however, it was now brought by Qxesnel, a

French Oratorian. The scientific labors of Quesnel, and par-

ticularly his edition of the works of Leo the Great, preceded

by some learned dissertations of his own, had fairly entitled

him to the gratitude of all Catholics. Among the Oratorians

the ver}" salutary custom prevails of meditating daily upon

certain passages of Holy Writ; and Quesnel, who had been

very assiduous in this holy exercise, published, between the

years 1671 and 1687, his Moral Reflections on the whole of the

New Testament.^ A deep religious spirit, devotional warmth
and earnestness, and great power and grasp of thought per-

vaded the work throughout. It produced a marked influence,

and was constantly to be seen in the hands of devout Chris-

tians. Cardinal Noailles, then Bishop of Chalons, gave it his

approbation, and commended it to the faithful in a Pastoral,

published in 1685. Other prelates followed his example, and

Clement XI. himself expressed the belief that there was pro-

bably not an ecclesiastic in Italy capable of producing such

a work. When, however, some of the most learned men in

France, after a close and conscientious examination of the

1 Memoires sur la destruction de Port-Roy. des Champs, 1711. Sainie-Beuve,

Port-Iloyul, Paris, 1840 sq., 2 T., of which a second edition (very spiteful) ap-

peared.

2 Le Nouv. Testam. en fran9ois avec des reflexions morales, Par. 1G87, and

frequently. Huth, Ch. H. of the Eighteenth Century, Vol. I., p. 245-322.
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edition of the Moral Refections issued in the year 1093, ex-

jiressed their disapproval of the work on the ground that it

contained Jansenistic errors, Clement appointed a commis-

sion, composed, not of Jesuits, the avowed enemies of the

Jansenists, but of Dominicans, whose opinions on the [)oints

under consideration differed widely from those of the disciples

of Ignatius, and charged this body to look carefully through

the book, and re[)ort their judgment to him. After long and

careful consideration, the Vo\iq })ublished the bull Unigenitus

(1713), condemning one hundred and one propositions con-

tained in the Moral Reflections,' It may be urged thur the

fact that the scope of Quesnel's book was to treat of piour

meditation, of aspirations and forms of prayer, and not of

dogmatic distinctions, stated with scientific accuracy, was not

sufficiently taken into account. But it may be answered that

in religious meditations, the aim of which is to foster a spirit

of piety, we have a right to expect that the dogmatic propo-

sitions that underlie them, and upon which they are built,

shall be luminous and established beyond all manner of doubt.

This was all the more true in Quesnel's case, because having,

alter the death (^f Arnauld, become the recognized leader of

tlie Jansenists (1694_), he reproduced precisely all their errors

on free-will and grace, teaching that grace is all-powerful and

acts irresistibly, thus, like Jansenius, utterly destroying free-

will. He concluded quite rigorously :
"• If God wishes tc^

save the creature, saved he will infallibly be; and hence, if

the creature be lost, it is because God would have it so."

Quesnel also gave expression to some ideas on the Church.

and her discipline, whose drift was, to say the least, suspicious^^

maintaining, for example, that a person considering himself un-

justl}" excommunicated was not cut off from holding friendh'

1 These propositions are, beside the BuUarium, found in Latin, also in the

Leipzig stereotyped edition of the Council of Trent, p. 283-291 ; in Latin and

German in Smeis' edition.

'^llidh, Ch. H., Vol. I., p. 258 sq., and 279 sq. Cf. Renati Jos. Dubois, C<>I-

lectio nova actor, publicor. constitut. Clementinae Unigenitus, Lugd. Batav.

1725. C. M. Pfaff, Acta publica const. Unigenttus^ Tueb. 1728. Add to these:

Errores et synopsis vitae Paschasii Quesnel, cujus 101 propositiones constitutione

Unigenitus per Ecclesiam damnatae, etc. ; accedunt instrumenta publicationum,

etc., Antv. 1717, 12mo.
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relations with God ; for, though separated from the visible, he

was uot from the invisible body of the Church. He also held

that all Christians, not excluding women and young children,

should be allowed to read the Bible without any sort of ro-

litriction, else the children of light would be shut out from

the very source of light.

But if Quesnel outruged the teaching of the Church, it

• must be frankly confessed that he was not the only participant

in the controversy who did so. After the appearance of the

hull UriigenUus^ Cardinal Noailles, now Archbishop of Paris

(from 1695 to 1729), forbade the Catholics of his diocese to

read the Moral Reflections ; but, strange to say, at an assem-

bly of the French Clergy, convened by royal order in 1714,

he objected to receiving the bull Unigerntus without qualitica-

tion. Unable to get more than seven bishops of the assembly

to side with him, he was defeated, hut not silenced. He pub-

lished a circular over his own name, in which, while again

condemning the Moral Reflections, he forbade those within

his jurisdiction, under penalty of suspension, to receive the

dogmatic decisions of the Holy See on the same subject.

When the question as to whether the hull should be regis-

tered by the Sorbonne was put to the vote, the aflirmative

decision was carried, but only hy a simple majority.

With a view to allay popular feeling, daily growing more

'threatening, Louis XIV". conceived the design of convoking

a national council, which his death in 1715 prevented him
from carrying into eftect. The worthless and immoral Philip,

Duke of Oilcans, held the regency during the minority of the

young king, Louis XV., when the Jansenists again rallied in

all their force. Four bishops apjiealed from the bull Unigen-

itus to an Ecumenical Council. These were soon joined by

one hundred and six doctors of the Sorbonne and by Cardinal

J^oailles, and, under the name of Appellants,^ rapidly grew

into a powerful and formidable party. These alarming indi-

cations of revolt against the authority of the Holy See decided

1 The two parties went under the names of ConstUuiiona lists and Anti-Con-

ti'ituiiona lists; also of Acceptruiis and Recusants, according as they received or

i-ojected the Papal Constitution. ( Tr.)
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the Pope to publish (1718) the unusually severe bull Pastoralis

officii, declaring that any one, be he cardinal or bishop, re-

fusing to accept the constitution Unigenitm thereby ceased to

be of the members of the Church. The Appellants protested,

and Cardinal Koailles, who had been so peremptorily reminded

of his duty, instead of obeying the Holy See, used the au-

thority'' of his name and the influence of his family to

strengthen the hands of its op[)onents. Thus, in 1720, while

ostensibly promoting measures of peace, he was privately

counseling resistance, a shifty p)olicy, which he carried on

until the year 1728, when he finally consented to receive the

bull Unigenitus, without qualification or limitation, and his

example was followed by the greater number of the AppcUo.id

bishops. The bishops of 31ontpellier, Auxerre, Troyes, Senez,

Metz, 3Idcon, Trcguier, Pamlers, and Castries alone held out,.

preferring exile to submission.

As is the case with all sects, the Jansenists now openly-

professed the most deplorable errors, lost all their former re-

serve and discretion, and sank in the estimation of the people.

Their ascetical practices degenerated into fanaticism, and their

unbelief was hardly distinguishable from atheism. Failing to

regain public esteem by intrigue, they resorted to pretended

miracles. Reports were widely circulated of numerous cures

that were said to be daily taking place in the cemetery of St.

M^dard, at the tomb of the deacon, Francis Fdris, who in life

had been a zealous Appellant (f 1727).^ To prove the sanctity

of the deacon and the justness of his cause, a number, of fren-

zied devotees would go into frantic convulsions and pretended

ecstasies before the multitude. From having been extrava-

gant they now became ridiculous ; and this sect, which had

so brilliant an opening, had, like every other, a farcical

close, confirming once more the truth of the French proverb

"ridicule tue;" and those who, as Voltaire said, buried

Jansenism in the grave of the deacon Francis, expired

as " Convulsionaries.'" The cemetery was closed by royal

1 Vie de M. rran9ois de Paris, ITtr. 1729, and frequently. Relation des mir-

acles de St. Frant^ois de Par. avec un abreg6 de sa vie, Brux. 1731. Moiitgeron,

la Verite des miracles du diacre Paris, (Par. 1737) Col. 1845 sq., 3 T., 4to. Mos-

heim, Diss, ad h. e., T. II., p. 307 sq. Thoiuck, Miscellanea, Pt. I., p. 133-148^
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order/ but the convulsions continued in private houses. At
length de Beaumont, Archbishop of Paris (from 1746), pre-

scribed strict rules for the guidance of his clergy in dealing

with Jansenists, forbidding them to give the iSacraments to

any one lying sick, who was not able to produce a certiticate

from his parish priest stating that he had been to confession.

The measure was rendered necessary, because the Apj)cllaiiis

were in the habit of going privately to their own confessors.

The parliament took cognizance of the alfair, citing the arch-

bishop before its tribunal (1752). The prelate protested, de-

nying the competency of the court; and the king, making
the cause of the clergy his own, dissolved the parliament, and

sent several of its members into exile. The pressure of cir-

cumstances obliged the king to recall them in 1754, when a

violent reaction set in in favor of giving the Sacraments to

the Appellants, and the archbishop refusing to yield, was in

his turn banished from Paris. The controversy was still qui-

etly and languidly proceeding, when Clement XIV., taking

the matter in hand, decided that the instructions of the arch-

bishop should be rigorously carried out, but only in the case

of those whose opposition to the bull Unigenitus was notorious.

One of the saddest consequences of this conflict was the in-

terference of the State in the affairs of the Church, thus set-

ting up a precedent wljich gave color to the subsequent policy

of the government.

The Jansenistic controversy was carried on with still more

vehemence in the Netherlands, w\)ere it was productive of still

more disastrous controversies, assuming there the character

of an actual schism.^ The metropolitan see of Utrecht, and

the suilragan sees of Haarlem, Leeuwarden, Deventer, Gro-

ningen,and Middelburg, the latter all founded by King Philip

II., had been abolished and their estates conflscated, in conse-

quence of the religious and political troubles existing between

^ Whereupon a wit wrote the following epigram

:

De par le roi; defense a Dieu

De faire miracles en ce lieu. (Tr.)

^ Hoynk van Papendrecht, Hist, de rebus eccl. Ultraject., Col. 1725. *Mozzi,

-Storia delle revoluzioni delta chiesa d'Utreeht, Ven. 1787, 3 vols. Freiburg

Eccl. Cyclop., Yol. XI., p. 504 sq. ; Fr. tr., Vol. 24, p. 422 sq.
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Spain and the Netherlands ;
• but, in spite of these untoward

circumstances, the number of Catliolics still renuiiniiig and
subject to the authority of the Vicar Apostolic was consiil-

erable. Gregory XIII. appointed Sasbold Visjner, Nuncio to

Cologne, Vicar Apostolic, first of the diocese of Utrecht and

subsequently of all the Low Countries. lie was conse

crated at Rome in 1602 by Clement VIII., under the title of

Archbishop of Philipj)i in. 'i)arfibas injideliutv, and sent back

to Utrecht with revocable jurisdiction. He was succeedeii b}"

Philip Roven, under the' same title. This prelate did his best

to preserve the Chapter of Utrecht, which was slowly losin*,^

its members, by establishing a kind of collegiate institution,

composed of the dispersed parish-priests whom he had there

gathered about him. Utrecht was then the chief asylum of

the Jansenists, and there they continued to find protection

and sympathy until the close of the seventeenth century,

when the Vicar Apostolic, Peter Kodde, Archbishop of Se-

baste (since 1688), openly avowed himself their friend. He
was in consequence suspended from the exercise of his juris-

diction by Clement XI., and Peter van Kock (1702) ap[)oiiilcd

in his room under the name of Provicar. But neither the

ministrations of van Kock nor those of his successors, Z)t<e-

men, Bishop of Adrianople (from 1707), and van Pylevclt, were

very efi'ective, owing to the obstructions the Jansenists were

constantly throwing in the way of their exercise. Quesnel

himself withdrew to Amsterdam in 1703, where he continued

to write in favor of Jansenism ; and after his death, in 1719,

Petitpied, Faulu, and others took his place, and kept up a

constant intercourse with the Jansenists in France.

The Dutch government, whose interests were hostile to those

of the Holy See, looked with favor upon, and at times actively

})romoted, the insidious plans of the Jansenists. Thus were

the French Deacon Boidlenois (1716) and Dominic Varlet, tit-

ular Bishop of Babylon, brought to Holland. Whatever of

disorder was left undone was completed by the latter. Though
suspended from the exercise of his functions, and acting in

the face of a protest from Rome, he consecrated Cornelius-

1 See § 333.
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Steenoven, who had been elected in 1723 by a prelejided chapter

of Utrecht, archbishop of that city. Varlet repeated the

sacrilegious act several times after the death of Steenoven,

aud finally, in 1742, Archbishop Meindarts revived the bish-

oprics of Haarlem (1742) and Deventer (1752), thus prevent-

ing the extinction of the line of schismatical bishops. lie

held a synod in Utrecht in 1763, the acts of which he sent to

Rome. Although many efforts have been made to close this

schism, it endures to our own day, because the church of

Utrecht stubbornly refuses to receive the bull Unigenitas. It,

however, recognizes the primacy of the Holy See, and each

bishop, when elected, notifies the Pope, professes submission

to Rome, and requests to have his election confirmed. But

the Popes have uniformly declined to receive any overtures,

except on condition of the acceptance of the bull UnigeiiUus^

and as a rule have declared the bishops-elect excommuni-

cated.^ The schismatics number about four thousand five

hundred souls, scattered through twenty-fi.ve parishes in the

dioceses of Utrecht and Haarlem. The Bishop of Deventer,

who resides at Rotterdam, and has the title of Pastor of the

Archdiocese of Utrecht, enjoys a sinecure, having no subjects.

Such is the precarious existence which this Jansenist and

Ultra-Gallican schism continues to drag out, though in pos-

session of all the church property that had been rescued from

tlie cupidity of the Reformers, and accumulated in later years

by the economy of the Catholics.

§ 366. Quietism—Molinos—Madame Guyon.

Quietism in France (Tueb. Theolog. Quarterly, 1856, two articles).

While Jansenism was still occupying the thoughts of men,

and unsettling their convictions, new errors, drawing life

from the same source, engaged the attention of theologians.

Originating like Jansenism, in the absence of a true spirit of

interior life, they became notorious only after having encoun-

tered a lively opposition. The theologians of the Middle

1 Walch, Modern Hist, of Religion, Pt. VI., p. 82 sq.
;
p. 165-174

; p. 489-538.

Tueb. quart, 1826, nro. 3, p. 178 sq.
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Ages had not unfrcquently made the body of religious teach-

ing little more than an elaborate system of dry formulas and

barren definitions, never treating morale except as the subject-

matter of a re[)ulsive casuistry. As was natural, the reaction

against so cold and unsympathetic a system produced a false

and fanatical enthusiasm that sometimes nearly unseated the

reason. And what took place in the Middle Ages was re-

peated under analogous conditions in the seventeenth cen-

tury, llichael 3Iolinos, who was chiefly instrumental in set-

ting this mystical reaction in motion, was born (1627) in the

neighborhood of Saragossa, in Spain ; that is to say, in the

land where side by side with such marvels of true mysticism

as St. Teresa, St. John of the Cross, and Louis of Granada,

there existed extravagant visionaries and fanatical antinomists.

Molinos having completed his studies at Coimbra and Pam-
peluna, went in 1669 to reside in Rome, where persons of the

highest rank and sincerest piety placed themselves under his

spiritual direction. He shortly published a work entitled the

Spiritual Guide, which for many years was very favorably re-

ceived, and was translated from the original Spanish into

both French and Italian.^ The dangerous spirit that pervaded

the book soon became manifest. Its most assiduous readers

began to form little gatherings for themselves, to develop, to-

gether with a mystical, a pietistical tendency, and to use ob-

jectionable forms of prayer. The famous preacher, Paul

Segneri, was the first to call public attention to the seductive

errors it contained [Covcordantia laboris cum quiete in oraiionc)^

and a more critical examination of its contents only con-

firmed the truth of his charges. Its author was in conse-

quence pursued with rigorous severity until he had done pe-

nance and retracted his errors, which he did in 1687, when,

though absolved, he was kept confined in a Dominican con-

vent until his death, in 1696.

At the instance of Father la Chaise, confessor to Louis

XIV., Innocent XI. condemned sixty-eight propositions con-

^ Ouida spirituale, Rom. 1681; in Spanish as early as 1675; in Latin by

Franke, 1687 ; in German by Arnold, 1699. Rocueil des div. pieces concernant

le Quietisme, Amst. 1688. Conf. Weiss^nann, H- e., Pt. II., p. 541. Freiburg

Ec'cl. Cyclop., Vol. VII., p. 213-218 ; Fr. tr., Vol. 15, p. 202 sq.
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tallied in Moliiios' book. Although Cardinal Cibo, writing

in the name of the Inquisition, had, as early as Febrnaiy 15,

1G87, addressed a circular letter to all the prelates and princes

of the Catholic Church, warning them against the dangerous

and insidious character of Molinos' errors, the number of his

partisans went on steadily increasing. They were known as

Qnieiists and their errors as Quietism, because Molinos held

that for one to be perfect the soul must be quiet, neither rea-

soning, sympathizing, nor exercising any faculty whatever,

the most exalted state of the spiritual life being that in which

one is wholly oblivious of self, yet wholly occupied with God.

In order that the soul return to its principle and the source

of its being, it must annihilate itself, be changed, transformed,

and divinized. But to accomplish this the exercise of the

mental faculties must cease, the soul must be passive, incapa-

ble of meditating or of even having a good thought of God
Himself. Its sole function is to passively receive the infused

light of Heaven, the accompaniment of a purely inactive

state of contemplation.

In reply it was said that, according to this theory, the soul

would be in such a state of absolute indifference that it would
no longer give itself any concern about either Heaven or hell,

or any of the dogmatic teachings of the Church ; and that

being thus lifted above the body by a supernatural union with

God, it would forego the practice of the necessary works of

charity, and in the end lapse into sensuality ; for so completely

would it be absorbed in God, that it would wholly disregard

the functions of corporeal sense ; and the criminal movements
of the sensitive soul and the criminal actions of the bodily

senses and members would therefore be entirely independent

of it in this state of contemplative repose. Hence, from this

sublime state of contemplation, in which all external things

would be indifferent to the soul, there would be but one step

to fatall}^ lax principles in morals.

That these conclusions were fairly deducible from his sys-

tem, Molinos could not deny. Moreover, Quietism, by iden-

tifying the Creator with the creature, or by what Molinos

called deification, through a true and perfect annihilation of

self, led directly to pantheism.
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About the same time, the works of the blind Francis Mala-

vale, of Marseilles, and those of Abb6 d'Kstivnl and tlie Bar-

nabite Lacombe {Analysis orationis)^ but particular!}^ those of

Jeanne de- la Moile Guyon, a woman of deep and sincere

piety, of distinguished talent, and of such purity of life that

not even her most malignant enemies dared to asperse her

character,' were suspected of containing Quietistic errors and

of having a strong Quietistic tendency. Born at Montargis,

in France, April 13, 1648, of an ancient French family, and

educated in several convents, Madame Guyon early manifested

a taste for a contemplative life. She was led by reading the

works of St. Francis de Sales to cultivate a habit of assiduous

prayer, wdiich she broke off iifter a time to give herself up to

the seductive attractions of the world, to w^hich she was

drawn by a consciousness of her extraordinary beauty. Hav-
ing contracted at the age of sixteen a marriage, which proved

an unhappy one, she began to repine; and longing for com-

fort and peace of soul, she again resumed the pious practices

and close intercourse with God which she had left off when
drawn away by the charm of a worldly life. Left a widow
at the age of twenty-five, she was now free to prosecute her

pious wishes, and in the 3'ear 1681 repaired to Gex, where she

entered an establishment specially intended for recent con-

verts, over which the Bishop of Geneva had set the Barnabite

Father Jjocoyvbe, who, it seems, instead of discreetly checking

the extravagancies of his new charge, show^ed a disposition to

indulge them. Here she devoted herself enthusiastically to

ascetical exercises, and, as she fancied, passed through the

three stages designated by the Mystics as absolute indifference,

spiritual death, and -interior renewal. She professed a resolu-

tion of giving l^erself unreservedly to the service of God, but

her idea of spiritual life was so false and fantastic that she.

iLa vie de Mad. de la Moite Guyon, ^crite par elle-meme, Col. 1720, 3 T.,

12mo, and Berlin, 1826 (Germ, by Montenglaut, Brl. 1826, 3 pts.) La Bible de

Mme. Guyon, Cologne (Amsterd.), 1715 sq., 20 T. Cf. Freiburg Eccl. Cyclop.,

Vol. IV., p. 836-839; Fr. tr., Vol. 10, p. 229-233. Her Complete Works com-

prise 39 vols. ; they were published by Poiret, Cologne (Amsterdam), 1715, and

by Du Joit, Mambrini, 1790, 40 vols.

VOL. Ill—33
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together with Father Lacombe, was banished from Geneva.

She shortly after entered the Ursuline convent at Thonon,

where slie was seized with an irresistible impulse to give her

ideas to the world, and accordingly wrote a number of trea-

tises, among which are tlie following: A Short and Easy

Method, of Prayer; Spiritual Torrents; 31ysiical Works; and

Commentaries on the Holy Scriptures. From Thonon Madame
Gnj'on went to Paris, where complaints against the dangerous

character of her writings brought her under the notice of the

archbishop, and on the 29th of January, 1688, she was taken

into custody, and shut up in the Convent of the Visitation,

but regained her liberty some time later, at the instance of

Madame de Maintenon. Lacombe had also been arrested in

October, 1687, and obstinately refusing to retract what was

objectionable in liis Analysis Jidei, was banished the city, and

died out of his mind at Charenton in 1699.

The most objectionable of the tenets of Madame Guyon,

and that which appears to have been the underlying principle

of her teaching, was her theory of self-abnegation. Pure

love of God, she said, is so entirely disinterested that it takes

no thought of self, puts out of sight all hope of reward and

fear of punishment, and makes no account even of salvation.

God is loved solely because He is most worthy of love. This

love is so completely its own reward that the soul in the en-

joyment of it would, were such God's will, consent to be

eternally damned.

In the year 1694 the Archbishop of Paris and the Bishop

of Chartres condeixined her writings ; and in the same year a

Commission, whose members, consisting of the Bishops of

Meaux and Chalons and M. Tronson, the Superior of the

Seminar}^ of St. Sulpice, were designated by Fenelon, who
himself was the fourth member, was appointed b}" royal order

to examine her works. The sessions took place at Issy, the

country-house attached to the Seminary of St. Sulpice, and

continued into the year 1695. Bossuet presided, but deferred

in important matters to M. Tronson, who was a man of great

learning and sound judgment.^ The Commission published'

1 Abbe Rohrbacher, Ch. H., Bk. 88, passim. (Tr.)
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as the result of its la]>ors an instrument of Tliirty-four Arti-

cles, giving a clear and full exposition of true and false mys-

ticism. These Madame Guyon humbly subscribed, solemnly

protesting that it was never her intention to pen a line con-

trary to Catholic doctrine. Bossuet expressed himself satis-

lied, and gave her a certificate to this effect. It was thought

that there was now an end of the controversy on Quietism,

which we shall presently see was not the fact. Madame
Guyon secretly quitting her asylum at Meaux, Avhere she had

remained during the sitting of the Commission at Issy, again

went forth, proclaiming her teachings and exhibiting Bossuet's

testimonial as a proof of their orthodoxy. She was again

placed under arrest and imprisoned, and having finall}^ ob-

tained her freedom, was exiled to Blois, where she died a holy

and edifying death, June 9, 1717.^

She would certainly never have been so well known as she

is had it not been for Fenelon's relations to her. This pious

and celebrated man, believing firmly in the virtue of Madame
Guyon and the purity of her love of God, came forward from

motives of the most disinterested charity to see that justice

was done her. As a refutation of her principles, Bossuet

wrote a work On the States of Prayer {Sur les Mats d'oraison),

to which he requested Feuelon to give his approval. This

the latter declined to do, believing the censures of Bossuet to

be too severe on the writings of Madame Guyon. From that

moment these two great men were estranged, and a contro-

versy ensued, which, painful enough under any circumstances,

was made doubly so by the bitterness displayed b}^ the con-

testants, and at the close of which the extraordinary example

of humility given by Fenelon revealed the true nobility and

grandeur of his character. Wishing also to give a true ex-

position of mysticism, without, however, exhibiting the opin-

ions of Madame Guyon in so unfavorable a light as Bossuet

had done, he wrote his Explanations of the Maxims of the

Saints in Relation to Interior Life (1697), giving his views,

which were attractive rather than solid, on pure and disinter-

1 Dictionnaire encyclopedique de la theologie Catholique, art. " Guyon." (Tr.)
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ested love.^ Bossnet, fearing the influence of this work would

be dangerous in the measure in whicli the virtue of Fenelon

was exalted, the esteem in which he was held great, and the

influence he exerted powerful ; and conscious that the work

gave proof that there the splendid intellect of its author was

at its best, at once threw^ himself fully into the controversy,

and in combating false mysticism was not always careful to

avoid violating the precepts of the true. Fenelon, who was

not in favor at court, was ordered to submit his book to an

ecclesiastical tribunal, of which Bossnet was a member ; but

declining, on the ground that the latter had prejudged the

case, was permitted by the king to refer the whole cause to

the decision of the Holy See. Pope Innocent XII. appointed

a Commission, consisting of ten members, who, after having

had the matter in hand for an entire year, in the course of

which they held sixty-four protracted sessions, and after innu-

merable delays, difiiculties, and doubts, condemned (March 12,

1699) in general terms the Maxims of the Saints, selecting out

of the work, however, twenty-three propositions for special

notes of censure, some of which were characterized as scan-

dalous, others as dangerous, others as erroneous, and others

again as mischievous in practice. The Pope contrived to

break the force of so severe a blow, dealt at a bishop so de-

servedly esteemed, by declaring that '•Fenelon had erred by

the excess of his love of God, but Bossuet by lack of love for

his neighbor." The sentence reached Fenelon on the 25th

of March, just as he was about to go into the pulpit of his

cathedral to preach. After reading it aloud to the congrega-

tion, he besought his friends, with tears in his eyes, no longer

to defend his book, and charged the faithful of his flock to

leave off reading it. In a pastoral, dated April 9, addressed

to the clergy, secular and regular, of his diocese, he published

to the whole of France his cheerful acquiescence in the judg-

ment of the Holy See, and begged all his friends to follow his

' Explication des maxinies des Saints snr la vie interieure, Paris, 1697.

Fenelon, Lottre(s) a M. de Meaux en reponse aux divers ecrits ou memoires sur

le livre des Maximes, etc.—Sur le Quietisme. (Oeuvres; nouv. edit., Paris,

1838, chez Lefevre, T. II., p. 481-826.) Cf. Boasiiet, Lettrcs sur I'affaire du

Quietisme (Oeuvres: nouv. edit., Paris, 1836, 4to, T. XII., p. 1-514).
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example. . This magnanimous conduct spared the Church the

painful consequences of a new schism.

§ 367. Literature of the Gallican Church.

(Picot), Essai historique sur I'inflaence de la religion en France, etc. La-

cretelle, Histoire de France au XVIIIe siecle ; tr. into German by Sander, Ber-

lin, 1810, 2 vols.

The theological literature produced by the Gallican Church

during this epoch is her special glory and that of her clergy,

among whom it took its rise. The restoration of monastic life

and the revival of a higher moral sense and a purer religious

spirit during the preceding age, by men like Francis de Sales

and Vincent de Paul, were now showing their salutary and le-

gitimate fruits. The high standard of education received by

the clergy in the establishments belonging to the Congrega-

tion of St. 31aur, to the Oratory, and the Sorboune also con-

tributed in its own way and measure to bring about the same

result. Apart from the influence of dogmatic controversies,

the spirit of scientific investigation was evoked by the inter-

minable discussions on ecclesiastical law and the conflicts with

Protestantism. The reign of Louis XIV., prosperous and
brilliant from the very outset, inspired the French nation

with an enthusiasm and self-assertion that quickened its ener-

gies and multiplied its powers. This was the Golden Age of

French Literature, and while it lasted Theology reigned as

Queen. The philosophy of the great Descartes, admirable as

an aid in speculative theology,^ was neither as well received

nor as generally used as it should have been, and seems from

the start to have been suspected of being unsound in matters

o? faith.^ The work, however, was thoroughly appreciated

1 Cartesii. Opp., Frcf. 1692 sq., 2 T., 4to. Huetii censura philos. Cartes., Par.

1G89, 12mo, ed. lA^., 1G94. Cf. ihiratori, De mdderat. ingenior. in religion,

negotio, lib. II., cap. 13. "fllock, Cartesius and His Adversaries, Vienna, 1835,

and in the Freiburg and Ashhach\s Eccl. Cyclopaedias, article Cartesius or Des-

cartes. Cf. tGimther and Pabst, The Heads of lanus, Vienna, 1£,4, p. 1-10,

223 sq. Fr. BouiUier, Histoire et critique de la revolution cartesienne, Paris,

1842.

"Descartes expresses his vie,ws on this subject in the following sentiments.

" Quae nobis a Deo sunt revelata credenda sunt. Et quamvis fortasso lumen
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by Bossuet, The works of the Oratorian, Malebranclie (f 1715)/

a disciple of Descartes', a thinker of much depth and orig-

inality, and a luminous and elegant writer, exercised no little

influence on both the theological method and philosophical

researches of Bossuet, Huet, and others. The Ajyolofjy for

Christianity, written by Huet, Bishop of Avranches (f 1721),^

and based upon i:)nrely historical proofs, such as miracles and

the fulfillment of the prophecies, its aim being to disprove the

assertion of the Jews that prophecies in no wise 8U[)p()rt the

claims of Christianity, is, in spite of the great learning of its

author, far inferior, both in originality and depth of thought

and in the justness of its reflections, to the woik of Pascal

(f 1672) on the same subject.^ The line of argument pursued

in Houteville's (f 1742) Apology is also historical/

The Dogmatical History of Religion by John Claude Som-

mier (f 1737) deserves special mention, because from a psycho-

logical point of view^ it was far in advance of that age. The

rationis (quam maxime clarum et evidens) aliud quid nobis suggerere videretur,

soli tumen auctoritati divinae potius quam nostro judicio fides est adhibenda."'

And further on: "Quamvis non clare intelligimus, tamen non recusabimus

ilia credere, quae fortasse Deus nobis de se ipso revelet, qualia sunt mysteria

Trinitatis et Incarnationis, quae excedunt naturales ingenii nostri vires."

Judged correctly by Perrone, Historiae theologiae cum philosophia comparatae,

synopsis, nr. 61. (Compend. praelect. theol., Vol. I.) Cf. also Klee, Dog-

matics, Vol. I., p. 31. The critics sitting in judgment on Descartes have fre-

quently forgotten that, Philosophia quaerit, theologia possidet veritatem

!

1 De la recherche de la v^rite, 1673; traite de la morale, llotterd. 1684; traite

de la nature et de la grace, 1682. Cf. Fenelon, Eefi>iation du systeme de JMale-

branche sur la nature et la grace. (Oeuv. nouv. ed., T. III., p. 1-160.)

^Huetii episc. Abrinc, comment, de reb. ad eum pertin., Amsl. 1718. De-

monstratio evangelica (1679), Amst. 1680. Origeiiiayia ; cens. phil. Cartes., etc.

Cf. Tholuck, Miscellaneous Writings, Hamburg, 1839, Vol. I., p. 247 sq. Dr.

Baruch, Huet as a Philosopher, etc., Vienna, 1862.

* Pensces sur la religion, etc., Paris, 1669, published with suppressions and

modifications, 2 T., and frequently; in their primiiive complete shape by M.

Prosper Faugere, Paris, 1844, 2 T. ; transl. into German by Blech, with preface

by Neander, Berlin, 1839. Oeuvres, La Haye, 1779, 1819, 5 T. Tholuck, Mis-

eel. Writ., Vol. I., p. 224-247. Weingarten, Pascal as Apologist of Christianity,

Lps. 1863 ; see above, p. 501, note 4.

* Houteville, la Religion chretienne prouvee par les faits; edition augmcntee,

Paris, 1740, 3 vols.; Germ., Frkft. 1745.

^Histoire dogmatique de la religion, ou la religion prouvee par I'autorite di-

vine et humaine et par les lumieres de la raison, Nancy et Par. 1708 sq., 6 T.
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writers on dogmatic theology wore Loth numerous and able, in-

cluding such names as John da Jlamcl, the Oratorian ; the

Dominican, Natalis Alexander; Charles Wifasse, of tlie Sor-

bonne; the J esmt, Tournely ; Billuart, the Domxiuaxu; Co/lcf,

and others.' These were all men of solid learning, and mnv
of them were gifted with penetrating minds and loftiness of

conception, and wrote with remarkable grace and lucidity.

In spite of their efforts to exclude from their writings the

superfluous distinctions of the Schoolmen, these were found

to be almost inseparable from the scholastic methods which

they employed. The history of dogma, so ausiiiciously begun

by Fetavius^ was continued by Ihoniassin and JInrai), both of

whom were exceedingly clever, and the latter possibly the

rival of Petavius liimself.^ Moral theology was still regarded

as an appendage to dogmatics, and, in the works enumerated,

the two were treated together; the former being frequently

incumbered with explanations more properly belonging to

Canon Law, or, as is notably the case in the writings of the

Jesuits, Busenbaam^ and Voit,^ degraded to mere casuistry^

and almost hopelessly entangled in the painful controversies

on jijvba/jdism. Still Blalebranche's Treatise on Morals \ the

Moral Essays of the Jansenist, Peter JSicole ; and the Dciiion-

stralion of Bernard Bamy^ tlie Oratorian, were written in a

new and more attractive form. But of all those who laboi-cd

to spread the truths of Christianity during this epoch, Saiignoc

^ Du Hnmcl, Theol. speculatrix et prat-tioa, juxta SS. PP. dogmata pertrac-

tata ad usum scliolae accommod., Par. 1691, 7 T. ; Ven. 1734, 1 T., f. Thence,

Thcol. Summarium, Par. 1694, 7 T., 12mo. Natal. Alex., Theol. dugm. et mor-

alis, Par. ]69o, 10 T., 8vo., 1703, f. WU(ts.^e, Tractatiis de poenitentia, ordine,

eucharistia; de attributis Dei, de Trinit., Incarnatione, etc. (\T12), nov. ed.,

Levari., 1776, cum notis. Tuurnely, Ciirsus tlieologicus schohistico dogmaticus

et moralis, pirated ed., Venet. 1728 ; Col. 1734, and frequently. Bllluart, Summa
S. 1 homae hodiern. academiar. moribus accommodata, Par. 1758; AVirceb.

1758, 3 T., f.; Par. 1841 and 1857, 10 vols., 8vo. Collet, Institutiones tlieol.

schol. seu theolog. speculativa, Lugd. 1752, 2 T., f.

^ Marau, Divinitas Dom. N. J. Chr. in scriptur. et tradit., ed. nova, Wiroeb.

1859. Ihomassin, Dogmata theologica. Par. 1684 sq., 3 T., f.

^See p. 417.

* Voit, 8. J., Theologia moralis, "Wirceb. 1769; Ancon. 1841, and frequently,

2 vols.

* Demonstration de la verite et de la saintete de la morale chretienne, Par.

1688, i2mo; llouen, 1705, 5 T.; Germ., Lps. 1737.
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de la Motte Fenelon, Archbishop of Cambrai (f 1715),^ and

J3ossuet, the great Bishop of Meaux (f 1704),^ stand pre-emi-

nent, and each reflects his own special glory upon his age.

Fenelon Avas gifted with a noble intellect, a clear understand-

ing, an active and fertile imagination, and a candid and mag-

nanimous character. His writings, which were addressed

alike to intellect and heart, are remarkable for elevation of

thought, which of itself would insure their immortalitj'

;

breathe a refreshing purity of sentiment ; fall with rythmic

cadence upon the ear ; and are in every way models of an el-

egant, chaste, limpid, and graceful style. The genius of

Bossuet was more soaring ; his intellect more brilliant ; his

mind more quick to grasp and solve the difficulties of a ques-

tion ; his learning more extensive; his style more ornate, elo-

quent, and majestic; and his temperament tinged with a soft

religious melancholy, which, lending attractiveness to a great

soul like his, lifts it up to the throne of peace and rest.'

In spite of the masterpieces of these extraordinary men,

Church History was richer in products during this epoch

than any other field of theological literature. The labors of

the Co7igregatlon of St. 31aur, the Congregation of the Oratory,

and the Society of Jesus, in patristic literature. Christian arch-

aeology, and church history, are so gigantic in quantity, and

withal so perfect in execution, that one is simply amazed at

the industry and ability of the various authors. Those of

greatest name among the Jesuits were the following: Fronto

le Due, Labbe, Cossart, John Chifflet, Petau, Sirmond, and Johi

Gcrnier. Among the Benedictines: Monlfaucmi, 31abiU.on,

Menard, le Nourry, Cousfant, 3lassuet, Ruinart, Julian Gamier,

de la Rue, Touttee, Martiayiay, Prudence Alaran, d'Achery, Du-

rand, and Martene. Among the Dominicans : Combefs, Goar,

and le Qiiien. Among the Oratorians : Moriii and Thomassin;

'Oeuvres spirit., Amsterd. 1725, 5 T., 12mo; Germ, by M. Claudius, Ham-
burg eld ed.), 1823, 3 vols., and likewise at Soleure. Oeuvres, nouv. ^dit.,

Paris, 1838. Bausset, Hist, de Fenelon, Paris, 1809, 3 T. ;
Germ, by Feder,

Wuerzburg, 1811, 1812, 3 vols.

2 Oeuv. Yen. 1736 sq., 5 T., 4to ; Par. 1744, 4 T., f. Oeuv. posth. Amst. (Par.)

1753, 3 T., 4to. Oeuvr. compl. Par. 1836, 12 T., 4to. Bausset, Hist, de Boss.,

Par. 1814, 4 T.; Germ, by Feder, Sulzbach, 1820, 4 vols.

» See Vol. I., page 47, note 1.
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to whom are to be added those other great scholars, whose

works will live as long as there exists a theological literature,

viz : Cofelier, Laimoi, Baluze, Henri de Vatois, and Menauil.ot.

Du Pin spent his life in preparing a universal biography of

ecclesiastical writers; and his work was supplemented by

Do))i Ceillier, who wrote historical sketches of these authors,

and gave lists of their works in chronological order. The
Oratorian, Richard Simon,^ may be said to have been the

founder of true biblical criticism. Simon was born at Dic[>pe,

May 13, 1638, educated by the Fathers of the Oratory, be-

came afterward one of their number, and in his studies man-

ifested a decided inclination for philology and archaeology.

He studied incessantly, laid up great stores of learning, and

eventually became one of the greatest biblical critics of his

own or any other age. Unhappily, he laid himself open to

the assaults of Bossuet and Du Pin by too much freedom and

boldness of expression, and by his proneness to overstate

and exaggerate. Simon was followed in the same field by

Houhigant, whose otherwise excellent works on the text of

the Old Testament were marred by the pernicious influence

of his predecessor. James Le Long (f 1721) was the author

of a bibliography [Bibliotheca sacra), containing an account

of all the editions and translations of the Scriptures published

previously to his time. Dom. 31ariianay, of the Congregation

of St. Maur (f 1717), contributed to advance the science of

hermeneutics, as did also Beryiard Lamy, the Oratorian, by his

works, designed to be introductory to a study of the Scrip-

tures.^ The Jansenist, de Sacy, enhanced the value of his

translation of the Bible by the addition of learned notes.

Dom Calmet, the Benedictine, in his commentaries on the

whole Bible, does no more than explain the literal sense; still

the archaeological learning they contain is very valuable.

1 Richard Simon, Hist. crit. du texte du V. T. ; Hist. crit. du N. T. ; Hist,

crit. dcs versions du N^. T. ; Hist. crit. des principaux comraentateurs du N. T.

On tlie other side: Dii Pin, Dissert, preliminaire sur la bible; Bossuet, Defense

de.la Tradition et des Saints Peres. (Oeuv. nouv. (id., Par. 183G, T. II., p.

120-329.) Graf, Richard Simon (in Supplements to theological literature,

nro. 1, Strasburg, 1847).

* Apparatus ad biblia sacra, etc., Gratianopoli, 1687, f.
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But amone: the French ecclesiastics and schohirs of this

age, tliere were not alone classical Church historians like

lillemont, Fleunj, Natalis Alexander, Bossuet, Hardidn, Labbe,

and Cossart, but also pulpit orators, whose powers of eloquence,

wealth of thought, rhetorical skill, and faultless st3-le were lit-

erally marvelous. Among these, putting aside Fenelon and

Bossuet, may be named hlechier. Bishop of Mmes (flTlO),

who employed his flowery, elevated, and correct style to bring

allhuman greatness under the yoke of the Cross ;
^ Bourda-

loue, of the Society of Jesus (f 1704),^ who, if not so finished

or so brilliant as those already mentioned, was more vigorous

and solid, and must unquestionably be ranked as one of the

greatest of pulpit instructors and orators ; 3Iassillon, Bishop

of Clermont (tl742), unsurpassed in his knowledge of the

human heart, and in the skill with which he depicts man in

conflict with his passions. His sermons and ecclesiastical

conferences were a reflex of his character, exhibiting a happy

blending of severity and tenderness, zeal and prudence,

which are the natural expression of strong religious feeling,

and a deep sense of the responsibility of the pastoral oflice ;^

and finally, Father Bridaine (f 1767), a popular orator and an

energetic and successful missionary.*

§ 368. Decline of Religious and Theological Science in France—
Influence of the Free thinkers of England.

Abbe Bnrruel, Memoires pour servir a I'histoire du Jacobinisme, T. I., writ-

ten in England, 1797. [Stai-fc, J. Aug. von), Triumph of Philosophy in the

M'anegyriques des saints ; Oraisons funebres ; Sermons.

^Oeuvres completes, best ed. by Rigaud, Paris, 1708-1734, IGvols. ; Ver-

sailles, 1812, 16 vols.; iiouv. ed., Paris, 1829, 16 vols.; 1838, 5 vols. His life

was written by Mme. de Pringy. (Tr.)

^ Massillon, Oeuvres completes, 12 vols., published by his nephew, in 1745,

174C; later editions are those of Beauce (4 vols., 1817); Muquignon, 15 vols.,

1818, 3 vols., Paris, 1838; and Chalandre (3 vols., 1847). The " Kcclssinfstical

Conferences" which, along with the Petit carcme, established his reputation
;

tr. into English by Boglaii, of Maynooth
;
publ. at Dublin, 1825, in 2 vols.;

then dedicated to the llight Rev. John Machale, " out of gratitude for long and

distinguished services!" (Tu.)

* Sermons du Pere Bridaine, Avignon, 1827, 7 vols. Cf. Maury, Essai sur

Teloquence de la chaire, Paris, 1810.
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Eighteenth Century, Frkft. 1803, 2 pts. ; revised by Bnclifelncr, Lan(J^^lnlt,

1834. Binder, History of the Philosophical and Revolutionary Age, with lle-

spect to Ecclesiastical Affairs, Schaffh. 1844, 2 vols. Walch, Modern History

of Religion, Vols. I.-III. Huth, Ch. H. of the Eighteenth Century, Vol. 11.,

p. 265. Gfroerer, Hist, of the Eighteenth Century, Vol. II.. p. 388-55G.

Cesare Cantu, Univ. Hist., Vol. XI.

At the close of the age which has been just reviewed, and

which shed so much glory upon the Church of France, a de-

cline in religious sentiment set in, and progressed with start-

ling rapidity. The inmiediate causes of this change are to he

sought in the events that took place during the regency of

the Duke of Orleans, and in the frightful immoralit}- [ireva-

lent at court, where religion, no longer held in honor, and

ceasing to be more than a routine ceremony and an external

form, became an object of derisive 'mockery to those who still

condescended to pay a semblance of respect to what tlioy no

longer regarded as other than a barren worship. And the

spirit of irreligion that came into fashion at court went down
from rank to rank, until in the end it reached the lowest

stratum of society. The deplorable issue of the Jansenistic

controversy also contributed in its way to the extinction of

the religious sentiment and to make piety ridiculous. The
very foundations of the teaching on morals were loosened hy
the heated controversy on Frobabilism, which the Jesuits de-

fended with zealous warmth and the witty Jansenists assailed

with caustic severit3\ Scepticism in historical studies, whence
it spread to every other branch of ^science and literature,

leaving everywhere the baneful effects of its presence, found

favor with some of the members of the great Society of Jesus,

a few of whom, like Harduin^ (f 1729) and his disciple, Ber-

1 It would seem that Uarduin put forward his opinions rather from love of

paradox and desire of notoriety than from any serious belief in their truth.

Putting aside the writings of Cicero, Pliny's Natural History, Virgil's Georgic.«,

the c(>medies of Plauius, and the Satires of Horace, in Latin, and in Greek
Uomer's Iliad and the History of Herodotus, he maintained that all the rest

of the works included in the body of ancient classical literature were falsely

attributed to the authors whose names they bore, being really the productions

of monks of the thirteenth century. He was equally incredulous with regard

to ancient coins and the specimens of art which have been unanimously

ascribed to the classic age. Even the authors of the Septuagint version of the
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ruyer (flToS), carried it to a dangerous excess. The latter

professed to regard tlie Old Testament as no more than a

mere romance/ and greatly scandalized the faithful by the

profane flippancy of his writings. His works, though con-

demned by ecclesiastical authority and censured by the mem-

bers of his own Society, had an unprecedented sale, and were

read with avidity.^ Religious sentiment gradually died out,

and anything approaching an appreciative knowledge of

Christianity became extinct. Honest historical researcli and

laborious investigation were discontinued, and in their pUice

sprung up a wordy and pretentious science, which was dig-

niiied by the name of philosophy, and faithfully reflected the

spirit and tendency of the age.

England,^ now Protestant to its very core, was held up to

the world as the land of freedt)m of thought, and the teaching-

of her philosophers was hailed with general applause. The

empiricism o^ Locke (f 1704), which necessarily issued in rank

materialism, was received with particular favor in France.

Too profligate and too effete to give birth to any. original

ideas themselves, the leaders of thought and the representa-

tives of learning tamely submitted to accept a philosophy

that made the five senses of man the supreme intellectual

Old Testament did not escape the censure of his sceptical incredulity, and he

also endeavored to show that those portions of the New Testament, which are

known to have been originally written in Greek, were really written in Latin.

He was required bv the authorities of the Society to retract these expressions

of opinion ; but it is said that, having been expostulated with by a friend and

a member of the Society, who represented to him that people were greatly

sho-ked at his paradoxical absurdities, he replied: " Now do you really tliink

that I should have risen every morning of my life at four o'clock to say over

again what others have said before me?" Abbe Eohrbac/ier, Hist. Univ.de

ri:glise Cath., Vol. 26, Bk. 88, pp. 107 sq.; also Feller's Biogr.-Dict. (Tk.)

1 Histoire du peuple de Dieu, etc., Paris et la Haye, 1728, 7 vols., 4l,o, or 10

vols., 12mo; 1758, 14 vols. Cf. Freiburg Eccl. Cyclop., Vol. I., p. 852; Fr. tr..

Vol. 8, p. 29 sq.

2"Les condamnations dontla(cette histoire) frapperent les eveques do I\Iont-

pellier et Soissons, I'assemblee du clerge a, Conflans, la Sorbonne, et les papes

Benoit XIV et Clement XIII, lui firent un succes immerite." So Dictio7i-

naire General de Blographie et d! Histoire, Paris, 1869, 2 vols. (Tr.)

3 Thorschmid, Essay of a Complete Library of Free-thinkers, Halle, 1765 sq.,

4 vols. Cf. Leo, Manual of Univ. Hist., Vol. IV., p. 173 sq.
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criterion, and gave matter dominion over mind. Lord Ed-

ward Herbert of Cherbury (f 1648) hud already maintained that

the divine character of Christianity might be shown to be

probable, bnt conld not be demonstrated with absolute cer-

tainty^; and that to believe in God, to live virtuously, to be

penitent for sins and mend one's life, and to be i)ersuaded that

good deeds will be rewarded and evil punished in the life to

come, are conditions quite sufficient for salvation.

Toland, an Irishman by birth (f 1722), questioned the au-

thenticity of the Sacred Scriptures, reviled the clergy, and

attempted to prove that Christianity is not mysterious, and that

the Gospel contains nothing above reason.^ Lord Shaftesbury,

a disciple of Locke's (f 1713), seized every available occasion

to cast ridicule upon the Bible, the prophecies, and mii-acles
;

making his assaults all the more dangerous by veiling a deli-

cate irony under a simulated reverence for religion. The
same tactics were followed by Anthony Collins (f 1729), with

whom the name Freethinker originated. Thomas Woolston

(f 1733), in a work published in 1705, and supplemented by

others in succeeding years, put ati allegorical interpretation

upon the whole of the Bible, maintaining that the personages

of the Old Testament were typical and not real ; that the

miracles of both the Old and the New were only admirably

contrived allegories;^ and that the Gospel narratives were a

tissue of absurdities.^

Tindal, a Doctor of Laws (f 1733), who Avas an avowed

enemy of priests and of the ministers of every form of re-

ligion,* made a pow^erful attack upon the miraculous charac-

ter of the Gospel, denying the necessity of revelation, and

maintaining that human reason was all-sufficient.^

^ His most important work is that entitled, " Christianity not Mysterious; A
Treatise showing that there is nothing in the Gospel contrary to Reason or

ahove it," London, 1696. (Tr.)

"The Old Apology of the Truth of the Christian Eeligion against the Jews

and Gentiles revived, London, ,1705. (Tr.)

3 Discourses (six) on the Miracles of Christ. London, 1727 sq. (Tr.)
.

* liights of the Christian Church asserted against the Eomish and all other

Priests, etc., London, 1706. (Tr.)

* Christianity as old as the Creation, or the Gospel a Republication of the

Religion of Nature, London, 1730. (Tr.)
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William Lyon (f 1713) proclaimed the infallibility of human
reason, and asserted that, inasmuch as a divine revelation is

inconceivable, and miracles can not be demonstrated, the

ecclesiastical state is of purol}^ human invention and a per-

petual imposture. David Hume, the celebrated historian

(tl776), was arrogantly sceptical, denying outright the truth

of Christianity, and asserting that polytheism was the oldest

form of religion, from which, as time went on, came mo-

notheism, and from this again pure Deisyn, which of all beliefs

mostly commends itself to the reason.^

" Indifference in matters of religion," said Bossuct, " is the

bane of our age. It is openly avowed in England and Hol-

land, and is not unfrequently to be met with even among
Catholics. I am convinced that the influence of the Free-

thinkers will decline, not indeed because their opinions are

abhorred, but because of the spirit of indifference to every-

thing but gain and pleasure." The apathy which the great

Bishop of Meaux so pathetically deplored opened the way to

the introduction into France of the spirit of irreligion, which

was rapidly succeeded by a rancorous hostility to every form

of Christianity. This hatred was intensified b}^ the action

of the clergy, who, taking advantage of the restrictions of

the press, which was not so free in France as on the other

side of the channel, endeavored to wrench the weapons from

the hands of their adversaries. These were not so easily si-

lenced. They began to publish accounts of travel in distant

lands, in which, under disguises more or less thin, they assailed

Christianity and the Church, ridiculing both as institutions

peculiar to the far-away peoples whom they had visited.

Such was the character of Vairesse's History of the Sever-

ambes ;^ the Voyage and Adventures of James Masse, by Simon

Tyssot de Patot ; a Description of the Island of Borneo, by

iHis most important religious work, Dialogues concerning Natural Religion,

was completed in 1751, but, owing to the advice of friends, not published until

1778, about two years after his death. (Tr.) Lechler, History of Dei^m in

England, Stuttg. 1841. Biffel, Deism in England and its Echo in Germany

(The "Catholic," 1848, nros. 36-38,40, 41). Freiburg Cyclop., art. "Deism" and

"Deists."

2 Hist, des Severambes, Paris, 1677 sq., 3 T., 12mo; Sulzbacb, 1689, 3 vols.
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Fontenelle ; the Persian Letters, by Montesquieu ; and the Life

of Moliammed, by Count Henri de Bouillon- Villers (11722),

in which the author endeavors to showtliat Alohanimodanism

is superior to Christianity. The sceptic Bayle was tlie per-

sistent and malignant foe of the Bible, maintaining in his

Critical and Ilisforiccd Dictionary, through which his attacks

were made, that society could not only go on perfectly well

without religion, but would be greatly improved by its ab-

sence.

These isolated assaults were subsequently made more ef-

fective by a permanent organization of a number of consfiir-

ators against the Christian name, who had sworn to bring

about the total overthrow of the Church. Their cry was

^^ Crush the infamous thing!" [£crasez I'infame!) meaning the

Christian religion and Christ its Head. At the head of the

conspirators was Francis 31ary Arouct, or, as he called him-

self, Voltaire, a young man and a poet of extraordinary

ability, who, as Condorcet, his panegyrist, relates, liad taken

a solemn oath " to devote his whole life to the work of de-

stroying Christianity, and with it all positive religion,"

Hence the one uniform theme of his discourses and writings,

presented under an endless variety of forms during his long

ynd chequered career, was summed up in the assertion that

the Christian religion is the invention of priests.^ He died

in 1778. His principal accomplices were d^Alemhert, whose

tactics consisted in attempting to stifle religion by skillfully

contrived stratagems; Diderot, who openly professed himself

an atheist; and Damilauille, of whom Voltaire said that he

did not deny, but hated God. Their most important work
against Christianity, and indeed against all positive religion,

was i\[Q Encyclopaedia, published under the editorial manage-

ment of d'Alembert and Diderot. Perhaps no work ever

published did as much to propagate error and irreligion.

The dishonesty of the editors is apparent from the fact that

they uniformly substituted the term '^nature" in texts in

^ Stark-Buchfelner, 1. cit., p. 34 sq. RMano, T. I., p. 300 sq. Harel, Vol-

taire, particularites curieuses de sa vie et do sa mort., etc. Paris, 1817. Cf.

Dahlmann, Ilist. of the French Revolution, Vol. I., p. 7-10.
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wliicli the words God and Providence occur. Condillac

(f 1780), Mehetius, and the infamous Julia)ri Offroy de la 31et-

trie professed themselves pure materialists. In their works
nature holds the place of God ; spirit is only a form of matter;

and all religion is a political institution, invented by priests,

and cajiable of deceiving none hut idiots.^ Even the great

Buffon frequently fails, in his Natural History, to distinguish

bet^^eeu God and nature, between mind and matter. The
astronomer, Lala7ule, studied the heavens without having his

mind lifted up to their Maker, and in all his works the name
of God does not occur once. All of these, including Volney

(t 1820) and Dupuis (f 1809), denied the reality of biblical

personages,^ and pronounced the Gospel narrative the reverie

of an astronomer.

If Rousseau (tl778) at times spoke respectfully and even

eloquently of Christianity, he was no less audacious than his

colleagues in his attacks on the miracles of the Gospel, and

on the whole history of the Bible, which, he said, so bristled

with contradictions that no reasonable man could give cre-

dence to it. Such is the spirit that runs through the famous

Profession de foi du Vicaire Savoyard, and through his still

more famous pedagogical Utopia, Emile.^ His hostility to

Christianity is still more pronounced in the '•''Contrat Social".

where he charges the Christian religion with having severed

the unity of States, extinguished the spirit of patriotism,

pandered to the designs of tyrants, and annihilated the manly
virtues. Finally, a society of a political character was formed,

wiiose members, calling themselves Economists or ''Physio-

crats,'' demanded unrestricted freedom of trade and industry;

absolute equality in the distribution of public offices ; and a

complete and thorough revolution in all established and tra-

1 Ceci est exagere quant a Condillac, quoique 'il n'y ait pas loin du sensual-

isme ou materialisme. (Note of the French translators.

—

Tr.
)

'^ Volney, Ruins; Reflections upon the Revolutions of Empires, published in

1794; the year previous he published the Natural Laws. In the former work

he maintains, with a great deal of sarcasm and mockery, the human origin and

essential falsity of all religious systems; in the latter he treats morality as a

physical and material science. (Tr.) Dupuis, Origine de tous les cultes, Paris,

1794, 12 vols.

^ Stark-Buchfelner^ 1. c, pp. 80 sq.
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ditionary methods and systems ; held out illusory and Utopian

promises of unbounded wealth and material prosperity ; de-

clared war against Christianity
;
pronounced belief in God

an evidence of mental infirmity ; and rejected the views of

Voltaire and Kousseau as entirely too moderate, and deserving

only a contemptuous dismissal from men of more " advanced "

thoughts.

To the reflecting and far-seeing the evils that then afl9[icted

the Church of France were a certain presage of an approach-

ing catastrophe. Labat (f 1803), a member of the Congrega-

tion of St. Maur, and Neuville, the celebrated preacher, spoke

out in sorrowful and eloquent accents, warning their country-

men of the dangers that threatened at once the altar of God
and the throne of the king. The French clergy, in two as-

semblies, held respectively in 1705 and 1770, drew the atten-

tion of the king to the dangerous character of the writings

of the Freethinkers, and proposed a plan of arresting the

progress of the wicked conspiracy.^ A memorial, that ap-

peared shortly after, set men to thinking still more seriously

of the dangers that were ahead, and of the necessity of adojit-

ing some means to avert them. Men of ability and learning

published works in defense of Christianity and the common-
wealth, both of which were menaced with destruction, if

something were not done, and that speedily, to prevent a

great social, political, and religious convulsion. The parlia-

ment was convoked by order of the attorney-general, Seguier^

and, on the representations of the clergy, condemned seven

notoriously scandalous works, and ordered them to be burnt.

But beyond thfs that body did nothing in the cause of truth

and religion. The enemies of the Christian name were con-

scious that they were daily gaining in number and growing

in influence. Foreign princes, ministers of state, and other

officials joined their ranks, and, strengthened by the acces-

sion and aided by the influence of pow^erful statesmen like

^ Avertissement du clerge de France sur les dangers de I'incredulit^.

2" Requisitoire, sur lequel est intervenu I'arret du Parlement, annee 1770/'

printed by injunction of the king. Cf. Walch, Modern Religious History, Pt.

I., p. 471-486 ; Pt. II., p. 3 sq. RobCatio, 1. cit., T. II., p. 53.

VOL. Ill—34
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Choiseul and 31alesherbes, they succeeded in largely controlling

establishments for the education of youth. Malesherbes being,

in virtue of his office of Director of the Library, Censor of

the Press, jilaced no obstacle in the way of the publication

and circulation of the irreligious works of the day. The tor-

rent of evil had been hourly gaining strength, and was now
irresistible. Strange to say, at the very time that a spirit of

frixolity and thoughtlessness was dominant in Church and

Societ}', and working the ruin of both, a Religious Order was

founded, whose Rule was more severe than that of any body,

that had ever existed in the Church. Le Bouihillier de RaiiQe}

a wealthy and learned prelate, who, after having spent the

flower of his youth in the excesses of gay and fashionable

dissipation, became a prey to the poignant upbraidings of

conscience, entered the convent of Citeaux de la Trappe

(1662), in the diocese of Sens, of which he was from his youth

destined to be the abbot. He restored the primitive severity

of the Rule, and so great was the austerity practiced by the

Trappists, as the disciples of Rauce were now called, that they

were forbidden even to speak to each other or to cultivate any

of the branches oi science. Against the latter prohibition the

learned Benedictine, John 3Iabillon, wrote his Traite des etudes

monastiques [De studiis monasticis). Bossuet, to clear the con-

troversy tluit followed of its obscurity and confusion, pointed

out the fact that Ranc6, in discussing the subject, had failed

to make a necessary distinction between the conditions proper

to the life of a hermit and those proper to that of a monk
living in a community.

Notwithstanding the extreme austerity of ttie Order, num-

bers came to seek admission into it, and when the horrors of

' Ilohten.-Brocklc, T. VI., p. 569. Ranee, Traite de la saintete et des devoirs

de la vie monastique, 1683, 2 T., 4to. Against it: Mabillon, Traite des etudes

monast., 1691, and frequently ; in Latin, De studiis monasticis. Marsollicr,

Yie de I'abbe de la Trappe, Par. 1703, 2 T., 12mo. L. D. B., Hist, civile, rel.

et litter, de I'abbaye de la Tr., Par. 1824. ExauviUez, Vie de I'abbe de Eance,

Par. 1842. Chateaubriand, Vie de Ranee, Par. 1844 ;
Germ., Ulni. 1844. Gaii-

larc/in. Les Trappistes ou Tordre de Citeaux au XIX. siecle; histoire de la

Trappe depuis sa fondation jusqu'a nos jours, Par. 1844, T. I. (to 1790). Cf.

Snj>/>leinentu'n ad Natal. Alex. h. e., Bingae, 1791, p. 689-704. Dubois, Histoire

de I'abbe de liance, etc., Paris, 1866.
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the Revolution and the glories of the Empire had hecomc

things of the past, it still flourished and put forth fresh tokens

of life and energy. Ranc6 died in 1700.

§ 369. The Catholic Church in Italy and Spain.

While the Church of France was in conflict, that of Italy

-enjoyed comparative peace and quiet, at least until toward

the close of the French Revolution, when the events of that

stirring period began to produce their effects to the south of

the Alps. Tlie Pope, as has been already stated, had been

engaged in warm controversies with many of the European

sovereigns, and had met them all single-handed. His heart

was cheered, however, by the evidences of religious activity

and a healthy religious tone visible in his own and the neigh-

boring States. The bishops were untiring in their eflbrts to

revive the faith of the people, and mission.^ were becoming

daily more frequent. To the older orders devoted to this apos-

tolic work another was now added, namely, the Redeitiptorist,

founded by St. Alphonsus 3laria de Liyuori.^ Alphonsus was

born at Naples, of a noble family, in 1696, and, after having

made a successful course of law studies, and practiced at the

bar with distinction, threw up the profession in disgust, and,

placing himself unreservedly in the hands of God, saying, '• O,

Lord, here I am, do with me as Th(m wiliest," began the

study of theology, was ordained a priest in 1722, and two

years later entered the Society of Missionaries of the Propa-

ganda at Naples. As a priest he devoted himself mainly to

preaching and -the direction of souls, and in the course of a

mission, given in the neighborhood of Amalfi, in which he

took an active part, was pained to learn that the countr\'

people there and elsewhere had their spiritual wajits but in-

differently cared for. Grieved at the sight of so much spir-

itual poverty among peo[)le so destitute of this world's goods,

he took comfort in the thought that he would one day found

a congregation whose members would supply them religious

1/1. Giatini, Vita del beato Alfonso Liguori, Eoma, 1815, 4to; Germ., Vi-

enna, 1835. Jeancard^ Vie du bienheureux Alphonse Liguori, Marseille et

Louvain, 1829.
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instruction, and give themselves up wholly to their service.

Authorized b}^ Pope Clement XII., he founded in the j-ear

1732 the Congregation of the 31ost Holy Redeemer, composed

of secular priests, who were willing to spend their lives in

instructing the people and training the young. Their Rule

was published June 21, 1742, and their founder intrusted with

the supreme direction of the Order, under the name of Supe-

rior-General.^

Obstacles that had not been anticipated stood in the wav
of the accomplishment of the wise and benevolent designs of

the founder, and it required all his strength of character and

patient perseverance to remove them. The world persisted

in misunderstanding or misinterpreting the aims of the Re-

demptorists, claiming that they were only Jesuits under an-

other name, and, as such, worthy of all the calumny and per-

secution with which that body was so unjustly pursued ; but

their incessant and disinterested labors eventually established

beyond all question the purity of the motives by which their

founder was inspired, and the world practically, if not form-

ally, confessed its mistake.

Originally the missions of the Redemptorists opened with

a sermon, announcing to the inhabitants of the town, village,

or district that their purpose in coming among them was to

revice a religious spirit and to correct morals, and calling upon

them to be regular in their attendance at the instructions, to

receive the Sacraments, aud to observe, as far as circumstances

would permit, the rules laid down for the conduct of the spir-

itual exercises. A short instruction was given in the morn-

ing, and in the evening a more elaborate discourse was

preached. In the selection of subjects, the order laid down
in the Exercises of St. Ignatius was mainly followed, the

leading ones being the end and fall of man, the misery en-

tailed by sin, and the justice and judgment of God. In the

course of the exercises discourses were given on the mercy of

God through Jesus Christ, on the merits of the Savior, on the

nature and use of prayer, on the fruits of penance, on the

1 Their Constitution and Kule is found in German, in the January nro. of

the Journal ".Stow " of 1842 (nros. 7 sq.) Cf. Henrion-Fehr, Vol. II., p. 217 sq.
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freqnentation of the Sacraments, and on other kindred sub-

jects. The closing discourse was usually a stirring and [low-

erful appeal, exhorting the people to persevere in the way on
which they had so happil}' entered during the mission. While
these n)issions were in {)rogress, public ofHcials and persons

of the highest rank and station came forward to offer tlieii-

services in instructing the people and the children, under

the direction of the Kedemptorists. In the year 1762, vvliile

engaged in these apostolic labors, Alphonsus de Liguori was
appointed Bishop of Sanf Agata dei Goti, in the kingdom of

Naples, where he displayed all the virtues of a pontiff wholly

devoted to the welfare of his flock. Though a laborious and
model bishop, he never ceased to take the liveliest interest in

his congregation, to which he returned in the year 1775, after

resigning his see, from the responsibilities of which he shrank.

He was now far advanced in age and broken in health, and,

after s})ending a few more j^ears among his spiritual children,

whom he loved so well, he died surrounded by them at No-
cera on the 1st of August, 1787. His life had been wholly

spent in the service of God, and his memory, his deeds, and
above all his example, have been held in grateful remembrance
by the faithful, but particnlarlj' by those of his own house-

hold. His numerous writings have been a guide and comfort

to many souls ^ in these latter days, and have given him rank

1 He left a number of theological and devotional works, including;, beside oth-

ers, Theol. Mor., Naples, 1755 ;
author's 9th and best ed., 1785; Directiirium Ordi-

nandor., Venice, 1758; Opera Dogmatica, 1770 ; Istoria di tutte I'eresie con loro

ccnfutazione, 3 vols., 8vo, 1773; Istruzione pratica per i confessori della gente di

campagna, 3 vols., Bassano, 1780; Homo Apostolicus Instructus in sua Vocatione,

3 vols., 4to, Venice, 1782; and Le glorie di Maria, 2 vols., 8vo, 1784. Various
other editions of his works : Collezione completa delle opere di St. Alphon. Maria
de Liguori, Monza, 1839 sq., 68 vols., 12mo. Opere complete (exolusa theolngia

morali}, Venez. 1833 sq., 60 vols.; tr. fr. the Ital. into Germ., by Hu'/xe/i, Eatisb.

1842-47, in three sections, ascetical, dogmai.ie.al, and moral works. His Thenloijia

moralis, in many editions; thebe!?t, curaP. Mich. HelLlg, Mechlin, et Mogunt. 18-i5

sq., 10 T.: ]SI. Haringrr,V>.3it\i,h. 184(3; alsothat of Ancona, 1842, in vols., is a good

edition; Homo apostolicus s. praxis et instructio confessariorura, Mogunt. 1842;

Germ., Ratisbon, 1841 ; Aix-la-Chapelle, 1842. His complete works were trans-

lated into French in 30 vols., 8vo., 1834 sq. Of the Oeuvres Completes de S.

Alphonse de Liguori traduites de I'italien et mises en ordre par les peres Leop.

Dujardin et Jules Jacques, C. SS. R., the following seven vols, have appeared :
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amon^ the great teachers of the Church, He was solemnly

canonized by Gregory XVI. on the feast of Pentecost, 1839,

and declared a Doctor of the Church by Pius IX., March 23,

1871.

During this season of apparent lethargy, Italy produced

both saints and scholars, and of the latter some were known
throughout the whole of Europe. Denina, a professor of

Turin, published a practical introduction to the study of the-

ology of considerable merit. Of the Popes, several wrote

elegant verses, but as an author Benedict XI V} was the most

distinguished among them. Muratori,^ a friend of Benedict

XIV., employed his splendid talents and his extensive erudi-

tion in writing works on history and other subjects, which

will be held in esteem for all time, wherever scholarship is

valued or literary finish appreciated. He was also instru-

mental in bringing theologians, who were still under the in-

fluence of the sharp and rude polemics of a former age, to be

more temperate in tone, more dignified in manner, and more
scholarly in method. Cardinal Bona (f 1674) published val-

uable works on liturgy and asceticism ;
^ Cardinal Noris some

Oeuvres Dogmatiques
;
Verite de la foi, 2 vols., Paris, 1866; Triomphe de

I'eglise, Paris, 18G7-1870; Defense des Dogmes Catlioliques, 2 vols., Paris, 1871,

1872. His "Selva" 2 T., Paris and Lyons, 1854; Preparation for Death, Bos-

ton, 1851 ; Sermons, the Glories of Mary, Visits to the Most Bl. Sacr., and

many other of his devotional works have been translated into English, and fre-

quently republished. Cfr. Villecourt, Vfe de S. Alphonse, T. 4. (Tr.)

^ Cf., above, § 363, p. 489, note 1. The most valuable and best known works

of this Pope arc : De Servorum Dei beatificatione et Beatorum canonizatione;

De sacrificio missae; De festis Christi et Mariae ; Institutiones ecclesiasticae ;.

De Synodo Dioecesana, in many edit., Mechl. 1823. The best edit, of the com-

plete works of Benedict XIV. is that by the Spanish Jesuit, Azevedo, Rome,

1747-51, in 13 vols., 4to ; another far-spread cd. is that of Prato, 1842 sq., in 18

vols., 4to. There is an ed. of his De beatif. et canoniz. SS., in 7 vols., fol., Bas-

sano, 1778 (the Rom. ed. has but 5 vols.), and his Bullarium, in 4 vols., fol.,

Venice, 1768. -There is an Engl, transl., in 3 vols.. On Heroic Virtue, being part

of De Beatif., etc. (Tr.)

^ Scriptores rer. Ital.; Antiquitates Ital. med. aevi. ; Liturgia Romana vetus,

Ven. 1728, 2 T., fol. De moderatione ingeniorum in religionis negotio, whereof

there are numerous editions, Aug. Vind. 1779
;
partially transl. into Germ., by

Biunde and Braun, Coblenz, 1837.

^ Bona, De rebus liturgicis, and several other valuable works: De sacrificio

mjssae tractatus asceticus, ed. Slntzel, Ratisb. 1841 ; Manuductio ad coelum ;,

De principiis vitae chr. (opp. Tur. 1747 sq., 4 T. fol.)
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excellent dissertations on the Pelagian controversies and other

subjects;' and Cardinal Tommasi, besides his liturgical and

exegetical writings, some profound works on the Fathers.^

Mamachi, Selvaggio, and Pelliccia devoted themselves to the

study of ecclesiastical antiquities; and Orsi, Sacearelli, Berti,

and others to that of Church history, Domiiric Mansi ed-

ited the fullest collection of the Councils ever published;^

the Jesuit, T//Y/6o5c'/a' (f 1794), wrote a most exhaustive and

accurate History of Italian lAtcratare^ embracing byth ancient

and modern Italy. Gcner, a Spaniard, and a member of tiie

same Societ}', wrote a dogmatical work in six volumes, quarto^

which, although nevei" completed, is very valuable, from the

fact that he works into his subject all the information he

could derive from the Christian inscriptions and pictorial

representations which in his day had been brought to light in.

the Catacombs ; John Bernard de' Bossi, a professor at Parma,

was a diligent and laborious critic of the Old Testament, and

published an excellent collection of the various readings of

the text ;
^ and 31artim, Archbishop of Florence, made an

Italian translation of the Bible, adding short ex])lunatory

notes (fr, 1784), which, having been approved and wai-nily re-

commended by Po[ie Pius FZ, went through many editions^

and is still in use at the present day. The best edition of the

works of St. Jerome was prepared by Dominic Vallarsi, of

Yerona ; and the best edition of those of St. Hilary by Scipio

Ma^ei. Andrew Gallandi, a Father of the Oratory, edited

the best collection of the works of the earliest Fathers and

ecclesiastical wn'iters ; and the Brothers Assemani published a

collection of the literary treasures of the Eastern Church. The
Ballenni brothers published a series of clever dissertations on.

1 Works, Verona, 1729-1732, 5 vols., fol.

^2 Institutiones theologiae antiquorum Patrum, Romae, 1709-1712, 8 T.

3 Brought down to A. D. 1439, 31 vols^

* His Storia della Letteratura Italiana (13 vols., Modena, 1772-83; best ed.,

16 vols., Milan, 1822-26) extends from the earliest times to the end of the sev-

enteenth century. A continuation, embracing the literature of the eighteenth

century, was written by Lombardi. (Tr.)

5 He collected and collated in all six hundred and eighty Hebrew MSS., in

addition to the five hundred and eighty which Kennicott had collected.

Dixon's Intr. to the S. Scriptures, p. 71. (Tr.)
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the works of Leo the Great, designed as a refutation of tliose

written by QuesneJ,^ and made some valuable contributions to

the science of Canon Law. Fresh activity and wider scope

were given to the intellectual movement by the action of

Z/ropoW, Grand Duke of Tusca)iy, who attempted to introduce

into his States the reforms of his brother, Joseph II. He was

seconded in this design by Scipio Bicci,^ Bishop of Pistoja and

Prato, who, in 1786, at a diocesan synod, convened in the

former city, presented for the acceptance of his clergy an in-

strument containing fifty-seven articles, setting forth the prin-

ciples of the Gallican Church and the extreme teachings of

Jansenism.^ Doubtful of the temper of his clergy, he had
provided against defeat by calling to the Synod a number of

ecclesiastics from the neighboring States, of whose sentiments

he wiis assured, and among whom w^as the ultra-Gallican pro-

fessor of Pavia, Peter Tamburini. The great bulk of the de-

cisions arrived at by the Synod. were erroneous, being in direct

opposition to the teaching and the practice of the Church.

They related chiefly to the government of the Church ; to the

authorit}' of Councils; to the manner of holding divine wor-

ship, whicli, it was said, should be conducted in the language

of the people ; to the number of altars ; to the veneration of

images, etc. The sj-stem of Quesnel was approved ; the Grand

Duke was accorded privileges wholly irreconcilable with tbe

rights of the Church ; and it was maintained that in the future

only one lieligious Order should be permitted in the Church,

and that all the houses of that one should adopt the Rule of

the Jansenistic convent of Port-Koyal.

Encouraged by this success, Leopold summoned the seven-

teen bishops of Tuscany to meet him at Florence (1787), with

a view to introducing the acts of the Synod of Pistoja into

all the dioceses of his dominions. He soon learned that he

' Ed. corrected on the authority of Vatican MSC, Venice, 1755-57, 3 vols.

See Vol. I., p. 49 sq.

^Cf. Huth, Ch. H. of the Eighteenth Century, Vol. II., p. 555 sq. Robiano,

T. II., p. 72 sq.

^ The acts published by Schwarzel, Acta congregat. archieplscop. et espisco-

por., etc., Hetruriae, etc., Bamberg, et Herbip. 1790 sq., 7 T. See ^'Freiburg

Ecc'l. Cyclop., Vol. VIII., p. 467-480; Fr. tr., Vol. 18, p. 337 sq.
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liad mistaken tlie temper of the bishops, by the hirger num-

ber of whom he was so vigorously o[)posed, and having dis-

solved the synod, was shortly afterward informed tlmt the

populace, infuriated at the treachery of Ricci, had demolished

his palace (1787).

Jose[tli II. died in 1790, and Leopold immediately left Tus-

cany to ascend the imperial throne. The excitement spread

into every diocese of Tuscany, and so fierce was the popular

indignation that Ricci was eventually forced to resign. The
acts of the Synod of Pistoja, which the creatures of the gov-

ernment were actively engaged in circulating, were condemned

by Pope Pius VI. in the bull Auctorem jidei (1794),^ which

Ricci, after considerable delay and hesitancy, finally subscribed

(1799). He gave a fresh proof of the sincerity of his retrac-

tation at Florence in 1805, on the occasion of the return of

Fins VII. from France.

In Spain the intellectual movement, which in some respects

had the same characteristics as that of France, was mainly

confined to the branches of dogmatic theology and canon law.

As in the preceding epoch, the Spanish Church had produced

theologians of the greatest name, like Melchior Cano, Vega,

Salmeron, Toletus, Maldonatus, Montanus, Baflez, <le Lugo,

Molina, Vasquez, Suarez, and others, so also in the present

one she was not without creditable representatives in the

queen of sciences. Of these may be mentioned Thyrsius Gon-

zales, who subsequently became General of the Society of

Jesus (f 1705), and who was the author of a work entitled

Manuductio ad conversionem. 3Iuhdmefanorum, and a refutation

of the theory of probabilisni (see Thesaur. libr. Cathol., Vol.

I.); Emnuinuel Bernard de Ribera (f 1765), the author of a

work on philosoph}' {Institutioncs jphilosophicae) ; and finally

Florez, an Augustinian Friar, who commenced the great na-

tional work La Espafia sagrada, published at Madrid be-

tween the years 1747 and 1779, in twenty-nine volumes,

quarto.

1 It is found in the Leipsic stereotyped edition of the Council of Trent, pp.

292-327.
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§ 370. The Catholic Church in Germany.

Cam. Paganel, Hist, of Joseph II., Emperor of Germany, Lps. 1844, 2 vols.

Lorenz, Joseph II. and the Belgian Kevolution, Vienna, 1862. "Joseph II.

and His Age; the Liberty of the Press under Joseph II." {Historical and Po-

litical Paper.% Vols. III. and VIII.) A. Mevzcl, Modern Hist, of the Ger-

mans, Vol. XII. Sebastian Brunner, Theoloc;ical Flunkeyism at the Court of

.Toseph II. ; Secret Correspondence and Disclosures from Unpublished Docu-

ments, found in the R. and I. Archives, Vienna, 1868. Ritter, Emp. Joseph

II. and His Eeforras; Appendix, "Pius VI.'s Journey to Vienna," Eatistcn

1868. Wolf^ The Abolition of the Monasteries in Austria, Vienna, 1871

Freiburg Eccl. Cyclop., Vol. V, p. 794 sq.; Fr. tr., Vol. 12.

The repose secured to Germany by the Peace of Westphalia

gradually degenerated into a dangerous lethargy, which lasted

for above a century; and when at length Maria Teresa as-

cended the tiirone, and Austria began to give tokens of re-

turning life, the efforts made to revive the torpid energies of

Catholics were connected with so many destructive and sub-

versive principles that it seemed problematic which was pre-

ferable, the present revival or the former state of inactivity.^

Putting aside the labors of some distinguished men in at-

tempting to establisb unity and harmony among the churches,

there was no movement deserving attention during this epoch.

Charles Werner'^ thus describes the feelings of Catholics and

Protestants at this time :
" Calixtus," said he, " complained,

in closing his irenical address, that there was no chance for

peace in Germany as long as Catholic theologians, on the one

hand, persisted in refusing to give up papistic theology, and

in stigmatizing Protestants as heretics and men forsaken of

God ; nor, on the other, as long as one -half of the German
people were incited against the Catholics by the ceaseless

declamation of fanatical preachers, and the Protestant por-

tion would not be persuaded that the evils that afflicted

Germany arose out of the unfortunate schism into which

the Fatherland had been precipitated by the so-called Re-

formers. And," he added, " there is no other way of re-

1 Schwicker, The Last Years of the Reign of the Empress Queen Maria

Teresa (1763-1780), Prague, 1871, 2 vols.

'^ Werner^ Hi.st. of Apologetical and Controversial Literature, Vol. IV., p. 750.
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storing peace and concord to the Germans except by a return

of the Protestants to the unity of Catholic truth." Notwith-

standing that the eflbrts of the princes had failed, in 1644, to

restore unity, it was hoped those of John Philip de Schoenhorn,

the prudent Elector of Mentz in 1660, would be more suc-

cessful. His minister of state, the Baron of Boynebvrg, a

convert, toge'ther with the brothers Waleiiburch, Herman
Conring, and others, encouraged by an invitation, addressed

to Catholics and Protestants, by Matthein Practorius, a Pro-

testant, who subsequently entered the Church, calling on them

to meet in conference, put forth his best efforts to adjust diffi-

culties and bring about a union.

^

It was soon apparent that the proposed conditions of union

were both indefinite and impracticable. The Catholic Church

could never acquiesce in half-measures and partial concessions.

There were only two alternatives possible—either to reject

in toto or accept in toto the principle of her infallible macjisterial

authority. Christopher Rojas de Spinola, who was at first ap-

pointed Bishop of Tina, in Croatia (from 1688), and afterward

transferred to Neustadt, near Vienna (f 1695), having been in-

vested by Leopold I. with full power to do what he could

toward brino^ins^ about a reunion of the churches, as-ain re-

newed the attempts that had so often failed. Overtures were

made to and accepted by the Court of Hanover, in behalf of

which 3Iolanus (Van der Muelen), Abbot of Lokkum,^ was

^ Matth. Praetorii tuba pacis ad univcrsas dissidentes in occidente ecclesias

seu de unione ecclesiarum romanae et protestantium ; Germ, by Binterim, 1826.

Walenburch, Fratres A. et P. de, Tractatus generalis et specialis de controver-

sii3 fidei, Col. 1G70, 2 T., f.

^ Super reunione Protestantium cum eccles. cathol. tractatus inter .Jacob.

Benign. Bossuetum, episc. JMeldens., et Molanum, Abbatem in Lockum. Vienn.

Austr. 1783, 4to. {'-Prechti), Bossuet, Leibnitz, and Molanus in treaty for the

reunion of the Catholics and Protestants, Sulzb. 1815. Cf. Guhrauer, Biogra-

phy of Leibnitz. To these attempts also belong Leibnitz's Si/siema theolofficnm,

published in Latin and German, by Raess and Wels, Mentz, 1820; then by La-

croix, Paris, 184o ; and again, •in Latin and German, by Dr. Hiias, Tueb. 1860.

This much discussed and greatly overrated production must not be mistaken

for an exposition of his private belief {privnta Jidei suae exposiiio) ; it being

only a statement of tlie concessions which, in the opinion of Leib»Hz, Protest-

ants might -well make and Catholics accept. Moreover, Leibnitz, though per-

fectly conscious of the truth, was so far from making open profession of it,
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commissioned to draw up a plan of union, and Leibnitz, who
was already in correspondence with Pelisson and Bossuet ^ on

the subject, requested to use his influence for the attainment

of the same end. If the efforts of these great men were un-

successful, they at least made clear to both parties the only

possible basis of a union; brought both to understand each

other better, and to entertain more kindly feelings ; and in

this way relieved the Church of many of the charges falsely

brought against her. A like effect was produced by the

compendious but masterly Exposition of the Catholic Doctrine

by Bossuet, in which, while clearly setting forth the Catholic

teaching, he did full justice to the objections and prejudices

of the Protestants, proving to them by irrefragable arguments

that in separating themselves from the Catholic Church the

great bulk of them took the step in ignorance, rather than

with a full knowledge of what they were doing.^ In conse-

quence, many of the German princes, seeing and acknowledg-

ing their mistake, to the great joy of Holy Mother Church,

returned to the unity of faith. Among these were Ernest,

Landgrave of Hesse (1652) ; John Frederic of Brunswick, then

reigning Duke of Hanover (1651) ; Frederic Augustus I.,

Elector of Saxony (1607) ; and Charles Alexander, Duke of

Wiirtemberg (1712).

Others again like Christian Augustus, Duke of Holstein

that in 1708 ho wrote as follows to Fabricius of Helmstaodt: "Our (Hanover's)

whole title to the crown of Great Britain rests solely on our rejection and ha-

tred of the religion of Rome. Hence ive must carefully avoid whatever might

be construed into connivance by us at the claims of the Roman Catholic Church^

Cf. the latest discussions on this work in the Tneb. Quarterly, 1848, p. 46 sq.,

and the latest edition of the works of Leibnitz, hy Foueher de Careil, Paris,

1859 sq., T. I., in which there are now to be found 125, instead of the former

36 letters, exchanged by Bossuet and Leibnitz on religious reunion. Cf. Haff-

ner, Leibnitz and His EflPorts for Reunion in Science, Politics, and Pieligion.

(The '-Cntholic," 1864, Vol. I., p. 513 sq.)

1 Bossuet, Projet de reunion des Protestants de France et d'Alleniagne a

r^glise catholique (Oeuvres; nouv. edit., Par. 1836, T. VIL, p. 309-584). Con-

cerning later attempts at reunion, made by Kliipfel and Stattler, see Huth,

1. cit., Vol. II., p. 746 sq.

2 Oeuvres; nouv. 6dit., T. V., p. 566 et suiv. et Histoire des Variations, 2 vols,

in 12mo, Paris, Sarlit.
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(1705), and the scholarly Anthony Uhie (1710) had the great

joy of bi'iiiging their eutire households witli them.

Bat the joy these conversions gave the Church was tinged

with sorrow, caused by the spread of the principles of the

Hussites and Lutherans in the terrHory of Salzhury} Again,

the aggressive spirit of Protestants, on the occasion of the

second centenary celebration of the outbreak of the Reforma-

tion, in the year 1717, was in painful contrast with the iren-

ical temper shown by the noble and gifted men who had made
the latest attempts at reunion. Seldom, if ever, had there

been such an exhibition of intolerance, provocation, and in-

sult as was then manifested toward Catholics b}' Protestants

of every rank and condition.^ The acrimonious, tierce, and

at times coarse character that marked the controversial

writings of Nicholas Weislinger (f 1755),\luring the latter years

of his life parish priest of Cappel-Rodeck, in the territory of

Baden, are in a measure excusable, in that they were used in

meeting a still more atrocious method of warfare on the part

of Protestants, and were expressive of the indignation the

author naturally felt at ''seeing bishops and scholars silent in

the face of insults the most stinging and calumnies the most foul."

One as clever as he in the field of controversy, and as con-

versant with the w^'itings of the Reformers, might confidently

reply to those who reproached him with having written scur-

rilously, " that the wanton and indecent language and the

scandalous blasphemies to be found in his writings w^ere not

of his own coinage." " They have," he added, " been ex-

tracted from the works of Luther and his partisans, whose
words I have uniformly quoted, giving references to where the

passages may be had. Seek and you shall find."

A movement antagonistic to the traditional methods of ec-

1 See below, § 384.

2 Ibid.

3 The numerous writings of Weislinger are : ^^Friss Vogel oder siirb "

—

"Neck

or Nothing" 1723, and frequently; Huttenus delarvatus, 1730; " Choice Curi-

osities of Old and New Theological Quackery" 1738; " The Z/?tM.eraM Saint Vn-

rnasked" 1756; Armamentarium Catholieum, 1740; and many more. Cf. Alzog,

John Nicholas Weislinger, Pastor of Capell, below Eodeck, in the territory of

Brisgovia; being an essay to serve for a better acquaintance with his person-

ality and literary activity (Freiburg Diocesan Archives, Freiburg, 1865, Vol. I.)
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clesiastical government, and more or less afiecting every

branch of ecclesiastical life, began about this time to give,

tokens of its presence. Its rise may be traced to a number

of causes, but among the most potent was the establishment

of papal nunciatures in Vienna (1581), Cologne (1582), Lucerne

(1586), Brussels (1588), and Munich (1585). These were estab-

lished for two objects ; firstlj^ to guard the interests of the

Church against the dangers of Protestantism ; and, secondly,

to render ecclesiastical administration more easy and eilicient.

The bishops regarded the extent of jurisdiction granted to the

nuncios of the above cities as a trespass upon their rights,

Avhich they determined to defend at every hazard.^ But on

this subject we shall again have occasion to speak.

A still more potent cause of the movement was the influ-

ence of French literature, then coming into favor in Germany-

The first and most conspicuous evidence of its effects was

given in a work by John Nicholas von Jiontheim, coadjutor

Bishop of Treves. Writing under the name of Justinus Fe-

hronius, he published his book, On the State of the Church and

the Legitimate Authority of the Roman Pontiff^'^ in which he en-

M. Mejizel (Modern Hist, of the Germans, Vol. XII., Pt. I., pp. 303 sq.; 2d

ed., Vol. VI., pp. 218 sq.) makes some curious disclosures concerning the contro-

versy occasioned by these nunciatures. He says : "Pope Pius VI. having re-

quested King "William II. of Prussia to protect the papal authority against

the encroachments of the Rhenish archbishops, published a comprehensive reply

{lienpoiisio), laying the state of the controversy with the archbishops before the

public, in the course of which he administers to them the following sharp re-

buke : 'I am informed,' he says, 'that the extreme corruption prevalent in cer-

tain dioceses has become a subject of complaint, and its source is traced to the

-acts of oppression practiced by the lloman Court. It is a common strategy

with schismatics, with a view to imposing upon the inexperienced, to slander-

ously charge the Apostolic See with moral disorders, the existence of which

they can not deny, and then to promise a reformation, forgetful that every re-

form must begin with one's self If the nuncios are not hindered in the exer-

cise of their jurisdiction, and the archbishops, as in duty bound, honor and duly

cbevthe First See, and conjointly with the nuncios see to it that the wholesome

laws and canons of the Council of Trent be properly enforced, the existini,^

evils will be corrected, even without calling diocesan synods, and the disorders

of which the counsellors now complain will disappear from the sees of arch-

bishops and bishops.'
"

•^ Justini Febronli de statu eccl. et legitima potestate Eom. Pontif. liber sin-

igularis ad reuniendcs in relig. christianos compositus, Bouillon, 1763, 4to.
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deavored to show the Germans by historical arguments tliat

the Gallican Articles were defensible, and that the Pope had

no right to interfere in the local discipline and church gov-

ernment of individual dioceses, thus restricting, still more
than the Liberties had done, the essential jurisdiction of the

Holy See. He held that the Pope is in precisely the same
relation to the bishops that the presiding officer is to the

rtiembers of a parliament ;. that the true constitution of the

Church is not monarchical ; and that the Church, and not Christ,

invested the Bishop of Rome with the Primacy he enjoys.

The Pope indeed has authority, but not jurisdiction, over the

Universal Church.

While freely admitting that the Primacy of the Holy See

had been established to preserve the unity of the Church, Fe-

bronius failed to see that the principles he advanced and the

advice he volunteered to the Church and to civil princes nec-

essarily tended to destroy it. So unfair, not to say dishonest,

.were the constructions put by Febronius upon certain facta

of Church history, that Lessing,^ an author not open to the

suspicion of partiality, thus comments on his methods : "The
opinions of Febronius and his partisans are only a base flat-

tery of princes; the proofs brought forward b}^ him against

the rights of the Pope are utterly worthless ; or, if they are

to be received at all, they tell with double and threefold force

against the rights of princes as opposed to those of bishops.

This is so evident that nothing could be more so, and I am
only astonished that it has never occurred to any one to

characterize the opinions of Febronius with the severity they

deserve."

John von Mueller, although a Protestant, in his Journeys of

the Popes, also undertook the vindication of historic truth in

this matter. Hontheim's writings called forth many refuta-

tions, among which may be mentioned those of Zaccaria,

Viator de Coccaglia, Mamachi, Peter BoUcrini, and Professor

Kauffmann, of Cologne, all remarkable for thorough and

(Frkft. on the Main) ; German transl., Wardingen, 17G4. Cf. Huth, 1. c, Vol.

II., p. 438 sq. Walch, Latest Hist, of Religion, Pt. I., p. 145-198. Otto Mejer,

Supplements to the Romano-German Question, Rostock, 1871.

^ Fred. Henry Jacobi, Complete Works, Vol. II., p. 334.
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scholarly historical criticism. Clement XIII. condemned the

book of Febronius, and ordered its suppression by all the

bishops of Germany. The author's archbishop besought him.

to retract the errors it contained, which he did in the year

1778.

Pius VI. expressed the pleasure the retractation gave him in

a Consistory of Cardinals/ but was soon pained to learn that

Hontheim had handed his archbishop an explanation, accom-

panied with a Commentary (1781), both of which went to show

that his act of submission had been insincere. The teachings

set forth in the Commentary had unfortunately a wide and de-

plorable influence in forming public opinion with regard to

the rights of the Holy See. This was especially noticeable

in the works of Valentine Eyhel, a canonist of Vienna ; of

Theophorus Pies, Director of Studies to the Archbishop of

Mentz ; of the brothers Piegger ; and even of Rautenstrauch,

who wrote a childish, servile, and uncatholic tract, entitled,

A Representation to His Holiness, which the inhabitants of Vi-

enna had the good sense and Catholic instinct to treat with

the contempt it deserved.

An etlort was made at the same time to prejudice public

opinion against monasticism ; and while its most decided ad-

versaries condemned it outright, the more moderate ques-

tioned its usefulness. Joseph II., that paragon of philanthropic

enthusiasts, who had always more benevolent designs in his

head than he well knew what to do with, desirous of placing

the Church under the tutelage of the State, did his best to

convert priests into bureaucrats, and civil ofiicers into ecclesiast-

ical jndges. In identifying Church and State, his ordinances

concerniuij the former were so Protestant in character " that

1" Agnovit {IIonthrAm), commentis suis obsistere atquo adversari Christi doc-

trinam, Patrura tcstimonia, Conciliorum decreta aliasque ecclesiasticas sancti-

ones. Non temporali commodo illectus, non virium infirmitate fractus, non

ingenio debilitatus, nee molestis inductus suasionibus, sed sola veritatis agni-

tione permotus." Coneerning the whole, of. Huih, 1. c., Vol. II., p. 438-458.

* New elucidations in Gesta Trevirorum, integra lectionum varietate et ani-

madversion ibus illustrata ac indice duplici instructa, nunc primum edidit J. H.

Wyttenbach et Miiller, Trevir. 1836 sq., T. III., p. 296 sq. Thirteen pieces, cf.

"TAe (Jatholic" 1842, January number, p. 89-93, and Card. Litta, quoted above.
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in effect they virtually amounted to a suspension of the Catholic

Church.:'

To give himself the airs of a liberal Catholic, Josci»h 11.

permitted fall liberty of inquiry, and made the press nearly,

if not quite, //re; although it was evident that no such thing

as unrestricted intellectual investigation was possible where
both Church and State were in a condition of a dee-radinsr

servitude. A host of writers at once started up, who set

themselves to traduce the Catholic Church and her institu-

tions, and to proclaim that the golden age had dawned. At
their head was Aloysius Blumauer, who having been expelled

from the Society of Jesus, was now an ardent Freemason
;

Eybel, the canonist, and many more, whose intolerably stupid

productions brought the calling of literature itself into dis-

repute.

With a view to propagating the new learning more ra})i(lly

and more efi'ectually, the Emperor had abolished the semina-

ries in the various dioceses, and in their stead ojiened live

f/eneral ones in the cities of Vienna, Pesth, Freiburg (178o),

Pavia, and Louvain, To these were affiliated the seminaries

of Prague, Olmiitz, Gratz, Innspruck, and Luxemburg, and
the chairs in both were filled by theologians of enlightenment

and culture. This arrangement, it was said, would more
than compensate for the abolition of private institutions, by
encouraging, through the relations of the General Seminaries

to the Universities, a healthy rivalry in study. To every man
of judgment the defect of this plan was apparent, for in with-

drawing the seminarists from the eyes of their sever.il bishops,

it took from the latter the means of knowing whether or not

they possessed either the learning or virtue requisite in as[)i-

rants for the priesthood. Jose}»h II., who carried his interfer-

ence in ecclesiastical affairs so tar as to prescribe the ceremo-

nies for public worship and give instruction in liturgical

matters, was facetiously called by Frederic the Great '-'My

Brother the Sacristan." In the year 1783 he published a silly

and contemptible ordinance regulating divine worshi]) ; and

in 1786 prescribed that the German language should be used

in the liturgy. He, however, forbore to abolish the celibacy.

VOL, III—35
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All these measures were intended to make ecclesiastical dis-

cipline a sort of dignified system of police ; and when the

bishops raised their voices in emphatic protest against snch a

degradation of a holy thing, he charged them with being both

stubborn and stupid.

But that the faith was still deeply seated in the hearts of

the people, and that both they and the clergy were warmly
attached to the Holy See, was amply attested on the occasion

of the visit of Pius VI. to Vienna. Their murmurs against

the reformatory measures, which were steadily clothing them
with the vesture of Protestantism, though at first muttered

only in whispers, grew at last plainly audible, and in Belgium

the discontent became so intense that the inhabitants rose in

open revolt against the Emperor.

Joseph II. died of a broken heart, February 20, 1790, with-

out having had time to repent of his eff"orts to crush out the

Christian faitli in the hearts of his subjects, and to sow in its

room the seeds of revolutionary strife. At his last Commu-
nion he protested that in all the ordinances he had published

during the nine years of his reign, he had always had the

welfare of his people in view. By his death he Avas spared

the humiliation of having to revoke the ordinances already

published in Belgium. If a General Seminary was not estab-

lished in this country, the credit is due to the manly and firm

stand taken by Frankenberg, the Cardinal Archbishop of Ma-
lines, who bafiled the Emperor's design by the publication of

bis Doctrinal Declaration. The Austrian canonists were guilty

of a very grievous fault by pretending to extend the jus circa

sacra to a jus in sacra, thus encouraging Josei»h II. in his

iniquitous course. He was also encouraged by the Electors

of Mentz, Treves, and Cologne, the last of whom was his own
brother, the Archduke Maximilian, and by the Archbishop of

Salzburg, all of whom desired to be independent of Rome, to

aholish the papal nunciatures, and to establish a German Na-
tional Church.

At the very time that these bishops were endeavoring to

get rid of the Papal Nuncios, Charles Theodore, Elector Pala-

tine of Bavaria, owing to the peculiar condition of the Church

in his States, was using his efl:brts to have a nunciature per-
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nianently established at Munich.^ Zor/Uo was appointed to

tl;e position (1785), to whom tlie Elector ordered the ecele-

tiiastics of his dominions to have recourse in future for all

matters within his competency. Even before the arrival of

the ISTuncio, the bishops addressed a spirited protest to the

Pope, which, being unsuccessful, they appealed for aid to Jo-

seph II., who promised to come to their relief (1785). In

consequence, the three Electors and the Archbishop of Salz-

burg came together, forming the notorious Congress of Ems
(1786), and drew up a protest in twenty-three artides, known as

tlie Puncfualion. of Ems^- in Avhich they insisted on their ab-

solute and unrestricted episcopal authority, declaring: 1. That

as bishops the}' had no need of consulting Rome ; 2. That

they of their own authority might dispense in matrimonial

impediments to the second degree ; 3. That all bulls and briefs

emanating from the Holy See might or might not be accepted

by bishops, according to their judgment; 4. That the reve-

nues of the pallium and annates should be abolished, and a

reasonable tax levied instead ; 5. That for disposing of cases

of appeal the Pope should appoint delegate judges (Jiuiices in

partibus), or establish a provincial synod ; and 6. That bish-

ops, having been again restored to their primitive rights,

should have power to introduce improvements in ecclesiastical

discipline.^

The Punctuation was sent to Joseph 11. , who gave it his

hearty approval, adding that there was no question but that

tlie issue would be ultimately successful, if only the bishops

'Pragmatic History of the Nunciature at ^lunich, Frkft. 1787. AquUin

Caemr^ History of the Nunciatures in Germany, 1790. Huih, 1. cit., Vol. II.,

p. 4(38-490; and Bush, Autlientic History of National and Territorial Church-

dom in Germany, Schaffhausen, 1851, p. 736; Marx, Hist, of Treves.

-'Conf. Huth, ]. c, Vol. II., p. 491-500. See the Reports of the Congress in

Buss, 1. c, p. 738 sq.; in Miinch's Collection of Old and New Concordats, Pt. I.,

p. 404-423. The Congress of Ems, according to Authentic Document.*, Frkft.

and Lps. 1787, 4to. Facca, Historical Reminiscences of His Sojourn in (Ger-

many, 1780-1794; Germ, Augsburg, 1832, in the Appendix on Nuncii>s, to-

gether with historical documents, p. 145-215. Walch, Latest Hist, of Religion,

Pt. I., p. 337-388.

* But how little these improvements were to be expected was evident from

the Fawns and Satyrs which figured so conspicuously in the decorations of the

episcopal palaces in Wiirzburg, Mentz, and Biihl, near Bonn.
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eonld be brought to share the sentiments of the archbishops

on the questions involved. Of this, .however, there was no

reasonable possibilit}- ; on the contrary, the Bishop of Spire

at once told the Elector of Mentz that many of the articles

of the Punctuation must be rejected, and that, in his opinion,

it was utterly impossible to strip the Holy See of rights it

had indisputabl}' exercised for above a thousand years. His

example was followed by the Bishop of Wiirzburg, a brother

of the Elector of Mentz, and by many more, who gave nota-

ble evidence of their loj^alty to the Holy See when Paeca,

the Papal Nuncio, published a circular letter, addressed to all

priests having care of souls, warning them that the archbish-

ops had no jurisdiction to grant dispensations reserved to the

Holy See, and that if such were granted they would be null

and void. This caused the Elector of Treves to waver, and

in 1787 he petitioned the Pope for faculties for the diocese of

Augsburg, to hold good for five years. The Elector of Mentz
was the next to make advances, requesting the Holy See to

confirm the appointment of Baron c/e Dalbercj as his coadjutor.

Finally, the three Electors together disavowed their former

action, declaring that they had nothing more at heart than

the settlement of tlie unfortunate differences between them-

selves and the Holy See, and acknowledging its right to send

nuncios to Germany and to grant dispensations (1789). In

reply. Pope Pius VI., after congratulating them on •their

change of mind, gave a firm, but temperate statement of the

grounds on which his rights were based. The letter is a mas-

terpiece of its kind.^

§ 371 . Literary Activity— Unbelief—Superstition.

Thesaurus librorum rei Catholieae, "Wiirzburg, 1848, 2 vols. Werner, Hist,

of Cath. Theology since the Council of Trent (especially in Germany).

These ecclesiastico-political events, as has been already re-

marked, had a deep influence on general literature and theo-

logical studies. Down to the middle of the eighteenth cen-

' Sanctissimi Dom. nostri Pii Papae VI. responsio ad Metropolitanos Mo-

guntinum, Trevirens., Colon, et iSalisb. super Nuntiaturis Apostol., Eom. 1789.
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tury, German writers on theology confined their labors to its

two leading branches, viz : Scholastic Theology and Canon Law.

The questions in dispute between the Thomists and Scotists

were mainly discussed by the two rival schools of the Bene-

dictines and Jesuits. Patrick Sporer, g, Franciscan (f 1681)/

and particularly James Busenbaum, a Jesuit (f 1668),^ intro-

duced an important change in the study of Canon Law by

separating from it what properly belonged to the domain of

Moral Theology. A similar change took place in dogmatics.

Scholastic theology was simplified by being cleared of its elab-

orate system of formulas, its endless distinctions, and refined

sul)tleties. These tendencies were pushed still further by
Eusebius Amort,^ a canon regular of St. Augustine (j 1775),

who, standing, as it were, on the boundary that marked the

decline of Speculative Scholasticism and the rise of modern
positive theology, is the most important author of that age.*

With a view to give to theological studies a wider range, and
to better adapt them to the needs of the times, special atten-

tion was given to institutions where the higher branches of

theology were cultivated. This solicitude was all the more
necessary now that the suppression of the Society of Jesus,

whose members had filled nearly all the faculties of theology,

rendered important reforms imperative. The first movement

^ The following biographical notices of celebrated moralists have been taken

from M. Haringer, C. SS. K., Index Scriptorum : *Sporer, Patritius, Germanus,

Passaviensis, Ord. St. Francisci, definitor sui ordinis. St. Alphonsus says of

him, that in his decisi<:)ns he was very fair, and, perhaps, sometimes rather too

mild. (Tr.) His work was entitled Theologia moralis super decalogum.

"^Busenbaum, Hermannus, Germanus, S. J., rector coUegii Hildesiensis. Me-
dulla theologiae moralis, of which there appeared forty-five editions, from
1645-1670.

^ Amort, Eusebius, Germanus, canonicus regularis Pollingae et S. Joannis

Lateranensis ; theologus episc. Augustani, a S. Alphonso saepius laudatus ut

vir pro suis variis operibus undequaque perspectus. Suam theologiam moralcm
et scholasticam non nisi prius a Benedicto XIV. recognitam typis mandavit.

Egregie defendit probabilismum, sed in quaestionibus practicis multo .severior

quam S. Alphonsus extitit. Tr. fr. BalleHnis Index Scriptorum, ed. Itom.

1869, p. XII. His work, Theologia moralis et scholastica, Augustae Vindelicor.,

1752 sq., 23 T., 8vo.

*Cf. Thesaurus libror. catholicor., Vol. 1., p. 13, 14, and Werner, Hist, of

Cath. Theol., p. 96-174, and many other places.
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toward widening the range of theological studies was made
in Austria during the reign of Maria Teresa, on the secret

advice of Van Switen ; and it was at once noticeable that the

movement was accompanied by an uncatholic spirit and a

tendency hostile to the rights of the Church, both of which

the Jesuits strenuously opposed until the day of their sup-

pression.

At the earnest solicitation of Trautson, Archbishop of Vi-

enna, and Ambrose iStock, one of his sutfragan bishops, the

Austrian government included, among the branches of the

theological curriculum, the interpretation of Holy Scripture ac-

cording to the original Hebrew and Greek texts.

Under Maufenstrauch, Abbot of Braunau, and from 1774

Rector of the Theological Faculty of the University of A^i-

enna, special chairs were founded ior Biblical Exegetics and its

cognate branches, and also for Church History, Patrology, and

Pastoral Theology, and to this day the same plan of studies is

observed. Unfortunately, the direction of the whole course

of studies was committed by Joseph II. to Baron Godfrey van

Switen, who was in active correspondence with the French

and German philosophers of that age, and particularly with

those of Berlin and the Jansenist Archbishop of Utrecht.

Through his influence and by his authority, the pretentious

and superficial acquirements, which were regarded as essential

to what was called enlightenment, were made to form part of

the new course of theological studies, and soon became fash-

ionable in the General Seminaries, from which, being estab-

lishments of the government, all episcopal interference was

excluded.^ From Prague and Vienna this spirit of rational-

ism and false enlightenment spread to the universities and

seminaries in other cities, everywhere infecting the faculties

of philosophy and theology. The professors, discarding the

philosophy of Aristotle, constructed their systems of dogmatic

and moral theology on that of Kant and Fichte. The theo-

logical faculty of Freiburg, under Dannenmayer, Kliipfel, and

Wanker (from 1788) ; that of Wurzburg, under Oberthur,

1 Cf. Freiburg Eccl. Cyclop., Vol, XI., pp. 1023-1046 ; Fr. trans., Vol. 25,

art. "Vienne."
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Onyrnus, Francis Bergj^ and Barthel ; that of Ingolstadt, and,

still later, those of Dillingen and Landshut, all gave evidence

of extraordinary literary activity, which was, in a measv.re at

least, ins})ired by excellent motives. At Treves, the hot-bod

of Fcbronianism, and at 3Lntz, Heidelberg, and Bonn,- a spirit

of rationalism, loading straight to IVotestantism, and having

other tendencies equally dangerous and destructive, was
openly and defiantly avowed. Baron Charles 'of Erthal, the

last Elector of Montz, suffered himself to be comi^letely con-

verted to this rationalistic and spurions enlightenment by the

fulsome flattery that was skillfully lavished upon him, and in

his zeal to promote its advancement endeavored to reform the

university of that city by filling its professorships with men,
whether Protestant or Catholic, known to be favorable to the

new learning. His brother, Francis Louis of Erthal, Prince

Bishop of Wiirzburg, who was incomparably his superior in

both prudonoe and virtue, labored in vain to dissuade him
from his rash purpose. Orthodoxy was daily losing ground,

and it was not long until rationalism was completely tri-

umphant.

Affairs Avere in a still more deplorable condition at the

Academy o'i Bonn, whiah the brother of Joseph II., Maximil-

ian Francis, Archbishop Elector, acting under the advice of

^Schwab, Francis Berg, Ecclesiastical Counsellor and Professor of Ch. H. at

the University of Wiirzburg, being a fSupplement to the Age of Enlighten-

ment, Wiirzburg, 1869 (a carefully written and instructive monographyi.

^tBi-uck, The liationalistic Tendencies in Csitholic Germany, especially in

the Three Ehenish Archbishoprics during the second half of the Eighteenth

Century, Mentz, 1865. Among others the physiologist, Rudolph Wagner, gives

a curious account of the ptilicy of the Court of Mentz toward the close of the

last century. Tlie leaders of the intellectual movement were the Elector Fred-

eric Charles; Dalberg, his coadjutor; and the powerful minister Albani. It

was indeed a most peculiar age, when an ecclesiastical elector could invite a

number of Protestants to the university of his capital, one of whom he niadc

his confidant and sent to Rome, the center of Catholic Christendom, on a Mis-

sion to the Holy Father. There was also quite a brilliani galaxy of inliucntial

ladies at this court, all of whom interested themselves, after their own fashion,

in promoting literature and art. It was at this time that Heinse read liis

Ardinghello to the Elector and Madame de Coudenhofen. {Ruilol])h Wngni r.

Biography of Sanmel von Soemmering, Professor of Anatomy at Cassel, and

afterward at Mentz; died 1830 at Frankfort.)
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the Illurainati, raised in 1786 to the rank of a university, that

it might counteract the influence of the University of Co-

logne. One of the professors at this seat of learning, who
received his appointment in the face of numerous protests,

was Eulogius Schneider, who as a student had been expelled

from Wiirzburg for immoral conduct. He was a thorough

Socinian, weak and inconstant in character, an advocate of

the religion ttf nature, and a fanatical revolutionist. After

assisting in carting the guillotine around from place to place

to chop off other people's heads, he ended by having his own
taken off with the same instrument of death at Strasburg,

April 10, 1794. AVhen such influences were at work it is not

surprising that the new method of learning, dominated as it

was by utilitarian principles, produced a theology hostile in

many respects to the spirit of the Church, and in no way re-

markable for originality of thought or intellectual excellence.

The best works produced in the domain of dogmatics were

those of the Jesuit, Benedict Stattler,^ of Ingolstadt, and the

Augustinian, Engelbert Klilpfel,^ a professor at Freiburg. The

former, who was a deep and acute thinker, treated the sub-

ject more or less in detail ; the latter published only a com-

pendium. M'chati Sailer, a man equally eminent for ability

xmd virtue, rendered the following tribute to the memory of

Stattler: "At this time," he says, " there appeared in Ger-

many a man who taught us to think for ourselves, and, start-

ing with the most elementary propositions of philosophy, to

rigorously follow out the line of thought they opened up to

its last conclusions in theology. To him, as in gratitude

bound, myself and mau}^ more ascribe whatever of ability we

possess to think independently, and without being unduly in-

fluenced by the opinions of others." The theological teach-

ings of Stattler, however, were not entirely above suspicion,

^ Slatiler, Demonstratio evangelica, Aug. Viiid. 1771; Demonstratio cath.,

Pappenh. 1775; Theologia christ. tbeoretica, Ingolst. 1776, VI. T. ; General

Doctrine of the Catholic Eeligion, Munich, 1793, 2 vols.

^ E. KLupfel, Institutt. theol. dogm. II. T., Vindob. 1789, ed. III. auctoro

Greg. Thom. Ziegler, Vien. 1821. Vine. Lerin. commonitor., cd. Klupfel, Vien.

1809. Bibliotheca ecclesiastica Friburgensis, fr. 1775-90 (Theological Eeview).

€f. Hug, Elogium Eng. Kliipfelii, Frib. 1811.
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many of liis most important works having been censured by

the Holy See.' As to Kliipfel, his works have been in con-

stant use in Austria down to our own day, and this fact ahme

is a sutticient guarantee of their merit. The same may be

said of the larger and smaller dogmatical works of the Cis-

tercian, Wiest, both of which are clearly written, and give

evidence of an intimate knowledge of the subject in hand.

He also wrote on patrology and on the history of Christian

literature. The large and valuable work of the Dominican,

Gazzalfiiga^ a professor at Vienna, and the apologetical works

of Bcda 31ayr, and Storchenaii were all well received. The
works of the learned and eminent Margin Gerbert,^ Abbot of

the Benedictine monastery at St. Blaise, in the Black Forest,

treating chiefly of the method of studying theology, are de-

servedly held in high esteem (tl743). The inmates of St.

Blaise continued to be dit^tinguished for their scholarship and

varied learning, even after the period of secularization, count-

ing among their number such eminent men as Usscrmann,

Herrgott, and Neutgart. Jllorid t/ieolof/y, which had been

treated too much after the manner of casnits by the Jesuits,

Biisenbaum, Lacroix, and Voit, not to speak of others, was

now presented in a more direct and siiuj'le form by Joseph

Lauber,^ of Vienna, and Augustine Zippe,^ of Prague. Their

1 Particularly the Demonstratio Catholica and Theologia Christiana theo-

retica. Cf. tluth, 1. c, Yol. II., pp. 434 and 454.

* Wicst, Institutiones (majores) theol., Ingolst. 1790-1801, 6 T. Institut. the-

olog. dogmat. in usmn academ., 2 T., 1791, and often. Introductio in historiani

literariam theologiae revelatae, Ingolst. 1794; institutiones Patrologiae, ibid.

1795. Gazzaniga, praelectt. theol., -5 T., Vien. 1775.

' Apparatus ad eruditionem theologicam, institutioni tironum congregationis

St. Blasii, Frib. 1754; principia theologiae exeyeticae, St. Bias. 1757; de recto

et perverso usu theologiae scholasticae, St. Bias. 1758
;
principia theol. ilofjmuit.-

cae juxta seriem temporum et traditionis ecclesiasLicae digesta, St. Bias. 175'>;

principia theol. syinbolicae, ubi ordine symboli apostolici praecipua doctriiiue

chr. capita explicantur, St. Bias. 1758, etc. Other principal works : Historia

nigrae silvae, St. Bias. 1783, 3 T., 4to; De musica sacra, St. Bias. 1774. Cf.

Wcnier, Hist, of Cath. Theology, p. 179-192.

*J. Lauber, A Short Manual of Christian Morality or Moral Theology, 5 pts.,

Vienna, 1785-1788.

^^1. Zippe, A Key to a System of Ethics in accordance with Reason and Rev-

elation, intended for the Private Instruction of Youth, Prague, 1778.
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treatment, however, was also unsatisfactory, in that by elim-

inating dogmatic principles, which are necessarily the ground-

work of all moral theology, they gave to their otherwise

meritorious works an appearance of shallowness and want of

solidity. Stattler,^ Schwarzhneber, and Danzer were each su-

perior to both of them, though in the writings of every one

of these authors there is a noticeable absence of that high

ethical standard which should characterize the woi'ks of every

writer on Christian morality. They had a special fondness

for introducing into their works the purely philosophical ideas

of ancient and modern authors, which they adjusted as best

they could to the principles of Christian ethics, and out of

these two incongruous elements attempted to build up a sys-

tem of morals in hai'mony at once with the tastes of the age

and the requirements of the Church.

F. Christian Pitroff? of Prague; Giftschutz, of Vienna;

Schwarzel^ of Freiburg; and Francis Geiger,^ a Bavarian,

published works on Pastoral Theology. A religious and truly

Catholic spirit was fostered amovg the people by the writings of

the Jesuit, Nakatenus {Heave7ily Palm Groce, also in Latin,

Coeleste Palmetum, 1660) ; of the Premonstratensian,ieormrc?

Goffine, who dwelt on the banks of the Lower Rhine [Hand-

Postil, 1090, 11719); and of the Capuchin, Martin Cochem,

whose simple manners and dignified bearing won the confi-

dence and commanded the respect of all who approached

him. He dwelt on the banks of the Moselle, and died in the

year 1712.

1 Stattler, Ethica Christ, universalis et ethica Christ, coninuinis, VI. T., Aug.

Vind. 1782-1789. Complete Treatise on Christian Morals, for the Use of Fam-

ilies, Augsburg, 1789 sq. Catholic Ethics, or the Science of Happiness, based

on Revelation and Philosophy, destined for the Higher Classes in Lyceums,

Munich, 1791, 2 vols. Scliwarztmeber, Practical Manual of the (-atholic Pwelig-

ion, intended for reflecting Christians, Salzburg (1786), 1797 sq., 4 vols. Danzer,

A Guide to Christian Morality, Salzburg (1787), 3d edit., 1792-1803, B vols.

2 Pittrqff, Lessons of Practical Divinity, for the use of Academies, Prague,

1778-1779, 3 vols. Ecclesiastical Policy, Prague, 1785, 2 vols.

^F. Oiffschutz, Elements of Pastoral Theology, 2 vols., Vienna, 1785; Lat.

by Klupfel, Vienna, 1789. Schwarzel, A Key to a Complete System of Pastoral

Theology, Augsburg, 1799, 1800, 3 vols.

* F. Geiger, Pastoral Lessons on the Duties of a Parish Priest, Augsb. 1789.
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Abraha 771- a-San eta- Clara (Ulrich Megerle),^ an Augustiniaii,

was a man of great originality of thought, extensive infornui-

tion, grotesque humor, never-failing wit, and homely, though

vigorous language; and, after his appointment as court

preacher at Vienna, lashed the follies of all classes of society

with commendable freedom and admirable intre[)i(lity. Of
the numerous writers on ecclesiastical history it will suffice to

mention Polif, a Jesuit, and Stocger, both of Vienna; Gaspar
Boyko, of Prague; and Dannenniayr, a professor at Freiburg,

and afterward at Vienna. The collections of German coun-

cils by Schannaf, Harzheim, and others; the Thesaurus anec-

dotoruni norissimus, published in six volumes, folio, at Augs-
burg in 1521 ; and the works of Bernard Fez, a Benedictine

of the monaster}' of Melk, were all valuable contributions to

Church history. The last named author was assisted in his

labors by his younger brother, Jerome Fez, whose edition of

the Scriptores rerum Ausiriacarum, published in three volumes,

folio, at Leipsig in 1721, made him famous. The compilation

of the results of the labors performed by the members of the

French Congregation of St. Maur in patristic studies has a

merit peculiarly its own. It was accomplished by the Bene-

dictine, Dominic Schramm, of Banz (Analysis Pafrum, as far

as St. Augustine, 18 vols., 8vo) ; Pladdus Sprenyer, of Wiirz-

burg {Thesaurus rei pafristieae seu Disser/ationes praesta)itiores,

etc., 3 vols, 4to) ; and bj^ Bermtrd Marschall and Godfrey

Lumper, of St. George's, near Villingen. Of the two la>-t the

former was the author of a Concordia Ss. Patrum eccles. Graec.

et Latin., 2 vols., folio ; and the latter of a liistoria theologica

de vita et scriptis Ss. Patrum, 13 vols., octavo. The first,

though rather unsuccessful attempt at writing a i)atrology,

was made by Wilhelm, a professor at Freiburg {Patroloqia in

usus academicos, 1775). There were numerous writers on

Canon Law, all of whom, in the treatment of the subject,

pursued the traditional methods. The following are the more
eminent: Enyel, a Benedictine, of Salzburg [Collegium uni-

versi juris eanonici, Salisb. 1671, ed. XV., 1770, 3 vols.) ; Pir-

hing (Jus canonicum, Dilling. 1675, 5 vols., fob, ed. nov., Venet.

^ Th. G., of Karajan, AbrahaJU-a-Santa-Clara, Vienna, 1867.
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1727, fol.) ; Anadetus Peiffenstuel, 0. S. F. Minor. (Jus canon-

icum unwersum jaxta titulos librorum V. decrctaliian, Mouacbii,

1702; Romae, 1831, 6 vols.) ; James Wiestiur {InstUat. canon,

sive jus. eccL ad Decret. Gregor. IX. lihros qiiinqiie, Monaehii,

1705, 5 vols., 4to) ; !&. Schmier (Jurisprudentia canonico-civUls

sea Jus caiumicain universum juxta lihros V. Decret., Salisb.

1716, 3 vols.) ; the Jesuits, Fr. Sckmalzgriieber {Jus eccles. uni-

versale, Ingolst. 1726, 5 vols., fol. ; Romae, 1843, 12 bindings,

4to) ; Biner [Apparatus eruditionis ad jarisprudeidiani piae-

sertim eccles., 1754, etc., 13 T., 4to) ; tbe Piarist, Ptmigius

Maschat (new edit., Florence, 1854, 4 vols., witb a Gallican

tendeuc}') ; Bern, van Espen (Jus eccl. univ., Colon. Agripp.

1702, fol. ; Mogunt, 1791, 3 vols.); Girg. Zallwein, in a Galli-

can Josephist, but still moderate spirit {Principia juris eccles.

univ. et particalaris Germaniae, 1763, 4 T., 4to ; Aug. Vind.

1781, 5 vols., 4to ; 1831, 5 vols.) ; and Gaspar Barthel, tbe

"Wiirzburg Canonist.

As time went on it became clear that the true Catholic

spirit was gradually but steadily dying out, and that tbe neg-

ative influence of Protestantism was beginning to appear in

the writings of many of the Catholic theologians. Blau, a

professor of theology at Mentz, went so far as to call in ques-

tion the infallibility of the representatives of the Church as-

sembled in general council.^ Lawrence Isenbiehl,^ of Eichs-

feld, who had been sent by Emmerich Joseph, Elector of

Mentz, to Goettingen to complete his studies in Oriental lit-

erature, expressed his doubts as to the Messianic prophecj^ of

Isaias vii. 14, denying that it contained any reference to the

Messiah. His opinions were submitted to the judgment of

many of the theological faculties, and returned with notes of

censure attached ; and his New Essay on the Prophecy concern-

ing Eynmanucl, which appeared without either the printer's

name or the required legal authorization, was condemned by

Pope Pius VI. (September 2, 1779) as containing doctrines

and propositions erroneous, rash, dangerous, favoring heresy,

1 Critical History on Ecclesiastical Infallibility, to Serve as an Aid for a

Preer Investigation of Catholicism, Frkft. 1791.

2 Of. Huth, 1. c, Vol. II., p. 3.58-S69. Walch, 1. c, Pt. VIII., p. 9-88.
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and even heretical. Isenbichl, who liad been in the first in-

stance treated with unnecessary severity, now retracted his

errors, and was appointed by liis archbishop to a benefice at

Anioenebnrg.

Stcinbu/iler, a jurist of Strasburg, ridiculed the ceremonies

of the Church, but his blasphemous utterances were dearly

expiated l)y the persecution he underwent (1781). The ex-

treme of atheistic free thought was reached in the principles

professed by the Order of the llluminati,^ already mentioned.

It was founded May 1, 1776, by Weishaupt, a professor of canon

law at Ingolstadt. Its members were told that after having

passed thi-ough the degrees of Jllar/ns and Rex, or priest and
regent, they would arrive at the fnll light of knowledge.

The Illuminism of Weishaupt was a mixture of French athe-

ism and German freemasonry, and its aim "the abolition of

priestcraft and knavery and the extermination of the wicked
(that is, of priests and princes) from the face of the earth."

The Illuminati endeavored to have men in full sympathy with

them put into every position of trnst in both Church and
State. They aimed at giving priests to the altar, counsellors

to princes, professors to universities, and commanders to the

fortresses of the Empire.^

Nicolai and Biester, of Berlin, and their co-laborers in the

preparation of the German Universal Library, were tlie next

to propagate the principles and spread the Order of the Illu-

minati. The government of Bavaria, after inquiring into the

character and methods of the new organization, ordered its

suppression in 1784. It, however, continued to exist and to

extend the scope of its pernicious influence. As an illustra-

tion of the saying that extremes meet, nearly simultaneously

with the Illuminati, Gassner,^ the parish-priest at Ellwangen,

1 On the Order of the Illuminati in Germany, 1792. Some Original Writ-

ings of the Order of the Illuminati, by order of the supreme authority, Munich,

1787. WcLihanpf, The Improved System of the Illuminati, with all its Grades

and Institutions, Frkft. 1788. ( Weishaupt, Hist, of the Persecution of the Il-

luminati, Frkft. and Lps. 1786.)

.
2 Concerning the efforts of the German freethinkers, now kept in check, see

the remarkable memorial by Gfroerer (Keview of Historical Theology, edited

by Illgen, Vol. VI., Lp.=. 1836).

^Huih, 1. c, Vol. VII., pp. 388-397. Walch, Pt. VI., pp. 364 sq.
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became famous iu the year 1774 for bis powers of exorcism

and bis s^ift of bealing all manner of diseases in the name of

Jesus. From all parts of Germany Protestants and Catholics

came crowding about him to receive of such benefits as be

had to impart, but as a rule returned home heartily ashamed

of their credulity, and as sick and infirm as the}' were before

seeino" him. Jerome of Coloredo, Archbishop of Salzburg, is-

sued a charge to his flock, condemning these pretended cures,

in the course of which he said :
" An attempt has been made

in our day to introduce a new method of healing diseases,

which, whether in principle or in practice, no child of the

Church can regard as other than dangerous and worthy of

condemnation." Gassner's conduct was also censured by both

the Emperor and the Pope.

§ 372. Political and Religious Disturbances in Poland,.

Friese, Ch. H. of Poland, Pt. II., Vol. II. Huth, 1. cit., Vol. II., p. 233-241.

Wnlch, New Hist, of Religion, Vol. IV., p. 1-208; Vol. VII., p. 3-160.

In no country had Dissenters, from whatever religious party

they came, been so freely received and so generously tolerated

as in Poland. By concessions granted successively in the

years 1569, 1573, 1576, and 1587, their rights were augmented,

their prerogatives extended, and their liberties widened.^

Their pretensions increased as their liberties grew, and once

in possession of the latter, they assumed toward Catholics a

bearing of superiority strangely contrasting with the humble-

ness of their origin and the disabilities of their former con-

dition. The consequence was that a decided reaction set in

against them on the part of Catholics, beginning with the

reign of Sigismund III.

By decrees of the Diets held in 1717 and 1733,. numerous

restrictions were put upon the civil and religious freedom they

had formerly enjoyed, and the Consistory of Poseu (1743) for-

bade Lutheran ministers to either baptize or instruct children

born of mixed marriages. These measures were provoked by

1 Jus dissidentium in regno Poloniae. Scrutinium juris in re et ad rem theo-

logico juridicum, Vars. 1736, f., p. 192-256.
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the action of the Lutheran magistracy of the Protestant city of

Thorn, which had repeatedly denied to its Catholic inhabit-

ants rights to which they were plainly and justly entitled, and
had declined to pay any attention to their lawful petitions.

The long pent-up anger of both parties linally broke out into

-open violence on the 10th of July, 1724, when a mob, after

'dispersing a Catholic procession, proceeded to pull down the

college of the Jesuits.' The affair was investigated, and
Poesner, the burgomaster; Zernike, the vice-president; and

nine burghers were condemned, and, despite the intercession

of Santini, the Papal J^uncio, with King Augustus at War-
saw, all, with the exception of Zcrnike, executed. The Diet

of Pacification, convoked in 1736, to provide measures for the

public safety, seriously threatened by the Dissidents, gave
them the fullest assurances of peace, secured them in their

possessions, and confirmed their claims to equal civil rights,

onl}^ forbidding them to hold political assemblies or invoke

the aid of foreign princes. In defiance of this prohibition,

two Lithuanians, the brothers Grahoivski, and two Poles, the

brothers Golz, made an offer of the crown of Poland to Fred-

eric Christian, Elector of Saxony. After his death, however,

they deemed it more advantageous to join the Russo-Prussian

paity, lately formed in Poland.

Taught by costly experience, the Diet of 1766, in which
Ijadidaiis Lubieiiski, Archbishop of Gnesen and Primate of

Pohuid, delivered a speech remarkable for energy and power,

confirmed all the general laws enacted against the Dissidents

in the years 1717, 1733, 1736, and 1747. Both Kussia and

Prussia, yielding to the frequent and urgent solicitations of

the Dissidents, seized upon this action of the Diet as a pretext

for interfering in the internal affairs of Poland. They also

endeavored to make the Courts of France and Sweden part-

ners to their design.^ From the 15th of October, 1767, the

influence of Russian despotism was supreme in the Diet of

» (JaMo?isJ^i). The Troubles of Thorn, Berlin, 1725. Cf. Chronicle of Thorn,

Freiburg Eccl. Cyclop., Vol X., p. 953-957 ; Fr. tr., Vol. 23, p. 417 sq.

''Cf. Janssen, Supplements serving to elucidate the causes that contributed to

the first partition of Poland, Freiburg, 1865. The author states, on page 184.

'• that Bishop Soltik had warned the Dissidents against this step, saying that
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"Warsaw. All orators, whether Catholics or Dissidents, who
displayed any zeal in opposing the policy of Russia, were

seized and carried oft' prisoners to that country; and Poland,

acting from motives of fear rather than from the dictates of

wisdom, concluded a treaty with the government of the Tsar,

by which, while the Catholic was to be the religion of the

State, and professed by the king, the Dissidents were to have

all the religious and civil rights enjoyed in the year 1717 re-

stored to them. The Diet of 1786 went still further, extend-

ing the rights of Protestants, restricting those of Catholics,

and interfering generally in purely ecclesiastical affairs.

The bishops having applied to the Holy See for instructions

regarding the questions arising out of marriages between

Catholics and Dissidents and Catholics and separated Greeks,

received in reply from Benedict XIV. the bull Magnae nobis

admirationis, setting forth that such mtirriages could not be

permitted, except on certain conditions, one of which was

that all children born of them should be brought up in the

Catholic faith. The Diet, on the other hand, decided " that

such marriages should not be hindered by any one whom-

soever; that the marriage blessing should be given in all cases

by the minister of the religion professed by the bride ;
and

that of the oft'spring of such unions the male children should

be brought up in the religion of the father and the female in

that of the mother."

• The Papal Nuncio, Maria Durini, having arrived while

these events were in progress, sent to the royal chancellor an

instrument containing the rights reserved to the Holy See, a

copy of which he also sent to the Polish clergy. Stanislaus

also received a message from Pope Clement XIII., complaining

of the illegal proceedings of the Diet, but King Stanislaus

excused himself by saying that, inasmuch as the claims of the

Dissidents were sup[)orted by the influence of a great power,

he felt himself constrained to yield. " Every means," said

he, "was tried to resist the demand of which you complain
;

but so threatening Avas the storm evoked by the indiscretion

foreign powers used religious questions only as a pretext, their real design

being to kindle the flames of civil war in Poland, and thus divide the country."
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of eertiiiii nobles that we regarded it a special fortune to l)e

able to gain the nearest port. Any further attempt to hold

out against the tyranny of the JSTorth will henceforth be both

useless and fatal." The clergy, more courageous than thcii-

sovereign, protested against the action of the Diet, particu-

larly in regard to mixed provisions, declaring that, notwith-

standing the signatures of many of the bisiiops affixed to its

enactments, they would continue to regard such marriages

as not biuding, according to the laws of the Church, and that

the bishops hohli ng their seats in the Diet as laymen had no

authority in the matter. In consequence the Consistory of

Posen [)ublished a circular letter, denying the binding force

of the enactments of the Diet ; and the bishops, after having

sent several communications on the subject to Clement XIV.,
linally received a reply from Pope Pius VI., in 1777, stat-

ing that they Avere to observe the instructions of Bene-

dict XIV.
The Dissenters, in their efibrts to carry out their extravagant

notions of their own rights, bad brought their country to the

verge of ruin. All Poland saw with sorrow, when it was too

late to correct the mistake, that the country was inevitably

passing under the yoke of Russia, and the authors of her tlis-

asters were held up to everlasting execration. The Confeder-

ation of Bar was formed with a view to withdrawing Poland

from the all-powerful influence of Russia, but no efforts could

prevent the perpetration of that stupendous national wrong
known as the First Partition of Poland, in 1772. This event

so exasperated the nation that, by the constitution of 1775,

all Dissidents were declared incapable of holding offices of

public trust and honor. To strengthen themselves, the Lu-

therans and Calvinists held a joint assembly at Lissa in the

same year. Finally, the Polish nobles quarreled among them-

selves as to whether they should or not accept the new con-

stitution of May 3, 1791, giving political rights to the cities,

civil rights to the peasantry, and making the kingly authority

hereditary; and, after once more bringing innumerable dis-

asters upon their unhappy country, again altbrded Russia

VOL. Ill—36
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and Prussia a pretext for the Second Partition of Poland

iu 1793.1

The gallant Kosciusko^ at the head of a brave army, made

a noble but fruitless resistance against the combined forces of

Eiissia and Prussia.^ He was overcome by numbers. A gen-

eral uprising took place in 1794 ; the Prussians were forced

to retreat to their own country, and the Russians were several

times routed. But Austria, which had had no hand in the

Second Partition, came forward now ; the Russians and Prus-

sians again rallied; Kosciusko, at the head of the last patriot

army, was defeated j
Praga was sacked; Warsaw captured;

the Polish monarchy annihilated ; and, by the J hird Parti-

tion, in 1795, Poland was completely dismembered, and its

name erased from the catalogue of nations. Her king, Stan-

islaus Poniatowski, submitted to be a pensioner on the bounty

of Russia, and died broken-hearted at St. Petersburg in 1798.

And thus perished the great Polish Empire, which at one

time comprised twenty-seven millions of souls, and had so

long formed the bulwark of Christendom against the assaults

of the Turks, and civilized Europe against the Mongolian

hordes of Russia.

§ 373. The Suppression of the Society of Jesus.

* Rfffel, Suppression of the Society of Jesus, being an inquiry into the accu-

sations, both old and new, against it, Mentz (1845), 1848. Crcilneaib-Joly^

Vol. Y. Against him, Theiner, Hist, of the Pontificate of Clement XIV., Lps.

1853, Pt. II. Against Theiner, Buss, The Society of Jesus, Pt. II., p. 1262 sq.

De Ravlipirui, Clement XIII. and Clement XIV., Paris, 1854, and the Suppres-

sion of the Society of Jesus, Paris and Augsburg, 1854. The Suppression of

the Society of Jesus in the Portuguese Dominions, by Kev. Alfred Weld, S. J.,

London, 1877. (Tr.)

In tracing the history of the Church in the various coun-

1 The opposition of the nobility was caused by the intrigues, influence, and

money of Catharine of Eussia. On\y five out of two hundred thousand repre-

sentatives of the Polish nation signed the document of Targowltz, sent to Eussia

as a protest against the constitution. (Tb.)

'^ It should be borne in mind that Prussia had encouraged Poland to proclaim

the constitution of 1791, and that her king, Frederic William, had sworn to

defend the Poles agaihst Eussia. But if she had not proved a traitor to her

national honor, her history would have been wanting in consistency. (Tb.)
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tries of Europe, we come upon facts that seem to prove that

the Society of Jesus, which had been so active and useful in

the preceding epoch, had lost somewhat of its primitive virtue

and power, or had ceased to exert its energies within the

scope originally designed by its founders, Portugal took the

initial steps in the persecution of the Jesuits.' By a treatv,

concluded in 1750, Portugal restored to Spain the rich colon\-

of San Sagramento in exchange for seven Reductions of Par-

aguay, which had been so i)ros[)erous under the admirable

government of the Jesuits. This treaty necessitated the re-

moval of thirty thousand Indians from their happy homes.

The Jesuits, acting in obedience to the king's orders, did

their best to persuade these poor people to obej^ but to no

purpose.^ From sheer desperation they rose in open revolt

against the Portuguese. The Jesuits were accused of having

incited them to rebellion, and of having established for their

own aggrandizement a republic in the Province of Maianhao
of a character ?iever before heard of. This persecution was
mainly, if not altogether, the work of Pombal, the ^linister

of Joseph Emmanuel 1., and of the canonist, Pereira. AVhat-

ever may have been the motives of the latter, the former cer-

tainly acted from a diabolical hatred of men who would not

consent to be his tools, and from the lust of gold in which it

was supposed the Reductions abounded. He also made a

conspiracy against the life of the king, in which he endeav-

ored to implicate some of their number, a pretext for tierce

denunciations against them. Ten of them were put on trial,

and although, in spite of the notorious unfairness of the

court, nothing could be proved which in any way made them
partners to the attempt upon the king's life, they were ban-

ished from Portugal and from the Portuguese dominions in

both East and AVest, and after enduring atrocities, the verv

recital of which makes the blood boil, were set down on the

docks of Civita, Vecchia, in the Papal States, in the year

1759, when the Decree of Expulsion was published, and in

1 il/wrr, Hist, of the Jesuits in Portugal under Pombal, Niirnberg, 1787,

2 vols.

2 Weld, Suppression of the Society of Jesus in the Portuguese Dominions,

London, 1877. (Tr.)
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the following years, to be cared for as best they might.' Their

goods were confiscated, and those who had not been deported

were left to languish in frightful dungeons until the death of

the king, in 1777, when his daughter 31aria gave them their

freedom.

In France the Jansenists, the Encyclopaedists, and the par-

liament all conspired together to compass the \m\\ of the

Jesuits. The Society had not been able to establish itself in

Paris until 1550, under Henry II., and even then against the

will and in spite of the opposition of the parliament, the

bishop,^ and the university ; and throughout the rest of

France, ovAy after the passage of the edict of ^oissovs, which

subjected its members to numerous and vexatious restrictions.

The extensive privileges conferred upon the Society b}^ the

Holy See roused popular prejudice against it, and in the then

existing state of public opinion did it no little harm. The
professors of the university viewed with extreme jealousy the

establishment by the side of them of a society of educators,

whose lectures were given gratuitously, and listened to with

enthusiasm. The Hugenots were fairly astonished that men
should be so bold as to found a Society for the avowed pur-

pose of entering into conflict with them, and on every avail-

able occasion exhibited toward its members their characteristic

spirit of hatred and persecution. Finally, the Jansenists, con-

scious that the Jesuits were their most formidable antagonists

on the doctrine of grace, combined their hostile efforts with

those of the most relentless enemies of the Society. Then it

was that Arnauld, the father of the great Janseuist, and ad-

vocate of the Parliament of Paris, rose in his place and deliv-

ered a most intemperate speech against them, in which he

charged them with being the enemies of the king and the

partisans of Spain. The opposition to them grew still more

1 The Month, September, 1877, art. " Pombal and the Society of Jesus." (Tr.)

Cfr. von Olfers, On the Attempt to Murder the King of Portugal on Septem-

ber 3 1758, being an Historical Inquiry, Berlin, 1839. Moreover, Aquaviva,

the celebrated General of the Jesuits, by a decree of the year 1610, had em-

phatically condemned tyrannicide, and forbidden all Jesuits to even touch upon

the subject in their lectures or writings.

2 Not archbishop, for the See of Paris was raised to metropolitan rank only

in 1622. See Gams, Series Eppor.,p. 597. (Tr.)
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bitter and violent when Henry I V. selected one of them for

his confessor, notwithstanding that they had been at no paiiis

to deserve this token of royal conlidence.

When, in 1594, John Chdtel made an attempt upon the life

• of the king, the guilt of the deed was imputed to the Jesuits,

on the ground that Clultel, who had been one of their stu-

dents, had declared ho had heard Father Gueret teach that

tyrannicide was permissible—a })roposition condemned in the

most precise and emphatic terms by both the Society and the

Holy See. Still, notwithstanding the frequent protestations

of John Chatel, exonerating the Jesuits fnjm any knowledge
of his deed, the iDhole Society was expelled from France by a

decree of parliament, dated December 29, 1594. The parha-

ments of Bordeaux and Toulouse took the Jesuits under their

protection, and at their request they were again recalled by
Henry IV.

Henry IV. was murdered by Ravaillac, and again every ef-

fort was made, but in vain, to fasten the guilt of the miscreant

deed upon the Society. Its enemies were again baffled, but

they did not despair of still accomplishing their purpose.

Once more they cast about for a pretext, and it is a lamenta-

ble fact that this was furnished by the writings of some in-

discreet members of the Society. The errors contained in the

works of Uarduin, Berruyer, Pichon, Escobar, Tamburini, and
others, though condemned by the Holy See, were laid hold on

hy Pascal, a zealous Jansenist, and one eminently qualilied, by
his splendid and versatile talents, to turn his advantage to the

best account. In his memorable Lettres prociuciales,^ in which
the extraordinary brilliancj' of the style is equaled only by
the audacious dishonesty of the writer, he quoted erroneous

opinions, scandalous passages, and garbled extracts from the

writings of several theologians and casuists of the Society,

and, after mutilating their sense, distorting their meaning,

and wrenching them from their context, held them up to the

1 Nicole translated these letters into Latin. They were soon translated into

every living language. 10th ed., Cologne, 1684. A public commission, com-

posed of thirteen French bishops and doctors, pronounced them libelous, where-

upon they were prohibited. Cf. de Maistre, De I'Eglise Gallicane, ch. 9. Nay,

even VoUai)-e, Siecle de Louis XIV., T. III., ct. 87, declared "that the whole

work was built upon such a foundation."
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world as fair specimens of the moral teaching of the Jesuits as

a body. Thus, on the strength of only a few untenable and

scandalous propositions, selected from the Avritings of a host

of authors, and placed beside the maxim cruelly and falsely

imputed to the Society, that the end justifies the mearis, were the

Jesuits held up to the world as teaching a code of morals

which they detest ; while no reference was made to their nu-

merous ascetical works, which are models of their kind, and

would have supplied the very best means of forming a correct

judgment of their moral teaching. To their other enemies

were soon added Madame de Pompadour, the mistress of Louis

XV., to whom they had refused to furnish a confessor, unless

she would break off her relations with the king and her

friend, the Duke de Choiseul, the patron of the Encyclopaedists.

These latter, led by Voltaire and d'Alembert, were specially

interested in the overthrow of the Jesuits, who, on account

of the ardent zeal they displayed in the cause of religion, the

influence which in virtue of their office as teachers they exer-

cised over the minds of youth, the consideration in which

they were held by princes and sovereigns, and the loyal at-

tachment they had always shown to the Holy See, were very

naturally regarded as the most formidable and dangerous en-

emies to the revolutionary designs of this sect of philosophers.

Hence Voltaire flung himself into the struggle against them

with terrific earnestness, gathering up for this supreme eftbrt

all the energies of his soul, all the faculties of his mind, and

all his power of derisive ridicule and scathing sarcasm.

" Once we have destroyed the Jesuits," said he, writing to

Helvetius in 1761, in a tone of exultant anticipation, ''and

that infamous thing (the Christian religion) will be only

child's play for us." By his advice, and with the encourage-

ment of the Marquis de Pombal, Madame de Pompadour, and

the Duke de Choiseul, d'Alembert published his notorious

work, On the Destruction of the Jesuits, the appearance of

which was a sort of signal for a general attack. To accom-

plish his purposes against the Jesuits, Pombal had for a long

time been making a liberal use of money, and had even ap-

proached the Court of Rome with a venal proposition for the

same object. Choiseul had followed his example, and an
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association of Jaiisenists collected a very considerable sum,

called the fund of safety, which^they used to hire uuprinciplcd

pampldeteers to calumniate the Society. When preparations

so extensive and thorough had been made, only a pretext, no

matter how trivial, was wanted to begin the work of destroy-

ing the Jesuits. This was soon furnished. Father La Valette,

the Procurator General of the Society in the island of Mar-
tinique, for the prosperity of which his commercial ability had

done so much, had consigned to a house in Marseilles two

valuable cargoes, worth several millions of francs, which were

seized by English cruisers, and he was in consequence unable

to meet his bills. An attempt was made to hold the Society

responsible for the loss, but it was answered that not only had

La Yalette engaged in commercial enterprises Avithout the

authorization, but against the positive prohibition of his su-

periors, who had on a previous occasion made good a loss of

the same kind. A universal cry was at once raised against

them. The printing-presses were kept busy in running off

pamphlets, in which the faults and the mistakes of individual

members were colored to suit the popular taste and published

to the world. The subject was brought before the Parliament

of Paris, where were many of the ancient and vigilant ene-

mies of the Jesuits, who, at first feeling their way, cautiously

abolished the privileges of the Society, and ordered certain

works by its members, which had been long forgotten, to be

burnt. But sadder still was the part taken by some of the

members of the learned and respectable Benedictine Order of

St. Maur, who seemed to have inherited a Jansenistic hatred

of the Jesuits, in this memorable ajQfair. They came to the

aid of the parliament by publishing what they called An Ab-

stract of the Pernicious Assertions of the Jesuits,^ whilst the works

written in defense of the Society were consigned to the flames.

^Extraits des assertions dangercuses et pernicieuses, que los Jcsuites ont en-

seignees avec I'approbation des Superieurs, verifies par les commissaires du Par-

lement, Par. 17G2; compiled by Koussel de la Tour, Member of Parliament,

Abbe Gouzet, Minard, and other Benedictines of St. Maur, especially Cienicncei.

Even Grimm, though a Protestant, and.one of the suffragators of the Encyclopae-

dists, refused to take upon him the responsibility of approving the work of the

compilers against the Jesuits. Reponse au livrc intitule " Extraits des assertions
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A strong effort was made by nearly all the bishops to save

the Jesuits. They came together, and by an almost unani-

mous vote declared in favor of the Society, and bore honora-

ble witness to the character and conduct of its individual

members, but all to no purpose. By a decree of i)arliament,

dated August 1(), 1762, the Society was suppressed in France,

because, as was alleged, it was dangerous to the State.' A
pension or some honorable employment was offered to such

of the members as would consent to affirm under oath that

the spirit of the Institute was impious ; but as very fesv were

base enough to make so false a statement, nearly all were

banished the country.

Two years later, Louis XV. confirmed by royal edict the

decree of parliament, permitting, however, the members of

the Society to live in the country as private individuals, sub-

ject to the authority of the bishops. The bull Apostolicam of

Clement XIII. (1765), confirming anew the Society, had no

effect other than to intensify the hatred against it.

In Spain a still more cruel fate awaited them. On the

night of the 2d and 3d of April, 1767, all the Jesuits in the

kingdom were placed under arrest, and conducted under guard

to the sea-shore, where they were embarked on board of ves-

sels bound for the Papal States. The edict of suppression of

Charles 111. was not made public until after this act of vio-

lence had taken place, and when at last it did appear it did.

not state that any preliminary investigation had been made,

but simply said that the Society had been suppressed for

dangereuses, etc.;" the place where the book was printed not given, 1763-1765,

3 T., 4to. Cf. Riffel, 1. c, p. 155 sq. Paiiss, Complaints against the Societj' of

Jesus, Vienna, 1866. Dr. Hen^i, The Black Book, Paderborn, 1865 (against the

frivolous accusations of Tholuck !). Roh, S. .J., The Old Cry: "The End Jus-

tifies the Means," Freiburg, 1869. Jocham, Jesuit Morals, and the Moral In-

fection of the People, Mentz, 1869.

' Henry Heine, the determined enemy of the Jesuits, had the manliness to

brand such excuses with the severity they deserve. " Poor Jesuits," said he,

'• you are the bugbear and the scapegoats of the liberal party. For myself, I

could never consent to join the outcry of my associates, who, at the mere men-

tion of the name of Loyola, become as furious as bulls before whose eyes a red

rag is held." Goelhe's saying is also apropos: "One who is universally hated

must have something good in him."
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grave causes. In the kingdom of JS'aples the Society was also

su[ipressed November 20, 1767, by royal edict of Ferdinand V.^

the son of Charles III., who, however, was completely under

the influence of his minister, Ta)iucci. The Society expe-

rienced the same cruel treatment from the brother of Charles

III., Ferdinand, Duke of Parma and. Piacenza.

Finally, the Court of Lisbon, together with all the Courts

of the House of Bourbon, petitioned the Holy See to sup-

press the Society of Jesus. Cleineid XIV., when making
unusually large concessions to these Courts {vide p. 493), had

requested time to examine into the charges against the Jesuits,

but there was too much justice in such a request to be heard

with favor by the princes of the House of Bourbon, who made
the suppression of the Society a condition to the re establish-

ment by them of friendly relations with the Holy See.

Yielding to their pressing demands, Clement XIV., by the

brief Dominus ac Redempior Nosier, dated July 21, 1773,* in

virtue of the fullness of his apostolic authority, su[)prossed

the Society, because, as he said, in spite of many warnings,

its members no longer kept in view the end, rendered the

services, or [)rocured the advantages which its foundeis con-

templated in establishing it. The Society, he went on to say,

has, from the very date of its foundation, given occasion of

serious complaint by interference in matters that did not con-

cern it, by exciting jealousy and promoting discord, and by

teaching novel and dangerous doctrines. He closed by saying

that the measure was necessary as a means of restoring ami-

cable relations between the Holy See and the Courts of the

Bourbon princes, who had already suppressed the Society and

banished its members from their dominions, that Christians

living in the bosom of the Church might be kept from flying

at each other's throats (uros. 22, 25). On a former occasion,

this Tope had said : "If you do not wish to see the Court of

lionie fall from its present high estate, we must become re-

conciled with princes ; for their arms reach beyond the bound-

aries of their own States, and the Alps and the Pyrenees are

' Reumont, Ganganelli, etc., p. 53-74; Germ, transl. of the Brief, p. 380-403;

and in Iheiner, Hist, of the Pontificate of Clement XIV., Vol. II., p 356-376.

It should be borne in mind that Theiner is a bitter enemy of the Jesuits. (Tb.)
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no barriers to their power." Clement XIV. would have

shown himself at once more prudent and more jnst had he

said to the Jesuits what Pius IX. did on a similar occasion in

1848. "In man}' countries," said he, " The\- are not willini^:

to tolerate you or have you remain. Very good, then ; with-

draw from persecution for the present, and wait the return

of better days." Had he done this, he would not have given

a (juasi-indorsement to charges that were v ever proved.

Thus was the Society of Jesus sacriticed to the intrigues of

its enemies. No attempt was made to establish the charges

brought against it ; no defense of it by its friends was listened

to ! And, stranger still ! no one thought of impeaching before

a regularly constituted tribnnal a Society whose members

were accused of crimes the most odious, and such as had

never before been laid to the charge of civilized men. It is

evident, therefore, that force, and not justice, accomplished

the suppression of the Society of Jesus. And, notwithstand-

ing the wild outcry against the moral teaching of the Society

as a body, the individual members convicted of personal im-

morality were so extremely /^w; as to prove that in practice at

least their morals were very nearly perfect. Even Voltaire,

their inveterate enemy, bore this testimony to them in a letter

to d'Alembert. '' While doing my very best," said he, " to

realize the motto ^crasez Viiifame, I will not stoop to the

meanness of defaming the Society of Jesus. The best years

of my life have been spent in the schools of the Jesuits, and

while there I have never listened to any teaching but what

was good, or seen any conduct but what was exemplary."

It is possible this great Society might never have been ille-

gally and violentl}^ suppressed, if its superiors had consented

at the right moment to make certain modifications in its or-

o-anization : but Bird, the aijed General, believing in the in-

destructibility of the Society, replied, so it is said, when ap-

proached upon the subject by his patron, Clement XIII.,

"Let them be as they are, or let them cease to be " (Jesidtae aut

sint ut sunt aut plane non sint)}

' The Founder of the Society, St. Ignatius, on the contrary, said: "The So-

ciety shall adapt itself to the times, and not the times to the Society." See

GeneUi, 1. c, p. 328.
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As soon as the bull of suppression had been promulgatei],

a sufficient inilitavy force to insure its execution was stationed

in Rome, and Lorenzo Hieci, with some of his assistants, was
kept in confinement in the castle of Sant' Angelo (1775). But
to the last hour of his life, the old man, knowing well whereof

he spoke, continued to bear witness to the injustice done the

Societ}^, declaring that there was no adequate motive either

for its suppression or for his own confinement. ISTeurly all the

members of the Society bore up under their hard lot with noble

and dignified resignation.^

In those countries in which the Jesuits still lived in peace

and wielded a powerful influence, which had been lately in-

creased by the words of Clement XIII. in commendation of

the Society, the bull of suppression produced a profound sen-

sation.

Frederic II., King of Prussia, believing with Lord Bacon"^

and Leibnitz that " if he would have really good schools,

he must have those of the Jesuits," said he would not permit

the good Fathers of the Society to close their schools in Si-

lesia; for, since they came into that province, he had heard

only words of unqualified praise of both their services and

their conduct.^ Out of regard, however, to the wishes of the

Catholic authorities at Breslau, and of the Jesuits themselves,

who were unwilling to hold out against the papal bull, Frederic

graciously consented that their existence as a corporate body

should cease, and that they should lay aside whatever was

specifically characteristic of the Society, but insisted tliat

' Cf. Riffel, 1. c, pp. 193 sq. Theiner mentions a few whose patience was

not proof against what they regarded as an injustice. Clement XIV., Vol.

II., p. 491.

2 Ad paedagogiam quod attinet, brevissimum foret dictu: consule scholas

Jesuitarum ! nihil cnin:, quod in usum venit, his melius. Quae nobilissima

pars pristinae disciplinae revocata est aliquatenus quasi postliminio in Jesuita-

rum coUegiis, quorum quum intueor industriam soUertiamque tarn in doctrina

excolenda, quam in moribus informandis, illud occurrit Agesilai do Pharna-

bazo : talis quiun sis, utlnam Piaster esses. (De augment, scientiar.) Hugo Gro-

tius thinks the same : Magna est Jesuitarum in vulgus auctoritas propter vitae

sanctimoniam et quia non sumpta mercede juventus litteris scientiaeque prae-

ceptis imbuitur. (Ann. de reb. lielg.) Cf., above, p. 304, note 1.

3 A. Menzd, New History of the Germans, Vol. XII., p. 5S sq., 2d ed., Vol. VI.
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they should continue to direct the schools as secular priests.

Catharme II. of Russia, who in the partition of Poland had

obtained the northern portion of Lithuania, or White Biissia,

in wliich there were two colleges conducted b}- the Fathers of

the Society, the one at Mohilev, and the other at Polotzk, [tos-

itively refused, in spite of the remonstrances of the Piqtal

Legates, to allow the brief Dominus ac Pedemplor to be pub-

lished in her dominions.^ The Jesuits, after having obtained

the permission of Pius VL, in 1778, were allowed by Catha-

rine to establish or novitiate for the Society. SIjb also gave

them the direction of the schools in the cities named, and or-

dered them to convoke a General Congregation at Polotzk for

the purpose of electing a Vicar General for the Russian Em-
pire (1782). Accordingly, Stanislaus Czernievicz, then acting

vice-provincial, w^as chosen the head of the Society, and ample

powers were granted him to conduct its government, but on

condition that a General should not be chosen in Rome. He
was succeeded September 27, 1785, by Father Lenkiecicz,

whose powers w^ere similarly restricted. The Emperor Paul

having also manifested friendly feelings toward them, permit-

ting them to open a church, which he gave them, in St. Pe-

tersburg, Pius VIL so far modified the bull of Clement XIV,

as to permit them to establish themselves in Russia as a con-

gregation, over w'hich he appointed Francis Karen superior.

It is difficult to understand how a Society thus protected

sliould have been expelled the Empire shortly after its re-es-

tablishment in other countries by the bull Sollicitudo omnium
eccltsiarum of Pius VIL, dated August 7, 1814.

§ 3736. Worship and Discipline from the ^Sixteenth Century.

Sacror. rituum congregationis decreta authentica, quae ab an. 1558-1848 pro-

dierunt, alphabetico ordine collecta. Leod., Brux. 1850. Manuale decretorum

authenticoruin sacrae congregat. rit., etc., fed. Eberle, Katisb. 1851. The best

edition of the Decreta Authentica Congregationis sacrorum rituum is the third

Koman edition of 1856-1858, in 4 vols., 4to, by Aloysius Gardellini. (Tr.)

The Council of Trent published many decrees on worship.

1 The documents on the subject may be had in the Wurzburg Friend of Re-

liglon, April, 1847, and in Buss, The Society of Jesus, pp. 1321 sq.
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calling the serious attention of bishops and parisli-pricsts to

whatever was in any way connected with the divine offices.

The Roman Catechism, published by the same authority,

drew attention to the same subject, adding some instructive

remarks and explanations. The Roman Missal, Breviary, and
Ritual were to serve as a rule of worship in the various dio-

ceses. At the request of the Emperor Ferdwand 1. and Al-

bert, Duke of Bavaria, Pius IV. granted, by way of trial, per-

mission to some bishops to distribute Communion under both

kinds (see p. 351), but the practice, though favorably received

at first, })rovcd to have so many inconveniences that the bish-

ops relinquished it of their own accord, and the Pope withdrew

it. Many princes, and even bishops, unconsciousljMufluenced

by the practices of Protestants, petitioned the Holy See to

simplify divine worship, to prohibit the too frequent exposi-

tion of the Blessed Sacrament, to restrict processions and pil-

grimages, and to forbid blessings to be given, except in cases

where there was a prescribed form either in the Roman Ritual

or other approved work, representing that these precautions

would remove many abuses. Pope Clement VIII. condemned
the use of unciiithorlzed litanies in jpublic worship, declaring in

his constitution Sanctissimas of the year 1601, "that as many
persons, and even private individuals, under pretext of devo-

tion, }iublish innumerable litanies, containing expressions

either improper or scandalous, the Holy See, as in duty

bound, prescribes that no forms are allowable otlier than

those contained in the Roman Missals, Pontificals, Rituals,

and Breviaries, and that of the Blessed Virgin, chanted in the

chapel of Our Lady of Loreto ; and that any one wishing to

publish or use any others in the public offices of the Church

shall, under severe penalties, to be inflicted by their respective

bishops and ordinaries, first submit them to the Congregation

of Rites." By the same constitution, the following litanies

were approved : 1. The litany of All Saints : 2. That of

Loreto.'

^ As to the litany of the Holy Name of Jesus, the following statement is

found in Gardellini's collection, n. 1553: Principes et Episcopi (Geimaniae)

siipplicarvint SS., ut has lifnnias de nomine lesii anctoritato Apostolica non

solum confirmare, seel per publicum edictum toti Christianitati hoc calamito-
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Notwithstanding the regulations of the Council of Trent, and the clear,

formal, and explicit instructions contained in the Constitution of Pius V., dated

July 7, 1568, the French bishops, during the eighteenth century, still tainted

with the poison of Jansenism, took upon them to authorize the publication of

new missals, oiBces, and breviaries for the use of the clergy of their dioceses,

thus contributing to destroy in the country of the Most Christian King the

simple and majestic unity of Catholic prayer and worship. The first to mar

the beauty and unity of Catholic liturgy in France were Nicholas Letonrnen'ix

and the Jansenist, Claude de Vert, a Benedictine, who were the joint autnors

of the Clugny Breviary, in which devotion to the Blessed Virgin and the au-

thority of the Holy See are equally depreciated. The next to make innova-

tions in the liturgy was Foinard. a Jansenist, the author of the well-known

work, " A Plan for a New Breviary, in which the Divine Office is to consist

chiefly of Extracts from Holy Writ." His idea was to take texts from their

connection ; to isolate them or combine them with others, as best suited his

purpose, in such way as to destroy their true meaning, and make them fit in

with and support his own erroneous views. This idea was carried out in the

Paris Breviary, composed by Duguet, a Jansenist, and published by authority

of Cardinal de Noailles. The bishops of Orleans, Nevers, Metz, Auxerre,

Troyes, Montpellier, Lyons, and Toulouse, together with several religious Or-

ders, also published breviaries on the model of that of Paris, the city they now

professed to regard as the center of Gallican unity, hardly ever mentioning the

name of Kome, which was, they said, only the center of Catholic unity. Thus

were the foundations of the Church in France so loosened, and the whole fabric

so unsteady, that it barely escaped falling from the center of Catholic unity

and becoming schismatical.i

Many new feasts were introduced from the sixteenth cen-

tury onward, some in honor of the Blessed Virgin,^ one of the

Rosary, one of the Holy Name of Jesus, and one of the Five

Wounds of Christ, commemorative of the love and sufferings

of Our Dear Lord. About the middle of the eighteenth cen-

tury the Way of the Cross, that admirable invention of Ohris-

sissimo tempore singulariter commendai'e dignaretur. Emi PP. S. K. Congr.

praepositi, re mature considerata, censuerunt: " Litanias praedictas esse appro-

bandas, si SS. placuerit." Die 14. Aprilis, 1646. No final action on the part

of His Holiness is recorded. Moreover, as often as the statutes of newly-

founded religious institutes were laid before the various S. Congregations of the

Holy See, they uniformly declared that none other than the litany of the

Saints and that of Loreto were approved for the whole Church. (Tr.)

1 See Darras, Gen. Hist, of the Church, Vol. IV., pp. 453-456. (Tr.)

^Festum nominis B. M. V.; festum septem dolorum B. M. V.; desponsatio

B. M. v.; festum B. M. V. de monte Carmelo; festum dedicationis St. Mar. ad

Nives ;
festum nominis Mariae de Victoria ; festum B. M. V. de Mercede (Our

Lady of Mercy, for the deliverance of captive Christians); festum Patrocinii

B. M. V.
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tian love, and the Devotion of the Stations, were introduced to

take the place of pilgrimages to Jerusalem, and were intended

to bring vividly before the imagination the places consecrated

by the sufferings of Christ.

On the other hand, however, Benedict XIV., Clement XIV.,

and Pius VI., yielding to the representations of several

princes, diminished the number of j^^fblie holidays; at first

enjoining but the hearing of Holy Mass, whilst allowing ser-

vile work ; then suppressing some of the Blessed Virgin,

those of the apostles, and others, and transferring their cele-

bration to the Sundays following the days originally set apart

for the feasts. The new feasts already mentioned were also

either celebrated in choir or similarly transferred.

With a view to revive the primitive spirit, and in some

measure to restore the primitive practices of ecclesiastical dis-

cipline, the Council of Trent (Sess. XXIV., De Reformation e,

c. 8), had enacted that public penances should be done for

public crimes; but so violent was the opposition to the decree

that, in spite of the efibrts of Benedict XIII. to have it en-

forced, it remained a dead letter. To compen^^ate in some

sort for this failure, the Council (Sess. XXV., De Indulgentiis)

enacted that indulgences " useful and very salutary for Chris-

tians" should be sparingly granted ; that every kind of traffic

in dispensing them must be utterly abolished ; and that the

very name and office of alms-gatherers be done away with.

(Sess. XXL, De Beform... c. 9.)

From this time forth indulgences were principally attached

only to jabiltes, which, by decree of Paul II. (1-170), were to

be renewed every twenty-five years; then to certain forms of

prayer ; to particular devotions; and to other extraordinary

events or unusual acts of worship, Tlie Inquisition, consist-

ing of six cardinals, was revived by Paul III. (1519) ibr the

purpose of counteracting the influence and combating the

errors of Protestantism at Rome and elsewhere. It survive!

longest in the smaller States of Italy. It was abolished in

Lombardy in 1775, by Maria Teresa ; in Sicily in 1782, by King
Ferdinand; in Tuscany in the same year, by Grand Duke
Leopold ; and finally in Venice in 1797. In the last named
place it was wholly a political institution. It was likewise
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abolished in Spain in 1820, and in Portugal in 1826, nnder

John VI. At the present day it exists only in Rome, as niodi-

Jied by Pius V. and Sixtus V., and is known nnder the name
of the Sacrum Officium, Congref/atio inquisitionis haereticae

pravitatis, and consists of twelve cardinals, with whom are

associated as assistants a nnmber of consuUors and qualifiers.

It is presided over by the Pope, and its office is to examine

and pass jndgment upon all words, writings, and deeds con-

trary to religion.^

§ 374. Sj)read of Christianity. (Cfr. § 349.)

See general sources of information ; Lettres edifiantes, and t Wittmami, The
Beauty of the Church Manifested in her Missions, p. 840. Herman, General

History of the Missions, Vol. IV. Hahn, Hist, of the Missions, Vol. IV.

Marshall, The Christian Missions, their Messengers, etc. Grundemann, Mis-

sionary Atlas, Gotha, 1867.

The Catholic Church in China was mainly sustained and

consolidated by the exertions of the Seminary for Foreign

Missions, founded in Paris in 1663. Unfortunately, the

heated discussions that broke out among the missionaries re-

garding Chinese customs^ did much to retard the progress of

religion. The first dispute arose concerning an ancient cus-

tom the Chinese have of paying religious honors to Confucius

and their de[)arted ancestors, which those newly converted to

Christianity obstinately refused to give up. Not wishing to

shock their sense of filial piety, the Jesuits permitted them

to continue the custom, while the Dominicans peremptorily

forbade them to do so. Again, for want of a sign in the

Chinese language adequately ex]»ressing the idea of God, the

Jesuits had used indiflerently the words Tin-tshu or Lord

of Heaven, and Tien and Shangti or Supreme Emperor, and

had allowed them to be employed by others, taking care, how-

ever, to prevent any false or idolatrous ideas or associations

being connected with them in their Christian sense. Father

Micci, the founder of the Chinese missions, using the same

1 Banc/en, The Koman Court and its Actual Organization, Miinster, 1854, pp.

92-124.
« See p. 407.
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precautions, perniittecl both forms of expression. In the pre-

ceding epoch both orders had pleaded their cases in Rome,
and obtained conflicting decisions from Popes Innocent X. and

Alexander VII.

On the revival of the controversy. Clement XI. sent Tournon

as his Legate to examine the questions involved on the spot

amid their surroundings. His judgment was in accord with

the decisions of the Congregation held in. Borne in 1704, and

he moreover forbade, in a document issued at Nanking in

1707, the further use of the words Tien and Shangti, hitherto

used to designate God. He was in consequence arrested by
the enraged Emperor, and cast into prison at !Macao, where

he languished until 1710, when he died. By the bull Ex ilia

die of 1715, Clement XI. forbade, in still more precise and

emphatic terms, the mingling of heathen customs with Chris-

tian rites, and the prohibition was renewed under still severer

penalties by Benedict XIV. in his bull lix quo singulari of

1742, The result of these measures was a general persecu-

tion, from which, however, a large number of Christians man-
aged to escape.

The prosperity of the Christian communities in China re-

ceived a severe shock in the suppression of the Society of

Jesus and the destruction of the Seminary for Foreign Mis-

sions .at Paris by the French Revolutionists.^

It was apparently impossible for Christianity to grow either

in extent or influence in the East Indies, except by conforming

in some measure at least to the national customs of the people.

The occasion of the breaking out of the first persecution

against the Christians at Pondicliery was the production, in

1701, of one of those sacred dramas, so familiar to the Jesuits,

in which St. George was represented as slaying the gods of

India. Their condition became still more critical when

^ Cfr. Platel (Norbert), Memoires sur les affaires des .lesuites, etc., Lisb. 1706,

2 T., 4to. Leibnitz, too, defended the Jesuits in Novissima Sinica, 1697. For
the controversial literature, see Mamaclii, Orig. et antiq. chr., T. II., p. 407.

Pray, Hist, of the Disputes on the Chinese Customs, Augsburg, 1791, 3 vols.

Conf., likewise, the Periodical, Voices (Stimmen)/ro?w Maria Laach, year 1872,

p. 278-287.

VOL. Ill—37
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Tonrnon, on his way to China, landed at Pondichery, and

inhibited to the new converts what are known as the ancient

3Ialabar customs, and when Benedict XIV. later on sustained

his action. From that time forth it seemed that all hope of

spreading the Gospel in India must he given up. To add to

existing difficulties and complete the threatened disaster, the

English and Dutch, whose power was constantly growing in

these countries, refused to tolerate the presence of even Pro-

testant missionaries.

In Farther India, comprising the former kingdom of Assam,

the empire of Burmah, the kingdom of Siam, Malay Penin-

sula, and the empire of Anam, the last of which includes

the provinces of Tonquin, Cochin- China, Tsia.nrpa, Camboja,

Laos, and Laitho, the Gospel was (after St. Xavier) first

preached by the three Jesuit Fathers Blandinotti, Alex-

ander de Rhodez (1627), and Anthony Marquez. They were

fortunate enough to convert three bonzes, who in turn

became zealous missionaries. As time went on, a degree of

ecclesiastical organization was introduced, and in 1670 a

synod was held at Diughieu. But here, too, the Church had

to pass through the ordeal of persecution, which, breaking

out in 1694, occasioned the demolition of Christian temples^

and the exile or death of Christian pastors. In the years

1721 and 1734 many Jesuits were put to the sword for refusing

to tramp under foot the Sign of man's redemption. Toward

the close of the present epoch the condition of the Christians

was somewhat improved, and man}^ of the natives, in dedi-

cating themselves to the service of the altar, contributed to

promote the spread of the Gospel.

After the revocation of the edict of persecution by the last

Emperor, Dsha-Loang, the Christians again enjoyed freedom

of worship, and the condition of the Church was steadil}' im-

proved. The Jesuits were also the iirst to preach the Gospel

1 Hist, de Tetablissement du Christianisme dans los Indes orientales, Par.

180:'.. 2 T. Cf. The New Messenger of the World, by. J. StoecMein, Augsburg,

1726, Pt. XIX., preface. C/r6. Cct-ri, Etat present de I'Eglise romaine dans

toutes les parties du monde, Amst. 1716. Rhodez, S. J., Missionary Travels in

-China, Tonquin, and Cochin-China, Freiburg, 1858.
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in Cochin- China^^ where they were to be found as early as the

your 1618, Father Borri being the best known of them. The
fortunes of tlie Christians of Tonquin have been ver}' varied,

iind even in our own time persecution has hardly ceased in

that country.

The first eflbrts of the Jesuits to preach the Gospel in

'Jibet" were seemingly unsuccessful. The Capuchins (from

1707), under their superior, Father Horace delta Penna, were

mure fortunate, as many of the natives, convinced by their

preaching, renounced Buddhism and embraced Christianity.

Their success was somewhat facilitated by the fact that the

hierarchy of Tibet, in its external as[iects, presented a striking

similarity to that of the Catholic Church.^ The Dalai Ldiiia

(i. e. principal or ocean) gave them leave to found a hospice

at Lassa. The persecutions of 1737 and 1742, while they

retarded the progress of the mission, did not cause the de-

struction of the houses of the missionaries.

In South America the Gospel was preached both by Fran-

ciscans and Jesuits, the missions of that country being among
the most splendid triumphs of the latter. The Jesuits,

Father Sandoval and Blessed Peter Claver, both labored zeal-

ously and successfully in this mission. The latter, a native

of Catalonia, from the moment of his arrival at Cartagena,

in 1615, till his death, in 1654, performed marvels of Chris-

tian chtirity, converting multitudes of negroes, and literally

carrying out in his daily life the promise he had made wdien

taking his solemn vows, " to be the slave of the negro slaves."'

The labors of St. Louis Bertrand. of the Order of Friars

Preachers in New Granada, were also attended with a large

measure of success (1562-1569). On the western coast of South

America the Jesuits established the Llanos Missions, chiefly

under the direction of German Fathers, and the ^3Iaynas Mis-

sions along the banks of the Upper Amazon (since 1640).

Brazil was first evangelized by ¥'AthevQ Anchitta and Nobreya,

1 J. Koffler, Historica Cochinchinae descriptio, in epitomen redacta ab An-

selm. Eckard, ed. C/tr. Murr, Norimb. 1703.

•^ Relazione del principio e stato presente della missione del Tibet, Roma,

1722. P. Giorgi, Alpliabetum Tibetan., Koinae, 1762.

3 See Vol. I., pp. 78 et sq.
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also Jesuits, wlio were succeeded about the j^ear 1655 by the

celebrated preacher Anthony Vieira}

This distinguished Jesuit, who was styled the Cicero of

Portugal, and who was in matter of fact tlie Las Casas of

Brazil, introduced into that country, together with the teach-

ings of the Gospel, a knowledge of the arts and sciences, of

industry and commerce, and an ardent love of freedom. Torn

from his spiritual children, whom he so dearly loved, by the

perfidy of his countrymen, and carried away by force to Lis-

bon, he again obtained leave to return in his old age, and

pass the declining days of his lite amid the scenes of the

apostolic labors of his youth. He died at Bahia in 1697,

then holding the office of Superior General of the Missions

of Maranham.

There is probably no country in the world whose missionary history is more

worthy of study than the United States, and certainly none where the mission-

aries were more devoted or gave their lives more freely for the spiritual well-

being of the natives. The faith came to the Indian simultaneously with the

discovery of the land in which he dwelt, for in those days priests were the in-

separable companions of every voyage of discovery, whether from the ports

of the Old World or the stations established in the New. In a work like this,

it is not possible to do more than give the names of the heroes whose deeds it

would be a pleasure to record, and the dates of events over which the Catholic

writer loves to linger. The^r.si^ missionaries to set foot on the territory now
included within the limits of the United States were the Eight Eev. John

Juarez, Bishop of Florida, and his companions. They touched the shores of

Florida in April, 1528. It is supposed the bishop and a companion perished

either of hunger or from the hostility of the Indians in the same year. Father

Louis Cancer, the heroic leader of a small band of Dominicans, who came to

Florida in 1549, had barely touched land when he was struck dead with a club

in the hands of an Indian. The Dominicans renewed their efforts in 1553^

and 1559. St. Augustine, the oldest town, and containing the oldest church in

the United States, was laid out by Melandez, a Spanish admiral, in 15G5. But

the missions of Florida were destroyed; the Indians dispersed; and the Fran

ciscan monastery of St. Helena, in the town of St. Augustine, converted into a

barrack after the cession of Florida to England by the treaty of Paris in 17()8.

So complete was the subversion of Christianity by the English in Florida that,

on the breaking out of the War of Independence, not a single mission was to

be found in the whole extent of that territory. Mark of Nice, a Franciscan

missionary, penetrated to New Mexico in 1540. Father Padilla and Brother

John of the Cross, both Franciscans, who first attempted to preach the Gospel

within the territory of the present diocese of Santa Fe, each received a mar-

Uvraus, Ch. Hist., Vol. III., p. 509. (Tr.)
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tyr's crown. Nearly forty years went by, and in 1581 three more heroes of

the same Order met a like fate, and in the following year Santa Fc, the second

oldest city in the United States, was founded. But about twenty years later

the missions under Father Escobar were very successful, whole tribes coming

into the Church together, and Mr. Shea relates that " the Indians on the llio

Grande could read and write before the Puritans were established on the

shores of New England." '

7'exas was visited in 1544 by Father Andrew de Olmo.% a Spanish Franciscan,

but no permanent mission was established until 1G88, when fourteen priests and

seven lay brothers of the same Order began their labor.~, and continued them

with profit for above one hundred years.

In California the first Mass was celebrated by a Franciscan in 1(301, but the

true Apostle of the State was the Italian, Father Juniper Serra, also a Fran-

ciscan, who, with three other priests of the same Order, accompanied the expe-

dition of Oalvez in 17G9. Their first mission was established at San Diego,

whence he went north, founding, June 27, 177G, the present city of San Fran-

cisco (11784). The seeds of Christianity were first sown in Old California in

1H97 by the Jesuits, Salvatierra and Francis Kuehn, the latter of whom had

been a professor of mathematics at Ingolstadt. It required all their firmness

and patient perseverance to root out the vice of polygamy, and here, as else-

where, Christianity was the forerunner of civilization, the gracious influences

of which followed close in its wake. On the suppression of the Jesuits, the

Franciscans and Dominicans took up and carried forward the work they had

here begun, thus permanently securing the blessings of religion to these be-

nighted people.

In 1570 Father Segura and eight Jesuits perished in the present State of JSIa-

ryland through the treachery of Don Luis, a young Indian, who had been

taken to Spain by some of the eai-lj' Spanish navigators, where he received a

Christian education, but retained his savage and perfidious instincts. The

State was formally occupied by the Catholic Pilgrim Fathers on the Feast of

the Annunciation, March 25, 1634. Accompanying these pioneers of religious

freedom in the United States Avere Fathers White and Alihavi, both Jesuits,

and the first English-speaking priests who labored for the salvation of the In-

dian on this Continent. These good priests, assisted by others, who arrived

from England and from the Seminary of Douai, extended the field of their la-

bors, and so successful were they that within five years after the first settlement

was made they hady/we permanent stations, and five years later had converted

the tribe of Pascatoways, with the Chief Charles; had brought whole villages

under the yoke of Christ; and induced many of the Protestant colonists to

return to the faith of their fathei's. Such was the flourishing mission destroyed

by Clayborne and his band of Puritan fanatics, who expelled the Catholic gov-

ernor and carried oflT or sold the priests into slavery.

In the year 1609, eleven years before the Pilgrim Fathers landed on Ply-

mouth Hock, a mission had been established in Maine, on Neutral Island, in

Scoodic river, by the Jesuits, Fathers Biard and Masse, whence it was i-emoved

in 1612 to Mount Desert Island, at the mouth of the Penobscot, in the present

^ History of the Catholic Missions.
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diocese of Portland. "While the buildings were still in course of erection, the

English, under the command of Air/all, a furious bigot, attacked the place?

killed Brother du Thct, carried off priests and colonists, and left the mission a

heap of ruins.

About 1611 the French Jesuits had established a mission in Canada, which

was soon in a flourishing condition, and, with the co-operation of missionaries

from other Koligious Orders, shortly placed upon a permanent footing, not-

withstanding the inconveniences of a rigorous climate and the hostility of some

of the natives. From this place Father DruilleUes, a Jesuit, went to convert

the Abnaki of Maine, and established the second mission in that territory on

the upper Kennebec in 1646. "With the aid of the Franciscans and some sec-

ular priests, the Jesuits succeeded in converting the whole Abnaki tribe to

Christianity. Again, the English from Massachusetts invaded these missions,

dispersed the Indians, drove away or slew the priests, and destroyed the chap-

els. The noble Indians clung to their faith amid every sort of temptation and

trial, and agaiii rallied round the saintly SthaMian Rale, a Jesuit, when he came

among them in 1695. This venerable priest and splendid Indian scholar, the

greatest of the Abnaki missionaries, and one of the most illustrious Jesuits of

North America, was most barbarously murdered by the English and Mohawks

in 1724, who, having outraged and mangled his body in a manner that would

disgrace a savage, proceeded to rifle the chapel and profane the Sacred Host.

The English did fully as much as the Indian to prevent the spread of Chris-

tianity through the territory of North America.

Lc Caron, a Franciscan missionary, had, in the words of Bancroft, "years be-

fore the Pilgrims anchored within Cape Cod, penetrated the lands of the Mo~

hawk, had passed to the north into the hunting-grounds of the Wyandots, and

on foot, or paddling his canoe, gone onward till he reached the shores of Lake

Huron."

The first missionaries, however, in what is now the State of New York were

Fathers Jogues^ and Lalande, who were sent from Quebec in 1646 to found

a mission among the Mohawks, by whom they were both murdered October 18th

of the same year, at the village of Caughnawaga, near the site of which stands

the present city of Schenectady. Father Jogues had been taken prisoner and

cruelly tortured by the same tribe in 1642, but, by the aid of the Dutch, made

good his escape, only finally, like the Jesuit, Rene Goupil, who was tomahawked

by them in the same year on the shores of Lake Champlain, to meet his death

among them. The heroic and indefatigable Brebeuf, who so well appreciated

the peculiar character of the. Indian {Hiiron) mind, and had thoroughly mastered

their language, was, together with his associate, Lalemant, captured by the

Iroquois, and put to death with the most cruel torments (March 16, 1649 j.^

Father Jogues was succeeded by Father Le Moyne in 1654, who, with Fathers

Chaumonot, Dablon, and Bressani, all Jesuits, went among the Onondagas and

Mohawks, and built St. Mary's Chapel on the site where now stands the city

of Syracuse; and in this humble chapel was the Holy Mass offered up, Novem-

ber 14, 1655, for the first time in the State of New York. Their success ex-

1 Felix Martin, Life of Jogues, S. J., Paris, 1873.

2 Amer. Cyclopaed., art. " Brebeuf."
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cited the jealousy of the medicine-men, and to escape being massacred were

obliged to fly to Canada not quite three years later, March 20, 1G58. Fatlier

Le Moyne again visited tiie Five Nations of the Empire State in lUGl, and after

baptizing two hundred children, returned to Canada, where he died in liJ(JG.

By the year 1GG8 the cross rose above every village from the shores of the llud-

son to the waters of Lake Erie. The village of Caughnawaga, on the ilo-

hawk, where the first martyrs bad offered their lives, became the center of the

missions of the Five Nations. To escape the evil influence and the persecution

of their countrymen, the Indians of Caughnawaga, most of whom were Mo-

hawks, removed to the St. Louis rapids, on the St. Lawrence, some miles above

3Iontroal, where tliey founded a new village of the same name in 1G76. The

other missions of New York were, as usual, broken up by the English, after

they came into possession of the territory by the treaty of Utrecht in 1713.

Jogues, whose name has been already mentioned, and RaymbauLt, were the first

to preach Christianity in the Lake country in 1641. They did not remain, but

were followed in 1G60 by the venerable Father Menard, also a Jesuit, who at-

tempted to plant a mission three hundred miles west of Sault Ste. Marie. His

fate is not known, but he is supposed to have perished either of hunger or by
the tomahawk, and years after his cassock and breviary were found preserved

as amulets among the Sioux. He was succeeded by Father .dloucz, who in 1GG5

established the mission of Lapoinie, on the western extremity of Lake Superior.

Many other missions were established, one of the most important being

that at Green Bay by Father Andre, all of which were closed on the suppres-

sion of the Society of Jesus, Father Potier, the last who labored in the country

of the Great Lakes, died in 1781.

In the year 1673 the "Great liiver " was discovered by the celebrated Jesuit,

Father Marque.tie, whose name will live both in the Lake Country and in the

Valley of the Mississippi as long as this continent lasts. Starting at the Falls

of St. Anthony, in the present State of Minnesota, he and other Jesuits ex-

plored the " Father of Waters " down as far as the mouth of tlie Arkansas,

everywhere along their course announcing the glad tidings of the Gospel to

the inhabitants ; but to the humble Franciscan, Father Hennepin, is reserved

the glory of having been the first person who explored the Mississippi from

near its source to its mouth, and of having given the names of two of the great,

est saints of his Order to the now celebrated Falls of St. Anthomj, and to Lake

St. Clair. Boih Marquette and Alloucz preached the Gospel to the Illinois, and

Fathers Polsaon and Souel suflerod martyrdom at the hands of the tribe of the

Natchez, in the Mississippi Valley.

Such are a few of the splendid triumphs of Catholic missionaries within the

country now known as the United States, and such a few of the historical

events of which every Catholic should be proud.

Ill the year 1675, through the influence of Louis XIV., a

bishopric was established at Quebec, the most important place

at that time in Canada, which, down to the year 1763, when
the colony was ceded to England, continued to be tilled by

excellent bishops. This cession, however, did not interfere
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with the labors of missionaries, by whom many converts were

made among the tribes of the Iroquois, Hurons, and Illinois.

In Africa the Capuchins, though, as has been already said,^

working in the face of the most formidable difficulties, did

not relax their noble efforts to gain souls to Christ. One of

their number, Zuchelli Congo, about the beginning of the

eighteenth century, converted the King of Segno. Missions

were established at Cacongo and Loango in 1766 by some

French priests, which they were forced after a time to relin-

quish, being unable to bear up under the pestilential heats of

the climate.

iSeep. 411,
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§ 375. On the Constitution of the Protestant Churches and their

delations to the State.

Bibliography the same as at the head of g 336.

We have already seen (§§ 329 and 330) that the episcopal

and presbyterian systems were alternately predominant in

England until the accession of William 111. of Orange, when
the Episcopal was declared the Established Church for both

England and Ireland. At the same time, freedom of wor-

ship was granted to all Dissenters, except iSocinians and Cath-

olics, who were not granted equal rights with other noncon-

formists until 1779. The Scotch expressed their determination

to have the presbyterian form of church government in terms

so decided and threatening that it was not thought safe to

refuse it to them. The supreme ecclesiastical authority was
vested in a General Assembly, which convened annually at

Edinburgh, and was composed of representatives from the

tiftecn Provincial Synods.

Jn Germany, after the Peace of Westphalia, the efibrts of the

Protestants were directed toward securing the rights guaran-

teed them by that treaty. The duty of seeing to it that Pro-

testants enjoyed these rights was vested in the deputies to the

Permanent Diet of Ratisbon {Corpus JEvangelicoruvi), (after

1(J63), which was a political, rather than a religious bond of

union. As was quite natural, the Protestant Churches were

but the subservient tools of the civil power, for in every State

(585)
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in which the Reformation obtained a foothold the tiara was

added to the crown and the ring and crosier to the scepter.

In the national chnrches the spiritual was ouly a branch of

the civil authority, and was exercised under its direction by

consistories and ministers of public worshij). At distant in-

tervals the representatives of some provincial States convened

in small synods, and while their suggestions might be conde-

scendingly listened to, every demand in favor of the dignity

or the freedom of the Church was repelled as an unwarrant-

able assumption of clerical arrogance. In the eyes of princes

the Church was a respectable and, on the whole, not an inef-

ficient police organization ; and its estates and revenues were

applied to objects wholly foreign to religion.

Should any one be bold enough to advocate religious free-

dom through the press, the representatives of that palladium

of the rights of the people were at once given to understand

that they must not invade those of princes. Even science

contributed its part to the exaltation of the civil power over

the Church. The theologians of Naumburg (see § 340, p. 376)

declared that the transference of the spiritual to the civil

authority was lawful, and sanctioned by Iloly Writ ; although

it is but just to add that some of them objected, saying that

Clirist did not rescue His followers from the bondage of the

Pope to have them become the lackeys of -politicians.

In the early years of the Reformation the episcopal was the

prevailing system of church government, but it gradually

lost favor until the opening of the eighteenth century, when
the territorial system, as scientitically set forth by Puffendorf

in his £)e hahitu rellgionis Christianae ad vitam civilem, pub-

lished in 1687, and still lurther developed by Thomasias (fr.

1692) and Boehmer (fr. 1714), was substituted in its room.

Some time later a theological party sprung up, which, put-

ting aside the special views of both Catholics and Protestants

us to the origin of the Churc^i, proved from ihe witness of

monuments, reaching back more than ten centuries, that the

Church had vested rights of her own. Starting with this

jiroposition, Pfaff, Chancellor of Tubingen, drew out what he

railed the Collegial System (1719), according to which the

Chuich is a corporate and independent body, possessing the
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inherent right of self-government, which may be transferred

to the civil power by treaty, but which, when the conditions

are changed out of which the compact grow, again lapses to

the Charch} But the defect of this theory is the circumstance,

overlooked b}- its author, that the transference by treaty of

the rights of the Church, of which he speaks, in matter of

fact never took place, this link in the argument being assumed

to account for th6 existing condition of things. However,

the theory had never any practical consequences, the princes

continuing to exercise the functions of bishops over the

churches in their several States. As to a Head, the Lutheran

Church never had any, and what was intended to serve as

such was never recognized.

§ 376. Dogma and Theologians.

Planck, Hist, of Protestant Doctrine since the Drawing up of the Formula

of Concord; Walch, Religious Disputes, Vol. I.; Dorner, Hist, of Protestant

Theology: ^'Rise of the Opposition to Antique Orthodoxy," p. 595-669.

After the death of Melanchthon, the two parties of the

Philippists and Lutherans, into which the Reformation had

split during the lifetime of its founders, were for some years

alternately victorious, until, finally, through the Form of Con-

cord, and the energy of its framers and promoters, orthodox

Lutheranism gained a complete triumph in Germany. The
University of Helmstaedt, however, through the influence of

its founder, Julius, Duke of Brunswick, had never accepted

the conditions of the Form of Concord, and was therefore

free to cultivate and encourage more liberal tendencies. But
the teaching of Daniel Hoffmann, one of its members, wlio,

following the pattern left him by Luther, traduced philosophy

as at once immoral and atheistic, was regarded as so sl^ocking

and blasphemous that it was declared an outrage on reason

1 His work, Do origiiiib. juris ecclesiastici veraque ejusdem indole, Tucb.

1719; new edit., 1720, with a treatise, De successione Episcopali. Cfr. Kettel-

bladt, De trib. systemat. doctr. de jure sacr. dirigendor. (Observatt. jur. eccl.,

Halae, 1783). Siahl, Constitution of the Church according to the Doctrine and

Law of the Protestants, Erlangen, 1840. Puchta, Introduction to Canonical

Law, Lps. 1840. Cfr., moreover, Hist, and Polit. Papers, Vol. VI., p. 596 sq.
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and an insult to the philosophical faculty, and he was in con-

sequence deprived of his professorship by the prince in 1601.

To this seat of learning belonged also George Calixtas

(11656), who, by adopting the historical method, sought to

give to theology greater breadth and freedom of treatment.

But his views on grace and good works, his method of disas-

sociating ethics from dogmatic teaching, his assertion that the

mystery of the Trinity was not plainly revealed in the Old

Testament, and especially his attempts to explain awa}" the

subtleties of the Form of Concord, brought him under the

suspicion of his co-religionists, who charged him with wish-

ing to introduce a corrupt syncretism (see p. 323). The}'

would have no authority, no rule of Faith but the Form of

Concord, and accordingly the ablest of their theologians,

among whom were Calovius, Que7istedt, Koenig, and Baier, set

about refurbishing the weapons of Scholasticism to defend it.

The Aristotelian philosophy was again restored, and the cat-

egories of being and modality again applied to the treatment

of dogmatic theology. (Considering the tenacity with which

these theologians clung to what they supjtosed to be orthodox

Lutheranism, it need not surprise us to find them given over

to every sort of superstition, and, like Luther, possessed of a

firm faith in witchcraft and sorcery, and believing with re-

freshing simplicity in the truth of his conflicts with the devil.

While Frederic Sjpee and other priests of the Catholic

Church (see §§ 282, 353) were manfully and successfully op-

posing the absurd and barbarous practice of trying people for

witchcraft, Benedict Carpzov, of Leipsig (f 1666), who was

styled the laAV-giver of Saxony, and whose opinion in matters

of canon and criminal law was of great weight, maintained

not only that sorcery itself should be severely punished, but

also the denial of the reality of diabolical pacts ;
^ and on tliis

latter subject John Henry Pott, a celebrated professor at the

University of Jena, published in 1689 a treatise entitled Be

1 On the Hist, of the Superstitious Practices of Scandinavia in the Seven-

teenth Century {lUgen's Hist, and Theol. Keview, 1841, p. 181); Menzcl, Mod-
ern Hist, of Germany, Vol. VIII., p. 59 sq. Freiburg Eccl. Cyclopaed., Vol.

v., p. 160; Fr. tr.. Vol. 22 p. ,301.
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nefando lamiarum cum dinholo eoitu. Thomasius ^ was the

first to turn the tide of public opinion against these cruel and

ridiculous trials. The last execution of witches took place

in the Protestant cities of Qucdlinlnirg in 1750 and Glarus in

1783.

Many orthodox Lutlierans, adhering servilely to the letter

of the law, regarded all personal effort at saiictijication as use-

less and displeasing to God. One of the most remarkable

men of this epoch, speaking of this blind and uni-easonable

faith, makes the following c()m})laint : "In these latter days,"

he says, " there are four dund) idols set up for worship in the

churches of the Christian world, viz., the baptistery, the pul-

pit, the confessional, and the altar ; and people, conscious that

they are baptized, that they hear the word of God, and go to

confession and communion, content themselves with the ex-

ternal forms of Christianity, taking no thought of its inward

power and virtue !"

As one extreme always produces its opposite, so this dreary

and formal orthodoxy was opposed hj the warm and more
attractive Christianity of Philip James Spener? Spener was
born at Rappoldsweiler, in Upper Alsace, in the 3'ear 1635

;

was educated at Sti'asburg, where he first became past(U';

thence he went to Frankfort-on-the-Main, where he was ap-

pointed dean of the clergy (1666), then superior preacher to the

Court of Dresden (1688); and, finally, driven thence on ac-

count of his energetic remonstrances with the Elector on his

personal vices, withdrew to Berlin, where he received the

office of Provost of the Church of St. Nicholas (1691). To
a highly cultivated iutellect he united a sincere love of truth,

and so nice an appreciation of true Christian feeling, that, in

spite of the prejudices of youth and his attachment to the

teachings and worship of his Church, he could not remain

blind to the dangers that threatened the repulsive theological

methods of the orthodox Lutherans, and their barren and

^ Luden, Thomasius, His Life and His Writings, Berlin, 1803.

'^ Hos.ibach, Spener and His Age, Berlin, 182i sq., 2 vols. Knapp, The Lifo

and Character of Some Pious and Learned Men of the Last Century, Halle,

1829. Franke, Hist, of Protestant Theology, Vol. II., p. 130-189, and 213-240.

For further statements of bibliography, see Dorner, 1. c, p. 624-648.
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dreary style of preaching. This conviction deepened when he

began to study as his models the writings of the Dominican,

John Tauler, whose heart was as warm as his intellect was
brilliant, and to whom Spener was indebted for the devotional

feeling and nervous energy which, in spite of their tedious pro-

lixity, his sermons really possessed. Having in view a thor-

ough reform of the existing ecclesiastical organization, he laid

it down as a principle in nearly all his sermons that religion is

wholly an affair of the heart, and that a preacher, to properly ex-

ercise his ministry, must bring hdme to the minds and hearts of

his hearers the convictions and feelings ivith which he himself is

carried away. Hence he held that no one can be a Christian

theologian, in the true sense, who has not had personal expe-

rience of the influence wrought on the soul by the saving

truths of religion. As if to give practical expression to his

idea of a model religious community, Spener commenced, in the

year 1670, to hold little reunions {collegia jyielatis) at his house,

in which he strengthened the faith and warmed the piety of

those present by devotional explanations of passages of Scrip-

ture and by holy converse.

These etibrts, which were at first an expression of a real

want of the age, in their further development assumed a pe-

culiar and grotesque form. The new school soon began to

give signs of the presence of a spirit of sectarian pride, and to

develop habits of gloomy melcmcholy, so antagonistic to the

serious yet cheerful serenity that always accompanies true

piety.^ After the first sympathetic feelings, inspired by the

earnestness of the Pietists, as they were now called, on ac-

count of their ostentatious displays of piety, had passed away,

they began to lose favor, chiefl}^ on account of the rigorous

code of morals advocated, and, as far as possible, enforced by

Spener. Enemies rose up against him on all sides. The hos-

tility of the worldly and corrupt was to be expected ; but,

besides these, he counted among his adversaries many theo-

logians of learning and ability, who reproached him, not in-

1 Pin desiderta (Pious Desires), or a Heartfelt desire after a Godly Improve-

ment of the True Evangelical Church (First Preface to Arndis Postilla ovang.,

1675), Frkft. 1678 sq.
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deed with denying outright the Christian dogmas, but with
depreciating their importance by teaching that they contrib-

uted little to the edification of souls.

Faithful to their traditions, they at once hastened to make
civil princes the arbiters of their theological quarrels. Tlic

greatest excitement prevailed in Leipsig, where three profes-

sors, disciples of Spener's, one of whom was Augustus Her-
man Franke, opened in 1689 a course of devotional lectures

on the Holy Scriptures, which were partially scientific in char-

acter, but mainly practical, being for the most part an illus-

tration of how Scripture lessons should be applied to the

duties of everyday life. They were largely attended by stu-

dents and the better classes of citizens, and were productive

of much good. Two of their colleagues, Carpzov and Loescher,

accused the lecturers of bringing public worship into contempt,

of degrading science, of casting souls into a state of despond-

ent melancholy, and of fostering spiritual pride and exclu-

siveness. Forced to leave Leipsig (1690), the three professors,

in concert with Thomasius, founded the University of Halle

in 1694. The neighboring University of Wittenberg, taking

alarm at this step, became from this time forth more intensely

Lutheran than ever, and the two centers of learning came to

be regarded as the representative schools of Protestant thought

in Germany. Although very justly charged with holding ex-

travagiiut theological views, and of having a haughty disdain

for scientific acquirements, it can not be denied that the Pie-

tists exercised a beneficial influence upon public morals and

upon the theological tendencies of the age. The effects of

this influence were especially conspicuous in the writings of

Buddeus (f 1729), whose theological works are more simple,

and withal more scientific in treatment, than are those of any
of the contemporaries of the same school.^ The same may
be said of John AWert BengeP (1752), whose explanations of

' Buddeus, Institutiones theologiae dograaticae, Jcnae, 1723.

"^ Bengel, Novum Testamentum graece, in quo codd., verss. et editionn.de-

scribuntur, Tueb. 1734 ; his German translation of the N. T. claims to have ren-

dered the original with the utmost fidelity (1753). Gnomoii N. T., in quo ex

nativa verbor. vi simplicitas, profunditas, concinnitas, salubritas sensuum

coelestium indicatur, Tueb. 1759, 4to, ed. IV. Sieudel, Tueb. (1835) 1852. Cf.
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Holy Scripture {Gnomon. Novi Testamenti), while giving evi-

dence of extensive learning, are pervaded b}^ a spirit of warm
devotional feeling. He was a hard and conscientious student

of the original texts of Holy Writ, and was the Jirst to pave

the way for the classification of the sacred manuscripts into jami-

lies ; but the one aim of all his studies seemed to be to ascer-

tain "the great day of the Lord," for, said he, " in the Scrip-

tures the fulfillment of all time is the coming of Christ in

glory" and "the breaking loose and binding of Satan." By
calculations, based upon the Apocalypse, he computed that

the world would endure for the space of 7777^ years, and that

" the breaking loose and the binding of Satan " would take

place in the summer of 1836.^ It is unnecessary to add that

the event did not verify the prediction.

The speculative school of Bengel, represented by the Suabian

prelate, Oetinger, and by Fricker, Philip Matthew Hahn, and

Michael Hahn, subsequently coalesced with that of which Ja-

cob Boehm was the recognized leader.

§ 377. Abandonment of Symbols as Rules of Dogmatic Belief—
Influence of Modern Philosophy, and its Consequences.

Darner, Hist, of Protestant Theology ; Triumph of Subjectivism in the

Eighteenth Centurj^, pp. G73 et sq.

Not a few among the Protestants began to entertain serious

doubts during the continuance of the coniiicts just recounted

as to the binding force on the faithful of the dogmatic teaching

set forth in the various books of symbols. " It is indeed claimed,"

said the sceptics, " that dogmas have their sanction in Scrip-

ture ; but, even so, are they not drawn out and expressed as

conceived by the human intellect, which, inasmuch as it is

limited by the extent of its historical and exegetical knowl-

edge, is necessarily liable to be led into error? And if proof

of this be demanded, we need only refer to the various changes

made in the Augsburg Confession by Melanchthon himself,

Darner, 1. c, p. 648-662. Kramer, New Supplements toward the History of

A. H. Franke, Halle, 1875.

' Ordo temporum a principio per periodos oeconomiae divinae historicua

atque propheticus, Tuebingen, 1741. (Tr.)
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which were so numerous as to afford Strohel ample matter

for a literary history of that document. Moreover, if the prin-

cii)Ie of free inquiry be once admitted, has not every one a

right, is he not in a measure bound, to pursue the investiga-

tions ah'eady opened ?" As Protestants had no satisfactory

reply to give to this line of argument, their only logical

course was to discard the symbols altogether, which many of

them did. Their independent course made quite a stir, and

subjected its participants to no little persecution. Driven, as

Luther was, when his days were drawing to a close, to api>eal

to an infallible magisterial authority, the Consistories and the

theologians, faithful themselves to the symbols, sought to

force them upon all preachers and professors, and dismissed

from their posts those who took leave to use in doctrinal in-

quiries the freedom of thought which was the vaunted birth-

right of all Reformers. This opposition, so contrary to the

very genius of the Ueformation, instead of checking the de-

cline of Lutheran ecclesiasticism, which so many potent in-

fluences,^ and notably modern philosophy,^ were steadily under-

mining, only served to evoke more vehement and general

discussion on the books of symbols.

Francis Bacon (tl626) had been directing men's minds to

the study of physics and mathematics, and had raised the

method of empiricism to the dignity of a law by making it

a successful instrument of useful knowledge, but it must be

said that in doing so he had no wish to divorce science from

religion.^ "Whatever may be said of the defects of his moral

^ Walch, New Hist, of Religion, Pt. II., p. 305-382; among the Refortned,

ibid., Pt. III., p. 285-298; in England, Pt. IV., p. 491-566. f Dnnne?imayr,

Historia succincta controversiarum de auctoritate librorum symbolicor. inter

Lutheranos, Frib. 1780. Cf. The Symbolical Books of the Protestant Church

in Opposition to Scripture and Reason, Lps. 1836.

*Cfr. Modern Philosophy (Hist, and Polit. Papers, Vol. VIII.)

'After declaring that he prays the three Persons of the Blessed Trinity in ail

humility to heap fresh blessings on the human family through his labors, Bacon

goes on to say: " Atque illud insuper supplices rogamus ne humana dlvrnis oi-

Jieiant; neve ex reserntione viarum sensiis, et accensione majore luminis natu-

ralis. aliquid ineredulitniis et noctis animis nostris erga divina mysteria obori-

voL. Ill—38
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character, and, if the truth is to be told, they were multitu-

dinous aud flagrant, he can not be charged with a design of

leading people into atheism. "Leves gustus in philosophia^"

:said he, " movent fortassis ad atheismum, sed pleniores liaustus

ad religionem reducunt." ^ Sir Isaac Newton, who lived some

time later (f 1727), regarded the sciences as themselves a sort

•of revelation.

The philosophy of Descartes, which was more favorably

received by Catholics than Protestants, entirely revolutionized

theological methods. Men delighted, after the fashion of the

Breton philosopher, to call in question the truth of all ac-

quired knowledge, to doubt the conclusions of theology and

the teachings of tradition, and by the unaided efforts of

reason, which was a criterion of certitude to itself, arrive at

a knowledge of the existence and perfections of God,

The reaction against the Cartesian method was as violent

as the applause with which it was received had been enthu-

siastic. The Synod of Dordrecht (1656) enacted that theology

should be completely severed from philosophy, and passed a

number of decrees condemnatory of Cartesianism, which had

now become suspected of having liberal political tendencies.^

Spinoza,^ though professedly a Christian, and starting with

Christian principles, contributed largely to weaken faith in

Christianity and to make men's minds familiar with ideas

leading directly to pantheism; while iocA-e (11704), making

the experiences of the senses the test of truth, opened the

way to a superficial empiricism. Leibnitz (tl716), the true

representative of the learning, both secular and ecclesiastic,

atur." Praef. Instaur. Magn., quoted by Z)?\ Newman, Idea of a University,

London, 1873, p. 118. (Tr.)

1 Novum Organon scientiarum, 1620, ed. Bruck, Lps. 1830. Opera omnia,

Lond. 1859 sq. Cf., also. Corpus philosophor., ed. Gfrbrer, Stuttg. 1831, T. I.,

and Ritter, Hist, of Philosophy, Vol. VIII. ; Bomi Periodical of Philosophy

and Catholic Theology, new series, year IV., nro. 2, p. 188 sq. Michelis, Hist,

of Philosophy, p. 261, 262. Kuno Fischer, Bacon and his Followers, being a

History of the Development of Empirical Philosophy, 2d edit., Lps. 1875.

2Cf., above, p. 517, note 1; also Hock, 1. c, p. 112 sq., and Freiburg Enclcs.

Cyclop., Vol. II., p. 374; Fr. tr., Vol. 6, p. 218.

-''Opera omnia, ed. Panlun, Jenae, 1802, 2 vols. ; Sigwart, Spinozismus hist, et

philos., Tueb. 1839. Orelli, The Life and Doctrine of Spinoza, Aarau, 1842.
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of his age, as his clays were drawing to a close, gave a sublime

and almost Catholic exposition of the majestic truths of Cliris-

tianitjV but to little purpose, as his influence on Protestant

divines was well nigh inappreciable. Through the labors of

Wolf^ (t 1754), his philosophy has been presented in a form

intelligible to the ordinary mind. Wolf at first attempted to

mathematically demonstrate the doctrines of the Church, but

it soon became evident that he was endeavoring to put aside

positive teaching altogether, and to substitute natural religion

m its place ; and he was all the more successful in this insid-

ious design, in that the underlying principles of his new re-

ligion were derived from Christianity, though he was at great

pains to conceal the real source from wliich they were taken.

This school produced a so-called j^opular philosophy, whose

chief representatives were Garce, Reimarus, Plainer, Steinbart,

and Mendelssohn. In order, as they said, to have no guide

but sound reason, they recast the philosophy of "Wolf, stripping

it entirely of its scholastic form. Henceforth the very idea

of dogmatic Christianity was scouted, and even natural re-

ligion was a matter of grave doubt. Everj'thing was based

on hypotheses, so much so in fact that Garve, in a treatise on

the existence of God, claimed for theism no more than the

merit of being the best supported hypothesis advanced on the

subject. These views were spread through the educational

institutions of Germany b}' the writings of John Bernard

Basedow, but chiefly by the pamphlet published by him at

Leipsig in 1774, entitled The Philanthrojpinon founded at Des-

sau, giving a detailed account of the plan of this establish-

ment, in which his idea of a model school was carried out.

Something similar was attempted at Brunswick by his scholar,

Campe, and by Salzmcinn at Schuepfenthal, near Gotha.^ All

these writers, while pompously laying claim to the title of

1 Works, ed. by Klopp. Guhrauer, Godfrey William, Baron von Leibnitz,

being a biography, Breslau, 1842, II. Pts. Riiter, Hist, of Philosophy, Vol.

VIII. Siaiidenmaier, Leibnitz on Divine Eevelation (Tueb. Quart., 183G);

Miinst, The Speculative Theology of Leibnitz (ibid., 18-19). ' Tholuck, Miscel-

lanea, Vol. I., p. 311-337.

2 Wolf, Theol. natur., Lips. 1736, 2 T., 4to. Bitter, Hist, of Philos., Vol. VIII.

' Charles von Raiuner, Hist, of Pedagogy, Pt. II., p. 242 sq.
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philosophers, were in fact only smart sophists; and when
Kant appeared and gave to Protestantism, which had now
neither a creed nor dogmatic teaching, the philosophy of

Kantism., they were nearly stupitied with amazement, and

were no longer heard of. The influence of Wolf's philosophy

on theolog}' became apparent wlien the Wertheim. translation

of the Bihle ^ was published. The work bears upon it the

characteristic marks of this school, the aim of tiie editors

being to depreciate biblical teaching and to cast suspicion

upon the divine prophecies, a method of treatment which, it

was said, the requirements of modern criticism demanded.

The translation was suppressed within the States of the Em-
pire by imperial decree in 1737; but had it made its appear-

ance fifty 3'ears later, it would have been hailed with universal

applause.

The ISTaturalism then in vogue among the English Free-

thinkers, and which was the legitimate product of the funda-

mental principles of the Reformation, was introduced into

Germany, and propagated wdth a fierce energy little short of

Satanic. An association of the advocates of Conscience, call-

ing themselves Conscientiarians, was formed, and its principles

widely propagated by Mutthe.w Knutzen, a sort of itinerant

preacher from Holstein (f 1764), Avho embodied them in pop-

ular tracts, which he circulated among the masses. He was

followed in the same field by Edehnann (f 1767),^ who, from

the year 1735 onward, wrote many violent works against

Christianity, maintaining in rude but vigorous language, and

with an air of imperturbable audacity, "that the Christian

Koran, being quite as inconsistent with itself and as unau-

thentic as the Turkish, should be rejected ; that, putting aside

the fable of Christ, man, after the pattern of Enoch and

Noah, should depend on reason alone, which is the conscience

nature, like a provident mother, has set in the breast oT all

human beings to teach them to live uprightly, to harm no one,

and to render unto everv one what is his due ; that this is the

1 Cf. Walch, Keligious Disputes, Vol. V.

2Cf. Acta hist, eccl., Vol. IV., p. 436; Vol. VI., p. 292; Vol. XII., p. 119;

Vol. XVIII., p. 957 sq. See also * W. Elstcr, Remembrance of John Chr.

Edelmann in reference to Dr. David Fred. Strauss, Clausthal, 1839.
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true Bible, and an}'' one nuiking light of it offers an insult to

his own manhood ; that there is neither God nor devil, neither

Heaven nor hell, except as they are created by the individ-

ual conscience ; that the birth of Christ from a Virgin, ITis

resurrection, etc., are fabulcnis tales; that marriage and for-

nication are equally estimable; and that priests, kings, and

all magistrates whatever should be swept from the face of the

earth." ISTo one contributed more than Frederic II. to spread

these teachings in Germany. lie was the patron and constant

correspondent of Voltaire, d'Argens, la Mettrie, and other

French philosophers ; received them at his court, and made
the infidel works of their country fashionable among the

upper classes of societ3^ The General German Library (1764-

1806), a literary review, edited by Nicola'i, also contributed

powerfully to strengthen and encourage the spirit of irreligion

that seemed to be leading the intellect of the Avorld into

bondage. For the first ten years of its existence it was the

supreme literary tribunal of Germany, and as such its pages

were open to laudatory notices of works hostile, not alone to

faith, but to every noble sentiment and spiritual aspiration.

The Wolfe/i battel Fragments,^ composed by Bcimarus (f 17G8),

and collected and published by Lessing, were bitterly hostile

to the whole teaching of Christianity, and exercised a potent

influence in unsettling the convictions of many minds. In

these the work of Christ is represented as an abortive at-

tempt at revolt. His resurrection denied, and revelation de-

clared impossible.

What Nicolai and Lessing did for the upper classes was

^1. On the disparagement of human reason by the preachers; 2. On the im-

possibility of a divine revelation; 3. On the improbability of the passage of

the Israelites through the Red Sea; 4. On the Old Testament—not written as

a religious revelation ; 5. On the falsity of the resurrection. (Historical and

Literary Essays found among the Treasures of the Library of "VVolfenbiittel;

3d and 4th Essays, Wolfenbiittel, 1777 ; On the Aim of Jesus and His Disoi-

ples, Brunswick, 1778.) Fragment by the Unknown of Wolfenbiittel, edited

by Lessing, 4th ed., Berlin, 1835. Cf. Acta histor. ecclesiast. nostri temp., T.

v., pp. 711 et sq. ; also Freiburg Eccl. Cyclop., art. Fragments. Fred. Strauss,

Keimarus and His Apology for the Rational Worshipers of God. Lps. 1862.
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done for the lower by Barhclt,^ who, after having bben suc-

cessiv^ely a lecturer on theology at Leipsig, Erfurt, and Gies-

sen, and the director of a benevolent society at Ilalle, finally

closed his career of debauchery as an innkee-per in 1792. It

would be difficult to find an author more wicked and trifling

than Bahrdt; more intent upon destroying the authenticity

of the Bible narrative by inventing absurd hypotheses to ex-

plain away its contents ; and more eager to banish the teach-

ings of the Church from the minds and hearts of the people,

and to supply their place with an empty rationalism. But,

though utterly despicable and worthless, he was either candid

or shameless enough to avow that if the orthodox Protestants

had paid him equally well he would have been equally zealous

in the advocacy of their cause. The works of Wilnsch and

Venturini were of the same character, the former representing

Christ as the victim of Ilis own delusions, and the latter

speaking of His life as a silly romance. llnuviUon,'^ though

more learned, was not less Avicked and energetic in his as-

saults upon the origin and ethics of Christianity.

I 378. Biblical Theologians— The False Enlighteyunent of Neolo-

gism— Classical Literature of Germany.

Tholuck, Hist. Sketch of the Extreme Confusion of Theology in Germany
since 1750 [Miscellanea, Vol. II., p. 1-147). The Self-destruction of Protest-

antism, Schaffh. 1843, 2 vols. Fieker, A Critical History of nationalism

from the French of Saintes, Lps. 1845.

The bulk of the people had given up all faith in the church

as a teacher of divine truth. Neither did they any longer

believe with the first Reformers that the Sacred Books were

inspired and possessed characteristics so essentially their own as

to distinguish them by unmistakable signs from all profane lit-

erature whatever.^ Hence the more weighty theologians set

1 Cf. Hist, of His Life hy Himself, Berlin, 1794, 4 vols. ; and Freiburg Eccl.

Cyclop., Vol. I., pp. 583 sq. ; French trans.. Vol. 2, p. 259 sq.

2 The Only True System of the Christian Religion, Berlin, 1787.

3 Weistcin, Prolegomena in N. T. (1751): Nov. Testament., Amst. 1752,2 T., f.

He quotes in his explanations a good many sentiments of classic antiquity, as

supposed parallel passages to those of the Bible. Accordingly, he puts in the

same line the passage of St. Matthew, vi. 34 :
" Be not solicitous about to-mor-
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about giving a more liberal, independent, and individual ex-

position of Christianity, thereby adjusting it to the new si)irit

now predominant in biblical studies. Cocceius {\ IQQQ) liad

early introduced tliis method by giving a purely biblical

exposition of dogmatic teaching, in which he made no refer-

ence to the formularies of faith promulgated by ecclesiastical

authority ;
^ but the true founders of this school were Hugo

Grotixs and the Arminian, Wetstcin, the latter of whom, hav-

ing been banished from his native city of Basle, was then

living in exile in the Netherlands (f 1754). Its first advocate

in Germany was John David iVic/iaelis,^ from the year 1754 a

professor at Gottingen (f 1801). lie was an ardent student

of profane historj-, archaeology, and the Oriental languages,

though by no means so well informed as Baumgarlen and
JEniesti, who aimed at adjusting the study of theology with

that of profane philology.^ 8o far these men had made no

direct and overt attack upon religion ; they simply ignored

the authority of all ecclesiastical teaching, professing to de-

rive their doctrines from the Scriptures as the sole fountain

of all truth. But, as always hap})ens, the disciples went be-

yond the bounds set by their masters. Among the better

known of the rationalists of the second generation were >Sem-

ler (1725-1791), the pupil of Baumgarteu ; Moras, the pupil

of Eruesti; and Koppe and Eichhorn, the pupils of Micbaelis

and the compilers of the theological neology. The most dan-

gerous of these v^as Semler,* who, like Micbaelis, had been

row," etc., and the Epicurean saying oi Horace: " Carpe diem, quain minimum
crediila postero," or " Laetus in praesens animus, quod ultra est, oderit curare,

et araara lento temperet risu; nihil est ab omni parte beatum." (Odar. lib. I.,

11, 8, and lib. II., 16, 25-28.) But hereupon Olearius made the pointed re-

mark: Verbis \g\ty\v, non sensu plerasque illas sententias cum salutari Salva-

toris doctrina conspirare arbitramur.

1 Surama doctrina de foedere et Testamento Dei, Lulc. Bat. 1G48. Albn-ti,

Cartesius et Coceejus descripti et refututi, ibid. 1G78, 4to.

2 His autobiography, with Remarks, by Hassenka?)ip, Rinteln and Lps. 170:'.

*Introd. to the O. and N. T.; The Mos<ttc Bight, etc.

^ J. V. Voorst, Orat. de Ernest, optimo post Grot, duce interpret. N. T., Lugd.

Batav. 1804, 4to. Ernesti, Institutio interpretis N. T. ; last edition by /lm/)/o;t.

* Concerning Semler, Eichhorn, and the rest mentioned above, cf. Freihurrj

Eccl. Cyclop., under their respective names, and Dorner, Hist, of Protestant

Theology, p. 701 sq.
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educated in the pietistic school of Halle, where he received

im})ressions that revived in his declining years. He was the

intimate friend of Baunigarten's, by whose eloquence he was

captivated, and who, recognizing his splendid talents, com-

mitted to him the office of reforming theology. "I am now
too far advanced in years/' said the master; "yours is the

duty of taking upon you this task." Semler, while gifted

with a tenacious memor}^, an acute mind, and a glowing im-

agination, was destitute of those philosophical habits of

thought necessar\' to the work he was to undertake ; and

hence he made the mistake of putting the claims of the

Church, which he regarded as partly immaterial to his pur-

pose and partly a positive incumbrance to it, entirely out of

sight. To him her brightest days were overcast with dark-

ness. But, strange to say, he never seemed conscious of the

<3haracter of the revolution he was effecting; and when, in

1779, it was completely triumphant, and he saw to what

lengths it was carried by the impious and immoral Bahrdt, he

was startled at his own work; and, taking alarm, sought in

subsequent writings to correct his mistakes, maintaining that

religion was of a twofold nature, viz., public and pricate ; public,

in that some sort of worship should be legally established

and upheld in inviolable integrity
;
private, in that the indi-

vidual should be free to hold or reject whatever he saw fit.

Semler's revolution was the legitimate outcome of his exeget-

ical method and the result of his singular criticism of the Old

Testament. Starting with the correct rule that the Scriptures

should be interpreted according to the language in which

they were written, and with due allowances for the circum-

stances of place and time, he further held that they should be

subject to the same rules of criticism and interpretation as

any other book, and that no account should be taken of their

divine character. Hence he maintained that some things in

Holy Scripture being peculiar to the localities in which the

objectionable passages containing them were written, should

be accordingly restricted in their application, and that the

myths, which he pretended to discover, should be rejected.

This method rendered necessary the rejection of many books

enumerated in the Old Testament canon. Again, by grouping
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the leading and dominating facts of Christianity, so as to re-

strict them to certain specified periods of time, he stripped

them of that character of universality which makes them ap-

plicable to all times and places ; and by endeavoring to show

that the !N^ew Testament was throughout only an eflbrt at ad-

justing certain principles and views to Jewish notions and

prejudices, he professed to believe that the teachings of Christ

were truths of a general character only, and having no special

and delinite import of their own.

Finally, he maintained that the Bible contained nothing of

value except its moral teachi)ig, and that all else was useless in

the Christian Church, thus narrowing down Christianity to a

few ethical rules destitute of any authoritative sanction. In

this way Semler, by a long and laborious historical process,

arrived at the same conclusion that the popular philosophers

had reached by a short cut, viz., that the Bible is only valua-

ble as a moral guide.

The theologians of the various universities now gradually

classified themselves into ^Aree parties; some contending lor

lo3'alty to the orthodox teaching of the symbols ; others, while

preserving the /on/? of biblical f(dth, dei)vec\at\ug the necessity

and importance of dogmatic teaching, and declaring that an

ethical code was the one thing essential ; and others, again,

openly assailing all revealed dogma, thus fully developing the

system of Semler.

By the side of the university theologians there arose a school

of popular philosophers, including such names as llendelssohn,

JEngel, Nicoldi, and Sulzer, who were acting in harmou}^ with

Spalding, Jerusalem, Eberliardt, and Teller, then the most dis-

tinguished theologians of Berlin, and with a society founded

in that city by the Librarian, Biester, known as the ''Socifty

for the Diffusion of Light and Truth," and the aim of which
was proclaimed to be the subversion of all usurped and tyran-

nical authority, the reformation of religion, and the substitu-

tion of a code of morals instead of dogmatic teaching, as ilie

basis of religious worship. Such is the system elaborated by
Teller in his German Dictionary of the New Testament, pub-

lished in 1772 ; but, strange to say, he so far forgot himself as
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to assume the perfedibilify of Christianity} These excessea

were in a measure restrained by the edict of Woelbier, the

Prussia?) minister, issued in the interest of orthodoxy in the

year 1788.

Finally, the revival of classical literature, then ardentlj' cul-

tivated in Germany, particularly by the Protestants, when not

positively hostile to Christianity, was not in sympathy with

it. Among the leaders of this revival were some theologians

of greatest name.

Lessing (1729-1781),^ whom his father had destined for a

student of divinity, disliking the study, devoted himself to

letters, and was subsequently appointed Librarian of Wolfen-

biittel. Without professing to be a theologian, he revived a

partial taste for the study of divinity, which he pursued as

an amateur, and published the Wolfenbuttfl Fragments, " in

order," as he said, " to humble those overbearing orthodox

theologians, and to show them how untenable were their ar-

guments." "But," he added, "while aiming a blow at the

scientific pretensions of theologians, I do not wish to disturb

the faith of Christians." Basing himself, like Semler, upon

historical grounds, he maintained that just as there is a nat-

ural law so also is there a natural religion, and that as the

former assumes a positive character when men begin to live

together in society, so also does the latter, it being necessary

to come to some understanding on details no less than on gen-

eral principles. He also held that all religions, whether 'posi-

tive or revealed, were equally true and equally false, putting this

1 Eeligion of the Perfect, Berlin, 1792.

'^On the Origin of Revealed Religion ; Nathan, A Parable, accompanied with

an Humble Petition and a Letter of Final Retractation ; A Necessary Answer

to a very Unncc^essary Question put by Head-Pastor Goetze; Anti-Goetze, 1778.

(The first complete edition of his works appeared in 30 vols., Berlin, 1771-1794),

and an excellent edition was edited by Lachmann (13 vols., Berlin, lb38-

1840). See Vols. 10 and 11 of this ed. Schwarz, Lessing as a Theologian,

Halle, 1854. Boden. Lessing and Goetze, Lps. and Heidelbg. 1868. Staudeii-

I'loier, Pn testantism, etc.. Vol. II., p. 227 sq. Wolfgang Menzid, German Po-

«"try, Vol. III., p. 147 sq. G. E. Lessings Life and Works, 1859, translated

into English by E. P. Evans, 2 vols., Boston, 186(5. Nathan der IVeise, tr. by

Dr. Reich, 1860, and Ellen FrotJiingham, 1867. An English translation of his

" Education of the Human Race," London, 1858. (Tr.)
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sentiment into the month of his character of Nathan the Wise:
" It is now as difficult to ascertain which ring is the true one as

to demonstrate now which is the true faith." ^ The profound

aim of his work on the Edux'ation of the Human Race, addressed

alike to scholars and to men of less cultivated intellects, is to

withdraw mankind from a shallow and superficial naturalism.

The scope of the heated discussion which he carried on with

Goetze, the Lutheran Ilead-Pastor of Hamburg, was to show
how the theologians, who had set aside tradition, had rashly

and wantonl}', from very fear of tradition, rejected truths

without properly investigating them or trying them by the

laws of true criticism. Lessing said he had rather have one

Pope in Rome than countless petty Lutheran popes in Ger-

many. Yet he was so many-sided in his opinions that his

authority has been recently invoked by Twesten in favor of

orthodox}', and by Schwarz in support of rationalism.

Herder (1744-1803),^ in his apologetical works, regarded

Christianity more as a creation of marvelous beauty than as the

one appointed means for the salvation of fallen man. Invited

to Weimar in 1775 by the Grand Duke, on the recommenda*

tion of Goethe, he was appointed court-preacher and consisto-

rial councillor, and the growing reputation of his splendid

talents soon brought him into contact with the most distin-

guished authors, and gave him a place in the foremost rank

of German poets. But his morbid vanity was not proof

against the insidious homage of flattery ; his faith gradually

gave way ; and in the end his onl}^ ambition seemed to be to

cover with contempt whatever his contemporaries held in

honor. One by one the truths of Christianity were rejected;

the teachings of the Gospel seemed veiled from liis sight ; his

thoughts became obscure ; and there was no longer any trace

of positive doctrine to be found in his writings. Hence John

von M'idler, speaking of his otherwise esteemed work, Outlines

^This refers to a passage in Lessing's Drama, JS'athan the Wise, Act. III.,

Sc. VTl. (Tr.)

>* Christian Works, in five collections, Riga and Lps. 1794 sq. Religions and

Theological Works, published by G. Midler, Tuebingcn, 1805 sq., 10 vols. Cf.

Haije.nhach, Ch. H. of the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries, od ed , Ft. II.,

p. 1-87; and Gelzer, Modern German National Literature, Vol. I., p. ;;ii:».
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of a Philosophy of the History of Man, sajs :
" I find there

everything except Christ; but what is the History of the

world without Christ?" To Herder's mind Christ was only

"the well-beloved of Jehovah.'' The want of consistency in

his writings may be accounted for by the fact that his point

of view was successively changed to suit the chronological se-

quence of the subjects under treatment as they came up one

by one.

As these theologians, philosophers, philologists, and exe-

getical writers raised a multitude of questions in their works,

without answering any, they left many minds dissatisfied,

many hearts craving for comfort, and many souls weighed

down with sorrow and yearning for better things. This ex-

plains the sympathetic approbation with which the simple

and pious utterances of Gellert (1715-1769) were received
;

and the warm admiration that greeted the appearance (1748)

of KlopstocWs Messias, which, unlike Dante's immortal work,

was not reared upon the everlasting foundation of the truths

of Christian dogma, and could never have evoked such ex-

pressions of religious feeling as it did had there not existed

deep down in the human heart an abiding belief in God and

a hopeful trust in the Incarnation, which no amount of cold

infidelity could entirely obscure or extinguish. Hamann,
that prophetic thinker, who styled himself the Magician of

the North (1730-1788),^ and the popular writer, Claudius

(1743-1815), were authors of more solidity than Klop-

stock and Gellert, and each achieved success in his own way
and degree ; the former among a limited and select class of

readers, and the latter among a wider circle of followers, to«

whom he recommended the works of Fenelon.^ Both witty

and humorous, Claudius was unsparing in his ridicule of the

false enlightenment of his assailants, representing them at

1 Biographical Memorial of John Hamann, Miinster, 1855. Herbst, Library

of Christian Thinkers, Lps. 1830, Vol. I. Petri, The Works and Correspond-

ence of Hamann, until 1873, already three parts. Gildemeisier, J. G. Hamann,

the Magus of the North, his Life and Works, Gotha, 1875, 3 vols.

2 Concerning Claudius and Lavatcr, see Herbst, 1. c.. Vol. II. Claudius" Or-

gan was the Wandsbecker i?oi!e (Wandsbeck Messenger). Cfr. supra, p. 520,

note 1.
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one time as Goliahs aiul again as Pigmies. Philosophy could

command his respect only in so far as it created in man a love

for the true and the good ;
" for," said he, " if these be not

esteemed in man, what is there else in him to esteem ?"

Lamter {17^1-1801), Jung- Sfilling (1740-1817), and Oberliji,

of Alsace, all of the Reformed Church, expressed a genuine

admiration of the blessings of Christianity. Wieland (1733-

1813), while under the influence of the writings of Klopstock,

gave himself up to a sort of mystical piety, foreign to his

nature, from which, however, he soon broke loose, and be-

came atheistical in thought, and advocated, if he did not

practice, a lax code of morals.

The writings of Goethe (1749-1832),' who labored to culti-

vate among his contemporaries a taste for Pagan literature

and a love of the classic creations of the Greek mind, con-

tributed powerfully to extinguish the spirit of reviving faith.

All the faculties of his splendid genius were concentrated on

the one task of putting nature in the place of God. He de-

tested both religion and politics, because, he said, their influ-

ence was fatal to art. Finally, Schiller (1759-1805), in his

Gods of Greece, expressed his regret that, to give adequate

glory to the One God of the Christians, the gods of Olympus
should be sacrificed :

"And to enrich the worship of the One

A Universe of Gods must pass away."

He then invoked the return of the happy age of Nature :

" Keturn, thou virgin-bloom on Nature's face."

He declared that he professed no religion fo7' religion's sake.

This is certainly a convenient way of working out one's sal-

vation without " fear and trembling," and led the poet to in-

dulge the hope expressed in his Hymn of Joy :

All si7i shall be forgiven.

And Hell shall cease to be.

1 Tholuck, Miscellanea, Vol. II., p. 361-383. The better elements in Goethe
and Schiller are pointed out by Dniimer, My Conversion, Mentz, 1859, pp. 66

and 119 sq. V,i. Hagenback, Ch. H. of the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries,

Pt. II., p. 113-188. We quote the first two of Schiller's passages from his

Poems and Ballads, as transl. hj Sir Edw. Bulwer-Lytton, Bart., New York,

pp. 299 and 300. (Tr.)
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§ 379. The Herrnhutters.

Zinzendorf, Actual Form of the Cross of Christ in Its Simplicity, Lps. (1745),

4to. Tlepl iavToi', or Natural Reflections (1745), 4to. Twenty-one Discourses

on the Augsburg Confession, 1747-1748 ; The Brothers' Hymn Book. Jeremias,

or Sermon on Sanctification, new ed., Berlin, 1830. Tracts, Frkft. 1740.

Spange)iberg, Life of Count Zinzendorf (Barby, 1772 sq., 8 vols. Varnhagen

von Ease, Life of Count Zinzendorf (Biographical Monuments, Vol. V.) TJw-

luck, jVIiscellanea, Hamburg, 1839, Vol. I. Moehler, Symbolism, Book II.

Berzog, Cyclopaedia, Vol. XVIIL, p. 508-592. Fliit, The Theology of Zin-

zendorf, Gotha, 1SG9, Vol. I.

The sect of the Herrnhutters or United Brethren were ani-

mated with tlie spirit of Spener and Franke, and were an

outgrowth of the Moravian Brethren. They first consisted

of a number of families, who, wishing to dwell in a Protest-

ant country, quitted their old homes and settled on the estate

of Count Louis von Zinzendorf (1700-1760), near Berthelsdorf.

In the year 1722 they built themselves houses at the foot of

the Hutberg, or the Watch Hill, near the count's residence,

but subsequently the name was changed into Herrnhut, or the

Watch of the Lord, whence they derive their appellation.

The count, who, with his friends, Frederic von Watteville and

^pangenherg, had been brought up in the Fietistic school of

Halle, by the enforcement of a rigorous discipline, and what

was styled " The Cross and Blood Theology," succeeded in

introducing some sort of unity into the heterogeneous ele-

ments of which the new community was made up. He
brought the members to accept a constitution containing

what were called ''The Fundamental Articles," and divided

them into three principal classes or tropes, viz., the Mora-

viayis, the Reformed, and the Lutheran. These sectaries have

always been distinguished by a spirit of pride, which lias

been the fruitful source of fresh divisions. The bloody death

of Christ upon the Cross has been at all times their one cardi-

nal point of doctrine, and the one unfailing subject of their

sermons, hymns, and other writings, which are remarkable

for quaintness of expression and a singularity of imagery

more fanciful than just, the similes employed being very

unusual, frequently extravagant, and at times even iude-
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cent.^ While professing the most implacable hostility lor

Lutheran scholasticism, as fettering the free and expansive

spirit of devotion, they fell insensibly into a formalism stiJl

more slavish and barren.

The system of government among the Herrnhutters was

nearly the same as that of the United Brethren [Uiiitas Fra-

trum) of the fifteenth century, whose name they also adopted.

Tlieir officers were of three classes, viz., deacons, elders, and
bishops, though the last enjoyed no special prerogatives.

They were divided into congregations, and each congregation

again into c/ioii'S, according to age, sex, and kinship by mar-

riage. Into the congregations no one was admitted except

those designated as the Awakened, and accordingly the slug-

gish were brought to a sense of duty by discipline of various

kinds; but if they still continued incorrigible, they were en-

tirely cut off from membership. Each settlement was under

the immediate government of a conference, consisting of its

officers ; and the whole community was governed by a per-

manent conference, composed of the elders, and the sessions

of which were held at Berthelsdorf. Every four, ten, or

twelve years, as convenience or exigency might require, the

Conference of Elders called a General Synod, in which all

matters of importance were transacted ; but all questions that

could not be satisfactorily disposed of by human judgment
and foresight were decided by lot.

As years went on, a spirit of worldliness and commercial

enterprise found its w^ay among the Herrnhutters, and en-

^ J. Stmsira, in his "Warning against Fanaticism" (transl. from the Dutch
into German, Berlin, 1752), gives a compilation of them. Zinzendorf once led

•off the choir of his congregation in the tollowing style

:

" Du Kaethsel der Vernunft

Du Thohu vehabohu (darkness, chaos)

Von der gesammten Zunft

Der Blutlicht?cheuen Uhu;
Du Wunder aller \Yunder
Mixtura inconfusa

Du bist's, der mir gefaellt,

Dein Gnadenstuhl frass Usa."

(II. Kings, vi. 3) ; Buchmann, Popular Symbolism, 2d ed., Mentz, 1844, Vol.

I., p. 8-10.
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feebled, if it did not quite oxtinguish, their early religious

fervor. One good, however, these communities accomplished :

they afibrded in an age of growing infidelity a peaceable asy-

lum to such Protestants as still valued faith in the divinitj- of

Christ as a precious pearl, and a treasure of inestimable price

to fallen and redeemed man.

§ 380. The Quakers.

History of the Life, Travels, and Sufferings of George Fox, London, 169L

Robert Barclay, Theol. vere christ. Apolog., Amst. 1676, 4to, and often. Penn,

Summary of the Hist., Doctr., and Discipl. of Friends, 1692, edit. 6lh, London,

1707, with notes by Seebohm, Pyrmont (1792) 1798. (Tr. adds:) Eules of Disci-

pline of the Soc. of Friends, London, 1783, ed. 3, 1834. O. Croesii, Hist. Quaker-

lana, Amst. (1695) 1704. ^i6e?7/, Account of the Eel. of the Q., Han. 1750. Gou-

ghan, Hist, of the People called Quakers, Dublin, 1789, 4 vols. F. Clarkfion,

Portraiture of Quakerism, London, 1806, 3 vols. H. Tuke, Principles of Re-

ligion, as held by Christians commonly called Quakers ; in Germ, and Engl.,

Lend, and Lps. 1828. J. J. Gumey, Observations on the Society of Friends,

London, 1824, ed. 7, 1834. W. Sewell, Hist, of the Quakers, London and New
York, 1840, 2 vols. W. R. Wagstqf, Hist, of the Soc. of Friends, New York,

1836. Moehlcr, Symbolism, Pt. II., ch. II.

George Fox, a cobbler, who was born in Drayton, a vilUige

of Leicestershire, in 1624, and died in 1690, is generally. re-

garded as the real founder of the Qxakers} He professed to

believe that all saving truth and religious consciousness are

the immediate effect of the direct inspiration of the Holy

Ghost, who in the day of His coming floods the soul of man
with an interior light, which is the light of Christ. Neither

exterior revelation nor Scripture itself can supply the place

of this interior illumination ; on the contrary, Scripture being

an inferior revelation, requires this light to make clear its

sense. It alone adequately confirms revelations, produces

true knowledge, is the vivifying principle of religious life, and

the nourisher of sincere piety. The teaching of the Quakers

on justification, sanctification, the Sacramental sj^stem, and

the perfect fulfillment of the Law is but a logical deduction

from the fundamental principle. They hold that the Sacra-

1 For a good account of the lawless and indecent extravagancies of this sect

before it was joined by Penn and other men of culture, see Blunt, Diet, of Her-

esies and Sects, art. "Quakers." (Tb.)
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raents are only external forms and ceremonies, and of them-

selves possess no efficacy. Every Christian is both a teacher

and a preacher, and to preach and to teach are offices of no

special character. Prayer is the spontaneous expression of

the soul, and Iience should not be fettered by any fixed and

prescribed formular3^

They refuse, from conscientious motives, to render military service, to take

oaths, to pay taxes, to indulge in games either of hazard or amusement, to per-

mit music of any kind, to frequent theaters or plays, to read profane poetry

treating of love and romance, and dancing of every sort is most rigorously

prohibited among them. Such salutations as "Your Majesty," " Your Lord-

ship," "Your Honor," and the like, they say have a flavor of arrogance and a

vain and worldlj' spirit, ill becoming a Christian; while greetings and sub-

scriptions like " Your humble Servant" they characterize as hypocritical. To
lift the hat, to remain uncovered, to address another in the plural number they

hold to be sinful. They never try to right a wrong or seek redress before a

secular court, nor do they lay a charge against any one for any offense what-

soever.

William Perm (1G44-1718), who had embraced Quakerism while a student at

Christ Church, Oxford, after many trials, finally determined to provide a home
in the New "World for himself and his co-religionists, where they would be

permitted to follow out their religious convictions unmolested. In the year

1081 he obtained from the crown, in lieu of a monetary claim, a portion of land

on the Delaware, in what is now the State of Pennsylvania, and in the follow-

ing year sailed from England, with several friends, and on the 30th of Novem-
ber of the same year had his famous interview with the Indians where now
stands the town of Kensington. He planted a colony, more than half the in-

habitants of which were Quakers, laid out the city of Philadelphia, and estab-

lished toleration by law. This colony long continued to be an asj'lum for those

who suflered persecution for their religious convictions in other parts of the

country.

In England the Quakers were granted, in IGSo, the same toleration enjoyed

by other Dissenters. They are now everywhere rapidly decreasing in num-
bers. In Holland there are still a few congregations; in England they are

daily losing ground; in Northern Germany they have nearly ceased to exist,

there being but one congregation of them established at Friedrichsthal, near

Pyrmont, in Hanover, in 1791. The Quakers have probably never exceeded

two hundred thousand in number, and at the present time more than half of

them reside in the United States, where, since the year 1827, they have been

split into the two parties of the ^•Orthodox" and the '^Hicksiies." They organ-

ized a missionary society in 18G8, and have since established missions in India

and Madagascar. Uniformly opposed to slavery, they have been the constant

friends of both the frcedman and the Indian. Of late years they have re-

laxed somewhat of their primitive severity, and are now more liberal in their

views, particularly with regard to the arts of painting, sculpture, and music.

v^L. Ill—39
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The name Quakci* is etymologically derived from the verb to quake, and was

first applied to them derisively, " because they often trembled under the awful

sense of the infinite purit}' and majesty of God."

Other accounts are given of its historical origin, the most correct being, in

all probability, that which refers the name to a circumstance in their early re-

ligious exercises; for, when the inspiration of tlie Spirit took place, the fact

was revealed to those present by convulsions and shaking.

'

§ 381. IJie 31cthodists— Theological Literature in England.

Ilampson, Mem. of Wesley, and Hist, of Methodism, London, 1791, 3 vols.;

ed. in Germ., Halle, 1793; Life of G. Whitefield, Edinburgh, 1826; edited after

the English, by Tholuck, in Germ., Lps. 1834. Mochler, Symbolism, Pt. II.,

ch. III., sections 75 and 76. Dorner, Hist, of Protestant Theology, p. 513 sq.

Transl. adds: The works of J. Wesley, Bristol, 1771 sq., 32 vols. E. Southey,

Life of J. Wesley, and the Rise and Progress of Methodism, ed. 3, Lond. 1846,

2 vols. IT. More, Life of J. Wesley, London, 1824 sq., 2 vols. J. Gillies, Me-

moirs of G. Whitefield, Hartford, 1835. R. Philip, Life and Times of G.

Whitefield, London, 1837; New York, 1838. J. Q. Burckhnrd, Complete Hist,

of Methodism in England, Niirnberg, 1795, 2 vols. J. Crov)ther, Portraiture

of Methodism, London, 1815. J. W. Baum, Methodism, Zurich, 1838. T. Jack-

son, Hist, of the Commencement, Progress, and Present State of Methodism,

London, 1838. Isaac Taylor, Wesley and Methodism, London, 1851. J. White-

head, Lives of John and Charles Wesley, London, 1793, 2 vols. Doc. and

Hist. Invest, of Meth. in its Connectional Prin. and Pol., 2d ed., London, 1852.

Minutes of Conferences in Engl, from 1744 to 1824, London, 1824, 5 vols.

S. Warren, Chronicles and Digest of Laws, etc., of Meth., Lond. 1827, 2 vols.

Abel Stevens, Hist, of the Pel. Movement called Methodism, New York, 1861.

Geo. Smith, Hist, of Meth., 1862, 3 vols. L. Tyerman, The Oxford Methodists,

London, 1873. W. P. Strickland, Hist, of the Missions of the Meth. Ep.

Church, Cincinnati, 1850. R. Watson, Theological Institutes, with an Analysis

by J. McCiintock. Wm. F. Warren, Systematische Theologie einheitlich be-

handelt, Bremen, 1865. For a complete bibliography of Methodism down to

1865, see the above work of Dr. Warren.

John Wesley, while a student of Christ Church, Oxford,

formed a little association, composed of piously inclined stu-

dents (1729), who, because of the gravity of their demeanor

and the severe formality of their manners, were called by

their fellow-students methodists or the Clab of the Saints. Such

^ After having accepted the name given them by popular impulse, they sot

about proving its fitness to express sanctity. Thus Naylor, the forerunner of

Fox, in a work publisiied in 1653, proceeds to show how " that the earth quaked

and trembled ; that Isaac trembled exceedingly; that Moses feared and quaked

;

that the Lord bade His disciples quake for fear ; and that therefore saints

ought to be Quakers." Blunt, Diet, of Sects and Heresies, art. " Quakers." (Tr.)
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was the begiuuing of a great religious movement, whose iu-

iluenee has been most potent in England and the United

States. Minds that had been unduly and fanatically excited

b}^ the events of the great political and religious revohitious

through which England had passed, now that the incentives

that had kept them at fervid heat were no longer in action,

became as cold in devotion and as sceptical in belief as they

had formerly been credulous and ardent. Infidelity was dail}'

gaining ground, and moral depravity was steadily on the in-

crease. The Anglican clergy, who should have been the

teachej-s of truth and the custodians of morals, contemplated

the advancing evils with indifference, or possibly thought

themselves hel[>less to make head against so colossal a danger.

The disease was rajjidly eating into the vital parts of the na-

tion, and it seemed that the whole body would become in-

fected unless prompt and energetic treatment were applied.

People were anxiously looking about them for men of strong

faith and stout hearts to come forth and denounce sin and

preach penance. It is not wonderful, then, that when John

Wesley and his brother, Charles, and the eloquent and gentle

Whitcjield {from 1782) fulfilled in some sort these conditions in

their ministry, they should be received with favor, and gain

numerous proselytes to Methodism. The new sect, too, had

a character peculiarly its own, distinguishing it from the va-

rious jarring and conflicting parties into which the Church of

England was split, and this note of individuality was a potent

element of its success.

Wesley, through intercourse with the Herrnhutters, some

of whom were his companions on a voyage he made to Amer-

ica in 1785, was very favorably impressed with their teach-

ings and practices, and, with a view to obtain a more accurate

knowledge of their organization, visited their communities

in Germany and Holland in 1738, in company with Spangen-

heirj. This is also about the date when be began to hold the

doctrine that the presence of divine grace in the soul and the con-

sciousness of the remission of sin are indicated by stroiig religious

feelings, manifesting themselves externally in convulsive movements

of the body. While attending a meeting of one of the Mora-

vian societies. May 24, 1738, in Aldersgate street, London,
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he experienced such an entire change during the reading of

Luther's preface to the Epistle to the Romans, that he ever

after regarded this as the moment of his conversion, which,

lie tells us, with a commendable desire to be accurate in af-

fairs of such import, took place at i)recisely fifteen minutes

before nine o'clock. " I felt," he said, " my heart strangely

warmed ; that I trusted in Christ and Christ alone for salva-

tion ; that He had taken away my sins ; and that I was saved

from the law of sin and death." It is characteristic of this

state, he assures us, that whoever has personal experience of

it is lorthwith lifted into a purer and more serene spiritual

atmosphere, out of reach of the disorderly movements of the

flesh and beyond the unruly annoyances of sense, and is so

constituted as to enjoy comj lete exemption frorr} sin.

Although retaininjf the form, organization, liturgy, and

s3'mbol of the Anglican Church, the community founded by

"Wesley w^as distinguished from it by an austere asceticism,

which displayed itself in numerous and rigorous fasts, in spe-

cial prayers at stated hours, in the assiduous reading of the

Bible, and in a frequent ajiproach to the communion table.

Such was the zeal and enthusiasm of Whiteficld and other apos-

tles of Methodism that its teaching spread rapidly, both in

England and North America.

The Methodists had no desire to separate from the Estab-

lished Church, and did not formally do so until forced to take

the step by the jealousy and uneasiness of the orthodox min-

isters. Wesley having himself never been consecrated, in 1784

assumed the ofiice of a -bishop, and began to ordain ministers

and make bishops for the special and exclusive service of the

Methodist community. From this time forth the Methodists

saw themselves engaged in a conflict with the Established

Church on the one hand, and with the Ilerrnhutters on the

other. Apart from the keen personal rivalry of Zinzendorf

and Wesley, during the lifetime of the former, there was a

wide divergence of opinion between the two sects they repre-

sented on the doctrines of grace and regeneration. Even

Wesley and Whitetield could not agree on the questions of

grace and predestination, and separated as early as 1740 ; the

former adopting the views of Caldn ; the latter those of
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Arminius, thouuh tie following of Wesley was much the

more numerous of the two. Wesley was not a little startled

to learn that, in spite of his honest efforts to improve the

lives of his adherents, antinomian principles had found favor

among them, and were developing a frightful state of immor-

ality, and he concluded that the teachings of Calvin held too

prominent a place in his system.

Fletcher,^ a disciple of Wesley's, endeavored to draw out

still more distinctly and precisely the points of difference be-

tween the Wesleyans and the followers of Whitetield, and at

a conference held in 1771, and presided over by Wesley in

person, the questions in dispute were discussed and defined.

The elements of the organization of the Methodist community arc : 1. liands,

composed of from five to ten persons each, who, under the direction of a leader,

meet voluntaribj once a week to examine the state of their consciences, confess

their sins publicly, and thus keep alive an abiding sense of guilt. 2. Classes,

composed of from ten to thirty persons, who are i-eqnired to meet once a week

and tell their individual "experience" during the preceding week. A number

of these classes make up a "society" or congregation, and to one of them every

Methodist must necessarily belong. 3. Circuits, consisting of a number of

"societies" or congregations, having some considerable town or city as a cen-

ter, and including the out-lying country to a radius of some ten or twelve

miles. Each of these circuits has from one to five ministers, technically called

"traveling preachers," because they are not allowed to continue more than

three years in the same circuit, and under these are the '• local" or lay preach-

ers, who reside permanently in the circuit to which they are attached. The

senior minister exercises a general supervision over all the afl^airs of the cir-

cuit, and is called a "superintendent." 4. X)«.s/?-i<'!'.s including some eighteen

"circuits," and organized for the purpose ()f having the preachers meet at stated

times to confer upon matters of finance and discipline, and to transact the or-

dinary business of Conference when that body is not in session. 5. Conference,

consisting of the "traveling preachers," and being the supreme governing body

of the Methodist community. It meets once a year and fills its own vacancies.

Its sessions may not be protracted beyond three weeks, nor last less than five

days.

The Methodists aim at reviving spiritual life among the masses through the

ministry of their itinerant preachers, and at founding benevolent associations

on a large scale. All the divisions of ]\Ietliodiom in Europe, America, and

Australia numbered, in 1874, 3,020,800 full members and several hundred thou-

sand probationists.2

1 See Fletcher's Checks to Antinomism, Vol. II., pp. 22. 200, 215. Works, Vol.

III., p. 50 ; Vol. IV., p. 97. Compare Dr. Milners End of Eel. Controv., Letter VI.

"^ Blunt, Diet, of Sects, Heresies, etc., art. "Methodists." Anier. Cyclop., art.

" Methodism." (Tr.)
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§ 382. The Swedenborgians or Church of the JSIew Jerusalem.

Swedenborg, Arcana coelestia in verbo domini detecta una cum mirabilib.

quae visa sunt in mundo spirituum, 1749 sq., 8 T., 4to, ed. Tafel, Tueb. 1833 sq.,

5 vols.; Vera chr. rol., Amst. 1771, "True Christian Religion, containing the Uni-

versal Theology of the New Church, by Emmanuel Swedenburg, Servant of the

Lord Jesus Christ," transl. from the orig. Lat. work, 5th ed., Lond. 1819. A series

of writings by and respecting Swedenborg, communicated by Immnnufl 'I ofel

and Louis Uofacker ; especially, Divine Eevelations, from the Latin, Tueb. 1823

sq., 8 vols.; The Doctrine of Christ in its Purity, Tueb. 1831 sq., 4 vols.; Cate-

chism and Doctrine of the New Church, Tueb. 1830. (After the Catechism of

the General Conference, London, 1828.) Tafel, A Comparative Exposition and

Eeview of the Doctrinal System of Cath. and Prot. ; also. Exposition of the

Differential Doctrines of Swedenborg, Tueb. 1835. Tafel, Swedenborg and his

Adversaries, Tueb. 1841, 2 vols. Mochler, Symbolism, Pt. II., chap. IV. Jos.

Goerres, Em. Swedenborg and his Relation to the Church, Spire, 1828. C. F.

Nanz, Em. Swed., the Northern Seer, Hall in Suabia, 2d ed., 1850. Many works

of Swed. have been translated by different persons, and published by O. Clapp,

of Boston, 1848-1851. J. G. Wilkinson, Biogr. of Em. Sw., Boston, 1849.

A. Clissold, Practical Nature of the Doctrines of E. S., Boston, 1839. A*: Ha-

genbach, Ch. H. in the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries; tr. by Hurst,

Lecture XXL, pp. 473 sq. Dorner, 1. c, p. 662-G67.

Emmanuel Stvedenhorg (1688-1772) was the son of Jesper

Swedberg, the Lutheran titular Bishop of Skara, in West

Gothhmd. He was highly educated, held the office of As-

sessor of the Eoyal Metallic College at Stockholm, traveled

much through Europe for scientific purposes, and when about

fifty-five years of age began to fancy himself the recipient of

supernatural revelations. He professed to have been lifted

up to Heaven, and there to have received a commission to

restore true Christianity and to inaugurate a new and endless

era for the Church. This era was to open precisely on the

19th of June, 1770. This was to be the ^ew Heaven and the

New Earth, the Celestial Jerusalem foretold in the Apocalypse.

Notwithstanding the theosophic and speculative character of

the doctrine of Swedenborg, it had also an eminently practi-

cal bearing.

After attacking the doctrine of justification, as held by Pro-

testants, with a view of showing that it is dangerously sub-

versive of morality, he went on to draw out a strangely gro-

tesque system of his own, substituting for the mystery of the
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Trinity and the dogma of redemption through Christ's death

a triple manifestation of the Godhead, first in the person of

our Lord, and again in Swedenborg himself. This he did be-

cause a belief in the Trinity and Ciirist's vicarious death was

the groundwork of the Protestant view of justification by

faith alone, which he regarded as detrimental to purity of

morals. As a consequence, he was obliged to reject the doc-

ti'ines of original sin and man's fall. All these teacliin<i:s, he

said, were errors introduced into Christianity by the Council

of Nice, previously to which his was tlie prevailing idea of the

Trinity. Angels and demons, according to him, are only

other names for the souls of the just and the reprobate; and

the doctrines of satisfaction through Christ, predestination,

and the resurrection of the flesh are only idle inventions.

Having elaborated his system, he set about arranging the

canon of the Sacred Books so as to tit into it, and neither re-

tained nor quoted, as revealed and authentic, any portion of

either the Old Testament or the ISTew, except the Four Gos-

pels and the Apocalypse, on which he put his own novel and

arbitrary interpretation.'

The followers of Swedenborg, who. were chiefly of the bet-

ter classes, were quife numerous in Sweden, England, I^Torth

Aujerica, France, and Wiirtemberg. In the last-named coun-

try, his fantastic writings, published by 'J'ofel, were exten-

sively circulated. In sm age characterized by every sort of

intellectual and religious lawlessness; when society was rent

asunder by schism and made dreary by unbelief; when the

first stirrings of reviving faith were beginning to be felt and

the religious sense to be purified by the very excesses of Pro-

testantism ; and when the intellecr, was not yet sufti. iently

emancipated from its old habits to seize what was simple and
logical and appreciate what was pure, and on this very ac-

count liable to be fasciiuited and led captive by what was new
and strange, the incoherent reveries of S\vedeni)org f 'und

acceptance, because they answered a state of mind nor tidly

prepared for the majesty of truth yet repelled by the deformity

of error.

' 'infel. Thp Divinity of Holy Writ, or the Deeper Sense of ycripture,

TueiMn^cn, 1838.
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§ 383. Protestant 31issions.

Sieger, Protestant Missions and their Happy Results, in three parts, 2d ed.,

Hof. 1844. WiggerSy Hist, of Evangelical Missions, Hamburg, 1845. Herzog's

Cyclopaod., Vol. IX., p. 559 sq. Grundemann's Missionary Atlas, Gotha,

1867-1871.

At no time in the history of Protestantism have its minis-

ters clisphiyed the same heroic spirit of self-sacrifice which

has in every age been characteristic of the priests of the Cath-

olic Church ; and in no instance have the missions undertaken

by the former, notwithstanding the immense wealth at their

command, and the other conditions of success by which they

were surrounded, ever attained anything approaching the

measure of success reached by those of the latter. Why, it

may be asked, did not the Protestants, in the fervor of their

first enthusiasm, imitate the example of the Jesuits, whose

origin was almost contemporaneous with theirs, and carry the

light of faith and the consolations of grace to those sitting in

darkness in far distant lands? It maybe urged that their

ardent and expansive charity had a work sufficient for its re-

sources in reclaiming the Catholic idolaters at home. Doubt-

less it had. But it is certainly not very complimentary to the

astuteness popularly ascribed to the Jesuit that he did not

allege a similar pretext, and thus escape the difficulties and

perils of a foreign mission. Of all the Protestant sects, the

United Brethren were the most distinguished for missionary

zeal (since 1732) ; but so grotesque and fantastic was the Gos-

pel which they preached that, while it found favor with a

comparatively small number of persons already familiar with

and prepared to accept its peculiarities, it was utterly power-

less ti) effect the conversion of the rude and untutored savage.

Desirous of retaining peaceable possession of her North Amer-

ican colonics, England made an effort to convert their aborig-

inal tribes to Christianity, and for this purpose sent out John

Eliot,^ who commenced his labors among them in 1646.

In 1647 the Puritans, who were then in possession of the

^ Eliot, Chr. Commonwealth, or the Eising Kingdom of Jesus Christ, 1652 sq.,

2 T., 4to. Mather, Eecl. Hist, of New England, London, 1702, f.
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supreme authority, established a society for carrying tlie light

of the Gospel into foreign lands ; while the pious Ilerrnhut-

ters^ and the ardent Methodists^ acting on the impulse of faith

and devotion, and without either official recognition or aid

from government, crossed the seas to aid in winning the sav-

ages to Christianity.

Following the example of England, the Danish government

established, and, with the active assistance of the Orphan

House at Halle, has maintaiiied since 1706 a mission at Tran-

qutbar for its East India possessions, from which the first Pro-

testant missionaries wci-e obtained by England for her East

India and West India colonies. In the East their success was

inconsiderable, and in the West the conversions were wholly

confined to the slave class.^

Donmaik and Sweden sent missionaries to the frozen re-

gions of Lai^land and Greenland,^ where the seeds of Chris-

tianity, sown at an earlier date by Catholic evangelists, had

almost [terished from the soil. Since the fifteenth century the

name of Greenland had almost dropped out of the list of Eu-

ropean countries, to whose fellowship it was now destined to

be restored by Hans Erjed.e,* a pious and zealous JSTorwegian

minister, wdio, aided by the Danish government and by a so-

ciety of merchants (1721), made his way to the frozen shores

of its western coast, where he found a few thousand Esrpii-

maux, to whose conversion and improvement he devoted his

energies, and among whom the blessings of Christianity and

^ An Abstract of the History of the Missions of the Eviingelieal Brethren,

Gnadau, 1833. Cf. Wnlch, Kew Religious Ilistorj^ Vol. Till., p. 251 sq.

2 Missionary Eeports, publ. at Halle, since 1708. Wnldi, 1. cit., Vol. V., p.

119. Memoirs of Chr. F. Swartz, and Hist, of Eel. in India, London, 182G.

3 Acta hist, eccl., T. XL, p. 1 sq.; T. XY., p. 230 sq. J. Sheferus, Hist, of

Lapland, with Sketches, etc. Oxford, 1674, f. I.eeDi, Laplanders in Finmark;

tr. from the Danish into Germ., Lps. 1771. Rudelbach, in Knapp's Christoterpe,

1883. (Tk.)

*//". Eficdr, Account of the Greenland ISlission, . Hamburg, 1740. (Ihnis

Effede, A Description of Greenland and Life of the Author, London, 1818.)

Paul E(iedr., Accounts of Greenland, summarised from a Diary, from 1721-

1740, Copenhagen, 1790. Rudelbach, Hans Egede, Bp. of Greenland (Chr.

Biogr. 1850, Vol. I.); Iceland, Greenland, and the Faroe Isles, New York,

1830. Ko/bvifj, Hist, of the Mission of Greenland, Gnadau, 1731. Missionary

Kecords respecting Greenland, Labrador, etc. (Pres. Board), Philadelphia, 1830.
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civilization have been perpetuated by the establishment of

Danish colonies. The Moracian Brdhren have (fr. 17o3) es-

tal)lished several missionary stations in Greenland.^ Mention
should also be made here of the Fnstifution founded at Halle

in 1728 by Professor Callenberg for the conversion of Jews
and Mohammedans, but the results in no way answered the

expectations of its founder.

§ 384. Relations of Catholics to Frotestants.

The nlations subsisting between Catholics and Protestants

in the diti'erent countries of Europe were of course as various

as the circumstances that called them forth ; but, strange to

say, notwithstanding the desolating horrors of the Thirty

Years' War, tliey were more pacific in Germany than else-

where. It is not meant, however, that the bitternes^^ of po-

lemical strife had entirely ceased to manifest itself in the at-

titude of parties toward each other, but only that matters

were mending. So deep-seated and persistent was the hos-

tility of Protestants toward the Catholic Church and every-

thing that came from her, that even so late as the middle of

the eighteenth century they declined to accept the corrected

Gregorian Calendar; and when, in 1744, Frince Hohenlohe

showed a disposition to force his Lutheran ministers to cele-

brate the feast of Easter on the same day with the Catholics,

the Corpus EvangelIconun, smarting under other real or im-

aginary grievances, declared they would have recourse to arms

rather than do so, and in 1750 made good their word. More-

'

over, so intolerant and fiercely violent was the exi)ression of

feeling against Catholics on the occasion of the celebration

of the Second Centenanj Jubilee of the Reformation, and so ex-

travagaut)}' fulsome the chorus of praises extolling the merits

1 The Danish Lutherans have (from North to South) organized the following

twelve missionary districts, viz: Upernavik, Omtmalf, llitenbenk, Jacoljshavn,

Christiansliaab, Egedesminde, Holsteinborg, ^^ukkertoppen, Godthaab, Fisker-

naes, Frederikshaab, Julianeshaab. The Montvian BretJiren have erected the

missionary districts of New Herrnhut (1733), Lichlenfels (1758), Lichtenau

(1774), Friedriehsthal (1824), Umanak, and Igdlorpait, in Greenland; and

(fr. 1771) those of Nain, Ohkak, llopedale, Hebron, and Zoar, on the coast of

Labrador. Grundemaim, i. c, p. 62 sq. (Tr.)
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and virtues of Luther/ that the celebrated controversialist,

Weisliuger, indignant at the insults put upon iiis faith, and
smarting under the wounds inflicted by the poisoned shafts

of his adversaries, adopted a similar method of warfare, and
with such effect that he was pursued through every court, ec-

clesiastical and civil, to which he was amenable, by his Pro-

testant aggressors.^ Again, when in 1731 Count Leopold An-
thony von Firmian, Archbishop of Salzburg, having ordered

such of his Protestant subjects as were resisting his authority

and inciting his Catholic subjects to rebellion and apostasy to

quit his dominions, about twenty thousand of them departed

without molestation, some to take up their abodes in the de-

populated districts of Lithuania, and others to go either to

England or America,^ both his moral and religious character

were assailed with brutal violence, and his decree of emierra-

tion characterized as an act of barbarous intolerance, such as

had never before disgraced a civilized ruler. But though the

character and the acts of the archbishop do not merit the se-

verity of the censure they have received, it can not and need

not be denied that the conduct of his officials in carrying out

^ Welslinger, in the Preface to his work entitled Friss Vogel oder Stirb, says:

" If all that they (the Lutherans) incessantly reproach us with in their writ-

ings, sermons, conversations, and jubilee-medals were true, then there never

existed on this earth, or could exist, a religion more diabolical than the Catho-

lic faith and worship, or a people more godless and more deserving the execra-

tion of mankind than the Catholics themselves."

2 See p. 541, note 3.

^ De Casprtri, Authentic Hist, of the Emigration from Salzburg, transl. fr.

the Latin into Germ, by Hiiber, Salzburg, 17'JO. Zauner and Oaertner, Chron-

icle of Salzburg, Vol. X., Salzb. 1821, pp. 20-o99. History of the Emigrants

or Lutherans banished from the Archbishopric of Salzburg, 3d ed., Lps. 1733,

4to. This work is written in partisan spirit, and is flagrantly untruthful.

'\~Clarus, Emigration of the Protestant Proselytizing Salzburgians in the years

1731 and 1732, Innsbruck, 1864. Cf. Hist, and Politicnl Papers, Vol. 54, year

1864, pp. 813-842. Gfroercr, in the first volume of the Hist, of the Eighteenth

Ci-ntury, draws attention to the partisan spirit of the History of the Emi-
grants, etc., noted above. "In my opinion," he says, "the Salzburg Emigra-

tion is the darkest page in the history of Frederic "William I. And yet, if wo
read the works published in Northern Germany, we shall be told that Arch-

bishop Firmian is a monster of iniquity, while Frederic William I. of Prussia

is extolled as a paragon of purity, an upright prince, and a model man. To
what a depth of degradation is our national historical literature fallen !

"
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his instructions is not defensible, and tally deserves the stern

rebuke administered in the review of these transactions by

Clarus.

The members of the Reformed Church within the Palatinate

of the Rhine also made frequent complaints of acts of oppres-

sion, which they claimed they had suffered at the hands of

the Catholic House of Neaburg of the Palatinate.^ But

whether their hardships were real or imaginary, they were

mild in comparison of those sufi'ered either by the Hur/enots

after the Revocation of the Edict of Nantes^ or by the Dissi-

dents of Poland, in consequence of the interference of for-

eign powers in the internal atlairs of that country.^ While

the Catholics of the British Empire were under the restriction

of laws of the most des[»otic severity, Joseph II. of Austria

issued an Edict of Toleralioii (1781), granting freedom of wor-

ship to all Protestants, Deists alone excepted. After the con-

quest of Silesia by Frederic 11.^ both Catholics and Protestants

were placed on a footing of perfect equality (1742), though

the former were decidedly in the worse condition, by reason

of the confiscation of the estates belonging to their convents.

As mixed marriages betmeen Catholics and Protestants were

becoming daily more frequent, in consequence of the increas-

ins: intercourse between the members of both denominations,

they gave rise to serious difficulties as 3-ears went on. Pro-

testants, now in the enjoyment of the fullest ])olitical fran-

chise, laid claims also to privileges which the Catholic Church

reserves for her own children ; and when marrying Cath-

olics demanded the blessing of the priest, while, professing to

believe that marriage was not a Sacrament. Although the

question was then an open one among theologians, the doc-

trine held at Rome was that the contracting purlirs are the nal

ministers of the Sacramerd of marriage, and not the priest who
gives the marriage blessing,* still Benedict XIV., following the

^Planck, New Hist, of Religion, Pt. II., pp. 125-22G, with Proofs and Illus-

trations.

2 See p. 281

.

3 Iluth, Vol. II., p. 23R-241. W,dch, Pt. VII., p. 7-1 GO.

* The Intorprotes Cone. Trid. declared on the 31st of July, 1752: " Accedit,

parochura in matrimoniis nullam e.x.ercere jurisdictionem, cum ex veriori et re-
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imprescri[»table principles of the Clinroh, when qnestioned

upon the subject by bi'^hops, and notably by those of Holland

and Poland, returned the uniform answer contained in the

bull Jllar/nae nobis a<hidraiionis (issued June 29, 1748), namely,

that mixed mai-riages could be tolerafrd only on certain con-

ditions, the most important of which is that the children

horn of them be broni>-ht up in the Catholic Church ; but that

they should never receive such color of approval as a formal

ecclesiastical function would impl}'.' Far, however, from

wishing these conditions to serve as a sort of clandestine ap-

paratus for ])roselytism, popes, bishops, and zealous ecclesi-

astics have at all times dissuaded against such marriages as

detrimental alike to the happiness of the family and the in-

terests of religion.^

ceptiori sententia ipse noii sit minister niagiii hiijus sacramenti matrimonii, qui

cum aliis testibiis oertam reddat ecolesiam, hunc atque illam matrinn nium con-

traxisse, lit ex hac quoque ratione abesse vidcatur quaestio do jurisdictione a

delogato non subdelegando." (Thesaurus resolution, sacr. Congr. Cone. Trid.,

T. XX., Horn. 1732, pp. 91, 92.)

^ Liiiher and. Calvin held a very different opinion on this subject, declaring

that marriages between Catholics and Protestants were utterly inadmissible and

impious, and appealing for authority to the words of St. Paul, " Bear not the

yoke with unbelievers." (II. Cor., vi. 14.) Enactments were passed by the synods

of Lyons (15G8) and Saumur (1596), embodying the same sentiment; while

that of Montpellier (1598) pronounced sentence of deposition and deprivation

against all ministers who should bless mixed marriages. The ground of such

severity is thus stated by GetjiUis, and is characteristically Calvinistic. "Cath-

olics," he says, "may well permit such marriages, because, from their point of

view, Protestants are only heretics; but Protestants must emphatically reject

them, because in their ej'es Catholics are not only heretics, but nnfic/n-istsl"

This opinion was modified some time later by Carpzuv, who allowed " that

mixed marriages might be permitted, but only on condition that there be a

reasonably certain hope of both the Catholic party and all the offspring being

eventually Lutheran."

^^Bhdrrim, Memorabilia, Vol. VII., Pt. I., p. 137 sq. ; Pt. II., p. 1-179.

'\KtitscliJ;er, Mixed Marriages, Viewed from tlie Catholic Standpoint, 3d ed.,

Vienna, 1841. t *Ku7iisma)m, Hist, of Mixed 3Iarriages among the divers

Christian Denominations, IJatisbon, 1839. tlioskovany, Historia matrimoni-

orum mixtorum. Quinque Ecclesiis, 1842, 2 T. 1[Reinerdim/, The Principle of

Canon Law in the Question of Mixed Marriages, Padcrborn, 1854.
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§ 385, The Jiussian Church under the Permanent Synod. (Cf.

§ 350.)

Ptchler, Hist, of the Schism between the East and the "West, Vol. II., p. 144

sq., with reference to the new works of Thelner, Gagarin, Haxihauseu^ and

others. Philaret, Hist, of the Russian Church, Frkft. 1872, 2 vols.

It has beeu already stated ^ that even from a political point

of view the growing power of the Patriarch of Moscow had

roused the jealousy of Peter the Great, who was apprehensive

that possibly this ecclesiastical dignitary might some day re-

sist the arbitrary demands of a despotic Tzar. He formed

the design, therefore, of abolishing the patriarchate, and sub-

stituting in its stead an ecclesiastical organization, from whose

opposition the government would have nothing to fear in

carrying out its projects. The undertaking was surrounded

with no ordinary dangers, as the people were much attached

to tlie patriarchal constitution, and hence it was necessary for

the Tzar to proceed with great prudence and caution.

On the death of the eleventh Patriarch, in 1702, Peter em-

ployed all manner of pretexts to put off the appointment of

his successor, and, as a temporary provision, placed the ad-

ministration of the patriarchate in the hands of the metro-

politan of Riazan, who, being but a mere exarch, neither

commanded the respect nor possessed the fulness of authority

belonging to the lawful incumbent of the patriarchal office.

During this interval the interference of the Tzar in ecclesias-

tical affairs was in the highest degree arbitrary. He levied

taxes upon the estates of convents and bishops ; abolished

the titles and dignities attached to bishoprics, whose incum-

bents had given him offense ; and, when these sees fell vacant,

directed the exarch to till them with simple bishops, whose

pastoral prerogatives he attenuated to the .verge of extinc-

tion, lie soon began to introduce radical reforms in the con-

vents of men and women, as is shown by the series of ordi-

nances on this subject drawn up in 1702 and succeeding years.

The Tzar next gave his attention to the secular clergy, and

was good enough to write out with his own hand a pastoral

instruction, in twenty-six articles, called a spiritual regulalion,

1 See p. 470.
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prescribing the qualifications of candidates going ii]) for or-

ders and of bishops for consecration, and treatinii: other cos:-

nate subjects, and this, in his character of Supreme Bishop,

he addressed to the bishops of his obedience for their guid-

ance and edification.

The Russian Churcli was then organized as follows:

Every oathodral or episcopal church was to have one protopopc, or, as we
should say, dean, two treasurers, five popes (i. e. fathers), one protodeacon,

four deacons, two readers, two sacristans, and thirty-two choristers to sing the

service. In the principal parish-churches there were to be one protopope. two
popes, two deacons, two chanters, and two sacristans ; in other more considerable

parish-churches, two popes, two deacons, two chanters, and two sacristans; and

in parishes of two or three hundred families, three priests, three deacons, and

three sacristans were charged with the care of public worship. If there were

too many clergy at one church, part of them were sent where their services

were more needed.

By these measures the Tzar accustomed both clergy and

people to yield a passive obedience to the behests of his pow-

erful will, and thus advancing step by step ended by abolish-

ing the oflice of Patriarch. In a solemn assembly of bishops

he finally declared that, in his opinion, the Patriarchate was

no longer necessary, either for the government of the Church

or the well-being of the State ; that, since the extent of the

Empire rendered supreme spiritual authority jterilous when
committed to a single individual, and inefficient when vested

in a general council, he had determined to introduce a form

of ecclesiastical government that would combine the elements

of both, without the dangers or inconveniences of either;

and that this should consist in a small, select, and 'permanent

synod, with full authority to regulate all ecclesiastical afl'airs.

When some of the bishops, by way of remonstrance, ven-

tured to state that the patriarchate of Kiev and that of all

the Russias had been established oul}^ by the authority of the

Patriarch of the East, the Tzar, assuming an authoritive air,

and striking his breast, replied, ''Behold here your Patriarch!'''

As the event proved, the Tzar knew his men, for it was not

long until there were to be found among them ecclesia.stics

and bishops cowardly and base enough to take upon them to

justify the imperial measure, and to sacrifice to a wicked
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ambition the independence and freedom of the Church they

professed to serve. At the head of this troop of ecclesiastical

poltroons Avas Thpophanes Procopovicz, since 1718 Bishop of

Pskov and Narva. After these preparatory measures, Peter

submitted at the last Council of Moscow, in 1720, his ^^Ec-

clesiastical Eegnlatiov" as corrected by his own hand, for the

apiTi'obation and signature of the bishops, archimandrites, and

hegumenes of the principal monasteries. This council also

enacted that the " Holy Synod " should be permanent, and en-

joy supreme ecclesiastical authority, and that its decisions

should be final in all matters appertaining to the Church.

The ^'Regulation " also set forth the motives which impelled

the Tzar to establish a Holy Synod, whose functions should be

legislative and whose sittings permanent. Some of these are

of remarkable astuteness and subtlety.^ Not long after this

coup de grace the Holy Synod was solemnly opened (February

25, 1721) by a discourse from its vice-president. Archbishop

Theophanes. It was composed of eleven members, namely,

a president, two vice-presidents, four councillors, and four

assessors; but this number was increased to fourteen in 1722.

The knowledge and capacity of the first members of this

Synod, in whose selection the Tzar had exhibited an unusual

degree of political prudence, gave to that body a consideration

throughout the Empire which it would not otherwise have

M. A synod is more capable than a single individual to form a judgment

and to give decisions; 2. The decisions of such a body are of greater weight

and more commanding authority than those of any one man ; 3. As the synod

convei.es by the order and under the siipervinion of the Tza?', there need be no

suspicion of either partiality or unfairness, as the Tzar will always put the

public good bafore any private interest (?); 4. The transaction of business will

not be interrupted either by disease or death; 5. In a synod like this, whose

members are taken from the different oiders, there is little ground to appre-

hend the influence either of passion or of corruption ; 6. A number of persons

participating in a single act will not be as easily deterred as an individual act-

ing alone would be, from doing their duty, because in dread of the vengeance

of the powerful; 7. Revolts and insurrections are for this reason prevented;

8. If the president of a synod makes mistakes or acts unwisely, he may be cor-

rected by his brethren, but a patriarch would not submit his acts to the bishops

subordinate to him ; 9. A synodal government of this sort would become, in

course of time, a nursery of able and distinguished ecclesiastics, and the asses-

sors would in consequence acquire a knowledge of ecclesiastical administration.
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"been able to command. They were chosen from the most

distino'uishecl of the bishojis, from the archimandrites, from

the hegumenes of tlie principal convents, and from the proto-

popcs. The Synod once established, as a necessary conse-

quence the bonds uniting the Russian Church to that of the

East were severed. Its every act was molded to fit the policy

of the Tzar, whose will was the supreme rule of action.

Hence, on being likened to King Louis XIV., Peter might

justly rejoin : "I think I have beaten the French King on

one capital point ; I have brought my clergy to obedience

and peace. Louis has allowed himself to be subjugated by

his "
(? !)

^ The successors of Peter I. were hardly less pleased

than himself with this creation of his genius, and appreciating

its importance as an engine of state polic}^ were very careful

to preserve it. Its influences were potent, sorrowful, and in-

evitable. From this time forth the liussian Church was in a

condition of abject servitude; it became the mother of nu-

merous sects, and ceased completely to exert any moral influ-

ence over its members.^ The most numerous sect that has

sprung from it is that of the Haskobiiks, or Separatists, but

who style themselves Staroivierzi, or Men of the Old Faith.

There are many subdivisions of this sect, based upon trifling

difierences.^

1 Such condact, certainly, does not show any inclination on his part toward

a union with the Catholic Church, as Theiner attempted to prove in his work,

entitled •' The Latest Phase of the Catholic Church in Poland and Kussia."

^ I have seen in Eussia a Church which no one attacks, and which, to all

appearances, every one respects ; a Church which, in the exercise of its moral

authority, has every condition of success ; and, nevertheless, this Church has

absolutely no hold on the hearts of men ; it produces hypocrites and persons

given to superstition, but none others. (La Kussie en 18o9 par le Marquis

de Cusii7ie, Bruxelles, 1844, T. IV., p. 434.)

^ Cf., on these sects, Aug. de Haxthausen, Studies on the Internal Condition

of Kussia and on the Kussian People, Hanover, 1847, II. Pts. See '^The Cnt/t'

olic," 1848, nro. 42.
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PART SECOND.

FROM THE FRENCH REVOLUTIOISr DOWN" TO OUR
OWN DAY (1789-1878).

THE CATHOLIC CHURCH IN CONFLICT WITH FALSE POLIT-
ICAL THEOEIES— THE NEGATIVE CHARACTER OF PRO-
TESTANTISM GROWS DAILY MORE PRONOUNCED.

§ 386. General Literature—I»)porta7ice of Modern Church

History.

I. * Bullarii Romani continuatio summer. Pontificum Clemeniis XIII.—Gre-

gor. XVI., Rom. 1835 sq. Collectio Lacensis, acta et decreta Coiv). recent., T.

II. sq. For other documents and public papers, see Mullei-^s Cyclopaedia of

Canon Law, and Vater\^ Structure of Modern Ch. H. See, above, p. 475. Huth,

t Essay on the Ch. H. of the Eighteenth Century, Vol. II., Augsburg, 1809.

i'Late Hist, of the Church of Christ, from the Accession of Pius VII. (1800)

till the Times of Gregory XVI. (1833), transl. fr. the Italian into German, 2d

ed., Augsburg, 1836. j-Robiano, Continuation de I'Hist. ecclesiastique de Be-

rault-Bercastel (1721-1830), Paris, 1836, 4 T. tGams, Hist, of the Church in

the Nineteenth Century, with Special Reference to Germany, being a continu-

ation of Bcrault-BercasteVs Ch. H., Innsbruck, 1858 sq., 3 vols. '\Rohrbacher,

Histoire univ. de I'eglise, T. 27 and 28. Scharpf, Lectures on Modern Ch. H.,

Freiburg, 1852. Saint-George^ Le Christianisme au XIXe siecle, Paris, 1853.

Gieseler, Ch. H., Vol. V. (fr. 1814 till a very recent date). Hagenbach, Hist,

of the Church in the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries, Pt. II., 4th ed.,

Leipsig, 1872; Engl. tr. by Hurst, Vol. II., New York; 1869. (Tk.) Bniir,

Ch. H. in the Nineteenth Century (Vol. V.) Nippold, Manual of Modern Ch.

H., from 1814, Elberfeld, 1867.

For Politic.vl History: Cesare Cantu, Univ. Hist., Germ., by Bruhl, Vol.

XIII. '\-' Boost, Modern Hist, of Mankind, from the Commencement of the

French Revolution down to Our Own Days, Vol. I. (Hist, of France). 2d ed.,

Ratisbon, 1843; Vol. II., Augsburg, 1843 (Hist, of Austria). Leo, .Abridg-

ment of Univ. Hist., Vols. IV. and V. A. Alison. History of Europe, from

the Commencement of the French Revolution to the Restoration of the Bour-

bons, Edinburgh, 1833-1842; 10th ed., 14 vols., Edinburgh and London, 1861;

German, by Mayer, 6 vols., Lps. 1842-1846 ; also transl. into Hindoostanoe and

Arabic; so is likewise the continuation of this work: "History of Europe,

from the Fall of Napoleon to the Accession of Louis Napoleon," 6 vols., Edinb.

1852-1857; 7th vol., London, 1865. (Tr.) Wolfgang Menzcl, Hist, of Europe,

fr. the Commencement of the Fr. Revol., 1789-1815, 3d ed., Stuttg. 1866, 2

vols.; by the zame, Hist, of the Last Forty Years, 1816-1856, and Hist of the

(626)
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Last One Hundred and Twenty Years, 1740-18GO. Louis Blanc, Hist, de dix

ans 1830-1840, Paris, 4 vols. (AVe recommend only the documentary proofs,

not the.spirit of the work.) Among the Political Periodicals, we offer for con-

sultation, above all, The Monilcur, Allgemeine Zeitiivg, and the Chronicle of the

ISineteenth Century, from 1801.

With the latter half of the present epoch the subject-matter

of Church History approaches gradually nearer our own
times, until finally it passes into the age in which we live,

and with whose development and culture our life is, for better

or worse, intimately connected. If the very nearness of the

subject attracts us, its interest will grow upon us still more
as we reflect that modern times are richer in events of ex-

traordinary import and far-reaching consequences, whether

in the civil or ecclesiastical domain, than any age in the past

history of mankind, with perhaps not more than one or two
exceptions, and therefore supply abundant and varied matter

to the historian. A thorough and complete acquaintance

with the religious condition, internal and external, of the

Church during the passing and past years included in this in-

terval is all the more necessary to the theologian, in that, as

a pastor of souls, he is in daily contact with the practical af-

fairs of life, and should at once help to revive and exert an

influence upon religious principles and moral conduct ; and

this he can not do if he possess not the information requisite

to give meaning and purpose to his endeavors. If thorough-

ness of treatment be demanded in an}- portion of Church

History, it is assuredly in that embracing the events of most

recent times. Xor should the current objection " that these

times are not yet sufficiently fall for such treatment, or that in

treating of them some ecents must he either passed over entirely

or drawn with a most skillful and delicate touch'' be allowed to

have more than its just weight. The difiiculty may be ob-

viated if the historian beware of setting forth imperfectly

developed events as complete and accomplished facts ; and if,

in touching upon aftairs personal to those still living, he do

so only in so far as they are matter of historical fact. This

was the method pursued by Euscbius, the Father of Church

History, wlio sets forth the events of his own age with re-

markable fullness. (Pref. to Bk. VIII.)



CHAPTER I.

HISTORY OF THE CATHOLIC CHURCH FROM 1789-1878.

The French Eevolution.

'\Barrvel, Collection ecclesiastique, ou recueil complet des ouvrages faits de-

puis I'ouverture des etats generaux, relativement au clerge, 7 T. ; Germ., Kemp-
ten, 1795-1797, 10 pts. By the satne, Histoire du clerge de France pendant la

revolution, Lond. 1794 and 1804; Germ., by Coilinet, Frkft. and Lps. (Miin-

ster), 1794, 2 vols. Histoire du clerge en France pendant la revolution d'apres

Barruel, Montjoie, Picot, etc., par M. R. •• * * Paris, 3 T. ^Carron, Les

confesseurs de la foi dans I'egfise gallicane a la fin du 18 siecle, Paris, 1820, 4

T. ; Germ., by yjass and Wets, Mentz, 1822-1826,4 vols. Barruel, Memoires

pour servir a I'histoire du Jacobinisme (1797 and 1803), Lyons, 1818 sq., 4 T.

'\Jager, Histoire de I'eglise de France pendant la revolution, Paris, 1852 .eq., 3 T.

Boost, Latest Hist, of France (1789-1835). Wachsmuth, Hist, of France during

the Revolution, Hamburg, 1840 sq., 4 vols. ^'^Mazas, Hist, of the French

Revolution ; Germ., by Scherer ; with preface and additions by Hofjier, Ratis-

bon, 1842, 2 little volumes. Pollgmtc, Jules, Prince de. Historical, Political,

and Moral Studies; Germ., Eatisbon, 1846, 2 vols. '\GMime, The Revolution,

being Hist. Researches on the Origin and Propagation of Bad Principles in

Europe, from the Renaissance down to Our Own Times; Germ., Ratisbon,

1856 sq., 5 vols. Burke, Reflections on the Revolution of France, published in

1790; tr. into Fr. by Dupont ; into Germ, by Frederic v. Gentz, Brunswick,

1838, 2 pts. (This work of Burke's, written in condemnation of the princi-

ples of 1789, led to an open rupture with Fox, his former political friend.

—

Te.)

Alexis de Tocqueville, L'ancien regime et la revolution, Paris, 1856. Cf. Hist.

and Polit. Papers, Vol. 43, in two articles. Dahlmann, Hist, of the French

Revolution (to the republic), Lps. (1845) 1847. Fr. v. Raumer, Hist, of France

and the French Revolution, 1740-1795, Lps. 1850; ''y. Sybsl, Hist, of the Age
of Revolution, from 1789-1795, Dusseldorf (1858), 1872, 4 vols. Freiburg Eccl.

Cyclopaed., Vol. IX., p. 251-289; Fr. tr., Vol. 20, p. 232-272.

^.—The Last Years of Pius VI., 1789-1800.

(Htdoi), Ccllectio Brevium et Instr. Pii VI. ad praesentes Gallic. Ecclesiae

calamitates, Aug. 1796, 2 T. ; Lips. 1871, 2 T. Continuatio Bullarii, T. V.-X.

Baldassari, Hist, of the Abduction and Imprisonment of Pius VI. ; Germ., by

Steck, Tueb. 1844; Blssing, France under Louis XVI., Freiburg, 1872.
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-§ 387. The French National Assembly {La Consituante), 1789-

1791.

The consequences of the principles upon which the Reform-

ation was based did not fully open upon the minds of men
until they began to pass the line dividing the domain of re-

ligion from that of politics. The political event in which

these principles were most thoroughly embodied, and in

which, beyond doubt, they obtained their most complete

illustration, was the French Revolution,^ The early Reform-

ers, Luther, Ulric von Hutten, Francis von Sickiugen, and

Thomas Miinzer, inaugurated their religious reform by over-

turning the existing political order, and thence proceeded in

their work of destruction to suppress monasteries by violence,

to coniiscate the property of the Church, and to secularize

religious institutions in the name of princes. They subverted

the authority of the Churchy and, as a necessary consequence,

the authorit^^ of the State fell with it. To a divine and un-

changeable religion and to an infallible rale of faith aud mor-

als, succeeded, by an inevitable law, religious doubt, whence

sprang the Deism of England, and, as time went on, a wide-

spread moral corruption. The ideas of unrestrained liberty

and absolute equality advocated by the French Jacobins were

not new ; they had been proclaimed with sufficient distinct-

ness and in every variety of form by Miinzer's rebellious

peasants ; while the members of the French Clubs found in

the words and conduct of Luther an eloquent apology and

1 This view is steadily growing in favor, even with Protestants, and is openly

set forth as the correct one by such distinguished writers as Wolfgang Menzel,

Henry Leo (Vol. IV., p. 153), and others. There are many passages in the

writings of Mnzus which prove that he is also of this opinion. (Cf. Vol. T., pp.

115-201, and Hoefler's Preface.) Louis Blanc (Introd. to the Hist, of the

French Revolution) and Polignac (1. c, Vol. I., p. 75) bear still more emphatic

testimony to the same fact. The latter says: "At the breaking out of the

French Eevolution, wickedness, having worked its way up the scale (jf iniquity,

had reached its climax ; the prevailing heresy of Luther and Henry VITl. had

commenced to make its influence felt; then succeeded religious iiidifl'erence,

unbelief, and finally revolt against God Himself, His commandments, aiul His

laws." Cf. Hist, and Poiit. Papers, Vol. IX., and Fehr, Development and In-

fluence of Political Theories, Innsbruck, 1855.
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model for their own contemptuous hatred of royalty. More-

over, the wit, the brilliancy, the multifarious scepticism, the

fashionable unbelief, and eas}- morals of the splendid age of

Louis XIV., had produced a luxuriant crop of authors, who
perpetuated their errors in wi'itings remarkable for attractive

grace and classic elegance of Style. Finally, Deists and ma-

terialistic philosophers, clumsy imitators of their English

prototypes, enc6uraged b}^ the debauchery of a depraved

Court, and relying upon the protection of irreligious minis-

ters, proceeded fearlessly to carry out their designs by out-

J"aging religion and undermining the principles of faith and

morals. Of such were Peter Payk, Voltaire, (FAlembert, Dide-

rot, and Jean Jacques Rousseau, all working, each in his own
way, for the utter annihilation of religion. It was Diderot

that said, in a spirit of diabolical malignity, that if he were

in need of a rope to hang the last king, he would make it of

the entrails of the last priest.^ Finally, as if to make a mock-

ery of religion, a memoir Avas published of the frivolous Car-

dinal-Archbishop Dubois, formerly Prime Minister of France,

{f 1723), revealing a shocking depth of moral depravity, such

as might be expected in the life of one who held morality to

be a prejudice of the multitude, and religion the invention of

priests, and who in his dying moments repelled the grace of the

Sacraments.^ The wicked designg of the philosophers and en-

cyclopaedists were still further advanced by the powerful influ-

ence of the mistresses, whom Louis XV. continu,ed to keep in

defiance of all decency, and by the universal tone of irreligion

prevalent at Court. The clergy spoke out, giving warning of the

menacing dangers ahead; hut their words fell upon ears that

would not hear.^ To writings in which religion was outraged,

soon succeeded others in which royalty was contemptuously re-

viled.* With the thunder of such ominous forebodings as those

1 Et avec les boyaux du dernier pretre

Egorger le dernier des rois.

^ De la Houssaye-Pegeault, Vie privee du Cardinal Dubois, 1789, 8vo.

3 The Assembly of the Clergy, in a memorial to the king, dated July 20, 1789,

gave utterance to these prophetic words: Encore quelques annees de silence et

I'ebranlement, devenu general, ne laissera plus apercevoir que des debris et des

ruines. A pud liobtano, T. II., p. 53.

* To this class belongs the Philosophical History of the Commerce of the
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already ringing in his ears, Louis XV. departed this life (May

10, 1774), with the presentiment strong upon him tliat the

crown would some day be struck from the head of his grand-

son. Sonic 3'ears later, when disorder became general and

ruin ininiincnt, the dastardly Manrepas cried out: "Would
tliat things might remain as they are until we are gone."

Hardly a dozen years had gone by since the expulsioji of the

Jesuits, and impiety had already doubled, both in extent and

intensity. A new generation of scliolars, educated under

new masters, and having hardly any religious knowdedge,

and certainly destitute of all religious habit and devotional

feelinc;, had o-one forth from the colleges to become active

members of society. Revealed truth had been crushed out

of men's minds to give room to a ratioinilistic philosophy and

do unfounded prejudices ; and the impiety, which had been

heretofore confined to the inhabitants of the cities, began to

find its way into the provinces and to permeate the rural pop-

ulations. Was any one bold or courageous enough to openly

profess and practice his faith, his loyalty to his God became

a subject of derisive mockery to his felloAv-men.

Once the popular passions had been thus excited against

both royalty and the Church, it is not wonderful that the

finandal embarrassments and oppressive taxes, necessarily re-

sulting from a lavish expenditure of the public funds and a

neglect to develop the material resources of the country,

should rouse the jealousy of the Third Estate, or commoners,

against the immunities enjoyed by the clergy and nobles, the

more so as these had now lost much of their former consider-

ation and prestige, and, though wealthy, contributed nothing,

except by voluntary gift, toward defraying the ordinary ex-

penses of government.

The ideas of liberty imported from America; the euthusi-

East and West Indies, by Raynal, which appeared in 1758. In this woric the

author formally states that the world will never enjoy peace until it has been

ridded of priests and kings. In the second edition, published in 1781, the same

hatred of authority and religion is expressed still more vehemently. To the

same class belongs also tbe ^larriage of Figaro, by BeauDiarchnifi, a caustic sa-

tire on all authority whatever, in which the nobility are bandied with excep-

tional severit}'. To these may be added a flood of pamphlets, bearing neither

the author's nor the printer's name.
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asm naturally evoked by the successful struggle for independ-

ence in that country, to which France had so largely contrib-

uted in arms and money, and of which the young officers, on

their return home, after siiaring its trials and triumphs, were

never tired of speaking in words of glowing eulogy, were like

so many brands flung into a hea}! of inflammable matter. The
impressionable genius of the French people, ever prompt to

take up and ready to give a trial to w'hatever is new and

strange, was fascinated by these ideas, and what was at flrst

only a spark was rapidly transformed into a conflagration.

Every measure taken to avert only served to hasten, the crisis.

The finances of the country were in a deplorable condition,

and the eflbrts made by Necker, Joly de Fleury, and Calonne,

who succeeded each other in the office of comptroller, to re-

store them, resulted only in increasing the yearly deficit.

Calonne, conscious that a crisis was approaching, prevailed

upon the king to call an Assembly of Notables, and on the 2d

of February, 1787, opened that body with a speech, proposing

several reforms, among which were the abolition of some of

the privileges of the Notables and a more equitable distribu-

tion of the burdens of taxation, and closing with the startling

confession that the yearly deficit had gone on steadily increas-

ing till it now amounted to the sum of one hundred and fif-

teen millions of francs. The Notables refused to listen to the

proposed reforms, and had Calonne disgracefully dismissed

from his office, which was now given to Archbishop Lomenie

lie Brienne, who was shortly forced to resign, and the radical

Necker was once more called to be Comptroller General of

Finance. The excitement had now spread from one end of

France to the other, and both the Nobles and the Third Es-

tate demanded, each for a difi'erent reason, the convocation

of the States General. The king for some time resisted the

demand, but finally yielding, wjth ill grace, published the

edict convoking the three estates to meet at Versailles, May
5, 1789, and, contrary to ancient usage, doublijig the number
of deputies representing the Third Estate. The excitement,

which was steadily on the increase, was still further intensi-

fied by the general demoralization of the people, after pass-

ing through suft'erings incident to an unusually rigorous winter
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mid by the nearness of the place of meeting of the States General

to the city of Paris.^ Moreover, it was well known that no reli-

ance could be placed in the loyalty of the soldiers, who were

daily to be seen in great crowds gathered about the Palais Royal,

consorting Avith Radicals and partaking of their hospitality.

The States General had barely assembled when the Third Es-

tate demanded that the two ordei-s of the nobles and clerg}^

should unite with them >to form one legislative body, and

carry on their deliberations in a common .chamber. This

usage, though fre(piently followed since the restoration of the

States General under Philip the Fair, had been depai'ted from

in the last assembly, held in 1G14, when the privileged Estates

deliberated in one chamber and the Third Estate in another.

The demand was sternly resisted by the nobles and clergy,

and equally sternly insisted upon by the Third Estate, who
were somewhat emboldened by the encoui'agement they re-

ceived from Coiuit Mirabeaa. Finally, on the 17th of June,

after a stormy session, protracted long into tlie night, the

Thii-d Estate declared their own the only lawful leyislatlce body,

an i of their own authority assumed the title of the Notional

Assembly. This position had been long since boldly and [ler-

sistently claimed for the representatives of the peo})le by the

Abbe Sieyes, Vicar General of the diocese of Chartres, and the

author of the famous pamphlet " What is the Third Estate f
The leading idea of the pamphlet is this : Nothing is more
reasonable than that the majority should rule. What is un-

reasonable should cease to exist. Kow, if the king and the

privileged Estates continue to be unreasonable, the people

should take things into their own hands.

Expelled from his own order, Abb6 Sieyes was with diffi-

cult}^ chosen one of the deputies of the Third Estate by one

of the colleges of Paris. The deputies were immediately joined

by eight parish-priests, one of whom was the Abb6 Gregoire,^

^ On the causes that led to the French Revolution, see Ancillon, who takes a

temperate view, midway between the two extremes, Berlin, 1838, Vol. I., pp.

24'J sq.

2 Memoires de Gregoire (t 1831), precedes d'une notice historique sur I'auteur,

par M. H. Carnot, Paris, 1837, 2 vols. ; Kriiger, Gregoire, according to his Me-
moirs, with a preface by Chas. liaae, Lps. 1838. Cf. The Tuebingen Quart er'y

Eeview, 1838, nro. 4, p. 720-741.
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and these were soon followed by one hundred and forty-eight

more of the clerg}', among whom were the Archbishops of

Vienne and Bordeaux, the Bishops of Chartres, Coutance,

and Rhodez, and Talleyrcuul^ Bishop of Autun, who was really

the leader of these disloyal ecclesiastics, and, by his personal

influence, brought over to the liberal ranks one hundred and

fifty of the priests of Paris. This was the man who subse-

quently ruled France for close upon a half a century, and who
held it to be an axiomatic principle in politics "that speech

was given to man, not to make known, but to disguise his

thoughts." The king having given his assent to the union

of the three estates, the name of States General was changed,

June 19, 1789, into that of the Constituent National Assembli/;

and the Bourgeoisie, elated with the pride of victory and car-

ried along with the spirit of revolution, broke through all re-

straint. On the 11th of July the llarquis de Lafayette, who,

for services rendered in the War of American Independence,

had been raised to the rank of general, brought forward the

Declaration of the Rights of 31an, which the more prudent

Mirabeaa wished to have deferred until after a constitution

had been drawn up and adopted. His advice was disregarded,

and, as a consequence of this precipitate action, a mob of fifty

thousand men, on July 14, carried terror and dismay to every

quarter of Paris ; and, directing their steps to the Porte St.

Antoine, where the Bastille, built b}' order of Charles V. as a

defense against the English, was situated. Having eftected

an entrance, they were astonished to find only a few prisoners

in the dungeons, whei-e it was popularly believed there were

scores ; but so great was their hatred of this historical pile,

on account of the eminence of the prisoners that had lan-

guished there, that on the following day they utterly demol-

ished it. The National Assembly was not slow in usurping

political power, and soon revealed its intentions of seizing the

possessions of both the nobility and the clergy. The latter

evinced a very conciliatory temper, and on the memorable

night of the 4th of August came generously forward, ottering

to subscribe to any measures that might be thought necessary

to liquidate the public debt. While the nobles expressed a

readiness to lay aside their titles and the privileges of • their
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order, the clergy signiiied tlieir willingness to pay taxes upon
church-property, to surrender the tithes for a compensation^

and to relinquish the surplice-fees and other perquisites.

The Janseinsts had hoped that the Church would emerge out

of these troubles purified and more spiritual. When, on the

10th of August, these questions came up for discussion, tlie

Archbishop of Paris, who for ten years had been styled the

father of the poor, speaking in the name of the whole clcrg}-,

demanded that, in compensation for the tithes, some adequate

provision be made for the proper maintenance of religion;

that virtuous and zealous priests be set over the churches;

that in the future, as in the past, the wants of the poor should

not be neglected ; and that, as there was at present no means
of relieving them, the abolition of the tithes should be put

off until such time as an appropriation from the public treas-

ury could be set apart for this purpose, as well as for the sup-

port of the clergy. To these wise suggestions no answer

other thau a vague promise was given. A yearly income of

seventy millions of francs w^as confiscated at a blow ; and
every individual of the privileged estates, excepting only such

pastors and vicars as had barely a decent support {portio cou-

grua), were subjected to an impost to go into immediate efi:"ect

and to date back to the 1st of April, 1789.

The Assembly next took up the question of reliqious liberty,

and, by a vote taken August 23, decided that in future every

one should be free to hold what opinions, even in religion, he
might see fit, provided only that in propagating them he did

not violate either public peace or public law. It was plain

that the aim of this measure was to decatholidze Frawe,
which even Mirabeau held to be necessary, on the ground
that Catholicity and freedom are mutually iucomjiatiblo

!

The Declaration of the Rights of Man was adopted August 20.

The distress was steadily on the increase, and fresh sacrifices

were demanded. Following the precedents of former ages,

the noble Archbishop of Paris proposed to melt down all the

sacred vessels not> absolutely necessary to public worship, and

to apply the proceeds to the paying oft' of the public debt.

This generous offer was somewhat embarrassing to the Revo-

lutionists, who, desirous of reducing the clergy to a condition
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of dependence by robbing tbem of their possessions, never-

theless felt that to do so would appear little short of criminal.

But any infirmity of this kind of which their consciences

may still have been susceptible was speedily repaired by the

boldness of the Bishop of Autun, who, on the 10th of Octo-

ber, brought forward a measure stating that all ecclesiastical

possessions ought to be declared national property, confiscated, and

ajjplied to the extinction of the public debt. Neither the wise and

temperate counsel of llontesqiiiou, nor the impassioned elo-

quence of Maury, nor yet the indignant rebuke of Sicyes

himself, who, rising in his place in the Assembly, cried out,

"You wish to be free, and you know not how to be just,"

could prevent the consummation of a financial measure at

once so iniquitous and so replete with danger. On the 2d of

November a decree passed the Assembly, placing all the prop-

erty of the Church at the disposal of the Nation, and prom-

ising to make decent provision for the cost of worship, the

support of the clergy, and the relief of the poor! During

the discussion of this decree the hall of the Assembly was

surrounded by an armed mob, crying out in menacing tones,

^^ that if the decision were favorable to the clergy the bishops and

priests should be p)ut to death." On the 10th of December' fol-

lowing, ecclesiastical property to the value of two hundred

millions of francs was sequestrated, put on sale, and declared

to belong to the Nation. The violent measures enacted within

the hall of the National Assembly were decorous and tem-

perate, compared with what took place outside its walls. The

tumultuous shouts of the deputies during their deliberations

w^ere caught up and sent back in fuller volume and greater

intensity by the howling mob in the streets. After the taking

of the Bastille, many regiments threw off" the restraints of

military discipline, and were with the greatest difficulty again

reduced to obedience. The National Assembly now practi-

cally took the control of the army out of the hands of the

king, by prescribing a new form of oath for the soldiers, ac-

cording to which they bound themselves to obey the Nation

first and next the crown, and never to use violence against

their fellow-citizens. The throne was betrayed by the Dake

of Orleans. From every street corner cheers went up for the
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^^Declaration of the Bights of Jlan." Finally, on the 5th and

6th of October, a savage rabble, accompanied by members of

the National Guard, raised the cry of ^^Bread, on to Versailles /"

and, having arrived there, attacked the royal residence, and

forced the king and the royal family to transfer their abode

to Paris, whither the Assembly also foUowed. From this time

forth the Revolution became inevitable; and the action of

tlirec hundred of the deputies, embracing all the more re-

spectable menibers of the Assembly, who quitted Paris to

avoid participating in the crimes which tlicy saw would soon

be perpetrated, only hastened the crisis. The Jacobins and

patriots, who now openly proclaimed their intentions, and the

Duke of Orleans, the leader of the Freemasons,^ having no

longer any reasonable cause of fear, set earnestly to work to

carry into efl'ect their long-meditated and audacious projects.

On motion of the lawyer Treilhard, who asserted that the

convent was the abode of tyranny, the prison of sorrowing

hearts suffering in silence, and the scene of disorderly festivity

and every sort of crime, the monastic Orders were abolished

(February 13, 1790) ; and, as a compensation to the plundered

monks and nuns, a miserable pittance, subsequently reduced

to one-third the original sum, and even this never regularly

paid, was granted to each. Then, as in the sixteenth century

under Luther, might be seen troops of monks, though by no

means so numerous as had been anticipated, carried away by

the fury of the revolutionarj^ torrent, several of them, like

Fouche and Chabot, becoming the fiercest' of Terrorists. On
the 14th of April the entire administration of ecclesiastical

property was handed over to the secular authorities, in spite

of the spirited protest of the Abbe Gregoire, with the under-

standing that the administrators were to pay a salarj- to each

member of the clergy, that of a parish-priest being set at

twelve hundred francs, with the use of a house and garden.

But before securing this indemnity to the clergy, or even

granting them what was absolutely necessary for their sub-

^For the influence of the Order of Freemasons on the French Revolution,

see Barruel. Memoires, T. II., p. 257 sq., etc. Pollgnac, Hist., Polit., and He-

ligious Studies, Vol. 1., p. 56 sq.
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sistence, an attempt was made to eoslave them by forcing

upon their acceptance the decree of July 12, 1790, known as

the Civil Constitution of the Clergy. Not content with phm-

dering the Church, they wished to destroy her very constitution,

and thereby decatholicize France. It was decreed that there

should be a bishopric for each of the departments into which

the conntry had been recently divided, thus reducing the

number of dioceses from one hundred and thirty-six to eighty-

three ;^ that chapters should be supi»ressed, and all benefices,

abbacies, and priories confiscated ; that bishops and parish-

priests should receive their appointments from the depart-

mental electoral assemblies, co.mposed of Catholics, Calvinists,

and Jews ; that bishops so appointed should dispense with

the confirmation of the Pope, and receive investiture from the

metropolitan, himself chosen in the same way ;" that as a mat-

ter of courtesy they might inform the Holy See by letter of

their appointment; and, finally, that previously to being con-

secrated, they should, in the presence of the king, the mu-

nicipality, the clergy, and the people, take the oath of alle-

giance to the !N"ation, the laws, and the king. The bishop

was now only the parish-priest of his cathedral; the parish-

priests of tlie other churches within his diocese composed his

council, and according to their advice and judgment he was

bound to be directed in the exercise of his authority; all dig-

nities and prebends of cathedral and collegiate chapters were

declared extinct ; and, finally, all foreign bishops were for-

bidden to meddle in the affairs of the Church of France; but,

with great difficulty, the Abbe Gregoire succeeded in having

a modification introduced into the last clause, disclaiming

any intention of prejudicing the existing union with the Vis-

ible Head of the Church. Such is the decree called by a mis-

nomer, the Civil Constitution of the Clergy, as if their civil

^ The reader will find in Mazas, Vol. I., p. 67 sq., a list of the eighteen arch-

bishoprics and one hundred and eight suffragan bishoprics, which still existed

in 1789. He also gives a statement of the primitive revenues of the five sees

dependent on the ^Metropolitan of Treves, and five others, forming the dioceses

of Corsica. See, above all, Diciionnaire de siatistique religieuse, published by

M. Migne, Paris, Petit-Montrouge, 1851.
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rig-hts were at all in question.' Tlie binhops entered their

protest against the Constitution, earnestly demanding the con-

vocation of a national or provincial synod; and the Abbe
31aurij pleaded eloquently to avert so great a disaster as tljis

measure would inevitably bring upon France. Protests and

pleadings were vain, and it was decreed that those performing

ecclesiastical functions and refusing to take the oath to the

civil constitution should be dismissed. The /king, at whose

request the affair was referred by the Holy Father to the judg-

ment of dc Pompignan, Archbishop of Vienne, and de Cice,

Archbishop of Bordeaux, long hesitated to sign the decree ;

but iinall}', on December 27, consented to yield, after the two

prelates, witii deplorable weakness, had advised the unquali-

fied acceptance of the measure.

On motion of Barnave, a Protestant, it was enacted (Jan-

uary, 1791) that bishops and priests declining to take the oath

to the Civil Constitution should, besides being deprived of their

charges, be prosecuted as disturbers of the public peace, if

they continued to exercise their functions. Scarcely had the

decree been published when it was enforced in regard to the

clerical members of the Assembly. Of the three hundred

ecclesiastical deputies, about eighty consented to take the re-

quired oath, and these more from interest than conviction
;

and of the one hundred and thirty-six bishops of France, only

four were to be found faithless to their trust. These were

Talleyrand, Bishop of Autun ; Savines, Bishop of Viviers;

Jarente, Bishop of Orleans ; and Lontenie de Brienne, Arch-

bishop of Sens. The Abb6 Gregoire, in an address, explained

the oath, and after setting forth the motives, which he thought,

suflicient to justify one in taking it, was the first ecclesiastic

to swear obedience to the schismatical Constitution. At least

fifty of the sixty thousand [)astors and vicars then in France

absolutely refused to take the oath. Those who took it were

called Assermentes or Jurors, and those who refused Inser-

mentes or Non-jurors. Many of those who took the oath did

so because they had been intimidated or were ignorant of its

' Sciout, Histoire de la constitution du clerge (1790-1802), aveo de nombrfux

documents inedits, Paris, 1873, 2 vols.
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real drift, and subsequently retracted ; and many more sought

to evade its import by explaining it away and putting their

own interpretation upon it. Henceforth every priest was

under suspicion ; and although, as Condorcet said, there was

no desire to make mart^-rs of them, their lives were daily

threatened. Finally, as if at pains to leave no doubt concern-

ing its religious views, the Assembly, by a decree of April 4,

1791, transformed the Church, of Sainte-Genecieve into a Pan-

theon, or mausoleum, for the heroes and great men of France

;

and here 31irabeau was buried, tmd the remains of Voltaire and

Jxousseau subsequently transferred with great pomp. The non-

juring clergy were uniformly ordered to vacate their charges,

which were then given to the constitutional clergy, consisting

for the most part of apostate monks, fiery Revolutionists, and

clerical refugees from Plolland and Germany. About twenty

parish-priests, who had exbibited in their persons shameless

examples of perjury by taking the bath in the presence of the

Asserabh^ were rewarded with bishoprics. One of them, the

Abbe Gregoire, was set over the diocese of Blois, while The-

miiies, the lawful bishop, was still alive. To the king, who
had done so much for this apostate priest, he showed his

gratitude by demanding, after the discovery of the fliqht of the

royal family by the postmaster of Varennes, the abolition of

the prerogative of inviolability, which until that time had

surrounded the royal person, and proposing to have him put

on trial for his life. He appointed as his vicar-general Chia-

bot, an infamous Capuchin friar, who, if possible, surpassed

in cruelty even Marat himself. The first constitutional bish-

ops were consecrated by Talleyrand, and these in turn conse-

crated others, all of whom took possession of their sees with-

out the necessar}^ permission of the Holy See. In April, 1791,

PopePm.s VI. rejected the Constitution, declared the appoint-

ment of new bishops to sees illegal and of no effect, and sus-

pended from the exercise of their functions those already

consecrated. Many ecclesiastics retracted, submitted to the

authority of the Head of the Church, and had their disabili-

ties removed, thus escaping the scornful contempt with which

t!ic constitutional bishops and priests were regarded bj' the

bulk of the people, who, to the surprise of many, were still
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warmly attached to the old faith. To avenge itself upon the

Pope, the National Assembly, on the 14th of September, de-

clared, amid thunders of applause, the counties of Avignon

and Venaissin annexed to France. As an initial token of the

tender and beneticent care which the happy and peaceful in-

habitants of the counties were to expect from their new mas-

ters, a mob, led by Jourdan, surnamed the Bcheadcr, went
about the streets of Avignon murdering men, women, and

children in cold blood, and then, as if to put a fitting finish

upon their atrocious deeds, drove one hundred and ten vic-

tims, man}^ of whom were children and defenseless females,

into the tower of the palace formerly occupied by the Popes,

and chucked them, wounded, dead, and dying as they were,

into a well, called the Glaciere or ice-pit, after which they

threw in a quantity of quicklime and water.'

lu Paris an effigy of the Pope, after having been paraded

through the streets of the city, sitting on an ass, and holding

in its hands the figure of a bull, was removed and burnt amid

the brutal jests of the mob.

The constitutional bishops and priests were by no means

at one as to the line of policy they should pursue. Some
wholly disregarded the numerous papal briefs efiecting them-

selves ; others afl^'ected to doubt their existence; and still

others endeavored to persuade their parishioners that the new
Constitution in no way clashed with the trutlis of faith or the

discipline of the Church ; that one might be a juror and at

the same time a good Christian or an orthodox priest ; and
that in taking the oath they did so from the purest and most
loyal of motives, and with no desire to outrage religion or the

rights of the Holy See. But these fallacious assurances pro-

duced no efiiect, and were received by the faithful as being

only the insidious echoes of the instructions which the Na-
tional Assembly had addressed to the people on the 21st of

January, 1791, on the subject of the Civil Constitution. When

1 He7iry Martin, in his History of France (Boston, Vol. I., pp. 208, 209), gives

the details of this brutal butchery with a tone, if not of absolute approval,

certainly not of condemnation. His work is intensely bigoted, and as an au-

thority utterly worthless. (Tr.)

VOL. Ill—41
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persuasion would not accomplish their purposes, these apos-

tles of reason very characteristically had recourse to threats

and violence. Catholics who chose to remain loj^al to their

faith were persecuted, and non-juring; ecclesiastics were cast

into prison, driven from their respective dioceses, and banished

the countrj'.

§ 388. Legislative Assembly (1791-1792)

—

National Convention

(September 21, 1792-October, 119b)—Directory (1796-

1709)

—

Consulate (IN'ovember 9, 1799)

—

Theophilanthro-

2)ists.

The Constituent Assembly closed its sittings September 30,

1791, and the Ijer/islative Assembly , as the next body was called,

met October 1. This Assembly, acting under the inspiration

of Robespierre, Danton, and Marat, carried out the principles

of the Kevolutioa with a logical rigor that was territic and an

impiety that was literally satanic. Ecclesiastics were forbid-

den to wear the dress of their order, and those of them, who
refused to take the oath to the Civil Constitution, after having

been already imprisoned and borne all manner of persecution

for their heroic resistance, were now condemned to perpetual

banishment. Louis XVI. declined to sanction the severe

measures against the clergy, and, as long as he Avas free to

choose his own spiritual attendants, closed the doors of the

royal chapel in the face of the constitutional priests. His

refusal was the occasion of a popular outbreak. The king

was shortly after deposed and imprisoned in the Temple, and

the decree against the clergy carried out in its extremest

rigor. Although six hundred priests had been slaughtered

at Avignon by the soldiers of Jourdan, the Beheader, they

still heroically refused to take the oath. It was thei-efore re-

solved, on the very day of the king's imprisonment, August

13, 1792, to exterminate every Catholic priest in Paris. Un-

der pretense of subsequentl}^ banishing them, the priests were

searched for in every part of Paris, b}^ order of the municipal

authorities, and, when found, imprisoned in various quarters

of the city. But, on the 2d of September, when news reached

the city that the Prussians had already entered Champagne,
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nnd were intent upon releasing the king and restoring liis

authority, a band of three hundred assassins, hired by the

municipality of Paris, visited the various prisons, and, among
other victims, massacred, amid scenes of revolting barbaritj-, /
three hundred ecclesiastics, including one archbishop and

two bishops. The atrocities perpetrated in Paris were re-

peated at Meaux, Chalons, Rennes, and Lyons.* The carnival

of blood continued for four days, during which eight thou-

sand French citizens were put to death in Paris alone; and

this wholesale assassiiuition Avas characterized by the apolo-

gists of the Pevolution as the shedding of the blood of a few

traitors! One of the members of the Legislative Assembly

declared publicly in one of the sessions ^^ that the one sorrow

he loould carry icith him to the grave was that of having to leave

behind him a religion existing on. earth!" Such of the priests

as had been fortunate enough to escape the knife of the as-

sassin quitted their parishes and went into voluntary exile.

But these emigrants were not forsaken of God in a strange

land. They were received with generous hospitality in Italy,

Spain, Switzerland, Germany, and England. After getting

through with persecuting priests, the legislators of the As-

sembly turned their atteiition to the protection of prostitutes
;

and those who had spoiled the Church and plundered eccle-

siastics now voted a handsome sum for the relief of pregnant

women of bad repute. They also legalized divorce, and, as a

consequence, within the short space of two years, five thou-

sand nine hundred marriages were dissolved in the city of

Paris alone.

At the breaking out of the French Revolution, nearly all

the princes of Europe remained for a time passive spectators,

while the most sacred rights were being outraged," and seemed

to take no interest in what so nearly concerned themselves,

until finally Leopold, Emjteror of Austria, and Frederic Will-

iCf. The Christian Heroes in the French Revolution, tr. fr. the Fr. into

Germ., Mentz, 1820, and Abbe Cnrron's work, The Confessors of the Faith,

quoted above at the heading of J 380. The Germ, transl. contains additions

from Guillon, Les martyrs de hi foi pendant la revolution francaisc, Paris,

18-21. 4T.
' Mazns, Vol. I., p. 244, cspeeia^.iy in the Appendix, p. 835-380.
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iam, King of Prussia, after a meeting at Pilnitz, in August,

1791, issued a. manifesto, declaring that they regarded the

cause of Louis as tlieir own, and calling upon all European

princes to aid them in re-establishing law and order in France.

In the meantime Leopold died, and was succeeded by Francis

IL, whose minister, Kaunitz, sent an nltimafum to Paris, de-

manding the re-establishment of the monarchy in all its rights,

the restoration of the counties of Avignon and Venaissin to

the Pope, and the surrender of the confiscated church-prop-

erty in France. The Assembly received this extraordinary

demand Avith feelings of indignation ; and, with a daring that

was all the more energetic and formidable because of its very

recklessness, immediately declared war and openly defied all

the enemies of France (April 20, 1792). This step was also

necessary in order to change the fervid enthusiasm of the

people in favor of liberty into a passion for war, and to an-

ticipate and if possible prevent a coalition of all the powers

of Europe against France and the Pevolution. It would

seem, says Boost, that there is an analogy between the physi-

cal and the spiritual laws in nature, and that the rapidity of

a nation's descent in morals and religion, once it has been

started on its downward course, is accurately expressed by

the law of geometrical progression governing falling bodies.

Accordingly, the bulk of the French peop!e, following the

teaching of false philosophers and the example of those who
were socially and intellectually their superiors, cut loose from

the Church, abandoned God, and having entered upon a down-

ward course, dashed with blind fury into the most abominable

excesses.

The direction of the Revolution had now passed into the

hands of a mob, composed of the vilest of the vile, who, re-

cognizing no rights in others, and outraging what every hon-

est man held to be sacred, pretended that they were desirous

of making all equal, when their only purpose was to bend the

necks of others beneath their own yoke. The promised lib-

erty and equality, Frenchmen learned to their cost, were no-

where to be found except on the Held of battle, on the scaf-

fold, and in the grave; and the boasted fraternity, which was

to bind together all mankind in one common family, existed
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only among the members of the Clubs, and its bond was a

common hatred of all the human race beside themselves.

In the National Convention, which met September 21, 1792,

Marat, Dautbn, and liobespierre, who had hitherto affected a

certain modest}' in pushing themselves to the front, now threw

off all disguise, and at once took the government into their

own hands. Jioyalfy was forthwith abolished, the king was
next brought to trial, condemned, and beheaded January 21,

1793. Against this judicial murder by Frenchmen of one of

the best of French kings no determined opposition was made in

the Convention, which was chiefly composed of Jacobins and

Girondists. "I forgive the authors of my death," said this

descendant of St. Louis with his last breath ;
" may my blood

never be avenged upon France." These noble words will re-

main for all time a splendid testimony to the magnanimit}^

and Christian resignation of this unfortunate prince. His

queen, 31aria Antoinette, the daughter of Maria Teresa, car-

ried herself during the last days of her life, and amid the

trying scenes of execution, with the heroic fortitude of a

martyr and the calm dignity of a saint. The death of the

king was the signal for a fresh and still more bloody persecu-

tion of the clergy, for a civil war of unparalleled barbarity,

aud for a series of proscriptions that included in their lists all

that was great and noble and virtuous in France. Forty-four

thousand Revolutionary Tribunals were established, and an

equal number of guillotines set up over the face of the coun-

try, and a flying column of six thousand soldiers went up and
down the land clearing it of every trace of both monarchical

and aristocratic institutions. Amid the general destruction of

whatever at any time contributed to the greatness and glory

of France, Christianity could not escape. It was declared to

V^e of purely liuman invention and the persistent foe of freedom.

By the decree of 1792, granting universal toleration to every

form of worship, Christianity alone was excepted. Tlie phi-

losophical principles that had been made familiar to the people

were carried out to their last consequences in practice. Priests,

against whom no charge could be brought except their heroic

fidelity to duty, were brutally murdered ; churches were pro-

faned, pillaged, and, when not demolished, either sold or con-
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verted into ^'Temples of Peason ;" the Gregorian Calendar

was abolished and replaced by the Revolutionary Era, com-

mencing September 22, 1792, the Decades and the Revolu-

tionary feasts ;
^ marriage was declared a civil contract and

nothing more ; Christianity was abolished by a decree of No-

vember 7, 1793 ; the icorship of the Goddess of Reason was es-

tablished ; the existence of God was publicly denied.; and the

last resting-places of the dead were violated, made desolate,

and a card posted at the entrances bore the inscription

:

''Death is but a 2>erp^tual sleep." Such are some of the re-

sults that succeeded each other with startling rapidity, once

the Revolutionary movement iiad got fairly under way. The

conduct of the constitutional clergy was simply deplorable.

Gobel, the Constitutional Bishop of Paris, entered the hall of

the Convention, followed by his clergy, on the 7th of Novem-

ber, 1793, and there, as if unconscious or heedless of the stain

be was putting upon his own and their characters, openly de-

clared that up to that time they had been duping the people

and teaching a religion which they themselves believed to be

false. " The people," said he, " want no public or national

worship other than that of liberty and equality, and I bow my
v/ill to theirs, and here, upon the altar of my country', lay

down my ring and crosier." While uttering these words,

Gobel and the thirteen vicars, who followed his example,

trampled under foot the tokens of their ministry, and in place

of his mitre the unworthy bishop put upon his head the red

cap or Phrygian bonnet.^ Many of the constitutional clergy

took wives, and one of them went the length of trampling

the Crucitix under foot, crying out in the meantime : "It is

not enough to destroy the tyrant of the body, let us also

crush out the tyrant of the soul." Finally, on the 20th Bru-

maire (JSTovember 10, 1793) was celebrated in the venerable

cathedral of Notre Dame de Paris the feast of the Goddess

^ Leo, Manual of Univ. Cb. Hist., Vol. V., p. 88, but particularly pp.

114-117.

2 He was soon overtaken by divine justice, and died on tbe scafTold April IB,

1794. In bis prison be was touched by divine grace, and repented, exhibiting

sicjns of deep sorrow for bis sins and the scandal he bad brought upon his holy

religion. Feller, Dictlonnaire bistorique, art. " Gobel."
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of Reason, personiiied by tin opera-singer of infamous charac-

ter, borne aloft on a species of throne, with the Crneifix under

her feet, and escorted to the church l)y legishitors and i>hilos-

ophers, wliere, seated njion the altar and envelojied in a cloud

of incense, she listened with grotesque composure while a

crowd of amiable maniacs sang Chenier's hymn of Liberty

in her honor. Those who had been most fanatically opposed

to the veneration of the Saints became now the most enthu-

siastic proselytes of the new worship. They had a most ten-

der reverence for the periwig and snuft-box of Rousseau, the

sword of Mirabeau, and the hair that once adorned the fur

robe of Voltaire.

A Consecrated Host, stolen from one of the churches, was

carried in procession through the streets, amid the derisive

jests and sliocking jirofanity of the mob. As is always in-

evitabh' the case, schism produced heresy, and from this

speedily followed atheism and paganism. Still irreligion was

by no means general in France. Brittany, Avjou, and Poitou

still nourished a noble race of men, a veritalde generation of

giants, who made a gallant and heroic stand for their king

and the faith of their fathers. The Vendeans, though van-

quished, had not fought in vain,' for the lievohitionary gov-

ernment was forced to grant them an honorable peace and

freedom of religious wcrship. But tlie reign of terror did not

on this account bear less heavily on the inhabitants of the

other provinces of France. Any one known to conceal a non-

juring priest, o\\ whose hoad a price was set, was liable to a

large tine. The triumph of the Goddess of lieason was short-

lived. Through the influence of Robespierre, the IN'ational

Convention passed a decree recognizing the existence of a Su-

preme Being (eire supreme), and professing a belief in the im-

mortality of the soul. On the 8th of July, 1794, a magniticent

and grotesque fete w^as celebrated in honor of the Supremo
Being, over which Robespierre presided avS liigh-|)riesf. and

w'as treated b}' the multitude almost as a demigod. Ti ere

was never an age in the history of the world in which retribu-

tive justice was so swift to overtake the authors of crime as

1 Cf. Mazas, Vol. 11 , pp. 131 sq., La guerre de la Vendee.
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in this. And the most remarkable feature of their downfall

and punishment is that these were invariably brought about

by the same agents that had contributed to their elevation.

The Duke of Orleans, who sat in the Convention under the

name of Philip J^galite, and who, though a near kinsman of

the king, voted for his death amid a murmur of horror and

disgust, being one of the suspected Reimhlican deputies, lost

his head JiTovember 6, 1793 ; Marat was stabbed to the heart

by Charlotte Corday, who had come all the way from Caen

to Paris to do the deed ; JDanton was beheaded April 5, 1794;

and, finall}'', Robespierre, when at the height of his power, was

conspired against by the very members of the Committee of

Public Safety, followed into the Hotel de Ville, and, when ar-

rested, shot himself in the jaw in attempting to take his own
life. Taken thence to the hall of the Convention, where,

stretched upon a table, it is said the very clerks inhumanly

pricked him with their penknives, he Avas condemned, and

finally guillotined July 28, 1794, amidst the vociferous exe-

crations of the multitude, who, a little more than a month

before, had honored him as a demigod. Those who took the

most conspicuous part in the Reign of Terror were nearly all

guillotined on the very spot where their victims had suffered.

After the fall of liobespierre the Convention returned to

wiser and more tem})erate counsels. Lccoinire, ascending the

tribune in the hall of the Convention, courageously proclaimed

'^that a people without a religion, tcithout a ivorsJdp, and ivithout

a Church, is a people without a country and without o morality,

destined, inevitably to sink to the condition of slaves ; that contempt

of religion had been the ruin, of the French monarchy, and would

be the ruin of every people whose legislation is not founded on the

unc/tangeable principles of morality and religion." The decree

of 1795, authorizing the exercise of Catholic worship in those

churches not already alienated, was hailed by all wise and

good Frenchmen as a great blessing.

Every one felt it a great relief, after the frightful days of

the Reign of Terror, to be able to breathe freely once more,

and to give expression to those exalted yet peremptory aspi-

rations of the soul, which they had been obliged for so long

to repress. " How delightful," said Mercier" is Christianity
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after the moral code of Robespierre, Marat, and their col-

leagues ! After such scenes of blood and horror, how great

need have we that some one should speak to us of the God
of peace !

" Ecclesiastics were now only required to promise

obcdieucc to the laws of the Republic, and to recognize the

principle of popular sovereignty. These concessions were the

occasion of fresh persecutions, for even the terrible visitations

of divine justice that had overtaken the Duke of Orleans,

Mirabeau, Danton, Kobespierrc, Chabot, Gobel, and others,

had not yet awakened in the minds of most Frenchmen a

desire of returning to the Church of God.

The irreligion resulting from the rejection of Chriptiauity

began now to develop itself under another form. Under

the patronage of the Director}' (1796) a sect sprung up,

known as 7 heophilaufhropists,^ composed of Jacobins, married

priests, former members of clubs, and orators of political fac-

tions. Til is sect, which at lirst consisted only of five heads

of families, who held meetings at irregular intervals," after

obtaining the protection of La Heveillcre-Lepaux, gradually

increased in numbers, got possession through its patron, who
was one of the five members of the Directory, of ten of the

parish-churches of Paris, and was received with favor in some

of the provincial towns. The pure Deism professed by the

sectaries could not hold its ground against cold Rationalism

on the one hand or against the fervid earnestness of Chris-

tianity on the other. Pursued by the biting sarcasm of a

scofling public, Philanthropism passed out of sight, once its

novelty had worn away, and was no more heard of after the

First Consul had forbidden its professors, on the overthrow of

the Director}-, to exercise their worship in the churches. Al-

though the nation had again returned to the true faith, the ortho-

dox and loyal clergy had to put up with many annoyances from

the more numerous constitutional ecclesiastics, who did cvcry-

^ They were also styled ''Thea7}thropophUes," i. e. friends of God and men. See

Manuel des Tliuophile-, Paris, 1707 (Germ, by Friedel, Mentz, 1798) ; Annee

religieuse des Theopbiianthropes (reoueil des discours), Paris, 1797; Grigoire,

nistoire des Theopliilanthropes (Germ., by Stdudlln, Ilanover, 180(1).

2 It existed in England from the year 177G, whero it was started by Franklin

and Williams. (Tr.)
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thing in their power to impede tlie exercise of their jurisdic-

tion. At a s3'nod held in Taris (from Aug. 25, 1797), under

the presidency of Bishop Gregoire, they partially revived the

civil constitution of the clergy.

§ 389. The Roman Bcpuhlic.

The civil constitution had been condemned by Pius VI. in

the bull Caritas, and the clergy forbidden to take the required

oath. After war had broken out between France and the

other European powers, the Pope also levied an army for the

defense of the Pontifical States. Such precautions gave of-

fense to the French government, which, after the victorious

campaign of I^apoleon in Up[)er Italy against Austria, Sar-

dinia, and ]Sraples, declared war against the Holy See; and

Pius VI. was in consequence obliged to accept an armistice,

concluded in his name by Azara, the Spanish embassador;

to surrender the Legation of Urbino, and to pay a war con-

tribution of twenty-one millions of francs (1796). The Pope

having resisted the demand made by Bonaparte to withdraw

all the briefs issued against France, the armistice was declared

at an end (February 1, 1797.) By a threatened advance upon

Rome, Kapoleon extorted from the Pope, by the Treaty of

Tolentino, 19th of February, 1797, the cession of the counties

of Avifjnon and Vena.issin to France, and of the Legations of

Bologna, Ferrara, and Eomagna to the Cisalpine Republic.

Besides these valuable provinces, the conqueror levied another

heav\- war contribution of thirty-one millions of francs, and

plundered the libraries and galleries of Rome of some of the

rarest manuscripts and most valuable treasures of art. Tliese

conditions brought the papal government to the very verge

of ruin, although jSTapoleon declared " that he had given Eu-

rope an example of the moderation of the Directory." The
peace did not last long. While the j^apal troops were engaged

in putting down an insurrection in Rome, which the French

had industriously encouraged, General Daphot, an attache of

the French embassy, was killed (December 28) ; and the Di-

rectory at once ordered General Berlhier to advance upon
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Rome, ^vllicll lie entered without opi)o.sitioii, February 10,

1708, and live days later jvodainicd a UcpvbUe.

The popular party wi-re as servile in their flattery of the French general as

they were base and cruel in their treatment of the Sovereign PontiflT. A statue

of the goddess of liberty-, tramping under foot the tiara and other symb(;ls

of religion, was set up at one of the entrances to the bridge of St. Angelo;

the papal insignia were derisively painted upon the drop-curtain in tiie theater

Aliberti ; and the sacred vessels stolen from the Altars were made to do service

at the infamous orgies celebrated in honor of the Kepublic. To the thoughtful

and better class of Romans these excesses showed how vitally important it was

that the Holy Father should not leave the city. The Pope, on his part, fully

appreciated his duty, and determined not to shrink from it. Having taken his

resolution to stay with the people, the courageous octogenarian ^ refused to leave

Rome until he was dragged from the Vatican by main force (February 20,

1798). He was next carried away to Siaia, where ho was lodged in the Au-

gustinian mona.stery, and thence transferred to the Carthusian monastery of

Florence. But the tender expressions of sympathy and respect which he re-

ceived from the inhabitants roused the jealousy and excited the alarm of the

philosophers and the Directory, and it was determined to send the grand old

man either to Spain or Sardinia. This project was rendered impracticable hy
the breaking out of war, and the Pope, though in infirm health, was carried to

Grenoble, whence, alter a stay of twenty-five days, he was removed to Valence

on the Rhone, and orders had already been given to move him on to Dijon,

when, worn out by the rigor of his confinement, he passed peacefully away,

August 22, 1799, in the eighty-second year of his age, thus escaping the trials

of a fresh exile. He was in truth a '•Peregrinus AposioUcufi moriens in exiilo,"

and his last words were worthy the Vicar of Jesus Christ. "2Hay my suc-

cessor," said he, "whoever he may be, forgive the French as sincerely as I do."

The few trifling articles which the Holy Father had distributed as mementos
and tokens of his gratitude to the faithful servants who had followed him into

exile were seized by the French government and sold as national jyroperiy.

Such was the fear inspired by a government which claimed to be free and

popular that the people did not dare even to bury the morttll remains of the

holy Pontiff until an authorization had been sent to do so. His body was not

interred until several months later, when Bonaparte, by a Consular decree,

dated December oO, 1799, granted the required permission. Two years later,

February 17, 1802, his remains were taken to Rome, and laid away in the Ba-

1 " What a grand spectacle is Pius VI., when, with a firmness that few be-

lieve him capable of, he sternly resolves to remain near the Tomb of the Apos-

tles and the Mother Church of Christendom, and there abide his fate! Would
to God that the noble old man, now above eighty years of age, might be per-

mitted to rest where he has spent a pontificate of two-and-twenty-years, and

borne up under the bitter trials God has sent upon him." John von MuUer,

Autobiograph}-, letter of March 4, 1797 (Complete Works, Vol. XXXI., p.

187). Cf, also, the laemorable words of Saracin, of Geneva (New Hist, of the

Church of Christ, 2d ed., Vol. I., pp. OG-GSj.
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silica of St. Peter, amid universal tokens of respect and mingled expressions

of joy and sorrow.^

B. § 390. Pontificate of Pius VII. (March 14, ISOO-August

21, 1823.)

Continuatio Biillarii Rom. Pontificum dementis XTII.-Gregor. XVI., T.

XI.-XV. (Caprara) Concordat entre le gouvernement fran9ais et le pape,

Paris, 1802. Theiner, IILstoire des deux concordats conclus en 1801 et en 1813,

Paris, 1869, 2 vols.; in opposition, CrcUneau-Johj, Bonaparte et le concordat do

1801 et le Cardinal Consalvi, Paris, 1869. Barruel, Du pape et de ses droits

relig. a I'occasion du concordat, Paris, 1803. De Pradi, Les quatre Concordats,

Paris, 1818, 2 vols. Comte d'HaussoiivUle, L'eglise romaine et le premier em-

pire avec notes et correspond, diplomat., Paris, 1872. f Artaud de Montor,

Histoire de la vie et du pontificat du pape Pie VII., 2 vols., Paris, 1837; tr.

into English and Germ., Vienna, 2 vols, t Cardinal P«rcr;, Memorie storiche,

Eoma, 1832; translated into English by Sir George Head, 2 vols., post 8vo,

London, 1850; Germ, Augsburg, 1831, 3 vols, t Wiseman, Recollections of

the Last Four Popes and of Rome in their Times, London and Boston, 1858

(Germ., Schaffhausen, 1858). J. Cret'ineau-Joly, Memoires du Cardinal Con-

salvi, Paris, 1864; 2d ed , 1866, 2 vols. (Germ., Paderborn, 1870). Cfr. ISIew

Hist, of the Church of J. Christ. Gams, Hist, of the Church of Jesus Christ

in the Nineteenth Century, Vol. I., p. 26 sq.

At the death of Pius VI., Rome was still occupied b}' the

French. Thirty-live cardinals, hastening from their several

places of exile, assembled in Venice, and opened the conclave

in the monastery of St. George the Greater, on December 1,

1799.

On the exclusion by Austria of the learned Cardinal Ger-

dil, a native of Savoy, then a part of France,^ the cardinals,

on March 14, 1800, gave their suffrages for Gregory Barnabas,

of the family of C/naramonti, the large-minded and charitable

Cardinal-bishop of Imola, who took the name of Pius VII.

His election marked the opening of a new era of triumph for

the Catholic Church, and falsified the prophecies of the Par-

isian Clubbists, who confidently predicted that after the death

of Pius VI. no Pope would ever again sit in the throne of

St. Peter.

Pius VII. was crowned without the usual splendor of cere-

monial, March 21, the feast of St. Benedict, whose habit he

iCf. New Hist, of the Church of Christ, Bk. I., pp. 152-156.

2 See American Cyclopaedia, Vol. VII., p. 735, art. Gcrd'd. (Tr.)
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had worn. The monastery was for the time converted into

the Qairinal, and the Church of St. George into tlie Vatican.

Francis II., Emjjeror of German}^ in whose dominions the

Pope now found an asylum, a[)pointed Marquis GliisUe.ri, of

Bologna, his minister plenipotentiary at the Papal Court.

Pius VII. also received tlie congratulations and the usual

courtesies from the embassadors of the Courts of Sardinia,

Naples, and Si)ain, the last named power being represented

by the Patriarch of Antioch. Even Paul I., Emperor of

Russia, sent a bishop to Venice to assure the Pope that he

would respect and })rotect tlie interests of Catholics in those

provinces which, by the Partition of Poland (1794), had passed

under the government of his Empire.

The Romans were ardently longing for the day when the

Pope's temporal power would be restored to him, and, though

still under the dominion of France, sent an embassy to carry

to Pius VII. the expressions of their respect to his person,

and the assurances of their submission to his authority.

Owing chiefly to some successes of the allied armies and

partly also to a desire on the part of Napoleon to restore re-

ligion in France, the Pope re-entered Rome shortly after

(July 3), amid the unbounded enthusiasm of the inhabitants,

his first act being to pay a visit to the Blessed Sacrament in

St. Peter's Church. The Pope's first efforts were directed to-

ward repairing the damage the revolution had wrought both

among his people and in the Church, and his plans for efiect-

ing these two objects were fully set forth in an encyclical, is-

sued sometime later. The papal authority was re-established

in Acona and Perugia; the tax on corn was abolished; and

Consaki was appointed Pro-secretary of State. The public

debt had increased to 50,000,000 of francs, and to help to pay

it the Pope reduced the revenues of the Papal Palace from

150,000 to 36,000 scudi. lie also published edicts for the re-

storation of morals, and proclaimed a political amnesty, from

which only the ringleaders in the late revolutionary troubles

were excluded. But events soon took place which rendered

some modification in the administration of the Pontifical

government necessary.^

1 See New Hist, of the Christian Church, Vol. I., p. 113-120. Cf., also, Di?-
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By tljG victory of Marengo, June 14, 1800, the whole of

jSTorthern Italy passed under the dominion of the French,

and after some more reverses the Aiistrians were forced to

accept the conditions of the Peace of Luneville, Fehruary 0,

1801, by which the Adige was declared the boundary of the

Austrian States in Italy, the Cisalpine Republic recognized,

and the Pope obliged to cede the Legations of Bologna, Fcr-

rara, Forli, and Ravenna. The Pope now evinced an ardent

desire to establish friendly relations between France and the

Holy See.

Napoleon, Avho had been named First Consul, December 15,

1799, was equally anxious for a reconciliation, bnt was proba-

bly actuated more by motives of policy than by love of re-

lio'ion. lie was well aware that the hatred of the Jacobins

against the Church was not shared In' the bulk of the people
;

and he was also fully convinced that it is impossible to rule

over a people destitute of religion, and that to restore order

and peace to the tState it was absolutely necessary to re-estab-

lish the Catholic Church. By this act he secured the grati-

tude of the faithful ministers of religion, who declared ''that

blessings would necessarily atlend the 'power that was instrumental

in setting vp again the overturned Altars of the churches'' It is

also quite possible that he counted upon the glory and pres-

tige with which an act so acceptable to the nation would un-

doubtedly surround him, as making ea'sy his way to the throne

to which he aspired. lie therefore sent, through Cardinal de'

Martiniani, Bishop of Yercelli, a request to the Holy Father

to send plenipotentiaries to France, with authority to regulate

all ecclesiastical affairs. In compliance with this wish, Pius

YII. sent as his envoj^s to Paris Spina, Archbishop of Corinth,

and Casdli, subsequently General of the Servites, who, with

Joseph Bonaparte, the First Consul's brother, Cretet, Council-

lor of State, and Abbe Bernier, all selected by Napoleon, set

about adjusting the relations of Church and State in France.^

course of Pius VII. on the tribulations of the Church, p. 10-10, nnd his En-

cyclica of May 25, ibid., p. 40-52; also ConsalvCs Memoirs, p. 410.

1 Concerning what follows, cf. ibid., Vol. I., p. 127-140. The Latin text of

the Concordat is found in Rohiimo, Vol. II., p. 459-409. The Bulla novae cir-

cumscription is dioecesium, ibid., p. 4G9-477, and pp. 478, 479. Information on
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M. Cacault was sent as minister plenipotentiary to the Papal

Court, -with orders to treat the Pope with all the respect due

to his position.' Grave difficulties were at first encountered.

The hond of unity had been snapped by the civil constitution

of tlie clergy in 1791, and had not been closed since ; all the

bishoprics in France had been usurped by the constitutioiial

bishops, even during the lifetime of the lawful incumbents;

and canonical investiture, as well as the property of the

clergy, were in the liands of laymen. Notwithstanding that

the plenipotentiaries on both sides had the very best of inten-

tions, and had actually agreed on a great many points, they

were not successful in drawing up a concordat wholly satis-

factory to the powers they represented. The Pope, who had in

tbe meantime assembled a congregation a latere for the special

purposeof dealing with the questions involved in the concordat,

now sent to Paris Cardinal Consalci, one of its leading mem-
bers, with full authority to make any concessions which he

might judge to be for the good of religion, and compatible

with the rights of the Holy See. "When Consalvi arrived at

Paris, June 22, 1801, he was surprised to learn that the First

Consul had that ver}^ day assembled the constitutional bishops

and parish-priests in synod, an event which it was clear

would greatly complicate the difficulties of his mission. The
synod was opened June 29, 1801, by Gref/oire, its president,

whose propositions wai-e so extravagant that IN'apoleon, dis-

pleased with them, concluded a concordat of seventeen arti-

cles with Consalvi, July 15, regulating ecclesiastical affairs

in France, and dissolved the so-called national synod.- The
important question, and the one most difficult of settlement,

concerning the lawfulness of the titles by which the bishops

held their sees, w^as summarily disposed of by an exercise of

the circumscription of the new dioceses is likewise found in Mazas, Vol. II.,

p. 273 sq.

^ When taking leave of Napoleon, Cacault asked him how he should treat

the Pope. "Treat him," replied Napoleon, "as if he were the master of

200,000 men ; and bear in mind that I aspire to the honor of being, not the de-

stroyer, but the savior of the Holy Sec." Thiers, Hist, du Consulat et de

I'Empire.
"^ Gams, Hist, of the Christian Church in the Nineteenth Century, Vol. I., p.

130-141.
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the plenitude of papal authority. The Pope regretted being

obliged to resort to so extreme a measure, but felt that the

extraordinary and abnormal circumstances of the Church in

France, and the necessity of prompt and energetic action to

prevent schism and avert persecution, alike rendered his

course imperative. By the bull Qui Christi Domini he called

upon the old bishops holding sees in France by lawful title,

but now dispersed and living in exile in the various countries

of Europe, to resign, and of the eighty still surviving, forty-

four at once sent in their resignations, besides fourteen, Avhose

sees Avere situated in territory recently annexed to France;

but the thirty-six others refused. The fifty- nine constitu-

tional bishops were also requested by both the Pope and the

government to surrender their authority and rights into the

hands of the Consuls, which they had no alternative but to

do. The following are the most important provisions of the

Concordat:^ The Roman Catholic religion, being that of ^Ae

vast majority of Frenchmen, shall be freely practiced through-

out all France, subject to no restriction except the police reg-

ulations intended to preserve order and public peace. The

Holy See, acting in concert with the government, shall define

the boundaries of the new dioceses. The Pope will inform

the lawful bishops of the old dioceses that in the interests of

peace and unity he confidently hojies they will resign their

sees; should they refuse, he will take no notice of their ac-

tion, but proceed to fill the newly-created sees with incum-

bents. The First Consul shall make all nominations to arch-

bishoprics and bishoprics, and the Holy See confer canonical

institution. Before entering upon the functions of their of-

fices, bishops shall take the oath of allegiance, according to

the ordinary form, by placing their hands between those of

the First Consul ; and ecclesiastics of the second rank shall

take the same oath in the same way, in presence of oflicers

appointed by the government to receive it. Bishops shall

^ Given in the French original text by Walter. Fontesjur. canon., p. 187-

190 ; in Latin, by Robiano, Vol. II., p. 459 ; in German, by Gams, 1. c, Vol. I.,

p. 114 sq. For a list of the new sees, together with the determination of their

limits, see Mnzas, Vol. II., p. 273 sq. Cf. New Hist, of the Church of Christ,

Vol. I., p. 142-153, and p. 175-190.
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establish the boundaries of parishes within their respective

dioceses, subject, however, to the authorization of government.

The bishops shall have the right of appointing pastors, but

shall select no one obnoxious to the government. The Pojio,

on his part, promises that neither he nor his successors will in

any way disturb those in possession of tlie ecclesiastical es-

tates seized and sold as national property during the Revolu-

tion ; and, on his part, the First Consul, in the name of the

government, pledges himself to make adequate provision for

bishops and priests, and to sanction any new foundations per-

sons may be disposed to make in behalf of the Church. The
Pope recognizes and respects In the First Consul all the rights

and prerogatives enjoyed by those at the head of the old gov-

ernment.

When the provisions of the Concordat became known at

Rome^the cardinals disagreed, some favoring and some oppos-

ing their acceptance ; but Pius VII., after weighing the rea-

sons brought forward by the advocates of botli parties, made
up his mind to ratify it, and drew out his reasons for doing

so in a brief, dated August 13 ; and, in a second one, dated

two days later, he earnestly besought those French bishops

who still declined to resign to come generously forward and

make the sacrifice in the interest of religion and for the wel-

fare of the Church. He then commissioned Cardinal Caprara,

Archbishop of Bologna, to go to Paris, and invested him with

full power to carry out every provision of the Concordat.

Although the Concordat met with no little opposition in

France, it was accepted by the First Consul,^ who, however,,

published simultaneously with it a code of '^Organic Laws"
with, it was supposed, a view of rendering the acceptance of

the Concordat less objectionable to the Cor2:)S legislatif, by

which it was ratified April 5, 1802. These Laws are in sub-

stance as follows :

^

^ Gams, Hist, of the Christian Church, Vol. I., p. 124 sq.

2 For the French original text, see Walter, Fontes juris eccles., p. 190-198; see

also Gams, 1. c, Vol. I., p. 156 sq. ; Vol. II., p. 25 sq. For elucidations, see-

Archives of Canon Law, year 1872, nro. 6.

VOL. Ill—42
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"No bull, brief, rescript, or mandate; no provision or enactment of any kind

whatever coming from the Holy See, even should these refer only to individual

and single cases, shall be received, or published, or printed, or carried into ef-

fect without leave from the government. Bishops shall be amenable for misde-

meanors to the Council of State, which, if a case be made out against the ar-

raigned, shall be competent to pass a vote of censure {declaration (Tabus).

Professors in seminaries shall teach the Four Articles of the Declaration of the

French Clergy; and bishops shall inform the Minister of Public Worship of

their various engagements. No synod may be held in France without leave

of government. Priests having charge oiparochial ch"pels shall be removable

witliout canonical process. On the death of a bishop, his see shall be adminis-

tered by his metropolitan, or, he failing, by the senior bishop of the province.

Vicars-general shall continue to exercise the functions of their office after the

death of the bishop and until his successor has been inducted. Parish-priests

shall give the marriage blessing only to those who can prove that the marriage

ceremony has been already performed before a civil magistrate.^ The parish-

registers shall be valid evidence as to the reception of the Sacraments, but shall

not be received as proof of what is purely a civil matter."

These enactments sutiiciently show that the First Consul

either would not or dared not adopt so Uberal a policy toward

the Church as had been anticipated.

The Pope protested, but in vain, that these Laws had not

been submitted to him. The Concordat was, however, exe-

cuted all the same, and its promulgation was celebrated in the

Church of France by a solemn feast, April 18, 1802. The
Democrats and Xapoleon's companions in arms sneered at

this ceremony, which, they said, was the latest comedy, and

boasted that the French flag had never been more glorious

than since the day it had ceased to be blessed. Kapoleon

asked General Delmas how the celebration pleased him, and

the latter is reported to have said " that it was a pretty ca-

puchinade, and to complete it required only the presence of

the two millions of men who had been sacrificed in pulling

down what the First Consul was now engaged in building

up." Still the purpose of Napoleon was unshaken, and that

he was fully satisfied with what he had done is shown by his

^ Cf. Frierlberg, Hist, of Civil Marriage, Berlin, 1871.

'^ Cardinal Caprara was very active in this matter. Concerning his appoint-

ment to the post of Legate a latere, and the documents investing him with au-

thority to establish new bishoprics and to grant indulgences in the same man-

ner as they are granted on occasion of jubilees. Cf. llobiano, Vol. II., pp. 487-

-492. Gams, Vol. I., pp. 155-lGl.
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-words, uttered at St. Helena, when he had no longer any mo-

tive to disguise his real thoughts. " I liave never regretted

signing the Concordat," said he. " I had to have one of some

kind, either that one or another. And had there existed no

Pojie, it would have been necessary to create one." The re-

ligious reaction setting in was everywhere visible. Its influ-

ence was marked on most of the literature of the day. It

first manifested itself in the works of Saint-Martin (f 1S04),

who, because the reveries of Jacob Boehm, Swedenborg, and

Pordage had a greater fascination for his mind than the teach-

ings of the Church, did not exert the influence that should be

looked for from one of his high moral character and unusual

intellectual gifts. lie wove into grotesque and fantastical

forms the mystical ideas of nature contained in the works of

Boehm and others, thus piecing out a sort of mystico-theo-

sophic system, which he propagated chiefly among the Free-

masons of the higher degrees.^ 31artin Dacrey did good ser-

vice in the cause of God by the school which he opened at

Sallanches (after 1800), and still later by the Carthusian mon-

astery founded by him at Malan. But the one who beyond

all others contributed to the restoration of religion and the.

gloril'ying of the Christian name at this time was unquestion-

ably Chateaubriand, who, with his eloquent pen, touched the

hearts of all Frenchmen, and enlisted them in a cause that

liad loug since been set aside and made to give place to the

subjects that filled the literature of the day. During the early

days of his life he had drifted into scepticism and infidelity

;

but, moved by the appeal of his dying mother, he returned to

the faith of his youth, and, as an evidence of his sincerity,

wrote the Genius of Christianity. " My religious convictions,"

he said, writing when advanced in life, " were not alwa3'S as

fixed as they are now. Annoyed at what I regarded as the

abuses of some institutions, and indignant at the vices of

some men, I fell into sophistical and declamatory habits ; but

^ Des erreurs et de la verite par un philosophe inconnu, Lyon, 1775 ; Tableau

naturel des rapports qui existent entre Dieu, Fhomme et I'univers, Lyon, 1782,

showing that we must explain things by man and not man hy things; L'Hommo
de desir, Lyon, 1790; Ecce Homo, Paris, 1792, Lps. 1819 ; De I'esprit des choses,

Paris, 1800, 2 vols.; Oeuvres posthumes, Tours, 1807, 2 vols. (Tr.)
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Divine Providence graciously deigned to recall me to a sense

of my duty."^

The public had beeii prepared for the promulgation of the

Concordat hy a series of articles in the newspapers. The Ijulk

of the nation, however, had always regarded the impious ex-

cesses of the Revolution with hoi'ror, and required no sncli

adventitious encouragement to return to the faith of their

fathers. It soon ceased to be fashionable among cultivated

people to sneer at religion, and to be known as an enthusi-

astic patron of religious literature gradually came to be re-

garded as a mark of good breeding. As it had been formerly

the mode to deride the Church, her teaching and her practices,

so it became now a mark of bad taste to manifest the least

disrespect for either her dogma or her worship.

The Christian tone of the language in which Atala was
written, the stern vet touching scenes of this Christian ro-

mance, and the poetic grace and fascinating magic of its style,

all powerfully contributed, not alone to widen the narrow

limits within which the poetry and language of France had

been hitherto confined by severe laws, but also to shake off

the feelings of indifi^erence that had so long rested upon a

thoughtless yet vivacious and religious people. The publica-

tion of the work, in fact, marked the beginning of a literary,

moral, and reliijious revolution in France.^

^ " When in her seventy-second year," he goes on to say in his Mcmoires

d* Outre Tombe, "my mother was cast into a frightful prison. In this gloomy

abode, whither she had l^een driven by dire misfortune, she saw several of her

children perish about her, and there, too, she ended her own life. In her dying

moments she called one of my sisters to her side, bidding her to bring me back

to the religion in which I had been brought up. Through my sister I learned

the last wish of my mother. After the latter had passed away, my sister also

followed, falling a victim to the rigors of her imprisonment. These two voices,

speaking to me from out the grave, the death of the one being the interpreter

of the death of the other, came with special force upon me. I became a Chris-

tian. Weeping, I believed."

^ Cllateaubriand, Atala, ou les Amours de deux sauvages, Paris (1801). The

episode of. Atala was incorporated in his Genie du Christianisme, ou Beautes de

la religion Chretienne, Paris, 1802, 2 vols. Les Martyrs, the most admired of

his works, appeared in 1809, 2 vols. ; his Itinerare de Paris a Jerusalem, Paris,

1811, 3 vols. Most of his works have been translated into English, German,

and other languages. The Genius of Christianity, tr. by Chas. White, Balti-
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Ecclesiastical seminaries, both greater and lesser, were

opened all over the country, but chiefly in the metropolitan

and suffragan sees, and conducted strictly according to the

instructions laid down in the decrees of Trent. Priests, by

request of government, resumed their distinctive dress; and

till! piety of the faithful made generous [)rovision for institu-

tions and communities founded for the education of the young

and the care of the sick. Remarkable conversions were of

daily occurrence. Laharpe, while languishing in prison, read

the Following of Christ (1794), and was so deeply afi'ected by

its profound yet simple truths that he returned to the faith,

an-l in a codicil to his last will withdrew whatever errors were

contained in his works (February 11, 1803). New dignitaries

restored in a measure her former luster to the Church. Du
Belloy, Archbishop of Paris ; de Boisgelin, of Tours ; Camba-

ceres, of Rouen ; and Fesch, of Lyons, were created cardinals.

The Jubilee^ which was opened March 10, 1804, also contrib-

uted largely toward leading men's minds back to the prac-

tices of religion. Still the Concordat met with some opposi-

tion, and to overcome it the Cardinal Legate addressed a

circular letter to the French bishops.

The efforts of Cardinal Caprara to restore order and re-es-

tablish the authority of the Church throughout France were

ablj^ seconded by the indefatigable and pious Abbe Barruel.

Henceforth certain congregations, among others the Priests

of the Missions, the Brothers of Christian Doctrine, the Hospital-

ler Sisters, and the Sisters of Charity, to whose undoubted

utility and beneficent ministrations Napoleon himself bore

testimony, were recognized by government and their estab-

lishments authorized by law. The Congregation for Foreign

Missions was under the special protection of the government,

and received government aid in carrying out the objects of

its foundation.

After peace had been concluded by General Prune between

the Ottoman Porte and France, the latter country became-

more, 18-36. Complete Works, best ed., by Sainte-Beuve, 12 vols., 1859-1861.

Part of a new and complete illustrated edition, to consist of 14 vols., has ap-

peared (Paris, Surlit) since 18C4. See V'dlemain, Chateaubriand, sa vie, ses

merits, son influence sur son temps, etc., which appeared in 1858, in 2 vols.
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once more the protector of the churches of the Latin rite in

the Levant ; and General Sebastian, while traveling through

Egypt, Syria, and the Ionian Islands, had frequent occasion

to exercise this newly-acquired right, which he did by order

of the French government.

Napoleon having been proclaimed Emperor of the French

by a " senatus consultum," May 8, 1804, sent many urgent

invitations to the Pope to come to Paris to crown him, that

thus an empire that had been the reward of victory might

receive the consecration of religion.^ After some hesitation,

Pius YIL, regardless of the opposition of the other European

powers, and of the solemn protest of Louis XVIIL, resolved

to comply; because, as he said in a Consistory held October

29, by making the journey he would have an opportunity of

conversing personally with the Emperor, and thus advancing

the interests of religion; and he took Heaven to witness that

in doing what he was about to do he had no object in view

other than the glory of God, the weal of souls, and the good

of the Catholic religion?

Accompanied by four cardinals, four archbishops, and two

prelates, the Holy Father set out from Rome on the 2d of

iN'ovember, amidst the tears of his people, and, after crossing

the Alps in the depth of winter, began his journey through

France, which was one continuous triumph, when, as the Pope

said himself, " he moved through a nation on its knees." The
ceremony of coronation took place in the cathedral of I^Totre

Dame, December 2d ;
^ the Emperor taking the crown that

^ Comte cTHaussonville, L'eglise romaine et le premier empire, 1800-1814, 5

vols., Paris, 1872.

2 From this may be seen how little importance is to be attached to the asser-

tiun of the Abbe de Pradt, who said that the Pope, in making this journey, had

not the interests of religion in view; that his object, which was wholly political,,

was to obtain the restitution of the three legations. (Tr.)

3 By request of the Pope, Napoleon's marriage with Josephine de la Pagerie,

the widow of Viscount de Beauharnais, contracted in 1796 according to tlie

civil form, was on this occasion solemnized according to the essential rite pre-

scribed by the Council of Trent. At eleven o'clock at night, on the eve of the

coronation, a chapel was prepared in the Emperor's apartments, and at mid-

night the Emperor and Empress received the nuptial blessing from Cardinal

Fesch. The witnesses to the marriage ceremony were Portalis and Duroc, the-
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had been blessed by the Pope and placing it upon his own
head, and afterward crowning Josephine as Empress.

The universal tokens of religious respect and filial love with whicli the French
people had welcomed the Holy Father were not less marked after the cere-

mony of coronation had taken place. The Cardinal-Archbishop of Paris gave
eloquent expression to the sentiments that filled the minds of all. '-In vain,"

said he, "have the enemies of the Church been multiplied; their very name
has passed away into the night of time; scarcely a trace can be found of their

existence. . . . O, Holy lloman Church ! ages have passed over thee, and
thou art still triumphant; thou hast ever overcome impiety by preserving pu-

rity of morals, integrity of doctrine, and uniformity of discipline, as these

came to thee from thy Divine Founder and His Apostles." The respectful

homage joylully rendered by persons of every rank and condition of life to the

Holy Father soon roused the jealousy of the Emperor, who showed the annoy-

ance such marks of sympathy caused him in a way at once unworthy of him-

self and painful to his august host. The Holy Father was compelled against

his will to spend the remainder of the winter in Paris, and was not even per-

mitted to make such visits as his pious solicitude suggested.

In the course of the many interviews he liad with the Emperor, however, he

obtained for the bishops the free exercise of their authority, removed the obsta-

cles that until then had stood in the way of young men aspiring to the priest-

hood; initiated many measures providing for the spiritual welfare of the sick

and of the army, and did much good in other ways. But his earnest demands
for the restitution of the Legations and the revocation of the Organic Laws
were to no purpose; the Emperor firmly refused to yield. It was only when
the Emperor passed the Alps to receive the Iron Crown of the Lombards as

King of Italy, May 26, 1805, that the Pope, forming, as it were, one of the Im-
perial retinue, was permitted to return to his IStates. While on his way home,

the Pope was again the object of enthusiastic expressions of public joy, and the

fetes celebrated in his honor at Lyons and Turin in some sort rivalled in mag-
nificence those gotten up for the Emperor himself.' But the Pope had still

holier and sweeter consolations, for, during his stay in Turin, by his personal

influence, he persuaded the archbishop to resign his see, the latter thus comply-

ing with a request that had been frequently made and as frequently refused.

Scipio Ricci, Promotor of the sehismatical Synod of Pistoia, also manifested

a sincere disposition to be reconciled to the Church. Arrived at Rome, the

Pope again took the administration of afl^airs into his own hands ; and, while

giving his best energies to the government of the Universal Church, found
time to devote to the encouragement of the arts within his own States.

Grand Marshal of the Palace. These circumstances were kept from the public.

Rohrbachcr, Ch. Hist. (Tr.)

iNew Hist, ot the Church of Christ, Bk. II., pp. .306-313.
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§ 391. Disagreement between the Pope and the -Emperor.

Fragmens relatifs a Thistoire eccl. des premieres annees du XIX. siecle, Paris,

1814. Correspondance authentique de la cour de Kome avec la France depuis

Tinvasion de I'etat Romain jusqu'a I'enlevement du Souverain Pontife, 1809.

Jiieger, Biography of Pius VII., Frankfort, 1825. For the works of Pacca,

Artaud, Vol. II., Wiseman, see bibliography, heading, § 390. Memoires du

Card. Consalvi, Paris, 1864; 2d ed., 18G6, 2 vols., Germ., Paderborn, 1870.

The dislike which the Emperor manifested toward the Pope
dui'iug the stay of the hxtter in Paris was not a passing feel-

ing ; it was deep-seated, and grew^ more intense and pro-

nounced as time went on.

The Emperor had made use of the influence of the Pope to

give to his authority the sanction of religion in the eyes of

the people, and had caused an insertion to be made in a French

caiechism, recently published, to the effect "that any one re-

sisting the authority of the Emperor, who had been conse-

crated by the Pope, risked his eternal salvation ; and that one

of the tirst duties of a Christian was to do military service

for one who had restored the authority of the Church." But
he was not yet content. That there should exist in the world

an authority which men regarded as superior to his own was

a source of annoyance to him ; and, as he had bent the scep-

ters of kings to his imperial will, so he also conceived the

design of making the Pope do his pleasure. But to accom-

plish this it was necessary to begin open hostilities against the

Holy See, and pretexts for an outbreak were easily found.

Immediately after his coronation at Milan, May 26, 1805, he published sev-

eral decrees highly prejudicial to the interests of the Church. He appointed a

Commission, which was charged with the duty of enforcing in Italy the ''Civil

Code" of France, without the least modification, and, in direct contravention

of the Concordat 1 entered into between the Holy ISee and the Cisalpine Kepub-

lic, took upon him to appoint to Italian bishoprics. The Pope declined to con-

fer canonical institution, and here the matter rested until the close of the cam-

paign of 1805. To a request from the Emperor to declare null the marriage

contracted by his brother Jerome with ]Miss Patterson, in Baltimore, U. S.,

while still in his non-age, the Pope replied that with his present information

he could not comply. The Emperor cut the matter short by having the mar-

riage declared void by the civil tribunals, and Jerome was shortly afterward

1 New Hist., etc.. Book II., pp. 261 sq.
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married to u princess of Wiirtemberg. " The King of England and the Em-
peror of Russia/' Napoleon was wont to say, " are masters in their own houses.

In the religious affairs of their dominions they are absolute and without con-

trol." ISuch was the commencement of a project, the ultimate aim of which

was the annihilation of the Holy See. These beginnings were followed up b./

ihc seizure and occupation of the port and city of Ancona; by the consequent

violation of the neutral territory of the Pope, which had thus far been respected

by all the belligerent powers, thus exposing the States of the Church to be the

tlioater on which reprisals would be made against France
; by demanding, some

time later, the dismissal of such embassadors from the Papal Court as were

personally obnoxious to him
;
and, finally, by ordering the Pope to expel all

English citizens from his States, and to close his harbors against English ves-

sels, threatening, if his wishes were not complied with, to occupy the March
of Ancona with imperial troops.^ " You are sovereign of Eome; I am Empe-
ror ; my enemies should also be yours." Such is the imperious and novel logic

-employed by Napoleon, in a letter addressed to the Pope, on the 13th of Feb-

ruary, 1806. Repelling a pretension which would involve the Father of Chris-

tendom in wars, it mattered not for what purpose or against whom they might

be waged, wlienever it suited the imperial pleasure to declare them, the Popi;

replied that he could not consistently with his honor or his conscience enter

into an alliance which would draw upon him the enmity of all the Emperor'.^

adversaries, and make him a partner to a universal and permanent war; and

that he could not begin hostilities against a government which, like that ol'

England, had done him no wrong. "Far from acceding to such a demand,''

added the Pope, " a minister of peace, representing the God of peace, should

call unceasingly upon Heaven to put an end to war and to restore universal

peace and concord." "Wounded by the tone of the Pope's reply, the Emperor
rejoined, as if the Holy See were then what it had been in the Middle Ages,

that Pius VII. held such language toward him as a Gregory VII. might, and
that, owing to his own great forbearance, so out of keeping with his true char-

acter, and so contrary to his usual policy, the belief had undoubtedly gained

ground at Rome that the thunders of the Vatican had terrors for him.

The Pope, however, was not frightened by these threats. Napoleon believing

that Pius VII. was under the control of Consalvi, styled the '^Si/7-en of Rome,"

demanded the resignation of the latter, and he was accordingly replaced by
Cardinal Casoni, then seventy-four years of age. After the seizure of the

Principalities of Ponte-Corvo and Benevento, and their incorporation into the

kingdom of Naples, the former was given as an imperial fief to the Protestant

General Bernadotte, and the latter to Talleyrand, then French minister for

foreign aftairs, and formerly Bishop of Autun.

Indignant at so flagrant an outrage, the Papal government ceased to transact

any further business through Cardinal Caprara, the Legate at Paris, conduct-

ing all aflairs of State with France directly from Eome. In answer to the

Emperor's insolent letter, just referred to, the Pope sent word that he must de-

cline to unconditionally acknowledge Joseph Bonaparte as King of Naples.

"Your Majesty," he wrote to the Emperor, "is conscious of power; but We

^ New Hist., etc., Bk. II., pp. 339-347, where the Pope's answer is given.
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know that there is a God above all the monarchs of the earth, who is the

avenger of justice and innocence, and to whom every human authority is sub-

ject." Napoleon replied, in a note of January 7, 1808, by making six new de-

mands, which were equivalent to a declaration of war.* Shortlj'^ aft3r (Febru-

ary 2, 1808) General Aliollis entered Kome at the head of a French army, and

en the same night the Pope drew up a protest in his own name and that of lii.s

successors against the occupation of his territory, and directed that a copy be

sent to each of the foreign embassadors then in the city. This provoked fresh

outrages. The papal troops were incorporated with the French army, and

such officers as resisted were sent to JVIantua. Four cardinals were carried

away to Naples as state criminals; ten more were led back under military es-

cort to the various countries from which they had come; the Swiss Guard was

disarmed in front of the papal palace, and tlie Noble Guard shut up in the

Castle of Sant' Angelo. To the renewed protests of the Pope's Secretary of

State the French embassador replied -'that these were only the consequences of

refusing to comply with the wishes of the Emperor, who is determined to unite

all Italy into a league, otFensive and defensive, and thus banish war and dis-

order from the peninsula." " By this refusal," he continued, '• the Holy Father,

while protesting that he does not want war with the Emperor, declares it

against him. Now, war leads directlj' to conquest, and conquest to a change of

government in the conquered States. This, however, would not deprive the

Pope of* his spiritual rights; he would still continue Bishop of Kome, as his

predecessors were during the first eight centuries and under Charlemagne. It

is a source of grief to the Emperor to see the products of genius, statesman-

ship, and civilization going to ruin, because of an unreasonable obstinacy and

blindness." The Pope replied in a note of April 19, in which he said that since

the Emperor was deaf to the voice of justice, there was no way of preventing

him from taking possession of the States of the Church by conquest; but, at

the same time, he lelt called upon to solemnly protest that, being at peace with

the whole world, there was no justification for the act, and that it must be

characterized as a violent and unprecedented usurpation. While these nego-

tiations were going forward, the decrees of Napoleon were being carried out,

declaring the provinces of Urbino, Ancona, Macerata, and Camerino irrevoca-

bly incorporated with the kingdom of Italy, and ordering all cardinals, pre-

lates, and servants of the Court of Kome to return to the kingdom of Italy

before the 25th of May, under penalty of confiscation of all their goods.'^ The

real purpose of the last clause was the dissolution of the College of Cardinals,

twenty-four of whom had been already sent into exile. The Pope again pro-

tested, but in vain, the Emperor relaxing nothing of his violence. Cnvolchbii,

the Governor of Home, who, it seems, was not properly submissive to the hm-

peror, was arrested and sent away to the fortress of Fenesfretle ; Cardinal (jti-

hrielU, Secretary of State, was surprised in the government ofiice, and, after

witnessing the breaking open of his desks and the seizure of his papers, was

himself conducted to his episcopal see of Sinigaglin ; and, some time later, Car-

dinsil Piicca, who had been appointed pro-Secretary by the Pope, was also

' New Hist., etc, Bk. II., pp. 397 sq.

UbiU., Bk. Hi., pp. 430 sq.
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placed under arrest. Hearing of the arrest of his minister, the Pope at once
sougiit him out, and going with him to the Quirinal palace, expressed his de-

termination to share his captivity. The palace was forthwith surrounded by a
military guard, and every one going in or coming out was strictly .searched.

A military court was set up to try and condemn such of the Pope's subjects as

showed any reluctance to render obedience to the French authorities. Finally,

on the 17th of ilay, 1809, the famous Vienna decree was published, annexing
the remnant of the States of the Church to the French Empire.' and enacting

that the Pope should receive a yearly revenue of two millions of francs, and
retain his palaces and personal propert}% and declaring Rome a free city of tlie

Empire. The decree was carried into execution on the following 10th of June,

and the Pope at once caused a protest to be drawn up in the Italian language,

•which he signed, and had posted through the city on the night of the following

day. With unbending dignity and steady adherence to duty he instructed

Cardinal Pacca to take the necessary steps toward publishing a bull of excom-

munication, recommending, however, that the utmost prudence be used in car-

rying it into effect. In a few hours the celebrated bull iluum. tnemoronda ilia

die was struck off, and on the following morning was found affixed to the doors

of the three principal churches of llome.^ Major excommunicdiion and anath-

ema were pronounced against all the perpetrators, abettors, and advisers of the

invasion of the rights and the territory of the Holy See ; but at the same time

the subjects of the Pope and all Christian peoples were forbidden to make this

sentence a ground or pretext for invading either the rights or the property of

those affected by it. Napoleon, while feigning to make a jest of the sentence

of excommunication,^ forbade the publication of the bull, which was received

by all Christendom with expressions of undisguised satisfaction, and had an

article inserted in the Moniteur, containing an exposition of the principles set y
forth in the Declaration of the Galilean Clergy, denying the right of the Pope
to pass sentence of excommunication upon any sovereign, and least of all upon
the sovereign of France.* Pius VII., quietly but firmly refusing to abdicate

his temporal sovereignty, was hurried away to Florence, thence to Turin, and
from there to Grenoble, where orders were received to conduct him back

through Dauphine and Provence to Savona, where he arrived, worn out with

the fatigue of a long journey on horseback through Piedmont.^ At Valence

Pius had the consolation of being able to bless the tomb of bis predecessor. In

1 New Hist., etc., Bk. III., pp. 482 sq.

^Ibid., Bk. III., p. 488. Also Paecn's Memoirs of His Holiness Pius VII.,

Bk. I., pp. 78 and 114 sq., where the text of the bull is given.

3 In a letter to Eugene Beauharnais, Viceroy of Italy, he said: " Does he not

know that the times are greatly changed? Does he mistake me for Louis the

Mild? or does he think that his excommunications will cause the arms to drop

from the hands of my soldiers?" (Mr. A. Alison, in his Hist, of Europe,

quotes this passage, adding that Napoleon's words were literally fulfilled in tho

Russian campaign.

—

Tr.)

* See p. 498.

s Relation exacte et detaillee de I'enlevement du Pape Pie VII. par Radet.

Cf. New Hist., etc., p. 449 ; also Pucca, pp. 93 sq.
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the meantime Cardinal Pacoa had been separated from the Pope and led away
to the stronghold of Fenestrelle, situated on one of the highest spurs of the

Alps, between Piedmont and Dauphine.^

At Savona the Holy Father was strictlj' guarded in the hotel of the prefect-

ure, not being allowed to hold audience with any one except in the presence of

his guard. He steadily refused to accept his monthly allowance of a hundr> d

thousand francs, declined to avail himself of the comforts and conveniences that

had been provided for him, and set aside the pomp and circumstance with which

it was inlended to surround him, disdaining to be the recipient of any favor from

the hand of a sacrilegious spoiler, and preferring to receive his support from

the generosity and charity of the faithful. He repulsed with the same quiet

energy and unbending dignity the frequently renewed demand to surrender

his title to the government of Rome, and to go and reside as a pensioner of the

French government at Paris, with an annuity of two millions of francs.^

On the day of the Pope's abduction, July 6, 1809, Napoleon gained the vic-

tory of Wagram, which secured to him the Peace of Vienna, October 13, 1809,

and the hand of the archduchess, Maria Louisa. Now at the zenith of his

power, he turned this coincidence to the best account, and, in a circular letter,

addressed to all the bishops of France, ordered them to commemorate by a re-

ligious solemnity the day on which God seemed to have given a divine sanction

to his attitude toward the Pope by giving so brilliant a victory to his arms.

In justification of the measures adopted in relation to the Pope, he reminded

the bishops that Christ, ahhough of the royal house of David, had no desire to

be an earthly prince; quite the contrary, for He instructed His followers to

render obedience to Caesar and to Caesars laws. In order to be able the better

to influence the College of Cardinals as to the selection of a successor to Pius

VII., in the event of his death, Napoleon, in December, 1809, ordered all the

cardinals still residing in Rome ,to repair to Paris. He also had the archives

of the various departments of ecclesiastical administration transported thither,

thus suspending the regular labors of the various Congregations for an interval

of five years.

Returning to Paris flushed with the victories of his Austrian campaign. Na-

poleon took the resolution of thrusting aside his lawful wife and contracting a

second marriage, in the hope of leaving a lineal heir to the throne.^ A decree

1 Facca, Vol. II., pp. 18-1-20. New Hist., etc., Bk. III., pp. 505 sq.

2 Napoleon himself avowed that one of his favorite projects had been to take

from the Pope his temporal power and to transfer him to Paris. Even when

at St. Helena, he said: "The establishment of the Court of Rome at Paris

would have been attended with important political results. The influence of

the Pope over Spain, Italy, the Rhenish Confederation, and Poland would have

strengthened the federative bonds of the Great Empire. The influence of the

Head of Christendom over the Catholics of England, Ireland, Russia, Prussia,

Austria, Hungary, and Bohemia, would have become the heritage of France."

It is evident from these words why Napoleon came to an open rupture with

the Pope.

2 On the dissolution of Napoleon's marriage with Josephine, cf The Cafholic,

oi Mentz, Vol. 55, pp. 58 sq., where the alleged cause is said to have been the
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of divorce was granted by a senaius consulfum, December 15, 1809, and was

subsequently ratified by Cardinal Fescli, the Emperor's nephew, as Metropoli- y
tan of Paris, Archbishop of Lyons, and Primate of Gaul, acting on the pre-

text that access to the Holy Father was impracticable, if not impossible. Na-

poleon then demanded and received tin- hand of Maria Louisa of Austria, a

daughter of the proud race of llapsbuig. The marriage was celebrated by

proxy, March 11, 1810, and solemnly by Cardinal Fesch in the chapel of the

Tuileries, April 2d of the same year. Thirteen of the cardinals refused to be

present at the ceremony, and Napoleon in consequence ordered them in future

to wear black instead of red, which gave rise to the well-knov/n distinction be-

tween the red cardinals and the black. Some time later he banislicd the black

cardinals to various provincial towns, and discontinued the payment of their

revenues. It was about this time that Napoleon found the letter of Louis XIV.
revoking the edict relative to the Declaration of the Gallican Clergy of 1682,

which he pitched into the fire, with the remark, " These ashes will not give us

much uneasiness hereafter." ^ Pius YII. showed himself quite as firm when a

prisoner and in exile as when free and upon his throne; and now, as then, re-

fused to confer canonical institution upon the bishops appointed by the Em-
peror, alleging that he did not wish to act without the advice of his cardinals,

from which he was precluded by his captivity. To meet the diflSculty and es-

cape the danger which a persistent refusal might bring with it, it was suggested

to the Pope to confer canonical institution, without mentioning either the fact

that the bishops had been appointed by the Emperor or that he himself acted

of his free will. This novel expedient and unworthy subterfuge was spurned

by the Pope (August 26, 1809), as was also the proposition to commit the ad-

ministration of dioceses to Vicars-Capitular, as had been done in Paris and

Florence. The Emperor, transported with fury, determined to make the Pope

feel the full weight of his anger. His books, papers, and even his writing ma-

terials were taken from him, and he received an intimation from the Prefect

of Monteuotie that any attempt to communicate with any church would subject

both himself and the person addressed to the penalties of high treason ar.d the

church to confiscation. Not in the least intimidated, Pius VII. replied: "I

shall lay these threats at the foot of the Crucifix, and give my cause, which is

His also, into the keeping of God."

Fully conscious that his own dignity and the peace of his States required

the immediate settlement of ecclesiastical aflfairs, which had been thrown into

such disorder by his own violent acts, Napoleon appointed an Ecclesiastical

Commission at Paris, November 16, 1810, to which he proposed the following

questions

:

non-observance of the formalities prescribed by the Council of Trent. See also

Kutsc/iker, Laws on Matrimony (Vol. IV., § 371), accompanied by the report

of the Ahbi: Rudemare, then syndic of the ecclesiastical administration of Paris.

Also Archives of Canon Law, by May and Vchring, Vol. III., p. 718; and par-

ticularly Helfert (Austrian Under-Secretary of State), Maria Louisa, Vienna,

1873.

^ De Pradt, Histoire des quatre concordats, T. II., c. 31. Pacca, Vol. II.,

pp. 10 sq.
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I. To whom sliould application be made for necessary dispensations when
communication between the Pope and the subjects of the Emperor is entirely-

broken oft?

II. Which is the best legal expedient for procuring the canonical institu-

tion of bishops appointed by the Emperor, when the Pope refuses to issue the

necessary bulls?

The Commissioners, instead of pointing out to the Emperor that the onl}^

effectual way of putting an end to the disorders, growing out of the existing

coiidition of things, lay in a restoration of the Pope to freedom and the enjoy-

ment of his rights, drew a distinction between the general and the special laws

of the Church. From the former, they said, there was no dispensation possi-

ble ; from the latter, the bishops were competent to dispense, and to them the

faithful might apply.

In reply to the second question, the Commissioners censured the conduct of

the Pope, and recommended that a clause be added to the Concordat of 1801,

binding the Holy See to confer canonical institution within a specified and lim-

ited time; and, in case of refusal, proposed that a National Synod be called,

but not until after a deputation had waited upon the Pope and laid the true

state of affairs before him.

The Emperor, having assembled the cardinals and bishops composing the

Commission, the counselors of State, and the oflBcers of the Crown, proceeded

to make a violent harangue against the Pope, Of all those present, only the

Abbe Emery had the manliness to tell the Emperor plainly that the council

which he was about to convoke would have no authority whatever if it were

not in unity with the Head of the Church and sanctioned by him. The Em-
peror, strange to say, did not seem offended by this outspoken frankness. He,

nevertheless, issued a circular letter, written in that imperative tone and la-

conic style which he was wont to use toward his soldiers, and addressed to the

French and Italian bishops, convoking a Is'atlonal Council, to meet at Paris,

April 25, 1811. There were altogether ninety-five French and Italian pre-

lates, of whom six were cardinals, nine archbishops, and eighty bishops. At
the same time a deputation of bishops was sent to wait upon the Pope at Sa-

vona, to inform him that the Emperor desired to renew the Concordat of 1801,

but on condition that the Holy See would confer canonical institution upon the

bishops already appointed, and consent to the insertion of a clause to tDe fol-

lowing efiect; " If the Pope shall not have issued the bull conferring canonical

institution at the expiration of three riionths, the metropolitan may grant it to

his suffragans, and reciprocally they to him." The Pope was further informed

that upon these conditions he might return to Rome, after having taken the

oath of obedience and allegiance to the Emperor, prescribed for bishops by the

Concordat; that should he refuse these overtures he might reside at Avignon

with an annuity of two millions of francs, where he would be treated as a sov-

ereign, have the embassadors of all Christian powers al his court, and exercise

his spiritual jurisdiction without restraint; but that he would not be permitted

to take any steps hostile to the Four Articles of the Gallican Declaration.

After the bishops had drawn a frightful picture of the evils that would follow

his refusal, the Pope at length consented to confer canonical institution upon

those appointed to bishoprics by Napoleon; to extend the Concordat of 1801
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to the churches of Tuscany, Parma, and Piaconza; and to accept the proposed

clause, adding, however, that the term should be extended to six months, a con-

dition which was agreed to by the Deputation, provided "that investiture was

withheld for no reason other than the personal unworthiness cf tiie candidate."

Taking advantage of this momentary weakness, the bishops drew up four arti-

cles embodying the promises of the Pope, which the latter witnessed and

agreed to, but declined to sign,' on ihe ground that the articles were neither a

treaty nor a protocol, but simply an earnest of his desire to come to an under-

standing, which might lead to peace and harmony.

On the 17th of June of the same year the Council was opened at Paris by

Cardinal Fesch with the customary ceremonies.^ Mgr. de Bovlagne, Bishop of

Troyes, delivered a discourse on the importance of the Holy See and the influ-

ence of the Catholic religion on social order and the prosperity of nations.

After the Mass of the Holy Gho.st had been said, the symbol of Trent was

read and the oath oi fidelity to the Pope administered. Napoleon's message to

the Council was singularly out of keeping with the oath. The debate on the

address and the Emperor's message was spirited, lengthy, and marked by a

wide divergence of opinion, which threatened to become serious. Some of the

prelates demanded that, before inking up any other business, the Emperor be

requested to set the Pope at liberty. The motion was drawn up nnd put be-

fore the Council by Gaspar Maximilian, Baron of Droste-Vischerhi;/, sul/'ragan

bishop of Miinster,^ and seconded by Irenaeus de SoUy, Bishop of Chambory,

and by the Archbishop of Turin. It was opposed by the court-prelates on the

ground that it would give otl'ense to the Emperor. A lively opposition was

made to these latter in the session of the 27th of June, when they proi)osed

that in the address to the Emperor mention should be made of the Galilean

Articles and canonical institution. The two sections having failed to agree,

the address was signed by only the president and the secretary. A committee

was appointed to carry the address to the Emperor on the 30th of June, but

Napoleon was so incensed that he declined either to receive the committee or

accept their address. After these preliminary skirmishes the Council took up

the discussion of the question for which it was called together, and began t<»

cast about for some means of dispensing with papal bulls in conferring canon-

ical investiture on bishops. The preparatory committee, in a meeting at Car-

dinal Feschs lodgings, at once decided by a majority of votes, that the Council

could provide no substitute for pontltical bulls except provisionallj^ and then

only in urgent cases. In the session of July 10th the Committee reported,

giving the reasons for its decision. The bishops in the interests of the Empe-

ror held and defended the contrary opinion, and in support of it appealed ti<

the concessions made by the Pope at Savona; but being in the minority, they

^Pacca, Vol. III., p. 42 sq. New Hist., etc., Bk. III., p. 542 sq.

^
't Melchers, The National Council of Paris in 1811, accompanied by authen-

tic documents, Miinster, 1814. Robiano, T. III., p. 172 sq. Thiers, Ili-stoire du

Consulat et de TEmpire. Vol. XIII., on which there is an elegant criticism in

the Correspondant, livraison du 23 Juin, 185G.

* bee Gaspar Maximilian's own declaration (in "
'J he Catholic,'' 1825, Vol. XV.,

ji. o2-j-3-35). Lyonnet, Le Cardinal Fesch, etc., Lyon, 1841.
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were powerless, and their arguments were weakened by the fact that the prom-

ises wrung from the Pope were not authenticated by his signature. The Coun-

cil was just preparing to solemnly avow its incompetency to deal with the

question in hand, when its president suddenly prorogued its sessions; and

Napoleon, learning what had taken place, signed a decree dissolving it alto-

gether, July 18, 1811. Mgr. de Boulogne, Bishop of Troyes; Mgr. Him, Bishop

of Tournay ; Mgr. de Broc/lie, Bishop of Ghent, who as members of the Com-

mittee, had made themselves conspicuous by arguing against the competency

of the Council, were arrested and imprisoned in the dungeons of Vincennes.

Seeing his projects frustrated, Napoleon cried out, while the first impulse of

anger was still upon him : " I have been passing over an abyss unawares. That

Concordat is the biggest blunder of my life." Before again convoking the

Council, he determined to make sure of his men, and accordingly Bigot de

Preameneu and Bovara, the ministers of worship for France and Italy, called

personally upon each of the Bishops of these two countries then in Paris, and

by promises and flatteries, by threats and reproaches, endeavored to gain them

over to the interests of the Emperor. They were in a measure successful,

having obtained the written promises of many of them and the conditional

promises of others to support a contemplated decree; fourteen courageously re-

fusing to sign the document at all. HavinL;' received the pledges of these pre-

lates, the Emperor again ordered the bishops to assemble in general session,

August 5th, when, on motion of M. Barral, a decree was passed, based upon the

Savona concessions. A deputation of five cardinals and nine bishops, all of

whom had given pledges before leaving Paris to support the designs of the

government,! waited upon the Pope at Savona, and finall}', on September 20th,

obtained his signature to a brief drawn up by Cardinal Eoverella, one of the

deputies, approving the decree of the Conncil, on condition, however, that .the

metropolitan, in conferring canonical investiture, should state in every case

that he did so in the name of the Holy See, to which all the documents properly

authenticated should be sent. At the same time bulls were obtained conferring

canonical institution upon a number of bishops. These transactions were tel-

egraphed to Paris in a spirit of triumphant exultation, in which, however, Na-
poleon did not share. He sent back the brief, and refused to make any use of

the bulls conferring investiture, very much to the disgust of the Abbe de

Pradt, who, in drawing them up, had not forgotten his own archbishopric of

Malines. Four of the bishops belonging to the Deputation having gone to

Turin, received orders to return to Savona, and prevail upon the Pope to give

a full consent to all the wishes of the Emperor. This the Pope firmly and

steadfastly refused to do, and his resolution was not in the least shaken by the

declaration of the Prefect of Montenotte, who, speaking in the name of the

Emperor, said that since the brief of the 20th of September had not received

the imperial sanction. Napoleon regarded the Concordat as revoked, and that

in the future no papal interference in canonical investiture would be tolerated.

The bishops assembled at Paris were now unceremoniously dismissed (October

20) by the Minister of Worship, and thus the Council that had been opened

'^Pacca^ Vol. III., pp. 52 sq.
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with such pomp and splendor was closed without a religious solemnitj' of

any kind.

After several months of anxious suspense, during which Napoleon was <:;et-

ting ready to set out on his Russian campaign, which was opened May 9, 1812,

Pius VII. was summoned, June 9, 1812, to make preparations for a journey in

France. He was instructed to laj- aside every mark and token of his pontifical

office, and to travel in the strictest incognito. After a very fatiguing journey,

made for the most part during the heated hours of the day, the cortege arrived

at the Convent of tbe Cistercians, on Mount Cenis, where the holy old man
grew so ill that the officers, fearing to proceed, dispatched couriers to Turin to

ask for fresh instructions. Word came back ordering them to do as thoy had

been bidden, and on the 14th of June the Pope, who had that very morning

received the last Sacraments, was once more hurried on his journey, traveling

even daring the night, and, without making a single halt, tinally arrived at

Foiitai)iehleiiu. June 2Uih. where he fell so ill that his life was despaired rf,^

being unable to leave his bed for many months. The red-cardinals and some
bishops high in the imperial favor, who alone were permitted to see him, at-

tempted to frighten him by drawing highly colored pictures of the distressing

condition of the Church, the dangers of an interminable schism, and the secret

plots which the philosophical sects were actively prosecuting. Finding tiiat

such representations were ineffectual to move him, they appealed to his pity,

begging him to call to mind the rigorous captivity in which many cardinals

and bishops were now languishing. Their efforts were unavailing, and in the

meantime Napoleon having returned from his disastrous Russian campaign,

and dreading a revolution of feeling among Frenchmen still sincerely devoted

to the Catholic Church, hastened, with either real or simulated sincerity, t<j be

again reconciled to the Pope. On New Year's Day, 1813. he sent one of his

chamberlains to carry his good wishes to Pius Vli., who returned the compli-

ment through Cardinal Doria, during whose visit at Paris it was agreed that

negotiations should again be opened between the Pope and the Empcor.
"When those charged with conducting them perceived that thelloly Father was

broken in spirit and disposed to yield, they were desirous that the Emperor
should have all the glory of again establishing friendly relations between

France and the Holy See. Accordingly the Emperor, accompanied by the

Empress, made his appearance very unexpectedly at Fontainebleau, where he

spent five days in conference with Pius VII. All the arts of persuasion were

used to bring the Pope to terms. The Emperor was by turns gentle and ca-

ressing, severe and cold, impei'ious and threatening. At one time he so far

lost control of his temper, and so far forgot the respect due to the Head of the

Church, as to reproach him '•with being ill-informed ia ecclesiastical inaUera." ^

These negotiations were finally brought to a close on the 25th of January,

when eleven articles jireli-'dnary to a new Concordat were signed. By these

unfortunate articles the Pope pledged himself to confer canonical institution

^ Pacca, Vol. III., pp. 60 sq.

^Ibid., Vol. III., pp. 66 sq. New Hist, of the Christian Church, Vol. III.,

pp. 593 sq.

VOL. Ill 43
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upon bishops appointed by the Emperor within six months, at the expiration

of which time it might be conferred by the metropolitan, or, he failing, by the

senior sufiTragan of the province. In return the Pope was permitted to ap-

point to ten sees in either France or Italy, and also to the six suburbicarian

bishoprics, which, it was provided, were to be re-established; the endowments

not already disposed of were to be restored, and such as had been sold repur-

chased; the domains of the Holy See not as yet alienated were to be adminis-

tered by the Pope's mandatary, and an annuity of two millions of francs

granted as an indemnification for those that had been alienated; the number

of bishoprics in Tuscany and the territory of Genoa was to be reduced, and

new ones established in Holland and the Hanseatic Departments; and, finally,

all persons, whether cardinals, bishops, or laymen, who had in the course of

the late events incurred the Emperor's displeasure were to be rehabilitated.

By signing these articles, had he done so unconditionally, Pius VII. would

have virtually renounced his right of sovereignty within the States of the

Church. This, however, he did not do ; for he explicitly stipulated that they

should not be promulgated until after they had been singly discussed in a se-

cret Consistory, as the laws of the Church require. But Napoleon, instead of

waiting the result of such discussion, styled these articles, which were under-

stood as being only preliminary measures, the Concordat of FontainebLeau, and

at once gave orders that they should be promulgated throughout the whole

Empire, and that the Te Deum should be chanted in all the churches.

Immediately after the departure of the Emperor, the Pope lapsed into a state

of profound melancholy. To Cardinal di Pietro, who was the first of the car-

dinals to obtain his freedom, the Pope spoke out his mind. The cardinal drew

his attention to the fact that a Concordat concluded upon such a basis might

bring disastrous consequences upon the Church. Cardinal Pacta and several

other members of the Sacred College, who arrived soon after, were of the same

opinion, and resolved to request the Pope to address a letter to the Emperor,

revoking the Preliminary Articles, and declaring them null and void.

"When Cardinal ConsaLvi informed the Holy Father of the action of the car-

dinals, he freely admitted that he had been led to consent to what he now

clearly saw was wholly impracticable, and accordingly approved the plan of

proceeding advised by the Sacred College. To sit down and sketch the rough

draft of this ever memorable letter, and to write it out with his own hand and

address it to the Emperor, must have cost Pius VII. a painful struggle.' He

had it read before the Sacred College, and as the reading was going on made

such reflections on its contents as it was not thought prudent to set down in

writing. A copy of the letter was given to each of the cardinals.

Learning that the Pope, since his interview with Cardinal di Pietro, had de-

termined to revoke ,the Preliminary Articles, Napoleon at once promulgated

the Concordat as a law of the Empire; and, immediately upon receipt of the

Holy Father's letter, published a decree threatening severe penalties against all

persons infringing the Concordat, and making it obligatory upon all archbish-

ops, bishops, and chapters within his dominions. On the 13th of April, Cardi-

nal di Pietro was placed under arrest, stripped of the insignia of his dignity,

iPacca, Vol. III., pp. 83-90, and pp» 91-107 to the cardinals.
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and carried awaj' a prisoner to Auxonne. Cardinals Pacca and Consalvi were

charged to say to the Pope that the cause of Cardinal di Pietro's pvmishment

was his flagrant hostility to the State. In a letter addressed by the Pope to the

cardinals, dated May 'Jth, the induction granted by metropolitans was declared

to be of no effect ; the bishops who had received it were designated as intru-

ders ; and the consecrating bishops pronounced schismatics. After the disasters

of the year 1813, the Emperor saw more clearly than ever the necessity of

coming to an understanding with the Holy See. Hence he now proposed to

allow the Pope to return to Home and to restore to him all the States of the

Churc^h that iiad not been included in the last imperial decree. Pius VII. re-

plied, January 21, 1814, refusing to take back the Patrimony of St. Peter unless

it were restored in all its integrity.' He then received orders to set out for

Savona at once, but before doing so addressed a last and touching allocution to

the cardinals, and left whatever instructions he desired to givelhem with Car-

dinal Mattel, the Dean of the College.^ Not one of the Cardinals was allowed

to accompany the Pope, who, while passing through France, was everywhere

hailed with the most tender demonstrations of respect. He again entered Sa-

vona on the 11th of February, 1814. The cardinals were sent off to the various

cities of the Empire, each accompanied by a guard. After the whole of Italy

had been lost, and when the half of France was in possession of the allied

forces, Napoleon restored the departments of Rome and Trasimene to the Holj-

See (March 18th), and sent a courier to Savona with orders to have the Pope
set at liberty. On the 25th of March the Holy Father arrived on the banks

of the Tarno, where he was surrendered to the allied forces. He arrived at

Bologna on the 3lst of March, the very day that the allied armies made their

triumphant entry into Paris. All those who had been imprisoned for religion's

sake were at once set free. Cardinal Co7isalvi^ rejoined the Pope at Cesena.

and was again appointed Secretary of State. Finally, after having undergone
so many and so great trials and hardships, Pius VII. made his entrance into

Eome May 24, 1814, amid the joyous acclamations and splendid festivities of the

whole people. In the following year the Congress of Vienna restored to him
the Marches and Legations which had been wrested from his predecessor by
the Treaty of Tolentino.

% 392. The Sad Condition of the Church in Germany, Italy,

and Spain.

At the very moment when the tlawu of a brighter day was
opening upon the Church of France a violent storm broke

over that of Germany^ The statesmen to whom the grave

^ Pacca, Yo\. III., p. 133. While negotiations were in progress, the Pope
said :

" Possibly my sins make me unworthy to again see Rome ; but be assured

that my successors will recover all the States belonging to them."

"^Pncea, Vol. III., pp. 137-139. New Hist., etc., Bk. III., pp. 623 sq.

^ Cenni, Life of Card. Consalvi, Venice, 1824.

* Pacca, " Memorie storiche," on his sojourn in Germany, from 1786-1794,
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political problems of that coiintrj were committed seemed
to have no object in view other than to make good the losses

sustained bj the hereditary princes from the possessions of

the Chnrch. Hence, in accordance with the Treaty of Lune-
ville (1801) and the resolutions of the Deputation of the Empire

at Ratisbon (1803), it was decided that the principalities and

possessions of the Church should be in part made over to

France and in part seculcn^ized, to make good to civil princes

their territorial losses on the left bank of the Rhine. In the

Treaty of the Peace of Westphalia the principle had been

laid down that secular princes should receive indemnification

from the Church for territorial losses/ By the thirty-fifth

paragraph of the resolutions adopted by the Deputation of the

Empire at Ratisbon, princes were empowered to take complete

jjossession of " all property belonging to the fonndations, ab-

beys, and monasteries within their States," and to dispose of

it at their discretion, " in providing for public worship and

instruction, in founding useful institutions, and in restoring

their own finances.^'' These decrees were carried out in a spirit

which only an iniquitous cupidity and the basest passions of

man could inspire. The treasures, the jewels, the relics, and

whatever else of value was to be found in the churches were

seized, sold, and scattered.^ It was argued that the property^

of ecclesiastical princes, of abbej^s, and of chapters should be

Roma, 1832; Germ., Augsburg, 1832. New Hist, Bk. II., p. 20-5-222; Bk.

III., p. 568. Robiano, T. III., p. 58 sq. O. V. Schmid, The Secularized Bish-

oprics uf Germany, Gotha, 1858, with the device, taken from Lucretius: " Tan-

tum religio potuit suadere malorum !
" *Gams, A^ol. I., p. 304 sq. Harl, New

Changes in the States and the Church of Germany, Berlin, 1804. Thiers, His-

toire du consulat et de I'empire, T. IV., liv. XY. (secularisation). ^"Buss (Doc-

umentary), History of National and Territorial Churches, Schaffhausen, 1851,

p. 776. Starck, in the Freiburg Eccl. Cj'clopaed., Vol. X., p. 345; Pr. tr.,.

Vol..22, p. 381.

^ It is there significantly said that "EcclesiasHcal possessions are the cloth

fiotn which equivalents are to be cut." Cf. Schwab, Francis Berg, Prof, of Ch.

Hist, at "Wiirzburg, pp. 321 sq.

^ There are some curious disclosures concerning the monasteries situated in

the present Grand-Duchy of Baden, in the work entitled " State of Aifairs in

Baden," Ratisbon, 1841-1843, 2 pts. ; and concerning those of Wiirtemberg and

Bavaria in Gams, Hist, of the Church of Christ in the Nineteenth Century,

Vol. 1., pp. 304 sq.
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no less sacred tlian that of secular princes, and that the sacri-

fices necessary to indemnify the latter should in common jus-

tice be equally borne by all the estates of the Empire. No
attention was paid to these representations. Such was the

cause of the extinction in Germany of the tliree ecclesiastical

electorates of Mentz, Cologne, and Treves; of the seizure of

the territorial possessions of sees directly subject to the Em-
pire, like the archbishopric of Salzburg and the bishoi)rics

of Liege, Passau, Trent, Brixen, Constance, Bamberg, Frci-

singen, Eichstaedt, Wiirzburg, Miinster, Hildesheim, Pader-

born, and Osnabriick ; and finally of the alienation of the

lands of a considerable number of abbe3's and convents.' As

* According to the account left by Kluber, compiled from the diplomatic

transactions of the Congress of Vienna, Part II., p. 404, the losses sustained by
the Catholic Church on both banks of the Rhine amounted to 1,710 German, i.r

o(J,o46 English square miles, representing a population of 3,162,570 and a yearly

revenue of 21,026.000 florins, or $8,410,400, without including the monastic es-

tablishments. In Ft. III., p. 009, the .s«me aufhor saj's :
" It is not as generally

known as it should be how all these questions of indemnity were disposed of

in the Congress of Rastadt, and particularly at Paris and Ratisbon in the years

1802 and 180o ; what schemes were laid; what various interests came into

play on the battle-field of diplomacy, once it became known that the temporal

power had entered upon the work of disposing of ecclesiastical property. Time
alone will lift the veil." Cf., also, Meuzel, New Hist, of the Germans, Vol.

XII., Pt. II., pp. o07 sq. The amount of indemnity obtained by certain princes

is certainly remarkable. For example: Prusaia, for a less of 48 German
(^ 1,020 English) square miles, containing a population of 127,000, and yield-

ing a yearly revenue of 1,400,000 florins, received, in the bishoprics of Hilde-

sheim, Paderborn, and Miinster, in the territory of Eichsfeld, and in the ab-

beys of Herford, Elteu, Essen, Verden, and Cappenberg, an extent of territory

equal to 23.3.} German (= 5,00-3 English) square miles, containing a population

of 559,000, and yielding a yearly revenue of 3,800,000 florins. Again, Bavuria

(and the Palatinate on the Rhine), for 255 German (:= 5,420 Eng.) sq. miles,

with 800,000 inhabitants and a revenue of 5,000,000 of florins, received 290 Germ.

{— G,1C2 Eng.) sq. miles, with 800,000 inhabitants and a revenue of 6,000.000

of florins; Wuriembert/, for 7 Germ. (^= 170 Eng ) sq. miles, with 14,000 inhab-

itants and a revenue of 336,000 florins, received 29 Germ. f= 610 Eng.) .sq.

miles, with 110,000 inhabitants and a revenue of 700,000 florins; Ilailcn. for 8

Germ. (= 170 Eng.) sq. miles, with 25,000 inhabitants and a revenue of 250,000

florins, received 59J Germ. [.:= 1,260 Eng.) sq. miles, with 237,000 inhabitants

and a revenue of 1,540,000 florins; Hcsse-Darmstndt, for 13 Germ. (:= 276 Eng.)

sq. miles, with 46,000 inhabitants and a revenue of 390,000 fl,)rins, received 95i-

Germ. (^ 2,021} Eng.) sq. miles, with 124,500 inhabitants and a revenue vi'

753,000 florins ; Hesse-CasseL for ^ of a Germ [^ 10 Eng.) sq. miles, with 2,3(>0
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most of these territories passed out of the hands of their

Catholic rulers and under the dominion of Protestant princes

or governments, conducted on the principles of the eighteenth

century or on the Napoleonic policy, the Catholic Church had

neither recognized rights, defenders, nor protection of any

sort. After Franconia had passed under the power of Ba-

varia, a Protestant faculty of theology was established at the

University of Wiirzburg by the advice of the all-powerful

minister, 3Iontgelas, and the Socinian Paulus, surnamed " the

wortiuest theologian of Germany" called to preside over it

(1803). As there were no Protestant students of divinity,

Catholic seminarists and students intending to read theology

Avere for some time forced to attend the lectures of Dr. Paulus.

The Prince-Bishop protested, but to no purpose,^

The adroit and versatile Archchancellor, Theodore Baron von Dalberg, pre-

vented the sacrifice of his eminent ecclesiastical position by transferring his

metropolitan rights from Mentz to Ratisbon (February 1, 1803); creating a

principality for himself out of Aschaffenburg, Eatisbon, Wetzlar, the House

of Compostella at Frankfort, and the customs of the right bank of the Khino;

and extending his spiritual jurisdiction as Primaie of Germamj over a portion

of the former ecclesiastical provinces of Mentz, Cologne, and that part of

Treves situated on the right bank of the Ehine, with the exception, however,

of the States belonging to the King of Prussia, and as much of Salzburg as had

been surrendered to Bavaria. If the Chancellor Dalberg owed both the pre-

servation and increase of his dignity to the influence of Napoleon, it can not

be said that he was ungrateful, for, by his^own personal authority, and without

consulting either Pope or chapter, he appointed Cardinal Fesch, the Emperors

uncle, his coadjutor. After the battle of Leipsig, and the overthrow of Napo-

leon's power in Germany, Dalberg renounced both his rights and his possessions

as prince,^ and contented himself with the Archbishopric of Eatisbon. He
died February ]0, 1817. In passing the decree of secidarizaiion, it was pro-

vided that the chapters that had been preserved should enjoy a fixed revenue,

and monk^< and ecclesiastics receive a yearly pension. These allowances were

smaH and ill paid, and as to the churches no provision at all had been made for

securing them a steady income. Again, by the death and dispersion of many

of the canons, the bishops were in some sort left without chapters; they had

not even the necessaries of life; and consequently, after the death of some and

inhabitants and a revenue of 30,000 florins, received 4^- Germ. (= 95 Eng,) sq.

miles, with a population of 13,000 and a revenue of 60,000 florins, with an

electorate thrown in.

1 Gams, Vol. I., pp. 472-509 ; Menzel, Mod. Hist, of the Germans, Vol. XII.,

Pt. II., pp. 344 sq.

^Freiburg Eccl. Cyclopaed., Vol. III., pp. 3-9; Fr. trans., Vol. 6, pp. 4 sq.
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the resignation of otliers, nearly all the sees of Germany became vacant. Dal-

herg, as Primate of Germany, and wielding a powerful influence, might have

materially aided della Genf/a, the Papal Nuncio, who was sent to Germany, in

1803, to re-establisli the imprescriptible rights of the Church; but being im-

bued with the liberal principles of the age, he showed no disposition to do so.

Clentcnt ]Ve/ice.<ilaufi, formerly Prince-Elector of Treves, pleaded powerfully for

the claims of the Church, but to no purpose.' To provide for the government

of the dioceses that had fallen vacant, the Pope was obliged to appoint either

Vicars Apostolic or Vica.rs General, who not unfrequently were either lacking

in energy, ignorant of the localities, or mistrusted by their diocesans. Such as

were possessed of qualifications fitting them to rule with advantage over their

churche-:, found the exercise of their functions and their communication with

the Holy See impeded by innumerable obstacles. The hand of tiie government

was everywhere visible; even the sanctuary was not sacred against its pres-

ence. The police were consantly about the churches, giving all sorts of petty

annoyances; prescribing the formularies of prayer to be used; supervising the

recitation of the breviary, the administration of the Sacraments, and the cele-

bration of Mass; and giving instructions with regard to such triflnig matters

as wax-candles and incense. The king, without asking the authorization of

the Pope, established a new cathedral-chapter at BresUnt, June 8, 1812, but the

canons were soon made to feel that they were out of place. '^

It need excite no surprise, then, that religious feeling, which

had long siuee growu cold in Germany, should have become
well-nigh extinct toward the close of the eighteenth century.

However, amid a decline so deep and wide-spread, there were

to be found shining examples of virtue and holiness. Francis

of Filrdcnberg'^ governed the diocese of Miinster with wisdom,,

and in his own person illustrated a life of sanctity. Gathered

about him were Such men as Or,erherg, Gaspar 31aximilian,

and Clement August von Droste, whose lives were a perpetual

argument in favor of the Catholic faith, and who, by word
and example, drew others to embrace its teachings. Among
these were such high and holy souls as the princess Gallilzin,

Count Stolberg, Hemsterhuys, and Haynann. The theological

' Gams, Vol. I., pp. 379 sq.

^RiUer, Manual of Ch. Hist., 5th ed.. Vol. II., pp. 538-542.

^ Esser, Francis of Fiirstenberg, His Life, His "Works, Miinster, 1842.

Krabbe, Historical Account of the Higher Institutions of Learning at Miinster,

Ibid. 1852. Kaierkarnp, Memorabilia from the Life of Princess Gallitzin, ]\Iiin-

ster, 1828. Nicolovius, Fred. Leop., Count of Stolberg, Mentz, 184G. Cnrvac/ii,

Biographical Reminiscenses of Hamann, Miinster, 1855. Menzel, Modern Hist,

of the Germans, Vol. XII., Pt. I. Freiburg Eccl. Cyclopaed , Vol. XII., p.

434 sq., 637 sq.; Fr. tr., Vol. 9, pp. 232, 248 sq. ; Vol. 13, p. 5.
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school of the Grand Seminary of Mentz, founded hy the dis-

tinguished German bishoj) and pulpit-orator Colmar (1802-

1818) exercised a very beneficial influence; counteracted in a

measure the liberalistic tendencies of the Protestant Univer-

sity of the same city ; and furnished at least one spot where

sound doctrine might find a refuge and a home.

Itahj and K>pain being under the dominion of France, were

subjected to the same disastrous changes in ecclesiastical af-

fairs that took place in that country. Monasteries and con-

gregations were suppressed, and the property of the Church

confiscated ; encroachments were daily made upon ecclesi-

astical jurisdiction, and ecclesiastical administration was con-

stantly interfered with ; and, finally, under color of a sanc-

tion, forcibly extorted from the Pope, the number of bishop-

rics was diminished. For example, in Piedmont, Cardinal

Caprara, by a bull dated July 1, 1803, reduced the number of

bisho['rics from seventeen to eight ; and in the States of the

Church seventeen sees were su])pressed. The Concordat en-

tered into with the Italian Republic, September IG, 1803, was

more favorable to the Church than that with France, for the

bishops were permitted to keep up communications with the

Holy See.^ But by a decree issued in Februarj', 1804, by Vice-

President 3Ielzi, the privileges heretofore enjoyed were in a

large measure withdrawn ; and while the widest interpreta-

tion was given to clauses favorable to the government, those

recognizing the lawful authority of the Church were narrowly

restricted.

Affairs in Spain were in no better condition than in Italy .^

First of all, the monasteries were reduced to one-third of their

original number; and, as a punishment for the disloyalty of

the clergy who took part in the Spanish insurrection some

time later, Joseph Bonaparte suppressed all the convents of

Regulars and Mendicants, including those of the Third Order

or Tertiaries, and confiscated their property, allowing to each

of the ejected religious a trifling sum for his support. The

bishops and chapters were requested to draw up public ad-

1 New Hist, of the Christian Church, Bk. II., pp. 261 sq.; Bk. Ill, pp. 574 sq.

2 Now Hist, etc., Bk. III., pp. 462 sq., pp. 750 sq.
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dresses, declaring their adhesion to the principles of the Giil-

lican Church. Of those who were weak enougli to consent,

the greater number were French bishops, who had been ap-

pointed by Napoleon to Spanish and Italian sees, the addresses

ascribed to the others being mostly supposititious.

At this time the prisons of Italy were tilled with cardinals,

bishops, and prelates, whose only crime was loyalty to the

principles of the Catholic Church ; who, during their contine-

meut, were subjected to treatment as harsh and cruel ^ as tliat

to which their persecutor some time later himself fell a vic-

tim, when hurled from the proudest throne in the world, the

once powerful monarch, who had held in his hands the desti-

nies of Europe, went to expiate both his faults and his glory

on a desolate island in the middle of the ocean. While there

the soul of this great genius, so long dazzled by i)r()sperouR

fortune, was illuminated by the pure rays of the lig'it of faith,

and was once more drawn to the religion which, during the

last years of his reign, he had so bitterly iDcrsecuted.^

§ 393. The Restoration.

The horrors of the Revolution, and the suti'erings and long

and bloody wars that followed it, revived a religious feeling

in the hearts of men, and led them to appreciate and desire

the blessings of religion. The claims of faith were again re-

cognized, religion once more resumed its sway over men's

souls, false philosophy for a time lost ground, Christianity was

victorious, and the Church triumphant. With the Church
there is no middle course, no half measures. Anyone falling

against this rock shall be crushed. This lesson Avas taught

by the Revolution, and learned by the Revolutionists, but at

a great cost. Those who had restored order, though loving

revolution, dreaded its consequences, and were alarmed at the

danger of again precipitating the country into another such

^Piicca, Memoirs of the Life of Pius VII., Vol. II., pp. 68 sq.

2 Cfr. Sentiment de Napoleon sui' la divinite de Jesus Christ
;
pensees inedites

recueillies a Sainte-Helene par M. le comte de Mo7iiholon et publiees par M. lo

•chevalier de Beauterne, 2d ed., Paris, ]842. Holzwarth, Napoleon I.
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abyss. They resolved to pursue a safe course.' Rulers recog-

nizing the fact that religion is the firmest support of govern-

ment, and that the two stand or fall together, began to look

with favor upon the Church, wliich they had so long dis-

owned, renounced, and persecuted.

On the 26th of September, 1815, the three sovereigns of

Russia, Austria, and Prussia, then at Paris, entered into a

compact known as the Holy AUiancp, the ohject of which was,

putting out of sight the distinctive teachings of the various

churches, to re-establish the public law of nations and political

life upon the general principles of Christianity.^ This com-

pact, entered into while their minds were tilled with the en-

thusiasm inspired by a victory gained with such difficulty and

at so many sacrifices, contained within itself the germs of

dissolution and discord. Little by little its binding power

relaxed, and in 1840 three Christian monarchswere embarked

in the incongruous enterprise of reconquering the Holy Land

for the Turks.^ An undertaking at once more worthy in it-

self and more in harmony wnth the principles that were sup-

posed to have inspired the framers of the Holj^ Alliance, was

the repression of the slave-trade on the coast of Africa, and

the extinction of this barbarous trafiic, so contrary to every

Christian instinct and teaching, by the treaties of 1818 and

1841, made by England, France, Austria, Prussia, and Russia.

Still the enemies of the Church by no means considered

themselves vanquished, and the conflict between revolutionary

principles and the teachings of religion went on as furiously

as ever, and not unfrequently occasioned the abridgment

of the rights of the Church and the privileges of Religious

Orders.

^Hist. and Polit. Papers, Vol. 45, year 1860.

2 Cf. New Hist, of the Christian Church, Vol. IV., pp. 699 sq. Pope Pius

VII. declined to join it, because, as ho said, "a line of action, such as contem-

plated by the Holy Alliance, was within the Church's own calling."

^Cf. " The Holy Land and European Christendom," in the "Eccl. Gazette of

South Germany," year 1841, nros. 1 and 3.
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§ 394, Rehabilitation of the Pope— Re-establishment of the

Jesuits.

Pius VII. made his solemn entry into Rome May 24, 1814,

amid the joyful acclamations of the people, but was again

driven from the city, after the escape of Napoleon from Elba

(Februar}' 26, 1815), by the advance of his brother-in-hiw,

Murat, who, having ambitious designs on the whole of Italy,

entered the States of the Church at the head of his army.

The Pope withdrew to Gejioa,^ where he received fresh proofs

of the devoted attachment of the people of Italy. After the

"Hundred Days " aad Napoleon's complete overthrow in the

disaster of Waterloo, the Pope once more returned to take

peaceable possession of his faithful city, never again to leave

it. Cardinal Consalci was sent to the Congress of Vienna, to

protest in the name of the Pope against whatever had been

done hostile to the interests of the Holy See and the Universal

Church, and in particular against the cession of the districts

situated on the Po, the occupation of Ferrara by the Aus-

trians, the loss of Avignon and the county of Venaissin, and

the secularization and dissolution of the German Empire,

To the amazement of all Europe, Pius VII., who had been

educated by the enemies of the Jesuits, re-established the So-

ciety of Jesus by the bull SoUieitudo omnium ecclesiarum.y.

of August 7, 1814, the execution of which he intrusted to

Cardinal Pacca, who in his younger days had been a great

admirer of the Lettres Provinciales.

This act of tardy justice was practically a denial of the charges brought

against the .Jesuits at the time of their suppression."^ The cardinal has left us

a vivid picture of the impression which their rc-cstablishment produced upon

the minds of all.' According to the Pope's own statement, he acted on the

demand of all Catholic Christendom. Attempts had already been made to re-

vive the Society under other names. In 179.1 an association was founded for

this purpose by the Fathers de Broglie and de Tournely, former members of the

^ Pacca, .Journey of Pope Pius VII. to Genoa in the Spring of 1815, and his

Ueturn to Rome; Germ, trans., Augsburg, 1834.

•^Robiano, Vol. II., p. 494-538. Cf. Xew Hist., Bk. IV., p. G61.

^Pacca, Memoirs of Pius VII., Vol. III., p. 117 sq. DaUas-Kerz, The Jesuit-

Order, p. 300 sq. Buss, The Society of Jesus, pp. 1334 sq.
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Society, under the name of the Society of the S. Heart; and in 1798 another

by Pancanari, known as the Society of the Faith of Jesus, the members them-

selves being designated as the Fathers of the Faith {Peres de la foi). These

latter formed the nucleus for the new Society in France. At the very opening

of the; pontificate of Pius VII., there were signs justifying the belief that the

Society would be soon re-established. As earlj' as 1804, the Pope, at the p.ilic-

itation of Ferdinand I., authorixed its introduction into the kingdom of t!ic>

Two Sicilies by the bull Per alios, issued July 31 of this year. Except in tin;

States of the Church, none of their property was restored to the Jesuits. Else-

where they were the objects of the same hatred, suspicion, and calumny that

their predecessors had endured, and which has been their heritage in every age

and country. They were received in Naples, in Belgmm, and in Ireland; the

instruction of youth was committed to them in Sardinia ; in France they were

permitted to exist undisturbed until the year 1828; in jE«^Z«w«! they founded

college!!, at Stonyhurst, liodderhouse, and other places; ^ and in Spain they were

put in possession of their former rights and property by Ferdinand VII., after

his own restoration, in 1814. They were banished from Spain during the revo-

lution of 1820, but returned with the restoration in 1823. The Society was

again suppressed in the Spanish dominions in 1835, and again re-established in

1844. They were once more expelled the kingdom by Espartero in 1854, and

recalled by O'Donnell in 1858. They were finally driven out of the Spanish

peninsula entirely after the revolution of 1868, and permitted to exist by suf-

ferance only in the colonies. They were set over a college in Modena in 1815;

recalled to Switzerland and put in possession of their property by the govern-

ment of the Canton of Valais in 1814; they reopened their college at Fribourg

in September, 1818, which soon became one of the most celebrated of the So-

ciety's; were invited in 1844 by the Grand Council of Lucerne to take chairs

in the theological school of that capital ; and, when prosecuted, some time

later, seven Catholic Cantons formed an alliance for their protection, but in

November, 1847, they fell with the SonderbuiuL Finally, they founded several

colleges in the United States and the Canadas, where they have always enjoyed

the most complete freedom. John Carroll, a professed Father, and some of

his countrymen, who were completing their "third probation" in the Aus-

trian dominions when the bull of suppression was issued, hastened to the

United States, and continued to live in community until the Society was re-

established. From that time forward their growth has been rapid, and they

have now two provinces, one of Baltimore and the other of Missouri. Besides

the philosophical and theological seminary and house of studies for their own

1 1 he colleges at present conducted by them in England are Stonyhurst, near

Whalley, in Lancashire; Mt. St. Mary's, near Chesterfield; and Beaumont

Lodge, near Windsor. They have also the Scholasticate of St. Bennos, at St.

Asaph. Besides these educational establishments, they have many flourishing

religious houses in England and Scotland, and some missions in Guiana and

Jamaica. In Ireland they conduct, besides the well-known College of Clon-

e/owes, others at. Tullabeg, Dublin, Limerick, and Galway. They have also a

noviciate at Milton Park, Donnybrook. Attached to the Irish province are also

missionary establishments in Melbourne, Australia. (Tr.)
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scholastics at WoodniocJ;, Marj-land, they have eigldeen colleges situated in the

most considerable cities of the Union.'

They wore invited bj- the Austrian government to establish

themselves in Galicia in 1820, and permitted to open a col-

lege at Tarnopol. After the revolution of 1848 had passed

away, their numbers and establishments rapidly increased.

Seven State colleges, one chair in the Theological Faculty of

Vienna, and the entire Theological Faculty of the University

of Innsbruck were handed over to them by the government.

Their existence in Austria at present is precarious. In Russia

their college at Polotzk was raised in 1812 to the rank of a

university, but owning to the conversion of several young no-

blemen, wdio had been educated by them, they fell under the

displeasure of the Tzar, and by an imperial ukase of January

1, 1816 (December 20, 1815), their establishments in St. Pe-

tersburg and Moscow were closed ; and, by another of March

25, 1820, the Society was suppressed in all the Russias and

Poland.

The Pope restored several other monastic Orders, The
Academy of the Catholic Religion [Accademia di Rdijion Cat-

tolica), founded in 1800 by Mgr. Coppola, Archbishop of

Myra, and revived in 1803 by Mgr. Zaniboni, now received

papal approbation. The foreign colleges at Rome were again

reopened by Pius YIL, the German September 8, 1817, the

English and ^Scotch in 1818 ; and also the College of the

Propaganda, to whose subsequent prosperity Cardinal Pedi-

cini largely contributed. Of its once splendid library, there

remained at this time only its most, ancient and most valuable

Oriental manuscripts. Continuing the work of restoration,

1 These are : Boston College, South Boston ; College of the Holy Cross, Wor-
cester, Mass.; St. Francis Xavier's, New York; St. .John's, New York (Ford-

ham); St. Joseph's, Philadelphia; St. John's, Frederick, Md.; Loyola, Balti-

more; Gonzaga, Washington, D. C. ; Georgetown, D. C; Spring Ilill, near

Mobile, Ala.; St. Louis Univer.sity, St. Louis, Mo.; College of the Immaculate
Conception, New Orleans; St. Charles', Grand Coteau, La.; St. Xavier's,

Cincinnati; St. Ignatius' College, San Francisco
; Santa Clara, Cal.; St. Mary's,

Kan.; Jersey City, N. J.; Detroit Mich.; Troy, N. Y. ; Las Vegas, N. M.

;

Pueblo, Col., opened in 1877; and Omaha, Neb. [Creighton Fund), accepted ia>

1878.
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the Pope established several new chairs in the Roman Uni-

versity, and, by special treaties, entered into with France,

Sardinia, and Bavaria (1817), iTaples (1818), Prussia (1821),

and other States, again, to his great joy, pnt the Church

in these countries on a permanent footing. But with these

consolations, which so gladdened the heart of the Father of

Christendom, was mingled a feeling of poignant grief, occa-

sioned by the stern necessity he was under of condemning

the Carbonari, who, under the mask of patriotism and relig-

ion, were again fanning the dying embers of revolution into

a fresh flame (September 13, 1821).^

On the other hand, the august and noble Pontifl', acting

upon the inspiration of high and generous Christian senti-

ments, furnished an honorable asylum in Pome to Madame
Laetitia, Napoleon's mother, and to the other members of the

imperial fVmiily, who were persecuted by every other govern-

ment, and repelled from every other country. In July, 1823,

Pius YII. accidentally fell and broke his thigh, and in con-

sequence of the inflammation that set in, sunk gradually and

died on the 20th of August following, having reached the

patriarchal age of eighty-two years.^

Neither captivity, exile, threats, nor any other sort of ill-

treatment could break the spirit of this intrepid old man, who,

down to the last day of his long life, defended the rights of

the Church with unshaken fortitude and dauntless courage.

When every sovereign of Europe was bowing down before

the scepter of Napoleon, the Successor of St. Peter, and he

.alone, resisted the conqueror, and manfully maintained his

rights. And when the proud conqueror had fallen, and was

expiating his crimes and his ambition on the island of St.

1 New Hist, of the Christian Church, Bk. IV., p. 777.

2 The reign of Pius VII. began March 21, 1800, and ended August 20, 1823,

lasting twenty-three years and five months. That of his predecessor, Pius "^'I.,

began February 15, 1775, and ended August 29, 1799, lasting about twenty-four

years and six months. The statement of Abbe Darras (Ch. Hist., Vol. IV., p.

578) that Pius VII. reigned longer than any Pope since St. Peter is therefore

incorrect, as is also the statement (Ibid., p. 547) that Pius VII. died September

29, or, as he says on page 578, on September 20. Artaud, the Pope's bi-

ographer, who was at his bedside, says (Vol. II., p. 605) that he died at five

-o'clock on the morning of August 20. (Tr.)
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Helena, the Pope, whom lie had persecuted so long and so

cruell}', was again alone among all the crowned heads of Eu-

rope to ask from the Cabinet of St. James some mitigation

of his hard lot.

§ 395. Reorganization of the Catholic Church in Sardinia and
the Kingdom of the Two Sicilies.

Desirous of seeing religion once more flourishing in his

States, which, owing to the frequent change of government

since the breaking out of the French Revolution, had been

deeply agitated, Victor Emmanuel, King of Sardinia, sent

Count Barbaroux to Rome in 1817 to conclude a Concordat,

according to the articles of which a new division of the dioceses

was made, the number increased to nineteen, and those of

Turin, Ycrcelli, and Genoa raised to the rank of archbish-

oprics.

In consequence of the vicissitudes through which his king-

dom of the Two Sicilies had also passed since the opening of

the century. King Ferdinand likewise concluded a Concordat

of thirty-six articles with the Holy See, which, embodying
nearly the whole of ecclesiastical legislation, provided that

the Catholic religion should be the religion of the Kingdom
of the Two Sicilies ; that the bishoprics on this side of the

Straits of Messina should be consolidated, and the number
of those on the other side increased ;

' that ap|)ointments to

abbacies and canonries of free collation in cathedral and col-

legiate chapters should belong to the Pope during the iirst six

months of the year, and during the next six months to the

bishops; that all ecclesiastical property not yet alienated

should be restored to the Church, but that ample guarantees

of indemnity should be given to the present holders of the

alienated estates ; that the Church should have the right of

acquiring new property in real estate; that certain restrictions

on the exercise of episcopal jurisdiction should be removed
;

that both clerg}^ and laity should enjoy the fullest freedom

of communication with the Holy See in all ecclesiastical af-

y

'New Hist, ol the Church of Christ, Bk. IV., pp. 755-760; and Ga?)is, Vol.

II., pp. G05 sq. and 668 sq.
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fairs; and, finall}^ that the king and his successors should

have tlie right of nominating to sees falling vacant.

§ 396. The Catholic Church in Gernmny. (See § 392.)

* Orpanon, or Brief Information on the Ecclesiastical Organization of the

Catholics in Germany, Augsburg, 1830. Onymus, The Situation of the Catho-

lic Church in Germany, Wiirzburg, 1818. R .<;, Supplements to the Latest

History of the Constitution of the Catholic Church in Germany, Strasburg,

1830. The Concordats all printed off in PJdllips' C. L., Vol. TIL, and that of

Walter, Fontes juris eccles., p. 214 sq. Plank, Eeflections on the Latest Changes

in the Situation of the Cath. Church in Germany, Hanover, 1808. Cf. New
Hist, of the Church of Christ, Bk. IV., p. 674-677. Biilau, Hist, of Germany
from 1806-1830, Hamburg, 1842. Wolfgang Menzel, The Six Scores of Years

from 1740-1860, Vol. III.

The Deputation of the Empire, holding its sessions at Rat-

isbon, declared on the 25th of February, 1803, in the most

formal and solemn manner (§§ 60-63) that no change should

be introduced into either the ecclesiastical or the political con-

stitution of the secularized countries, and that the relations of

Church and State should remain the same as heretofore, though

it was undeniable that secularization was most unjust.^ But,

in spite of this declaration, and as a direct consequence of the

secularization, ecclesiastical jurisdiction was subject to a num-

ber of harassing restrictions, against which the bishops in vain

protested or assented only on condition that a Concordat had

been already concluded covering the cases in point.^

By tfie dissolution of the German Empire in 1806, the difBculties of the

Church were increased. The ancient States of the Empire, now enjoying

complete independence in the administration of their internal affairs, were

moreover strengthened by fresh accessions of territory and by the incorpora-

tion of cities and principalities hitherto free ; and having thus gained an in-

crease of power, and availing themselves of the Second Article of the Consti-

^ Hist, of Pi-nssia, from the Peace of Hubertsburg (i.'e. 1763) until the Sec-

ond Capitulation of Paris (i. e. 1815), 1819; Vol. II., p. 46-53. Baron von

Hormagr, Univ. Hist, of Coevil Times, Vienna, 1817, Vol. IL, p. 205-218.

Gaspari, Kecess of the Deputation, Pt. II., p. 106. Kluber, Synopsis of the

Congress of Vienna, Part II.,- p. 399.

2 Reflections on the Situation of the Catholic Church within the Precincts of

the Germanic Confederacy (not Ilhenish, as the Fr. tr. has. Vol. IV., p. 60),

(^arlsruhe, 1818, p. 143. Cf., also. Inquiry into the Foundations of the Catholic

Church in Germany, Frankfort, 1816.
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tutive Act of the Confederation of the "Rhine, repealing the laws of the German
Empire, they showed no disposition to respect the rights of the Church, conse-

crated by immemorial usage, by the recesses of diets and the rescripts of em-

perors. Now, that these governments were sovereign, they refused to listen to

any argument, even from Protestant writers, in defense of tlie rights of tln'

Church. Notwitlistanding that Xapolcon hud made freedom of Catholic wor-

ship a condition of admission for Protestant princes into the Confederation of

tlie lliiine, tlie authority of the ordinaries was none the less subjected to nu-

merous annoying restrictions, was sometimes ignored, and sometimes exercised

by civil functionaries, who had hitherto busied themselves circa sacra in the

name of the State. Hopes had been entertained that these affairs would be ad-

justed by a Concordat, but tlie negotiations upon which such hopes were founded

came to nothing.

In 1807 Delia Genga, Arclibisliop of Tyre, went as Papal Nuncio to ^luiiich

and iStuttgart, but his mission was fruitless, being frustrated by the influonco

of the minister, Moji/r/elrif!, through whose efforts the slight hopes that were en-

tertained of having the rights of the Church recognized were rendered still

more desperate. Equally fruitless were the good oflices of Napoleon, who, on

the 21st of September, 1807, in a letter addressed through M. de Ckampagny to

Cardinal Cuprara,'^ obtained the Pope's consent to have negotiations opened at

P«?'(.s, with a 'view to concluding a Concordat for Germany. Even on points

the most necessary and essential, it seemed impossible to come to any under-

standing.

Finally, in 1814, when the Allies had reconquered the left bank of the

Rhine, the Church of Germany began to entertain brighter hopes, which it

was thought would be realized in the

CONGRESS OF VIENNA.^
The results of this Congress were by no means adequate to the true needs of

the Church, the lawful wants of the people, or its own important and pacific

mission. Among its members there was not a single influential and zealous

defender of the rights of the Church. Dnlherg, Archbishop of Ratisbon, who
should have led in the matter, did not even appear in person in the Congress,

and seemed to take no very great interest in its transactions. Not a single

prince or statesman spoke a word in support of the rights of the Church.

True, these were defended by the Papal Legate, Cardinal Consalvi; by n>s-

senberg, Vicar-general of Constance; by Baron von Wanibold, Dean of the

Chapter of Worms; by Helfferich, Prebendary of the Cathedral of Spire; and

^ Archives historiques et politiques, Paris, 1819. See Organon, p. 6 sq.

^See the Notes of Cardinal Consalvi, dated November 17, 1814, and June 14,

1815, and the Memorial of vo7i Wcssenberg, Vic-Gen. of Constance, dated No-

vember 27, 1814, reported in the Organon, p. 9 sq. Kluber, The Acts of the

Congress of Vienna (1814-1815), Erlangen, 1835, 8 -vols. By the same. Trans-

lation of the Diplomatic Proceedings of the Congress of Vienna, Frankfort,

1816. Buss, Authentic History of National and Territorial Churchdom, p.

792-808.

VOL. Ill—44
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Schies, formerly Syndic of St. Andrew's, at Worms, then solicitor in the Supe-

rior Court at Mannheim, but their proposals were rejected and their reclama;-

tions unheeded.

Finding that all his efforts were vain, Cardinal Cotisalvi finally, on the 14th.

of June, 1S13, protested ^ to the Congress, in the name of the Holy See, against

all decisions injurious to the Catholic Church. As the Congress had failed to

act, the German princes were obliged to apply directly to the Holy See for an

adjustment of the ecclesiastical affairs of their several States.

To provide for the spiritual wants of bis Catholic subjects,

the King of Wurtembcrg bad a vicar-general appointed at Ell-

wangen, and adopted many other measures of great utility.

Pavaria was the first of the German States to conclude a

Concordat with the Holy See, June 5, 1817, which, however,

did not go into effect until September 8, 1821. The ecclesi-

astical affairs of Prussia were regulated by the bull Pe salute

animarum. of July 16, 1821, which was carried into execution

two years later. In Bavover, besides a Concordat (1824,) re-

ferring es[)ecially to the dioceses of Hildesheim and Osna-

brilck, there was also the bull Pnpensa Pomanoram Pontijicum,

similar in its provisions to that published for Prussia, and

which, as regards the diocese of Hildesheim, has been only

imperfectly carried out since 1828 ; while the dotation pro-

vided for in the diocese of Osnabriick, tbougb an honest and

earnest effort was made to raise it by George V., was not paid

until 1858.

In the hope of stimulating more prompt action and secur-

ing more ftivorable terms, the princes of Wurtemberg, Paden,

Electoral-Hesse, Hesse-Darmstadt, Nassau, and Oldenburg com-

bined together, and in 1818 appointed at Frankfort a committee

on concordats, charged with presenting their policy to the

Holy See. Though as a whole the scheme was unsuccessful,

Pius VIL, by the bull Provida solersque sollicitudo of August

16, 1821, established an archbishopric at Freiburg for Baden,

with Pottenburg in Wurtemberg ; Limburg in Nassau ; 31entz

in Hesse-Darmstadt ; and Fulda in the Electorate of Hesse-

Oassel as suffragan sees.^ Finally, a Concordat was concluded

^ FLorencourt, Political Weekly, Cologne, 1854, Vol. I., nro. 11. "Protests

•entered by the Court of Rome against German Treaties of Peace."

2 The New Ground-work of the Catholic System, according to Original Doc-
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between Holland and the Holy See June 18, 1827. By most
of these treaties the divisions of the dioceses were made to

correspond with the political boundaries ; the dotation of the

Church in real estate fixed upon ; chapters established ; the

method of communicating with the Holy See prescribed
;

and many other matters arranged. In the Grand Duchy ol

Saxe- Weimar no regard was paid to the wishes of those most

interested in regulating the affairs of churches and schools,

and in consequence the Yicar-General of Fulda entered a

protest in 1823.^

In Saxony, where the Protestant ministers were fiercely in-

tolerant and the Protestant population sensitively suspicious,

the king did all he could under the circumstances to promote

the spiritual well being of his Catholic subjects by ordinances

published February 10, 1827.

§ 307. Pontificate of Leo XIl. (1823-1829) and Pius VIII.

(1829, 1830).

Continuatio Bullarii from Clement XIII., Tom. XVI.-XVIII. t Artand,

Hist, du Pape Leon, Paris, 1843. New Hist., Book IV., pp. 793 sq. Robiuno,

T. IV.

The grief which the loss of Pius VIF. caused the Church

was in a measure alleviated by the elevation to the papal

throne of Cardinal Hannibal della Genga, under the name
of Leo Xll. Owing to the tact and consummate ability dis-

played by della Genga in several important and delicate mis-

sions, he gained the confidence of Pius VIL, by whom he was

appointed Vicar-General of Rome. The first ofiicial acts of

Pope Leo gave promise that the hopes his elevation had in-

spired would be realized. His earliest attention was given to

those evils by which the Church was more particularly threat-

ened, and in the encyclical letter, Ut primum ad summi Pon-

tficalus, of May 3, 1824, all the bishops of the Catholic world

were ver}^ earnestly urged to warn the faithful against the

uments and Keports, Stuttgart, 1821. Cf. ''The Catholic," 1825, Vol. XVIII.,

p. 257-:302. Cfr. infra, § 410.

1 Cf. Tubingen Qiiarterly, 1824, p. 506 sq. and 727 sq. "77te Catholic" 1825,

Vol. XVI., p. 259 sq.
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two most dangerous enemies of the age, viz., religious indiffer-

ence, which leads straight to deism and materialism; and

Bible Societies^ which, under pretense of spreading a knowl-

edge of the Sacred Writings, misrepresent their true sense in

a thousand ways. This encyclical letter was bitterly de-

nounced by Protestants, and ably defended by men like Sacy

and Mezzofanti,* eminent alike for their learning and pru-

dence. The bull Quo graviora of March 13, 1826, against the

Carbonari, Freemasons,^ and other secret societies, was perhaps

less opportune. Finally, by the bull Quod hoe ineunte saeculo,

the Pope proclaimed a jubilee for the year 1825. Owing to

the political troubles by which Europe was distracted, the

jubilee of 1800 had not been celebrated, and this was therefore

the first one for fifty years. In the bull announcing the joy-

ful event, after deploring the errors that threatened the

Church and the hatred evoked against her Head, the Pope

called upon the whole Christian world to give heed to his

voice, and to avail themselves of the opportunity of grace

within their reach during this year of expiation, indulgence,

and reconciliation. Pursuing his wise measures for the re-

storation of the Universal Church, Leo intrusted the direc-

tion of the Roman College to the Jesuits, invited men of dis-

tinguished ability to fill chairs in other universities, re-estab-

lished the Irish College, gave special attention to. the German
College, and restored order to a number of churches in which

it had been disturbed by the storms of the revolution. Those

countries of South America which had thrown off the yoke

1 Journal des savans, annee 1824. Mezzofanii, speaking of these Bibles, says:

" In quibus versionibus vix dici potest, quot monstra, quot portenta in lucem

edantur,"' and he adds that the spread of these translations in the East proves

an obstacle to the propagation of the (iospel. See also Hist, and Polit. Papers,

Vol. VIT., p. 106, and Marshall, Christian Missions.

2 Cf. Keller, Univ. Hist, of Freemasonry, Giessen, 2d edit., 1860. Guericke,

Manual of Ch. H., 9th edit., Vol. III., p. 334. Eckart, xlrmory. Furnishing

Proof for the Condemnation of the Order of Freemasons, Schaffhausen, 1855

sq. ; by the same, Mysteries of the Pagan Temple, ibid. 1860. Hengstenbery,

Freemasonry and the Evangelical Pastorate, Berlin, 1854 sq , 3 vols. Alban

Stolz, Moitar for Freemasons, 3d edit., Freiburg, 1862. Acacia-twlg, by the

same, 1863. Bp. Baron von Ketiele.r, May an Orthodox Christian be a Free-

mason? 5th ed., Mentz, 1865. Chambers' Cyulopaed., art. Mason, Maso7is Free.-
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of Spain, aud proclaimed republican forms of government,

now sent petitions to the IIolj Father, requesting him to give

them lawful pastors. Leo granted the requests of the new
South American Republics, and in a consistory, held in June,

1827, }>rovided for the reorganization of the hierarchies in

these countries. At the request of Dam Pedro 1., a similar

provision was made for the Em})ira of Brazil. Finally, he

restored many of the schismatical churches of Asia to the

unity of faith. Cut no effort of his a[iOstolic zeal or demon-

stration of his paternal love could succeed in wholly extin-

guishing the last embers of Jansenism in the Netherlands.

The active and saintly life of this holy Pontiff was cut

short by an unexpected death on the 10th of February, 1829.

He was succeeded by Cardinal Castiglioni (March 31), who
took the name of Pius VIII. Like his predecessor, the new
Pontiff, in an encyclical letter of the 29th of May, warned the

faithful against the dangers of religious indifference, Bible

and secret societies, particularly that of Freemasonry, which,

lie said, favored indifference in religious matters, and turned

men's minds away from the sources of positive teaching and

the practices of the Church.^

As a temporal ruler, Pius VIIL was distinguished for his

attention to the interests of the poorer classes, whom he pro-

vided with work and relieved of a portion of their taxes.

After the taking of Adrianople and the conclusion of a

treaty of peace between Russia and the Porte, the Pope, as

Head of the Universal Church, interposed in behalf of the

Catholics of Armenia, who had been banished their country,

and obtained for them the erection of an archbishoj)ric in the

XQvy city of Constantinople, the recall of those in exile, the

recognition of their rights, and the restoration of tlieii* prop-

erty. At his urgent request, Dom. Pedro, tlie Emperor of

Brazil, abolished slavery within his States. But that which

above everything else lends a special importance to his ])on-

tificate is the brief Literis alteris abhinc, which he addressed

iThis encyclical is given in Latin in "The Catholic" of 1829, Vol. XXXIII.,

pp. 254-264. Cf. Freemasonry, in the Hist, and Polit. Papers, Vol. VII!., pp.

(35-78, and Vol. XLI. See also New Hist, of the Church of Christ, Bk. IV.,

pp. 834-8-15.
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to the Archbishop of Cologne and his suftVagans relative to

mixed marriages.

As Pius VIII. had been encouraged in the beginning of his

reign by the unexpected intelligence that the Roman Catholic

JSmancipation Act had been passed April 13, 1829, during the

ministry of Sir Robert Peel, so also when his life was drawing
to a close, the keen grief he felt at seeing the spirit of revolt

abroad everywhere was in a measure softened by the news of

the conquest of Algiers by the French, Jul}- 5, 1830, who thus

broke up the dens in which pirates had sought refuge and
their Christian victims had languished during many centuries.

Bent under the weight of years, and overwhelmed with af-

fliction at seeing the Church threatened by so many and so

great disasters, Pius YIII. was called by Divine Providence

to a better life on the 30th of ISTovember, 1830.

§ 398. Pontificate of Gregory XVI. (February 2, 1831—
June 1, 1846).

Continuatio Bullarii from Clement XIII., T. XIX. Dizionario di erudi-

zione, autore Gaetano Moroni, T. XXXI., art. " Gregorio." Frederic Bulnu,

Univ. Hist, of the Years 1830-1838, Lps. 1838. H". Menzel, The 120 Years

from 1740-1860, Vols. IV. and V. Rheinwald, Acta historico-ecclesiastica,

Years 1835-1837, Hamburg, 1838-1840. von Reumont, Hist, of Eome, Vol. III.,

Pt. II., p. 674 sq.

When Pius VIII. died, the whole of Europe was violently

convulsed by the revolution of July, the shock which it pro-

duced being everywhere felt. Apart from the agitations of

the Secret Societies, and notably of the Carbonari, Italy was

just beginning to be stirred by the breath of French liberal-

ism. In no country was the spirit of revolution, which was

stimulated by the death of the late Pope, more intense. The
revolt, which had broken out at Bologna, spread rapidly, and

when the conclave, after fifty days of conclave, on the 2d of

February, 1831, declared Cardinal Mauro Capellari Pope, it

had reached the very gates of Rome. As this cardinal had

but recently written a work celebrating the triumphs of the

Holy See, the coincidence was somewhat remarkable.^

^ II Trionfo della Santa Sede e della Chiesa, Roma, 1799 ; Venezia, 1822, and
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The accession of Gregory XVI. was hailed with universal

joy, and the opening of his pontificate signalized by deed^i

of beneticenec and acts indicatijig his tii-niness of charactci".

" "We are encouraged by the thought," said the new Pontiff,

in an encyclical letter, published three days after he liad

ascended the throne, " that our Father in Heaven will not

send us ti-ials l)eyond our strength." In those days of revolt

and disorder it required a nuin of unshaken contideuce and

iron will to take upon him tlie temporal and spiritual govern-

ment of the Church. Since Pius VIII. had been unsuccessful

in suppressing the spirit of revolt iu the Legations by his

fatherly exhortations, the present Pope invoked the aid of

Austria, and effected by arms what more conciliatory meas-

ures had failed to' accomplish. Fearing that in the anarchy

and disorder everywhere prevailing some churchmen might

be led to forget their condition, Gres-orv XA^'I. wrote to the

bishops of Poland and Belgium, strongly urging them not to

mix up in political aflairs, and reminding them that their

ministry was a ministry of peace, and that subjects had duties

toward their sovereigns which they might not refuse to per-

form. The organs of liberal opinion in Europe shortly after

loudly proclaimed that the end of papal power and dignity

had come at last. These sinister predictions were soon falsi-

fied. In an encyclical letter of August 15, 1832,' addressed

to all the bishops of the Catholic world, the Pope proclaimed

himself the enemy of the prevailing/a^se and danr/erous spirit

of innovation, and solemnl}^ avowed his intention of preserving

and maintaining the ancient apostolic traditions. Once peace

had been established in the States of the Church, the Pope
devoted his energies to correcting old abuses and providing

many other editions; Germ., Augsburg, 1833, 2 pts. See Now Hist, of the

Church of Christ, Bk. IV., pp. 845 sq. On the 7th of January, twenty one

votes were given to Cardinal Gntsthiiani, when, to the surprise of every one,

the Spanish embassador vetoed the election of this distinguished churchman,

who had for some considerable time been Nuncio at the Spanish Court. The

right of veto was a privilege conceded to the Catholic Courts of France, Aus-

tria, and Spain. See Groene, Lives of the Popes, Vol. II., p. 487. (Tr.)

1 Bonn Keview of Philosophy and Catholic Theology, No. 3, pp. 197-208^

where the original Latin te.xt is given.
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against now ones. In the autumn of 1833 the universities

that had been closed during the revohitionary troubles were

again opened and reorganized. Numerous works on philoso-

phy, dogmatic theology, and ecclesiastical and profane history

began now to make their appearance in the States of the

Church.^ Economical reforms were introduced into every

1 Among the writers on philosophy we may mention the name of Pasquale

Galiippl, Saggio filo>ofico sulla eritiea dclla coscienza, wliich was, in 1820 and

1S27, lollowed by Pure and Applied Logic, and likewise by Moral Philosophy.

Then came, in 18:10, his New Investigations on the Origin of Tdeas; of Vetdura

(de Methodo philosophandi), Oi'si, Anthony Rosmiiii-Serbnti, Bonelli (died at

Eome on the 22d of October, 1840), and others. Cf. " Philosophy in Italy," in

the Uist. and PolU. Papers, Vol. VI., pp. 243 sq., 298-306; Vol. XI., pp. 294r-

305, 470-479, 542-553, 005-671 ; four articles, written by an Italian. Cf., also,

Theological Archiocs of Munich, Year II., a. d. 1843, nro. 4. Bonelli wrote

Disquisitio historica praecipuorum philosophiae systematum, Pvomae, 1829; In-

stitutiones logicae et metaphysicae, Eomae, 1833, ed. 11., 1835. As to Dogmat-

ics, we quote Perrone, S. J. (t 1876), Praelectiones Theologiae, 9 vols., Eomae,

1835, which work has had upward of 30 editions, and has been translated into

French and German. Praelectiones Theologiae, abridged from the above, 4

vols., 1845; 31st ed., 1864; both these works, 72 editions, until 1876; in fact,

his lectures on theology since 1835 have superseded all others in nearly all the

Catholic schools in both hemispheres. Perrone also wrote Synop.?is Historiae

Theologiae cum Philosophia comparatae, Piomae, 1845; Turin, 1873. This

part is generally found on the first pages of the Compendium; De Immaculato

Conceptu B. V. Mariae, an dogmatico decreto definiri possit, Eomae, 1847

;

Monasterii, 1849; Mediol. 1852. Thesis Dogmatica de Immac. B. V. M. Con-

ceptione, Eomae et Eatisbon., 1855. De Matrimonio Christiano, 3 vols., Eomae,

1858; Leodii, 1861. De Virtutibus Fidei, iSpei et Charitatis, Taurini, 1863 and

1867; Eatisb. 1865. De Virtute Eeiigionis deque Mesmerismo, iSomnambu-

lismo et Spiritismo, Taurini, ed. II., 1867 ; Eatisb. 1866. De D. N. J. Christi

Divinitate, 3 vols., Taurini, 1873. De Eom. Pont, infallibilitate, Taurini, 1874.

Besides these dogmatical works, Father Perrone published many smaller ones

on Catholic Controversy, all of which were originally written in Italian, but

soon appeared in other languages. The principal one of them is II Protest-

antesimo e la regola di fede, 3 vols., Eome, 1853. The Abbe Cbassay, in his bi-

ographical notice of Father Perrone, gives a list of them. They are sixteen in

number. (Tr.) In Church History, Delsignore, Institutiones hist, eecl., ed.

Tizzani, Eomae, 1838 sq. For Exegesis, Pairiiius, S. J., De interpretatione script,

sacr., Eomae, ed. III., 1844. Idem, De evangeliis libri tre-s, 2 vols., 4to. In the

department of Profane History, we mention Gurzettis work on the Situation and

Constitution of Italy under the Eoman Eule, ed. by Marsiglio, Milan, 1838, 3

vols. *Cesare Cantd, Storia universale, Turin, 1837. Eevised and reprinted

at Palermo and Naples, 9th ed., 35 vols., Turin, 1804, and translated into Ger-

man and French. The Germ. ed. is by Bruehl, Schaft'hausen, 1849 sq., 13 vols.;

2d ed. continued by Fehr.
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brand] of the administration ; high officers of State found

guilt}- of either pecuhition or oppression were removed ; all

receipts and expenditures beginning with the year 1817 were

closely examined to determine the legality of the privileges,

pensions, and subsidies granted since that date ; a new body

of laws was promnlgated in 1832, and a new penal code sub-

mitted to the judgment of the presidents of the various tri-

bunals; a [tlan for a more equitable distribution of the tax

levy on land was laid before deputies, who had come together

from all parts of the Pontitical States; ^ chambers of commerce

were established in Rome, in the cities of the provinces, and

in all seaport towus ; courts of appeal and criminal courts

were thenceforth to be presided over by uon-clerical judges
;

strict and iuipartial justice was dealt out to all alike ;^ the

arts and sciences were encouraged with a muniticence equaled

only b\' the enlightened taste with which they were appre-

ciated ; the Etruscan Museum was founded in the Vaticau

;

and finally the Basilica of St. Paul's^ which had been destroyed

by fire on the 15th and IGth of July, 1823, was again built

up from its ruins.^ Such were some of the domestic labors

that marked the early years of the pontificate of Gregory

XVI., who, after having been raised to the papal throne, cou-

1 Tournnn (Etudes statistiques sur Eome, Paris, 1831) says: "There is per-

haps no country in which it is more diiEcult to carrj- out reforms than in the

States of the Church
;
for in no other country are there so many interests to

be consulted, and in no other country is it so easy to make mistalves. whicli

would increase rather tlian diminish abuses." And he adds that though th«

government is the most absolute in form, in realifi/ its administration is excep-

tionally mild and humane. Tournon was Prefect of Kome under Napoleon

from 1810 to 1814.

-The office of Uditore Suntissimo was abolished in 1831, and as a warning to

all that no profession, and least of all the clerical, should enjoy any immunities

from the penalties of crime, Gregory XVI., on the 4th of October, 1843, eausf^d

a Piedmontese priest, named Dominic Abo, to be beheaded in the Castle of Saiit'

Angelo in punishment of his guilt.

^Gregory XVI. addressed a circular letter to all the patriarchs, archbishops,

and bishops of the Christian world, requesting contributions for the restoration

of this splendid monument, raised to the honor of the Apostle of ihe Geyiiilfs.

It had withstood the vicissitudes of fifteen centuries, and previously to the Re-

formation was, as the national Church of England, under the special patronage

of her kinds.
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tinued to live the life of a simple monk, observing the austere

Rule of the Camaldolese, sleeping upon the floor, eating little,

keeping late vigils, never idle, and praying always.' He
gathered about his person the greatest men of his age, and

employed tlieir talents in his service. Cardinal Lamhruschini,

equally distinguished for learning and statesmanship, was ap-

pointed his secretary of state, in wliich ofhce he set forth and

maintained, under the most trying circumstances, the true

principles and polity of the Catholic Church. As Leo X , in

a former age, had rewarded the virtues and talents of Bemho

and Sadolet, by making them members of the Sacred College,

so now did Gregory confer a similar mark of appreciation

upon the scholarly J. r/^/f^o 3Iai (f 1854) and llczzofanti, the

marvelous linguist (f 1849).^

The tender heart of Gregory- XVI., which had but recently

been comforted by the peaceful settlement of affairs in France,

Belgium, Switzerland, and Poland, was overwhelmed with

grief when he learned that Spain, that country of glorious

Catholic traditions, w-as also convulsed by the conflicts of civil

strife, her constitution overturned, her faith dimmed, and her

attachment to the Holy See weakened ; that one of the ablest

and most eloquent defenders of Christianity and the (church

had lighted the torcli of revolt at the altar of God, and pros-

tituted the words of Holy Writ to justify contempt of author-

ity, hatred of kings, rebellion, and all the train of evils tliat

follow in its wake ; that Clement", the venerable Archbishop

of Cologne, and the holy Archbishop of Gncsen and Posen, had

been violently thrust from their sees; and, finally, that the

Greeks, who had been restored to unity during the pontificate

of Clement VIII., had been once more torn from communion

with Eome by means the most despicable and atrocious.

There was no duty of his high office that Gregory left unper-

formed. He warned the faithful against the errors contained

in the systems of Hermes and Bautain, and against the dan-

jrerous and wicked tendencies of the teachings of the Abbe

'fe JLamenvais ; he protested agA.inst the violation of the rights

1 Cf. Geramb, Journey from La Trappe to Rome, p. 127, Aix-la-Chapelle, 1839.

»0n Mezzofanti, see Hist, and Polit. Papers, Vol. X., pp 200 sq. and 271 sq.
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of bishops by the King of Prussia ; and, having remonstrated

to no purpose with the Tzar of Russia, publislied, July 22,

1842, an allocution, addressed to the cardinals,^ in which, after

recounting the tyrannical acts of that autocrat, he bitterl}^

coraj^lained of the sad condition of the Catholic Church in

the Russian Empire. By this last act Gregory closed the

mouths of the enemies of the Holy See, who reproached him
with neglecting one of his most sacred duties in averting his

e^'es from the misfortunes of these poor people, and in ceasing

to defend the rights of the Church, from fear of giving of-

fense to the Autocrat of the North (December 13, 1845). By
the lirmuess, fortitude, and prudence which he displayed in

encountering the storms raised against him iu the North, in

the East, and in the West, Gregory made for himself a name
in history which will never be obscured ; and future genera-

tions will some day render proper homage to the shining

merits of this illustrious successor of St. Peter. He died

June 1, 1846.

§ 399. The Catholic Church in France under the Bourbons.

By the Constitutional Charter of July 4, 1814, Louis XVITI.
granted toleration to every form of worship), but, consistently

with the religious traditions of his House, declared the Cath-

olic to be the religion of the State. Hoping to find in relig-

ion the surest sup})ort of his still insecure power, he put forth

his best efforts to strengthen the authority of the Church in

France, to revive the teachings of faith, and encourage relig-

ious habits in those Frenchmen who for a half of a century

1 The allocution and the leading facts are found in the pamphlet entitled

"The Czar and the Successor of St. Peter," hj Sausen, Mentz, 184:5. "Persecu-

tions and Sufferings of the Catholic Church in Russia," a work based on un-

published documents, by a former Russian Counsellor of State, Paris, 1842.

Cf. Theiner, Situation of the Catholic Church of the Two Rites in Poland and

Russia, from Catharine II. down to to our own times. Review of the History

of Russia, in the HUi. and PolU. Papers, Vol. V., pp. 4-16, 98 sq., 12!) sq.; Vol.

IX., p. 098 sq. Relations of the Russian Church to Constantinople and Her
Thraldom under the Autocracy of tlie Czar, ibid., Vol. X., p. 708 sq.; Vol. XL,

p. 120 sq. Gregory XVI. and the Emperor of all the Russias, ibid., Vol. X., p..

455-491, 583 sq., 647 sq.
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had been by turns political enthusiasts, votaries of pleasure,

gallant soldiers, industrious workmen, Christians when it was

fashionable and a mark of good breeding to be such,' at all

times impressionable, easily led astray and prompt to rctu.rn.

Many obstacles, however, stood in the way of the accom})lish-

ment of this noble design.

Missionaries sent among the people to preacb the Gospel were at times im-

prudentlj' zealous, and, by their unseemly conduct in some places, laid them-

selves open to the biting sarcasm and vituperative calumnj- of their polemical

adversaries, and gave color of excuse to the petitions that were sent up to the

Chambers against them, and to the popular uprisings that took place at Brest

and Paris. Those who had passed their youth among the terrible scenes of the

Bevolution had ceased to relish any writings except those of Voltaire, Diderot,

d'Alembert, Helvetius, and Jean-Jacques llousseau, which, having been forbid-

den to be published by Napoleon, now, that the press had become free, appeared

in thousands of editions, and were sold at a price so trifling as to place them

within the reach of every one. The evil influences of these works were in a

measure counteracted by the Catholic Societi/, under the direction of Duke Mat-

thew de Motdmoreuci/, for the diffusioji of Catholic literature. The bishops, in a

letter dated May 30, 1819, laid a statement of the condition of afftvirs before

the Pope, sorrowfully deploring their existence. But before the Church in

France could make any real progress toward reconstruction, it was of the first

importance that the vacant sees should be filled, and a period put to the condi-

tion of uncertainty resulting from the Concordat of 1801.

After the failure of the mission of M. de Fersigny, formerly Bishop of Saint-

Malo, and subsequently Archbishop of Paris, Count de Blacas, the king's min-

ister, was sent to Rome to open negotiations, with a view to concluding a new

Concordat. Of the difficulties to be set aside, only two were of great conse-

quence, namely, the obligation of the clergy to take the oath prescribed by the

Charter, and the refusal of the old bishops to resign their sees. The former

was set aside by assurance of Count de Blacas that the oath bound only within

the limits of civil obedience, and in no way interfered with the duties of cler-

gymen to God and to the Church; and the latter ceased to exist after the disin-

terested declaration, drawn up at Paris, iSTovember 8, 1816, by the six bishops

concerned, to the efi'ect that they were willing to do whatever the Holy Father,

the king, and the well-being of the Church in France might require.^ The

new Concordat, signed by both the Holy See and Louis XVIII. on the 11th of

July, and published by papal bull eight days later, restored the one entered

into between Leo X. and Fra7icis I. at Bologna in 1515, and provided for the

abrogation of the Concordat of 1801 and the abolition of the Organic Laws, in

1 Cf. Boost, New Hist, of France, Ist ed., pp. 322 sq. ; Gams, New Hist, of the

Church of Christ, Bk IV., pp. 655 sq.

2 This document is given in the New Hist, of the Church of Christ, Bk. IV.,

pp. 714 sq. ; also the Concordat of 1817. See the original Latin text in Ro-

biano, Vol. III., pp. 403-420.
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so far as these conflicted with the teachings and laws of tlie Church. Of the

sees suppressed by the bull Cl>ii Christi Domhii, of November 20, 1801, forty-

seven were to be restored, and the sixty archbishoprics and bishoprics erected

in the same year wore to remain unchanged, aud the actual incumbents to re

tain undisturbed possession. Should, however, any new division of either the

old dioceses or tlie new be deemed necessary or advantageous, it might not be

made except with the consent of the bishops, or of the chapters of such bishop-

rics as chanced to be vacant. Churches were to have adequate endowments,

either in real estate or in incomes, secured by the government, and special at-

tention was to be giv(^n to the i rganization of seminaricis. Desirous of i)romptly

carrying into eO'ect an instrument so favorable to the Church, the Pope was

just about to publish a bull relative to the new division of the dioceses, when

the Chambers rejected the Concordat, on the ground that the bishoprics were

excessive in number, and that it contained many articles iniuiical to tne i.ibiT-

ties of the Galilean Church. In 18ll2 a temporary arrangement was entered

into between the Pope and the King, with the consent of the Chambers, by

which the number of bishoprics was increased to eighty, fourteen of which were

metropolitan and sixty-six suifragan sees. Cathedral chapters were also

organized, and greater and smaller seminaries and faculties of theolog}' es-

tablished. There was a great lack of priests, and although the number or-

dained in 1823 was two hundred in excess of those who died in the same year,

there were still thirteen thousand required to fill the vacant posts and offices.

The king now called attention to the revenues of the Church, and the Cham-
bers in consequence voted a subsidy of 3,900,000 francs, thus rendering the

position of the clergy more secure and independent. After a gallant struggle,

in wh'ch he displayed the marvelous powers of his fervid eloquence, Chateau-

briand obtained for the clergy the right of accepting grants of real estate, and

the property accumulated from this source in a short time was valued at two
millions of francs. The clergy, on their part, were both zealous and devoted.

They searched out and brought together, iu an establishment specially set apart

for the purpose, a large number of Savoyard children, who had hitherto been

given over to every vice, and permitted to grow up without religious instruc-

tion of any kind. The Abbe Loewenbroek, a native of Lorraine, devoted him-

self to the service of the German workingmen, of whom there were at times

tWenty-flve thousand in Paris, and whose religious wants and instruction had

been previously wholly neglected. The Abbe Arnoiix opened a reformatory

for criminals. The Priests of the Mission, who, by an ordinance of October,

1816, had been permitted to return to their former houses, and the Priests of

the Holy Ghost, hastened to place themselves at the disposal of the bishops, to

do service in communities that had been deprived of their pastors. The Trap-

pists returned to France, took po.ssession of their ancient abbey of IMeilleray,

and, by fidelity to their austere Rule, once more revived purity of morals

among their countrymen.

The Brothers of the Christian Schools and the Ursuline Nuns entered joyfully

upon their work of instructing and educating the youth of both sexes. Pious

laymen also formed themselves into holy associations for the instruction of

youth, the difl'usion of wholesome literature, the promotion of the missions,

the service of the sick, and other such charitable offices as were required by the-
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growing needs of religion.' The most important of these was the Socieiy fhr

the PTopagation. of the Faith, founded at Lyons in 1822.

People uo longer dared, as in days gone by, to make a boast

-of their iniidelity in good society. Lamartine (b. 1790, d. 1869)^

was the favorite poet of the better educated classes, and his

poems, which breathe a deeply religious and Christian spirit,

replaced in public admiration the pagan and impious literature

of the eighteenth century. Others also contributed largely

to bring about this revolution in public taste, and among

them the Abb6 de Lamennais (b. 1782, d. 1854),^ the eloquent

defender of the infallibility of the Church, and the bold and

spirited adversary of Gallicanism ; dc Maistre (b. 1754, d.

1821),* that splendid genius and great writer; Bonald

(b. 1754, d. 1840),^ the powerful advocate of civil and par-

ticularly of ecclesiastical authority ; Frayssinous (b. May 9,

1765, d. May 31, 1841),^ the able Christian apologist; and

1 There were, in 1825, 2,833 institutions belonging to Keligious Orders of fe-

males, and of these 1,533 received subsidies from government.

2 jMeditations poetiques, Paris, 1820. Nouvelles Meditations, Paris, 1823.

Harmonies poetiques et religieuses, Paris, 1830, 2 vols. Chant du Sacre, Paris,

1825.

3 Essai sur Vindiflference en matiere de religion, Paris, 1817 sq., 2 vols. A
little later on, together with the Defense de I'essai, 5 vols., Paris, 1827. De la

Koligion consideree dans ses rapports avee I'ordre politique et civil, Paris, 1825;

3d edit., 1826. Melanges, Paris, 1826. Des Progres de la revolution et de la

guerre contre I'Eglise, Paris, 1829.

* Du Pape, Lyons, 1819 ; Par. 1820, 2 vols.; English by McD. Dawf^on; Germ,

by M. Lisber, Frahkfort, 1822. De I'eglise gallicane, etc., Lyons and Paris, 1821

;

Germ, by Klee, Frkft. 1824. Les Soirees de Saint-Petersbourg, ou Entretiens

sur le gouvernement tempoi-el de la Providence, 2 vols., Paris, 1821 ; Germ.-by

Lieber, with Dissertations by Windisclimaun, Frkft. 1825.

5 Oeuvres, 21 vols., Paris, 1817, to which was added: Demonstration philo-

sophique des principes constitutifs de la societe, Paris, 1830. See Freiburg

Eccl. Cyclop, Vol. XII., p. 124; Fr. tr., Vol. 3, p. 190 sq.

* Notice sur la vie de Mgr. Frayssinous, eveque d'Hermopolis, par le bai-oti

Heurion. Frayssinous, Defense du christianisme, ou Conferences sur la re-

ligion. These lectures on the proofs of Christianity, delivered in the church

of St. Sulpice, between the years 1803 and 1809, and again between 1814 and

1822, made his reputation. The cultivated youth of the capital were drawn

by the splendor of his genius and the charm of his eloquence, and thus

prevented from being carried away by the popular philosophy of the day.

Between the years 1825 and 1843, fifteen editions of the Defense du Christian-
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Boulogne (f May 13, 1825),' the intrepid bishop and great

preacher. Writers hitherto hostile to the Church retracled

their errors and bore witness to the truth of Christian-

ity. Peter Henry Larcher, the celebrated Greek scholar

(b. 1736, d. 1812), disavowed the notes, which he, assisted by

some pretentious philoso})hers, had written on Herodotus, the

scope of which was, not to render testimonj' to historic truth,

but to undermine the foundations of the Christian religion by

throwing discredit upon the chronology of Holy Writ. In

1820 the famous Jcan-Baptisfe Bohinet also repudiated his

work, Livre de la Nalure, in which he aimed at destroying all

religious princii,>les and extinguishing all religious feeling.

Louis XVIII. died September 19, 1824, and during the

reign of his successor, Charles X., the conflict between the

Royalists and the Constitutionalists raged more liercely than

ever. Even wise and moderate men were not agreed as to

how far the influence of the Church should extend. Charles ^
X. showed a disposition to strengthen the authority of the

Church and to set his face against the spirit of revolution.

"With tliis view he endeavored to have the Chamber of Depu-
ties pass a laiv on sacrilege (1825), jiunishing with severe pen-

alties any oflense against the religion of the State. On the

other hand, the Galilean tenets were vigorously attacked by
an illustrious writer, the Abb6 de Lamennais, and a number
of French cardinals, archbishops, and bishops drew up and
laid before the king, April 3, 1826, a statement of their

grievances, whicb, some time later, received the approval of

sixty other prelates.

On the 25th of May, 1827, the Minister of Public Worship,

Mgr. Frayssinous, Bishop of Ilerraopolis in partibus, rose in

the Chamber of Deputies and repelled the charges of ambi-

tion and ultramontanism imputed to many of the clergy, and
gave a clear statement of the policy of the government.

While freely allowing that the intentions and eflbrts of

isme, in 3 vols., were published, and the work has been translated into many
languages. Germ., Pesth, 1830, 4 pts.

1 Oeuvres, Paris, 1826 sq. ; 8 vols., Germ., by Raess and Weis, Frkft. 1830 sq.,

4 vols.
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Charles X. to forward the interests of religion in his domin-

ions were praiseworthy, it must be also acknowledged that

he lacked the qnalilicatious necessary to regenerate his people.

Like the Jesuits and those who were spending themselves on

the missions for the weal of others, he was assailed by irre-

ligious and revolutionary agitators, who, during a period of

bloody and ceaseless wars, when religious instruction was no

longer given, had been corrupted to the very core by the

reading of immoral and infidel works. Symptoms calculated

to excite alarm began to manifest themselves in some cities

of the kingdom.^ The party, which during a revolution that

filled France and the whole of Europe with terror, and under

the Empire that succeeded, had expiated in one or other of

the eight imperial bastiles the slightest revolutionary act,

began now to revive under the imbecile rule of the Bourbons.

The banner of liberty was again hoisted ; religion and its

ministers derided ; morality attacked with sophisms a thou-

sand times repeated and as often refuted ; every possible

means employed to excite the passions'of the discontented and

to rouse. into action that dangerous element of every [lopula-

tion tbat is ever desirous of change ; the wildest political

theories proclaimed ; and the government itself ridiculed and

made an object of contemptuous derision. As to the govern-

ment, it must be said that, though weak, it meant well, and

though zealous for good, it was destitute alike of the energy

and prudence necessary to accomplish it, and, while intent

upon maintaining itself, daily lost ground by making inju-

dicious concessions. Availing themselves of the exclusive

and illiberal privileges of the Unuersity io\u\(\.Qdi by Napoleon,

the members of the Opposition demanded that the seven col-

leges under the direction of the Jesuits should be closed, and

the king, by royal ordinance of July 16, 1828, granted their

demand.^ Emboldened by every fresh concession, they ex-

tended their operations from Paris to all the departments;

directed the action of the electors ; established atiiliated so-

cieties to aid in controlling the elections ; and by degrees in-

^ Boost, ]Sew Hist, of France, 1st ed., pp. 330 sq.

^Robiano, 1. c, T. IV., p. 212; and 'TAe Catholic" of 1828, nro. 12.
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creased the uuniber of their Deputies in the Chamber. Aflairs

came to a crisis under the ministry of M. dc31arti(jnac, through

whose prudent management the government was still enabled

to retain a measure of public confidence. I^ew demands on

the part of the government called forth an unexpected resist-

ance, and Charles X., weary of yielding where to yield was

worse than useless, promptly declared that he would make no

further concessions, and that in future he would act as the

interests of the throne and of religion seemed to require.

Relying upon the advice and support of those immediately

about him, he dismissed the Martignac ministry, which alone

was able to harmonize conflicting parties and uphold the un-

certain fortunes of royalty. The new aggressive policy now
inaugurated gave ofl^ense to all parties, and made them a unit

against the government. New cabinets were successively

formed and dismissed, until finally the one presided over by

Prince de Polignac, which Talleyrand ironically styled the im-

possible ministrij,wiis appointed. When conciliatory measures

would not answer, this minister attempted to awe the public

into submission (expedition to Algiers, etc.) ; but the press,

which nothing could silence, kept up its attacks, which be-

came daily more violent and personal. In reply to a speech

from the throne, on the occasion of the opening of the Cham-
bers on the 2d of March, 1830, an address, declaring that the

ministry did not enjoy the confidence of the country, was car-

ried by a vote of 221 against 181. The king, in consequence,

by an ordinance of the 16th of May, declared the Chamber
of Deputies dissolved. A new election took place, and the

221 were again returned, without exception. Charles, seeing

that afltairs were desperate, determined to take advantage of

the somewhat vague wording of the Fourteenth Article of

the Charter, empowering the sovereign " to make regulations

and decrees necessary for the execution of the laws and the

safety of the State," and on the 26th of July published his

Jive celebrated ordinances in the Moniteur. These suspended

the liberty of the press; dissolved the newly elected Chamber
of Deputies; reduced the number of Deputies from 430 to

258 ; convoked the two Chambers to meet the 28th of the

VOL. Ill—45
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following September; and made some new royalist appoint-

ments for the Conncil of State. The editors and publisliers

of newspapers, headed by M. Thiers, then editor of the Na-
tional, protested against the ordinances. On the following

day, Jnly 27, a conflict took place in the streets between the

gendarmes and the citizens ; on the 28th Paris was declared

in a state of siege, and in an encounter with the populace the

royalist troops were victorious ; on the 29th, owing to some
blundering and the defection of two regiments, the mob gained

possession of the Tuileries, compelled the king's forces to

withdraw from Paris, dethroned the elder branch of the Bour-

bons, and transferred the government to the Duke of Orleans,

who took the title of Louis Philippe 1. By the Protestants

this change of government was hailed as the beginning of a

new era for Protestantism in France ; but their predictions

w^ere premature, and w^ere destined not to be verified by the

events that followed.

§ 400. Continuation— The Catholic Church in France under

Louis Philippe

.

Crii'mcau-Joly, Histoire de Louis Philippe d'Orleans et de rOrleanisme, Paris,

1862. Boost, i^ew Hist, of France, 5th period, p. 344 sq. L. Blanc, Histoire

de dix ans, chap. 18. W. Mcnzel, 1. c, Vols. IV. and V. Scharpf, Lectures on

New Ch. H., nro. 1, p. 67-135. Gams, 1. c, Vol. III., p. 72 sq.

The Church in France did not escape the storm that over-

turned the throne of the Bourbons in 1830. By the new
Charter, the Catholic religion was declared to be, not the re-

ligion of the State, but the religion of the majority of the

French people.

Although the Pope, in reply to an inquiry from Mgr. de

Quelen, Archbishop of Paris, authorized the usual prayers to

be said for King Louis Philippe, and instructed the bisho[)S

to submit to the new government, the clergy long continued

to be regarded with suspicion bj' their implacable enemies of

the liberal party.

Owing to some imprudent conduct of the Legitimists, on

the occasion of the funeral service of the Luke de Berry, in

the church of Saint-Germain-l'Auxerrois, February 14, 1831,
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a fiiiiatieal mob, already maddened by excessive indulgence,

it being the season of carnival, rushed in and sacked tlie

cliurcb, and hurrying thence to the archbishop's palace, per-

petrated similar outrages. For two days an infuriated multi-

tude rushed through the streets, everywhere erasing tlie fleur-

de-lis from the escutcheon of France, and sacking churches.

They were at length overcome by the JSTational Guard.^ To
these shocking scenes succeeded the ravages of disease. The
cbolera, a plague hitherto unknown in Europe, raged with

such violence in Paris that in one day alone (April 10, 1832)

eighteen hundred persons fell victims to the scourge. The
first appointments to bishoprics after the revolution of July

did not prove to be the very best that could be made.- Asso-

ciated with Montalembert, Gerbet and Lacordaire, Abbe de La-
mennais, who believed himself called to exercise a powerful in-

fluence on the political and religious future of France, started a

journal, which bore the signiticant title of VAvenir, and the

motto " God and Freedom." An ardent advocate of the

complete independence of the Church, and a determined

enemy of all State interference in spiritual afi'airs, he pushed

his principles to their last consequences, maintaining that the

clergy should decline to accept any salary from government,^

and that the Church, once more reduced to her condition of

poverty in the primitive ages, would no longer place her trust

in anything save in the power of Him, who alone is her true

Head. To these questions of discipline he soon joined others

of a strictly doctrinal character, concerning Avhicli he held

wholly erroneous views, as, for example, that the subjective

ground and reality of certitude are not in the individual

reason, but in the universal reason and general acceptance

(sensus communis) of mankind.* The views of de Lamennais

on the complete severance of Church and State and on the

^ T/ie Catholic, Oct. nro. of 1831. Mgi*. de Quele}i pendant dix ans, par J. F.

Bellamare, Paris, 1843.

2 Bonn Periodical, No. 51, pp. 204, 205.

^The Catholic, year 1831; Jan. nro. of 1833; Sept. Append., p. XLI. ; Dec.

Append., p. XXXVII; a. x>. 1834, Febr. Append., p. XXV. sq. ; March Ap-

pend., p. LI. sq.

*£own Philosophical and Theological Review, nro. 10, p. 177.
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sensus communis were concleiniied by Gregory XVI. in an en-

cyclical letter of the 15th of Angnst, 1832. All the bishops

of France prohibited the reading of TAvenirm their dioceses,

and the )>ublication of the journal was in consequence sus-

pended. M. de Lamennais retracted, but the Pope suspected

his sincerity, and his fears were justified when, some time

later, Les Paroles d'lin Croyavi and Le Livre da Peuple, both

written with fervid elocpience and extraordinary brilliancy,

made their appearance.^ With a sti-ange confusion of the

most elementary ideas, the author advocated the murder of

kings, the assumption by the clergy of the leadership in pop-

ular insurrections, and the adoption of the cross as the uni-

versal standard of nations in revolt, and appealed to the

Gospel as a sanction for his wild vagaries. His words are

seemingly the words of the Gospel, being in fact a horrid

travesty of the Sacred Writings, put together with a view to

incite to crime. Being no lon^-er able to simulate the char-

acter of a priest, the Abbe de Lamennais at length threw off

all disguise, and was regarded by all as a democrat and Ja-

cobin of the most extreme school. But though he volunta-

rily cut himself off* from communion with the Church he

desired to make the embodiment of revolution, he failed to

bring with him any of that brilliant cluster of men who had

encouraged his early efforts and shared his first labors ; and

the Abhe Gerbet, now that the friend of his youth had become

the enemy of all that he himself held most dear, after a pain-

ful struggle with his feelings, entered the lists against him.^

1 Paroles d'un Croyant, Paris, 1833. Bnutain, Eeponse d'un chretien aux pa-

roles d'un croyant, Strasbourg et Paris, 1834. Paroles d'un voyant a M. de La-

mennais par Ch. Faider, Bruxelles, 1834. Paroles d'un croyant, par I'abbe de

Lamennais quand il etait croyant, Brux. 1828. Bainvgarien-Crusius, Kefleu-

tions on some Writings of de Lamennais, Jena, 1834. Carovr, Criticism of the

rilijrims of Mickiewicz; of the Words of a Believer, by Lamennais; of the

Answers of Baidain, Faider, etc. Conf. the Bevievv made thereon by Dr.

Ilock, in the Bonn Periodical, nro. 20, p. 103-126; conf. ibid., nro. 10, p. 145-

1G5, and nro. 11, p. 102 sq.

- Abbe Gerbet wrote the following lines on the subject; " On sent tout ce que

ces paroles me coutent. Celui qui declare une guerre ouverte a I'eglise, qui

prcphetise sa ruine, qui, dans les dernieres pages do I'ecrit qu'il vient de publier,

n'u pas cTaint d'outrager, par le plus brutal sarcasme, I'auguste vieillard, que la

clu'eticnte salue du nom de Pere_. a eu en moi un ancien ami, qui raiaiuit dune
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Another pretended reformer, the Abbe Chdtel, formerly a

oha[)hiin in the army, followed a less circuitous route for the

accomplishment of his ohject. Believing the Kevolution of

July favonible to tlie establishment of a "French Catholic

Church," he began to proclaim his new teachings in August,

1830.

Shortly after tho KevoUitiun, he published a profession of faith, had himself

consecrated bishop by Fabre-Palaprat, a "Constitutional" prelate, and opened

u place of meeting in a rented hall in the faubourg Saint-Denis, in Paris, where

he officiated as primate of the now religion. He held Christ to be only a

model-man, abolished the confessional, fasting, and celibacy, denied the infalli-

bility of the Church, and recognized no rule of faith other than the individual

reason, lletaining onlj' a few external forms of Catholic worship, and preach-

ing a rank and superficial rationalism,* it is somewhat puzzling how he could

have designated his new system, if such it can be called, the ^^CatJtolic ChurcJi.'^

He was not more successful than misguided reformers have ever been, and

seems to have had onl}' very indistinct and inaccurate notions of the principles

upon which his reform was based, not unfrequently rejecting and reluting to-

day what he had taught and upheld yesterday. Of all subjects, religious ones

were the most distastel'ul^to him. His sermons were by turns dogmatical and

political, blasphemous and ridiculous. For example, one day he would begin

by saying that he was about to preach on the dignity of women, and at the

close of his discourse would distribute bouquets to the ladies; and the next,

that divine service would be held in honor of Napoleon, whom he had placed

upon his new calendar of saints. In his catechism'^ he taught that the natural

law comprehends the whole of religion ; that Christ had died a martyr to this

belief; and that His death was sublime only because it was a witness to its

truth. The teachings of the Abbe Chatel never exerted a very wide influence,

and his sect gradually dwindled away after its places of meeting had been

closed by order of the government in 1842. It again revived after the liovo-

lution of February 24, 1848, but was again suppressed by the civil authority in

1850. The Abb6 himself remained obstinate, publishing for a time a journal

amiti^ nee au pied des autels, et qui avait pour lui autant de devouement, je

crois, qu'aucun des amis nouveaux, qui sont venus courtiser sa revolte. A ce

souvenir je tombe a genoux, otfrant pour lui a Dieu des prieres, dans lesquelles

il n'a plus foi ; et je ne me releve que pour combattre dans Iami de ma jeunesse

Vennemi de tout ce que Jaime dun cternel ninour. (Universite cathol., recueil

philosoph , scientif. et litt., T. III. et lY., Paris, 1837.) Abbe Gerbet, Apostasy

from the Vital Principle of the Church and the State, being a Germ, trans, fr.

the French, Augsburg, 1839.

1 Geramb, Journey to Rome, p. 50.

2 Fr. Kunt-Hmanu, The Sect of Abbo Chatel (Freiburg Theol. Review, Vol.

III., nro. 1, p. 57 sq.) Catechisme a I'usage de I'eglise cath. fran^. par Tabbe

Chatel, Par. 1837. Reforme radicale, Nouvel Eucologe a I'usage de Teglise

cath., III. 6d., Par. 1839. Cf. Tubimj. Quarterly, 1832, p. 698 sq.
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at Brussels, in which he defended his opinions, and ending his days as a post-

master in 1857. Aiizou, one of his leading disciples, had been a seminarist at

Versailles, and after his expulsion had himself ordained by Poulard, receiving

all the orders in a single day. He subsequently repented, and was reconciled

to the Church, begging all those whom ho had led astray to follow his example.

Sharing the opinion of Chatel, that the events of the July Kevolution marked

the opening of an era favorable to their purposes, the Freemasons, who, under

the name of Templars, had secretly established a Lodge in Paris at the com-

mencement of the eighteenth century, began now to publicly put forward their

claims to be regarded as the original Church. After being for a time the ob-

ject of some curiosity, they passed out of public view, having excited no per-

manent interest in their pretensions.

The Revolution of 1830, which had called into life so many and so various

interests, passions, aspirations, and sects, inspired the disciples of Saint-Simon'^

with the idea of forming a regular organization, which, after attracting for a

short time a large share of public attention, ceased to exist. Claude Henri,

Count de Saint-Simon, the founder of the Saint-Simonians, was born in Paris,

October 17, 1760. He belonged to a noble and ancient family, was educated in

the philosophical principles of the eighteenth centurj', entered the army when

only eighteen, served in the American Warof Independence, and distinguished

himself on the day of the surrender of Lord Cornwallis at Yorktown. Tiring

of the profession of arms, he began to study politics, devoting himself especially

to the constitutions of the new American Kepublics. On his return to France

he found everything in a state of fermentation, and, while abstaining from

openly taking part in the Revolution, he sympathized with its aspirations and

approved its aim, believing it to be the beginning of a new era, in which, not

only the political, but the moral and religious orders, would be regenerated.

Anxious to contribute what he could toward bringing about so happy a condi-

tion of things, he began to dream of reorganizing the sciences and reconstruct-

ing the social fabric. Knowing, however, as yet, comparatively little of the

sciences, he took a house near the Ecole Polytechnique, and invited to his table

its professors of mathematics, physics, and astronomy; and, having gained the

desired knowledge in these branches, changed his lodgings, and settling down

in the neighborhood of the Ecole de Medicine, adopted the same plan with the

physiologists, from whom he learned something of the structure of organized

bodies. He also traveled in England, Switzerland, and Germany, and in 1807,

^Saint-Simon, Lettres d'un habitant a Geneve, 1802. Introd. aux travaux sci-

entifiques du 19e siecle. Par. 1807, 2 T., 4to. De la reorganisation de la societe

europ. 1814. Catechisme des industriels, Par.. 1824. Le Nouvcau Christian-

isme. Par. 1825. Doctrine de Saint-Simon, Par. (1828), od. 3, 1831, T. I. Le-

chevalier, Enseignement central. Par. 1831. Rel. Saint-Simon association uni-

verselle, Paris, 1831. Criticisms of this work see in the Tubing. Quart., 1832.

Proces en police correctionnelle. Par. 1832. ^^Moehler, Saint-Simonism (Com-

plete works. Vol. II., p. 34-53). (Tr.) : See also Saiyit-Simon, Sa vie ct ses

travaux, by Hubbart, Paris, 1859. Oeuvres choisies de Saint-Simon, published

by Enfantin, in 3 vols., Brussels, 1859 ; new ed., Paris, 1861 ; and complete and

joint edition of both Saint-Simon and Enfantin's works, 20 vols., 1865-1869.
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during the Empire, as one of the competitors for a prize oflered by Napohion,

published his Iidroduction to the Scientific Works of the Nineteenth Century, l)e-

sides many others, all of which were ill received. All his plans miscarried.

Driven to despair by financial ruin, he attempted to commit suicide, but only

succeeded in putting out one of his eyes; and, two years later, May 20, 1825,

died surrounded by a few of his disciples.

Saint-Simon held that Christianity is a harsh and comfoilless religion; that

the principle, "Render unto Caesar the things that are Caesar s, and to Cod the

things that are God's" divides men into two unequal classes, and cives rise to an

unfair distribution of happiness and misery; that the contrast between the

ideal and real life of man, between the world here below and the world beyond

the grave, is still more prominently brought out by the appliances of modern
industry, by which the earth is changed into a place of sorrow and a vale of

tears ; that Christianity, having no longer any mission to fullll, should give

room to new forces and to a superior wisdom, capable of putting an end to this

contrast, and of securing to man the real happiness his heart yearns for, not

alone in the life to come, as promised by the Gospel, but also in the present

one ; that Protestantism had a negative office to perform, namely, that of de-

stroying Catholicity and dividing the Christian world, and had done its woi'k;

and, finally, that to fc"aint-Simonianism was reserved the positive work of in-

augurating the golden age of the Eeerlasiing Gospel. The revelaticm supplied

by Saint-Simon, so his disciples claim, embraces at once bod}' and soul, God and

the world; combines in onesj-stem the spiritual truths of Catholicity and those

of materialistic philosophy ; and, finally, produces the happiness and eternal

brotherhood which Christianity promised, but never realized. Henceforth all

shall have equal rights in property, which belongs to God, and is held in trust

by man ; the law of inheritance shall be abolished; and in the course of time

there shall be a community of goods. Also, no family shall be exclusively en-

gaged in the tillage of the soil or in the menial services of society ; everj- one

shall receive reward according to his gifts and capacity; society shall be wholly

under the control of the ministers of God; and the hierarchy shall consist of

priests, theologians, and deacons. In religion the Saint-Simonian form of gov-

ernment shall be theocratic; in unity, monarchical; in talent, virtue, and the

merit of its leading members, aristocratical ; but, consonantly with its aim,

which is the happiness of the greatest number, in whatever is requisite to se-

cure this, democratical.

Even during the lifetime of Saint-Simon his theories were embraced by such em-

inent men as Augnste Comte, the founder of " Positive Philosophy," and Atigustin

Thierry, the celebrated historian
;
and after his death they found eloquent de-

fenders in Messrs. Oiindc, Rodrigucs, Michael Chevalier, and Lherniinier. The
means employed to spread the Saint-Simonian Society were incessant preach-

ing, frequent missions, and pamphlets, which poured from the press without

number. It was especially popular among the working classes of the larger

cities, and fell to pieces only when Father Enfantin, the Supreme Chief, relin-

quishing his apostolate among men for the more congenial one among women,

in whom he professed to discover the most sublime manifestation of the Divin-

ity, began to preach to his devotees, most of whom were married, the doctrine

of 31ohammedan polygamy (1831). This was the beginning of a schism, and
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Father Rodrigues characterized the teachings of Enfantin as a desertion of the

principles of Saint-Simon. Finally, in 1832, when the doctrines of the Saint-

Sinionians began to give occasion to disturbances among the workingmen of

Lyons, their place of meeting was closed, and some of their leaders arrested and

punished for misconduct. From this time forth the shame attaching to them

was such that they no longer appeared in public. Their writings and works

were ridiculed, and most of them abandoned a doctrine which had excited in

them only a momentary enthusiasm. The few who remained loyal to their

former principles passed over to Egypt to find new fields for energies that had

been paralyzed in France. Mary Jleine, who edited a paper called La Femme
Libre, now became the leading spirit of the Saint-Simonians, hut it would seem

that the system did not bring her the comfort and blessings its author promised,

for she put an end to her life by casting herself into the Seine, June 29, 1836.

Startled by these alarming symptoms, and possibly desirous

to preserve and strengthen its own power and authority, the

government of July eflected a reconciliation with the Church,

and gave particular attention to the subject of education, to

which the clergy devoted themselves with zeal and energy.

The congregations most distinguished at this time for their

work in the cause of education were the Brothers of the Chris-

tian Schools and the Brothers of St. Joseph} In 1841 there

were 2,13G Brothers and 10,371 Sisters of various congrega-

tions engaged in teaching in France, in active and successful

competition with lay teachers. The congregations will be sep-

arately treated hereafter.

By and by friendly relations were established between the

government and the clergy, and the latter prudentl}^ kept

aloof from all interference in politics, devoting their strength

and energies to the work of their august ministry. They

were remarkable for their earnest zeal, their dignified deport-

ment, and irreproachable morals. Their high moral character

extorted the praise of even their enemies. To keep alive and

nourish the fervor so necessary to the life of a priest, the

French episcopacy, embracing many worthy and illustrious

names, provided for the holding of yearly retreats and other

religious exercises specially adapted to this end. Jansenism

and Gallicanisin, which had at one time divided the French

clergy into hostile camps, now nearly, if not quite, disap-

^Cf., on the religious establishments of France, The Catholic of 1841, Oct.,

pp. 1, 19; 1842, Jany., pp. 26-46; March, pp. 231, 254.
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peared ; and the government cheerfully assisted in establishing

closer relations between the clergy and the Holy See. Tlieir

intellectual culture was promoted by two enterprises of almost

simultaneous origin. On the one hand, men like Messrs.

Diilot, Gaiune, CaiUau, and Migve ^ published and sold at a

very trifling price the works of the Fathers of the Church, the

principal Catholic commentators on Scripture, and the great thco-

lofjiaiis and sacred orators, thus encouraging the clergy to give

their time to ecclesiastical studies ; on the other, eminent

scholars, such as Cardinal Gousset, Bishop Dupanloup, Gcrbet,

Bautain, Moidalenibert, Lacordaire, liio, Marcel de Serres,

Blanc, Saint-Bonnet, Breynie, Siguier, Vedrine, Beeeveur, liohr-

bacher, Glaire, Ginouillac, Ozanam, and Nicolas,^ by their la-

bors gave to theology a more speculative tendency and erudite

character. Ancient Christian literary treasures, the existence

of which was hitherto unknown, were brought to light and

published by the Benedictine, Father Pitra, in his Specilegium

Solesmensc (1852 et sq., 4 vols., 4to). The Ami de la Beligion,

edited by Al. Picot (f 1840) ; the Universite Catholique, the

Union Catholique, the Unicers, the Correspondant, and other

religious journals contributed in their way to inspire the

clergy with an ardent and persevering energy. The combined

result of all these efforts was the notable progress made b}''

religion, chiefly after the Revolution of 1830, which was only

partially retarded by the attempts made to overturn both the

civil and religious orders.

Nowhere was the revival of religion more remarkable than

in Paris ; the churches w-ere well attended at all times, but

particularly during the season of Advent and on station-days

in Lent. Christian speech was once more heard, even in the

French Academy, where powerful statesmen like Mole and

^ CaUlau, Introductio ad SS'. Patruni lectionem, Mediolani, 1830, 2 vols. The
Laiin, in 217 vols., 4to, Paris, 1843 sq., and tiie Greek Fathers, in 102 vols., 4to.,

Paris, 1857 sq
,
published by Mignc. For Exegesis and Dogmatics, Sacrae scrip-

turae et Theologiae cursus completus ex tractatibus omnium perfectissimis

ubique (=:quacunque gentium.

—

Tr.) habitis, etc., 50 vols., 4to, Paris, ed. Migne.

Cfr. Hurter, Birth and Regeneration.

^ Tlie Cnthollc of 1843, May nro., p. 113-137, and Thesaurus libror. rei Catii-

olioae, Wiirzburg, 1848, under the respective names. Nicolas, The Relation of

Protestantism and of all Heresies to Socialism; Germ, hy MiiUer, Mentz, 1853.
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Pasqw'er seemed to take a delight and pride in proclaiming

their religious convictions.^ There was, however, one serious

cause of regret. Higher education in France was wholly con-

trolled by the Unicersity, and the philosophy taught was yodless

and mederialistic. The bishops protested against this ynonopoly,

and demanded /reff/om of educedion ; the Catholic press reit-

erated the same protest and the same demand ; Count 31onta-

lembert made a vigorous speech to the same purpose in the

French House of Peers; and Sarnt-Foi, adopting a similar

line of argument in his Lirre des peuples et des rois, showed

in eloquent and burning words the terrible consequences of

apostasy from God, but all to little purpose.^ Men who had

the cry of liberty incessantly upon their tongues, and were

dinning it with wearisome iteration into the ears of other

men, refused to grant it in matters where it is most vital

that men should be free. Those who shout liberty, fra-

ternity, and equality have always been tyrants, once they got

power into their own hands. In the meantime, however, the

spirit of faith was kept alive and glowing by pulpit orators

like liozaven, Baviguan, Lacordaire, and Bautaiii, and by nu-

merous and accurate editions of the Holy Scriptures, the Fol-

lowing of Christ, prayer-books, and the works of Bossuet,

Fenelon, Massillon, Bourdaloue, and other eminent authors.

That it was a living and sustained faith is evident from the

contributions made by the French to the support of Foreign

3Iissio)}s,^ greater in amount than the contributions of all

other nations for the same purpose put together; from the

1 T/te Caiholic, Mentz, 1841, Febr. nro., Append., p. L. sq. Cf. June nro., Ap-

pendix; ibid., Febr. nro. of 1843.

^The Cntholic of 1841 and 1842. Le monopole universitaire, destructeur de

la Religion et des Lois, ou la Cbarte et la liberty de I'enseignement, Lyon, 1843.

Lamardne, The Frei doni of Instruction {The Catholic, 1844, nro. 1, Appendix;

nro. 10, Appendix, 2; see also nro. 9). Monialembcrt, in tlie Chamber of

Peers (The Catholic, Maj^ 1844). Stuudenmaler, The Chief Point in the Ques-

tion of Public Instruction in France {Freiburg Journal of Theol., Yol. XUI.)

Bonn Jicview of Philos. and Theol., new series, year V., nros. 3 and 4.

3 Annales de la propagation dc la foi (Gerua. by RMer {Smets), publ. at Co-

logne and Our Lady of Hermits. We mention, besides, L'Oeuvre du Catho-

licisme en Europe. Cf. Cath. Eccl. Gazette, year 1840, nro. 1, and the Tubing.

Quart., year 1839, nro. 3, p. 367-381.
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number and cliaracter of the charitable institutions wliich it

inspired, among which may be mentioned the Societies of St.

Francis Regis and of St. Vincent de Paul and the Sunday

Schools for workingmen ;^ from the universal admiration and

esteem expressed for the Sisters of Charity, under whose cbarge

nearly all the hospitals and central prison-houses of correction

were placed ;
^ and, finall}', from the greater interest in pro-

viding for the religious w^ants of the Catholic soldiers, particu-

larly in the colonies, and from the erection of a new bishopric

in Algiers^ a very important step for the future of the Church

in that country.

§ 401. The Catholic Church in Spain.

On his return to his States, Ferdinand VII. set aside the

Constitution of the Cortes (1814), it being hostile to the

Church, and restored the ancient order of things. Unfor-

tunately the country was separated into two camps: in the

one were the Apostolicals, or defenders of the rights of the

Church ; in the other the Liberals, or those professing to be

the champions of freedom. The latter gained the day, and on

the 7th of March, 1821, forced the king to accept a new Con-

stitution. Two years later there was an uprising of the roy-

alists, and, aided b}'' French intervention, they restored the

authority of Ferdinand. It was now the turn of the advo-

cates of the Constitution to have some experience of the per-

secution they inflicted on others in the day of their power.

But the king was by no means ready to adopt all the views

of the Apostolicals; like his Bourbon predecessors, he be-

lieved the proper form of government was an absolute mon-

1 Societe de Saiiit-Vincent-de-Paul, rapport general de I'annee 18-43, Paris,

1844; conferences de Paris, ibid., 1844. Hist, and PulU. Papers, Vol. X.; The

Cof/iolic, 1843, Appendix of February number.
2 According to the Constitutionnel of December 14, 1843, there were then in

France 1,329 hospitals for the sick and the poor; 6,275 charity-boards, supply-

ing aid to 695,932 persons ; the religious congregations of women took care of

1,200,000 sick persons, besides furnishing 10,375 teachers, who had under their

charge 620,950 children ; the Brothers of Christian Doctrine numbered 2,136,

and were educating 150,000 pupils; moreover, they were daily increasing in

number. (Note of French Tr.)
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archy. The Apostolicals were discontented, and meditated

his overthrow and the placins: of Don Carlos upon the throne.

This gave rise to troubles in Catalonia, which, however, were

soon (Suppressed.

As time went on, the estrangement between Ferdinand and

the Apostolicals became more complete. After the death of

Josephine, his third wife, he married his cousin, ^ana Chris-

tina, of Naples, December 11, 1829, through wdiose influence

he abrogated, by a decree of March 29, 1830, the Salic law,

excluding females from the throne, which the European pow-

ers had forced upon Spain by the Peace of Utrecht (1713), to

prevent a union by marriage of the French and Spanish

crowns. The old Castilian law of succession was thus re-

vived, giving to the king's daughters and grand-daughters a

priority of i-ight before his brothers and other collateral lines.

On the 10th of October, 1830, an heir was born to the king,

who had had no issue by his former marriages, in the person

of Isabella, who, on the death of her father, September 29,

1833, was proclaimed Queen of Spain. Her mother, Chris-

tina, was named regent, and Don Carlos, the brother of the

late king, with many of his adherents, was ordered to quit

the kingdom. This was the occasion of a fresh civil war,

which raged with great violence in Aragon and the Basque

Provinces; and the queen-regent, being now entirely in the

powder of the Liberals, could maintain herself only by making

every day new concessions. To add to the general disorder,

the cholera broke out in Madrid in 1834, and a rumor was

started and sped like lire through the city that the nKmks

had poisoned the wells. A furious mob at once rushed to

the monasteries, forcibly entered them, and murdered their

peaceful inmates.^ Every hour added to the confusion, and

the spirit of irreligion grew daily more impious and aggres-

sive. The most infamous works that French literature could

supply were translated into Spanish, and a tierce and multi-

tudinous clamor was raised against convents and persons of

religious profession. By a law of June 25, 1835, nine huu-

iCfr. Slon, year 1841, nro. 128, and Hist, and Polit. Papers, Vol. VII.,

p. 488 sq.
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dred convents were suppressed, their property confiscated,

and, together with tluit belonging to the Inquisition, conlis-

cated some lime previously, sold to ])ay the public debt. On
the 15th of Aui,'ust, 1835, an insurrection broke out at Ma-
drid ; the restoration of the Constitution of 1812 was dc-

numded ; and the Deputies repaired to Aranjuez, and required

the qneon-regent to give her consent to the suppression of the

remaining monasteries. By the adroitness of the minister,

the measure was for the present delayed, but under Mendiza-

bal, his successor, carried into execution, in virtue of a decree

of October 11, 1835. By this decree three thousand monas-

teries, that is, nearly all there were in the kingdom, were

suppressed ; their books, pictures, art-treasures of every kind,

and everything else of value, including the sacred vessels,

seized and sold at a price far below their worth, to cover the

expenses of the civil war between the Christinos or Constitu-

tionalists and the Royalists or Carlists} Following the exam-

ple of the French National Convention, the Cortes, in 1837,

abolished tithes, and declared the possessions of the Church na-

tional property. A committee was at the same time appointed

to draw up a plan for the reformation and reorganization of the

clergy. It consisted of ecclesiastics of known Jansenistic

tendencies and favorable to episcopal independence of the

Holy See. They proposed the suppression of seventeen old

bishoprics and the erection of five new ones, the closing of

eighteen cathedral churches, and the maintenance of worship

and the support of the clergy at the public expense. By the

Constitution of 1837 (Art. XT.) the government had already

pledged itself to provide out of the public treasury for the

worship and the priests of the Catholic Church, to which the

great bulk of the Spanish people belonged.

Desirous to be at once impartial and to consult for the best

interests of the Church, Gregory XVI. declined, during the

continuance of the civil war, either io recognize Queen Isa-

bella or to utter a word against the new order of things.

Many of the clergy, however, possessing neither his foresight

nor his elevated ideas of justice, declared emphaticall}- in

/

iHist and Polit Papers, Vol. III., p. 2di sq.; Vol. IV., p. Gil sq., 705 sq.
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favor of Don Cai-los, and as a consequence of their rashness

many dioceses remained wiUiout pastors; monks and other

religious were thrown out of their annuities ; and even priests

in charge of congregations were reduced to the extremities

of want. On tlie other hand, the government made appoint-

ments to archbishoprics, to whom the Holy See declined to

grant canonical institution ; and, while the question was still

in dispute, caused the appointees to be chosen administrators

of the dioceses by the res[)ective chapters. During the min-

istry of Count Ofalia, when it iinally became evident that

something must be done to improve the deplorable condition

of the Church, a committee was appointed to deliberate upon

the best means of again establishing relations between the

Spanish government and the Holy See. Don Julian Villalba

was sent as envoy to Rome, and besides being very active

himself, received also important aid from the French Cimrt

in prosecuting the object of liis mission. As there were now
twenty-two sees vacant in Spain and her dependencies,^ the

necessity was urgent of coming to some understanding imme-

diateU'.

After the conference at Vergara between Esimrtero and

Maroto the civil war gradually died out. Worn out by the

severe trials through which they had just passed, the Spaniards

turned with fresh relish to thoughts of God and His Church.

With the return of peace came also a revival of faith and a

more assiduous attention to religious duties. Numerous jour-

nals were started in the interests of Church and State, of

wdiich La Religion, M Catolico, and M Profeta were the best

known and most influential. But, unfortunately, fresh trou-

bles and new dangers surrounded the Church after the revo-

lution of 1840, which resulted in the forcible resignation by

Queen Christina of her office of regent.

The revolutionary juntas in the provinces were extremely

violent in their treatment of ecclesiastics. Bisho[)S were ex-

pelled from their dioceses and priests from their parishes, and

their places supplied by members of the so-called liberal

iConf. Ecclesiastical Gazette of 1840, nros. 27 and 45; also Aur/sljin-ff Uni-

versal Gazette, year 1840, nro. 222.
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clergy. The juntii of Madrid even went the length of sus-

pending the Assessors of the Ecclesiastical Tribunal {Ilola de

la Nunciatura Apostolica), established Marcii 26, 1771, during

the pontiticate of Clement XIV. Ramirez de Arellano, the

Papal Nuncio, was conducted across the frontier by order of

the provisional government of Espartero, December 29, 1840,

because he protested in the name of the Holy See against

these acts of violence and all infringements of the riglits of

the Church. On the 1st of February, 1836, the Jlob/ Father,

Gregory XVI., delivered an allocution, and another on the 1st

of Marcli, 1841, in both of which he protested solemnl}- l)e-

fore God against the outrages heaped upon the Church b\^ the

Spanish government, which had now grown more fiercely

hostile than ever to the Court of Rome.^

In reply to the second allocution of the Pope, the Spanish

revolutionary government published a manifesto, bearing date

of July 30, shamelessly misrepresenting the character of the

papal document, which was purely religious, and professing

to regard it as a declaration of loar, emanating, not from the

Head of the Church, but from the temporal ruler of Rome,
and on this account offensive to the S}>anish people, who were

not prepared to remain quiet under such gratuitous insults.

Accordingh% such of the ecclesiastics as attempted to spread

the allocution were severelj- punished. Finally, as if to niake

the bondage of the Church complete and irrevocable, Alonso,

Minister of Justice and Grace, renewed the oft-tried experi-

ment of severinr/ the bonds uniting Head and members by forci-

bly putting bishops appointed by government in possession of

sees without the authorization of Rome. But against this

assumption of spiritual power even the liberal bishops them-
selves protested, and were in consequence deposed, and ex-

piated in exile the penalty of their boldness. Gregor}^ XVI.
now addressed an encyclical letter to the whole Church, call-

^Sion, year 1841, March, nro. 31 ; the answer of the Spanish minister, ibid.,

August, nro. 98, Appendix. Cf. Hi.sf. and Polit. Papers, Vol. VIII., p. 4G7-471.

The preliminary ordinance of the Spanish government, dated July 28, refer-

ring to the allocution, is found in Sion, July, nro. 84. Concerning the sale of

clerical property, see Sion, 1841, August, nro. 108, Appendix, and September,

nro. 118, Appendix.
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ing upon the faithful to offir p)uhUc prayers for the welfare of

the Church in Spain} All Christendom cheerfully responded

to the summons of the Holy Father, and though home down
with sorrow that evils so great should afflict the venerahle

Church of Spain, was not without hope that a nation, which

had been distinguished of old for its ardent piety, had tri-

umphed over Islamism and repelled Protestantism from its

borders, would come safe out of its present dangers, cast off

the blight of infidelity, and be as glorious in the future as it

had been in the past. And, in matter of fact, there were

signs plainly indicating that these prayers were not without

effect. Sees were filled with bishops possessed of apostolic

courage, and writers of eminent ability, like Balmes'^ (b. 1810,

d. 1818), and great Christian statesmen, like Donoso Cortes,

Marquis de Valdegamas (b. May 6, 1809, d. May 3, 1853) ,3

1 The Latin text is given in the April number of The Catholic of 1842, sup-

plement, pp. XVI. sq. The Spanish also attempted to prevent the execution

of this encyclical.

"^ The principal of the numerous works of Rev. B. Jaime Balmes, a writer

equally great as a statesman, philosopher, and theologian, which have been

often republishe,d and translated into French, German, English, Italian, etc.,

are: Observaciones sociales, politicas y economicas sobre los bienos del clcro,

written about 1837 against sacrilegious confiscation; Consideraeiones sobre la

situacion de Espana, directed chiefly against Espartero; El Prolestantismo

comparado con el Catolicismo en sus relaciones con la civilizacion europea (Bar-

celona, 1842-1844; Paris, 1844-1853; Engl.tr., Baltimore, 18-51), which estab-

lished his fame beyond the Pyrenees ; Cartas a un esceptico, i. e. Letters to a

Sceptic; La religion demostrada ad alcance de los niiios, which is a very popu-

lar catechism ; El Criterio ; Eilosofia fundamental, 4 vols., Barcelona, 184G, his

chief work, translated into English by H. F. Brownson, 2 vols., New York,

1857 ; Filosofia elemental, a practical text-book, tr. into Latin by the author

himself; Escritos politicos, in a strong 4to vol., published after his death; the

periodicals La Civilizacion, later on merged in the Socicdad ; El Pensamiento

de la Nacion, and the pamphlet "PioIX." This model priest and modern

teacher of the Spanish nation, deeply imbued with the spirit of St. Thomas,

had a square named after him and a statue erected to his memory at Vich, his

native city. (Tr.)

' Donoso Cortes, in the most famous of his woi-ks, Essai sur le Catholicisme,

le liberalisme et le socialisme (Paris, 1851), maintains that Catholic theology is

the proper basis of politics. Of his other writings, we may mention Consider-

aeiones sobre la diplomacia, y su influencia en el estado politico y social de Eu-

ropa (Madrid 1834) ; La ley electoral, considerada en su base y en su relacion

con el espiri*'! de nuestras instituciones (1835); and a collection of his speeches
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began to take their place atiioni? the champions of the Church.
" We feel assured," said the organs of the better class of tiie

people, " that the Church, in emerging from these difHculties,

will have gained immensely. You cry freedom," they said,

addressing their opponents, " and you do well. Freedom is

what we demand both for ourselves and for the Church. Tlie

Catholic religion is a sacred law, engraven upon the tablets

of our national liberties. In our faith and its divine power

we will seek the strength necessary to enable ns to })ersevere

in the work of maintaining our independence, against the

horrors of which we are now the witnesses." " Look to it,"

they added, appealing to the younger clergy, " look to it, you

of the rising generation of priests, for the age is in your

keeping, since it is the duty of youth in seasons of convul-

sion to hand on to the future the sacred traditions of the

past. And as the hopes of the future are centered in you,

learn wisdom at the foot of the CruciHx, that under the pro-

tection of a faith ever old and ever new, peace and happiness

may again rest upon our common country."

The persecutors were soon overtaken in their career of

iniquity. The ministry were overthrown ; Espartero ban-

ished ; and Isabella II., declared of age, called to take the reins

of government into her own hands (Nov. 10, 1843). The
new administration signalized its accession to power by some
acts of justice to the Church. Bishops were recalled from
exile, the restrictions on the exercise of their authority re-

moved,^ and the Bota de la Nimciatura Apostolica again estab-

lished, but no steps were taken to restore the confiscated prop-

erty of the Church. After many and tedious negotiations,

the queen finally announced, at the opening of the Cortes in

December, 1848, that relations with the Holy See were once

more established and all ecclesiastical matters satisfactorily

adjusted.

and early writings (1849-1850). A complete Spanisli edition of his works was
published after his death at Madrid, and the same appeared in a French dress

at Paris in 1859. (Tr.)

iSee 7%e Catholic of 18U, nro. 15, and Hist, and Folit. Papers, Vol. XIV.,

p. 209 sq.

VOL. Ill—46
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§ 402. The Catholic Church in Portugal.

On the death of 31aria, March 26, 1816, her son, John Vl.y

succeeded to the crown of PortugaL Being then in Brazil,

whither he had gone after the expulsion of the French from

Portugal, he intrusted the government of his Euro[»ean do-

minions conjointly to Lord Beresford and the Patriarch of

Lisbon. The country being in the meantime occupied by the

English, the Portuguese rose in rebellion against the rule of

strangers, and at Lisbon and Oporto demanded their removal

and the formation of juntas (1820). The Cortes were con-

voked, and proclaimed a constitution still more democratic in

character than that already adopted in Spain. To this con-

stitution John VL, who had finally concluded to visit his

European possessions, was forced to swear fidelity, October 1,

1822, after his arrival at Lisbon. When, however, the gov-

ernment of the Cortes was overthrown in Spain, a similar re-

action against the constitution took place in Portugal. Queen

Carlotia, a sister to Ferdinand VII., and Prince Bojn 3Iiguel,

labored strenuously for the restoration of royal authority,

and in consequence of an uprising, which took place May 27,

1823, and was participated in by both the people and the

array, the king was enabled to abrogate the constitution.

Knowing the weakness and indecision of his father, Dom
Miguel now headed a rebellion against him, but being de-

feated Apri'l 23, 1824, was, together with his mother, expelled

the kingdom. John VI. died March 10, 1826. The heir pre-

sumptive to the throne was bis eldest son, Dom Pedro, who,

having remained in Brazil after the departure of the royal

family for Spain, had proclaimed that country an independent

empire in 1822, and assumed the title of Emperor of Brazil.

Unable at once to take the direction of afiairs in Portugal, he

intrusted the government of that country to his daughter,

Doria Maria da Gloria, then in her seventeenth year, with his

sister, Isabella Maria, as regent, who was compelled to accept

a charter modeled upon that of France. The hand of the

Infanta was ottered by her father. Bom Pedro, to Bom Miguel,

who was appointed regent July 3, 1827, and took the oath to
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inaintaiu the constitution Februar}' 26, 1828. Dom Miguel

now aspired to the throne, and, after defeating the garrison

of Oporto and others that remained loyal to Doni Pedro, and

imprisoning or exiling such of the deputies as he foresaw

would oppose his pretensions, convoked the Cortes, and was

proclaimed king by that body June 25, 1828. To consolidate

his power, he had recourse to the most arbitrary measures,

and his government was so despotic that the liberal party rose

in revolt against it. This was the commencement of a war

that lasted through the years 1832, 1833, and 1834, between

Dom Miguel and his elder brother, Dom Pedro I., who, hav-

ing abdicated the imperial throne of Brazil in 1831, sailed in

June, 1832, for Portugal, with a fleet and a considerable body

of troops, collected on the island of Tercel ra, one of the

Azores, to make good the claim of his daughter to the throne

of Portugal.

Dom lliguel, having defended the rights of the Church

against the Cortes and opposed the confiscation of ecclesiasti-

cal property, had the sympathies of both clergy and peojile.

Dom Pedro, on the other hand, proclaimed himself the cham-

pion of freedom and the vindicator of his daughter's right

to the throne, and, with the aid of the French and English,

was victorious in the struggle. Abandoned by the bulk of

his followers, and seeing the hopelessness of longer continuing

the conflict, Dom Miguel signed the Convention of Evora on

May 3, 1834, b\^ which he resigned all pretensions to the

crown, and agreed to quit Portugal. He went first to Genoa,

thence to Rome, and subsequently passed several years in

London. "In 1851 he married the German Princess Loewen-

stein, by whom he had one son, Miguel, born in 1853, and

four daughters. He died j^ovember 14, 1866, at Wertheira,

in the Grand Duchy of Baden.

The Church in Portugal seemed now to be again passing

through the disastrous days of Pomhal. By a decree of Au-
gust 5, 1833, Dom Pedro declared all bishoprics vacant to

which appointments had been made by the Holy See on the

presentation of Dom Miguel ; and by another of May 28,

1834, the Religious and Military Orders were suppressed,

their hospitals closed, and their property confiscated ; tithes
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were abolished, and the parish-priests, to whom the govern-

ment refused to pay the promised salaries, were reduced to

utter destitution, and forced to subsist upon the charity of the

faithful. By an allocution of August 1, 1834, the Pope, after

deplcM'ing the sad condition of religious affairs in Portugal,

threatened with the censures, pronounced by the Council of

Trent against the spoilers of the Church, all who violated

the ecclesiastical liberties and interfered with the free exercise

of spiritual authority.' His words, however, did not deter

the Patriarch of Lisbon from consecrating tlie bishops ap-

pointed by Dom Pedro.

Dom Pedro died September 24, 1834, and after the acces-

sion of his daughter, Dofia 3Iaria da Gloria^ to the throne, the

government passed almost completely under Englisli influence.

A new constitution was proclaimed, which, though it was
only indifferently received by-the people, contributed largely

to complicate the religious difficulties of Portugal. Quite a

numerous party refused to acknowledge as lawful bishops

those appointed by Dom Pedro, witliout the authorization of

the Sovereign Pontitf. Negotiations were opened at Lisbon

in 1841 between the Holy See and the Portuguese Court,

through the internuncio, Cappacini, by whose ability and ad-

dress amicable relations were again restored. As a prelimi-

nar}' condition to a future concordat, Cappacini was obliged

to relinquish the Church's claim to the property formerly be-

longing to the Religious Orders. On the 3d of April, 1843,

the papal confirmation was obtained for the appointments

made by the queen, viz., the Patriarch of Lisbon, the

Archbishop of Braga, and the Bishop of Leiria, the others

being held over for future consideration by Cappacini.^

Everything now seemed to indicate that the conclusion of

the concordat was not far off'; but, notwithstanding the pru-

dence and conciliatory temper displayed by both the Holy

Father and his internuncios, final action was indefinitely de-

ferred,- and this unsatisfactory state of affairs endures to the

13resent day. On the death of the queen, on the 15th of

iThe Latin original is in The Catholic, 1834, Oct., Supplem., p. VIII. sq.

2 Augsburg Univ. Gazette., 1843, nro. 127. Ibid., nro. 37, 1844, Supplem.
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November, 1853, Doni Pedro succeeded to the tlironc, under

the re.i^ency of his father, the kinii^-consort, Ferdinand of

Saxe-Cohurg, Avlu) governed the kingdom until the expiration

of the prince's minority, on September 15, 1855. lie appears

to liave exercised liis authority witli prudence and discretion,

and since his time the royal family has been steadily growing

in public favor, and on the whole the condition of the country

is now more promising. Tlie death of the j^oung king and

his brother John, in 1861, seems to have evoked feelings of

loyalty and sj'mpathy throughout the nation, and the present

sovereign, Louis I., second son of J3ona Maria, was proclaimed

amid universal expressions of attachment to the reigning

dynasty. Still, owing to the intolerant spirit of the liberal

party, whose leaders are at the head of the government,

there has been no material improvement in the affairs of the

Church.

§ •403. The New Birth of the Church in Great 'Britain and

Ireland. (Cf. § 329.)

t Discussion amicale sur Teglise anglicane et en general sur la Keforrae,

dediee au clerge de toutes les communions protestantes. redigee en forme de

l3ttres, par M. Teveque de Strasbourg (le Pape de Trevern) ; 4th edition, Paris,

1835, 2 vols. Cfr. f Weber, State of Religion in England. Pletz, New Theolog.

Review, year XIII., nro. 4. Scharpff] nro. 2, p. 251-291. Organization of the

Catholic Church in England {Hist, and Poiit. Papers, Vol. LIII., year 1864, iu

five articles). R. Murray, Ireland and her Church, London, 1^48. Shea, The

Irish Church, London, 1852. De Beaumont, L'Irlande, Paris, 1839. See "The
Life and Speeches of Daniel O'Connell." by his son, John O'ConneU, M. P. (2

vols., London, 184G). '' The Liberator, his Life and Times," by L. F. Ciisack

(London, 1872). Abbe Perraud, Etudes sur ITilande coiitemporaine (Paris,

1862).

As has been seen, the oppressive laws restricting the liber-

ties of the Catholics of Great Britain, and notably o^ Ireland,

began to be somewhat rela.xed about the time of the French

Revolution, which drove numerous [)riests beyond the Clian-

nel,' whose piety, ability, and learning largely contributed to

1 During the months of September and October, 1792, 6,000 priesls arrived

in England, and the number was soon increased to 8,000. The palace of Win-

chester was placed at their disposal by the royal family, and there 660 of them

were most hospitably entertained. A subscription for them was started in the
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correct a host of prejudices. Previously to this time, how-
ever, their yoke was rendered more easy and endurable by
tlie circumstances attending the breaking out of the War of

Independence in the United States, and the loss to England
of her colonies in that country.

By re(}uest of George III,, the Irish Parliament passed the

Relief Act of 1793, granting a few concessions to the Catho-

lics of Ireland. They were now permitted to freely assist at

divine service in their own churches ; exempted from the

penalties for non-attendance at the worship of the Established

Church on Suuduys
;
granted freedom of franchise in mu-

nicipal and parliamentary elections ; and allowed to hold a

few of the less important civil and military offices.* From the

higher* offices they were still excluded, and in the following

year the Catholics of Dublin made another demand for the

removal of their remaining disabilities. At the same time a

Protestant revolutionary part}-, known as the United Irish-

men, was formed, into which many Catholics entered, either

compelled by force or in the belief that through its agency

they would soon obtain their civil rights. The Rebellion

broke out in 1798, and resulted in the loss to Ireland of her

political independence. The Union was effected in 1801, and

Ireland has been ever since united to England. After many
fruitless attempts to emancipate themselves from their disa-

bilities, the most important of which was the one that ended

so disastrously to Robert Emmet in 1803, the Catholics of Ire-

land finally, in 1809, accepted the leadership oi Daniel 0' Con-

veil, by whose courage, perseverance, skill, and ability the

people, while remaining within the strict letter of the law,

were kept in a perpetual state of agitation. While O'Connell

desired nothing more ardently than the social, political, and

religious amelioration of Ireland, he laid it down as a prin-

ciple that this was to be obtained without the shedding of a

single drop of blood.^ ''•Catholic Committees^'' were appointed

month of September, 1793, and the sum of £67,000 raised, which was ample

for the support of 4,800 of the refugees.

1 Killen, Eccl. Hist, of Ireland, Vol. II., p. 354. (Tr.)

^ Wyse, Hist, of the Cath. Association, London, 1829, 2 vols. Baumstark,

D. O'Connell, Freiburg, 1873.
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and meetings held all over the Island, the avowed purpose of

which was to emancipate Catholics from the disabilities under

which they lay and to repeal the Act of Union. The out-

rages perpetrated by Orangemen served to stimulate the zenl

of the agitators. For more than twenty years the subject of

emanci[»ation had been uppermost in the minds of Catholics,

and in the interval the bills introduced into the English

Houses of Parliament for the purpose of abolishing the dis-

qualifying statutes had been uniformly tiirown out.' And
now that there seemed a fairer opportunity than ever before

of having a relief bill [)assed, it was again temporarily post-

poned by the controversy between the Catholics of England

and Ireland on the question of giving the Crown the power

of veto in the appointment of bishops, because on the solution

of this question the passage of the bill depended. The Cath-

olic Committees were suppressed by government in 1814, but

the Catholic Association, having precisely the same object in

view, was started in 1823 by Mr. O'Connell, assisted by Mr.

Shiel. This was iu its turn declared illegal by Parliament iu

1825, and was in consequence dissolved, but onl}^ to be re-

placed by another of the same character, under the name of

an Association for Instruction? Meetings were held in every

province, and petitions drafted and presented to Parliament.

These associations were useful in bringing the claims of the

Irish Catholics, nearly all of whom were members of them,

before the world, and thus pressing them upon the considera-

tion of the government. In consequence, a Relief Bill was

introduced in the House of Commons in March, 1826, and

passed that body by a respectable majority. In the House of

Lords, however, it met with a most decided and stubborn re-

sistance, which Mr. Bright^ characterizes as "verging upon

the unconstitutional," and was rejected chiefly through the

1 As early as. 1812, Mr. Canning had supported the relief bill brought in by

Mr. Grattan. It passed the House of Commons by a vote of 255 to 106, but

•was lost in the House of Lords, the vote standing 126 to 125. (Tr.)

* Baianstark, 1. c, pp. 66 sq.

3 Rev. J. Franck Bright, English History, London. 1877, Period III., pp. 1390,

1391. (Tr.)
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eftbrts of the Duke of York, hy a majority of forty-eight.

The matter was brought to a crisis hy the return of Mr,

O'Connell, now styk^d the LWerator, as member of Parliament

for Chire, in 1828. During the ministry of Mr. Canning, who
Avas kn(nvn to be favorable to Catholic Emancipation, the

excitement in Ireland had somewhat subsided; but when tlie

Duke of Wellington was called to the Premiership liis undis-

guised hostility to the measure again revived the agitation.

It now became evident to both the Premier and his colleague

in the ministry, Sir Robert Peel, that they must take their

choice between a civil war and the emancipation of the Cath-

olics. After overcoming the difficulty of obtaining the king's

consent to the measure, Mr. Peel introduced the bill in tlie

House of Commons, March 5, 1829, where it was finally passed

by a vote of 315 to 137. It passed the House of Lords April

10, by a vote of 213 to 209, and was signed by the king, after

some viiin and childish attempts to deny that he had freely

authorized his minister to bring it in, on the following 13th

of April, and now the Catholics, both in England Jind Ire-

laud, were once more in the enjoyment of very nearly

all the rights possessed b}' their Protestant neighbors.^ By
this bill a new oath, which Catholics n)ight consistently

take, was substituted for the old test oath ;'' and Catholics were

qualified to sit in either House of Parliament, and to hold all

civil, military, and municipal offices, with a few important

exceptions.^ The Catholics of these countries, said Lord John

Passdl, felt in 1829 very like the early Christians when

they came forth from the Catacombs. This Jirst concession,

1 By this bill Catholics were "eligible to all offices, civil, military, or municipal,

with the exception of the office of Kegent, of Lord Chancellor, of Viceroy of Ire-

land, or Eoyal Commissioner of the General Assembly of Scotland." Briyhi, 1. c,

Period III., pp. 1402 sq. (Tr.) Very complete accounts of the various phases

of Catholic Emancipation in Ireland, from 1821: to 1829, are found in T/ie Caih-

plic of Mentz, year 1825, Vol. XVI., Supplem. to June number; Vol. XVII.,

p. 176 sq., year 1829; Vol. XXXII., p. 201 sq., p. 330 sq., together with Sir

Hubert Peel's Speech, unabridged. Robiano, T. IV., p. 176-200. T/ieinei\ Col-

lection of Some Important Documents bearing on the History of Catholic

Emancipation in England, Mentz, 1835.

'^ This oath was repealed in 1867, and one still more acceptable substituted,

KUlen, 1. c. Vol. II., p. 434, note. (Tr.)
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-which a Protestant government had very reluctantly granted,

proved quite insufiicient to satisfy the demands of the Cath-

olics of Ireland, who, as Lord Russell said in his place in Par-

liament, had been removed from an underground prison only

to be placed in one above ground. Was it reasonable to ex-

pect them to be satisfied when 700,000 Anglicans, or abf)ut

one-tenth of the population, were still in possession oFall the

property, which in early times had been set apart by the gen-

erous liberality of the Catholic faithlul for the support of

churches, convents, hospitals, and colleges ? ^ay, more,

when Catholics were forced to pay to the clergy of the Es-

tablished Church tit/ies on all their lands produced, and when
two thousand parsons, some of whom had not a single soul

under their charge, divided among them a yearly revenue

thus accumulated, amounting to three millions of pounds

sterling?^ The result was that in 1831 a general movement

was set on foot against the payment of tithes. Though i)er-

sistently claimed, they were stubbornly refused, and, when
collected at all, their collection was accompanied bj' so much
litigation, and not unfrecpientl}' b}' such shocking scenes of

bhjodshed, that the profit derived scarcely compensated for

the cost and danger of collection.

During the course of these public events the enthusiasm of

the Irish people for the faith of their fathers was steadily On

the increase, and their piitriotic feelings partook of the na-

ture of transport when O'Connell began to agitate for the

repeal of the Union. By the government their patriotic de-

monstrations were denounced as calculated to foment hatred

and incite to rebellion. In 1843 the agitation for the repeal

of the Union was at its height, monster meetings were held

in every part of the country, and preparations were being

made for one of unusual magnitude, to take place at Clontarf

on Sunday, October 8, when instructions were received from

1 In the county of Kilkenny, in the south of Ireland, there were ;'.80,000

Catliulics and 1,000 Anglicans; still the former were forced to pay an An;jjlicaii

bishop and sixty-four ministers a sum which made their income, in le<inl /it/ies,

equal to six times that received by the Catholic clergy througii voluntary con-

tributions. [The Catholic, 1831, Vol. XLI., pp. 57-81; Cologne Gazette, June

23, 1843.J
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government forbidding it. In 1844, O'Connell, with some of

his colleague?, was tried by a jury of twelve Protestnnts from

Dublin, found auilty of seditious conspiracy, lined £2,000,

sentenced to two years' imprisonment, and put under bonds

to keep the peace for a period of seven years. Even fair-

minded li^nglishmen regarded the sentence as unjust, and it

was in consequence reversed by the English House of Lords.

^

]^ot long after these events O'ConnelTs health began to break,

and being advised to try a milder climate, he set off in the

spring of 1847 for Italy, but got no farther than Genoa, where

he was taken with paralysis, and died on the 15th of May of

the same year.

It may seem strange that Catholics and Catholic institu-

tions were as heartily despised and as tiercel}^ proscribed in

Englo.nd, whose special boast is that she is pre-eminently the

land of political freedom, as they were even in Ireland. Two
circumstances will in a measure account for this condition of

things. On the one hand, the Catholics in England were too

few in number and too destitute of wealth and influence to

provide organs for bringing their claims before the public in

any effective way ; and, on the other, their jiolitical debase-

ment had been such as to render them more indifferent than

the Catholics of other countries to the interests of religion.

From the days of Henry VIII. to the date of the Emancipa-

tion Bill the Catholic j)ress had been muzzled, or had ceased

to exist, and Catholics themselves had been shut out from

public life by civil disabilities. They were therefore the vic-

tims at once of political proscription and of the unjust preju-

dices accumulated through centuries of ignorance. Hence,

when the press became again free, and the teachings and in-

stitutions of the Roman Catholic Church were once more

made the subject of public and daily discussion, prejudices

began to wear away, and juster judgments and more kindly

feelings to prevail. To the influence of the press is undoubt-

edly to be ascribed that remarkable movemerit in favor of the

Church of Rome, which set in above forty years ago and con-

tinues to our own day.

» JJiat.&nd Pollt. Papers, Vol. XIII. -fRintel, O'Coniiell's Trial, Munster, 1845.
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Previously to this time, however, the apologist, Gothcr,^ iind

Challoner^ Vicur-Apostolic of London, from 1758 to 1781,

dissipated by their numerous writings, at least among honest

and fiir-mindcd men, the prejudices current against Catho

lies. The Catholic cause was also ably and zealously defended

by Alhan Butler, the author of the Lives of the Saivts ; by

John Milner,^ Vicar-Apostolic of the Midland District, from

1803 to 1828 ; hy Bain es and Fletcher ; Howard and Berinqton
;

and Kirk and Coombe. William Cobbdt, the author of the

History of the Protestant Reformation in England and Ireland,

possessing a thorough and extensive knowledge of the facts

of which he was treating, exposed with consummate skill and

great vivacity of style the vulnerable side of Protestantism,

and denounced before all Europe, in strong and energetic

language, the wrongs which Catholics had been made to en-

dure. 31r. Ilobert Charles Dallas, an Anglican, in a work en-

titled The New Conspiracy against the Jesuits (1815), warmly
defended that body against the calumnies put in circulation

against them.

Rev. John Lingard (f 1851), the eminent writer and schoLar,

1 J. Gather, The Papist Misrepresented and Eepresented, Cincinnati, 1 vol.

* Bishop CliaUoners edition of the Holy Bible, 5 vols., 12mo, ed. 1750, super-

seded the Douai edition
;
reprinted, New York, 1870. His •' Think Well On 't,"

"Grounds of the Catholic Doctrine," "History of the Protestant Eeligion,"

" Catliolic Christian Instructed," " Meditations," " Lives of the Fathers of the

Desert," "Garden of the Soul, a Manual of Prayers," and his translations of

"The Following of Christ" and "The Introduction to a Devout Life," have

been reprinted frequently in England, Ireland, and America. His "Memoirs
of the Missionary Priests," etc., has been several times reprinted. Among his

other works were "Britannia Sancta" (2 vols., 4to), "Unerring Authority of

the Cath. Church," "British Martyrology," and a "Caveat against the Metho-

dists." (Tr.)

3 Bishop Jno. Mihier wrote " Letters to a Prebendary," Dr. Sturges ( 1 800)

;

"End of Keligious Controversy"' (1818) ; "Correspondence between a Socitsty

of Protestants and Some Catholic Divines." E. Babies (t 1843), Defense of the

Christian Eeligion, London, 1825. J. Fletcher, "The Guide to the True Eelig-

ion," "Comparative View of the Grounds of the Catholic and Protestant

Churches," "Difficulties of Protestantism," " Reflections on the Spirit of Eolig-

ious Controversy," "Vindication of the Catholic Faith." IIo>vnrd, Remarks on

the Erroneous Notions Entertained Respective of the Catholic Religion.

Coombe, Essence of Religious Controversy. Jos. Berinrjton (-j- 1827), with Dr.

Kirk (t 1851), published in 1813 "The Faith of Catholics."
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published a History of England, in Avhich depth of research,

impartiality of treatment, and independence of judgment are

so conspicuous as to render his statements nearly if not quite

unassailable.^ Lord Macaulay, though a Protestant, wrote in

a spirit of fairness of the Catholic Church. Lanigan, Libra-

rian to the L'ish Historical iSociety, published an ecclesiastical

history of Ireland down to the thirteenth ceiitury ; Jolm 31c-

Hale, the present Archbishop of Tuam, published in 1827 the

Evulences a)id Doctrines of the Catholic Religion, which was

almost immediatelj" translated into French and German

;

Thomas 31oore, the friend of Lord Byron, wrote the Travels

of an Irish Gentleman in Search of a Religion, which appeared

in 1833; Cardinal Wiseman (11865)' gave to the world, ia

language at once eloquent and popular, a clear and methodi-

cal exposition of Catholic doctrine and worship ; and Miss

Agnew, through her celebrated novel, entitled Gercddine.^ was

instrumental in attracting many souls to the Catholic Church.

Sir Keuelin Henry Digby, a convert to Catholicity, after long

and laborious archaeological studies in the various countries

of Europe, published the result of his researches anonymously

in London, in three volumes, between the years 1844 and

1847, under the title of Mores Catholici, or Ages of Faith, a

work in which he shows the progress made by the Catholic

Church in science, art, and civilization during the Middle

Ages. In 1851 the same author published a second work, in

six volumes, entitled the Compitum; or, the Meeting of the

Ways at the Catholic Church. The part taken hy periodical lit-

1 Life of Dr. Lingard, Bonn Review, iiro. 9, pp. 100-115.

2Horae Syriacae (publ. 1828), Sterility of Protestant Missions (Ital.), Eome,

1831. Lectures on the Connection of Science and lievealed Keligion (2 vols.,

183G); Lectures on the Doctrines and Practices of the Catholic Church (2 vols.,

1836) ; The Pvcal Presence of the Body and Blood of Our Lord .Jesus Christ

in the Eucharist (1836); Four Lectures on tlie Ceremonies of Holy Week

(1839); Essays on Various Subjects (3 vols., 1853); Fabiola, or the Church of

the Catacombs (1855); Recollections of the Last Four Popes (1858) ; Sermons

(2 vols., 1864) ; Daily Meditations, Dublin, 1868, etc.

3 Gernldine, or the History of the Guidance of a Soul, London, 1837, directed

against the errors attributed to the Catholic Church and the insults heaped

upon her ministers, in the Abbot of Sir Walter Scott and in Sir Henry Lytton

Bulwer's Devereux.
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erature in this movement and its influence in leading men's

minds back to ideas so long and so rigorously proscribed was

l)oth considerable and important. Among the best known
and most serviceable of these publications were the Catholic

Mtufdzine and Tablet, the latter edited by Mr. Lucas, formerly

a Quaker. The London Catholic Tract Society also contrib-

uted largely to the progress of the movement, which received

a fresh stimulus from the pul)lication, in tlie year 1826, of the

Declarafioi) of the Yicars-A['Ostolic and their C()adjutors,Mvho

at that time governed the Roman Catholic Church in Great

Britain with episcopal authority. This important document,

which consists of eleven articles, gives a scholarl}' and forcible

exposition of the doctrines most frequently and most warmly
assailed by Protestants. Beginning with a general statement

of the doctrine of the Catholic Church, it treats successively

of the Holy Scripture, of the charge of idolatry and supersti-

tion, of confession, of indulgences, of civil allegiance, and of

obedience to the Pope, closing with these words :
" We have

endeavored in the foregoing articles to set forth in a straight-

forward wa}' those doctrines of oui" Church which in this

country are most likely to be misunderstood and misrepre-

sented ; we hope, therefore, that our countrymen will receive

both our declaration and our explanations in the spirit of

truth and charity, and that those who have been hitherto

either ignorant or misinformed as to what we believe will now
do us the justice to acknowledge that as Catholics we hold no

religious principles nor ideas not perfectly consistent with our

duties as Christians and British subjects."^

The activity displayed by Catholic authors and Catholic

priests called forth renewed eff'orts in all ranks of society to

forward the interests of the old Church, and the number of

converts from Anejlicanism was daily on the increase?

i Bonn Review, nro. 17, pp. 203-222; Latin text in Braun, Bibliotheca regu-

lar, tid., T. I., p. 326.

'^Not having the English text at hand, we have been obliged to translate

from the German and French. (Tr.)

3 Of the many beautiful writings of this kind, special mention should be

made of Dr. Sibthorp's ''My lleturn to Catholicity;" Germ., by WiUmann,.

Eatisbon, 1843.
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Ancient and distinctly Catholic institutions, such as con-

vents of females, began to spring np. As early as 1794 French

refugee nuns established themselves in England ; a colony of

Benedictine nuns from Brussels settled at Winchester, and

otliers of Augustinian nuns from Louvain and Bruges came
to reside at London and Hammersmith.* In 1838 a Catholic

Institute was founded in London under the presidency of the

Earl of Shrewsbury, witli affiliated branches in other cities.

About the same time a society of ladies was formed under the

direction of the Marchioness of Wellesly for suppljnng poor

chapels with vestments, altar furniture, and sacred vessels.^

Within the limits of Loudon there were eleven associations

for providing free schools and four for serving and relieving

the destitute sick. Churches and chapels also sprung up. The
Catholics of London built a handsome pro-cathedral, while

those of York put up a magnificent structure just opposite

the famous old minster of that city.^ The Catholic population

of England soon increased to above two millions. Even in

the Protestant Urdversity of Oxford, particularl}' in the Col-

lege to which Dr. Pusey was attached, a strong tendency set

in toward the Church of Rome.* After the year 1843 a large

number of Puseyites, among whom were many Anglican cler-

gj'men, became converts to Catholicity. Of these the most

distinguished was the celebrated Dr. Newman,^ who, in 1848,

1 Eccl. Gazette, by Hoenigliaus, year 1838, nro. 31. Cfr. nro. 91.

2 The Marchioness of Wellesly was a grand-daughter of Charles Carroll of

Carrollton, one of the signers of the Declaration of American Independ-

ence. (Tr.)

3 Augsburg U7iiv. Gazette, nro. 147, May 27, 1842.

* On the recent Catholic movement in England, which has been hailed with

such joy by the public press, and on the part taken in it by Gregory XVI., cf.

Hist, and Polit. Papers, Vol. VIII., pp. 688-701 ; Vol. IX., pp. 65-79; on Pu-

seyism, in particular, Vol. X., pp. 693-696, and Vol. XI., pp. 329 sq. In con-

sequence of a sermon entitled The Holy Eucharist a Comfort to the Penitent,

preached at Oxford in 1843, Dr. Pusey was suspended, and in self-defense ap-

pealed to the teaching of Anglican divines. This sermon was published in

German, together with an Introduction on the present state of Anglicanism, b}'

t Willmann, Ratisbon, 1844. J. Gordon, Du Mouvement Religieux en Angle-

terre, Par. 1844. The sa.me. Conversion de cent cinquante ministres anglicains.

* A catalogue of the works of Dr. Newman is given in the Chamcteristics of

the Writings of John Henry Newman, by W. S. Lilly, New York, 1875. (Tr.)
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founded a house of the Congregation of the Oratory at Bir-

mingham. The influence of the reaction in favor of Catho-

licity was also felt among the sect of Scotch Presb3'terians,

founded by Edward Irving (f 1834), whose followers claimed

to enjoy the gift of tongues {yXioaaac;; Xah^v),^ and whose teach-

ings found an able and eloquent defender in Thiersch, a pro-

fessor of theology at Marburg, in Germany. The English

also took up the cause of education with zeal. After tlie

suppression of the English Colleges of St. Omer and of Douai

by the French infidels, their professors passed over to England

and opened the Colleges of St. Edmund, at Crook Ilall, and

St. Cuthbert, at Ushaw. The Jesuit College of Stonyhurst

and that of St. Mary's, near Birmingham, both of which were

granted the privileges of university colleges by the queen, had

a similar origin.^ The universal interest excited throughout

Europe by the religious movement in England created a de-

sire to see the people of that country once more enter the fold

of Christ. While Cardinal (then Doctor) Wiseman was giv-

ing assurances at Kome that the more intelligent of the

English people were laying aside their prejudices against the

Catholic Church, Lord Spencer was going up and down
France asking prayers for the conversion of his countrymen,''

an object for which Saint Paul of the Cross had prayed un-

ceasingly for fifty years. To hasten the consummation of so

glorious an event, Gregory XVI., on the 11th of May, 1840,

subdivided the four districts previously existing into eight, and

Pius IX., by the bull Universalis Ecclesiae, dated Septembei-

29, 1850, restored the Catholic hierarchy to England. Be-

tween the years 1840 and 1852, ninety-two members of the

University of Oxford and forty-three of the University of

Cambridge entered the Catholic Church, Of the former,

sixty-three were clergymen, and of the latter nineteen.

In Scotland., where the faitli had never grown quite extinct,

there began to be now signs of returning life. There were

^'^ Joerg, Hist, of Protestantism in the Latest Phases of its Development,

Vol. II., pp. 77-203.

'* Eccl. Gazette, 1840, nros. 29 and 32. Cf. nro 9 of same year and nro. 89 of

the year 1839.

3 Cf. Sion, 1840, nro. 23, Supplem. 4.
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in that country only fifty-one churches in 1829. This number
was increased to sixty-eight in 1839, and in 1848 to eighty-

seven. A great Catholic Association was formed at Edin-

burgh; the Catholic Review, the Catholic Magazine, and the

Penny Orthodox Journal were started to instruct the people
;

and public discussions were held, which went a great way in

neutralizing the eftbrts of Protestant ministers to misrepre-

sent the teachings of the Catholic Church, and to excite in

those who were ignorant of the doctrines so vehemently as-

sailed a desire to know their true character. Catholic higher

education in Scotland was chiefly conducted by the clerical

professors at the College of St. Mary's, at Blairs. At the open-

ing, of this century the Catholic population was about 13,000,

and at tlie present time it is over 400,000, and is steadily

growing, the increase being chiefly due to immigration from

Ireland.

Ireland, with close upon seven millions of Catholics and a

hierarchy consisting of four archbishops and twenty-two bish-

ops,^ still continued under her great leader, Daniel O'Connell,^

the struggle she had entered upon under the celebrated legal

and parliamentary orators, Curran (flSlT)^ and Gratta.n^

(f 1820), battling unceasingly for political and religious free-

dom. The eftbrts of ISIr. O'Connell were well seconded by

many churchmen of piet}^ energy, and learning, of whom the

most able were Dr. Doyle,^ Bishop of Kildare (f June 15,

1834), a strenuous advocate of Emancipation, a forcible writer,

and a distinguished professor of Carlow College ; Thomas

Kelly, Archbishop of Tuam (f January 14, 1834), and his suc-

cessor, John 3IcHale, who, over the signature of Hierophilus,

1 This was the number in 1806. (Tr.)

^Eccl. Gazette, 1840, nro. 52. Cf. Journal of Literary Amusement, Novem-

ber, 1839.

^John Philpot Curravl & fame rests mainly on his speeches in behalf of the ac-

cused in the State trials, then so numerous. His life was published by his son,

W. H. Curran, in 1819. (Tr.)

*The Life and Times of Henry Grattan were published by his son in the

form of Memoirs, 4 vols., London, 1842. Cf. Augsb. Gazette, Supplem., May 18,

1842, and, for more general information, the Hist, and Polit. Popers,Yo\. VII.,.

pp. 736-751.

^See Boun Review, nro. 9; The Catholic, 1825, Vol. XVII., pp. 1-17.
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wrote some clever controversial letters on the subject of

EniancipatioM ; and Thomas 3Ioore (tl834), whose Irish Mel-

odies contributed powcrf-ully to evoke feelings of patriotic en-

thusiasm among the people of Ireland. The clergy, too, dis-

played so much activity, and were so devoted to the work of

their ministry, that Mr. Steele, though an Anglican, stated

publicly (August 25, 1841) that since the world began there

had never been so admirable a moral union among men as

that which existed among the Catholic priesthood of Ireland.

The selection of bishojts in the Church in Ireland is altogether

elective. Formerly the parish-priests chose from among those

of their own rank, either within or without the diocese where

the see was vacant, the person whom they wished to have as

bishop, and forwarded his name to the Pope. The bishops

of the province also forwarded two or three names, any of

Avhich might be selected.^ At the present time the priests

themselves forward the three names from which a choice is to

be made, though the Pope is not limited to these. As has

been already stated, the government oftered a modified relief

bill in 1813, on condition that the crown should enjoy the

right of veto in the appointment of bishops, but the condition

was indignantly rejected by the whole hierarchy of the United

Kingdom, notwithstanding the urgent representations in its

favor by some Catholic laymen and the efi:brts made by the

Protestant advocates of Emancipation to have it accepted.

In like manner the Irish bishops unanimously declined the

endowment oftered by the government in 1837, preferring to

remain poor h\xt free. The Irish people have always contrib-

uted generously to the support of their priests. Under the

energetic management of the clergy, new churches sprung up

ever3^where. A handsome one was built at Little Bray in

1838, and placed under the patronage of St. Peter. The

weekly contributions of the poorer classes were so munificent

that from these alone nearly the whole cost of repairing old

churches and building new ones has been defrayed. Among
these the church at Ballina, the residence of the Bishop of

1 See Plowden, iii., Appendix, pp. 1-18. (Tr.)

VOL. Ill—47
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Killala, and the old St. Patrick's Cathedral at Armagh, may
be instanced. The Dublin Peview, started in 1836 by O'Con-

nell. Dr. Wiseman, and 3Jr. Quin, was the ablest Catholic

periodical published in Ireland. The noticeable improvement
in the moral and material condition of the Irish people since

1840 is largely due to the indefatigable labors of the Capu-

chin, Father Matthew, the great apostle of temperance.^

§ 404. The Catholic Church in Belgium and Holland.

(Cf. § 833.)

De Ram (Synodicum Belgicurn), Nova et absoluta collectio Synodorum tarn

provincialium quam dioecesanar. Archiepiscopatus Mechlin., etc., T. I., MechL,

1828; T. II., 1833; T. III. and T. lY., Gandav. ''Letters jrom Belgium"

(Hist and PoUt Papers, Vol. VII., p. 627 sq.; Vol. VIII., p. 45 sq., 210 sq.,

411 sq., 501 sq.. 731 sq. ; Vol. IX., p. 783 sq.)

The attempts made in Belgium to introduce the principles

of Josephism, with a view to destroy the organization of the

Catholic Church in that country, were heroically resisted by
Frankenberg (f 1804), the Cardinal Archbishop of Malines.

His doctrinal declaration, dated June 26, 1789, concerning the

General Seminary of Louvain, protesting against the erection

of all seminaries of this character by Joseph II., is ample ev-

idence that the clergy of Belgium were determined to with-

stand the hostile aggressions of the Illuminati and the Jo-

sephists. His zeal and activity exercised an influence which

lasted until the close of the French domination, which af-

fected only slightly the religious spirit of the country. While
Belgium was under the dominion of Holland she made a long

and determined struggle for the preservation of her faith and

tlie independence of the Church. When William, Stadtholder

of Holland, who professed Calvinistic doctrines, assumed the

title of King of the Netherlands (March 16, 1815), and pub-

lished a new constitution (July 15, 1815), he promised in gen-

eral terms that the Catholic Church should enjoy complete

freedom. But, as numerous paragraphs of the charter were

^ Lps. Univ. Gazette, nro. 134 (1842). * Cf. the interesting details in the

Aiiffsh. Gazette, nros. 144 and 145, of 1848, and the Bonn Review, new series,

year IV., nro. 4, pp. 208-210.
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directly contradictory to the promise made, the Bishops of

Ohent, Toiirnay, and iSTamur, and the Vicars Cajntular of

Malines and Liege drew up and published, July 28, 1815, au

expostulatidu. No attention was paid to their remonstrances,

and the new charter, though it failed to obtain a majority of

the votes of the Committee of Examiners, was imposed njton

the country, August 24, 1815, and from that time forth acts

of violence and oppression against Catholics became more

frequent and flagrant. Catholic Colleges and Universities

were closed, and Catholic students of divinity were required

to attend the lectures at the Philosophical College, established

by a Protestant government at Louvain in 1825. So threat-

ening was the discontent which these measures excited that

King William was forced to conclude a Concordat \\\{\\ the

Holy See in 1827.^ Its execution, however, was delayed under

various pretexts, and although the government released can-

didates for the priesthood from the obligation of attending

the College of Louvain, it imposed other annoying restrictions

upon bishops and students of divinity,^ and made the Dutch
language obligatory. National manners and customs were

daily and studiously disregarded and outraged, and the forci-

ble separation of Belgium from Holland, was in consequence

finally determined upon in 1830, though, in the revolution by

which this was effected, the Belgian clergy, w^ho, as a body,

were peaceable and law-biding, took no active part. Since

then Catholicity has been steadily on the increase in Belgium.-

Through the influence of such men as Cardinal Stcrckx, Arch-
bishop of Malines, and van Bommel, Bishop of Liege, it has

been made to give tone to public opinion and character to

education. Religious life revived, and convents sprang up
over the country.

1 See The Catholic, 1827, November nro,, p. 203 sq.

2 The conflicting views on this subject are given in The Catholic, 1825, Sup-

plem. to December nro., p. XXXIII sq.; and 1826, January nro., p. 83-103.

and Supplem., p. I. sq. Tiiblng. Quart. Revieiv, 1826, p. 77 sq. Smcts, Catii.

lleview of Cologne, Vols. I. and II. In consequence of these diverse criti-

cisms, the Kii;g of Holland issued, in 1829, two ordinances, which, in appear-

ance only, repealed the measures of 1825. See The Catholic, August, 182'J,

Supplem., p. XXIY. sq., and October, p. 47 sq.
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Thoroughly alive to the dangerous influence of the PJiilo-

soph'cal College of Louvain, the Catholics, after numerous
conferences, came voluntarily forward and generously sub-

scribed a sum sufficient to found, in 1834, a free Catholic Urn-

tersity at Malines,^ which was subsequently transferred to

Loarain, and solemnly inaugurated on the 1st of December,

1835. This University is one of the most important founda-

tions of this century, for, besides counteracting the liberal-

istic tendencies of the University of Brussels, it is a repre-

sentative school, not alone of Catholic theology, but of every

branch of professional science, as taught in Catholic institu-

tions; and is, moreover, the most frequented seat of learning

in Belgium. Fully appreciating the position of the Church,

the Belgian clergy kept well abreast of the spirit of the age,

seizing, making their own, and ennobling such ideas as they

might, and putting the others aside. Here was harmon}' amid

the din of conflict, and music amid a clamor of sounds, for

the spirit of true liberty is ever in accord with the spirit of

true faith. A society was started for the diffusion of wholesome

literature, which did an immensity of good among the people.

Belsrium comes next after France and Bavaria in zeal for

home and foreign niissionary loork? The Abbe Helsen,^ who
had been suspended from the exercise of his priestly func-

tions, in consequence of the irregularity of his moral con-

duct, attempted to found what he called the Catholic and

Apostolical Church, and having received episcopal consecra-

tion from Fabre Palaprat, rented a room in the Masonic

Lodge at Brussels, and began to say Mass in French and

Flemir^h. The public gradually wearied of his declamations

against the supposed immorality of the clergy. The Chamber

slighted and insulted him, comparing him to Chdtcl and" other

politico-religious mountebanks. Like those of his French

' The plan of founding a University by a joint-stock company, as set forth

in the circular of the Archbishop of Malines, and of the Bishops of Tournay,

Ghent, Liege, Namur, and Bruges, may be found by referring to the journals of

those times. The Bonn Review, nro. 9, pp. 189 sq.; The Catholic, July nro. or

183^, pp. 80-89.

^Cf. Eccl. Gazette, by Hoeninghaus, year 1839, nro. 72.

^ Bonn Review, nro. 9, pp. 187-189.
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]!)rot()t\'[)C, his followers rapidly fell from his side, only a few

fauiiticud revolutionists and nncoin[)roniising republicans re-

maining loyal to his teachings. Touched by the light of

grace, ITelscn returned t(^ the truth, November 14, 1842, and

died some time after at peace with the Church. The progress

made bv the Religious Orders in Belgium was simply marvel-

ous. In 1829 there were in the wdiolc country 280 houses of

male and female religious, and in 1846 tlie number liad in-

creased to 779. Here devoted souls gave themselves up to

meditation, teaching, serving the sick, and to such other offices

of piety as are required by the social conditions of a civilized

community. It is a strange phenomeuon, and one fruitful in

reilcctions, that in no country of Euro|)e have the Religious

Orders been so bitterly and persistently opposed as in Bel-

gium, and in no other country of Europe have they gone on

increasing so ra[)idly.

The Catholic Church in Holland has continued to liold its

own against the inveterate hatred of the Calvinists, the dis-

integrating agency of Jansenism, and the adverse policy of a

hostile government. According to the official census, there

were, in January, 1840, 1,100,616 Catholics out of a population

of 2,860,450.^ The Jansenistic schism of Utrecht, which, un-

fortunately, has not yet come to a close, had in 1821 an arch-

bishop at Dtrecht, in whose obedience there were twenty-four

pastors and two thousand five hundred and twent}' schis-

matics; a suffragan bishop at Haarltm, under whom were

twenty pastors and two thousand four hundred and thirtj'-cight

souls; and a bishop at Deventer, who possessed neither pastors

nor flock. These bishops are alt excommunicated by the Holy
See, and w^ere it not for the support which the Jansenistic

seminary at Utrecht receives from France, the schism of which

it is the nursery, would have long since disappeared. Until

quite recently the Catholics of Holland were collectively in-

cluded in what was known as the Dutch 31ission, presided

over by a Vicar Apostolic, and divided into the seven districts

or archpresb3'teries of Holland-Zealand, Utrecht, Gelderland,

Friesland, Grroningen, Overyssel, and Sallaud, which were sub-

^ Cf. The Catholic, 1825, Supplem. to February nro., pp. XVII.-XXVII.
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divided into deaneries, and these again into fonr hundred sta-

tions or parishes. When Cardinal Brancadoro, Archbishop of

Nisibis, who resided at Liege, came to Holland in 177(5 as supe-

rior of the Dutch Mission, to administer the Sacrament of Con-

firmation, the tokens of respect and attachment to the Holy

See which the Catholic people exhibited were universal and

unmistakable. The Mission was, later on, under the direction

of Ciamberlani, who resided at Miinster, whence all necessary

dispensations were forwarded. He also presided in an in-

formal way over the aflairs of the Mission during the reigns

of Louis Bonaparte and his successor, the Duke of Piacenza,

but, after the restoration of the Protestant government, he

was arrested at Malines in 1815, and conducted across the

frontier, despite the indignant protests of the Catholics. This

hasty and violent measure was reconsidered in 1823, and Ci-

amberlani again authorized to take charge of the Mission.

His first official acton his return was to consecrate the Chapel

and bless the Seminary of Warmond, near Leyden,^ which the

clergy and laity had built in 1819 out of their scanty means.

There is no name held in more grateful remembrance by the

Church and the clergy of Holland than that of the Abb6

Raynal, almoner to the Spanish embassy at the Hague (f July 6,

1822), who, after his expulsion from the diocese of Cahors by

the French revolutionists, took up his residence in the Neth-

erlands, where, by his zeal, his salutary influence upon the

clergy, and his edifying life, he rendered invaluable services

during a season of trial and difiiculty to the Catholic Church

of that country.

According to the articles of the Concordat, concluded be-

tween King William and the Holy See, of which mention has

already been made, two sufi:'ragan sees should have been

erected in the Netherlands, the one at Amsterdam and the

other at Herzogenbosch (Bois-le-Duc), but this provision was

never carried out. Catholic principle and Catholic feeling

•were wholly disregarded, and sometimes violently outraged,

1 In 1828 there were in the ancient States of Holland four larger and three

smaller seminaries, which it had been found necessary to erect after the closing:

of the University of Louvain.
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and a Protestant church, aided by a Protestant government,

was everywhere dominant.

It would seem that the very significant warning given by

the revolution in Belgium in 1830 was not suflScient to secure

full freedom to the Church in that country. Still, after the

accession of William II., October 7, 1840, there was a hope

that an accommodation might be effected through the nego-

tiations opened b}' the IN'uncio, Cappaccini. The Calvinists

were again beginning to show symptoms of the most intoler-

ant bigotry, which fortunately had not resulted in any serious

consequences, when Pius IX., on the 7th of March, 1853, re-

established the Catholic hierarchy in Holland. It consisted

of an archbishopric at Utrecht, with four suffragan sees at

Haarlem, Herzogenhosch., Breda, and Roermond. In spite of

the hostility of the government to religious houses, their

number was constantly increasing. Wlien the Netherlands

were incorporated with the French Empire, in 1810, there

were altogether only fifteen convents in the whole country,

and these were all in North Brabant, and suppressed by Im-

perial decree of January 3, 1812, though the decree was never

carried into effect. NothwMthstanding this unj)romising con-

dition of affairs, and the additional fact that William I. did

what he could to retard the growth of the Catholic Church,

numerous religious houses were founded in North Brabant

and Limburg between the years 1830 and 1840.

That isolated portion of Luxemburg, which, under the desig-

nation *of the Grand Duchy, was declared a dependency of

Holland in 1839, was under the spiritual direction of a very

worthy man, Mgr. Laurent, who, having been driven from

Hamburg, where he had taken up his residence as Vicar-

Apostolic of North Germany, found himself face to face

with similar difiiculties in his new diocese, whence he was

also expelled in 1847. By the revolution of 1848, freedom

of conscience was inscribed in the Charter of Rights, and

now even the Jesuits have firmly established themselves iu

Holland.
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§ 405. The Catholic Church in Switzerland.

The documents are found chiefly in the Tub. Q;uart. Review of 1819 and sub-

sequent years. RlieinwoM, Acta hist, ecclesiast., ann. 1835, p. 31 et sq. ; ann.

183G, p. 58 sq.; ann. 1837, p. 82 sq. L. Snell. Authentic Narrative of the Late

Changes in Catholic Switzerland, Sursee, 1831. For the most recent times, see

"The Sicisa Kcr.l. Gnz.:' from 1832. '^ Fred. Hurter, The Attacks made on the

Catholic Cliurch in Switzerland since 1831, 4 pts, Schaffh. 1842, 1843. Sigivnrt

MiMcr, The Struggle between Kight and Might in the Swiss Confederacy, and

My Own Share in It, Altdorf, 1804. Freiburg Eccl. Cyclop., Vol. IX., p. 853

sq. ; Fr. tr.. Vol. 22, p. 484-505.

The Church in Switzerland was formerly dependent for its

ecclesiastical government upon the metropolitans of Besangon,

Mentz, and Milan. The fulsome promises of the French, who
came to that country in 1797, proclaiming that they desired

to restore liherfj/ to the descendants of William Tell, to free

them from the government of an oligarchy, and to place them

in the enjoyment of the rights of man, were, as in France, far

from being fullilled, and resulted only in political anarchy and

religious disorganization. The relations of the western por-

tion of Switzerland with the Church of France were severed.

When political order had been in some sf)rt restored (1803),

the Catholic Cantons, then under the ecclesiastical jurisdiction

of the Bishop of Constance, petitioned the Hol}^ See to estab-

lish a bishopric within their own territory. The petition was

again urged in 1814, and finally granted by Pius VII. on the

7th of October.

In delivering the papal brief to the Diet, the Nuncio an-

nounced that the Holy Father had appointed Goeldlin of Tief-

enau, Prior of the ancient abbey of St. Michael's, at Bero-

miinster. Vicar Apostolic over three Cantons.' But while the

representatives of the Cantons unanimousl}' agreed that it

was nece^isary to establish a see, and that the appointment was

a good one, there were other matters of detail which were not

so easily adjusted. Each Canton had its own interests ; each

member of the Diet his own views.

Unfortunately, no satisfactory settlement had been arrived

1 Cfr. Hurter, 1. c, p. 45-49. Tub. Quart Review, 1820, p. 734-741
; 1821, p.

164-171.
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-at, when news was received of the deuth of Goehllin, ij) the

prime of his life (1819). His successor, Charles lludolpl). of

JBuol Schauenstem, Prince Bishop of Coire, was by no means

so acceptable a choice, and the Canton of Aan/au demanded
to be again placed under the jurisdiction of the Bishop of

Constance. The intention was to include the Cantons for-

merly belonging to Constance within tiie jurisdiction of the

newly-reorganized see of BasU\ whose incumbent Avas then

residing at Offenburg, in Baden, and Pius Yll, cut nuitters

short by appointing as his suffragan and coadjutor the I'l-ior,

Gliitz Buchti, of the collegiate church of Solcure. By sub-

sequent negotiations, a union was formed among the Catholic

inhabitants of the Cantons of Basle, Lucerne, Berne, Soleure,

and Aargau. Pius VII. settled the difficulty relative to the

Abbey of St. Gall by creating it an episcopal see (July 2,

1823), and bestowing upon Charles Rudolph the double title

of Bishop of Coire and St. Gall. The two sees were sepa-

' rated in 1836.^ The proposal to unite by Concordat the orig-

inal Cantons of Uri, Schwytz, and Unlerwalden with the bish-

opric of Coire was rejected by the Pope, January 7, 1823.

Finally, in reply to a petition from the Catholics ol" Geneva,

the hot-bed of Calvinism, requesting the establishment of a

iDishopric in that Canton, Pius VII., by the bull Li/cr midti-

plices, placed them under the jurisdiction of the Bishop of

Lausanne, residing at Fribourg.^ The way was now clear for

a definite settlement of the ecclesiastical affairs of Switzer-

land, and accordingly a Concordat w-as entered into with Pope
Leo XIL, and promulgated in May, 1828, by the bull Inter

jpraecipua Nostri Apostolatus munia. The Concordat provided

that the Catholic inhabitants of the Cantons of Lucerne, So-

leure, Berne, Aargau, Basle, Zug, and Thurgau should form

the diocese of Basle, the bishop to reside at Solcure; tb.at thr.

bishop of the diocese should have a chapter consisting of

twenty-one canons and two dignitaries, the one appointed by

the government, the other by the Pope;^ and that to the

1 Tiib. Quart. Review, 1824, pp. 317-333; 1826, pp. 728-731.

^Tab. Quart. Review, year 1820, p. 346-355. Cfr. p. 726-734; p. 741-744;

year 1821, p. 363-366.

3 Ibid., 1828, p. 556-568.
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canons should belong the right of electing the new. bishop, to

whom the Pope should give canonical appointment, etc. These

stipulations ^vere rejected by man}' of the cantons in whope

name thej had been made, and in consequence a new arrange-

ineut was entered into between Lucerne, Berne, Soleure, and

Zug, on the one hand, and the Internuncio Gizzi, acting for

the Pope, on the other,* to which Aargau and Thurgau gave

their assent in 1830, during the pontificate of Pius VIII.^

Finally, after some filrther negotiations,^ it was determined to

distribute the 882,859 Catholics in Switzerland in 1841 (the

Protestants of all denominations at the same date numbering

1,292,871 and the Jews 1,755) into six dioceses, as follows:

1. The diocese of Basle, including the Cantons of Lucerne,

Zug, Soleure (the residence of the bishop), Aargau, Thurgau,

Basle, Zurich, and Berne (Jura) ; 2. The diocese of Lausanne

and 6re»efa, including the Cantons of Fribourg, Geneva, Vaud,

l^eufchatel, and Berne (as far as the Aar) ; 3. The diocese of

Sion (Sitten), including the Canton of Valais ; 4. The diocese

of Coire (Chur) and St. Gall, including the Cantons of Uri,

Schwytz, Unterwalden, Glarus, Grisons, Appenzell, Schaffhau-

sen, and Sf. Gall, wh\ch, by the Concordat of 1845, was again

made a distinct see, thus forming the fifth diocese ; and 6. A
diocese whose jurisdiction was determined by the character of

the subjects rather than by territorial limits, for it comprised all

Catholics speaking the Italian language within the Canton

of Ticino, and was, until July 22, 1859, under the care of the

Bishop of Como and the Archbishop of 31dan.* There being

no archiepiscopal see in Switzerland, the bishops of that

country are immediately subject to the Holy See, and there is,

in consequence, a Nuncio Apostolic resident at Lucerne, a cir-

» Tub. Quart. Review, 1829, pp. 154-183.

^ Ibid., 1830, pp. 603-610. For the reasons of their refusal, sec Hurter. pp.

49-56.

^Ibid., year 1830, pp. 603-610.

* A full statement of the condition of religion in certain dioceses may lie

found in The Catholic of ]834, Vol. LIII., pp. 306-332; Vol. LIV., pp. 8-44;

1836, Vol. LXI., pp. 21-46; Vol. LXII., pp. 36-57, and 156-173; al.so in

Jlurter, 1. c, concerning Zurich, pp. 361-369 sq. ; concerning Lucerne, p. 407;

concerning Glarus, pp. 481 sq.
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cumstanoo that greatl}^ facilitates the management of ecclesi-

astical affairs.

While there is probably no other country in which the

principles of Modern Liberalism have taken snch deep root,

and developed into forms so various and conflicting as in the

Helvetian Confederacy, neither is there any other country in

whicli Liberals, in spite of ther internal dissensions, so com-

pletely lose sight of party lines in their common hostility to

the Church, or combine with more hearty unanimity against

her. This spirit has grown still more intensely malignant

since the occurrence of the events of 1830 and 1881. Switzer-

land is called the land of freedom, but it is in reality under

the tyranny of radicalism. Day after da}^ with unremitting

continuity, the press scatters over the country profane jests

and foul calumnies against Catholic priests, convents,- and

Jesuits ; against the Pope and his Kuncio, and the Church
and her institutions. And so unblushing has beeq the dis-

honesty practiced and so desperate the methods employed by
these Liberals that they have even gone the length of forging

papal bulls. To defend themselves against the.attacks of this

perfidious warfare, the Catholics in 1832 established the Ec-

clesiastical Journal of Switzerland, which, it was hoped, would
revive and quicken religious sentiment among the people,

maintain the rights of the Church and of religion, correct

false assertions, and repel slanders. It was soon discovered

that there were traitors among those professing to be defend-

ers of the Church. Some Catholic theologians of the school

of Paolo Sarpi, and infected with the poison of modern indif-

ferentism, started in opposition to the Ecclesiastical Journal

of Switzerland a paper called the Religious Gazette for Germany
and Switzerland. Its editor, a certain Fischer, of indifferent

reputation, drifting with the current of radical opinion', pro-

claimed that separation from the Holy See would be a su-

preme blessing to the Catholic Cliurch in Switzerland. En-
couraged by such disloyalty and treachery, the radical press

grew more audacious and energetic, and poured forth an in-

cessant stream of irreligious calendars, blasphemous almanacs,

atheistical pamphlets, historical and. sacrilegious essays, and im-
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moral novels.^ Animated by such feelings of hostility to the

Catholic Church, representatives of the progressive party

from the various Cantons assembled at Baden in 1834, and,

ignoring all established relations and existing legal guaran-

tees, drew up the instrument known as the Articles of Covfer-

ence^ by which the Church w^as reduced to a condition of civil

servitude.

Gregory XYL, feeling that there was now^ a call upon him

to act, issued, May 17, 1835, an enc^'clical letter^ to all the

Swiss bishops, condemning the Articles, which, however, were

enforced, regardless of all protests, in many of the Cantons.

Catholic families loving their faith and loyal to its teachings,

took alarm, and wishing to provide a school where their

children might receive proper training, they established a

college at Schwytz^ which was placed under the direction of

the Jesuits, whose pedagogical labors had been so successful

at Fribourcj, where a similar seat of learning had been founded

three hundred years ago by the illustrious Canisius, and re-

stored in 1818.* The Jesuits' college at Fribourg was fre-

quented, not alone by the Catholic youth who had been with-

drawn from the schools of Lucerne and Soleure, on account

of the Liberalism prevalent there, but also by young men
from every religious denomination and political part}' in

Switzerland, and by others coming from foreign lands. There

was also an educational establishment founded at Montet, in the

same Canton, under the direction of the Ladies of the Sacred

Heart, in which a number of 3'oung ladies received instruc-

tion. The government of the Canton Aargau, among all the

^ Hurler^ in his comprehensive Chronique Scandaleiise of Modern Switzerland,

has drawn a frightful picture of these excesses of the press.

'The articles of the conference, in fourteen paragraphs, or a new kind of

church polity, in The CnthoUc, Supplement to the May number of 1834; Bar-

ter, 1. c, pp. 274 sq. ; the Pope's Encyclica, in The Catholic, Supplement to the

January number of 183G; and the Tab. Qutirt. Review of 1835, p. 773-758.

3 The Catholic, year 1836, Vol. LXII., p. 58 sq.

* Ibid., Vol. LXII., p. 58 sq., 1836, concerning the College of Schwytz; con-

cerning that of Fribourg, ibid., 1834, Vol. LIV., p. 33-44; Hurler, 1. c, p. 507 sq.

Hist, and Polit. Papers, Vol. VI., p. 38 sq., 210 sq. Piccolomini, A few words

on the Boarding Schools and the Colleges of the Jesuits in Switzerland, Katis-

bon, 1843.
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Swiss Cantons, has the distinction of having enacted the most

severe law against the Church. In direct violation of tlie

Federal Compact^ of August 7, 1815, this Canton jjassed a

law January 20, 1841, suppressing all convents within its con-

fines, notwithstanding that some of them were coeval in origin

with the very dawn of Swiss history.

Gizzi, the Apostolic Nuncio, and the Austrian embassador,

de Bombellcs, at once protested against the measure,^ stating

that it was not a question as to whether a few convents should

cease to exist or not, but as to whetlier the piinci})les of lib-

erty should be maintained and the Federal Compact preserved

or the contrary. The Great Council, they said, by suppress-

ing Catholic convents, had at once violated the Twelfth Ar-

ticle of the Federal Compact, and dealt a blow at religious

freedom. The discontent excited by this measure was so

widespread and thretiteuing^ that the Directorial Canton, by

an enactment, passed in the month of February, 1843, de-

clared all sales of monastic property made since the meeting

of the Diet in 1841 of no effect, and summoned the Canton

of Aargau to revoke them, and to repeal other measures an-

tagonistic to the then existing state of affairs, declariui^ its

intention, in case of refusal, to proceed according to the prin-

ciples upon which the Confederacy was based. It was a great

comfort and consolation to the loyal children of the Church,

amid these scenes of radical violence, to learn that a new con-

stitution of a decidedly Catholic character had been adopted

in Lucerne by a surprisingly large majority of the popular

^ Paragraph Twelfth reads: "The cantonal governments will see to it that

the monasteries and chapters are maintained, and that their prosperity is se-

cure. Their possessions, like all other private property, shall be subject to tax

and other imposts." Cf. The Catholics of Aargau and Radladiam (^lemorial),

18-43; also Augsb. Univ. Gazette, nro. 173, of 1843.

^ Le Journal des Dchats, August 9.

3 Cfr. '• Encroachments of the Government of Aargau upon the Catholics"

{Ilisf. and Polit Papers, Vol. II., p. 179 sq., 214 sq., 295 sq.) The Last At-

tempts against the Monasteries in Switzerland {Ibid., Vol. IV., p. 204 sq., 281

sq.; Vol. VII., p. 422 sq.) "The Aargau State-paper" {Ibid., Vol. VII., p.

532 sq. ; Vol. VIII., p. 224 sq., 337 sq., 440 sq.) See also "7%e Ecd. Journal of

South Germany," 1839, nros. 2, 4, and 6.
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votes (March, 1842).^ After numerous writings and pro-

longed discussion, it was resolved, in January, 1844, that the

nmis of the convents of Fahr, Hermetschwil, Gnadenthal,

and Baden, suppressed in 1841, should be permitted to again

take possession of their houses. The mitred Abbot of the

Benedictine monastery of Muri, who had been on trial for

certain political ofienses, was acquitted, declared exempt from

all penalty, and the State adjudged to pay the costs.^ The

Badicals, however, had no intention of giving up the contest.

In the Diet of 1844 the representatives from the Canton of

Aargaii made an unsuccessful attempt to have the Jesuits

banished from the whole of Switzerland; and when, on the

24th of October of the same year, the inhabitants of Lucerne

voted to recall the members of the Society, and place the

theological schools of the Canton under their direction, the

Radicals of the whole country rose in indignation.

In December, 1844, and again in March, 1845, two armies

of volunteers, led against the Catholics of Lucerne, under

pretext of overthrowing the domination of the Jesuits, were

successively repulsed. Lucerne, now fully alive to the dan-

gers that threatened her, entered into an alliance with the

neighboring Catholic Cantons for their mutual protection.

The Radicals now determined to avenge their defeat. As a

preliminary step, they hired a vile wretch by the name of

Jacob MiUler to assassinate Joseph Leu,^ a prosperous and hon-

orable merchant, gifted with splendid oratorical powers, who
had excited the hostility of his enemies because he was the

leader in his day of every Catholic movement in Switzerland.

1 The Third Article reads as follows: "The Apostolic and Koman Catholic

religion is the religion of the whole population of Lucerne, and as such is the

religion of the State. The government, therefore, shall in no way, either di-

rectly or indirectly, restrain, limit, or hinder the intercourse of priests, citizens,

and communities with the aiithorities and functionaries of the Roman Catholic

Church in whatever relates to religious ecclesiastical affairs. However, all ec-

chsiastical ordinances and regulations must be submitted to the government

before publication. The relations of Church and State should be adjusted by

^n amicable understanding between the two powers. The State guarantees the

inviolability of foundations and other ecclesiastical property."

'^ Th.e Catholic, 1844, nro. 2 ;
South Germ. Eccl. Journal, 1843, nros. 48 and 52.

^ SLgwart MulLer, Councilman Joseph Leu, of Ebersoll, Altdorf, 1863.
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The assassin afterward confessed his crime, and was beheaded

Jannary 31, 1846. In the Cantons of Vaud, Berne, and Zu-

rich the governments had voted against the expulsion of the

Jesuits, but they were forced to yield to the dominant influ-

ence of the other Cantons which favored the measure. The
•opponents of the Jesuits and those desiring their expulsion

and the suppression of their schools were daily gaining

strength, and for this reason those Cantons which had either

protected the Society or placed their schools under its direc-

tion, viz., Lucerne, Uri, Schwytz, TJnterw^aldeu, Zug, Fribourg,

and Valais, gave their support to the separate alliance (Son-

dcrbund) formed in 1843, and appointed a council of war to

act in the emergency of a conflict. On the 20th of July, 1846,

the Diet, by a small majority, declared the Sonderbund incon-

sistent with the well-being- of the Confederation, and there-

fore dissoh^ed. To enforce this decree, the Diet brought a

numerous arm\' into the fleld, and a fratricidal and unholy

war was commenced against the Catholics of the Sonderbund,',

who were completeh' vanquished, but whether their defeat is

to be attributed to too much confidence in the justness of their

cause, or to the mistakes of their leaders, or to treachery, it

is diflacult to say. Fribourg was taken, after a short and inef-

fectual resistance, on the 9th of ITovember, and the 23d of the

same month the army of the Sonderbund was routed at Gis-

likon, near the frontier of Lucerne, and the seven Catholic

Cantons passed under the despotic and intolerant government

of the dominant party. Heavy war contributions were levied,

forty convents were suppressed, religious freedom vanished,

and the Bishop of Lausanne and Geneva was sent into exile.

Such were some of the results of this war, in every way so

disastrous to Catholic Switzerland.^ As we shall see further

on, these deeds of violence called forth a reaction, which in-

fused new life and fresh energy into the Catholics of that

country.

1 Cretineau-Joly, Histoire du Sonderbund, Paris, 1850, 2 vols.

"^The Catholic of 1847 and 1848; also Hint, and Polit. Papers, Vols. XX.
and XXI.
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§ 406. The Catholic Church in Austria.

Boost, Modern Hist, of Austria (1789-1839), Augsburg, 1839, p. 101 sq.

Beidiel, Eesearches on the Situation of the Church in the Austrian States, Vi-

enna, 1849. Schnrj^ff, Pt. II.. p. 74-93. Gmns, Hist, of the Christian Church

in the Nineteenth Century, Vol. I., p. 509-5G1. Freiburg Eccl. Cyclop., Vol.

XI., p. lOGO sq. ; Fr. tr.. Vol. 2, p. 147 sq.

Alarmed at the symptoms of revolution which now began

to show themselves, and Avhich were the legitimate outcome
of the fatal policy of his brother, Joseph II., Leopold II., who
became Emperor March 12, 1790, set his face against the lib-

eralistic and philosophical tendencies which were being forced

upon Austria in spite of herself, and, by the repeal of certain

unpopular laws of his predecessor's, succeeded in allaying the

secret agitation, which kept the Emperor in a state of uncer-

tainty and excitement. Such of the laws of Joseph 11. as

interfered with the free administration of ecclesiastical affairs

he either abrogated altogether or practically set aside. He
closed the General Seminaries, permitted bishops to educate

their clergy in their own schools, authorized the use of the

Latin language in the administration of the Sacraments and

other liturgical offices, and recognized the riglits of the Ro-

man Pontiff in whatever relates to the Sacrament of mar-

riage. He also satisfied the chiims of the Protestants by in-

corporating in the twenty-six articles of the laws of 1791 the

edicts of 1608, 1647, and 1648, granting to the Lutherans and

Calvinists of Hungary freedom of worship. Finally, he forced

the Turks to conclude a treaty of peace, re-establishing the

statu quo as it existed on the 9th of February, 1788, previously

to the breaking out of the war. Though Leopold did much
to ameliorate the condition of the Church by practically dis-

regarding existing laws, he did not fully emancipate her from

the tyranny of a civil bureaucracy. The system of Joseph II.

was indeed ignored, but it had, nevertheless, as a whole, a

legal sanction and a recognized existence.^ Sucli was the

state of affairs when Francis II. (March, 1792-1835) ascended

^ Baron von Eckstein, The (Austrian) Clergy in their Kelation to Public In-

struction {The Catholic of 1828, Vol. XXVII., p. 11-21, 268-293).
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the throne. Tins prince deeply sympathized with the Head
of the Church iu his misfortunes, and, taking as his patterns,

not his immediate predecessors, hut those more illustrious

men of whon) his ancestral house furnished so many, he be-

came at once the patron of the Church and the protector of the

Holy See. The Em})eror was in Rome in 1810, and Pius VII.

y

happy to have an opportunity to give some token of his es-

teem for the royal House of the Hapsburgs, raised the Arch-

duke Rudolph to the archiepiscopal see of Olmiitz, and created

him a cardinal. In 1842 Gregory XVI. conferred similar dig-

nities, for a like reason, upon the Prince Schwarzenberg, Prince-

Archbishop of Salzburg.

If the Church in Austria, nevertheless, continued for the

half-a-century during which Prince Metternich was First Min-

ister, subject to the Josephist system, and under the control

of the civil authority, the fault is to be ascribed to the indif-

ference of the bishops, rather than to the will of the govei'n-

ment. Many of these bishops, men, too, of learning and irre-

proachable lives, had, by appointment of government, taken

an active part in the administration of ecclesiastical aii'airs

while the Church was still under the control of the State, and

now, from force of habit, showed a certain tenderness and at-

tachment to a system they themselves had helped to perpetu-

ate, sincerely believing that the Church could not be equally

well governed in any other way. But bitter experience soon

showed that, no matter how beneficial such methods might

seem in themselves, they were, in reality, whether intended

to be so or not, encroachments of the civil authority upon the

rights of the Church. For example, in 1802, " the Court of

Chancery,'' acting upon representations made to it, and with-

out consulting the bishops, passed two decrees, providing for

the increase of the number of the secular clergy and the re-

storation of discipline in the convents.^ Again, in 1804, new

1 See ^ 300, at the beginning.

2 In attempting to correct the existing evils by the very means by which they

had been produced, the Aulic Chaneerj'^ showed that it did not understand tlieir

real character. By the first autograph of April 2, 1802, it was prescribed that

gymnasia, schools of philosophy, and diocesan seminaries should be established,

VOL. Ill—48
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ordinances were published relative to public schools, removing

them from the control of the bishops, and placing them under

that of co/isistories, because these, being the creations of the

Si ate, would pursue its policy as regards methods of teach-

ing, the selection of text-books, the conducting of examina-

tions, and the mode of inspection. Again, in 1810, Pehem^s

work on canon law was thrown out of the schools, and that

of Rechberger introduced, because the latter upheld a system

of ecclesiastical polity in favor with government, and on

the whole treated the Church as little better than a civil in-

stitution, and therefore dependent upon the State. But, since

1808, the bishops have enjoyed a larger measure of influence

in whatever relates to primary schools and theological estab-

lishments, and in judging of the orthodoxy and moral fitness

of aspirants to the priesthood. These measures, together

with the restoration of seminaries and faculties of Catholic

theology, led the way to the publication of many works of

merit, which exercised a wide and beneticent influence. Such

w'ere the writings of Powoudra, Reichenberger, Zenner, and

others on pastoral theology, and of Klein, von Eauscher,

and Ruttenstock on Church history. In appointing to bish-

oprics, the Emperor Francis was careful to select only men
of distinction and ability, w^hose lives were an example to

their flocks,^ and who devoted themselves zealously and ener-

getically to the primary schools, to public instruction of every

grade, and especially to the training of young men for the

priesthood. Of these it will be vsuflicient to enumerate Sigis-

mund, Count of Jrlohemvarth, Archbishop of Vienna from

1803; Wenceslaus Leoj^old Chlumczansky, Bishop of Leitme-

and, if required, that a course of theology be added. Now, putting aside the

circumstance that these measures were prescribed by a body incompetent to

deal with such affairs, they could not possibly have served any useful purpose,

because the .Josephist programme and the uncatholic text-books were still re-

tained, and the s<.'hools continued to be under the control of the State. The

second rescript, of the same date, requiring religious to wear their habits and

observe their rules, '"except in the instances in which these had been moditled

by imperial decrees," and forbidding all intercourse with foreign superiors,"

was not, it would seem, of a character to restore discipline in the monasteries.

Brack, L'hni'ch Hist., pp. 758 sq. (Tr.)

' See list of Austrian bishops, apud Gamis, Vol. I., pp. 509-533.
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ritz from 1802, and I'ri nee-Archbishop of Prague from 1814;

Jjeopold Maximilian, Count de Firinian, Arclibishop of Salz-

burg, and from 1822 to 1832 Archbishop of Vienna; James

Frint, Bishop of St. Polten from 1827 to 1835 ; and Francis

iSabn, Bishop of Gurk and KUigenfurt (11822), who, with

generous hospitality, received the pious and learned Bciudi.ct-

infs, among whom were such men as Neuyart and Boppert,

when they had been expelled from their monaster}' of ISaint-

JSlaise, in the Black Forest.^ In order to check the disinte-

grating spirit of the age, and to provide a system of education

for youth, which should be at once serious and solid, and

having as little in common with the sonorous and senseless

phraseology of false philosophers as with the torpid lethargy

of the enemies of true progress, the Jesuits, who had been so

long misunderstood and misrepresented, were again invited

to return to the Empire in 1820. The members of the Society

at once opened their houses at Verona, Innspruck, Linz,

Lemberg, and Tarnopol.

The Redemptorists, under that excellent man, Clement M.
Mofbauer,^ had already established themselves, in 1816, at

Vienna. Tlie Religious Orders soon received fresh and able

allies in their struggle for the Gospel and the Church. Asso-

ciating with himself Zachary Werner and other writers who
shared his convictions, F'red.eric Schlegel began in the Germanic

Jluseum and the Austrian Observer a vigorous assault upon

Protestantism, which he continued with marked ability in his

lectures. His writings revived the spirit of Catholicity in

German}', and exerted a powerful influence, particular!}'

among the upper classes. In Hungary, where I*rotestantisnt

had taken a faster hold on the people than in any other prov-

ince of the Austrian Empire, a national council was convoked,

with the consent of the Emperor, by Alexander Rudnay, Arch-

bishop of Gran and l*rimate of Hungary, to meet on the 8th

*Cfr. Gams, Hist, of the Church in the Nineteenth Century, Vol. I., p. 527-

531, and the Wurzburg Cliilianeum, Vol. I., of 1862, p. 197-200.

^ Poesl, Clement Maria Hofbauer, the first German Redemptorist, Katisbou

1841. Sebast. Brunner, C. M. Hofbauer and His Age, Vienna, 1858. Har-

inger, The Life of the Servant of God, CI. M. Hofbauer, Vienna, ]864. Life

of the Venerable C. 31. Hofbauer, Priest of the Congr. of Most Holy Redeemer.

I3y a member of the Order of Mercy, New York, 1877. (Tr.)
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of September, 1822, the object of which was stated to be " to

check the decay of morality ; to ward oft" the evils with which

the scourge of impiety was menacing both Chnrch and State
;

and to re-establish ancient ecclesiastical discipline among the

clergy and the people and in the schools."^

In other parts of the Austrian Empire, where the German
language was spoken, the discussion of ecclesiastical and the-

ological questions was carried on through the pages of the

Theological Journal of Frint from the year 1808. It was dis-

continued for a while, but again revived in 1828 hy Pletz, who
conducted it until his death in 1840.^ The Linz Theological

Monthly, and still later the Lmz and Salzburg Quarterly were

each very valuable as able and reliable exponents of the prin-

ciples of pastoral theology. The Society of Mechitarists for

the diffusion of Catholic literature and the Leopoldine Associa-

tion for the propagation of Christiauiryj particularly in Amer-
ica, rendered important services to religion. An unusual

activity in the domain of speculative theology has quite re-

centl}' begun to manifest itself, notably among the clerg}^ of

the school of Giirdher, whose ablest organ is the Gazette of

Catholic Theology of Vienna, edited in 1850, and for years after

by Scheiner and Hdusle, and more recently by Wiedemann.

Journals in the vernacular, among others the Journal of Sion,

were also started in Bohemia and Hungary. Wholly regard-

less either of the laws of Joseph II. or of the clamor of the

Liberals, the Hungarian bishops, when the question of mixed

marriages^ came up, exerted themselves with an energy only

equaled by their prudence to have the teaching of the Church

carried out, following in this the example set them by Ziegler,

Bishop of Liuz in 1838. After publishing a pastoral letter to

their clergy, to which they added a general instruction on the

1 A succinct historical notice, togetiier with the documents, may be found in

The Catholic of 1822, Vol. VI., p. 324-346. Gams, Vol. I., p. -535-540.

^ Vincent Seback, Dr. Jos. Pletz, being a Biographical Sketch, Vienna, 1841.

^Cf.Sion, 1841, nros. 127-130; the circular of the bishops in The Catholic,

February, 1841, Supplem., p. LIX. sq. ; the letter of the Primate Joseph Ko-

pacsy to the Estates of the County of Pesth, which had declared any priest re-

fusing to give the nuptial benediction in mixed marriages liable to a fine of 600

florins {Sion, 1841, nro. 7, Supplem.) Cf., also. The Catholic, 1842, January

number, Supplem., p. IV ;
March number, Supplem., pp. CXIX. sq.
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-subject of mixed marriages, they sent Bishop Lonovics to

Rome to obtain speciiic iiistnictions from the Holy See for

Hungary, as those ah-ead}' given for the States of Austria did

not seem applicable to that country/ Hoping to adjust the

conflicting claims of both parties, the Em])eror, by a rescript

of July 5, 1843, and by a second of March 25, 1844, decided

that in mixed marriages the parents should determine the

kind of religious education to be given to their children, but

that Catholic priests were under no obligation to perform any

sort of religious act in celebrating such marriages.^

There can be no question but that the Church in Austria

would have reached a much higher degree of prosperity if the

governments of the Emperor Francis and his successor, Fer-

dinand I. (March 1, 1835 ; December 2, 1848), under the min-

istry of the all-powerful Metternich, had not impeded her free

development by continual acts indicating a spirit of distrust, and

by subjecting l)er to the restraints of the bureau of worsliip.^

Notwithstanding that the Catholic is the established relig-

ion of Austria, the government, in 1821, gave ample evidence

of its tolerant spirit by permitting Protestants to open a the-

ological school, in which the principles of the Augsburg and

Helvetic Confessions* are taught. This school obtained tlie

title and privileges of a faculty in 1850, and the right to con-

fer the degree of doctorate in Protestant divinit}''.

§ 407. The Catholic Church in Bavaria.

Concordat and Constitutionnl Oath of tlie Catholics in Bavaria, Augsburg,

1847. Remarks on the New Concordat of Bavaria, compared to the Eecent

^French and Former Bavarian Concordat of 1807, published in January, 1818.

Gams, 1. c, Vol. I., p. 472-509. Sej:ip, Louis Augustus, King of Bavaria, Schaff-

hausen, 1869.

Few countries have been so deeply infected with the poison

^ The Catholic, 1841, December, Suppl., p. LXXXV. sq., with the archiepis-

copal instruction, 1842, February, p. LXIV. sq. Muilaih, The Religious Trou-

bles in Hungary, Ratisbon, 1845, 2 vols.

^ Augsb. Univ. Gaz., 1844, nro. 139, Suppl.

3 Hist, and Pollt. Papers, Vol. XXII.
* Wenrich, John Waechter as a Man, as a Servant of the State and the

•Church, Vienna, 1831, p. 113-154.
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of a false plnlosoi)hy, or have suft'ered so much from the folly

of the Illuminati, as Bavaria toward the close of the last and

the opening of the present century. Of this proofs have been

already given.^ Shortly after the opening of the reign of

Maximilian Joseph (February 16, 1799), and chiefly through

the influence of his First Minister, Mo)Ugelas, seventy religious

foundations and abbeys were secularized ; and, some time

later, four hundred convents were closed and destroyed,

churches were profaned and spoiled of their treasures, laws

were euacted regulating worship, and sacrilegious hands were

laid upon things the most holy. When, in 1807, after nu-

merous delays and a deal of shifty conduct, Montgelas Anally

made up his mind to conclude a Concordat with the Holy See

through the Nuncio, Delia Genga, Napoleon, with a view of

impressing upon the Pope the fact that the Church could not

get on except by conciliating him, stepped in and prevented

further negotiations. Here the affair rested until 1816, when
the Church in Bavaria was in so deplorable a condition that

PiuB VII. burst into tears in speaking of it.^ Negotiations

were again opened through the Bishop of Chersonese, Baron

Haefelin, and Cardinal Consalvi, on the part of the Holy See,

and again obstructed by the action of Montgelas, who claimed

for the government the right of appointing to all benefices, not

even excepting parishes. The obnoxious minister was finally

removed from oflice February 2, 1817, and on the 5th of June

of the same year, after some further objections had been set

aside, an arrangement was agreed upon and signed by the

king on the 24th of October following. Notwithstanding

that the Pope had made very ample concessions, the enemies

of the Church w^ere not satisfied, and, acting under the lead

of von Feuerbach, Governor of Ansbach, opposed the publica-

tion of the Concordat until after the new Constitution should

have been' promulgated, because the latter not only contained

paragraphs contradictory of the Concordat, but also embodied

the Edict of 1804, which was iu spirit and drift Protestant,

1 See § 392.

* Qams, 1. c, Vol. I., p. 498, according to a Eoraan note of April 15, 1807.

Glucksohn, " Bavaria under the Ministry of Montgelas," being several articles-

in the Augs. Univ. Gaz. of the year 1875.
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rather than CathoHc. The bishops and the bulk of the priests

now refused to take the oath to the Constitution until assured

by the declaration of the king- (September 15, 1821) that it

did not bind them to an}' civil obligations,'and implied noth-

ing- contrary to the laws of the Church. Still the government

officials continued to carry themselves as arbitrarily as ever,

and to do great harm to the Church by their constant and

growing interference with her administration. These circum-

stances gave peculiar weight and significance to the solemn

advice of Maximilian to King Louis, on the accession of the

latter to the throne in 1825. '^ Guard and protect the faith
"

said he, " that Bavaria may again become what she roas before she

was led. to betray her trust—the shield of religion and the corner-

stone of the Church in Germany. Lift the Church from the bond-

age in which she is still held by those who distrust her wAthout

reason. Honor the priesthood to the end that the people may
listen to their instructions and profit by them. Let neither p)riests

nor libertines govern, and see that your kingdom be not the theater

either of empty pageants or the outbursts of democratic violence.'"
^

The lessons of heroism and devotion bequeathed to him by

Ms ancestors of the Thirty Years' War were not lost upon

Louis, who, as an evidence of his loyalty to his royal mission,

had an equestrian statue erected to Maximilian in one of the

public squares of Munich;^ pleaded in favor of the Arch-

bishop of Cologne, when that prelate was in difficulties, with

the filial love of a child and the power of a king (after 1837)

;

and promoted Catholic science by becoming the sympathetic

and generous patron of Goerres (f January 29, 1848), Phillips,

Moy, 3Ioehler, Klee, Doellinger, Haneberg, Meithmayr, and many
other able and brilliant writers. It. was in this reign, also,

whose auspicious opening gave promise of a more happy close

than it had, that a society was formed /or the diffusion of whole-

some Catholic books, such as should counteract the influence of

' See Gorres^ remarkable memoir, entitled "Prince Elector Maximilia)i In

King Louis of Bavaria on the occasion of his accession to the Throne "'

(
7 he

Catholic, 1825, Vol. XVIII., p. 219-249.

^Cfr. 'The Equestrian Statue of Prince Elector Maximilian," in the Hifit.

and Polit. Papers, Vol. IV., p. 449-454; and "Prince Elector Maximilian and

Father Dominic, in the Sion, 1830, nro. 133, or op. Nov. 6.
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the worthless and peniici(jns works of modern literature, and

afi'ord reading which, while recreating, would not poison the

mind, and, while warming the heart, would not corrupt it;

that Catholic art, inheriting the traditions of past ages, their

nuijesty, sobriety, dignity, again revived ; that ancient and

decayed cathedrals were restored, the unfinished ones of Rat-

ishon, Bamberg, and Spire completed, and new churches

built, which rival in architectural beauty and artistic decora-

tion those of any other period. Among these may be men-

tioned the Basilica of St. Boniface, which is circular in form,

and whose dome rests upon sixty-four monoliths of gray-

marble, and is resplendent with gold and frescoes; the cruci-

form church of St. Ludvvig, embellished with Cornelius'

fresco of the Last Judgment; the handsome Gothic church

of Mariahilf, in the neighboring district of An, whose gor-

geous windows of stained glass and exquisite sjiecimens of

wood-carving excite the admiration of every lover of the

beautiful ; and, finally, the Court Chapel of All Saints, which,

apart from its architectural merits, contains a wealth of art-

treasures. It was in this reign that painting renewed her

ancient triumphs, and produced works which, under forms

of fascinating beauty and surpassing loveliness, breathe a

spirit of divine inspiration, and give fitting expression to

those grand conceptions that fill the Christian mind. Then,

too, the episcopacy was adorned by bishops (Sailer, Wittmaun,

and Schwab 1) who, by their vigilance, energy, and self-sacri-

fice, perpetuated the traditions of the saintly men, who had

filled the e[»i^copal see of Ratisbon, and were now its endur-

ing glory. Bishops were again allovmd the fullest freedom in

their relations with the Holy See ;'^ the convents of the Carmel-

ites, Capuchins, and Franciscans, conformably to the royal

promises given in the Concordat (art. VII.), were restored to

their owners ; the Brothers of Mercy and the Augustinian Fri-

ars were permitted to return ; the Redemptorist Fathers (from

1842) and the Sisters of Charity again opened their houses;

the Servites and Benedictines^ were reinstated ; the Sisters of

1 On the free intercourse of the Episcopacy of Bavaria with the Holy See,

cf. Hist, and PolU. Papers, Vol. VII., pp. 593-627.

2 The documents concernini? the foundation of the Benedictine establishments
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the Sohools entered upon their work of teaching, and the

Sisters of the Good Shepherd set about reclaiming the erring

and shielding those in danger from the temptations to which

they were exposed.^ Seminaries for the education of candi-

dates for the priesthood were established, muniticcntly eii-

dowed, and placed under the direction of men eminent alike

for theological learning and priestly virtues.^ Finally, an as-

s6ciation (Ludwig^s Verein)^ w^as founded, and received the

royal approbation, for the conversion of unbelievers, both in

Asia and America (from 1839).

Such w^as the consoling sight oftered to the admiration of

the faithful by a State as liberal to error as it was loyal to truth,

and as sincerely tolerant as it was profoundly Catholic ; which

recognized and rewarded merit wherever found, whether

among Catholics or Protestants,* and raised to positions of

eminence all persons, regardless of religious profession, whom
their contemporaries judged worthy of being so honored. It

will be sutticient to instance Piichta, the great civilian ; Stahl,

the celebrated canonist ; Muckert, the Orientalist and lyric

poet ; and ScheUing, the philosopher of identity.

in the diocese of Augsburg are apud Rheinwald, Acta historico-ecclosiastica,

anno 1835, p. 204: sq. See The Bonn Review, nro. 14, p. 238 sq. ; nro. 18,

p. 202 sq.

1 On the establishment of this Order in the diocese of Munich, see Sion, 1839,

nro. 64, Supplem., and the statutes of the Order in Sio7i, 1840, nro. 134, Supplem.

^Cfr. Wolf, The Life and Influence of Louis I., King of Bavaria from 1786

to 1841, Augsburg, 1841.

3 The Statutes are in Sion, 1839, nro. 11 ; Circulars in behalf of the Associa-

tion, ibid., nro. G4 ; Proposals made to the Society, ibid., 1841, nro. 29; Project

for the foundation of Mission-houses in Germany [Catholic Sunday Paper of

Mentz, 1843, nro. 6).

* Bishop Schwiibl's letter to Eberhard is in the Cath.and Eccl. Ga.z. of Hoeniq-

haus, 1841, nro. 47, June 10, and Eberhard's crafty answer in the 18th of July

number. As to the new complaint of the Protestants against the genuflexion

made by the soldiery before the Blessed Sacrament, see Doellinger, Letter to a

Deputy, Munich, 1843. Hist, and Pollt. Papers, Vol. XII., p. 744. Ruland,

Series et vitae professorum ss. Theol. qui Wirceburgi afundata academia (anno

1582) usque ad annum 1834 docuerunt, etc. ; accedunt analecta ad hist.ejud. SS.

Facultatis in quibus statuta antiqua divi Juli nondum edita., Wirceb. 1835.
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§ 408. The Catholic Church in Prussia.

Theiner, iSituation of the Catholic Church in Silesia, Katisbon, 1852, 2 vols.

Gams, 1. c, Vol. I., p. 561. A. Menzel, Modern Hist, of Germany, Vol. XI.;

2d ed., Vol. VI. ,

The contrast between Catholic Bavaria and Protestant

Prussia, as revealed bj" the light of modern history, is in many
ways remarkable. In the former there was itnity of science,

unity of art, and unity of institutions ; in the latter Catholics

and Protestants were in unceasing contlict with each other.

Inheriting the traditions of the House of Brandenhurg, Prus-

sia was the natural patron of Lutheranism ; ;ind though she

ceased to be wholly Protestant after the accession of the Cath-

olic provinces acquired by Frederic II., she always continued

the consistent foe of Catholicity-, at one time attempting to

merge it into Protestantism, at another to mold it after her

own fashion; excluding Catholics from all offices of public

trust, whether important or insignificant
;
preventing the free

election of bishops and prelates and of abbots of chapters and

convents ; introducing the spirit of Protestantism into the

schools by craft, where that was possible, by violence where

it was not; requiring the children born of mixed marriages

to be brought up in the Protestant religion ; in fine, giving

the most complete and varied proof that the famous saying

of Frederic II., " In my States one may go to Heaven as he

likes," was but a sonorous and meaningless phrase.^

Frederic William III. (1797-1840) pursued the same policy

during his reign, and slightly improved upon it ; for, the bet-

ter to reabze his plans and attain his end, which was to re-

])lace Catholic institutions wherever they existed by others

Protestant in spirit and form, he adopted the theories of Hegel

iCfr. The Kelations of Frederic the Great to the Catholic Church (Hist, and

Polit. Papers, Vol. I., p. 321-338). Cfr., besides, Frederic William III.'s letter

to his relative, the Duchess of Koetben, on the occasion of her own and her

husband's return to the Catholic Church, and likewise several of his declara-

tions hostile toward the Catholic Church. See The Catholic, 1820, Vol. XXI.,

J).
1-22; Vol. XXII., p. 206 sq., and 1826, Suppl. to January number, p. XIV.;

tiuppl. to April number, p. XI. sq.; Suppl. to July number, p. I.-V.
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on State supremacy.' The result of tliis long, persistent, and

perfidious policy of oppression was at lirst to deaden the en-

erg}' of faith among true believers, but, as time went on, to

call it again into life, and to rouse feelings of resistance.

In 1821 Prince Hardenberg hastily terminated the negotia-

tions commenced at Rome by JSiebuhr and Consalvi, and the

bull -De Salute Ani'marum, which was their outcome, marked

the opening of a new era for Catholics. One of the immedi-

ate results of this important bull was the reorganization of

the archbishopric of Cologne and of the bisho})rics of Treves,

Miinster, and Paderborn, in the Rhenish provinces; of the

archbishoi)ric of Gnesen and Rosen and the bishopric of Er-

meland ; and the endowment of the Prussian chapters. Nie-

biiJn\ though an enemy to the Court of Rome, and believing

Catholicity to be essentially hostile to the country he repre-

sented, nevertheless put aside his prejudices for the time, and,

during his residence as embassador at Rome, adjusted the ex-

isting differences in a way honorable to his character as a man
and creditable to his reputation as a diplomatist. They were,

however, again revived some time later by Piuisen, the Prus-

sian Charge d'Aft'airs at Rome,^ and settled with the utmost

difficulty. The religious controversies originating in Prussia,

whence they spread through all German}', and thence across

the ocean to another continent, may be accounted for by the

following reasons: 1. Catholicity and Protestantism are, from

the nature of their respective claims, essentially opposed to

each other; 2. The claims of the Church and the claims of

the civil authority will necessarily conflict where kings are

absolute, because she has ever resisted and must continue to

resist any and all attempts to take away her independence

^ The Augsb. Univ. Gaz., August 7, 1841 ;
"Hegelianism and Christianity in

Prussia" [Hist, and Polit. Papers, Vol. VI., p. 81-91), and "German Letters"

{Ibid., Vol. X., p. 1 sq., and especially nro. V.) ;
" Prussia's Relations to the-

Churcli, Past and Present" {Ibid., Vol. X., p. 665-681); William von Schiifz,

"Canon Law in the Rhenish Provinces," Wiirzburg, 1841. Ln.'tpeyres, History

and Actual Orgtinization of Catholicism in Prussia, Vol. I., Halle, 183'.).

'^ Cfr. Niebuhr's Correspondence, Hamburg, 1839. See also Niebuhr and

Bunson as Diplomats at Rome (Hist, and Polit. Paj)ers, Vol. V., p. 270 sq.. o'.iT

sq., 531 sq.)
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and to interfere in the government of her internal affairs;^

3. And this reason is more special, the essential negative

character of which Protestantism can not divest itself.

Moreover, Protestant ideas generally acquired unusual pre-

ponderance and prestige after the celebration of the Reforma-

tion Jubilee in 1817, and in counteracting these 31oehlcrs

Symbolism largely contributed, and produced a powerful

eflect on the faith and conscience of Catholics.

Previously, however, to the reorganization of the ecclesias-

tical province of the Lower Rhine, other events had transpired

of great utility to the Church in Prussia. Thus, for example,

by tlie establishment of the new University of Bonn, a faculty

of Catholic theology was given to the Rhenish provinces; in

l^\d) ih.e Lyceum Hosianum was reopened in the diocese of

Ermeland ; and "grand seminaries" were founded in other

dioceses. Again, in 1884, the Academy of Munster was per-

mitted to exercise the privileges granted in former ages by
Emperors and Popes, and was thus in a position to reward

merit by conferring such titles and dignities as w^ere in its

power to give.

The Catholic population of the provinces recently annexed

to Prussia, who were never quite reconciled to their new mas-

ters, frequentl}' protested against the military regulations, by
which the Catholic portion of the army were not only de-

prived of all spiritual ministrations by their own priests, but

forced to attend Protestant service^ once in the month, and

against the unjust discrimination by government in making
appointments to professorships in universities, to tutorships

in schools, and to judgeships in the courts. The publicity

given to these grievances through the press tended to make
the Catholics look with suspicion upon the policy of the gov-

ernment. The individual instances were collected and pub-

lished under the apparently inoffensive title of '^Uociunents to

^ Cfr. The Overweening Tendency of the Temporal Power to Encroach up.:

the Government of the Church, in the Tiib. Quart. Review, 1831, p. 1—43 ; Stace

of Catholicity in Prussia [Hist, and Polit. Papers, Vol. IV., p. 239 sq., 291 sq.

)

2 Order of the Cabinet, issued on the 2d of February, 1810, apud Rintel, De-

fense of Martin de Dunin, Archbishop of Gnesen and Posen, p. 120; Essay,

•etc., p. 80 sq.
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Serve for a Church History of the Nineteenth Century," ' to

which was added an opinion given b}' Claussen, Provost of

the Collegiate Chapter of Aix-la-Chapelle, relative to the ex-

ecution of the brief of Pius VIII., addressed to the Khenish

bishops, on mixed marriages. This memorial, which gave a

catalogue of the grievances suffered b}' Catholics, and charged

the Prussian government, among other things, with having

intiuenced the election of bishops, was productive of very im-

portant results.

The elevation of Clement Aufjustus de Droste to the arch-

bishopric of Cologne took place at the very time when other

complicated events of unusual gravity were transpiring.

While Vicar-General of the diocese of Miinster, Droste had

had a serious misunderstanding with the government on the

subject of ecclesiastical studies;^ and to render his position

still more delicate, he was now placed over a see whose last

incumbent. Count Ferdinand Spiegel, had favored the teach-

ing of Hermes, which had been condemned by the Holj' See,

September 25, 1835, because of its rationalistic and Pelagian

tendencies and of its erroneous treatment of Catholic dogmas.

Archbishop Droste, being long known as an outspoken enemy
of the system of Hermes, felt now that there was on many
accounts a call upon him to prevent its spread among the

younger clergy, and he therefore drew up eighteen proi)Osi-

tions, chiefly directed against the Hermesian doctrines, which

he required those preparing to take Orders, and some chap-

lains about to become pastors, to subscribe under oath before

being advanced to their new honors. For a similar reason,

the archbishop suspended some of the professors at the Uni-

versity of Bonn and the Seminary of Cologne and silenced

others. The government now took umbrage at the archbishop's

conduct, chiefly ou two grounds : first, because he had acted

without consulting it ; and, second, because the propositions.

1 Essays on the Ch. H. of the Nineteenth Century, Augsburg, 1835, usually

styled the ^''Red Book." See the answer headed. The Catholic Church in the

Khenish Province of Prussia and Archbishop Clement Augustus of Cologne,

Frankfort, 1838. {Ellendorf), Tlie Cath. Church in Prussia, Kudolstadt, 1837..

^Por documents, consult the Tub. Quart. Review, 1820, p. 511 sq.
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but notal)ly the cighfeenth, infringed the rights of the State ;
^

and, having consulted some ecclesiastics of the school of

JIcri)ies, who, being interested parties, gave a necessarily biased

judgment on the character of the propositions,^ ordered the

archbishop to reconsider his action, threatening him with va-

rious penalties if he should refuse. On the Hermesian ques-

tion the government showed a disposition to yield. It inti-

mated to the archbishop that his wishes might be carried out

if his forms and methods of procedure were somewhat modi-

tied, adding that such modifications would tend more certainly

to secure his end. But on the question of mixed marriages,

which it regarded as of vastl}^ more importance, it demanded

a corresponding concession on the part of the archbishop.

Count Ferdinand Spiegel, the predecessor of Clement Augustus, had seriously

compromised the reputation acquired by his. many services to the diocese of

Cologne, by addressing to his Vicars-General a Convention, accompanied by an

instruction on tnixed marriages (1834), wholly inconsistent with the tenor of the

brief of Pius VIII., with which, however, it was represented to Clement Au-
gustus as being in complete harmoni/.^ In his brief Venerabiles fratres, Pius

1 '' I solemnly promise to obey my archbishop in whatever relates to doctrine

and discipline; to respect and obey him, without any mental reservation ; and

I pledge myself, conformably to the spirit of the Hierarchy, not to appeal from

the decision of my archbishop to any one other than the Pope, the Head of the

Universal Church."

'^Some of these opinions appeared in print, e. g., that which is headed Ke-

sponsum sedecim prioribus earum thesium, quae sub tltulo: "Theses neoap-

probandis et aliis presbyteris Archidioeceseos Colon, ad subscribendum propo-

sitae" innotuerunt, in serm. latin, conversum edendum curavit P. Q., Darmstadt,

1837, which translation was made upon the publication of Gottingen, 1837.

3 It should be borne in mind that even before the occupation of Silesia by

Prussia the question of mixed marriages had there been raised. Cfr. the Essay

entitled Conduct of the Prince Bishops and Vicars-General of Breslau with

Ivcspect to Mixed Marriages from 1709 to 1743 [Sion, 1841, nro. 114, iSept. 19,

fcjupplementj. This elaborate essay contains important documents. The Cath-

olics (says the Protestant, Ckns. Hase, in his Ch. H., p. 636) had been in the

habit of applying to the case of Protestants the long established usage con-

demning all marriages with heretics. But, after the Thirty Years' War, the cus-

tom of mixed marriages had become established among the people. According

to ordinary German usage, where no marriage compact determined the matter

otherwise, the children were educated according to the faith of the parent with

whom they corresponded in sex. A peculiar legislation, based on the principle

of a certain legal equality, was gradually formed in the different States on this

subject, with respect to which nothing was said by the Koman authorities. In
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VIII. had lamented his inal)ilityto remove thedifficulties surrounding the bish-

ops of the llhonish provinces, and to iiarmonize the laws of the Church on mixed

juarriagcs with the royal decree of 182"), relative to the education of children

born of such unions ; whereas the instruction of Spiegel represented that the

ecclesiastical discipline on mixed marriages had been ?o modified that there was

no longer any obstacle to prevent obedience to the Cabinet order of 1825.

While Archbishop Spie(jci sir/ncd the Cunventlon uncondUionaUy, making no

provision for papal approbation, Chevalier Bunsen, acting within liis instruc-

tions from the Prussian government, specially stipulated that it should not hr.

valid unless it received, the royal sanction. After placing the Convention and

the Instruction beside the brief of Pius VIII., and finding, upon close exam-

ination, that both of them were in disaccord with it, Clement Augustus ex-

pressed his determination of following the teachings of the Pope in all instances

in which the Institution of his predecessor deviated from them, saying that he

did not wish, like the late Bishop of Treves, to retract on his death-bed what

he should never have done during his life. After so decided an expression by

the archbishop of the line of conduct he meant to pursue, all thoughts of an

accommodation vanished. The archbishop continued steadfast, the government

obstinate, and, in consequence, aflEairs came to a crisis. The courageous pastor

of Cologne was forcibly dragged from his archiepiscopal see and cast into

prison, November 20, 1837, and finally shut up in the fortress of Minden, on

the alleged charges, as stated in the ministerial decree, of having broken his

word, undermined the laws, and, by rousing the passions of the people, divided

them into two revolutionary parties. This act of violence created a profound

impression among all Catholics, evoking feelings of indignant sorrow, which

were intensified by the foul calumnies with which the unimpeachable character

of the archbishop was aspersed. Contrary to what had been anticipated, the

Pope was not the least frightened by this malignant persecution, and, while

preserving his serene dignity, exhibited an unusual degree of firmness and

courage. On the 10th of December, 1837, he published an Allocution, in whicli

he protested before the whole civilized world against these outrages, perpe-

trated by the enemies of the Church, closing in the following words: •' Vv'e de-

clare to-daj^ solemnly and publiclj^, what we have always held privately, though

we have never before expressed it openly, viz., that we disapprove and con-

demn all practices introduced into the Kingdom of Prussia, so far as thes.^

conflict with the true sense of our pi-edecessor's instruction on the subjec:

of mixed marriages." These words produced a deep impression on Martin oj

Prussia the common law was so changed that, where the unanimous wish of the

parents was not opposed to it, the children were required to be educated in the

church of the father. By an order of the Cabinet, issued in 1825, this requisi-

tion was extended to the province of the llhine, and to Westphalia, by declar-

ing that any obligations of betrothed persons to the contrary were not binding,

and any requirements made as conditions of the marriage rite by the Church

were unlawful. But the ceremony of marriage, without a promise that the

children should be educated in the Catholic faith, had previously been per-

formed frequently in Eastern and rarely in Western Prussia. (Tr.)
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Dunin,^ Archbishop of Gnesen and Posen, who, as early as January, 18-37, and

without any knowledge of the events transpiring at Colog7ie, had expressed his

doubts to the government as to the legality of the practices followed in mixed

marriages, which obtained to some extent in his diocese, requesting that, in or-

der to their correction, he might be allowed either to publish the brief addressed

by Pope Pius VIII. to the Ehenish bishops, to apply to the Holy See for a de-

cision of the question, or, finally, to comply with the instructions of the bull

Magnae nobis ai/miratio}iis^ of Benedict XIV., which was still in force. As
jione of these proposals was accepted, the archbishop, on the 21st of October,

1837, addressed his request directly to the king, who not only refused to grant

it, but on the oOth of December following gave his approval to a ministerial

measure, whose drift ran directly counter to the archbishop's proposition. The

archbishop was further informed thai, notwithstanding the Papal Allocution of

December 10th, no change should be made in the existing practice. The arch-

bishop had now to choose between the commands of the king and the instruc-

tions of the Pope, and convinced that in a matter of this kind he was in con-

science bound to obey the latter rather than the former, contrary to the royal

will, he published in February, 1838, a stringent Pastoral Letter, embodj'ing

the teaching of the bull of Benedict XIV., Ih which he pronounced sentence

of suspension on any priest who from that time forth should solemnize a mixed

marriage without having first obtained ample guarantees that the children

born of it should be brought up in the Catholic religion. By the government,

the Pastoral was declared null and void
;
protection was promised to all priests

who would disobey its instructions; and the archbishop himself was arraigned

before the Superior Court of Posen on the charges of disobedience and high

treason. While denying the competence of the Court, the archbishop obejed

the summons to go to Berlin. Negotiations were again tried, but resulted in

nothing, and in April, 1839, a judicial sentence was rendered, declaring the

archbishop guilty of disobedience, deposing him from his office, and condemn-

ing him to imprisonment in a fortress for a term of six months. After his re-

lease, he again attempted to bring about an understanding, but in vain; and,

having returned to his diocese without the king's leave, and against his will,

was again arrested and confined in the fortress of Colberg.

The persecution suffered by these two venerable prelates

excited the sj'mpathies of the whole Catholic world, and in

Germany caused a reaction in favor of the Catholic Church more

loyal, outspoken, and enthusiastic than had been known for

many years. The clergy of the diocese of Gnesen and Posen

gave proof of their fidelity to the Church and their attach-

ment to their archbishop by unanim.ously 'protesting against the

interference of the civil authority in spiritual affairs, and

^'\Pohl, Martin of Dunin, Archbishop of Gnesen and Posen, being a Bio-

graphical Sketch, Marienburg, 1843.

2Seep. 621.
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against the course pursueil by the government toward the

chief of their diocese. Thirteen American bishops, assembled

in Provincial Council at Baltimore, sent a letter of condolence

(dated May 20, 1840), expressing their deep veneration for

these two noble confessors of the faith.^ With the exception

of Scdlnitzkii, Prince-Bishoii of Breslau, who, owing to the

ditficulties of his position, resigned his see in Angust, 1840,^

and died an apostate at Berlin in 1871, all the bishops of

Prussia pursued the same course as the two archbishops in

regard to mixed marriages.

The accession of Frederic William IV. to the throne of

Prussia, June 7,1840, revived the drooping hopes of the Cath-

olics, who seemed to feel confident that this prince would

bring the disagreeable business to a speedy close. Viewing
the question in its true light, and without allowing his judg-

ment to be warped by the clamors and sophisms of the press.

1 For the Latin original, see Concilia Provincialia Baltimore habita, ab anno

1829 usque ad annum 1849, pp. 180 sq. Cf. Sio7i, 1840, July number, p. 874.

2 Statement of the Conduct of the Prussian Government in relation to the

Archbishop of Cologne, by Mo]/, Berlin, 1838. This work considers the con-

duct of the government from a historical, legal, and political point of view.

Roman Memorial of March 4, 1838, issued from the office of the Secretary of

State (Germ., Augsburg, 1838). Joseph von Odrres, Athanasius, Eatisbon, 1838,

4 editions. Shortly after there appeared: The Imprisonment of the Arch-

bishop of Cologne, by a Jurisconsult (Licber), Frankfort-on-the-Main, 1837.

1838, 3 pts. J. J. Dbllinger, Mixed Marriages, Eatisbon, 1838, of which there

are five editions. Jos. von Gorres, The Triarians, H. Leo, Drs. Marheinecke and

Bruno, Eatisbon, 1838. J. J. Ritter, Irenicon, Lipsiae; 1840. Kiinismann and

Kutschker, Mixed Marriages, see p. 621, note 2. Second Allocution of the Pope,

of the 13th of September, 1838 ; the Answer, in the State Gazette of Prussia,

December 31, 1838 ; the Eejoinder of the Archbishop of Gnesen and Posen,

dated January 5, 1839 {Polit. Gaz. of Micnich, February 1, 1839, and Sion) ;

State Paper, published at Eome, in answer to the Prussian Gazette of December

31, 1838. Cfr. the Legal Opinions and Pleadings in favor of the Archbishop

of Gnesen and Posen, by William von Schiitz and Rintel, and several essays of

Gutdo Gorres and Phillips, in the Hist, and Polit. Papers, Vol. I.-V. Chas.

Ilase, The Two Archbishoprics, being a Fragment of Contemporary History,

Lps. 1839. Bretschneider, Baron of Sandau, or Mixed Marriages, 3d edit.,

Halle, 1839. Goctz, Baron of Wiesau, being an Offset to Baron of Sandau,

Eatisbon, 1839. See also the bibliography given in Rlieinioald' s Eepertory, years

1838 and 1839, and Autobiography of Count Sedlniizky, Berlin, 1872, and

BriLck, Ch. H., p. 753.

VOL. Ill—49
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Frederic AVilliam at once set about adjusting tlie relations

between Church and State, and authorized 31gr. Dunin to re-

turn to the faithful of his diocese (June 29, 1840),^ who had

never ceased to deplore his absence and to pray that he might

soon be back again. Immediately on his return, the arch-

bishop issued a pastoral to his clergy (Aug. 27, 1840), advising

them to cultivate peaceful relations with non-Catholics, adding

that, since the civil law forbade them to exact guarantees

requiring the children born of mixed marriages to be brought

up in the Catholic faith, they should carefully abstain from

doing aught that might give color of sanction to such unions.

Nearly two years later (March, 1842) he reminded the clergy,

inasmuch as they were the ministers of peace, whose office

Avas not to ruin but to save souls, to avoid all public denun-

ciation ; to hear the confessions, when required, of those who
had married outside the Church, and to administer the Sacra-

ments to them when sick and desiring reconciliation ; because,

said he, the mercy of God surpasseth the perversity of man.^

The archbishop (December 26, 1842) was the more read}^ to

make these concessions, since the king daily gave fresh proofs

of his good will toward the Church and of his desire to re-

store to her her freedom. That the archbishop's confidence

was not a mistaken one was soon proved by a series of royal

acts of unusual liberality. By a decree of January 1, 1841,

the king surrendered his claim to the royal placet in spiritual

affiiirs, and granted to hisho'ps the fullest freedom, in ihe'w inter-

course with the Holy See; and, by a second, of February 12 of

the same year, he established a Catholic department in the min-

istry of Public Worship. The satisfactory settlement of the

afiairs of Cologne is also to be ascribed to the conciliatory

temper of the king.^ Acting in accord with arrangements

^ Eeturn of the Archbishop to Gnesen and Posen {Hist, and Folii. Pajiers,

Vol. VI., pp. 428-442). Hase, 1. c, p. 253.

2 The first Pastoral letter is in the Sion, 1840, nro. Ill, in Latin and in Ger-

man, p. 117. As to the second, see The Catholic, 1842, June number, Suppl.,

p. CIX. sq.'

^ Jos. von Gbrres, Church and State on the Termination of the Cologne

Troubles, "Weissenfeis on the Saale, 1842. Shortly thereafter appeared " Peace

between Church and State,'' a work written with reference to the well-known

Berlin Exposition, by Clement Augustus, Miinster, 1843.
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niafle at Rome by Count Briihl, the King of Bavaria author-

ized Mgr. de Geisscl, Bishop of Spire, a iirni 3'et prudent man,

to leave his kingdom and become coadjutor to Clement Au-
gustus, in the diocese of Cologne, with the right of succession.

The Kingof Prussia, on his part, publicly avowed that he had

never believed the reports connecting the name of the occu-

pant of the see of Cologne with political and revolutionary

intrigues. AVhen this prelate was dragged from his diocese

and carried oli" to Minden, a proclamation severely reflecting

upon his character was published, which was soon openly

withdrawn by Bodelschwing, the First President.

Feeling that ample and honorable satisfaction had been

done him, Clement Augustus now voluntarily resigned the ad-

ministration of his diocese. " From now until the hour of

my death," said he in a touching letter,^ taking farewell of

his flock, " I shall not cease to lift up my hands to Heaven,

as Moses did of old, and by my fervent prayers draw down
the blessings of the Almighty upon my people." He died

October 19, 1845, The king continued to show tokens of his

good will toward the diocese of Cologne, for, besides giving

large sums himself to aid in completing the magnificent

Cathedral of that cit}', he also made an appeal to the whole

Christian world to send contributions for the same purpose.^

§ 409. The Ecclesiastical Province of the Upper Rhine.

(Cf. § 396.)

Essays on the Contemporaneous History of Catholicity in Germany, by

J. M. L. R . . . s, Strasburg, 1823. La7ig, Collection of the Ordinances of the

Eccl. Prov. of the Upper Ehine, Tubingen, 1835. By the satne. Collection of

Catholic Church-laws in Wiirtemberg, Tubingen, 1836. '^Staie of Caiholiciiy

in Baden, Eatisbon, 1841-1843, 2 jits. Answer by Mebenius, under the same

1 The letter of the Prussian king to Clement Augustus is found in The Cath-

olic, 1842, February number, Suppl., p. LXX. sq. Clement Augustus' Valedic-

tory in The Catholic, 1842, May number, Suppl., p. LXIII. sq. The Coadju-

tor s Pastoral Letter in the Sion, 1842, March number. Stoeveken, The Life,

Works, and Death of Clement Augustus, described for the German People,

Mentz, 1846.

^ The Catholic Joiirnal of Cologne gives an account of an association founded

in Mexico, in answer to the appeal of the Prussian king, to aid in completing

the cathedral.
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title. Carlsruhe, 1842. Friedbcrg, The State and the Catholic Church in the

Grand Duchy of Baden, Lps. 1871. \Lorigney\ The Kelations of the Bi-shop.*,

from a Legal Point of View, in the Dioceses of the Upper Rhine, Tubingen,

1840. By the*.same, Historicar Essays on the Eccl. Province of the Upper

Ehinc, Tiibingen, 1863. Buss, Authentic History of National and Territorial

Chnrchism, p. 813 sq. \ Bruck, The Eccl. Prov. of the Upper Rhine, Mentz,

1868. Hisi. and Polit. Papers, Vol. YIII., " Reflections on the Eccl. and Polit.

Situation of Baden." Gams, 1. cit., T. I., p. 405-472.

Bv the act of secularization of 1803, the accession of Catholic subjects to the

Protestant governments of WuTie^nherf) and Radeii was so considerable as to

form in the former country one-third, and in the latter two-thirds of the entire

population. But the rights of Catholics were not on this account more re-

spected. As in Prussia and Bavaria, so also here the Church was fettered by

edicts of religion and special ordinances, thus subjc«ting her to the vexatious

control of a State bureau. For example, by an order of the government of

"Wiirtemberg, dated March 20, 1803, every ecclesiastical document published

after that date should bear at the head of it the words ''Bij royal axdhorUy" to

the end, it was said, "that the clergy might feel secure." This order was re-

newed on the 11th of June following, and all persons infringing it dochired

liable to severe punishment. Again, on the 2d of March, 1805, it was; decreed

'•that all dispensations from fasting given by the bishop and all eccie-siastical

documents whatever should bear the 'placet of the government; that no feast

or divine service of any kind should be celebrated in the churches oft any day

except Sundays; and that on week-days labor should take the place of church-

coin"-." The cTOWJi was declared to have the right of appointment to ecclesiasti-

cal benefices, which were in consequence disposed of by a Royal Ecclesiastical

Council, before which candidates for position were to make competitive exam-

inations. This Council had also complete control of studies, and all petitions

for dispensations from the impediments to warrlage had to be submitted to it.

The property, both movable and real, of the monasteries was, here as else-

where, plundered and squandered; religious were insultea and otherwise ill

treated; and the Catholics of Upper Baden so systematically excluded from

all offices of public trust that jSTapoleon, as Protector of the Rhenish Confeder-

ation, sent a threatening note to the Badish government, protesting against the

policy "of shutting out Catholics and the inhabitants of the countries recently

annexed to Baden from participation in public aflairs and offices of State," and

complaining "that Mannheim, Freiburg, and other important towns had been

stripped of institutions which were of a character to contribute to their pros-

perity and splendor." It is hardly necessary to add that the note received im-

mediate attention. The Grand' Duke Charles Frederic nominated Baron von

Attdlaw, a zealous Catholic, his Minister of the Interior, in March, 1810. The

ecclesiastical authorities, presiding over the Catholics of the newly-annexed

territories, resided at Constance, Ullrzburg, and Bruchsal.

The Vicar-General, von Wessenberg, lived at Constance, of which he was

subsequently appointed Coadjutor by Archbishop Dalberg. While many of his

luCHSures were beneficial, others were extremely injurious to the interests of

the Church, and drew forth complaints, not alone from the Pope (.February,
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1810), but also from the government of Freiburg and the King of Wiirteniberg

himself. To correct the harm done in his kingdom by von Wessenberg, tlni

king published a decree in 1811, stating "that owing to the arbitrary measures

of the clergy of the second rank, who, by abolishing the Latin language in the

divine service, had spread discord from village to village, destroyed uniformity

of worship, and unsettled the consciences of the people, he ordered that tlio

Latin language should be retained where it was still used, and restored where

it had been discontinued, and that no change should be made in ancient rites

and established customs." ' Von AVessenberg, however, was still in a position

to do harm, liis influence was all-powerful in the Pcrmaiient Catholic Votnmla-

sion, established at Carlsruhe in 180o, which in 1812 was changed into the De-

partment Jor Catholic Worsliip, and among whoso ecclesiastical members were

Brunner, a Catholic of advanced views, and Ilneberlein, an advocate of the ab-

olition of clerical celibacy. After the death of George Charles of Fcchenbach,

Prince-Bishop of Wiirzburg, that portion of his diocese lying within the terri-

tory of Baden was transferred in 1808 by Archbishop Dalberg to the jurisdic-

tion of the Vicar-General of Bruchsal. Here, as in Bavaria, Napoleon secretly

interfered to prevent the erection of bishoprics, which the governments of

Baden 'and "VVurteniberg, acting in good faith, contemplated establishing in

1807 and 1808. He also objected to the presence of the Nuncio, delta Ge>i(/a,

in Germany, and prevailed upon the Pope to send him to Paris. As early as

the 12th of September, 1807, Count de Champagny, Minister to the Emperor,

sent a peremptory note to Cardinal Caprara, stating "that the Emperor, as

Protector of the Khenish Confederation, must necessarily take an interest in

the religious aflairs of that great country;" "that he therefore desired to have

the negotiations for tlie Concordat with Germany carried on under his own
eyes at Paris;" and he added, with simulated sorrow, that the Emperor was

not a little grieved to know " that the Pope had given no attention to the com-

plaints of the churches of Germany, which for the last ten years he iiad wholly

neglected." The fact was that, owing to the supremacy of the State, the in-

tense bigotry of the Protestants, who were at the head of affairs, and von AV'es-

senberg's betrayal of the true interests of religion, the Catholic Church had

been as nearly ruined as it well could in the Grand Duchy of Baden.

In Wurtembery, thanks to the solicitous care of King Frederic, Ellwangen

was made the residence of a Vicar-General, and Francis Charles, Prince of

Hohenlohe, Bishop of Tempe, was appointed to that office in 1812. "With the

consent of Archbishop Dalberg, that portion of the diocese of Augsburg l3nng

within the territory of Wurtemberg was cut oft* from his province, a division

which the Holy See finally sanctioned (March 21, 181G). About the same time,

that is, October 30, 1812, a Catholic Unicersity was founded at Ellwangen,

which, however, the Catholic students of divinity of Wiirtemberg were alone

permitted to frequent. Some time later, in 1817, it was incorporated in the

University of Tubingen, under the name of the Faculty of Catholic Theology,

1 It is proper to say that Archbishop Dalberg had issued a Pastorcd, during

the absence of Wessenberg at the Congress of Vionne, condemning the ordi-

nances of his Vicar-General (Freiburg Diocesan Archives, Vol. II., year 18U7,

pp. 441 sq.)
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and the residence of the Vicar-General transferred to Roiienhurg. By the

death of the Prince-Primate, Charles Theodore de Dalberg, Archbishop of Eat-

isbon, February 10, 1817, the two sees of Constance and \Yorms, to which the

Catholics of the Grand Duchy of Baden and the Kingdom of Wurtemberg
were subject, fell vacant, thus giving rise to fresh difBcultics for the Catholics

of these countries. It was now determined to put an end to the unsettled

state of affairs, and accordingly representatives from the Protesiani govern-

ments of Wurtemberg, Baden, the two Hesses, Nassau, Mecklenburg, the

Duchies of Saxony, Oldenburg, "VValdeck, Liibeck, Bremen, Frankfort, and

Hamburg met at Frankfort-on-the-Main, JNIarch 24, 1818, to take steps toward

an arrangement with the Holy See. Judging from the opening speech of

Baron von Wangenheim, the representative from Wurtemberg, in which the

attitude of the Protestant princes toward the Pope was clearly indicated, the

Catholics began to fear that no good would come of the Conference. Their

suspicions were fully borne out by the subsequent proceedings uf the Confer-

ence, which adopted as the basis of negotiations with the Holy See the princi-

ples set forth in the Punctuation of Ems and the establishment of a I^'aiional

Church in Germa^iy. The conditions of the Conference, which were embodied

in a document bearing the title of Magna Charta Libertatls Ecclestde Catho-

llcae Romanae, and presented by the representatives from Wurtemberg and

Baden, were declined by the Holy See. Negotiations were again opened at

Frankfort, and fresh proposals sent to Rome, which resulted in the publication,

August 16, 1821, of the bull Provida solersque by Pius VII., providing for the

establishment of Vae Archbishopric of Freiburg and the suffragan sees of Rotte7i-

burg, 3Ie>iiz, Fidda, and Limbnrg.^ Belying upon the wisdom of the princes,

whose interests were at stake, the Pope had entertained hopes that some under-

standing might be arrived at relative to other questions, on which no definite

action had yet been taken. He was at first disappointed, and there were indi-

cations that what had already been accomplished might be again undone.

This uneasiness arose from the fact that he could not grant canonical instit".

tion to the candidates selected by the Protestant princes to fill the newly-created

sees. One of these, Baron von Wessenberg, was particularly objectionable.

Having been Coadjutor to Archbishop de Dalberg at Constance, he was elected

Vicar-Capitular on the death of that prelate, but Home, for grave and sufficient

reasons, declined to confirm his election (b. March 15, 1817 ; d. August, 18G0).-'

1 The bull may be found in the Avork named at the head of § 397. Walter,

Fontes juris eccles., pp. 322 sq.

2 The Holy See would not confirm this election, because the true sentiments

of the prelate with regard to the Church had become manifest from the meas-

ures adopted by him while Coadjutor of the diocese of Constance. Were
demonstrative proof of the suspicions already entertained required, it might

be found in Wessenberg's own "History of the Councils of the Fourteenth and

Fifteenth Centuries." A criticism of this history, by Hefele, may be found in

the Eccl. Paper of South Germany, 1841, nros. 32, 33, and 38. Making every

allowance for the author of this work, it is diti^cult to understand what he

means by the assertion that the Jesuits confounded Christianity wilh the

Church, unless that he would prefer Christianity without a Church. See his
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The triitli of the matter was that the Holy See had received information that

the candidates had jiledgcd themselves in general terms to adhere to the prin-

ciples set forth by the State in the Ecclesiastical Prngmatia} condemned in

Kome in 1819. The negotiations thus abruptly broken off were not resumed

again until the pontificate of Leo XII., who, in view of the peculiar circum-

stances of the country, published on the 11th of April, 1827, the bull Ad Domi-

«ici^ri?^is aw/orfmm,'^ giving directions as to the mode of electing bishops in

future and of giving information concerning the candidates; as to the consti-

tution of chapters and the appointment of their members; as to seminaries

and free intercourse with Rome; and, finallj', as to the exercise of episcopal

rights. In consequence of this bull, Bernard Boll, the first Bishop of I'reibitrrj,

whither the see had been transferred from Constance, became the first arch-

bishop and metropolitan of the Province of the Upper llhine, and as such took

possession of the majestic cathedral of Freiburg on the 21st of October, 1827.

About eighteen months later, May IS), 1829, the Bishop of Rottenburg was sim-

ilarly installed in his see. It had been agreed that the relations of Church and

State, the provisionsfor their harmonious action, the degree of supervision to be

exercised by the civil authority over the Church, and the manner of protecting

her spiritual interests should be arranged by the common consent of the gov-

ernment interested ; but they withheld the publication of the ordinance relating

to these affairs until after the Pope had appointed to the five vacant sees.

After much discussion and the requiring and giving pledges on both sides,

these appointments were finally made; and on the 30th of January, 1830, an

ordinance embracing thirty-nine articles^ was published, .in which was repro-

duced the Ecclesiastical Pragmatia, already condemned by the Pope, which de-

prived the Church of every shred of real freedom, and subjected all her acts

to the inspection and placet of the police. Baron von Hornsiein made an able

argument against the ordinance in the Chamber of Wiirtemberg, showing con-

clusively that its articles were cruelly unjust and prejudicial to the interests of

the Church. Pope Pius VIII- also protested, rebuking the bishops of the Ec-

clesiastical Province of the Upper Ehine for keeping silent, when they should

have spoken out, declaring, like the Apostles, that they must obey God rather

than man.* The worst apprehensions of both the Catholics and the Eoman

work, Vol. IV., p. 377. For the history of his episcopate, see " Essay on Cath-

olicity in the Grand Duchy of Baden," pp. 30 sq. (Notk of French Tr.)

1 The Ecclesiastical Pragmatia for the Eccl. Province of the Upper Rhine,

with notes by L. Wolf, Wiirzburg, 1823. Gams, 1. c. Vol. IV., pp. 412 sq.

2 This bull is given in Walter, Canon Law, Pontes juris ecclesiastici, pp.

335 sq.

3 They are found, ibid., p. 340 sq., and in the Tubing. Quart. Review, 1830,

pp. 1G2 sq.

* It is said in the Brief addressed to the bishops of the Ecclesiastical Province

of the Upper Rhine ( Walter, Pontes, p. 345; Tub. Quart. Review, 1830, p. 787) :

" Vestrum enim omnino erat ea sedulo praestare, quae tanta verborum gravi-

tate Paulus Apost. Timotheo discipulo suo et ejus persona Episcopis omnibus

inculcat, cum ait: Praedica verbum, insta opportune, importune, argue, obse-

cra, increpu in omni pationtia ct doctrina, etc. . . . Tu vero vigila, in oni-
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Pontiff were more than verified, for the very men who had conceived, drawn

up, and caused the publication of the ordinance were now intrusted with its

execution. By this arrangement the Church was made in some sort a branch
'

of the ministry of the interior and of worship, and, as a consequence, ecclesi-

astical dignitaries were little more than civil functionaries, dependent upon the

administrative authority. In this way the Church in the Ecclesiastical Prov-

ince of the Upper Khine was stripped of all freedom and deprived of all inde-

pendence.' From having been a patron, the State now became an oppressor

of the Church, and so tyrannical were its acts that Archbishop Boll, one of the

most peaceful and tolerant of men, was forced, as his life drew to a close, to

resign the government of his diocese. He had in vain petitioned the ministry

and besought the Grand Duke to have certain professors, appointed by govern-

ment, removed from their positions, because of their false teaching. One of these,

Reichlin-Meldegg, represented the history of the Church as a romance, and de-

nied the divinity of Christ, while giving a course of lectures on Catholic theol-

ogy at the University of Freiburg; " and another, Schreiber, the professor of

moral theology at the same place, assailed the prerogatives of virginity, and

argued against the obligation of priestly celibacy.

That the religious controversy, which originated in Prussia in 1837, and

spread thence over the whole Catholic world, should have been taken up in a

country whose faith had been so ably defended by the immortal Moehler, was

not only natural, but, under the circumstances, necessary. Although the

Church in AViirtemberg was less free, and, in the matter of mixed marriages,

more embarrassed than even in Prussia, she was not wholly without hope and

comfort. Among the younger clergy, particularly, there began to appear signs

of a reaction against the claims of the government to interfere in spiritual af-

fairs {jus in sacra). When an order from the government appeared, requiring

the removal of all priests who refused to celebrate marriages according to the

instructions of the law of 1806, by which both parties were placed on a pre-

cisely equal footing, Bishop Keller of Rotleaburc], an old and tried servant of

the government, was ordered to bring in a bill in the Lower Chamber (No-

vember 13, 1841), demanding the recognition of the right of the Church to gov-

ern herself—a right guaranteed her by the constitution.^ The bishop, in his

nibus labora, opus fac Evangelistae, ministerium tuum imple. Yestrum erat,

vocem toUere pastoralem, ita ut errantium castigatio esset simul fraeno ac ti-

mori vacillantibus, juxta illud ejusdem Apostoli: Peccantes coram omnibus

argue, ut ct caeteri timorem babeant. Denique Yestrum erat, exempluni imi-

tari Apostclorum, qui silentium indicentibus evangelica libertate responderunt:

Obedire oportet Deo magis, quam hominibus.''

1 Cfr. Tlie Catholic, 1839, February number, p. 147-159,

^Ketteler, Bishop of Mentz, The Pvights and Safeguards of the Catholic

Church in Germany, p. 26-31. Briick, Ch. H., p. 736. (Tr.)

3 An enumeration of the chief points in the bishop's bill will enable us to es-

timate how grievously the Church was persecuted. [The Catholic, 1842, Feb-

ruary number, Supplement, pp. XC. sq.) For the maintenance of the liberty

of the Church, he demanded: 1. That the bishop should have the supreme di-

rection and superintendence of his clergy. In virtue of another bill, intro-
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speech supporting this motion, brought forward tiic most irrefragable argu-

ments, but to no purpose. The bill was thrown out in both houses; one of the

members, in opposing it, saying to his colleagues that they must not mistake

the spirit of the age, by which, of course, he meant that the spirit was one of

freedom for all—except Catholics. "When Professor Muck, of the University

of Tiibingen, and several assistant professors of William's College were dis-

missed for teaching the Catholic doctrine on mixed marriages, this being the

easiest and most convenient way of answering their arguments, the Bishop of

Kottcnburg (f October 17, 1845) again entered his protest against so unwar-

rantable a proceeding, but was once more unsuccessful.

Again, when Catholic professors of name at the various Universities within

the Ecclesiastical Province of the Upper Khinc would not consent to keep si-

lence, they were peremptorily dismissed. Thus Riffel. Professor of Theology at

duced on behalf of the government by von Jumnann, Dean of the Cathedral

and an ex-member of the notorious Frankfort Commission, this direction was

limited so as to imply no more than a zealous watchfulness. If, for example,

an ecclesiastic was to be suspended, the suspension must come first from an Ec-

clesiastical Council, and 7iexi from his ordinary. The bill demanded : 2. That

the manner of conferring benefices should be corrected, as in no other country

was so great a disregard shown for the principles of the Church in this matter.

3. That the bishop should have the administration of all ecclesiastical property

and contingent resources of Ihc Church, an aflair with which the Ecclesiastical

Council had dealt in the most summary manner. 4. That deaneries should be

visited only by the bishop or those whom he deputed, and not, as was the cus-

tom, by one commissioner representing the bishop and another the government.

5. That since the Catholic Church, although tolerating mixed marriages, had

always regarded them with less favor than even the Protestant, her ministers

should not be compelled to give the marriage blessing in assisting at them,

because, inasmuch as they acted from religious motives, to employ compulsion

would be to violate both the principles of religious freedom and the letter of

the constitution. 6. That the Ecclesiastical Council should have no recognized

inquisitorial rights over the clergy, and that its acts should receive no recogni-

tion, even when confirmed by superior authority, unless they had been first

submitted to the proper officials of the diocese and obtained their approbation.

7. That, inasmuch as the Church had a right to manage her own affairs and
govern herself, and had given the bishop complete control over his seminary,

he alone should be the judge of the qualifications of candidates coming up for

orders. 8. That the right claimed by the government to censure works of

Catholic theology should be given up, as it was regarded as shamefully oppress-

ive, not alone by the Catholic clergy, but by all literary men ; that since the

Protestants had a free press, so also should the Catholics, and that this could

not be denied them on the ground of either intellectual or moral abuse of the

privilege, because, among Catholic publicists, to abuse the press would be to

commit commercial suicide. 9. That it should be the olfico of the bishop to

pass upon the qualifications of one who was to preach the word of God by

making him undergo at the episcopal residence a public examination, previ-

ously to conferring upon him the benefices of the Church.
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the University of Girssen, in the Grand Duchy of Hesse, having commenced to

discuss the origin of the Eeformation, after he had got on a little way, was re-

tired by the governmont, this being a most efficient way of stopping a man's

mouth whose arguments are disagreeably embarrass! ng.i In the Upper Cham-

ber of "Wiirtemberg, however, there seems to have been still some sense of jus-

tice left, for on the (Ith of June, 18-12, a motion was put and carried providing

that an address should be sent to the king, praying him to have the relations

of the Catholic Church and the civil power definitely and eqicitobly settled.^

Still the government was tardy
;
justice came slowly; and it needed the stim-

ulus of new events to hasten fresh concessions.

The condition of affairs in Baden was no better. Archbishop Boll died in

1836, and his successors, Demeier and Vicari (from 1842), renewed the com-

plaints and protests of their predecessor, but to no purpose. To the hostility

of the bureau of administration was now added the opposition of the Cham-

bers, which, in a freak of eccentric liberalism, advocated the abolition of the

celibacy of the clergy. This movement, however, was not altogether new. As

far back as 1828 a number of lay professors of the University of Freiburg,

more zealous than wise,'' sent memorials to the States General and the Grand

Duke of Baden, asking the co-operation of both in abolishing celibacy among

the Catholic clergy. iSome time later, Dominic Kuenzer, rector of the church

attached to the hospital at Constance, formed an association with this avowed

object, but including in its scope many other ecclesiastical reforms of a

kindred nature, and, when admonished by his superiors to dissolve it, was

supported in his disobedience by the Department of Worship at Carlsruhe,

and encouraged to threaten them with the vengeance of the Cha.mbers if they jier-

siHted (18:39).

The Grand Duke Leopold did all he could toward ameliorating the condition

of the Churcli by acts of a personal nature, such as appointing men of sound

Catholic principles to professorships in the Theological Faculty of the Univer-

sity of Freiburg, and building a theological seminary (1842); but his efforts

were of little avail, as the government contrived in some way to nullify them.

Two bill.?, the one introduced by Buss in 1846 and the other by Hirscher in

1850, for the repeal of laws limiting the liberty of the Church, were both de-

feated in the Chambers.

1 The CkithoUc, 1841, December, Suppl., pp. XCII. sq. ; 1842, January, Suppl.,

pp. XXXVII. sq. Slon, 1842, April, pp. 46 sq. "The Right of Investigation,"

in the Hist, and PoUl. Papers, Vol. IX., pp. 1-58-168.

i^See the "Circular of the Old Man of the Mountain (which occupied an im-

portant place in the debates of the Chambers, Peterfels, June, 1842), addressed

to Minister von Schlaijer,''' in The Catholic, 1842, June, Suppl.

3 Cfr. Moehler, The Memorial in Behalf of the Abolition of Clerical Celibacy,

with Three Documents reviewed. (Complete Works of the sayne, Vol. I., p.

177-267.) \'^'Bader, The Catholic Church in the Grand Duchy of Baden,

Freiburg, 1860.
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§ 410. The Catholic Church in Ilussia. (Cf. § 385.)

Persuciition ct souffrances de I'cglise catholique en Kussio, etc., Paris, 1842

;

Germ, by Ziirchcr, Schaffh. 1843. A. Thebier, The Latest Condition of the

Catholic Church of the Two llites in Poland and Eussia, from Catharine II.,

Augsburg, 1841. A Glance at Eussian History [Ilisf. and Polii. Papem, Vols.

v., IX., X., and XI.) »Hefele, The Eussian Church (Essays on Ch. U., Vol. 1.)

A. V. Haxthauscn, Eesearches on the Interior Condition of Eussia, Hanover,

1847, 2 pts. Le oatholicisme rornain en Eussie, etudes historiques par le conite.

Dmiiry-Tolstoi, Paris, 2 vols. Gams, 1. c, Vol. I., p. lGl-172; Vol. III., p.

531-594. Pichler, Ilist. of the Schism, Vol. II., p. 202 sq. Philaret, Hist, of

the Church of Eussia, 2 vols.

When the Empress CV^Aflme (1762-1796) extended her pro-

tection to the Jesuits, after the suppression of the Society by

Clement XIV., she acted partly from f)rinci[)le, but chiefly

from polic}^ ; and although she permitted them to retain their

colleges in White-Kussia, that is, those portions of Poland

lying to the east of the Dvina and Dnieper that fell to the lot

of liussia in the flrst partition of Poland, she was not on that

account less intolerant of the Catholic Church, for she wrested

from her the metropolitan see of Kiev, transferring it to the

Schismatical Greeks, and suppressed the Basilian monasteries

and the sees in possession of the United Greeks, By the

second partition of Poland, in 1793, nearly all the sees of the

United Greeks passed under the dominion of Russia, and while

Catharine was under pledge (Art. VIII.) to protect the Cath-

olics of both Rites, she was secretly devising means to bring

the United Greeks over to the " Orthodo.K " Greek Church.

She was in a large measure successful, for before her death

she had alread}' severed seven millions of them from obedience

to the Church of Rorae.^

JPaui I. (1796-1801), her successor, was more just toward

Catholics. Conjointly with Litta, the Apostolic Nuncio, he

made arrangements for the reorganization of the Catholic

Church in Russia. The measures agreed upon were confirmed

by Fius Vl.y in a bull dated November 15, 1798, by which

Mohiteo was raised to the rank of a metropolitan see, with

jurisdiction over all Catholics of the Latin Rite in Russia.

1 Jaicffret, Catharine II. et son regne, Paris, 2 vols.
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By the same bull, the United Greeks, against whom the per-

secutions now ceased, also obtained an ecclesiastical organi-

zation, with Polotzk as an archbisho};)ric, and Luzk and Brecsz

as suffragan sees.

Alexander I. (1801-1825) was also favorably disposed toward

the Catholic Church, as is shown by the fact that he added

four assessors from the Church of the United Greek Rite to

the lioman Catholic ecclesiastical commission at St. Peters-

burg. As long as this equitable treatment lasted the number of

Catholics of both Rites rapidly iucrensed, notwithstanding the

fact that the Russian Archbishops Platan and 3Iethodius were

endeavoring to rouse the passions of the people by their vehe-

ment assaults on the Pope ; and that the young and gifted

Alexander de Sturdza, who was most probably in the pay of

I^apoleon, was doing a similar work beyond the confines of

the Russian Empire.^

When Nicholas I. (1825-1855) ascended the throne he at

once returned to the persecuting policy of Catharine II., one

of his first acts being to issue an edict against the scde of deco-

tioncd works for the United Greeks.

By a ukase of April 22, 1828, the organization of the United

Greeks was abolished, the administration of their Church

being placed under the control of the minister of ecclesiasti-

cal aft'airs, and the Roman Catholic metropolitan see sup-

pressed and replaced by an ecclesiastical commission appointed

by the Emperor. The bishopric of Luzk and many of the Ba-

silian monasteries were also suppressed. A number of these

monasteries were permitted to exist as parishes until the year

1832 (January 19), when they also shared the fate of the oth-

ers, the whole Order being abolished by the Emperor, By
jice other ukases, most skillfully and craftily drawn uj), the

United Greek Church was shorn of every vestige of freedom.

The whole enormity of the plot was not revealed, however,

until the culmination of that stupendous act of treason,

planned by three bishops, of whom .Joseph Slemazko was the

1 Cf. Plchler, 1. c, Vol. II., pp. 310 sq. At paje 313 of this work some one

is quoted anonymously as paying: "In tho Russian Church there is but one

dogma, viz., hatred of tho Pope of Rome ; for the others no one cares a straw."
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leader, and participated in ])y thirteen hundred and five eccle-

siastics, who, on the I2th of February, 1830, declared, in a

document previously drawn up at Polotzk, that they with-

drew from obediciice of the Church of Rome, and with sim-

ulated sincerity beg'ged tlio Emperor and the IIol,y Synod to

receive them into the fold of the Sehismatical Greek Church.

Another measure, equally perfidious, was the spreading of a

rej>ort among the Protestants of the Baltic provinces that

such as would apostatize to the Orthodox Establishment

should receive the estates of the German landlords.^ Gregory

X"\'I. loudly protested against the persecutions of the Catho-

lics ; but neither his protests, nor his conference with the

Emperor Nicholas in Konie,^ nor the negotiations conducted

by his successor have had any material influence in mitigating

the persecution inflicted upon Latin and United Greek Cath-

olics by Russia."* But, while persecuting at home, the Rus-

sian government affected to be the friend of religious liberty

abroad, and in 1855 and 1877 provoked a most calamitous

war, on the ostensible pretext of securing it to the Greeks resi-

dent in Turkey.

Nicholas died March 2, 1855, and, owing to the disastrous

issue of the war, in which France, England, and Sardinia

sided with Turkc}', his successor, Alexander II., saw the ne-

cessity of making many concessions, both political and com-

mercial, to the people of his Empire ; but the idea of granting

freedom of worship to the Roman Catholics has not yet im-

pressed the Tzar as a necessary or even equitable measure.

^ Cf. The Roman State Papers on the subject, beginning- with the year 1842,

in which ninety documents are given.

2 See ? 398, vers. fin.

^ A. Concordat was concluded August 3, 1847, in virtue of which the Latin

Church in Russia was reorganized in two provinces. The first, the ecclesiasti-

cal province of Mohdev, including all the Latin Catholics of the Empire, ex-

cept those of Poland, comprised the metropolitan, with the six suffragan sees

of Kamieniec, Luzk-Zyfomir, Minsk^ Samogitia (residence Telcze), W'dna, and

Chcrson (residence Tiraspol); the second, the province of Warsaw, comprised

all Russian Poland, the metropolitan, with the six suffragan sees of Cracow,

Lublin, Podlachia or Jarroiv, Sandomir, Sci/na or Augiistova , Vladlmir-I\(dish or

Cujavia. The exempt see oi Chelm-Belz is the last remnant of the once flour-

ishing Ruthenian or United Gwek Church of Poland. See Jacob Xeher^s

Eccl. Geogr., Vol. II., pp. 433-45(3. (Tk.)
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THE POXTIFICATE OF PIUS IX.

§ 411. His Political Activity.

Pie IX. Poiitif. max. acta, Koma, 3 T. '\Riancey, Eecueil des actes de N. P.

S. P. ]e pape Pie IX. comprenant le texte et traduction des tons les documents

officiels, Paris, 1853 sq. '\MargoUi, The Victories of the Church during the

Pirst Decade of the Pontificate of Pius IX., transl. fr. the Italian into German

by Plus Gams, O. S. B., Innsbruck, 1857. ••Pius IX. as Pope and King, ac-

cording to the- Acts of his Pontiiicate, Vienna, 18G5. Louis Veuillot, Pius IX.

a Mirror of Catholic Character (in Germ.), Vienna, 1864. Hiilskamp, Pope

Pius IX., his Life and AVorks, Miinster, 1870. A Life of Pius IX. down to

the Episcopal Jubilee of 1877, by Rev. B. O Reilly, New York, 1877.

On the 1st of June, 1846, Gregory XVI. died, while still in

the midst of his untiring labors for the good of the Church.

As the conclave by which he was elected had been one of the

longest, so that which elected his successor was the shortest

held for three hundred years, the opening taking place on the

14th, and the closing on the ICth of June. Of the two par-

ties into which the cardinals composing the conclave were

divided, that of the moderate liberals was the more numerous
;

and when it became evident that Cardinal Lambruschini, the

conservative candidate, had no chance of being chosen, thej^

united their votes on Cardinal Masta'i-Ferrctti.

Giovanni Maria Mastai-Ferretti was born at Sinigaglia, in

the States of the Church, May 13, 1792. He was originally

enrolled by the French as one of the Italian guard, but

being subsequently exempted he entered the priesthood.

Having labored for some time in Rome, he was sent by Leo

XII., in 1823, as "auditor" of the Apostolic Delegate to

Chili. He was appointed Archbishop of Spoleto in 1827,

and transferred to the see of Imola in 1832. Xotwithstand-

ing his well-known liberal political views, he was appointed

by Gregory XVI. cardinal, Dec. 14, 1840, in recognition of

the eminent services he had rendered to the Church, and when

called to the Papacy was one of the youngest members in the

College. As Pope, he took the name of Fius IX., and his

accession was hailed with universal and sincere joy by the

Roman people. The words uttered by him on the day of his

coronation, June 21, Oggi coniincia la p)ersecuzione (To-day

persecution begins), were prophetic. His pontificate, which
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is the longest in tlio history of the papacy, having now histed

close u[ion thirty-two years, has been filled with events the

most momentous and various, and marked by suflerings and

persecutions of every kind. During it an unceasing struggle

has been kept up against both the principles and the workings

of the Revolutionists.

It may be conveniently divided into three jyarts

:

I. The Jirsf, extending from June 16, 1846, to April 12,

1850, includes the amnesty and the political reforms in the

States of the Church, the Revolution of 1848, the flight of

the Pope to Gaeta, and his return to Rome.
II. The second, extending from 1850 to 1850, includes what

this Pope has done to forward the interests and increase the

glory of the Church in the various countries of the world.

III. The third, hegimnug with the invasion and plunder of

the States of the Church by Sardinia (1859), and coming down
to the present day, includes the trials and persecutions en-

dured by the papacy, which, though severe and numerous,

were instrumental in working out a process of purification

among Catholics generally.

Men of earnestness and sincerity, the world over, have

given comfort to the Head of the Church and glory to tlie

Catholic name by their uncompromising loyalty and un-

bounded devotion to the principles of their faith. As to the

rest, their open defection now from the Catholic Church only

shows that they had long since interiorl}' apostatized. They
go out from us because they are not of us, and naturally

they swell the ranks of the persecutors of the Church.

Inasmuch as Gregory XVI. had not at the time of his

death carried out in his States the social and political re-

forms recommended to him by the Great Powers in their

Memorandum of 1831,^ Pius IX. felt that, to avert from the

IIol}^ See the dangers that menaced it, there was a call upon

him to give his immediate attention to these hitherto neglected

branches of the pontifical government. His natural tender-

ness of heart, as well as the pacific character of his office of

^Cf. Ilist. and Polit. Papers^ in several articles of Vols. -13 and 44, and Augs-

burg Univ. Oazetle, 1849, in the Supplements to Nos. 236 and 237.
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Sovereign Pontiff, prompted him to begin with an act of am-

nesty^ more extensive than had been granted for many years,

and designed as a measnre of concihation. Thousands Avho

had languished in prison were restored to their families and

to the pursuits of active life.

The concessions made by Pins IX. at this time were so ex-

tensive, and followed each other in such rapid succession, that

many began to take alarm, fearing that the Pontiff Avas acting

from the impulses of his own generous nature, rather than

from the dictates of political prudence. These concessions

contained in themselves the elements of a political constitu-

tion, which, it was ardently hoped, would soon take definite

shape, and be made the basis of a popular government. Com-
missions were appointed to reform the system of administra-

tion and to revise the laws ; a new Council of State, consist-

ing of younger prelates, w^as named; and Cardinal Gizzl^who

was universally regarded as belonging to the liberal school of

politics, was made Secretary of State. A large number of

laymen were called to take office in the Civil Service ; the

press was made more free ; and charters for constructing rail-

loays were granted. These reforms created a feeling of. un-

easiness in the minds of a few far-seeing men, but by the

great bulk of the Italian people they were hailed with accla-

mations of joy. The cry, ^'Evviva Pio Nono" ("Long live

Pins IX."), went up from one end of Ital}^ to the other, and

even Protestant Europe gave expression to its sentiments of

approval in a Hymn to Pins the Ninth.

It soon became evident, however, that these aihple conces-

sions, so generously made, neither satisfied the demands nor

conciliated the affections of a large number of restless and

revolutionary spirits. The Peduci, or Radicals, returning

from prison and exile, at once set busily to w^ork to overthroAv

every support of order in both Church and State. And when,

in 1848, inspired b3^the events that had taken place in France,

the inhabitants of nearly every city of Italy, from Lombard}'

to Sicily, rose in rebellion, the Kadicals of Rome concluded

that their time for action had also come. Demonstrations

w^ere held and every means employed in any way calculated

to excite and influence the passions of the people. The Pope
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was pressed to make still larger concessions, as, for example,

to expel the Jesuits from Kome. Under pretense of doing

him honor, it was attempted to make him an instrument in

the hands of the Mazzinists, to force him to declare war

against Austria, and to place him at the head of a " crusade "

of all Ital}-, the object of which was to free the country from

foreign domination. A new Constitution had been granted

March 14, 1848; a reform ministry had been appointed; and

two Chambers had been established ; the one to regulate the

taxes, and the other to pass laws; but the malcontents w^ere

by no means satisfied. They still continued to incite the

people to rebellion, and, because the Pope declined to make
war on Austria, sought to strip him of every vestige of au-

thority, forcing upon him the revolutionary ministry of

3Ia7niani.

In vain did Pius IX. recommend (March 31) moderation to

the Italians; in vain did he remind them, in an allocution

dated April 29, "that, as the Father of all Christendom, he

could take no part in the quarrels of political factions, and

that his onl}^ wish was to secure peace to the entire world, but,

above all, to Italy." The demagogues, who had but recently

spoken of him in terms of enthusiastic admiration, now used

toward liim only expressions of reproach and hatred.

The Pope was now obliged to dismiss the Mamiani minis-

try, and after appointing several others, each of which proved

unequal to the task of administering public affairs, he placed

at the head of the government Count Bossi, a man of energy

and determination, who resolved to take such measures as

would effectually restore peace and re-establish public order.

He was not spared to carry out his intentions. While ascend-

ing the stairway leading to the Apostolic Chancery, on the

15th of November, 1848, to open the Chamber of Deputies,

he was assassinated, thus falling a victim to the fury of the

revolutionary party. ^ Tumultuous and menacing deputations

now presented themselves to the Holy Father, peremptorily

1 Hurler, History of the Assassination of Count Peregrin Rossi, Innsbruck,

1855.
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deniaiiding the appointment of a democratic ministry, the

recognition of Italian nationalit}', and the continuation of the

war against Austria.

Borne down with sorrow, and completely undeceived as to

the criminal intentions of the malcontents, Pius IX. resolved

to quit the city, and with the aid of Count Spaur, the Bava-

rian embassador, succeeded in making good his escape to

Gaeta, November 24, 1848. Anticipating the issue of events,

the bulk of the cardinals had previously left Rome, where a

reign of terror had already set in. Rome was forthwith pro-

claimed a Republic by the Mazzinists and Garibaldiaus ; its

inhabitants were intimidated into acquiescence by the hordes

of anarchists who flocked thither from all countries; ecclesi-

astical and private property was seized ; and religion and its

ministers were made the objects of derision and scorn. On
the 9th of February, 1849, the Pope was deposed from his

temporal sovereignty by the newly convoked Constituent As-

sembly, and on the 18th of the same month a law was passed

by that body declaring all ecclesiastical property "secularized,

and confiscating it to the State. Instead of the reign of order,

which had been promised, anarchy everywhere prevailed.

The victory gained b}' Badetzky over the Piedmontese, near

Kovara, on the 23d of March, deprived the Roman Republic

of all hope of stability. In response to a call issued by the

Pope at Gaeta, requesting the intervention of the Catholic

powers, France, although at that time under a republican

form of government, sent a considerable army into Ital}',

under the command of Oudinot, which retook Rome July 3d,

and expelled the Revolutionists, commanded by Garibaldi

;

while in the jSTorth the Austrians had occupied the Legations.

The government of the city and that portion of the Papal

States now in possession of the "French was placed in the

hands of Cardinals della Genga, Vannicelli, and Altieri. The
Pope, in a note dated Gaeta, September 12, promised both

financial and administrative reforms, and on the 18th of the

same month published a decree of amnesty. He returned to

Rome April 12, 1850. The Diplomatic Cori)S presented him
an address, in which they said :

" The return of Your Holi-

ness to your States is hailed by all governments as a favorable
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augory, and is regarded as an event of nnnsual hni)ortancc

for the restoration of law and order, which are so essential to

the well-being of nations and the maintenance of [leace."

Although sincerely grieved at the disappointment of his

most cherished hopes, and deeply affected by the ingratitude

of his subjects, the Pope, on his return to Rome, manifested

a spirit of clemency and love, rather than of anger and re-

sentment. After a short time, the old order of things was

restored, both in Rome and throughout the whole of the Pa-

pal States, and peace and tranquillity once more reigned. In

September a complete ministry was formed, at the head of

which the prudent and skillful Cardinal Antonelli was placed,

under the old title of Secretary of State. The work of Pub-
lic Instruction was again committed to the Jesuits, who were

now returning. Notwithstanding that many reforms had

been introduced into the Civil Service and the departments

of agriculture and commerce, during the occupation of Rome
by the French and of Bologna and Ancoua by the Austrians,

still the offensive and stereotyped accusation that ^jnesf^,

wherever they had any hand in the administration of the gov-

ernment, proved themselves both arrogant and incapable, was
constantly reiterated. The testimony of Count Pnynecal, the

French embassador, who, in a detailed report, based upon
public and authentic documents, and written in a calm spirit

of judicial fairness, showed conclusively that the ''Papal gov-

ernment gave its subjects no cause to fear any abridgement of their

rights," ^ produced little or no effect, and was powerless to

correct the misrepresentations set afloat about the clergy.

From the day that Count Cavour, the Piedmontese Minister,

became the leader of the Revolutionists, the agitation grew
daily more alarming. Fresh causes of provocation were given

to Austria ; a subscription was opened to collect money for

the purchase of one hundred cannon, to be placed upon the

fortifications of Alessandria, whence thej' were to belch forth

their thunders against the Barbarians; and the residences of

iThe memorial in Mr. Maguire's Eome, Its Enler and Its Institutions, ISTew

York, 1858. Hergenroether, The States of tlio Church since the French Revo-

lution, Freiburg, 1800.
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the Piedniontese diplomatists, consuls, and agents became ev-

erywhere the rendezvous for the <lisat}ected. In the year 1856

Count Cavour and Louis Kapoleon drew up a project with

regard to the future of Italy, which, however, was to be kept

secret until the year 1859, when it was to be carried into ex-

ecution. On ISTew Year's day of the latter year, J^apoleon, in

repl^dng to the congratulations of the Diplomatic Body, took

occasion to show his hostile designs against Austria and his

views with regard to Italy.

War broke out between Austria and Sardinia, the latter

supported by the military power of France. After the disas-

trous issues of the battles of Magenta and Solferino, Austria

withdrew her troops from Bologna, Ancona, and the Ro-

magna, which were at once taken possession of by the hostile

army, and the papal authorities expelled. On the 18th of

March, 1860, the Legations, together with Parma and Modena,

were formally annexed to Sardinia ; and Tuscan}^,. Naples,

and Sicily were later on similarly incorporated. By the Treaty

of Zurich, Lombardy was ceded to the newly-created King-

dom of Italy, which, however, was in turn forced to surrender

Savoy and Nizza to indemnify France for her services.

Victor Emmanuel, King of Italy, now" desired to get pos-

session of Umbria and the Marches belonging to the States

of the Church ; and the Emperor of the French allowed this

usurpation to take place in the very presence of an army
which he had sent to Ital3"forthe avovv^ed purpose of protect-

ing the Pope and defending his rights. The insignificant

Pontifical army, under the command of the gallant Generals

Lainoriciere and Pimodan^ was also treacherously assaulted by

a well-disciplined force, six times its number, and well nigh

annihilated, near Castel-Fidardo, Sept. 18, 1860. The Pope
v/as now despoiled of four-fifths of his States, Rome alone

and the surrounding territor}', with a population of about

700,000 souls, being all that was left to him. Apart from the

debt of $11,000,000, wdiich tlie two invasions had cost the

papal government, it was also burdened with the usual ex-

penses of the administration, with no means of paying either,

except the scanty resources derived from the remnant of ter-

ritorj' that still remained of the Patrimony of Peter. These
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financial embarrassments gave occasion to an unusual ami

touching manifestation of lo3''alty to the Head of the Chuivli

by the Catholics of the Christian Avorld, who eagerly took up

the Papal Loan, or, if they Avere not wealthy enough to aid

him in this way, contributed generously to the Pder-Pcncr

fund,^ thus providing resources sufficient to enable him to

meet all his engagements.

The Revolutionists still continued to threaten the invasion

of what remained of the Papal States, demanding that Rome
should be made the capital of Italy, and ceaselessly repeating

the watchword "7?omc or deaths

While these events were going forward, the Emperor Na-

poleon and King Victor Emmanuel signed a treaty at Paris,

September 15, 1864, in which it was stipulated that the Ital-

ian capital should be transferred from Turin to Florence in

the following year ; that the King ot Italy should see to it

that no further attacks were made on Avhat remained of the

States of the Church ; and that, with the exception of the

garrisons in a few frontier towns, the French army should be

withdrawn from the Papal States within two years. This last

stipulation was not fully carried out until December 15, 186(3.

From the year 1867 until 1870, the only defenders of the

Patrimony of Saint Peter were the soldiers of the newly or-

ganized Papal army, consisting of about ten thousand men.

In the meantime, owing to victories gained b}^ Germans over

Germans, on the batcle-tields of Bohemia, in June and July,

1866, Austria was forced to surrender her claims to Venice,

which was forthwith annexed to the Kingdom of Ital}-. The
Garibaldian campaign against Rome, opened in October, 1867,

had a most disastrous issue, the invaders being completely de-

feated at Mentana, November 3.

Notwithstanding that the Italian kingdom had received so

many and so considerable accessions to its territory, and was

to all appearances united, it was, nevertheless, both financially

and politically, in a most deplorable condition. In spite of

the enormous sums realized from the sale of confiscated

iCf. The Peter Pence of Nineteenth Century [Hist, and Polit. Pajjcrs, Vols.

45 and 40).
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Clmrcli property, the government Wcas threatened with hank-

ruptcj ; disorder reigned in every hranch of the administra-

tion ; and officials were corrupt, dishonest, and incajiable.

Moreover, civil marriage, which was made obligatory l>y a

law of January 1, 1865, was by no means calculated to check

the course of existing evils, or to purify the rapidly decaying

morals.

In allocutions, published September 26, 1859 ; June 13 and

December 17, 1860, and September 30, 1861, Pius IX. remon-

strated " that virgins consecrated to God should be obliged to

beg their bread ; that God's temples should be plundered and

changed into dens of thieves^ and the property of the Church
confiscated ; and that ecclesiastical authority and jurisdiction

should be disregarded and usurped, and the laws of the Church

contemned and trampled under foot," But neither his com-

plaints nor his menaces produced the least effect. Things went

on as before. True, Victor Emmanuel did send Vegezzi to Rome
in 1864 and Tonello in 1867, to open negotiations with the Holy
See, but their mission was productive of no results, if we exce[)t

the provisions for diminishing the number of bishoprics, and

down to the present hour no definite understanding has been

arrived at between the Pope and the Italian government.

"While there were formerly eighty-two bishoprics in the States

of the Church and twenty-four archiepiscopal and seventy-

eight episcopal sees in Sicily and the Kingdom of ]^aples,

there were to be now only about eighty in the whole of Italy.

Moreover, convents of men w^ere to be abolished, and the

number of the clergy largely reduced. But if the persecu-

tion endured by the Italian clergy was hard and relentless, it

was not wholly unproductive of good. It purified their lives,

strengthened their faith, and rekindled their zeal. Eepeating

the words of the Holy Father, who was their pattern in vir-

tue and their guide in politics, each of them said : "7 may

become the victim of the Bevolution, hut 1 shall never he its

accomplice." A few, but only a few, of the clergy, among the

best known of whom were Cardinal d'Andrea, Bishop Ca-

puto, and Father Passaglia, went over to the camp of the en-

mies of the Church. The Armonia and the Unitd, Cattolica,

both published at Turin, and the Cii'iltd, Cattolica, formerly
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published at Rome, but since 1871 at Florence, then as now
courageously and persistently defended the rights of tlie

Church, and never ceased to warn the faithful against the

designs of men who treacherously promise "a Free Church in

a Free State.''

§ 412. Encrepj Disjylayed by Fins IX. in Ecclesiastical Affairs.

Tlie political conflicts and persecutions tliat have disturbed

the long pontificute of Pius IX. have not prevented him from

displaying a most marvelous energy in ecclesiastical affairs

throughout the whole of the Christian world.

On the 9th of November, 1846, he addressed an encyclical

letter to the patriarchs, primates, archbishops, and bishops of

the Catholic world, in which he clearly pointed out the most

dangerous errors of the times, adding that, as it was the spe-

cial office of the Church to correct these, so was she cdone

competent and able to do so, provided <m\y her pastors were

vigilant and earnest. Up to the year 1877 he had raised

twenty-four bishoprics to the dignity of archiepiscopal sees
;

had established live new archbishoprics, one hundred and

thirty bishoprics, and three [irivileged abbacies {nullius dioe-

ceseos) ; and had created three apostolic delegations, thirt}'-

three apostolic vicariates, and fifteen apostolic prefectures.' It

is said that he contemplates establishing several new sees in

America. He has also given special attention to the Churches

of the Oriental Bite, establishing (Jan. 6, 1862), an Eastern

branch of the Propaganda, consisting of nine cardinals, one for

each of the various nations, fifteen consultors, and a cardinal

prefect. Tlie first to hold the office of Cardinal prefect for the

Eastern branch of the Propaganda was the Cardinal Beisach.^

By a bull, dated September 24, 1850, he re-established Hie

episcopacy in England, thus restoring the Catholic Jiicrarch;/ to

that country, and abolishing the apostolic vicariates whirli

had hitherto existed there. By a second bull, dated Xovem-

1 There is a rumor that the hierarchy will be restored to Scotland in

1878. Cf. Pius IX. as Pope and King, pp. 5-12; and La Gerarchia Cattvlica

for 1877, p. XV. (Tr.)

^Cf. Pius IX. as Pope and King, pp. 1G9-186.
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ber 19 of the same year, lie authorized the twelve bishops and

the Archbishop of Westminster, constituting the English

hierarchy, to establish canonries in their respective cathedral

churches.

Similar provisions were made for Holland on the 7th of

March, 1853. By a bull of July 23, 1847, he re-established

the Latin patriarchate of Jerusalem, appointing Mgr. Valerga

to that dignity, Avith, however, only the jurisdiction of an

arclibishop. Pius IX. had hoped that the concordats entered

into with Kussia in 1847 ; with Tuscany and Spain in 1851

;

with Costarica and Guatemala in 1852 ; with Austria in 1855
;

with Wiirtemberg in 1857 ; with Baden in 1859 ; and with

Nicaragua and San Salvador in 1861, would be productive of

much good ; but in this he was in nearly every instance dis-

appointed, either because the concordats were not faithfully

executed, or because they were not adequate to meet the wants

they were intended to supply.^

This Pope has raised quite a number of extra-Italian metropolitans and other

distinguished churchmen of the Catholic world to the rank of the cardinalate.

The recipients of this honor in France were: Gii'auil, Abp. of Cambrai (ap-

pointed 184:7, died 1850) ; Dupont, Abp. of Bourges (1847-59) ; ctAsfros, Abp.

of Toulouse (1850-51); Gousset, Abp. of llheims (18oO-5G); Maithieu, Abp. ot

Besancon (1850-75); Donnet^ Abp. of Bordeaux (1852); Villecourt, Bp. of La
Pvocheile (1853-07) ;

Morloi, Abp. of Paris (1853-G2) ; BiUiet, Abp. of Cham-

bery (1861-73); Bonnechose, Abp. of Eouen (1862); Dom Piirn, O. S. B., ot

Solosmc (1863j ; Lucien Bonaparte, a native of Rome (1868) ; Rcgniei\ Abp. of

Rennes (1875) ; Caverot, Abp. of Lyons (1877); and Frederic dc Falloux du

Coudray (1877). In Belgium : Deschamps, C. SS. R., Abp. of Malines (1875). In

Germany and the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy : John de Geissel, Abp. of

Cologne (1850-64); Sommerau-Beckh, Abp. of Olmiitz (1850-53); John de

ScUowski, Abp. of Gran (1853-66); Othmar voii Rauscher, Abp. of Vienna

(1855-75) ; Charles von Relsach, Abp. of Munich (1855-62) ; Lewicki, Ruthenian

Abp. of Lemberg (1856-58); HauUk, Abp. of Agram (1856-69); Giistavus

Adolphus, Prince de Hohenlohe, the Papal Almoner, a native of Germany

(1866); Tarnoczy, Abp. of Salzburg (1873-76); Siynor, Abp. of Gran (1873);

Ledochowski, Abp. of Gnesen and Posen (1875); J. B. Franzelin, S. J., Pro-

fessor at the Roman College, a native of Germany (1876) ; Kutschkei\ Abp. of

Vienna (1877) ; and Mihalovitz, Abp. of Agram (1877). In Spain and Por-

tugal : Bonnel y Orbe, Abp. of Toledo (1850-57) ; Peter Paul de Figueredo de

Cunha e Mello, Abp. of Braga (1850-56) ; Cyril de Alameda y Brea, Abp. of

Toledo (1858-62) ; Tarancon, Abp. of Seville (1858-62) ; Rodriguez, Patriarch of

1 Cf. Pius IX. as Pope and King, pp. 53-84.
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Lisbon (1858-GO); de la Puente, Abp. of Burgos (1861-67); Michael Gnrcia

Cuesfa, Abp. of Compostella (1861-73); Luis dc la Lnsfra y ('uesia, Abp. of

Seville (1863-76) ; John Ignatius de Moreno, a native of Guatemala, Abp. of

Toledo (1868) ; Mariano Barrio y Fernandez (1873-76); Cardoso, Pair, of Lis-

bon (1873); F. P. Benavides y Navarreie (1877); Manuel Garcia Gil (1877);

Michael Paga y Rico, Abp. of Compostella (1877). In England: Nicholas

]Vise)nan (1850-65); Henry Edward Manning (1875), Archbishops of West-

minster; and Mgr. Howard {1817). In Ireland: Paul Cullen, Abp. of Dub-

lin and Primate of Ireland (1866). And in the United States of North
America: John McCloskey, Abp. of New York (1875).^

Wlieri Pius IX. learned the character of the persecutions

endured by the Catholics of Sardinia, ISTew Granada, Mexico,

Spain, Switzerland, Russia, Poland, and other countries, he at

once published allocutions expressing sympathy with the op-

pressed, and warning their oppressors of the criminal wrong
the}' were doing. lie also put an end to the senseless con-

troversy l)etween M. Gainne and the Unioers newspaper, rela-

tive to the propriety, of teaching the Pagan Classics in the

education of 3'outh, by declaring in favor of their use.^ lie

censured the erroneous teachings of Giinther, of V^ienna

;

Frohschammer, of Munich ; and Ubaghs, of Louvain ; and,

by numerous documents, condemned tiie leading errors of the

present times concerning science, politics, and social life. But
that these errors might be stated more distinctly, and brought

home with greater force to men's minds, he commissioned

Cardinal Bilio to extract them from the numerous documents

in which they were separately contained, and to arrange them
in a series of propositions. These were eight}' in number,

classitied under ten heads. Such is the history of the famous

^'Syllabus of Errors,'' which, together with the Encyclical

^ Gerarchia Caitolica, pp. 69-139, and Civilld Caiiolica of 1877; also Catholic

Almanac, pp. 56, 57, New York, 1878. (Tr.)

''See Epistola encj'clica ad Galliarum episcopos, d. d., 21 Martii, 1853. And
when, later on, the Sulpicians of Quebec renewed the quarrel, the S. Congre-

gation of the Inquisition, referring to this decision, deprecated, by letter of

February 15, 1867, such fastidiousness, saying: "Explorata enim res et antiqua

constantique consuetudine comprobata adolesoentes etiani clericos germanani

dicendi scribendique elegantiam et eloquentiam sive ex sapientissimis SS.

Patrum oporibus, sive ex clarissimis ethnicis scriptoribus ab omni labe purgatis

absque uUo periculo addiscere optimo jure posse." See Analecia juris Poniificii,

IXe scric, col. 7G7. (Tr.)
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Quanta Cura, was sent to all the Catholic bishops of the

worh], December 8, 1864.^ The titles of the various heads

of the Syllabus are as follows

:

I. rantheism, ISTaturalism, and Absolute Rationalism.

II. Modified Rationalism.

III. Inditferentisra, Latitudinarianism.

IV. Socialism, Co'mmunism, Secret Societies, Bible Socie-

ties, Clerico-liberal Societies.

V. Errors concerning the Church and Her Rights.

VI. Errors concerning Civil Society, considered both in it-

self and in its Relations to the Church.

VII. Errors concerning l^atural and Christian Ethics.

VI II. Errors concerning Christian Marriage.

IX. Errors concerning the Civil Power of the Roman
Poutifl.

X. Errors concerning Modern Liberalism.

Liturgical questions also claimed a share of the solicitude

of Pius IX. '

On the 9th of Xovember, 1846, he made provision for the

maintenance of the various Oriental liturgies ; on the 31st of

May, 1850, he raised* the Feast of the Visitation of the

B. V. M. to a double of the second class; on the 18th of

May, 1854, he ordered that the feasts of SS. Timothy, Titus,

Polycarp, Bishop of Smyrna, and Ignatius, Bishop of Antioch,

should be celebrated throughout the Church in the lesser

double rite ; he declared St. Hilary of Poitiers (Pictavium.) in

1851, St. Alfonso Maria da Liguori in 1871, and St. Francis de

Sales in 1877, Doctors of the Church ; and, finally, in December

8, 1870, he proclaimed St. Joseph, Spouse of the Blessed

Virgin Mary, the Patron of the Universal Church, and raised

his feast to the rank of the first class. Xo former Pope Ijeaii-

iSanct. D. N. Pii IX. epist. encyclicu die YIII., Dec, 1864, una cum Syllabo

praecipuorum aetatis nostrae errorum et aetis Pontificis, ex quibus excerptus est

syllabus, I'atisbonae, 1865. Out of the numerous Commentaries on it, we but

mention Bp. Dupanloup, the Convention of Sept. 15, and the Eneyciica of

Dec. 8. (In Germ., by Molzberrjer, Wurzbg. 1865); (by an Anonymous), Co-

logne, at Bachem's, 1865 ; the Pope and Modern Ideas, Vienna, at Sartori's,

1864; Voices of Maria-Laach ,edited by the Jesuit Fathers, Flor. Ricfs, lioh,

Rattinf/er, and Schneemnnn, Freiburg (Herder), 1865-67, eight numbers. (Ex-

planation and Defense of the Syllabus.)
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fied or ]>laced on the catalogue of Saints so large a number as

Pius IX/ On the 10th of December, 1863, he published a

decree relative to the veneration of relics. This decree, which

Avas called forth by the doubts raised as to whether the palm-

branches and blood-stained vessels found in the Catacombs were

to be accepted as certain proofs of martyrdom, did not place

the question entirely beyond discussion. It merely declared

" that to avoid giving scandal to the faithful, the blood-stained

phials are, in the future as in the past, to be respected as

tokens of martyrdom, and that the pajtal decree of 16G8, rela-

tive to the question, is to be regarded as authoritative." He
earnestly besought (May 3, 1848) all priests to celebrate the

Holy Eucharist worthily; and in the encyclical Optinie scitis,

dated ISTovember 5, 1855, exhorted the bishops of Austria to

carefully observe the rubrics of the Pontifical in performing

their episcopal functions. By the bull Quod jam pridem, of

'The following were beatified: Peter CLaver, S. J,; Venei'able Maria Anna
cle Pitredrs ; John de Britto, S. J.; John Grande, of the Order of tlie Brothers

of Charity; Paid of the Cross, Founder of the new Congregation of the Pas-

sion of Our Lord J. Xt. ; Venerable Gerniaine Cousin; Andrctv Bobola, S. J.;

the martjTed parish-priest, John Sarkander, Canon de' Rossi ; Benedict Joseph

Labre ; John Ltonardl, Founder of the Congr. of Clerics of the Mother of

God ; Peter Canisius, S. J. ; Margaret Mary Alacoque, of the Visitation Ordi r

;

Mary of the Angels; John Berchmanns, S. J.; Benedict of Urbino; Clement

3Iaria Hofbauer, C. S-S. E., etc., with whom there were, on the Feast of Pente-

cost of 18G7, still associated two hundred and five martyrs of Japan. There

were canonized, on the Feast of Pentecost, 9th of .June, 18G2, in the presence

of nearly three hundred bisln)p?, twenttj-si.v Japanese Martyrs (twenty-three

Franciscans, three Jesuits), and the confessor Michael de Santis, of the Order

of Trinitarians. Cf. Pius IX. as Pope and King, p. 20-43. The last canoniza-

tions, on the 29th of June, 1867, the eighteenth centenary celebration of the

martyrdom of the Apostles SS. Peter and Paul, in the presence of five hundred

bishops, were those of the Holy Martyr Josaphat, Archbishop of Polotzk; of

the Holy Martyr Pe^e?' de Arbuez, Inquisitor of Aragon (against the numerous

delamntions of Arbuez, cfr. Hist, and Polit. Papers, Vol. LX., p. 854, year 1873) ;

of tlie nineteen martyrs of Gorcum, in Holland; of St. Paid of the Cross; of St.

L'onnrd a. Porto-Man ritio ; of St. Mary Frances, of the Order of St. Peter of

Alcantara and St. Germaine Cousin. Cf. Hausherr, S. J., The Grand Celebra-

tion at St. Peter's, in Pvome, on the 29th of June, 18G7, Mentz, 1867, p. 48-108.

The Latin biography of the Interpreter Estiits, giving an account of the mar-

tyrs of Gorcum, transl. into German. Warendorf, 1867; Laforit, Rector of the

University of Louvain, The Martyrs of Gorcum (in French), German transl.,

Minister, 1807.
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September 25, 18G3, he prescribed a new office and Mass for

the Feast of the Immacnlate Conception of the Blessed Vir-

gin Mary.

Pius IX. has summoned the bishops of tlie world to Rome
on four different occasions since the opening of his pontilicate.

On the lirst occasion, December 8, 1854, above two hundred

were present; on the second, June 9, 1862, three hundred;

on tlie third, June 29, 1867, iive hundred ; and on the last,

December 8, 1869, above seven hundred assembled to take

part in the proceedings of the Vatican Council. The occasion

of the first assemblage was the promulgation as an article of

faith of the dogma of the Immaculate Conception of the Blessed

Virgin Mary, Mother of God. As early as the 2d of Febru-

ary, 1849, the Pope had sent the encyclical Ubi inimiim to all

the bishops of tlie Catholic ChuiV;h, requesting them to ex-

press their wishes and opinions on the subject, and to beg the

prayers of the faithful for the same object. A Jubilee was

opened on the 1st of August, 1854, and on the 8tli of Decem-
ber following this dogma was solemnly defined during Pon-

titical High Mass, in the presence of the Sacred College and

the assembled bishops, and promulgated b}' the bull Ineffa-

bilis Deus} The proclamation of this dogma was hailed by

Catholics everywhere with unwonted expressions of joy,

which was witnessed by the numerous statues, columns, and

churches erected in every country to the honor of Marv Im-

maculate.

The bishops were a second time called together at Pente-

cost, 1862, to assist at the canonization of the Japanese mar-

tyrs,^ and to take measures against the violent spoliation of

' The definition, which is strictly in accord with the hull of Pope Ale.mnder

VII. (see p. 431, note 1), runs thus: Declaramus, pronuntiamus et definimus,

doctrinam, quae tenet, Bealissimam Virginem Martam. in prlmo insidiiii suae

Concepiionis fuisse singulari Omnipotentia Dei gratia et privilegio, intuitu merito-

rum Chriati Jesu Salvatoris hwnnni generis, ab omni originalis culpae Inbe prnc-

servatam immunem, esse a Deo revelotam, atque idcirco ah omnibus fidelilnis fir-

miter consianterque credendam. (Pii IX. P. M. acta, T. I., p. 616.) Cf. Do
imniaeulato B. V. M. conceptu, an dogmatico decreto deflniri possit, ed. Per-

rone, S. .J., Rom. 1853; ed. Passaglia, S. J., Rom. 1854. Cf. Pius IX. as Pope

and Kin-jj, p. 12-20.

2Seepp. 405, 40G.
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tlie States of the Clinrch. rrcvioiisly to this time, nimicrous

•uldresses, followed by tlionsands of sigiiatni-es, liad been sent

from all parts of the world to the Holy Father, demanding
the restoration of the States of the Church in their entiret}^

and protesting in the most emphatic terms against any future

attempts upon them.^ The bishops assembled at Korne also

}tresented an address, thanking the Poi)e, in the name of all

Catholics, for the determined stand he had made against law-

less violence, and expressing their conviction that the Civil

Power was necessary to the Holy See, to which it had been

annexed by a special and visil)le providence of God. And
they did not hesitate to repeat the words used by the Pope
on the previous 25tli of March, declaring that in the actual

order of things the Civil Power was an indispensable requisite

to tlie/?re government of the Church ; that the Head of the

Church of God could not be the subject of any prince ; that

he must cnjo}- the fullest independence in his own territory

and in his own States ; and that in no other wa}' could he

protect and defend the Catholic faith and guide and govern

the whole Christian common\vealth. In remembrance of that

eventful assemblage, the Holy Father presented each bishop

with a copy of that grand memorial of Catholic unity, "Xa
sovraniici temporale dci Romani Pontejici, jyropuynata nella sua

intcgritci dal suffragio deW orbc Cattolico regnanfe Pio IX."

(Roma, 1860 sq.), containing the unanimous protests against

the spoliation of the Patrimony of St. Peter, sent to Rome
from the various countries of the world—from Italy and

France; from Belgium and Switzerland; from Austria, Ger-

many, and Holland ; from Spain and Portugal and their de-

pendencies ; from England and Scotland ; from Ireland and

North America; from Turkey and Poland ; and from India,

China, and Oceanica.-

1 Cfr. Schroedl, The Verdict of Catholicism and its Confirmation by the whole

Catholic World on the Importance and Necessity of the Civil Power and Sov-

ereignty of the Holy See, Freiburg, 1867. In Pt. II., pp. 117-174, History of the

Formation of the States of the Church. Wisema7i, Rome and the Catholic Epis-

copate at the Feast of Pentecost, 1862 (transl. into Germ, by lieusck, Cologne,

1862). A. Niedermayer, The Feast of Pentecost in Eome in 1862.

2 The work consists of six vols., fol.
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Tlie bishops gathered around the throne of Pius IX. for the

third time, on the 29th of June, 1867, to celebrate the eighteenth

centenary of the martyrdom of the Princes of the Ajpostles, SS.

Peter and Paul, and to assist at the canonization of a large

number of martyrs.

In giving expression to the feelings of joy that filled his heart at seeing gath-

ered about him so many bishops, who, in obedience to his summons, had hast-

ened to Rome with joyous alacrity from the farthest corners of the earth, Pius

IX. spoke substantially as follows: Nothing, said he, could be more imposing

than this assemblage, in which are gathered together representatives from everj"^

country of the Catholic world, to celebrate the eighteenth centenary of the

martyrdom of the Princes of the Apostles; nothing could be more admirable

than this illustration of the unity of the Catholic Church on the occasion of

the canonization of martyrs, who shed their blood in defense of the Holy See

and of the Catholic faith. Beholding this exemplification of the unity of the

Catholic Church, her enemies will begin to appreciate her vast energies, and be

forced to confess that in proclaiming her decrepit and effete they had been de-

luded. There can be no question but that if the bishops remain cordially united

with the head of the Church, her influence and power will go on increasing

from day to day. I ardently hope that at some future day I may be again able

to gather you all about me to take part in an Ecumenical CounciU

The Holy Father also delivered an address in the Hall of Consistory to the

priests, some ten thousand in number, who had come to Rome to witness and

assist at the solemnities of the Centenary. His manner was earnest and im-

pressive, and his language simple and touching. He warned them never to

lose sight of the fact that they were clothed with the dignity of the priesthood
;

to offer worthily every day the Most Holy Sacrifice, both for their own salva-

tion and for that of all mankind; to be always conspicuous for austerity of

manners, for purity and chastity of life, but, above ail, for knowledge of the

sacred sciences, that they might thus be able tobattle valiantly against the en-

emies of the human race, to advance the glory of God, to secure the salvation

of souls, and to prove themselves obedient subjects of their bishops and worthy

soldiers of Jesus Christ. He finally gave them his blessing, commissioning

them to give it in turn to their flocks in his name.

A deputation, consisting of fifteen hundred persons, and represeidbig one

hundred cities of Italy, presented the Pope with a splendid album, in which

were inscribed the names of the Hundred Cities, followed by the signatures of

their inhabitants still loyal to the Holy See. The presentation was made by

Count Clodio Boschetti, of Modena, who, in his address, assured the Pope that

the Italian people wei-e not hostile to him or alienated from him
;
that, on the

contrary, they bore him reverence and love; that they were especially grate-

ful to him for the stand he had made against the enemies of the Church, and

recognized in his attitude the firmness of the Vicar of Jesus Christ.

In reply, the Pope said: "I see yonder (he pointed to the Castle of St. An-

gelo) the angel sheathing his sword, after having put to fiight the powers of

evil. Thus did he announce to the people in time past and on this very day the
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cessation of a pestilence. I see him again to-daj' putting up his sword at God's

bidding, for to-day marivs the beginning of the season of mercy. On this day,

at the opening of the present century, one of my predecessors was forced from

his throne and driven into exile. Those who were his enemies and persecutors

were the same who to-day, under the cloak of patriotism, are endeavoring to

root out our holj- religion from the hearts of men. On this day, too,—for the

vigil is already begun—July 2, 1849, did a liberating army enter the Holy City

and put to flight the enemies of God and of Ilis Church, who desired to abolish

the reign of Christ in Rome itself, in the very heart of Catholicity. This day
has been regarded as fatal to Korne; but I say that the hour of triumph has

already dawned. It has been said that 1 hate ltalJ^ No, I do not hate her.

I have always loved her, always blessed her, always sought her happiness, and
God alone knows how long and ardently I have prayed for her. Yes, let us

all pray, if I must say so, for this unhappy nation. A nation held together by
selfishness can never be united. There can be no blessing on unity if justice

and charity be sacrificed; if the rights of all, including God's ministers and
His faithful people, be trampled under foot. The whole world will cry out

against such unity; everyone's hand will be raised against it, because God
Uimself is against it. The hour of triumph gives tokens of its presence, and
can not be long delayed ; but should it still be necessary to wait the fullness of

its coming, let us bear patiently the trials a just God may send upon us."

The_^t;e hundred bis/iops assembled at Korae gave expression to their senti-

ments in an address to the Pope, composed by Archbishop Haynald, of Calocsa,

in which they said that "they had cheerfully obeyed his summons calling them
to Rome, in order to have an opportunity to honor his great virtues, to comfort

him in the midst of the trials which afflicted the Church, and to renew the

strength of their own hearts by gazing upon his fatherly countenance. The
Centenary of St. Peter, they went on to say, was a fresh proof to their minds

of the unshaken firmness of the Rock upon which Our Divine Savior built the

grand and imperishable edifice of His Church. The Chair of St. Peter, after

having survived the ceaseless assaults of its enemies for eighteen hundred

years, was still the organ of truth, the center of unity, the bulwark of liberty;

it had remained at all times unchanged and inviolate, while the thrones of

kings and emperors had been overturned and gone to pieces, one after the other,

on every side of it. They came, also, impressed with the truth of the convic-

tions and sentiments they had pi'oclaimed five years previously, to show their

deep veneration for his person, to give public utterance to their views relative

to the maintenance of bis Civil Power, the advancement of the cause of relig-

ion, and the upholding of the claims of justice, of which he was so intrepid a

defender. Their most pleasing, as well as most sacred duty, would be to be-

lieve and to teach what he taught and believed; to reject the errors that he

rejected; to follow whither he led; to combat at his side; to be ready, like

him, to encounter dangers and trials and contradictions. Already they dis-

cerned tokens of a brighter future in the unequivocal expressions of attach-

ment to the Holy See that came from every quarter of the Christian world ; in

the signs of aflcctionate sympathy manifested by all Christendom, which it

would be their pleasing duty to encourage by word and example; in the loy-

alty of the Romans and their obedience to their sovereign temporal and spiritual
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Pvuler, to which thej- could personally bear witness ; and in the prospective

convocation of an Ecumenical Council, which, they would say with Paul IV.,

' was the best provision possible against the great dangers that threatened

Christian society;
"

In repli/, Pius IX. said that it was a great comfort to him to know that this

meeting of the bishops had been the occasion of drawing still more closely to-

gether the bonds of charity uniting all the churches of the world. He felt

confident that having drunk in the true spirit of the Gospel at the Tombs of

St. Peter, the Prince of the Apostles, and St. Paul, the Teacher of the Gentiles,

they would go back to their dioceses renewed in strength and equipped to do

battle against the forces of the enemy; to defend the rights of religion; and

to more successfully unite the peoples committed to their charge in the bonds

of Christian charity. Like them, he felt persuaded that no power other than

the divine power of the Church could make an effectual stand against the evils

of the times, and that this power is never more manifest than when all the

bishops, summoned by the Pope, and presided over by him, are assembled to-

gether to treat of the affairs of the Church.

Expression was simultaneously given to similar sentiments, inspired by the

promptings of Catholic faith, in every church in Christendom. Catholics the

world over, as if prompted by some unseen power and impelled by divine in-

stinct, joined in the religious solemnities of the occasion. The thought that the

Catholic Church had existed for eighteen centuries; that after that lapse of

time she presented to the world the imposing spectacle of all her bishops gath-

ered in harmonious unity about the Tomb and the Throne of Peter, filled the

hearts of all with confidence in her ultimate and approaching triumph.^

On the 11th of April, 1869, Pius IX. again received at

Eome, on the occasion of the fiftieth anniversary of his ordi-

nation in the priesthood, most affectionate tokens of the rev-

erence and love which his children bore him,^ On the 23d of

August, 1871, when " Pius IX. hath seen the years of Peter,"

he received still further assurances of the loyalty and devotion

of Catholics, which were again renewed on the celebration of

his fjolden jubilee as bishop, on the 3d of June, 1877.'^

1 Cfr. Charles Brandes, O. S. B., St. Peter in Eome, and Kome without Peter

;

written in honor of the Eighteenth Centenary Jubilee of the Princes of

the Apostles, Our-Lady-of-Hermits, 1867. The Pastorals of Abp. Herman of

Freiburg, The Papacy in History, and of Martin, Bp. of Paderborn, " Chris-

tianity and the Papacy."" Plus Gams, O. S. B., The Year of the Martyrdom of

the Apostles Peter and Paul, liatisb. 18G7. Archbp. Maiming, The Centenary

of St. Peter and the Ecumenical Council (in Germ., Mentz, 1868).

2 Dr. de Waul, Memorial Papers of the Celebration in Rome of the Jubilee

of Our Holy Father, and Easter preceding, Miinster, 1870. See also Hist, and

Polii. Papers, Yol. LX., p. 63-67.

3 See B. OReilly, Life of Pope Pius IX., pp. 467, 469. (Tr.)
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AVliile thus l)usi]y eiiiraged in looking after the interests of

the Church, the Great Pohtlff' was ever ready to sytnpathize

with finery sorroiv, and to assist the afflicted of every land. Mr.

Magaire^ lias left us an. excellent account of his habit of dis-

pensing charity wherever he saw want or suffering. In this

he hut followed the pattern of his predecessors, who were

ever zealous to give aid to all Christian peoples to the full

extent of their jiower. This is indeed as it should be, for to

Avhoni should we look for fatherly solicitude if not to those

who, as faith teaches, are the Fathers and Teachers of all Chris-

tians ? Faithful to the traditions of his predecessors, Pius IX.,

on tiie 2(3th of March. 1847, asked for prayers and contribu-

tions for poor afflicted Ireland ; on the 27th of A[iril, 1850, he

had })rayers oft'ered up for the speedy restoration of peace be-

tween Italy and Austria, then at v:ar ; on the 29th of Jnly,

1860, while a bloody persecution was being waged against the

31aronitcs in Syria, and on the 18th of October, 1862, during

the continuance of the Civil War in the United States of

!N'orth America, he also besought all Christians to implore

IIea^•cn for the cessation of both.

Finally, as a patron of art, Pius IX. is both zealous and

munificent.^ During his pontificate numerous and valuable

treasures have been exhumed at Rome and at Ostia ; and

while Garrucci, Cavedoni, Visconti, Borghese, and others have

industriously pushed forward their inquiries in archaeology,

de' Rossi has given to the world his invaluable works on Sub-

terranean Rome.^ The numerous inscriptions set up in the

pontifical museums, and in so many other places in Rome,
bear witness to the efforts of Pius IX. in the promotion of

art. The encouragement given by him to the publication of

the splendid facsimile edition of the Vatican Codex of the

Holy Scriptures will serve as an instance of liis princely lib-

erality in art, in literature, and the sciences. The various

ecclesiastical sciences found able exponents, particularly within

'Seep. 787.

^ Dr. Sighaj-f, Relics from Rome, being a contribution to the History of Ait,,

Aug.sburg, 1865, p. 120.

^ Roma Sotferranea, Rom. 1864-07, 2 T., fol.; Inscriptiones Christianae.

VOL. Ill—51
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the States of the Church. In philosophy occur the names of

Xtibcratore, S. J. ; Toncjiorgi, S. J. ; San-Severino, Taparelli, and

Klentzgen, S. J., who combated the ontologistic and tradition-

alistic systems of Posmbil and G'oberti. In dogmatic theology,

Perrone, S. J. ; Passaglia, S. J. ; Franzelin, S. J., and others.^

In moral theology, Scavini and Bailerini, S. J. In exegetics,

Patrizi, S. J. ; Pianciani, and Vercellone. In church history,

Theiner, the Oratocian ; Tosti, the Benedictine ; Tizzani, for-

merly professor at tlie Sapienza ; Cardoni and Cccconi, the

present Archbishop of Florence. In patrology, Cardinal An-
gelo Mai and Ceriavi, of Milan. In pulpit eloquence, Father

VerUura, the Theatine ; Canon Audisio ; Cured, S. J.; Cu-

cuzza, 0. P. ; and Luigi da Trento, the Capuchin. And in

canon laio, Mgr. Chaillot, who has written chieflj^ for the Ana-

lata Juris Pontificii ; Avanzini, Pennacchi, and Piazzesi, the

editors of the Acta S. Sedis.

§ 413«. 1 he Twentieth Ecumenical Council of the Vatican and

its Immediate Consequences.

I. Works Preceding the Council.

H. E. Manning (Cardinal Arclibishop of Westminster), The Centenary of

St. Peter and the General Council. A Pastoral Letter, London, 1867. (In fa-

vor of Infallibility.) C. H. A. Ptantier (Bishop of Nimes), Sur les Conciles

gene raux a I'occasion de celui que Sa Saintete Pie IX. a convoque pour Ic 8

decenibre prochain, Nimes et Paris; 1869 (Infullibilist). Mgr. V-A. DescJLamps

(Archbishop of Malines), L'infaillibilite et le Concile general, 2d cd., Paris et

Malines, 1869 (strong Infallibilist). H. A. C. Maret (Dean of the Theol. Fae-

. ulty of Paris), Du Concile general et de la paix religieuse, Paris, 1869, 2 vols.

W. Em. Baron r/e Kettelcr (Bishop of Mentz), The General Council and its Im-

port for Our Times, 2 vols. (Inopportunist ; has since given in). Dr. Jos.

Fessler (Bishop of St. PoUen and Secretary of the Vatican Council, tl872),

The Last and the Next General Councils, Freiburg, 1869. F . Dujxntlonp

(Bishop of Orleans), Lettre sur Ic future Concile Oecurhenique, 1869. The

same.. On the Infallibility of the Pope. First against, then in favor of the

Dogma. The Pope and the Council, by Janus, London, 1869. Written from

the liberal (Old) Catholic stand-point; probably the joint production of Profs.

Dollingor, Friedrich, and Huber, of the University of Munich. Dr. J. Hergen-

rother, Anii-Janiw, Freiburg, 1870; Engl, by J. B. Robe.rUon, Dublin, 1870

(Eom. Cath.i Reformation of the lloman Church in its Head and Members,

the Problem to be Solved by the Incoming Eoman Council, Lps. 1870. (By

Prof. Don ^'c/tM^ie, of Prague. ) Liberal Catholic.

'See p. 696, note 1.
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II. Hepohts Duking Till'; Councii,.

The CiviitA Cattolica of Homo for ISC.'J and 1870 (chief organ of the Infalli-

bilists). Louis VcuiLlot, Rome pendant le Concilo, Paris, 1870, 2 vols. Collec-

tion of his correspondence to his journal, l' Unirers. of Paris. (Ultra-Iiira]iii>i]ist.)

J. Fricdricli (Lib. Cath.), Journal of the Vatican Council, Nordlingen, 1871.

It notes facts, projects, and rumors as they came to the surface. Lord Acton

{Lib. Cath.), The Vatican Council. First published in the Korih fh-lHsh Re-

view for October, 1870; pp. 95-120 of the Amer. reprint. Quirinns, Letters

from Kome on the Council, first in the Augshiirfj General Gazelic, and then in a

separate volume (Munich and London, 1870, p. 856). Compare against Quiri-

nus, Untruths of the Roman Letters on the Council, in the Univ. Gaz., by W.

Em. Bnron de Krttcler, 1870. Co qui se passe au Concile, dated April 10, 1870,

3d ed., Par. 1870 (by Jules Gnlllard). La derniere heure du Concile, Paris,

1870 (by a member of the Council). The last two works were denounced as a

calumny by the presiding cardinals, in the session of Jul}^ IG, 1870. Pompo'do

Lcto, Eight Months at Pome during the Vatican Council; tr. from the Italian,

London, 187G. (Adverse to the Council.) Also the/ Reports during the Coun-

cil, in the Giornale dl Iloma; the Turin Un'dd Caifoli.cn ; the London Times;

the London (Rom. Cath.) Tablet; the Dublin Review; the New York Tribune.

III. The Acts and Puoceedings of the Council.

(1.) Roman Vailiolic {hifaUibilist) Sources: Acta et Decreta ss. et oecum. cone.

Vaticani, Friburgi Brisgoviae, 1870 sq. ; fasc. I.. •Acta publica quibus cone, prae-

paratum est ; fasc. II., acta publica ipsius concilii. Additum est lexicon dioe-

ceseon residentialium et abbatiarum "jiullius,'' et catalogus I'raelatorum Fk'cles.

cathol. Acta et Decreta ss. oecum cone. Vatic, Rom. 1872, ex tj-pographia Vat-

icana. "7'/«e Ecumenical Council," Voices (Stimmen) of Maria l.aach ; new

series, Freiburg, 1870. A series of discussions (beside documents, reports, and

criticisms) in defense of the Council, by.Jesuits [I'lorian. Riess and K. v. ll'cber).

Atti ufficiali del Concilio ecumenico, Torino, 1870. Actes et histoire du Concile

oecumenique de Rome, premier du Vatican, publics sous la direction de Victor

Frond, Paris, 1809 sq., 8 vols , fol. ; includi s extensive biographies of Pope Pius

IX. and his Cardinals; of the Patriarchs, Primates, Archbishops, Bishops, their

photographs and autographs; Vol. VIII. contains the Actes, decrets et docu-

ments recueillis et mis en ordrc par M. Pellctier, chanoine d'Orleans. Archbp.

H. K. Manninrj, The Vatican Council and its Definitions; a Pastoral Letter to

his Clergy, London and New York, 1871. This, together with two other Pas-

toral letters on the Council, are published in one volume, Petri Privilegium,

London, 1871. Bp. Joh>i Fessler, The Vatican Council; its Course and Im-
port, Vienna, 1871. By the same, The True and the False Infallibilitj'^ of the

Popes, ibid., 1871, and Xew Y^ork, 1875. M. J. Chantrel, Histoire du concile du

Vatican, 2d ed., Paris, 1872. Conradi (episcopi Paderbornensis), Omnium con-

cilii Vaticani, quae ad doctrinam et disciplinam pertinent, documentorum col-

latio, Paderborn, 1873. Dr. M. J. Schcebcn, Periodical Papers, Ratisbon, 1870

sq. Ceccbni (Archbp. of Florence, the official Historian of the Council), Hist,

of the Vatican Council; German, Mentz, 1873; English-, with additions, by

Card. Manning. " The True Story of the Vatican Council," London, 1877

;
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Amcr. reprint, in the Catholic Review of Brooklj-n, 1877. The stcnograpliie

reports of the speeches of the Council are to remain locked up in the archives

of the Vatican until the death of the last member of the Council.

(2.) Old Cat/iolic [Anti-Infallibilist): John Friedrich. Documcnta ad illus-

trandum Concilium Vaticanum anni 1870, Noerdlingen, 1871, in 2 parts. Dr.

F. von Scliulte (Professor of Canon Law in the University of Prague, but since

1873 in Bonn), The Infallibility Decree of July 18, 1870, . . . examined,

Prague, 1871. Also " The Power of the Roman Popes over Princes,,Countries,

Peoples, and Individuals, examined by the Light of their Doctrines and their

Acts since the Reign of Gregory VII., to serve for the appreciation of their

Infallibility, and set face to face with Contradictory Doctrines of the Popes

and the Councils of the First Eight Centuries," Prague, 1871. (Refuted by Bp.

Fesslcrs work on the True and False Infallibility). Suffrages of the Catholic

Church on the Eccl. Questions of the Day, Munich, 1870 sq. A series of Dis-

cussions against the Vatical Council, by Dollingcr, Hubcr, Snhmitz, Friedrich,

Reinkens, and Hoizh

(3.) Protectant : Dr. E'"il Friedber<i (Prof, of Eccl. Law in Lps.), Collection

of the Documents concerning the First Council of the Vatican, with a Sketch

of its History, Tubingen, 1872. Very valuable; contains all the important

documents and a full list of works (written in France, Italy, Germanj', and

England) on the Council. This collection, although made with the industry'

of a bee, is still incomplete. Tlieodore Frommann (of Berlin), Hist, and Criti-

cism of the Vatican Council of 1869 and 1870, Gotha, 1872. E. de Pressenac

(Kef. Pastor in Paris), Le Concile du Vatican, son histoire et scs consequences

politiques et religieuses, Paris, 1872. L. W. Bacon, An Inside View of the Vat-

ican Council, New York, 1872. Dr. Hane gives an extensive criticism on the

Infallibility decree in the od ed. of his Mniiunl of Protestant Polemics against

the Roman Cath. Church, Lps. 1871, pp. 155-200. Cf. pp. 24-37.

(The above are only the most important works of the large and increasing

literature, historical, apologetic, and polemic, on the Vatican Council. Fried-

berg notices, in all, no less than 1,041 writings on the subject till June, 1872.

His lists are classified and very accurate.) (Tr.)

Pope Pius IX. first made known his thoughts of holding an Ecumenical

Council on the 6th of December, 1864, while presiding at the Vatican Palace

over a session of the Congregation of Rites.^ Two days later he published the

Syllabus of Errors and the Encyclical Quanta Cura. Between this publication

and the convocation of the Vatican Council, men ofjudgment and ability have

priifessed to find a close and even necessary connection. ^ The Pope imposed

silence on the cardinals as to what he had said, and directed them to hand in

' The True Story of the Vatican Council, by Cardinal Maiming, London,

1877, p. 3. (Tr.)

'•* In the Voices of Maria-Laach, preface to the Ecumenical Coimcil, new series,

No. 7, it is said: " The intrinsic and essential connection between the Encyclica

of December 8, 1864, and the Ecumenical Council, convoked by Pius IX., and

to be opened this year, is self-evident. The Council will complete the struc-

ture, the foundations of which were laid in the Encyclica."
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their opinions on the subjet-t in writing. In expressing tbeir opinions, some of

the cardinals spoke particularly of the dominant errors of the present time;

of the tendency to exclude God from society and to ignore Him in iScien<c ; of

the efforts to destroy the idea of a visible Cliiirch and to deny both the possi-

bility and the fact t)f a divine revelation ; and of the consequences flowing di-

rectly from tlu! withdrawal of civil society and science from the authority of

the Church. Others spoke of the importance of holding an Ecumenical Coiui-

cil, setting forth that the condition of the world at tlic present time was such

as to render the holding of a Council as necessary as in the age of Luther;

that evils were extraordirary, and needed an extraordinary remedy. Others

again pointed out the obstacle.'^ in the way of holding an Ecumenical Council, indi-

cated the means of setting them aside, and maintained that if a choice had to

be made between the holding of a Council and the dangers that were likely to

surround such an event, the positive good that would be accomplished by the

former would far outweigh the evils that might be incident to the latter. Fi-

nally, others spuke of the subjects to be treated by the Council, suggesting the

condemnation of modern errors, the fuller exposition of Catholic teaching, the

observance of discipline, and its adaptation to the needs of the present time;

but. strange to say, only two spoke of Paiial Infallibility, and one of these in a

genei'al wa}', in speaking of Gallieanism.^

Again, in the early part of March, 1805. Pius IX. appointed a Commission to

consult together on the advisability and opportuneness of holding an Ecumeni-

cal Council. After conferring together, the Consultors recommended that emi-

nent churchmen be called to Eome from every country of the world, to lay open

the needs of the Church in their respective localities, and to suggest proper

remedies
;
that, to avoid waste of time, the subjects likely to be taken up by the

Council should be designated beforehand, prepared and arranged; and that an

extraordinary Congregation should be formed, to have full direction of all mat-

ters belonging to the Council. The resolutions of the Commission were sub-

mitted to and approved by the Pope, who thereupon created the Commission or

Congregdtion of Direction, consisting of the five cardinals previously composing

the Commission, together with a secretary and eight bishops. This Congrega-

tion was subsequently distributed into four sections, the first on doctrine, the

second on politico-ecclesiastical or mixed questions, the third on missions and

the Oriental cluu'ches, and the fourth on discipline, each having its headquar-

ters at the oflBce of some already existing Congregation, to which its business

"was most closely allied.^

On the 27th of ^larch, 1865, the Pope directed the Secretary of the Congre-

gation of Direction to send letters, under strict secrecy, to some European and
Oriental bishops, eminent for learning, asking them to state what questions, in

their opinion, ought to be treated by the Council. With wonderful unanimity

they all designated substantially the same ones, stating that, although there

was no specific heresy to be condemned, there wa.s, nevertheless, a general per-

version of fundamental truths and a universal confusion as to first principles,

and that therefore the Council ought to .speak out explicitly concerning such

» The True Story of the Vatican Council, pp. 4-12. (Tr.)

3 Ibid., 1. c, pp. 12, 22, and 71. (Tr.)
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truths and principles as underlie the whole of Christianity. They particularly-

insisted upon an explicit declaration being made concerning the nature and

personality of God; upon the possibility and fact of a divine revelation; and

upon the relations of the Church to civil governments and of Christian civili-

zation to modern progress.

'

On the 17th of ISovember, 1865, the nuncios at Paris, Vienna, Madrid, ISIu-

nich, and Brussels were informed by letter of the intention of Pius IX. to hold

an Ecumenical Council, and directed to give their opinion as to its opportune-

ness, and to forward the names of two theologians or canonists of special name
in the countries to which they were respectively accredited. No day had as

yet been fixed upon for the opening of the Council, although the 29th of June,

18u7, had at one time been thought of; but the war-cloud that was gathering on

the horizon of Europe warned the Pope to put off the event to some future x

day. Here the affair of holding an Ecumenical Council rested for the present.

On the 8th of December, 1806, a circular letter was written to all the bishops

of the Catholic Church, inviting them to come to Home to celebrate the Cen-

tenary in the following year; and on the 6th of June, 1867, Cardinal Caterini,

Prefect of the Congregation of the Council,- sent a circular to all the bishops,

containing a schedule of seventeen important points on morals and discipline,

in each of which they were requested to hand in their opinions within four

months. These related chiefly to the sacredness of Christian marriage; to the

tone required in the Christian pulpit, and the necessitj^ of taking revealed truth

as the basis of all sermons and instructions; to the importance of having schools

under Christian influences; to the necessity of a higher standard of studies in

ecclesiastical seminaries ; to the means of securing a more advanced culture in

both sacred and profane knowledge among the clergy
; to the policy of encour-

aging the increase of Religious Congregations, whose members are bound only

by simple vows ; to the best means of providing for worthy appointments to

bishoprics and parishes; and to the lawful exercise of episcopal authority over

the inferior clergy. Reference was also made to the duty of excluding non-

Catholics from the office of sponsors at baptism, and from menial services in

Catholic families, and to the removal of abuses in connection with Catholic

cemeteries.^ By many of the bishops this document was communicated to

their priests, and in this way the Catholic Church throughout the world was in

a measure prepared for the convocation of an Ecumenical (Council. Pius IX.

&rst publicly announced his intention of convoking an Ecumenical Council in

a Consistory, held, on account of the great number present, in the tribune above

the atrium of St. Peter's, on the 26th of June, 1867, and attended by the five

hundred bishops who had come to Rome to take part in the solemnities of

the Centenary of SS. Peter and Paul. The bishops, in their reply, delivered in

an audience of the 1st of July, said " that their souls were filled with the great-

est joy when they learned from his own mouth that, notwithstanding the dith-

1 The True Story of the Vatican Council, pp. 22-36. (Tr.)

^Established by Pius IV. to interpret the Canons and Decrees of the Council

of Trent. (Tr.)

3 The Circular of the Cardinal, ibid., No. 3, pp. 7-10; and in Acta et Decreta

Cone. Vat., fasc. I., p. 22.
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culties of the times, ho still determined to convoke an Ecumenical Council, in

order, in the words of his illustrious predecessor, Paul III., that '« supreme

remedy micjh.t be applied to the supreme dangers thai threaten Christianlly! '' ^

In jiublicly announcing his intention to convoke a Council, Pius IX. emitted,

to fix tiie day of openinij;. This he did in a Secret Consistory, held on the '2'2d

of Juno, 18t)8, when, after having asked the cardinals if, in their opinion, it was

expedic'it to promulgate, on the coming 29th of June, the convocation of an

Ecumenical Council, to convene on the 8th of December, ]8(i9. and» having re-

ceived a unanimously affirmative answer, he bade them pray from that time

fortli for thi' special aid of the Holy Ghost.'^

Accordingly, on the Feast of the I'rinces of the Apostles, SS. Peter and Paul,

Pius IX. published the Bull of Indiction,' Aefcrni Pntris, announcing to the

world the convocation of an Ecumenical Council, to c"nvene in the Vatican on

the 8th of December, 1869, the Feast of the Immaculate Conception of the Blessed

Virgin. At the close of the form of convocation the bull goes on: ' Hence we
will and command that all the Venerable Bi-ethren, the Patriarchs, Archbish-

ops, and Bishops everywhere, so also the beloved sons, the Abbots, and all other

persons whose riglit or privilege it is to take part in General Councils, come to

this Ecumenical Council convoked by Us." The bull then states that those

who are under obedience to be at the Council, and absent themselves without

just cause, of which the Procurators of the Synod are to be the judges, are

liable to penalties which it is both lawful and customary to inflict in such cases.

Then follows this paragraph: " In this confidence we hope that God, in whose

hands are the hearts of men, will, by His ineffable mercy and grace, bring it to

pass that all sovereign princes and rulers of all peoples, above all. such as are

Catholic . . . will, not only not hinder our venerable brethren from com-

ing to the Council, but, as becomes Catholic princes, earnestly favor them and

give them help.' The bull, as a whole, is very like that published by Paul III.

in 1542, convoking the Council of Trent, except that the work to be accom-

plished was stated with rather more terseness and precision in the latter than in

the former. The task of the Vatican Council is thus drawn out by Pius IX.:
" In this Ecumenical Council must be examined with the greatest accuracy and

decreed, all things which, especially in these rough limes, relate to- the greater

glory of God, the integrity of the faith, the splendor of divine worship, the

eternal salvation of man, the discipline of the secular and regular clergy, their

wholesome and solid culture, the observance of ecclesiastical laws, the amend-

ment of manners, the instruction of youth, and the common peace and concord

of all. And, with God's help, a most earnest endeavor must be made to iivert

ail evils from the Church and from Civil Society, and to bring back those who
are unhappily straying away to the straight path of truth, justice, and salva-

tion; to the end that, when vice and error are removed, our august religion and

its saving doctrines may be revived over the whole earth, and spread from day

to day until their empire is complete, that thus piety, honesty, probitj', justice,

1 Card. Manmnc/, Petri Privilegium, Pt. I., p. 124. (Tr.)

2 Card. Manning, The True Story, etc., p. 62. (Tr.)

' In the Acta et Decreta, fasc. I., pp. 48 sq. ; and in the Voices of Maria-

Laach, new series. No. I., pp. 7-15.
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charity, ami all Christian virtues that are of greatest utility to human society

may acquire Iresh strength and new beauty. For no one can deny that the

pnwor of tile Catholic Church and of her doctrioo is exerted, not alone for the

salvation of men. but also for the temporal well-being of peoples, their true

piosperity, order, and tranquillity, and for the progress and solidity of human
sciences, as the annals of both sacred and profane history clearly and jilaiiily

show bj' luminous facts."

On the 8th of September, 1868, a letter of invitation, beginning Are.aiiae di-

vinae prov/'dcnfiae, was sent to all the bishnpa of the Churches of fh.e Oriental

Rite, who are not in coinmuii'ton with the Apostolic See. In this letter Pius IX.

stated that "being the successor of the ISlessed Prince of the Apostles, who, 'in

virtue of the prerogative conferred upon him by God, is the firm and most

solid rock upon which the Savior built His Church,' it was his urgent duty to

extend his care to every part of the world iniiabited by Christians, and his

earnest wish and desire to excite in all a yearning to return to the embraces of

fatherly charity.'' He added : "Our thoughts have been constantly upon those

Churches which, when united of old with the Apostolic See, enjoyed so high a

reputation for holiness and heavenly doctrine, and brought forth fruits so abun-

dantly lor the glory of (iod and the salvation of souls ; but which now, through

the wicked arts and contrivances of him, who was the author of the first schism

in Heaven, remains, to our great sorrow, cut oft" and separate from the commu-
nion of the Holy Poman Church, spread over the whole earth." After refer-

ring to a fruitless letter, addressed to them in the beginning of his pontificate,

and expressing his determination never to lose hope, the Pope continues:

" Having convoked an Ecumenical Council, to be opened in Rome next year on

the 8th of Dec, the Feast of the Immaculate Conception of the Virgin Mother of

God, we again call upon you, and do most earnestly entreat, admonish, and im-

plore you to be good enough to come to this general synod, as your predecessors

came to the Second Council of Lyons (1274) and to the Council of Florence (1439)

that the bonds of ancient friendship being renewed and peace restored, the long

night of darkness and sorrow may be dispelled, and the cheering light of longed-

for union shine forth to all." ^ The Patriarch of the Orthodox Greek Church,

to whom this letter was presented, did not even open it; '^ but, on the other

hand, neither did the remonstrance drawn up by a schismatical priest of Ceos

in Bithynia, against the '• arrogance of the Pope," meet with any favor. The

movement among the Armenians toward a union with Rome, occasioned by the

invitation of the Pope, and headed by the Armenian Catholic Patriarch at

Constantinople, was thwarted by intrigue and violence.^

On the 13th of September, 1868, the Pope published an invitation to Protest-

ants and other non-Catholics, believing in Jesus Christ, but not of the fold of

the Church. All such, he said, "he admonished, exhorted, and besought to se-

riously ask themselves if they were walking in the path pointed out by Christ

the Lord, which leads to eternal life. And no one can deny," he goes on to

j^ay, '• or doubt that Christ Jesus, in order to apply the fruits of His Redemp-

1 Acta et Decreta, fasc. I., pp. 54, 55; Voices, 1. c, pp. 15-18.

* Card. Manning, 1. c, p. 73. (Tr.)

^Cf. Voices, 1869, No. L, pp. 40 sq. ; No. 3, pp. 31 sq. ; Friedberg, p. 12.
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tion to all generations of the human family, has built His only Church here on

earth upon Peter; that is to say, the one, holy, Catholic, and Apostolic C hurch,

to which Hi- has ijjrantod all necessary power to preserve whole and inviolate

the deposit of faith, and to extend this same faith to all peoples and races and

nations, to the end that, all men being made members of His Mystical Body by

Baptism, the new life of grace, without which no one can over merit or secure

eternal life, may be continued and made perfect; and that this same Church,

which is His Mystical Bod}', may remain stable and unchanged to the end of

time, and supply to all her children the sure means of salvation. Now, any

one attentively considering and weighing the condition of the various and dis-

cordant religious societies separated from the Catholic Church . . . should

be easily led to conclude that no single one of them, nor all of them together,

can by any manner be that one and Catholic Church which Christ the Lord

built and constituted; neither can they by any means be said to be a branch

or a part of that Church, since, as is plain, they are separated from Catholic

unity. For, because these societies are destitute of that living authority, estab-

lished by God for the special purpose of instructing men in the doctrines of

faith and the precepts of morals, and directing and ruling them in all that per-

tains to eternal life, they are ceaselessly changing their teachings. . . .

And every one knows that from these doctrinal dissensions and conflicts of

•opinion arise social schisms, and from these again countless religious bodies and

sects daily spring up, to the great detriment of both Church and State. . .
'.

Hence let all, who have not the unitj' and truth of the Catholic Church, em-

brace the occasion of this Council, . . . which affords a fresh proof of the

Church's close vinity. and of the undying vitality of her strength, to satisfy the

-cravings of their own hearts by rising from their present condition, in which

they can have no security of their salvation. Let them pray most fervently to

the God of mercies, that He will be pleased to pull down the walls of separa-

tion, to dispel the darkness of error, and to lead them back to the bosom of

Holy Mother Church, in which their forefathers were fed upon the saving

Bread of Life, and in which alone the teaching of Jesus Christ is preserved in-

tact and the mysteries of heavenly grace dispensed." By the great bulk of the

Protestants this invitation, breathing such earnestness and love, was received

with derision and contempt. Some of the most zealous and bigoted, and nota-

bly superintendents and members of provincial consistories, claiming to be in

possession of the pure evangelical doctrine, took offense at the tone of the Pope,

peremptorily rejected his invitation, and avenged themselves by making a num-

ber of serious charges against both the Church and her Head. A few earnest

and thoughtful men were disposed to recognize the rights of the Father of

Christendom to send out such an invitation, and were correspondingly grateful.

Among these were : In Germany, Baumstark, Counsellor Reinold, of Constance,

and Wolfgang MenzeL, of Stuttgart; Gulzot, in France; and in England, Dr

To insure the divine blessing upon the Council, the Holy Father invoked the

1 Friedberg, pp. 12-16 ; Voices, No. 4, pp. 92 sq. ; Baumstark, Reflections of a

Protestant on the Pope's Invitation to a lieunion with the Catholic Church.

'Cf. Acta et Decreta, fasc. I., pp. 63-65.
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aid of prni/er. Having, he said, himself called iincoasiiiglj' upon the Father

of light, the Dispenser of meieies, and the Giver of every good, to grant that

the gift of wisdom might be given to him and abide with liim and woi'k through

him, so also did he desire to arouse the piety and stimulate the devotion of the

faithful of Christ, bjj procLaiming an indulgence in the nmnner of a jitOilcte, in

the hope that all would unite their prayers with his in im})loring God to illumi-

nate the Council with the light of Heaven, and thus !;uide it to enact what

would most promote the general well-being of all ( hristian peoples, advance

the interests of the Catholic Church, and secure her peace and prosperity.'

During the winter of 1868 and 18()9 many theologians were called to Eome
from the various parts of Italy, from France and Belgium, Germany and Eng-

land, and >i)ain and North America, to assist in the work oi immediate prepa-

ration for the Council. These were distributed into six Commissions,"'^ viz., the

Commission on Kites and Ceremonies, the Commission on Mixed or Politico-

ecclesiastical Questions, the Commission on Foreign Missions and the East, the

Commission on Religious Orders, the Commission on Dogma, and the Commis-

sion on Discipline, each of which, presided over by a cardinal, was engaged in

preparing subjects belongitig to its province for the Council. T he strict obli-

gation of secrecy was laid upon all the Consultors. Two questions of vital im-

portance now came before the Commission of Direction: first, were bishops,

having no ordinary jurisdiction, such as vicars apostolic, entitled to sit in the

Council and to have a decisive vote; and, second, to whom belonged the right

of prescribing the order or method by which the proceedings of the Council

should be regulated.

To the first it was answered that in the bulls by which preceding Councils

were convoked no distinction was made, the form of the summons running

" archbishops and bishops," and that therefore none should now be made. The

decision of the second question was not so easy, some of the bishops contending

that this right belonged to the Fathers of the Council ; but, after a careful ex-

amination of the precedents of former Councils, it was decided, on the 29th of

June, 1869, " that the right of regulating the Council belonged to the authority

which convened it, and that it was the highest prudence to retain that right in

the hands of him who is the Head, not only of the Council, but of the Church." '

Accordingly, on the 27th of November, 1869, this decision may be said to have

been made part of the law of the Church by the publication of the bull Mulii-

pli.ecs inter, prescribing the rules governing the proceedings and the members

of the Council, or, in a wide sense, indicating the (Jrder of Business.^ One of

» Voices, 1869, No. IV., pp. 5-12.

2 For the names of those composing the various Commissions, see Voices, 1869,

No. II., pp. 69 sq.

3 Card. Mdnninfi, 1. c, pp 72-74. (Tr.)

* Acta et Decreta, fasc. II
, pp. 66-71, Ecum. Council; Voices, No. VI., pp.

10-24. Cf Fessier, The Vatican Council, pp. 33-42. The bull MuWplices in-

ter, providing for the regulation of the afTairs of the Council, is divided into

ten sections, as follows: 1. Do modo vivendi in Concilio; 11. De jwre et modo

proponendi ; III. De secreto servando in Concilio; IV. De ordiiie sedendi et

de non inlerendo alioui praejudicio, i. e., establishing the order of rank and pre-
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the most important paragraphs of this ball is the second. "0« tlic right and

method of introducing maitern to be treated^ All questions that might come

before the Council could not of course be foreseen by the Commission of Di-

rection, and it was necessary, in order to save titae and avoid confusion, to have

some regular channel through which new subjects might be brouglit before the

Council. A (Jommiaslon on PontuUttea, consisting of six-and-twenty cardinals

and bishops, eminent for experience and priideneo, was therefore appointed

by tlie Pope, and every bishop desiring to jiropose a new subject in Council

was required to lay it before this Commission in the form of a written petition

to the Pontiff. The efficiency of such a ])hui no one will deny; neither can

there be any just suspicion of unfairness, for it seems morally impossible that

si.x-and-twenty prudent bishops would be adverse to bringing forward any

matter really worth being proposed to tiie Council.'

Another point of vital importilnce was the mode of discussion and voting

provided for in the two paragraphs of the bull Multiplices inter, entitled, re-

spectivelj', <Jn the General CongregaHons of the Fathers and On Public Sessions.

It was as follows: The preparatory labors of the Commission of Directicm and

its theologians and canonists were sifted and arranged into schemata or draft-

decrees, which were wholly the work of the bishops who prepared them, and

had no supreme sanction whatever. Printed copies of the schemata were dis-

tributed to the Fathers of the Council as a basis of discussion, which was con-

ducted as follows : At the outset of the Council the Fathers were to elect by

secret vote four special Congregations or Deputations, viz.: 1. On Faith ; 2. On
Discipline; 3. On Regular Orders; and, 4. On the Affairs of the Eastern

Church, consisting each of twenty-four members, and continuing to exercise

their functions during the time the Council was in session.^ Each Father was

to be in possession of the schemata some days, ten at least, before discussion

upon them was opened. These schemata were first discussed in the (leneraL

Congregations of the whole Council, where, if any particular .s<:/tem'/, was ac-

cepted as a whole, it was next taken \ip paragraph by paragraph and clause by

clause. If, on the" contrary, it provoked discussion, the arguments on both sides,

as taken down in short hand, were referred to the one of the four Comniissions-

to which the subject in question belonged. The whole schema was now exam-

cedence; V. De judicibus excusationum et querelarura, i. e., appointing a Com-

mission on Excuses to decide upon the excuses sent by bishops not present and

upon those sent in by bishops desiring to leave, and a second Commission on

Disputes, to settle any questions that may arise relative to rank and precedence;

VI. De oflBcialibus Concilii, i. e., providing for the appointment and duties of

the officers belonging to the Council; VII. De congregationibus generalibus

Patrum; VIII. De sessionibus publicis, an account of which is given in the

text; IX. De non discedendo a Concilio; X. Jndultum apostalicum de non-

residentia pro iis qui Concilio intersunt, i. e., exempting by apostolic indult

those who were engaged at the Council from the usual penalties attaching to

absence from their benefices.

' Card. Manning, 1. c, pp. 7'), 78, and 89. (Tr.)

'^yee the bull Multipiiccs inter, sec. VIL. De Congregationibus generalibus-

Patrum. ( Tr )
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ined in the light of the arguments brought out in the discussion, amended or

recast, printed, and again brought before the General Congregation by one of

the members of the Commission, selected for the purpose. If the scheyyui needed

further corrections or amendments, the same process was repeated, and so on

until a satisfactorj' schema was obtained. The final verdict on a schema was,

of course, determined bj' vote, which was taken in the following manner:

Those voting aye said placet ; those voting 7io, non-placet ; and those voting aye,

with a condition or qualification, said placet juxta modum. The last kind of

vote was permitted only in General Congregations, not in Public Sessions, and

those who so voted were required to send in, in writing, their correction or

amendment, which was printed, submitted to the Commission, and voted upon

at the next General Congregation.^

On the 20th of February, 1870, a decree was published, containing some fur-

ther rules, which, while providing for full freedom of discussion, were designed

to prevent irrelevant and useless controversj', to make the debates more orderly

and direct, and to save time and expedite business. These just limitations gave

oflFense to some, who regarded them as strictures on their freedom of speech and
action ; but it is difficult, on reading them over, to view them as other than wise

regulations, admirably adapted for the guidance and government of such a body

as the Vatican Council. The rules governing the debates in the American

Congress or the British Parliament do not allow a wider libertj^, and are not

nearly so simple and precise.

Some of the bishops also thought that the provisions of the Constitution

Aposfoltcac Sedis moderatwni, signed by the Pope October 12, 1869, and pub-

lished as a part of the law of the Church on the Hth of December, abrogating

a number of censures^'' not applicable to the changed circumstances of these

times, should have been incorporated in one of the nchemata, and brought be-

fore the Council ; and, because this was not done, a few began to express their

fears that their freedom would be restrained. It is not easy to understand why
the exercise of a papal prerogative, which at any other time would have ex-

cited no comment, should then be taken as indicating a purpose to control the

action of an Ecumenical Council.

Having now given the history of the origin of the Vatican Council and of

the events that preceded its opening, it only remains U) mention the subjects to

be laid before it, and to speak more or less in detail of papal iafalllbility,

which, though it was never mentioned by the Pope in connection with the

proceedings of the Council, nor suggested by any of the Consultors, except by

one or two incidentally, nor explicitly contained in any of the ficheviata,

seemed, nevertheless, the one question that was uppermost in the njinds of men.

Of the subjects to be brought before the Council, it will be sufficient to give

the schemata prepared by the theokigians and canonists of the Commission of

Direction. They were as follows: 1. Schema on Catholic Doctrine against the

manifold errors flowing from Rationalism ; 2. Schema on the Church of Christ

;

-S. Schema on the Office of Bishops ; 4. Schema on the Vacancy of Sees •

» Card. Manning, 1. c, pp. 78-80. (Tr.)

* Actaet Decreta, fasc. I., pp. 77-85; Ecum. Counc, Voices, No. VII., pp. 10-17.
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5. Schema on the Life and Manners of the Clergy ; 0. Sehenia on the Little

Catechism.'

For some years previously to the convocation of the ^'atican Council, ]iar-

ties hostile to the prerogatives of the Holy See had existed in both France and

Germany. In the former country the immediate occasion of their hostility was

the condemnation of certain errors in politics by Gregory XVI.; in the latter

the condemnation of certain errors in science b}' Pius IX. These parlies had

been steadily growing in number and gaining in strength up to th(! moment of

the celebration of the Centenary in 1807. Five hundred bishops on that oc .a-

sion emphatically affirmed the Pope's prerogatives in the most ample way.

stating that '• Peter spoke by the mouth of l*Tus;" that whatever Pius "spolcc,

contirmed, and pronounced for the safe custody of the deposit,' they likewise

"spoke, confirmed, and pronounced;" and that, "with one voice and one

mind," they rejected whatever he had "judged fit to reprove and reject. '

'^ It

is n(.)t surprising, therefore, tliat this declaration, taken in connection with the

con\ocation of an Ecumenical Council, should have alarmed and stimulated to

renewed activity those who, believing that the prerogatives of the Holy See

were already too extensive, were engaged in a strenuous efl'ort to force them

within narrower limits by withdrawing political and scientific questions from

the jurisdiction of the Church. With the instinct of error, they discovered the

quarter from which to apprehend danger, and at once began a malignant war

on jnipal infallibility, althi>ugh. as has been seen, the subject had not been even

mentioned by either the Pope or any one officially connected with the Council.

Everything was done that could be done to prevent papal infallibility fro:!i

being ])romulgated as a dogma. Its opponents held conferences, organized,

matured an elaborate .system of attack, divided their forces, apportioned the

labor according to the gifts and qualifications of individuals, those of one

country kept up an active correspondence with their allies in every other, and

in 18(i8 a work entitled James appeared in Germany, which, as Cardinal Man-

ning says, was "an elaborate attempt of many hands to destroy by profuse mis-

representation ot history the authority of the Pope, and to create animosity

against the future Council.-'

The Schema on the Church of Christ contained only two chapters on the

Head of the Church, the first on the Primacy and the second on the Temporal

Power. No more had been prepared in the begmning of the 3'ear 1809. The

Commission, taking up the subject again at this date, found it impossible to

treat the Primacy without at the same time treating its endowments, and, as a

consequence, the question of infallibility. Hence, on the 11th of February,

when the subject was reached, two questions came up for discussion: 1. C(ni

the infallibility of the Roman Pontiff be defined as an article oi j'nitlt?

2. Ought it to be so defined? To the first question the Consultors answered

unanimously in the affirmative; to the second, all but one answered indirectly

that it ought not be brought before the Council except at the request of the^

bishops.*

>Card. Mantling, 1. c, p. 82. (Tr.)

^Ibid., 1.c, p. 51. (Tr.)

3 Ibid., 1. c, pp. 67 sq. (Tr.)

*Ibid., 1. c, p. 83. (Tr.)
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"While the Consultors were still at work on the additional t'liaptei-s of the

Schema on the Church of Christ, a correspondence from France, dated Febru-

ary G, 18()9, appeared in the Civitid Cfittotica, in which the writei' ])retlieted that

the Council would be of short duration, and stated that it was tlie unanimous

wish of all Catholics to have the teachings of the Si/llabua formally enunc'ated

and the infallibility of the Pope proclaimed by acclamation. In C(.)mmenting

on the article in the Civilta, The Catholic of Mentz^ said that the sentiments

there expressed had been promptly disavowed by the highest authorities in

Rome
; that even the General of the Jesuits declined to give them iiis approval

;

and that woi'ds penned by some over-zealous and imprudent writers, and sanc-

tioned b}' a few others, should not be taken as an authoritative uttei'anee on

tin; line of action to be pursued by the Council. Still the article was generally

regarded as significant, and the discussion of the subject was taken up every-

whe/'e. yimultaneously in France, Germany, and Belgium, in England and

tlie United States, the columns of newspapers and periodicals were crowded

Avith editorials on the subject, and pamphlets and treatises came from the press

in hurried succession, nearly all the opposition writers drawing their weapons

of attack from the armory supplied by Janus in the preceding year. The ex-

citement was steadily on the increase, and nothing was left undone to prevent

a return of men's minds to sobriety and calmness. An article, entitled the

Ctnuicil find the Ccviltu, which appeared in the Auc/Hhurg Universal Gazette. on

tlie 10th of March, 1869,'^ so alarmed the fears of even well-meaning educated

laymen, that a number of them, then attending the Parliament in Berlin,

thou, lit it their duty to send an address to the bishops assembhd at Fulda, ex-

pressing their misgivings. The bishops, in consequence, published a Pastoral

Latter^-'' in which they said that " an Ecumenical Council could never, bj' any

possibility, proclaim as a dogma a doctrine not contained in Holy Writ and

Apostolic Traditions, and that the Church, in giving decisions on matters of

faith, does not pronmlgate new doctrines at all, but sets old truths in a clearer

light, thus guarding them against fresh errors." The bishops of Austria, Plnn-

gary, France, and other countries issued pastoral letters of a like character, as-

suring their flocks that the aims and purposes of the Holy See had been grossly

misrepresented. Bishop Dupanloup went the length of saying that extravagant

opinions were wafted from France across the Alps
; that wisdom and modera-

tion came from Kome. Infallibility became a subject of disquieting anxiety,

even in diplomatic circles. A document, bearing date of April 9, 18G9, signed

by Prince Hohenlohe, the Bavarian minister, but written by an abler hand, was

.-sent to all the governments of Europe, inviting their co-operation in a combined

.attempt to oppose the Council. '-The only dogmatic thesis," he said, 'which

Kome would wish to have decided by the Council ... is the infallibility

of the Pope." * Such were some of the attempts made to misrepresent, intimi-

^ [ja Civilta, Caitolica, anno XXmo, p. 352. (Tk.) "7Vie Catholic,' Year 180'.),

Vol. I., p. 727.

2 Number G9. See also Acton, 1. c, pp. 18 sq., "Attitude of Statesmen before

the Opening of the Council."

^ It was signed by twenty-one bishops and proxies. The text is given in ihe

Voices, 1869, Nos. Y.-X., followed by pastoral letters from other countries.

*Card. Manning, 1. c, p. 68. (Tk.)
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date, and overawe the Council. Every sort of argument was made use of to

convey to the world a wrong notion of its aims and purposes. The whole world

seemed arrayed and banded against it, and, as the day of its opening drew near,

the violence and malignity of the opposition increased. Still the preparations

for the Council went steadily forward, heedless of this multitudinous clamor of

angry tongues.

The Bull -of Indiction was; i)ronui]i;at('d June •J'.t, 1808, and by tlie day set for

the opening, December 8, 180'.), the bishops and apostolic vicars from the most

remote countries had arrived in Rome. They were there from California and

Mexico; from Brazil, Peru, Chili, and New Granada; from the Philippine Isl-

ands and Australia; and from India, ISiam, Tunkin, China, and Japan.

Pius IX. considerately provided for the suitable support of the more indigent

of the prelates. By the middle of December the number of the Fathers had

risen to above seven hundred, but was considerablj' reduced during the progress

of the Council by death and other causes. At the 'ihlrd Fublic Session, held

April 24, 1870, there were present only six hundred and sixty-seven, of whom
43 were cardinals, 9 patriarchs, 8 primatcjs, 107 archbishops, 450 bishops, 1 ad-

ministrator of a diocese, G privileged abbots, 20 abbots-generals, and 43 superi-

ors-generals of Religious Orders and Congregations.' Over the Four Fublic

Sessions the Pope presided in person, while the Geneval Congregations were pre-

sided over by five Cardin'al Presidents, appointed by him. Cardinal von Rev-

sach was First President, and with him were associated Cardinals de Luca, Bi-

zarri, Bilio, and Capalti. Cardinal von lleisach died in Savoy, after a short

illness, on Christmas day, 1809, and Cardinal de Angetis was named First Pres-

ident in his room. Bishop Fcssler, of St. Polten, had been appointed Secretary

of the Council before its opening.

§ 4136. The Vatican Council and its Immediate Consequences.

At a Prelinmiary Coiiffregaiion [Congregiitio prosynod(tlis), held in the Sistine

Chapel, December 2, 1809, Pius IX., who presided, said he could not ])ut in

words the great joy he ielt at seeing gathered about him so many bishops from

all parts of the Catholic world, and that his joy was so much th.e greater in that

he felt they were bound to him by the same bond of love that hound the Dis-

ciples to their .Master. He said they were come together to provide remedies

'For farther clas.~ific;ition and statements, by countries, see Fesslrr, The Vat-

ican Council, p. lo-20. Of the 107 archbishops, e.g., there were 23 Greeks and

Orientals (8 Armenians, 5 Chaldeans, 4 Maronites, 3 Syrians, 1 Greek 1 Greek

Melchite, and 1 Roumanian)
;
23 Italians and 40 from other countr.es (10 from

France. 10 from North .\merica, 3 from Austria, 3 from Germany, 2 from Ire-

land. 2 from Belgium and Holland, and 1 from England) ; finally, 15 archbishops

ill jMrtibus infidelium. Of tlie 4o0 bishops, 293 are to be book'/d for Europe, viz.,

122 for Italy ^of whom but few oobishops), Gl for France, 31 for Spain, 18 for the

Austro-IIungarian monarchy, 16 for Irehnid, 15 for Germany, 11 for England

and Scotland, 9 for Turkey and Greece, 7 for Switzerland, with the bishops'

substitutes of Geneva, Choire, and of the Abbey of Saint Maurice (in the Va-

lais), 5 for Belgium and Holland, and 2 for Portugal.
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for the great evils that threatened Cliristian and Civil Society in these times,.

and prayed that the blessing of God might fall upon them and upon their work.i

After the Alloruf/on, the names of the Cardinal Presidents and other official^

were made known, and th3 Constitution for the regulation of the Council dis-

tributed to the bishops.'^

On the 8th of December the Council was solemnly opened by a Public Ses-

sion in the Council Hall in the transept, on the right-hand side of the Basilica

of St. Peter. After the Vcni Creator had been sung and Hicjh Mass said, the

Book of Gospels was placed upon the Altar, where it remained open through-

out the Session. A sermon was then preached, followed by the Synodal pray-

ers, which were intoned by the Holy Father, and the Litany of the Saints.

After the Gospel, the Pope made an Allocution,^ in which he said: "Our heart

rejoices and is glad with an exceeding great joy to see you. Venerable P>rethren,

gathered here in the citadel of the Catholic Picligion, and on this holy and

most auspicious Feast of the Immaculate Conception of the Virgin Mary,

Mother of God, in greater number than ever before. You are here in the

name of Jesus Christ, to bear witness with us to the Word of God; to declare

with us the truth to all men, which is the way that leads to God; and to con-

demn with us, under the guidance of the Holy Ghost, the doctrines of false

science. You aru aware. Venerable Brethren, of the violence of the assaults

made by the old enc^my of the human race against the House of God, which

should be adorned with holiness. But, as St. John Chrysostom has said, 'noth-

ing is more powerful than the Church ; she is stronger than Heaven itself.

Heaven and earth shall pass away, but My words shall not pass away.' Be ye

therefore strengthened in the Lord; and, sanctified in truth and clad with the

armor of light, teach the way. the truth, and the Hie. God is present in His

holy place; He is with us in our deliboraiions and our efforts; He has chosen

us to be His servants and fellow-workers in this great work of His salvation.

Therefore, knowing well our own weakness, and filled with mistrust of our-

selves, we lift up our eyes and our prayers to Thee, O Holy Ghost, to Thee, the

source of true light and wisdom." *

After the Vcni Creator had been again sung, the Bishop of Fabriano read

from the Ainbo the decree of the opening of the Council, of which the follow-

ing is the substance .• "Is it the pleasure of the Fathers that the Ecumenical

Council should be opened and should be declared open for the glory of the

Most Holy Trinity, the custody and declaration of the faith and of the Catho-

lic religion ; for the condemnation of errors, which are widely spreading, and

for the moral correction of clergy and people?" When the Fathers had unan-

imously answered Placet, the Pope declared the Council opened, and fi.xed the

Second Public Sessio7t for the Feast of the Epiphany, January 0, 1870. Pre-

paratory to it four General Congregations were held on the 10th, 14th, 20th, and

>See the Allocution of December 2d. (Tr.)

^'Card. Manning, 1. c, p. 80. (Tr.)

3 Both documents, the Pope's Allocution and the Sermon of the day, in the

Acta ct Decreta concilii Vaticani, fasc. IL, pp. 144-153. Ecumenical Council,.

Voices from Maria-Laach, 1809, 1870, No. VI., pp. 24-42.

*See Allocution of December 8th. (Tr.)
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28th days of December. In the first of these the names of those composing

the Commission on Postulates were made known, after which the five Judges

of Excuses (Judiccs exciisationum) were elected by the universal vote of the

Council, and the Schema on Catholic Doctrine against the manifold errors flow-

ing from Rationalism distributed to the Fathers. Five Judices Querelarum,

for the determination of questions of rank and precedence, were also chosen,

and the Constitution of December 4th, in which the Pope made provisions

against the event of his death during the continuance of the Council, commu-
nicated to the Fathers.! In the second General Congregation, the members of

the Commission on Faith, twenty-four in number,'^ were voted for, after which

the Papal Constitution, Apostolicae Scdis moderatioiii, already mentioned, was

laid before the Fathers. In the third General Congregation, the result of the

vote for members of the Commission on Faith was made known, and an equal

number elected for the Commission on Discipline. In the fourth General Con-

gregation the same number were chosen to serve on the Conunission on Relig-

ious Orders, after which the discussion was opened on the first Schema oh Cath-

olic Doctrine, and ccmtinued in the General Congregations held on the 30th of

December, 1869, and the 3d and 4th of January, 1870, but without reaching

any definite result. Hence, in the Second Public Session, the Fathers could

do no more than make the Profession of Faith, according to the formulary of the

Council of Trent. The members of all Councils, from that of Constantinople,

in 381, where the Creed of the Council of Nicaea was repeated, down to the

Council of the Vatican, have uniformly been required to make such profession.

First the Pope rose, and facing the Fathers, the Eook of Gospels being open on

the Altar and the Tomb of St. Peter uncovered, read from his throne, in a loud,

clear voice, the profession of the faith of Trent. The Bishop of Fabriano then

read the same from the Ambo. The cardinals, patriarchs, primates, archbish-

ops, bishops, and other Fathers of the Council, next signified their adhesion to

this as their common faith by advancing and reverently kissing the Book of

Gospels, open at the throne of the Pope. This seemed the fulfillment of the

1 Acta et decreta, pp. 95-98; Ecumenical Council, Voices, No. VII., pp. 5-9.

2 These were: The Eoman, Cardoni, Archbishop of Edessa, in part, and the

Archbishop of Modena, the Bishop of Treviso, and the Bishop of Calvi, from

Italy; the Bishops Senestrey, of Batisbon, and Martin, of Paderborn, from

Germany; the Archbishop of Cambray and the Bishop of Poitiers, from

France ; the Archbishop of Saragossa and the Bishop of Jaen, in Spain ; Arch-

bishop Manning, of Westminster, from England; the Archbishop of Cashel,

from Ireland; the Archbishop of Utrecht, Archbishop Deschamps, of Malines,

Archbishop Ledochowsky, of Posen-Gnesen, and Primate of Poland ; the

Bishop of Sion or Sitten, in Switzerland; the Armenian Patriarch of Cilicia,

from Asia Minor, and the Archbishop of Bostra and Administrator of East

India, from Eastern Asia ; Archbishop Spalding, of Baltimore, and Archbishop

Alemany, of San Francisco, from North America ; the Archbishop of Santiago,

in Chili, and the Bishop of Eio Grande de San Pedro, in Brazil, from South

America. Cardinal Bllio was made President of this Committee. For the

members of the other committees, see Fessler, The Vatican Council, pp. 56-61.

VOL. ni—52
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prayers of Oiir Lord, "that thcj^ all may be one, as Thou, Father, in Me, and I

in 'Ihee; ihat ihcy also may be one in Us; ihat ihe world inay believe ihai Thou
hast sent »*(?." '

The first discussion on the Schema on Catholic Doctrine was closed at the

General Congref/ation held January 10. Thirty-five Fathers had spoken, and
the Schema, with their speeches and proposed amendments, was sent back to

the Commission on Faith to be entirely recast. In the meantime the Fathers

took up in the General Congregations the disciplinary Schemata on the Vacancy

of Sees, on the Life and Manners of the Clergy, and on the Little Catechism.

The first was discussed in seven General Congregations between the 14th and
2oth of January, in which thirty-seven spoke; the second also in seven, be-

tween the 2-3th of January and the 8th of February, in which thirty-eight

spoke ; and the last in six, between the 10th and 22d of February, in which

forty-one spoke ^ These Schemata, with the speeches and amendments, were

then sent back to the Commission on Discipline. At the close of the last of

these General Congregations, the Decree, already mentioned, containing some
additional regulations, drawn up by the Commission on Postulates, intended to

make the discussions more orderly, rigorous, and expeditious, was communi-
cated to tlie Fathers. These rules provided that bishops desiring to make any
changes or corrections in the Schema previously distributed to them should do

so in writing, first on the Schema as a whole, and secondly' on the chapters and

paragraphs in detail ; that after these proposed amendments had been printed

and put into the hands of each of the Fathers, the Cardinal Presidents should

fix a day for the opening of the discussion ; that those wishing to speak should

hand in their names to the Cardinal Presidents, and also state whether they

were going to speak on the Schema as a whole or on one of its' chapters, and if

the latter, which one; that if any of the speakers spoke wide of the question,

the Presidents might remind him of the fact ; and, finally, that if it was clear

the discussion was being uselessly prolonged, the Cardinal Presidents, at the

written request of any ten of the Fathers, might, by a vote of the Congrega-

tion, decide whether it should go on or be closed.^ As the Schema on Catholic

Doctrine had not yet been completed, the second dogmatic Schema on ihe

Church of Christ was distributed to the Fathers. As originally driiwn up, it

consisted of three Parts and fifteen Chapters.* By the new rules of debate, the

Fathers had at least ten days to hand in their views and criticisms in writing.

In the present case this period closed on March 4th. About one hundred and

twenty papers were handed in on Chapters 1. to X., including many memorials

against the new llules, signed jointly by a number of bishops, the lowest list

1st. John, XVII., 20, 21.

2 Card. Mamiiny, 1. c, p. 9G. It would seem, from the dates given above, that

Card. Manning is incorrect in saying that these Schemata were discussed after

the Third Public Session. (Tr.)

'See the Decree of February 22d. (Tr.)

*Part I., embracing chapters I. to X., treated of The Church of Christ;

Part II., embracing chapters XI. and XII., treated oi The Primacy of the

Roman Poni[ff and his Temporal Power; Part III., embracing cliapters XIII.

to XV., treated of The Relation of the Cliurch to the State.
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of signatures being four, and the higliest twenty-nine. It lias been already

seen that that portion of the Schema on ilte Church of Christ treating of the

Head of tlio Church contained only two Chapters, the one on his Primacy and

the other on his Temporal Power. To complete the subject, many of the bish-

ops desired to introduce a new Chapter on Papal Infallibilitj'. The lawful way

to do this was to send a petition to the Commission on Postulates, asking leave

to introduce such a Chapter. A petition was accordingly drawn up, to which

were subsequently added extracts from Provincial Councils favoring the doc-

trine, and circulated among the bisbops, of whom four hundred and fifty signed

it. A counter-petition was also drafted and signed by about one hundred bish-

ops, asking that the question of Infallibility be not laid before the Council, on

the ground that to define it would be both unwise and unseasonable, not that

tliey disbelieved the doctrine itself.^ The petition of the Infallibilists was ac-

cejitcd by the Commission on the 9th of February, and approved by Pius IX.,

and accordingly a third Chapter, entitled "Rornnnum Pontijicem in rebus fidei et

morwn definieiidis crrnre non posse was inserted between Chapters XI. and XII.

of the original Schema.^ This part of the Schema, as amended, was distrib-

uted to the Fathers on the 6tli of March. They were requested to hand in

their papers on the subject at the close of ten days, but this period proving too

short, was extended eight days longer. By the 2oth of March one hundred

and forty-nine papers ha4 been handed in, representing the views of above two

hundred Fathers, some of the documents bearing the signatures of more than

twenty bishops. The Commission on Faith made an Anabiikal Syjiopsis {syn-

opsis analytlca) of all these papers, which, when printed, filled two volumes,

one of 144 pages, 4to, on the Primacy, and another of 242 pages, 4to, on the

Infallibility of the Roman Pontiff. From this it is clear that the Commission

on Faith did not fail of its duty.

In the meantime the Schema on Catholic Doctrine had been recast by the

Commission on Faith, and was distributed to the Council on the 14th of March.

Instead of eighteen, it now consisted of only four Chapters, with an Introduc-

tion or Proocmium. In the Introduction the errors are enumerated that have

sprung up in the world for the last three hundred years, thus logically connect-

ing the Council of the Vatican with that of Trent. Of the four Chapters the

first treats Of God, the Creator of All Things ; the second, Of Revelation ; third,

Of Faith ; and the fourth, Of Faith and Reason. To these were added eighteen

Canons.

The second discussion on this Schema, as remodeled, began on the 18th of

March. Nine Fathers spoke on the Schema as a whole, when, no one desiring to

speak further, the general discussion was closed, and the special discussion on

the Chapters, otie by one, opened. Twenty-one' spoke on the First Chapter

;

twenty on the Second; twenty-two on the Third; and twelve on the Fourth.

The Prooemium, after having been twice amended, was finally tmanimously

adopted in a General Congregation held March 29th. The First Chapter, after

iCard. Manning, 1. c, pp. 98 and 113-115. (Tk.)

- For the reasons brought forward for and against the defitiing of infallibility,

see Card. Manning, 1. c, pp. 101-121. (Tu.)

.* Card. Manning, 1. c, p. 93, says sixteen. (Tr.)
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revision and amendment, was passed April 1st; the Second, April 8th; and
the Third and Fourth, April rith. The Schema, as a whole, was then proposed

for aeceptance. No one voted Non jiUicei, but eighty-three voted Placet juxta

inodum. Their amendments were sent to the Commission, printed in a quarto

volume of fifty-one pages, and distributed. Finally the Schema, as amended,
was adopted by an unanimous vote on the 19th of April. i In the Third Pub-
lic Session, held on Dominica in Albis or Low Sunday, April 24, the Dogmnilc

Constitution on Catholic Faith was accepted by the unanimous vote of six hun-

dred and sixty-nine Fathers.^ On the following day the Schema on the Little

Catechism, as revised by the Commission on Discipline, was distributed to the

Council, and discussed in two General Congregations, held on the 29th and 30th

of April. It was once more sent back to the Commission, with the amend-

ments, but though it again came before the General Congregation on 4th and

loth of ilay, no definite result was reached. The Schema on the Primacy and

Infalliblliiy of the Roman Pontiff, as it came back from the Commission on

Faith, formed only one part of the original Schema on the Church of Christ, and

was entitled First Dogmatic Constitution on the Church of Christ. It consisted

of an Introduction and four Chapters: I. Of the Institution of the Apostolic

Primacy in Blessed Peter; II. Of the Perpetuity of the Primacy of Blessed

Peter in the Koman Pontiffs; III. On the Power and Nature of the Primacy

of the Roman Pontiff; IV. Concerning the Infallible Teaching of the Eoman
Pontiff. Printed copies of this Schema, embodying the amendments of the two

hundred bishops, were distributed to the Fathers during the last days of April,

and the general discussion opened on the 14th of May, and continued through

fourteen sessions, closing on the 3d of June.

In that interval, sixty-four had spoken, the majority of them on Chapters

III. and IV. A hundred others had sent in their names to speak, but as it

appeared that all the arguments that could be brought forward had been ex-

hausted; that the speakers were going on repeating themselves; that instead

of confining their remarks to the Schema as a whole, they had already antici-

pated the discussion in detail, particularly as regards Chapters III. and IV.

;

that each of the seven hundred bishops might yet speak five times, that is, once

on the Introduction and once on each of the Four Chapters, or, in other words,

that there were still a possible three thousand and odd speeches to be listened to,

it was necessary, as Cardinal Manning says, that in this, as "in all human af-

fairs, the limits of common sense should be respected at last." As we have

seen by the later regulations of the Council, any ten Fathers might petition the

Presidents to put it to a vote to ascertain whether the discussion was to go on

or be closed. The petition to close the general discussion was signed by about

one hundred and fifty bishops, put to the Council, and carried by an immense

majority. Then began the special discussions on the Introduction and the

' "In passing this one Schema, the interval between the 14th of March and

tin? 19th of April was consumed; seventy-nine members of the Council spoke;

three hundred and sixty-four amendments were made, examined, and voted

upon; six reports were made by the Commission upon the text, which, after

its first recasting, had been six times amended." Card. Maniiiiig, 1. c, p. 95. (Tr.)

=* Acta et Decreta, p. 170-179; Ecum.Counc, N. IX., p. 1-29, Lat. and Germ.
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Chapters, one by one. In the first General Congregation, held June 6th, seven

spoke on the Introduction ; on the following day, three spolce on Chapter I. and

five en Chapter II. The discussion on Chapter III. lasted froni the 9th to

the 14th of June, and thirty-two spol<e. The Introduction and the first three

Chapters, with the proposed amendments, were then sent back to the Commis-

sion on Faith. In the special discussion on Chapter IV., whicli lasted tiirough

eleven Sessions, from the 15th of June to the 4th of Jul}', fifty-seven spoke,

among whom were six Cardinals and two Patriarchs. The Introduction and

the first two Chapters were reported July 5, and adopted nearly unanimously.

The discussion on Chapter IV. was opened by Cardinals Rauscher and Ma(-

i/iieu on the side of the opposition. It would appear that during this discus-

sion, as in the Council of Trent,^ some of the Fathers momentarily forgot them-

selves and lost their tempers. But as feeling ran high on both sides, and as

bishops are after all human, this was in the nature of things. At the close

of the discussion, Chapter IV., with ninety-six proposed amendments, was sent

back to the Commission on Faith. On the 11th of July the Commission re-

ported, having added three new paragraphs,^ and substituted for the title De
Romani Pontijicls Infaliibilltate ih^ Miowmg: De Romani Poniificis Lijallibili

Magisterlo. Most of the changes were accepted.

On the 13th of July, Chapters III. and IV. were adopted by a great majority.

The whole Schema on the Primacy and Infallibility of the Romon Pouiiff was

again hastily printed and distributed to the Fathers for the final vote on the

same day. There were present GOl Fathers, of whom 451 voted Placet or aye;

88 Non placet or no; and 62 Placet juxta modum or aye, with a qualification.

The written amendments consequent upon this vote numbered one hundred

and sixty-three, which were sent to the Commission, examined, and the report

made on the 16th of July. Many of the amendments were adopted by a great

majority; among others, two proposed by the Commission, and the following

addition to the formula of the definition of Infallibility :
" Ideoque Eomani

Pontificis definitiones ex sese ' non autem ex consensu ecclesiae ' irreformabiles

esse." ^

The whole Schema was again reprinted, distributed, put once more to the

vote and passed.* At the close of this General Congregation a protest was read

by the Cardinal President against the numerous misrepresentations and false-

hoods circulated concerning the Council in the newspapers of every tongue and

1 See p. 351, supra.

2 Card. Maiming, 1. c, p. 138. (Tr.)

3 The formulary of Infallibility now ran as follows: Sacro approbante con-

cilio docemus et divinitus revelatum dogma esse definimus: Komanum pontifi-

cem, cum ex cathedra loquitur, i. o., cum omnium christianorum pastoris et

doctoris munere fungens pro suprema sua apostolica auctoritate doctrinam de

fide vel moribus ab universa ecclesia tenendam definit, per assistentiam divi-

nam, ipsi in beato Petro promissam, ea infallibilitate pollere, qua divinus re-

demptor ecclesiam suam in definienda doctrina de fide vel moribus instruotara

esse voluit; ideoque ejusmodi llomani pontificis definitiones ex sese, non autem

ex consensu ecclesiae irreformabiles esse.

* Card. Manning, 1. c, pp. 138, 139. (Tr.)
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in anonymous pamphlets. Of the latter the Protest instanced two, "written in

Prench and entitled Ce qui sc passe au Concile and La derniere heure du con-

cile, which, for the arts of calumny and the license of detraction, bear away the

palm 'from all others." With this protest closed the eighty-fifth General Con-

gregation. A last effort was now made to prevent the promulgaticm of the

doctrine of Infallibility. On the evening of the 15th of July, Simor, Primate

of Hungar}' ; Rivet, Bishop of Dijon
;
and von Ketiler, Bishop of Mentz, had

an audience of the Pope, during which, speaking in the name of those whom
they represented, they besought him not to promulgate the dogma of Infalli-

bility, or at least to put it off until the Schema on the Church of Chriot had

been more fully discussed. Bishop von Kettler, in the urgency and earnestness

of his appeal, cast himself on his knees three times before the Holy Father,

but to no purpose. On the following day, Cardinal Rauscher, in taking leave

of Pius IX., represented in strong language the possible evi^s that might fol-

low the promulgation of the dogma, to whom the Pope replied: "The affair

has gone too far now." On the 17th of July, a memorial, signed by fifty-five

bishops, representing France, Austro-Hungary, Germany, and America, was sent

to the Pope, to whom it was handed on the morning of the 18th. The Memo-
rialists state that, acting on the dictates of their conscience, eighty-eight Fath-

ers voted against the First Dog^ncttic Constitution on the Church of Christ at the

General Congregati(m on the 13th of July, sixty-two voted Placet juxta modum,

and seventy remained away altogether; that since that time their own convic-

tions had been, if possible, strengthened, and they therefore now renewed the

votes they then cast ; that thej^ purposed to stay away from the Public Sessto)i

to be held on the 18th of July, because their filial love and reverence for the

Holy Father would not permit them to say no openly and to his face in a mat-

ter that so nearly concerned him personally ; and that they would therefore at

once return and seek peace and quiet among their flocks, which on many ac-

counts were sorely in need of their presence.^ These bishops knew quite well

that it was useless to say that they now repeated their votes of July 13th, for

the reason that only the votes of those actually present were valid. On Tues-

day, the 18th of May, the Fourth Public Session was opened with the usual

solemnities, Pius IX. presiding in person. After Mass had been celebrated and

the Veni Creator sung, the Bishop of Fabriano read from the Ambo the text of

the First Dogmatic Constitution on the Church of Christ, after which the

under-secretary of the Council called upon each Father by name to vote. Of

the 535 present, 533 voted Placet, and 2, one from Sicily and the other from the

United States, Non placet ; and even these subsequently expressed their full

submission to the decision of the Council. In this way a moral and almost a

numerical unanimity of those present was secured, thus carrying out the rule

of the Council of Trent, to the effect that "i« plena synodo" decisions were to

be passed " rei ab omnibus si fieri potest, vel a longe majori parte;" while, on

the other hand, the fact that two voted nai/ proved that the Fathers enjoyed

the fullest freedom.

The Pope, then rising, said: "The Decrees and Canons, contained in the

Constitution just read, have been received by all the Fathers, tv.'o only excepted;

' See Fricdrich, pp. 263, 264 ; and Friedbcrg, pp. 622, 623.
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and We, with the appri)bation of the Council, define both one and the otiier as

read, and confirm tliem by our apostolic authority." i

lie then went on to speak as follows: '-The authority of the Roman Pontiff,

great as it is, Venerable Brethren, does not oppress, but sustains : does not de-

stroy, but builds up; and very frequently strengthens and defends the rights

of our Brethren the Bishops. Hence, let those who now judge in agitation,

bear in mind that the Lord is not in the storm. Let them remember that only

a few years ago they held the opposite opinion, and abounded in the same belief

with Us and in that of the greater part of this most august assembly, because

then they judged. in the spirit of 'gentle air.' . . . We pray God to illumi-

nate their minds and hearts, that all may come to the bosom of their father,

the unworthy Vicar of Jesus Christ on earth, who loves them and desires to be

one with them.'' '•*

The Te Deum was then sung, after Avhich the FovrtJi Public Session of the

Vatican Council was closed with Pontifical Benediction. While the voting was

going forward, a violent thunderstorm was raging outside, which some inter-

preted as an articulate voice of divine anger, and ethers as a heavenly attesta-

tion to the truth of the dogma, like unto that which accompanied the promul-

gation of the Law on Sinai.

On the day of the holding of the Public Session war broke out between

France and Prussia, and, as a consequence, Pome was menaced. This event,

together with the excessive heat, which was intolerable to many of the bishops,

reduced their number to about two hundred. The General Congregations were

reopened on the 13th of August, and the Schemata on Vacant Sees and on the

Life and Manners of the Clergy distributed. Tlie work of the Council was

shortly interrupted by political events, which followed each other in rapid suc-

cession. During the first days of August the French troops were withdrawn

from Roman territory, and on the 20th of September the I'iedmontese troops

entered Rome. It being now next to impossible for the Fathers to go on with

their work, the Holy Father, by the bull Postquam Dei munere, dated October

20, 1870, prorogued the Council until a more seasonable time.-^

The day of the promulgation of the decree of the Infallibility of the Pope,

July 18, coincided with the day on which France declared war against Prussia.

The war was one of extraordinary magnitude, dreadful catastrophes, and
alarming consequences, including the capture and dethronement of the Empe-
ror Napoleon III., the destruction of the French army, and the temporary par-

alysis of France. The design of seizing Rome had been long matured, and

Victor Emmanuel, who had been up to this moment restrained by the power

of France, now proceeded to carry the design into execution. After a short,

1 Acta et Decreta, pp. 181-187; Ecumenical Council, Voiccs,l^o. 10, pp. 1-17,

where the Constitution Pater Aetermis is given in Latin and German; The
Vatican Council, pp. 221-280, in Latin and English.

=* Acta ct Decreta, p. 187 ; Ecum. Council, No. 10, p. 101.

^Acta et Decreta, pp. 190, I'Jl ; Ecum. Council, No. 11, pp. 9-12, Latin and

German ; Friedberg, pp. 623, G24.
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bid gallant struggle, the small pontifical army was defeated oil the 20th of Sep-

tember, 1870, and Rome taken foreible possession of by the troops of the K!nfjdom

of Italy. No European power came to the iiid of the Pope; none ofl'ered him

protection; and from that day to this he has been a prisoner within the walls

and grounds of the Vatican. He is deprived of the freedom and independence

necessary to the exercise of the functions of his high oflBce and indispensable

to one who is to govern the Church in every countrj'. By the suppression of

the monasteries he has been in a great measure deprived of the valuable ser-

vices of a large body of learned and truly pious Eegulars, whose assistance in

the various Congregations is so necessary to him in the government of the

Church. The laws passed by the Italian Parliament guaranteeing his freedom

and independence, even allowing that there was ever any honest intention of

carrying them out, would be utterly inadequate for the purpose in a country

where the government suffers itself to be intimidated b'y the mob.

Some of the bishops, on returning home to their dioceses, found a few per-

sons here and there dissatisfied with the work of the Council, and notably with

the decree of Infallibility. It has been said that thetlefinitions of the Council

caused these to fall off from the unity of the Church ; but, while the definitions

may have been the occasion, they were not the cause. The lives of those who
did go out from the Church had been for years a preparation for their final

falling off, and the definitions of the Council only afforded them a plausible

pretext for their action. As well might it be said that the Council of Nice was

responsible for the eighty bishops that then fell away from the unity of the

Church under a similar pretext, and for the large following that they brought

with them ; or the Council of Ephesus for the thirty bishops that still clung to

the Nestorian heresy ; or the Council of Chalcedon for the schism of the Mo-

nophysites; or the Council of Trent for driving whole nations over to the Lu-

theran heresy.'

Compared with the multitudes that dropped ofl' from the unity of the mys-

tical vine on the above occasions, those who left the Church after the close of

the Vatican Council, or before it, were only a handful, and they separated for

precisely the same reason, because they were not of her fold. The same ex-

planation may be given of- the policy pursued by governments. Thej' rose

simultaneously against the Church, were equally aggressive and malignant, and

all assigned the very same pretexts for their action. But again the promulga-

tion of the decree of Infallibility was only the occasion of these attacks. Their

hostility was not greater after than it had been before the Council, only they

had now a plausible argument to justify their conduct before the world.

^

The bishops who signed the ^[emorial on the 17th of Jul}^ closed by saying

that they ^^ vowed unalterable fidelity and obedience to the Holy Father." Ac-

cordingly, after their return home, they at once submitted to the decision of

the highest authority in the Church, and set an example to their respective

flocks by promptly and cheei-fully professing the articles of faith as set forth

in the decrees and canons of the Vatican Council. In this they but did what

1 See Card. Manning, 1. c, pp. 199-'202. (Tr.)

2 For numerous diplomatic documents bearing on this question, see Friedherg,

1. c, pp. 521-5G9.
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had been done by a still larger number of bishops, after a long resistance to the

Fifth Ecumenical Council in G53, and by the liberal-minded Cardinal of Lor-

raine on a like occasion.^ Even those who had questioned the seasonableness

of the definition, including Bishop Dupanloup, and had made ihat the .so/e

ground of their opposition, gave up their own opinions after the authoritative

decision of the Council. In Germany, above all other countries, the opposition

to the dogma was most marked and pronounced; but the excitement this oppo-

sition evoked did not reach its full height until Professor t;oM DolLuigcr, Provost

of the Chapter of Munich, at one time the most zealous and influential de-

fender of the Catholic Church, published his " Reflections for the Bishops of the

Council on the Question of Papal Infallibility," October, 1869; his "Analysis

of the New Order of Business in the Council," March, 1870; and his "Declara-

tion to tlie Archbishop of Munich," March 28, 1871. In this last publication

he said that neither as a Christian, nor as a theologian, nor as an historian, nor

as a citizen, could he accept tiie dogma of Papal Infallihiiity. These publica-

tions were widely circulated, exercised an immense influence, and brought out

numerous expressions of approval and sympathy. '* In the midst of this agita-

tion and uncertainty the German bishops assembled at Fulda at the end of

August, 1870, and published over all their names a common Pastoral Letter, in

which they promulgated the Decrees of the Vatican, saying " these decrees

have received a binding power on all the faithful by the fact of their final pub-

lication by the Supreme Head of the Church in solemn form at the Public

Session." ^

A special letter was written to the clergy of Eiehstiidt in May, 1871, and sev-

eral bishops wrote pamphlets, fully explaining and defending the Vatican de-

crees.* The drift of these publications, whether of a public or private character,

1 See Vol. I., pp. 625 sq.; and this Vol., p. 362.

''Prom the very beginning the excitement was kept up and intensified by the

numerous letters published in the Augsburg Universal Gazette on the Roman
Council; in The Cologne Wecklij ; in The Rhenish Mercury, specially founded

for the occasion in 1869; and in The German Mercury, of Munich, since 1872.

The letters to the Augsburg Gazette, in the composition of which it was not dif-

ficult to discover the hand of Dr. D'dll'mger, were republished under a new
form at Leipsig in 1869, under the title of "The Pope and the Council," by

Janus; and in Munich in 1870, under the title of "Roman Letters on the

Council," by Qiilrinus. Bishop von Ketiler wrote a refutation of them, entitled

"The Utterances of the Roman Letters on the Council," in the Augsburg

Univ. Gazette, Mentz, 1870; and //6r^e«?-d^Acr another, entitled "Anti-Janus, a

Historico-Apologetical Criticism of Janus;" and another, entitled "The Catho-

lic Church and the Christian State, a Sequel to Anti-Janus," Freibui'g, 1872.

3 Ecumenical Council, No. 12, p. 8. Card. Manning, Petri Privilegium, Lon-

don, 1871 ; Appendix VII., p. 227. (Tr.)

*^ Bp. Fessicr, The True and the False Infallibility of the Popes, Vienna,

1871 ; transl. into French; Engl, tr., New York, 1875. Bp. von Keticler, The
Infallible Teach ing-oflice of the Pope according to the Definition of the Vat-

ican Council, Mentz, 1871. Bp. Martin, The True Sense of the Vatican Defi-

nition on the Infallible Teaching-office of the Pope, Paderborn, 1871.
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was subslantially as follows: 1. That Papal Infallibilitj' does not mean that

the Pope is impcccnble ; or that he can not err as a private teacher; or that he
is inspired hy the Holy Ghost, as were the prophets and apostles; but simply
that in the exercise of his office of teacher of the Universal Chur(!h, i. e., when
solemnly defining and promulgating a revealed truth that nmst be held by all

(docfrinnm—tcncndam definierit), he is directed by a special divine assistance

{assistentia divina) in such way that he can not fall into error. 2. That the

subject-matter upon which the infallible teaching-office of the Ptoman Pontift'

is to be exercised is limited io faith and jnorals, as contained in Holy Writ and
Tradition

; that this infallibility is identical with that claimed and exercised by
the primitive Church in her office of teacher; that it resides in the Head of

the Church and in the body united with the Head; and that it is exercised

throufjk the Head, the Bishop of Pome, whose right it has ever been to approve
the decrees of Ecumenical Councils. 3. Finally, that therefore the claim to

appeal to an Ecumenical Council, or to the verdict of the Church dispersed

over the world from a papal definition, promulgated ex cathedra^ can not be so

much as entertained. Many also laid stress upon the necessity of remaining in

the unity of the Church, and upon the deplorable consequences of an opposite

course. In a pastoral letter, published June 16, 1871, vo7i Hefcle, Bishop of

Rottenburg, used the following words :
" While celebrating the Silver Jubilee

of Our Holy Father, Pius the Ninth, we .should renew and strengthen our de-

termination never to depart from the Center of unity, and, despite the deplora-

ble events taking place around us, to cling only to the Rock of Peter, firm in

the conviction that no danger, whether real or imaginarj^, that is sought to be

avoided by separation, is at all comparable to the evil of separation itself."

It is with sorrow and reluctance, which no motive other than the gravity of

our duty as an historian could overcome, that we now go on to relate some of

the sad consequences that resulted from turning a deaf car to warnings and ad-

monitions like that of the Bishop of Rottenburg. Men like Dr. DbUingcr and

Friedrirh, of jNIunich, Reusch, Langen, Knoodt, of Bonn
;
Reinkens, of Breslau;

and Michelis, of Braunsberg, who had stood as priests at the Altar of the

Church, and had been among the ablest and most energetic defenders of her

doctrines, cut themselves oif from her unity by their own act.' Since their sep-

aration, as thej'are frequently reminded, they have been maintaining doctrines

the contrary of which they zealously professed. They who had been models

of conduct, both as men of honor and Christian gentlemen, forgot themselves

so far as to abuse the sacredriess of friendship and to make a public use of what

was intended to be strictly private and confidential. ^ Others again, on no au-

thority other than public rumor, revile persons high in public esteem, not spar-

ing the most exalted ecclesiastical dignitaries, and, while heaping contempt and

ridicule upon those who joyfully accept the infallibility of the .Pope, pertina-

ciously insist upon their own.^ Having once been the accomplished champions

of the freedom and independence of the Church, they now denounce her as

1 For the transactions of the same, with their respective bishops, see Fried-

berg, 1. c
, pp. 57 sq., 688 sq.

2Conf. Thiel, 3Iy Discussion with the Janus-Christian, Lpsg. 1872.

3 Foremost and e.\'tremest in this course is the Rhenish Mercury.
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dangerous to the State, ami call upon the Civil Power to resist her pretensions.

Although not numerous, they are a eompact body, laborious, active, and tiereely

energetic ; and although before the world so prominently and so long, the world

is almost at a loss how to properly designate them. They have been called

Old Cdt/ioUcs and Protesibig Cathoilcg, but it would seem that, in view of the

fact that their one characteristic note and distinguishing feature is hostility to

the Pope, they would be more appropriately called Aeo-Jaiiseuis/s. Their just

claim to this designation appears to be borne out by facts. At the very begin-

ning of their existence they made advances to the Jansenisls, who were draw-

ing out a feeble existence in Holland; they invited the Jansenistic bishops to

their Conference at Munich; and in July, 1872, they called Loos, the Jansen-

istic Archbishop of Utrecht, to administer the Sacrament of Confirmation in

the newly-formed Congregations in Bavaria. About four hundred children

were confirmed on this occasion, and the archbishop, who had passed so many
j-ears of his official life in obscurity and inactivity, was not a little flattered to

find himself called into public notice by those who, but a few years ago, almost

ignored his existence and dismissed his claims with impatient contempt. IJut

fresh honors were still in store for him, and fresh proofs still forthcoming of the

con-natural alliance between the dying sect and the one just come into exist-

ence, lie shortly received another invitation to perform the ceremony of epis-

copal consecration upon Prof. Eeinkens, of Breslau ; but, after his sudden death,

this function was performed by Bishop Heykamp of Deventer, at Eotterdam

August 11, 1873, and a bishopric for the new sect established at Bonn.
Among the apostasies from the Catholic clergy there was not a single bi.^hnp;

and, besides those already mentioned, onl^' very fi^w prlcstf^, about forty in all,

throughout the whole of Bavaria, the Lower llhine, Austria, Silesia, and East-

ern Prussia. The following of laymen whom these faithless priests carried

with them was comparatively small, and not distinguished for either earnest-

ness of devotion or correctness of life. They find little to edify them in the

new worship, and will probably soon have cause to regret a step which they

took with intemperate haste. Having learned their mistake, they no doubt

think it a cruelty that, having rarely frequented the House of God in their pre-

vious lives, they must now, to save appearances, and because they have com-

mitted themselves, be seen regularly at the conventicles of men.

The conduct of Dr. Sc/iuUe, formerly Professor of Canon and (ierman Law
at the University of Prague, and, since his apostasy, appointed by the govern-

ment of Berlin to a professorship at the University of Bonn, is still more in-

sidious and dangerous. All his energies seem to be directed toward making
civil governments suspicious of papal infallibility, by impressing upon the

minds of statesmen the idea that the world is thi-eatened with a revival of papal

supremacy in both the temporal and spiritual orders, notwithstanding llie fact

that both the bishops and the Pope have repeatedly said that infallible e.c

cuthedrd utterances are limited to the domain of faith and viorals. Moreover,

the judicial suzerainty exercised by the Popes during the Middle Ages had no

connection with the doctrine of infallibility. It was the Jus ])ublicum. of these

times, and rested upon the consent of nations and their compacts with tho

Church. Nations then were Christian, and they appealed in the settlement of

their quarrels in the last resort to him who was at once the Head of the Church
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and the recognized Father of Christendom. While the one prerogative is es-

sential to his office, and can not be affected by any change or political combina-

tion whatever, the exercise of the other is accidental, and must necessarily cease

when governments and nations cease to be Christian. And, in matter of fact,

the only words addressed by Pius IX. to the French nation and King William

of Prussia, during the late events in which these two countries have been en-

gaged, were words of human sympathy and Christian charity. Hence the

Archbishop of Tours, who was the bearer of his niessage to France, made use

of these words :
" The Pope does not complain that people no longer make him

their judge ; he only claims the liberty of weeping over our evils and the right

to plead for the lives of his sons." i Moreover, the Pope has time and again

declared that such apprehensions are entirely unfounded, and that " ihe Papacy

no longer thinhs of reviving ihe supremacy exercised by it during the Middle

Ages." Pius IX. even took occasion to bring up this matter in a public audi-

ence of July 20. 1871, when he spoke substantially as follows : It has been at-

tempted, he said, to falsify.ihe idea of infallibility, by associating with it the

right to depose princes and to absolve subjects from their oath of allegiance.

This riglit, he went on to say, was indeed exercised in a few extreme cases, but

it has no connection whatever with infallibility. It was a consequence of the

Jus publicum then in force among Christian nations, which recognized the Holy

See as the supreme court of appeal for Chri.'^tendom, and conceded to the Pope

the right to pass judgment upon princes and peoples, as well in temporal as in

spiritual affairs. But circumstances are wholly changed now, and it is simply

malicious to represent as applicable to the present age a papal prerogative,

which was only possible under a very exceptionable state of affairs. There are

those who desire me to give a still more precise explanation of the decree of

infallibility, but I do not think it necessary, as the decree itself is quite plain

and explicit to him who reads it with an unbiased mind.'

In France, the congenial home of Gallicanism, there was, contrary to all an-

ticipation, less agitation than in Germany. Inasmuch as the Galileans have

been traditionally averse to any increase of papal power, and to the centraliza-

tion of ecclesiastical authority in Eome, the acquiescence with which the de-

cree of infallibility was there received was a surprise to every one ; and the

more so because Bishop Dupanloup, before setting out for the Council, had pre-

dicted just the contrary .3 He did his best to keep the question of infallibility

from being brought before the Council, and by his letter:? to Desehawpn, Arch-

bishop of Malines, on the same subject,* was mainly instrumental in having

the respected Pere Grairy write and publish his four Historico-dogmaticnl Let-

ters against papal infallibility. What Pere Gratry did for the Archbishop of

Malines, at the suggestion of the Bishop of Orleans, Maret, Dean of the

TheoHgical Faculty of Paris and titular Bishop of Sura, did for Darboy, Arcli-

1 Cf. Fessler, The True and False Infallibility.

^Pastoral Papers of the Archdiocese of Munich, July 27, 1871.

3 Cf. Lord Acton, The Vatican Council, Germ, trans., by Dr. Reisc/i, p. 46.

*The documents relative to this and other kindred subjects may be found in

Friedbcrg, pp. 19-21.
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bishop of Paris.^ Still, after the doctrine had been once defined and promul-

gated, Archbishop Darboy, Bishop Maret, and, shortly before his death, Pere

Gratry, all submitted to tlie authority of the Council and accepted its decrees.

Finally, Bishop Dupanluup, in a pastoral to his clergy, dated June 20, 1872, in

which he officlallij published the Vatican decrees, stated " that although he had

opposed the dogma of i)apal infallibility on the ground that it was hiopjtoriune

to proclaim it, he had never ceased to profess it." He at the same time desig-

nated the errors of pantheism and materialism condemned by the Council as

the disgrace of the present age and the pot-il of the future. The only notable

names of those of the French clergy who passed over to the Neo-Jansenist

party were Pere Hyacinth, a Carmelite friar; Michaud, Chaplain of the Church

of Saintc Madeleine; and Janqiia, an honorary Canon of Bordeaux. The char-

acters of ail of them arc such that it is a charity to pass them over in silence.

The opposition in ItaLij was led by Conte Giuseppe liiccinrdi, who attempted

the foolish task of holding a counter-council simultaneously with that of the

Vatican. By authority of the Society of Freethinl;ers of Milan, this pretentious

synod was called to assemble at Nai)les, where, after holding three sessions, on

the 9th, 10th, and IGth of December, it came to an inglorious end, without hav-

ing accomplished anything.* It is but proper to remark, in justice to this

august body, that the delegates enjoyed and exercised the fullest freedom of

debate, and that, unlike the Fathers of the Vatican Council, they had no tyran-

nical restrictions placed upon their proceedings. Pere Hyacinth and the Ca
puchin, Fra Andrea (f AUayena,hegi\n an agitation in Rome through the press

and from the pulpit, and as their friends in Germany courted an alliance with

the Jansenists in Holland, so did they and their followers seek fellowship with

the Waldenses of Piedmont.

It is to be hoped that the Vatican Council may be reopened at no distant day

for the solution of questions still in doubt, and to provide against the dangers

that still menace the Church and retard the conversion of souls.

§ 414. Revival of Religion in Different Countries since 1846—
In Portugal and Spain.

"When the Head of the Church is active and energetic, so

are also the members. Tliis is anah)gous to what takes place

in nature, and the pontificate of Pius, IX. has been a com-

plete verification of the principle. He has communicated

his OAvn zeal to the Church in nearly every country of the

world, and the result has been a revival of religious life.^ In

^ Pere Gratry, The Bishop of Orleans and the Archbishop of Valines, being

four letters (in German, Miinster, 1870). See Kovue Cath. de Louvain, year

187U, p. 193 sq., art. " De I'infaillibilite du Papc," by J. B. Lefebve. (Tk.) H. L.

C. Marei, Du Concil general et de la paix religieuse, Paris, 18(39, 2 vols.

^Cf. Friedbcrg, Collection of Documents, etc., p. 21.

2 Cf. {^A. Niedermayer) Keview, Conflict and Growth of the Church in Our
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no countries has this revival been less apparent and operative

than in Portugal and Spain, owing chiefly to the civil strife and
party conflicts by which these twokingdoms have been agitated.

Portugal has a population of close upon four millions of

eouls, nearly all of whom are Catholic. It is divided into

three ecclesiastical provinces, each having an archbishopric.

The Archbishop of Lisbon^ henrs the title of Patriarch, and

the sufl^ragan sees are Castclbranco, Guartla, Lamec/o, Leiria

and Pojialegre, together with the bishoprics of Anrjra, in Tcr-

ceira, one of the Azores ; Funchal, in Madeira ; Santiago, in the

most considerable of tlie Cape Verde Islands ; St. Thomas, in

the island of tlie same name, and Angola, on the Guinea coast,

with the bishop's residence at Laonda. The suffragan sees of

the Archbishop and Primate of Braga are Aixiro, Braganza,

Miranda, Coimbra, Oporto, Pinhel,and Vizeu. Those of the arch-

bishopric of Evora are Beja, Elvas, and Faro. As in other Cath-

olic countries, so also in Portugal, the crown enjoys the privi-

lege of nominating to vacant sees. Some difliculties, which

arose in 1856, concerning the nomination to bishoprics in the

East India colonies, were settled by compromise between the

crown of Portngal and the Holy See, but the Portuguese gov-

ernment steadily opposed all efforts to bring about a Concordat.

On the 3d of July, 1862, Pius IX. sent a letter to the bish-

ops of Portugal, in which he pointed out the evils afflicting

the Church in that country, earnestly exhorting them to be

zealous in the discharge of their duties ; to watch carefully

over the manners of the clergy; to maintain discipline; to

see to it that candidates for the priesthood were well educated

and properly trained ; and to allow no works not approved

by the Church to be put into the hands of those studying

theology. Their attention was also called to the necessit}' of

restoring discipline in the monasteries, of looking after the

religious education of the youth, and of instructing the people

by word and edifying them b\' example. In closing his let-

ter, the Pope re[)roves the bishops of Portugal for not coming

to Rome to take part in the solemnities of the canonization

Day, being a New Year's Greeting, Freibg. 18G2. (Here and there rather ex-

iibcirant.) By the same^ ''Ecclesiastical Review" in the several numbers of

'•The Catholic' of Mentz.
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of June 8, 18(32, and for neglecting to write to apologize for

their absence and express their sympathy and approval.

The position of the bishops and clergy of Portugal, it must

be said, is one of extreme difficulty. The governnient being

in the hands of the dominant liberal party, is of course hos-

tile to the Church, and takes every opportunity to thwart her

interests and to weaken the efficiency of her institutions. In

the Roman question its sympathies were with the enemies of

the Holy See, and this attitude of hostility has been strength-

ened and contirmed by the marriage of the young King Doni

Liiiz to a daughter of the late Victor Emmanuel. The most

deplorable evil in the Church of Portugal, whether at home
or in its dependent colonies, appears to be the urgent need of

2)ries(s, who are not sufficiently numerous to perform even the

most necessary ministrations. It is frequently necessary to

have laymen administer Baptism and to assist at the ceremony

of marriage. Convents of men have now wholly disappeared

from the land, and the same fate will shortly overtake those

of women, from the fact that by a law of 1834 no more can-

didates are allowed to enter them. Even the Sisters of Char-

it}', who are mostly French, were brutally driven from Lisbon

in 1858, and were forced to ask the protection of France.

The Catholic papers published in Portugal are the following :

The JS'agao, at Lisbon, the organ of the Legitimists, whose
editor, Engenio de Locis, sent an address to Pius IX. in Oc-

tober, 18G0, to which 58,994 signatures were attached; the

Dirito, at 0[»orto ; the Uniao Catholica (weekly), at Braga ; the

Bern Publico (weekly) and the Fe Catholica (l)i-monthly) at

Lisbon ; the Os Filhos de Maria, at Oporto ; and the Bihlio-

f/raphia Critica, a Portuguese enterprise, started by A. Coetho,

in 1872. As a rule, the editors of these papers make a very suc-

cessful stand against the hostile liberal press of the country.^

Pius IX. has always taken the liveliest interest in the affiiirs

of Spain, and openly professed the warmest sympathy with

this eminently Catholic nation. He sent thither a Xuncio in

1847, mainly with a view to tilling the vacant episcopal sees.

Of course there were difficulties. These were adjusted in

Pome in 1848 ; but the instrument was not ratilied by Spain

^Silsa, Dic'ionario bibliographico Portnguez, etc., 7 vols., Lisbon, 1858 sq.
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until 1859, after many difficulties bad been removed, and was
not formally made part of tbe law of tbe State until tl;e 4tli

of April, 1860, It was tlien accepted as an integral i)art of

tbe Concordat of 1851. By tbe bull In celsissinia, of Septem-

ber 26, 1861, tbe Pope establisbed bisbopries at Vitoria, 3Ia-

drid, and Ciudad Peal; raised Valladolid to an arcbbisbopric
;

and made a new division of tbe dioceses of Spain, Ey tbe

new arrangement the ecclesiastical province of Burgos lias six

suffragan sees, Compostclla five, Granada five, Saragossa five,

SevUle four, Tarragona seven, Toledo six, Valencia five, and

Valladolid five. Apart from tbe bisbops tbere are about

40,000 priests and sixteen millions of Catbolics, Tbe parish-

priests are appointed by tbe Crown, tbe selection in each case

to be made from three candidates presented by tbe bishop. In

tbe appointment of bisbops the Crown presents three candi-

dates to tbe Pope, one of whom is chosen to fill the vacant

see. Owing to the secularization and confiscation of ecclesi-

astical property in Spain, this country, like Portugal, has also

begun to feel tbe need of priests, there being on an average

one parish-priest and two curates to every 10,000 souls.

There is also a striking similarity between the policies of the

two countries in their attitude toward the older Religious Or-

ders, tbe Liberals in both kingdoms being intensel}^ hostile to

them. In 1864 tbere were, however, still existing male con-

gregations of Piarists, Lazarists, Oratorians, Recollects, and

Jesuifs ; and of tbe older Orders, Augustinians, Dominicans,

and Discalced Franciscans. Tbe number of virgins conse-

crated to God is far greater and steadily on tbe increase,

whereas the male religious are rapidly decreasing. In 1861

there were 1,746 male religious in Spain, and in 1864 this

number bad fallen to 1,258. On tbe other band, tbe number

of inclosed nuns in 1867, not including, of course, 2,000 Sis-

ters of Charity, was 15,000. While it can not be denied that

the intellectual culture of the clergy has been far below what

it should be, and that the religious instruction of the people

has been greatly neglected, it must also be admitted, on tbe

other band, if statistics are to count for anything, that the

standard of morality is high among all classes. The Span-

iards, too, have at all times been warmly attached to the Pope
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and loyal to the Holy See. There is a remarkable evidence

of this fidelity in the proceedings of the Sj^anish Congress of

the year 1861. When the policy of Count Cavonr came up-

for discussiou, Martinez de la Rosa, the President of the Con-
gress, and a pronounced Liberal, subjected it to a most search-

ing and caustic criticism, and, in a speech of remarkable elo-

quence, dcchired himself in favor of the Temporal Power of

the Pope.

Since the i)remature death of the celebrated publicist, Do-

noso Cortes, mid James Balmes, the great philosopher and
apologist, few writers of mark have appeared in Spain.

Among the best known are Fr. Xav. 3Iuuoz, author of the

31anu(de Jsaf/ogiciim in S. Biblia, 1868 ; Leo Carhonero y Sol;

and the distinguished lady Bold de Faber, who, under the

pseudonym of FernaJi Cedxdlero, published many novels and
romances, with a view ti) revive the religious asi>irations and
patriotic sentiments other countrymen. Among the numer-
ous periodicals devoted to the service of the Church the fol-

lowing are worthy of special mention : The Revue Ca/holiqne

and Diario, of Barcelona ; the Fpoca and Rer/eneracion, of

Madrid ; the Union, of Valencia ; and the series of Catholic

Pamphlets, \\\Q first of which was published in 1848 at Barce-

lona. The association formed at Barcelona for the publica-

tion of this series had issued in 1864 one hundred and fourteen

larger works, eighty smaller ones, and fifty pamphlets. In

sjnte of the numerous pronunciamentos, the frequent revolts,

and the many ministerial changes that have of late years

taken place in Spain, these publications have done a vast

deal of good in stimulating and promoting Catholic life

among the people.

The progress of the Church was materially retarded by the

revolt of the navy oft" Cadiz on the 19th of Septeral)er, 1868,

and the consequent overthrow of the hereditary dynasty. In

September, 1869, during the regency of Marshal Serrano, the

Minister of Justice announced his intention of reducing the

number of archbishoprics to five and that of bishoprics to

thirtv-five. Under the elective King Amadeus, son of Victor

Emmanu^'l, King of Italy, fresh changes were made in the

VOL. Ill—53
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ministry, and in 1872 a civil war broke out, in which Don
Carlos placed himself at the head of the party opposed to the

existing government. Upon the abdication of Kin<; Amadeus,
in March, 1873, a Republic was proclaimed, which struggled

to maintain itself against both the Carlists in the North and the

Intransigentes in the Sonth,^ until Alfonso XII., son of Isabella

II., having been proclaimed by the army King of Spain (Jan-

uary, 1875), the legitimist pretender, Don Carlos, was driven

into exile.

§ 415. In France.

Cf. Napoleon III. and the Catholic Church in France [Historico-Political

Papers^ 1861, in several nros.) '\ Heitinfier, The Ecclesiastical and Social Con-

dition of Paris, Mentz, 1852. (This is a silent refutation of the work o? Alhan

Stolz, entitled Spanish Affaires, in which the author is unsparing in his censures

of everything French.)

There is no Catholic country that possesses sucii a wealtti

of ecclesiastical establishments and religious congregations

as France ; nor is there any Catholic country that at all ap-

proaches her for the number and importance of the religious

enterprises she sets on foot and carries into execution. The

political events that took place there in 1848 w^ere not with-

out their influence upon the Church. First of all, the Re-

public, under the presidency of Louis Napoleon, by a law of

March 27, 1850, regulating Public Instruction, abolished the

monopoly of education enjoyed by the French University, and

through the persevering eiiorts of M. de Falloux and his

friend. Count de Montalembert, granted liberty of teaching.

Next, when the Republic was overthrown and the Empire set

up in its room, December 2, 1852, Louis Napoleon, who be-

came its first Emperor, under the title of Napoleon. Ill, with-

out abolishing the Organic Laws,^ allowed the Church a fair

field and unrestrained freedom of action. The Pantheon,

around which cluster so many memories, was restored to its

original purpose, and, under the patronage of Ste. Genevieve,

became a favorite place of religious worship. His zeal in

promoting the interests of the Church was also manifest in

' Vichrr f'herbidiez, Y Espagne politique (1868-1873), Paris, 1874. See Archives

of Catholic Canon Law, Vol. 28, p. 172, and Vol. 29, p. 30.

^JSee p. Go7 sq.
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the provisions he made for bnihliii^ ikmv chnrclios and restor-

ing those that were going to decay. The church of St. Clo-

tilde, at Paris, built in the Gothic stjde, was wholly his work.

Among those restored by him were Notre Dame and St.

Denys at Paris, and others at Tours, Rheims, Amiens, Char-

tres, Sens, Poitiers, and in other cities of France. At his

suggestion, new bishoprics were established in France and

Algiers, and proper religious ministrations provided for the

army. But, on the other hand, about the year 1860, his atti-

tude toward the Pope gave rise to grave suspicions, which

were shown by subsequent events to have been well founded
;

for the French arm}', which had been provided for the Pope's

protection in 1849, was virtually withdrawn in 1866. Louis

Venillot and others of the Univers school, who, together with

the great majority of the clergy, had given their uncpudified

support to the Emperor after the coup d'etat of 1852, began

now to take alarm and to give expression to their apprehen-

sions. The Liberal Party, under the lead of Montalembert,

Lenormand, Cochin, de Broglie, Foisset, and the other writers

on the sUxff of the Correspoudnrd newspaper, had declined

from the very outset to give any sort of sanction to what tliey

designated the "successful crime." Poujoulat.Capefigue, Lan-

rentie, Henri de Riancey, and r\oi'd\)\y Berryei\ the representa-

tives of the Legitimist Party, were si ill more emphatic and

outspoken in their opposition to tlie new Empire.

Amid all these religious and political changes France still

continued to be an object of special solicitude to Pius IX. In

an allocution, delivered September 11, 1848, he deplored the

death of Denys d'Affre, Archbishop of Paris, who was killed

on the barricades, vainly attempting to prevent the efi"usiou

of blood and to restore peace. In a brief, dated March 21,

1853, he praised the French bishops for their zeal in holding

provincial councils, restoring the Roman Liturgy in their dio-

ceses, and for their devotion to the Holy See. By the bull

Vbiprimam^ of January 5th, he raised the see of Rennrs to

the rank of an archbishopric, with Quimper, Yannes, and St.

Brieux as its suffragans. New sees were established at Laval

and Reunion, and in 1866 Algiers was raised to an archbisli-

opric, having for its suffragans Oran and Constautine. By the

accession of Nizza and Savoy to the Empire, the archbisli-
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opric of Chambferyand its three suffragan sees, together with
the exempt see of JSTizza, became part of the Church of France,

ill which there are at present seventeen ecclesiastical prov-

inces and thirty-six millions of Catholics. The bishops as a

body are most worthy men, wonderfully energetic, and many
of them are gifted with splendid mental endowments and
distinguished for their learning, their eloquence, and their

firmness of character. Gallicanism, which, during the days
of the July government, showed so many portentous signs

of returning life, has become nearly, if not quite extinct.

Laboring by the side of the bisho|)S is a body of clergy re-

markable for the purity of their lives, the dignity of their

manners, and their zeal in saving souls. They are highly es-

teemed by the people, which is the very best proof that they

deserve to be so.

The Peligious of both sexes zealously at work in France

are very numerous. Putting aside the many communities of

women, the Benedictines, Dominicans, Jesuits, Capuchins,.

Carthusians, and Trappists, among the greater Orders, have

establishments in the country. The religious Congregations

of men, to some of which the State has given its approval,

are still more numerous. Of these it will be sufiicient to name
the Lazarists, Sulpicians, and Christian Brothers. In the

year 1854, 243,699 pupils attended the schools under the care

of the Brothers of Christian Doctrine, and 77,600 the schools

in charge of other communities of Brothers; and in the in-

terval betw^een 1854 and 1866 the number of their schools had

increased 500. In 1860, previously to the annexation of Sa-

voy, there were in France 2,972 houses of female Religious.

Of these the inmates of 553 were entirely devoted to the ed-

ucation of youth ; of 302 entirely to the care of the sick ; of

2,101 to both these offices combined ; and of 16 to contempla-

tion and the perpetual adoration of God in the Blessed Sacra-

ment. Close upon two-thirds of the girls of France are edu-

cated by Sisters of various Orders, a fact which will account

for the appreciation which is there put upon Christian home
life. The Ladies of the Sacred Heart, the Augiistinian and

UrsuUne Nuns^ have earned an enviable reputation as teachers

in the higher branches of female education. Much has been
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done to preserve a high standard of Christian morality among
the people hy the ^^ocieiy of !St. Vincent de Paul. This society

is under the supervision of" a })resi(lent, resident at Paris, and

has ati^iiiated confei-enccs in all the cities of France and in

some of the more important towns.

^

The Society of St. Frawis lieyis has also done an immense

deal of good. Its ohject is to unite those living in concubin-

age in lawful marriage, to secure them as num and wife their

civil and ecclesiastical rights, to legitimate their children, to

restore to them those that had been placed in a foundling-

house, and, by thus placing them on a jiroper footing in both

Church and State and reconciling them to their families, save

them from utter ruin and nud^e them useful members of soci-

ety. Akin to this is the Socicf)/ for (he Protection of Unfortu-

nate Youny Girls, whose virtue is exposed to special tem[tta-

tion. To those Avho live at a distance this society supplies

the means to enable them to return to their homes. To re-

claim those who have fallen the Sisters of the Good Shepherd

and of the Immaculate Conception spare neither labor nor per-

sonal sacrifice.

The various Congregations and Associations, the sole aim
of whose members is to give themselves up to works of Chris-

tian charity, have a special claim on our sympathy and admi-

ration. Foremost among these, everywhere and at all times

since their institution, have stood the Sisters of Charity, of St.

Charles Borromeo, and of St. Vincent de Paul. These are to

be found wherever the sick are to be ministered unto, the sor-

rowful to be comforted, or the need}^ to be relieved. In the

war of the Crimea, in the wars in Italy, Mexico, and the

United States, and in the late Franco-Prussian war, they won
the admiration and gratitude of all by their deeds of heroic

charity. The Sisters of St. Charles Borromeo, established at

J^ancy, have for nearly a quarter of a century been doing a

world of good in ministering to the wants of the poor Ger-

mans of Paris.^ The work-houses for criminals are under the

care of the Brothers of the Holy Ghost; the Brothers of St.

1 See p. 400.

"^ A. Nledermaijer, The Germans of Paris, Freiburg, 1862.
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Gabriel instruct the deaf and dumb ; and abandoned or lost

children are sought out and provided for by the Brothers of

St. Joseph. Blind children are educated by the Sisters of St.

Paul, nearly all of whom are themselves blind ; and the labors

of the Sisters of Nazareth and Bethlehem extend to the holy

places whence they take their names. The special object of

the Cour/regation of the Brothers of St. Vincent dc Paul, recently

founded, is to promote the religious observance of Sundays,

but also to take cliarge of orphan boys. The object of the

Society of the Holy Childhood, founded by Bishop Janson, of

Nancy, is to provide means to rescue children exposed in

China, to baptize them, and, in case of death, to bury them

as Christians. Baron Conchy founded the Schools of the

Orient, into which children, lost or abandoned by their parents

in Mohammedan countries, are gathered and cared for. In

striking contrast with these splendid achievements inspired

by faith, with these sublime manifestations of Catholic life,

with these magnificent witnesses of the charity of which

Paris possesses such a wealth, are the demoralization, the fri-

volity, the impiety, which one iTieets with in nearly every

walk of life in their most repulsive forms. Whether in good

deeds or evil France is equally great. While the Catholic is

disposed to look at her fairer and better side, and to describe

with pardonable enthusiasm the marvelous creations of the

religious zeal and charity of her true sons,' tourists and novel-

writers, more frivolous than the most frivolous of the French,

take a cynical delight in ex}:)Osing vice and scandal, which

they have been at pains to seek out ; and, after dressing them

up in all tlie circumstance of detail with a wealth and rich-

ness of imagery and a copiousness and beauty of diction

worthy a higher theme, they send them forth into the world

as the " Mysteries of the Modern Babylon."

But France was not content with having prosperous and

beneficent associations within the limits of her own territory.

Her great people desired the conversion of idolatrous nations,

and for this purpose they gave generously of their blood

and treasure. The Missionary Society of Lyons collects four

^Cf. Hettinger, letter 10, pp. 167 sq.
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millions of francs annually in France alone for the support of

the foreign missions, and sends forth of the sons of France

more missionaries than do all the other nations of Europe
put together.

During the pontificate of Pius IX. great advances have
been made in the scientific treatment of religious truths.

Among those who have been conspicuous in this field are the

learned and eloquent pulpit orators Bautain, Lacordaire, 0. P.,

and Havi/jnan, S. J., who labored with a large measure of

success to lead the minds of men back to Catholic teachings

and to demonstrate that every high and noble aspiration of

the age, whether as regards liberty, or science, or art, or so-

cial reforms, or the regeneration of Europe, could be realized

and made enduring by and through the Church and in no

other way. They were followed in the same line of argument

by Felix, S. J.; Minjard ; and the ex-Carmelite, Hyacinth.

There were also many bisliops distinguished for pulpit elo-

quence, of whom the best known are Dwpanlowp, Bishop of

Orleans; P/e, Bishop of Poitiers ; and Z/a??rfno^, Archbishop

of Hheims. Among the other important names in religious

literature are those of Abbe Segur ; JSicolas,^ the jurist; Keller^

a deputy from Alsace; and Guizot, the Protestant Minister

of Louis Philippe, whose 31editations chretienves and V Efjlise

et la societe chretienne exercised a wide and beneficial influence

upon the minds of the better classes.

The aim of M. Reiian, the Oriental scholar, is directly an-

tagonistic to that of the authors just quoted. In his Lite of

Jesus, his Apostles, his *S'^. Paul, his Antichrist, and his recently

published Gospels, all being contributions to his History of the

Origins of Christianity,^ he has renewed the oft-repeated at-

tempt to strip Christianity of its supernatural character, its

Founder of His divinity, and the i^ew Testament miracles of

their claims to credibility. Many able apologists at once came
forward to defcnil the pi-inci])les and the facts that form the

groundwork of their faith. They were not long in dissipating

^ Nicola.9, Etudes sur le ehristianisme.

^Keller, I'Eglise et les principes de 1789; Church, State, and Liberty (in

Germ.), Mentz, 1866.

3 See the Nation of Sept. '20, 1877. (Tr.)
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the illusive 'charm which the Eastern dreamer had thrown

ahout his sentimental and blasphemous works. The Abbe,

now Bishop, Freppel; PSre Gratry ; Archbishop Darboy, of

Paris; Bishop 31eignan, oi' ChCiloui^ ; and P/Y5.sf?/6'e, a Protest-

ant theologian, were among the most eminent of Kenan's op-

ponents. In the French Senate, Marslial Caiirobert stated that

he hoped no one of that bod}' would express the slightest

sympathy with one who had dared to deny the divinity of

Christ and proclaim himself the uncompromising enemy of

the faith of their fathers, which has been at all times the re-

ligion t)f the great bulk of the French people. For himself,

he said, he formally protested against so wicked a doctrine.

The necessity of making philosophical studies more severely

methodical was now generally conceded ; and, after the pub-

lication of the works of Bautain, Bonald, and Bonnett}^, none

of which exercised any decisive influence o-n public thought,

Pere Gmtry published his writings on the same subjects.^ But

even he was not entirel}^ successful in separating the theolog-

ical from the strictly philosophical. One gain, however, had

been made : the 'Jraditional/sm introduced by Lamennais, and

supported in a modified form by Bautain, Bounetty, and P^re

Chastel, S. J., became virtually extinct. In the study of the-

oloyy, many, following the example of Lacordaire, took as their

author St. Thomas ; while others, like Ginoidliac, studied still

more ancient writers. Great progress was made m the study

of moral tiieology by Carriere, the Superior of St. Sulpice

;

Cardinal Gousset ; and Father Gury, S. J.^ Taking Liguori

for their guide, the}' broke through the tyranny of Jansenistic

rigorism so prevalent in France ever since its origin down al-

most to our own days. Bouix^ wrote on Canon Law; and

Hohrhacher, Blanc, Darras, Hoiier, and others on general

Church history. Some excellent monographies, treating of

' His philosophical writings are: 1. On ike Knowledge of the Soul; 2. On the

Kiiowledfje of God; 3. Un the Kauwiedge of Man, considered in his Intellectual

Endowments. (Transl. into Germ, by Dr. Phahler, Katisbon, 6 vols.)

^ Vie (lu Pere J. P. Guri/, Paris and Lyons, 1867. (Tr.
)

* De principiis juris canonici, Paris, 1852. He has also written tracts, De
Episcopo, De Capitulis, De Jure Regularium, and other subjects; and Eevue

des Sciences ecclesiastiques.
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particular periods and persons, ecclesiastical institutions and

countries, were written b}' Gorini^^ Povjoulat, Colombct, liochely

Hatisbonne, Davin, Castan, Scmon, Jfifjer, Montdhmbcrt, Cre-

twraa-Joly, Albert de Broglie, Cape/iyjue, Prat, and Dom Piolln.

In exe<i'etics and the study of the original Hebrew and Greek
texts much was accomplished by Pere de Valrocfcr^ and Pere

Grafry,^ le Hir, Professor at the Sorbonne, J. B. Glaire*

Barges, Gainc.t;' and Bishop 3Ieir/nan,'' the last named being

intimately acquainted with the Biblical literature of Germany.

To the energy, courage, and indomitable perseverance of the

Abb6 iMiyne, Catholics are indebted for a complete edition of

the works of the Latin Fathers of the Church down to Inno-

cent III. (1215), in 217 vols., quarto ; and of the Greek Fath-

ers, down to the sixteenth century, in 162 vols. Although

these editions are not quite satisfactory in textual accuracy,

they have, nevertheless, been of great service in facilitating

the study of ecclesiastical literature.^ The edition of the

works of St. Basil, !St. Chrysostom, St. Ambrose, and St. Au-
gustine, published by the Gaume Bros., after the text of tlie

Benedictine editions, are open to the same objection. It must

be added, however, that the Sjncileyii.im Solesmense (4 vols.)

and the Jas Graecuni (2 vols.) of the Benedictine, Dom Pdra,

are of unusual merit, and like praise may be given to other

works of the Reformed Congregation of Benedictines, as, for

example, Origlnes de V^ylise de Pome and the Uturgi at writ-

iiigs of Dom Guerar^ger. Caillau and Guillon, Bishop Cruice

of Marseilles, Abbe Freppcl, and Dr. Nolte, a German by birth,

were all successful and learned patristic students ; while Vdle-

main and Charpentier contributed by their writings to diffuse

& taste for a study of the Fathers of the Church. Gallia

Christiana and Histoire litteraire de la France, works begun in

1 Defense de Teglise, 4 vols.

'•* Introduction aux liveres du N. T.

•' Conamentaircs sur St. Matthieu.

* IntrcdiK-tion hist, et crit. de Tancien at nouveau Test.

^ Histoire de I'ancien et du nouveau Test.

"Les jiroplieties messianiques.

^ il/vVynp'.s publications are discussed in detail in the art. of Hergenrdih«r, in.

lieusch's Periodical of Theolog. Literat., 1867, Nos. 10 and 13.
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the last century by the Benedictines, and left oft' in conse-

quence of the Revolution, were again taken up and continued

by the members of the same Order in the pi-esent century.

Victor Palme lias published a splendid edition of the Lives of

the tSaints by the Bollandists, more than sixty vcdumes, folio,

having already appeared. A powerful stimulus was given to

the study of the Christian Middle Ages by the £cole des

chartes and the Bibliotheqne de Vecole des chartes, edited by de

Wailly. Delisle, Quiclierat, Boutaric, and others.

In Christian antiquities much of an important character was

accomplished by Kaoul-Rochette, Charles and Francis Lenor-

mand. Coc, Greppe, Labus, Perret,^ 3Iartigny,^ and Didron;^

Texier, Renier, and particularly Le Blant, gained eminence

in the study of Christian epigraj)hies ; and lor tlieir histories of

architecture, sculpture, and painting, Gailhabaud and Cahours,

Jesuits, and de Caumont, Pio,* and Viollet-le-duc acquired some
celebrity. The last named was a warm advocate of Gothic

architecture. Finally, Lambillotte labored earnestly to promote

the study of church music.

There are French periodicals representing nearly every

branch of ecclesiastical science. Etudes religieuses, historiques

et Utteraires was founded by the Jesuit Fathers Daniel and

Gagarin, and, until the close of 1871, edited by de Buck, a Bel-

gian, and one of the ablest men in the Society. There were also

the Revue des sciences ecclesiastiques and the Correspondant, the

latter under the direction of Count Montalembert (f 1870).

Of tlie itrofessedly political jouriials, those most zealous in the

Catholic cause are Le 31onde, founded in 1860 ; U Union, ed-

ited by Laurentie, Henri de Rianceij, his brother Charles, lately

dead, and Poujoulat ; the Journal des villes et Campagnes and

Ij Univers, which was suppressed in 1860, and superseded by

Le 31onde, but again appeared in 1867, under the editorial

management of Louis Veuillot, who is also the author of Les

Pdrfams de Pome; and the lately suspended Pecue Catlwlique de

1 Catueombes de Rome, 6 vols., large fol., with many colored lithographs and

fac-siiniles of Christian inscriptions. (Tr.)

* Diction naire des antiquites chretiennes.

' Annales archeologiques.

* De I'Art chretien.
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VAlsace. 3Iontalembert, in speaking of the death of Lacor-

daire, represented his dead friend as believing that both the

Civiltd, CaitoHca. and UUrdvers were too mediaeval in their

tendencies, a charge which it is somewhat difficult to under-

stand.

On the 14th of April, 1872, Pins IX. reproved all editors

who, in their ardent advocacy of a cause, forgot the laws of

charity.

§ 416. In Belgium, and Holland.

Belgium, \\h\c\\ is French in hingnage and character, is also

French in its manifestations of religious life. Like France,

Belgium has a wealth of charitable associations, possesses a

large number of religious houses, and contributes abundantly

to the work of the foreign missions. In 1829 there were in the

country 280 houses of Religious; in 1846 the number had in-

creased to 779, and since then it has been considerably aug-

mented. As in France, so also in Belgium, there exists, side

by side with the most cheering evidences of a l)ealthy relig-

ious life, indubitable signs of a corruption as deep and repul-

sive as it could well be. These are visible in the license of

the press ; in an intemperate hostilit}' to the Catholic Church,

to priests and to Religious; and in an avowed purpose to

overturn the Church and clear the country of the last rem-

nant of Christianity. Such was the diabolical spirit that

actuated the so-called Liberals, the four thousand Freemasons,

and the sect of the Solidaires, when they pledged themselves

as a body and individually not to call a priest to their bedside

when dying, nor to permit one to be called to any of their

associates. In a congress held at Liege in 1866, mainly com-

posed of students, they professed the grossest atheism, natu-

ralism, and comniunisra. These professions were so alarming

that the French government thought it worth while to take

measures against such of its subjects as participated in the

congress.

In 1857, on the occasion of the passage of the law relative

to charitable institutions,^ the mob, incited by the attacks ot the

* Freiburg Eccl. Gazette, year 1857, nros. 5 and 6.
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liberal press, committed deeds of scandalous violence against

churches and the houses of Religious. These excesses were

again on the j)oint of breaking out in 1864, after the notorious

de Buck lawsuit,^ but were prevented by the decision and en-

ergy of the magistracy. At a time when every other class of

citizens were coerced on account of their religion, tlie Free-

masons enjoyed the fullest liberty, and might hold public

meetings and march in procession through the streets without

hindrance. As is usual, however, tUe. Jesuits were the first to

feel the effects of these revolutionary outbreaks. ' In the

twelve colleges under their charge they were educating two

thousand young men belonging to the better families of the

country. This it was that gave offense at the Lodges, whose

aim is " to destroy Catholicity and to extinguish the very idea of

Christianity," and whose members are under oath " to pursue

kings arid religious charlatans with a never-ending hatred, as

the pests of society and the world." But Belgium is not

wholly comj^osed of enemies of the Church and disturbers of

the public peace ; her [lopulation is essentially conservative

and religious. Their faith is kept strong and vigorous, and

their good works are directed and encouraged by an exem-

plary and active priesthood and by a prosperous regular

clerg}' of exceptional zeal. Here as elsewhere the pious and

noble congregations of women are numerous and flourishing.

In the Chambers the Catholic party is fully the equal of the

Liberal party in both numbers and ability ; and a well organ-

ized Catholic press, of excej)tional energy and talent, opposes

successfully the assaults of the licentious press of the Liberals.

Among the ablest conducted journals on the Catholic side are

the Journal de Bruxelles, the Journal d'An vers, the Patrie of

Bruges, the Blcn public of Ghent, the Moniteur of Louvain,

L'AmideVOrdre of Namur, Le Courrler de la Sambre, L' Union

de Charleroy, Le Nouoelliste de Verviers, etc.

The University of Louvain holds the first place among the

Catholic educational establishments of Belgium. Its history has

been one of uninterrupted success. When opened in 1835 it

1 The de Buck Lawsuit at Brussels before the Tribunal oT Truth, 2d ed.,

J'reiburg, 1865.
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had an attendance of ei<)^lity-six students. Tliis nnnil)or lias

been inereasing under the successive rectors

—

dc Bfmi, who
died in 18()5

; LaforH, who died in 1871; and Namerhe, Xha

present incumbent—the total number attending all the " fac-

ulties" being now about eight hundred. Its course of scien-

tiiic studies is published annually in the University re[K)rt,'

and the best productions ot its professors are given to the

Avorld in the Revue Caiholiqae de Louva.in.

A fresh impulse was given to religious life in Belgium by
the Catholic Congress of Malines,. first held in 1863. There
were about 4,000 persons present, representing every class of

society and various nationalities. There were representatives

there from France and Spain, from Portugal and England,
and from Gernuiny and the United States.^ Although pri-

marily intended to l)e a Congress of laymen, many priests and
bishops participated in the proceedings, to which a special

signilicance was given by the able speeches of Bishop Dwpan-
loup. Cardinal Wiseman, and Count 31onfal.embert, on religious

liberty. Science, art, charities, and })opular education were
discussed in special Committees ; but the subject of the ^^ daily

press,'' which has become one ofsuch vital importance to Catho-

lics, excited more interest and claimed a larger share of atten-

tion tlian any other question. These Congresses, if continued,

will tend to organize the Catholics of Belgium, and will en-

able them to provide against threatened dangers in both

Church and State.

The progress of Catholicity in Holland, though more silent,^

is not less real and solid than in Belgium. The restoration of

the hierarchy iu 1853 by Pius IX., in spite of the remonstrances

and indignant protests of the Calvinists and Jansenists, put

fresh life and vigor into the Church and Catholics of that

country. The opposition to this measure was so bitter and

persistent that the government instructed its embassador at

Rome to use his intiuence to have the act revoked. Tlie

^ Vannuaire de Vunivera'de catholiqne contains, beside a schema of the course

of studies, statistics concerning professors and students, promotions made, ol)it-

uaries of deceased members of the Faculties, etc.

"^A. ISiedcrmayer, Malines and Wiirzburg, being Sketches and Pen Pictures

made in the Catholic Congresses of Belgium and Germany, Freiburg, 1805.
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Catholics had now an archiepiscopal see at Utrecht, the very-

citadel of Jansenism, the suftVagan sees being Haarlem, Her-

zogevbosch, Breda, and Poermonde. By the Constitution of

1848, libirty of conscience was granted to the people of Hol-

land, and this measnre was shortly followed by the enactment

of a liberal school-law. Of course the Catholics made the best

of the advantages thus placed within their reach b}' at once

establishing schools and giving them in charge to Religious

Orders, whose number was now increased. Tlie Bishop of

Roermonde, besides his clerical seminary at Roldiic, estab-

lished a seminary for young men intended for the scholastic

profession, in which he provided for the education of thirty

students. The Religious Orders, which re-entered the coun-

try only in 1830, possessed in 18G2 thirtj^-eight convents of

men. including the houses of the Jesuits, and one hundred

and thirty-seven of women. Of the latter the Ursulines of

Tildonk, in Belgium, and the Sisters of Charity of Tilburg

devote themselves chiefly to the education of young ladies.

The Protestants naturall}" took alarm at tlie growth of Cath-

olicity, once it had been given a fair field, and made a futile

attem|)t to have a law passed makimj: education at once free

and compulsory. As it Avas, the government inspectors of

schools, wlio were mainly Protestant, gave no little annoyance

to Catholics in the matter of education, and never missed an

opi)ort unity to place obstacles in the waj- of their advance.

But the bishops and clergy, both secular and regular, were

active and vigilant, and rarely failed to baffle these attempts.

The Catholics, too, fully appreciated the advantages of the

press ; it gave them an opportunity of setting themselves right

before the public. Books, magazines, nevvsjiapers, and alma-

nacs, treating of current subjects, and written in a popular

style, began to pour from the printing-press, and grew in

number as days went on. In theological literature the Dutch

also produced some works of merit, as, for example, the RJoral

Theology oi Van de Velde&wiX the Canoy?, _L(a<; of Professor Van
de Bargt, of Utrecht. Professor Broere, the poet and pulpit

orator ; Dr. Nuyeiis ; Professor Wensing and Alberd.ingk

Thijm, were also autln^rs of distinction. Habets and Willems

acquired some reputation in the field of ecclesiastical, profane,
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and art history. De Catholik, a periodical edited by the pro-

fessors of theology at Warmond, largely contributes toward

keeping literary life active, while the questions of the hour

are ably discussed in several newspapers of Limburg and

jSTorth Brabant, but chiefly in De Tyd, of Amsterdam. The
results of these etforts have been cheering and abundantly

satisfactory, for of the population of Holland, 3,700,000, close

upon one-half are now within the pale of the Catholic Chnrch.

Unhappily, the Jansenist schism has been perj)etuated down
to our own day. In the dioceses of Utrecht and Haarlem there

are about 5,000 Jansenists, distributed into twenty-five con-

gregations. The diocese of Deventer is simply a misnomer,

as it contains not a single schismatic congregation. The bish-

ops of these sees have all been excommunicated bj' Rome.

If the aid contributed by France toward the maintenance of

the Jansenistic Seminary at Utrecht were cut otJ", both it and

the schism it perpetuates would soon cease to exist. In 1856

the bishops of the Jansenist Church of Holland protested

against the dogma of the Immaculate Conception, and in 1874

formally allied themselves to the Old Catholics of Germany.
In spite of the strenuous efforts of the Freemasons of Belgium

to retard the progress of the Church in the Grand Ducliy of

Luxemburg, a dependency of Holland, the evidences of reviv-

ing life and activity are encouraging and substantial. An
episcopal see was established at Luxemburg, June 17, 1870,

and facilities afforded by the opening of a greater Seminary at

the same place for the study of theology, archaeology, and

church-music. Catholic interests find able advocates in La
voix de Luxembourg and other journals of nearly, if not quite

equal merit.

§ 417. In Great Britain and Ireland.

Dr. Moufang, Card. Wiseman and the Services he rendered to Science and

the Church, two lectures, Mentz, 1865. Dr. Newman, Apologia pro vita sua,

being a Eoply to a Pamphlet entitled " What, then, does Dr. Newman Mean?''

(translated into German by the llev. Schundelen, Cologne, 1865.)

The prophetic words uttered by the sagacious Bossuet, at a

time when Anglicans entertained only feelings of intense
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hatred and malignant hostility toward the Catholic Church,.

are being veritied in our own day. Speaking of the English

people, he said : "^ nation so wise can not long remain deluded.

Its -professed reverence for the Fathers and its deep and patient

study of antiquity laiU lead it back to the teaching of the primitim

ages'' ^ Dr. JS'ewman also refers in his Apologia, to " ' a much
venerated clergyman of the last generation,' who said, shortly

before his death, '•Depend on it, the day will come ichen those

great doctrines, now buried, loill be brought out to the light of day^

and then the effect unll be fearful.' " ^

Nicholas Wiseman and John Henry Newman have done more
than any other men of tlie present centurj^ to start the move-

ment toward the Catholic Church in England. The religious

agitation in England, known as Puseyism or the Traciarian

JUovement,^ which seemed called forth by the Spirit, who
breatheth where He will, counted among its promoters clergy-

men scattered all over the country, and representing almost

every shade of social and intellectual life. Speaking of the

antecedents of those identified with the Movement, Dr. New-
man says :

" Dr. Hook and Mr. Churton represented the high Church dignitaries of the

last century ; Mr. Perceval, the Tory aristocracy ; Mr. Keble came from a coun-

try parsonage; Mr. Palmer from Ireland; Dr. Pusey from the Universities of

Germany, and the study of Arabic MSS. ; Mr. Dodsworth from the study of

Prophecy; Mr. Oakley had gained his views, as he himself expressed it, 'partly

ty study, partly by reiiection, partly by conversation with one or two friends,

inquirers like himself ;

' while I speak of myself as being 'much indebted to

the frier.dship of Archbishop Whately.' And thus I am led on to ask," he

continues, '"What head of a sect is there? What march of opinions can be

traced from mind among preachers such as these? They are one and all, in

their degree, the organs of one Sentiment, which has risen simultaneous!}^ in

many places very mysterious-ly.' " *

^ BossKcf, Histoire des variations des eglises protestantes, liv. YII., c. 114.

^Apologia, etc.. New York, 1865, p. UO. (Tr.)

•''See a full account of the Movement in the Apologia of Dr. Newman, Part

IV. Dr. Newman began the Tracts, as he says, "out of his own head," ami

hence the name Trac.inrmnii^vi, which was changed to Puseyism after Dr. Pu.sc}-

joined the Movement, because he became its leader, having qualifications for

that office which Newman did not possess, (Tr.)

* Apologia, etc., pp. 140, 141. (Tr.)
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This Movement, simultaneously set on foot in so many
quarters of the kingdom by men of antecedents so various,

finally centered in Oxford. From this point its leaders began

to propagate their doctrines. Taking the Thirty-nine Articles

as a basis, they applied themselves to the study of the Fathers

with an eagerness that amounted to enthusiasm, in the hope

of removing the vagueness of doctrine and correcting the

laxity of discipline, which they felt to be blots upon the An-

glican Church. Justification and the Eucharist were the first

subjects to which they turned their thoughts. The fruits of

these labors were the Tracts for the Times, of which, as Dr.

!Newman says, he was " the editor and mainly the author." ^

The iirst of these was issued in 1833. Apostolic succession is

insisted on as the only mark of the presence of the Holy

Ghost ; and ecclesiastical tradition is set forth as a necessary

complement to Scripture in determining precisely and ade-

quately what belongs to the body of Catholic truth. As has

been said, the authors of the Movement took the Thirty-nine

Articles as the groundwork of their position. They hoped to

find them sufliciently elastic to be able to touch the Anglican

Church with one extreme of them, and the Catholic, or, as

they said. Church of Rome, with the other. In other words,

they wished to efi:ect a compromise between the Roman and

the Anglican doctrines by principles such as are indicated by

the name Via Media, which they chose to characterize the

drift of the Movement. It was found, however, that this line

of argument was impossible, and after the publication of

Tract 90, in 1841, it had to be given up. In this Tract the

author, Br. Newman, endeavored to prove that the Estab-

lished Church of England is a branch of the great Catholic

Church, and that the Thirty-nine Articles may be harmonized

with the Decrees of Trent.^ About this time the Anglican

bishops opposed the publication of the Tracts, and they were

in consequence discontinued. Owing to the intellectual diffi-

1 Apologia, p. 88. (Tr.)

2 " It is a duty which we owe both to the Catholic Church, and to our own,

to take our reformed confessions in the most Catholic sense they will adnait.

We have no duty toward their framers." Aimlogia, p. 172. (Tr.)

VOL. ni—54
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ciilties he felt at not being allowed to put his own sense upon
the Articles, Dr. N^ewman " intended to gradually fall back
into Lay Communion," and with this thought before his

mind, resigned his parish of St. Mary's, Oxford, in the autumn
of 1843, and withdrew into private life at Littlemore. To put

an end to what he calls his " vague misgivings" at this pe-

riod, he " determined to write an Essay on Doctrinal Develop-

ment" ^ which he commenced in the beginning of 1845, and
continued working at through the summer. "As I advanced,"

he says, " my views so cleared that instead of speaking any

more of ' the Roman Catholics,' I boldly called them Catho-

lics. Before I got to the end, I resolved to be received, and

the book remains in the state in which it was then, unfin-

ished." ^ He was received into the Roman Catholic Church

October 8, 1845, by Father Dominic, a Passionist. His ex-

ample was followed by large numbers of the Anglican clergy

and of the aristocracy. In 1867 the number of distinguished

converts to the Catholic Church in England amounted to 867,

of whom 243 had been Anglican ministers. Although Dr.

Pasey publicly defended the ground taken by Dr. !N^ewman in

Tract 90, he has not followed his example in entering the

Church of Rome. He clung to the old line of argument, and

seemed unable to shake off its contradictory principles. Ho
claimed that it was quite possible to be a Catholic at heart,

while one was seemingly a Protestant ; and added that the

Anglican Church ought to sever all connection with Protest-

antism, and that, when she had done so, her children ought

not to leave her. The Anglican Church was not for him, as

for Dr. ISTewman, a way leading up to the Church of Rome.-^

^Apolorjia,-^.2ol. (Tr.)

2 Ibid., p. 2G1. (Tr.)

3 "The Church of England has been the instrument of Providence in confer-

ring great benefits on me ; had I been born in Dissent, perhaps I should never

have been baptized; had I been born an English Presbj'terian, perhaps I

should never have known our Lord's divinity; had I not come to Oxford, per-

haps I should never have heard of the visible Church, or of Tradition, or other

Catholic doctrines. And as I have received so much good from the Anglican

Establishment itself, can I have the heart, or rather the want of charity, con-

sidering that it does for so many others what it has done for me, to wish to see

it overthrown ? " Apoloc/ia, p. 322. (Tr.)
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" Soon," says Dr. Newman, " Dr. Wiseman, in whose A'^icai-i-

ate Oxford lay, called me to Oscott, and I went there with

others ; afterwards he sent me to Rome, and finally pkiced me
in Birmingham." ^

In 1847 Dr. Newman became a Father of the Oratory of St.

Philip Neri, and began to labor for the Chnrch in England

with the spirit and zeal of his patron. In 1850 he organized

the Catholic University of Dublin, and continued its Rector

for five 3'ears. He then returned to the House of the Oratory

at Birmingham, in connection with which he started a school

of higher studies, in which many of the Roman Catholic

young men of England have been educated.

Cardinal (then Dr.) Wiseman took a lively interest and an

active part in the Movement in England toward the Catholic

Church. This eminent man was born at Seville, in Spain, of

Irish patholic parents, August 2, 1802. He spent his early

3'ears in Ireland, and received his first education at Water-

ford, whence he passed over to England, spending some time

at the College of St. Cuthbert, Ushaw, near Durham. Feel-

ing himself called to the ministry, he, with five other young
men, set out for Rome (1818), where he entered the English

College, '^ust then opened, after having been closed for nearly

a generation. Here he remained twenty-two years, laying up

that vast store of knowledge, of which, while there, and after

his return to England, he turned to such excellent account.

His vigorous apologetical and polemical writings, so replete

with the gentle and winning grace which charity gives, did a

vast deal of good in England. Many of these were published

while he was still Rector of the English College at Rome.
He returned to England in 1836 to take part in the Tractarian

Movement. He subsequently said he " had been surprised, on
visiting England in 1835, to find how little attention it had
yet excited among Catholics."^ In 1836, he, together with

Mr. Qiiin and Daniel 0^ Connell, commenced the publication

of the Dublin Review, the aim and scope of which were thus

stated by Dr. Wiseman :

1 Apologia, p. 262. (Tr.)

2 Card. Mannbig, Miscellanies, etc., New York, 1877, p. 153. (Tr.)
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" To watch its (the Oxford Movement's) progress ; to observe its phases ; to

influence, if pos.sible, its direction; to move it gently toward complete attain-

ment of its unconscious aims ; and, moreover, to protest against its errors ; to

warn against its dangers ; to provide arguments against its new mode of at-

tack ; and to keep lifted up the mask of beauty under which it had, in sincer-

ity-, covered the ghastly and soulless features of Protestantism ;—these were the

duties which the new Review undertook to perform, or which, in no small de-

gree, it was expressly created to discharge." ^

The first number appeared in May, 1836.

His Lectures on the Connection of Science and Revealed, Re-

ligion were published this same year, and also his Lectures on

the Doctrines of the Catholic Church, both of which were well

received, and exercised a wide and powerful influence.

In 1840 Dr. Wiseman was appointed Coadjutor Vicar-Apos-

tolic of the Midland District of England, with the title of

Bishop of Melipotamus in partibus injidelium, and, at the same

time, was named President of St. Mary's College of Oscott, near

Birmingham, where he took up his residence. This wa^ then

the great seat of Catholic learning in England, and his ap-

i:)ointment to so important a charge was hailed with jo}^ by

many, who had received the better part of their education

under his guidance. One of the works in which he labored

most earnestly was to bring the Catholics of England to un-

derstand that in believing the teachings of the Church and

keeping the Commandments, they were only doing part of

their duty ; they must also adopt her practices, fall in with

her customs, and be in full sympath}^ with her spirit. These

thoughts were brought out with striking force and vigor in a

Pastoral he published in 1849.

As has been remarked in a preceding paragraph, Gregory

XVI., on the 11th of May, 1840, increased the number of dis-

tricts from four to eight ; and Pius IX., by the bull Universalis

Ecclesiae, of September 29, 1850, restored the hierarchy to

England. It consisted of twelve bishoprics and the archbish-

opric of AVestminster,^ to which Dr. Wiseman was appointed,

^ Card. Manning, Miscellanies, etc., p. 153. (Tr.)

'^ The ecclesiastical province consists of the Metropolitan See of Westmin-

ster, with the suffragan sees of Beverley, Birmingham, Clifton, Hexham and

Newcastle, Liverpool, Menevia and Newport, Northampton, Nottingham, Ply-

mouth, Salford, Shrewsbury, and Southwark. Total of Priests in England and

"Wales (in 1878), 1,828; of churches, chapels, and stations, 1,076. (Tr.)
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and was at the same time created Cardinal. This measure re-

vived the old hatred of Catholics, and evoked a storm of

religious excitement. Catholics were sneered at and insulted
;

assailed with sarcasm and railery ; made the objects of bold

and reckless denunciation ; dealt with unfairl}' in the courts

of justice, and misrepresented in the pulpits of the Establish-

ment and Dissent
;
pertinaciously reviled in the newspapers,

and violently declaimed against by popular speakers. The

cry of "iVb Popery" went up from one end of the kingdom to

the other, and mobs were gathered together by the magic of

its sound. At the opening of Parliament, in the year 1851,

Lord John liussell introduced the Ecclesiastical Titles Assump-

tion Bid, by which any one not entitled by law to do so was

forbidden to assume or use the name, style, or title of arch-

bishop, bishop, or dean of "any place in the United King-

dom." By the Class and Convent Bill, priests and religious

were prohibited to appear in public in the dress of their Order,

and provision was made for an investigation of convents, to

ascertain if any of the inmates were there against their will.

It was at this time that Cardinal "Wiseman, acting wath the

firmness and dignity so characteristic of apostolic men, pub-

lished his celebrated address to Englishmen, entitled An Ap-

peal to the Reason and Good Feeling of the People of England on

the Subject of the Catholic Hierarchy,^ and announced his inten-

tion of delivering a course of controversial lectures at his

cathedral. This iirmness is all the more admirable from the

fact that at this very time Mr. Eeynolds declared in Parlia-

ment that " the Anti-Popery agitation has risen to such a

height throughout the country that he was astonished the

Cardinal had not been burnt in person instead of in effigy."

But the Cardinal held his ground, and was not only victorious

in the long run, but even extorted the admiration of his coun-

trymen.^ Conversions became frequent; and in 1851 thirty-

three Anoflican ministers came into the Church, amons: whom

1 Translated into Germ., Ratisbon, 1851. Cf. Biis!<, Hist, of the Persecution

of the Cath. Church in England, 1851.

2 The restoration of the liierarchy was deprecated at that time hy many, who
confidently asserted that the measure would indefinitely retard the growth of
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was Manning, then one of the most eminent of the Anglican

clergy, and Henry and Robert Wilberforce, brothers of Samuel

Wilberforce, Bishop of Oxford. The Concordat made about

this time between Austria and the Holy See was the occasion

of another burst of popular fury, which the Cardinal suc-

ceeded in calming by a second course of lectures on Concord-

ats.^ He held the first provincial council at Oscott in 1852,

with a view to give to his province a thoroughly ecclesiastical

organization. Two others were subsequently held by him at

the same place. His numerous lectures, delivered before large

and cultivated audiences, on almost every variety of subject

—

On Religion and Science; On the Points of Contact betircen

Science and Art;^ On the Connection bet/ceen the Arts of Design

and those of Production ; On the Influence of Words on Thought

and Civilization; On the Ceremonies of Holy Week; On the Peal

Presence; On the Doctrines of the Church; together with his

essays and other writings, but particularly his Fabiola, or a

Church of the Catacombs, that singularly truthful and vivid

picture of the trials and persecutions of the Church in the

early ages, gave him a reputation both at home and abroad

of being one of the most finished and scholarly writers of his

asre. The Callista of Dr. Newman is a work similar in char-

acter to the Fabiola of Cardinal Wiseman, the author's aim

being to give a picture of the Church in Africa during the

latter days of the persecutions. These two works, the first

of a new school, were shortly followed by others, illustrative

of Catholic life in the dift'erent ages of the Church, and ver}^

efl:ective in breaking down a host of prejudices against her

institutions and the persons identified with her interests and

historv. Of the writers who ijained distinction in this new

the Church in England. That such has not been the case, but that the reverse

has taken place, is shown by Cardinal Manning by the following figures :

Churches. Priests.

1830 410
1840 457 542

1850 587 788

18G2 824 1215
— Miscellanies, p. 42. (Tr.)

1 Four Lectures on Concordats, Germ., Cologne, 1856.

2 Germ, by Reusch, Cologne, 18G3.
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flold, Spencer Norlhcote {The Roman Catacombs), Macguire

{Home and. its Ruler), and Lady FidUrton, deserve mcntinu.*

Father Faher^ formerly Superior of the Oratory in London,

and his Brothers of the Oratory, together with some layraeu,

whom they associated with themselves in the work, edited

and published a series of ascetical writings, which were well

received, and did a great deal of good in other countries as

well as in England (flSGS). In a magnificent speech, made
at the Second Congress of Malines, Cardinal Wiseman spoke

with gratitude and exultation of the progress of the Catholic

Church in England, the result of the combined labors of men
who were single-minded and in earnest in their work. The
whole life of the great Cardinal was a verification of the words

uttered by him on his death-l)ed. "1 have aboays," said he,

^Udlowed, others to do as much good as they would; I have never

stood in the way of any one; and God has blessed my manner

of acting.'" He referred here to the Tablet, a weekly news-

paper, the first number of which appeared May 16, 1840. It

was C'iited for fifteen years by Mr. Frederic Lucas, a convert

from Quakerism, and one of the most accomplished and schol-

arly writers of England. The tone of the paper was then,

and has continued to be so since, in.dependent, though thor-

oughly loyal to the Church and the IIol}' See. It permits in

its columns the discussion of all questions on which a difler-

ence of opinion is allowed b}- the Church, never excluding

papers because it discovers in their authors' argument a di-

vergence from its own line of thought. It pursued a middle

course between the Dublin Review, edited b}^ Dr. ^Vard, and

the Home and Foreign Review, edited by Lord Acton, the former

1 Cf. Collection of the Classical Works of Modern Literature in England;

Germ, translation, published at Cologne by Bachem.
2 His published writings after his conversion are as follows: "Catholic

Hymns" and an "Essay on Beatification and Canonization" (1848); "The
Spirit and Genius of St. Philip Neri " (1850); "Catholic Home Missions"

(1851); "All for Jesus" (1854); "Growth in Holiness" (185G) ; "The Blessed

Sacrament" (1856); " The Creator and the Creature" (1857); "The Foot of

the Cross, or the Sorrows of Mary ;" " Spiritual Conferences " (1859) ;
" Beth-

lehem;" "The Precious Blood," etc. A complete edition of his ascetical

works has been republished (partly from advance sheets) by John Murphy &
Co., Baltimore. See Bowden's " Life of F. W. Faber," 18G9. (Tr.)
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of Ultramontane and the latter of liberal tendencies. There are

also two other weekly newspapers of high merit published in

London, viz : The Weekly Register and the Westminster Gazette^

the latter started in the beginning of 1867. Like the Tablety

while giving all needful attention to the current topics of the

day, they are chiefly remarkable for the ability with which

the relations of Church and State are discussed in their col-

umns ; for their discriminating reviews and notices of new
books ; for their foreign correspondence ; and for their tem-

perate and thorough treatment of political and social ques-

tions. One of the ablest periodicals of any denomination in

England is the 3Ionth and Catholic Eevieio, conducted by the

Jesuits.

By the death of Cardinal Wiseman, which occurred Febru-

ary 15, 1865, the Church lost one of the most active, learned,

and worthy bi-shops of this century. To an elegant and classic

taste he united deep and varied learning, embracing in its

range theology and the .natural sciences, canon law, history,

and archaeology. He was, moreover, distinguished for great

prudence, for gracious manners and easy address, for dignity

and firmness of character, and for those other virtues charac-

teristic of a prelate and prince of the Church.

The late Ritualistic movement, led by Dr. Pusey, ajid, like

the Tractarian Movement, having its center of operations at

Oxford, has inspired a hope that through its influence many
may be led into the Catholic Church. The advocates of Rit-

ualism claim that under the actual circumstances, if the re-

ligious and social condition of the people is to be improved,

the rites, the ceremonies, vestments, and institutions of the

primitive Church, which the Protestants of the sixteenth cen-

tury set aside, must be again adopted. Since the publication

by Dr. Pusey of his Eirenicon, the tentative efibrts to conform

the Anglican Ritual to that of the old Church have been still

more marked and frequent.^ Dr. Pusey and the Ilev. Mr.

Humble have both strenuously insisted on j^cnance as a true

Sacrament, implying the obligation of auricular confession of

1 Cf. The Present State of the Movement in the Anglican High Church to-

ward Catholicity, with Important Documents, Aix-Ia-Chapelle, 18G7.
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sins in detail ; and while the latter affirms that this Sacrament

is the only adeqnate preventative of infanticide, the former

declares that it is a most efficacious means of drawing youth

oft" from vices peculiar to that season of life and making them
better members of society. The Ritualists are also ardent

advocates of monastic life. " The foundations of the entire

structure of the Missions of the Roman Catholic Church,"

says Dr. 3Iackenzie WaUcot, " have been laid by members of

Religious Orders^ who practice self-denial in an heroic degree.

In our system everything is left in the hands of the secular

clergy, and its utter failure proves conclusively that it needs

to be organized anew. The conversion of the whole of Eu-

rope by the Monastic Orders shows what can be done by the

combined effiarts of meu united by the most sacred ties,"

These sentiments were also shared hy Dr. Meadow, v;\\o warmly
advocated the policy of placing the hospitals and workhouses

in charge of religious communities of women.
CavdmiA 31anning , Cardinal Wiseman's successor in the see

of Westminster, has labored zealously to turn to the best ac-

count this movement toward the Catholic Church. He is an

ornament to the Church, and one of the most able, hard

working, and exemplary of living prelates. Like his prede-

cessor, he is possessed of line mental endowments, and is an

accurate scholar, a deep thinker, and a vigorous and graceful

writer ; and like him, too, he has fairl}- compelled the admira-

tion of his countr^'men by his honest, manly, and outsi^oken

course. His writings are numerous, the most important being

The Glories of the Sacred Heart, The Temporal Mission of the

Holy Ghost, The Internal Mission of the Holy Ghost, The Tem-

poral Power of the Pope, The Independence of the Holy See, Sin

and its Consequences, The Love of Jesus to Penitents, Petri

Privilegium, The Fourfold Sovereignty of God (2 vols,), The

Four Great ecils of the Day, Sermons on Ecclesiastical Subjects

(3 vols.). The True Story of the Vatican Council, besides essays,

reviews, addresses, and controversial papers, some of which
have been recently published in a volume of 31iscellanics.
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IRELAND.

Jacob Neher, Eccl. Geography, 3 vols., Ratisbon, 1865-1 8C8. Flor. Riess, S. J.,

The Alodorn State and Christian Schools, Freiburg, 1868. Catholic Woi-ld,

June, 1869.

According to the statistics given in the Catholic Almanac for 1878 (p. 96),

there are in Ireland 4 archbishops, 24 bishops,' 1,004 priests, 1,721 admin-

istrators, curates, chaplains, professors, etc., in colleges and schools ; 444 regu-

lars; or a total cf 3,172 priests; or including bishops, private chaplains, etc.,

3,450. They are a zealous, hard-working, and exemplary body, and are

wholly supported by the voluntary, but generous contributions of the faithful.^

A taste for learning is kept alive and encouraged among them by theological

conferences, held in each diocese four times a yeai*. As a rule, the several bish-

ops preside in person over these conferences, and by their presence and wise

supervision stimulate the clergy to pursue their studies with greater zeal and

regularity. There are in each diocese, besides a vicar-general, titular canons,

and as early as 1862 there were in Ireland nine chapters canonically established.

In filling a vacant see, which, during the interval, is administered by a vicar-

capitular, the parish-priests of the diocese in which the vacancy occurs send on

three names to the Congregation of the Propagation of the Faith at Rome, one

of which is, with rare exceptions, selected and approved by the Pope. The

Cardinal Protector of the Irish Church, resident in Rome, names the Deans of

Chapters; the bishops of the country appoint to all other preferments.

If Ireland is not to-day Protestant in religion, it is certainly not because nu-

merous and gigantic efforts have not been made to induce the people to apos-

tatize from the faith of their fathers. Perhaps the most potent, as well as the

most plausible and insidious of these, was the establishment of the System of

JSational Schools. Even men usually clear-headed and sagacious in judging of

questions and measures affecting the interests of the Catholics of Ireland seemed

to have been deceived as to the real character of the National Schools. That

the National Schools were really designed to subvert the faith of the Catholic

people of Ireland is evident from the words of Dr. Whately, the Protestant

Archbishop of Dublin, who was one of the first Commissioners appointed to

serve on the National Board. " The education," said he " supplied by the Na-

tional Board is gradually undermining the vast fabric of the Irish Roman
Catholic Church." ^ And to show that this was precisely what he intended the

schools to do, and that stealthily and insidiously, he went on to say :
" I be-

1 Exclusive of two bishops with no local jurisdiction in Ireland.

2 The Freeman s Journal Church Commwsion gave the following statistics as

to the revenue of the Catholic Church in Ireland in 1868:

Income of the Bishops and the Parochial Clergy £340,480

Regular Clergy
.' 55 000

3Iaintenance, Repairs, and Extensions of Churches 116,050

Hospitals, Orphanages, Asylums, Colleges, Seminaries, Schools, etc 250,000

Total....... £762,030

»Life of Dr. Whately, p. 244. (Tr.)
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lieve, as I said the otlicr day, that mixed education is gradually enlightening

the mass of tiio people, and that if "jve give it up, we give up the only hope of

woaning the Irish from the abuses of Popery. But I can not venture openly

to profess this opinion. I can not openly support the Education Board as an

instrument of conversion. I have to fight its battles with one hand, and that

my best, tied behind me." ^ The history of the >^ational Schools is an illustra-

tion of how Catholics may innoqently commit themselves to measures, appar-

ently the most beneficial, and in reality the most perilous. It was shown by

testimony laid before Parliament in the year 1825 that the instruction given in

Ireland was miserably insufficient, and objectionable on other grounds. It was

therefore proposed to establish a National System of Education, which should

be acceptable to persons of all religious professions. The plan was submitted

in 182G to the Roman Catholic bishops, who refused to give it their approval

unless the faith of the Pvoman Catholic children were fully protected. As a

guarantee of this they required that Catholic teachers should be appointed in

all schools in which the Catholic children were in the majority; that in schools

in which they were in a minority a Catholic assistant should be employed;

that Catholic masters and mistresses should themselves have been educated in

Catholic schools ; and that the school-books used should be approved by the

Catholic prelates.- In 1828 the Committee of the House of Commons expressed

themselves in favor of non sectarian education in Ireland, and in 1831 Mr.

Stanley, afterwards Lord Derby, in a letter written to the Duke of Leinster,

stated that the government was about to create a Board, of which his Grace

was to be President, to superintend a system of National Education. In this

letter Mr. Stanley drew out the main features of the S^^stem. He stated that

the Board must not permit the reading of Scripture by all classes of pupils

;

that the clergy of all denominations were to be treated with perfect equality;

and that they were to be free to give religious instruction to the children of

their respective creeds. This letter, when made public, roused the indignation

of Protestants of all shades of opinion. At a public meeting, held in the Eo-

tunda of Dublin in 1882, they protested agamst the exclusion of the Bible from

the schools, and the Anglican bishops cried out with equal energy against hav-

ing the superintendence of National Education taken out of their hands and

vested in a Board composed of men of various and conflicting religious opin-

ions. They soon, however, became not only reconciled to the system, but its

most ardent admirers and energetic supporters. The leading denominations of

Ireland had representatives on the Board. Archbishop Murray, of Dublin,

represented the Catholics; Dr. Whately, the Anglicans; and Rev. James Car-

lisle, the Presbyterians. As years went on the number of Commissioners in-

creased, until it finally reached twenty, half of whom were Catholics and half

Protestants.

In 1850 Dr. Culleyi was appointed Archbishop of Armagh, and shortly after

a bull was published convoking a National Synod, to meet at Thuries. This

was one of the most important events of this century in the history of the

1 Life of Dr. Whately, p. 2iu. (Tu.)

2 See Pastoral Address of the Archbishops and Bishops to the Clergy and

Laity of Ireland, 182G. (Tr.)
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Church in Ireland. Its decrees are numerous and important, and refer chiefly

to the manners of the clergy, to ecclesiastical discipline and worship, and the

administration of the Sacraments, insisting particularly on the correction of

abuses and the restoration of such needful and laudable observances as had

fallen into disuse.^ The bishops disapproved, without directly condemning, the

National Schools; and demanded that all books used in them, containing any-

thing contrary to Catholic teaching, should be thrown out, and that books used

in schools frequented by Catholic children should have the approval of the

bishops. 2 The Queen's Colleges, opened for the entrance of students in 1849,

were conducted on preciselj^ the same principles as the National Schools. At
the instance of John McHale, Archbishop of Tuam, who has been since 1825

the determined foe of mixed education and the consistent advocate of separate

schools, these colleges had been condemned by Kome, October 18, 1848.^ They
were again condemned in unqualified terms by the Synod of Thurles. It was

declared improper for bishops to take any part in their management, and priests

were forbidden to have any connection with them, either as Professors or Deans

of Eesidences. Catholic young men were warned not to enter them, on ac-

count of the danger to which their faith and morals would be exposed.* In the

meantime it was left to the discretion of the bishops to act as might seem best

in regard to the National Schools.

Finally, at a meeting of the archbishops and bishops of Ireland, at Maynooth
College, on the 18th of August, 1869, presided over by Archbishop Cullen, who
had been transferred to Dublin on the death of Archbishop Murray, in 1852,

the system of mixed education, whether primary, interrnediate, or university,

was condemned " as grievously and intrinsically dangerous to the faith and

morals of Catholic youth." ^ At the request of the Bishops of Ireland, this

condemnation was confirmed by Eome in the same year.^ The bishops, long

desirous of having a place of Higher Education, where Catholic young men
might go without peril to their faith and morals, at length, on the 3d of No-

vember, 1854, opened a Catholic University }n Dublin. They have sent memo-
rials to government, representing that Catholics can not be said to possess re-

ligious equality as long as they do not enjoy the same rights and privileges as

their Protestant fellow-countrymen in the matter of education, and therefore

^Deereia Synodi Plenariae Episcop. Hiberniae apud Thurles, Dublin, 1851. (Tk.)

2 /6irf., pp. 50 sq. (Tr.)

3 The bill creating these Colleges was introduced I\Iay 9, 1845. (Tr.)

* Decreta Sy?iodi Plen., etc., pp; 59 sq. (Tr
)

^Pastoral Address of the Archbishops and Bishops of Ireland, Dublin,

1871. (Tr.)

6 The injustice of the system of National Schools in Ireland nvAy be seen

from the following statistics:

" 1. There are 2,454 schools, containing 373,756 Catholic children, with not a

Protestant child."

"2. There are 2,483 schools, having 321,641 Catholic children, with only

24,381 Protestant children."

"That is, in 4,937—nearly 5,000—schools, with 095,397 Catholic children,

there are no more than 24,381 Protestant." Card. Manning, Miscellanies, Let-

ter to Earl Grey, 18G8, (Tu.)
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asking that a charter, authorizing the conferring of degrees in the secular

branches, be granted to the Catholic University, and a suitable endowment bo

provided for its support, or that some other arrangement be made by which

Catholics may participate in university privileges without compromising their

consciences.' Up to the present moment, the govm-ment has not shown the

least disposition to satisfy these just demands, and the bishops have been obliged

to shift as best they can. Thanks to the noble generosity of the Catholics of

Ireland and the assistance received from their brethren in other lands, the

Catholic University of Dublin, in spite of the injustice of government in with-

holding a charter, is in a comparatively flourishing condition.*

Besides the College of Maynooth and the Missionary College of All Hallows,

there are thirteen other excellent ecclesiastical seminaries in Ireland.^

By tlie disestablishment and disendowment of the English Church in Ire-

land, through the Irish Church Act of 18G9, one of the most stupendous griev-

ances with which a people was ever afflicted was removed. This act was justly

characterized by Mr. Gladfiione, its author, as " the most grave and arduous

work of legislation that had ever been laid before the House of Commons," and

was one of the boldest and most thorough attempts that had j'et been made to

partially correct the accumulated wrongs and wicked legislation of three cen-

turies. Not only had the Irish people been despoiled of their churches, abbeys,

and convents, and of their ecclesiastical and charitable institutions; but, in ad-

dition to all this, they were forced to pay out of their poverty and hard earn-

ings for the support of an alien Church and a detested clergy.

The capitalized value of the ecclesiastical property of Ireland and the addi-

tional annual revenue, literally stolen from the Catholic people of that coun-

try, represented in money, even after it had been reduced, in the words of Mr.

Gladstone, " by the almost unbounded waste of life-tenants and the wisdom or

un-wisdom of well-intentioned parliaments," the sum of £16,000,000, in the year

18G8. After a protracted and exciting debate, the bill to disestablish and dis-

endow the Irish Establishment passed both Houses of Parliament, and received

the royal assent July 20, 18G9. It provided that on the 1st day of January,

1871, the Established Church should cease to exist in Ireland, and its archbish-

ops and bishops be disqualified to sit in Parliament ; that churches in actual

use should be handed over to the representatives of the several congregations,

who were technically designated "governing bodies;" that all other proper-

ties, interests, etc., should be taken possession of by a Commission, and disposed

of or reconveyed after January 1, 1871, as the act directed; that archbishops,

bishops, and others holding benefices or preferments in the Irish Establishment

should receive an annuity equal in amount to their ordinary incomes during

the term of their natural lives, or while they continued to perform the duties

of their several ecclesiastical offices; that the rcgium donum of the Presbyte-

rians should be withdrawn, and that, in addition to a grant of a sum, equal to

seventy-five thousand dollars, to their College at Belfast, they should receive in

' See Resolutions of the Bishops assembled at Maynooth College, August 18,

18G9. (Tr.)

2 According to the Fifth Report of the Royal Commission, pp. 25, 26, the sum

collected in 1874 was £187,000. (Tr.)

^ Freonan's Journal Church Commission, p. 385. (Tr.)
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compensation the annual interest on a sum equal to about four millions of dol-

lars
; and that the grant to Maynooth College should also be withdrawn, and

the interest of a sum equal to less than half that set aside for the Presbyteri-

ans be appropriated for the support of that institution. The bill is very lengthy

and very detailed, but these are its chief provisions.^

The Irish are literally a missionary people, and their influence in carrying

the faith to other lands and perpetuating it there can only be properly appre-

ciated by a reference to the statistics of emigration, which,was at full tide in

1840. From 1845 to 1854, inclusive, 1,512,100 souls left the country, chiefly for

America and Australia; from 1853 to 1860 the average number of immigrants

annually to the United States was 71,856, and during the ten following years

69,084; in 1871 it was 65,591; in 1874,48,136; in 1875, 31,433; and in 1876

only 16,432. The total number of Irish immigrants to the United States for the

last thirty years is about two millions. As the great bulk of these settled in

the larger cities, their influence upon the growth of Catholicity and the forma-

tion of public opinion in regard to the Church can hardly be overestimated.

Numerous important works have been published within the last forty years

by eminent Irish scholars, whose names are known wherever the English lan-

guage is spoken, and many of their theological writings are of great value.

There is hardly a considerable town in the whole Island that has not a news-

paper Catholic in tone and doing good service in the interest of the Church,

There are also some periodicals of merit, of which it will be sufficient to men-

tion the Irish Ecclesiastical Record, a monthly journal, conducted by a society

of clergymen, under the sanction of Cardinal Cullen ; lite Irish Monthly ; and

the Carlow College Magazine.

SCOTLAND.

Lord Clarendon said in 1660 that the religion of Scotland consisted in an

" abhorrence of Popery." The religious history of that country from the date

of the Keformation down to very recent times has been a verification of this

utterance. As late as the year 1700, a priest coming into the country was

liable to the penalty of death, and scarcely any mitigation of this hostile legis-

lation in regard to Catholics took place until the close of the eighteenth cen-

tury. Still missionaries were not deterred from coming into the country from

fear of barbarous enactments. An apostolic vicariate was erected there in 1695

by Innocent XII. and another by Clement XII. In the year 1800 there were

in all Scotland only 15,000 Catholics ; by 1850 this number had swelled to

200,000, and by 1864 to 400,000. In 1800 there was not a single priest regis-

tered in Scotland; in 1810 there were 21 ; in 1848, 100; in 1864, 178; in 1873,

225; and, at present, 1878, 260.

In the year 1800 there was not a Catholic church in the country ;
in 1810

there was only one; in 1850 there were 93 ;
in 1873, 222; and in 1878, 236. In

1850 Scotland possessed 70 Catholic schools, and in 1864, 13 convents of females.

By the bull Quanta laetitia affecil simuft, of February 13, 1827, Leo XII. di-

vided the country into three Districts or Apostolic Vicariates, the Eastern,

"Western, and Northern. As has been stated in a preceding paragraph, there

is a seminary at Blairs, on the right bank of the Dee, approved by the Propa-

J See The Catholic World for May, 1869.
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ganda in 1832, and another, under the patronage of St. Felix, at Giffordhall,

both in the Eastern District. On the occasion of the golden jubilee of the con-

secration of Pius IX. as bishop, the Vicars Apostolic of Scotland asked for the

restoration of the hierarchy to that countrj'', and received a promise that their

request would be granted as soon as the condition of the Church there WDuld

warrant the measure. The papers relative to the subject were printed, and on

the 19th of January, 1878, delivered to Cardinal Franchi for distribution to

the Cardinals of the Congregation of the Propaganda for action at their meet-

ing to be held on (he 28th of the same month.^ On the 2'Jth, or the daj' after

the meeting of the Cardinals, Pope Pius IX. (f February 7, 1878) restored the

hierarchy to Scotland. St. Andrews and Glasgow were made archiepisoopal

sees ; and the four sees of Aberdeen, Gallowai/ (with seat at Dumfries), Dunkeld

(with scat at Perth), and Aj-r/yll and the Isles (with seat at Oban\ were made
sufl'ragan to St. Andrews.-

§ 418. Ir Germany and Switzerland.

"tBeda Weber, Pen-pictures of the Life of the Church in Germanj', Mentz, 18-j8.

After the Treaty of Westphalia, Protestants gained the

ascendancy in Germajiy. and their newly-acquired power was

used to oppress the Church. A spirit of religious indift'erent-

ism began to spread among the people, which the evil influ-

ence of Rationalism, the natural ally of Protestantism, did

much to strengthen and perpetuate. The terrible and disas-

trous- effects that followed the French devolution were still felt.

The Church was spoiled of her possessions ; her external or-

ganization was shattered by the suppression of bishoprics,

chapters, and convents ; and she was no longer permitted to

govern herself. This state of aftairs was slightly, bnt only

slightl}', improved by the Concordats entered into with the

Holy See. (See § 396.) The Catholics of Germany began to

lose heart; they no longer dared to speak ont and demand their

rights. There was also a blight upon tlieir intellectual life;

scientific and theological works from their pens became daily

more rare, until finally they ceased almost entirely to appear.

The following causes contributed to rouse them from this

state of lethargy, to attach them more w^armly to the Church,

and, in consequence, to make them more active and zealous

in her defense :

I. At the opening of the nineteenth century, a number of

1 London Tablet of January 26, 1878. (Tr.)

^Liverpool Times, February 1, 1878. (Tr.)
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illustrious converts came into the Church. The first of these

was Count Frederic Leopold von Stolberg, who was shortly fol-

lowed by Frederic Schlegel, Charles Louis Ilaller, Adam Midler,

Beckedorf, Jarke, Phillips, the two 31dllers, Herbsi, the labori-

ous Louis Clarus (Volk), Hurler, Gfrdrer, Ida Ilahn, Daumer,

Ldmmer, Kraft, Baumstark, and mau}^ others.^ Ardently

devoted to the Church, and loving her with an enthusiastic

love, these Catholic champions set themselves to the work of

defending her doctrines and portraying to the world her man-
ifold beauties.

II. The outrageous abuse and the vile calumnies heaped

upon Count Stolberg and other converts to Catholicity ; the

celebration, between the years 1817 and 1846, o^jubilees, com-

memorating the third centenary of the introduction of Pro-

testantism, into various countries ; and the malignant hatred

against the Church displayed by Protestants on these occa-

sions, their wanton outrage of the feelings of Catholics, and

their extravagant honors to the memory of Luther,^ revived

the dormant spirit of faith among the sons of the Church,

and taught them that if they would be helped they must help

themselves. First of all, it was necessary to set themselves

right before the public, to defend Catholic doctrine, to correct

misrepresentation, to brand calumnies as they deserved, and

for this purpose they started the excellent periodicals, The

Catholic of Mentz and The Theological Quarterly of Tubingen.

Again, they began to make historical research a serious study,

pursuing their labors with greater zeal and profit as days went

on, thereby exposing and dissipating a cloud of falsehoods

and misrepresentations in writers of both ecclesiastical and
civil history, which, as de Maistre truthfully remarked, has

been for the last three hundred years " a conspiracy against

the truth." The Catholics of German}- appreciated the fact

that if they would put the truth clearly before the minds of

their countrymen, set forth the nature, the characteristics, and

the dignity of the Church, and facilitate the return of their

1 Rosenthal, Life Pictures of Converts in the Nineteenth Century, Schaff-

hausen, 1865 sq., 3 vols., with Supplement.

* Constantlne Christ (nom de plume), Examination of the Sermons of Living

Keformers, in Relation to Tolerance in the Nineteenth Century, Eatisbon, 1845.
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separated brethren to her fold, tliey must retake the ground

they had h)st in the tieUl of history, and this they proeeeded

to do, and did triumphantly. No man of Germany probably

exercised a more decisive influence in this movement than the

gifted Joseph von Gdrres ; and it is a signiticant fact that it

was precisely a calm and judicial study of the history of the

Church in the Middle Ages that led men like liiirter and

GJrbrcr to. ])rofess her teachings, and made John Frederic

Jjohnier, of Fraidcfort, one of the most profound historical

students of this century, whose delight it was to be styled an

'Apologist of the Church,'' the head of a numerous school of

Catholic historians, witli whom the study of the Middle Ages

was a s[)eciaU3'.^

III. The ''Symbolism'' of Moldcr, contrasting the dogmatic

diiferences between Catholics and Protestants, as set forth in

the Confessions of each, appeared immediately after the cen-

tenary jubilee, commemorating the Diet and the Confession

of Augsburg, and produced upon the public mind a sensation

similar to that of a clap of thunder in a clear sky. The doc-

trines of the Catholic Church and those of Lutheranism and

the Reformed Church are here set side by side in so striking,

luminous, and masterly a way, that Protestant theologians,

who had heretofore pursued the policy of superciliously ig-

noriui; the writings of Catholics, feeling they could do so no

longer with safety, now- published many criticisms of the work,

and made it the text of lectures in their universities, doing

their best, but in vain, to refute it. The Universities of Tii-

bingen and Munich, with both of which this great writer was

1 Of the disciples of Bohmer, it will be sufficient to name Aschbach, Ficker,

Holier, Janssen, Junkmann, Stumpf, and Will. The historians, Chmel and

Kopp, the former an Austrian and the latter a Swiss, and Liitolf, of Lucerne,

took pride in calling him their master and imitating him as their model.

Putthafii, of Berlin, followed Bohmer's method of using sources. Of the Cath-

olics who have written on modern history, the following have gained the great-

est name: Cornelius, Kampschulte, Gindely, Koch, Jorg, Holzwarth, Ilutfer,

and Onno Ktopp, the last named being thoroughly Catholic in tone. The states-

men, Alfred von Reumont and Baron von Hiibne?; have given to their histori-

cal works all the grace and elegance of artistic finish. Cf. Janssen. The LifCv

Letters, and Occasional Writings of J. Fr. Bohmer, Freiburg, 1868.

VOL. m—55
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connected, may be justly proud of his fame, which has added

not a little to their own. On his tomb is inscribed the epi-

taph : ''The Defender of the Faith, the Ornament of Letters, the

Comfort of the Church" which will tell to future generations

the work done by this great man for Catholicity, particularly

in Germany.

IV. This work, together with what is known as the Cata-

strophe, or, more properly, the Event of Cologne,^ produced a

wide and profound impression in Germany. It was at this

time that the Historico-j^olitical Papers began to be issued. It

was at this time, too, that Josei^h von Gbrres pleaded the cause

of the Church, her authority, and her greatness, so manfully,

eloquently, and triumphantly, in his Athanasius and the Tri-

arians, that now, as formerly, by his powerful protests in the

Rhenish Mercury against the despotism of Napoleon in Ger-

many, he merited the title'of ''The Fifth Great Power." His

dying words, ''•The State rules, the Church protests," contained

a prophecy that has been verified by events.^

V. To her surprise and against her will, the Church was at

this time aided in her conflict against despotism by the sect

of the Rongeanists, or, as they preferred to call themselves,

German Catholics. We shall have occasion to speak again of

this sect in a subsequent paragra[ih.^

VI. The ynemorable events of the year 1848 contributed not a

little to improve the condition of the Church in Germany.

The Revolution that had its origin in France swept over

nearly every country of Europe, and the German sovereigns

found themselves forced to grant to their subjects the rights

and the freedom that had been so long withheld. This con-

vulsion, though 'political in its origin and essence, was not

without its influence upon the Church. But while the thrones

of princes were tottering and falling to the ground, tiie fabric

of the Church, strgng in the strength of a divine organiza-

tion, bore up under the shock, and now, as when the Roman
Empire was going to pieces, stood Arm and erect amid sur-

^See p. 7G6 sq.

'-Jos. Gv7'7-es, Complete Works, edited by Mary von Gorres, Munich. 1854-

1858.

^See J 421.
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rounding desolation and ruin. ISTow, as then, it was plain, she

contained within herself an imperishable principle of indefecfi-

bility. To the bishops the present seemed a favorable oppor-

tunity to demand for the Church the restoration of those

rights, without which it was impossible for her to carry out

her high mission. Accordingly, at the invitation oH John con

Geisscl, Archbishop of Cologne, the bishops of Germany met at

Wiirzburg, and continued in session from the 21st of October

to the 16th of JSTovember, taking counsel as to the best means
of raising the Church from the dc]tth into which she had

fallen. The following were the results of their long and ar-

duous labors : 1. They addressed a very able and affectional

jmstoral letter to the Catholics of Germany ; 2. They sent a most

pressing and cheering exhortation to the clergy ; 3. They drew
up a memorial to the German sovereigns, which the bishops of

the respective governments were charged to communicate of-

ficially to the proper authorities. In this they said :

" The Bishops of Gernumy do not desire a sej)aration of Cliurclt and Staic;

they ask only for the fuller libertj^ and more complete independence of the

Church. As to those who differ from them in belief, they will always exhibit

that charity, forbearance, and justice so necessary to the peace and well-being

of citizens of whatever profession of faith they may be, withoutj however, giv-

ing any countenance to indifferentism, so destructive of every form of religion.

Havincf received a divine commission to teach, they demand the fullest freeclotn

in the matter of education and instruction, including the right of founding and

governing their own institutions of learning, of directing their own school--, of

administering their own school-lunds, of selecting the text-books of religion,

of watching over the religious instruction of both the primary and higher

schools, and of having .the exclusive management of their own seminaries.

They declare the interference of the State in the examination of candidatesfor

admission into clerical seminaries, and in the competitive trials of priests for

parochial appointments, an unwarrantable infringement on the liberty of the

Church and the rights of bishops, who alone are competent to judge of the

learning and moral character of those desiring to become ministers of the

Church. It is a part of the Church's office to tninister to the temporal, as well

as to the spiritual well-being of nations, and to discharge this duty she must be

in possession of the necessary freedom. But, above and beyond all, the bishops

demand the right, which is theirs by every title, of controlling all matters of

public worship, and, hence, of forming religious associations and foundinq con-

vents. They further claim the right of administering all ecclesiastical 2)roperty

;

they protest most solemnly against the injurious imputation that their relations

to the See of Rome constitute a crime against German nationality, and are dan-

gerous to the State; they denounce as un-German the practice of setting spies
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to observe ^hat goes on in the iiiterccurse between pastors and their flocks

;

and, finally, they express their unalterable devotion and attachment to the

Head of the Church, the Center and Pledge of Catholic unity, and declare a

placehim reglum, of whatever character, a violation of the Church's impre-

scriptible rights, and wholly incompatible with the enjoyment of complete

freedom."

On their rotnrii to their dioceses, the bishops did their best

to carry out the measures to which they had pledged them-

selves. Those of Prussia, Austria, Bavaria, and the ecclesi-

astical province of tlie Upper Ehiue agreed among themselves

to draw up separate memorials, to be presented to their several

governments.

The complaints of tlie bishops obtained a respectful hear-

ing, and, in Prussia, the Xllth, Xlllth, and XVth Articles

of the new Constitution embodied the substance of their de-

mands. Article XII. provides that " the Catholic Church, tbe

Evangelical, and all other religious societies, shall direct and

administer their own affairs, and that they shall possess and

control all houses, foundations, and properties set apart for

purposes of worship, education, and charity." By Article

XIII., religious associations were permitted to communicate

freely with their superiors, and to publish all ordinances, with-

out any restriction, other than what was imposed upon publi-

cations of any other character. By Article XV., the State

cedes the right, hitherto claimed, of nominating and appoint-

ing to church-livings, except in cases of patronage, or where

special provision is made to the contrary.

In Austria, also, the bishops obtained a hearing, and their

voice was potent to rouse the Catholics of that country from

their lethargy to a zeal and activitj- that carried the memories

of the people back to the days of Frederic Schlegel and Bishop

Frint. After having put down the revolutionary demonstra-

tions of his subjects in the German and Italian provinces and

in Hungary, the Emperor Francis Joseph, on the 18th of April,

1850, granted, provisionally, until some more satisfactory ar-

rangements could be made, the demands made by the bishops

who had met at Vienna on the 15th of July of the preceding

year. These were, in substance, that the imperial placet

should be given up ; that the bishops should be permitted to
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communicate freely with the IIol\' See; and that in all mat-

ters pertaining to i)ul)iic worship and ecclesiastical discipline

they should enjoy the niosr anii)le freedom. A Concordat was
conehided Ix'tween Austria and the Iloh' See, August 18,

1855, by which the relations of Church and State were deti-

nitely established, the Emperor renouncing the principles of

Josephisra, by which the Church had been so long held in

bondage. To the bishops who went to thank him for his

spirit of fairness to the Church, the Emperor remarked :
" My

wish is to secure tiie temporal welfare of my subjects, and not

to stand in the ivay of their eternal salvation. To this end all

my eiforts are directed." Notwithstanding that the Emperor
granted, purely of his own good will, more extensive liberties

to the Protestant subjects of his Empire than their brethren

enjoyed, even in any Protestant State of Germany at that

time, this did not prevent the enemies of the Church, both in

Austria and other countries of Europe, from crying out and

clamoring against the Concordat, as they had done ou a former

occasion in the cases of Wiirtemberg and Baden ; and now,

as then, tliey labored most strenuously to prevent its execu-

tion, and, if possible, to suppress it altogether. For a dozen

years after it had been concluded, few, if any, of its provisions

were carried into effect ; and, strange to say-, the first time a

really practical eflbrt was made in this direction, it was in re-

gard to the order to be observed in cemeteries in which Cath-

olics and Protestants were alike buried. To allow the con-

troversy' to be narrowed down to an issue concerning the

dead, while so many questions of vital importance to the liv-

ing were still unsettled, showed a lack of judgment and tact

somewhere. The enemies of the Church still continued to

clamor against the Concordat, assorting that its provisions

were detrfmental to the relations, whether civil or religious,

which should exist between Catholics and non-Catholics. So

persistent and determined was this hostility, and so plausible

the arguments by which it was sustained, that many really

well-meaning Catholics began to express a wish that the Con-

cordat had never been concluded, and were now quite willing

to see it either revoked or annulled. When it was finally

abolished, August 9, 1870, the event gave greater surprise and
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pain to the Holy Father than under other circumstances it

would have done, from the fact that the moment was one of

exceptional gravity and peril to the Holy See. As early as

1868, three laws, highly prejudicial to the interests of the

Church, were laid by the government before the States Gen-

eral, and passed by that body. Of these the first referred to

civil marriage, the second to undenominational schools, and the

third to the relations of citizens of all religious creeds to each

other.

ECCLESIASTICAL PROVINCE OF THE UPPER RHINE. (Cf. § 409.)

The conflict between the Church and the Civil authority in this Province was

more bitter and protracted than in any other part of Germany. "When, in

1848, the policy pursued by governments in regard to Church and State began

to produce its baneful and legitimate results, particularlj'^ in Baden, Vicari,

Archbishop of Freiburg, judged that the moment had arrived for demanding

^

for the Church the restoration of those rights whicli had been so long and so

persistently withheld, and, above all, of the right of governing herself, without

the interference of the civil authority, ihere were many reasons why at least

the Catholic Church in Baden should enjoy full freedom and be the equal of

any other before the law. Prussia, then the most considerable Protestant State

of Germany, had recently granted more extensive rights and larger liberty to

the Church; everything in the German States seemed to indicate a tendency

toward uniformity, whether in legislation, in weights and measures, or in coin

and taxation ; and, finally, the bulk of the population of Baden was Caiholic.

The men at the head of the government failed to appreciate these reasons, or,

if appreciating them, declined to act upon them. In 1851, the archbishop and

bishops of the other States of the Province of the Upper Khine drew up a me-

morial, petitioning their governments for the same rights that had been de-

manded by Archbishop Vicari. In consequence, the civil representatives of

the several States constituting this Ecclesiastical Province came together for

consultation at Carlsruhe. In the meantime the Grand Duke Leopold died

(April 21, 1852), and his death was the occasion of still further widening the

breach between the government of Baden and Archbishop Vicari. On former

occasions, some of the ecclesiastical authorities, for whom a violation of con-

science had fewer terrors than the thought of giving displeasure to civil gov-

ernments, had consented to say solemn Masses of requiem on the death of Pro-

testant princes. A Mass of this character was now demanded for Duke

Leopold. Archbishop Vicari respectfully, but firmly, refused either to say 'it

himself or to permit another to do so; first, because he was convinced that

Masses should not be otfered for persons, who, like Protestants, do not even

believe in their efficacy ; and next, because an order of the Pope had been

1 March 21, 1848.
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lately published in Bavaria, forbidding the sajnng of such Masses.' He, how
ever, ordered other appropriate funeral services for the illustrious Duke, in

whose death he had lost a munificent benefactor. With these the government
was not content. It insisted upon having a solemn Mass of requiem^ and prom-

ised its protection to such priests as would say it in defiance of the archbisiiop's

order. Some were found base enough to comply, and received the usual reward

of men who break faith with their ecclesiastical superiors to secure the favor

of the world. When these priests were threatened with punishment the gov-

ernment decLined to interfere ; but they were let off with the very light penalty

of making a spiritual retreat, at St. Peters Seminary, which was conducted by

Father Roh, S. J. After waiting in vain for some definite action on the part

of the civil authorities, Herman, ^ the mctropoLUan, in February, 1853, sum-
moned the bishops of the suflfragan sees of Mentz, Kottenburg, Limburg, and
Fulda to meet him in conference at Freiburg. They resolved to send memo-
rials to their respective governments to the effect that they would again, at an

early day, set forth their claims and the reasons by which they were supported,

and thenceforth act as if they had been granted. Their demands, embodied in

a Memorial, dated March 5, 1853, were denied by the governments, and they

accordingly met again at Freiburg, and in a Memorial, dated June 18, 1853,

after reiterating whatever they had previously said, they added that they could

not believe there was any serious intention of doing such extraordinary violence

to their consciences, simply because they made certain claims for the Church,

which were thought incompatible with the rights of the State, but which, by
ordijiance of God, are essential to the freedom of ecclesiastical government.

They went on to say that these claims had been formerly so completely con-

ceded in Germany that no one thought of questioning them; that they were

provided for in the bulls Provida solersque and Ad Dominici gregis custodiam,

containing the stipulations entered into with the Holy See ; and that the Church

in the Electorate of Hesse, one of the States of the Ecclesiastical Province of

the Upper Ehine, was at that moment in the enjoyment of nearly all of them.

The bishops claimed the right of full control over the education and appoint-

ment of their clergy and the administration of ecclesiastical discipline, whether

in regard to priests or laymen ; they also claimed the right to build and to

possess Catholic schools ; to found institutes and form associations, and do what-

ever else might be necessar}' to the maintenance and development of religious

life ; and, finally, to have the complete administration of the property guaran-

teed to the Church by the Treaty of Westphalia and the Commissioners of the

German Empire.

1 Dereser, a Catholic priest of Carlsruhe, had already raised similar objections

on the occasion of the death of the Grand Duke Charles Frederic. His lan-

guage was somewhat intemperate, and his imprudence was punished with

exile. Cf. Catholic Affairs in Baden, Pt. I., pp. 23, 2i ; also The Cathnlic of

1828, No. 4; Athanasia, by Benkeri, Wurzburg, 1847, Vol. I., No. 1; DoUin-

ger, Rights and Duties of the Church toward the Dead of other Denominations,

Freiburg, 1852 {Hist and Polit. Papers, 1842).

* Mast, Dogmatical and Historical Treatise on the Legal Position of Arch-

bishops, Freiburg, 1847.
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The various governments declined to make any concessions other than those

of March 3, 185o, and threatened to proceed against such persons as would go
beyond them. Archbishop Herman continued to call upon the Hlgk Consistory

(i'wrraerly the Catholic Ecclesiastical Department), either to concede the de-

mands of the Memorial or to resign their positions, threatening them with ex-

communication in case of refusal. He also insisted that the competitive exam-
inations for admission into ecclesiastical seminaries siiould be conducted vUliont

the presence of a government commissioner. The government of IJadcui ap-

pointed (November 7, 1853) Burger, Maj'or of Freiburg, mandatory to the

Crown, and required that all commands issuing fi'om the archbishop should be

submitted to his inspection, or otherwise be declared void; and that any of the

clergy obeying the archbishop's instructions should be punished as common
criminals. The archbishop in turn e.xcommunicated both the members of the

High Consistory and the Mandatary to the Crown, and published a Pastoral

Letter, protesting against the" encroachments of the civil authority upon his

rights. Shortly after, he appointed to several vacant parishes, to which neither

the government nor private individuals possessed the right of presentation.

The government now began to carry out its threat of November, 1853, by ar-

resting and imprisoning priests who yielded obedience to their archbishop, but

as they were nearly all found to be guilty, the inconvenience arising from their

apprehension in a body, and the possible danger of such a measure, were ap-

preciated, and they were consideratelj'^ let off with fines, bearing no proportion

to the charges that were brought against them.

Pius IX. protested against the action of the government in two allocutions,

the one dated December 19, 1853, and the other January 9, 1854 ; and the epis-

copate of Europe and America, diocesan societies and associations, and even

individual distinguished laymen of name, sent letters and addresses expressing

their sympathy with the archbishop and their admiration of his courage.

By new ordinances of April 18th and May 6th and 18th, the government

still further encroached upon the rights of the Church in the adndnistration of

eccle.Hlastical property. Against these the archbishop protested, May 5, 1854,

stating that, according to Canon Law, local ecclesiastical property should be

administered by a board of trustees, sworn to conscientiously perform their

duties. These events roused considerable indignation in the Catholic districts,

and it was leared that some demonstration might be made against the govern-

ment. To prevent this, large bodies of troops were brought together where

danger was most apprehended, and the public discontent was considerably aug-

mented by the prevailing scarcity of food. The archbishop was placed under

arrest, and criminal proceedings were instituted against him on the ground that

he had violated his oath of allegiance and fidelity to the laws of the country.

Erom the 23d to the oOth of May his palace was guarded by soldiers, and dur-

ing this interval the churches of his diocese wore an aspect of mourning. The

bells ceased to ring, and the organs were hushed ; the only sounds heard were

the accents of prayer, as the faithful implored the divine aid for their courage-

ous pastor. When he was again set at liberty the archbishop defended himself

against the charges imputed to him, in a pastoral letter, which was read from

all the pulpits of his diocese on the 3d of June, 1854. In this, the venerable

old man, now eighty-two years of age, triumphantly vindicated his conduct,
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•and showed that, in a season of almost general defection, he had remained loyal

to the State. In the meantime, the government sent Count Leinim/en, and,

some time later, Brunner, Counselor of State, to Kome, to open negotiations

with the Holy See. The bishops of the Upper Rhine had declared in their

Memorial that, in the case the government should succeed in adjusting the ex-

isting difficulties with the Holy Father, " thoy would cheerfully submit to the

ordinances and. instructions of Kome." After protracted and wearisome delays,

tha so-Qi\\\iii\ Preluninary Articles vfere agreed upon at Kome on the 17th of

June and the 7th of September. It was agreed that all legal proceedings

against both the archbishop and his clergy should be withdrawn, and that

Church property should be administered as it had been before the commence-

ment of the controversy. The archbishop, on his part, consented to forego, for

the time being, his contested rights, and content himself with the privilege of

naming appointees to vacant parishes, under the title of parish vicars, to whom
the government allowed the usual emoluments.

A Convention between Wiirtemberg and the Holy See was concluded July

22, 1857, and in publishing it the government honestly stated ^ "that it was

only just to listen to the demands of the bishops representing the Ecclesiastical

Province of the Upper Rhine, inasmuch as it was freely admitted that the con-

dition of ecclesiastical affairs there was abnormal, and by no means in accord with

the prescr'iptions of Canon Law." A similar Convention was concluded on the

28th of June, 1859, between the Grand Duke of Baden and Pius IX.^

^ Dr. Florian Riess, S. J., The Wiirtemberg Concordat, an Essay, Freiburg,

1858.

2 The following are the titles of the acts and principal documents referring

to this controversy : The Restoration of Canon Law in the Eccl. Prov. of the

Upper Khinie, by a German Statesman, Stuttg. 1853. Memorial of the Episco-

pate of the Eccl. Prov. of the Upper Rhine, Fbg. 1853. Reply of the Archbp.

of Freiburg to the Decree of the Grand Duchy of Baden, dated March 5, 1853,

Fbg. 1853. Examination of the Resolutions adopted by the (Jovernments of

the Eccl. Prov. of the Upper Rhine on the occasion of the Bishops' Memorial

of March 5, 1853, Schaifhausen, 1853. The Rights of the Church, in connec-

tion with the Eccl. Controversy in Baden, with special reference to the Lawful-

ness of Excommunication, etc., Mentz, 1853. Hlrscher, Hints in Aid of a Just

View of the Present Eccl. Controversy, Fbg. 1854. Lieber, On the Aiiairs of the

Eccl. Prov. of the Upper Rhine, Fbg., 1853. Baron von Ketieler, Bp. of Mentz,

The Rights and Legal Guarantees of the Catfi. Church in Germany, Mentz, 1851.

{Seitz), The Legal Relations of the Cath. Bps. of Germany to tlie Governments

of the German States, Mentz, 1854. C. Bader, An Exposition of the Contro-

versy, based on Public Documents, in the ^^Gennan Quarterly" of 1854, Nros.

65, G6, G8 ; and by the same, The Catholic Church in the Grand Diicliy of

Baden, Frbg. 1860. Addresses to the Most Rev. Archbishop Herman von Vi-

cari, from Various Parts of the Catholic World, occasioned by the Eccl. Con-

troversy in Baden, Mentz, 1854, 4 nros. The writings of his adversaries are

given by Warnkonig, On the Conflict of the Episcopacy of the Prov. of the

Upper Rhine with the Civil Government, Erlangen, 1853. Other Hints on the

True Nature (auch zur Orientirung liber) of the Present Eccl. Controversy,
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These Conventions were of short duration. The Protestants met in confer-

ence at Durlnch, and with the aid of some Liberal Catholics and a majority of

the Professors of the University of Freiburg, created such an agitation that

when the Convention of Baden came before the Chambers it was promptly re-

jected .March 30, 1860. The Wiirtemberg Convention was similarly rejected

March IG, 18G1. Both the Pope and the archbishop protested against this fla-

grant violation of solemn engagements, but to no purpose; the governments

and the cliambers were equally determined to sustain their action. In Baden

a more liberal law than had previously existed was passed for the regulation of

ecclesiastical aflFairs, which. Minister Lamey said, embodied the substance of

the Convention just annulled.' A law of a similar character, passed January

30, 18()2, was substituted for the Convention by tlie government of Wiirtem-

berg. Bishop von Ketteler, who placed little reliance in the Conventions en-

tered into with Rome by the governments of this Ecclesiastical Province, made

a personal appeal to that of Hesse-Darmstadt in behalf of his own diocese of

Mentz." He secured moderately favorable terms, but like those agreed upon

between Rome and Baden and Wiirtemberg, they met with opposition in the

Upper Chamber, in 1866, and he was in consequence obliged to relinquish

them, expressing the hope, however, that the government, while executing the

existing law.s, would exercise such wisdom and moderation as might seem nec-

essary to guarantee the rights and advance the interests of the Catholic Church.

Archbishop von Vicari adopted a similar policy, and, as early as November,

1861, came to an understanding with the authorities of the Grand Duchy of

Eaden concerning certain provisions of the Law of October U, 1860. The ad-

justment of difficulties was rendered comparatively easy in his case from the

fact that Paragraphs I. and VII. of the Law guaranteed the independence of

the Church. Having expressed a wish that the government would secure the

Church in the enjoyment of her existing rights, in regard to Catholic schools,

foundations, and revenues, he received a promise, on the 5th of November, 1861,

that no change would be made in these matters. In the face of these pledges,

and in defiance of the protests of the archbishop and the remonstrances of the

Catliolic subjects of the Grand Duchy, a sovereign edict was issued, August 12,

1862, providing fc>r the organization of an Undenominational School Board, de-

claring Catholic schools institutiwis of the State, and taking the administration

of the funds, set apart for the support of Catholic establishments of learning

with Tvcference to Hirscher's Writings, Carlsruhe, 1854. State Sovereignty and

Church Authority, being a Letter to Hirscher, Darmstadt, 1854. Truth and

Semblance (against Hirscher), Carlsruhe, 1854. Archbp. Herman of Freiburg

and the Government of Baden, Lps. 1854. The Bishops' Struggle on the

Ehinc, Frcft. 1854. V'enedei/, The Pataria of the Xlth and XlXth Centuries

(against the addresses to the Archbp.), Aarau, 1854.

1 */>7\ Maas, The Convention of Baden and the Legal Proceedings arising out

of its Execution (Archives of Caih. Can. Law. by Moi/, 1860 and 1861). The

work was published separately at Innsbruck, 18G1, together with an account of

the literature relating to the same subject.

2 Dr. Seitz, The Aifair of the Catholic Church in the Grand Duchy of Hesse,

Mentz, 1861.
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and charity, from tlie Catholic Committee on foundations, and transferring it

to non-Catholic State officials, to whom, it was said, it of right belonged. This

was a bolder stroke than had yet been dealt at the liberties of the Catholics.

It brought the controversy home to their own doors. To have their children

deprived of such education as they wished to give them was something they

could fully understand and appreciate. They held public meetings, organized

public demonstrations, and availed themselves of every possible legal means to

express their dissatisfaction with the school- law and to place obstacle.* in the

way of its execution. The clergy, though no longer ex officiu directors of edu-

cation, were still eligible to the office of School Commissioners; but the arch-

bishop forbade them to take any position on the IJoards, and ordered them to

confine themselves in the matter of education to the instruction of the people

in religious truths. This deprived the Commission, particularly in the rural

districts, of the assistance of the only persons capable of properly superintend-

ing and managing the schools, a circumstance that was seriously detrimental

to the interests of national education. On the 14th of July, 18f)4, Pope Pius

IX. addressed a letter to Herman von Vicari, Archbishop of Freiburg, praising

the constancy and courage of that prelate in defending the rights of the Church,

particularly in the matter of education. Education, said the Holy Father,

without religious training and instruction, can produce only an impious and a

perverse generation. This is pre-eminently true of primary instruction. In

primary school.?, in which are gathered together the tender youth of all classes,

religiolis instruction must invariably hold the first place, and all other branches

be subservient and accessory to it. Hence, such schools must of necessity be

under the care and protection of the Church, and all attempts to withdraw

them from her guardianship and authority spring from a desire to extinguish

the divine light of faith among pei)ples and nations. Those who aim at sepa-

rating religion from education, and expelling the influence of the Church from

the school-room, aim equally at overthrowing her empire over souls, and ask

her to forego the work of mans salvation. It is, therefore, the duty of the

Church, not only to insist upon her right of imparting religious instruction in

the school-room, but also to warn Catholic parents that schools Irom which

Catholic teaching is excluded can hardly, if at all, be frequented with a safe

conscience.^

In the midst of these politico-religious agitations, the archbishop, broken in

health and borne down with weight of years, ended his troubled episcopate at

the age of ninety-five, April 13, 18G8. He had celebrated, on the 25th of the

preceding month, his silver jubilee, or twenty-fifth anniversary, as metropolitan

of the Ecclesiastical Province of the Upper Khine, amid the general rejoicing

of the Catholics of his flock.

Owing to the difficulties, which necessarily arose between the Metropolitan

Chapter and the government, in the selection of a pmper person to succeed to

the see, it has continued vacant down to the present moment. An under-

standing, however, has been arrived at between the civil authorities, on the

one hand, and the Vicar-Capitular and titular Bishop, Dr. Kicbel, on the other,.

J Cf. Archives of Canon Law, 1864. (Tr.)
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concerning the administration of Church property and the admission of priests

to serve on local School Boards, but it is only provisional and temporary.^

Contrasting the Church in Germany since 1848 with her

condition at the opening of the century, we see many tokens

of a revival of religious life and of the enjoyment of a larger

freedom, which are very consoling to those who have her in-

terests at heart. At the close of the last century and the be-

ginning of this, everything seemed hastening to destruction

or already in ruins; Catholic progress had nearly ceased;

Catholic life had become almost extinct; every one appeared

possessed of a fatal spirit of listlessness and indifference ; men

of scientilic attainments had lost all manliness and dignity,

and either abstained altogether from speaking out in defense

of the Church, or, if they did so at all, their hesitating ac-

cents and faltering words showed but too plainly that their

loyalty to truth was seriously impaired by their dread of giv-

ing offense to princes and sovereigns.

Things have now everywhere undergone a change more or

less encourae-iuiJ:. The Church has recovered from the effects

of secularization, and her external organization is again re-

stored ; she is now poor, and no longer tempts cupidity or

excites envy ; her interests, heretofore neglected, or only

indift'erently promoted, are now jealously guarded b}' an act-

ive and vigilant j9rcs5 ;^ firmness and courage have succeeded

to hesitancy and cowardice ; formerly, wholly ignored or elic-

iting only the contemptuous pity of Protestants, she now

^The, publishing house of Herder, at Freiburg, has issued the following works

relative to the school question : Memorial of the Archbishop of Freiburg on

the Condition of Schools, 1863 ; OtBcial Documents on the School Question in

Baden, First Number (1864), Second (1866); Memorial of the Catholic Clergy

of the Grand Duchy of Baden concerning Eeform in the Public Schools, 1°63.

'^The following are the headings of the subjects treated in a work entitled

The Cnlholic Press of Qermo.ny, published at Freiburg, in Brisgovia, in 1861

:

1. Political papers ; 2. Purely ecclesiastical organs
; 3. Periodicals devoted to

science, literature, and art; 4. Journals and magazines devoted to political and

social science and belles-lettres. Cf., also. The Power of tlie Press, or A Word
in Season, Katisbon, 18G6. Moli/or, The Organization of the Catholic Daily

Press, Spire, 1867; and J. Lukas, The Press an Instrument of Confusion, Kat-

isbon, 1867.
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causes tlicin intense and unnecessary alarm, and provokes

their malignant hostility. To them Catholics say, in the words

of St. Ambrose :
" We hare no nnsh to frig/den you, nor mdl n-r

befn'yhtened by you, ^'Nec terremus nee timemus."

We see ample proofs of this revival of Catholicity in Ger-

many in the increased freedom enjoyed by the bishops and

in the zeal and energy with which they take up and carry for-

ward whatever promotes the interests or contributes to the

glory of the Church. At the beginning of the century they

were indifferent, if not actually hostile, to the Head of the

Church ; they are now among his ablest defenders and most

ardent sj'mpathizers. Melckior von. Diepenbrock, John von

Geissel, Ofhnior von Rauscher,^ Herman von Vicari, and a num-
ber of other bishoits, encouraged and stimidated by the exam-

ple of the illusti'ioiis archl)ishops, (Jleniens Auyusbis von Droste

and Martin von Duriin^' displayed in the government of their

several dioceses a vigorous and varied activity quite unknown
for years in Germany. Provincial a)>d diocesan synods, which

had been- long interrupted, w^ere again held. Pastoral letters

were written, as the occasion required, whose spirit carries

the mind to the earl}' days of the Church. After the pattern

of the Fathers, the bishops wrote treatises upon great relig-

ious and social questions, which, for eloquence and beauty of

style, will compare favorably with their great models. The
sacerdotal spirit was revived, strengthened, and kept alive by

spiritual retreats, held annually; and the better to keep their

energies from flagging and their zeal from growing cold, many
of the priests, on the eleven-hundredth anniversary of the

martyrdom of St. Boniface, in 1855, solemnly pledged them-

selves to repair once in the year to Fulda, for the purpose of

going through the spiritual exercises. The right of association,

which was also recognized as inherent in -the Cliurch, gave

rise to numerous congregations of men and women. Apart

from the fact that these are essential to the full development

of Christianity, they are also necessary to minister to the

1 Card, von Rauscher, Pastoral, Sermons, and Addresses, Vienna, 1800.

2 See p. 766 sq.
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wants of society.^ This was acknowledged by N'apoleon I.,

Avho, at the conclusion of the Concordat of 1801, declared :

" I have need of monasteries for great crimes, great virtues,

and great misfortunes." These institutions, to which so much
hostility was manifested at the beginning of the century, now
rose rapidly in public favor. Not content with reviving re-

ligious life by cultivating a spirit of prayer within the walls

of their convents, and going about giving missions to the

people, the religious of both sexes ministered to the wants

and relieved the sufferings of all classes of society with a

spirit of loving generosit}' and disinterested self-sacrihce at

once admirable and heroic. Emulating the French Sisters of

Charity in the war of the Crimea, the female religious of Ger-

many moved like angels of merc^- over the battle-fields of

Schleswig-Holstein in 1864 ; of Bohemia, during the fratri-

cidal war of 1866; and of France, during the war of 1870,

encouraging the living and comforting the dying.

Associations of laymen were also formed, who vied with the

religious in works of charitj^ and general beneficence. The
first of these was organized at Mentz, the metropolitan see

of St. Boniface, and called the '•'Pius Society,'' after the then

illustrious Head of the Church. In their first General Con-

gress, from the 3d to the 5th of October, 1848, presided over

by von Buss, of Freiburg, one of the ablest champions of the

Catholic cause," they resolved that all the Catholic societies

of Germany should form a Union, to be known as "7Ae Cath-

olic Association of Germany ;'' that its character should be, not

political, but 'purely religious ; that it should be entirely subject

to the Pope, the bishops, and the clergy ; and that general

congresses should be held at intervals, to be determined by

the last General Congress. Its objects were stated to be to se-

cure and retain the liberties necessary for the Catholic Church

1 Cf. Vol. I., p. 744, "Freiburg Kirchenblatt," nros. 23-25, of the. year 1858,

and the magnificent speech of Dr. Moufamj in the Eleventh General Assenibl}'

of the Catholic Associations at Freiburg in 1859, in the official report, p. 223-

230. Cf., also, Schels^ The Modern Keligious Congregations of Women and

their Legal Relations, Sohatfhausen, 1857. Schuppe., The Nature and Legal

Position of Modern Religious Associations of Women, Mentz, 1869.

2 Cf. Werner, Hist of Cath. Theology since the Council of Trent, p. 513-516.
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in the exercise of her legitimate functions ; to promote the

religious and, social condition of the peo-ple by teaching and ex-

ami)le ; and, above all, to cultivate among its members a love

for Avorks of Christian charity. The bishops assembled at

Wiirzbnrg, November, 13, 1848, expressed their entire aitpro-

val of the Association, and Pius IX., writing from Gaeta,

[February 10, 1849, did the same, and graciously conferred

upon it his apostolic benediction.^ From this time forth Gen-

eral Congresses were hold annually in one of the principal

cities of Germany.^ These were attended by large numbers
of the loyal children of the Church, both clerical and lay,

and gave a powerful stimulus to religious life and works of

Christian charity. At the very first General Congress, the

Societies of St. Vincent de Paul and St. Elizabeth were founded
;

and in the succeeding Congresses the Society of Si. Boniface,

for providing missions for Catholics whose lot is cast among
Protestants, and the Trades Union Association, were founded

and perfected. Some idea may be had of the good accom-

plished by the St. Boniface Society from the fact that since

its organization the missions, which it was designed to pro-

mote, have increased sixty-one per cent. The Trades Union,

which has about sixty thousand members, is of vast impor-

tance from a social point of view. Among those who la-

bored most earnestl}^ for its success were Adolphus Kolping,

of Cologne, a man thoroughly acquainted with the social con-

dition of the poor; Alban Stolz, of Freiburg, the gifted Cath-

olic popular writer ; and Dr. A. Gruscha, of Vienna. The

Society for Calkolic Art., The Vienna Catholic Literary Gazette

(since 1854), and 71ie Society for the Publication of Pamphlets,

all had their origin in these (congresses of the Catholic Asso-

^ For a detailed statement of their origin and operations, cf. tlie "Official Re-

port" of the Eleventh General Assembly at Freiburg, in Brisgovia, ibid., 18G0,

p. 15-35.

2 They were held successively at Mentz, 1848; Breslau, 1849; Eatisbon

Linz; iMentz; Miinster ; Vienna; Lintz; Salzburg; Cologne, 1858; Freiburg

Prague; Munich; Aix-la-Chapelle ; Frankfort-on-the-Main ; Wijrzburg

Treves, 1865 ; in 1866 suspended by reason of the German fratricidal war

Innsbruck, 1867 ; Bamberg, 1868; Diisseldorf, 1869; in 1870 no Congress, on

account of the Franco-German war; Mentz, 1871. Au official report of each

Congress was made and published.
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ciation of Germany. Among the other enterprises proposed

lij it were the fonndation of a free Catholic University; the

support of eminent Catholic scholars ; the religions care of

the Catholic Germans dispersed in the various capitals of Eu-

rope ; the organization of Catholic committees on emigration

at Hamburg, Antwerp, and Havre ; the spread of the Sodality

of the Blessed Virgin in all the callings of life, but particu-

larly among the younger merchants ; the publication of tracts

for the times,^ with a view to refuting the slanders of the anti-

Catholic press and disarming prejudice against the Church

;

the investigation of the questions concerning workingmen ; and,

Hually, the devising of the most efficient means for resisting

the threatened danger of separation of Church and School.

The Association also solemnlj^ protested, time and again,

against the invasion and sacrilegious usurpation of the States

of tho Church ; against the persecution of Catholics in Po-

land and Ireland, in Mecklenburg and Schleswig-Holstein
;

and against the injustice done to Catholics in the States of

German}', where, though legally and theoretically enjoying

equal rights with their Protestant fellow-countrymen, they

were far from doing so practically and in reality.^ The words

littered in the Congresses literally went out to the ends of all

German}', everywhere evoking a hearty response, stirring up

the zeal of the faithful, and kindling anew a love for the. old

Churcli.

Generous donations of money were contributed by the mem-
bers, with the aid of which new parishes were organized and

many new churclies built in the pure Gothic style, Avhile those

that were unfinished were completed, and those going to decay

restored. The ornamentation of these churches, both in the

interior and on the exterior, was symbolical of the mysteries

of the Blessed Trinity, commemorative of events in the lives

of the Saints of God, and in the most approved style of re-

vived Christian art. There were tokens everywhere of greater

1 Published at Soest, Monster, Frankfort-on-the Main, and at Vienna.

^Cf. Memorial on the Equality of Eights (of Catholics and Protestants) at

the Univerdty of Bonn, Freiburg in Brisgovia, 1862 ; Illustration of the Equal-

ity of Rights in Prussia in Regard to Higher and Intermediate Schools, ibid.,

1862.
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zeal and earnestness. The people grew more religious, the

cliurches were more thronged, the Sacraments of Penance

and the Eucharist were more frequented, /)z7^n/)?rt^f5 and other

cxtraonlinary forms of devotion gained in popular favor, and a

decided preference was manifested for the grave and stately

church music of earlier ages and for the older forms of prayer

and meditation, whose efficacious, sweet, and soothing intiu-

ence over mind and heart was soon apparent. The face of tiic

land seemed changed, and it was this vision of beauty that

impelled Becla Weber, a discipld of St. Benedict, and one of

the most loyal sons of the Church, who has given so ravishing

a picture of it in his Cartoons, to cry out in a spirit of exult-

ant gladness, shortly before his death, that he rejoiced to see

German}' once more openly Catholic. But the picture, though

beautiful in the foreground, had dark shadows in the distance.

The enthusiasm of the pco[)le, as will always happen in great

revivals of faith and devotion, carried them in some instances

to excess. Outward demonstration was mistaken for true

piety of heart, eccentricity for more rigorous observance, and

moroseness for austerity. Miracles without warrant and pi'oph-

ecies without authentication gained credence with the multi-

tude, and upright men were shocked to witness the scandalous

lives of some who professed to be practical Catholics, l^or

was this all. Many, yielding to the materialistic tendencies

of the age, to its selfishness and its sensuality, ceased to act

from principle or from high motives, and lost all steadiness

and nobility of character. They grew indifferent to the

Church, careless of her interests, neglectful of her ministra-

trations, and, not unfrequentl}', declaimed against her teach-

ings, and avowed themselves her open enemies. In a word

—

and it is well to say it openly before the world—never have

apostasies from the Church and from Christianity itself been

more numerous and alarming than in our own day. " It is

doubtful," said Vincent Gasser, Prince-Bishop of Brixen, " if

the Catholic Church has ever had to sustain more terrible

assaults. When she first set out on her march of victory over

the world, she found the human race sunk in materialism

and sick with the sickness of death. But the poison was

VOL. Ill—56
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then external to her. It has now shown marks of its pres-
"

ence in lier own body." ^

The history of Catholicity in Switzerland presents an alter-

nation of good and bad fortune.^ Two causes may be men-
tioned as mainly instrumental in remedying the evils conse-

quent upon the suppression of the convents in Argovia and

the disastrous war of the Sonderhund. In the first place, the

bishops were zealous, active, and laborious, and some of them,

of whom Dr. Greith was the most eminent, were accomplished

writers ; and next, the laymen, with that natural genius for

organization so peculiar to their countrymen, formed associa-

tions for various charitable purposes. Such was the character

of the Society of Pius IX., the Society of Students, and the So-

ciety of Artists. When fresh controversies arose between the

civil authorities of Argovia, on the one side, and the Bishop

of Bale-Soleure and the Papal Kuncio, on the other, concern-

ing mixed marriages ; and in the Canton of St. Gall, concerning

the school question, the power of the Catholic jiress, its ability,

and harmony of action attracted universal attention.^ After

the accession to power at Geneva of James Fazy and his po-

litical adherents, who professed a liberal policy toward the

Church, Bishop 31arilley, who had been since 1848 the victim

of unceasing persecution, and was now in exile, was permitted

to return to his diocese (1856), and on the 8th of September,

1859, dedicated a magnificent Gothic church to the Blessed

Virgin, in the presence of four bishops and one hundred and

fifty priests, in the very citadel of Calvinism, where, until the

year 1793, it had been a capital offense to say Mass. In 1872

this venerable confessor of the faith was succeeded in the see

of Geneva by Bishop 3Iermillod, an eloquent preacher and a

capable administrator.

The growth of Catholicity in the home of Calvin and the

nursery of his teachings is very considerable, whether the

1 Cf. his speech, delivered at the Eighteenth General Congress of the Catholic

Association, at Innsbruck, 1807.

2 See ? 405.

'The Swiss Gazette; The Ecclesiastical Gazette of Switzerland, published

at Soleure ; The Literary and Artistic Paper of Lucerne; The Catholic School

Journal of Switzerland
;
The Historical Papers of Switzerland, 'etc.
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nnnibcr or the influence of its professiors be considered. In

186G, when it was proposed to force iijipii the country some

objectionable reforms, the Catholics unanimously opposed

them, and largely contributed to their rejection. The revival

of learning and religious life in Switzerland is mainly the

work of the Benedictines of the venerable monastery of Eln-

siedeln, among whom there have been many writers of distin-

guished merit, like Fathers Gallus Morel and Charles Braudes.

Tlic ancient monastery of liheinau, after an unbroken exist-

ence of eleven hundred years, was suppressed in 1862 by the

government of the Canton of Zurich ; and the last remaining

convent of women in the Canton of Argovia, situated at Ba-

den, was closed in 1867. But, strange to say, there are at

present more convents and religious institutions in Catholic

Switzerhand than she possessed before the war of the Separate

Confederacy. There appears, however, to be no end to the

persecution of the Church in that country. In 1859 the right

of jurisdiction, hitherto enjoyed by the Bishops of Milan and

Conio, in the Canton of Tessino, was abrogated ; the right of

dismissing pastors and appointing others to their places vested

in the individual congregations ; the entire superintendence

of worship placed in the hands of the police ; and Catholic

schools were closed. The spirit of' persecution once more

broke out in Geneva ; the teaching Orders were driven out

;

Bishop Mermillod^ the Vicar Apostolic, expelled (February

17, 1873) ; laws enacted for the regulation of worship ; and

pastors, who refused to take the oath, deposed, and apostate

priests appointed in their room. Dr. Greith has set forth, in

a number of memorials, the persecutions suffered by the Cath-

olics of the Canton of Saint-Gall, of which he was bishop.

But perhaps no diocese of Switzerland was so severely tried

as that of Basle. The Deputies of the seven Cantons com-

prising this diocese, assembled in conference, decided to close

the ecclesiastical seminary of Soleure, which had been opened

in 1858, many convents in the various Cantons having been

previously suppressed. The Deputies also sent a peremptory

command to Mgr. E. Laehat, Bishop of Basle, to explain his

course in regard to papal infallibility, and to withdraw the

sentence of excommunication passed upon the Old Catholic
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pastors, Egli, Gschivind, and others. The bishop, having re-

fused compliance, was deposed on the 29th of January-, 1873,

and on the 17th of the following April expelled from Soleure.

In the mountains of Jura the priests, who are sufficiently

lojal and courageous to obey their bishops, expiate their fidel-

ity either in prison or exile; and, in the meantime, the people

are deprived of the ministrations of religion, as they refuse

to have anything to do with apostate priests, who come to fill

the places of those taken from them. The Catliolic Church

of Zurich was taken from its legal owners, and gi,ven to the

" Old Catholics,'' whose preachers, acting under the inspira-

tion of Kadicals, the enemies of all religion, go up and down
the country heaping abuse and slander upon Catholics and

their faith. The bishops have time and again sent expostula-

tions to the Federal Council, complaining of these wrongs,

and the Papal ISTuncio has frequently protested against this

abridgment of the liberties of the Church by those who pro-

fess to be the champions of freedom, but neither expostula-

tions nor protests have produced the slightest etfect. The

Holy Father, Pius IX., often sent words of encouragement

and comfort to the Swiss, and on the 21st' of November, 1873,

condemned the action of the Federal Council, whereu[)on this

body, in January, 1874, ordered the Papal ^Nuncio to leave the

country.^

But, apart from these persecutions, the progress of the

Church in Switzerland has been rapid and important, and no

one has contributed more to it than the Capuchin, Thcodosius

Florentini,^ Vicar General of Coire, who died February 15,

1865.

This child of the mountains exercised a wonderful influence over the minds

of men. He was tall of stature, his constitution was robust, and his carriage

manly and dignified; he was skilled in philosophy and theology, and was gifted

with an eminently practical mind and a heart delicately sensitive to the spirit-

ual and corporal needs of his fellow men. Few men have been more devoted

to the Church, more active in her interests, and more reliant on God. He was

by turn a school-master, a professor, a parish-priest, a manufacturer, and a

' Cf. Briick, Ch. Hist., pp. 782 sq. The sources for this portion of the history

may also be found there. (Tk.)

2 A Short Biography of Father Theodosius Florentini, Coire, 1865.
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vicar-gcneral, and his success in these various and varied positions was uniform

and remarkable. He founded schools and academies for boys and girls, and pri>-

vided them with competent teachers ; he opened hospitals and orphanages ; he

introduced s!lk-weaving, straw-platting, knitting, and the manufacture of cot-

ton into various districts of .Switzerland ; and the manufacture of woollen goods

into far away Bohemia; and was thus instrumental in banishing poverty from

these localities; but his thoughts were chiefly occupied with founding mtmastic

houses and providing religious instruction for the people. Having perfected

the organization and discipline of existing monasteries, and directed the ener-

gies of their inmates to the work contemplated by their founders, he estab-

lished at ScJiwytz the College of Mary of Help, including a lyceum, a gymna-

sium, a smaller seminary, and a training school, to which he appointed eleven

clerical and eight lay professors. But the most splendid creation of his zeal

was the Hospital of the Holy Cross at Coire, to which a novitiate of the Sisters

of Charity was attached, until the foundation of their house at Ingeiibohl, tron^

which so many of tliese devoted heroines go forth to carry the blessing? of their

ministrations to the neighboring districts. They were called the Sisters of

Charity of the Holy Cross. The range of their employment was wide and va-

ried, and they spread rapidly through the Cantons of Switzerland, and estab-

lished missions in Austria, the Grand Duchy of Baden, and Prussia. Millions

of money were required to start these numerous enterprises and keep them

going, but Father Theodosius never seemed to want; his inventive charity

provided means where utter failure would have overtaken otiiers. AV'henever

he felt that there was a call upon him to relieve some pressing need of his fel-

low men, seizing his pilgrim's stafl', he would set forth on foot, traversing Italy

from the Alps to the Straits of Messina, preaching along the whole route of his

journey, and collecting for his contemplated works of benevolence and charity.

He would do the same in Switzerland, in Bavaria, in the Grand Duchy of Ba-

den, and in Austria, where especially his appeals met with a prompt and gen-

erous response. His easy address and winning manners won him the good will
'

and esteem of those not of his own faith. The last words penned bj' his hand

express the rule of his life and contain the secret of his success. When on his

death-bed at Heiden, in the Canton of Appe7izell, being requested by one of the

company of the friends who stood by him to leave them some remembrance,

he wrote on the page of a memorandum book this old Catholic maxim: In ne-

cessariis unitas, in dubiis libertas, in omnibus caritus.

§ 419. Catholic Literature in Germany since the Opening of the

Nineteenth Century.

* Thesaurus librorum rei catholicae. Manual of Catholic Bibliography.

Wurzburg, 1848-1850, 2 vols. Hulska.mp and Rwnp, Literary Guide (Liter-

arischer Handweiser), 1862-1866. To this is added the very practical alpha-

betical index, t Charles Werner, Hist, of Catholic Theology in Germany from

the Council of Trent, Munich, 1866. By the sanie, Hist, of Apologetical and

Controversial Literature, Vol. V., Schaffhausen, 1867 (Hist, of Christian Apol-

ogetics in these Latter Days),
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Traces of the spirit of Josepliism did not wholly disappear

from the theological literature of Germany until after the

Church had come triumphant out of the conflict in which she

had been engaged, when men rose up, even from among her

enemies, whose splendid intellectual gifts and generous im-

pulses enabled them to comprehend and appreciate the truth,

and fitted them to defend it with that breadth of view, eleva-

tion of sentiment, and persuasive beauty of language which

the Spirit of God alone inspires. Among these were the il-

lustrious converts of whom mention has already been made.^

Their theological writings are distinguished by that breadth

and dignity of treatment so becoming the most noble of sci-

ences. As Stolberg led the way to a more profound study of

history, and in particular of Church history, so was Schlegel

the pioueer of Catholic journalism in Germany. He was the

founder of the German 31useum, which was folioAved by the

Europe, the Athenaeum, the Austrian Observer, and other jour-

nals devoted to the defense of Catholic doctrine and the elu-

cidation of every branch of science, embracing in their scope

the treatment of theology, ecclesiastical history, political

economy, philosophy, philology, poetry, and the fine arts.-

Schlegel, being on terms of intimacy with many of the dis-

ciples of what was known as the Romantic School, his con-

version to Catholicity, when it took place in 1829, produced a

^ We may be permitted to quote here the splendid testimony which Henry

Heine has borne to the Catholic Church. " I am too well acquainted with his-

tory," says he, "not to be struclc with admiration ttt that gigantic monument
known as the Catholic Church. Call her the bastiie of the soul, if you like;

say, if you will, that she is defended by imbeciles; it is still true that it is not

easy to take this bastiie, and many a rash assailant will yet perish before her

walls. As a thinker and a metaphj'sician, I have ever been forced to admire

the consistency of her dogmas, and even as a poet I feel bound to pay her the

same homage."

2 Cfr. William von Schidz, Anticelsus, a Quarterly, 1842, nro. 1 ; Staudenmaicr,

Kemembrance of Frederic von Schlegel, Tubingen Quarterly, 1832, p. GOT-GoO.

Schlegel's Earlier Works, Vienna, 1822-182G, 10 vols. ; then. Lectures on ]\Iod-

eru History, Vienna, 1811 ; Philosophy of History, Vienna, 1829 ; Philosophy

of Life, Vienna, 1827; Philosophy of Language, Vienna, 1830. The last four,

and other works, have been translated into English. His posthumous works

were published by W>,ndischma7in, Bonn, 1836, 1837, 2 vols. His complete

works were published in 15 vols., 1822-1846.
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powerful eft'ect on the minds of many of his former friends,

and, while it was instrnmental in bringing some into the

Church, it entire!}^ alienated others. Adam JJiiUcr, a man of

extensive learning, treated politics from a Catholic point of

view in the German. State Adcertiser {Deutsche Staatsanzelger),^

and Jarcke and Fhillips followed him in the same iield with

equal abilit}^ in the Berlin Political Weekly} These journals

were the forerunners of the ecclesiastieo-politicnl papers, of

which we shall have occasion to speak farther on. These

were days when the Catholic Church was misunderstood and

her doctrines falsitied and misrepresented, and hence there

was an urgent need of Catholic apologists to correct slanders

and refute false statements. This was ably done by Kastner,

Abbot Prec/itl, Brenner, Geiger, and others; while Binterim,

possessing avast store of historical knowledge, and as zealous

as he was learned, labored for close upon half a century with

nnflagging energy in the interests of the Church (f 1855).

Popular expositions of Catholic doctrine were written by

Ouymiis, lldephonsas Schwarz, Sambiuja, Schwarzlmeher, Wid-

mer, and Bishop Frint ; but none of these attracted so large

a share of attention by their writings as Bishop Sailer, vjhoBQ

Fan damental Doctrines of Religion inspired a respect for Chris-

tianity in the minds of university students, and taught them

that religion, and religion alone, is capable of raising man to

his true dignity. He also translated the Letters of All Ages,

which contributed powerfully to withdraw many from the se-

ductions of false science, and lead them back to the truth.

"He stood like a solitar}- light-house in the midst of the

surging waves of rationalism and unbelief, and to him all

those who still believed in Christ and hoped for salvation

through Him, turned their wistful gaze." ^

Schnappinger, of Freiburg, Galara, Hagcl, and Waibel wrote

chiefly on positire theology, but their works are much inferior

to those o'i Licberrnann, who has been quite recently followed

^ Adam von Muller, Complete Works, 3Iunicl], 18o9 sq.

"^Jarche, Miscellanea, Munich, 18;]9 sq., 3 vols. Phillips, Miscellanj', Ratisbon,

•3 vols.

^ Aichincjer, in his Preface to the Life of John Michael Sailer, Bishop of Rat-

isbon, Freiburg, 18G5.
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by Prunyi, Penka, Schioetz, and some others. OberfJiilr gave

special prominence to the biblical side of theology;^ while

Hermes, taking Stattler as his model, aimed at correcting the

influence of Kantism, by constructing dogmatical theology

upon a strictly philosophical basis, and shov/ing the close and

essential connection between the several dogmas, one by one,

and all the rest.^ Zimmer,^ and in a measure Seber* also, fol-

lowing in the wake of Hermes, attempted to build a system

of theology npon the principles of Schelling's philosophy of

identity. Dobiaayer'" and Brenner^ took as the basis of their

system the idea of the City of God, but, failing to give con-

sistency to their plan, they Anally abandoned it; whence

Bittner made another effort to do justice to the subject.''

Besides his other valuable contributions to Catholic theol-

ogy, Drey also wrote a masterly apology for Christianity.^

After the example of Dobmayer, Francis Baader treated dog-

matical theology from a speculative point of view, but in his

philosophical notions he was too close a follower of the theo-

sophic system of Jacob Bohme,^ and was not unfrequentl}' at

variance with the teachings of the Church. Ills disciple,

Francis Hoffmann, ^^ of Wlirzburg, though a more orderly and

^ Schnnpplnger, Doctrina dogmatum eccles. christ. cathol. ad iisus academ.,

Aug. Vind. 1816, 2 T. As to the others, see Thesaurus, etc. Fr. Liebermaiin,

Institt. tbeolog., in several editions, Mentz. Prunyi, Theol. dogmatica chris-

tiano-catholica. Penkn, Praelectiones ex theologia dogmat. exaratae. Schweiz,

Theologia dogmatica catholica. Obcrthur, Idea bihlica ecclesiae Dei.

2 Vide infra, § 419.

^ Zimmer, Veritas christ. religionis s. theol. chr. dogm. II. P. Aug. Yindelic.

1789, 1790; Theol. christ. specialis ac theoret., Landish. 1802-1806; Philosophy

of Eeligion, Laudshut, IBOo.

*Sebcr, Pteligion and Theology, Cologne, 1828.

5 Dobmayer, Systema theolog. cath. opus posthum. cur. Senestrey. VIII. T.,

Solisb. 1807-1819; In compend. redact, ab E. Salomon, 2 T., Solisb. 1813.

6 Delineation of Theology from "The City of God," Bamberg, 1817-1819, 3

A'ois. Revised edition, entitled System of Catholic Speculative (?) Theology,

Eatisbon, 1838.

7 Franc. Biitneri, Posn. doctoris et professoris theologi de t-ivitate divina com-

mentarii, Mogunt. 18-1-5. (Compend. dogm. complct.)

8 Vo7i Drey, Apology or Scientific Demonstration of the Divinity of Chris-

tianity, Mentz, 1838, 3 vols.

9 See p. 314.

w F. Hoffmann, Introduction to the Speculative Teachings of Baader,
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Inraiiious writer than liis master, upon many of whose obscure

passages he threw a ilood of light, is, nevertheless, at times

difficult to understand. Of the writers who treated specula-

tive theology, GUnther,^ Papst,^ Veiih^ of Vienna, Klee* Stau-

denmaier,^ Kalin,^ BaUzcr, Berlage, Dieringer, O.nvald, Zukrigl,

and Denziger are remarkable for their lucidity and scientitic

precision. The last named published a very careful review

of the dogmatic decisions of the Church. Sheeben gave life

and warmth to his treatise on dogmatic theology by introdu-

cing into his scholasticism an element of mysticism;'' but per-

Aschaflfenburg, 1836 ; Introduction to Theology and Philosophy, ibid., 1836

;

Edition of Baader's "Works.

1 Anthony Guntker (t February 24, 1863), I ntroduction to Speculative Theology

in the form of Letters, Vienna, 1828 and 1846-1848, 2 vols.; Lights North and

South on the Horizon of Speculative Theology, Vienna, 1832; The Feast of

Peregrinus, Vienna, 1830; Eurystheus and Heracles, Vienna, 1843; Thomas a

Scrupulis, Vienna, 1835; The Faces of Janus in Kelation to Philosophy and

Theology, the joint production of himself and Pajist, Vienna, 1834 ; The " Juste-

Milieux" of German Phiioscphy in the Present Age, Vienna, 1838 and 1843;

The Last Symbol, 1844 ; Outlines of Metaphysics, 1848; Lydia, or an Annuary

of Philosophy, written conjointly with Veith.

^Papsf, Is there a Philosophy of Positive Christianity? Cologne, 1832.

Man and His History, Vienna, 1830. On Ecstasy, Cologne, 1833. Adam and

Christ.

* Veit/i, The "Our Father," or Illustrations of the Lord's Prayer, Vienna,

1831; 3d ed., 1842; Engl, transl. by E. Cox, London, 1849. " Eucharistia,"

Vienna, 1847. Homilies, 5 vols. (Tr.)

* Klee, System of Catholic Dogmatics, Bonn, 1831. Dogmatics, Mentz, 1839,

3 vols. History of Dogmas, Mentz, 1837 sq., 2 vols. Outlines of Catholic

Morals, posthumous ed., by Himioben, Mentz, 1843.

^ Staudenmaier (f 1856), Hist, of the Election of Bishops. Tubingen, 1830.

The Practical Manifestation of the Gifts of the Spirit {Tub. quart, 1828), Tub.

1835. Scotus Erigena, Frkft. 1833. Encyclopaedia of Theological Sciences

(Mentz, 1834), 2d ed.. Vol. I., 1840. Universities and the Interior Organization

of Scientific Instruction, Freiburg, 1839. Philosophy of Christianity, or Meta-

physics of the Holy Scriptures, Giessen, 1840, Vol. I. Genius of Christianity

(Mentz, 1835), 7th ed., 1860, 2 vols. Nature of the Cath. Church, Freiburg,

1845. About Keligious Pacification in the Future, Freiburg, 1846, 3 pts. Chris-

tian Dogmatics, Freiburg, 1844 sq. Religious Mission of the Present Age, Frei-

burg, 1848. Cfr. Frelburrj Cyclopaed., Vol. XII., p. 1151 sq. ; Fr. tr.. Vol. 22,

p. 387.

6 Kuhn, Jacobi and the Philosophy of His Age, Mentz, 1834. Catholic Dog-

matics, Tubingen, 1846 sq. ; 2d ed., 1859.

' Bcrlufie, Apologetics of the Church, iMiinster, 1834. Introduction to and

Systematization of Catholic Dogmatics, Munster, 1834, G vols. Dieringer, Sys-
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haps no winter of this centuiy did more to rouse men from

the indifference into which they were lapsing, in consequence

of the negative character of Protestantism, than John Adam
31ohler,^ whose Symbolism, in which is embodied so extensive

a knowledge of ecclesiastical history and patristic science,

carried the thoughts of his contemporaries, whether clerical

or lay, back to the early ages of the Church, and produced

upon their minds a powerful impression in favor of Catholic-

ity. In the hope of making a stand against the growing in-

fidelity of the age, Reinerding, Ehrlich, Vosen, and Hctthir/er^

published apologetical writings in defense of the doctrines

that were most violently assailed. Bishops con Ketteler, of

Mentz, and Conrad Martin, of Paderborn, both men of unusual

learning and ability, also dissipated many errors in doctrine,

and corrected many prejudices against the Church by their

apologetical w^orks.^ Ii: is gratifying to see the zeal and even

tematism of the Divine Facts of Christianity, 2d ed., Mentz, 1857. Manual of

Catholic Dogmatics, 5th ed., 3Ientz, 1865. Catechism for the Laity, JVlentz,

1865. 11. Oswald, Dogmatic Teaching on the 'Sacraments, 2d cd., Miinster,

1864. (His "Dogmatic Mariology,'' Lat. : Mariologia Dogmatica, hoc est:

Systematica expositio totius doctrinae de B. Virgine, was, by decree of Decem-

ber G, 1855, put on the Index. Auctor laudabiliter se suhjecit et opus rcprohavif.

Index, libror. prohib., p. 239, ed. Mechlin., 1860. (Tr.) Zukrigl, Scientific Vin-

dication of the Christian Dogma of the Trinity, Vienna, 1846. Denzinger, Four

Books of Eeligious Knowledge, Wiirzhurg, 184G, 2 vols., and Enchiridion sym-

boloruni et definitionum de rebus fidei et morum, Wirceburgi, ed. IV., 1865.

Schcehen, The Mysteries of the Christian Eeligion, Freiburg, 1865.

1 Moehler (f April 12, 1838), U7iUy of the Church, 2d ed., 1847. St. Athana-

sius the Great and the Church of His Age, Mentz, 2d ed., 1844. Symbolism, or

Doctrinal Differences between Protestants and Catholics, Mentz, 1833; 8th ed.,

1872; Engl, transl. by J. B. Robertson, New York, 1844. New Investicjations

of the Doctrinal Points Controverted between Catholics and Protestants, 2d

ed., Mentz. 1835. Miscellanea, published by Doellinger, Ratisbon, 1839, 2 vols.

See Freibury Eccl. Cyclopaed., Vol. VII., p; 159 sq. ; Fr. tr., Vol. 1-5, p. 166 sq.

Woerncr-Gams (The Life of), .lohn Adam Moehler, Ratisbon, 1866.

'^ Reinerding, Theologia fundamentalis, Miinster, 1864. Ehrllcli, Fundamen-

tal Theology, Prague, 1859 sq. Vosen, Ctiristianity and the Protests of Its Ad-

versaries against It, 2d ed., Freiburg, 1864. Hettinger, Apologia of Christian-

ity, 4th ed., Freiburg, 1872 (is being transl. into Portuguese). Cfr. Literary

Guide, No. 32, p. 54 sq.

^ Bp. von Ketteler, The Rights and Guarantees of the Catholic Church in Ger-

many, 5th ed., 1854; Liberty and Authority of the Church, 7th ed., 1862; The

Labor (Question and Christianity, od ed., 18G4; May a Christian who has Faith
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enthusiasm witli which the Jdstory of dorpna, ahiiost totally

neglected since the time of Petavius and Thomassin, has been

again taken up in these latter days by Klce, Worter, Schwcnie,

and Zohl; and it is equally gratifying to see the evidences of

a returning taste for the study of bibVcal theoloyy}

Jlorai theology has been treated witli considerable freedom

and some ability by recent authors, and notably by Geishiittner,

Reybcrgcr, Schenkl, Wanker, and liieyler, whoso works are in-

fected with the prevailing philosophy of the age, and are

philisophical treatises on ethics, rather than expositions of

Christian morality. Their works were superseded by Sailer's

Moral Theology (1817) and Stapf's Christian Morals,^ and these

in turn, as well as those of JBrami and Vogelsajig, which were

tainted with the errors of Hermes, by the writings of Hirscher,^

be a Freemason ? About Ecligious Instruction in Public Schools
; Our Situation

in Germany after the War of 18G6, Gth ed., 1867. (The True Basis of Relig-

ious Pacification, 3d ed., 1868; The Ecumenical Council and Its Influence on

Our Age, 5th ed., 1869; The Views of Dr. Falk, Minister of Worship, concern-

ing the Catholic Churcfi, from his Speech of December 10, 1873 (1874). Bp.

Conrad Martin, Science of Things Divine, being Lectures for the Educated

Classes ; A Bishop's Word to the Protestants of Germany ; Second Worl< of a

Bishop (concerning St. Boniface's Society), etc. (Tr.)

^ Klee, Hist, of Dogmatics, 1837. Woericr, Tiie Connection of Free-will Avith

Grace, until the Age of St. Augustine, Freiburg, 1856, 2 vols.; Pelagian-

ism, Freiburg, 1866. Schwane, Hist, of Dogmas, Miinster, 1862 sq., 2 vols.

Zobl, Hist, of the Dogmas of the Catholic Church, Innspruck, 1865. Works on

biblical theology have been published, above all, by Bade, Kocnig, Scholz, and
Simar. Vide infra, p. 893, n. 3.

'^S/iiler's Complete Works, revised and augmented; published by Widmcr,

Sulzbuch, 1830-1841, in 40 pts. Cfr. Services rendered by Sailer to the Cause

of Catholic Science [The Cailiolic, 1842, September number, p. 247-204). Sfapf,

Christian Moralit}', Innspruck, 1841, 1842, 4 vols. ; Latin, Oenipoiiti, 1841,

1842 (ed. V.)

^ Hirscher (t September 4, 1865), Connection of the Gospel with IModorn

Scholastic Theology, Tiibingen, 1823. Reflections on the Lenten Gospels and

those of the Ecclesiastical Year (in many editions) ; Catecbetics, 4th ed., Tii-

bingen, 1840; Christian Morality, Tiibingen, 1835 sq., 3 vols, (in several edi-

tions) ; Life of Jesus ; Large and Small Catechism ; Answers to the Great Re-

ligious Questions of the Day, Freiburg, 1846 sq. ; Life of Maiv; Principal

Articles of the Catholic Faith; Reflections on the Epistles of the Sundays;

His Apprehensions as to the Efficiency of Our Religious Instruction, Freiburg,

1863; On Illusions, Freiburg, 1865; His Smaller AVritings, Freiburg, 1808.

Cf. Wocrier, Panegyric of John Baptist Hirscher, Freiburg, 18G6.
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who, from the very outset of his career as a writer, set aside

what he considered a corruption of Scholasticism, and con-

fined himself in his Christian Jlorals to a simple and concise

exposition of the ethical teaching of the Gospel. This work,

which, as it were, opened up a new view of the Kingdom of

God, was received with universal applause b\^ his contempo-

raries, whose faith it strengthened, and whose charity it pu-

rified. Like Mohler, he exercised a marked influence upon

the religious and ecclesiastical tendencies of his asje and

country, and his Catechisms and Socratic llethod of Instruction

were potent in giving direction to the religious instruction of

youth. The Christian tone and 'purely eichical treatment of

morality having been thus restored, quite a number of works

on the science appeared in rapid succession from the pens of

Probst (1848), Martin, Rietter (1848 and 1867), Werner (1850

and 1863), Fuchs (1851), Elger (1852), Jocham (1852), JDieck-

hoof (1853), Bittner, Ildhrdcin (1855), Simar (1866), Ernst

Muller,^ Kossing (1868), Linsennuniu, and Pruner, some of

whom gave a more positive character to the subject, while

others revived the scholastic method, and overcharged their

writings with casuistry and canon law.^

A great deal has also been done in these latter da3's to ad-

vance the stud}' of Scripture and its kindred branches. The
work accomplished in this field by Professor J«A7i ^ of Vienna

and Professor Hug of Freiburg (11846), the latter a man of

exceptionally fine mental endowments, but daring in his

speculations, has received and largely merited the grateful

recognition of the learned woi-ld. They were followed by

Feilmoser* Unterkircher,^ Herbst, Welte,^ 3Jovers, Scholz of Bonn,

Friedlieb, Haneberg, Beusch, Danko, Scholz of Breslau, 31aier

1 Theologia Moralis, Viennao, 1868, 1869.

2Cf. Literary Guide, nros. 56-59, year 1867.

3 Introduction to the Old Testament, Biblical Archaeology.

* Introduction to the New Testament,

5 Introductio in N. Test.

* Introduction to the Old Testament,
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and Beithmayr, Lavr/ai,^ Lutterhcck,' and others. Jahn, Ariy-

ler, Gerhauser, Alber, Unterldrcher, Ranolder, Luhnis, SehmiUer,

Lomb, Gilntner, Kohlyrnher, and Witke, a convert, Wi-ote on
hermeneutics, the last named being also the author of the

Lexicon Gracco-Laiinum in Novum Testamentum. Popular
expositions of the New Testament were written by Schnap-

pijiycr, Kistemaker, and Massl; and of the entire Bible by
Braun, Brentano, JDereser-Scholz, AUioU, and conjointly hy Loch
and Reischl. Commentaries aiming at giving a deeper view
of the sense of the Books of the Old and New Testaments
were written by Gilgler, Leopold Schmid, Welte, Schegg,Iiei/ike,

Bade, Kdnig, Thalhojer, lleusch, Klee, 3Inc/c, Stengel, Adalbert

3Iaier of Freiburg, Maier of Bamberg, Aherle and Himpel of

Tubingen, Windischmann, Reiihmayr, Stern, Bisping, Arnoldi,

Langen, Grimm, Simar, and Rohling.^

^Scholz, Introd. to the Books of the O. and of the N. T., Cologne, 1845 sq.;

Biblical Archaeology, Bonn, 1834; Novum Testamentum graece. Lips. 1830

sq., 2 T. Haneberg, Essay of a Hist, of Biblical Revelation, being an Intro-

duction to the Books of the Old and of the New Testament, 1850; 3d ed., Rat-

isbon, 18G3. The Arabic Translation of the Psalms by Saadia Reviewed, 1840;

Religious Antiquities, 1842; 2d ed., 1866. Messmer, Hist, of the Revelation,

Freiburg, 1857, 2 vols. Eeusch, Manual of Introduction to the Old Testament,

Freiburg, 1859; 4th ed., 1870. Danko, Historia revelationis div. Vet. et Nov.

Testam., Viennae, 1862-1867, 3 T. Scholz, Manual of the Old Testament The-

ology, Ratisbon, 1861, 2 vols.

^Luiterbeck, Doctrinal System of the N. T., Mentz, 1852, 2 vols.

' Giigler, Explanation of the Holy Scriptures through Themselves, Lucerne,

1817 sq., 2 vols. Schmid, Interpretation of Genesis, Minister, 1834, 1835.

Welte, The Book of Job. Schcgg, Explanation of the Psalms, of Isaias, of the

Minor Prophets, and of the Gospels. Reinke, De Messiae expiatore, passuro et

morituro; Prophecy concerning the B. Virgin and Immanuel; Jacob's Bless-

ing; Brief Explanation of the O. T. ; Messianic Psalms; Greater and Minor

Prophets, etc. Bade, Christology of the O. T., Miinster, 2 vols. Koenig, The-

ology of the Psalms, Freiburg, 1857. The Idea of Immortality in the Book

of Job, Freiburg, 1855. Old Testament Royalty, Freiburg, 1863. About Wala-
fried Strabo (Freiburg Diocesan Archives, Vol. III.) Thalhofer, Exposition

of the Psalms, Ratisbon, 1857, and frequently. Reusch, Interpretation of the

Books of Baruch and Tobias, Freiburg, 1853 sq. Klee, Interpretation of the

Gospel of St. John and of the Epistles to the Romans and to the Hebrews.

Mack, Commentary on the Pastoral Epistles of St. Paul the Apostle, Tuebin-

gen, 1836. Stengel, Exposition of the Epistle to the Romans, publ. by Beck, 2

vols., Freiburg, 1836. Adalbert Maier, Introduction to the Books of the N. T.,

Freiburg, 1852; Commentary on the Gospel of St. John, Freiburg, 1843; On
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The objections drawn from the natural sciences against the

history of the creation, as related in the Book of Genesis, have

been time and again ably refuted or reconciled with the letter

of the Sacred Text by Peusch, Bosizio, Veith, Baltzer, and

Michelis}

Most of the authors who have written on Church history

have been already named in the Introduction, but the follow-

ing may be added to the list as deserving special praise for

their excellent monographs, viz : Bollinger, Floss, Hefele,

Scharpff, -Ginzel, Kanstmann, Dilx, Schwab, Gfrbrer, Alfred

von Reum.ont, von Buhner, Charles Werner, the most prolific

of modern theological writers; Bamberger, llarx, Hergen-

rother, Reinkens, Gams, Hagemann, Friedrich, Funk, Hiils-

kamp, Rump, and others. In canon law, works have been

produced by Sauter, Frey, Schenkl, Pelka, Wcdter, von Brosle,

Cherier, MilUer, Phillips, Permaneder, Buss, Gitzler, Bcidtel,

Pachmann, Rosshirt, Seitz, von Moy and Vering, Maassen, Buffer,

Schulte, Kober, Schbpf, and Kanstmayin, Serdis, and finally

Gerlach.

The attention that has recently been given to the study of

Patrology, or the historj^ of Christian literature, has been very

beneficial in many ways to Catholic theology. The first im-

pulse to this branch of ecclesiastical science was given by

the Epistle to the Komans, 1847 ; On the First and Second to the Corinthians;

On the Epistle to the Hebrews. Cbristology of the New Testament, 1871.

Eeii/miavr (of Munich), Introd. to the Canonical Books of the N. T., llatis-

bon, 1852. Commentary on the Epistle to the Eomans, 1845 ; to the Galatians,

1865. Windisauncmv^ Explanation of the Epistle to the Galatians, Mentz,

1843. Sterti, Commentary on the Apocalypse, Schaffhausen, 1854. Bisping,

Manual of Exegetics for the Epistles of the Apostle Paul; the Gospels and the

Acts of the Apostles, 4 vols, to the Catholic Epistles, partly in new editions,

Miinster, 1855 sq. Arnoldi, Commentary on St. Matthew, Treves, 1856.

Langen, The Last Days of Jesus, being a Biblico-Ilistorical Essay, Freiburg,

1864; The Condition of the Jews in Palestine during the Times of Jesus Christ,

Freiburg, 1866. Grimm., Harmony of the Four Gospels, Katisbon, 1868; The
Samaritans, etc., Munich, 1854. Simar, The Theology of St. Paul, Freiburg,

1804.
^

'"^ lieiisch, The Holy Bible and Nature, 2d ed., Freiburg, 1866. Bosizio, Hex-

ahemeron and Geology, Mentz, 1865. Veiih, The Beginnings of Mankind,

Vienna, 1865. Baltzer, The Mosaic Account of Creation, Lps. 1866 sq. Mi-

chelis, in the periodical " Nature and Kevelation."
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Mbhlcr} lie was followedby Winter, Wiest, Busse, Goldioitzer,

Zioc/ierer, and Anvcgarii, whose works on patrology arc of

comparatively small value; they, however, led the way for

abler men in the same field, among whom may be mentioned

Permaneder and Fessler^ who wrote in Latin, and Deutinger,

flagon, and Alzog,^ who wrote in German. Vahiablc contri-

butions were made to Syriac literature by Bias Zingerle,

O. S. B., and BickclL

The beginning- made by Austrian scholars on Pastoral The-

ology during tlie preceding Epoch bore abundant tVuit in the

present. Sailer, the first author of considerable merit in this

branch, was followed in rapid succession by Schwarzcl^ Powon-

dra, Beichenbergcr, Hiiiterbcrger, Zenver, Gollowitz, Brockmanii,

Herzog, Widmer, Haiker, Zwicken'pflug and Amberger, Pohl of

Breslau, Kerschbaumer of St. Polten, Schilch of Kremsmiinster,

and Bevger and Gassner. Homiletics and catechetics were also

treated as specialties by man}' winters ;
^ the former by Hirscher,

Miiller, Stolz, Schuster, Deharbe-Wilmers, Jacob Schmitt, and

others; and the VcXttQv hy Zarbl, Laberentz, Fluck, etc.. ; while

Schmid, Ll'ift, Fluck, Kossiiig, and Probst wrote on Liturgy.

The vital importance attached to the religions instruction

of the people during these latter 3'ears seems to be one of the

distinctive characteristics of modern times, and to be appre-

ciated equally by clergymen and laymen. Acting under the

advice of Sailer, Bernard. Overbcrg, of Miiuster, a priest of

great simplicity of life and dignity of manners, drew out in

writing a plan for a model parish-school ; but he did not stop

here; he at once opened and conducted a school such as he

had designed, and was gratified, after much labor and disin-

terested self-sacrifice, at seeing the scheme crowned with com-

plete success.* Similar experiments were tried, but with less

1 Moehler's Patrology, published by Relthmayr, Vol. I., Riitisbon, 1840.

^Permaneder, Bibliotheca patristica, Landishuti, 1841 sq., ?> T. (the first three

centuries). Fessler, Institutiones Patrologiae, Oeniponte, 1850, 1851, 2 T. (to

Pope Gregory the Great, a. d. 604). Dcutinger, Genius of Christian Tradition,

Eatisbon, 1830 sq., 2 vols. Alzocj, Institutes of Patrology, Freiburg; 1st ed.,

186G; 2d ed., 1869; 3d ed., 1876 ; there are, besides, several editions in French.

3 GraJ\ A Critical Exposition of the Present Condition of Practical Divinity,

Tuebingen, 1841.

*He died November 9, 1826.
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success, hy Braun in Bavaria, by Werkmeister in Wiirtemberg,

and by Demeter in Baden.

Works on peda(jogics were written by Stapf, MiUe, Hergen-

rother, Barthel, and Diirsch, that of the last-named being es-

pecially good. But the most eminent writer in this branch

of ecclesiastical science was Kcllner, First Counsellor of State

and Commissioner of Education, whose writings have done

a vast deal of good.' Besides the praiseworthy and merito-

rious efforts of Giles Jais and Christopher Schmid to provide

religious instruction for old and young, Alban Stolz and Con-

rad von Polanden, of the diocese of Spire, have achieved em-
inent success in the same field, and, as Avriters of religious

tales and other works of a similar drift, liave. never been

equaled.- The Encyclopaedia of Systematic Education and In-

struction, according to the Principles of Catholic Teaching,

edited b}- the parish-priests, Dr. Polfus, of Baden, and Fr.

PJister, of Wiirtemberg, was the outcome and product of these

labors.^ Important services to Catholic popular education

were rendered by the Congregation of the Mechitarists,

founded at Vienna, Jor the diffusion of Catholic literature; by

the Library Association of Bavaria ; but, above all, by the

Association of St. Charles Borromeo, at Bonn. Silbert, of Vi-

enna, a man of fine literary tastes, aided in the same work by

his admirable translations of the best ascetical writings, both

ancient and modern. Translations of similar works were

published and distributed among the people in Bohemia, and

^B. Overber(j, Method of Proper Instruction (1793), 6th ed., Miinster, 1825.

Hist, of the Old and of the New Testament, 2 vols.; Manual of Religion, 2

vols.; Large and Small Catechism (Complete ed. of Pedagogical Works, Miin-

ster, 1825-1833, 6 vols.) Cfr. the Life and Work of B. Overberg, Delineated by-

One of His Kelatives, Miinster, 1829. Krabbe, Life of Bernard Overberg, Miin-

ster, 1835. Kellner, National Education {Volkssc}i,ulkunde), 5th ed., Essen,

1862; Sketches and Portraits drawn from the History of Education, ibid., 1862,

3 vols. German Eeader and Instructor (^Deut'iches Lese-und Bildungsbuch), od

ed., Freiburg, 1864, etc.

'^ Alma7inc for Time and Eternity (since 1843) ; Legend {since 1853); Greek

{Sjyanisches) to the Educated Classes. A Visit to Shem, Cham, and Japhet;

St. Elizabeth ; The Conflict of My Soul. Conrad von Bolanden, Complete

Works, People's edition, Ratisbon, 1872.

3 Mentz, 2d ed., 1872 sq., in 4 vols.
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atMiiuster, Aix-la-Cliapelle, Ratisbon, Cologne, Schaffhausen,

and Mcntz, Ludwig Claras (Volk), a convert, being especially

distinguished for ease and grace as a translator. Several

j)oems, for the most part breathing a true Catholic spirit, Avere

also written ; many of the old hymns of the Church cleverly

translated
;
graphic sketches published of those grand old

characters of former ages, whose joy it was to walk in the

light of God's countenance and to die in the sweetness of His

peace; and tales of charming sim[)licity and winning interest

composed for children by men and women whose hearts were

as innocent as the hearts of those for whom they wrote. Of

these writers it will be sufficient to instance the following:

Frederic Sc/degcl, Wessenberg, Clement Brentano, Scldosscr, K'6-

nigsfeld, Simrock, Diepenbrock, Ed. von Schenk, von JEichendorf,

Jean Bapt. -Rousseau, Guido Gofres, Count Pocci, Edw. Vogt,

Beda Weber, Pius Zingerle, Ladislaus Pyrker, Christopher Schmid,

Gallus Morel, Oskar von Eedwitz, Father Ze.il, Pope, Gedeon

von der Heide, Countess Ida Hahn-Hahn, Annette von Droste-

mUshojf, and Emily Pingseis. There were also many able

Catholic re[)resentatives among the historians of literature^

politics,^ and Christian art. The scope of Catholic literature

has been widened by recent works on ecclesiastical statistics, for

which the Catholic world owes a debt of gratitude to Father

Charles of St. Aloysius, Schulte, Xeher, and Gams.

The literary and scientific activity, of wdiich we have been

giving instances, was largely due to the Catholic periodical lit-

erature of Germanyj^ to which a powerful impulse was given

above fifty years ago by Frederic Schlegel. There were many
Catholic periodicals, some of course of inferior merit, but the

two that have exercised the widest and deepest influence on

Catholics and Protestants alike were, first, The Theological

Quarterly of Tubingen, founded in 1819, which, paticularly

while it was partially under the editorial management of

3Idhler (after 1828), gave ample proof that Catholicity, being

^ By von Eichendorff and Lindemann.
2 See Vol. I., p. 29, note 3 ; and Vol. II., p. 865, note 1.

3 Cf. 27(6 Catholic, 18-13, January nro., pp. 1-17.

VOL. Ill—57
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founded on the unchangeable principles of truth, could hold

its own, not onh^ in the practical affairs of life, but against

the most searching investigations of science ; and, second,

77^6 Catholic, founded in 1821, which, loyal to its motto, CJiris-

tianiis mihi nomen, CathoUcus cognomen, stirred up the con-

sciences of Catholics and taught them to set a proper value

upon their dignity, at a season when the spirit of indifference

was more generally diffused than in any former age ; when
Catholic doctrine seemed fading or already effaced from the

minds of men ; and when the negations of Protestantism and

rationalistic philosophy appeared to have become everywhere

triumphant. Since 1859, The Catholic, under the editorial

manageraoit of Heinrich and 3Ioufang, has been exclusively

devoted to Catholic science and ecclesiastical life, its specialty

being mediaeval theology. " These two periodicals were fol-

lowed by several others, which may be classified according to

their prevalent tone as follows : 1. The Scientijic, or those

whose drift was similar to that of The Tilbingen Quarterly, in-

cluding The New Theological Journal of Vienna, edited, until

1840, by Pletz ; Hug's Gazette, in the interest of the clergy of

the Archdiocese of Freiburg, founded in 1828; 7Vie Journal

of Catholic Theology and Philosophy, founded in 1833, and ed-

ited by the disciples of Hermes ; The Annals of Christian The-

ology an'/. Philosophy, founded in 1834, and published at Gies-

sen ; The llieological Journal of Freiburg, founded in 1839;

The Archives of Theological Literature, founded in 1842, and

published at Munich ; The Catholic Peoiew of Science and Arts,

founded by Dieringer ; The Organ of Christian Art, edited by

Baudri, of Cologne ; Church Decoration, edited by Laib and

Schwartz, of Stuttgart ; The Journal of Canon Law and Pas-

toral Theology, edited by Dr. Seitz ; Nature and Revelation^

founded in 1855, with a view to harmonize the study of na-

ture and the dogmas of faith; The Archives of Catholic Canon

Law, founded in 1857, and edited by Moy and Vering ; and,

after some of the above had been discontinued, the following

were started in their room : The Catholic Literary Journal of

Vienna, founded in 1854; The LAterary Guide, founded in

1862, and edited by Hiilskamp and Pump, of Miinster, its aim

being to review the literature of Germany and other countries,
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to give critiques iu\\ notices of books and other publications,

and to furnish such information concerning literary subjects

and literary men as might be acceptable to its readers ; The

Literary and ThcologicalJoxirnal of (7n7«mm, founded in 18GG,

and edited by Hcusch, of Bonn, which, in tlie early days of

its existence, counted among its contributors some of the best

talent of Germany, but during the Vatican Council drifted

into the vagaries of the " Old Catholics ; " and the Historico-

Ijolitical Paj)ers, founded in 1838, and published at Munich,

numbering among its corps of Avriters many men of great

learning and fine mental endowments, who did much to give

a Catholic tone to politics, religious life, science, and art ; re-

futed the misrepresentations of Protestant historians ; and

combated the erroneous political theories of modern times,

particularly the perilous doctrines of Liberalism. Works of

a similar character appearing in foreign countries were trans-

lated and published hy Dr. Huttler, of Augsburg, in The Cath-

olic Studies, founded in 1865, and embracing in the scope of

its subjects religion, histor}', science, art, ajid social politics.

2. Periodicals having special reference to j^ctstoral nmmtra-

tions, as, for example, The 3Ionthly Review of Practical Theol-

ogy, published at Linz, and which, owing to its piaxly practical

character, was eminently popular, there being four editions of

it published during the most successful period of its existence
;

The Pastoral Archives of Constance; the Athanasia, edited by

Benkert ; The Pastor, edited by Zarbl ; The Archives of Pas-

toral Conferences held in the diocese of Augsburg, founded in

1848, and edited by Merkle, and the Pastoral Papers of Mu-
nich, Cologne, M'dnste.r, Eichstddt, and Paderhorn.

3. Dailies and Weeklies, specially devoted to the interests of

the clergy, as, for instance, The Friend of Religion; Sion

;

The Catholic Journals of Frankfort, Passau, and Switzerland
;

The Catholic Ecclesiastical Gazette of Vienna ;
^ The Church

Journal of Silesia ; The South German, subsequently of Frei-

burg; The Rhenish Ecclesiastical Papers, and those of 3Ientz,

Milnster, Munich, Hildesheim, Salzburg, Linz, and other cities.

The Augsburg Post-Gazette and several other papers, Catholic

1 Edited by Dr. Sebastian Brunner.
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in tone, have sprung up since 1844, of which it will be suffi-

cient to instance The South German Gazette; The Messenger

of the People, ])ublished at Munich; The Journal of 31entz

;

The -People's Magazine, subsequently called the Deidschlawl,

then The Cologne Gazette, and now The People's Gazette; The

People's Paper, published at Stuttgart ; The Westphalia Mer-
cury; The Echo of the Present, published at Aix-la-Chapelle;

The Friend of the People, published at Vienna ; The Observer,

published at Baden ; The Germania, published at Berlin ; and
The Lnpericd Gazette, published at Bonn, beside quite a num-
ber of illustrated weeklies.

The best productions of the editors of these papers and pe-

riodicals were collected and published in the Ecclesiastical

Cyclopaedias of V\^ etzcr and Wette and of Aschbach, the former

issued at Freiburg and the latter 'di Frankfort.

§ 420. Activity of the Catholics of Germany in the Field of Spec-

ulative Theology.

"t Aloyshis SchmiJ, Activity displayed by Catholics in the Domain of Science,

Munich, 1862. Cf. Chas. Werner, Hist, of Cath. Theol., pp. 405 sq.

The impulse given to the study of j)hilosophy by recent

events and the desire to harmonize its principles and deduc-

tions with the teachings of faith led to very important results.

After it had been found impossible to reconcile the philosophy

of either Kant, Fichte, Schelling, or Hegel with the system

of Catholic theology, various attempts were made, first by

Frederic Schlegel, Molitor,' and Baader, and subsequently by

other Avriters, to build up a complete system of Christian phi-

losophy, which, while leaving faith intact, would serve as a

wea[>on of defense to ward off the numerous attacks made
u[)()n it. Of those who labored to realize this idea it will be

enough to quote the names of Hermes, Esser, Elvenich, von

Droste, Braun, Achterfeld, and Baltzer, representing one

school ; and of GUnther, Papst, Veith, Hock, and Knoodt,

representing another. Many of the questions belonging to

1 MolUor, Philosophy of History, or Tradition, Frankfort and Miinster, 1828

sq., 3 pts.
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speculative theology and philosophy were also ably discussed

by Scngler of Freiburg, Schiuitt of Bamberg, Leopold Schmid

of Gicssen, Dcatinger of Munich, Volkmuth, Massman, Sche-

nach, Katze.nberger of Bamberg, Denzinger and Francis Bren-

tano of "VViirzburg, lluber, Oischinger, Suing, Uschold, Becker,

Kaulich, Hagemann of Miinster, Charles Werner, and others.

When Frohschammer, a professor at Munich, began to defend

philosophical propositions at variance with the teachings of

the Catholic faith, Clemens and Stockl ot^ Miinster, Plassnuin of

Paderborn, von Schdzler, Schcehen, and other writers for 7'he

Catholic of Mentz, entered the field against him, and, follow-

ing in the wake of Father Kleutgen, S. J., of Rome, earnestly

advocated a return to the teachings of the Schoolmen, and, in

particular, to the theology of St. Thomas and the philosoph}'"

of Aristotle. On the other hand, 3fieheUs, of Braunsberg, in-

sisted with equal earnestness on the necessity of correctly un-

derstanding and properly ap})lying to theology the original

principles of the philosophy of Plato.

^

"We will here dwell a little in detail upon these three move-

ments, because of their importance, and first upon that of

which Hermes, professor at Miinster, and subsequently at

Bonn, was the leader.

George Hermes died at Bonn, ]\larch 26,1831. The follow-

ing words, inscribed on his tomb, unlike most epitaphs, have

the merit of being truthful: "From his earliest j^outh this

truly great man sacrificed all the pleasures of life to his thirst

for knowledge of sacred tilings and to his zeal for the Chris-

tian religion ; and no master of this or any other age lias in-

spired in his pupils feelings of such tender attachment and

loyal devotion." And, we may add, never has master guided

pupils, whether in their studies or in their daily conduct, with

greater wisdom and prudence. Fully believing in his own,

1 p. Kleutgen, S. J., The Theologj^ of Past Ages, Miinster, 1853 sq., 3 vols.;

Pliilosophy of Past Ages, ibid., 18G0 sq., 2 vols. Against this: Mic/iellt, Ob-

servations on the Philosophy of Past Ages, Defended by Father Kleutgen,

Freiburg, 1865. The same, The Philosophy of Plato in Its Intimate Connec-

tion with Revealed Truth, Miinster, 1859, 2 pts. Dr. Becker, The Philosophical

System of Plato in Its Relation to Christian Dogma, taken from quite a dif-

ferent point of view of the subject, Freiburg, 18G2.
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he was impatient and even intolerant of all other s^'stems, and

this spirit of exclusiveuess interfered with his breadth of view,^

incapacitating him to jndge of the doctrines of the Church as

a whole and in their multitudinous relations, and leading both

him and his disciples unconsciously to introduce a rational-

istic and Pelagian element into their treatment. His system

was in consequence condemned at Rome, September 2(3, lh35,

and the justice^ of the judgment was plainly established when

Professor BaUzer, probably the most vigorous of all his disci-

ples, openly advocated Semi-Hationalism and S&mi-Pelagian-

ism in his exposition of Hermesianism.'^ After the publica-

tion of the brief of condemnation, the more obstinate of his

disciples, refusing to yield, defended themselves, like the JaJi-

senists in a former age,^ by declaring that the doctrines con-

demned by the Holy Father had not been taught by Hermes,

and were not to be found in his writings. Two of the more

prominent of these, Proi'essors Mvenich, of Breslau, and Braun,

of Bonn, after some preliminary correspondence with the

Holy See, ofl'ered to appear personally and prove that their

iCfr. Esser, Eecollections of George Hermes, Cologne, 1832, pp. 135, 136.

Works of Hermes, On the Intrinsic Truth of Christianity, Miinster, 1805;

Philosophical Introduction to Catholic Theology, Miinster, 1819 ; Positive In-

troduction, ibid., 1829 ; Catholic Dogmatics, published by Achterfeld, Miinster,

1831 sq., 3 vols.

^ Pro memoria, in the Affair of Hermesianism, Mentz, 1837. (MecJcel), The

Doctrines of Hermes with Respect to their Condemnation by the Pope, Mentz,

1837. Berlage, Introduction to Catholic Dogmatics viewed in the light of the

Papal Condemnation of the Doctrine of Hermes, Miinster, 1839. A pretty

full statement of this controversy is found in Nkdner, Philosophiae Hermesii

Bonnensis novar. rer. in theol. exordii explicatio et existimatio, Lps. 1839.

Niedner arrives at the following conclusion: "Hermes is far from having

strengthened the basis of revelation by his philosophy."' The first charge

against Hermes (by Windischmann) in 'TAe Catholic" 1825, October number,

p. 1 sq., and, especially, jSTovember number, p. 158 sq. The Replies (by Droste ?)

in Smets' Catholic Monthly, spec, ed., Cologne, 1825, Vol. I., p. 81 sq.; Vol. II.,

p. 101-107. Cfr. Krcuzhage, The Connection of the Hermesian System with

Christian Science, Miinster, 1838, note 1, and Hist, and Polit. Papers, Vol. VII.,

p. 658 sq. Myletor, Hermesianism reviewed from Its Dogmatical Point of

A'^iew, Ratisbon, 1845.

^ Baltzer, Essay in Aid of an Impartial Judgment on Catholicism and Pro-

testantism, 2d number, pp. 15G and 264 in the notes, Breslau, 1840.

*See 2 365.
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statement was correct ; but Rome peremptorily declined to

enter upon so useless a discussion, broke oft' all negotiations,

and demanded an unqualitied submission to the brief of con-

demnation.^ Several of the professors at the Seminary of

Treves, favorable to the teachings of Hermes, now signified

their readiness to cheerfully submit, without qualification, to

the decree of the Holy See, and, in consequence, drew up an

act of renunciation, which they placed in the hands of their

bishop, at the same time forwarding a cojjy to the Hol}^ Father.

To the more loyal of the followers of Hermes this act gave

oftense, and produced a temporary rupture between the Rhen-
ish clergy and those of Westphalia.

While Hermes gave too great importance to the office of the

reason in arriving at tlie knowledge of revealed truth. Pro-

fessor Bautain, of Strasburg, went to the other extreme, de-

nying the legitimate functions of the human intellect as an

instrument of such knowledge. His bishop condemned his

teaching as dangerous, and the Holy See fully sustained the

decision.^

By Professor Braun, of Bonn, this judgment Avas inter-

preted as an approval of the teachings of Hermes, as if there

could be no via media between Bautainism and Herrnesianism.

When Braun and his friends persisted in their errors, a formal

complaint was made against them at Rome, and sustained by
the Holy See.^ Bautain and liis followers, after some previous

discussion at Rome, humbly and unreservedly acquiesced in

^ Braun et Eivenlc/i, Acta Romana, Lips. 1838. Cfr. therewith Hist and
Polit. Papers, Vol. II., p. 526-543. Braun et Elvenich, Meletemata theologica,

Lps. 1838; German revised edition, '' Theulogische&tudien mit Anmerkungen,"
Cologne, 1839.

^Eapport a Mgr. I'eveque de StrasLourg, siir les Merits de M. I'abbe Bautain,

Paris, 1838. MoeJder, A Letter Missive to M. Bautain, in his Complete Works,

Vol. II., p. 141-164. Cfr. A Brief Beview of M. Bautain's Theory (in The

Catholic, 1835, Vol. 57, p. 125 sq., p. 286 sq.), and many articles in the Bo7m
Review.

^'t Braun, The Tenets of Herrnesianism, etc., Bonn, 1835. Laocoon, or Ilermes

and Porrone, by Daniel Bernhardi (Braun), Cologne, 1840. This work in

Latin: Laocoon sive Hermesius et Pevronius. Latine conversus et variis addi-

tamentis auctus, Bonnae, 1842.
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the judgment of the Holy Father.^ Professors Achterfeld and

Braun, obstinately refusing to submit to the Papal Brief, con-

demning the writings of Hermes, were declared by the Coad-

jutor-Archbishop of Cologne disqualified to hold their chairs

in the University, and were accordingly retired by the gov-

ernment, in 1844, but left in the enjoyment of their full sala-

ries.^ Being sincerely attached to the Church, they could

not bring themselves to break openly with her Head, ivhom

they had ever recognized, both by deed and word, as the true suc-

cessor to Si. Peter. After having sent them an encyclical let-

ter, pointing out the errors of Hermes, and summoning them

in a spirit of paternal kindness to submit to the judgment of

the Holy See, which entirely failed of its purpose, Pius IX.

renewed the censure passed upon Hermesianism by Gre-

gory XVI.^

A similar controversy arose in 1850 concerning Ardhony

Gilnther, a secular priest of Vienna, and his disciples, who
were charged with unduly exaggerating the claims of science

and correspondingly ignoring those of the authority of the

Church. After an animated controversy, both parties laid

the points at issue before the Holy See for decision.* By a

1 The Catholic, 1841, Suppl. to February number. Tubingoi Quart., 1841,

p. 371 sq.

2 The explanations given by Professors Braim and Achterfeld of the grounds

of their refusal to submit to the Pope's decision are found in the Bonn Review,

new series, year IV., nro. 4, and some articles of The Catholic of 1844, nros. 1,

4, and 16.

3 Cfr. The Ca,tholie, 1847, September number. Bonn Revieio of Philos. and

Theol., ed. by Achterfeld and Braun, nro. 64.

* Arguments for and against Giinther, in the Old and in the ISew Sion; in the

Augaburg Post-Gazette ; in the Wilrzburg Catholic Weekly. Mattes, Giinther

and His Points of Approach to the New School of Theologj' {Tubingen Quart.,

1844, 3d nro., p. 347-416^. Clemeiis, The Speculative Theology of Giinther and

the Doctrine of the Catholic Church, Cologne, 1853. Baltzer, New Theological

Letters, addressed to Dr. Anthony Giinther, Breslau, 1853, two series. Knoodt,

Giinther and Clemens, Vienna, 1858. Clemens, Manifest Opposition of Gun-

ther's Speculation to the Doctrine of the Catholic Church, by Professor Knoodt,

Cologne, 1853. Oischinger, The Philosophy of Giinther, Schaff hausen, 1852.

Michelis, The Philosophy of Giinther Eeviewed, Miinster, 1854. Zukrigl, Crit-

ical Investigation into the Essence of the Rational Spirit and the Psycho-Cor-

poreal Nature of Man, llati.sbon, 1854. Hitzfelder, The Latest Discussions on

the Speculative Theology of Dr. A. Gunther and of His School {Tub. Quart.,
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decree of the Sacred Congregation of the Index, dated Jan-

nary 8, 1857, Giinther's entire works were condemned, and

to the great joy of the Holy Father, the humble priest promptly

and cheerfully submitted to the decision. He died February

24, 1863. It can not, however, be denied that Giinther, like

Baader, rendered important services to Catholic science; and

being a more skillful and acute dialectician than the latter, he

was better able to make a successful stand against Protestant

philoso[)hy, the more so in that he was firmly persuad(?d that

the principles underlying his philosophical S3"stem were

grounded on the unalterable teachings of Catholic theology.

Like Hermes he manifested a tendency to a rationalistic bias

of thought, and, failing to clearly apprehend and set forth the

distinction between formalism and realism in logic, he arrived

at incorrect conclusions concerning the Trinity and erroneous

vieics on creation. He also failed to properlj' appreciate the

relation of empiricism to idealism, of faith to science, and of

spiiit to matter, and, by consequence, of the divine to the human
nature in Christ.^ To him, however, above all others, in mod-

ern times, is due the credit of having revived the study of

the science of theology in Austria.

Frohschammer, a professor at Munich, and a prolific writer,

advanced some startling propositions on the origin of the

soul, advocating the theory of traducianism, which he carried

1851, Nro. 1). The same, The Theology and Polemics of the partisans of Giin-

ther (Tub. Quart., 1854, Xro. 4). Giinther's Eeply thereto, in the last volume

of Lydia, A. D., 1854. Anthony Giinther and the Discussions on His Philos-

ophy (by a Catholic Divine), in the Augsb. Univ. Gazette, Suppl. to Xros. 105,

106, 107, of 18G3. The American Cyclop, says :
" A. Giinther was eminent as a

writer on philosophical subjects. But while he combated the views of Hegel

and Herbart, and endeavored to reconcile the doctrines of the Catholic Church

with the teachings of modern philosophy, he unjustly blamed the Fathers of

the Church and the scholastics for having employed pagan conceptions in

seeking to impress the truths of religion." All his works, as given above, at

p. 889, abstruse as are their contents, were in a Latin translation (by Flir),

after nine years' close examination, placed on the Index Expurqatorius (January

8, 1857). Auctor, so says the Index at p. 146, datis Uteris ad SS. D. N. Pitim,

P. P. IX. sub die 10 Febr. (1857), ingenue, religiose ac laudabiliter se sub-

jecit. (Tk.)

> See the Papal Brief, which is found in the work entitled " Pius IX. as Pope

and as King," p. 117.
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to the extreme of generationism. He also pleaded in strong

and unmistakable language for the complete and absolute sep-

aration of philosophy- from theology. His writings were con-

demned by the Holy See December 11, 1862.^ The writings

of two other professors at the University of Munich, Huber

and Fichler, were also condemned ; those of the former because

their author had advanced certain errors concerning Scotus

Erigena ; and those of the latter, because the}^ contained a

defense of the Greek Schism at variance witli liistorical facts

and detrimental to the Church of Rome, including strictures

on the authority of the Sacred Congregation, of the Index and

the binding force of its decrees.^ Many theologians, believ-

ing that the origin of these errors lay in the abandonment of

the old scholastic methods,^ formed a new school, known as

N'eo-Scholasticism, and, forgetful of the Catholic maxim—in
dubiis Ubertas, in omnibus cariias—declaimed intemperately

against the advocates of modern speculative methods, even

going the length of questioning their loyalty to the Church.

This conduct was all the more reprehensible, in that the ad-

vocates of the new scientific methods had not manifested the

least hostility to the Schoolmen ; on the contrar}', they bore

willing witness to their loftiness of thought and their activity,

the impulse they had given to the liuman mind and the ser-

vices they had rendered to science. Nay, more, Charles

Werner, one of their number, made a special study of the

'^ Frohfichnmy"er, On the Origin of the Human Soul, Munich, 1854; Introi

duction to Philosophy, ibid., 1858 ; On the Liberty of Science, several articles

in the periodical "yl^AenaeM/w;" On the Rights of Philosophy and Scholasti-

cism, Munich, 18G3. Cfr. Dr. Becker, The Liberty and the Rights of the New
Philosophy, by Frohschammer, reviewed, Spire, 18G3 ; and in The Catholic of

1863, Vol. I., p. 385-407; and "Vol. II.: ''Frohschammer and the Apostolic

See," three articles. See also Dr. 0. A. Brownso7i\s Quartei-ly Review, year

18G3.

2 The Roman Congregation of the Index and Its Powers, Munich, 18G3. In

an opposite spirit :
" Authorization, Objects, and Organs of the Congregation

of the Index;" " History of the Congr. of the Index;" "Authority of the S.

Congr. of the Index." These three articles have appeared in The Catholic of

Mentz, 18G4, Vol. I. Cfr., especially, Heyma^is, De ecclesiastica librorum

aliorumque scriptorum in Belgiaprohibitorum discipiina disquisitio, Brux. 1849.

^ P. Kleutgen, S. J., Theology and Philosophy of Past Ages. Cfr. Dieringer,

Theology of the Past and of the Present Ages.
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works of St. Thomas and Suarez, two of the most eminent of

the Schoolmen, giving a wonderfully vivid and truthful pic-

ture of their lives, their labors, and their influence. But they

did protest against pretensions like those set forth in the work.

of Plassmann,^ by which an attempt is made to restrict mod-

ern science to methods wliich have been long since given up
in the study of theology and philosophy, as if the example

of St. Thomas himself, who was so tolerant of the opinions of

others, were not a solemn warning against a [)roceeding so un-

reasonable. To discard modern methods, better adapted to

the present development of science, and to again introduce

into schools the old peripatetic and scholastic methods, would

be even to disregard the injunction contained in the words of

St. Matthew, ix. 16. After some desultory skirmishing, di-

rected against the Neo-Scholastics, chiefly by i^a^^es,^ 02sc/(i??^er,

and Deutinger, the controversy finally assumed a more definite

shape in the hands of Professor Clemens,^ of Mlinster, and Pro-

fessor Kuhn, of Tubingen, the former the author of a work
entitled Philosophy the Handmaid of Theology (Philosophia an-

cilla theologiae, 1865), and the latter of another entitled The

Connection between Theology and Philosophy. Both of the dis-

putants conceded that the real question at issue was to deter-

mine what are precisely the relations of the natural to the

supernatural order ; and while Clemens admitted that philos-

ophy and theology are quite distinct from and independent of

each other, he still maintained that there is such a thing as a

theological philosophy, to which divine revelation holds the

relation of an external authority and rule of guidance. On
the other hand, Kuhn maintained that if the integrity of

Catholic principles was to be preserved, and the Lutheran

1 The School of St. Thomas, 5 vols.

'Mattes, Ancient and Modern Scholasticism (Tubing. Quart. Rev. of Thcol.,

1844, 1845). Deutinger, The Principle of Modern Philosophy and Christian

Science, 1857. Cfr. The Catholic of 186(5, Yol. I., p. 693 sq.

^Clemens, Our Position in Philosophy {The Catholic, now series, year 1859, in

two articles). The same, De Schulasticorum sententia, philosophiam esse theo-

logiae ancillam, Monasterii, 18G5. Kuhn, Discussion on Philosophy and The-

ology, Tubingen, 1860. The Hist, and Polit. Papers, Concerning a Free Cath-

olic University in Germany, Tubingen, 1863 ; The Natural and Supernatural,

being a Reply to the Charges made by the Hist, and Polit. Papers.
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error, concerning the incapacity of tiie human mind to acquire

any knowledge of truth by its unaided efforts, avoided, it must

necessarily be admitted that philosophy, whether in its incep-

tion, its development, or its maturity, is wholly the product

of the natural powers of the intellect, working independently

of the lights of supernatural revehition and the inspiration

of positive faith.

After the death of Clemens (at Rome, February 24, 1862),

and even during his lifetime, the controvers}' was taken up by

the writers for The Catholic of 3Jentz, and by Schecben and

Dr. Schdzler, two prominent contributors to The Historico-

politicol Papers, who concentrated their energies on determin-

ing the precise sense of the term Suveriiataral, or, as it is now
written, Super-iiature, and fixing definitely the import of the

ideas conveyed by the words lihert)/, mature, personality, and

grace. By Schazler grace was held to be an endoimient, re-

storing human nature to its completeness ; by Kuhu, a gift by

which man is perfected in his personality.^

As days went on the controversy drifted into those inter-

minable subtleties and distinctions, which are to be met with

in wearisome reiteration in the quarrels between the Thomists

and the Scotists of a former age, and more recently between the

Jesuits and Dominicans during the period of Jansenism. The
language of the disputants grew vague and shadowy and their

reasoning obscure. For the present the faintest hope of a

definite solution of the question could not be entertained. In

the midst of this confusion and conflict, A. Schmid, then a

professor at Dillingen, but subsequently at Munich, made an

attempt, in which he was less successful than he deserved to

be,^ to harmonize the diflerences of the two parties and bring

about a reconciliation. A second attem})t was made by Dbl-

linger, Haneberg, and Alzog,^ who called a conference of the

^ Scheeben, Nature and Grace, Mentz, 1861. Von Schazler, Nuturrtl and Su-

pernatural, being a Criticism of Kuhn's Theology, Mentz, 1866.

^ For a statement of the scientific tendency and a thorough examinclion of

von Sc/iazlers work, see The Theological and Literary Eeview, ed. by licusch,

year 1806, Nros. 18-22.

3 The Labors of the Scholars' Convention in Munich, from September 28 to

October 1, 1863.
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most learned men of both sides to meet at Munich. The op-

posing parties being mntiiall}' suspicious of each otlier, little

if anx'thing was accomplished. Even the Neo-Scholastics

acknowledged, however, that tl)e deputies had the best of in-

tentions, and that, had it not been found necessary to adjourn

the conference, it might have rendered important services

toward the adjustment of the dilierences that separated these

two schools of thought.^

Man}' attcm])ts have been recently made to harmonize the

difficulties arising out of the relations of philosopliy to theol-

ogy, and, in particular, of modern to scholastic philosophy.

The way had been made clear for these by Charles Werner in

his inquiry as to whether a Christian could exercise full liberty of

thought in the study of 'philosophy, without detriment to Catholic

doctrine or turning his hack on theology and the Church?

Schmid and ^Vorter,^ who had been charged by Schiizler

with holding erroneous doctrines, fully vindicated their or-

thodoxy, and their able and lucid exposition must have con-

vinced their assailant that his imputation was unmerited.

It Avill be well for the advocates of both schools to bear in

mind that the differences between them, if a judgment may
be formed from the works already published, are not nearly

so great as those that divided the schools of the Middle Ages;

and it will be also to their advantage and honor if they mu-
tually give their adversaries credit with being equally as loyal

as themselves to Mother Church, and equally devoted to the

1 Cfr. The Convention of Catholic Scholars, in The Catholic of 1864, Vol. II.,

pp. 95-111, and 196-221. This article winds up with the Papal Brief, accom-

panied with cautions. Michelis, Church or Party? A Frank and Open "Word

to the German Episcopacy, Miinster, 1864. HeryenroeHter, Church and No
Party, Wiirzburg, 1865. The Adverse Representation of the Labors of the

Scholars' Convention, in the Civiltd Cattolica ; translated into German under

the title The Past and the Present of Theology, Mentz, 1864 ; was partially re-

futed by The Catholic of 1864, Vol. II., p. 109.

^ Werner, Manner of Coming to an Agreement on the Nature and Object of

Christian Philosophy at the Present Epoch, Schaffh. 1867. The same, On the

Essence and Idea of the Human Soul, 2d ed , Brixen, 1868.

^Schmid, Science and Authority, with a special reference to Schiizler's works,

entitled " Xew Investigations on the Dogma of Grace and the ISature of Chris-

tian Faith,"' Munich, 1868. Wbrter, llepulsion of the Latest Attacks against

the Present Faculty of Cath. Theology at the Univ. of Freiburg, 1868.
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true interests of sacred science. Then, like the great theolo-

gians of the early and Middle Ages, they will really- advance

the progress of science, and contribute to the solution of the

most ditiicult problems.

§ 421. Seets in Germany.

During the period of the despotic domination of Napoleon

and the consequent disorders in the Church, many false m^'S-

tical sects sprung up in Austria. 31artin Boos indulged in

some fanciful reveries, and taught in vague and incoherent

language the Lutheran doctrine of justification by faith alone.

He was pursued, arrested, cast into prison, and finally expelled

the diocese of Linz, but not until after he had perverted many
of the clergy and made them his followers. He died pastor

of Sayn, near Neuwied, in 1825.

Thomas Poschl, a native of Bohemia, founded a still more

fanatical sect in the same diocese. God and the Blessed Vir-

gin, he and his followers said, appeared to them, commanding

them to purify themselves. The process of purification con-

sisted in taking a powder, whose secret powers were potent

to drive the devil from their bodies. IS'apoleon they regarded

as the forerunner of Antichrist, and his reign as the inaugu-

ration of the millennium. This fanaticism rose to such a de-

gree that in Holy "Week of 1817 they immolated a human
being. The sect was then suppressed by government in Salz-

burg, and the fanatical sectaries rendered harmless by being

shut up in prison. Poschl ended his days in 1837 in the hos-

pital for infirm priests at Vienna.

The sect of the Manhartians, founded by Hagleitner, a priest,

had its origin in the valley of the Brixen, a portion of Tyrol,

belonging to the diocese of Salzburg. These sectaries were

the determined and implacable foes of all who had taken the

oath of allegiance to ITapoleon, particularly if they were

priests, who, by so doing, the}' contended, had incurred

equally with the usurper the sentence of excommunication

directed against him. Two of their immber, Mangl and

31air, having made a pilgrimage to Rome in 1825, were

there disabused of their errors by 3Iauro CaiKllari, afterward
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Gregory XVI.,* and permitted to again receive the Sacra-

ments ; and tliey in their turn hrought back the bulk of their

followers. The politico-religious sect of the Salpetrians,

which sprung up in the south-east part of the Black Forest,

in 1764, w^as in man}"^ respects similar to that of the ^laidiar-

tians. They openly refused obedience to the abbot of the

monastery of St. Blaise; detied the authority of the govern-

ment of Austria, and later on of Baden ; and excited the

people against Demeter, Archbishop of Freiburg, and his

clergy, who, they said, were not Roman Catholics. Tliey left

off going to church, declined to send their children to school,

and, when legally prosecuted, paid the stipulated fine, rather

than submit. They appealed to Rome, and some of them
went there in person to present their claims, but to no pur-

pose. B}' 1838 they had nearl}-, if not quite, disappeared.^

An agitation of wnder scope and more threatening dimen-

sions was that whose promoters were designated as enlightened

or liberal Catholics, and were subsequently known as German
Catholics. Influenced by the prevalent tone of Protestant

literature and swaj^ed by Protestant principles, by which even

good Catholics had become infected, they aimed at subverting

the whole economy of the Catholic Church. Priests and lay-

men, calling themselves enlightened and liberal, but indiscreet,

and possessing little knowledge of the matter in hand, advo-

cated the abolition of the Latin language in the offices of the

Church, the simpliflcation of her ceremonies and their adapt-

ation to the spirit of modern times, the abrogation of the

rule of celibacy among the clergy, and the establishment of a

German national Church, besides a number of other innova-

tions. These view^s were propagated through the writings of

Wessenberg and in the pages of The Annuary of Ulm; The

Cajidid Leaves, edited hy Pflanz ; The Catholic Leaves, edited

by Fischer; and The Canonical Guardian, edited hy Alexaiider

Midler and his colleagues, Carove, Fridolin Haber, JReichlin-

1 Freiburg Eccl. Cyclopaed., Vol. IX.. p. 829 sq., s. v. ''Schwarm.erei ;" Fr. tr.,

Vol. 8, p. o65. Giiizel (Austrian Quarterly, 1867) ; Essay of a Hist, of Eelig-

ious Fanaticism, Martin Boos, etc.

2 fJDr. Hhmtjucob, The Salpetrians Examined and Exposed, 1st and 2d en-

larged ed., Waldshut, 1867.
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31eldegg, Snhreiber, and otbers, most of whom had long since

interiorly apostatized, and were only restrained by interested

motives from breaking altogether with the Catholic Church.^

These reformers were particularly active in the Grand Duchy
of Baden, in "Wiirtemburg and Switzerland, and, for a season,

in the territory of Treves and in Saxony; and the Theiner

brothers imported the new ideas into Silesia.^ Augustine

Theiner, the younger of tliese, after an extended trip through

England and France, settled at Eome, where he renounced

his former errors, and by his historical works rendered an

important service to Catholic literature. He died at Civita

Vecchia, August 9, 1874.^ Fischer, a Catholic priest and pro-

i"Why the 'Liberals' still Kemain within the Fold of the Catholic Church"

(Bonn Review, Nro. 1, p. 190); Phitalethes (Bp. Eeisach), " AVhat have we to

Expect from the Keformers of Oflfenbach and of Saint-Gall ? " being a Dialogue

between a Parish-Priest and his Parishioners, Mentz, 1835. Cfr. "Eeform of

the Church," in The Catholic of 1833, January number, p. 84 sq., and " The

Catholic Church and the Keformers," 1841, January, February, April, July,

October, and November numbers, and The South German Eccl. Joicrnal, 1841,

Nro. 84.

2(Jno. Anth. Theiner), The Catholic Church in Silesia, Altenburg, 1826;

assisted by his brother : The Forced Celibacy of the Catholic Priests, Alten-

burg, 1828, 3 vols. Cfr. Braun, On the Writings of Professor Anthony Theiner,

Bonn, 1829. Dr. Franke* Sketch of a Great Keformer, where Anth. Theiner

is delineated from the point of view of his science and of his life, Glatz, 1845.

^Aug. Theiner, De Pseudo-Isidoriana canonum collectione, Wratislaviae,

1827. Hist, of Clerical Seminaries, Mentz, 1835. Lettere storico-critiche in-

torno alle "Cinque Piaghe della Santa Chiesa" del Chiarissimo D.Antonio

Kosmini Serbati, 1848; Latin tr., Naples, 1849. As keeper of the secret

archives of the Vatican (fr. 1851), he issued various compilations illustrating

the eccl. hist, of nearly all the different Christian nations, viz., Sweden and Her

Relation to the Holy See ; Latest Situation of the Cath. Church in Poland and

Pussia; Hist, of the Conversion of the Eeigning Houses of Brunswick and

Saxony to the Cath. Church ;
Hungaria sacra; Monuments historiques de Eus-

sie, 1859, 2 T., f. Continuation of the Amiales Ecclesiastici of Baronius, 3

vols., fob, 1856 sq. ; Codex Diplomaticus Dominii temporalis Sanctae Sedis, 6

vols., fob, Rome, 1861-1863; Smaller work, in answer to Passaglia's appeal to

the Italian bishops, 1864. In 1869 he entered into a correspondence with Dr.

Doellinger and Prof. Friedrich, and was barred all access to the archives. In

1874 Theiner visited Austria to make arrangements for publishing hi< Acta

genuina SS. oecum. Cone. Trid., etc., Zagrabiae, 1874, 2 T., 4t6, a work of ques-

tionable accuracy and fidelity ; also his Hist, of Ciemetit XIV., written in an-

swer to Cretineau-Joly's Hist, of the Suppression of the Jesuits (2 vols., Lps.

and Paris, 1853), led to a long and bitter pamphlet controversy. (Tr.)
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fesBor of moral theology at Lucerne, pursued quite a different

course. iSTot content with takino; a wife, he had the indeli-

cacy, when one of his chiMren died, to invito his friends to

the funeral. In the present age the import of such conduct

can not he mistaken, and men guilty of it must in time, if not

at once, cut themselves off from the Church. Though they

may call themselves Catholics, they are such only in name.

Being destitute of all religious conviction, it is impossible for

them to openly profess for any length of time doctrines which
they secretly deny. And their position will be rendered all

the more ditlicult in the measure in which Catholic faith grows

more living and energetic, religious literature more Catholic

in tone, and the faithful become more ardently attached to the

teachings and laws of the Church. This will l)e particularly

the case at a time when it is the tendency of political events

to separate persons of different religious creeds by sharp lines

of demarcation. Such has been, in matter of fact, the history

of tljese liberal Catholics. They remained in the Church as

long as they could, and when a formal separation became im-

perative, they sought only a decent pretext. This was soon

supplied. John Ronge, a suspended Silesian priest, professed

to be shocked at the honors paid to the Holy Coat ^ at Treves,

which was exhibited to the faithful in the cathedral of that

city during a pilgrimage, lasting from the 18th of August to

the 6th of October, 1844; and in a letter addressed to Mgr.

Arnoldi, the bishop (f Januar}' 9, 1864), he publicly denounced

the whole affair as shameless idolatry. His next act was to

issue a call to the " German Catholics" to secede from Eome.
The writers for the Liberal and Protestant press of Saxony

and Silesia, feigning to believe his impious slanders, grew vir-

1 Marx, Prof, of Ch. H., Hist, of the Holy Ccat, Treves, 1844. J. von Goer-

res, The Pilgrimage to Treves, llatisbon, 1845. Against Gildemeiatcr s and

SybeVs pamphlet, entitled " The Holy Coat of Treves and the Twenty Other

Seamless Coats." C/emens published "The Holy Coat of Treves and Protest-

ant Criticism," Coblentz, 1845 ; and " The Holy Coat of Treves and No Other,

or The Censorious Tailors of Bonn,'" by a Pilgrim of Coblentz, Coblentz, 1845.

Dr. Hansen, District Physician of Ti-eves, Eeport and Official Documents Rela-

tive to the Miraculous Cures Wrought during the Exhibition of the Holy Coat

of Treves, in 1844, Treves, 1845.

VOL. Ill—58
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tnously iiiclignaiit. Their inveterate hatred of (!Iatholicity

again broke forth, and found expression in vituperative and
iierj denunciations of the Pope, whom they designated as

the tyrant of consciences and the shame of Germany. Cath-

olic priests were derided and insulted ; the obsolete and sav-

age polemics of a by-gone age was revived ; false confessions

of faith and ludicrous forms of abjuration, which Catholics

had a hundred times indignantlj^ disclaimed, were again sent

forth to the world as genuine Catholic documents ; arid all

manner of untruthful reports were set afloat concerning bish-

ops. By such cruel and dishonest methods of warfare, pur-

sued with a consistency and a patience that lent to misrepre-

sentation and falsehood the color of truth and honesty, were

many laymen and priests finally prevailed upon to separate

themselves from the Catholic Church.^ Rouge, a man wholly

destitute of theological knowledge, and whose life bore not

the slightest token of a religious mind, was thus led on by

force of circumstances to play the part of a reformer, and,

much to his own surprise and possibly to his amusement, was

hailed as another Luther, whose memory would be held in ben-

ediction by future generations. Assuming with simulated

gravity the character of a reformer, he organized a religious

community at Breslau, rejecting all bat tioo of the Sacraments,

and even these he so diluted and explained away that they

ceased to have either meaning or import. The "friends of

enlightenment," as those who luid been slapping Ronge on the

back and cheering him on delighted to lie called, were not a

little astonished to see themselves left far away behind in the

race of radicalism by their precocious neophyte. Ronge, of

course, had imitators. Czerski, a priest, having disregarded

his voAvs of celibacy and given public scandal, was condemned

by his superiors to undergo a puni.shment, which, considering

the oftense, was extremely light. He, however, refused to

submit, and, desiring to give color of legality to his course,

* Baltzer, Liberty of the Press and Censorship, with Eegard to the Pilgrim-

age of Treves, Breslau, 1845. Christ, Examination of the Latest Eeform Ser-

mons and and anti-Catholic Literature, Eatisbon, 1845. The Industrial Expo-

sition of Berlin and the Exposition of the Holy Coat of Treves. Letter of a

Berlin Proiestani., Miinster, 1845.
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became the founder of a new community of sectaries at

Sclmeiclemuhl, in the Grand Duchy of Posen. Although

these were thoroughly Protestant in principle and doctrine,

especially concerning the Sacraments, the}^ had the effrontery

to call themselves Catholics} Nevertheless, at the so-callod

Council of Leipsig, March 22, 1845, Czerski put his signature

to a formulary of faith, which, from a Christian point of \ie\v,

is absohite nihilism.^ Such was the origin of the sect which

presumiituousl}' arrogated to itself the title oi' '' German Cath-

olic/' and even called itself the ''Christian Catholic and Apos-

tolic Church.'' Ulbnann, himself a Protestant, has very justly

remarked that the founders of this sect had nothing in com-

mon with Catholicity, as portrayed in history, and had there-

fore no shadow of right to call themselves " Catholici-." ^ True

Catholics were very naturally indignant at the assumption,

but their indignation was still further intensified when gov-

ernments, with a keen appreciation of the insult conveyed in

the title, styled these arrogant sectaries ^'Dissenting Catholics."

Actuated bj' motives of long-clierished hostility to the Cath-

olic religion, the Prussian government permitted these apos-

tles of impiety and enemies of Christianity to go up and down
freely through the kingdom, everywhere misrepresenting by

word and writing the Catholic Church, her <loctrines and her,

institutions, and reviling and deriding Catholics, notwith-

standing the fact that the rights of the latter had been most

solemnly guaranteed, and they themselves promised immunity

from insult and outrage. But the Berlin government soon

learned that its anticipations were incorrect and its hopes

groundless. The sectaries did indeed succeed in gaining over

a few Catholics, who were such only in name and appearance,

1 Analysis of the "Confession of Scbneidemuhl," Posen (Dec), 1844. Open

Letter to Czersici, by a Roman Catholic Priest, once his Schoolmate, Posen,

1845. Open Letter to Roman Catholics on the Justification of Czerski, by

Jurek, Lissa, 1845.

''^ Leipsig Symbol : I believe in God the Father, who, by His omnipotent word,

created the world, and governs in truth, in justice, and in love. I believe in

the Holy Ghost, the Christian Church, holy and universal ; in the remission of

sin and life e'''erlasting. Amen.
' Ullinann, My Misgivings as to the German Catholic '^iovBxaQni {Theological

Studies and Criticisms, year 1845, Nro. IV.)
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but they did iucomparablj greater harm to Protestantism, out

of whicli their principles spruuir, and to which they were

therefore naturally allied. Protestant free-thinkers, or the

"friends of enlightenment," encouraged by the attitude of

the government toward the sectaries, boldly demanded for

themselves the freedom that had been so cheerfully granted

to apostate Catholics.' "TAe schism,'" said Protestant theolo-

gians, " has sunk deeper into the Protestant than into the Catholic

Church."^ The agitation was at first, to all appearances, a

purely religious one ; but it was not long until a revolutionary

and communistic element was imported into it by one Dowiat.

The principles that had been applied to religion were now ap-

plied to politics, and it soon became evident that they tended

to unsettle the foundations of tiie throne, as well as those of

the altar. Gervinus,^ w4io had witnessed the earl}' eflbrts of

sectaries with satisfaction, and had contributed not a little to

their success, now" frankly avowed that the underlying princi-

ples of this insidious movement were political, and not theo-

logical, and that it was driven forward by appeals to the pas-

sions of the people. Hanover, Hesse-Cassel, and Austria had

already made a stand against the movement, and Prussia, now
waking to a sense of her own danger, began to take se-

vere measures against the so-called " Dissenting Catholics."

Strange to say, they never made but one convert of eminent

ability and sincere piety to their opinions, and never pub-

lished a theological periodical adequately meeting even the

most moderate demands of science. The nearest approach to

such a publication w-as the Catholic Church Reform (monthly)

of Berlin, wdiich was suspended after a short existence. The

tone of its articles was a verification of the words of Lessing,

in one of his letters, written in 1769. " Don't speak to me,"

said he, " of your freedom of thought and speech at Berlin.

There is no freedom there except that of putting on sale the

insults any one may choose to fling at religion, and every

1 " The Protestants," said Ronge, in a letter, " come to us because they desire

liberty ; and yet they experience only oppression and tyranny from govern-

ments."

'^Kohler and Klopsch, Repertory of Ch. H., Glogau, 1845, p. 345.

^ Mission of the German Catholics, Heidelberg, 1845.
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honest man should l)lusli to make use of such freedom."

John Ronge, during the remuiuder of his restless life, con-

tinued to ]»ropagate his errors, and made many ineffectual at-

tempts to organize communities in different cities and towns.

On the 7th of May, 1872, he was fined and cast into prison at

Frankfort, ^^'hen he was informed by the " German Catholics"

of that city that his services would be dis[»ensed with for the

future, and that he would do well to seek some' other field of

labor.

While these events were a severe trial to Catholics, whether

priests or laymen, they also fui'nished an occasion for the pub-

lication of a variety of works, in which the more majestic

and deeper views of Catholicity, hitherto to be found only in

writings designed for the learned, were given to the world in

a popular form and in language at once easilj^ intelligible and
attractive. The effect was instantaneous and consoling. The
teachings of the Church became better known, and, as a con-

sequence, more appreciated and loved ; and those who had
been hitherto hesitating in belief, and indifferent in practice,

put aside all indecision, and grew firm in their faith and strict

in their observance. The leaders of the various scattered

communities of "German Catholics" are still busily at work
in devising a religion of t/te future, adequate to the wants of

2)ure and regenerate humanity. Of course their efforts have all

been disastrous failures, but they draw a melancholy consola-

tion from the congenial labor of giving currency to obsolete

^Staudennialer, The Nature of the Catholic Church, being a Reply to Her
Adversaries, Freiburg, 1845. Idem, On the Religious Peace of the Future,

Freiburg, 1846, 3 pts. Hirscher, Study on the Great Religious Questions of the

Day, Dedicated to the Higher and Middle Classes, together with an Examina-

tion into the Motion of Deputy Zittel, relative to the Equality of Seceding Dis-

senters before the Law, Freiburg, 1846. Scharpff, Catholicism and Rationalism,

Tubingen, 1845. Von Linde, Reflections on the Recent Ecclesiastical Events,

considered in their Relations to Right and Policy, Mentz, 1845. Idem, Church
Establishment, Liberty of Conscience, and Religious Associations, ibid., 1845.

SporschU, Practical Difficulties of any Attempt at Establishing an Ajiostolic

and Catholic Denomination in Germany, and two other works, by the same,

Lps. 1845. Peter and Paul, Being a Monthly in the Interest of tlie Catholic

Church, amidst the Troubles of the Daj^, ed. by Dr. HnM, of Berlin, and tho

Collection of Seasonable Writings in Defense of the Catholic Church, and ciiiefly

the Hist, and Polit. P.-pers, Vols. 15-18, years 1845, 1846.
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prejudices against the Catholic Church and to imputations as

false as thej are cruel and injurious.

§ 422. The Catholic Chiu ch in Pussia and Poland.

For Literature, cf. g 410.

The depressed condition of the Church in Russia is in mel-

ancholy contrast with the revival of Catholic life in the vari-

ous countries whose history we have been reviewing, Not-

withstanding that a comparatively liberal Constitution had

been granted under Alexander II., the persecution of the Cath-

olic Church in Russia and Poland, which had been begun

under the Emperor IsTicholas, by a strange anomaly, was not

abated, but intensified.^

After the celebration of the tenth centenary of the founda-

tion of theEmpire, in 1862, when a splendid fac-simile edition

of Tische.ndorfs Codex Sinaiticus,^ containing the most ancient

and best authenticated Greek text of the Bible, was pub-

lished, and after the suppression of the insurrection in Poland,

in 1863, the persecution grew more violent and systematic'

It was the design to extirpate at a blow both the religion and

the nationality of Poland, for the religious and patriotic feel-

ings of the Poles are so closely interwoven as to be practically

inseparable. The gallant struggle of this heroic people to

maintain their national existence failed either to elicit the

admiration or excite the pity of their brutal conquerors.

Their patriotic aspirations were literally extinguished in

blood. Priests and monks, when not shot or strangled, were

carried away into desolate Siberia. On the 28th of ISTovem-

ber, 1864, one hundred and four monasteries were abolished,

and their inmates, surprised and seized the evening before,

^ Baron A. v. Haxthausen, The Constitution of Russia and the Laws of 1861,

Leipsig, 1866.

2 This is the photo-lithographical fac-simile edition of the whole Sinaitic

Bible, published at the expense of the Emperor of Russia, in 4 vols. (3 for the

Old and 1 for the N. T. ; the latter is 148 folios), under the title Bibliorum Co-

dex Sinaiticus Petropolitanus. Auspiciis augustissimi imp. Alex. II., ed. Const.

Tischendorf, Petropoli, 1862. A copy of this rare edition is in the Astor Li-

brary of New York. (Tr.)

3 Moutulembert, I'lnsurrection Polonaise, Paris, 1863.
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forcibly hurried away into distant exile. The banished Cath-

olic priests were replaced by Greek popes, and Catholics them-

selves compelled by barbarous enactments and cruel tortures

to cont'orm to the Rnthuenian Liturgy, and have their chil-

dren baptized by schismatical priests, whom they abhorred.

The Augsburg Universal Gazette, speaking of these events,

in an issue of recent date,^ sa3\s :
'• In the district of Siedlec

the peasants still refuse to take part in divine services cele-

brated by Russian priests. They meet clandestinely on Sun-

days for private devotions, and conceal their children, to keep

them out of the way of the popes. The Russian magistrates

endeavor to win over the refractory peasants l)y the arts of

persuasion. They arrest the leaders and cast them into prison,

but again set them at liberty when they see the peasants or-

ganizing and preparing to resort to violent measures for the

liberation of the prisoners."

In the hope of making the Church entirely subservient to

the Civil Power, the Tzar, by confiscating ecclesiastical prop-

erty, deprived her ministers of all means of independent sup-

port, and allowed them instead a salary from the government.

Plus IX. protested vehemently against these violent measures,^

but to no purpose. The Russian embassador even went the

length of insulting the Pope in his own apartments, when of-

fering him the congratulations of the season on Xew Year's

Day of 1866, and the Holy Father was forced, in self-defense,

to order the vulgar representative of the northern barbarian

out of his presence. Diplomatic relations between the cabi-

net of St. Petersburg and the Holy See were inmiediately

broken off, and the violence of the persecution against the

Catholics of Russia and Poland still further increased. Bishop

Dupanloup gave expression to the sorrow and indignation

' Augsb. Univ. Gaz., No. 265, of September 22, 18G7, p. 4217.

'^ The lloman official document of 1842, comprising ninety articles of proof,

issued under Pope Gregory XVI., was followed by a further complaint of Pius

IX. at Christmas, 1866, 308 pages, 4to : Esposizione documentata sulle costanti

cure del sommo Pontefice Pio IX., a riparo dei mali clie soffre la chiesa catto-

lica nei dominii di Kussia e di Polonia. In January, 1878, Cardinal Sbiieo7ii

published a Memorandum, signed by Pius IX., exposing the treachery of llus-

sian diplomacy. (Tr.)
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Avhicli these cruel proceedings inspired in every generous

bosom in his report of the Centenary of SS. Peter and Paul

at Rome.^ " At a time," said he, "when tive hundred bishops

are gathered about the common Father of Christendom, rep-

resenting the nations of the worhl, there is one country dear

to us above all others by its sufferings, its fidelity, and its he-

roism, ichose chief pastors are absent. O, dear Church of Po-

land ! in vain have we sought for but a single one of thy

bishops, that we might kiss his hands as we w^ould those of a

martyr's, but none was to be found. Alas, oh Poland, when

will they cease to tear the bleeding from the bosom of thy

Mother and ours ?
"

Since 1872 there have been indications, though very slight

ones, that some satisfactory understanding may be arrived at

between Rome and St. Petersburg.^

1 The Late Festivals of Kome, tr. fr. the French into Germ., by Dr. Riitjes,

Essen, 1867, p. 14.

2 "We subjoin here the hierarchical organization of the Russian "Orthodox

Church" directed by the ''Holy Synod:' Metropolitan Sees: 1. Kiev and

Halicz ; 2. Novgorod and .S^. Petersburg ; 3. Moscow and Kolomna ; 4. Kasan

and Sviajsk ; 5. Afiimchan and Enotaievsk ; 6. ToboUk and West Siberia;

7. Jaroslav and Rostow; 8. P.ikov, Livonia, and Courland; 9. Riazan and Sa-

raisk; 10. Tver, with the seat at Kaschin ; 11. Cherson] 12. Sebantopol;

13. TcAerm70v and Niechin ; 14^. Minsk and Bobrousk ; 15. Podolia and Brais-

lav, with the seat at Kamieniec; 16. Kishenev and Chotim : 17. White Russia

sind. Lithuania ; 18. F/arfiwir and Susdal ; 19. Vologda and Ustjuk. Episcopal

Sees: 1. J?-AmAsA; and East Siberia; 2. Mohileo and Mstislav; OZo?ie/.<iA; and Pe-

trozavodsk; 4. ISovo Tc/ierZ:asA: and Georgievski ; 5. Ekateriiioslav ; 6. Smolensk

and Dogorobouseh ; 7. ISishnei Novgorod and Arsamas ; 8. Kursk and Ijielgo-

rod; 9. Polotsk; 10. ^Tw/a and Bielev ; 11. F«)M:« and Slobodskoi ; 12. Archan-

gelsk and Kholmogori; 13. Voronesh and Zadonski ; 14. Kostroma and Galitch;

15. Tambov and Chatsk; 16. Orel and Sievsk ; 17. Poltava and Pereuislav

;

18. Volhynia and Zliomir ; 19. Perm and Ekaterinburg; 20. Kharkov and

Ueraine; 21. Oslroy ; 22. Phisk; 23. Tomsk; 24. Ullna; 25. Vitebsk; 26. ICa?--

saw. Total, forty-five eparchies or dioceses.. There are, moreover, ten vicari-

ates erected in. provinces with a preponderating Catholic or Protestant popula-

tion. The Russian prelates, from the reign of Catharine II. (1764), have been

divided into thi-ee classes, answering to the military grades of general-in-chief,

lieutenant-ge^ieraU and major-general. Their tenure is at the pleasure of the

Tzar. Those of the first rank receive an annual salary of 1,500, those of the

second 1,200, and those of the third 1.000 rubles; the prelates are also allowed

money for the table, for six horses for their consistories (5—7 members), their

numerous cathedral clergy, officials, and menial servants. The secular clergy,

from the color of their liturgical vestments, are desigr.ated as the white, whilst
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§ 423. The Missions of the Catholic Church.

Chow de Lettres cdifiantes et curieuses jusqu' si 1808, continiiees jusqu' en 1820

dans les Jsouvelles Lettres edifiantes, auxquelles se lient les Annales de la pro-

pagation de la foi (from 1822), Germ., Cologne, 1834 sq. ; and Einsiedeln, Syn-

opsis of the History and Statistics of Catholic Missions during the first forty

years of this centurj- are given in the Uniuers, September 13, 1839. Cfr. Sion,

October uf 183U, and January of 1840; September, Nro. 113; November, Nro.

142, SuppliMH. New Synopsis in the volumes of the Propaf/aiion of the Faith,

1857, Nro. IV., p. 57 sq. Father Charles of Sai7it Aloysiu.% The Catholic

Church in Her Actual E.vtension over tlie Earth, Ratisbon, 1845. P. Witt-

niann. Beauty of the Church in Her Missions, etc. * Gams, Vol. III.,

pp. 5U5-759, with documents, t Ilmrion, Catholic Missions, Vol. IV., pp.

703-802. t Hah>i, Hist, of Catholic Missions from the Times of Jesus Christ

down to our Own Day, Cologne, 1858. t Margraf, The Church and Slavery

from the Discovery of America, Tubingen, 1865. KaLkar, History of the

Eoman Catholic Alissions, in Danish
; Cerm. ed., in collaboration with the au-

thor, edited by Michelsen. Erlangen, 1807. R. von Wedell, Hist, and Geogr.

Atlas, Nro. VI., map 34. W. J. Kip, "Jesuit Missions in North America,"

New York, 1846. De Smet, Oregon Mission.*, 1847. Hue, Christianity in

China, Tartary, and Thibet, 2 vols
,
London, 1853. T. G. Shea, Hist, of Catho-

lic Missions ainon;^ the Indian Tribes of the U. S., New York, 1855. Relations

des Jesuites, 3 vols., Quebec, 1858. T. W. M. Marshall, Christian Missions,

Their Agents and Their Results, 2 vols., London and Brussels, 1862; New
York, 1864. J. Neher, Eccl. Geogr. and Statistics, 3 vols., Ratisbon, 1864-1 808.

Grundemann, Missionary Atlas, Gotha, 1867-1871. Catholic Missiois {im illus-

trated monthly). Freiburg and St. Louis, 1873 sq.

Obedient to the injuuction of Our Lord to preach the Gos-

pel to all nations and to every creature, the Catholic Church
has in all ages sent her missionaries into every part of the

habitable globe. ^ Since the rise of Protestantism, and nota-

bly since the defection of the great maritime powers from the

Church, two classes of missionaries have unhappily come
face to face in nearly every country of the world, mutually

opposed to each other, and the one not unfrequently undoing

the work of the other. But, in the face of every obstacle, the

Catholic religion has gone steadily forward, gaining triumph

after triumph, until at last there is not a corner of the earth

in which its teachings are not proclaimed and professed. In

the present century the glorious field of missionary work, in

the monks are styled the black clergy. See Jacob Neher, Eccl. Geogr., Vol. II.,

pp. 416-426. (Tr.)'

' A Few Words on the Missions of the Catholic Church, Tdbhige7i Quart.

Review, 1825.
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which the great St. Fravcis Xavier was first to labor in mod-

ern times, has been cultivated with eiicoiiragiiig success.

Tlie Missions may be conveniently distributed into the fol-

lowing five geographical divisions:

I. The Eastern Missions, comprising the Crimean Penin-

sula, the Grecian Archipelago, Constantinople, Syria, Arme-
nia, Pei'sia, Arabia, Egypt, I^ubia, and Abyssinia.

II. The India Missions, extending as far as the Philippine

Islands,

III. The Missions of China, including Siam, Cochin-China,

Tung-King, and Japan.

IV. Tlie American Missions, which, starting at Hudson's

Bay, include the Canadas, British America, the Indian Terri-

tory, the country along the Rocky Mountains, and the An-
tilles, ending at Paraguay.

V. The Missions of Oceanica, including Australia.

These missions, thouch under the direction of the Propa-

ganda at Rome, are mainly supported by the Society for the

Propaqation of the Faith, founded at Lyons in 1822 ; by the

Association of the Hob/ Childhood of Jesus, founded at Paris

in 1844 ; by the Leopoldine Association of Austria ; bj the

Association of (King) Louis of Bavaria ; and by the St. Francis

Xavier Association, in the archdiocese of Cologne. There is

also a nundjer of institutions in the Roman Catholic Church.

specially devoted to the loork of training missionaries, as, for ex-

ample, the College of the Propaganda at Rome, the most

famous missionary establishment in the world ; Saint-Lazare,

or the Seminary for Foreign 31issions, and the Seminary of St.

Esprit, at Paris ; tiie Seminary of the Marists at Lyons; the

College of Alt Hallows, near Dublin, Ireland; St. Joseph's Col-

lege at Mill Hill, near London, England, exclusively devoted

to missionary work among the negroes; the Chinese College at

Naples; the Seminary for the Missions of Central Africa at

Verona; besisles other missionary colleges in Alsace and Lor-

raine, at Milan, Louvain. and near Brussels. More^n-er, the Re-

ligious Orders, as a rule, train some of their members for for-

eign mission.ary work, and many of them have special houses set

apart tor the pur[)ose. Many dioceses and vicari:ites-a[)ostolic

in Pagan lands are given in charge by the Pr()|)agantla to the
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various Religions Orders, on the nnderstanding that they are

to supply them wiih a nuniher of priests adequate to the ne-

cessities of the missions. The Orders most numerously rep-

resented in the foreign missions are the Jesuits, the Francis-

cans, the Dominicans, the Lazarists, the Picpus Society, the

Marists, the Capuchins, and the Carmelites. There are also

seminaries, like that of Penang in British Asia, established in

purely missionary countries, for the education of such of the

natives as desire to devote themselves to the work of evangel-

izing their countrymen. The progi'css of the far-away mis-

sions is given in the Anvuario Pontificio, now called the Ge-

rarchia Cattolica, from which we learn that new bishoprics

and apostolic vicariates are annually established in them.^

I. EASTERN MISSIONS.

In the new Kingdom of Grrecce, where there are ten or twelve schismatical

bishops and three bishops and two priests recognizing the authority of the Per-

mfment Holy Synod of Russia, introduced July 23, 18o3,^ there is already one

Roman Catholic archbishop at Naxo.s, together with five bishops residing re-

spectively at Andros, Skio, Syra, Tinos, and Saniorin.^ There is also an archie-

piscopal see at Athens. The total number of Catholics in these bishoprics is

about 30.000. Mgr. Aloysius Maria Blancis. Bishop of Syra, is the Apostolic

Legate, and is recognized by the government as such. New churches have

been recently built at Athens, Piraeus, Hiracli, Patras, and Navariiio.

The Catholic Church is spread over the whole of European, Asiatic, and Af-

rican Turkey, where she has sixty-six episcopal and archiepiscopal sees, eleven vi-

eai;iates, and two apostolic prefectures. Of these, eleven episcopal and two arch-

iepiscopal sees are situated in European Turkey. It is estimated that there are

about 900,000 Catholics in European and Asiatic Turkey; 200,000 in the

former, and GlOjOOO in the latter provinces, all of whom have been bitterly per-

secuted.

There is & patriarch in Constantinople, and eight episcopal sees and five apos-

tolic vicariates in Bulgaria,* Walachia, Moldavia, Serbia, Macedonia, Albania,

^ Cf. American Cyclopaedia, art. ilissions (Foreign). (Tr.)

^C?. Schmitt, Hist, of the ilodern Greek and Russian Church, pp. 178 sq.;

Hefele, Supplement to Ch. Hist., Vol. 1., pp. 439, 443.

^ Gerarchia Cattolica, year 1877, pp. 34 and 41. (Tr.)

* On the 18th of December, 1860, two hundred Bulgarian notables petitioned

Mgr. Brunoni, the Pope's Delegate at Constantinople, for their nation's read-

mission to the Catholic Church. On the 21st of January, 1861, Pius IX. ex-

pressed the excess of his joy over this auspicious event. But schism, heresy,

and Islamism conspired against the Church of God, and prevented the consum-

mation of the act; many tiulgarian villages, however, with their priests, re-

mained steadfast in their professions of union with Home. (Tr.)
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Bosnia, and Herzegovina, where, in spite of the crafty opposition of the Greek

Schismatics, the brutal violence of the Mussulman, and the intrigues of the

Russians, much progress has been made by the combined eflFort of the Laza-

rists, Minorites, Capuchins, Italian Passionists, and Sisters of Charity.^

The United Armenians, besides a special patriarch, residing at Bsomm;ir, on

Mount Libanus, have also a primate archbishop at Constantinople, who, after

the conclusion of the Peace of Adrianople, September 14, 1829, was hoiiored

with the dignity of the patriarchal office. On the 11th of July, 1830. Arch-

bishop Nurigian, who had been consecrated at Home, received the pallium from

Plus VIII. New bishoprics were established for the Catholic Armenians by

Gregonj XVI. in 1832, and by Pius IX. in 1854. Pius IX.''^ found it necessary

to reprehend the conduct of some of the clergy, who, under the pretext of pro-

moting Catholic unity, thwarted the efforts of the Holy See to maintain the old

Armenian Rite, and conformed to that of the Schismatics. Thej' also advo-

-cated the abolitign of certain usages, which had been lawfully introduced, and

had a special significance, in that they showed the detestation of the Catholic

Armenians for schism and their attachment to Catholic unity.

When the Armenian bishops failed to come to the Vatican Council, and it

became known that they were secretly agitating against unity at home, Pius

IX. appointed Mgr. Hassun Patriarch, who, after a fruitless attempt to have

his authority recognized by the Armenians of Turkey, except those of Con-

stantinople, who are obedient to the Holy See, returned to Rome in July, 1872.

Abdul Medshid, on his accession to power, yielding to the representations of

the European Cabinets, promised, in an oflicial document, dated November 3,

1839, to ameliorate the condition of the Christians ; but his good intentions

were rendered nugatory by the fanaticism of the Turks. By the Hattl-Hu-

tnayum. or Edict of Toleration, issued in 1856, at the close of the war against

Russia, the Sultan granted to the Chistians equal rights with his Moslem sub-

jects, including the rigiit to bear arms and to appear on equal terms in the

courts of justice; but, in matter of fact, the ( hristians were no better off than

they had been before the Edict was issued, as is abundantly established by the

fact that a frightful massacre of the Christians took place on Mt. Libanus in

July, I860,-* and in Bulgaria in 1876. The self-sacrificing devotion of the Sis-

ters of Charity in caring for the soldiers wounded in the war of 1855 against

Russia, elicited even at Constantinople a sympathetic admiration for their hero-

ism. It was hoped that the visit of the Sultan to the World's Fair at Paris, in

1867, and subsequently to the Courts of London and Vienna, and his conference

with the King of Prussia, at Coblentz, would enlarge his views and expand his

sympathies, and that the result of these influences would be visible in the civ-

ilization of Turkey and the more humane treatment of his Christian subjects.

If these blessings are ever to come upon Turkey, they will be due mainly to

the great labors of the Lazarists, the Sisters of Charity, and the Christian

Brothers, who have opened schools all over the country. The main hope of the

^ Augsb. Univ. Gaz., February 21, 1843. Freiburg Eccl. Cyclop., Vol. XI.,

pp. 331 sq.; Fr. tr., Vol. 24, pp. 249 sq. Qams, Vol. I., p. 183 sq.

^Cfr. Pius IX. as Pope and King, A^ienna, 1805, pp. 177-180.

^ Cf. Pitzipios- Bey, L'Orient, les reformes byzantines, Paris, 1853.
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Christians for an improved condition of nffairs lies in the desire of the Turks

to liave their children properly educated, and in the abilitj- of the former to

give such education.

But it is in Asiatic Turkey,^ and particularly in the Levant, or that stretch

of seacoast lying along the Mediterranean from Constantinople to Alexandria,

that the Lazarists, under the protection of Austria and France, have put forth

their greatest energies and gained their most splendid triumphs. 'J he Catholic

Ciiurch has a special interest in these countries, for their memories are asso-

ciated in her history with some of her most cherished traditions.' Here, too,

the scIkmjIs are her chief instrument of influence, and in conducting them the

Jesuits and Franciscans emulate the zeal and labors of the Lazarists. "While

the Capuchins were erecting schools in the apostolic vicariate of Aleppo, and

the Sisters of Charity achieving their usual success at Siuyrna, the Jesuits were

setting up new missions in Syria.^ Veneration for the sacred places, hallowed

by scenes in the life of Our Lord and His Apostles, was revived by pilgrim-

ages to the cradle of Christianity', which were encouraged and aided by the

French and Austrian governments, and rendered more practicable by the

foundation at Jerusalem of a Hospice for Pilgrims, the creation of the munifi-

cent generosity of the Imperial House of Hapsburg. In Egypt and Syria,

where heretofore the Franciscan convents connected with the Custody of the

Holy Sepuicher could barely manage to subsist, there are now numerous relig-

ious houses and institutions, amply supported bj' the contributions that pour in

from all parts of the world.* Educational establishments were opened by the

Capuchins in Egypt and Abyssinia, after these countries had been detached

from the apostolic vicariate oi Aleppo, the former in 1837 and the latter in 1848.

Thus is the way being noiselessly and gradually prepared for a return of the

schismatical sects of the East to the Roman Catholic Church, to which they

are indebted for all that dignified and ennobled their history in the past. " It

can not be denied," says Dr. Durbiti, an American and a Protestant, " that the

high degree of civilization formerly reached by these countries was wholl}^ due

to their union with the Catholic Church." ^ At present the most ardent advo-

cates for union with Kome are the patriarch of the Mnroyiltes, the patriarch of

the Melchite Greeks, the patriarch of the Syrians, the patriarch of the A7-7ne-

nians in Cilicia and Mesopotamia, and the patriarch of the Chaldeans. The
condition of the Island of Cyprus, which once possessed three hundred

churches, and has now only four thousand Catholics, is by no means encour-

aging.

^^Freiburg Eccl. Cyclopaed., Vol. XL, pp. 334-339; Vol. XII., pp. r,6-74;

Fr. trans.. Vol. XXIV., pp. 25 sq. ; Vol. II., pp. 50-59. Gams, Vol. III., pp.

595-644.

"^ Scholz, A Journey between Alexandria, and Syria, Lps. IB'i'i, p. 203.

3 Father Charles of Saint Aloysius, 1. c, pp. 72-103.

* At Cologne there was formed, on June 30, 1855, the Association of the Holy

Sepuicher, in furtherance of the Catholic interests in the Holy Land. It has

published, without interruption, since 1857, a Journal under the Title "TAe-

Holy Land."

5 Observations in the East, by John P. Durbin, Vol. II., pp. 287, 527.
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While the Catholic missions of Palestine, poor in the wealth of the world,

but rich in the zeal and love of God, are accomplishing such great things, the

A)iglo-Pruf>sian episcopal see of St. James of Jerusalem, ^ with an endowment of

120,000 gilders a year, does not possess a single parish. The general look of

contentment and ease, which strike every one as characteristic of the houso-

hold of the bishop and the attaches of the mission, and which are in such strik-

ing contrast with the squalor and poverty of the population, in whose spiritual

interests the members of this expensive establishment are supposed to be work-

ing, leaves the reluctant impression upon the minds even of Protestants that

the whole enterprise is a sort of " religious luxury."

In Persia the Catholic missionaries, and notably the French Lazarists, are

active and zealous, and, by the puritj' of their lives and their disregard of

worldly wealth and conveniences, have gained the respect and extorted the

admiration even of the disciples of Mohammed; while, on the other hand,

the American Protestant missionaries, supplied from Boston wiih almost un-

limited amounts of money, which they lavishly distribute among the inhabit-

ants, have made comparatively small progress.^ In 1834 the Shah of Persia

issued a firman, securing Father Deu.heria, Superior of the Armenian Mission,

against molestation or vexatious interference.'^

A College for Foreign Missions has been erected in Western Persia, with

funds supplied from Lyons, by Eugenie Bore, who has been instrumental in

bringing many other blessings upon the country. Through the influence of

France, the Catholics of Persia have had many of their churches restored.

There is a small but faithful community of Catholics at Kerak, not far from

the Dead Sea, in Arabia, for whom a church sufiiciently large for their accom-

modation was built in 18-48.

II. INDIA MISSIONS.

In East India* the first bishopric was established at Goa in 1534, and raised

to an archbishopric in 1557, with Cochin, Crn.nganore, &nd Meliapoor in Hither

India, Malacca in the Malay Peninsula, and Macao in China, as suff"ragan sees.

The controversy between the .Jesuits and Dominicans relative to the Malabar

Customs, which was decided adversely tt) the former by the Papal Legate,

Tournon, in 1704, and again by Pope Benedict XIV., July 21, 1742, interrupted

the harmonious relations previously existing between these two great Orders;

and the subsequent suppression of the Society of Jesus, while it was not with-

out some retarding influence upon the missions under its charge, did not per-

ceptibly stay their progress. From the year 1673 onwards John de Britto, a

son of the Viceroy of Brazil, and his companions followed in the footsteps of

Francis Xavier, and, like him, were endowed with the gift of miracles. Fra^ici.s

Lainez, during an apostolate of above thirty years, converted more than fifty

thousand idolaters. The Indian missions continued in a flourishing condition

* Cf. He.fele, Supplem. x)f Ch. H., Vol. I., p. 477 ; Dr. Braun, Jerusalem, 2d

ed., p. 215, Freiburg, 18(37.

2 Marshall, Christian Missions, Vol. II., p. 121. (Tr.)

^ Hoenighaus, Cath. Eccl. Gaz., Nro. 80, and the text of the Letter, Nro. 88.

* Gams, Vol. III., p. 608; Miillbauer, The Catholic Missions in East India.
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until 1700, when tliey ceased to exist, in consequence of the removal of the

Jesuits by the government of Portugal. After the power of Portugal had de-

clined and the English Company had established its authority in East India,

Popes Ale.va)ider VII. and Innocent XII. sent thither apostolic vicars, and an

apostolic vicariate was permanently fixed at Bombay. Thereupon the officers

of the East India Company, by an order of the 7th of August, 1701, forbade

tiic Archbishop of Goa to exercise any authority over the Catholics of Pombay.
The sees of Cranganore, Cochin, and Moliapuor, situated within the territory

occupied by the Company, after falling vacant, were not again filled, becauso

Portugal, having the right of presentation, would not exercise it now. that the

country was in the hands of the English. In 1832 the Holy See warned the

Court of Lisbon that the appointments must be made or the privilege /ormaWy
abdicated, and receiving no answer, established ;^1834-'37), with the concur-

rence of the English government, apostolic vicariates at Calcutta, Madras, Ma-
dura, and on the island of Cetjlon. The Chapter of Goa protested against the

action of the Holj^ See, forbade any one, under pain of exconmiunication, to

hold intercourse with the Apostolic Delegate, and encouraged the priests of

Goa to oppose the missionaries who remained obedient to Pome, thus creating

a schism, which Joseph de Sylra y Torres, nominated by the Chapter in 1843,

and upon the most solemn pledges of keeping the peace, confirmed byGregory
XVI. Archbishop of Goa, was to perpetuate. A facile instrument in the hands

of the schismatical clergy, and a vehement advocate of the claims of the Court

of Lisbon, the new archbishop at once conferred priests' orders on eight hun-

dred illiterate men, who went up and down through the vicariates with the

diabolical purpose of doing all the mischief they could, and really succeeded in

driving about 240,000 Catholics into schism. After a protracted negotiation

with the Cabinet of Lisbon, Pius IX. finally had Sj'lva y Torres called home
from Goa. Put, in total disregard of the Pope's Allocution of February 17,

1851, Anthony Maria Suarez, styling himself Vicar General of the Archbishop

of Goa, at Bombay, encouraged by de Matta, Bishop of Macao, did his best to

perpetuate the schism. For resisting the attempts of the latter, Anostasius

Hartinann, Vicar Apostolic of Patna and Administrator of Bombaj", was forced

to take refuge in a church from the fury of the schismatics, where, being shut

up from the 13th to the. 20th of March, 1853, he nearly- died of starvation.

And wlien Pius IX., on the 8th of the following May, threatened the unworthy
Bishop of Macao with the censures of the Church, the outcry against Pome in

the Portuguese Chamber grew so violent that the Papal Nuncio was on the

point of quitting the country. The negotiations between Pome and the Court

of Lisbon, relative to the Goa schism, were brought to a satisfactory close in

1859.

Besides the episcopal sees in the ecclesiastical province of Goa (viz., Cochin,

MeliitpGor, and Malacca), there are numerous apostolic vicariates in India, viz:

In Hither India, those of Afira, Bombay,—divided into two districts, Northern

and Southern,—Mangalore, Mysore, Coimbatoor, Verapoli, Quilon, Colombo, Jaf-

luinapatam, Madura, Fondichery, Madras, Hyderabad, Vizagapatam, Patna,

Western and Eastern Bengal, with residences respectively at Calcutta and
Dacca, and the apostolic prefecture of Central Bengal. In Farther India, those

of Eastern, Northern, and Southei'n Burmak ; and in the island of Java, a
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dependency of Holland, that of Batavin. The suppression of the Jesuits, the

schism of Goa, and the revolt against the English in 1857, all contributed, at

different times and each in its own way, to retard, without, however, wholly

obstructing the spread of Catholicity in these missionary lands. Had not the

Jesuits been suppressed, it is probable, as a Protestant writer tells us,' that they

would have succeeded in converting, not only the whole of India, but China

also ; and even after these missions had been abandoned for above fifty years

(1760 to 1820), the missionaries, who returned at the end of that time, were as-

tonished to find more than a million, or, including the schismatics of Goa, over

iwelve hundred thousand still fervently attached to the faith that had been

preached to their fathers. And not only has the Church held her own in these

lands. It is shown by statistical reports that the churches founded by St.

Francis Xavier and his successors receive some thousands of converts annually.

In 1859 five thousand schismatics were reconciled to the Church, and nine hun-

dred idolaters and Protestants converted in the vicariate of Madura alone, and

in 1875 the total number of conversions in the eighteen vicariates of Hither

India was above ten thousand.^ There were in 1859 forty-three Jesuits in these

missions, a number of colleges and schools for educating priests and training

catechists, five orphanages, three hospitals, besides convents of Carmelite and

Franciscan nuns.

III. MISSIONS OF CHINA AND THE AD.JACENT TERRITORIES.

In Farther India, including Burmah, Siam, Annam, together with Tungking,

Cochin-China, etc., the apostolic vicariates of Pegue and Ava, which had been

established in 1744 for the Empire of Burmah, had been long vacant and the

missions long deserted for lack of laborers, when Piii.s VII. came to the pontif-

ical throne. A new vicar was appointed by him, and the mission given in

charge to the Congregation of the Oblates of Mary at Turin. In 1848 there

were 4,000 Christians in the mission of Burmah out of a population of 9,000,000.

The apostolic vicariate of West tjiarn, to which portions of that of Pegue and

Ava have been annexed, has been quite recently established. For man}' years

PallefjoLc, Apostolic Vicar and Bishop of Mallos, labored zealouslj"^ in the King-

dom of Siam, and, after great efforts to overcome the aversion of the natives to

Christianity, finally succeeded in converting about 7,000 of them. In the mis-

sion of Eafii-Sinm there is a seminary, situated at Baiiffkok, in which young

men are educated for the priesthood. In 1854 there were thirty seminarists in

this institution. There are also several primary schools in the mission, besides

four convents of females, belonging to the Congregation of the Servants (if the

Mother of God, who are wholly devoted to the work of instructing children

and catechumens of their own sex.

In Annn.7n and Cochin-China the missions are more promising, notwithstand-

ing the fact that, after the accession of Min-Menh, in 1820, the Christians thoii-

passed through one of the most ferocious persecutions ever waged in any age

or country. During the twenty years that this persecution lasted they displayed

' Mr. George Campbell, quoted by Marshall, Christian Missions, Vol. I., pp.

245 sq. (Tr.)

2 Catholic Missions, Freiburg, 1877, p. 68. (Tr.)
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all the heroism of the early martyrs of the Church, and their numbers steadily

increased until it reached one hundred thousand. The Christian world learned

of these events with feelings of mingled joy and sorrow from an allocution,

published by Gregory XVI. on the 27th of April, 1840.

During the short reign of Tieu-Tri (•) 1847) the violence of the persecution

somewhat abated, owing mainly to the fear inspired by the thunders of English

cannon along the coast of China and to the success of the French naval com-

mander, Lapierre, who, in the space of an hour, utterly annihilated the fleet of

Cochin-China.

The persecutions were renewed under his successor, Tu-duc. In 18")0 the

Christian inhabitants of the village of Ly-tou-pa, numbering two hundred and

forty, were inhumanly tortured because the}' would not consent to give up their

faith. In 1851 Father Duchos died in prison ; Father Augustine Schnefffer, a

French priest from Nancy, was beheaded in the same year; and Father Bo7i-

nard on the 1st of Maj'' of the following year. Above 9,500 Christians were

carried oif by the cholera in 1851, but their loss was more than compensated by

fresh accessions.

Unfortunately, the appearance of a French man-of-war outside the harbor of

Turon, in 1857, had the effect of making the King of Aiinayn suspicious of his

Christian subjects, whose lot grew daily more intolerable, until finally, after

the departure of the vessel, a general persecution broke out against them in

1858. There was hardly a habitation that had sheltered a Christian left stand-

ing, and schools, seminaries, convents, and houses of religious were all destroyed*

Still the missionaries held their ground, and, after the storm had gone bj', again

began work. Thanks to their courage, zeal, and activity, numbers of adults

are being now daily baptized. According to the Annals of the Propagation of

the Faith, 1 there were in Annam, in 1858, in spite of the martyrdoms, fourteen

bishops, besides above thirty in China Proper, sixty European and two hundred

and forty native priests, sixteen hundred native female religious, and five hun-

dred and thirty thousand Christians.

In Tibet, Horatio della Penna was partially successful in evangelizing the

natives. In 1744, when he and his brethren were expelled the country, they

passed over into the Empire of the Great Mogul of India. The apostolic vi-

cariate of Tibet and Gyra was established in 1808, and placed under the direc-

tion of the Capuchins. In the years 1845 and 184G the Lazarists Hue and

Gabet penetrated into Tibet as far as Lassa, where they made many converts,

but were subsequently ordered to quit the country, in consequence of a demand

made to the Tibetan authorities by the resident embassador of China. Another

attempt was made in 1851 and 1852 to enter the country from the Indian side

of the Himalayah mountains, but the courageous missionaries were seized

and put to death before they had succeeded in making any conversions.

"When Joseph Maria Cliauveau was appointed apostolic vicar for Tibet, in

September, 1804, a fresh persecution broke out against the Christians, during

which many died for their faith.

iNo. 119.

VOL. Ill—59
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In China Proper^ the condition of the Christians varied with the opinions of

the reigning monarch. Towards the close of the reign of Kecn-huig (1735-

1795) the missionaries were taken into favor; during the early days of the

reign of his successor, Kea-hing (1795-1820), they were agitated with alternate

hopes and mipgivings; but, as time went on, the Emperor, yielding to the so-

licitations of the mandarin?, began a violent persecution against the (christians.

According to the testimony of Quizlaff, a Protestant missionary, who died in

1851, "tiiousands of Catholics perished by the axe of the executioner." The
persecution was at its worst in 1815, when the apostolic vicar, Dufresse, after

forty years (1776-1815) of fruitful missionary work, died the death of a martyr

and a saint, September 14, 1815. In an allocution of September 23 of the fol-

lowing year, Plus VII. took occasion to speak of him in terms of the highest

praise.

Father Clei, a Lazarist, at the advanced age of seventy-two, and Father

Chen, a native of China, together with a number of laymen, like Dufresse, suf-

fered martyrdom, confessing their faith. Apart from some vexatious annoy-

ances from the mandarins, the Christians enjoyed a season of comparative quiet

during the reign of Taou-Kwnnrj, from 1820 till 1850. In 1839, however, the

French missionary Perboyre, after having seen five Christians beheaded before

his eyes, was subjected to the most inhuman torments, and finally put to death

in the province of Hoo-pih. His three brothers, who had remained at home,

being also desirous of winning the crown of martyrdom, set out for China,

after having received the news of their brother's death. While these events

were taking place, the first Anglo-Chinese Opium war broke out, resulting, in

1842, in the Treati/ of Nnnldng, by which the "Son of Heaven" bound himself

to pay to the "Red-whiskered Barbarians," as he called the English, a war in-

demnity of $21,000,000, and to open, besides the port of Canton, those of Amoy,
Fuh-chow-Foo, Ning-po, and Shanghai to foreign trade.

On the joint demand of France and the United States, a promise was given

that native Christians should not be molested; that foreigners should be al-

lowed to build churches and chapels in five of the sea-port cities; and that mis-

sionaries in the interior, if seized, should be delivered up to the nearest French

Consul. This was a virtual abdication of the Chinese principle of exclusion.

On the accession of Heen-fung, February 5, 1850, the old Chinese party again

rallied, and urged upon the new Emperor the necessity of setting aside the

Treaty of Nanking and of assuming an aggressive attitude toward foreigners.

After a long succession of intrigues, secretly carried on against the English,

open hostilities finally broke out in Canton in October, 1856. As the Chinese

had also broke faith with France by the murder of Pere Ch.npdeloine in the

same year, the latter country at once united with England in demanding satis-

faction. Canton was stormed, and yielded, after a feeble resistance, in 1857;

and the allied forces, ascending the rivers in light boats, penetrated into the

interior of the country. The Emperor was forced to conclude a treaty of

peace, the articles of which are thus described bj' Baron Gros, the French Plen-

ipotentiary, writing to his government, under date of July 19, 1858. "The

^ Gams, Vol. I., pp. 196 sq. Hist, and Polit. Papers, Vol. 41, Pen-pictures

and Sketches of China, five articles; cf., especially, pp. 1049 sq.
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vast Empire of China, " said he, " is open to Christianity, and nearly the whole

of it to the industry and comnierce of the West. Our diplomatic agents will

reside, as occasion may require, at Peking, and our missionaries have leave io go

all over the Empire. A Chinese embassador will be sent to Paris, and the laws

against the Christians will be abrogated." This treaty, though fenced about

with every sort of diplomatic formality, was not carried into execution, and, in

consequence, France and England again, in December, 1859, began liostilities,

which resulted in the capture of Pel^'nig and the signing of the Treaty of Tien-

tsin, October 24, 1860. It was stipulated tliat the articles of the Treaty of 1858

should be enforced ; that certain other concessions, besides those there provided

for, should be granted to the Christians; that a war indemnity of 8,000,000 of

taels should be paid to the allied powers; and that some valuable privileges

should be accorded to France. The Catholics, besides having a cathedral and

four churches restored to them at Peking, were permitted to build another at

Canton, the corner-stone of which was brought from Jerusalem. The tyranni-

cal and voluptuous Heen-fting died shortly after the conclusion of the Treaty,

in the summer of the following j^ear, leaving the throne to his son Tung-chc,

then only five years of age. Tung-che having died without issue, January 12,

1875, the succession passed from the direct line of the Tsing dynasty. His

cousin, then not quite four j^ears of age, was chosen in his room, under the title

of Kwang-seu or "Succession of Glory." ^ The government was temporarily

vested in two women of singular moderation and prudence. Still persecutions

did not entirely cease in the provinces, but the instances that occurred were the

work of officials, and had not either the sanction or the sympathy of the gov-

ernment. Quite the contrary. In 18u2 a high official was dismissed because

he had been implicated in the murder of Abbe Neel, a missionary in Kwei-

Chow, and his four lay assistants, on the 17th of February. The Chinese

general, Tien-ta-jen, a disreputable character, who subsequently fell into dis-

grace, affecting to regard as rebels the numerous disciples of the Abbe Neel,

whom bis bishop, Mgr. Faurie, called a saint, instigated the mandarin, Tay-lou-

tche, to put them to death. During each successive year since 1850, Europeans

and natives, priests and laymen, men and women, have cheerfully offered their

lives in witness of the truth of their faith. Of the native priests, Andrew
Koung, Superior of the College of Hoo-pih, perished in 1852 ; Father Philip

Minh, in 1853; Father Huong, in 1856; and Father Paul Tinh and another, in

1857. On the 31st of January of the last-named year, remarkable for the great

number of martyrs it gave to the Church, four Christians were beheaded; on

the day following eleven ; and two days later ten ; all in the same town. The

executions continued during the following months of April and May, and on

the 20th of July, Bishop Diaz, a Spaniard, was belieaded, after a long and fruitful

career as a missionary. His head was recovered in 1858 by some fishermen, and

brought to Bishop Melchior, who was himself shortly to undergo a still more

terrible fate, being literally hacked to pieces. From the days of Ricci to the

present, the history of Catholicity in China has been one of persecution, fidel-

ity, and martyrdom.

There are at present twenty-two apostolic vicariates in China Proper, viz:

^Encyclopaedia Brltannica, London and Philadelphia, 1877, art. China. (Tr.)
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Kivang-tung, Fuh-Keoi, Che-Keang, Kimig-ait, Norihern, Eastern, ixndi Soufheastern

Chili, Iloo-Jian, NoriJierij, Eastern, Westei-n, and Souihii-estern Hoo-pirh, Nan-
king, Keang-se, Kwang-se, Yun-nan, Kwei-chow, Northern, Souiliern, Eastern,

and Westerti Sze-chue7i, and Hong-Kong. There are also three apostolic prefect-

ures, viz : Hai-jinn, Kwang-tung, and Kwang-se. There are many apostolic vi-

cariates in the neighboring territories. To the South, in Indo-China or Farther

India, the following: Eastern and Western Sinoi, Cambqja, Western, Eastern,

and Northern Annam or Cochin-China, and Central, Southern, and Western

Tung-king; and to the North, Corea, Japan, Manchooria, Mongolia, Tibet, and,

finally, the apostolic prefecture of the French Colojiies in East India. There

were in the whole of the Celestial Empire, in 1859, 196 European priests and

428 of native birth, besides eighteen Catholic seminaries. In the year 1868

there were in China Proper 158 European and 1G9 Chinese priests, and a Cath-

olic population of 325,000; but, including the dependencies, of more than a

million.i Through the instrumentality of the '^Society of the Holy Childhood,"

o59,388 Chinese children received the grace of Baptism up to 1857, of whom 9,168

had been purchased; in 1875, 300,000 foundlings were baptized, 50,000 of whom
survived and were brought up.

The comparatively unknown Peninsula of Corea, into which Catholic mis-

sionaries had penetrated as early as 1632, and where they have been laboring

ever since, forms in itself an isolated apostolic vicariate. There is no country

of the world in which the Church has had as many martyrs in modern times

as in this. Alexis Houng the Young, suspected of favoring a policy which

would open the country to missionaries, was put to death. May 21, 1801, after

having borne up under frightful tortures, his last words being: " I die for the

religion of the Lord of Heaven." Being almost entirely destitute of priests,

the Coreans made a most piteous appeal to Pope Pius VII. and the bishops of

the Catholic world to come to their relief. " We beg of you," they said, " in

virtue of the merits of our martyrs, to send us priests at once; we make the

request with tears of blood in our eyes." In Corea a persecution broke out

simultaneously with that of China. In the interval between April and De-

cember, 1839, Bishop Imbert, his two brothers, and above a hundred native

Christians of both sexes, suffered martyrdom ; and in the short space of forty

j-ears three hundred martyrs died, confessing the faith, in the Peninsula.

After the persecution had ceased, the Christians enjoyed a few years of com-

parative quiet, and in 1859 there were 16,000 Catholics in the country. A fresh

persecution broke out in 1866, in the course of which Bishop Verneux, his co-

adjutor, and many priests were martyred.

Erom the year 1596 the Catholics of Japan passed through a half a century

of almost uninterrupted persecution, in the course of which they endured tor-

tures, to which for refined, malignant, and inhuman cruelty, those borne by the

early martyrs of the Church can not be compared. Such was the feeling of

distrust entertained by the Japanese for Europeans, after this persecution, that

nearl\- the whole country was closed against them. The Dutch alone, impelled

by lust of gain, purchased on the most humiliating terms the privilege of re-

maining in the country and keeping possession of their manufacturing estab-

^ Cf. The Madras Catholic Almanac of 1868 and the Gcrarchia Cattolica,

Pome, 1877. (Tr.)
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lishtnents on the island of Desima, near the city of Nangasaki. It was not until

after the naval expedition, sent out by the United States in 1858, had taught

tlie Japanese a lesson, that the government of the Mikado consented to con-

clude a treaty with that country, which was followed hy others with England

and the continental nations, opening the great city of Nangasaki and the

smaller towns of tiimoda and Ilokadadi to foreigners. A Catholic churcli was

erected in 18(J2 at Yokahama by Girard, the apostolic prefect. It is hoped

that the recent visit of the Japanese Embassy to the great c'tics of North

America and the capitals of Europe will have the eflcct of inspiring a more
generous policy towards the Christians of the Island-Empire, which is now an

apostolic vicariate.

It would seem that after so long an eclipse, a new light has dawned upon

Africa, once the nursery of great Doctors of the Church. The new see of

Algiers received its first incumbent, Mgr. Dupuch, January 5, 1839, but the

first considerable progress was reported hy his successor, 3Jgr. Pnvii, in 1854.

Gregory XVI. paid a ver^- fitting and delicate tribute to the revived African

Church, and one, too, well calculated to awaken the memories of its past great-

ness, when he presented its first bishop, Algr. Dupucli, with a valuable relic of

St. Augustine, which was translated from Toulon to Ilippo, on the 24th of Oc-

tober, 1842, by seven bishops, with unusual pomp and ceremony, and deposited

in a church of the city, in which the great African Doctor shut himself up to

die, with the shouts of the barbarian invaders of his country ringing in his

ears. In 1867, during the incumbency of Mgr. Laviyerle, Algiers, at the re-

quest of Napoleon IH., was raised to the rank of an archbishopric, with Or-an

and Consiantine as suff"ragan sees. The bishopric of Ceuta has been established

for Fez and ^Morocco, containing about 14,000 Catholics, of whom 8,00U reside

in the episcopal citJ^ The recent victories of the Spaniards have had the ef-

fect of materially improving their condition. In Tunis, where there are at

present 3,000 Catholics, an apostolic prefecture was established in 1634 by Ur-

ban VIII., which was raised to the rank of an apostolic vicariate by Gregory

XVI., March 21, 1843, with Fidelis Sutter, a Capuchin, as incumbent.

Egypt and Arabia, formerly- attached to the Custod}' of the Holy Land, were

erected into a separate apostolic vicariate in 1837, with the seat at Alexandria.

Perpetuus Guasco, a Franciscan, was the first incumbent. The Franciscans, of

whom there are about seventy in these missions, have convents at Cairo, Ko-

setta, Damietta, Fayoom, Alexandria, and other cities, and through their zeal

many Coptic Christians have been reconciled to the Holy See. The Catholic

population of the vicariate is in the neighborhood of 15,000, of whom 7,000 re-

side at Alexandria, and religious institutions are comparatively numerous and

are daily on the increase. The Franciscans are assisted in their labors by the

Lazarists, the Sisters of Charity, and the Sisters of the Good Shepherd. These

devoted women have the direction of schools, workhouses, and liouses of refuge,

and, owing to the epidemics with which the countr}' is so frecjuently visited, at

times endure extreme privation.

Abyssinia, which constituted an apostolic prefecture until 1847, when it was

raised to the rank of an apostolic vicariate, contains a number of flourishing

missions, mainly due to the zeal of tiie Lazarists and to the protection of

France, Justinus de Jacobis, a man eminent for piety and learning, was ap-
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pointed the first vicar, and from this lime forth man3- native priests asked to

be received into the Church. Since the incursion of the Ga/.las, in the sixteenth

century, the ancient Empire of Abyssinia, though temporarilj^ united in recent

times during the reign of the unfortunate Emperor Theodorus, has been split

up into the three virtually independent kingdoms of Anihara, Tigre, and Shoa.

The schismatical Abyssinians would long since have entered the Church, if not

deterred by their Abuna or Metropolitan, and forcibly prevented by the Mos-

lems. There are prosperous missions, in spite of adverse circumstance.=;, at

Keren and Massowah. In 1859, Ubyc, King of Tigre, dispatched an Embassy

to Home to make his submission to the Holy See, and, in consequence, above

10,000 Abyssinians, including many eminent ecclesiastics, abjured their schism,

and yielded obedience to the Church. Among the Gallas and Sulamafi, where

the Capuchins are laboring earnestly, missionary stations have been established

at Kafa, Guera, Gammara, and Borro, Bishop Massnia received the abjuration

of Teclafa and of more than a thousand monks, over whom he ruled, and pen-

etrated into the country as far as Sennaar and even beyond it. lie consecrated

a coadjutor in 1859.

Our knowledge of Central Africa has been largely increased in recent times

through the well-known labors of Dr. LivingHton, Captain S/>eke, Lieutenant

Cameron, Mr. Stanley, Mr. Earth, Mr. Schwewfurth, and other German, En-

glish, American, and French explorers and scientists. The fidelity, courage,

and endurance of these men are worthy of all praise, and the large stores of

information contributed by them to the solution of the various questions con-

cerning Africa can hardly be overestimated. But the motives that prompt

missionaries to enter the country are still higher and nobler. They go there,

not to gain the praise and applause of the world, nor even, primarily at least,

to add to the stock of human knowledge, though they have done much in this

field also, but to preach the Gospel and gain souls to Christ.

Gregory XYI., on the 3d of April, 1846, shortly before his death, established

an apostolic vicariate for Central Africa, according to a plan suggested by Max
Ryllo, a Polish Jesuit. After having labored as a missionary in Syria, and

served for a time as Rector of the College of the Propaganda at Piome, Eyllo,

accompanied by a brother of the Society of Jesus and four secular priests,

among whom was Dr. Knoblecher, a native of I>aibach, penetrated, in 1847,

into the hitherto unknown districts of Central Africa. On the 11th of Febru-

ary, 1848, the band of missionaries arrived at Khartoom, the modern capital

of Nubia, situated at the confluence of the "White and Blue Nile, and of easy

access from Europe, and resolved to make this place the seat of the new vicari-

ate. After the death of Father Kyllo, June 17, 1849, Dr. Ivnoblecher, who was

named his successor, unaided by the Propaganda, explored the territory along

the White Nile, in search of available missionary stations, and in 1850 hastened

back to Europe to obtain priests and material aid to enable him to carry out his

designs. The Imperial Court of Austria took up his project with zeal, and the

/SY. Mary's Society, presided over by the aulic counsellor. Dr. Hurter, was

founded,in the interest of the new enterprise. Accompanied by five German

priests, and in the most sanguine frame of mind, the pro-vicar, having returned

to Khartoom, exjilored, on board his own vessel, the Slella Matutina, the AV^hite

Nile as far as Gondokoro, in search of a site for a missionary station among the
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Baggcthri. This was finally fixed at Hc'digenkreuz, where many new mission-

aries shortly arrived from Germany, but their number was soon reduced by

death. More than twenty fell victims to the insidious effects of tlie climate,

and Dr. Knoblecher died at Naples, April 13, 1858. He was succeeded by Dr.

Kirehner, of the diocese of Bamberg, who, desirous of locating the mission in

a more healthy district, fi.ved upon the village of Shellal, near Assuan, on the

confines of Egypt and Nubia. "With a view to providing for the mission a

sufficient and unfailing number of missionaries, he had it transferred by the

Propaganda, in 18G1, to the Fnnici.icaus. Kheinthaler, O. S. F., the new pro-

vicar, witii thirtj'-two members of his Order, took charge of the missions, but

fell a victim to his zeal in 18G2.

By 18(35 the bulk of these Franciscans had likewise perished, and it was

found necessary to give up the stations, with the exception of Khartoom, where

two Fathers and one Brother remained. More than forty missionaries had

been cut oflT by disease, even before they had acquired a sufficient familiarity

with the language of the country to enable them to make themselves useful.

But, if they accomplished little pL-rmanent good for religion during their short

stay in Central Africa, tliey made very valuable contributions to science. The

names of Knoblecher, Duryak, Beltrame, Morlang, Vinco, Kaufmann, Kirch-

ner, Gossner, and Mosgan will ever find a place among the most eminent of

African explorers; and their voyages of discovery, their accurate geographical

researches, their meteorological observations, and their ethnographical and lin-

guistic studies, have added vastly to the stock of knowledge concerning the Nile

regions and their inhabitants. Although ten years elapsed before another pro-

vicar was appointed to the African missions, they did not become \fholly ex-

tinct. In 1854 two institutions were founded at Naples by Ludovico di Caso-

ria, the one for boys and the other for girls, where children were brought at

proper age from Khartoom to be educated and again sent back to labor for the

salvation of their countrymen and women. In 1805 sixty negro boys and one

hundred negro girls were sent to the house of the Propaganda at Shellal, to be

distributed according to the needs of the missions.

In 1872 Don Comboni was appointed pro-vicar. He began work on a new

plan. Seeing the paramount necessity of acclimatizing those who were to

work in the missions of Central Africa, he founded a seminary at Verona, for

the education of priests and a novitiate for the training of Sisters. From this

place they passed over to Fostat, in the neighborhood of Cairo, where they as-

sumed the direction of schools, and after a sufficient time spent there went to

the interior. The first of these devoted bands, under the guidance of Don

Carcereri, settled at Et Obeid, the capital of Kordofan,vin 1872. In 1873 Com-

boni conducted from Europe to Khartaom a colony of forty persons, eighteen

of whom were Sisters of St. Joseph, all native Africans and Asiatics. In 1874

Comboni divided his vicariate into two districts. Northern and Southern, and

in 1875 intrusted the former, including the provinces of Berber, in Upper Nu-

bia; Suakiii, on the shores of the Red Sea; and Tnlia, on the northern fron-

tier of Abyssinia^ to the Carnlllisis ; while he kept the latter, including the

former Kingdom of Dongola, for himself. He was consecrated bishop in 1877,

and appointed vicar apostolic of Central Africa.^

1 Freiburg Cath. Ecd. Gazette, 1858, pp. 154 sq. Hist, and Polit. Papers, Vol.
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Although the Cape of Good Hope had been rounded by the Portuguese in

the fifteenth century, it was not colonized until the seventeenth, when the

Dutch Boers settled there. They were followed by some French Huguenots,

and Calvinism became the prevailing religion of the Colony. In 1806 Cape

Colonj' passed under British rule, and shortly afterward Catholic missionaries

began to find their way into it. Previously to 1847 the Church there was un-

der the jurisdiction of the Vicar Apostolic of Mauritius or Isle de France, but

in that year an apostolic vicariate was established, its first incumbent being

Mgr. Griffith, who took up his residence at Grahawsioivn. The number of

Catholics increased so rapidly that it was found necessary in 1851 to divide the

Colony into two districts, Eastern and Western; and in 1874 to establish the

Apostolic Prefecture of Central Capeland, with the seat at Georgetown, which

embraced a portion of what was formerly the Western District. St. Aidan's

College, under the direction of the Society of Jesus, was opened at Grahams-

town on the 31st of January, 1876.1

Little, if any, progress has been made in the missions of Guinea, Senegambia,

and Madagascar. Of seventy-five missionaries, belonging to the Congregation

of the Holy Ghost, sent to the Guinea missions within an interval of eleven

years, forty-two either died prematurely or were rendered unfit for service by
sickness. It became apparent that the only hope of achieving permanent suc-

cess lay in the education of native priests, and, in conseq.uence, a seminary was

founded for this purpose at Lyons in 1854. An apostolic vicariate was estab-

lished for Senegambia in the same year; and on the 28th of August, 1860, an-

other was established for Sierra Leone, and a third for Dahomey, the seat of the

latter being at Agbomey. Guinea, Natal, and Madagascar have each an apos-

tolic vicariate ; and Tripoli, Senegal, Saharra, the Islands of Annobon, Corisco,

Fernando Po in the Bight of Biafra, Congo, Central Capeland, Nossibe, Ste.

Marie, Mayotte and Comorro Islands, and Zanzibar, have each an apostolic

prefecture.'^

IV. AMERICAN MISSIONS.

The Church in America is full of life and activity, and is daily gaining fresh

triumphs. In spite of the reverses sustained in the last century, her growth

has been rapid and steady. On this Continent there are 177 bishoprics, 15

apostolic vicariates, and 4 apostolic prefectures, the Catholic population being

about 55,000,000.3

39, pp. 872 sq., 601 sq., 653 sq., 666 sq. The Cologne and Munich Annals of the

Propagation of the Faith ; The Catholic Missions, Freiburg and St. Louis, year

1878, pp. 62 and 92
;
year 1876, p. 87. A Full Pvcport, in 1867, of the African

Institutes of Egypt, established by Daniel Comboni, Vienna, 1871. (Tr.)

1 Catholic Missions, 1876, pp. 22 and 169 sq. (Tr
)

2 Gerarchia Caltolica, 1877, pp. 61, 62. (Tr.)

*For statistics, consult Cath. Almanac of 1878; Gerarchia Cattolica of 1877.

For gener-.il information, see Wittmann, 1. c. Vol. I., pp. 18-258; Henrion and

Hahn. For details concerning special countries, consult the Freiburg Eccl.

Cyclopued., Vol. XII., pp. 34-50; Fr. tr., Vol. 1, pp. 235-288. Gams, 1. c. Vol.

III., pp. 644-674. OKane Murray, Ch. H. of the U. S. ; 5th ed.. New York,
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In the year 1831 the sachems of the Algonquins and Iroquois sent to the

Holy Father some articles made with their own hands, accompanied with the

following touching letter: "Thou art the Shepherd of all the faithful; thou

hast taught Ub to know Jesus Christ ; tiiou didst send us the' men of the black

robe, saying to them, ' Go, seek the Indians ; they are my children ;
help and

assist them.' Thou art our Father, and we will never acknowledge any other.

Should our descendants forget thee and lapse into error, show them the;?e gifts,

and they will return to thee." In spite of the difficulties nuturally growing

out of the suspicion with which the English government of Canada has re-

garded the Church, the Indians of the Province of Quebec are entirely Catholic;

while in the Province of Ontario there are also many considerable Catholic

communities among them. The bishops, apostolic vicars, and missionaries en-

gaged in these countries displayed so great zeal and were so successful in their

labors that Gregory XVI., by a bull dated July 12, 1844, united all the dioceses

of Upper and Lower Canada in one province, in which were included the me-

tropolitan see of Quebec, established in lu74, and the suffragan sees of Kbigston,

Montreal, and Toronto, established respectively in 1826, 183(3, and 1842. To
these were added, as time went on, those of St. Boniface (1842), Ottawa (1848),

Three Rivers {IHb'Z), St. Hi/acinth (1852), London (IS^Q), Hamilton {l8oi6), St.

Albert's (1859), Saint-Germain of RimoasH (1867), and the apostolic vicariates

of Athabaska-Mackenzie (1853), and British Columbia (1863).

In 1870 a second province was formed, with Toronto as the metropolitan see,

and Kingston, Hamilton, London, and the apostolic vicariate of Northern

Canada ^established 1874), in the Province of Ontario, as suffragans. A third

province, that of 6Y. Boniface, was formed in 1871, including the archiepiscopal

see of St. Boniface, the diocese of St. Albert, and the apostolic vicariates of

Athabaska-Mackenzie and British Coluhibia.

Halifax was created a bishopric in 1843 and an archbishopric in 1852, with

Charlottetown, P. E. Island (1832) ; St. John , N. B. (1842) ; Aric/tat, with seat

ai A ntigonish {\8ii) ; and Chatham, N. B. (1800), as suffragan sees; the dio-

ceses of St. John and Harbor Grace, Newfoundland, being directly subject

to the Holy See. By a decree dated September 17, 1871, the western portion

of the island of Newfoundland was made an apostolic prefecture, called St.

George. The French islands, ,S'^. Pierre and Miqnelon, off the Southern coast

of Newfoundland, form likewise an apostolic prefecture.

Father Burke labored with eminent success as a missionary for twenty j'ears

in what is now the Province of Halifax. He died in 1827, and was succeeded in

the direction of the mission by Rev. William Frazer (1821-1840) and William

Walsh, the first Archbishop of Halifax. His successor was the ^lost Rev.

Thomas L. Conolly, consecrated Bishop of St. John
_
N. B., in 1852, and trans-

ferred to Halifax in 1859. He was succeeded in 1877 by the present archbishop,

3Iost Rev. Michael Hannan. The diocese of Vancouver' s Island belongs to the

Province of Oregon, in the United States. Its bishop, Mgr. Segher.% who has

also charge of Alaska, sailed up the river Yukon in July, 1877, as far as Nulato,

in search of a suitable position for a missionary station.

1877. Lembkc, O. S. B., Life and Labors of Prince Gallitzin, being a Supple-

ment to the Hist, of Cath, Missions in North America (1 799-1840), Miinster, 1861.
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Thei'e is probably no country of the world in which the Church is making

such rapid progress as in the United States of North America There are, it is

true, Protestant sects, representing almost every form of belief, and even every

shade of thought of which tlie human mind is capable; but as for any definite

and fixed religious system, held consistently and uniformly by a large body of

men from supernatural motives, there is none. The multitudinous and varied

sects of Protestantism prove conclusively that as a systematic body of religious

teaching it has ceased, and ceased forever, to exercise any beneficial influence

over the minds of men, and that as an organization it has literally gone to

pieces. True, there are many churches under ostensibly the same denomina-

tional title, but every American knows that no two of their ministers be-

lieve or teach the same doctrines, and that the minds of the hearers, if not

completely indifferent or thoroughly saturated with infidelity, are still more

hopelessly confused than those of their so-called teachers. Protestantism in

the United States, except in a few isolated cases, has lost all positive religious

meaning, unless man-worship be received as a truth revealed of God. Any one

who has the slightest acquaintance with non-Catholic society in the United

States will bear us out when we say that it is the preacher, and not the teach-

ing, that constitutes the attraction of the various Protestant churches, and par-

ticularly of those known as the fashionable churches of the cities and larger

towns. There is, however, one office which those professing to represent Pro-

testantism perform with creditable zeal and consistency—they keep alive the

anti-Catholic prejudice. The Catholic Church has been so long shut out from

all influence in countries where the English language is spoken, that, not only

the religious, but the political, social, and professional traditions of these coun-

tries have grown hostile to her and suspicious of her claims. The very litera-

ture is poisoned with this ubiquitous and all-pervading tradition. Nohistoi'ical

controversy^ is carried on without an appeal being made to it ; no politico-relig-

ious question is discussed without reference to some exceptional fact in history,

colored by succeeding generations of writers under the influence of the same

tradition. It has now ceased to be distinctively Protestant, because Protest-

antism is no more ; it has become the heritage of English institutions and of

English literature, and will be as difficult to remove as the malaria from the

atmosphere of the Koman Campagna. The minds of the bulk of English-

speaking people are slill sensitive of the claims of the Church, and to irritate

this sensibility is the office those professing to teach Protestantism are most in-

tent upon performing. But the negative and disintegrating character of Pro-

testantism, while it is deplorable as a phase of religious life, serves to throw the

unity, the majesty, and the perpetuity of the Catholic Church into bolder relief

in the United States. The following statistics will serve to give, at least in

outline, some idea of the extraordinary growth of the Church in this portior

of North America:

In New Mexico, which has been a portion of the United States since 1810,

the bishopric of Sn7ita Fc, established in 1850, was raised to the rank of an

archbishopric in 1875, and includes the apostolic vicariates of Colorado (1868)

and Arizona (1869). The number of Catholics, which is rapidly on the increase,

is at present about 110,000, of whom 8,000 are Pueblo Indians (that is, dwelling

in villages), 1,000 native Americans, and the rest Mexicans. The Christian
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Brotliers liavc a college at Santa Fc, and tlic Society of Jesus anotber at Las

Vegna, the professors of which conduct the Rivisia Coiolica newspaper.

In Texan the mission of San Aiitonio was founded above a century and a half

ago by the Franciscans, who were expelled the country in 1812, and when they

returned in 1840 found only 10,000 Catholics of the 130,000 they had left be-

hind them. The apostolic vicariate of Texas, established in 1840, became the

bishopric of Oalveston in 1847, and in 1874 was divided into the bishopric of San

Anto)iio and the apostolic vicariate of Browvaville. The first incumbent of the

see of Galveston was Mgr. Odin, who made several voyages to Europe in the

interest of his diocese, and brought back with him a number of zealous priests,

ready to share his labors. The missions of Father Weiiinger, S. J., have been

hei'e, as elsewhere in the United States, remarkably successful in reviving fervor

of religious life among the Catholics. The Lazarists, the Oblates of the Im-

maculate Conception, the Benedictines, the Brothers of Mary, the Sisters of the

Incarnation, and the Ursulines have all houses in this State, and are actively

at work in their several fields of labor.

Previously to the independence of the original colonies, many English Cath-

olics, to escape penal restrictions and civil disabilities at home, immigrated thither,

but their number never exceeded 2-3,000. During the War of Independence,

they were placed under the jurisdiction of the apostolic vicariate of London,

the incumbent being then the celebrated Bishop Ckalloner ; but after the close

of the war it was thought proper to place the United States under a distinct

ecclesiastical administration, and accordingly in 1789 the see of Baltimore was

established, and the Eight Eev. John Carroll appointed its first bishop. The
Catholic population of the United States increased rapidly, mainly through

immigration from Ireland and Germany, and in 1848 was set down at 1,500,000,

and is at present variously estimated, the highest number being 8,000,000, and

the lowest 5,000,000. By a brief dated April 8, 1808, Pius VII. raised Balti-

more to the rank of a metropolitan see, with New Orleans (established in 1793),

New York, Philadelphia, Boston, and Bardstown (now Louisville) as suffragans.

The saintly Bishop Flacjet was the first incumbent of the last named see. The
bishopric of Charleston, S. C, was established in 1820, and Dr. England, re-

cently from Ireland, appointed its first bishop. Those of Cincinnati and Rich-

mo)id were both established in 1821, the first incumbent of the former being

Bishop Fenwick, O. S. D., and Dr. Kelly of the latter. Mobile was established

in 1824; St. Lonis in 182(5; Detroit in 1832; Vincennes in 1834; Dubuque,

Nashville, and Natchez in 1837; San. Francisco in 1840; Pittsburg, Little Rock,

and the apostolic vicariate of Oregon in 1843; Chicago, Hartford, and Milwaukee

in 1844 ; and in 1846 Oregon was raised to the rank of an archbishopric. The

sees of Albany, Buffalo, Cleveland, and Galveston were established in 1847. and

St. Louis raised to an archbishopric in the same year, with the Most Rev. P. R.

Kcnrick as incumbent. In 1850, Pius IX., then in exile at Gaeta, raised New
York, Cincinnati, and Nctv Orleans to metropolitan rank, their respective incum-

bents being Mo.«t Rev. John Hughes, Most Rev. Juh)i B. Purcell, and Most Rev.

A. Blanc; and at the same time established the sees of Wheeling. Savannah, and

Si. Paul, and the apostolic vicariate of Santa Fe, in New Mexico; transferred

the episcopal see of Walla-Walla to Nesqually, appointed a bishop to Moniery,
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in Upper California, and erected the apostolic vicariate of Kansas, and in the

following year that of Nebraska.

At the request of the Bishops of the United States, assembled in the First

Plenary Council of Baltimore, the Holy See established in 1853 the sees of

Brooklyn, Burlington, Covmgton, Erie, Nair.hltoches, Newark, and Portland;

and in the same year San Francisco was made an archbishopric. In 1857 the

sees of Alton, Saut Ste. Marie (transferred in 1865 to Marquette), Fort Wayne,

and the apostolic vicariate of Florida were established; and in 1868, at the

suggestion of the Second Plenary Council of Baltimore, those of ColumJnis,

Grass Valley (which replaced the apostolic vicariate of Marysville, established

in 1861), Green Bay, Harrishurg, La Crosse, Rochester, Scra.nton, St. Joseph's,

and Wilmington, together with the apostolic vicariates of Colorado, North Car-

olina, and Idaho (two districts). In 1869 the apostolic vicariate of Arizona (with

seat at Tucson) was established ; in 1870 the see at Springfeld ; in 1872 those

of Ogdensburg and Providence ; and in 1874 that of San Antonio and the apos-

tolic vicariate of Brownsville (with seat at Corpus Christl). In 1875 the bish-

oprics of Philadelphia, Boston, Milwaukee, and Santa Fe were raised to metro-

politan rank, and an apostolic vicariate given to Northern Minnesota (with seat

&i St. Cloud); in 1876 an apostolic prefecture was e.staijlished for ihe Indian

Territory ; and, finally, in 1877 Peoria was made a bishopric, and the apostolic

vicariate of Kansas changed into the episcopal see of Leavenworth.

The following is a list of the ecclesiastical provinces of the Catholic Church

in the United States, with their several metropolitan and sutfragan sees, from

which a pretty fair estimate may be formed of the growth of Catholicity in the

great American Union in the course of a century

:

I. Province of Baltimore, comprising the States of Maryland, Delaware,

Virginia, West Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, and East

Florida. ]\[etropolitan see : Baltimore, Md. Suffragan sees: Charleston, \i.C;

Mickmond, Va. ; Savannah, Ga. ; St. Augustine, Fla. ; Wheeling, W. Va. ; Wil-

mington, Del.; and the apostolic vicariate of North Carolina.

II. Province of Philadelphia, comprising the State of Pennsylvania. 3[e-

tropolitan See: Philadelphia. Suffragan sees: Pittsburg and Allegheny, Har-

risburg, Scranton, and Erie.

III. Province of New York, comprising the States of New York and New
Jersey. Metropolitan see: JSew York. SuflTragan sees: Alhany, Brooklyn,

Buffalo, Rochester, Ogdoisburg, all in the State of New York, and Newark, in

New Jersey.

IV. Province of Boston, comprising the New England States.. IMetropolitan

eee: Boston, 'Mass. Suflragan sees : Springfield, Mass.; Burlington, \t.; Port-

land, Me.; Hartford, Conn.; and Providence, 11. I.

V. Province of Cincinnati, comprising the States of Ohio, Indiana, Southern

Michigan, and Kentucky. Metropolitan See: Cincinnati, O. Suffragan sees:

Cleveland and Columbus, O. ; Detroit, Mich.; Louisville and Covington, Ivy.;

and Vincennes and Fort Wayne, Ind.

VI. Province of Milwaukee, comprising the States of Wisconsin and Min-

nesota, Northern Michigan, and Dakota Territory. Metropolitan see: Mil-

tvaukee, Wis. Suffragan sees: Gree>i Bay and LaCrosse, Wis.; Marquette and
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Saut Sie. Marie, Mid).; St. Paul, Minn.; and the upostolic vicariate of Xorih-

cr>i Mintiesoia.

Yll. Province of St. Louis, comprising tlic States of Missouri, lilinoi:;, Ten-

nessee, Iowa, Kansas, Nebraska, and Indian Territory. Metropolitan sec: -S'^.

Louis, Mo. Suffragan sees: St. Joseplis, Mo.; Alto)i, Peoria, and Chicar/o, 111.;

Dubuque, Iowa; Nashville, Tenn.; LcavenwortJi, Kan.; and the apostolic vi-

cariate of Ncbra.tkn, with seat at Omaha.

VIII. Province of New Orleans, comprising the States of Louisiana, Ala-

bama, Mississippi, Texas, and Arkansas. Metropolitan see: New Orleans, La.

Suffragan sees: Natchitoches, La.; Mobile, Ala.; Natchez, Miss.; Little Rock,

Ark.; Oulveston and San Antonio, and the apostolic vicariate of Brownsville,

Texas.

IX. Province of San Francisco, comprising the States of California and Ne-

vada and all the territory lying west of the Rio Colorado. Metropolitan see:

San Francisco. Suffragan sees: Grass Valley, Monterij (and Los Anffclos), both

in California.

X. Province of Oregon, comprising the State of Oregon, Washington Terri-

tory', Idaho, Vancouver's Island, and Alaska. Metropolitan see: Oregon, "VV. T.

Suffragan sees: Nesqually, "VV. T. ; Vancouver's Island {\\\ih. seat at Victoria);

and the apostolic vicariate of Idaho.

XI. Province of Santa Fe, comprising New Mexico, Colorado, and Arizona,

^letropolitan see: Santa Ft, N. M. Suffragan apostolic vicariates: Colorado

and A7'izona.

There are also six mitred abbots in the United States, viz : one at St. Vince)it's

Pa.; one at St. Meinrads Ind. ; one at Clinton, Minn.; one at Atchison, Kan.;

one at Gethscmani, Ky. ; and one at New Melleray, Iowa. The first four be-

long to the Order of St. Benedict, and the last two to that of La Trappe.

According to the Catholic Almanac of 1878, there are in the United States,

belonging to the Catholic Church, 11 ecclesiastical provinces, 59 archiepiscopal

and episcopal sees, 7 apostolic vicariates, 1 apostolic prefecture, 6 mitred ab-

bots, 0,548 priests, 5,G34 churches, 1,777 chapels and stations, 21 theological

seminaries, 1,121 ecclesiastical students, 74 colleges, 519 academies and select

schools, 2,130 parish schools, 248 orphanages, and 102 hospitals.

The bishops of the United States, who, by absolute, inalienable right, and

not by tolerance or concession or privilege, worship God according to the dic-

tates of their conscience, obedient to the instructions of the Council of Trent,

began to hold provincial and national synods as socm as circumstances permit-

ted them to do so. Seven provincial councils were held in Baltimore between

the years 1829 and 1849, and two national councils have been held in the

same city. Provincial councils were also held in several other metropolitan

cities. The First Plenary Council of Baltimore, presided over by the Most

Rev. Francis Patrick Kenrick, Archbishop of Baltimore and Apostolic Delegate

of the Holy See, was held in May, 1852, there being six archbishops and twen-

t}--six bishops in attendance. By a decree of July 25. 1858, the prerogative of

precedence was vested in the see of Baltimore, thus giving the archbishop of

that city the right to preside at all plenary councils or other ecclesiastical as-

semblages of the archbishops and bishops of the United States.

The Second Plenary Council of Baltimore, held in October, 18G6, was pre-
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r-ided over by the Most Ecv. ]\Iari!n John Sprddbiq, as Apostolifi Delegate of tliC

Holy See, and attended by forty-four archbish<ips and bishops, two mitred ab-

bots, many superiors of Religious Orders, and a large number of theologians.

The contributions to the theological and ecclesiastical literature of the United

States made by Archbishop Kenrick' and Archbishop Spalding are both numer-

ous and valuable. Both were men of eminent piety and learning. An elegant

life of the latter has been written by his nephew, the present Bishop of Peoria.^

Since the opening of the present century, many great bishops, whose lives have

lent a luster to the Church in America, have passed to their reward. The most

eminent of these are Brute, Flaget, David, Dubois, England, Rosati, the two

Fenwicks (one of Cincinnati and the other of Boston), Huffhes,^ Kenriok, and

Spalding, whose names will be held in grateful and abiding remembrance by
succeeding generations.*

The Religious Orders in the United States are so numerous, and the scope

of their labors so extensive, that it is difBcult in a work like this to do more than

enumerate them.

In point of time, the Sidpicians were the first to rhake a permanent settle-

ment in the States of North America. Of this Congregation, founded in 1645

by if/. Olier, for the exclusive purpose of educating and training candidates

for the priesthood, four Fathers and three seminarists, sent out by M. Emery,

under the care of Father Cliarles Narjot (11800), came to the United States in

1791, and, after some time, opened the Theological Seminary of St. Marys, Bal-

timore, to which was attached a collegiate or preparatory department. The

latter was subsequently removed to EUicot City, Howard county, Md. In

March, 1822, Pius VII. granted the Faculty of St. Mary's the right of confer-

ring University degrees. This Congregation gave to the young Church in

America many of the brightest ornaments in both orders of her hierarchy.

iThe works of Most Rev. F. P. Kenrick are: The Catholic Doctrine of Jus-

tification, Philadelphia, 1 vol. ; The Primacy of the Apostolic See, ibid., 1838

(tr. into Germ, by Stein bacher, N. Y., 1853); Theologia Dogmatica, 3 vols.,

Phila., 1839, 1840; Theologia Moralis, ibid., 1841 (rev. ed., Mechlin, 18G1);

Treatise on Baptism and Confirmation, Phila., 1813, Bait, 1852; Vindication

of the Cath. Church, Bait., 1855; Translation (and Annotation) of all the

Books of the 0. and N. T., publ. at N. Y. and Bait. bctw. 1849-1860. (Tr.)

2 Most Rev. M.J. Spaldinys works : Evidences of Catholicity, Louisville, 1847

(4th ed., Baltimore, 1866) ; Life of Bishop Flaget, Louisville, 1852; Miscella-

nea, ibid., 1855; Reviews, Lectures, and Essays, ibid., 1855; Sketches of Ky.,

ibid. ; A Hist, of the Prot. Ref. in Germany and Switzerland, 2 vols.. L<juis-

ville, 1860 (4th ed.. Bait., 1866); Hi.st. of EngL Lit., N. Y., 1862; Spir. Retr.,

Louisville, 1864. The Life of the Most Rev. M. J. Spalding, D.D., Archbishop

of Baltimore, by J. L. Spalding, S. T. L., New York, 1873. (Tr.)

3 His Life, by J. R. O. Hassard, New York, 1866 ; His Works, ed. by L. Ke-

hoc, New York, 1865; Hughes and Breckinridge's Controversy, Philadelphia,

1835. (Tr.)

*See R. H. Clarke's Lives of Deceased Bishops of the U. S., N. Y., 1872,

2 vols. (Tr.)
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among whom may be mentioned Flagct, Marcchal, Brute, Dubois, Duboiirg,

Nilgot, Badin, Jiic/icrrd, and Frcdet.

We have already seen that previously to the suppression of the Society of

Jesus, its members were among the first and greatest missionaries in the coun-

try. After its suppression, Charles Carroll and six companions, who arrived

from Europe at the opening of the present centui'y, perpetuated its traditions

in the Society of the Sacred Heart of Jesus, under the direction of the Kev.

Robert Molyncux, which they entered May 10, 1805. Other members of the

suppressed Society, as they arrived from Europe, were sent to the old Jesuit

missions of Maryland and Penns3-lvania, or as professors to the College of

Georgetown, D. C. The Colleges under the charge of the restored Society

(1814) have been already enumerated (at p. G85) ; but their greatest educa-

tional establishment for higher studies in the United States, and one of the

foremost Catholic philosophical and theological schools of the world, is that at

Woodstock, Md., whore the young men of the Society are trained in these

branches. Their principal novitiate is at Frederick, in the same State. There

are two Provinces belonging to the Society in the United States, namely, those

of Maryland and Missouri, besides the five missions of Kew York, Neio Orleans,

California, New Mexico, and Buffalo. The Society within the United States

contains about 750 members. The "missions" given by the Jesuit Fathers

have been attended with unparalleled success, and the names oi DcSmct, McEl-

roy, Sniarius, Damen, and Weninger are familiar ,to every Catholic American.

The first house of the Dominicans in the United States was founded at St.

Rose's, Ky., by the Rev. Edward D. Fenwick, subsequently Bishop of Cincin-

nati, who, accompanied by three Fathers from the English mission, arrived

from Europe in 1805. The convent of St. Joseph's, Perry county, Ohio, was

founded in 1818, and Rev. Nicholas Young, who assisted Father Fenwick in

building the first chapel in the same State, is still alive, being now past eighty,

but still hale and hearty. Bishop Fenwick, after his appointment to the see of

Cincinnati, introduced into his diocese the Sisters of St. Dominic and the Sis-

ters of Charity from Emmittsburg. In 1852, when the latter affiliated with

the Mother House in Paris, the colony in the diocese of Cincinnati, then as

now presided over by the venerable Archbishop Purcell, clung to the traditions

and dress of Mother Seton, and formed a separate community, which is now in

a very flourishing condition, numbering two hundred and fifty members, scat-

tered through many dioceses, and having charge of parochial schools, orphan-

ages, hospitals, and a foundling house. The Dominican Fathers are mainly

occupied in giving missions and teaching in colleges. The Order has eight es-

tablishments in the United States, two of which are in Kentucky, two in Ohio,

one in Tennessee, one in Kew York, one in Washington, D. C, and one in New
Jersey, besides other houses in California. Not including the members in the

last named State, there are about fifty Dominican priests in the United States.

The present Archbishop of San Francisco, Most Rev. Sadoc Alemany, and the

present Bishop of St. Paul, Right Rev. Thomas L. Grace, were formerly mem-
bers of the Order.

The Benedictines, of whom there are at present about 300 in the United States,

•were introduced in 184G by the Right Rev. Abbot General Bonifacius Wimmer,

of Metten, Bavaria. Besides nine Priories, they have Abbacies at .SY. Vincent's,^
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Penn.; St. Louis on the Lake, jNIinn.; and Atchisov^'K&n. The Swiss Bene-

dictines, from Maria Einstedeln, founded an abbey at St. Meinrad's, Ind., which

is now in a very flourishing condition. There is also a college attached to

each of these abbeys, all of which are prospering.

There are many branches of the numerous family of the Franciscans in the

United States. The Recollects, who came to Cincinnati, O., more than thirty

years ago, have a Gymnasium in that city, and attached to the same Ciislodi/,

under the patronage of Si. John the Baptist, the Houses of Study at Oldenburrj,

Ind., and Louisville, Ky. The Recollects have also Colleges at Teuiopob's and

Quincy, 111. ; and Santa Barbara, Cal. A colony of Franciscans from Rome set-

tled at Alleghanj'^, New York, in 1854, where they have a College. The Capu-

chins have a house in New York and another in Wisconsin, to which Calvary

College is attached. The Conventuals have many important establishments in

the United States, and conduct two Colleges, one at Loreto, Pa., founded in

1847, and another at Brooklyn, N. Y.
The first Trappists came to the United States in 1805, but subsequent! j' set-"

tied in Nova Scotia, where they founded the abbey of New Clairvaux. The
next colony, in charge of Father Eutropius, arrived in 1848, and settled at

Gethsemane, Nelson county, Ky., where they have now a large and beautiful

abbey, under the patronage of Our Lady of La Trappe. A third colony from

Ireland went to Iowa, and founded the flourishing abbey of New Melleray.

A colony of Augustinians, "irova Dublin, Ireland, came to the United States

in 1790, and settled in Philadelphia, where they largely contributed to the

spread and progress of Catholicity. They were burnt out by a mob in 1844,

but the church and rectory of St. Augustine were subsequently rebuilt. They
are tolei*ably numerous, and have at the present time thirteen establishments in

the country, the chief of which is the monastery of Villanova, near Philadel-

phia, to which a College, with the privileges of a University, is attached.

In 1815 the Priests of the Congregation of the Mission were brought from

Rome to New Orleans by Bishop Dubourg, and three years later founded the

Seminarj^ of St. Mary^s of the Barrefis, Perry county, Mo., Avhich was for many
years the niysery of the missionaries of the Mississippi Valley. The priests

of this Congregation now number about eighty, are chieflj' engaged in giving

missions, and possess thirteen religious houses. They have churches in St.

Louis, New Orleans, Brooklyn, Philadelphia, and other large cities, and con-

duct, besides St. Mary's of the Barrens, St. Vincent's Seminary and College,

Cape Girardeau, Mo. ; the Seminary of Our Lady of Angels, Niagara Falls,

N.Y. ; St. John B.'s Seminary and College, Brooklyn, N.Y. ; St. Vincent's

College, Los Angeles, Cal.; and Germantown Day College, Pa.

In 1832 three Fathers of the Congregation of the Most Holy Redee-ner arrived

at Baltimore from Austria, and took charge of the rapidly growing German
Catholic population of that city, anc? gradually extended their labors to Catho-

lics of other nationalities. The Congregation now counts about one hundred

and sixty members, who have the care of churches in Baltimore, Philadelphia,

Pittsburg, New York, New Orleans, Chicago, St. Louis, and in others of the

more considerable cities. On November 5, 1875, the Eedemptorists of the

United States were divided into the two Provinces of Baltimore and St. Louis.

Their House of Studies is at llchester, Md. The late learned Bishop Neumann,
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of Pliiladelphiii, belonged to this Congregation, as does also Bishop G'ros.s, at

present of t;a\ annah.

The (Amf/rc(/otioH of the Ilohi Crofis, founded in France immediately after the

Revolution, and approved by the Holy See as a teaching bodj', was introduced

into the United States in 1841 by Father Sorin, the present General. Besides

the Mother House, Notre Datne, near Soidli Bend, Ind., it has nineteen houses

scattered through Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin, Ohio, and Texas. Their more

considerable educational establishments are the University of Notre Dame, near

South Bend, Ind., where the Ave Maria, a magazine, devoted exclusively tt>

promoting the honor of the Blessed Virgin, is published; St. Marj-'s ('ollege,

Gaivefiton, Texas ; and the College of the Sacred Heart, Watertowri, Wisconsin.

There are at present more than two hundred members in the Congregation, in-

cluding priests and brothers.

The Cougregatinn of the Most Precious Blood, founded by the venerable Gas-

par Bufalo (t 1837), was introduced into the United States by Father de Sales

Bruniier in 1844, and now possesses many religious houses and two Seminaries,

one at Carthageiia, ()., and another at liohnerville, Cal.

The first band of the Brothers of the Christian Schools, founded in France in

1(584 by the venerable John B. de la Salle, and approved by Benedict XIII. in

1725, came to the United States in 1846, and began work first at Baltimore, and

shortly after at New York. These effieient educators conduct colleges at New
York, Baltimore, St. Louis, Saji Francisco (two), Philadelphia, Buffalo, Mem-
phis, Prairie du Chien, and Santa Fc, besides numerous schools and academies

in the more important cities, which are attended by about 20,000 pupils. Their

number is above 700, and they possess altogether 49 establishments of various

kinds, of which seven are orphanages, the best known of these latter being the

Catholic Protectory at Westchester, N. Y.

The Brothers of Mary, also devoted to education, founded in France in 1817

by Rev. Wm. Jos. Chcminade, and approved by Gregory XVI. in 1839, were

introduced into the United States in 1849, and possess at present 23 houses in

the States of Ohio, Pennsylvania, New Y''ork, Maryhmd, Illinois, Louisiana,

and Texas.

The Congregation of Missionary Priests, known as the Oblates of Mary hn-

maculaze, founded in 181G by Mgr. Charles de Mazenod, subsequently Bishop of

.fJarseilles, and approved by Leo XII. in 1826, after laboring zealously among
the Indian tribes of Athabasca-Mackenzie for many years, crossed over to the

United States in 1848, where they have now seven houses, and conduct St.

Mary's College, Galveston, Texas; St. Joseph's, Brownsville, Texas; and St. Mi-

chael's, Jefferson, La. They have also charge of an Indian school and five In-

dian missions in Washington Territory.

The- Pttssionists, founded in 1735 by St. Paul of the Cross, whose aim was to

combine the activity of the .Jesuit with the austerity of the Trappist, were iirst

introduced into the United States from Rome by Bishop O'Connor, of Pittsburg,

in 1 853. They are chiefly engaged in giving missions, and their missions through-

out the country have been uniformly eminently successful. They have at present

prosperous houses at Birmingham, Pa.; Hoboken and Dunkirk, N. Y. ; Balti-

more, Md. and Cincinnati, O..

VOL. Ill—60
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Tlie Xaneriiin Brothers, founded at Urujiics, Belgium, by Brother Francis

JXavier (Thcs. Jos. Ri/ken) in 18:59, and introduced into the United States by

Bishop Spalding, of Louisville, in 1854, have under their charge, besides eight

parochial schools, Mt. Ht. Joseph's College, Carrollton, Md., incorporated in 1876.

The Longreijaiion of St. Paul ihr. Ajiostle, founded by the Very Kev. /. T.

Hecker in 1858, was intended to meet and supply the religious wants peculiar

to Americans, and is characteristically a missionary Congregation. It possesses

as yet only one house in the United States, that of New York city. The Cidh-

olic World and the Catholic Publication Society are both the products of this

•Congregation, which, it is to be hoped, will have a long career of usefulness.

The Priests of the Congregation of the Resurrection conduct St. Mary's Col-

lege, Marion county, Ky.

The Missionaries of the Sacred Heart have a House of Studies and a Novitiate

at Watertown, in the diocese of Ogdensburg, N. Y.

It is impossible, in a work like this, to give a detailed history of the numerous

Religious Orders and Congregations of Women in the United States.

Their spirit of self-sacrifice is beyond all praise, and the blessings their labors

have brought upon the Catholics of that country beyond computation. No
better testimony to their merits could be given than that contained in the

words applied to them by the Fathers of the Second Plenary Council of Balti-

more (Nro. 415).

1

The number of Catholic Colleges and Seminaries in the United
States for the education and training of young men, whether seculars or eccle-

siastics, has increased with the growth of the Church, and is at present about

seventy-five. Those under the care of lleligious Orders have already been no-

ticed, and it only remains to say a few words of those conducted by secular

priests.

Mt. St. Marys College, Emmittsburg, Md., was founded in 1809 by the Rev.

Father Dubois, later on Bishop of New York, and was subsequently directed

by Father Brute, who has been called its " Good Angel," and by the Rev. Dr.

Purcell, the present Archbishop of Cincinnati, during whose incumbency it

obtained (1830) the power of conferring degrees. Among the illustrious men
whom it has given to the Church in America the names of Archbishop Hughes,

Archbishop Purcell, and Cardinal McCloskey stand pre-eminent.

The Seminary of .S^. Charles Borrotneo, at Overbrook, Pa., was founded by

Bishop Kenrick, of Philadelphia, in 1838, and at once empowered to confer de-

grees. The discipline of this institution is strictly in accord with the prescrip-

tions of the Council of Trent. Dr. Corcoran, the distinguished theologian.

Oriental scholar, and editor of the American Catholic Quarterly I'eview, which

has taken the place of the famous Brownso7i's Quarterly, suspended at the

close of 1875, is a member of its Faculty. The building itself, erected under

the auspices of Archbishop Wood, is one of the finest structures in the world

devoted to the purposes of Catholic education, and cost above a half a million

of dollars.

Mt. St. Mary's of the West, at Cincinnati, Ohio, founded by Archbishop Pitr-

eell in 1848, and opened for the reception of students on October 2, 1851, re-

1 The following statistical table from the Church History of the United
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<:eived a fliiirter empowering it to confer collegiate degrees in 185G. By the

Provincial Council of 1858 it was made the provincial seminary for theoU)gical,

and ^V. Thomas', near Bardstown, Ky., founded by Bishop David in 1814, and

subsequent!}' transferred to St. Joseph's, Bardstown, for preparatory or collegi-

ate studies. Since 1863 Mt. St. Mary's has been a strictly ecclesiastical instiiu-

tion. Its collegiate course embraces seven and its theological three years. It

contains a valuable library, numbering about 16,000 volumes.

The Seminary of St. Francis de Sales, Milwaukee, Wis., was founded by the

Rev. Dr. Sahmann, in July, 1855, under the auspices of the Most Rev. M.

Uen7ii, first Bishop and Archbishop of Milwaukee. It is provided at present

States, by Mr. J. 0'Ka7ie Murray, is tolerably full and accurate, and will give

a pretty correct 'dea of the Religious Orders and Congregations of women in

that country :

Name of Order.

5 ^
•5 ; a.

o
.

a. 0-
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with a corps of thirteen professors, and attended by 265 students, 133 of whom
are studying theology and philosophy.

bt. Joseph's Prnvinefdl Theologiad Seminary, Troy, New York, was founded

in 1864 by Archbishop Hughes. Its first corps of professors came from Belgium,

but some chairs have been since filled by Americans.

The Seminary of the Immaculate Conception, South Orange, N. J., connected

with Seton Hall College, was founded in 1856 by the Right Kev. J. Roosevelt

Bayley, then Bishop of Newark, but subsequently appointed to the archiepisco-

pal see of Baltimore, where he died in 1877. This institution was empowered

to confer degrees in 1861.

There are also theological seminaries conducted by secular priests at New Or-

leans, Louisville, and Cleveland ; and preparatory seminaries nt Rochester', N. Y.

;

Norfolk, Va. ; Savannah, Ga. ; and Bardstown, Ky. ; and a number of students

studying for the dioceses of the United States at the North American College,

Rome; at the American College, Louvain ; at St. Sulpice, Paris; and at the

Grand Seminaiy of Montreal.

Great as are the advantages enjoyed by the Catholics of the United States in

the matter of higher education, they are by no means equal to those enjoyed

by their co-religionists and neighbors of Cn^iada. The latter have also a well

organized system of Public Schools, which here, as in Australia and Capeland,

receive a due proportion of the public funds set apart for educational purposes.

The Laval University, founded in 1852, is an outgrowth of the Seminary of

(Quebec, founded in 1663 by Mgr. Laval, first Bishop of Canada. It was em-

powered by royal charter to confer degrees in arts, science, law, and medicine,

and by the Holy See in theology, and has 26 professors.

At Quebec there is a Greater Seminary, attended by 42 students, and a Lesser,

attended by 225 interns and 293 externs. In the same diocese are the semi-

naries of Notre Dame de Levis, St. Ann, and that of Chicouthni, completed in

1873.

In the diocese of Montreal the institutions of learning are still more numer-

ous. The Sulptcians have here their Grand Seminary, with 200 seminarists

reading theology; their Seminary for Philosophy, and their College for prepara-

tory studies, besides the Seminary of St. Sulpice, the Seminary of St. Teresa,

and the College of the Assumption ; all under their care. St. Mary's College

of Montreal is under the direction of the Fathers of the Society of Jesus. The

Clercs de St. Viateur, numbering over one hundred, have their Novitiate and

a College at Joliette ; another College at Bourget, in the diocese of Montreal,

and have charge of twenty-one establishments besides, eighteen of which are in

the province of Quebec and three in the United States.

The Congregation of the Holy Cross has its provincial house for Canada,

Notre Dame Cote des Neiges, near Montreal, and in the same diocese the Col-

leges of St. Laurent, Notre Dayne, and 57. Jerome.

The diocesan seminary of the diocese of Ottawa and Ottawa College are both

conducted by the Oblate Fathers of Mary Immaculate.

The dioceses of St. Germain de Rimouski, St. Hyacinth, Sherbrooke, and Thret

Rivers_ have each a seminary at the episcopal seat, and the last named has a

second one at Nicolet.

In the Province of Toronto, Ontario, are the following educational establish-
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ments: St. Michael's College, embracing preparatory and theological depart-

ments, and De La Salle hmtituie, the former conducted by the Basilian Fathers,

and the latter by the Christian Brothers, and both situated in the city of To-

ronto; St. Jerome's College, Berlin, in the diocese of llamiltun ; a School for

Boys, in charge of the Christian Hrotliers at Kinrj.'iton; and Assiimjitkni College

at Sandwich, in the diocese of London, under the care of the Basilian Fathurs.

In the Province of Halifax the following: ^7. Mary's College, Halifax; .SV.

Frujicis Xavier's College, Antigonish ; St. Dutistaii's College, Charlottetown;

St. Michael's College, Chatham; .S'^. Josejih's College, Memramcook, near St.

John's, N. B. ; .S^. Bonaventurt' h College, St. John's, Newfoundland (exempt

diocese) ; and the College of St. Pierre, on the French, island of the same name,

under the direction of the Fathers of the Holy Ghost.

In the Prcivince of St. Boniface the following: The Seminary and College of

St. Boniface, embracing classical and theological departments ; St. Albert's Col-

lege ; St. Louis' School, at New Westminster, British Columbia; and St. Louis'

College, at Victoria, Vancouver's Island.

CATHOLIC JOURNALISxM IN THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA.

The first Catholic journal published in the United States was The U. S.

Catholic Miscellaay, founded in 1822 bj' Bishop England, of Charleston, S. C,

who was its chief editor for twenty years. It was an able exponent of Catho-

lic opinion wliile it existed, but, owing to the political complications at the

South and the breaking out of the war, was unfortunately suspended in 1861.

The Truth Teller was issued in New York also in 1822, and in 1833 The Catho-

lic Diary, both of which have long since ceased to appear. The first number
of The Jesuit was issued at Boston in 1829; of The United States Catholic Free

Press at Hartford in 1830; and of The Catholic Telegraph iit Cincinnati in 1831.

The first two have been many years suspended, and the last is therefore the

oldest Catholic paper in the United States. It was founded by the saintly

Bishop Fenwick, O. S. D., and has been at all times an uncompromising, though

temperate advocate of Catholic truth. The Very Rev. Edward Purcell, a forci-

ble and elegant writer, of whom Dr. Brownson once said that if his fugitive

verses were collected, they would form a volume of the finest poetry in the

language, was for manj' years its editor-in-chief.

The Boston Pilot, the second oldest, and at one time the most widely circu-

lated Catholic paper in the United States, was founded in 1837. Its tone has

been consistently and uniformly one of loyalty to the Church and of fidelity to

the interests of Catholic Irishmen, who owe to it a deep debt of gratitude. In

the year 1837, the same in which the controversy between Bishop Purcell and

Alexander Campbell took place, the first German Catholic weekly published in

the United States was issued at Cincinnati. This was the Wahrheitsfreund,

founded by the Rev. M. Henni, now Archbishop of Milwaukee. This paper

is at present under the control of the Benziger Bros., has a large circulation,

and is warmly devoted to the cause of Catholicity and to the interests of the

Germans of the Northwest. The Katholische Kirchenzeitung of New Voi-k,

founded nine years later, and ably edited by Maximiltaii Oertel, was at one

time very widely circulated.

The New York Freeman! s Journal, published at New York, was founded in
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1840, and has been edited since 1847 by Mr. James A. McMaster, a vigorous

and at times intemperate writer, but an uncompromising champion of the rights

of the Church and the prerogatives of the Holy See.

The PlUsburffh Catholic was founded in 1844 by the learned Bishop O'Connor,

and has ever since reflected the piety and ardent attachment to Catholic prin-

• ciples that characterized its first editor. In the same year the first number of

the Fiyj>ar/ateur Catholique of New Orleans appeared, and is now published in

both English and French.

The C'ltholie Mirror^ the official oi'gan of the province of Baltimore, was first

issued in that city in 1849.

In 1857 the American Celt, after it had existed for five years, was superseded

by the Neiv York Tablet, which is still prospering, and is an able and temperate

defender of Catholic truth, though apparently too much of an advertising me-

dium for its publishers.

The Katholische Volkszeitung o? Baltimore, which has the largest subscription

list of any German Catholic paper in America, and. the Katholische Wochen-

hlatt of Chicago, which is unusually enterprising in ))lacing early news before

its readers, were both founded in 1860.

The Aoe Maria (magazine), founded in 1865 by Very liev. E. Sorin, C. S. C,

at Notre Dame, Ind., was for a time edited by the late Father Gillespie, and in

1866 received an approbation from the Holy See.

The Katholische?- Olaubensbote of Louisville, and The Catholic Standard of

Philadelphia were both founded in 1866, the first editor of the latter being the

Eev. James Keogh, D.D. This paper, at present edited by Mr. G. D. Wolf, has

been specially enterprising of late, and is now in the front rank of Catholic

journals in the United States.

The New Orleans Moriiing Star, one of the most widely circulated of South-

ern journals, appeared in 1868, and The Louisville Advocate was revived for the

third time in 1869, but is again suspended.

The h-lsh World, founded at Brooklyn, New York, in 1870, by Mr. P. Ford,

is an independent and intemperate advocate of everything Irish, and, by its

reckless and heated denunciations, has done infinitely more harm than good to

the Catholic cause.

The Catholic Review of New York and Brooklyn, founded in 1872 by its

present editor, Mr. P. V. Hickey, is thoroughly Catholic in principle, dignified

in tone, and in literary merit of exceptional excellence.

Among the Catholic weeklies that have most recently appeared are The Cath-

olic Tem.'perance Abstinence Union of New York; the Hartford Catholic; The

Lake Shore Visitor of Erie (1873) ; The Ohio Waisenfreund (1873) ; The Catho-

lic Universe of Cleveland, founded by Bishop Oilmour in 1874; The Chicago

Pilot; The Catholic Columbian of Columbus, O., founded in 1875 by the Right

Rev. S. H. Rosecrans, its chief editor, whose brilliant and condensed paragi aphs

frequently suggest more matter for thought than the editorials of most writers;

The Illustrated Weekly of New York, founded by Colonel McOee in 1876, and

as a rule a most creditable production. .«.

All the papers enumerated above are weeklies.

There are only two Catholic newspapers issued daily in the wholt- ot the

North American Continent, namely, the Nouveau Monde of Montreal, C^nadat
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and the America of St. Louis, Mo., TJ. S. ; the former published in French and

the latter in Gorman.
The first Catholic newspaper published in English in Canada was The Mon-

treal True Witness, founded by Mr. Clerk in 1850. This was followed by The

Morniny Freema)i, of St. John's, N. B., an excellent paper; by The Irish Canii-

dian of Toronto, founded by Mr. P. Boyle, its present editor, in 1803; and by

The Tribune of Toronto, founded in 1874, both of which are sterling Catholic

journals.

The U. S. Catholic Magazine, started in 1842, and suspended in 1849, was the

first monthly periodical of marked ability that appeared in the United States,

and was, during the term of its existence, under the editorial management of

Eev. Dr. Charles White (f 1878) and Kev. Dr. M.J. Spalding.

The Metropolitan of Baltimore, the first number of which was issued in 1853

and the last in 1858, though not so solid as the magazine, was more acceptable

to a larger class of readers.

The Catholic World of New York, founded in 18t)5 by the Very iJcv. /. T.

Hecker, C. S. P., is the ablest, as well as the most successful monthly that has

yet appeared in the United States, and will compare favorably with those of

any other country.

The Catholic Record oi Philadelphia, founded in 1871, though modest in ap-

pearance, is ably edited, and contains some instructive and charming articles.

Its tone, too, like that of the Catholic World, is heartily Catholic.

Among the German Catholic monthly periodicals are the Pastoral-Blatf, pub-

lished at St. Louis, and founded in 18G6 ; the Alte and Seue Welt (illustrated),

founded in 1806, and published by the Benziger Bros.; the Katholische Mls-

sionen (illustrated), founded in 1873, and published at St. Louis by B. Herder;

and the Deutscher Haiisschatz in Wort und Bild, founded in 1874, and published

by F. Pustet.

Bi'ownson's Review, the first series of which extended from 1844 to 1804, and

the second from 1873 to 1875, was certainly the ablest Catholic quarterly that

has yet appeared in the United States; and although exception was taken to

some of the utterances of its editor, he was never accused of conscious disloy-

alty, either to the spirit or the letter of Catholic teaching, and in the last pages

of the last issue of his great Review, submitted all he had ever written, with

the humility and docility of a faithful son of the Church, to the judgment of

the Holy See (f April 17, 1875).

The American Catholic Quarterly of Philadelphia was founded in 1870, with

Dr. Corcoraii as its chief editor. Among its contributors are some of the

ablest ecclesiastics of the Church in America, and many distinguished foreign-

ers. It would be venturing too much, however, to say that it has as yet real-

ized the high hopes its appearance inspired, or that all its contributors are quite

up to the standard required in a first-class English Catholic (Quarterly.

From the above brief outline it will be seen that there are quite as many news-

papers and periodicals in the United States, considering the Catholic population,

as in any other country of the world ; but it must be added that among all the

weekly journals there is not one that can fairly be called a model Catholic paper,

or that, as a reliable vehicle of Catholic news or an able and dignified exponent

of Catholic opinion, at all approaches the English weeklies.
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MEXICO.

The United States of Mexico, once the Empire of the Aztecs {Mexitli), after

a long .struggle, frequently interrupted, and as often renewed, between the

years 1810 and 1824, finally became independent of Spain, and, as originally

constituted, consisted of nineteen States and five Territories. The population

of Mexico is mainly made up of Spaniards, Creoles, Mestizos, and Indians.

The Catholic Church, which is the only one recognized by the government, en-

joyed comparative prosperity until the latter half of the eighteenth century,

wh(!n it be(,'ame evident that a storm was approaching. As usual, the first vis-

itations of its fury fell upon the Jesuits, who, though they had either conterred

or brought greater blessings upon the country than any other body of men,

were bantslied in 17G7, and their property confiscated. As Wolfgang Me^izel

vpry justly remarks, the sweet peace and childlike contentment of the inhabit-

ants were disturbed by the introduction into the country from Europe of a

false philosophy and the revolutionary principles of European Freemasonry.

Fascinated by the siren voice of liberty, they pursued it as a phantom, and

finally woke to the stern conviction that the hopes it inspired were delusive and

its promises a snare.

Few men have deserved better of the country than Francisco Antonio de Lo-

renzana. Patriarch of the Indies, and formerly Archbishop of Toledo (f April,

l&O-l), who presided over the Fourth Provincial Council of Mexico, in

either 1766 or 1771.' From the day the Mexicans became politically an in-

dependent people they have been a prey to unceasing intestine dissensions, and

have at length lapsed into a state of almost hopeless anarchy. Since then the

government of the ccuntry, whose chief executive bears the title of President,

has passed alternately into the hands of one of the two dominant political par-

ties of Freemasons, the Escosesos, or Centralists, and the Yorkinos, or Federalists.

By the Constitution of 1824, which, with the exception of the article relating

to religious freedom, was little more than a transcript of that of the United

States, the Catholic Church was declared to be the only one tolerated by the

Confederacy. In the course of the years 1824 and 1825 a friendly correspond-

ence was carried on with regard to ecclesiastical afftiirs between Pope Leo XII.

and President Victoria. During the ascendancy of the Democratic government

of the Yorkinos, bishoprics falling vacant were not filled, and in 1829 there was

but a single bishop in all Mexico. This condition of things led to the conclu-

sion of a Convention with the Holy See, which was proclaimed on the 16th of

May, 1831. as a fundamental law of the State. Naturally enough, it was op-

posed by the Spanish Court, which still claimed the right of presenting to bish-

oprics, and for similar reasons by the Liberals, but was sustained by the Mexi-

can government. Under the presidency of Santa Anna (from 1833), Congress

passed laws suppressing convents and abolishing the compulsory payment of

tithes; and it was proposed to confiscate the property of the Church, and ap-

propriate it to the payment of the national debt. These measures roused the

indignation of the people, who were at heart still warmly attached to the

1 Wittmann, 1. c, pp. 191-212; Gams, Vol. IL, pp. 49-56, and Vol. III., pp.

674 sq.
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Clmroh and the Holy See, and uprisings took place, which resulted in 1835 in

the abrogation of the Constitution of 1824, and the concentration of all political

power in the hands of Santa Anna. This usurpation was resented by Texas,

which declared itself independent of Mexico in 1830, and nine years later was

annexed to the United States; and by Upper California and New Mexico, both

of which seceded from the Mexican lkepul)lic in February, 1848. Herreva, who
succeeded Santa Anna as President in 1848, endeavored to adjust tiie differences

between (Uiurch and State, and to have a Nuncio appointed for Mexico, but

without success. The latter measure, which had been in contemplation during

the lifetime of Gregory XVI., was brought to a successful issue in 1851, under

the presidency of Arisfa, but had little or no influence on the relations of polit-

ical parties in the countrj\ Mgr. Clementi, the Apostolic Delegate, failed to

inspire confidence or to attract to himself the unwavering sympatliy of any

party ;
• and the negotiations preparatory to the conclusion of a Concordat with

the Holy See came to an abrupt termination in 1853, when Arista was driven

from power, to be succeeded in the following year by Santa Anna, under whom
the condition of the Church became still worse.

In an allocution of December 15, 1856, Pope Pius IX. complained that by

the enactments of that and preceding years ecclesiastical jurisdiction bad been

declared void, the Church despoiled of her estates and possessions, the Bishops

of Puebia and Guadalaxara exiled, religious encouraged to quit their monaste-

ries, and other steps taken by the government highly detrimental to the inter-

ests of religion. Santa Anna was succeeded in the presidency by Aivnrcz in

1855, but. after a short absence from power, again became chief magistrate for

the third time, only to give way to General Comonfort in 1856, under whom
the Church was more bitterly persecuted than even under Santa Anna him-

self. The result of this hostility to the Church was an insurrection, which

placed General ZuLoaga at the head of affairs in 1858. In a letter, dated Jan-

uary. 1858, Zuloaga assured the Holy Father that the ]Mexicans had always re-

garded loyalty to the Holy See as their first and highest duty, and deeply re-

gretted the persecution to which the Church had been subjected; that, though

the recent enactments against the freedom of the Church and the laws confis-

cating ecclesiastical property might lead him to believe that the bulk of the

inhabitants had abjured the faith of their ancestors and grown hostile to the

Holy See, such was not in matter of fact the case
;
that the abrogation of the

offensive statutes had given sincere and universal joy to the nation
;
and that

His Holiness migiit rest assured that harmony between Church and State was

now fully restored. 2 Had Zuloaga remained at the head of affairs, he would

have pursued a policy certainly friendly, and possibly highly favorable to the

Church; but having been driven from power in 1859, he was unable to carry

out his conciliatory measures. In a second allocution, dated September 30,

1861, Pius IX. again protested against the iniquitous laws, directed, not alone

against the authority, but also against the teachings of the Church. He com-

plained that ecclesiastical estates had been declared national property and con-

fiscated ; that churches had been plundered; that priests, religious, and nuns

J W. MenzeL Hist, of Our Own Days, Stuttgart, 1860, p. 318.

^ Freiburg Kirchenbluit, 1858, pp. 157 sq.
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had been treated with indignity ; and that bishops, after ha%'ing been subjected

to all manner of outrage, had been expelled the countfl-y.^

Most of the exiled bishops took up their residences in Home, and, on their

representation, the I'ope made a new division of the dioceses of Mexico, many
of which were excessively large. This measure was made public in an allocu-

tion of March 16, 1863.'' The hopes of the friends of X\\ii Cluirch revived when,

on the 10th of .luly, 1863, the Assembly of Notabli's. by a vote of 250 against

20, declared in favor of an hereditary monarchy under a I'oman Catholic Em-
peror. The crown was offered to Maximilian of Austria, who landed at Vera

Cruz May 20, 1864, and entered the .Mexican capital on the 12th of the follow-

i?ig June, under the title of Maximilian I., Emperor of Mexico. Maximilian

was reputed to have been the most accomplished prince of Europe, and his

misfortunes in Mexico are to be ascribed to the rashness of his friends, the du-

plicity of his patrons, and the unreasonable and persistent hostilitj' of his ene-

mies, rather than to any lack of ability on his part or to any antagonism of the

religious principles by which he was guided, with the legitimate aspirations of a

people! desirous of being great and free. Directly on his arrival in the City of

Mexico, the clerical party demanded the immediate and unconditional restora-

tion of the ecclesiastical property confiscated and sold during the ascendancy

of Juarez and the French regency. As this amounted to about one-third of the

real estate of the Empire and one-half of the immovable propert}' (jf the mu-

nicipalities, and had already passed from the first to the second, and in some

instances to. the third purchaser, it was plainly impossible for the Emperor to

satisfy this demand. When Mgr. il/e(/Zta, the Papal Nuncio, avowed his ina-

bility to find any satisfactory solution of the question, Maximilian threw him-

self into the arms of the liberal party, and on the 27th of December, 1864, in-

structed his ministers to bring in a bill, which was immediately passed by the

chamber.s, vesting the management and sale of ecclesiastical property in the

Council of State.

In the meantime Mgr. Meglia resigned his position. May 27, 1865; and a

committee, followed some time later by Father Fischer, was sent to Rome to

iidjust matters, but before anything could be accomplished the Empire had

ceased to exist. At the demand of the United States government, which per-

emptorily refused to recognize Maximilian, the French troops, under Marshal

Bazdine, were withdrawn early in 1867. The Emperor was, in consequence,

left to contend at fearful odds against the republican General Escobedo, and,

after a series of disasters, was finally made prisoner at Queretaro on the 15th

of May, 1867, and on the 19th of the succeeding June he, together witii his two

generals, Mirainon and Mejia. was shot.

Juarez re-entered the City of Mexico July 16, and was elected President in

the fcllowinir October. He was the first of the Mexican presidents to serve the

full term of his office. He died in 1872. The triumphs of the Republic, how-

ever, did not put an end either to civil war or religious persecution, and in 1875

severe laws were again enacted against the Church.

According to the Gotha Almanac, the population of Mexico in 1868 was

' Moy, x\rchives of Canon Law, 1862, Vol. VII. (I.), p. 117.

»Cf. May, Archives, 1863, Vol. IX. (HI.), p. 433 sq.
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8,259,000, which, with the exception of al)out 100,000 infidel Indians and a few-

stranger?, is entirely Catholic. In 1848 there was one metropolitan. and eleven

suffrai^an sees and l,'2l)5 parishes in the whole country, which is about si.v times

the size of Italy. The number was manifestly insufficient, and, as has been

mentioned, Pius IX., in 18G3, divided the country into tliree ecclesiastical prov-

inces, and established six new bislioprics. The following is the present eccle-

siastical organization :

I. Metropolitan see: Mexico. Suffragan sees: Victoria, Puebla, Chiapa,

Oaxaca, Yucatan (or Merrda), Vera Cruz, Chilapa, and Tulancingo.

II. Metropolitan see: Michoncan (with seat at Morelia). Suffragan sees:

San Luis de Potosi, Queretaro, Leon, and Zamora.

III. jNIetropolitan see: Gundalaxnra. Suffragan sees: Durango, Linares (with

seat at Monterey), Sonora, and Zacutecas, and the Vic. .\\>. of Lower California.'

In former times, each Cathedral had its chapter, where, according to an en-

actment of the Third Provincial Council, held in 1585, there should be a dean,

an archdeacon, a chantor, a theologian, a treasurer, ten canons, s'x prebendaries,

and six ecclesiastics, with competent revenues.^ By permission of the Holy

See, granted in 1830, the Chapters propose three candidates for a vacant epi.s-

copal see; of these the government selects one, upon whom the Pope confers

canonical investiture.^ As long as Mexico was a dependency of Spain, the

bishops exercised the same jurisdiction, and were subject to the same limitations

as those of the Mother Country, where the Canon Law of the Church was in

force, but under the Republic their condition was wholly changed.* During

the same period the bishops had very handsome revenues, the largest being

about $130,000 or pesos, and the smallest about ^25,000 ; at present the revenues

range from $5,000 to $10,000. This is the nominal sum set down in the public

budget, but in matter of fact both bishops and priests are supported by the

voluntary contributions of the faithful. It is estimated that there are at pres-

ent about 10,000 priests in Mexico, 3,2'23 of whom are secular clergy. They are

educated in the older diocesan seminaries and in monasteries, and, since the ex-

pulsion of Spanish ecclesiastics by President Guerrero, are mostly Indians.

Although only moderately educated, they are exemplary and zealous in the

discharge of their duties.^

No class of men have done more for Mexico than the lieligious Urtlers, and

none have' been more shamelessly and ungratefully treated by the Republican

government. The Jesuits were banished by the Spanish government first in

17G7, and their colleges, convents, and great wealth declared confiscated to the

Crown ; and were again similar!}' dealt with by the Republic. The Francis-

cans, Augustinians, and Dominicans, though never formally suppressed, were

despoiled of all their property.

In 1810 there were 149 convents in 3Iexico, containing 1,931 monks, and

1 Moy, Archiv. 18(53, Vol. IX. (III.), p. 433 sq.; Gerarch. Gait., 1877, pp. 53,

54, G2.

* Moroni, Vol. II., p. 14.

3 Gams, 1. c, p. G83.

* Conf. Hergenrbiher, The Negotiations of Spain with the Holy See, in Moy's-

Archiv., Vol. X. (II.) sq.

^Merz, 1. c, Vol. VII., p. 138.
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distributed into thirteen provinces, six of wliich belonged to the Franciscans,

three to the Dominicans, two to the Augustinians, one to the Carmelites, and

one to the Mercederians. There were at the same date six missionary colleges,

containing 829 students.' The capitalized value of the property belonging to

the Religious Orders was between nine and ten millions of pesos.^ In 1845

there were 150 convents of men, 68 of which belonged to the Franciscans, 25

to the Dominicans, 22 to the Augustinians, 19 to the Order of Mercy, and 16 to

the Carmelites; •'' and in 1856 there were 146 convents and 1,139 monks. The
entire property of these Religious Orders was confiscated by President Comon-
fort. In 1860 the Recollect Franciscans possessed 30 religious houses, the

Dominicans 25, the Augustinians 10, and the Carmelites 10, while the Jesuits

were established at Mexico ; the Oratorians at Mexico, Puebla, and Guadalax-

ara ; the Benedictines at Mexico; and the Jirothers of Charity at Mexico and

Oaxaca.

In 1810 there were 57 convents of women in Mexico, containing 1,962 in-

mates ; in 1845, 50 convents and 2,000 religious ; and in 1856, according to the

testimony of Baron von Richthufen, 39 convents and 3,160 religious. All Or-

ders of female religious were suppressed by act of government in 1863; the

Sisters of Charity, who had been introduced into the country from Europe

about 1845, being the only religious community of women recognized.*

There is but one University 5 in the country, that of the City of Mexico,

founded in 1551, having 22 professors and a library of 50,000 volumes.

There are colleges in every considerable town, 35 of whicli are under eccle-

siastical supervision, besides 37 seminaries and 2 high schools or lyceums, situ-

ated at San Luis Potosi and Guanajuato.

Primary schools do not exist except in the larger cities, which, it is said, is

due more to republican misgovernment than to the neglect of the clergy, who are

not permitted to exercise their energies in this field. Between the years 1822

and 1850, what is known as the Bell-Lancaster System of Mutual Instruction*

was introduced by the Director General of Primary Instruction, with a view

to educate the people out of what was called by euphemism their " fanat-

icism."

The Emperor Maximilian designed to introduce a complete and thorough

system of public instruction, and to raise the standard of studies to that of the

best schools of Europe, but time was not given him to carry out hisbenevolent

and enlightened purposes.'

Almost every town has its orphanage, its house of refuge, and its hospital;

there are numerous confraternities ; 8 and the greater feasts of the Church are

celebrated with unusual pomp and splendor.^

1 Gams, 1. c, p. 677.

2 The same, p. 679.

3 The same, p. 689.

^ Salzlmrg Kirchenblatt, 1863, p. 158.

5 Cf. Hist, and Pollt. Papers, Vol. 52, p. 949.

6 Gams, 1. c., p. 862.

"f Salzburg Kirchenblatt, 1865, p. 268.

8 The sa7ne, 1863, p. 315.

•« Merz, 1. c, p. 139.
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"Wliile tlio standard of religion and morality is confessedly low among tlie

Mexicans,^ the religious sentiment of tlio people, though perverted, is deep and

universal ; their eharity, whether public or private, according to the testimony

of the notorious Caldcron de la Barca, is without a parallel in the world ; and

in mental endowments they are not surpassed by any other people. With
peace and good government, they would, there is hardly a doubt, take their

place among the foremost nations of the earth.

Central Amreica, which, since 1525, had been subject to Spain, after a pro-

tracted and obstinate struggle, lasting from 1815 to 1828, became fi nail}' independ-

ent, and formed a Federal Republic, comprising Guatemala, Honduras, San Salva-

dor, Nicaragua, and Costa Rica, with a total population of 2,005,000. A civil con-

flict, however, continued to rage between the Monarchists and the Republicans

until the dissolution of the Confederacy in 18o9, during which the Catholic Church

sutiered severely. In this year Currerd. became Dictator of Guatemala, the largest

of the five Independent Republics ; and in July, 1843, the Jesuits, whose labors

had brought so many blessings upon that country, and who were still held in

grateful remembrance by the people, were recalled hy order of the Congress,

and the zeal and activity which they still continue to display promise well for

the future of the country. Man}' monasteries were restored and a Concordat

concluded with the Holy See in 1852. A Concordat was also concluded with

the Republic of Costa Ricd and a bishopric established at San Jose by Pius IX.,

March 2, 1850, after this State became independent of the Republic of Nica-

ragua, to which it had belonged since the dissolution of the Confederacj- of

Central America. Its population, as oflBcially stated in 1804, was 120.000, of

whom 30,000 belonged to San Jose, where there is a so-called University, with

six professors and about 100 students.

The condition of the Church in the republics of Nicaragua and Honduras is

by no means as promising as in Costa Rica. There is an episcopal see at the

city of Nicaragua ; another at Coniayagua, in Honduras ; and a third at San

Salvador, in the Republic of the same name, but its cathedral was nearly de-

stroyed with the city by an earthquake, April 10, 1854.

In the West Indies '^ there are four archiepiscopal and nine episcopal sees

and two apostolic vicariates, distributed as follows : San Domingo (no suflFra-

gans), Port-au-Prince, five; Santiago de Cuba, three; Puerto de Espana, two;

Martinique and Basseterre, suff'ragans of the metropolitan see of Bordeaux, each

one; and CuraQao and Jamaica, each an apostolic vicariate. The total popula-

tion of the W^est Indies in 1862 was 4,071,022, of whom 8,500,000 are Catholic,

and about 500,000 Protestant.^ There are ecclesiastical seminaries at San Do-

mingo, Puerto Rico, Santiago do Cuba, and Cura9ao, but these are by no means

equal to supply an adequate number of priests, of whom there is a great lack.

Among the Religious Orders, whose labors are most productive of good, are the

Jesuits, the Redemptorists, the Fathers of the Holy Ghost and of the Sacred

^Kalkar, I.e., p. 217.

^Jas. Neher, Eccl. Geog., Vol. III., pp. 401 sq.

8 Oams, Vol. III., pp. 715-722.
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Heart of -Miiry, and the Christian Brothers; and of females, the Ladies of the

Sacred Heart, and the Sisters of St. Joseph, St. Maurice of Chatres, and the Sa-

cred Heart of Mary. There are Universities at Havana and San Domingo,

some high schools, and many private institutions of learning.

The West Indies are divided into the following four ecclesiastical provinces:

San Domingo, Port-au-Prince, Santiago de Cuba, and Puerto de Espana. The
Province of San Domingo comprises the eastern portion of the island, wiiich

former)}' belonged to Spain; the Lesser Antilles, belonging to Spain ; and the

Virgin Islands. The population of the Island of San Domingo itself is in the

neighborhood of 700,000. The Church here was in a tolerably prosperous con-

dition until the date of the declaration of independence (1803), since when,

owing to numerous changes of government and incessant wars, ecclesiastical

aflFairs have greatly declined, and between the years 1830 and 1850 there was

not a single bishop in the Island. In the Wesfer-n vr Freiich portion, where the

aboriginal Indians were exterminated by the cruelty of the early Spaniards

and replaced by slaves from Africa, there is now a Republic of negroes, with

the capital at Port-au-Prince. Their conversion was first undertaken by the

Dominicans, and subsequently by the Jesuits, who were expelled in 1763. At-

tempts were made by Gregory X'S'I. and Pius IX. to improve the condition of

the Church in this portion of the island, but with very little .success, owing

chiefly to the malignant agitation kept up by the Protestants, who received

hearty encouragement from their friends in Europe. Bishoprics were estab-

lished in 18G2 at Les Caves, Cape Hayti, Gonaives, and Port-de-Paix, but most

of them have ever since remained without incumbents.

In the EaIntern portion, forming since 1843 the Doniinicnn Republic, with a

population of 136,500, the Creoles declared Catholicity the religion of the State;

and Jolin Monetti was appointed to the archiepiscopal see of San Domingo, but

was expelled in 1853 through the agencj' of English Freemasons.

No improvement took place during the ephemeral rule of the Spaniards,

from 1861 to 1865, and when they were driven from the island the Spanish

bishops were forced to leave with them. An effort was made in 1866 by the

Kedemptorist Father, Louis Buggenons, to again establish relations between

the Picpublic and the Holy See, but since that time the country has been almost

continuously disturbed by intestine struggles. The archiepiscopal see of San

Domingo is at present administered by a vicar apostolic.

^

The prospects of the Church are somewhat more encouraging in the islands

belonging to Spain. In Cuba, the population of which in 1872 was 1,370,211,

of whom 730,750 were whites, 34,000 Chinese and Hindoo coolies, and 605,461

blacks, there is an arcljbishopric at Sa^itiago de Cuba and suffragan bishopries

at Smi Cristobal de la Habana, San Juan de Puerto Rico, in the island of the same

name. Puerto Rico, with a population of 700,000, of whom t)00,000 are Catholics,

was bj' Pius VII., in 1816, made suffragan to the metropolitan see of San Do-

mingo, but is now again suffragan to Santiago de Cuba; ^ and Jamaica, with a

1 Gerarchia Cattolica, year 1877, p. 193. (Tr.)

2 Cfr. Neher, Eccl. Geogr., Vol. III., p. 409, and Gerarchia Cattolica of 1877,

p. 52. (Tr.)
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population in 1871 of 506,154, of wlinui mily 13,101 are whites, has an apostolic

vicariate. All things considered, the Church is more prosperous in the Leaser

Antille.% the most important of which is the Island of Trinidad, belonging to

Great Britain, than in any other portion of the West Indies. In 1850 the

apostolic vicariate of Trinidad was changed into the archbishopric of Port of

Sjtain (Puerto de Espana), the capital, to which the bishopric of Roseau, on the

Island of Dominica, is suftVagan. This ecclesiastical province contains about

340,000 inhabitants, of whom 200,000 are Catholics. I'here was a provincial

council held in 1854. Of the Religious Orders, the most numerous and active

are the Jesuits, the Eudists, the Kedeniptorists, who have been lately intro-

duced, the Sisters of St. Josepii of Clugny, and the Ladies of the Sacred Heart.

The bishopric oi Basseterre,^ which replaced the apostolic prefecture of Guade-

loupe, September 27, 1850, had in 1868 two vicars-general, eighty-five priests, a

seminary at the episcopal see, and a Catholic population of 137,000. At the

same date the apostolic prefecture of Martinique was abolished, and the see

of Fort-de- France, subsequently transferred to Saint-Pierre, established in its

stead.^

The position of the Church in South America, and notably in that portion

of it which revolted from Spain, forming now the te7i republics of New (Jranada,

Venezuela, Ecuador, Bolivia, Peru, Chili, Argentina, Buenos Ayres, Uruguay,

and Paraguay, has in recent times been the reverse of encouraging. The bish-

oprics of New Granada were made suffragan to the metropolitan see of Santa

Fe de Bogota, and those of Venezuela to that of Caracas,^ by Leo XIL, and the

see of New Pamplona was established in 1836 by Gregory XVI., and added to

the former province. The Jesuits had been recalled, and the hopes of Catholics

had barely begun to revive, when a violent persecution against the Church

broke out in New Granada. The Jesuits were once more expelled; ecclesiasti-

cal estates, whether belonging to the secular or regular clergy, were confis-

cated; bishops were forcibly ejected from their sees; and in 1852 President

Lopez announced a formal separation between Church and State. In an allo-

cution of September 27, 1852, Pius IX., as chief Pastor of the Clnirch, protested

against these hostile enactments, and bestowed special praise upon Archbishop

Mosquera, who had courageously withstood the assaults of the impious up to

the day of his banishment, and diod an exile at Marseilles, on his way to Konie,

December 10, 1853.

The greatest obstacle to the progress of the Church in New Granada is the

new political constitutinn, studiously elaborated upon the principles of the most

radical democracy ; to which may be added the blighting influence of an irre-

ligious and immoral jiress, whose evil effects are only too terribly visible in the

' Cf. the Bull of Erection, in the Acta Pii IX. and in La France eccl. 1851,

p. 708 sq.

2 Cf. the Bull of Erection, in La France eccl. 1851, p. 097.

^ To the Archbishop of Bogota are suffragan the Bishops of Cartagena, Santa

Marta, Popayan, Panama, Paynplona Nueva, Anfiorjula Medcllin, and Pasto

;

to the Archbishop of Caracas, the Bishops of Merida, Angostura, Ouyo, Cola-

boza, and Barquisimeto
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atrocious attempts that are daily made upon human life. In the Eepublic of

Ecuador, the Jesuits were likewise recalled, but, as in New Granada, only to be-

again expelled. Although Quito, the capital, is the seat of an archiepiscopal

see, to which the bishoprics of Cuencn, Guayaquil, Ibari-a, Riobainba, Loxa, and

Puerto Viejo are suffragan, the condition of religion is by no means promising.^

Maria Anna Paredes, surnamed the Lily of Quito, who died in 1645, was de-

clared blessed by Pius IX.

The metropolitan see for the Republics of Bolivia and Paraguay is C/tarcas,

-with residence at Sucre or La Plata or Chvquisaca, to which the following sees

are suffragan : La Paz de Ayacucho ; Santa Cruz de la Sierra, at Misque Pocona;

Cochabamba ; and Paraguay or Assuncion.'* The bishoprics of Buenos Ayres,.

New Cordova, and Tucuma?7, in which ecclesiastical life was entirely paralyzed

during the dictatorship of Rosas (1835-1852), also belonged to the province of

Charcas until the year 1865. After the overthrow of Rosas, relations were once

more established with the Holy See.^

The labors of the missionaries in Ouiana, or Guayana, in recent times have

been successful and encouraging.* Under the name of Guiana is included that.

stretch of coast lying between the mouths of the rivers Maraiion or Amazon

and Orinoco, which, having been neglected by the Spaniards and Portuguese,

-was colonized by ihe English, French, and Dutch. British and Dutch Guiana

each contain an apostolic vicariate, and French Guiana an apostolic prefecture.

The Catholic population of all Guiana in 1871 was 90,750. or about one-third

of all the inhabitants. Of these, 52,250 belong to Demerara or British Guiana,

12,500 to Surinam or Dutch Guiana, and 26,000 to Cayenne or French (xuiana.

In French Guiana, toward the middle of the last century, Father Lombard ex-

hibited a most laudable spirit of self-sacrifice, which was zealously emulated by

his successors in the same field of labor, among whom Fathers Benson, Garnave,

Tourree. Auiilhnc, and Huberlant deserve special mention. During a terrible

epidemic which raged in Dutch Guiana, Father Grove gave an example of the

most heroic Christian charity and unbounded reliance in God; and, at the be-

ginning of the second quarter of this century. Father Himks, a Dominican,

achieved unexampled success in his missionary labors among the negroes of

British Guiana.

But of all the countries once forming the territory of the colony belonging;

to Spain, Chili and Peru,^ notably the latter, have given the most assuring evi-

dences of ardent piety and vigorous religious life. Lima, the capital of Peru,

-was the home of St. Rose, and the see of Sai7ii Turihius, the former the first

canonized Saint, and the latter the St. Charles Borromeo of the New World.

But even in these countries protracted civil wars have had the effect of reducing

the number of priests and greatly retarding the growth of religion. In Chdi,

-where the Jesuits now possess a number of religious houses, they are again

actively at work conducting schools and directing souls, with the gratifying re-

» Gams, A^ol. III., pp. 700 sq.

2 Ibid., pp. 706 sq.

'Ibid., pp. 712 sq.

* Wittma?i7i, Vol. I., p. 136; Garns, Vol. III., p. 722.

5 Wittmann, Vol. I., pp. 157 sq. ; Ga7ns, Vol. III., pp. 707 sq.
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suits that everywhere attend the lahors of these devoted men. There is a nor-

mal school at Saidiago, where teachers are trained for the provincial missions.

The Huflragan bishoprics of Liina, the metropolitan sec of Peru, arc Arcquipo,

Cuzco, TrnxiUo, Maynas or Chachapoyas, Guamanga or Ayacucho, and lla-

(inuco and Puno ; and of Santiago, the metropolitan see of Chili; Conce2)cion,

Serena or Coquimbo, and San Curios di Ancud.

The Catholic population of Chili, which writers tell us is the most prosperous

llepublic of the New World, is about two millions, and the Catholic the estab-

lished Church of the State. The Araucanian Indians are for the most part

heathen ; but since 1841 the Capuchins have had missions established among
them with the most encouraging results, and more recently the Jesuits have

sent laborers into the same lield. The clergy, though not sufBciently numerous,

come mainly from upper classes of society, and receive an excellent education,

either at the University of Santiago or at one of the missionary colleges at

Chiloe, Valdivia, and Concepcion. There is also in Chili an Academy of Sci-

ences; some sixty colleges and academies, at fifty of which instruction is gratu-

itous; one thousand primary schools, attended' by 40,000 children; four hun-

dred intermediate schools; forty-one convents of men and seven of women.
The flourishing condition of the schools in this country is due for the most part

to the active zeal of the Religious Orders.

The ecclesiastical province of Buenos Ayres, as constituted in 1865, comprises,

besides the metropolitan see of the same name, the suffragan sees of Cordova,

San Juan de Ci/yo, Parana, and Salto, situated in the Argentine Confederation

or the United States of Rio de la Plata. The population is about 1,340,000,

nearly all of whom are Catholics. There is a University conducted by the So-

ciety of Jesus at Buenos Ayres, a greater seminary at Cordova, a lesser semi-

nary at San Juan, a Jesuit college at Santa Fe, and a Franciscan college at Rio-

quarta. Education is general and compulsory.

The bishopric of Assuncion embraces the entire Republic of Paraguay, con-

sisting of twenty-five departments, with a population of 1,337,431.

In Brazil^ the work of evangelizing the country, which was going prosper-

ously forward under the Jesuits, was interrupted- by the persecution of Pom bal,

who had the members of the Society expelled the country with circumstances

of exceptional brutality and outrage, and amid the tears of the Brazilians, who
were sincerely and ardently attached to these noble missionaries. Fortunately,

the Lazarists were at hand to enter upon the work the Jesuits were forced to

leave off, to whom they proved themselves worthy successors. The people of

Brazil, who have never wavered in their attachment to the Holy See, gave a

signal proof of their loyalty in the year 1834, when the government declined to

recognize the bishop aj^pointed by Rome to the diocese of Rio de Janeiro. The
whole country, with a population of 11,780,000,^ all of whom, except about

500,000, are Catholics, constitutes but one ecclesiastical province. Bahia or San

Salvador is the metropolitan see, to which the bishoprics of Rio de Janeiro or

1 Wittmann, Vol. I., pp. 143-156; Gams, Yol. III., pp. 191 sq.

2 So La Rivista Catolica of Las Vegas (in New Mexico), in the year 1876, at

page 273. The Encyclopaedia Britannica (Vol. I., p. G25j, from the census taken

in 1872, gives but 10,095,978, (Tr.)

VOL. Ill—61
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San Sebastian, Belem or Para, Cubahn or Cuyaba, Olinda or Pernambuco, .S'«?j

7j?«J3 de .MaranJiam, Mariana, Goyaz, San Paolo and jSa?! Pedro, in the province

of Eio Grande do Sul, Diamaniino and Fortalezza or Ceara, are suffragan. In

all these dioceses, with the exception of three, there ai'e ecclesiastical seminaries
;

still, owing to the petty annoyances and unwarrantable interference of govern-

ment, inspired mainly, if not wholly, by the Freemasons, the supply of priests

is miserably insuflBcient. The jurisdiction of the bishops, who are nominated

by the Emperor, in virtue of his office of Grand blaster of the ^Military Order

of Clirist, is very much restricted, and as a rule cathedral chapters do not exist.

The Religious Orders are zealous and active, and flourish, in spite of the tierce

assaults made upon them by the irreligious portion of the press. The Capu-

chins, Jesuits, and Lazarists are laboring earnestly to convert the natives, who
constitute 150 tribes, live in scattered villages, and belong for the most part to

the mixed race of the Tupis. The Lazarists have quite a large missionary col-

lege at Caraca, in the diocese of Mariana. There is a University at San

Paolo, possessing, however, neither a theological nor a medical faculty; two

medical colleges, styled Universities, at Rio and Bahia; two faculties of law at

Recife and San Paolo; and 1G8 high schools and 2,500 primary schools in the

entire country. The Church is wholly excluded from tlie management o? Pub-

lic Instruction, the State claiming and exercising complete control. Notwith-

standing these drawbacks, about three-fifths of the population are well in-

structed in the Catholic faith, and are more prosperous and happy than the

inhabitants of other countries in South America 'under English and. Protestant

influence.^

The Eastern Republic of Uruguay, called also Montevideo, from the name of

its capital, which formerly formed part of the bishopric of Buenos Ayres, was

made an apostolic vicariate in 1848. Its population, which is almost entirely

Catholic, was 350,000 in 1863, of whom about 150,000 were foreigners. The

apostolic vicar and the prefect of the Franciscans for the missions of South

America both reside at Montevideo.

Of late years the Catholic Church has been making rapid advances in the

Philippine Islands. There has been a bishopric since 1525 and an archbish-

opric since 1621 at Manila, the capital of the Island of Luzon, and there are

bishoprics at Neo-Caceres, Zebu or the Holy Name of Jesus, New Segovia, and

Jaro or St. Elizabeth.

In Australasia, 2 however, the progress of the Catholic missions has been

seriously impeded by the opposition of the Methodists ; by the suspicion roused

in the breasts of the natives on account of the protection afforded the mission-

aries by the French in some of the South Sea Islands, and by the frightful im-

morality and hideous cannibalism prevalent in these countries. As is natural,

from the fact that England's power is here supreme, the bulk of the colonists

are Anglicans, who have an archbishopric at Sidney and bishoprics at Adelaide,

Melbouriie, New Castle, and Perth in Australia, or New Holland.

An apostolic vicariate, of which Dr. John Poldlng, an Englisii Benedictine,

was the first incumbent, was established in 1835, with jurisdiction over Aus-

1 Witttnaji, Vol. II., p. 531, quoted by Kalker, p. 272.

2 Cf. Father Charles a S. Aloysio, pp. 104-117.
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tralia, Tasmani:i (formerly Van Diemen's Land), Norfolk, and otlior islands,

with a population estimated in 18G9 at 2,050,000.1 To these islands are sent all

persons transported from the kingdom of Great Britain, who, having been in

foimer times mostly Irish Catholics, and whose greatest crime was their faith,

brougiit abundant blessings upon the land of their exile. They at once asked

for priests, who were sent them, and although their missions were opposed

by the British government between the years 1810 and 1820, they contained

in 1840 as many as twenty-three priests, two of whom were in the Island of

Tasmania and two in the Island of Norfolk. Reformed convicts and fresh im-

migrants laid the foundations of new settlements, and the Catholics increased

so rapidly througli the unwearied labors of Dr. Folding and Father ITllathorno,

that in 1842 it was found necessary to establish an archiepiscopal see at Sidney,

in New South Wales, and suffragan bishoprics at Adelaide, in South Australia,

and at Hobart Town, in Tasmania. By 1845 there were 5G Catiiolic missiona-

ries in Australia, 31 Catholic schools, and 28 churches and chapels ; and in the

same year the first provincial council was held. So unprecedented was the growth

of Catholicity that in 1855 there were in Sidney alone, which then contained

65,000 inhabitants, 20,000 Catholics, fourteen Catholic primary schools, a female

academy, conducted by the Benedictine nuns, and a college for boj's. The see

of Perth, in Western Australia, was established in 1845; that of Melbourne, in

Victoria, 2 in 1847; that of Victoria, in Noi-th Australia, in 1849; and in 1865

the see of Maitland was revived, and those of Brisbane and BnthHrst founded.^

In 1874 Melbour7ie was raised to metropolitan rank, receiving Ballarat, Sajid-

hurst, Adelaide, Perth, and Hobart Town as suffragan sees, whilst the metropol-

itan see of Sidney retains those of Gotdburn, Balhtirsi, Maiilnnd, Arviidale,

Brisbane, aiid Victoria. These splendid triumphs were achieved mainly through

the Benedictines and Jesuits.* In the northern Island of New Zealand the

sees of Wellington and AucJdand have been established since 1849, and in the

southern island that of Dunedln since 18G9.

In Western, E((stern, and Central Polynesia apostolic vicariates have existed

since 1853, the missionaries being chiefly engaged in converting the natives of

the islands.

Jn Folynesia the Church is achieving marked success. Of the 3,000 inhabit-

ants of Uvea, the principal of the Wallis Islands, 2,700 were Catholics in 1855.

The missions on the Gambier Islands (Mangareva, Akena, Akamaru, and Ta-

ravai), conducted by the Priests of the Congregation of Picpns, are quite flour-

1" Catholic Missions in Australia." {Hist, and Poli't. Papers, Vol. IV., in

three articles.) 't*Ed. Michelis, The Nations of the South Sea and the Protest-

ant and Catholic Missions, Munster, 1847. Cf. "The Catholic," 1848. Mission-

ary Journal, Nros. 18, 21, 22, 25, 27, 28, 29, 30, 52, and 53. Gains, 1. c, Vol.

III., pp. 745-758.

^Sion, 1842, Nro. 84.

5 The first British settlement in Australasia was made in New South AVales

in 1788; Tasmania was colonized in 1825, Western Australia in 1829, South

Australia in 1834, New Zealand in 1841, Victoria in 1851, and Queensland in

1859.

* Gerarchia Cattolica, year 1877, p. 56. (Tr.)
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ishing, and promise to become the center of missionarj' enterprise in this part

of the world, the missionaries having alreadj' extended their labors to the Mar-
quesas and the Sandwich Isknids} Here, too, as in every missionar}' country in

the world, the blood of mai'tijrs has enriched the soil, and will become the seed

of the faith. In the Wallis Islands Father Chanel was martyred by Miiru-

Muru, a bloodthirsty chief, May 28, 1841 ; Bishop Epalle was murdered by

the savages of the Island of Isabella; and in 1856 Father Mozzuconi and
eighteen of the crew of the ship Gazelle met a similar fate at the hands of these

sanguinary islanders. The English volunteered to send a man-of-war to punish

the perpetrators of the murders on the Island of Isabella, but the missionaries

declined the offer, saying: "ire do not avenge our martyrs; toe pray for their

persecutors.''

The missions of Polynesia are organized into the apostolic vicariates : 1. Of
the Samoa or Navigator Islands; 2. The Marquesas Islands; 3. Melanasia and

Micronesia ; 4. New Caledonia ; 5. Central Oceanica ; 6. The Hawaiian or Sand-

wich Islands; 7. Tahiti or the Society Islands ; and the apostolic prefectures of

the Fiji Islands, New Norwich, and Labuan Island, with its dependencies, off the

northwestern coast of Borneo.^

If there be any one fact, which recent events have brought prominently for-

ward, it is that Europe and America are intent upon carrj'ing their civilization

and their intellectual culture to the farthest corners of the globe ; and hence

the Church has the acceptable duty imposed upon her, in this more than in any

former age, of carrying the light of truth and the blessings of religion to the

heathen of every land, and of keeping abreast of other civilizing influences,

which, unless grounded upon the name and the faith of Christ, can have neither

stability nor perpetuity. The rapid progress of the missions of the Catholic

Church in these latter years seems to point to the approaching fulfillment of

the words of prophecy: " He shall rule from sea to sea, and to the farthest ends

of the earth."

1 Concerning the missionary operations in the Ladrones or Mariana Islands

and the Caroline Islands, see Wittmann, Vol. I., p. 300-330. Freibg. Eccl. Cy-

clop., Yol. I., art. "Australia."

2 Gerarchia CattoUca, 1877, pp. 62, 63. (Tr.)
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SECTION FIRST.

HISTORY or THEOLOGY AND OF THE CHURCH IN GERMANY.

§ 424, Faille Efforts to Preserve the Symbols of Protestantism.

Startled by the novel teacliiiigs, which the writings of

Bahrdt^ were chiefly instrumental in bringing into existence

and making popular, the orthodox Protestants, under the di-

rection of pastor Urlsperger, first of Augsburg and subse-

quently of Basle (1775), formed a Society for the promotion

of sound docti-ine and true happiness ; and a similar Society,

for the defense of religion, was formed at the Hague in 1786.

In Saxony the letters of Krug on the perfectibility of revealed

religion, and the writings of Eck, in which their author ]ire-

tended to explain the miracles of the New Testament by nat-

ural causes, were both prohibited by law, Frederic V/illiam

II. of Prussia, acting under the advice of his Minister Woell-

7ier, took still more decided steps to maintain evangelical Pro-

testantism, On the 9th of July, 1788, he promulgated an

Edict of Religion against the philosophical teachings that had

1 Cf. 3 377, p. 598.

(965)
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found favor with Frederic II., forbidding them to be an-

nounced to the people from the pulpit. In 1790 the Consisto-

ries were instructed to advance no ooe to an ecclesiastical

position who held erroneous views on the fundamental truths

of Christianity or who declined to accept the national cate-

chism. Pastor Hermes and Professor Hilmer, of Breslau, were

associated with Woellner to see that these provisions were

carried into eifect, and a Board of Examiners was formed in

the Superior Consistory of Berlin, with instructions to exact

of all pastors, professors, and school-teachers, before entering

upon the duties of their several offices, a written declaration

that they would carry out the instructions of government.

The trial of pastor Schulz, of Gielsdorf, and his deposition in

1791, produced quite a sensation. Many works were pub-

lished on this occasion,^ the chief topics under discussion being

the extent of the binding force of the Symbols and of the ju-

risdiction of princes in matters of religion.

Frederic WUliam III., on his accession to the throne in

1797, at once abolished the Board of Examiners, and pro-

claimed that every one should have full religious freedom.

Kant (t 1804), viewing the subject in quite a different light,

rejected the superficial theology of his age, and in particular

denounced its enfeebling influence upon the moral principle.

He was from the start the consistent enemy of the popular

philosophy of Steinbart, which degraded virtue by making it,

not something valuable for its own sake, but only a means of

acquiring happiness. Kant, on the other hand, aimed at giv-

ing a positive value to the moral principle. His works, as

the}' are the beginning, so do they contain the underlying

philosophical principles of the rationalistic theolog}^ of Ger-

many. After having attempted to establish in his Critique of

Pure Reason (1781) that the human mind is incapable of

knowing the highest truths with absolute certainty, he admit-

ted in his Critique of Practical Reason (1788) the existence of

1 Henke, Animadversions on all the Writings, occasioned by the Prussian

Edict of Religion, Kiel, 1793. See, above all, Tholuck's Miscellanea, Pt. II.,

p. 125 sq., and Volhnar, The Trial of Pastor Schulz, of Gielsdorf, Friend of

Enlightenment in the Eighteenth Century, Exposed from the Judicial Acts,

Lps. 1846.
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u moral conscience, which, he maintained, is the true basis

upon which our conviction of the objective reality of a su-

preme moral law and of a sovereign good, which is the object

of this law, can alone rest. In his work, entitled Religion

within the Limits of Pure lieason (1793), he applies to the

Church and to the Christian dogmas his purely ethical relig-

ious conceptions, which are based solely on the moral law, to

the exclusion of all metaphysics. According to his view, re-

ligion is only an aid to morality, and Christianity itself a

school of morals. Practical Reason, that is, reason within the

limits of experience, is the one only source of religion, because

it is the basis of the moral law, which, in its turn, unlike dog-

matic truths, is alone demonstrable by reason, and should there-

fore be universally accepted.

The advocates of pure reason, thus assailed by Kant, did

not consider themselves vanquished. Flatt,^ among the theo-

logians, and Jacobi- (j 1819), among the philosophers, at once

rallied to its defense. Jacobi's theory was diametricallj' op-

posed to that of Kant. Kant admitted only a subjective real-

ity ; Jacobi affirmed that there was also an objective reality

in such conceptions as God, the soul, immortality, and the

like. Kant denied that faith is a source of knowledge in the

strict sense to the reason ; Jacobi held that there is an interior

recelation or moral intuition, through which the intellect ap-

prehends metaphysical truths as clearly and as firmly as it

does those of experience through the medium of the senses,

and that this revelation is the only source of our knowledge of

divine things. The objectice realism of Jacobi, and also the

aesthetical ideas of Fries, exercised a marked influence upon

theology. Still the teachings of Kant may be fairly considered

' Flaii, Essay of a Theory determining the Idea and Principle of Causality,

and Laj'ing the Foundation of Natural Theology, with Eeference to the Phi-

losophy of Kant, Lps. 1788. Letters on the Moral Foundation of Peligious

Knowledge, with Keference to the Philosophy of Kant, Tiibingen, 1789. Ob-

servationes quaedatn ad comparandara Kantianam disciplinam cum chr. doc-

trina pfertinentes. Tubing. 1792.

2 Jacobi, Of Things Divine and Their Revelation, Lps. (1811), 1822 ; Complete

Works, Lps. 1812 sq., vols.; Correspondence, Lps. 1825 sq., 2 vols, t Kufm,

Jacobi and the Philosophy of His Age, Mentz, 18o4. Staudenmaicr, Philosophy

of Christianity, Vol. I., p. 756 sq.
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the legitimate source of the theological system, which, since

the time of Heinhard, has borne the name of Rationalism, and

whose one supreme law is reason, or those natural endowments,

which being possessed by all men, are regarded as a sort of

natural revelation from God. Since the death of Kant, his

system has found many defenders. Among the ablest of these

we may mention JEckermann, Teller, Henke, and 'Jieftrunk;

Roehr,^ General Superintendent of AVeimar, its popular, and

TTer/sc^eiV/fr,^ Professor at Halle, its dogmatic apologist; and

Paidus,^ Professor at Jena, and subsequently at Wiirzburg and

Heidelberg, who gave to it an exegetical interyjretation. Ar-

rogating to themselves the title of champions of science and

liberty, these learned but superficial men, by completely ig-

noring the historical character of divine revelation, and deal-

ing with the Holy Scriptures flippantly and in bad faith, have

given a fresh example to the world of the degradation to which

reason may be reduced when, setting aside the light of lawful

authority, it rises in its pride and becomes a guide unto itself.

Their shallow and coarse rationalism, which will not accept

anything except what falls under the senses and yet pretends

to explain all things, while stripping Christianit}' of its deep

meaning, has nothing of its own to otter to intellect, yearning

for truths that will not pass awav, or to souls lansruishinff for

light other than this world can give. " To treat Christianity

with such levity," says /SeAe/Zz??^,^ " is not to understand, but

to misunderstand it ; is not to clear np its difliculties, but to

brush them aside." And, speaking of modern rationalists,

he adds: "They are men of little ability, and yet they are

unbelievers ; they are destitute of piety, and yet they wear a

certain solenm gravity; they resemble those wretched s})irits,

placed by Dante in the vestibule of the infernal regions, who
are rejected of Heaven and shut out from Hell.. The one aim

1 Ivoehr, Letters on Eationalism, Aix-la-Chapelle (Zeitz), 1813, and the Preach-

er's Critical Sermon-books, fr. 1820. Eundamental Dogmas of the Evangelical

Church, Neustadt (1832), 1834.

2 Wegscheider, Instit. thcol. christ. dogm., Halae, 1815; ed. VII., 1833.

2 Paulus, Commentaries on the Pirst Three Gospels, 3 vols., Heidelberg, 1830-

1833; on St. John's Gospel; Life of Jesus, 2 vols., Heidelberg, 1828.

* Schellinc/, Lectures on the Method of Universitai'y Studies, 2d ed., p. 198 sq.
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of their 'sound' exegotics, their enlightened psycholog}', and

their tolerant morality seems to be to strip Christianity of all

speculative depth and dogmatic truth of all certitude. Ac-

cording to them Christianity is a fact which must be subjected

to the tests of history and experience, and its revelation a

miracle, which must be explained by the criterions of sense.

N^ow, since divine truth, because of its very nature, can not

be either known or demonstrated by experience, the advocates

of naturalism are certain to have things all their own way."

But Schelling himself, being an avowed pantheist, could not

consistently employ such language, and on another occasion

he did not hesitate to pen these words :
" One can scarcely

rid oneself of the thought that the so-called JJiblical Books

are a great obstacle to the progress of Christianity. And, in

matter of fact, their religious teaching can not be compared

for excellence with that of many works written both before

them and since, and notably with that contained in the Vedas

of the Hindoos."

The Hours of Devotion, hy Zsehokke, a collection of soothing

rhapsodies, published at Argovia from 1809, were at once the

most complete and most popular expression of rationalistic ex-

egetics ;
^ and the unprecedented favor with which tliey were

received was a melancholy proof of the spirit of indift'erentism

which everywhere prevailed. Luther had taught that man is

justified by faith ; here it was asserted that man is justified

by uprightness of conduct, of which, however, one is to be him-

self the sole judge, thus fostering in his heart a spirit of pride

and self-love.

A reaction, however, soon set in, and the principles of ra-

tionalism in religion were promptly met by a supernatural

system, based upon divine revelation, as set forth in Holy Writ,

and, in a measure, interpreted by the Catholic Church. The
chief leaders, and mainly the defenders of this movement,
were Reinhard (f 1812), Storr (f 1805), Schwarz, Schott, Knapp,
Tittmann, and Steadel, besides nearlv all the older-school

1 CfV. Criticism of the Hours of Devotion, Vienna, 1824. Iven, Anti-Christian

Tendency of the Hours of Devotion, Cologne, 1827. The Hours of Devotion,

a Work of Satan, by Dr. 0. ChrisUich, Soleure, 1818. Freiburg Eccl. Journal,

1857 Nros. 5-9.
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theologians of Tiibingen, \uc\udmg Ilahn, T/wluck, and others,

who, by putting prominently forward the divinel}' revealed

character of the historical Books of the Bible, rendered a val-

uable service to exegetics.* Among these writers Tholuck

was especially eminent for his great learning, the theoretical

and pi'actical character of his writings, and the influence

which he personally exerted. Other theologians, like Tzschir-

ner (f 1828) and BretschnuiderX'A^Qx^d to bring these two di-

vergent tendencies together, and asserted that " rationalism

and supernaturalism could exist harmoniously together

without dithculty in the Protestant system," which is equiva-

lent to saying that to differ in matters of faith is a dogma of

Protestantism.

§ 425. Injiuence of 3Iodern Philosophy.

The philosophical systems of Schelling^ (f 1854) and Jacobi,

that of the former being in its new phase of a positive philoso-

phy, pantheistic rather than Christian in its tendencies, exer-

cised in their fuller development a marked influence upon

theology. A powerful and permanent impulse was given to

these systems hy Frederic Schleiermacher (f 1834), a theologian

and philosopher, who received his education with the Mora-

vians or United Brethren, making part of his studies in Upper

Lusatia, and completing them at the University of Ilalle. He
is the author of the sentimeidal in religion^ and enjoys the

questionable honor of having said that " the different systems

of religious philosophy, known as orthodoxy, pietism, and ration-

i&Yo?-r, Christian Dogmatics, published by Flatt, Stuttg. 1803, 2 vols. Eein-

?iard, A Course of Lectures on Dogmatics, published by Berger, 1801 ; by Eein-

hard himself, 1806 ; by SckoH, 1818. Schwarz, Outlines of Protestant Dogmatics,

1816. Kiiopp, Lectures on Christian Dogmas, according to the Doctrine of the

Evangelical Church, 1827. Halm, Manual of Christian Faith, Lps. 1828.

Siuidel, Dogmas of the Protestant Evangelical Church, Tiibingen, 18:}4. Tho-

luck, Doctrine of Sin and Expiation, 1823 sq. ; Biblical Commentaries; Char-

acter of Pationalist Polemics, Halle, 1840; Miscellaneous Writings, Gotha,

1839, 2 vols. ; His Works, ibid., 1862, 4 vols.

^RMer, Hist, of Philos., Vol. XII.; Freiburg Theol. Journal, Vol. VIII.;

Hist, and PolU. Papers, Vols. IX. and X.
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alism, have each rational grounds of defense." ' De Wctte"^ be-

came his colleague, "without, however, fully adopting his

views, AVliile the character of the teaching of these two men
was, on the whole, rationalistic, they remained aloof from

Rationalists, properl}' so called, by whom they were re-

proached with holding illogical propositions, and being pan-

theists in disguise. They replied : "You claim that reason

is your supreme guide, and you have not yet been able to

state scientidcally what that reason is or what are its relations

to religion." Twesten and Nifzsch, of Berlin
; Charles Ilase

and Baunif/arten-Crusius, of Jena ; Ullmann^ of Heidelberg
;

and Julius Jlliiller, of Ilalle,^ pursued a similar line of thought,

all adhering more or less closely to orthodox teaching; while

Ji(/rAei??e/te, Professor at Berlin (f 1846) ; Daub and Ilothe,oi

Heidelberg;* and Baur, of Tubingen, Avere wholly nnder the

influence of Hegcl,^ whose philosophy gave tone and color to

all they wrote. They particularly admired the Hegelian phi-

losophy, the terminology of which had about it a certain

Biblical flavor, " because it made religion the one important

thing, the knowledge of which in its essense is the perfection

of wisdom ; and because it taught that the Christian religion,

in its ecclesiastical constitution, has a deeper and wider sig-

nificance than modern Rationalism is willing to allow." It is

certainly strange that men could so completely misconceive

the true character of Christianity as to fancy that they were

able to find its true spirit in the teachings of Hegel, who held

'^ Sclileiermncher, Christian Faith, according to the Principles of the Evan-

gelical Church, Berlin (1821), 1830 sq., 2 vols. Cfr. Nippokl, Ch. H. of Our

Own Days, p. 213-239, with Bibliography concerning Schleiermacher.

2De Welte, Hist. Development of Christian Dogmatics, Berlin (1816), 1821,

2 vols.

3 Twesten, Lectures on Dogma, from the Compendium of de IVeite, 4th ed.,

1888, 2 vols. NUzsch, System of Christian Doctrine, Bonn, 1829 eq. Hase,

iManual of Evangelical Dogmatics (1820), 2d ed., Lps. 1838. UUmann, The
Impeccability of Jesus, Cth ed., Hamburg, 1853. Julius Midler, The Doctrine

of Sin, 1389 sq.

* Roihc, The Beginnings of the Church and Its Organization, Wittenberg,

1843; Theological Ethics, ibid., 184-5-1848, 3 vols.

5 Lectures on the Philosophy of Pveligion, published by 3Iarheineke, Berlin,

1832, 2 vols.
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that the Reason of God is impersonal, and becomes self-con-

scious only in the intellect of man, thus destroying at a blow

both divine and human freedom, leading mankind back from

the pure light of the Gospel to pagan darkness, and making

fatalism, {avdy/.v^) the supreme arbiter of all things. Accord-

ing to Ilegel, evil becomes necessarily manifest when the soul

is occupied in developing its spiritual self- consciousness.

Like his other teachings, his apotheosis of the State is also bor-

rowed from Paganism.^

The essentially anti-Christian tendency of Hegel's philoso-

phy became at once manifest on the death of its author. His

disciples divided into two schools, one of which denied out-

right the facts of Sacred History and even the immortality of

the soul ; while the other, though still defending some relig-

ious truths, did so only because they regarded them as faith-

ful expressions of the mind of their master. The leader of

the former school was David Strauss, of Tiibingen, who had

learned his theology from Baur and his philosophy from

Hegel, and who, in his notorious Life of Jesus, carried the

principles of historical criticism and rationalism, which were

the legitimate product of Protestantism, to their last extremes

;

pronouncing the historical narrative of the New Testament a

collection of myths? This work, which, though audaciously

negative in character, and containing little more than the ar-

guments of so flippant a writer as Edelmann,^ displayed un-

usual dialectical skill, and cliallenged the ablest Protestant

theologians of the age to the defense of the person of Christ,

as set forth in history. Their eflbrts were not uniformly suc-

cessful, nor their arguments wholly convincing, and fears be-

gan to be entertained that teaching so utterly subversive of

Christianity would exercise a most injurious effect upon the

masses of believers, when an event took j)lace that checked

the current of infldelity. When Strauss was appointed to the

^Cfr. Siaudenmaier, Exposition and Criticism of the Hegelian System,

Mentz, 1844.

^ Bonn Review, Nro. 17, p. 250 sq. The Writings on the Life of Jesus, by

Strauss, in Rheinwuld's Repertory, art. I. and art. II. of the November nro.,

1858. Dorner, Hist, of Protestant Theology, p. 826-842.

3 See § 377, p. 596, note 2.
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chair of Chislian Dogma at Ziuicli, the people rose in open

revolt, and forced him to sever his connection witli the Uni-

versity and withdraw from the cit}', thns depriving him of a

prestige which such a position wouhl naturally give.' The
work of Strauss, it would seem, is the last we shall hear of

the heresies relative to the Person of Christ, for it is itself a

proof that nothing more can he said. Strauss' arguments

have not even the merit of originality. His Christologij, the

central point of his dogmatic teaching, coincides literally with

that of the Jew Philo, who represented Christ and the Logos
as mankind, thus bringing the cycle of heresies to a close

at the very point at which it started eighteen centuries

ago.'-'

While the minds of men were thus straying farther and

farther from the central truths of Christianity, there suddenly

arose a party of daring thinkers and aggressive innovators,

known as the party of Young Germany} They changed the

errors of Hegel on the development of God in history into a

revolutionary and socialistic theory, and, while professing the

coarsest Pantheism, advocated, in opposition to the spiritual-

ism of Christianity, the complete emancipation of the carnal

passions from all restraints. They gradually lost ground, and

finall}^ totally disappeared in the presence of determined op-

position, hut only to be succeeded by another school of the

disciples of Hegel, whose organs were the Annuary of Halle,

and the German Annuary, ivom. 1840, edited by Arnold Huge,

Their teachings, which they defended with a startling disre-

gard of the claims of reason, were closely allied to the theol-

ogy of Strauss, and were, they said, to be erected on the ruins

> Cfr. "Dr. Strauss' Call to Zurich" {Hist and Polit. Papers, Vol. III., p.

321-349). Gelzer, The Discord occasioned by Strauss' Call to Zurich in 1839.

Supplements to the History of Protestantism, Hamburg, 1843.

^ Strnicss, Christian Doctrine considered in its Historical Development and

its Opposition to Modern Science, Tubingen and Stuttgart, 1840 sq., 2 vols.

The Doctrinal Points Alone, in a Popular Exposition, by Philalethes, Constance,

1841 sq. According to Strauss, as well as according to Philo, the I.or^os is Ma7i-

kind, when he said: cvjiTrav av&pLinuv ysvog. De somniis, lib. II. (0pp. ed.

Mang., T. I., p. 683.) Staudenmaier, Philosophy of Christianity, Vol. I., p.

810-819.

^ HeinCy Gutzkoiv, Laube, and others. Cfr. Rheinwald, Repertory, 1834, Nro. 5.
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of Christianity, which was forever overthrown. They asserted

that the office of the Protestant Church was to destroy faith

in the Christianity of the Gospel ; that Lnther was the fore-

runner of Hegel, who was immeasurably the superior of the

great reformer ; and that Protestantism, discarding even the

methods of moral discipline and in alliance with science and

culture, could continue to exist without the Bible, which is,

after all, only a bundle of grotesque errors of every sort,

sometimes affecting the most vital questions, and should

therefore be cast aside as antiquated and misleading. After

the failure of Feuerbach'^ and Brano Bauer ^ to defend the re-

ligious views of Strauss, Puge gave them a political and social

application, frankly avowing, notabl}' in his Programme of

1843, that liberalism had grown old and effete, and should be

replaced by democracy and communism. Herwegh, a poet of

Stuttgart, called upon the people " to cast the crosses down
and make swords of them."

When this movement, which professed to be only a philo-

sophical and political one, had failed of its purpose, a school

of coarse rationalists, consisting of the disciples of Wegscheider,

of Halle ; Schulz, of Breslau ; Roehr, of Weimar ; and Paulus,

of Heidelberg, sprung up, assuming the seductive title of

Friends of Enlightenment. They set forth their teachings in

the newspapers and proclaimed them by word of mouth at

public meetings, in the hope of regaining among the masses

and the so-called ^'enlightened'' the ground they had lost on

tlie battle-field of Protestant theology. Skillfully taking ad-

vantage of the agitation caused among Catholics by the Pon-

gian movement, the principles of which were strikingly in

accord with those of the new school, they pushed their claims

with vigor and sometimes with success. The preachers, Pupp,

of Koenigsberg ; C/A^icA, of Madgeburg; WisUcenus, of Halle;

and Krause, of Breslau, who professed a superficial Kational-

ism and put the most arbitrary interpretation on Scripture,

had quite a numerous following. They formed new religious

^Feuerbach, Essense of Christianity, Lps. 1841. See sCriticism of this work

in the Freiburg Journal of Theology, 1842, "Vol. VIII., p. 151 sq.

2 Bruno Bauer, The Evangelical National Church of Prussia and Science, 2d

ed., Lps. 1842.
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comnHiiiities, in which not only the Lutheran and Calvinistic

s^'mbols were denied, but every shred oi positive Christianity

abhorred and rejected. Of this fact the 5c?'wons Ylcliverod by
these apostles, the memorial accepted by the Coni^rcgation in

charge of Dr. Rupp at Kocnigsberg, and the declaration

adopted l)v a majority of the rejircsentatives of the new com-

munities, to the effect that the oht form of admin isleriruj Baj)-

tism ''in the name of the Blessed Trinity''' ought to be rejected^

and one running in. the name of God and of the congregation''

substituted, afford abundant and convincing proof.

§ 426. The Ultimate Results of the Free Interpretation, of Holy
Scriptures.

Putting wholly out of sight the inspired character of the

writings of the Bible, and utterly ignoring ecclesiastical teach-

ing, Sender was the first to introduce the principle of absolute

freedom in the interpretation of Holy Scriptures. Many
writers like Griesbach (since 1785), Lachmann (since 1831), and

27sc/i('n(/or/ (since 1840),' encouraged by the philosophic spirit

of the age, employed this method in their works, and parties

ularly in their introductions to the Old and New Testaments,

where the anthenticity of many of the Sacred Books, espec-

ially of the Old Testament, is assailed with shocking levity

and a captious refinement of criticism. The Books of the

New Testament, which had been vehemently attacked by De
Wette, notably in his Litroduction, and by the writers of the

modern school of T'dhingen, were defended by Guericke, Fbrard,

Thiersch, Beuss of Strasburg, Bleelc, and others;^ wd]ile those

of the Old Testament were defended by Hengstenberg, Haever-

nick, Kurtz, Oehler, Bleek, Delitzsch, and many more scholars

1 He died December 6, 1874.

2 Guerlcke, Materials for an Introduction to the New Testament, Halle, 1829;

and Hist, and Crit. Introd. to the New Testament, Halle, 1843. Tftiersch, Es-

say of a Critique of the New Testament from the True Historical Point of

View, Erlangen, 1845; and A Few Words on the Authenticity of the N. T.

Books, against Banr's work entitled, The Critic and the Fanatic, Erlangen,

1845. Reuss, Hist, of the Books of the N. T., 4th ed., Brunswick, 18G4. Bleek

(Professor of Bonn, f 1859), Introd. to the N. T., Berlin, 1862.
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of ability.^ In the domain of i^hilological interpretation, the

works of Ewald, Knobel, Hujyfeld, Ke.il, Uitzig, Perihan, and

Thenius, to mention only a few, have considerable merit.

Wilier,^ Frilzsche, 3Ieyer, of Hanover, and in a measure De
Wette, Pleek, and HoUzmann^ undertook to defend exegetics

against the prevalent sceptical spirit of the age, Avliich was

especially prominent in the writings oi Dr. PaiUus, of Heidel-

berg, who attempted to explain away all miracles. These

learned men set themselves to the special task of ascertaining

b}^ a close study of the idioms of the language in which the

Books of the New Testament were written, and by the appli-

cation of the rules of hermeneutics, the precise literal sense

of what the writers had said, irrespective of the truth which

the meaning conveyed or of its consequences, which, they

said, was a question belonging to another branch of theology.

Usteri, Riickert, Paumgartcn-Crusius,* and others, by showing

that the Biblical ideas are consistent one with another and

^ Hengsteiiberg, Materials for an Introd. to tlie O. T., Berlin, 1831, 2 vols.

;

the Psalms, Christology of the O. T. (1829), Berlin, 1854, 3 vols.; and the

Prophecies of Ezechiel, 18G7 sq. Havernick, Manual of Hist, and Crit. Introd.

to the O. T., Erlangen, 1836 sq. Kurtz, Hist, of the O. T., Berlin, 1853 sq., 2

vols. Ranke, Investigations on the Unity of the Pentateuch, Erlangen, 1834

sq., 2 vols. Odder, Prolegomena for the Theology of the O. T. Bleek, Introd.

to the 0. T., Berlin, 18G5. DelUzsch, Theology of the Biblical Prophecies, Lps.

1845 ; on Genesis, 2d ed., Lps. 1853 ; on the Canticle of Canticles, 1851, and on

the Psalms, Lps. 1859; on .lob, 18G4; Isaias. Since 18G3 he has been engaged

with Keil in preparing a complete commentary on the O. T. ; several volumes

have appeared, and, like most of his works, have been translated and repub-

lished in Edinburgh. (Tr.)

2 Grammar of the Primitive Idiom of the New Testament, Lps. 1822; 6th

ed., 1855. BuUmann, Grammar of the Primitive Iiliom of the X. T., Berlin,

1859.

^ Fritzsche, Evangel. Matth. et Marci recensuit cum comment., Lps. 1826 sq.,

T. I., II., Comment, in ep. ad Romanos. Meyer, Critical Commentary on the

N. T., Gottingen (1832), 1846 sq. De Wetie, Abridged Manual of Exegesis for

the N. T., Lps. 1836 sq., in several editions. Bleek, Commentary on the Epistle

to the Hebrews, 3 vols.; Synoptical Explanation of the First Three Gospels,

2 vols., publ. by IloUzmann.

* Usieri, Commentary on the Epistle to the Galatians, 1833; Doctrine of the

Apostle St. Paul. Ruckert, Commentary on the Epistle to the Bomans; to the

Corinthians; to the Galatians. Among the posthumous writings of Baumrjar-

ien- Crusius, see his explanations of almost all the books of the New Testament,

Jena, 1845 sq., 4 vols.
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hang well together, endeavored to give an explanation of

them which would be intellectually satisfactory and commend
itself to the reason. Each, of course, had his peculiar way
of viewing the subject, but their general drift was the same.

Exegetics in the meantime gained much in truth and dig-

nit}' from the writings of Liicke, 'J holuck, Olshausen, and De~

litzsch,^ who sought their inspiration chiefly in the Fathers of

the Church and from the arguments brought to light by a

study of original texts. Billroth announced with classic pe-

dantry " that if exegetics was to be successful in the third

stailiam of its race, it could not ignore modern philosoiihy,"

meaning Hegel's, but fortunutelj' no one paid attention to his

conceited statement.^ The Selections from the Bible, with

notes, coninieuced in 1858 by Ritter von Bansen (f 1860), the

well-known diplomatist and theologian, and continued by

others, will also entirely fail of its purpose, which is to be a

sort of popular book of instruction for the ''Christian Commu-
nity.'" First of all, it lacks the simplicity and easy grace of

style indispensably necessary in such a work ; and, again, it

is too diffuse to be read by the bulk of the people, who are

influenced only by great underlying truths, which are at once

essential and incontestable. That this work has unquestion-

able merit can not be denied; but it is equally undeniable

that, in spite of the " reinstated higher criticism " of which the

author speaks so often and so complacently, and the philolog-

ical learning, ^'h'xch. is literally overwhelming, it is a disastrous

failure for the purpose which it was specially intended to

serve, which was to harmonize Biblical facts with modern

ideas. The Bible, with doctrinal and homiletical notes by J. P.

Langen,^ assisted by Sehroeder, Fay, Bdhr, Zbckler, Ndgclsbach,

Lechner, and other writers, has been more successful.

^ Liicke, Commentary on the Writings of St. John, Bonn, 1820 sq., 3 vols.

Tholiick. Commentary on the Gospel of St. John ; on the Epistles to the Ko-

mans and to the Hebrews
;
on the Sermon of the Mount. Olshausen, Com-

mentary on the N. T. unto the First Epistle to the Corinthians, inclusively,

Konigsberg, 1836, continued and finished by Ebrard, 1854. Delitzsch, Com-

mentary on the Epistle to the Hebrews, Lps. 1857.

^ Billroth, Commentary on the Epistles to the Corinthians, Lps. 1833, p. X.

^Langen, Bible, with Notes, 0. and N. T., Bielefeld. 1857 sq.

VOL. Ill—62
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§ 427. The Theology of Compromise and Independent Theology.

In the midst of these active disintegrating infiaences a

school of theology sprung up, composed of men of eminent

ahility and high character, who entertained the illusory hope
of uniting the conflicting parties by compromise. The leader

of this school was the learned and amiable Ullmami, of Hei-

delberg, subsequently of Carlsruhe, who was followed in the

same line of thought by JSitzsch, of Bonn and Berlin, in his

tSysteni of Christian Doctrine; by Julius 3Iilller, in his Doc-

trine on Sin ; by Albert Liebner, in his Christian Doginatics

from, a Christological Point of View ; by Dorner, in his History

of the Development of the Doctrine relative to the Person of Christ;

by Lange, in his Christian Dogmatics ; and by Bishop Mar-
tensen, of Copenhagen, in a work bearing the same title as

that of Lange.^

Viewing Christianitj' in the same light as Schleiermacher,

not as a bodj' of truths, but as an active creative principle,

and regaiding the Personality of Christ, or the God.man. as its

central idea, Uilmann, impelled by a desire to be conciliatory,

threw his cardinal tenet into this formula:- ^^Christianity is

divine in essense and human in form ; divine in origin and human
in development.''^ This formula was directly opposed, and prob-

ably intended to be so, to the earlier school of supernatural-

ists, who held Christianity to be in every sense divine, super-

human, miraculous, and, from a historical point of view,

inexplicable. These opinions did not meet with unqualified

approval, even from Ullman's own followers, and their ex-

pression was characterized by rationalists like Baur, of Tii-

bingen, as meaningless phraseology, which left all questions

precisely where they wei*e before, was calculated to serve no

useful purpose, and was wholly illusory and misleading.^

Schwarz was still more harsh in his criticism of the opin-

ions of Uilmann, styling them half-truths and useless conces-

sions, and designating the whole system as a dishonest super-

1 Translated from the Danish into German, 4th ed., 1858.

2 Vlbnann, Essense of Christianity, 4th ed., Gotha, 1854.

^Baur, Ch. H., Vol. V. (19th century), p. 405 sq.
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rationalism, in that its advocates, whom he characterized as

eclectic philosophers, destitute alike of the ahilit}- and couraije

to form a new school,' while accepting the general priiici[ile

of miracles antecedently, were anxious to get rid of them one

by one in detail.

The Kationalists were, if possible, still more severe on the

Pectoral Theology of Neander [Pectus est quo'f theologinn facit),

who, in his Life of Jesus, in reply to Strauss, fell into the

glaring absurdity of professing to be a believer while he con-

tinued to criticise. The supernatural facts related in his His-

tory of the Church, it was said, would find a more fitting place

in a collection of anecdotes.

The hostility to the advocates of compromise, who, because

of their pacific sentiments, were selected by preference to fill

chairs in the Universities and high ecclesiastical positions,

grew daily more intense and bitter, and was especially di-

rected against the theological faculties of Gotiingen and Halle.

It w^as mainly led by their own disciples, many of whom had
grown into orthodox Lutherans. The new Agenda or Ritual,

which was regarded as Catholic in tendency, and the ecclesi-

astical discipline introduced by the General Synod of 1855,

evoked such a storm among the liberal students of Heidelberg

that Ullmann was forced to resign his office of President of

the High Consistory of Carlsruhe in 18G0. Baffied in his plans

and disappointed in his hopes, Ullmann ended his laborious

life in 1865, while still in the [trime of life and the full vigor

of his intellectual powers.^

Dissatisfied with the theology of compromise, many divines

were anxious to assume a more independent attitude, and to

the views of such men Richard Rothe, of Heidelberg (f 1867),

gave definite expression in his work entitled " Theological

Ethics,'"' which, in spite of its title, is dogmatic, rather than

ethical in character, it being a methodically developed theo-

logical system, containing a strong theosophic element. The
chief aim of the work is to replace by theism the pantheistic

^ Schwarz, Contribution toward the Hist, of Most Modern Theology, 3d ed.,

pp. 371, 372.

2 Cf. Beyschlag, Dr. Charles Ullmann, a Memorial, Gotha, 1867.
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views of the world advanced by Schleiermaeher and Hegel, He
also gave special prominence to the theory of " unconscious

Christianity,'' and offended many l)y reviving the doctrine

concerning the " merging of the Church in the State" which, he

said, was delivered to the early Christian Church. Putting

aside the many vague and ambiguous statements of this au-

thor, we may sum up his idea of Christianity in bis own
words, which is that " it is a pure and perfectly developed, hu-

manity, and the kingdoin of God an associatio7i of religious and,

moral nien^ As to any su[»ernatural influence exercised by

the Church on mankind, he does not say a word
;
quite the

contrary, he maintains that humanit}^ was gradually devel-

oped by the moral' forces implanted by nature in the human
race.^ Between Rothe and J. //. Fichte, of Tiibiugen, and

Weisse, of Leipsig, there was a certain affinity, which was de-

veloped by the former in his Speculative Theology (1846), and

by the latter in his Speculative Dogmatics,^ though neither of

them was at all the equal of Kothe in speculative power or

perspicuity of style. The leading purpose of Rothe was to

prevent the intellectual horizon opened upon the view in the

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries from being again nar-

rowed, and to show that the old teaching concerning the Holy

Scriptures and their inspiration; the doctrine of St. Athana-

sius on the Trinity; the definitions of the Council of Chalce-

don on the ^^ commuriicatio idiomatum." in the Person of

Christ; and the magical (sic) effects of the Sacraments and

the doctrine of satisfaction, as set forth by St. Anselm, could

never again be accepted as convictions by educated men.

This same purpose was pursued with indefatigable labor

and restless energy by Baar and the entire New School, which

he had formed at Tlibingen, and by Schenkel, of Heidel-

berg; but was, however, onl}- preparatory to an ulterior ob-

ject, which was to assimilate modern philosophy with Chris-

tianity, to abolish the Christian community as the Church of the

1 Conf. Althaus, The Christ of Kothe (Periodical for TJni%'ersal Theology and

Church, 33d year, Nro. 2) ; Von Solms, Eeview of Theol. Speculation, accord-

ing to Rothe, Wittenbg. 1872.

2 1855-1860, 2 vols.
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people, and to replace it by another, whose onl}' profession

should be a coarse and frigid rationalism, clad in vague and

meaningless philosophical and theological phraseology. Baur

set out b}^ denying the authenticity of the Books of the New
Testament, wdiich he said were only a part of the poi)ular lit-

erature in vogue in tlie first century and the early half of the

second ; and he was soon followed in the same line of argu-

ment by Bruno Bauer, Zeller, and Schwegler} This attack he

followed up by giving a rationalistic explanation of " Chris-

tianity as a religion of purely human origin," a task to which

he brought an almost exluaistless store of erudition and a

dazzling sophistry. He died in 1860, and was regarded by

those who shared his views as second only to Schleiermacher.^

If Christianity has not been stripped of its divine character,

it is only just to Baur to say that it was not his fault. He
had a great admiration for Apollonius of Tyana, wdiom he did

not hesitate to compare to Christ, but in supporting the com-

parison it wus but natural that he should fail as signally as

Pkilostratus, the biographer of Apollonius, had failed before

him.^

Daniel Schenkel, a native of Switzerland and a pupil of De
Wette^s, was regarded in the early part of his literary career*

as belonging to the school of the theology of compromise, and

on this account, owing mainly to the patronage of UUmann,
was called to fill a chair in the University of Heidelberg, It

is said that his alienation from his early associates and his as-

sumption of the character of a champion of Liberal Protest-

antism were in a large measure to be ascribed to the influence

exercised upon his mind by Bunseu's work, " The Signs of

the limes," and by the efforts of Staid, a jurist of Berlin, to

establish a hierarchy resembling in many respects that of the

1 Bruno Bauer, Criticism of the Gospel ISIarrative of the First Three Evan-

gelists, Lps. 1841, 2 vols. Theological Annals, by Zeller; Contemporary An-

nals, by Schwegler ; Hist, of Montanism (18-41), and the " Post-Apostolic Age,"

1846, 2 vols., by the same.

2 Cfr. Sc/iwarz, " Materials toward a Hist, of Modern Theology," 3d ed., p. 148

sq., where he also mentions the principal works of Baur.

3 Christ, and Apollonius of Tyana, Tubingen, 1832.

* Sche7ikel, The Essense of Protestantism, 1847; 2d ed., 1862.
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Catholic Cljurcli. "Between baving my conscience tj'ran-

nized over by a despotic authority and obligatory symbols,"

said he, " and having it emancipated from restrictions and

oppression that are alien to Protestantism, my choice can not

be donbtfnl." ^ He, however, stoutly affirmed that his theo-

logical convictions had undergone no change, but that the

position of the theological schools had been reversed ; and to

prove his assertion he published his second and more consid-

erable work, entitled Christian rJogmatics'^ froyii the point of

view of conscience, a title which, aside from its vagueness,

was borrowed from Bunsen, his opponent. Many of his the-

ological critics claimed that, not only had he frequently lost

sight of his avowed principle of freedom of conscience in

treating his dogmatical propositions, but that mauy of these,

instead of being in harmony with the religious conscience of the

age,v:eve merely reproductions of a theological school, which he

himself had branded as antiquated, tyrannous, and enslaving.

To escape this imputation he published in 1863 his work "0??.

the Culture of the Evangelical Theologian" in which he declared

that the Protestant Church has no need of priests ; that the

chiirr-h of the people, as at present constituted, recognizes no

distinction of clergymen and laymen ; and that, therefore,

theologians should be no longer educated with a view to be-

coming the dispensers of the means of grace, but preachers

of the Gospel, instructors of youth, guardians of the poor,

and counsellors of those in distress.

The way was now prepared for the publication of his "Pic-

ture of the Character of Jesus, a Biblical Essay " (1864), which

in its essential features is no less radical than "TAe Life of

Jesus," by Penan, issued sometime before. While denying

the Divinity of Christ outright, he takes the airs of one to

whom the teachings of Strauss and Penan give offense, and

makes an empty pretense of still believing in miracles. Such ex-

pressions as these are frequent :
" Here Doctor Strauss and I

part company;" "7 am aware there is a point where reason

1 Sehenkel, Protestant Independence in Her Actual Struggle against Ecclesi-

astical Eeaetion.

2 1858, 1859, in two vols.
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must stop{!) though our relations to the celestial powers con-

tinue uninterrupted;" "Here faith begins, and here, too, I
cease to reject miracles." But, while professiug a general be-

lief in miracles, he was careful, when those of the Gospel came
up for discussion, one by one, to utterly destroy, in as far as

he was able, their miraculous character, by subjecting them to

the tests of rationalistic criticism. He gives a figurative in-

terpretation of the marvelous miracle wrought by Jesus at

the marriage-feast of Cana, saying that "Jesus, by the influ-

ence of His presence, changed the water of trivial and oidi-

nary conversation into the wine of elevated and. glowinr/ speech."

He positively refuses to believe in " the miracidous resurrection

of the human body of Jesus" but still admits that after death

He took upon Him a personal glory in a higher and more real

condition of existence, and continues in His glorifieil i?erson-

ality to exercise an influence upon the body of His disciples.

The ministers of Baden, to the number of one hundred and

nineteen, together with all the orthodox Protestant ministers

of Germany, entered a unanimous p?^o<es^ against the innova-

tions of Schenkel, demanding at least his removal from the

office of director of the Preachers' Seminary, to which, they

said, he could not himself consistently object, as lie had, for a

like offense, been maiidy instrumental in securing the expul-

sion of Cuno Fischer from the University of Heidelberg,

where he was only a private ienchev oi philosophy. Their pro-

tests were without effect. lie was sustained by the High Ec-

clesiastical Council and by the Sj'nod of Carlsruhe, on the

ground that his teachings were entirely compatible with Pro-

testantism. This is an authoritative admission that every

heresy and the wildest aberrations of the human mind may
all find a congenial home in the Protestant Church. But
Schenkel was not so leniently dealt with by Strauss, who made
him the victim of his "inexorable" criticism. After the ap-

pearance of the Lives of Jesus, by Schenkel and Renan, Sti-anss

recast his former Life, and reissued it at Leipsig in 1864, under

the title of a Life of Jesus for the German People, and followed

it up with a most scathing and savage pamphlet against

Schenkel, entitled Real Men and Pretenders (Die Ganzen uud
die Halben).
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§ 428. Revival of Lutheranism—Modern Orthodoxy.

It was quite natural that the disintegrating tendency of the

moN'enient just described should evoke opposition and create

a reaction, which, originating in practical religious life, grad-

ually made its way into the field of science. The memory of

Luther was revived, and tokens began to appear which pointed

unmistakably to the growth of the religious sentiment. As
these signs manifested their presence simultaneously in Ger-

many and Holland, in Denmark and Switzerland, in England

and in France, it would seem that the movement ought to be

regarded as a sort of natural and necessary development.

In the midst of the political convulsions that marked the

opening of the present century, Schleiermache.r^ reawakened

spiritual fervor in the liearts of many ; while the romantic

l^oetry of the two Schlegels, of Tieck, of Novalis, and others,

wdiich carried men's minds back to the days of the Middle

Ages and their inspiring and holy influences, and to the gen-

erous sacrifices made in the w^ars of liberation, kindled again,

the smoldering flame of relii^-ion in the breasts of the German
people, and wai^med their torpid piety to a glow. The cen-

tenary jubilees of 1817 and succeeding years, commemorative

of the Reformation, served to bring before the minds of Pro-

testants the strong contrast between the lethargy of their re-

ligious convictions and feelings and the strong faith and ardent

piety of their ancestors. Claus Harms, a popidar preacher of

Kiel (tl855), in whom, it was said, religious feeling gushed

forth with all the freshness of water from a mountain spring,

was the first to give expression to the sentiments inspired by

this revival. A thorough-going Lutheran of the primitive

^Discourses on Religion, Addressed to Men of Culture, to Arm Them against

Her Detractors, Berlin, 1799. Monologues, Being a New-Year's Gift totlie Ed-

ucated, Berlin, 1800; 4th ed., 1829. With both of these works form a strange

contrast his "Confidential Letters," written at the same time, "on Lucinde "

(a very obscene Romance by Frederic Schlegel), which (in a renewed sep-

arate edition by Gutzkow, Hamburg, 1835) caused a great sensation, and was the

subject of the most diverse criticisms. In his " Christmns Celebration,'^ pub-

lished subsequently (1803), he already manifested his estrangement from the

pantheism of Spinoza', and adopted the theological ideas, which he stated later

on in his ''Doctrine of Faith,'' Berlin, 1821.
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school, he puhlished, on the occasion of the Jul)ilee of the

Reformation, ninet3'-iive theses, in which ho not only repeated

the Protestant doctrine of the utter depravation of man after

the fall and salvation by faith alone, but rebuked the reliijjious

indifference of Protestants, aud insisted upon the necessity of

returning to the unadulterated teaching of Luther. " I could

write on the nail of my thumb," said he, with more truth

than ironv, "all the positive doctrines that are still believed."

His seventy-tilth thesis was directed especially against the (d-

liance proposed by Prussia between the Lutheran and, Reformed

Churches. In 1821, when a special Liturgy or ''Ageru/a"

containing what was called a " neutral" rite tor the Eucharist,

was granted to the Reformed Church, Glaus Harms expressed

his indignation in these words :
" It is proposed," said he "• to

bring by marriage a large dower to the Church of Luther,

which is regai'ded as a handmaid. Beware that you do con-

summate this contract over the tomb where repose the bones

of Luther. If you do, he may come to life again, and then

woe to 3'ou."

The aim of the new school was briefly stated to be " a re-

turn from Rationalism to primitive orthodox theoloi:y, a going

out from the desert of liberal philoso[ihy into the Promised

Land of the Reformation." Those who labored most strenu-

ously for the accomplishment of this design in Germany were :

Scheihel, a professor at the Universit}^ of Breslau ; Keltner nud

Wehrhan, Silesian pastors, who sacrificed their positions to

their conscientious convictions ; Heubner^ of Wittenberg

;

Sartorius, of Koenigsberg ; and Harless, a professor at Er-

langeu, and subsequently General Superintendent for Bavaria,

who, ai»art from the high position he occupied in the Lutheran

Church, exercised a powerful influence over the minds of the

better classes of men by his writings on Ethics, his Commentary
on the Epistle to the Ephesians, his Theological Cyclopaedia,

and the journal entitled For Protestantism and the Church, of

which he was the founder. The movement soon received an-

otlier powerful ally in the Universal Periodical of the Lutheran

Church and Theology, founded in 1840 by Guericke aud Rudel-

bach; while among the laiityHuschke, the jurist, and the phi-

losopher, Steffens, ably advocated the same cause. It is owing
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to the influence of these several cavises, operatins: toward a

definite end, that the theological faculties of the Universities

of Erlaiifjen, h'ostoek, and Dorpat have recently become strictly

Lutheran in their teachings. Since 1825 G-rnnf/tvir/ has been

laboring with equal zeal and ardor for the restoration of Lu-

theranisra in Denmark, and in consequence was engaged in a

spirited discussion with Professor Clause)), a devote<l disciple

of Schleiermacher's, on the questions which were so pi'o-

foundlj' agitiiting the Church in Germany.'

In o[)position to those who desired the restoration of primi-

tive orth<Kloxy and the symbols of Luther, there arose what

was known as the neo-orthodox school, which, without placing

itself in direct antagonism to the old Lutherans, advocated

above and beyond everything else a State religion and a State

theology. As such a theology was necessarily dependent on

the religious whims and political views of princes, the Neo-

Lutherans saw themselves obliged to change their religion

every time they changed their ruler. The leading representa-

tive of this school was Uengstenberr/, who, while attending a

conventicle at Basle, in 1823, passed through the interior ex-

perience commonly known as ^^ getting religion,'" after which

lie went to Berlin, where, in 1828, he, together with Schleier-

macher and Neander (f 1869), received an appointment as

State Professor of Theology. He gathered about him a party

of pie/ists, who, uniting with the intolerant spirit of Luther

the fervid mysticism of Spener, rose rapidly in consideration

among [)eople of authority', rank, and distinction at the capi-

tal. Without holding any detinite creed, Hengstenberg pro-

claimed himself, in the columns of the Evangelical Church

Gazette, the champiMU of Protestant orthodoxy, and branded

whoever diifered from his views as a heretic, being [»articular]y

violent in his denunciation of the rationalistic theologians,

Wegscheider and Gesevius, of Halle, and Dat)id. Sc/nilz, of

Breslau. To the re[>roach addressed to liim from many quar-

ters, that his teachings were destroying the confidence which

1 Grjmdtvig, Theol. Monthly. Clausen, On Catholicism and Protestantism,.

Copenhagen, 1825; transl. from the Danish into German by Fries, Neustadt,.

1828, "> vols. Conf. Jorg, Hist, of Protestantism, Vol. II., p. 314-350.
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students liad lieretofore reposed in their|)rofessors,lie promptly

replied that if the professor were a rationalist^ to repose confidence

in. him would not be a duty on the part of the Christian, student,

but a sin. In 1835 he broke foith with his former allies, who
claimed to be " loyal to their confession,'''' and became a warm
snjiporter of the Prussian Evangelical Union. For this ste[>

he gave these reasons: "The difference," said he, "between
the teachings of Luther and those of Calvin on the Lord's

Su}i[)er are of no consequence ; a confession of faith and the-

ology is always sure to bring its own punishment. If the

heart be filled with affairs of secondary importance, those of

vital interest can find no place in it. And," referring to the

Union, he added, " what God has joined ought not be put

asunder." His opponents animadverted with caustic severity

upon his conduct, reproaching him, among other things, with

having " arrogated to himself the character of a prophet, mhile he

ivas in truth oscillating between thai of a servile political parasite

and an ecclesiastical demagogue.'" '^

Still it can not be denied

that Hengstenberg and the able and eminent laymen, like

Goschel, Henry Leo, Gerlach, Huber, and Stahl, who shared

his opinions and his labors, and whose tone was at times strik-

ingl}- Catholic, have done much to preserve the divine and

p(^sitive character of Christianity and its principal dogmas, to

maintain Christian morality, to revive religious life, and to

counteract the evil influences of freethinkers and Freemasons.

With a view to making a stand against the extreme conse-

quences to which the opinions of Lutherans like Vilmar in

Electoral Hesse, Kliefoth in Mecklenburg, and others, who
took their inspiration from the officials of government, were

leading, there arose another school, whose representatives,

among whom were Hofmann,^ of Erlangen ; Kahnis, of Leip-

sig;^ and Baumgarten, of Rostock, demanded that modern

theology should be subjected to fewer re&traints, and that there

should be a more unfettered ap[)lication of the fundamental

^ Scwarz, Materials in Aid of a History of Modern Theologj', 3d ed., p. 88.

2 On this subject he published his Prophecy aiid Fulfillment, 1841-1844, and
his Proof Drawn from Holy Writ, 18.52-1855, 3 vols.

*0n the Interior Progress of Protestantism, 2d ed., 1860; Dogmatics, 1861;

The German Reformation, Lcipsig, 1872.
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Protestant principle of free inquiry. Baumgarten had been

,
at one time a disciple of Hengstenberg's, but was subsequently

captivated by the mystical and theosophic teachings of Hof-

mann. Between all these men and Delitzsch, the learned coni-

meutator, Kurtz of Dorpat, and Luthardt of Leipsig, there

were many points of contact and afiiiiit3\ Hofniann was
sharply rebuked for his arbitrary interpretations of Scripture

and his doctrine oi atonement, which was in direct antagonism

to that set forth in fhe Symbolical Books ; while the defection

of Kahnis from Lutheranism produced a profound sensation

and provoked the bitterest animadversion. " This man,"
said Hengstenberg, in a tone of angry complaint/ " with a

hardihood quite unusual among theologians, has dared to raise

doubts concerning the authenticity, credibility, and ins[)ira-

tion of the Holy Scriptures, and to assail the Lutheran doc-

trine of the Trinity and the Last Supper, If one like him,

smarting under disappointment, who has gathered from the

refuse of Rationalism what he fancied to be sound doctrine,

can make converts among us, then is our cause certainly hope-

less." For a still smaller divergence from orthodox Lutheran

doctrine, Baumgarten was deprived of his chair in the Uni-

versity.

Kemark.—In ISiedner's Manual of Christian Ch. H., ed. of 1866, p. 898-904,

and in • Dorner'n Hist, of Protest. Theol., p. 861-887, a synopsis will be found

of the extensive literary works in the difl'crent branches of theology, such as

Kxege.ns ; the History of Religion; Dot/rjiaUcs; Ethics; Matters relating to

common and higher schools; Ecclesiasttcai functions ; Sacred Poetry ; and Hi/m-

iiology. For a more detailed account of works on ecclesiastical history be-

tween the years 18i^5 and 1850, Entjclhardt may be consulted ; and for the years

between 1850 and 1860, Vhlhorn, in the Journnl of Hist. Theology, founded by

Illgen, and continued first by Niedner, and subsequently by Kahnis, from the

year 1850 to 1861. It is a remarkable and encouraging fact that the study of

Canon Law has in these latter years been revived, first by Eichhorn (1831), and

perseveringly cultivated, both as a whole and in special branches, with promis-

ing success by Grolman (1832), Richter (1841, 8th ed., by Dove, 1867), Bickell,

Otto Mejer (3d ed., 1845), Bluhme (1858, 2d ed., 1868), Wasserschleben, Dove,

Hinschius, Friedberg, Waitz, Roth, Hiibler, and Sohm.

After the appearance of the works of Augusti, Rheimvald, and Boehmer (see

Vol. I., p. 20, n. 2), considerable additions were made to the science of a7-ch-

1 In the New Year's number of his Ecclesiastical Journal for 1862.
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aeology by Piper in his Monunieninl Theologif, preceded by an liitrdduetinn,

and published at Berlin, 1807.

§ 429. The More Important Religious Movements of Germany.

{a.) IN PRUSSIA.

1. The steadily increasing danger to Protestantism, result-

ing from divergencies of opinion so various and conflicting,

upon subjects so vital and essential as the faith of a church

and its authoritative expositions, set Protestants to tliinking,

and caused them to long for union among themselves.

Between the years 1798 and 1817, and again between 1817 and 1829, and

from that day to this, the Royal House of Prussia has labored unceasingly to

bring about a union b(!tween the Lutheran and the Keformed Churches. In a

cabinet order of .July 18, 1798, the hope was expressed that the two confessions,

if they could not unite in doctrine, would at least adopt a common liturgy.

This project miscarried, owing to the influence of political events and the de-

termined opposition it met with from theologians. In the royal edict of Fred-

eric William III., addressed to all the Consistories, Synods, and Superintendents

of his kingdom, ordering the celebration of the third centennial jubilee, it was

stated, though hardly meant, that the very idea implied by the Keformation

and the spirit evoked by Protestantism were in theynselves sufficieiit bonds of

union. There was, it was said, no thought of transforming the Lutlieran into

the Reformed or the Reformed into the Lutheran Church, but simply to form

of the two one evangelical churc/i, in wln'ch the spirit of tlieir founders should be

renewed! Notwithstanding that no formulary could be devised sufliciently

elastic to embrace both these branches of Lutheranisra without destroying

some portions valued by each, the idea of union on some basis daily gained

ground. The Union was first realized by the ministers resident at Berlin,

whence it made its way slowly into other countries, and was accepted in Rhen-

ish Bavaria in 1819, in Wiirtemberg in 1820, and in Baden in 1821. In 1822 a

Liliirgy or Agenda was published by roj'al authority for the use of the Court

Chapel and Cathedral Church of Berlin, and its general adoption recommended.

From a cabinet order of May 28, 1825, we learn that 5,343 churches, out of

7,782, coniplied with the King's request, and introduced the Liturgy. It was,

however, soon assailed on the ground that it tended to mix up the affairs of the

State with the affairs of the Church, and that it was antiquated both in matter

and form, and contained a strong element of Catholicism. A heated discussion

followed, some contending "that the Union was the natural result of advanced

culture, and not the arbitrary work of the will of men," an assertion of whicli

Schleiermacher claimed he had furnished abundant proof in his E.rposHimi of

Faith; while others denounced the frequent changes of doctrine on the Lord's

Supper and Predestination, and characterized the Union as a merely exterior

and meaningless act, having no foundation other than that of torpid ii:differ-

euce. A revised edition of the Liturgy, which appeared in 1828, containing
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supplements adapted to the local peculiarities of Pomerania, Brandenburg,

Saxony, and Silesia, had the effect of temporarily suspending the discussion.

Nevertheless, the agitation against the Union, started by Cinns tlnrvi>f. was
continued by Scheihel, Kellner, and Wehrhnn, in Silesia, and by Guericke, Uu-

delbach, and others, in Saxony. In Silesia the opposition was put down by an

armed force, headed by the orthodox Dr. Ilnliv, who was subsequently appointed

Superintendent-General. Dr. Hengstenhe.r;] reproached his former colJeauucs

with advocating an exclusive and bigoted form of Lutheranism, comparing

their course to that of men who had suddenly awoke after a sleep of throe hun-

dred years.' The quarrels thus introduced among the orthodox Lutherans and

the severe measures taken by Frederic William III. to repress the opposition

of the '^^ rebels" continued to retard the work of Union, and in the meantime
the King died "in trouble" (1840), but not until he had made Protestants and

Catholics alike feel the full weight of his despotism.

2. From his successor, Frederic William IV., both Churches looked confi-

dently forward to a more liberal polic}-, and their hopes were not disappointed.

Personally the King was well disposed toward the oppressed Lutherans, and

the abortive attempt made by him, in concert with the Archbishop of Canter-

bury, to establish the Anglo- Prussian bishopric of St. James in Jerusalem *

also operated in their favor, it being very generally condemned in Germany.

1 he Archbishops of Cologne and Posen, together with a number of Old Lu-

therans, who had been cast into prison by his father, were now set at liberty

by order of Frederic William; and, with his permission, granted July 23, 1845,

a number of Lutheran Separatist Churches were organized. As a further step

toward granting the Lutheran Church liberty to govern itself, the King con-

voked a General Synod, to convene at Berlin August 20, 184(3, consisting of

thirty-seven representatives of the clergy and thirty-eight of the laity, under

the presidency of the Minister of Worship. The subjects brought forward for

deliberation, which were first distributed to eight Committees and discussed in

sixty Plenary Sessions, were the following: [a.) Union.. The r(?port on this

subject was made by Julius Miiller, of Halle, and a resolution carried to the

effect that the consent of the parties was the only legal basis for " the establish-

ment of an Evangelical Church. (6.) Creed, or the obligation of the clergy to

make .some confession of faith. This subject was reported by Nitzsch, of Bonn,

who proposed that a formulary, which had been drawn up, and consisted of ex-

tracts from Holy Scripture, but contained no definite doctrinal teaching, should

he accepted by all persons taking Orders for the future. The suggestion was

adopted, (c. ) Constitution of the Church. On motion of Stahl, who reported

this subject, it was resolved that the Council of Presbyters and the Consistories

should be composed of clerical and lay members, and that, besides the Perma-

nent Consistory, there should be a General Synod, in which the clerical and lay

bodies should be equally represented.

The decisions of the Synod met with determined and powerful opposition,

particularly from Hengstenberg's Ecclesiastical Gazette. It was denounced as a

Kobber Synod, and its members stigmatized as faithless custodians and traitors

1 See Vol. I., p. 488.

2 See § 428, p. 926.
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to Christ, and it was found impossible to carry into effect the decrees passed by

the majority.

3. In opposition to the orthodox and pietist "Obscierantisis" who were grow-

ing daily in numbers and influence, there arose the party styled the ^^ iriends

of EnlUihtenmeni" who, under the direction of their leaders, Rupp, WisLlcenus,

and U/dic/t, founded "free religious communities" at Koenigsberg and Magde-

burg and in Thuringia. They prospered as long as they were not interfered

with by government, and skillfully took advantage of the agitation caused by

tiic '' (ierman Catholicity ^ They professed what they designated as a practical

Christianity, based upon u rationalistic interpretation of the Bible, and in har-

mony with the progress of the nineteenth century. With the members of the

New School of Progressists at Tiibingen, they pronounced the labors of Chris-

tian missionaries, whether Protestant or Catholic, in both hemispheres, utterly

useless, on the ground that the work would be done quite as well and better

by the march of civilizing influences and the wisdom of pagan schools.

4. Tiie mystical and pietistic sects that sprung up here and there, and of

which further mention will shortlj^ be made, were in every sense directly op-

posed to those of which we have just been speaking.

(6.) OUTSIDE OF PRUSSIA.

In other countries of Germany outside of Prussia, religious movements also

took place, which reflected the peculiar characteristics of their several authors.

In Mecklenburg, a party under the influence of the rigid Lutherans, Kllc.joth

and Mejer, made vigorous and persevering efforts to restore the Lutheran

dogma, worship, and discipline; and in Bavaria a similar movement was set on

foot by Harless. in concert with the Lutheran Faculty of Theology at Erlangen,

Here it seems to have been in a large measure successful, for Professor 'I horn-,

asius,'^ a man of learning and high character, gave an encouraging report of

"the revival of evangelical life in the Lutheran Church of Bavaria.'" In the

Bavarian Palatinate of the Khine, however, even the ardent zeal of Ebrard was

powerless to effect a return to the older Symbols. The members of the Ke-

formed Church organized and protested against the decisions of the General

Synods of I85o and 18-j7, rejected the neiv ('atec)iisnt and the nevj Hook of

Hymns, and demanded the maintenance of the Union, which imposed upon

them no definite profession of faith. " Desirous of living in peace with his

people,'" King Maximilian caretuilj' abstained from using any compulsory

measures.

Prelate Ullma>ni encountered an opposition not less obstinate than that

against which Ebrard had struggled in vain, when, after the crndemnation of

HebeUs Bible History, he attempted to introduce in the Grand Duchy of Baden
the Lutheran Catechism and that of Heidelberg and a corresponding ktui-gy.^

' See pp. 913 sq.

2 Thomasius, Fragment of the Eccl. Hist, of South Germany, Erlangen, 1867.

Origenes, Being a Supplement to a Hist, of Dogma, Niirnberg, 1867. Evan-
gelical, Lutheran Dogmatics, 1857 sq.

3 See 2 427.
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The reiterated efforts to foroe the preachers of the Duchy of Altenburg and

the Grand Duchy of Hesse to adopt the Symbolical Books, or at least the work

entitled Positive Christianity, as a guide for the education of youth and the in-

struction of the people, were all signal failures.'

In Electoral Hesse, the conflict between the Lutherans and Calvinists for the

ascendency was bitter and persistent. It would seem that the recent work of

Darner has had the effect of allaying the animosity called forth by these discus-

sions, and of facilitating the accomplishment of the designs of Prussia with re-

gard to the Union of sects.''^

§ 430. Religious and Charitable Societies.

After the learning of theologians and the diplomacy of princes had proved

inadequate to accomplish the work of Union, more practical means were re-

sorted to and frequently with success.

1. The Evangelical Conference, convened at Berlin in 1846, at the instance of

the governments of Wiirtemberg and Prussia, pursued the course that had so-

often proved futile, confining itself to the vague statement that the Scriptures

should be accepted as the rale of belief and saving doctrine, and the dogma of

justification by faith retained. The Ecclesiastical Conference, which subsequently

replaced it, and has since 1852 been holding its sessions at regular intervals at

Pentecost, first annually, and more recently everj' second year, in Eisenach, at

the foot of the Waribarg, proposed to itself a more definite work, such as col-

lecting statistics of churches, compiling canticles worthy of preservation, and

revising and harmonizing with the spirit of the age Luther's translation of the

Bible.

2. In 1845 the Evangelical Alliance, consisting of " Evangelical Christians

belonging to various churches and countries," associated together for the pur-

pose of "concentrating the strength of an enlightened Protestantism against

the encroachments of Popery and Puseyism, and to promote the interests of

Scriptural Christianity," was formed in England. Its first meeting, attended

by the Evangelicals of Great Britain and Ireland, was held at Liverpool in

October, 1848, whence it spread to the more important cities and towns of these

countries, and branches of it have been established on the Continent of Europe

and in the United States. It met with favor from Frederic William IV., at

whose invitation one of its general meetings was held at Berlin in 1857. Sim-

ilar meetings were held at Paris in 1855, at Geneva in 1862, and at New York

in 1873. The alliance has been uniformly opposed by the High Church party

in England, and bj' both Lutherans and Nationalists in Germany, while in the

United States many were deterred from entering it, previously to the Civil "War,

owing to its attitude toward slavery.

1 Cf. Baltzer, Attempts at Keconciliation, etc., Nro. II., pp. 73-75. Bretschm-i-

der. The Insufficiency of Compulsory Measures to have the Symbol adopted in

the Evangelical Church demonstrated from the Symbolic Books Themselves,

Lps. 1841.

*Cf. ^Hagemann, Hist, of Protest. Theology viewed in the Light of Criticism,.

Bonn, 1867.
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o. The Protectory, known as the "Raithe Haus," founded in 1833, near Ham-
burg, by Wichern, as a refuge for abandoned or neglected children, was an em-

inently successful enterprise, received the approbation of the Protestant Eccle-

siastical Synod, hold at AV'ittenbcrg in 1848, and has ever since been doing a

deal of good.

4. The Institute of Deaconesses, founded in 183G at Kaiserswerth, by Flicdncr,

a Protestant preacher, on the model of the Catholic Sisters of Charity, lias also

prospered. There are many houses of them in Germany, and similar societies

exist in England and the United States, under the name of Ladies' District-

visiting Societies, Dorcas Societies, etc. Colonies of the Institute of Fliedner

went even to Jerusalem, Smyrna, and Alexandria. They serve the sick, visit

prisoners, have charge of reformatory houses for Magdalens and lunatic asy-

lums, and co-operated with the ^^Kniglds of St. John" restored by Frederic

William IV., in caring for the sick and wounded on the battle-fields of Slesvig-

Holstein, Bohemia, and France.

5. A very extensive association has been formed for the relief of Protestants

living in Catholic countries. Its name has a flavor of intolerance about it. It

is called the Gustavus Adolphus Association, from the fact that it was organized

by Grossmann, of Leipsig, in 1832, on the second centennial anniversary of the

death of Sweden's great King, whose claim to be styled the Protector of Pro-

testantism in Germany is, however, very doubtful. Ziinmermnnn, of Darm-
stadt, succeeded to Grossmann as the leading spirit of the Association, which,

in spite of its rather unpatriotic name, might be regarded as no more than a

peaceful rival of the Catholic Saint Boniface Society, except for the fact that

its directors seize every possible occasion to display their intolerance, which is

painfully manifest in the publications known as the Gustavus Augustus Calen-

dars. The Association rapidly made its way to public favor, and has in conse-

quence immense means at its disposal. Up to the present time it has disbursed

220,000 thalers in Rhenish Prussia, 157,000 in Hungary, 142,000 in Bohemia,

120,000 in Austria Proper, and 124,000 in Moravia, Carinthia, and Styria, all

of which is applied to building churches and promoting the general interests

of Protestantism.

t). Finally, a number of preachers, devoted to the older and more orthodox

forms of Lutheranism, met in the Chapel of the Castle of "Wittenberg in 1848,

and founded an Association for the purpose of fostering the principles of faith

and making a stand against the prevalent decadence of the times. Its aims

and its progress were brought before the public by means of meetings held

every second year, at which Bet/imnnn-Holweff and Stahl usually presided. The
Association met successively at Wittenberg, Stuttgart, Elberfeld, Bremen, Ber-

lin, Frankfort, Liibeck, Hamburg, Barmen, Brandenburg, Altenburg, and Neu-

stadt on the llardt (1867). At the outset its members professed a positive form

of belief, but as time went on, the eflects of the corroding spirit of dissolution

inherent in Protestantism began to appear, and the only link that continued to

hold them together was their common hatred of the Catholic Church. Finally,

during the presidency of Bluntschii, and on the motion of Professor Holtz-

mann, of Heidelberg, " the teachings of Schenkel were declared to be author-

ized by the Protestant Church," the decrees of the General Assembly of

VOL. Ill—63
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Carlsruhe (1867) apjjroved, and the protests of the clergy of Baden disregarded

and repudiated.

SECTION SECOND.

HISTORY br PROTESTANTISM OUTSIDE OF GERMANY.

For bibliography, see Niedner's Manual of Church History, ed. of 18G6, p. 921-

9'29, and Dr. Chas. Base's Hist, of the Christian Church, 9th ed., p. 622-645;

Engl, tr., New York, 1873, p. 597 sq.

§ 431. Protestantism, in Denmark, Sweden, Holland, France,

Great Britain, and America.

The influence of German theology was first felt in Denmark, where it was

propagated by Clausen, a disciple of Schleiermacher's. who, though a deputy

and minister of State, was an ardent student of divinity, and by Miinter and

the two bishops, Martensen and Mynster. "When, in 1826, Clausen was brought

to trial and condemned on the complaint of Grundtvig, as a fomentor of idolatry,

he threw up his parochial charge ; but this only increased his activity to pro-

mote the progress of illegal religious conventicles. With the assistance of

Kierkegaard, he finally succeeded in establishing a national church, fiercely op-

posed to religious innovations of every kind from Germany, and' the center of

a determined hostility against the Luiheran clergy, the representatives of the

Established Church of Denmark. Through his persevering efforts, between

the years 1855 and 1857, liberty of conscience was granted to the Danish peo-

ple, who were no longer legally obliged to attend the services of the State

church or to have their children baptized by its ministers. The Catholic Church

also reaped the benefits of this agitation and its results.

In Sweden the position of the Church is quite different. Here the influence

of German theology has been hardly felt outside the lecture-room. The infa-

mous laws of 1686 operate equally against Dissenters and Catholics, and conver-

sion to Catholicism is punished with banishment. Since 1803 the enactment of

1726 against religious conventicles has been rigidly enforced in the case of the

Pietists, who, because of their assiduous reading of the Bible and the works of

Luther, have received the name of Lasare. Fines and imprisonments are the

punishments usually inflicted upon them ; but in Finmark, where the people are

poor and enthusiastically religious, the law has entailed extreme hardship, as

those of the inhabitants who choose to remain loyal to their convictions have

been forced to part with their reindeer to satisfy its exactions. In many in-

stances, however, the laws have been leniently enforced or their infringement

prudently overlooked. "Bishop"' Esnia.s Tegner, by his writings, and notably

by his Frithiof's Saga, has acquired some fame as a poet.

Between German Switzerland and Germany the relations have been more in-

timate. German theologians held professors' chairs at the Universities of

Basle, Berne, and Zuriclt, and Swiss theologians in turn at many of the Uni-

versities of Germany. Of the former, it will be suflScient to instance De Wette
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at Basle, Otho Fridolin Frifzsche and Kcuii at Ziiricli, and Gelpke at Berne;

and of the latter, Gelzer at Berlin, IJerzorj at Erlangen, and Schenkcl at Ileidel-

berg. There were also many Swiss theologians, who became prominent at

home in the religious movement, among whom were Hagenbach, of Basle,

&n(\. Alexander SclnneUzer, BbhrirKjr.r, Henry Lang, and Ilirzel, of Ziirieh. In

Switzerland, a republican constitution, the right of congregations to select their

own pastors, and the absence of any obligation to believe in symbols, all con-

tributed to foster extreme views in religion. That the same spirit that per-

vaded practical life was also dominant in the schools is evident from the fact

that David Strauss was called to Ziirich in 183'J and Zeller to Berne in 1847, to

teach theology. From the wealthy city of Basle, the seat of numerous mis-

sionarij and Bible Societies, multitudinous tracts have been issued and scattered

all over Germany, with a view to propagating modern pietism. But, as we

shall see in a subsequent paragraph, this city was also the home of tendencies

the most divergent and of parties the most antagonistic.

Between the people of German Switzerland and Holland, or that portion of

the Alpine country inhabited by a German population, and the lowland re-

gions lying along the Rhine from its source to its mouth, there exists now as

formerly a close resemblance and affinity. In both these countries, in which

the Refor^ned is the dominant religion, one meets with the most devoted at-

tachment to rigorous formularies and symbols of faith, existing side by side,

with a readiness to adopt the most extreme theological views. This latter ten-

dency has been fostered in Holland bj- the Voices of the Times, a periodical,

since 1859 published in Switzerland. The poets, Bilderdyk and Isaac da Costa,

appealed urgently to their countrymen to return to the more primitive ortho-

dox teachings of their Church ; while the young clergyman, Henry de Cock^

warmly defended the decrees of the famous Synod of Dordrecht,^ threatening

that, if they were not adhered to, he and the numerous body who shared his

opinions would separate from the national church. In consequence the Sepa-

ratists were arrested, lined, and imprisoned, as disturbers of the peace, until

1839, when they were permitted by royal order to establish Christian Separatist

Congregations. AVhen, in 1848, the principle of religious freedom was granted

as a part of the radical reforms in government introduced in that year, the

Independent Synodal Systetn was organized. By this arrangement all ecclesi-

astical affairs are submitted to the action of a General Synod, which meets an-

nually at The Hague, and to which ten provincial synods and the three Theo-

logical Faculties of Leyden, Utrecht, and Groningen send delegates. The

General Synod also appoints a Commission, by which all business is transacted

in the interval between the sessions of that body. Since then there has been a

verj' decided tendency visible among the Dutch theologians toward more inde-

pendent views in ecclesiastical affairs and a greater attachment to evangelical

theology.

Mention should also be made, in connection with the Separatist movement

led by de Cock, of the Lutheran Re-established Church, founded at Amsterdam

in 1791; of the religious community called " Christo sacrum," founded at Delft

1 See I 340, pp. 327 sq.
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between the years 1797 and 1801; and of the Kiemoe Llchiess, a sort of

Quakers, founded in 1845.>

There are also many points of resemblance between French Swiizerlnnd and

that portion of Frcmce inhabiied by Caluinists, the explanation of which is to be

sought in the common origin of the religion of both districts and in the simi-

larity of the language and manners of the people. In Geneva, the citadel of

Calvinism, the influence of J. J. Rousseau caused a noticable deterioration of

the high standard of Christian morality previously maintained. Simultane-

ously with the celebration of the centennial jubilee in honor of the Reforma-

tion, a number of zealous preachers, associated under the common name of the

'^Venerable Compagnie" avowed themselves the ardent advocates and defenders

of the fundamental doctrines of Orthodox Calvinism. At this time also Mad-
ame de Kricdener, a woman of unusual spirit and considerable influence with

several princes, became the head of a sect composed of Swiss Calvinists and

English Methodists, who advocated a revival of '^EvangellcaV^ Christianity,

and were contemptuously called Moniiers. They were hated and in some in-

stances violently assaulted by the people, whose innocent amusements they de-

nounced, and persecuted by the government, by which they were regarded as

Separatists. After the Revolution of 1830, however, when religious freedom

was proclaimed, the persecution ceased, but a reaction set in against them,

which took definite shape in The Evangelical Socieiy of Geneva. Under the

auspices of this Society a college was founded and placed under the direction

of the learned and zealous Merle d"Aubigne, for the education of rigidly ortho-

dox ministers. In 1835 the jubilee, commemorative of the introduction of the

Reformation into Geneva, was celebrated with great pomp and circumstance.

By the Revolution of 1846 the Evangelical Society was overthrown, and the

administration of the affiiirs of the National Church vested in a Co7isistory,

whose members were elected by the Congregations. It had also been rigor-

ously inculcated by the orthodox theologians of Berne that the Church was ab-

solutely dependent upon the State; but Vmei, at Lausanne (f 1847), and the

adherents of the ^'Free Church of tlie Canton of Vaud" began an agitation in

favor of the contrary doctrine, which gradually gained ground among the

clergy, who, as time went on, lost their oflicial character.^ Liberal religious views

spread so rapidly and became so generally diffused among the Calvinists of

Switzerland that at the ter-centennial anniversary of the death of their founder,

in 1864, they repudiated his claim to the title of a national hero, and emphat-

ically protested against his religious system as cruelly despotic.^

By the two revolutions of 1830 and 1848, but chiefly by the prevalence of

modern ideas, the condition of Protestants in Fnnicc has been greatly ame-

liorated, and, as a consequence, their number has largely increased, and they

now carry on an active propagandism publicly and without restraint. They
were at one time so hopeful that their intention of converting the entire coun-

try was boastfully announced. from Geneva. Hfaut evangeliser la France, they

^ They took as the underlying principle of their creed the words of Acts,

iv. 12.

2 Conf. Herzog^a Encyclopaedia, Vol. XVII., art. " Vinet,'^ p. 766-820.

3 See §321, p. 149.
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said, but their progress was arrested by dissensions within tlieir own body.

Among the most active and potent organizations of these sectaries was the

Sociiic tvangciiqiie, founded at Paris in 1832, -which, mainly through the influ-

ence of the newspaper Le Semeiir and tliat exerted by Viiiet at Lausanne, was

at one time quite numerous. Its agents made themselves so offensive by osten-

tatiously hawking Bibles and tracts containing libelous slanders on Catholics

and members of the Keformed Church, that the police were obliged to interfere

in the interests of public peace, and for a short interval the Societe was under

the ban of the law. Another of these organizations is the Union des cfflises

ivatigciujues de France, founded in 1848 by Count Gas])arin and Frederic Monod.

These sectaries, who profess a sort of symbol, composed of selections from the

devotional portions of the writings of St. John and St. Paul, are most malig-

nant in their hostility to the Catholic Church, because her priests receive a

salary from the government. Other organizations were formed of a kindred

character, and professing either Methodist or Baptist doctrines, but by no

means of equal importance.

Diametrically opposed to all these was the ultra-rationalistic party, repre-

sented by men like Pecaut. licville, and the younger Coquerel, and some time

later by Edmoitd Scherer and Colunl, who, being disciples of the Tubingen

school of Baur, denied the divine origin of Christianity and controverted the

authenticity' of its miracles. The outcome and fullest expression of the tenets

of this school was The Lije of Jesus and other works on the origin of Christian-

ity by Renan. It was successful!}' opposed by M. de Pressense} in his numerous

writings, and by M. Guizot (t 1877), at one time Minister of State, in his Medi-

tations and Eglise et societe cretienne. At the last Synod, held in Paris in

June, 1872, Colani and Coquerel were vehemently attacked by M. de Pressense,

who triumpliantly vindicated on that occasion the supernatural character of

Christianity. "When the Orthodox Profession of Faith was submitted to the

Synod, it was found that there was a numerous minority of Materialists, or, as

they prefer to call themselves. Liberals, against it ; and it only passed by a

majority of sixteen, the vote standing sixty-one affirmative and forty-five nega-

tive, but in charitable associations, in which French Protestants have at-

tempted to rival Catholics, the results have been nn)re encouraging, and much

good has been done through their agency.

Among the Theological Faculties the most eminent are, first, the Orthodox

Calvinistic Faculty of Montnuban, and next the Lutheran Faculty of Stras-

burg, which, being in close contact with the science and literature of

Germany, have produced works of exceptional excellence. The writings of

their more distinguished representatives, such as Mutter, Schmidt, Baum, and,

above all, lieuss, have received high praise from German scholars.^

1 Edmond de Pressense, Histoire des trois premiers sieoles de I'eglise, 4 vols.,

Paris, I808-I8GI ; Jesus-Christ, son temps, sa vie et ses oeuvres, 3d ed., 18GG;

Le Concile du Vatican, 1872; La liberte religieuse en Europe en 1870, Paris,

1874; La vie morale des premiert; Chretiens, 187-3. The first two works have

been translated into German and other languages. He is the chief editor

of the Revue chretienne, which he founded. The bulletin iheologique forms a

supplement to it.

^Reuss, Hist, of the X. T. Scriptures, 4th ed., Brunswick, 18G4; Theological
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Since the opening of the century the Esiablishcd Church of E»r/lnnd and

Kb-k of Scotland have displayed remarkable energy, and have been unusually

active. The bishops of the Established Church, possessing comfortable livings

and enormous revenues, and strengthened by their alliance with the aristocracy,

for a long time obstinately refused to yield to the demands of the Dissenters,

or, in obedience to the wishes of government, to make the changes which, it

was urged, the circumstances of the age rendered necessary and peremptory.

As a consequence, the two branches of the Establishment, the High Church and

the Low Church, or the Evangelicals, grew daily more hostile to each other;

and while the Evangelicals denounced the Catholic tendencies of the High-

Churchmen, the Iligh-Churchmen denounced with equal vehemence the Pro-

testant tendencies of the Evangelicals. In 1833 a rally was begun in favor of

High-Church principles, which issued in what are known as the Tracfnrian or

Pmeyite and Ritualhtic movements, the former headed by Dr. Newman, Dr.

Pusey, John Keble, and other Oxford men, and both having the effect of leading

many into the Catholic Church.^ These events still further incensed the Evan-

gelicals, who, availing themselves of the excited state of religious feeling pro-

duced by the late Methodist agitation, renewed their demands and extorted

some concessions from the Anglican bishops. The position of both rectors and

curates was much improved, and the spiritual wants of the people better served.

Extraordinary efforts were made by both parties for the propagation of Cliris-

iianiiij and the diffusion of the Bible; numerous churches were erected and

distress of every kind relieved. Attention was also given to Christian morals,

which were everywhere decaying, and to the observance of Sunday, which was

almost universally neglected by certain classes. Between the High-Church

Party, in which personality was lost sight of and loyalty to thetChurch promi-

nently put forward, and the Low-Church Party, in which the claims of the

Church were made secondary to the claims of the individual, there arose a

third, styled the Broad Cliurch Party, whose partisans advocated more liberal

or broader views of religion and Christian life.^

In opposition at once to the apathy of tl;o Established Church, to the Catho-

lic tendencies of the Puseyite Movement, and to the indifference to any religion

whatever prevalent among the bulk of the people, an association called the

Evangelical Alliance was formed in 1845, which, ignoring altogether the idea

of a definite Church, professes to be based on the broad principles of Christian-

ity, a creed which has at least the merit of elasticity, and may embrace any-

thing or nothing.^

Science among the French Protestants (Theological Studies and Criticisms,

1844, No. 1).

1 See § 41 7, pp. 848 sq.

2 Cf. Dorner, Hist, of Protestant Theology, pp. 904-910. Dr. Arnold, ^Master

of Rugby from 1828 to 1842, the year of his death, is generally credited with

being the founder of this Party, and Heve, Whately, and Maurice were among

its ablest representatives. (Tr.)

3 Dr. Brownson, speaking of the Conference of the Evangelical Alliance held

in New York, in October, 1873, says :
" The Protestantism represented by it is,

as a power in society, a thing of the past, and has no significance for the pres-
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Puseyisrn lir.s rendered an important service to iJieologicnl science by reviving

patristic studies and stimulating; tiiat spirit of deep research which is so promi-

nent in the English character, and which has led to the discovery of tiie im-

portant ecclesiastical documents published by the famous Orientalist, ('nrcfon

(b. 1808, d. 1804). 1 It also created a taste for exegetics, and in particular for

Christian apolor/etlcs or evidences. "While most of the writers at this time re-

mained within the traditional bounds of Anglican theology, there were some

who went a long way beyond them, and the Essays and Reviews, which were

the maturest and fullest expression of such men, produced a profound sensa-

tion when they appeared in 1860. To the great scandal of the Church of Eng-

land, it was soon learned that among the authors of this work some were An-
glican dignitaries.^ In the first Essmj, on "77(6 Etfiication of t/ie World," the

divine interposition in human aflairs is denied, and it is maintained that the

present religious condition of mankind is the result of natural development;'

in the second, the authenticity of the Bible and the verity of its prophecies are

denied; in the third, it is attempted to prove that it is unreasonable to believe

God ever wrought miracles or created the world, and, as a consequence, that

creation and miracles afford no evidence of the existence of a Divine I'eing;

in i\\Q fourth, it is maintained that the Scriptural characteristics of Jesus belong,

not to an historical, but to an ideal personage; that the annunciation is like-

wise ideal, etc. ; in the fifHi, the Book of Genesis is said to have been written by
some llebrevv scientist, who, not being guided by modern geological researches,

blundered egregiously ; in the sixth, on " The Tendencies of lleiigious Thought

ent. It is neither frankly infidel nor frankly Christian, but strives to be a little

of both. It has no principle of its own, but borrows infidel principles when it

would fight against the Church, and Church principles when it would fight in-

fidelity. The Alliance claims to be Christian, and its aim seems to be to wage

a relentless war against Catholicity on the right and rationalism on the left;

but, unhappily for it, it has no base for its cperations against either, and is un-

able to conduct its war on any scientific principles, taken either from reason or

revelation. When it attacks rationalism, it exposes itself to the merciless at-

tacks of Catholics in flank; and when it turns against Catholics it exposes it-

self to the equally merciless attacks of the rationalists in the rear." Quai-t.

Review, January, 1874. (Tr.)

1 Corpus Ignatianum, London, 1849; Spicilegium Syriacum, London, 185o;

Athanasii epist. festales, London, 1848; Hist. eccl. Johannis episcopi Ephes.,

Oxford, 18.")3.

''The Essays and Reviews were seven in number, the productions of as many
writers, and published in February, 1800, under the editorial supervision of

Prof. Joweit. The first Essay was by Dr. Tewjyle, then Master of Rugby
School ; the second by Dr. Rowland Williams, Vice-Principal of Lampeter, a

Welsh College; the third hy Mr. Badeii Po>cell, Savilian Professor of Geometry
at Oxford; the fourth by the Eev. H. B. Wilson, Vicar of Great Stoughton;

the fifth by Mr. C. Goodwin, a layman ; the sixth by the Rev. Mark Pattison,

then fellow and afterward Rector of Lincoln College, Oxford; and the last by

the Editor, Mr. Joweit, Regius Professor of Greek at Oxford. (Tr.)

3 This is only a plagiarism of Lessiny's Essay on the same subject. (Tr.)
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in England from 1G88 to 1750," there is little remarkable, except what it de-

rives from its questionable company; in the scvejiih, on the "Interpretation of

Scripture" inspiration is denied, and an effort made to adapt Scriptures to the

theories set forth in the preceding Essays. The doctrines contained in this

work were condemned as "pernicious," and their tendencies as "heretical," by
the Convocations of Canterbury and York in July, 1864. Two of its authors

were condemned by the Court of Arches and suspended for a year from their

benefices in 18G2; but the judgment was reversed by the Crown in Council on
the 8th of February, 1864, when it was judicially stated that " on the design and
general tendency" of the Essays and Reviews, the Committee "neither can nor

do pronounce any opinion.'' ^ Dr. Colenso, Bishop of Natal, in Southeastern

Africa, who, having adopted the principles of modern rationalistic criticism,

published in 1862 his work, entitled "The Pentateuch and the Book of Joshua

Critically Examined," denying these to be records of even " historical truth,"

was requested by all the Anglican bishops of England and Ireland, except

three, to resign his see, which refusing to do, he was tried bj'^ a provincial synod

at Cape Town, and formally deposed by his Metropolitan, November 27, 1863;

but the decision was subsequently reversed by the Crown in Council, on the

ground that "the Bishop of Cape Town has no jurisdiction over the Bishop of

Natal." 2

Ever since the union of ScoUand with England, in 1707, the Constitution of

the True Kirk has been a prominent subject of discussion, one of the more vital

questions being whether the right of nominating ministers to parishes resides in

the congregations or in the landed proprietors, who claim the right of patron-

age in the Reformed Church of that country.

Although the rights and privileges of the Church of Scotland had been ex-

plicitly recognized at various times by the English government, and expressly

guaranteed by "VViilinm and JMary in 1688, and again by the Act of Union in

1707, still in 1712 an act was passed by the British Parliament restoring the

right of patronage in Scotland. This act gave rise to many and violent dissen-

sions in the Kirk, and was the occasion of numerous separations from it, which

have been perpetuated down to the present day. But notwithstanding that

the right of patronage was enforced for above a century, there was as yet no

direct invasion of ecclesiastical authority by the civil courts or the civil power,

the right of presentation being regarded as only a civil prerogative, entitling

the appointee, who received ecclesiastical recognition from the authorities of

the Kirk, to the benefice and its emoluments. Moreover, in the exercise of the

1 See Blunt, Diet. of Sects, etc., art. " Broad Church; " also Cardinal Manning,

England and Christendom, London, 1867, pp. 3-79. We have spoken in detail

of the Essays and Reviews, not because they possess any intrinsic value, but

because they are historical and mark an epoch, being the most notorious, if not

the best, production of a very indifferent school. Andreas Wagner, Professor

of x'^atural Sciences at the University of Munich, to whom they were handed

by the Editor of the Eva^igeiiscJie Kirclienzeitung (Vorwort, 1862) to determine

their scientific value, returned them with the remark that ^^ the book was be-

neath all criticism." (Tk.)

2 BUmt, Ibid. (Tr.) Cf. Dorner, Hist, of Protestant Theology, pp. 910-915.
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right of patronage, care was taken to observe the ancient custom of having the

^'caU" made bi/ the parishioners, though it was at best only an empty form.

In these latter da3-s, when the Church of Scotland, like those of other coun-

tries, has sprung into vigorous life, the old Puritanic leaven has permeated the

masses and once more aroused the old spirit of independence. The ques-

tion of jiutronage began to be again agitated, and an A)iii-P<iir(ina<je Society

was founded i^i 1825 by Dr. Andrew Thompson, a leading minister of Edin-

burgh. But the contest was not formally inaugurated until 18o3, when Dr.

Ihoinas Chalmers, a minister of Glasgow, proposed to the General Assembly

of that year a Veto Act, providing that anj'' presentation should be set aside if

opposed by one-half of the male heads of families, with or without specific

reason, if they were communicants. The proposition was rejected, but one of

equivalent import presented and carried in the following year against the Mod-

erates, who were gradually losing ground. The case of Mr. Robert Young, who
was rejected by a large majority of qualified heads of families, was made a test

case, and, after having been carried from one court to another, was finally de-

cided in the English House of Lords against the Non-Intrusionists, and the

Veto declared illegal. Finally, the General Assembly agreed to the presenta-

tion of a bill in Parliament providing that, unless it were proved that the op-

position to the presentee proceeded from factious and unreasonable prejudice,

the instructions of the Veto should be carried out; but this was thrown out on

technical grounds in 1842. The Non-Intrusionists sent a Petition of Eight,

embodying their claims, to Parliament in 1843, and when they learned that it

had been rejected in the House of Commons, they met in General Assembly on

the 18th of May of the same year, and after protesting against the action of

Parliament, headed by Dr. Welsh, the Moderator, and Dr. Chalmers, 451 of

them formally seceded from the Establishment, and organized the General

Assembly of the Free Kirk of Scotland. The old spirit of the Covenanters

once more swept over the country, and it was not long until every parish had

its Free Kirk and Manse, and a "Sustentation Fund" was rapidly raised, which

in 1874 yielded £150 to each of 775 ministers, not including the special collec-

tions of the congregations. There were, in 1874, 920 congregations and 597

schools in Scotland belonging to the Free Kirk, and a number of afiiliated con-

gregations in England, Ireland, and the United States, and in Canada and

other colonies of England. Colleges for educating ministers were also founded

at Edinburgh, Glasgow, and Aberdeen. Much of the asperity which at first

existed between the Free Kirk and the Established Church of Scotland has

already disappeared.^ The great schism in the Church of Scotland gave occa-

sion to others of lesser importance, the chief of which was that of the Irving-

lies, who believe in a renewal of the prophetic and apostolic offices, and call

themselves the " Catholic and Apostolic Church."

The peculiar characteristics of Protestantism in the United States of North

America are mainly due to the varied nationalities from which its population

has been recruited and to the principle of complete separation of Church and

State, which is rigorously carried out, the various religious congregations being

regarded by the government as merely civil corporations. Notwithstanding

1 Blunt, Diet, of Sects, etc., art. " Free Kirk of Scotland." (Tk.)
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that no formal recognition of any Church exists, Christianity is tacitly recog-

nized as part of the Common Law ; the ohservance of the Lord's Day is strin-

gently enforced; and public prayers are daily offered up in legislative bodies

while in session.' There is no discrimination between truth and error, and all

opinions and creeds may be freely held and propagated, whether in private or

public, provided only the rights of others are not invaded or morality openly

outraged. There exists there, side by side, every form of religious belief,

ancient and modern, and new sects are daily multiplying. There are to be

found pietists and illuminati, and the superstitious votaries of the fooleries of

turning-tables, spirit-rappings, spirit-mediums, and planchettes, in which,

strange to say, these people, so boastful of their superior enlightenment, place

implicit reliance. Still Christianity is making extraordinary progress, and

promises to be eventually completely triumphant.

These multitudinous sects, owing to their feverish, unstable, and evanescent

existence, have not gained any notable distinction in the fields of literature and

science, or produced any works of eminent merit. There hardly exists a ne-

cessity to impel their members to devote themselves to the learned pursuits,

inasmuch as they are supplied from England and Scotland, but notably from

Germany, with works sufficiently varied to suit the needs of minds the most

divergent. Schaf, a disciple of Neander's, and at first a professor at Mercers-

burg, in the State of Pennsylvania, and afterward in the Union Theological

Seminary of jNew York, and Nevin, an equally eminent scholar, have been

quite successful in their efforts to diffuse Protestant theology among both the

English-speaking and German Protestants of the United States.^ The polit-

ical institutions and commercial conditions of the country have had a marked

influence upon the religious character of the people, particularly outside the

Catholic Church. The absence of the principle of conservatism in politics has

contributed, probably more than is generally supposed, to the multiplication of

sects with slight denominational differences, and the commercial energy of the

people has given a feverish, though spasmodic activity to religious enterprises.

One would be led antecedently to expect that the American system of secular

education would make those who have been brought up under its influences in-

different to the distinctively doctrinal teachings of the various sects, and such

is in matter of fact the case. The number of Americans who pay any atten-

tion to doctrinal differences is, as compared with the entire population, re-

markably small ; and it is not too much to say that positive faith, as a substan-

tive and definite reality, is rapidly fading from the minds of the great bulk of

the non-Catholic citizens. Those of them who profess to be religious at all, do

so on moral rather than dogmatic grounds, or, in other words, act from merely

human rather than divine motives. They do not believe in the subjection of

1 Constitutions of several States and of the U. S., etc., New York, 8vo.

J. Story, Exposition of the Const, of the U. S., N. York, 1847. M. McKumey,

Amer. Magistrate, Philad. 1850, pp. 689, 193, 203. G. T. Curtis, Hist, of the

Const, of the U. S., New York, 1854, 2 vols.

2 Cfr. Dorner, in 1. c, p. 915-918, and Sehaff', "America," or the Political, So-

cial, and Ecclesiastico-Keligiou's Condition of the United States, especially in

reference to the Germans, Berlin, 1864.
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the intellect to any constituted magisterial authority in matters of faith, and,

as a consequence, th(.'y have no sanction for their conduct hiu;her than a vague

conception of the existence of God. the divinity of Christ, and the necessity of

a inoral law. Their charities, too, which are probably as numerous and abun-

dant a.s in any country of the world except France, are inspired, not by a re-

ligious conviction of the necessity of giving alms and ministering to the poor

and the outcast, but by the generous promptings and benevolent feelings which

ai'c so prominent in the American character. We do not say that belief in the

divinity of Christ does not exist, and is not put forward by religions organiza-

tions outside the Catholic Church, but we do say that the Incarnation, together

with the distinctive doctrines flowing from it and connected with it, or, in other

words, the scheme of man's redemption as a whole and in detail, is not under-

stood by the bulk of the American people, and has no firm hold on their minds.

In fact, the non-Catholics below a certain degree in the social scale rarely enter

a church at all, and when they do they are impelled by other than supernatural

motives. Of the churches that still continue to teach a definite creed, in as far

as merely human authority can be said to be an exponent of divine truth, the

Episcopalian, the Presbyterian, the Methodist, and the Bapti.^ have been the

most successful ; and it must be said that they have contributed not a little to

revive religious feeling of the hazy, indefinite kind we have described. Relig-

ious revivals are frequent, and their etforts are temporarily violent, but, like all

abnormal agencies, produce no permanent result for good. There are also nu-

merous Protfc.stant seminaries, religious periodicals and newspapers, and vast

societies for removing social evils and evangelizing the poor, both at home and

abroad, but all these enterprises labor under the same radical defect. They
have no supernatural sanction, because they are not the outgrowth of a body

of positive teaching, which, coming from God, must be as absolutely one and
unchangeable as is the God of truth Himself.

§ 432. Enumeration of Sects, Ancient and 31odern.

I. The Baptists or Rebaptizei\% so numerous in England and the United

States, were introduced into Germany in 1834, through the preaching of the

American missionai'y, Onckcn} After remaining for a time in Hamburg, he

visited nearly every portion of Germany and Denmark, and made a small num-

ber of converts to his teaching in Prussia, Wiirtemberg, and the smaller Ger-

man States, and in Switzerland. This pietistical sect rejected the authority of

Protestant synods and the Evangelical Alliance quite as courageously as the

sectaries of the same name had that of Luther and Melanchthon.

II. Like the Anabaptists, the sect of Ratioyialistic Unitarians, who deny the

Trinity and the Incarnation of the Son of God, has been revived in these lat-

ter days, and has numerous adherents, both in England and the United States.

^ John Gerard Oncken was born at Varel, Oldenburg, about 1800. He was

first a servant and subsequently a book agent for the Edinburgh Bible Society,

and afterward became a missionary. Cf. Jorg, Hist, of Potestantism, Vol. II.,

pp. 16 sq.
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The chief apostle in the latter country of this repulsive rationalism was Mr.

Chnnnhig, of Boston, whose disciples are also known as Universalists.

III. The Moravian Brethren and the Methodists, though widely separated

as regards doctrine, have both labored with disinterested zeal to revive and

stimulate religious life in Europe and America.

IV. Extreme pietism appeared under a novel and remarkable form in Wiir-

temberg. In 1818, Hoffmann, burgomaster and notary of Leonberg, obtained

a license from the government to form a religious society at Kornthal on the

model of the communities of the apostolic age. Its members, fully persuaded

that tlie convulsions and confusion which shuU precede the final coming of Christ

were already taking place, set themselves to appease as best they could the

anger of God. By Bengel, a learned exegetical writer of Wiirtemberg, the

j'ear 1836 was assigned as the date of the end of the world. Christopher Hoff-

mann, inspector of the Evangelical school near Ludwigsburg, who had been

successful over David Strauss ^ for a seat in the Frankfort Parliament, follow-

ing in the footsteps of his father, and despairing of the political and ecclesias-

tical condition of Europe, founded in the Hardthof, near Marburg, in 1856, a

provisional homo for the elect of God, where they were to await their transla-

tion to Palestine, there to resume the life of true Christians, after the model

foreshadowed by the Prophets.

At Wildenspuch, in the Canton of Zurich, the pietistic infatuation was carried

to an incredible excess. Margaret Peter, an unmarried woman and the daughter

of a farmer, by association with men calling themselves the "Ecvioed," and by

the reading of works on mysticism, wrought herself up to such a pitch of ex-

citement that she believed, or professed to believe, that events of extraordinary

religious import were shortly to take place. This conviction stimulated her

activity for the salvation of herself and those about her. Although a notorious

adulteress; she exerted a powerful influence in the religious assemblies of the

'• Kevived.'' Stricken with remorse of conscience and the victim of wounded

spiritual pride, she lacerated her body most cruelly, .stating that she did so " by

command of God." For the purpose, as she pretended, of gaining allies to

confound the devil and of making an acceptable offering to Christ, she, on the

15th of March, 1823, had her brother and others scourged unto the shedding of

blood, after which she killed her sister Elizabeth with a club, and finally had

herself put to death by crucifixion. She had predicted that she would rise

again on the third day, but failed to make good her promise.^

Similar exhibitions of devotion, mortification, and lust took place in the pie-

tistical conventicles of East Prussia and the Wupperthal. A 31 r. Stephan,

pastor of a congregation of Bohemians in Dresden, after having induced a large

number of persons to embrace a species of Lutheran Pietism, and been active

in encouraging others to emigrate to America, was arrested, brought before

the courts, and convicted of having seduced many married and single women.

Akin to this utter prostitution of religion to base purposes is the profession

of the Mormons, or, as they prefer to call themselves. The Free Church of Jesus

» Jorg, 1. c. Vol. II., pp. 203-280.

2//. Meyer, The Frightful Scenes at Wildenspuch, 2d ed., Zurich, 1824.

Jarcke, The Frightful Scenes at Wildenspuch (Miscellanea), Munich, 1839.
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Christ of Lattcr-Day Saints, founded in 1827 in North America by Joseph

Sinifli} IJorn in the year 1805, in the State of Vermont, of disreputable par-

ents, Smith, from his earliest years, was a visionary, and as he grow in age

continued meditative and solitary, and finally professed to have been honored

with angelic visits. On the 22d of September, 1827, after passing through a

certain disciplinary preparation, he received from the hands of his angelic vis-

itants wonderful records, engraven on metallic plates, and containing the his-

tory of the earliest inhabitants of America. The first of these were the Jared-

Hcs, a wicked and bloodthirsty race Irom Babel, who destroyed each other in

incessant wars ; and the next the American Indians or the descendants of Lehi,

a Jewish patriarch, who set out from Jerusalem during the reign of Zedekias,

and, after numy wanderings, made his way to America. These aboriginal tribes

had been converted by Our Lord in person, but subsequently losing their faith,

a prophet named Mormon wrote out their history, traditions, religious usages,

etc., and buried the record in the earth. This wonderful record, believed by

the Mormons to be of equal authority with the Bible, was brought to light in

1830, but, as has been since proven, is nearly a literal transcript of a romance

left in manuscript by Solomon Spalding, a clergyman, who died in 1816, Pro-

fessing to be a prophet, Smith soon gathered about him a large number of dis-

ciples, and organized his first church at Manchester, N. Y., in 1830; but in the

following year went west as far as Kirtland, O., where his followers still con-

tinued to increase. A colony went to Missouri, and established what they

called the ' Zion " at the town of Independence. In 1838, the Saints, to the

number of 15,000, quitted Missouri, and passing over to Illinois, built there

Nauvoo, or the City of Beauty, of which Smith, who was shot by a mob in

1844, became the supreme ruler. It was here that "celestial marriage,'' or

polygamy, was first practiced.

In 1845 the hostility of the ^'Gentiles" grew so intense and threatening that the

Mormons were forced to quit Nauvoo, and passing beyond the limits of civiliza-

tion, they settled on the shores of Salt Lake, in the present territory of Utah,

in 1846. From this new Zion missionaries have gone forth into all quarters of

the world to make converts to the Church of the Latter-Day Saints. They
call their government a Theo-Democracy, its organization consisting of a presi-

dency, a patriarchate, a council of twelve, a college of seventy or the propa-

gandists, a body of high-priests, of bishops, of elders, of priests or ministers,

and of teachers and deacons or catechists, and church-collectors.

The doctrine of the Mormons, prescinding altogether from its gross and de-

grading materialism, is the most grotesque mass of absurd rubbish that the

human mind can well conceive.

Their distinctively social institution of polygamj- receives its sanction from

a pretended revelation to the prophet in 1843, according to which the rank and

dignity of the Saints in the world to come would be proportioned to the num-

^ Book of Mormon, Book of Covenants. The former work has been several

times printed since 1830, even in German; tr. by Pratt, Eine Stimme der War-
nung und Belehrung fiir alle Volker, from the English, Hamburg, 1853.

Turner, Mormonism in all Ages, New York, 1843. ^-Jorg, Hist, of Protest.,

Vol. II., p. 444-603. Uerzogs Cyclop., Vol. X., p. 1-17.
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ber of their wives and children in this. There is also among them a partial

ooramunity of goods, and they have very justly been compared in many re-

spects to the Mohammedans. The origin of the two systems rests upon a ficti-

tious revelation, and the motives, rewards, and punishments are strikingly sim-

ilar in both. The sect has been permitted to exist, because it hus been until

quite recentlj^ beyond the bounds of civilization, but its legal or forcible sup-

pression is only a question of years.

V. Edward Irving (t 1834), a Scotch Presbyterian minister, who, however,

passed most of his public life in London, was the reputed founder of a very

peculiar form of sectarianism. After a short and unsuccessful ministry in Scot-

land, he came to London in 1822, and was soon recognized as the most eloquent

preacher that had appeared in the metropolis for years. A close student of the

Prophets, of Shakespeare and Byron, his language was naturally elevated, fer-

vid, and energetic, and his church was thronged with the elite of London so-

ciety. But, as time went on, his style palled upon the ears of his hearers, who
deserted him in large nunxbers, and seeing his popularity waning, he implored

the Holy Ghost with passionate earnestness to bestow upon him the gifts of tlie

Apostles, that he might proclaim to the world in fitting terms the second per-

sonal coming of Christ, which he believed to be near at hand. In the convic-

tion that his prayer had been heard, he began, like the Christians at Corinth, to

preach discourses utterly incomprehensible to his hearers, and to fancy that he

had ecstatic visions [ylwaGaLg ^.akelv). He was tried before the London presby-

terjj^ on the charge of heresj' in 1830, convicted, and deprived of his charge in

1832, and in the following year deposed. The majority of his congregation,

captivated by the brilliancy and eloquence of his defense, remained loyal to

him, and with these originated tiie sect of Irvingiies, or, as they call themselves,

the Apostolic Catholic Church. They believe that the gift of prophecy and the

apostolic gift of tongues are inherent and perpetual in the Church, which em-

braces the fourfold ministry of apostles, prophets, evangelists, and pastors or

angels. The Irvingites have established themselves in England, Canada, the

United States, Prussia, France, and Switzerland, especially at Geneva, but they

are by no means numerous. In Gei-many, among the converts to this new
Church of the Future, were the pietist theologian, Thiersch, of Marburg, and

the two Catholic priests, Lutz, of Oberroth in Bavaria, and Splndler, of Augs-

burg.i

§ 433. Protestant 3Iissions and Bible Societies.

Bliimhardt, Magazine of the Most llecent Hist, of Evang. Missions and Bible

Societies, Basle, 1816. The Annual Raports of London, Edinburgh, Basle,

Halle, and Berlin, on the Succe.ss of the Bible Societies and the Progress of

Evangelical Missionary Work during the first quarter of the nineteenth cen-

tury, Berlin, 1828. Steger, Protestant Missions, Hof (1838), 1844; new series

^Jorg, Hist, of Protest., Vol. II., p. 77-203. Lutz, Farewell Address to My
Parish of Oberroth, Kaufbeuren, 1857. God's Work in these Latter Days,

Ulm, 1857. Jacobi, The Doctrine of the Irvingites, 2d ed., Berlin, 18G8.
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for 1830-1841, Ibid., 1842. Wiqgers, Hist of Evang, :Missions, Hamburg, 1845,

2 vols. Missionary Pieports of the East India ilissionary Institute at Halle

since 1849, Halle, 1849 sq. Kalkar, Dewevangcliske Missions-Historic, Copen-

hagen, 1857. A fine and carefully elaborated geographical map, giving the

Protestant Missionary Stations, by Theophilus Konig, Berlin, 1851. American

Cyclopaedia, art. " Missions, Foreign.'' Gricndemann, Genaral Missiumiry Atlas,

Gotha, 1867-1871 (72 colored maps), merits special attention, t Wisonan, Steril-

ity of ^Missions undertaken by Protestants; Germ, transl., Augsburg, 1835; a

similar judgment is passed by a Proicstant missionary in a foreign country,

1840, Nros. 119, 120, and by Marshall in Ciiristian Missions.

We have already stated that during the si.xtcenth and sev-

enteenth centuries there was comparatively little activity in

Protestant missions.

The first great Protestant missionary society, called the

^^ Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts" was

formed in the beginning of the eighteenth century. Having

been originally designed for the establishment and mainte-

nance of colonial churches, its operations have been con-

fined to the British colonies in the East and West Indies,

Southern Africa, the Seychelles, Australia, Tasmania, and

l^Tew Zealand. It is under the control of the Church of

England.

The " Scottish Society for Propagating Christian Knowl-

edge," founded in 1709, labored for some years among the

IsTorth American Indians, but without producing any lasting

results.

From 1714 to 1845 the Danish Missions were under the di-

rection o'i t\\Q Royal Alissionary College and Semniary of Copen-

hagen. For the missions of East India, under the control of

the same college, missionaries trained in Francke's Institute

at Halle were as a rule selected ; while, for those of Greenland^

Danish Lutheran ministers were emploj'cd from the 3'ear 1721

onward. The latter, following in the footsteps of Hans Egede,

succeeded in partially civilizing the inhabitants, and converted

about ten thousand of them to Christianity.^ Of the earlier

1 In 1835 the chief missions of this association were transferred to the Soci-

ety for the Propagation of the Gospel; and in 1845, with the transfer of the

last Danish possessions in India to Great Britain, the labors of the College of

Missions there ceased altogether. The Greenland Missions have passed from

the control of the Lutherans into the hands of the Moravians. (Tr.)
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evangelical missionaries, the Moravians were at once the most

earnest and tlie most successful.^ More recently several

British American and Continental European associations

have undertaken to propagate Protestantism among the hea-

then. The most important of these are : The Baptist llission-

ary Society, founded in 1792 ; the great London 3Iissionary

Society, founded in 1795 ; the Scotch 3Iissionary Society, founded

at Edinburgh in 1796 ; and the Netherlands Missionary Society,

founded at Rotterdam in 1797, mainly through the influence

of Dr. Vanderkemp, a missionary in British pay. Of the

missionary societies founded since the opening of the present

century, the most efficient are the Church Missionary Society,

in England, organized in 1799 ; the American Board of Com-

missioners for Foreign Missions, founded at Boston, U. S., in

1810 ; the Wesleyan Missionary Society, founded at London,

England, in 1817 ; the Welsh Calvinistic Methodist Society,

founded in 1840 ; the Church of Scotland Society, founded in

1824 ; the Free Church of Scotland Society, founded in 1843;

the United Presbyterian Church of Scotland Society. Among the

other societies established in Great Britain and its colonies are

:

The Glasgow Missionary Society, in 1796; the United Secession

Church's Foreign Mission, 1835 ; the Glasgow African Mis-

sion Society, 1837 ; the Edinburgh Medical Missionary Soci-

ety, 1841 ; the Reformed Presbyterian Church's Foreign Mis-

sion, 1842 ; the Loo Choo Kaval Mission, 1843 ; the Patagonian

Mission, 1844; the English Presbyterian, 1844; the Chinese

Evangelization Society, 1850 ; and the Chinese Society for

Furthering the Gospel, 1850. One of the most useful auxil-

iary societies at work in India is the Christian Vernacular

Education Society.

In zeal for the promotion of the missions, the Continent of

Europe has remained far behind England and America. The

1 The missionary fields which they occupied in succession were the Danish

West India Islands (1732), Greenland (1733), North American Indians (1734),

Surinam (1735), South Africa (1736, and again in 1792), Jamaica (1754), An-
tigua (1756), Barbadoes (1765), Labrador (1770), St. Kitt's (1775), Tobago

(1790, and again in 1827), the Mosquito coast (1848), Australia (1849), and
Thibet (1853). They now count in ninety stations nearly twenty-two thousand

communicants. Cf. Ainer. Cyclopaed., 1. c. (Tr.)
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Dutch society of Rotterdam has already been mentioned. The
most extensive ot" the missionary societies of continental Euroi»e

is that of Basle, preceded bj' the establishment of a general

missionar}' seminary in 1815. An independent society, the

Evangelical Missionary Society of Basle, was founded in

1821, which now sustains missionaries in West Africa, India,

and China. The Basle society at first received the missionary

contributions of Protestant Germany ; afterward several other

societies sprang up. Those exclusively or mainly Lutheran

are the Berlin Missionary Society, founded in 1824, and sup-

porting a mission in Southern Africa with thirty-one stations

and forty-eight laborers ; the Evangelical Lutheran Mission-

ary Association of Lci[)sig, founded in 1836, and (occupying

in Southern India the former missionary field of the Danes;

and the Ilermannsburg Society, founded in 1854, which sends

c>ut entire missionary colonies, especially to Bechuania and
Natal, in South Africa. Among those of erangeb'cal tendencies

are the following : The Rhenish Missionary Society, founded in

1828; Gossner's Missionary Union, founded in 1836 ; and the

ISTorth German Missionary Society, founded in 1830, which
have missions in Africa, India, China, the Indian Archipelago,

and the South Sea Islands. Special associations for China

have been formed (from 1816-1840) at Cassel, Barmen, Dres-

den, Halle, Berlin, and in Pomerania. The French Reformed

Church has liad a missionary society since 1822, which sus-

tains flourishing missions among the Bassutos of Southern

Africa, where it has now seventeen stations. Norway founded

a foreign missionary seminary at Bergen in 1859, and Den-
mark organized its own missionary society in June, 1860.

There are now fifty-two Protestant missionary societies en-

gaged in spreading biblical Christianity among the heathen.

These societies collect and spend, in the aggregate, annually

over $5,500,000.

As an aid to the missionary societies, Bible Societies have

been organized for the diftusion of the Holy Scriptures in

every tongue. Nearly simultaneously with the foundation of

the London Missionary Society in 1804, the British and For-

eign Bible Society and the Religious Tract Society came into ex-

voL. Ill—64
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istence. They are most important auxiliaries to the various

missionary societies, for which they form a sort of center of

operations, and have enormous resources at their command.
With no desire to detract from the good Christian missionaries

have done by translating the Bible and other religious works
into many languages, or from the reall}^ great contributions

they have made to advance knowledge by reducing barbarous

tongues to rules and preparing grammars and dictionaries of

them, we can not but regard this method of propagating

Christianity as liable to many abuses, and as often retarding

rather than promoting the work of conversion. First of all,

the translations are frequently detestably bad ; next, the read-

ing of the Bible loithout note or comment is hardly a proper

method for a heathen to acquire his first knowledge of Chris-

tianity, when Christians themselves, with antecedent Chris<"ian

traditions in their minds, notoriously disagree as to the proper

interpretation to be put upon its words ; and, tinally, the Deu-

tero-canonical Books are regarded by Protestants as apocry-

phal, and since the year 1831 have been excluded from the

text of their versions. Moreover, great divergencies of opinion

exist among missionaries of difterent sects, which are neces-

sarily fatal to the success of a work, requiring, if any work
does," the most complete harmony of belief and unity of ac-

tion in the ministers engaged in it. To preserve an appear-

ance of harmony, the German Missionar}' Societies began, in

1846, to hold general assemblies at stated intervals, each as-

sembly being held in a difierent city.

Having thus considered the different missionary organiza-

tions of the Protestant world, we w^ll finally pass in review

the principal fields of missionary labor, and see whnt has been

accomplished.

The Baptist Missionary Society, immediately after its organ-

ization, sent missionaries to the north of India, Dr. Carey,

its organizer, being one of its first and most efficient. Seram-

pore soon became the center of successful and extensive mis-

sionary operations. The Bible, entire or in parts, was issued

from the press there in twenty-seven different versions, and

numerous schools were opened. The Baptists have at present

missions in Western Africa, India, China, and the West

i
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Indies, with 423 stations. Missionaries are now sent to India

by many other societies, not only of Great Britain, but also

of the United States and Continental P^urope. Tlie London

Missionary Society sent its first laborers, twenty-nine carefully

selected ministers, to the South Sea Mauds in 1707, where,

after twenty years of difficulty and discouragement, they be-

gan to make considerable progress in 7'ahiti, the chief of the

Society Islands, and subsequently in the other islands also,

many of which are now^ entirely Christian. The gentle man-

ners of the inhabitants predispose them to Christianity and

render them amenable to the influences of modern civiliza-

tion.' In the course of time the same society setit mission-

aries to Cliina, the Islands of the Indian Archifielago, Mauri-

tius, Southern Africa, the West Indies, Guianji,]Srorth America,

and also to the Island of Madagascar, where they mude con-

siderahle conquests, mainl}' through the enlightened liberality

of King JRadaiiia I. (fr. 1810), who received them kindly and

took them under his protection. They also obtained [lermis-

sion from the King to open schools and set up a printing-press

at Antananarivo, the central town and capital of the whole

island of Madagascar. The persecution waged by Queen

Ranaxalona (fr. 1828 to 1861), to which over 2,000 Chris-

tians fell victims, whilst others hid away in woods, could

not extinguish Christianity in her dominions. The hopes in-

s[)ired b}' the accession of Radama II. in 1861 were abruptly

terminated by the death of that prince, wdio perished in a pop-

ular tumult two years later. His successor, Queen Eosaherina,

in a treaty concluded with England, secured liberty of con-

science to Christians. The Island of Mauritius, which became

a dependency of England in 1810, was visited by ministers of

the London Missionary Society in 1814, and in 1852 created

an Anglican bishopric. The Protestant missions on the Island

of Madagascar are directed by authorities resident here,

while the Catholic missions on the same great island are con-

ducted from the Island of Reunion. The most distinguished

of the London Society's missionaries are Dr. Robert Morri-

son and Karl G'Mzlaff;^ in China, and Drs. 31offat and Liv-

1 Cf. "Ausland," 1812, Nros. 31G and 328.

2 Born at Pyritz, Pomerania, in 1803, he died in Victoria, Hong Kong, .July
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stone,^ in Africa. The Anglican Church Missionary Society se-

lected as its first missionary field Western Africa. As no

9, 1851. A sonnet, expressive of his earnest wish to become a missionary to

the heathen, which he addressed to the King of Prussia, led to his being admit-

ted as a student into the missionary institute conducted by Jiinicke, in Berlin.

After two years of preparation, he obtained his tirst appointment from the

Dutch Missionary Society at liotterdam, which sent him to Batavia in 1826.

There he married a rich English lady, and during his two years' sojourn in

Java he mastered the Chinese language. He then determined to go on his own
account to China. Happening in the summer of 1828 to fall in with Tondin,

an English missionary stationed at Siam, he went with him to Bangkok, the

capital, the aim of both being to perfect themselves in Chinese. Thence Giitz-

laff, in 1881, undertook a voyage to China, and Macao now became his principal

station, where he formed an intimate friendship with Robert Morrison. In

conjunction with MedhuTst and two other friends, Giitzlaff began a new trans-

lation of the Bible into Chinese. With the assistance of Morrison, he founded

a society for the diffusion of useful knowledge in China, published a Chinese

monthly magazine, and preached at Macao and elsewhere. After the death of

Dr. Morrison, in 1834, Giitzlaff was appointed chief interpreter to the British

superintendency. The difficulties that had grown up between the Chinese and

British had obstructed the progress of the missions. During the war he ren-

dered the British army great services as secretary to the British plenipotentiary,

and at its close, in 1842, as mediator. In 1844 he organized a society, ostensi-

bly Chinese, for the purpose of carrying Christianity into the interior, through

the medium of native agents, and in 1849 visited Europe in behalf of the pro-

ject. He was finally appointed superintendent of trade, which office he held

until his death. Giitzlafi", besides his translation of Biblical works into various

Asiatic languages, wrote in English, " History of the Chinese Empire,'" London,

1834; "China Opened," 1838; a "Journal of Three Voyages along the Coast

of China" (1831-1833); and a "Life of Tao-Kuahg," 1851; and in Chinese,

"Pro and Contra." Among his German works are: Allgevieine Ldnder-und

Volkerkunde, Ningpo, 1843 ; Geschichte des chinesiachen Reiches, Stuttgart, 1847.

Cfr. Chambers' and American Cyclopaedias, s. v. (Tr.)

1 David Livingstone, Scotch Presbyterian by birth, carried away by religious

enthusiasm for missionary lif«, studied theology and medicine at Glasgow, and

offered his services to the London Society as a missionary to Africa, whither

he went in 1840. At Natal he made the acquaintance of a fellow missionary,

Robert Moffat, whose daughter he afterward married. Soon he proceeded in-

land to the mission station Kuruman, in Bechuania, where he labored till 1849,

when he made his first journey in search of Lake Ngami, which he discovered

on the 1st of August. From 1852-1856 he traversed South Africa from the

Cape of Good Hope, by Lake Ngami, to Linyanti ; thence to the western coast

in hit. 10° S. ; then returned to Linyanti ; and, after passing through Tete, de-

scended the Zambesi to the sea, passing over an estimated distance of 11.000

miles. In 1857 he published in England his first book, entitled "Missionary

Travels and Researches in South Africa." In 1858 he returned to Africa

;

went to Quilimane, at the mouth of the Zambesi river
;
and at first traveled

N. W., following up the Zambesi river. He then diverged to the north, ex-
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volunteers could be found in England for this arduous mis-

sion, the society commenced its operations with tiie pupils of

Jdnicke's Missionnry Institute^ in Berlin. Fifteen Gorman
missionaries tried (from 1804 to 1818) to evangelize the hio

Pougas, hut their efforts were Ixifiied hy the deletei'ions cli-

mate and the intrigues of the slave-traders; yet, after 1818,

missioiuiry labors were attended with success in Sierra Leone.

Tlie Church ISociety erected stations in India, New Zealand,

in Rupert's Land around Hudson's Bay, in the West Indies,

in China, in Abyssinia, and on the banks of the Niger. In

Eastern India an Anglican see was established at Calcutta in

1815, and three suttragan sees at Bomhay and 31a<lras in 1883;

and finally at Colombo, in the island of Ceylon, Much of the

success of the missions there is due to the labors of Bishops

Heber (f 1826) and Wilson, the latter of whom had all dis-

tinction of caste abolished among Christian Hindoos. Still

Christianity, though professed by some of the most gifted of

the natives, such as the famous Rammohun-Koy, is not mak-
ing many conquests. After fifty years of labor, all the Pro-

testant denominations, according to the statistical tables of

Dr. Mullen, counted in 1862 but 153,000 Christians in India.

The American Board, like the London Society, undenom-
inational, but mainly representing the Congregationalists

and some of the Presbyterian churches, at present has mis-

sions in India, China, Japan, South Africa, Turkey, the

Hawaiian or Sandwich Islands, the Micronesian Islands, and

among the North American Indians. It has been remarkably

successful in the Hawaiian Islands (from 1819), the number
of members in its churches reaching at one time more than

ploring Lake Nyassa, which he discovered in 1859, and afterward explored the

country W. and N. W. for a distance of about 300 miles. In 1864, Livingstone

returned to England, and next year published " Narrative of an Expedition to

the Zambesi and its Tributaries." He immediately set out on another expedi-

tion, and nothing was heard of him for years. Finally, the "New York Her-

ald" dispatched Mr. Stanleij, one of its correspondents, in search of the missing

traveler. Mr. Stanley found Livingstone in the autumn of 1871 at Ujiji, alive

and well. Livingstone and Stanley together now made a journo}- to the

north end of La.kc Tanganyika, and were led to conclude that the lake had

no C(mimunication with the Nile. Mr. Stanley left Livingstone at Unyam-
yembe in March, 1872, and returned to England. Livingstone afterward

reached Lake Bangweolo, near which he died of dysentery, May 4, 1873. (Tk.)
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22.000 ; the present number is 12,360. Many of the Society

and Sandwich Islands have embraced Methodism. In recent

times, 31ethodists have labored earnestly to convert the inhab-

itants of the Fiji or Viti Islands, and in 1857 there were said

"to be 54,281 attending the service of Wesleyan missionaries.^

The Methodists have been moderately successful in the king-

dom of Ashantee, in Africa, and also on the southeast coast.

In North America, the Methodists and Baptists are only par-

tially successful in their efforts to gain converts, though the

German Lutherans make considerable progress.

According to the latest statistical reports, Protestant mis-

sionary societies support about 5,000 missionaries, scattered

iu 1,580 different parts of the globe. Without any central

authority or common principle of union, representing numer-

ous societies that have no connection with each other, and

destitute of the spirit of self-sacriiice which characterizes the

true Catholic priest,^ they have nothing that at all resembles

the splendid and elaborate organization of the Catholic mis-

sions. But, with all its defects and shortcomings, the mission-

ary zeal displayed in the present and preceding centuries by

Protestantism is one of its most attractive and redeeming

features.^

It is worthy of remark that the rationalists look with dis-

favor upon all missionary work, because the missionaries are

engaged in propagating teachings which in their eyes have

no value. Rationalism being of its very nature barren and

destitute of every vital principle, has never yet either in-

spired or produced a great and noble work ; and its votaries

Lave never had sufficient faith in their own professions to go

1 Cf. Willimns and Calvert's Fiji and the Fijians, 2 vols., London, 1858.

2 The Anglican Church Missionary Society pays every missioner an annual

salary of 6,000 francs, 1,000 for his wife, and 600 for every infant child. Ac-

cording to RheinwalcC s Ecclesiastical Gazette (Berlin, 1840, Nro. 68), the ex-

penses for the Protestant missions were then rated at 14,000,000 francs. The-

Catholic Mission Society, the only one yet in existence in the Church, spent in

1839 only the riinth part of that sum.

3 The Protestants have missionary training schools established at Oofiport (near

Portsmouth), in England (1801); at Andover and frvicrton, in America; at

Berkel, Rotterdam (1810); Basle (1815); Edinburgh (1820); Calcutta (1821);,

i*«ra(1824); London [mib); fi«rwe?j (1825) ; fieritVt (1829).
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forth and preach them in distant lands or to send others to

do so.

The Lutherans of Bavaria showed a similar spirit in desig-

nating contributions to the Niirnberg Missionary Society,

the wages of sin; but in 1852, when the society passed wholly

under Lutheran influence, their opinion underwent a remark-

able change.

§ 434. Catholics and Protestants and their Relations to Each
Other.

Cf. Hiatorico-Political Papers, Vol. I., pp. 31—17.

During that predominantly rationalistic period immediately

preceding and immediately following the French Revolution,

there was a lull in polemic strife between Catholics and Pro-

testants. Religious indifference'^ everywliere prevailed; and

while some professed Deism and others Atheism, in neither

party was religious conviction sufficiently strong or religious

feeling sufficiently intense to give occasion to polemic contro-

versy. People had ceased to give any attention to the points

of difl'erence that distinguished one creed from another; and,

as for the Catholic Church and her institutions, those who
made a boast of their superior culture and enlightenment no

longer thought it worth while to take any notice of them.

If any one desirous of literary notoriety made an assault upon

the Church, he did so from a political rather than a dogmatic

point of view; or he attacked some particular institution,

such as the Society of Jesus, which had been long an object

of hatred to parties the most divergent outside the Catholic

body.

Planck^ already far advanced in years, having had neither

share in nor sympathy Avith the revolutionary movements

1 Cfr. Gengler, Catholicitj' and Protestantism, or Indulging a Hopo of tlu.-ir

Lapsing into Indifferentism (^Tubingen (Quarterly Review, 183"2, p. '203 sq.) JSoe

also Reflections on Inditference, in the Hist, and Polit. Papers, Yol. VIII.,

p. 751 sq.

^Planck, Outlines of a Hist, and Comparative Exposition of Dogmatical Sys-

tems, 8d ed., Goettingen, 1822, p. 77-83. Cfr. Brenner, The Ignorance and Dis-

honesty of Lutheran Divines Unmasked, 2d ed., Bamberg, 1830.
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that convulsed his age, very justly reproached ]?*rotestant8

with their ignorance of Catholicism, telling them, with com-

mendable frankness, that their knowledge of it was little bet-

ter than a travesty of the truth, and that in studying it they

did not take pains to inform themselves by consulting Cath-

olic works and examining Catholic s3'nd3ols, the only authori-

tative docti'inal expositions of Catholic faith, but, on the con-

trary, clung to the old traditionary- lies, and. when seeking

information on the teacliings of the Catholic Church, did so

in the works of hostile writers, by whom they were misrepre-

sented. The reproof administered by Planck and llarhei-

neke to the Pi-otestants of their da\' nre quite as applicable to

the Protestants of our own. Catholic doctrine is as persist-

ently misrepresented and I'alsified now as then in Protestant

catechisms and religious works ; among others, in the Cate-

chism of the Synod of Duisburg, pubhshed in 1843, with a view

to give the doctrinal differences between Catholics and Pro-

testants ;
^ and Protestant Faculties of Theology, in reporting

upon the case of Bruno Bauer, carried their " evangelical zeal"

to the length of confounding Catholicity with Deism and Nat-

uralism.^ Professor liarless, of Erlangen, a leading Protest-

ant, had the indecency to publish in the Protestant Journal

(July, 1843, p. 77-86), of which he was the editor, that the

Catholic Church is the whore of Babylon, and that Pov)ery

was introduced intoHayti amid bloodshed and licentiousness.

" Let us therefore pray," he added, " that the Lord may be

' Cf. "Veracity and Impartiality of Protestant Text-books," in The Catholic,

August, 1841, Supplement. The Catholic Clergy of Crefeld opposed to the

Diiisburg Catechism, a Catechism on the Differential Doctrines, Crefeld, 1844.

Exaininotkni of the Duisburg Catechism by a Catholic Divine, Dusseldorf, 1844.

Truth and its I'ravestu, or the Doctrines of tiie Church of Rome, opposed to

the Defense of the Duisburg Catechism, by II. J. Grael>er; reviewed by Dr.

Henry Rutjes, 2d ed., Emmerich, 1845. Baltzer, The Christian Dogma of i^^ter-

nal Beatitude, Mentz, 1844. Idem, Theological Letters, Mentz, 1844; '2d series,

Breslau, 1845.

2 Opinion of tiie Prussian Faculties of Protestant Theology on the Licentiate,

Bruno Bauer, Berlin, 1842; a sharp reply thereto in Bruno Bauer' s pnmphhit,

entitled "The Good Cause cf Liberty and My Own Affairs," Zurich, lb43.

Criticisms from a Catholic point of view, in the Tubing. Quart. Review of 1842,

p. IGi) sq.; and in The Catholic of 1844, Sept. nrc, p. 115-117.
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pleased to destroy with the breath of His mouth this corrupt-

ing and soul-de:^troying institution."

Religious controversy between Catholics and Protestants

once more ce;ised almost everywhere during the continuance

of the jSTapoleonic Empire, when the whole German peoi)]e

rose u]) as a single man, resolved never to sheathe the sword

until they had rid their country of the presence of a foreign

oppressor ; and. again, at the time of the Congress of Vienna,

when to become a united people was the one idea that domi-

nated the nations of Germany, a similar absence of contro-

versial rancor was noticeable. But the calm was more appar-

ent than real ; for, when the chiims of Catholics were brought

before the Congi'ess, the treatment they received was a presage

of the hostility to the Church displayed at a later day ; and,

notwithstanding that Catholic [trinces had united with Pro-

testant princes to form the Germanic Covfederation, and in

spite of tiie fact that all denominations were secured equal

rights by Article XVI. of the Federal Act,' Catholics were

treated with unjust discrimination, and their expostulations,

when made, eviided by the Diet, on the ground that it was in-

competent to deal with such qnestions.^

The celebration of the ter-centennial jubilee of the Reform-

ation in 1817, and the offensive beaiing of Protestants toward

Catholics, which it very naturally inspired and fostered, re-

vived the polemical spirit of a former ago, and while preachers

from their pulpits denounced the Church with vehement bit-

terness, ultra-Protestant writers assailed her, if possible, still

more fiercel)- through the press. This outburst of religious

animosity became general, and acquired a sort of historical

importance, from the fact that it impressed upon Catholics a

sense of their political rights, strengthened their faith, and

intensified their loyalty to the Ciiurch. In Saxony, where

there exists a perverse disposition to prevent a reconciliation

between Protestants and Catholics, the occasion was eagerly

1 Article XVI. reads as follows: " Difference of religion shall not make any

difference in the enjoyment of civil and political rights throughout tlie Ger-

manic Confederation."
'^ On the affair oi Kettenhurg, see "The Cdholic" June, 1853. See also above,

at page 880, note 2, the writings " On Parity in Prussia."
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seized to create a feeling against the latter on political grounds/

a mode of misrepresentation against which an energetic decla-

ration was made hy the bishops of England at this very time

(1826).^ The same dishonest tactics w^ere resorted to after

the disastrous and fratricidal war of 186G, and again with in-

tensified virulence after the Franco-Prussian war of 1870 and

1871. On the former occasion the Su[)reine Protestant Con-

sistory of Baden was seriously compromised ; imd on the lat-

ter the Catholic clergy of Prussia, than whom there is not a

more loyal body of men in the Empire, and notably the

Jesuits and other Religious Orders of both sexes, and even the

bishops, were subjected, under the Falk laws of May 11, 1873,

to deprivation, fines, imprisonment, and exile. These laws,

ostensibly enacted to protect the rights of the State, have ob-

viously no excuse for their existence other than that of para-

lyzing the energies and extinguishing the life of the Catholic

Church. In vain did a farseeing Swiss tell the Germans, on

a solemn occasion at Frankfort in 1862, " to cease their relig-

ious conflicts, because," said he, " they are the death of Protest-

antism, and loill render abortive all your effoyis at union."

The most violent personal attack which these religious con-

troversies called forth was tliat made by John Henry Voss,^ a

Dutchman, on Stolberr/,* his former friend, a circumstance

which rendered the oii'ense unpardonable, and for no reason

other than that the latter saw fit to exercise the Protestant

prerogative of private judgment and become a Catholic. The
indignant rejoinders of Catholic writers were of a character

to fire the courage of the most listless and apathetic of their

' Tzschirner, Protestantism and Catholicism from a Political Point of View,

4th ed., Lps. 18"24. Abbot M. Prechii answei'ed it by his Examination of

Tzschirner's Pamphlet, Sulzbaoh, 1823. Remarks of a Prussian Protestant on

Tzsrhirner's Onslaught on the Catholic Church, Offenburg, 1824. Another Ex-

amination of Tzschirner's Pamphlet, by Wiilinm von Schidz, 1827.

2Seeg403. P- 73o sq.

3 Voftfi, How did Fred. Stolberg become a Slave ? iSophronizon, 1819, Vol. III.

Correspondence between H. Voss and Jean Paul.

* Stolbr.rg, lleply to the Libel of Aulic Councillor Voss, Hamburg, 1820. Cfr,

Stolbeig and Dr. Paulus. of Heidelberg (by Ir. (yeiyer), Mentz, 1820. Stolberg

and Soplironizon, or The Good Faith of Doctor Paulus, Mentz, 1821. Hasert,

"Was I the Devil's Imp when 1 turned Catholic? Bunzlau, 1854.
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co-religionists. For a time the periodical press of Germany
introduced otiensive personalities into polemical discussions,

and converts to Catholicity were made objects of satire and

ridicule in romances written expressly for the purpose;^ but

as the treatment of so momentous a subject in so fliitpant a

manner was out of harmony with the staid gravity of the

German character, it received scant encouragement, and was

finally abandoned. Polemics then assumed a purely scientitic

character, and this date marks the o[)ening of the controversy

on Symbolism, or the historical ex})()sition of the various re-

ligious systems and formularies of faith, illarheineke^ assures

lis that his chief object in publishing his SNnnbolism was to

correct " the deep-seated and deplorable ignorance, not only

of Protestant la3'men, but also of certain theologians and

canonists, concerning Catholic teaching, which was most ab-

surdly misrepresented." But, in spite of the best intentions,

Marheineke fell into the very fault which he so severely re-

buked in others, misstating many points of Catholic doc-

trine. The writings of Winer,^ Guericke, Marsh, Planck,

Koellner, Thiersch, and in a measure those of Boehmer, are

marred by the same blemish, though not to the same degree.

To the surprise of every one, Charles Hase went out of his

way in his Pohmics, a work of little value, to revive the old

1 Bretschiieidfr, Henry and Antonio. The author of a pamphlet entitled

"Baron von Sandau Reinstated in the Tribunal of Sound Criticism," Lps. 1839,

p. 105, justly observes ^'tJuit works of such a character will pervert thejud<iment

of indifferent thinkers and scholars! for a half a century.''

"^Planck, Outlines of a Historical and Comparative Exposition of the Dog-

matical Systems, 3d ed,, Goettingen, 1822. MarJieineke, System of Catholicism,

or Comparative Exposition of Doctrine (or Symbolism), III. Pts., Heidelberg,

1810-1814.

' Wilier, Comparative Exposition of the Doctrine of Different Christian De-

nominations, Lps. 1824. Klausen, Constitutions and Rites of Catholicism and

Protestantism; transl. fr. the Danish into German, 2 vols., Neustadt, 1828.

Guericke, General Christian Symbolism, Lps. 1839. Marsh, Comparative Ex-

position of the Anglican and Iloman Churches; transl. fr. the English into

Germ, by Dr. Eiscle, Grimma, 1848. Kbllner, Symbolism of the Christian De-

nominations, 2 vols., Hamburg, 1837-1844. Thiersch, Lectures on Catholicism

and Protestantism, Erlangen, 1846. Matthes, Comparative Symbolism of all

the Christian Denominations, Lps. 1854. Baier, Symbolism of the Christian

Denominations, Greifswalde and Lps. 1854 sq. B6]inier, The Differential Doc-

trines of the Catholic and Evangelical Churches, 2 vols., Berlin, 1857 sq.
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•quarrels and stir up fresh hatred between Catholics and Pro-

testants; but having done so, he had no right to complain of

the acrimonious tone of the replies which so unprovoked an

assault called forth.

^

After remaining for a long time on the defensive,^ Catholics

assumed an emphatically aggressive attitude, which culmi-

nated in Moehler's splendid work on Symbolism, the decisive

influence of which on theological science and the develop-

ment of Catholicity has been already described. Much against

the author's will, he was forced in his controversy with his

adversaries to abandon the pacific and dignified language of

science, and to speak of them in terms of indignant rebuke.'

When such was the spirit that animated both parties, it is not

surprising that the "Catastrophe of Cologne" should have

occasioned between Catholics and Protestants a controversy

so violent that it raged furiously between even members of

the same familj^ While, on the one hand, Protestants revived

the old calumnies against the Church and her institutions,*

and reproached Clitholics themselves with being intolerant

;

Catholics, on the other, charged Protestants with having low-

ered the standard of religious controversy by stripping it of

its scientific character and making it a pretext for revolu-

tionary movements, and of having inspired the iniquitous

enactments by which Catholics are even at the present day

deprived of their rights and reduced to the condition of slaves

^Hdse, Polemics against the Roman Catholic Church, Lps.1862; 2d ed., '65; 3d,

'71. Replies in the " Episcopal Letter " of Bishop Conrad, of Paderborn ; in "T/te

Catholic,'" 1864, Vol. 1., p. 277-310; by Dieringer ; hy Schnlte, Man-traps for

Protestants, Paderborn, 1865. Cfr. Vienna General Literai-y Gazette, 1865,

Nro. 16. Speil, The Doctrines of the Catholic Church in opposition to Protest-

ant Polemics, Freiburg, 1865. From a different point of view: Clnrtm, Liter-

ary Sports, Paderborn, 1866.

' See p. 865.

^ Moehler, Symbolism, etc.; see pp. 608 sq. His chief opponents were Haur,

Nitzsch, and .Marheineke. Later on, Hilgers wrote Symbolical Theology, Bonn,

1841; liuchniann, Popular Symbolism, JVIentz, 1843; and Thomas Moore,

Travels of an Irish Gentleman in Search of a Religion, 1833.

*lt was said that converts to Catholicity, in making their confession of faith,

were obliged to heap maledictions upon their Protestant relatives, and that the

bull " /« Coena Dotnini" is still read annually, both of which statements were

knowingly /a^se, and the former wickedly dishonest.
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in Denmark, Sweden,^ and other conntries, and forbidden to

ring- the bells on their ehurehes in the Keformed Cantons of

Ziirich, Basle, etc., though no snch restrictions arc placed

upon Calvinists in the Catholic Canton of Solenre.

At this time it was thouglit the Protestant King of Holland

was about to break his engagement with the Countess of

d'Oultremont, who was a Catholic. The news was hailed with

joy by Protestants throughout the country, and the Handels-

blad, one of their leading newspapers, forgetful of the toler-

ance of which it professed to be a champion, in commenting
on it, did so in these exultant words :

^ ''The King has won
a victory over himself, l^etherlanders rejoice, in that lie has

gained a triumpli such as few of those heroes whose fame fills

the woild have achieved." In accord with this spirit of in-

tolerance was the conduct of Eisenlohr, the Protestant eccle-

siastical counsellor of the Catholic metropolis of Freiburg, in

Baden, who, contrary to all precedent, assembled his congre-

gation in church on the Feast of Corpus Christi, "/or the par-

pose," as he announced to them from the pulpit, " o/i^zYA^/rv/^/?-

ing them from tlie infection of Catholic idolatry." Abundant
examples of the same spirit might be given, but we will only

advert, in passing to the bitter and unjustifiable assaults upon

Mgr. LoAirent, on the occasion of his appointment as Bishop

of Hamburg ; to the reckless denunciations of Queen Victoria

by the Tory newspapers, because of a few trifling concessions

made to the Catholics of the kingdom ; to the No-Popery cry

raised when the Catholic hierarchy was restored to England
in 1850 and to Holland in 1853 ; to the senseless clamor

against the Austrian Concordat in 1855 and the ignorant mis-

representation of the definition of the Immaculate Concep-

tion of the Blessed Virgin in the preceding year; to the dis-

honest tactics employed against Superintendent Hurter^ by

1 There are some remarkable extracts from the " Fnedrelandef" reproduced

in the Augsburg Universal Gazette of 1840, No. 34. As to Sweden, see C'ath.

Eccl. Oaz., 1840, Nos. 34, 37, and 56. Cf. Sion, 1841, No. 57.

'^ In the number of March 24, 1840. Cf. Cath. Eccl. Oaz., by Hoenighaus,

1840, No. 35.

3 Hurler, Antistes of Schaffhausen and His so-called Professional Brethren,

Scbaffhausen, 1840.
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his so-called Professional Brethren ; to the Charlestown and

Phihulelphia riots of 1834 and 1844 ; ' to the indecent ribaldry

against the Pope, the Chnrch, and things Cathf)]ic, evoked

by the Rongian comedy; to the wicked fabrication of formu-

laries of faith and forms of recantation ascribed to Catholics

;

iind, Unally, to the systematic and tyrannous repression of

freedom of conscience in Switzerland, and to the slanderous

misrepresentations of everything Catholic officially enunciated

at the ecclesiastical synods of Berlin, Wiesbaden, Bremen,

Frankfort, Stuttgart, and other cities.

It must, however, be frankly confessed that there has been

no lack of stinging words and irritating conduct on either

side. Since it is inevitable that controversies must arise

among people holding and acting npon opposite religious

principles, it is eminently desirable that they should be con-

ducted with moderation and dignity, and be allowed to disturb

as little as possible the amenities of social life. In view of the

determined effort everywhere being made to obscure, and, if

possible, utterly destroy the sapernatural character of the Chris-

tian and every other religion, to ignore the controling providence

of God in the affairs of men and, nations, and to reject the divine

authority on which dogmatic verities are based, it is but a simple

and imperative duty with Catholics and such Protestants as

still believe in a revelation and ])rofess a faith to unite in de-

fending and preserving the inestimable treasure of revealed

truth. But, above all, let the younger clergy understand and

take it seriously to heart that it is in a special sense their

mission to demonstrate the truth and set it clearly before the

minds of the people ; to dwell upon the grandeur of the

Church and the divine power residing in her ; and to show

that whenever and whereviBr she has been free she has been

quick to discover and prompt to minister to the wants of the

human family. In this way they will conciliate and attract

minds now alienated from her, and contribute to soothe the

asperities of polemic strife and remove the obstacles that di-

vide Christendom outside the Catholic Church into a multi-

1 The Philadelphia Riot, Hist, and Polit. Papers, Vol. XIIT., pp. 837 sq.
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tilde of conflicting sects/ The same advice was given by

^Stark in 1809 in his Banquet of Theodulus, a work written in

excellent temper, with the laudable design of conciliating

Christians of every profession.

There are numerous signs which go to show that the divided

ptate of Christendom is becoming irksome to reflecting minds;

and many honest Protestants, if they do not at once enter the

Catholic Churcli,^ are disposed to listen patiently to her claims

and judge them impartially.^ It is not surprising, therefore,

that Brenner* &nd Hoe7iinfjhaus,'^ in traveling through Protest-

ant countries, found many of the inhabitants well disposed

toward the Church. It is also a promising sign to tind en-

• According to the siatisiical report given in the Ecclesiasticcd Gazette of Vi-

enna for the year 1853, the number of the various Christian denominations of

the world are as follows: Latin Catholics, 194,500,000; Greek Catholics,

4,500,000; Armenian Catholics. 200,000 ; Maronite Catholics, 530,000; Syrian

Catholics (United Jacobites), 35,000; Chaldean Catholics (United Nestorians),

20,000; Koptic Catholics, 15,000; Syro-Chaldaic Catholics (United Thomist

Christians, cf. gg 123 and 124), 200,000; total number of Catholics, 200,000,000.

Schismatic Greeks, 64,000,000; Schismatic Armenians, 3,000,000; Schismatic

Abyssinians, 1,800,000; Schismatic Syrians, 500,000; Koptic Monophysites,

200.000; Syro-Chaldaic Thomist Christians, 100,000; Chaldaic Nestorians,

500,000; Roscolnics, embracing 30 sects, 5,000,000; total Oriental Sdiifmiatical

and uoti-Catholic Christians, 75,100,000. Protestants are divided into 40 larger

and 110 less(;r parties. The Lutherans number 18,000,000; the Anglicans,

15,000,000; the so-called United Evangelicals, i. e. Lutherans and Calvinists

united by the State, 12,000,000; German, Dutch, and Helvetic Calvinists,

7,000,000; Methodists, 6,000,000 ; Presbyterians and Calvinist Baptists, 5,000,-

000; and the remaining sects, 12,000,000; total Protestant C/n-istiovs. 80.000,000,

or, according to more recent reports, 89,000,000. For an accurate statistical

statement concerning the Catholic Church, see The Catholic liishoprios of the

World, by Braumers, Bergheim, 1861; and the Annuario Pontificio, now called

La Gerarchia Cattolica, published yearly at Kome. Cf. Neher, Ecclesiastical

Geography and Statistic, Ilatisbon, 1865-1868, 3 vols.

"^ Arendt (private lecturer at the Protestant faculty of Bonn ; died professor

of philosophy at Louvain), Statement of the Motives of my Conversion to the

Catholic Church, Spire, 1832; Hist, of Pope Leo the Great, Mentz, 1835.

^St(Lrk, * The Banquet of Theodnlus, or The Re-union of the Different Chris-

tian Communions, 7th ed., Frankfort, 1827 ; Engl, transl., Baltimore, 1868.

The Correspondence of Theodulus, Frankfort, 1828.

* Brenner, Flashes of Light among Protestants, or New Confessions of the

Truth made by its Adversaries, Bamberg, 1830.

^ Hoenighaus, Result of my Travels through Protestant Territory, or Neces-

Bity of Returning to the Catholic Church, Aschaflenburg (1835), 1837.
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lightened Protestants, whether ministers, or laymen, using

themselves and recommending to others Catholic works of de-

votion and instruction, such as the Following of Christ, Spirit-

ual Voices of the Mid/He Ages,^ Massillon's Charges or Confer-

ences on the Duties of the Clergy,^ the Pensees of Pascal,^ and

the Sermons of Berthold, a Franciscan friar, of John Tauler*

and others. It would seem, therefore, that the conviction is

steadily deepening and widening that the Catholic Church

lias at all times had a high and majestic conception of Chris-

tianity, and that Catholicity itself has heen shamefully mis-

represented by the inveterate prejudice and ignorant hostility

of its adversaries, a fact to which Ludolph von Beckedorf has

drawn public attention and dwelt upon with forcible and dig-

nified earnestness.^ Moreover, the more noble, single-minded,

and relii^ions of Protestants are precisely those who, like the

Prodigal Son, begin to revive the memory of the wealth of

blessings their forefathers enjoyed in the Catholic Church,

and to yearn for an inheritance that should be theirs. They

listen to the inspiring chants of the Church, assist at her re-

ligious offices, and witness the beautiful and touching rites

and customs that appeal to eye and ear and heart in the ad-

ministration of Baptism, Holy Eucharist, Confirmation, Mar-

riage, Penance, and Extreme Unction,^ and, turning sorrow-

fully away, grieve that they too are not in the House of their

Father. And, while in many places yictu.res and statues are

being quietly set up in the churches, and the beautiful Cath-

olic practice of ringing the Angelas at sunrise, midday, and

sunset is being again introduced, in others the proposal to

I Galle, Spiritual Voices of the Middle Ages, Halle, 1841.

^ Masfiillon' H Charges, Eccl. Conferences and Synodal Discourses and Episco-

pal Mandates on the Principal Duties of the Clergy; Engl, transl., by the Rev.

C. H. Boylan, in 2 vols., dedicated to Bp. John McHale, Dublin, 1825; Germ,

trans!., by Reineck, Magdeburg. 1885-1836, 2 vols.

^Pascal, Pensees sur la religion; Germ, by Blech, with preface by Near.der,

Berlin, 1835; several times transl. into Engli.sh ; the original ed. of 1670, with

illustrations by Gaucherel, reprinted in 1874.

<Cf. Vol. II., p. 1035, note 2.

5 /,. von Beckedorf, A Few Words of Peace and Reconciliation, 3d ed., Rat-

jsbon, 1852.

« Heiigsienberg's Evangelical Church Gazette, October 29, 1856. Further de-

tails, Jorg's Hist, of Protestantism, Vol. 1., p. 445-555.
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make liturgical ceremonies, auricular confession, and extreme

unction part of divine service has given occasion to animated

discussion, and at times to unseemly struggles. These inno-

vations were attempted at Breslau and Stuttgart by the Con-

sistorial Counsellors, ^t5/imcr and iTapp; and in England an

effort Avas made to restore the Sacrament of Confirmation and

the ancient catechumenate.

We may enumerate here, and we do so with pleasure, a few

of the many works in which Protestants have emulated the

zeal of Catholics. These are the propagation of Christianity,

the abolition of slavery, the care of the sick and the needy,

and the cultivation of the various branches of Christian art.

If the restoration of the cathedrals of Ratisbon, Bamberg,

Spire, Cologne, Strasburg, and other cities is due to the

artistic skill, enlightened taste, and splendid generosity of

the Catholics, the restoration of the churches of St. Elizabeth

at Marburg, of Our Lady at Esslingen, and of the Cathedral

of Basle, not to mention others, is due to the same qualities

on the part of Protestants; while a multitude of new struc-

tures have been erected by both.

§ 435. Conclusion.

We have now brought to a close the work we proposed to

ourselves, which was to draw with all possible fidelity an out-

line of the History of the Church in her foundation and the

principal phases of her development; in her growth and con-

flicts; in her sufferings and victories; and, finally, in the tri-

umphant maintenance of her unchangeable teachings against

the ever-shifting forms of heresy.

We have seen that she was prefigured in the Old Testa-

ment ; that she was established by Christ and made prolific

by the blood of the Martyrs; that for a time she remained in

obscurity, seeking a refuge in the dwellings of private indi-

viduals and an asylum in the Catacombs, but only to come
forth at a later day triumphant and glorious ; that she was
victorious over Rome, its idols, and its emperors ; that she

became the civilizer of the barbarian hordes of the North and

VOL. Ill—65
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the queen and mistress of the nations, which submitted with

joyi'ul alacrity to her spiritual authority, vested in St. Peter

and liis successors ; that she has ever been the patron of the

arts and sciences and the guardian of true libert}- ; that she

has been unceasingly in conflict with error, superstition, and

every form of unbelief, and has uniformly vanquished them
all, and come forth unharmed from the struggle; that when
borne down with grief by the betrayal and desertion of her

own children, she has been consoled and gladdened by the

accession of strangers to her fold, who have rivaled her most

generous sons in the loj'alty of their attachment; that she

has stood firm and unshaken amid the malignant persecutions

which she has endured in every age and country ; that every

species of force and every manner of weapon have been used

against her, and that she, strong in the strength of her un-

changeable doctrine, her unity of constitution, and her abiding

and reliant laith in the promises of God, has successfully re-

sisted them all, and by the incomparable majesty of her in-

stitutions, the number, variety, and beneticent character of her

works, and the heroic devotion of her ministers, has proven

herself superior to violence and fearless of aggression ; that,

though not aflectecl by the periodical changes of the times and

inaccessible to them, she alone has full}' compreliended the

wants of successive ages, and has been alone capable of ade-

quately supplying them ; that, while rising above the intrigues,

the animosities, and the struggles of social and political rev-,

olutions, she has stilled the tierce passions that they evoked

and healed the rankling Avounds that they inflicted ; and,

iiuall}', we have seen that she has everywhere and always

faithfully labored to accom[)lish the work committed to her

of converting the heathen and bringing all men to God by

subduing all to the light and easy yoke of Jesus Christ. The
numerous figures foreshadowing the promised work of man's

redemption, and the long series of events, commencing with

the beginnings of time and leading up to it, found their reali-

zation, perfection, and maturity in the Church, of which Jesus

Christ is the head, who, on this very account, has ever been

and must ever be the center of the political history of the world.

The foundation of the Church marked a new era, the charac-
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teristics of which are legible on every page of the world's

history from that tUi}^ to this. In the Cliurch all nations have

sought and found freedom, peace, and order. Alike in theii'

prosperity and in their adversity, in their pride and in their

humiliation, they have been ol)iects of her tender care and

loving solicitude. She sympathizes with them in their strug-

gles, rejoices in their victories, mourns over their disasters,

and hails their regeneration with exultant gladness. The me-

diatrix between earth and heaven, she is the link uniting the

perishable with the everlasting ; and glorifying God in man-
kind, she prepares mankind for the fullness of glory in God
through Jesus Christ.

The guide of nations and peoples, she places herself at

their head, and, leading them on to the full light of the Gos-

pel, unites them all under the one standard of the Cross.

Having subsisted from the beginning, she will continue inde-

fectible to the end, a glorious Church, one, holy, catholic, and

apostolic, because she has been founded by the power of the

Most High ; lias never for a moment, from the days of the

Apostles to our own, been shut out from tlie light of God's

countenance or the sweetness of His love ; and has labored

ceaselessly and assiduously to sanctify the world through the

abiding presence and active influence of the Holy Ghost.

That she is still the Spouse of Christ and bears upon her the

tokens of divinity, and that her children are as believing and

obedient in this as in any former age, the civcumstances at-

tending the celebration at Rome of the eighteenth centenary

of the death of St. Peter, on the 29th of June, 1867, furnish

the most nbundant proof; while, at the same time, they have

given an impulse to faith all over the Christian w^orld, and

have pointedly rebuked the unbelief so characteristic of these

latter days. And wdiat she has done in time past, if one may
trust the signs now rising above the horizon, she will do in

time to come for the nations of the earth. "Weary of their long

and clieerless wanderings, they wdll again lift up their hearts

in hope ; turn with wistful gaze toward the Cross, resplendent

and triumphant ;' and seek a remedy for the evils that threaten

social and political life with dissolution in the Church of

Christ, whose fondest care it has ever been to minister to the
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wounds of mankind with more than a mother's tenderness,

and to relieve pain and suffering with tlie balm that oozes out

of the tree of the Cross and the soothing potency of apostolic

words. In Great Britain, in America, and in France,^ the

movement has already begun. The people of these countries

are returning in throngs, like erring but now repentant chil-

dren, to the bosom of their long deserted mother; and the

morning star of Christianity is once more rising over the

peoples of Islam, whose mission in history seems to have come

to end.^

Blessed be Our Lord Jesus Christ in and through His

Church, and may He hasten the day when Catholics and Pro-

testants, iniited in one fold and under one Shepherd, will

praise and bless the Son of God with accordant voice, and, in

the full consciousness of past shortcomings and the forgiv-

ing generosity of present joy, cry out: " We have all some-

thing to reproach ourselves with in time gone by ; but now,

putting all differences aside, we confess that the Church, the

Immaculate Spouse of Christ, through her Infallible Head,

is and has ever been and ever w'ill be unerring in her teach-

ings and holy in her practice. Having strayed from the right

road in the past, we desire for the future to labor solely for

God'fi honor and glory." This frank confession of faults on

both sides, different indeed in character, but faults none the

less, will be succeeded by a great feast of reconciliation, and

^Witness the recent establishment and endowment by private munificence of

six free Catholic universities, viz., of Pai'is, Lille, Poitiers, Lyons, Angers, and

Toulouse. (Tr.)

2 Weil, in his Historical and Critical Introduction to the Koran, speaks in

these words of the future of the Islam :
" If it be asked what will be the future

of Islam, and by what means will it reach the high degree of civilization at

which Europe has arrived, we think we may reply that it will follow in every

respect the course already traversed by Judaism. It will separate tradition

from revelation, properly so called, and establish in its Sacred Books a broad

distinction between eternal verities and simple prescriptions. Its absorption

with Christianity' will be the more easy, from the fact that Mohammed himself

assigns to Christ and the Blessed Virgin a higher rank than do even a great

many Protestants. Rationalism is a necessary step in the conversion of both

Jew and Moslem; but, once they have reached this point, they appreciate the

necessity of a positive law, and go straight into the Catholic Church,"
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the dift'crences of centuries will be utterly forgotten in the

flood of heavenly joy that will sweep over all hearts once

more united in the loving Heart of Jesus.

Ah'cady Protestants have joined in generous rivalry with

Catholics in building up the twin towers of the majestic

Cathedral of Cologne, where bells are destined to be hung

whose peals will ring out upon the air of Germany, carrying

the soothing music of their sounds into every city and ham-

let, to summon the entire people, once more united as in

prc-Reformation days, to the service and the temple of

the living God, and to fellowship with the great Catholic

family.^

But, alas ! there are still many nations nearly, if not wholly,

estranged from Christianity, which can enter the kingdom

of God only through great tribulation.^ Even in Europe the

now dominant Liberals and Freemasons have entered upon a

malignant and systematic persecution of the Church, have

set themselves to the diabolical work of destroying all posi-

tive fiiith, and have caused laws to be enacted by which

priests are subjected for imaginar}' oflf'enses to heavy lines,

imprisonment, and exile; Religious Orders expelled ; and other

measures equally iniquitous carried out under pretense of

providing for the well-being of the State. These persecu-

tions, however, will serve to purify the Church, to renew her

strength, and give her fresh beauty. Let hatred be as satanic

as it may and wickedness as malignant, they will both prove

ineftectual against the Church. There resides a power within

her that is not of man, but of God, and though her triumph

may be delayed, it is sure to be glorious in the end. The

^ Wolfgang Menzel, reviewing a number of writings on the Cologne Catlie-

dral (in the Literary Fly-leaf of his Morning Gazette, 1843. Nros. 1.2, o), uses

v.'ords of similar impoi't; and Frederick William IV., in laying the first stone

fur the resumption of work on the same cathedral, spoke of "the feelings of

brotherly love which the various denominations should bear toward each other,

inasmuch as they were all one, being united under Divine Head.''

2 Acts xiv. 21. " Will Germany become Catholic ? " by the author of Inqui-

ries concerning Catholicism, Protestantism, and Liberty of Conscience, Schatf-

hausen, 18-59. Eeturn to the Catholic Church the Problem of the Age, by a

Protestant, Leipsig, 1851.
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Spirit of Truth will ouce more move over the face of the
earth; man's soul will he enlightened, renewed, beautilicd

bj grace; materialism, seen in all its grossness and hideous
ugliness, will evoke only feelings of loathing disgust, and
mankind will turn again in repentant gladness to God.

END OF VOLUME THIRD.



I. CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE

rOTES AXD THE KOMAK E M P E R R S

Bc'uig a contimiaiioti of Vol, II., p. 1072.

POPES.

Hadrian VI. lo22-1523 (a Nether-

lander).

Clement YII. 1523-1534.

Paul III. 1534-1549.

Julius III. 1550-1555.

Marcellus II. (only 21 tlaj-s.)

Paul IV. 1555-1559.

Pius IV. 1559-1 5G5.

St. Pius V. 156G-1572.

Gregory XIII. 1572-1585.

Sixius V. 15S5-1590.

Urban YII. (13 days.)

Gregory XIV. (10 months and 10 days.)

Innocent IX. 1591 (a little more than 2

months).

Clement VIII. 1592-1605.

Leo XI. (27 days.)

Paul V. 1G05-1G21.

Gregory XV. 1G21-1G23.

Urban VIII. 1G23-1G44.

Innocent X. 1644-1G55.

Alexander VII. 1G55-1G67.

Clement IX. 1GG7-1G69.

Clement X. 1G70-1G76.

Innocent XI. 107G-1G89.

Alexander VIII. 1G89-1691.

Innocent XII. 1G91-1700.

aemcniiAV. 1700-1721.

Innocent XIII. 1721-1724.

Benedict XIII. 1724-1730.

Clement XII. 1730-1740.

EMPERORS.

Charles Y. 1519-155G.

Ferdinand I. 155G-1564.

Maximilian II. 15G4-157G.

Rudolph II. 1576-1G12.

Matthias, 1G12-1619.

Ferdinand II. 1G19-1G37.

Ferdinand III. 1G37-1G57

Leopold I. 1657-1705.

Joseph I. 1705-1711.

Charles VI. 1711-1740.
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POPKS.

*Benedict XIV. 1740-1758.

Clement XIII. 1758-1769.

Clement XIV. 17G9-1774.

Plus VI. 1775-1799.

Pius VIL 1800-1823.

Leo XII. 1823-1829.

Pius YIII. 1829-1830.

Gregory XYI. 1831-1846.

Phis IX 1846-1878.

Leo XllL 1878.

EMPERORS.

Maria Teresa and her consort, Fran-

cis I. 1740-1765.

(Charles VII. 1742-1745, Pretender.)

Maria Teresa and her son, Joseph II.

1765-1780.

Joseph II. 1780-1790.

Leopold II. 1790-1792.

Francis II. 1792-1806, when the Ger-

man Empire was dissolved.



II. CHROI^OLOGICAL TABLE

MOST IMPORTANT PERSONAGES AND EVENTS
DURING THE THIRD PERIOD (1517-1878),

FIRST EPOCH (1517-1648).

DIONYSIAN ERA.

1513-1521, Pope Leo A'., in 1517, has an indulgence preached in behalf

of the erection of St. Peters church. The Dominican, Tctzel,

preaches the indulgence in the States of the Elector and Arch-

bishop of Mentz.

1517. On the 31st of October, Luther, preacher and professor at the Uni-

versity of Wittenberg, affixes ninety-five propositions on indul-

gences to the doors of the church. A reply, written by the Do-

minican, Sylvester Prierias, appears shortly after.

1518. In the month of April, on the occasion of the meeting of a General

Chapter of the Augustinians at Heidelberg, Luther freely avows

anti-Catholic propos:itions, forming the foundation of his subse-

quent teachings, and wins over to his cause Bucer, Schnepf, and

Brenz ; he comes, later on, before the Diet of Augsburg, presents

himself before Cardinal Cajetan, and appeals from the Pope ill

informed to the Pope better instructed. The Pope appoints Pro-

magister Gabriel General pro iem. of the Augustinians. At Dan-

zig the monk, James Knade, preaches in the spirit of Luther.

1519. Death of Emperor Maximilian. Frederic the "Wise is appointed

Eegent of the Empire. Luther presents himself before Miltitz

at Altenburg. Disputation at Leipsig (June 27-July 16) between

Eck, Carlstadt, and Luther. Notwithstanding Eek's victory over

Luther, the latter wins over to his cause Melanchthon, and also

the turbulent and dissipated nobles of the times (Ulrich von Hut-

ten, Francis of Sickingen), whom he professes to regard as angels

sent for his service. Olaf and Lawrence Peterson create an agi-

tation in Sweden in favor of Lutheranism. In Switzerland,

Zwingli opposes Bernard Samson, a preacher of indulgences.

Charles v., Emperor, 1519-1556.

1520. Papal bull of excommunication against Luther. Dr. Eck and the

Papal Legates, Carraccioli and Aleandro. Luther publishes in-

flammatory religious and political writings, such as the '^•Address

to the Christian Nobles of Germany f^
^^ On the Babylonish Captiv-

(1033)
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DIONYSIAN ERA.

ity f^
" On Christian Liberty;" and ^'Against fhe Bull of Anti-

christ ;" and, finally, on the 10th of December, he burns, together

with the papal bull, the Canon Law, many scholastic and casuist-

ical works, and the controversial writings of his adversaries.

1521. Lather comes- before the Diet of Worms; decree, issued against

him; bis retirement to the castle of Wartburg (Patmos). Loci

theologfci of Melanchthon. Disturbances at AVittenberg, occa-

sioned by Carlstadt, Storch, Thomas Miinzer, and others.

1522. Luther declares against the Visionaries of Wittenberg. Brenz

preaches Lutheranisra at Hall, in Suabia. Henry "VIII. pub-

lishes a work against Luther. The writings of the latter are

spread through Hungary and Transylvania.

1522-1523. Hadrian VL His Declaration at the Diet of Niirnberg through his

Legate, Chieregat!, and his View of Luther. Eucer and Capito

preach Lutheranism at Strasburg. Disputation at Ziirich (Janu-

ary, 1523) between Faber and Zwingli, in consequence of which

the latter wins over to his side Leo Judae and Hetzer. JMargrave

Albert of Brandenburg, Grapd Master of the Teutonic Order, in-

vites the Lutheran preachers, John Brismann and Peter Aman-

dus, to come into his States. The Bishops of Samland and Pome-

sania publicly join their party in 1524. In Sweden, Gustavus

Vasa avails himself of Lutheranism to obtain his ends. Bugen-

hagen, preacher at Wittenberg.

1523-1534. Clement VJL, Pope. His relations to the Emperor Charles V. and

Prancis I., King of France.

1524. Weakness of the Diet of Niirnberg at the moment of its close.

Catholic alliance between Austria and Bavaria, participated in by

twelve bishops of Southern Germany. Violent quarrel between

Lutlier and Carlstadt on the Eucharist. Scene in the Black Bear

inn of Jena. Controversy between Luther and Erasmus on Free

Will. .Establishment of the Order of Theatines by Caraffa.

1525. The Peasants' War spreads throughout Germany. Base conduct

of Luther and Melanchthon on this occasion. Continuation of

the Controversy with Erasmus on the Eucharist. Luther mar-

ries, and arbitrarily abolishes the Canon of the Mass. Death of

t Frederic the Wise. John the Constant. Eck publishes his En-

chiridion locorum comniunimn adv. Lutherum, and Zwingli his

Conunentarius de vera et falsa religione.

152G. Lutheran alliance of Torgau. Religious conference of Ilomburg.

Denmark declares in favor of Lutheranism, in consequence of the

intrigues of Christiern II. (1513-1523) and Frederic I. Margrave

Albert marries the daughter of the King of Denmark. Seculari-

zation of the Duchy of Prussiai

1527. Capture and plunder of Rome by the Imperialists. Diet of Oden-

see in Denmark. Hypocrisy of Gustavus Vasa at the Diet of

Westeraes. At Basle, the adherents of Oecolampadius obtain
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through menaces the free exercise of their worship. The Ant-

werp Polyglot published by Catholics.

1528. Berthold Haller preaches the new doctrines at Berne. Parochial

visitation in Saxony. The Order of Capuchins is confirmed by

Pope Clement VII. The German Theology, written by Bishop

Bertliold, of Chiemsee. Patrick Hamilton burnt in Scotland for

having there propagated heretical teachings.

1529. The Assembly of Oerebro accomplishes the work of Reformation

in Sweden. Diet of Spire, where the Keformers receive the name
of Protestants. Conference of the Lutherans at Copenhagen.

1530. Diet of Augsburg. The Augsburg Cojifession, composed bj^ Mel-

anchthon, to which Faber, Eck, and Cochlaeus oppose a Catholic

refutation. Melanchthon's Apologia. Establishment at Milan of

the Order of Barnabites, which is confirmed in 1532.

1531. League of Schmalkald entered into by the Protestants. Zwingli

and Oecolampadius perish during the war of religion, which

breaks out in Switzerland. IMatthias Devay preaches in Hungary,

first Lutheranism, and soon thereafter Zwinglianism.

1532. Religious peace of Niirnberg. Death of John the Constant, who is

replaced by John Frederic the Magnanimous.

1538. Shameful disorders of the Anabaptists at Miinster. Negotiations

in behalf of a General Council.

1534. Henry VIII. separates from Rome, because the Pope refuses to

sanction his adulterous marriage. Luther publishes a complete

translation of the Bible, at which he had been working since 1522.

Oath of supremacy. Thomas Cranmer is appointed vicar general.

Calvin at Basle.

1534-1519. Pmd III., Pope. His efi"orts, through his Nuncio, Vcrgerius, to as-

semble an Ecumenical Council.

1535. The disorders of the Anabaptists put down at Miinster. The Re-

formation is established at Geneva, through the efibrts of Farel

and Viret.

1586. Death of Erasmus at Basle. Calvin publishes his "Institutes of tlic

Christian Religion,'^ dedicated to Francis I., King of France, and es-

tablishes himself at Geneva. Bucer and Melanchthon conjointly

bring about the Concordia VUebergensis. Pope Paul III.'s encj"-

clica, calling an Ecumenical Council to convene at Mantua in

1587, is unsuccessful.

1537. The Protestant Assembly of Schmalkald carries its hatred of the

Pope to the very verge of frenzy. The twenty-three " Articles of

Schmalkald'' present a striking contrast with the Augsburg Con-

fession. Melanchthon's treatise, entitled De potestatc et primata

Papae. Angola de' Merici ("of Brescia") founds the Order of

Ursulines. Bugenhagen, Superintendent General of Saxony from

1536, repairs to Denmark, crowns the King and the Queen, and

succeeds in establishing the Reformation. Antinoraian Contro-

versy between Luther and Agricola, 1537-1540.
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1538. The Holy League of the Catholic Princes is formed through the ef-

forts of Held, Vice-Chancellor to the Emperor. Calvin is driven

from Geneva on account of his violence.

1539. Death of Duke George of Saxony. Henry, his brother, successor,

establishes Lutheranisni by force in his States. In Brandenburg

Lutheranism is similarly introduced by Joachim II., whose char-

acter is in striking contrast with that of his illustrious father,

Joachim I.

1540. The Pope confirms the Society of Je.-us, founded by Ignatius of

Loj'ola, who thus opposes a barrier against Protestantism. Relig-

ious Conferences at Spire,Haguenau and Worms. The Father of

the Eeformation allows polygamy to the Landgrave of Hesse.

1541. Eeligious Conference and Interim of Itatisbon. Julius Pflug, Bishop

ofNaumburg; and John Gropper, of Cologne; Melanchthon, Pis-

torius, and Bucer.

1542. St. Francis Xavier sets off upon his mission to India. Death of

Cardinal Contareni. Death of Eck in 1543.

1545-1563. Ecumenical Council of Trent, which, notwithstanding several

interruptions, is continued under Paul III., Julius HI., and

Pius IV. Its aim, practical reform, which it did much to accom-

plish.

1545. During the Diet of Worms, the Protestants once more refuse, in

language unusually coarse and violent, to take any part in the

proposed Council, and distribute to the Catholic deputies copies

of Luther's work entitled " The Papacy an Instituliun of the

Deviir

1548. On the 18th of February', Luther dies at Eisleben. The Elector

Herman of Cologne encounters the most determined opposition to

his design of introducing Lutheranism in his States, and is at

length deposed. Diet and Conference of Batisbon.

1547. Commencement of the Schmalkaldic War. The imperial army
makes the Elector of Saxony prisoner in the battle of Miihlberg,

and the Landgrave of Hesse surrenders. Henry VIII. of Eng-

land and Francis I. die, and are succeeded by Edward VI. and

Henry II. The Avoik of the Reformation is carried on in Eng-

land by Cranmer and Ridley, and in Scotland by Knox. Death

of Cardinal Sadolet and of Vatable.

1548. The Augsburg Interim. The Leipsig Interim gives rise to the adi-

aphoristic controversy. St. Philip Neri founds the Order of the

B. Trinity, which, later on, takes the name of the Oratory. Con-

sensu!^ Tiffui'inus, 1549. Osiandrian controversy at Koenigsberg,

1549-15GG. Controversy between Amsdorf and George Major in

1551. Gruet is put to death at Geneva. The Jesuits assume the

direction of the theological studies at Ingolstadt in 1540. Labors

of Peter Canisius in Austria in 1551.

1550-1555. Julius III., Pope. At the moment when several Protestant princes

send their theologians and embassadors to Trent, in 1551, Prince
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Maurice of Saxony, committing a doiiblo treason against tho Em-
peror and his countrj-, constrains the Council to disperse and the

Emperor to conclude the Treaty of Passau, in 1552-1554. Assem-

bly at Naumburg. Extraordinary concessions made by the Pro-

testant theologians. Michael Servede is burnt by the Swiss

Reformers in 1553, and a little later (1566) Gentilis is beheaded

at Berne.

1555. lioligious Peace of Augsburg: Rrservaium Ecclcfiiafiticum. Syner-

gistic controversy between Pfeffinger and Amsdorf. Short pontifi-

cate of Marcellus II.

1555-1559. Paul IV., Pope. Death of St. Ignatius Loyola, July 31, 1556.

Thomas Cranmer is burnt at the stake. Lainez elected General

of tho Society of Jesus. Abdication of Charles V. Philip II.,

King of all the Spanish dominions in 1556. Mary Tudor, the

Catholic Queen, dies in 15-38. She is succeeded by Elizabeth, who
uniformly favors the Reformation.

1559-1565. Pius IV., Pope. Ferdinand I., Emperor, 1556-15G4. The Jesuits

establish themselves at Cologne in 1556; at Treves in 1561; at

JMentz in 1562; at Augsburg and IJillingen in 1563; at Posen

and other places in 1571. Death of ^lelaiichthon, April 19, 1500.

1562-1563. The Council ol Trent is again opened, and completes its labors. In

1564, Pius IV. publishes the Professiofidel Trideyitlna. The year

previous, Ursinus and Olivetanus published their Heidelberg Cate-

chism. Convocation solemnly ratifies the Thirty-nine Articles at

London in 1562. Confe.fsio Belyicn, 1562. Corjms doctrinae chris-

tiaiKie Saxoniciun; and later, Ph'dippicum, 1560; PruteJiicum,

1566.

1564-1576. Maximilian II., Empert>r. Piuf< V., Pope, 1566-1572. Catechismus

Romanus, 1566 ; Breviariuin Roinanuni, 1568. Attempts at recon-

ciliation between the Catholics and Protestants, made by George

Cassander, George Wizel, Fred. Staphylus, and Ad. Contzen. In

1567, Pius V. condemns seventy-six propositions extracted from

the works of Baius. Convention of the Polish Dissidents at San-

domir in 1570. Death of Calvin, Jlay 27, 1564. Theodore Bcza.

1572-1585. Gregory Xill., Pope. St. Bartholomew's Daj-, 1572. Bull of

Gregory XIII. against Baius, 1579. The Gregorian Calendar

published in 1582. Gebhard the Elector, Archbishop of Cologne,

is excommunicated in 1583, in consequence of his criminul rela-

tions with Agnes of Mansfeld and his hostile designs against the

Catholic Church. Bellarminl dif.putationes de coHtrovemis chris-

Hanae Jidei ariiculls, Komae, 1581-1592. Death of Maldonatus in

1583.

1577 Formula of Concord. The Socinian Catechism and Synod of Ra-

kow, 1580. Faustus Socinus in Transylvania, 1578; in Poland,

1579.

1585-1590. Sixtus V., Pope. He publishes a faulty edition of the Vulgate.

Martyrologium Romanum. The Pope's decision in the Contro-
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versy on Grace among the Josiiils. L. Molina. Caesaris Baronli

Annates ecclesiastici. Death of Snlmeron in 1585.

1590-1591. Urban VII., Gregory XIY., and Innocent IX., Popes. Death of

the Elector, Christian I. New persecution of Crypto Calvinism.

Chancellor Crell.

1592. Clement VIIL, Pope. He publishes a thoroughly revised edition of

the Yulgate, and reconciles Henry IV. of France to the Church,

1598. By the edict of Nantes, the Protestants obtain the free ex-

ercise of religion in all France. The CongregaHo de Auxiliis

meets to decide the question of Molinism. Sigisniund III., King

of Poland (1587-1632), inherits the crown of Sweden in 1592.

His critical relations with Charles, Duke of iSuderuianland. Death

of Queen Elizabeth, 1603. James I. succeeds her. Controversy

between Arminius and Gomar at Leyden, 1604.

1605-1021. Faul V., Pope. The quarrel with Venice, commenced under Clem-

ent VIII. and Leo XI., conliiuies during this pontiticate. Venice

is laid under interdict. Bellarmin and Sarpi continue their po-

lemics. Controversy on the Immaculate Conception of the Blessed

Virgin. Catholic League formed in Germany under JNIaximilian

of Bavaria, 1606. Peter de Berulle founds the French Oratory,

1611. Death of Esthius, 1613. Congregation of St. ^laur, 1618.

Cyril Lucaris makes an effort to bring about an understanding

between the Greek and Keformed Churches. Synod of Dordrecht,

1618-1619.

1618-1648. Thirty Years' War. Frederic V., Elector of the Palatinate, is de-

feated near Prague, November 8, 1620. Death of Bellarmin, 1620.

Death of St. Francis of Sales, 1622.

1021-1623. Gregory XV., Pope. Establishment of the CongregaHo de Propa-

ganda Fide. Constitution regarding future papal elections. The

Jesuit, Petau, teaches theology at the College of Paris; he dies

in 1652.

1623-1641. Urban VIII, Pope. He establishes a seminary for the propagation

of the faith {"-Collegium Urbanuni" ) ;
publishes a new and

amended edition of the Roman Breviarj', 1643; and bestows priv-

ileges upon the Congregation of St. jVlaur. St. Vincent do Paul

founds the Order of the Priests of the Mission ('-Lazarists") and

Urban instructs him to draft a Rule for them. In conjimction

with the widow Legras, he founds the Order of the Sisters of

Charity in 1629. The "Cauilo Criminalis'' of the Jesuit, Spec, in

1631. Death of the Jesuit, Schall, in China, 1636. Victory of

Tilly over the Danes and Lower Saxons, 1626, and of Wallenstein,

1628.

1629. ResUtution Edict promulgated by the Emperor Ferdinand IL, and

re-establishrnent of the siatua qxio as settled by the Treaty of Pas-

sau in 1552. Gustavus Adolphus, King of Sweden, comes to Ger-

many in 1630; his death at the battle of Lutzen. Defeat of the
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Swedes at Noerdlingen by the imperial troops in 1G31. Death of

Cornelius a Lapidc in l(>o7.

1640. Publication of the Aiigu.Htivus by Janscnius, at first Professor of

Louvain, and afterward Bishop of Ypres. Iledies in 1G38. Urban
issues against this work his bull In Eminenii, 1642. HugoGrotius

publishes his AnnotatiovcH in Vet. et Kov. Testam., 1641. Ilis

death in 1645. Death of Bonfrere, 1643.

1644-1655. Innocent X., Pope. Ferdinand III., Emperor, 1637-1657. Louis

XIV., King of France, 1643-1715. Petau publishes his Theologica

dogmata, 1644. Arnauld, Nicole, Pascal, and others write in favor

of Jansenism and against the Jesuits. The advocates of Jansen-

ism called Jansenists and (Jvntlemen of Port-Koyal, 1653. Inno-

cent condemns the five propositions of Jansenius, 1645. Collo-

quium caritativum of Thorn, under the protection of Ladislaus

IV. ; between Calixtus and Odoviuf, on one hand, and the Jesuit,

Schoenhofer, on the other. The Regida Jidei of Francis Veron, a

work whose aim was to reconcile Catholics and Protestants. Paris

Polyglot Bible, 1645.

1648. The Peace of Westphalia takes the year 1624 as the ^'normal" year

of the religious situation and of the right of possession. The Pope,

by his bull Zehis domics Dei, protests against the articles of the

Treaty as injurious or prejudicial to the Catholic religion. Death

of the Spaniard Calasanze, founder of the Piarists. Leo Allatius

publishes his work, De ecclesioe Occident, et orient, perpetua consen-

sione. D3ath of Descartes, 1650. Charles I., King of England
from 1625, is made prisoner, and beheaded in 1649.

SECOISTD EPOCH (1648-1878).

PAET FIPtST.

FROM TUE PEACE OF WESTPHALIA TO THE FRENCH RETOLUTIOX (1789).

1655-1667. Alexander VII., Pope. His bull against the Jansenists, 1656. The
Socinians expelled from Poland, 1658. Death of St. Vincent de

Paul, 1660. Seminary of the Missions, founded at Paris, 1663.

The Order of tlie Trappists, founded by Bouthillier de Ptance,

1662. Death of Abbess Arnauld of Port-Royal in 1661, and Peter

de IMarca, Ajchbishop of Paris, in 1662. Re-establishment of

monarchy in England under Charles II., 1660. In the same year

appear the Critici sncri, under the editorial management of Pear-

son. In 1668, Bossuet publishes his Exposition of Catholic Doc-
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irine^ demonstrating to many of the Eeformers that they held

wholly erroneous views on- Catholicity. Translation of the Bible

of Mons by Arnauld, the Duke of Luynes, Antoine Lemaistre,

and de Sacy, 1667.

1670-1676. Clement X., Pope. Death of Cardinal Bona, 1674. Influence of

Bossuet and Bourdaloue as preachers. Marshal Turenne becomes

a Catholic. 1669. New Testament of Quesnel, 1671. Spener pub-

lishes his Collegia jneiatis, from 1670, exposing the errors of the

Protestant Church. In the same year the Traciatus iheologico-

politicus of Spinoza is published, 1075. Formula consensus Hel-

vetici. Death of Paul Gerhard, 1676.

1676-1689. Innocent XI., Pope. His controversy with Louis XIV. on the

right of regalia, 1682. Defense of the Four Articles by Bossuet.

Death of Launoi, 1678. Hypercriticism of Eichard Simon. The

Spiritual Guide of Molinos gives rise to Quietism in 1675. Sixty-

eight propositions extracted from it are condemned. The Barna-

bite, Lacombe, and Mme. Lamotte-Guyon. Eevocation of the

Edict of Nantes in 1685. James II., King of England. Christian

Thomasius, compelled to leave Leipsig, withdraws to Halle in

1694, where he founds a university, in conjunction with Francke.

1683. Siege of Vienna by the Turks; forced by Sobieski to raise it. The

Polish King dies in 1696.

1691-1700. Innocent XII., Pope. Controversy between Bossuet and Eenelon

relative to the teachings of Mme. Guyon. The former composes

his States of Prayer ; the latter his Maxims of the Saints, 1697;

twenty-three propositions of the latter censured in 1699. Noble

victory of the Archbishop of Cambrai over himself. The French

episcopacy and Louis XIV. disapprove the Four Articles in 1692.

Attempt to reunite the various religious parties in Hanover

through the mediation of Bossuet, van der Muelen, Spinola, and

Leibnitz. Francke, preacher and professor at Halle, 1692.

1697. The Peace of Eyswick declares that in the German countries occu-

pied by France the Catholic religion shall remain in statu quo.

Frederic x\ugustus, Elector of Saxony and King of Poland, re-

turns to the Catholic Church.

1700-1721. Clement XL, Pope. He protests (1701) against the assumption

by Frederic I. of the title of King of Prussia, because that coun-

try had been formerly the property of the Church. Tournon, the

Pope's Legate in India and China, 1707. Kodde, Vicar Apostolic

and Administrator of the Diocese of Utrecht, is deposed as a Jan-

senist. Death of Eanve in 1700; of Bossuet and Bourdaloue in

1704. Destruction of the abbey of Port-Eoyal in 1708. One

hundred and one propositions of the New Testament by Quesnel

condemned by the bull Unigenltas, 1713. Malebranche, Fenelon,

and Louis XIV. die in 1715. The regency is intrusted to the

Duke of Orleans. Death of du Pin in 1719,
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1706-1709. Controversy between Pope Clement XI. and Emperor Joseph I.,

concerning the rujht of presentation and the Duchy of I'armii.

Charles VI., last Emperor of the House of Hapsbiirg, 1711-1740.

Attempt in Berlin to reunite the Lutherans and the Keformed,

1703. Ursinus, Jablonski, and Leibnitz. Deism of tlie English-

men, Collins and Tindal, preceded by the empiricism of Locke,

who died in 1704. The Earl of Shaiicsbury, head of a i)hilan-

thropical school, dies in 1713.

1721-1723. Innocent XIII., Pope. His negotiations with Emperor Charles VI.

He confirms, in Erance, the Order of the Brothers of Christian

Doctrine. Death of the apologist, Huet, in 1721. The "Holy

Synod," supreme and permanent, established by Peter I. in 1721.

Hans Egede in Greenland. Zinzendorf and the Herrnhutters,

frorri 1722.

1724-1730. Benedict XIII., Pope. He convokes Council of the Lateran in

1725, for the repression of abuses. His controversy with John V.,

King of Portugal. Institution of the office of St. Gregory VII.

'1 he Methodists, 1729.

1730-1740. Clement XII., Pope. He is involved in fresh complications with

Spain. He issues a bull against Freemasonry (1738). The Con-

gregation of the Most Holy Kedeemer founded by St. Alfonso

Maria da Liguori in 1732. The Lutherans emigrate from the

Duchy of Salzburg from 1731 to 1733. The enemies of Chris-

tianity^, Tindal, Woolston, and de Mandeville, die in 1733. ElForts

in France to turn Christianity into ridicule. The "VVertheim

Bible, 1735. At Amsterdam, the Biblical critic and interpreter,

Wetstein.

1740-1758. Important pontificate of Benedict XIV. His splendid work, De
sipiodo dioecesana. JNIaria-Teresa, 1740-1780. The learned Mura-
tori, closelj' connected with the Pope by ties of friendship. Hou-
bigant publishes his critical edition of the Old Testament in 1753.

Christianity continues to be attacked by the Atheists and enemies

of the Jesuits, Voltaire, d'Alembert, Diderot, the political econo-

mists, and J. J. Rousseau. Death of Bengel at Stuttgart, 1742.

Baron Wolf and Wetstein die in 1754. Death of the learned

Mosheim at Goettingen in 1755, and of Baumgarten at Halle in

1757.

1758-17G9. Clement XIII., Pope. He is harassed on all sides with complaints

and accusations against the Jesuits. His bull ApoHtulicuin. in their

favor, produces no effect. In Portugal, Pombal's influence brings

about their suppression, 1759. They are persecuted and suppressed

in France in 1764; in Spain in 1767; and in Naples in 1768.

Death of Assemani in 1768. In Germany, French Gallicanism is

transformed into Febronianism (Hontheim), 1763. Ernesti, Sem-
ler, and Teller in 1767. lieimarus in 1768. Controversy on the

legality of the Thirty-nine Articles of the Anglican Church, 1766.

VOL. Ill—66
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1769-1774. Clement XIY., Pope. Joseph II., Emperor from 1766 to 1790, is

restrained within the limits of decency during the lifetime of

Maria Teresa, who dies in 1780. The Bishop of Hildesheim is

appointed Vicar Apostolic of the North. The Pope's brief, Domi-

nus ac Redeinptor nosier, sacrifices the Jesuits to the Bourbon

Courts. The Syf<iem of Naiure, published in 1770, aims at annihi-

lating religion and morality- Death of Swedenborg at London

in 1772.

1775-1799. Pius VI., Pope. From 1780, Joseph II. becomes the leader of the

enemies of the Catholic Church ; favors the Gallican doctrines of

the canonists, Eybel and Hies, as well as Illuminism and Freema-

sonry ; and establishes '• General Seminaries." The presence of

Pius VI. at Vienna changes but vei'y little the state of affairs.

PimeiuaHon of Ems. Sjniod of Pistoia in Tuscany, owing to the

protection of the Grand Duke Leopold, brother to the Emperor

Scipio Ricci, in 1786. The Illumiiiutl in Bavaria. In France, ir-

religion and war against Catholicity. Warnings and sinister

predictions of the* clergy, 1780. The interpreter, Eichhorn, lec-

tures at Goettingen from 1788, and propagates Naturalism. Death

of Ernesti and Lessing in 1781; of Francis Walch in 1784; of

the popular philosopher, Moses Mendelssohn, in 1785 ; of Michaelis

and Semler in 1791. Kant's influence on theology. Frederic

AVilliam, King of Prussia. Edict concerning religion issued by

Minister Woellner in 1788. Spread of pure Rationalism.

PAET SECOND.

VBOM THE FRENCH REVOLUTIOX DOWN TO THE PRESENT DAY (1789-1878).

1789. Outbreak of the French Revolution. Joseph II. dies in despond-

ency in 1790. He is succeeded by his brother, Leopold II. (1790-

1792), who is in turn succeeded by his son, Francis II. The lat-

ter, led bj' the true spirit of the Holy Christian Empire, declares

himself, at a critical moment, the protector of the Roman Church

and of the Pope. In America, the See of Baltimore is estab-

lished.

1789-1791. The Constituent National Assembly of France declares all ecclesi-

astical possession national property (1789), and establishes a civil

constitution for the clergy (1791), forcing them to take a purelj-

civil oath. Reduction of the number of bishoprics.

1791-1795. The Legislative Assembly and the National Convention consum-

mate this impious work. Louis XVI. dies on the scaffold, Janu-

ary 21, 1793. Everj- vestige of Christianity disappears; the

Christian. calendar is replaced by the unmeaning Grecian decade;
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and the Christian worship by the orgies in honor of the God-
dess of Reason, Noveniher 7, 170o. Robespierre decrees the ex-

istence of a Supreme Being and the immortality of the soul, July

8, 1794. Piu.« VI. protests against all these acts; is made pris-

oner by the French, and Rome is proclaimed a republic. Death
of Pius A^I. at Valence, on the 21tth of August, 175)9. Ronaparto
First Consul. Griesbacli publishes his edition of the New Testa-

ment, I7'..»(i-I80ti.

1800-1823. Pius VII. elected Pope at Venice. Concordat with France, 1801.

Influence of Chateaubriand. He publishes his Genius of C/n-ls-

tiam'ty in ISQ2. In Germany, Count Frederic Leopold of fcJtol-

berg sets the example of a return to Catholicity. It is followed

b\- a great number of cimversions. In Great Britain and Amer-
ica great associations for Protestant foreign missions are founded,

whilst similar societies are formed on the European continent,

and missionary training schools are established at Berlin (ISOO,

by Janicke) and other places.

1801-1803. Resolution of the deputies of the Empire concerning the Treaty of

Luneville of 1801. Charles Theodore of Dalberg, last Elector

and Archbishop of Mentz, 1802. Secularization of almost all ec-

clesiastical princedoms in German}-.

1804. The Jesuits restored in Naples. Pius VII. anoints Bonaparte Em-
peror, and is shortly at variance with him.

1806. Dissolution of the German Empire. The Confederation of the

Rhine placed under the protection of the Emperor of the French.

The States of the Church incorporated into the French Empire,

1809. The Pope carried away to Savt>na.

1808. The See of Baltimore is raised to metropolitan rank.

1811-1813. The National Council held at Paris completely disappoints the

expectations ot the Emperor, who wished to regulate the afl'airs

of the Church without the concurrence of the Pope. Preliminai-y

articles of a new C'oncordat.

1814. After Napoleons abdication, Pius VII. returns to Rome, and by

the bull SvUicihido omnium eccleslai'utn re-establishes the Society

of Jesus. Soon after Napoleon's return from Elba and the

invasion of the Papal States by the tr(X)ps of Murat, the Pope is

obliged to again withdraw from Rome. Napoleon, defeated at

"Waterloo, is transported for life to St. Helena. The Pope applies

to the English to obtain from them some mitigation of the hard

lot of his former persecutor, 'i'he Holy Alliance of 1815. Con-

clusion of several Concordats with Catholic and non-Catholic

princes of Germany, 1817-1829.

1817-1818. The Irish Catholic Emancipation Bill once more rejected by the

English Parliament in 1817. Louis XVIII. renews with the Pope

(1817) the Concordat of Leo X. and Francis I., which, however,

is not executed. Establishment of the Jesuit College at Fribourg

in Switzerland. The jubilee of the Reformation celebrated in
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1817. While irritating to Catholics, it laid bare the internal dis-

crepancies of Protestants and their entire relinquishment of the

Lutheran symbol. Violent quarrel occasioned by the theses of

Nicholas Harms. Missionary societies and training institutes

founded at Basle in 1815 and 181G, and at Ikrne in 1824.

i823-1829. Leo XII:, Pope. Concordats concluded by him.

1826. In England, the entire episcopacy publishes a declaration, asking

for a repeal of the penal laws against Catholics.

1829-1830. Pius VIII., Pope. He is consoled for the revolutionary movements
in Italy by the conquest of Algiers in 1830, and still more by
the religious emancipation of the Irish on the 13th of April, 1829.

Fvevolution of July, by which the elder branch of the Bourbons

is dethroned, and the Duke of Orleans called to the throne. The
St. yimonians. The Evangelical Union of Prussia in 1830 occa-

sions divers Lutheran movements.

1831. Gregory XVI., Pope (February 2). He displays great energy un-

der adverse circumstances. Death of Hegel and Hermes.

1832. Moehler's Symbolism appears and makes a deep impression all over

Germany. JMoehler dies on the 12lh of April, 1838.

1837. JSovember20, the " Catastrophe of Cologne," simultaneous with a

similar movement at Posen. The Russian institution of the Holy

and Permanent Synod is transplanted into Greece, with the ap-

proval of the bishops (August 4, 1833), and the patriarch of Con-

stantinople recognizes the independence of the Orthodox Church

in Hellas.

1840. Return of the Archbishop of Posen to his diocese (tDecember 25,

1842).

1842. Amicable settlement of the Cologne differences. This event causes

a very decided reaction in favor of the Catholic Church through-

out Germany. Success of missionary efforts. Protestantism more

than ever rent by internal dissensions. A great many writers

exert themselves to set aside the Gospel and have it replaced by

modern philosophy. These attempts give rise to others of a di-

rectly opposite character. The General Synod of Berlin in 1846

re-establishes several religious feasts.

1846. Erection of Oregon city into an archiepiscopal see. Death of

Gregory XVI. and accession of. Pius IX. His political reforms.

The energy displayed by this Pope in the ecclesiastical affairs of

every country excites general admiration.

1847. Establishment of the Archbishopric of St. Louis.

1848. The general enfranchisement acquired by the people turns to the

advantage of the Church, both in Catholic and Protestant coun-

tries. Liberty of the press and right of association. Establish-

ment of the Pius Verein. Its first general assembly, composed of

laymen and ecclesiastics, is held at Mentz from the 3d to the 5th

day of October. The German archbishops and bishops meet at

Wiirzburg from the 22d of October to the 16th of November.
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DIONTSIAN ERA.

The French prelates at Paris in 1849. Meeting in other ecclesi-

astical provinces. Kcstoration of synods.

1850-1860. The Catholic hierarchy re established in England, and New York,

Cincinnati, and New Orleans created arciibishoprics in 18-jO, and

San Francisco in 1853. Concordats entered into by Pius IX.

with lUissia in 1847; with Tuscany and Spain in 1851 ; with C(»-

starica and Guatemala in 185'2; with Austria in 1855; with Wiir-

temberg in 1857; with the Grand Duchy of Baden in 1859; and
with Nicaragua and San Salvador in 1861. Solemn proclamation

of the dogma of tlie Immaculate Conception, December, 1854.

1860-1872. Cialdini's soldiers massacre the insignificant pontifical army near

Castel-Fidardo, September 18, 1860. The States of the Church

are reduced to the " Patrimony" of St. I'eter. Treaty of Septem-

ber 15, 1864, between France and Piedmont. Eighteenth cente-

nary of SS. Peter and Paul, 1867. New revolutionary attempts

on Uome. Intervention of France, 1867. Vatican Council, 18fj9-

1870. Franco-German war, 1870. Rome taken by the Piedmont-

ese army, September 20, 1870. Protest of Pius IX., September,

1870. Persecution of the Church in Italj', Switzerland, and Ger-

many, 1872 sq. Kevival of the Catholic spirit in France after the

war and in countries where the Church is persecuted.

1873. iMaj- laws enacted in Germany against the free exercise of Catholic

worship. Expulsion of Heligious Orders from Germany and other

States. Confiscation of Church property in Italy. Exile of Cath-

olic bishops from Germany and Switzerland.

1874. Foundation of a Catholic University in England. Continued per-

secution of the Church in Germany, Russia, and Switzerland.

Incipient persecution in Austria. General persecution of the

Catiiolic press in the European countries. Erection of the prov-

ince of Melbourne.

1875. Appointment of the first American cardinal. Erection of the ec-

clesiastical provinces of Philadelphia, Boston, Milwaukee, and

Santa Fe. Revival of Catholic spirit in Italy, owing to the second

Catholic Congress. Progress of higher education in the Catholic

Universities of France.

1876. Eastern question in Europe. Massacre of Christians in Bulgaria.

Servian revolt. Continued interference of the State in tnatters

of religion.

1877. "War between Russia and Turkey. June 3, Golden jubilee of the

Episcopate of Pius IX. Establishment of numerous Catholic uni-

versities in France amidst threatening prospects for the Catholic

Church. Catholic congresses of Bergamo and Wiirzburg.

1878. Death of Victor Emmanuel, Pius IX., Padre Secchi, and Dr.

Alzog. Election of Leo XIII. Catholic hierarchy re-established

in Scotland.



III. CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE

OF THE COUNCILS HELD DURING THE THIED PERIOD.

IN THE SIXTEENTH CENTURY.

Paris, 1521. Eouen, 1522. Paris, 1528. Boiirges, 1528. Montpellier, 1528.

Cologne, 1536. Trent [Nineteenth Ecumenical), 1545-1563. Cologne, 1549.

PoiFsy, 1554 (Assembly). Rheims, 1564. Toledo, 1565. Milan, 1565. Cam-
bray, 1565. Milan, 1569. Malines, 1569. Milan, 1573, 1576, 1579. Rouen,

1581. Milan, 1582 (being the sixth provincial council held by St. Charles Bor-

romeo, beside eleven diocesan synods). Memphis, 1582. Rheims, 1583. Tours,

1583. Angers, 1583. Bordeaux, 1583. Bourges, 1583. Lima (in South Amer-
ica), 1583. Aix (in Provence), 1585. Mexico, 1585. Toulouse, 1590. Avignon,

1594. Aquileia, 1596.

IN THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY.

The ordinance of the Council of Trent (Sess. XXIV. de Reform., c. 2), that

provincial councils should be held every three years and diocesan synods every

year, was even more generally carried out. Of those numerous provincial

councils, the following deserve special mention, viz: Potrikau, 1607. Paris,

1612. Florence, 1619, 1637, 1645, 1681, and 1691. Lucca, 1661 and 1681.

Velletri, 1673. Naples, 1680. Malines, 1607. Narbonne, 1609. Bordeaux,

1624. Tjn-nau, 1630. Constantinople, 1638, 1642, and 1672 (against Calvinist

errors). At Lima, 1601, 1602, and 1603.

IN THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY.

Paris, 1713, 1714, and 1720. Lateran, 1725. Of Mount Lebanon, 1736.

False Council of Pistoia, 1785. and the so-called National Council of Flor-

ence, 1787; the Congress at Ems of the Rhenish Electors, held in 1786, and

the Assembly of the '-Constitutional" bishops, at Paris in 1797; and, more-

over, that of Antiocfi in 1806, convoked by Germanus Adami, Abp. <if Hierapo-

lis and Visitor Apostolic, the friend of Scipio Ricci, follows in the same drift.

On the other hand, the AssembUe dii Clergc of 1789 declares against the pre-

vailing irreligiousness and immoralitj\ After these sorry attempts to emu-

late the greater councils, even the diocesan synods disappear in all countries

of Europe, Italy excepted. Jotui Carroll, Bishop of Baltimore, was the first

to give the signal of their revival beyond the Atlantic in 1791.

IN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY.

Synod of the " Constitutional Bishops" at Paris, 1802. So-called National

Council of Paris, 1811. National Council of Hungary, 1822. Beginning of

(1046)
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regular Provincial Councils at Baltimore, from 1829. In Italy, France, Great

Britain, etc., from 1848. At Rome, 1854, Conve>iius Episcoporutn for the pro-

clamation of the dogma of the Immaculate Conception of the Blessed Virgin

Mary; 1862, for the canonization of the Japanese ilartyrs ; 1867, for the

Eighteenth Centenary of the Martyrdom of the Princes of the Apostles. In

Germany and Austria, assemblies of bishops at Wiirzburg, Cologne, and Vi-

enna (1848 and 1849); afterward, the Provincial Councils of Oran, 1857;

Vienna, 1858; Venice, 1859; Prague and Cologne, 1860; Calocza, 1863. Vati-

can, 1869, 1870 {Twentieth Ecumenical).
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GENERAL INDEX.

THE ROMA_N FIGURE INDICATES THE VOLUME, THE ARABIC FIGURE THE PAGE.

A.

Abbacomites. II. 162, 360.

Abbates legitirai, II. 162.

Abasgi, I. 502.

Abdas, Bp. of Susa, I. 500.

Abelard, II. 747, 750, 1034.

Abo, See of, II. 231.

Abo of Fleury, II. 309.

Abraham a Sancta Clara, III. 555.

Abraxas, I. 313.

Absalom, Bp. of Eoskilde, II. 802.

Abj'ssinia, I. 504, III. 933.

Acacius, Patr. of Constantinople, I.

613.

Acacius, Bp. of Amida, I. 500.

Acacius, Bp. of Berea, I. 601.

Acacius, Bp. of Melitene, I. 603.

Academy of the Cath. Keligion, III.

685.

Academicians. I. 91.

Acephali, I. 614.

Acolyths, I. 393.

Acta facientes, I. 275.

Acta Martyrum, I. 23.

Acta Sanctorum Bollandi, I. 23.

Adalbero, Bp. of Wiirzburg, II. 495.

Adalbert the Frank, heretic, II. 174.

Adalbert, Archbp. of Bremen, II. 235.

Adalbert, Archbp. of Magdeburg, 11.

371.

Adalbert. Bp. of Prague, II. 244, 248,

251, 309.

Adalbert, Bp. of Wollin, II. 802.

Adam of Bremen, I. 41.

Adamnan, II. 94.

Adelphius and the Adelphians, I. 758.

Adiaphoristic (controversy), III. 137.

Administrators, I., 650, II. 131.

Adoptionism, II. 176.

Adoration of the Eucharist, I. 718.

Advent, I. 702.

Advocati, togati et armati, II. 131.

Advocatia ecclesiae, II. 131.

Aedisius, I. 504.

Aegidius (Giles), of Viterbo, II. 918,

1018.

Aegidius of Colonna, II. 624, note 1.

Aelurus, priest, I. 612.

Aeneas Sylvius, II. 890, 894.

Aerius, priest of Sebaste, 1. 759.

Aetius. deacon of Antioch, I. 510.

Afra, I. 282.

Africa (Propagation of Christianity

in). See Pro})ngation of Cliriatian-

Hy.

Agapae, I. 211,439; they are forbid-

den, 439. 724.

Agapete I. Pope, I. 618.

Agapete II., Pope, II. 296.

Agatho, Pope. I. (ilO.

Agenda (controversy on the), III. 985.

'A;/«(T/zoc [(puria/uof), I. 419.

Agnes, Empress, II. 324.

Agnes, Martyr, I. 282.

Agnoetians, I. 616.

Agobard of Lyons, II. 413.

Agonistics, I. 515.

Agricola (John), III. 136, 315.

Agrippinus, Bp. of Carthage, I. 240.

Aidan, Bishop, II. 74.

Aix-la-Chapelle (Councils of), II. 161,

181, 277.

Aizana, I. 504.

Alan us of Rvssel, or ab Insulis, II.

757, 1035.

Alaric, II. 24.

Albanians, I. 502.

Albert the Great, II. 767, 798.

Albert of Brandenburg. Archbp. of

Mentz, III. n.
Albert, Grand Master of the Teutonic

Order, III. 156.

Albigenses (the), II. 661.

Alboln, II. 122.

Alboin the Saxon, II. 122.

Alcuin, II. 172. 180, 379.

Alemannian law, II. 100.

Alessandria, II. 562.

Alexander, Patr. of Alexandria, I.

520.

Alexander, Bp. of Flaviades, and later

on Patr. of Jerusalem. 1. 275, 37o.

Alexander of Hales, II. 720, 76i;, 798.

(1051J
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Alexander of Miearapolis, I. 602.

Alexander Severus, 1. 270.

Alexander I.. Pope, I. 413.

Alexander IL, Pope, II. 330.

Alexander III., Pope, II. 281, 559,

G44, 0G5.

Alexander IV.. Pope, II. 598.

Alexander V., Pope, II. 856.

Alexander VI., Pope, II. 907.

Alexander VII., Pope, III. 479.

Alexander VIII.. Pope, III. 484.

Alexandria (Councils of), I. 522, 545,

596.

Alexandria, Neo-platonist School of,

291-492.
Alexandrian School, I. 374, 564, 653.

Alexian (the Brothers!, II. 725.

Alfred the Great, II. 266, 380, 413.

Al2;iers, III. 933.

Allah 'Paala, U. 192, note 1.

Allegorical interpretation of the Gnos-
tics, I. 309 ; of Origen, I. 380.

Allegri, III. 436.

Alliance (the Holy), III. 682.

All-saints. Feast of, II. 397.

All-souls-dav, II. 397.

Alogi, I. 349.

Alphonso IX., King of Lecn, II. 577.

Altar, I. 449, plurality of altars, I.

090.

Altman, Rp. of Passau, II. 373.

Alvarus Pelagius, II. 832.

Amalarius of I^Ietz., II. 431.

Anialarius of Treves, II. 173.

Amalric of I5cna, II. 584.

Aniandus, Bp. of Strasburg, II. 108.

Ambrosian (Ecclesiastical Chant), I.

690.

Ambrosian Hymn, I. 695.

Ambrose (St. i, Pjp. of Milan. I. 494,

549, 564, 695, 728, 757, II. 41.

America (Introduction and Spread of

Christianity in). See Propugaiion

of Chrintiavify.

Ammianus Alarcellinus, I. 462, 544,

659.

Ammonias (the Monk), I. 752.

Ammonius Saccas (the philosopher),

I. 291.

Aniphilochius, Bp. of Iconium, I. 546.

Amsdorf. III. 114, 121.

Anabaptists, III. 57, 94, 285.

Anabaptists of Munster, III. 116.

Analogia fidei. III. 310.

Anastasius I., Pope I. 557.

Anastasius II., Pope, II. 48.

Anastasius I., Emperor, I. 614.

Anastasius IL. Emperor, I. 643.

Anastasius, Roman Librarian, I. 40.

Anastasius of Thcssalonica, I. 676.

Anatolius, Patr. of Const., I. 607.

Anchorites, I. 453, 748.

Ancient documents, I. 27, note 2.

Ancyra (Synod of), I. 510.

Anderson (Lawrence), III. 177.

Andreae, Valentine, Chancellor, III.

314.

.Andrew, Apostle, I. 184.

Andrew of Pisa, II. 1049.

Angelomiis, Monk of Luxeuil, II. 415.

Angelus Silesius, III. 434.

Anglo-Saxons, II. 51, 378.

Anglican Church, III. 203.

Anicetus. Pope. I. 445.

An I. am. III. 928.

Ann versary, I. 454.

Annunciation (Feast of the), I. 703.

iVnomoeians, I. 539.

Anselm of Canterbury, II. 524, 740.

Anselm of Laon, II. 784.

Ansgar (St.), II. 225.

Anthcniius, I. 489.

Anthimus, Bp. of Treb'sond, I. 618.

Anthropomorphists, I. 557.

Aniidh/figma of the Metropolitan Chap-
ter of Cologne, III. 123.

Antinomistical (Controversy), III,

315.

Antioch (Christian Community of), I.

175, 237.

Antioch (School of), I. 387, 564, 591,

653.

Antioch (.Arian Symbols of), I. 539.

Antioch (Councils of), I. 351, 367, 535.

Anthony (St.), the Hermit, I. 453,749.
Anthony of Padua. II. 721.

Anthonists, or Hospitalers, II. 697.

Antitrinitarians, I. 348, III. 334.

Antonius Pius, I. 265.

Antoninus (St.), Archbp. of Florence,

L42, 11.1051.
Apelles, I. 332.

Apocryphal books on the Life of
Jesus, I. 163, and the Apostles, I.

234.

Apollinaris of Hierapolis, Apologist,

I. 294.

Apollinaris (father and son) of Laodi-
cea, I. 502, 095.

Apollinaris of Eavenna, I. 241.

Apollinarists, I. 562.

Apollonius of Tyana, I. 98.

Apologists, Christian, I. 293, 491, II.

205.

Apostles, I. 154; their labors, I. 166.

Apostolic Brethren, IL 075.

Apostolic Canons and Constitutions, I.

234.

Apostolic Fathers, I. 232.

Apostolic Age, I. 233.
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Appellants, III. 506, 508.

Appciii (Voin tliu C hiircli to the State,

tirst instance t)f, I. 514.

Appeals to the Pope, I. 671, II. 633.

Appeals iVoui the Pope to a General
Council, II. 627; forbidden, II. 871.

Applause in Church, I. 712.

Aquarians, I. 3"J9.

Aquila, I. 176.

Aquileja (Synod), I. 631.

Arabia (I hristianity in), I. 238, 502.

Arausio (Oranjj;e), tiynod, I. 588.

Arcadius, I. 487.

Archblsiiop, I. 663.

Archdeacons, I. 392, 651, II. 852, 647
;'

sometimes hiymen, II. 137.

Archdiaconate and archpresbyterate,

IL 137.

Archpriests, I. 651, II. 352.

Architecture, Gothic or Germanic, II.

1040.

Archivists, I. 651.

Arethas, Bp. of Caesarea, II. 466.

Ariakl, II. 376.

Arianism, I. 521.

Arianism, gradual extinction of, 1.544.

Aristides, Apologist, I. 294.

Aristotle, I. 89, and especially, II. 734,

743, 765.

Arius, I. 519, 529.

Aries (Councils of), I. 424, 446, 514,

538, II. 161.

Armagh (tSee of), II. 55.

Armenia, Christian, I. 501, 632, II.

945.

Arininius, and the Arminians, III.

326.

Armistice (Canonical). See Truce of
God.

Arnaud, 1.46, III. 416, 501.

Arnaud Angelica, III. 502.

Arndt (True Christianity by), III.

312.

Arnobius, Apologist, I. 297.

Arnold (Ch. Historian), I. 55.

Arnold of Brescia, II. 541, 669.

Arnold of Citeaux, II. 666.

Arras (See of), II. 108.

Art (religious), I. 448, 691, II. 1038.

Artemon, Antitrinilarian, I. 350.

Articles (the Thii'ty-nine) of the An-
glican ("hurch. III. 211.

Ascension of Our Lord (feast of the),

I. 446, 699.

Ascetics, I. 452.

Ascetical (life), I. 452.

Ashebetus, Hp., 1. 503.

Askidas. Bp. of Caesarea, I. 621.
Assomani, I. 40, III. 535.

Asses (feast of), II. 794.

Assumption (feast of the), ^aa Fcstum
AKiiii))ipt!.onifi li. M. V.

Asylum, ecclesiastical, I. 648.

Asylums, for the poor, orphans, sick^

II. 641.

Ataulf or Aistolphus, II. 25.

Aterbius, I. 555.

Athanasius (St.), I. 494, 527, 601, 647^
752.

Athanasius (St.) asks the protection of
Pope .Juliu.s, I. 534.

Athanasius (St.) is the first who bears

the title of Archbishop, 1. 664, note 1.

Athcnagoras, .\pologist I. 295.

Athens sees the re-opening of the Neo-
Platonist School and its suppression,

I. 489, 492.

Athens an archiepiscopal see. III. 923.

Attempt against the Temporal Power
of the Pope, III. 673, 695, 788 sq.

Attila. II. 31.

Atto, Bp. of Vercelli, II. 423.

Aiibcspine, I. 46.

Audius and the Audians, I. 757.

Augsburg (Diet and Confessi()n of),

III. 76.

Augsburg (Religious peace of), HI. 140.

August!, I. 59.

Augustine (St.), Bp. of Hippo, I. 342,

423, 487, 496, 510, 549, 57(), 594, 653,

674, 696, II. 41.

Augustine (-t.) His opinion on the-

civic virtues of the Romans, II. 24.

Augustine of Canterbury, II. 63.

Aui^ustinus Triumphus, II. 832.

Augustinians, II. 724, III. 944.

Aui'elius, Bp. of Carthage, I. 573.

Auricular Confession, I. 424, II. 796.

Austerity, exaggerated, of some Chris-^

tians, I. 457,^11. 1058.

Australasia, III. 962.

Aiixilius, Bp., II. 55.

Avars (the). II. 468.

Avignon, II. 819.

Avila. III. 424.

Avilus, Bp. of Vienne, II. 48.

Axuma, 1. 504.

Azymites, I. 722, II. 463.

B.

Baader, III. 888.

Babvlas, Bp. of Antioch, I. 275, 480.

Bacon ( P.oger), IL 730, 782.

Baco of Verulam, III. 571, note 2;,

593, note 3.

Baihdt. III. 598.

Bains (Michael), III. 424.

Balaamites, I. 226.

Balde (James), S. J., III. 383.
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Ballerini, III. 535.

Ballerini (Peter), III. 543.

Balmes, III. 720.

Ballzer. III. 889.

Baluze, I. 46.

Bamberg fSee of), II. 372.

Baptism, I. 207, 416, 707.

Baptism of St. John, I. 146.

Baptism first ordinarily administered

by bishops, I. 390, 709 ; in case of

necessity, laics might administer it,

I. 418, 709; time fixed for solemn
baptism, I. 419, 708, II. 399; putting
off receiving baptism until death, I.

420, 707
;
putting off the baptism of

children, I. 708, II. 399 ; ceremonies
of baptism, I. 707 ; baptismal feast

of the Basilidians, I. 315 ; blessing

of the baptismal water, I. 708.

Baptism (infants, putting oft* of), I. 708,

II. 399.

Baptisteries, I. 691, 709.

Baradai (James), I. 632.

Barbara I. 283.

Bar Cochba. I. 237.

Bardesanes, the Gnostic, I. 327.

Bardo, Archbp. of Mentz, II. 373.

. Barletta (Gabriel), II. 1037.

Barnabas (St.) I. 184.

Barnabites, III. 388.

Baronius (Caesar), I. 44, III. 423.

Barruel, III. 628.

Barsumas, Bp, of Nisibis, I. 604.

Bartholomew (St.), in India, I. 184.

Bartholomew. Holzhauser, III. 372.

Bartholomew's (St.) Dav, III. 277.

Bartolino of IMaeenza, II. 848.

Bartolomeo (Fra), II. 1051.

Basil (St.), Bp. of Ancvra, I. 541.

Basil (St.) the Great, 1^545, 753.

Basil the JIacedonian, II. 452.

Basilicae, I. 686 sq.

Basilides, the Gnostic, I. 310.

Basiliscus, Emperor, I. 612.

Baffle (Council of). II. 875.

Bujinage (James and Samuel), I. 60.

Bauer ( Bruno), III. 974, 981.

Baur (of Tubingen). I. -58, III. 971,

978.

Baumgarten. III. 599.

Bautain, III. 839, 903.

Bavaria, 11.98, III. 382, 448.

Bayle, III. 527.

Beatrice, Margravine of Tuscany, II.

492.

Beatus, Abbot of Libana, II. 179.

Beausobre, I. 59.

Becanus, III. 416.

Bee ( Abbey and School of), II. 369.

Uecker, I. 51.

Becket (St. Thomas a), II. 563.

Bede, the Venerable, I. 40, II. 169.379.
Beduins, II. 191.

Beghards, Beguines, Begutts, II. 675,

724, 828.

Bela, II. 252.

Belgium, III. 284 sq., 738 sq., 843.
Belisarius, II. 29.

Bellarmin, III. 413 sq.

Bellini, Giovanni, II. 1054.

Bells, I. 691.

Bembo, II. 1003.

Benedict II., Pope, II. 140.

Benedict III., II. 274.

Benedict IV., II. 294.

Benedict V., II. 305.

Benedict VI., II. 308.

Benedict VII., II. 308.

Benedict VIII., II. 314.

Benedict IX., II. 316.

Benedict X., II. 325.

Benedict XI., II. 819.

Benedict XII., II. 835.

Benedict XIII., II. 849, III. 487.

Benedict XIV., III. 489, 390, 620.

Benedict (St.) of Aniane. II. 181, 360.

Benedict Cajetanus, II. 620.

Benedict Levita, II. 272, 343.

Benedict (St.) of Nursia, II. 41.

Benedictines, II. 41, 360. 682, III. 520,

760; in the U. S., III. 943.

Benno (St.), Bp. of Meissen, II. 246.

Berault-Bercastel, I. 48.

Berengar of Tours, II. 369, 441.

Bergen (See of), II. 233.

Bernard (St.) of Clairvaux, II. 540,

685, 1034.

Bernard (St.), Apostle of the Pomera-
nians, II. 154, III. 737.

Bernhardi, III. 53.

Bernward, Bp. of Hildesheim, II. 372,

394.

Bertha, Prankish Princess, II. 64.

Berthes, I. 53.

Berthold of Calabria, II. 694.

Berthold, the Franciscan, II. 712.

Berthold, Bp. of Chiemsee, III. 413.

Berthold, Bp. of Yxkull, II. 802.

Berti (Lawrence), I. 50, III. 535.

Bertrand de Got, II. 819.

Berulle, III. 390.

Beryllus, Bp. of Bostra, I. 356.

Bessarion, II. 933, 1003.

Beurreus (Denys), III. 180.

Beveridge, I. 59.

beza (Theodore de), III. 149, 180, 311.

Bialobrzeski, III. 170.

Bible Societies(Protestant), III. 1009 sq.

Bible (reading of the), 11.1012; trans-

lations of the Bible into the vulgar
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tongue, I. 501, II. 22, 952, 1011, III.

93.

Bihlta Pauperum, II. 1037.

Biel (Gabriel), II. 991.

Billuart, I. 472, 111. 519.

Bingham, I. 59.

Binteriin, I. 20, II. 13, III. 621.

Birivowski, III. 170.

Birthday for Heaven, I. 302.

Bishops, I. 199 sq.; have the prece-

dence of priests, I. 199, 389, 623; tit.

Jerome's view on this- subject, I.

200; their relation to their dioceses,

I. 659, II. 348; and with the Pope, II.

349, 632, 923; they are called priests,

I. 201, 390; and exercise supreme au-

thority over both clergy and laity, I.

199
;
jurisdiction of bishops, I. 465,

648; they are obliged to visit prison-

ers every Wednesday and Friday,

I. 649; rural bishops or chorepiscopi,

I. 394, 651, II. 138.

Blanc, I. 48.

Blood, Congr. of the Most Precious,

III. 945.

Blumauer. Aloysius, III. 545.

Bobbio. II. 103.

Boccaccio, II. 1002.

Bochart (Samuel), III. 311.

Bockelsohn (John), III. 117.

Bockhold (John), III. 117.

Boehme (Jamesj, III. 314.

Boethius, II. 34, 168.

Bogomiles II. 811.

Bogoris, Bulgarian Prince, II. 469.

Bohemia (conversion of), II. 243.

Bohemian or Moravian Brethren, II.

971, III. 164.

Bojoari, II. 106.

Boleslaus the Pious, II. 244.

Boleslaus Clirobry, II. 241.

Boleslaus II., II. 250.

Boleslaus III. (Krizyioousty), II. 248,

note.

Bolivia, III. 960.

BoUandists, I. 23, note 4.

Bona (Cardinal), III. 534.

Bonaventure (St.), II. 604, 721, 768,

1035.

Bonfrere III., 419.

Boniface (St.), (Winfrid), II. 98 sq.;

introduces the custom of holding
regular annual synods, II. 117.

Boniface YI., Pope, II. 291.

Bi.niface VIII., II. 614.

Boniface IX., II. 848.

Boniface, See of St., Ill, 937.

Bonosus, ( Bp. of Sardica), I. 562, 760.

Book(Cath. Book Associans), III. 879.

Book of Common Praver, III. 204.

Book.s (Censorship of), II. 912, III,
906.

Boos (Martin), III. 910.

Borgia (St. Francis), III. 384.

Borglum (See of), II. 230.

Borromeo (St. Charles), III, 350, 423,

488.

Borziwoi, II. 243.

Bossuet, I. 47, 11.821, note, III. 148,

502, 518, 520, 540.

Boulogne (Abbe de), III. 703.

Bourdaloue, III. .)22.

Bradwardine, II. 990.

Braga (Council of), I. 757.

Brandenburg (See df), II. 245.

Brazil, III. 409, .-iSO, 961.

Bread used in the Eucharistic Sacri-

fice, 1.211, 722, 11.463.
Bremen, II. 123, 224.

Brenner, III. 888. 1042.

Brenz, III. 80, 87, 320.

Brephotrophia, II. see Infant Asylums.
Breslau, II. 243, note. III. 159.

Brethren (the so-called of Jesus), I,

142, note 1.

Brethren of the Free Spirit, II. 674.

Brethren of the Common Life, II.

1025.

Bretagne, or Britanny, II. 51.

Britain (Conversion of), II. 50.

Bridget (St.), II. 57.

Bridget (St.), or Birgit, or Brigitte. II.

843, 997, 1018, 1023.

Brothers of Mercy and Christian Char-
ity, III. 397.

Brothers of the Christian Schools, III.

945.

Brothers of Mary, III. 945.

Bruno (St.), Founder of the Carthusi-
ans, II. 689.

Bruno, Bp. of Cologne, II, 371.

Brunswick (turns Protestant), III.
121.

Bucer, III. 87, 114, 310,

Budaeus (latinized of "Wm. Bade),
II. 1007.

Buddhism, I. 76.

Buenos Ayres, III. 961.

Bugenhagen, III. 190.

Bulgarians, II. 468.

Bull In Coena Domini, III. 361, 369,
492.

Bullinger (Henry), III. 98.

Burgundians, II. 30.

Burfal, Christian, I. 453, 738.
Burial, Ecclesiastical, refused, I. 739.

Burkhard of Worm.s, II. 343, 373, 421.
Burkhard of Wurzburg, II. 120.
Burmah, III. 928.

Bursfeld (Congregation of), II. 1021.
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Busch (John), II. 1021.

Busenbaum. III. 417, 519.

Buxtorf, III. 311.

Byzantines, I. 87-43.

Bzovius, I. 45.

C.

Caoault. III. 655./

Cachilous of Parma, II. S31.

Caecilian of Carthage, I. 512.

Caelestius, I. 572.

Caesar, Augusta. See Saragossa.

Caesarea (School of), I. 653.

Cat'saropapacy, III. 303.

Caillou, III., 841.

Cainites I- 319.

Caji-tan, II. 922, III. 19, 418.

Calasunze, III. 396.

Calderon, III. 433.

Calixt (George), III. 323, 588.

Ca!ixtine.s. II. 971.

Ca ixtus II., Pope, II. 534.

Calixtus III., Pope, II. 897.

Cahnut, III. 521.

Calovius, III. 323. 446.

Calvin, III, 143 sq.; his system, III.

150; and his exegesis III. 310.

Camaldoli (Congregation of). II. 364.

Cauialdolites, II. 364.

Campeggio, III. 50, 192.

Canada, III. 937.

Canisius, III. 382, 415.

Canon (of the Mass), I. 717.

Canon of the O. and N. T., I. 509, II.

158.

Canonical (Life), II. 158.

Canonici, II. 351 ; regulares et saecula-

res.

Canonization, II. 397.

Canon Law, Studies of, II. 638.

Canons (Collection of), I. 684, II. 269.

Cano.ssa (Henry IV". at), II. 500.

Canterbury (metropolis), II. 65, 379.

Canus (Melchior), III. 412.

Canute the Great, II. 233; (St.) 299.

Cape of Good Hope, III. 930.

Capital punishment decreed against

heretics. I 757, II. 475, 670, 979;

and justified by Luther, Melanch-
thon, and Calvin, III. 301; who put

it in execution. III. 148.

Capitation tax paid by the Christians,

II. 205. 389.

Capito, III. 95, 104.

Capituhi clau-^a, II. 646.

Capitularies of Charlemaghe, II. 182.

Capitularies of Interrogation, II. 161.

Capua (l.'ouncil of), II. 511.

Capuchins (Order of), III. 386.

Carraccioli, III. 33.

Cardinals, II. 344, 644; red and black,

III. 6 J9, 673.

Carinthians. II. 239.

Carlstadt, III. 18, 53, 102.

Carmelites, II. 694.

Carpocrates, I. 323.

Carpzov, III. 588, 591.

Cartcsius, III. 517.

Carthage, I. 240.

Carthage. .Metropolitan Church of

Western Africa, I. 210.

Carthage (Councils of), I. 240, 421, 432,

517, 579, 723.

Carthusians, II. 560, 689.

Casas (Bartholomew de Las), 11.1063.
Casimir I., II. 249.

Cassandcr (George), III. 442.

Cassian (John), I. 586, II. 41.

Cassiodoru.s, I. 38, II. 34, 168.

Castellio, III. 148, 316.

Oustolnau ( Peter of), II. 665.

Castro (Christopher), III. 420.

Cataphrygians, I. 345.

Catechetical (School of Alexandria).
I. ;^.74.

Catechism (the Roman), III. 356, 573.

Catechumenate, I. 417, 707, 726; stud-

ies made in it, I. 425.

Catecluimenate of the Manichaeans,
I. 340.

Cathari, II. 662; divers names of the

C, 11.604.
Catharine of Siena, II. 844, 1017.

Cathedral Chapters, II. 646.

Cathedral Chapters enact their own
statutes, II. 646.

Cathedral Chapters independently ad-

minister their own estates. 11. 646.

Cathedral Chapters exclusively elect the
bisliops, II. 646.

Cathedral schools, II. 173, 412, 729.

Cave (
William), I. 59.

Ceillier, I. 24, 4(>, ,111 521.

Celcstine I., Pope, I. 588.

Celestine V.. Pope, II. 612.

Celibacy, I. 398, ^'o^, II. 485.

Celsus, L 288.

Cenobitcs I. 752.

Censorship of Books, II. 912.

Central America, III. 957.

Centuriators, I. 44.

Cerdo, I. 329.

Cerinthus, I. 223.

Cerularius (.Michael), II. 462.

Ceylon, I. 503.

Chabot, the Capuchin, III. 640.

Chalced >n (Council of), I. (508.

Chalcidius (Xeo-Platonist), I. 492,

Chaldean Christians, I. 604.
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Challonpr, III. 192, 731.

Ch;il..iis (Council of) II. 161, 366.

Chantal (St. Frances of), III. 393.

Chanters, I. 652.

Chapt'ls, I. 448.

Chaplains (private), II. 349.

Chapters, II. 351.

Chapters, Controversy of the Three, I.

622.

Chapters, division of the Holy Scripture

by, II. 785.

Charisma, s. confirmatio, I. 420.

Charitable institutions, I. 740, II. 641.

Charity ( Brothers of), III. 399.

Charlemagne, II. 145 sq., 171.

Charlemagne is crowned Emperor, II.

148.

Charles, Duke of Sudermanland, III.

182.

Charles I.. King of England, III. 218.

Charles IV., Emperor, II. 841.

Charles of Anjou, II. 598, 607.

Charles the Fat, II. 288.

Charles ihe Bald, II. 284.

Charles Martel, II. 50, 713.

Charles V., III. 34, 74, 135, 141.

Charta eharitatis, II. 684.

Chartres (School of), II. 369.

Chase (the) forbidden to ecclesiastics,

II. 159.

Chateaubriand, II. 821. III. 659 sq.

Chatel (John), III. 565.

Chatel (F. Francis),' III. 709.

Chazari, II. 468.

Chemnitz, III. 310, 321, 325.

Cherier, I. 53.

Chieregati, III. 41 (note 1), 45.

Chiersy, or Crecy (Council of), 11.272,

429.

Children, III. 47.

Chili, III. 960.

Chiliasm. I. 224. 347, II. 392.

Chillingworth, III. 330.

China ( Fropagatinn of Christianity in),

1. 5)4, 111. 405, 406, 576, 930 sq.

Chinese, 1. 72.

Choisy, Church Historian, I. 48.

Choirs of the Church, I. 449, 689.

Chorepiscopi. See Country Bishops.

Chosroes 11., I. 501.

Christianity (causes of the rapid spread
of), I. 254.

Christians (the), I. 175.

Christians obtain universal and abso-

lute recognition of their religion, I.

285.

Xpia,in, I. 420, 710.

XpidToruicn^, I. 593.

Christ (doctrine of the Church on the

divinity and humanity of), 1. 150, 365.

VOL. Ill—67

Christiern II., King of Denmark, III..

188.

Christiern III., III. 190.

Christopher, II. 1055.

Chrodegang, II. 158.

Chroniclers, I. 41.

Chronology, I. 28.

Chrysostom, I. 486, 516, 557, ('55, 727,

738, 11.22; has recourse to Pope In-

nocent, I. 559.

Church (idea of a), I. 3; the Church
established by Jesus Christ, I. 4, 152
sq. ; the Catholic Church, I. 359, note

2 ; visible and invisible Church, I.

512.

Church, Greek, II., 189 sq., 449 sq.,

931 sq.

CHuirch, Lutheran, III. 68 sq.

Church, separation of the Chiu'ch from
the S\-nagogue, I. 190; the Church
for the first tune acknowledged as a
lawful religious body, I. 277, inte-

rior division of church edifices, I.

689.

Church, the Catholic, exempted from
taxes, I. 466 ; obtains the rights to

accept donations and legacies, I.

466, 648, 658, II. 132, 354.

Church and State, I. 463 sq., 469, 646,

II. 135, 185, 253, 485 sq., 529, III.

256.

Church property, II. 355.

Church Architecture, I. 686.

Churcth (Doctrine of the), its develop-

ment, sources of it, I. 358 sq., 370 sq.,

50(), 508.

Church Historians, I. 34 sq. to 61.

Church History, I. 7 sq. ; divisions of

the same, I. 18; its value, I. 30.

Church Offices, I. 199, 391, 685.

Church Ornaments, I. 685, II. 1041.

Church property (immunit}' of), II. 357.

Church, punishment inflicted by the,

I. 429.

Church revenues (distribution of), I.

658.

Church-song, I. 210, 439, 696 sq.

Church-song, German. II. 1032.

Churches, celebrated, I. 686.

Churches, Gothic, II. 1040.

Chytraeus, III. 182, 310, 321.

Cimabue, II. 1050.

Circumcisionis festum, I. 702.

Circumcelliones, or Circelliones, 1.515.

Cistercians, II. 683, 1056.

Clara (St.) of Assisi, and the nuns of

her order, II. 715.

Claudianus ^lamertus, I. 695.

Claudianus, Emperor, I. 188.

Claudianus of Turin, II. 222.
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•Clemangis (Nicholas de). See Nicho-
las.

Clement of Rome, T. 203, 40-3.

Clement (St.) of Alexandria, I. 295,

371, 374, 375, 4(50.

•Clement (St.), first Bp. of Mentz, I.

251.

Clement 11.. Pope, II. 319.

Clement III., Pope, II. 577.

Clement IV., Pope, II. 599.

Clement V., Pope, II. 820.

Clement VI., Pope, II. 837.

Clement VII., Pope, II. 847, III. 50,

109, 192.

Clement VIII., Pope, III. 364.

Clement IX., Pope, 111.481.
Clement X., Pope, I [I. 482.

Clement XI., Pope, III. 485.

Clement XI I., P.ipo, III. 4-'8.

Clement XIII., Pope, [11. 491.

Clement XIV., Pope, III. 492, 569.

Clement, Augustus, Archbishop of Co-
logne, III. 765.

Clement, Plavius, I. 178.

Clement, an Irish heretical Bishop, II.

175.

Clement (Jacques), III. 281.

Clementines, I. 218, 332.

Clergy and Laity. I. 195.

Clerici et Fratre^ Vitae Communis, II.

1025.

Clergv, I. 195, 395, II. 156.

Clerury (Morals of the), II. 156, 648,

928.

Clergy (Education of the), I. 395, II.

159" 408, III. 514.

Clergy ( Prohibitory laws restricting

admission among the). I. 652, note
I, I[. 131. note i:

Clergy qualitied to take their places in

the diet 'if the empire, II. 132.

Clergy forbidden to become soldiers, to

bear arms, or fight, II. 135.

•Clermont (Synods of ), II. 401, 514.

Cloisters. See Monasticism.
•Cloisters produce the first architects,

II. 1015; picture of true cloistered

life, II. 725; thej' are withdrawn
from the jurisdiction of bishops, II.

343, 365.

Cloisters of women. See Nunneries.
Cloveshove (Council of), II. 379.

Clovia and Clotilda, 11.47.

Clugnv (Congr. of), II. 299, 361, 376,
397."

Coadjutor bishops. II. 350.

Cobbett, III. 192 731.

Cocceius, HI. 599.

Cochein (.>[artin). III. 554.

•Cociiin-Ghina, III. 928.

Cochlaeus, III. 18, 78, 413.

Code of Denys the Little, I. 683.

Code of Frederic II., II. 590.

Coena— Bull In Coena Domini, III.

361, 369, 492.

Colberg (See of), II. 249.

Collecta, I. 712.

Collegia pietati-s. III. 590.

Collegial (System of Pfaff), III. 305,

586.

Collegiate Chapters, II. 351.

Collegianls, III. 829.

Collegium Germanicum, III. 372.

Collegium licitum, I. 277.

Collet, III. 519
Collyridians, I. 761.

Cologne (See of), II. 31, 108.

Cologne, Cathedral of, II. 1046.

Cologne, Archbishoprick, II. 370.

Cologne, ('Council of), II. 532.

Coloman, 11. 108.

Columba(St.), II. 58.

Columbanus (St.), II. 101, 163.

Coral-oni, Vic. Ap., III. 935.

Commendoni Papal Legate, III. 168.

Community of goods among the first

Christians, I. 207.

Communicatio idiomatum, I. 592.

Communion, or the Eucharist, center

of all Christian Worship, I. 211,

433, 710, II. 400, 1027; controversy

on the Eucharist, II. 430; feast of

Corpus Chvisti, II. 1029
;

persons

must be fasting in order to receive

the Eucharist, 1. 723 ; and under
one form, I. 721); still communion
under boih. forms is granted to the

Hussites b}' the Council of Basle, II.

970; on'.;e more by Pius IV., III. 351.

Compromise, III. 366.

Comjiromise between the Dynamists
and .Modalists, I. 356.

Conception (feast of the Immaculate),

II. 1030; controversy on the Immac.
Conception, II. 781, III. 430; de-

clared a dogma, III. 796.

Conceptual ism, II. 746.

Conciliabulum of the Oak, I. 559.

Conclave, II. 6U6, III. 366.

Concomitantia, II. 1028; especially in

note •*.

Concordance of the Bible, II. 785,

III. 419.

Concordats, II. 869, 895.

Concordats of Princes, II. 894, III.

665, 687, 689.

Concord (Formula and Book of). III.

322.

Concordia canonum, I. 684.

Concordia Vitebergensis, III. 112.
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Concubinage of the Clergy, II. 159,

323, 327, 358, 375, 380, 648, 930.

Conductitii, II. G46.

Conierence between the Christian Za-
cheus and the • pagan philosopher,

Apollonius, I. 495.

Confessio Augustana, III. 76.

Confessio Telrapolitana, III. 83.

Confessio Helvetica, HI. 115.

Confessio Anglieana, HI. 211.

Confessio Belgica, III. 286.

Confessio fidei Tridentina, III. 357.

Confession, 1. 425, 727, II. 795.

Confession, auricular, I. 426, 727.

Confession, public, I. 729.

ConfesHores, I. 301.

Confirmation, I. 207. 420, 709.

Confraternities, I. 651, II. 513.

Confucius, I. 72.

Confutatio xVugustanae Confessionis,

III. 79.

Congregatio de auxiliis, III. 364.

Congregatio de propaganda Fide, III.

367.

Congregatio Interpretuni concilii. III.

358.

Congregatio Inquisitionis haereticae

pravitati.s. III. 575.

Congruism, III. 427.

Conrad I. (King), II. 300.

Conrad II. (Emperor), IE. 316.

Conrad. III. (Emperor), 11.543.

Conrad IV. (King), II. 597.

Conrad, 13p. of Constance, II. 372.

Conrad of Marburg, II. 671.

Conradin, II. 598.

Consalvi, III. 65.5, 665 sq., 674, 683, 689.

Conscience (Examinations of), 11. 164,

970.

Consecration of bishops, 1. 397.

Consensus repetitus ecclesiae Luther-
anae. III. 324.

Consensus Patrum, I. 511.

Consensus Tiguriuus, HI. 155.

Consistories, Protestant, HI. 302.

Consolamentum, II. 663.

Constance (See of), II. 99; Jesuits at,

III. 383.

Consians 1., I. 474.

Constans II., 1.638.

Conslaiitine the Great. I. 463, 499, 750.

Constantine, Copronymus, 11.144, 211.

Constantine, Pogonatus, 1.640, 762, II.

140, 239.

Constantius, I. 474, 502, 537.

Constantinople, 1. 470.

Constantinople, Patriarchate of, I. 610.

Constantinople, Conference of, I. 617.

Constitution of the Cath. Church, I.

389, 646.

Constitution of Lothaire, II. 258.

Constitution (civil) of the Clergy, III.

638.

Constitution dogmatical de Fblc Cnt/ir-

olica, HI. 820.

ConsiUuium, I. 627, and Judicaium. I.

624, of Pope Vigil ius.

Contarini (Cardinal), HI. 113, 41'.l.

Conversions and Converts, 111. 442,

539, 847, 864.

Convulsionaries, III. 507.

Copernicus, III. 420.

Copiatae, 1. 651, note 3.

Copts, 1. 631.

Coran (the), II. 196 sq.

Corbie, 11. 123, 225.

Corbinian, II. 107.

Cordova (School of), II, 421.

Cordova (Synod of), II. 390.

Corea, 111.932.
Cornelius. Bp. of liome, I. 275, 392.

Cornelius a Lapide, 111.420.
Corner, 111.422.
Coronation of Kings, II. 139, 342.

Coroticus, II. 56.

Corpus doctrinae Prutenicum, III. 319.

Corpus Evangelicorum, 111. 585, 618.

Corpus Juris canonici, its origin and
division, 11.638,844; divers editions

of it, I. 22, note 2.

Corpus Christi (feast of), II. 1029.

Corn^ggio, II. 1054.

Corsica, 1. 489.

Cortesius (Paulus), II. 1003.

Corruplicolae, 1. 615.

Corvey, II. 123.

Cosmas Indicopleustes, I. 503.

Coster, HI. 416.

Cotelier, I. 46.

Cro.ss, Congr. of the Holy, III. 945.

Council ( Prototype of a), I. 206.

Councils, Ecumenical ; origin of this

name and importance of Ecumenical
Councils. I. 677 sq.

I. Ecumenical C, 1st, of Nice,

I. 523.

II. Ecumenical, 1st, of Constanti-

nople, I. 549, 563.

III. Ecumenical, of Ephesus, I.

583.

IV. Ecumenical, of Chalcedon, I.

608.

V. Ecumenical, 2d, of Constanti-
nople, I. 627.

VI. Ecumenical, 3d, of Constanti-

nople, 1. 640.

VII. Ecumenical, 2d, of Nice, II.

2H.
VIII. Ecumenical, 4th, of Constan-

tinople, II. 457.
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IX. Ecumenical, 1st Laleran, II.

536.

X. Ecumenical, 2d Lateran, II.

542.

XI. Ecumenical, 3d Lateran. II.

568.

XII. Ecumenical, 4th Lateran, [I.

583.

XIII. pcumenical, 1st, of Lyons,
II. 596.

XIV. Ecumenical, 2d, of Lyons,
II. 604.

XV. Ecumenical, at Vienne, II.

826.

Ecumenical, of Pisa, II. 853.,

XVI. Ecumenical, of Constance, II.

858.

iLcumenical, of Basle, 11.875.

XVII. Ecumenical, of Ferrara-Flor-

ence, II. 932.

XVIII. Ecumenical, 5th l^ateran, II.

918.

XIX. Ecumenical, ofTrent, III. 342.

XX. Ecumenical, of the Vatican,

III. 807.

Acts of the Councils. I. 22, note 1.

Provincial Councils, I. 408.

Country-bishops, I. 394. 651, II. 138.

Courhmd iconversion of), II. 172.

Courland turns Protestant, III. 172.

Co jrt (the Roman), Supreme ("ourt of

Appeal, II. 633.

Court chaplains, II. 349.

Constant, I. 46.

Covenant (the). III. 220.

Cracow (.See of), II. 250.

Cranmer (Thomas), III. 195.

Cranz (Albert), I. 42.

Crecv, II. 428.

Crelf (Chancellor), III. 308, 322.

Crescent, I. 251 ; the Cynic, I. 267.

Crescentius, II. 307.

Croatians, II. 239.

Cromwell (Thomas), III. 196, 200.

Cromwell
i
Oliver), III. 222.

Crosier and Ring, I. 694, II. 340, 487,

534, 690.

Cross (image of the), I. 449, 456;
form of the cross in churches, I. 688

;

it is carried away into Persia by
(Jhosi'oes II., I. 501 ; abolition of the

death penalty of the cross, I. 466;
the cross adopted as a standard, I.

468; mysterious apparition of the

cross, I. 284, 482 ; sign ot the cross,

1.457, note 1 ; exaltation of the holy
cross, I. 704.

Crown, the triple of the Pope, II. 631.

Croyland (Abbey of), II. 381.

Crucifixion abolished, I. 466.

Crusade.s, II. 517; results of, II. 610.

Crypto-Calvinism, III. 319.

Culdees, II. 387.

Cullen (Paul), first Irish cardinal. III
793.

Culm (See of), II. 805.
Cultus, 1. 210, 416, 685, II. 395.

CultU5 of the Protectants, III. 305.
Cycle (the Dionysian), 1.28, note 1, 39,
Cyprian, Bp. of Carthage, I. 276, 297,

385, 391, 408, 421.

Cyril (St.), Bp. of Alexandria, I. 495,
595.

Cyril (St.) of Jerusalem, I. 546, 700,
713.

Cyril or Constantine, II. 240.

Cyril Lucaris, III. 465.

Cyrus, Bp. of Alexandria, I. 634.
Czerski, III. 914.

D.

D'Achery Spicilegium, I. 46.

Dagobert, II. 49.

Dalberg (Thoodor or Charles of), III.

548. 678, 689.

D'Alembert, III. 527.

Uamasus I., Pope, I. 549.

Damasus II., Pope, II. 319.

Damian (St. Peter), II. 324, 325, 399,

410, 424.

Dancers, II. 1058.

Dannenmavr, I. 51.

Dante, II. '719, 822, 1001.

Danz, I. 57.

Darboy. III. 829, 840.

Daub, III. 971.

David of Dinanto, II. 673.

Deanery, II. 137, 352.

Deans and Priors in iVIonasteries, II.

44.

Deans and Provosts of Chapters, II.

647.

Deans and Provosts in Synodal Courts,

II. 164.

Deacons, I. 203, 392 ; subordinate to

Priests, I. 392.

Deaconesses, I. 203, note 3, 651, III.

993.

Decius, Emperor, I. 273.

Declaratii>n of the Galilean Clergy,
III. 497; of the Catholic Episco-

pacy in England, III. 735.

Decretals of the Popes, I. 671, 683;
false, II. 269 sq.

Decretals of Gregory IX., II. 592, 639,.

642.

Decretals of Boniface VIII., II. 639.

Decretals of Clement V., II. 844.

Decrees of the Popes, I. 22, note 3.
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Defenders, I. 651.

Definitores, II. 719.

Dei ct iipiifilolicae sedis grdtUiy II. 633.

Deism, III. 331, 619.

Delitz^cli, III. 975.

Delsii^nore, I. 50.

Deluge, I. 102.

Deiiina, III. 534.

Deninarlc (Conversion of), II. 227.

Denmark, Pr>>testantism in. III. 188.

Denunciatio cvani^clifa, II. GH.
Denys tlie Areopaijite and his writ-

ings, I. 567. ncte. (U8, II. 396.

Denvs, I3p. of .Vlexandria, I. 355, 424.

Denvs tho Little, I. 28, note 1, 683. II.

39, 89, 168.

Denys, Up. of .Milan, I. 539.

Denvs (St.), Up. of Paris, I. 244, II.

396, 749.

Den}-?, I5p. of Rome, I. 355.

Dereser ( TliaddeusKlH. 876, note, 893.

De?ideriu3 llie Lombard, II. 145.

Desiderius of .Monte Cassino. II. 511.

Dessau (Assemlily of). III. 52.

Development of Jesus, I. 143.

Development of Ecclesiastical Science,

I. 372, 510.

Development, Doctrinal. See Doc-
trinnL Development.

Diaspora. I. 177.

Did' rot. III. 527.

Didier de la Cour. III. 390.

Didymus, I. 546, 564.

Diego, Bp. of Osma, II. 665, 709.

Dies Royatlonian, I. 700.

Dies Stntionum. I. 441.

Diet of Eleciors, II. 889 .«q.

Diet of Worms, III. 38, 113.

Diet of Numbers;, III. 45, 50.

Diet of Spire, III. 71.

Diet of Augsburg. III. 19, 75.

Diet of Ratisbon, IIL 113.

Dio of I'rusa, I. 97.

Dioce.~an Synods, I. 409, 682, II. 137,

851, III. 371.

Dioclesian. I. 277.

Diodore of Tarsus, I. 546.

Diognete (tetter to), I. 232, 455.

Dioscorus, T. 606.

Diospolis (Ci)uncil of|, I. 580.

Diplomatics, I. 27, note 2.

Diptyehs, I. 717, 718.

Disci'pline of the Secret, I. 436, 725.
Discipline, Ecclesi4stical, I. 212, II

165, 405.

Di-ssidonts (Pro't in Poland), III. 334.

Dissidi'i t/ieolor/ic(i, I. 5.

Ditmar, B,x of Merseburg, II. 378.

Dobonek (James of), Bp. of Pomesa-
nia, III. 156.

Dobmayer, III. 888.

Docctae, I. 225, especially 308.

Doctrinal Development, I. 358, 370,

506.

Dodwell,J. 59.

Doellinger. I. 53, 489, II. 191, 366.

Dogmas (Hist, of), I. 20, note 1, 506.

Dogmatics. Catholic, II. 733, III. 4n,
549, 889 sq.

Dolcino, II. 676; his follower.s <nn-

demned. II. 828.

Domljrowka, II. 247.

Dominic (St. i. II. 665, 708.

Dominie (Loricatus), II. 410.

Dominica in albis. I. 699.

Dominicans, II. 710, 807.

Dominico Ghirlandajo, II. 1050.

Dominitian. Bp. of Ancyra, I. 621.

Dominitian. Kmperor, I. 189.

Domitilla, I. 188.

Donatello, II. 1019.

Donation, pretended, of Constantine,
II. 924.

Donati.<ts. I. 515.

Donatu.s, I. 515.

Doiiatu?, Up. of Casaenigrae, I. 515.

Dordreciit (Svnod of), III. 290, 327.

Dorner, I. 364, III. 965.

Dorpat (See of), II. 803.

Doroveriium, II. 65.

Dositheus, heresiarch of Samaria, I.

171, 220.

Douay Seminary for Catholic English-
men, III. 214^.

Drey, III. 888.

Drontheim (Sec of), II. 233.

Druthraar, the Grammarian, Monk of
Corvey. II. 415.

Ducreux, I. 48.

Ducrev (.Martin), III. 659.

Dungiil, Monk of St. Df-nys, II. 222.

Dunin (Martin of), Archbishop of Po-
sen. III. 768.

Duns Scotus. II. 720, 779.

Dunstan (St.), Archbp. of Canterbury,
II. 359, 381.

Dupanloup, 814, 828 sq.

Dujiin, I. 46.

Diirer (Albert), II. 1055.

Durand, I. 46.

Durand of St. Pour9ain, II. 988.

D3niamics, I. 349.

E.

Easter, I. 212, 442 sq., 698; contro-
versy on the celebration of Easter,

I. 443, 525 ; Councils held on this oc-

casion, I. 445.

Easter confession, II. 795.
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Easter, communion at, II. 795.

East Indies, III. 403, 577 sq., 926 sq.

Ebbo, Ai'ohbp. of Kheims, II. 225,

261.

'E/Mo/ifii; /xEydTi?/, I. 699.

Ebioiiites, I. 217.

Eboraoum. . See Fo7'k.

Eccehard, II. 371, 420.

Ecclesia cathedralis, I. 6G2; Matrix,
ib. ; Plebana, ib.

Eclc, III. 16, 17, 21, 33, 78, 80, 113.

Eckart (.Master), II. 679.

Econtmiists, III. 528.

Ecumenical. See Councils.

Ecumenical bishop. See Episcopus uni-

vers'dis or i'niver-al liis/iop.

Edelmann, III. 596.

Edessa (School of), I. 653.

Edict of Emperor Antoninus Pius to

the Greek communities of Asia, I.

266.

Edict of Constantine at Milan, I. 285.

Edict (theological) of Emperor Jus-

tinian, I. 623, 625.

Edict of Justinus, II. 623 sq.

Edict of Emperor Heraclius, I. 637.

Education of the Clers;y. See Clergy.

Eo-bert, II. 94.

E^vpt, I. 82, 87, 239, II. 203.

Etch horn, III. 599.

Eichstadt (See of), II. 116.

Einhard, 11. 182, 1094.

''Eiidea/r r/'/g Tviareug, I. 637.

Elbod, 11. 95.

Election of bishops, I. 395, 659; the
freedom of episcopal elections is

gradually destroyed, I. 661, II. 134;
determined struggle to re-establish

it, II. 340,510 sq.; participation of

the community in episcopal elections,

I. 396, 659 ; the election of bishops
is confirmed by the Pope, II. 633 sq.

Elesbaan, I. 503.

Elevation, I. 718, II. 1027.

Elias of Cortona, II. 721.

Eligiu?, Bp. of Noyon, II. 109.

Elipandus. Archbp. of Toledo, II. 177.

Elizabeth (St.), II. 790, coll. 793.

Elizabeth, Queen of England, III.

208 sq.

Elkesseans, I. 218.

Elvira (Council of), I. 450.

Emanations of the Gnostics. I. 307.

Emanations of the Hindoos, I. 75.

Emancipation of the Catholics in Eng-
land, III. 730.

Emancijialion of slaves. See Slavery.

Embolismus, I. 719.

Emnieram (St.), II. 107.

Emmeric, II. 252.

Emperor; the share which the emperor
had in episcopal elections, I. 661, II.

134 ; in the election of popes, II.

254. 302; is styled Vicarius Christi,

II. 335.

Empire; tho Holy lloman Empire is

considered as the constitutional pro-

tector of the Church, II. 150; rela-

tion of the Kmpire to the papacy, II.

150; as a token of this relation, the
Emperor is ordained a cleric, II.

335 ; he sings the Gospel in the Mass
celebrated by the Pope, II. 8(50; the
symbolical Imperial globe, II. 307

;

the Empire and the papacy com-
pared to two lights, to the matrimo-
nial alliance, II. 574.

Empire (Latin), II. 582.

Ems (Punctuation of). III. 547.

Emser (Jerome), III. 24, 413.

Encratites, I. 329.

Endura, II. 663.

Ener-umeni, I. 393, 712.

Enfantin, III. 711.

Engelhardt, I. 57.

England (conversion of), II. 61 sq.,

378; turns Protestant, III. 194 sq.;

revival of Catholicitv, III. 725 sq

,

848 ; Papal Legate in, II. 565.

Enlightenment, false, III. 545.

'Ei'wr/Koi', I. 613.

Eon d'Etoile (Eudo de Stella), II. 655.

Epaon (Council of) II. 99.

Eparchy, I. 663.

Ephesus (Robber Synod of), I. 607.

Ephraem (St., the Syrian), I. 328, 546,

695, 747.

Epicureans, I. 90.

'En-/'AX/;cr,'r, I. 710, II. 936.

Epiphanius (St., Bp. of Salamis), I.

546, 556, 558.

Epiphany (Feast of), I. 446, 701.

Episcopal system of the Catholics, II.

818, 923.

Epi.^copal system of the Protestants,

III. 303 sq., 585.

Episcopius, III, 328 sq.

Episcopus universalis, I. 675.

Epistolae obscurorum virorum, II.

1011, III. 30.

Erasmus of Pvotterdam, II. 1006, 1011,

III. 130, 309.

Eric XIV., III. 180.

Erigena (John Scotus), II. 417, 428,

436, 441.

Erlau (See of), II. 251.

Ermeland ('^''armia, See of), II. 805.

Ernesti (J. A.), III. 599.

Erpenius (Thomas), III. 311.

Erwin of Steinbach, II. 1046, note.
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Eskyl, Archbp. of Lund, II. 550.

Espenctunis (Cliiudius), III. 273, 419.

Essoiiiiin.'?, I. 121 sq.; divided into four
classes, 1. 218. note 1.

Esthonia (conversion of), II. 803.

Estius (AViliiani). III. 421.

'Erf^)oo)7T/of, I. 5^19.

Ethelbert. Kinij; of Kent, II. 64.

Ethclwold, Bp.'of Winchestor, II. 381.

Etheriu.s, Bp. of O.sma. II. 179.

Euciiarist. See Vomimivion.
Enciiaristic bread, 1.211, 711, 11.401.
Euciiarius, 1st lip. of Treves, I. 251.

Euciiites or Euphemites, I. 758.

Eudoxia, I. 558.

Eug(;ne II.. Pope, II. 257.

Eu^'ene III., Pope, II. 542.

Euirene IV., Pope, II. 874.

Euo-ene, Bp. of Carthaj;e, II. 28.

Eulo2:iiis, J5p. of Caesarea. I. 580.

Eunoniius, Bp. of Cyzicus, I. 540.

Eunapius, Hp. of Sardes, I. 492.

Eiiric. King of the Visigoths, II. 25.

Eusebians, I. 539.

Eusebius, Rp. of Caesarea, I. 35, 494,

522, 539, 555, 564.

Eusebius, Bp. of Dorylaeum, I. 606.

Eusebius, Bp, of Emesa, I. 565.

Eusebius, Bp. of JSicomedia, I. 522,

530.

Eusebius, Bp. of Vercclli, I. 539, II.

41.

Eustathius, Bp. of Antinch, I. 524, 530.

Eustathius, Bp. of Sebaste, I. 752, 759.

Eutyches, I. 605.

Eutychius, Patr. of Alexandria, I. 43,

note.

Euthymius, monlc, I. 503.

Euthymius, Zigabenus, II, 466, 811.

Evagrius, I. 37.

Evodius, Bp. of Antioch, I. 179, note 4.

Exarchate, I. 666.

Exarchs, I. 664.

Excommunication, I. 214, 425, 780.

Excommunicatio major et minor, I.

730, II. 411.

Excommunicated persons prosecuted
by the iStat.^ II. 165.

Exegesis, allegorical, I. 309, 378 sq.,

380.

Exegesis, grammatical and historical,

I. 338. See also HoLy Scriptures.

Exemptions, II. 165.

Exorcism and exorcists, I. 393, 652

;

among Protestants, III. 308.

Extravagantes, II. 844.

Extreme Unction, I. 211, 738, II. 400.

Eybel (Valentine), III. 496, 545.

Eyck (Van, Hubert and John), II.
1055.^

F.

Faber, Jesuit, III. 375.

Faber of Constance, III. 92.

Faber, F. W.,the Engl. Oratorian, III.
855.

Fabian, Bp. of Home, I. 243, 275.

Fabion, Bp. of Antioch, I. 624.

Fabre, Jean Claude, the Vr. Orat. I. 47.

Facundus of Ilermianc, I. 624.

Faith and Science, I. 377, 564, 751, II.

412, 741, 751.

Farel (Williaml, III. 146.

Farther India, III. 578, 927.

Fasts, I. 211, 442.

Fasting, davs of, 1. 705.

Fatalism, 1. 86, II. 198, III. 99. 972.

Fathers of the Christian doctrine. III.
395.

Faustus, Bp. of Biez. I. 587.

Fe, Sta., III. 938; de Bogota, 11.959.
Feasts cf Christ; idea of them; eccl.

feasts, I. 440, 697; the life of a
Christian a perpetual feast, I. 211,

440, II. 1026.

Fcbronius, III. 542.

Fecamp (Abbey and School ofj, II.

369.

Fecht (Peter), III. 182.

Feilmoser, III. 892.

Felicissimus, I. 430.

Felix of Aptunga, I. 512.

Felix of Urgebll. 177.

Felix of Valois, II. 698.

Felix II., Pope, I. 614.

Felix v.. Pope, II. 890.

Fenclon, III. 503, 515, 522.

Ferrandus (Fulgentius), I. 618, 623.

Ferrara (Council of), II. 9;'>2 sq.

Fe-sch (Cardinal), III. 661, 671, 678.

Festum Annunciationis, B. M. V., I.

703, II. 395.

Festum Assuniptionis, II. 895.

Festum Exaltationis sanctae crucis, I.

704.

Festum Innocontium, I. 704.

Festum Nativitatis, 11. 895.

Festum Omnimii sanctdrum, I. 704.

Festum Petri et i'auli. I. 704.

Festum Praesentationis, I. 702, II.

395.

Festum Purificationis, B. M. V., I. 702.

Feudalism, II. 132, 337.

Feuerbach (latest ])l)ase of Protestant
theology). III 974.

Fevre (Jacques le), II. 1011.

Fiesolo (Angelicoi, II. 1050.

Filioque, I. 553, II. 452.

Fire (philosophy of). III. 315.
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Firmicus Maternus. I. 495.

Firniilian, Bp. of Caesarea in Cappa-
ducia, I. 428.

First I'niits, II. 650.

Fisher, Bp. of Worcester, II. 1007,

III. 198.

Flacius (ilatt.), the IUvrian, I. 44,

111.137,010.317.
Flagellants, II. 1057 sq.

Flavian of Antioch, I. 548.

Flavian of Constantinople, I. 606.

Flavins Josoplius, I. 119.

Flechier, III. 522.

Flenry, I. 46.

Flodoard, I. 40, II. 423.

Florence (Council of), II. 932.

Florence (Synod of), II. 323.

Flores martyrum, I. 447.

Florez, III. 537.

Floras (blaster of Lyons), II. 429.

Flotte (Peter), II. 621 sq.

Fo, I. 72.

F'onseca, Seieniin Dei medUi, III. 427.

Fontevrault (Order of), II. 694.

Fools (Feast of), II. 794.

Formosus, Pope, II. 290.

Fossores, I. 652.

Foundling bouses, II. 641.

Fox (George), III. 608 sq.

Fra Bartolomco, II. 1051.

Fra Giovanni Angelico da Fiesole, II.

1051.

France (efforts of Protestantism to

spread inl. III. 270 sq.

Francesco Francia, II. 1052.

Francis Apulus, II. 978.

Francis of Assisi, II. 712, 807.

Francis of Paula, II. 1024.

Francis of Saies, III. 393.

Francis Xavier, III. 403.

Franciscans, II. 712, 721, 807 sq., III.

944.

Franco, II. 1056.

Franke (August Herman), III. 591.

Frankenberg (Cardinal), III. 547.

Frankfort (Council of), II. 180, 220,

372.

Frankfort (Diets of Princes), II. 892.

Frankfort (Diets of Electors, II. 836,

893.

Frankish Empire (religious condition

of the F. Empire), during the ninth.

tenth, and eleventh centuries, II.

366.

Franks (the), II. 46.

Fratres conventuales, II. 1020.

Fratres minores, II. 715.

Fratres de communitate, II. 1025.

Fratres reguiaris observantiae, II.

1020.

Fratricelli, or Beghards, II. 828.

Fravssinous, III. 702.

Frederic I., II. 548 sq.

Frederic II., II. 576.

Frederic III., II. 890.

Frederic the Wise, Prince Elector, III.

14.

Frederic I. of Prussia, III. 545.

Frederic William II. of Prussia, III.

965.

Frederic William III., III. 762, 966,

989.

Frederic William IV., III. 760, 910.

Freemasonry, III. 489, 557, 692 sq.

Freethinkers, III. 525, 557, note.

Freisingen (See of), II. 107. 116.

Fretella, II. 23.

Friday (dav of fasting), I. 441.

Frido'lin, 11. 100.

Print, III. »87.

Frisians (Conversion of the), II. 109.

Fritzsche, III. 976.

Fritzlar (See of), II. 116.

Fructuosus, Bp. of Braga, II. 162.

Fructus medii temporis, II. 845.

Frumentius, Bp. of xVbysinia, I. 504.

Fulbert of Chartres. II. 424.

Fulco of ISTeuilly, II. 582, 1034.

Fulda (MonasteVy of), II. 119.

Fulda (School of). II. 173.

Fulgentius (Bp. of Ruspe), I. 588, II.

29.

Fullness of Time for the coming of
Christ, I. 127.

Fullo (Peter), I. 613.

Functions, ecclesiastical, I. 198, 391,

650.

Funeral orations, I. 739.

Fiinfkirchen (See of), II. 251.

G.

Gabriel (Pro-magister), III. 18.

Gaetano of Thiene, III. 388.

Gailerof Kaisersberg, II. 922, 1036,

Galilei, III. 420.

Galland. St. Gall, II. 103, 173, 420.

Gallandi, III. 535.

Gallerius, I. 278.

Galilean liberties. III. 498.

Gaul (propagation of Christianity in),

I. 242sq.,ll. 25.

Gamaliel, I. 123, 172.

Gangra (Synod of). I. 656, 759.

Garibald, II. 106.

Garnet, Jesuit, III. 216.

Garnier, I. 46, 571.

Gassner, III. 557.

GauniJo, Monk, II. 742.
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<3azette of Augsburg, III. 814.

Gazzaniga. III. 553.

Gebliard, Prince, Elector of Cologne,
III. 448.

Gebliartl of Constance, II. 513.

Geisa. 1 1 . 'loO.

Geiseric, 1. 505. II. 27.

Geissel, Archbp. of Cologne, II. 108,

note 2; Cardinal. 111.75)2, 877.

Gelasius 11, II. 583.

Gemara, I. 25S.

Gemistius Pletho, II. 1004.

General (Seminaries), III. 545.

General (V'icar.s|, II. 647.

Generalionism, I. 572.

Gennadius, I. 587.

Gen.«eric, I. 505, II. 27.

Gentilis, III. 148.

Genuflectentes, I. 428.

Geography, ecclosiastical, I. 27.

George, Duke of Saxony, III. 24, 37,
54."

Georgia, I. 502 (Iberia).

Gerard (the Franciscan), II. 722 sq.

Gerard John, III. 312.

Gerard, Paul, III. 312.

Gerard, I5p. of Toul, II. 372.

Gerard (Segarelii). See Seqnrelii.

Gerhert, II. 311,423,438; Abbot, III.

553.

Gerbet. IIP 777.

German hymn-books, II. 1032, III.

422.

Germans (Religion of the), II. 13; in-

troduction of Christianity among
them, II. 20 sq., 90 sq.

;
peculiar sit-

uation of the Church among them,
II. 125 sq. ; their scientific eflbrts

and first results thereof, II. 173.

German theology, heretical, II. 971
;

orthodox bv Jierthold, Bp. of Chiera-

see, III 4 KB.

Germanus (St.), Bp. of Auxerre, 11.13.

German us. Patriarch of Constantinople,

II. 210.

Ger,-?on. II. 850, 855, 863, 997.

Gerstungen (Council of), II. 508.

Gfrorer, I 58.

Ghibellines and Guelfs, II. 576.

Ghiberti of Florence. II. 1049.

Gieseler, I. 57, 408, II. 649, III. 83.

Giftschiitz, III. 554.

Gilbert de la Porree, II. 753, 1034.
Gilimer. II. 29.

Giotto, li. 1050.
Girardus, II. 473.

Giunta of Pisa, II. 1050.

Glass (staining), II. 1044.

•Glassius (Solomon), III. 310.

Glastonbury, II. 381.

Globe, the imperial, II. 307, 355.

Gnesen (Archbishopric of), II. 249.

Gnosis (false), I. 204, 304.

Gnosis
I
true). I. 371.

Gnosticism, 1.304; Egyptian, I. 311;
Syrian I. 325; Ebionitic, I. 332.

Goa, Schism of, III. 927.

Goar (St.). Hermit, II. 108.

Goch (John de), II. 974.

God (Cath. doctrine on), I. 303.

Godeau, Bp. of Vcncc. I. 40.

Godehard, lip. of Hildesheim, II. 372.

Godfathers and (iodmotliers. I. 418.

Godfrey of Bordeaux, II. 1034.

Godfrey of Bouillon II. 522.

Godfrey of Lukina. II. 804.

Godlrey of Strasburg, II. 787.

Godfrey of VendOme, II. 534.

Godomar, II. 31.

Gotfine, 111.554.
Golius, III. 311.

Gomarus, III. 326.

Gonzalez. Thyrsus, III. 537.

Gorres. I. 410, note 1, II. 732, III. 897.

Gothe, III. 605.

Gother, III. 731.

Goths, II. 20.

Gottschalk, II. 245, 425.

Grabe, I. 59.

Grace (Cath. doctrine and controversy
on 1, I. 571, II. 425. 780. III. 424. 505.

Grammont (Order of), II. 088.

Gran, Archbishopric o*'), II. 251.

Granvolla (Cardinal), III. 285, 425.

Gratian (Decretum of), II. 638.

Gratius (Ortwin), II. 1010.

Graveson. I. 48.

Greek (Church). II. 189, 449, 810; re-

unites with the Catholic Church, II.

937.

Greek learning, II. 811.

Greeks (Religion and Morals of the
Pagan), I. 85.

Greenland ( Discovery and Conversion
of), II. 235, 720, III. 617.

Gregorian Chant, I. 090.

Gregor}', Bp. of Elvira, I. 543.

Gregory, Bp., the Illuminator, I. 501.

Gregory Bp. of Nazianzum, I. 495,

549, 555, 054, 679. 695.

Gregory. Bp. of Nyssa, I. 540, 564,

728, 732.

Gregory, Bp. " Thaumaturgus," I. 380.

Gregory, Bp. of Toui's, I. 39, II. 49.

Gregory of Utrecht, 11. 121.

Gregory of Cyprus. II. 213.

Gregory of Ileimburg, II. 893.

Gregory (St.), the great Pope, 1.657,
675, 695, II, 36, 62, 45.
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Grecjory (St.) II., Pope, II. 113, 140,

Gregory (t>t.) III., Pope, II. Ill, 140,
•210.

Gregory lY., Pope, II. 226, 259 sq.

Gregory V.. Pope, II. 309.

Gregory VI., Pope. II. 818.

Gregory |6l.) VII., Pope, II. 446,

481 sq

Gregory VIII., Pope, II. 533, 570.

Gregory i X., Pope, II. 588 sq.

Gregory X., Pope, II. 604 sq.

Gregory XI., Pope, 11.843.

Gregory XII., Pope, II. 851.

Gregory XIII., Pope. III. 278, 362.

Gregory XIV., Pope, III. 364.

Gregory XV., Pppe. III. 366.

Gregory XVI., Pope, III. 694 sq.

Groot (Gerard), 11. 1025.

Gropper, III. 113, 413.

Grotius (Hugo), III. 311, 327,445,599.
Gruet. III. i48.

Guadalaxara, III. 955.

Gualbert, John (Congregation of), II.

364.

Guardian, II. 718.

Guericke, I. 57, III. 975, 985, 1019.

Guiana, III. 960.

Guibert of Nogent, II. 1035.

Guibei-t, Abbot of Gemblours, II. 725.

Guibert, Bp. of Eavenna, Antipope, II.

506.

Guido, Archbishop of Milan, II. 378.

Guido Keni, 111.433.

Guido of Siena, II. 1050.

Guido of Arezzo, II. 1056,

Guigo (Prior), II. 691.

Guilds, II. 641.

Guitinund, II. 733, note 2.

VvvaiKsg cwtiaaKToi, I. 402. Cfr. II. 648.

Gundebald, II. 30.

Guntamund, II. 29.

Giinther (Anthony) of Vienna, III.

889, 904.

Gustavus Adolphus, III. 453.

Gustavus Vasa, III. 176.

Guyon (Joaiie), III. 513 sq.

Gyrovagi, I. 753.

H.

Hadeby (School of), II. 225.

Hacnn the Good, II. 231.

Hadrian, Emperor, I. 264.

Hadrian I., I'ope, II. 145.

Hadrian II., Pope, II. 241, 283, 457.

Hadrian IV., Pope, II. 547 sq. ; his

bull concerning Ireland, li. 554 sq.

Hadrian V., Pope, II. 607

Hadrian VI., Pope, III. 44 sq.

Half Fast-days, I. 441.

Halberstadt (See of), II. 123.

Hales (Alexander), II. 766.

Halifax, III. 937.

Halitgar, Archbi.shop of Cambrai, II.

163. 417.

Halitgar. Monk. II. 225.

Hamburg ( Archbishopric of), II. 226.

Hamburg-Bremen, II. 224.

Ilamel III. 519.

Hammer (See ofi, II. 233.

Hands (imposition of), I. 197, 207, 420.

Hanno (St.), Archbishop of Cologne,

II. 330, 486.

Harold llaarfagr. 11. 231.

Harold Blaatand, II. 232.

Harold the Dane, II. 224 sq.

Harduin, I. 22, note. III. 522, 565.

Harles.s, 111. 985.

Harms (NichoL-is), III. 984.

Hase. I. 57, III. 1019.

Havelberg (See of), II. 245.

Haymo (Bp. of Halberstadt), I. 40, II,

173, 413.

Hayti, 111.9.38.

Hebrew (Study of), II. 1008, 1009.

Hcdwige (St.), Queen of Poland, II.
1059'.

Hefele, I. 53. II. 421, 819, III. 894.

Hegel, III. 971.

Hegesippus, I. 34.

Hegira, II. 191.

Heidelberg (Catechism of). III. 825.

Helding (Michael), III. 136.

Helena"; I. 459, 686.

Heliogabalus, I. 270.

Helladius of Toledo, II. 26.

Helsen, Abbe, III. 740.

Helvetia, II. 98.

Helvetius, 111. 528.

Helvidius, I. 761.

Heming (St.), Archbishop of Upsala,
II. 1060.

Hemling, Han.s, II. 1055.

Hengstenberg. III. 975, 986.

Henke. 1. 56.

Henning Brabant, III. 308.

Hennuyer (.John of Lisieux), III. 279.

Henriciani, II. See Petrobrusians, II.

656.

Henry I., II. 301.

Henry II., II. 314.

Henry III., II. 321.

Henry IV.. II. 328, 332, 482 sq.

Henry V., II. 525.

Henry VI., 11.569.

Henry VII., II. 822.

Henrv VIII., King of England, IIL
61,"l92.

Henry Duke of Brunswick, III. 721.
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Henry, Archbishop of Gnesen, II. 578.

Henry, Monk oi Lausanne, II. 656.

Henrv, Apostle of the Finlanders, II.

23L
Henry of Lans^cnstein, II. 848.

Hi'iitarchy, IL G2.

Heraclius, I. 501, 633 sq.

HerbtM-t (Count), III. 525.

Ilerbst (Jesuit), III. 180.

Herder. II. 3, 39, III. 603.

Heresy, its import, I. 4, 359, note 2.

Heresy, its advantage, I. 359.

Heretics, the first, 1. 217.

Heretics, their condemnation to death,

II. 474; first instance of this kind,

I. 757 ; reasons for such proceedings
in tlie M. A., II. 670; but examples
of the same nature among Protest-

ants, III. 148. 301 ; which are not
justified bj' tlie same motives, II.

984.

Heretics (controversy on the validity

of the baptism of, I. 420.

Heribert, Heresiarch, II. 473.

Heribert, Archbishop of Milan, 11.474.

Herlembald, II. 376.

Herlen, Frederic, II. 1055.

Herman, Archbishop of Cologne, III.

122, l;'.6.

Herman Contractus, I. 41, II. 424.

Herman, Bp. of Metz, II. 495.

Herman of Salza, Grand Master, II.

507.

Herman, Archbishop of Freiburg, III.

870 sq.

Herma.«, I. 187, 232.

Heriiienegild, II. 26.

Hermes, III. 888, 901 sq.

Hermias, Apologist, I. 295.

Hermits, 1. 453, 748.

Hermogenes, I. 325.

Herud, the Great, I. 115, 190.

Herod Antipas, I. 190.

Herud Antipater, I. 115.

Herod Agrippu. I. 175, 190. •

Heroism of tbe Christians, I. 299 sq.,

456. 500, II. 390.

Herrnhutters, III. 606 .«q.

Hessels (Johit and Leonard), III. 425.

Hesshusius, III. 320.

Hessia (Conversion of), II. 116.

Hesychasts, II. 812.

Hctzer, 111. 93.

Hieracas, Gnostic, I. 347.

Hierarchy, I. 8, 198 sq.

Hierocles, I. 292, 492.

Hieronymites, II. 1023.

Hierotheus, Monk, 11.2-^0.

Hiiarion (St.") I. 752.

Hilary (St.) of Aries, I. 676, II. 33.

Hilary (St.) of Poitiers, I. 538, 544,

549, 647.

Hilary the layman, I. 586.

Hilda, Abbes.s, II. 91.

Hildcbert, I3p. of Mans, II. 530, 656,

746. II. 1034
Hildebrand, Monk, II. 318, 321, 445.

Hildegard (St.), II. 653, 763.

Hildesheim (See of), II. 123.

Hildesheim (School of), II. 373. 424.

Hildesheim (introduction of Protest-

antism in). III. 122.

llincmar of Rheims, II. 222, 272, 856.

416. 428.

Hincmar of Laon, II. 284.

Hindoos, 1. 74.

Hippo (Synod ^f), I. 724.

Hippolytus, I. 353.

Hirschau (Congr. of), II. 173, 362, 420.

Uirscher, IlL 891.

History (importance, division, and ex-

position of), I. 5 sq.

Hock, 11.421. III. 900.

Hofbauer, III. 755.

Hogstraaten, II. 1010, III. 16.

Hohenstaufen, II. 547 sq.

Holbein, II. 1055, III. 433.

Holden (H.). 111.444.
Holland, 111. 284 sq., 738 sq., 845.

Holy Ghost (Descent of the), I. 167 sq.

Holy Ghost (Cath. doctrine on the), I.

868, 11.45:!; controversv on, 1.550
.sq.. II. 452.

Holy Scriptures ; relation of the Holy
Scriptures to tradition, I. 362.

Holy Scriptures ; interpretation of the,

1.^362, 508, 111. 344.

Holy Scriptures ; translations of the..

See Traitslaiioiis.

Holy Seasons. See Seasons.

Holzhauser, Bartholomew, III. 372.

Homage, II. 839. 514, 587.

Homerites, I. 504.

Homes for the Aged, II. 641.

Homiliarium, II. 160, 367, 402.

Honorius I.. Pope, I. 633 sq.

Hoiiorius II., Pope, II. 331. 539.

Honorius 111., Pope, II. 587, 710.

Honorius IV., Pope, II. 609.

Honorius, Emperor, I. 487, 582.

Hontheim, I. 51, 111. 543.

Hormisdas, I. 614.

Hortig, 1. 52.

Hosius (of Cordova), I. 523, 539.

Hosius (Stanislaus), III. 169, 181, 350,.

413.

Hospices, free, for strangers, II. 641.

Hospitalers, II. 702.

Hospitals, II. 641.

Hospitia Scotorum, II. 384.
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Hottins^er (Henry), I. OO.

Hroswrtha, xl. 422, 1000.

Hucsca (Synod of), I. (J82.

Hiiet, Bp. of Avranches, III. 518.

Huo;, I. -±73 mote 1), III. 892.

Hu^h Capet, II. 309.

Hill;:!! a St. Caro, IT. 785.

Hu-h, Monk of Fleury, II. 534.

Hu!j;li Grotius, III. kSee Orotius.
Plu-h of Sens, II. 757.

Iluuh of Si. Victor, II. 758. 7G3, 785.

Huguenots in France, III. 272, note 2.

Humanists, II. 1005, III. 16.

llumljert of Roinon, II. 1035.
Hume. III. 526.

Humiliati, or the Humbled, II. 699.

Hunerich, I. 505, II. 28.

Hungary (Christianity in), II. 250.

Hungary ( I'rotestantism in), III. 172.

Hungary (National Council of), III.

755.

Huns, II. 31.

Huss (John), II. 953 sq. ; his death, II.

902 ; there was no violation of safe-

conduct in his regard, 11. 963.

Hussites, TI. 967, III. 25, 164.

Hussites (the Four Articles of the), II.

970.

Hutten (Ulrich), II. 1011, III. 29.

Hutter (Leonard), III. 324.

Hy ( Monastery on the island of), II. 59.

Hydroparastatae, I. 329.

Hyginus, Bp. of (Cordova, I. 756.

Hymenaeus, I. 205. •

Hymn-books, German, II. 1037, III.422.

Hymns of the Church, I. 210, 439, 695,

II. 1032.

Hypatia, I. 487, 492.

Hypsistarians, I. 764, note 2.

I.

Ibas of Edessa, I. 604, 607, 622.

Iberia. See Georgia., I. 502.

Iceland (Conversion of), 11.234; Pro
testant. III. 191.

Ichthyophagi, II. 191.

Iconium (Synod of), I. 421.

Iconoclasts, II. 210.

Idolatry, forbidden, I. 484, II. 166.

Ignatiu's of yVntioch, I. 232 sq., 390, 401
'(note 2), 405, 437.

Ignatius, I'atr. of Constantinople, II.

450, 457.

Ignatius of Loyola, III. 374.

Ildephonse, Archbishop of Toledo, II.

26, 169.

Illuminati (Order of the). III. 557.

Images, I. 449, 691, II. 1048 sq.

Images (Controversy on), in the East,

II. 206; in the Frankish Empire,
II. 218.

Immunities of Clergy, II. 135, 356, 641.

ImperUun mundi of the Emperor of the
We.st, II. 150.

Imposition of liands, I. 197, 207, 420.

Impostores, tres, II. 594, note 1.

Ina, King, II. 80.

Incarnation (Heresy on the dogma of

the), I. 592 sq., 604 sq., 611.

Incense burnt at the a!tar, I. 713.

Independents, III. 222.

India (Hither), I. 74, 503, III. 926;
(Farther), Til, 928.

Indians. See HhvhtoH.
Indifterentism, I. 638, III. 868, 1015.

Indigent (Hospitals for the), II. 641.

Indigent (Schools for the), II. 39.

Indulgences, I. 429, 733, TI. 410, 797,

1006, III. 11, 20, 356, 575.

Indulgences for the faithful departed,

IT. '"799.

Infallibility, papal, III. 821.

Infant-asj'luras, IT. 641.

Infralapsarii. III. 326.

Ingolstadt, III. 383.

Innocent I., Pope, 1.559, 580.

Innocent IT., Pope, IT. 539, 686.

Innocent III., Pope, II. 574. 648, 665.

Innocent TV., Pope, IT. 595, 807.

Innocent V., Pope, IT. 607.

Innocent VI., Pope, II. 832.

Innocent VII., Pope, IT. 851.

Innocent VIII., Pope, II. 905.

Innocent IX.. Pope, ITT. 364.

Innocent X., Pope, III. 367, 478.

Innocent XL, Pope, III. 483.

Innocent XIL, Pope, ITT. 484.

Innocent XITL, Pope, TIL 486.

Inquisition, Ecclesiastical IT. 671, 979,

Inquisition, Spanish, II. 984.

Inquisitores haereticae pravitatis, II.

981 (note 1), III. 575.

Inscriptions, I. 25, note 5.

Inscription of Autun, I. 436.

Inspiration, I. 508, 565, TIL 418.

Interdict, IT. 368, 408, 518, 796.

Intciiim of llatisbon, TIT. 114.

Interim ->f Augsburg, ITT. 136.

Interim of Leipsig, TIL 137.

Introitus, I. 711.

Investitures (Controversy on), IT. 487,

519, 526; works on this subject, TL
481 (note 1), 524 (note 2).

lona (island of), TI. 59.

Irenaeus (St.) Bp. of Lyons, I. 243,

363, 405, 410, 437.

Irene (Empre.'^s), IT. 214.

Ireland (Conversion of), II. 51. 383.

Ireland (Island of Saints), II. 57.
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Ireland (Attempts to Protestantize)

in. 2:!.-3 sq.

Ireland remains Catholic, III. 736.

Ireland (her present situation), III.

858 sq.

Irvingites, III. 1006.

IsenbRdil, III. 536.

Isidore (St.) of Pelusium, 1.601.

Isidore (St.), Archbishop of Seville, I.

683. II. 26, 162, 168, 269.

Isidore (Pseudo;, II. 268.

Islam, II. 197.

Isochristoi. I. 622.

Israelites (the), I. 100 sq.

Issrriims, lip. II. 55.

Itala, 1. 509.

Italy, II. 374.

Ithacius of Ossonuba I. 756.

Ivo or Yves of Chartres, il. 530, 1034.

Jaballah, I. 503.

Jablonski, I. 60.

Jacobellus, II. 967.

Jacobi, III. 970.

Jacobites, I. 632.

Jacopona, author of the Stabat Matei\
II. 1032.

Ja<i;c»llo, 11.1059.
Jiiger, I. 48.

Jahn. III. 892.

Jamblic'us, I. 489.

James the Elder, beheaded, I. 175.

James the Younger, soti of Alpheus,
brother of the Lord, first Bishop of

Jerusalem, I. 183.

James Haradai. See Baradai.

James de'Laderchi, I. 45.

James de Voragine, II. 793.

James Zanzalus, I. 632.

Jansenius (Cornelius), Bp. of Ghent,
III. 419.

Jansenius (Cornelius), Bp. of Ypres,
and author of the '^AugusUnus" III.

428, 501 sq.

Japan, III. 404, 932.

Jareke, III. 864, 887.

Jeremiah II., Patriarch of Constanti-
nople, III. 464.

Jerome (St.), I. 486, 549, 567, 580, 654,

673, 760, 11.23, 41.

Jerome of Prague, II. 965.

Jerusalem (destruction of), I. 190; an
event most important for the success

and spread of the Christian Church,
I. 101.

Jerusalem (Council of), I. 206.

Jerusalem (audacious but vain efforts

of the Emperor Julian to rebuild the

temple of), I. 481.

Jerusalem conquered by Chosroes II.,

I. 501.

Jerusalem conquered by Saladin, II.

570.

Jerusalem (Synod of), I. 580.

Jerusalem (l)ignitv of the Patriarch
in the Church of), I. 667. III. 792.

Jesuats (Order of), II. 1022.

Jesuits; foundation of the Oi'der of J.,

its constitution and object, III. 375
sq.; they can not be commanded to

commit a sin, III. 378, note 2; their

labors. III. 169, 173,381 .sq., 428 sq.;

sup})ression. III. 562 sq. ; and re-

storation of the Jesuits, III. 683;
Jesuit Colleges in .America, III. 685.

Jesus Christ, 1. 138 sq., 148 sq.

Jews (religious and political history of
the), I. 100 sq.; they obtain privi-

leges from Julian the Apostate, I.

481.

.Jews (convoi'sion of), II. 1061.

Jews (persecution of), II. 1015, 1060.

Jezdedsherd, I. 500.

Joachim of Floris, II. 678, 722.

Joachim I. of IJrandenburg, Catholic,

III. 84.

Joachim II., Protestant, III. 112.

Joane, pretended female Pope, 11.266.

Joasaph II., Patr. of Constantinople,
II. 934.

Johannites, II. 702.

John (St.), Baptist, I. 144.

John (St.), his feast, I. 704.

John (St., the Evangeli-st), I. 184, 189,

226.

John I., Pope, II. 34.

John II., Pope, I. 618.

John IV., Pope, I. 636.

John VIII., Pope, II. 286, 459.

John IX., Pope, II. 242, 293.

John X., Pope, II. 294.

John XL, Pope, II. 296.

John XII., Pope, II. 298 sq.

John XIIL, Pope, II. 244, 306.

John XIV., Pope, II. 308.

John XV., Pope, II. 308.

John XVI., Pope, II. 310.

John XVII., Pope, II. 313.

John XIX., Pope, II. 316.

John XXL, Pope, II. 607.

John XXIL, Pope, 11.829.
.John XXIII., Pope. 11.857.
John III., King of Sweden, III. 180.

John of Antioch, I. 603.

John of Avila, III. 424.

John Braske, Bp. of Linkoping, III.

177.

John Buridan, II. 989.

John Capistrano, II. 1036.
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John Cassian, I. 586.

'

John Columbino, II. 1023.

John, Constant (the), III. 70.

John, Cross (of the), III. 393.

John Damascene, I. 644, II. 210, 432,

760.

John, Falkenberg (of), II. 871.

John, Fatiter (the), I. 666, 675.

John of Fidanza, II. 768.

John Frederic, the Magnanimous, III.

121.

John of St. Giles, II. 720.

John of Gishala. I. 192.

John van Goch. II. 974.

John of God, III. 397.

John the Grammarian, II. 216.

John Gualbert, II. 364.

John of Janduii, II. 831.

John of Jerusalem, I. 573.

John, Knights of St. John, II. 702.

John of Leyden, III. 117.

John, Archbp. of Lyons, II. 530.

John Magnus Gothus, III. 177.

John de Matha, II. 608.

John of Mecklenburg, II. 246.

John the Monk, II. 626.

John of Monte C'orvino, II. 807.

John of Oliva, II. 723.

John, lip. of Pavia, II. 289.

John Pliiloponus, I. 616.

John Polemar, II. 875.

John of Kagusa, II. 875.

Jchn, Archbp. of Ravenna, II. 280,

375.

John of Salisbury, II. 761.

John the Scholastic, I. 682.

John, Archbp. of '1 aranto, II. 882.

John Tolomei, II. 1022.

John of Tritenheini, I. 42.

John Turrecremata, II. 891.

John of Vicenza, II. 1034.

Jonas, Bp. of Orleans, 11. 222.

Jordan, Bp. of Posen, II. 247.

Jornandes, II. 168.

Josaphat II. of Constantinople, II.

932.

Joseph II., III. 493, 544, 545, 620.

Joseph of Arimathea, I. 161.

Journalism (Catholic) in North Amer-
ica, III. 949.

Journalism (Catholic) in Belgium, III.

844.

Journalif-m (Catholic) in England,
III. 855.

Journalism (Catholic) in France, III.

842.

Journalism (Catholic) in Germany,
III. 897.

Journalism (Catholic) in Holland,
III. 846.

Journalism (Catholic) in Italy, III.

790.

Journalism (Catholic) in Portugal,

III. 831.

Journalism (Catholic) in Spain, III.

833.

Jovian (Emperor), I. 403.

Jovinian (Monk), I. 759.

Jubilee (year of), II. 797.

Judaizing (Chi-istians), I. 216.

Judas Maccabeus, II. 113.

Judas the Apostle, I. 154.

Jiulicaium of Pope Vigilius, I. 624.

Julian the Apostate, I. 476.

Julian of Eclanum, I. 582.'

Julian of Ilalicarrflassus, I. 615.

Julian ists, I. 515.

Julin (See of), II. See Wollin.

Julius I., Pope, I. 675.

Julius II., Pope, II. 915.

Julius III., Pope, III. 346.

Jurii. dominicalia, II. 643.

Jurisdiction of the Clergy, I. 465, II.

356.

Jus canonicum, II. 638, 844:

Jus circa sacra, I. 661, note 3.

Jus Primarum precum, II. 640.

Jus spolii et regalium, II. 355, 640,

651.

Jus stolae, II. 354.

Justin (St.), Martyr, I. 267, 294, 455.

Justin I., Emperor, I. 614.

Justin II., Emperor, I. 631.

Justinian I., Emperor, I. 489, 617, 689,

II. 34.

Justinian II., Emperor, I. 763, II.

140.

Justiniani, Expounder of the Holy
Scriptures, III. 422.

Justus, Archbp. of Canterbury, II. 66.

Juvavia. See Salzburg.

Juvenalis (Patriarch of Jerusalem), I.

611.

Juvencus, Priest, I. 695.

K.

Kai9a/jo/. See Cathari.

Kahnis, III. 987.

Kambula. See Peking.

Kant, III. 966 sq.

Karnkowsky, Archbp. of Gnesen, III.

169, 184.

Kastner, III. 887.

Katerkamp, I. 52.

Kellner, III. 896.

Kenrick, F. P., his works, III. 942.

Kepler, III. 310.

Kerz, I. 51.

Kettler, Godhard von.. III. 172.
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Kiew (Metropolis of), II. 471 ; the

Metropolitans in union with the llo-

nian Ciiurch, II. 471.

Kiew (Council of), II. 471.

Kilian (St.). II. 108.

Kiss of Peace, 1.211, 713, 719.

Kistemaker, III. 893.

Klee , llonry), III. 889 sq., 898.

Klein, I. ;j3.

Kliefoth, III. 987.

Klopstoek, III. G04.

Kliii)fel, III. 552.

Knij^hts ( lielierious Orders of), II.

702 sq.

Kni-hts of the Sword, II. 707, 803.

Kni-hts of St. .John, II. 702.

Knights, Brethren of Prussia, II. 805.

Knights Templars, II. 702.

Knights, i eutonic, II. 705, 1058.

Kni]iperdoHing, III. 117.

Knox (John), III. 229 sq.

Kranach (Luke), III. 30.

Kraus (F. X.), I. 54, 129-132, II. 7 sq.

Kurtz, 1. 58, III. 988.

Labat, III. 529.

Laoonibe, III. 513.

Laoordaire, III. 707, 713,

Lactantius, I. 385.

Lainez, III. 273. 384.

L'aniartine, III. 702.

Lambert of Aschaffenburg (Hersfeld),

1.41.

Lambruschini. III. 698.

Lamennais, III. 702. 707 sq.

Lamorioiere, III. 788.

Lamps, perpetual, I. 690.

Lamy (Bernard), III. 579.

Landulf, II. 37").

Lanfranc, Archbp. of Canterbury, II.

331, 4-_'4, 414.

Lang (:\Iatthew), II. 919.

Lange, I. 698.

Languages, gift of, I. 167, 210.

Laodioea ( Council of), I. 724.

Lapland, 11. 1060.

Lai)si, I. 274.

Lateran Synod, I. 639, II. 536. 542.

Lateran Ecumenical Council, II. 568,

583, 918 sq.

Latin, language and liturgy, II. 401,

1032.

Latitudinarians, III. 330.

Latrocinium. See Ephesns.
Laud, Archbp. of Canterbury, III.

219.

Launoy, I. 46.

Laura, Old and New, I. 752.

Laureacum. See Lorch.
Laval University, IIL 948.

Lawrence (St.), Deacon and Martyr,
I. 276.

Lawrence, 2d Archbp. of Canterbury,
II. 67.

Lawrence Valla, I. 42, II. 1003, 1013.
Lay Abbots, II, 162, 360.

Laymen (7a6i-), 1. 197, 389 ; are allowed
to baptize in case of necessity, I. 418.

Lazarists, III. 397.

Lazi, I. 502.

Lectors, I. 392, 652.712.
Legacies made to the Church, I. 648,

658.

Legates of the Pope, I. 671, II. 633.
Legend, thn Golden, II. 793.

Legends, I. 26.

Legio fulminatrix, I. 267.

T. egio Thebaica, I. 282.

Legislation supported by religion, II.

182 sq, 667 sq.

Leibnitz, III. 540, 594.

Leidrad, Archbp. of Lyons, II. 181.
Leipsig (Disputation of). III. 22 sq.

Leisentritt, III. 422.

Lejay ( Polyglot Bible of), III. 382, 417.
Lelong (Bibliotheca sacra ofj. III. 521.

Lenfant, I. 59.

Leo (St.) I., Pope, I. 606, 675, II. 31,

140,

Leo (St.) II., Pope, I. 642 sq.

Leo (.-t.) IIL, Pope, 11. 139, 147, 254,
255,

Leo ( St.) IV., Pope, II. 265, 413.
Leo VI., Pope. II. 294.

Leo VII., Pope, 11.296.
Leo VIIL, Pope, II. 304.

Leo IX., Pope, II. 321, 327, 374, 444,
446.

Leo X., Pope, II. 920, III. 18, 33.

Leo XL, Pope, III. 365.

Leo XII., Pope, III, 691,

Leo XIII., Pope, III. 1032, 1045.
Leo of Aehrida, II. 463.

Leo, the Armenian. I. 763, II. 216.

Leo, the Isaurian, I. 763, II. 140, 207,

214, 217.

Leo .Judae, III. 93, 310.

Leo, the Pliilosopher, II. 461.

Leontius, monk, I. 620.

Leopold, Duke of Austria, II. 572.
Leopold II., Grand Duke of Tuscany,

III. 536.

Leovigild, II. 26.

Leporius, Priest of Carthage, I. 593.
Leprosoria, II. 641.

Lesley (Norman), III. 229.

Lessius, Jesuit, III. 418.

Lessing, III. 543, 602.
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Leutizes, II. 245.

Leveleis, III. 223.

Levitcs. Deacons, I. 392.

Libaniiis, I. 485, 491.

Libellatici, I. 275.

Liberiiis, Pope. I. 538, 541 sq.

Liberties (Gallican), III. 483, 497.

Libei'tines of Geneva, III. 147.

Libri Carolini, II. 219, III. 306.

J^iciniiis, I. 467.

Liebermann, III. 887.

Liege (Sobool of), II. 373, 422.

Life, religious, social, and moral of the

Christians, I. 207, 454, 739. II. 153,

790, 1014.

Life, the whole of a Christian a feast.

See Fc/ist.

"Liga sancta," or "Holy Alliance of

Narnbcrg," IIL 112.

Liguori (St. Alphonsus), III. 531 sq.

Lincoln (See of), I. 253.

Lindisfarne, II. 75.

Lingard (John\ II. 50, III. 191, 731.

Lingerides (Claude and John de). III.

423. 424.

Linkoping (See of), II. 231.

Lissa (General Synod of the Lutherans
and Calvinists), III. 561.

Litanies, III. 573.

Literature (the most modern Catholic)

in Germany, III. 886 sq.

Literature (Catholic) in England, III.

731.

LUtcrae formafae et communicatoriac,

I. 391, 397, 407.

Lithuania, II. 1058.

Liturgy of the apostolical constitu-

tions, I. 439.

Liturgy of Jerusalem, Alexandria,

Constantinople, etc., I. 710 sq. ; the

Western, Rome, Milan, I. 711, II.

402; the Gallican, 11.403; the Mo-
zarabic, II. 402; the Slavic, II. 241,

244.

Liturgy of Cranmer, III. 203.

Liturgy of John III., King of Sweden,
II. 182.

Livonia (Conversion of), II. 802.

Livonia passes over to Protestantism,

III. 172.

Locherer, I. 52.

Locke (empiricism of). III. 524, 594.

Aoyof, I. 228, 543.

Aoyog evSidSerog, I. 365, and
Adyog TrpoipoptKdc, I. 366.

Aoj'of aTrtp/uariKog, I. 376.

Lollhards, II. 725.

Lombards, II. 35 sq.

Lombard (Peter), II. 736, 755.

London (See of), I. 253, II. 67.

London (Council of), II. 381.

Loos (Cornelius), II. 984, III. 440.

Lorch (Metrop. Church of), I. 251, 11.

106, 240, 372.

Loreto, II. 1031.

Lothaire I , II. 256, 275.

Lolhaire II., II. 258, 539.

Louis the Bavarian, II. 830.

Louis the Child, II. 291.

Louis the German, II. 264, 286.

Louis VII., King of France, II. 543.

Louis IX. (St.), King of France, II.

600, 619.

Louis XII , King of France, II. 911.

Louis XIII., King of France, III. 282.

Louis XIV., King of France. III. 283,

483, 517.

Louis XV., King of France, III. 630.

Louis XVI., King of France, III. 631.

Louis XVIIL, King of France, III,

699.

Louis the Mild. II. 254, 366.

Louis Philip of France, III. 706 sq.

Louis, King of Bavaria, III. 759.

Louis of Granada, III. 424.

Love-feasts. See Agapae.
Luca Signorelli, II. 1052.

Lucian of Samosata, I. 289, 440.

Lucian, priest of Antioch, I. 519, 565.

Lucidus. a priest of Gaul, I. 589.

Lucifer of Cagliari (Calaris), I. 538,

541.

Luciferians, I. 545.

Lucilla. I. 513.

Lucius II., Pope, II. 541.

Lucius III., Pope, II. 570.

Liicke, interpreter of the Bible, III.

977.

Ludger (St.), Bp. of Mun.ster, II. 123.

Ludmilla. II. 243.

Lugo, S. J., Cardinal, great theologian,

III. 537.

Luitpold, Archbp. of Mentz, II. 425.

Luitprand, I. 40, II. 423.

Luke (St.), the Evangelist, I. 176.

Luke della Eobbia, II. 1049.

Lulliis, Archbp. of Mentz, II. 115.

Lull us Pvaymundus, 11. 783, 807.

Lumper, I. 137.

Luneville (peace of). III. 654.

Lund (See of), II. 230.

Lupoid of Bebenberg, II. 832.

Lupus (St.), Abbot of Ferrieres, II.

428.

Lupus (St.), Bp. of Troyes, II. 31, 32.

Luther, III. 8 sq. ; condemned. III.

35 ; his lax system. III. 27-; his mar-
riage, III. 67; his translation of the

Bible, III. 93; his catechism, III.

71 ; his principles on matrimony,.
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III. t)9; his principles on faith. III.

77; hi.s opinion i)n certain books of
Holy Writ. III. 39, note; on the

Fathers of the Church, III. 107,

note; his fatal tendencies, ill. oti,

81 sq., 129, I'M); his system of exe-

gesis, III. I'i9, note 8; his death,

III. 128
;
judirment on him, III. 132.

Lutherans, ill."" 320.

Lutheran controversies, HI. 315 sq.

Luxeuil, II. 102.

Lyons (Councils of), I. 590, II.596,;604.

M.

Mubillon, I. 4G.

Macarius, the Elder and Younger, I.

752.

Macedonians, I. 549, 593.

Macedonius, Bp. of Constantinople, I.

549.

Macchiavolli, II. 1004.

MacClo-key ( Jolm), first North Amer-
ican Cardinal, III. 793.

Mack (discharge of), III. 777.

Macon (Council of|, I. 698, 702..

3Iacra (Saint), Synod of, II. 340.

Maestricht (See of), II. 108, 370.

ilagdeburg Metropolitan See of). 245.

Magi. I. 81, 499.

Magna Charta libertatum, II. 581.

.\hm:nentius, 1. 474.

Magyars. II. 250.

Mahi)nnncd, II. 191 sq.

Mai .Cardinal). III. 698.

.Maid of Orleans. II. 1018.

Maistre (de). III. 702.

Major (George), III. 316.

ilajorinus, I. 513.

Malcliion, Priest. I. 351.

Maldonatus (interpreter of the Bible),

lir. 416, 421.

Malebranche. III. 519.

-Mamachi. I. 49. III. 535.

Mamertus, Archbp. of Vienne, I. 695,

700.

Mamertus, Priest. See Claudiaims.
Manetti, II. 1009.

Manharters, III. 910.

Manichaeism, I. 336, 364.

Manichaeism, severe measures em-
ployed by the Emperors against it,

I. 341.

Manning (J. H.. Cardinal), III. 857.

Mannon, II. 420.

Mansi, I. 49. 724, note 1. III. 535.

Mantegna, Andrea, II. 1054.

Mantua (Council of), II. 331.

Manu (laws of). 1. 74.

Manual labor of Monks. I. 750.

VOL. Ill—68

I Manumissio per testamentum, II. 643.
Manutius ^Paul;, III. 416.

Marat, HI. 642 sq.

.Marca ( Peter de), I. 46.

.Marcellusof Ancyra, I. 524, 531, ")(J0.

Marceilus II., Pope, III. 348.

-Marcia, I. 268.

Marcianus, I. 607.

Marcianus of Aries, I. 411.

-Marcion, I. 329.

Marcionites, do not ob.serve the dis-

cipline of the secret, I. 436.

Marcus .\urerms, I. 266.

Mardonius. I. 477.

Maret, 111. 828.

Marheineke. III. 971, 1016.
Mariana, III. 383, 396.

Marinus II., or •• Martin III.," Pope,
II. 296.

Maris the Persian, I. 604.

Marius .Mercator, I. 573. note 1.

Mark (St.) the Evangelist, I. 184, 239.
:Mark. John, I. 176.

Maronites, I. 643. II. 945, III. 474.
Marsilius Ficinus. II. 1004.

Marsiliusof Padua. 11.831.
Martene I. 46.

Martin I., Pope, I. 639.

Martin IV., Pope. II. 608.

Martin V.. Pope, II. 868.

Martin (St.) of Tours, I. 757, II. 41,
396.

Martin of Dunin. See Duidti.

Martini, Archbp. of Florence, HI. 535.

Martyrs and Martyrdom, 1. 299.

Martyrs, veneration of, I. 302, 454.

Murulhas, Bp. of Tagrit in ^lesopota-

mia. I. 500.

Mary (the Blessed Virgin), I. 141. 184.

Mary, Immaculate Conception of, and
controversy on the same, II. ^m^
1030.

Mar)', feast of the Nativity of, II. 395.

Mary, cultus or veneration of, II. 397.

Mary, days dedicated to her honor, I.

702, II.' 399.

^lary. Queen of England, III. 206.

Mary Stuart. Queen of Scotland. III.

213, 232.

Mary, Brothers of. III. 945.

Masius (Andrew), III. 419.

Mass, Sa(«rifice of the, I. 439, 668, 1 1

1

5(), 350.

Masses said for the souls of the faith-

ful departed, 1. 720.

Masaccio, II. 1051.

Massacre of the Irish. III. 252.

Ma.ssalians, 1. 758.

Massilians, I. 586.

Massillon, III. 522.
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Maternus, first Bp. of Cologne, I.

251.

Maternus Firmicus, I. 495.

Mathilda (Countess), II. 492.

Mathilda, her donatinn, II. 512.

Matliilda, Queen of England, II. 492.

Malhurins. ISec Trinitarians.

Matrimonv. Sacrament of, I. 208, 450,

735.

Matrimony, it is declared to be indis-

soluble, L 208, 452, 736.

Matrimony, subject to sacerdotal bless-

ing, I. 451, 735.

Matrimony forbidden with pagans, I.

451, 736.

Matrimony forbidden with heretics, I.

73(3.

Matrimony forbidden with blood rela-

tions to the seventh degree, I. 737,

II. 400; this prohibition i-estricted

to the fourth degree, II. 400.

Matteo de' Hassi. fll, 386.

Matthew (St.). Apostle, I. 183.

Matthew Lang, Bp. of Gurk, II. 919.

Matthew of Paris, I. 41.

Matthew (Father), III. 738.

Matthias, Ap(istle, I. 167, 184.

Matthiesen, III. 117.

Maur, ^Congr. of St.), ill. 520.

Maurice (St.) of the 'fhebaean Legion,

I. 282.

Maurice of Saxony, III. 134, 137.

Maurus (St. i. di.«ciple of St. Benedict,

II. 45.

Maunis, Bp. of Bari, I. 241.

Maximilian I., Emperor, III. 7 sq.

Maximilian of Bavaria, III. 448.

Maximilian of Mexico, III. 954.

Maximiila, I. 344.

Maximus the Neo-Platonist, I. 477.

Maxirnus the Emperor, I. 757.

Maximus the Abl)ot, I. 636.

Mazarin. III. 480.

Meehitarists. III. 473.

Mecklenburg (See of), II. 245.

Medina' (Bartholomew of). III. 417.

Meinwerk, II. 373.

Meinwerk, his School, II. 424.

Meissen (See of i, 11. 245.

Melanchthon, III. 24, 47, 53, 76 sq.,

109. 319.

Melania, (. 556.

Melbourne, III. 963.

Melchisedecliians, I. 350.

Meietius of Lycopolis (Schism of), I.

432 ; its extinction, I. 526.

Meletian Schism at Antioch, I. 546.

Meietius of Mopsuestia, I. 602.

Meietius of Sebaste, I. 547.

Melito, Apologist, I. 294.

Mellitus, Archbp. of Canterbury, II.

66.

Memnon. Bp. of Ephesus, 1.599.
Menander, I. 223.

^Mendicant Orders, II. 707 sq.

Mendicant Orders ; opposition against
them, II. 719.

Meng-tse, I. 72.

Mennas, Patr. of Constantinople, 1.619.

Mennonites, III. 331.

Menochius, Interpreter of Holy Writ,
III. 421.

Mensuriiis, Bp. of Carthage, I. 512.

]\Ientana, JIL 789.

Mcntz (Metropolitan See of), II. 108.

Mentz (Councils of), II. 161. 332, 426.

Mercier, III. 648.

Merseburg (See of), II. 245, 370.

Mersennus, III. 420.

Mesopotamia (Theol. School of), I. 653.

Mctempsj'^chosis, I. 76, 84.

Methodists, III. 610.

Methodius, Bp. of Tyre, I. 556.

Methodius, Bp. of Pannonia and Mo-
ravia, II. 240.

Metropolitan (the three great sees), I.

407, 663.

Metropolitan (force of the—organiza-

tion), I. 406, 663, II. 136, 348.

Metropolitans, I. 406.

Metropolitans (jurisdiction of), 11.348.

Metropolitans ;
oath of lidolity taken

by them to the Pope, II. 633.

Metz (See of), II. 108.

Metz (Council of), II. 361.

Mexico. III. 952 sq.

Mezzofanti, Cardinal, III. 698.

Michael (Feast of St.), I. 705, II. 395.

IMichael Cerularius, II. 463.

Michael of Cesena, II. 1020.

Michael III., Emperor, II. 449.

Michael Palaeologus. II. 814.

Michael the Stammerer, II. 217.

Michaelis (David), III. 599.

Michael Angelo, II. 1052.

Michelis, I. 132, III. 894, 901.

Michl, I. 51.

Mieczyslaus, II. 247.

Middle Ages (general character of),

II. 1.

Middle Ages (peculiar character of the

M. A., from a religious point of

view), II. 125-

Migne, II. 414, IIL 713.

Mitan ; edict of toleration, granting

full liberty to the Christians, pro-

mulgated there, I. 285.

]\Iilan (Councils of), I. 538, 561.

Mileve (Council of), I. 581.

Milites Christi. See Donatlsts.
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Milner, Apost. Vicar in England, III.

731.

Milnor. Church Historian, I. 61.

Miltiadfs, Apologist, I. 294.

Miltit/> (Charles of), III. 20.

Miiidc-n (See of), 11. 124, 370.

Minims, II. 1024.

Minnesaenger, II. 787, 794.

Minorites. See Franciscans.

Minutius (Felix^, Apologist, I. 296.

Miracles (gift of), I. 210, 257, II. 124

;

faith in, II. 791, note.

Missa, I. 711.

Missa Catechumenorum, I. 439, 711.

Missa Fidelium, I.'71o.

Missa Marcelli, 111. 436.

Missa privata, II. 401.

Missa pro defunctis, I. 720, 739.

Missa praesanctilicatoruui, I. 721.

Missa Votiva, I. 720.

Missal. III. 356.

Missi dominici, II. 129.

Missions, modern, III. 397, 401,532,921.

Missions, Institutes and Congregations
for. III. 397, 531, 922 sq. ; in Amer-
ica, III. 944.

Missions, Protestant, III. 616, 1007.

Miter. I. 693.

Modestus, Apostle of the Carinthians,

II. 239.

Mohammed, II. 192.

Mohler (John Adam), 'ill. 865, 890,

895.

Molanus (Abbot), III. 539.

Molina (Louis), ill. 426 sq.

Molinos (Michael), 111. 511.

Monarchia ecclesiastica Siciliae, II.

328. 516.

Monarchians, I. 348.

Monks and Monasticism, I. 453, II.

161, 681 sq. ; origin, aim, and scope

of monastic life, I. 744 ; monks orig-

inally all laymen, 1. 753 ; congrega-
tions of monks erected in the East

by Pachomius, Ammonius, and Hi-

larion, I. 752 ; in the West by Mar-
tin of Tours and Benedict of Nursia,

II. 40 sq. ; religious reformation by
iSt. Benedict of Aniane, II. 360.

Monastic Congregations and Orders,

II. 300 sq., 681 sq., 728, 1019, 1022,

III. 386 sq., 530 sq., 836.

Mongols, II. 807.

Mongus (Peter), I. 613.

Monica (St.), I. 576.

Monophysites, I. 611, 631.

Monothelites, I. 633 sq.

Monstrance, II. 1027.

Montalembert. II. 8, 786, III. 707, 835,

845.

Montanus and Montanists, I. 342.

Monte Cassino, II. 43, 363.

Montesquieu, III. 527.

Montfaucon, 1. 46.

Montholon, III. 681. note 2.

Montpcilier (Council of), II. 667.

Moore (Thomas), III. 732.

More (Sir Thomas, Chancellor), II.

1007, III. 199.

Moral theology, II. 258 ; III. 316, 519,

891.

Moravia (Conversion of), II. 240.

Moravian Brethren, II. 971, III. 164,

60U, 1008.

Morlin, III. 319.

Mormons, III. 1004.

Moses, 1. 103 .sq.

Moses of Chorene, I. 502.

Mosheim, I. 55.

Mozarabians, II. 112.

Mozarabic liturgy, II. 402 sq., 1028.

Miililberg (battle of), III. 135.

Miilier (Adam), 111. 971.

Miiller (Uenry), III. 312.

Miiiler (.Julius), III. 271.

Miinscher, I. 60.

Miinster (See of), II. 123, 370.

Miinzer (Thomas), III. 57.

]\Iuratori. I. 49
; III. 534.

Muret, on St. Bartholomew's day, III.

278, note *.

Murner (Thomas, .satirist), III. 30,

note 2.

Music (religious). I. 694, II. 1055, III.

435, 881.
^

]\Iyconius, III. 98.

Mysteries of Paganism, I. 63, 86.

Mysticism, II. 737, 747, 762, 993, III.

312; false mysticism, III. 511.

N.

[Nakatenus, Jesuit, III. 554.

Name, (Christian in), I. 498.

Names (change of names at papal elec-

tions. First instance of the kind),

II. 298.

Nantes (Edict of). III. 281 ; its revo-

cation, III. 283.

Naof, I. 689.

Napoleon Bonaparte, III. 654, 668.

Napoleon III., III. 834 sq.

'Sdp^r/^, I. 689.

N as (John), 111.413.
Natalis, Alexander, I. 46, III. 519.

Natalis, Bp. of the Antitrinitarians, I.

350.

Natalitia Apostolorum, I. 704.

Natalitia Martyrum, I. 302, 456.

National (Council of Paris), III, 670.
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^Tativity (Feast of the), 1.447, 702.

Nativity, (Ihronological fixing of the

year of the N. of Clirist. I. 139 sq.

Nauinburg (See of), II. 245.

Naxos, III. 928.

Jsazarenesj, I. 218.

iS^eaiider. I. 50, 476. 047. note, II. 488,

502. 7o2, III. 979.

I^ec'tariiis, Patr. of Constantinople, I.

549, 731.

Nolried of Narbonne, II. 181.

Neo-Caesarea (Council of), I. 403.

Neo-Evarii^elioals. or Pietists, III. 986.

ISeoPlatonism. I. 291, 381, 475, 492.

Neo-Pvthagoreans. I. 290.

Neri (St. Philip), 111. 389, 437.

Nero, Emperor, 1. 179.

Nerva, Emperor, I. 189.

Nestor, Historian of the Russian
Church, II. 472.

Nestorius, I. 592.

Nestorians, I. 592, III. 474.

Ne«torians in China, I. 503.

Nelherhmds (Protestantism in the),

III. 284.

Netherlands (the Catholic Church in

the), III. 738, 843 sq.

Newman, III. 848 sq.

Nice (Councils of), I. 446, 523, II. 214.

Nieephorus Callisti. I. 43.

Nieetas Choniates, II. 810.

Nicolaitanes, I. 224.

Nioolai's German Library, III. 557.

Nicholas I., Pope, II. 275, 469.

Nicholas II., Pope, II. 325.

^'icholasIII., Pope, 11.607.

Nicholas IV., Pope, II. 610, 807.

Nicholas V., Pope, II. 834, 895. 924,

971.

Nicholas de Clemangis, II. 849, 879,

992, 1019.

Nicholas of Cusa, II. 878, 886, 894,

900, 923, 929. 931.

Nicholas of Fliie, II. 1016.

Nicholas de Lyra, II. 1008.

Nicholas of Methone, II. 810.

Nicholas of Monte Corvino, II. 807.

Nicholas of Myra, II. 472.

Nicholas of Pisa, II. 1049.

Nicole, III. 416, 501.

Nidaros. See Drontheim.
Nihus (Bartholomew), 111.323, 445.

Ninian, British Bp., II. 58.

Niobes, Stephen, I. 616.

Nisibis (Theol. School of), I. 653.

Nobles generally chosen canons, II.

646.

Noetus, I. 353.

Nogaret (William de), II. 621, 627.

Nominal Catholics, I. 498, III. 881.

Nominalism, II. 742, 990.

Nomocanon, I. 683.

Nonantula (Placidus of), II. 531.

Nonantula (Monastery of), 11. 375.

N(.)n-C(mformists, III. 212.

Nun n us. Monk, 1. 602.

Norhert (St. Norbert founder of the
Premonstratensians), II. 692.

Nbrbertines. See Prenionsfrnten.siaiis.

Moris, Cardinal, I. 49, 628, note 2, III.

534.

Normans, II. 233, 322, 327 sq., 484,

506.

Northumbria, conversion of, II. 69.

Norway (conversion of), II. 231-.-

Norway turns Protestant, III. 191.

Notaries, I. 651.

Notker of St. Gall. II. 371, 421.

Notker Labeo, II. 421.

Notker. Bp. of Liege, II. 373.

Notker Physicus, II. 421.

Nourry (Nicholas le), I. 46.

Novatian at Rome, I. 387, 431.

Novatus at Carthage, I. 430.

Number, total, of Christians, III.

1023.

Nunciatures, I. 671, III. 369, 542, 548.

Nuns, I. 754.

Nunneries, I. 754. II. 360.

Nurnberg. (Assembly of Princes at),

II. 577 •, diet of, III. 44, 50.

U.

Oberthur, III. 550, 888.

Oblates (Congr. of). III. 389.

Oblations or Offerings, I. 398, 713.

Obotrites, II. 245.

Obstacles opposed to the Propagation
of Christianity, I. 257, 498.

Occam (William), II. 831, 838, 989,

1020.

O'Connell, III. 726.

Odensee (See of), II. 229.

(Meric Raynaldus, I. 45.

Oderic Vital, I. 41.

Odilo and Odo, Abbots of Clugny, II.

362. •

Odoacer, II. 33.

Oecolampadius III. 95 sq., 105, 310.

Oecumenius, Bp. of Tricca, II. 466.

Offertory, I. 713.

Officials, Episcopal, II. 647.

Offieium, B. M. V., II. 399.

Otficium. Gregorii VII., III. 488.

Offroy de la Mettrie (Julian), III. 528.

Olahi (Nicholas), Archbp. of Gran,,

III. 173.

Olaf (the Fat), II. 226.

Olaf Trygvesen, II. 232, 235.
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Olftf i\St.), II. 232.

Olaf, Skotkoiiuiig II. 230.

Oldenburg (Sec i.f), 11. 245.

Olec. II. 470.

Olga, II. 470.

Olier, III. 424, 942.

Oliva, II. 804.

Olivetan (Pet.-r). III. 144.

Olivctaas. II. 1022.

Olmiitz (See (if), II. 248.

Olshaiisen, III. U77.

Omev ^.St.). II. 109.

'Oik'/iu, I. 712.

Ommiades, II. 203.

'Ono'oloior, I. 589.

'Ofiooi nine, 1. 351, 3GG, 525, 539.

Ophites,!. 310.

Optatus of Milf've. I. 511, 513, 516.

Orange (Council of), 1.-588.

Orariinn. I. 09:;.

Orat<»r!ans, Italian, French, and En-
glish, 111. 389, 735.

Oratorio; origin of thi.s name, III. 437.

Ordeals, II. l.-)5.

Orders, religious. See Moimsticism.
Orders, mendicant, II. 707; their in-

fluence. II. 719; and opposition
raised against them, 719.

Orders, military and religious, II. 700;
in Prussia, \1. 805.

Ordination, I. 199.

Ordination of bishops, I. 396, 734.

Ordinationes absolutae, II. 159.

Ordo d(! redeniptionc captivonun. See
Trinitarians.

Ordo B, Mariae de Mercede. See
Trhiitarianx.

Ordo S. Hrigittae, s. Salvatoris, II.

1024.

Orebites ( Party of Hussites), II. 970.

Organ, I. 697; II. 403, 1055.

Organic (articles), 111.657.
Oriental (nrganization of studies), II.

1008.

Origen, I. 290, 374, 378, 456.

Origenist (Controversy), 1. 554, 620.

Original .Sin (propagation ofj, 1. 572.

Orlando di Lass... Hi. 437.

Orleans ( Councils <.f), 1.682. 698, II. 49.

Ornaments (church), 1. 685, II. 1044 .sq.

Orosius ( Paulus), I. 38, 488, 496, 580.

Orphan A.sylums, 11. 38, 641.

Orphans, llnssite sect, II. 970.
Orsi, Church Historian, 1.49.
Oshor (Svnod of), II. 332
Osiander"'(Lukei, I. 44. III. 318.

Osiandrist (Controversv), III. 157, 318.

OsnabriicU (See of), II! 123.

Ostensoria, 11. 1027.

Ostiarii, I. 393.

Ostrogoths, II. 21, 33.

Oswald (St.), Bp. of Worcester, II.

381.

Otfriod of VVeissenhurg. II. 416.

Othlo, Benedictine of Katisbon, II. 425.
Otho I., Emperor, II. 301, 303, 305 ; his

Diploma, 1 1. 302
Otho II.. Kmperor. II. 307.

Otho J II., Emperor, II. 308.

Otho IV., Emperor, 11. 576.

Otho of Bamberg, 11.801.
Otho of Freisingen, I. 41.

Oham, meaning and use of, I. 366.
Overberg, III. 679, 895.
Oxford (Council of), II. 1026.
Oxford (School of). III. 734, 849.

Pacca, Cardinal. III. 548, 666, 674, 683.
Fachomius, I. 754.

Pack (Othode), III. 72.

Pactum Calixtinum, II. 536.
Paderborn (See of |. II. 123.

Paderborn (School of), II. 373, 424.
Paganism, I. 64, 484; the Gospel an-
nounced to the pagans, I. 174; ob-
stacles put in the way of the Gospel,
I. 257.

Paganism revived by Julian, I. 477;
reappearing in literature, II. 1003.

Pagan us. Pagan ismus, I. 484.
Pagi

( Anthonyj, I. 45.

Pagi (Francis,!. II. 25-5, note.

Painting on glass, II. 1044.

Palestine (Theological School ofj, 1.653.

Palestrina. 111. 435.

Palladiu.s, II. 51.

Pallavicini, 1. 49, III. 34, 81, 132, 340,

351, notes 1 and 2.

Pallium of bishops, I. 693.

Pallium of catechumens, I. 419.

Pallium of metropolitans, I. 693, II,

140.

Pallium, a toga ad pallium, 1. 410.

Pallium ^ metropolitan power attached
to the), U. 343. 633.

Palmieri, II. 1009.

PamphiUi.s, priest, I. -555.

Pantaenus, I. 238. 374.

Pantheism of the pagans. I. 91; and
of the heretics, 11. 418, 654, 672.

Papa, peculiar title of the Bishop of
iiome, I. 675.

Papal (sy.stem), II. 818, 923.

Paphnutius, I. 656.

Papers, Hist, and Polit., IH. 866, and
passim.

Papias, I. 224, 227.

Parabolani, I. 651.
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Parabrahma, I. 76.

Paracelsus, III. 313.

Paraguay (Jesuit Mission in), III. 409.

Paris (ISee of), I. 243; Metropolitan
See, III. 564, note 2.

Paris (Universit}' of), II. 729.

Paris (Council of), II. 221.

Paris (Francis), III. 507.

Parker (Matthew), III. 210.

TlapoiKia, I. 394, 662.

Parochial rights in episcopal cities, II.

354.

TLafMxog, I. 663.

Pascal, III. 501, 518, 565.

Paschal I., Pope, II. 256.

Paschal II., Pope, II. 523.

Paschal III., Pope, II. 560.

Paschal (confession), II. 795 sq.

Paschasius Eadbert, II. 416 sq., 431.

Passagians, II. 657.

Passau (See of), II. 116, 157, 242, 373.

Passau (treaty of). III. 139.

Passionists, III. 945.

Pastoral of Gregory the Great, II. 38.

ILdaxa arai'/juGiuov, I. 443.

Tidaxo- avaaTdatjxov, I. 443.

Patarini (association of the), II. 376.

Patarini (sect of the), II. 376.

Patriarchate (extent of its power), I.

664.

Patriarchate (Roman), I. 665 sq.

Patriarchs, Christian, I. 663 ; deter-

mination of their rights. I. 668.

Patriarchs, Ecumenical, I. 666, II. 464.

Patrician dignity of the Frankish
kings, II. 148.

Patrick (St.), Apostle of Ireland), II.

52 sq.

Patrimony of Peter, II. 142; impor-
tance and necessity of it, II. 821,

note.

Patripassionists, I. 352.

Patronage (right of), I. 663, II. 349.

Paul (St.), Apostle, I. 171 sq. ; his ideas

on the Church, I. 204 ; his journeys,
I. 175 sq.

Paul of Alexandria, I. 631.

Paul of Constantinople, I. 642.

Paul Cortesius, II. 1003.

Paul the Deacon, II. 160, 171.

Paul of Emesa, I. 601.

l^aul of Samosata, I. 350.

Paul of Thebes, 1. 453, 748.

Paul Waniefried, II. 171, 375.

Paul II., Pope, II. 901.

Paul III., Pope, III. 341.

Paul IV., Pope. III. 349.

Paul v., Pope, III. 355.

Paulianists, I. 351 ; the baptism of the
Paulianists declared invalid, I. 424.

Paulician.s, I. 761, II. 473, 667.

Paulinus (St.) of Nola, I. 695.

Paulinus, Patriarch of Aquileia, I.

630, II. 171.

Paulists, 111. 945.

Paulus, Professor of Heidelberg, III.

926.

Pavia (Council of), II. 315, 375, 400.

Peace, kiss of, 1. 211, 713, 719.

Pearson, I. 59.

Peasants (war of the), III. 58.

Pedobaptism, I. 708.

Peking, II. 807.

Pelagianism, I. 573 sq. ; is suppressed
in the East, I. 581 sq.

Pelagius, British Monk, I. 572.

Pelagius I., Pope, I. 630.

Pelagius II., Pope, I. 680.

Pelagius, Roman Apocrisiarius, I. 621.

Pelagius Alvarus. See Alvarus.
Pelbart, II. 1037.

Pelican (Conrad\ III. 311.

Pell a, 1. 193.

Pelliccia, I. 49, III. 535.

Pellisson, HI. 540.

Penance (Sacrament of), I. 209, 425,

727.

Penance books, I. 732.

Penance, public, I. 729, II. 164, 409.

Penitential IJi-scipline, 1. 425 sq., 727,

II. 164, 409 sq., 799, 1057 sq.

Penitential Discipline at first directed

by the bishop.s, I. 429.

Penitentiary (Priests), I. 429, 731 ; he
is the bishop's representative in foro
inferno, II. 648.

Penitents divided into four classes, I.

428, 729, II. 162, 409, 795, 1066.

Pentecost, I. 167, 446.

Pepin of Heristal, II. 50.

Pepin, II. 50, 143, 144; his donation,

II. 143; augmented by Charle-

magne, II. 145.

Pepuzians, I. 345.

Peregrin us Proteus, I. 267.

litpLOihvTiii], I. 662.

Perpetua and Felicitas (SS.), I. 269.

Perpinian, III. 383.

Perrone, III. 696, note 1.

Persecutions of the Christians, I. 169,

261, 285, 498, II. 27.

Persia (Propagation of Christianity

in), I. 238, 499
;
per.secutions of the

Christians in, I. 503.

Perugino, II. 1052.

Pest-houses for lepers, II. 641.

Petavius, I. 46, III. 412, 519.

Peter (St.), Apostle, I. 154, 174; head
of the Church, I. 180, 196; his apos-

tolic labors, I. 179; establishes him-
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self at Rome, I. 179; where he is

crucified, I. 181 ; his twenty-five
years Roman pontificate, 1. 181,

note 4.

Peter dAilly, II. 852, 863.

Pett-r of Alexandria, I. 432.

Peter Aniandus III. 157.

Peter of Audio, II. 833.

Peter Patr. of .Vntioch, II. 465.

Peter of Briii:;, II. 655.

Peter of Castelnau, II. 665.

Peter Chrysologus, I. 606.

Peter Comestor, II. 730.

Peter Flotte, II. 621.

Peter the Fuller, I. 612.

Peter Galle. II. 5, III. 177.

Peter the Hermit, II. 520.

Peter Jacobson, Bp. of Westeras, III.

177.

Peter, Patr. of Jerusalem, I. 622.

Peter Lombard. See Lombard.
Peter Mongus, I. 613.

Peter Nolasco, II. 699.

Peter of Pisa, II. 177.

Peter of Poitiers, II. 757.

Peter the Venerable. II. 683.

Peter de Vhieis, II. 590. 597.

Peter Waldus, II. 658.

Peters pence, II. 379. III. 789.

Peterson (Olaf and Lawrence), III.

176.

Petrarca. II. 841. 1001.

Petrikau (Council of). III. 166.

Petrobrusiani, II. 656.

Pflug (Julius), III. 113, 121, 136.

Phaiitasiastae, I. 616.

Pharisees, I. 120.

Philip (St.). Apostle, I. 184.

Philip the Arabian, 1. 272 sq.

Philip Augustus, King of France, II.

572, 577.

Philip 'IV., the Fair, II. 618.

Philip of Hessia, III. 69, 116, 135; his

bigamy. III. 119.

Philip of Suabia, 576.

Philip II., of 8pain. III. 285.

Philippine Islands, III. 962.

Philippists. III. 320.

Phillips. 1. 23, II. 13. III. 894.

Philo, 1. 118.

Philology, ecclesiastical. I. 27, note, 1.

" Philopatris" (Dialogue). I. 491.

Philoponus (John), 1.616.

Philosophy and theolog}', I. 376, 386.

Philosophy, modern, III. 593, 970 sq.

Philostorgius, I. 37.

Philostratus, I. 290.

Photinus. I. 561.

Photius, II. 450, 466; his followers

condemned, II. 461.

Physiocrats, III. 528.

Piacenza (Synod of), II. 514.

Piarists, III. 396.

Picodella Mirandola, II. 1004.

Picts, II. 58.

Pietism, III. 590, 986, 1004.

Pilate, I. 145.

Pilgrimages to the Holy Land. I. 7 11.

II. 519, III. 925.

Pilgrimages to the Shrines of Saiits,

11. 248.

Pilgrimage to Rome, II. 392. 410.

Pilgrimage to Compostella. I. 242. II.

404.

Piiigrim, Bp. of Passau. II. 251, 371.

Pirhiiig. III. 5'.5.

PirUhcimer (Willibald, III. 31, 34, 64,

103.

Pisa (Council ofi, II. 853 sq.

Pistorius, III. 1)4.

Pitra lO. S. B., Cardinal), III. 713.

Pitrotr, III. 554.

Pius II.. Pope. II. 900.

Pius lit. Pope, II. 914.

Pius IV., Pope. III. 360.

Pius v.. Pope, III. 361.

Pius VI., Pope. III. 493. 650.

Pius VII., Pope, III. 652. 683.

Pius VIII.. Pope, III. 693.

Pius IX., Pope. III. 782 sq.. 791 sq.

Placidus, disciple of St. Benedict, 11.

45.

Placidus, Prior of Nonantula, II. 531.

Planck. L 56. III. 64, 1019.

Platina. II. 903.

Plato, I. 88, II. 743.

Platonism of the Fathers, I. 131 sq.,

381.

Platonists. 1.88, II. 1003.

Plebeians to be likewise admitted into

Cathedral Chapters, II. 642, note 2.

Plenary Councils of Baltimore. III.

941.

Plenaries, III. 1037.

Pletho, Themistius, II. 1004.

Plettenberg (Waiter of). III. 171.

Pliny the Younger, I. 210 (note 5), 458.

Plock (See of), ll. 249, III. 781.

Plotinus, I. 291.

Plutarch, I. 290.

Pneutuatomachoi, I. 550.

Poeschl. III. 910.

Poetry, Christian. I. 694.

Poetry, popular, in the M. A.. II. 786.

Poland (conversi.m of), II. 247. 800;
synods and synodal statute.- in Po-

land, II. 578 '(note 1), III. 167; at-

tempts of the Protestants to drag her
into their sect. III. 164 sij.; j)artition

of Poland, III. 561, 562.
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Pole, Cardinal, III. 200, 207.
Polemics of the Pagans, I. 287, 489.
Polenz (John of), Bp. of Samland, III.

lot).

Pulvcarp (St.), Bp. of Smyrna, I. 227,
207. 405, 445.

Polycrates, Bp. of Ephe.sus, I. 248,445.
Polyglot (Bibles), the Complutensian,

li. 1000; the Antwerp and Pans,
111.417.

Polynesia, II. 96:3.

Polvtliei.sm, I. (37.

Ponibal, 111. 563.

Pomerania, II, 249, 800.
Pomesania (8ee of), 805.

Poniponazzo (Peter), II. 1004.
Pontanus, 111. 383.

Pontieus, I. 267.

"Poiitifex Maximus," a title, still re-

tained by Christian Emperors, I.

469 ; but is put aside by Gratian, I.

485.

Poor-houses II. 641.
Pope, title reserved for the Bishop of

Borne, 1. 674.

Pope; elections of Popes ; regulations
' of iSicholus II. on this head, 11. 326;
of Alexander III., II. 568; of Gre-
gory X., 111. 606; of Gregory XV..
III. 366; last instance of a papal
election being ratified by the secular
power, II. 484.

Popes; they always })ersevere in the
true faith, 1. 669, note 1 on p. 670;
the coronation of the Popes, 11.344;
first instance of this cereuionj', II.

275; the Popes fall into a disgrace-
. ful dependence upon the Marquis of
Tuscany, II. 292; tliey convoke
councils and confirm their acts, 11.

633; tliey give absokition from cer-

tain grievous crimes, II. 633 ; and
grant all manner of dispensatiim.?,

11.633; the I ope is the center of
Catholic unity. I. 203; and has the
primacy of honor and jurisdiction,

I. 205, 355, 409, 422. 581, 588, 667,

668 sq.. II. 138 sq., 343. 406 4-52, 464,

585, 630; is the Pope superior or in-

ferior to the council, II. 863 sq. ; his

relation to the German Christian
Emperor, II. 149, 185, 287, 305 sq.,

340: Gemini principes. duo li.mina-

ria, et duo gladii, I. 649, II. 478, 489,

591; tlie Pope's position after the
Keiormation, III. 369, 471 sq.; chro-
nological fable of the Popes, I. 7(i7,

II. 1069, III. 1032; the Popes pre-
side over councils, I. 524 (note), 595,

608, 668, 680; the Pope alone can
depose a bishop, I. 670.

Popular religious chants, I. 2)0, 439,
696, II. 1032.

Popular traditions, I. 26.

Popular philosophy. III. 595, 601.

Porch or vestibule of a church, 1. 689.
Porphyrins, pupil of Ploiinus, 1. 278,
292,1 1. 743.

Purtiuncula, II. 717.

Port-Pvoyal (Abbey of). III. 502 sq.

Portugal (recent religious events of),

II L 722 sq., 830.

Posen ( the most ancient See of Poland),
II. 247 ; Jordan, first bishop, II. 247.

Possevin, Jesuit, 111. 188, 393, 416.

Postulant, II. 44.

Pothinus (St.), Bp. of Lyons, I. 243,
267.

Potken (John), 11. 1010.

Pott (John Henry), III. 588.

Powder-conspiracy, III. 216.

Powondra, III. 895.

Pradt (Abbede), III. 672.

Praedicatores, II. 710.

Praefatio, I. 716.

Pragmatic sanction, II. 602.

Prai^niatic sanction of Bourges, 11.
896, 921, 925, 111.270.

Prague (See of), 11. 245.

Praxeas, I. 352.

Prayer, seven times a day, I. 701, II. 44.
Praylus, Bp. of Jerusalem, I. 582.

Preaching. I. 712, II. 1033; by the
bishop, I. 662.

Prechtl (Abbot), 111. 125 (note 1), 539
(nt)te 2).

Precistae, II. 633.

Precious Blood (Congr. of the), III.
945.

Predestination, I. 589, 11. 425, III. 48,

99, 151.

Premices. See Fin^t Fruits.

Premonstratensians (Order of), II. 693.
Presbyter (John), III, 806.

Presbyter poenitentiarius, I. 429, 731.

Presbyters, 1. 199.

Presbyters subordinate to bishops, I.

199; they begin to preach before the
bishop, first instance of the kind in

the West, 1. 662; writings on the
dignity of the priesthood, 1. 654.

Presb^'terae, 1. 203, note 3.

Prierias, III. 15.

Priesthood, universal, I. 198.
Priesthood, special, I. 197.

Priesthood and royalty, I. 649, 11. 341.
Priests (ordination of), I. 196, 734.

Priestly, I. 61.
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PrimacN' of the Bp. of Rome. See Popes.

Priiiiasius of Adrumetum, II. 168.

Primitive I'ovelatioii, I. 63, 100.

Princes iCdiioordat of), II. 892.

Prior, [I. 44. 718.

Prisoa Iranslatio, 1. 683.

Priscilla. 1. 344.

Pri.'^cilli'iii. 1 . 75o.

Prisfiiliani.sts. I. 756.

Private c-liapeU of the nobles, II. 349.

Privilci^cs granted by the Popes to

oliurclies and monasteries, II. 343.

Privilegium Fori, II. 641.

Probabilisni, III. 417.

Proclus, Patr. of Constantinople, I.

4113, 603.

Proolus, Xeo-Piatonist, I. 4!t3.

Procopius, the Klder and the Younger,
II. '.(70.

Prociiratoi-es. See Adiiilidsfrntois.

Professio tidei Tridentina, III. 357.

Propaganda, III. 401 sq., 685.

Propagation of (^hristianitv in Asia,

I. 174, 184. 236, 499, 11*. 806, III.

403,576,923 sq. ; in Africa, 1. 239,

604, II. 808. III. 411, 584, 933 sq.;

in America, II. 1062. 111.409,579
sq., 936sq.; in Australia. 111.962;
in Europe. I. 187, 241, II. 21. 224,

1058 sq.: ob.stacles opposed to the

propagation of Christianity, I. 257,

498, II. 124.

Proselj'tes of the date and of Justice,

I. 120.

Prospei- (St.), I. 586.

Proterius, Patr. of Alexandria. I. <il2.

Protestantism, origin ot the name, HI.
73; spread of Protestantism outside

of Germany and Switzerland. III.

156 sq. ; character of Protestantism,
III. 298 ; causes of its rapid spread.

III. 291.

Protoctistoi, I. 622.

Protogenes. Bp, of Sardica. I. 523.

Provincial Councils, I. 407, II. 348;
provisions for their regular holding,

I. 681, II. 886. III. 355, 371.

Provincial of the Dominicans, 11.719.
Prudentius (hymns of), I. 695.

Prudentius, BJ). of Troyes. II. 428.

Pru.ssia (Conversion of), 11.804; turns
Protestant, III. 156; estahiisliment

of the Kingdom of Prussia, and the
Pope's protestation against it, HI.
485; recent conflict ol' Prussia with
the Holj' See, HI. 765; evangelical
union. III. 985.

Pseudf)-S3'nod of the Oak, I. 559.

P.syche (myth of), I. 98.

Pt'olemais, II. 610.

Ptolemy de Fiadonibus, I. 41.

Public confe.ssion, I. 427, 729.

-Public Schools. H.39, 171 sq.

Pulcheria, I. 607.

Purcell, Abp.. HI. 939, 943. 946; Very
Rev. EdwarrI HI. 949

Puritans, HI. 212.

Pusey, HI. 735, 848 sq.

Pyrrhus of Constantinople, I. 638 sq.

Pythagoreans, I. 87.

Q.

Quadragesimal Fast, I. 442.

Quadratus, Bp. of Athens, and Apol-
ogist, I. 294.

Quadrivium. IT. 172, 1000.

Quakers, HI. 608.

Quarterly Amer. Cath. Rev., 111.946.
Qua rtodeci mans, I. 446.

Quelen, Archbp. of Paris, HI. 706.

Quensted, III. 588.

Quesnel, HI. 5:>6.

Quietism, III. 510 sq.

Quiniscxtum ((,\>uncil), I. 644.

K

Raab (See of), II. 251.

Kabanus [Maurus, II. 414, 428, 434.

Habulas, Bp. of Edessa, I. 603.

Racine (Bonaventiire), I. 48.

Rainaid of Dassel. II. 553.

Rakow (Catechism of). III. 335.

Ranee (Bouthillier de), HI. 530.

Raphael of Urbino. H. 1052.

Raskolniks. HI. 625.

Ratherius, Bp. of Verona, II. 374, noto
1, 422.

Ratisbon (See of), II. 105, 116; Coun-
cil of Ratisbon, II. 180; league of

the Catholic Princes, HI. 51 ; diet

of, HI. 113.

Ratramnus, Monk of Corvey, II. 428,
434.

Ratzeburg (See of), II. 245.

Rauscher, Cardinal, I. 52.

Rautenstrauck, III. 544.

Ravaillac (Francis), III. 282.

Ravenna. I. 241.

Ravignan, .lesuit. III. 714.

Ra^-niond VI., Count of Toulouse, II.

666.

Ravmond VH.. Count of T, II. 983.

Ravmond Lullus. H. 783. 807.

Raymond Martini, II. 1061.

Raymond of Pennaforte, II. 699, 784.

Raymond du Puy, II. 702.

Ilaymund of Sabunde, II. 990.

Kavnaldus, Oderic, I. 45.
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Keaction of the Protestants against
the Kationalism of Bruno Baur, III.

974.

Readoption of fallen Christians, I.

425 sq.

Realism, Nominalism, and Conceptual-
Ism, II. 742 sq., 989.

Keccared, II. 26.

Recess, III. 84, 115.

Receveur, I. 48.

Recollects, III. 944.

Recommendation (letters of) of the
Martyrs, I. 480.

Reconciliation of Sinners, I. 427, 730.

Redemptorists, III. 531, 944.

Reformed Church, III. 325; divisions
breaking out in its bosom, III.
325 sq.

Regale (controversy on the), III. 482.
Reginald, Bp. of Spire, II. 378.

Regino of Prum, I. 41, II. 343, 421.

Reginum. See Iiaiisbon.

Regula fidei, I. 377.

Reicheiiau, II. 104.

Reiffenstuel, III. 556.

Relations between Church and State in

Germany, II. 125 sq.

Religio licita, I. 277.

Religion (idea of), I. 1.

Religion of the pagan Nations, I. 64
sq^ II. 15, 237.

Religion, edict concerning religion in

Pz^issia, III. 965.

Religion of force, II. 406.

Relio;ious Conference of Marburg,
III. 74.

Religious Conferences of Ratisbon,
III. 113, 126.

Religious Conference of Thorn, III.
445.

Religious Conference of Worms, III.

412.

Religious Conferences of Baden and
Emraendingen, III. 443.

Religious difierences settled by the
peace of Augsburg, III. 136, and
Niirnberg, III. 86."

Relics (veneration of) among Cath-
olics, I. 302, 703, 760, II. 404, III.

355; among Protestants, III. 133.

Rembert, II. 228.

Remigius (St.), Archbp. of Rheims, II.
47,

' 396.

Remigius of Lyons, II. 428.

Uemismond, II. 25.

Remonstrants, III. 326.

Reparatus, Bp. of Carthage, I. 625.

lieservatum ecclesiasticum. III. 140.

Residence, duty of, in monks, II. 44.

Ke.sponsories, 1. 696.

Restitution (edict of), III.452.
Resurrection of Christ, I. 161.

Reuchliii, II. 1009.

Reval (See of), TI. 803.

Revelation, primitive, I. 64 sq., 100.

Revolution, French, III. 629 sq.

Rheims (School of). II. 369, 423.

Rheims Seminary for Catholic En-
glishmen, III. 214.

Rheims, Councils of, II. 168, 340, 657,
693, 753.

Rhense (Electoral Assembly of), II.

836.

Rhinocorura (Theological School of),

I. 653.

Ribera, de. III. 537.

Ricci (Lawrence;, III. 571.

Ricci (Matthew), III. 406.

Ricci (Scipio), Bp. of Pistoja, III.
536 sq.

Richard of Cornwallis, II. 598.

Richard Coeur de Lion, II. 572.

Richard Simon, III. 521.

Richard of St. Victor, II. 761, 764.

Richelieu, III. 282, 455.

Richer, III. 369.

Riculph, Archbp. of Mentz, II. 272.
Rienzi (Cola de'), II. 840.

Riffel (works of), I. 463, III. 3, 101;
he is deposed. III. 777.

Riga, II. 803.

Right of the Stronger, II. 406.

Rigorism of some Christians, I. 429,
11.410,1057.

Rimini (Council of 1, I. 542.

Ring and Crosier, I. 694, 11. 340.

Ritter (J. .J.), I. 53.' .

Robber-Synod. See Ephesus.
Robbia (Luke della). See Luke.
Robert of Arbrissel, II. 695.

Robert Molesme, Abbot of Citeaux, II.

683.

Robert Fludd, III. 315.

Robert Guiscard, II. 322, 327.

Rober;, Bp. of Liege, II. 1029.

Robert Pulleyne, II. 754, 766.

Robespierre, III. 642 sq.

Roderic, 11. 111.

Rodriguez, III. 375, 424.

Rogationum dies, I. 700.

Roger Bacon, II. 782, 785.

Roger of Beziers, II. 666.

Ro'hrbacher, I. 48, III. 713.

Rohr, III. 968.

Rolfus, III. 896.

Romans (religion and morals of the),

I. 92.

Rouianus, Monk, II. 42.

Rome ; her importance as the See of
the Head of the Church, I. 410 sq.;
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Councils of Rome, I. 534, 563, 595,

II. 210, 303, 319, 321, 32tj sq., 444 sq.,

485, 487.

Rome- Scot, II. 379.

Roiiiuald (Congr. of St.), II. 303.

Kongo. III. 913.

Rti>;ary (Confraternitv of the), II.

1033.

Kosary (Feast of the), II. 1033.

jKosai y mode of prayer, II. 398, 1033.

Rdscclin, II. 745.

Rosecnuiani, III. 314.

Roskikl (See of), II. 229.

Kosmini-Scrbati, III. 696, note 1.

Rossi, Minister, III. 785.

Rossi (Bernard), III. 535.

Rossi, (Javaliere de', I. 438, note, III.

801.

Rottmann (Bernard), III. IIG.

Rousseau (J. B.), III. 897.

Rousseau (J. J.), III. 528.

Rovko, I. 51.

Rudolph (Agricola), II. 1006.

Rudolph of Hapsburg, II. 607.

Rudolph of Suabia, 11.503, 506.

Rue (de la\ I. 46, III. 520.

Rutinus, Priest of Aquileja, I. 37, 555.

Kulinus, Priest of Syria. I. 573.

Riiijen (Conversion of the island of),

II. 802.

Rule of Faith. See Regula Fidei.

Rule of St. Benedict, 11. 43.

Rupert of Deutz, II. 763.

Rupert. Bp. of Worms, II. 106.

Rupp, 111. 974.

Rural Bishops. See Chorepiscopi.

Rural Chapters, II. 352.

Russia (Conversion of), II. 470.

Russia; the Catholic Church in Russia,

III. 779, 918.

Russian ; -Graeco-Russian Church, III.

461 sq., 622 sq., 920.

Rusticus, Roman Deacon, I. 624.

Ruttenstoek, I. 53.

Ruysbroch (John), II. 996.

Sabas (St.), Abbot, I. 752.

Sabbath, 1. 212.

Sabeans or Homerites. See that name.
Sabe.lius, I. 353 sq.

Sacc-arelli, I. 49.

Sacramentarians (discussion of the),

111. 102 sq.

Sac-red Heart (Ladies of the). III. 836.

Sacrament (Feast of the Blessed), II.

1029.

Sacrifices, private forbidden). I. 470;
bloody interdicted, I. 470

;
pagan of-

ficials instructed not to participate

in public, I. 471.

Sacrifices all forbidden, I. 471.

Sacrilege (law against), III. 703.

Sacy (he maistre de). 111. 521.

Sadduceans, I. 121.

Sadolet, III. 419.

Sagittarius, I. 54.

Saiiag, Patr. of the Armenians, 1. ')(>].

Sailer, III. 887, 891.

Sainte-Foi. III. 714.

Saint-Martin, III. 659.

Saints ; All Saints' Day, I. 704, 11. 397.

Saints (o; w/), name of the Cliristians,

I. 207.

Saints ; earliest object of the irue ven-
eration of the, I. 302, II. 215.

Saisette (Bernard), Bp. of Pamiers, II.

620.

Salary of the Clergy by the State, II.

650.

Salmeron (Alphonse), III. 421.

Salpetrians, III. 911.

Salvianus, I. 488, 498, II. 28.

Salzburg, II. 105, 116; Protestant em-
igration from .Salzburg, III. 619.

Samaritans, 1. 120.

Sambuga. 111. 887.

Samland (See of i, II. 805.

Samosateiiian.s, 1. 350.

Samson (Bernard), 111. 91.

Samuel of Worms, II. 173.

Santarel, III. 369.

Sarabaites, 1. 753.

Saragossa ( Council of). I. 756.

Sardica (Council of), I. 536.

Sarpi (Paolo). I. 49, III. 340, 365, 369.

Sartorius, III. 985.

Saturday (fast of). 1.442.

Saturday consecrated to the B. V., II.

399.

Saturninus the Gnostic. I. 325.

Saul, persecutor of the Christians, I

171.

Saul, monastery of, IT. 55.

Savcmarola, ll' 912, 1036.

Saxons (Conversion of the), II. 120.

Scandinavia, 11. 18.

.Scapular (Confraternitv of the), 11.695.

Schafl- ( Dr. I, 1. 57, III.' 1002.

Schaffner (M.) 11. 1055.

Schall (Adam), 111. 407.

Scheibel. 111. 985.

Schelling, 111. 970.

Schenkel, III. 981, 983.

Schiller, III. 605.

Schism (definition of), I. 5.

Schism, Greek, II. 463.

Schism, Western, I. 630, II. 845 sq.

Sehlegel (Frederic von), III. 755.
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Schleiermacher, I. 60, III. 970, 984.

iSchmalfiiss. I. 51.

8chinalkalden (Articles of), III. 111.

Sclmialkalden (League of), III. 85,111.
Sihmalkalden (War of), III. 134 sq.

JScluiKilzgrueber, III. 556.

Sclimid (Christian), I. 56 or 59.

Schmidt (J. A.) I. 54..

Sehinitt (H. .).), III. 461.

,Sc-hnepf. 111. 87.

Schoen (INIartin), II. 1055.

.Schdhi Taiatina, II. 172.

!Sch(dastica (St.), II. 45.

Scholasticism, II. 783, 746, 765, 988,

10t;4.

Scholz. III. 892.

Schools, divergent theological, I. 373,

563.

Schools established by Bishops, II.

173,412.
School of Classics, interdicted to the

Christians by Julian, I. 479.

Schools (Brothers and Sisters of the

Christian), III. 396, 661, 945.

Schoolmen, II. 973.

Schrtk'kh, I. 55.

Sclnvabach or Torgau, articles of. III,

74.

Schwarz. Ildephonse. III. 887.

Schwarzel. III. 554, 895.

Schw.a-zhuber. III. 887.

Schwegler, III. 981.

Schwenkteld, III. 332.

Sciarra Colonna, II. 627.

Science, principles of theological, I.

370.

Science, divergent forms of it, I. 373.

II. 732 sq.

Scillitan ( Martyrs), I. 269.

Scotists, II. 780.

Scotland (conversit)n of), II. 58; she

passes over to Protestantism, III.

228; Catholic elements in Scotland,

III. 735; restoration of the Catholic

Hierarchy in Scotland. III. 863.

Seasons (Holy), I. 211, 442.

Seclucianus, 111. 158, 165.

Sects, idea of, I. 4.

Sects, fanatical and refi-actory, II.

653.

Secularization, first practised in the

peace of Westphalia, III. 456.

Secularization of the States of the

Church, III. 666. 789.

Seciihirization of the ecclesiastical

principalities in Germany, III. 676.

Se<'undiis of Tigisis, I. 513.

Sedulius, author of hymns, I. 695, II.

386.

Segarelli, Gerard, II. 675.

Segneri, III. 423.

Seguier, III. 529.

Self-flagellation, II. 410, 1057.

Seleucia-Ctesiphon, Metropolis, I. 604.

Seleucia (Council of), I. 542.

Seleucia (See of). I. 499.

Seleucia, the residence of a Nestorian
bishop, I. 604.

Seelburg (See of), II. 803.

Sees of Bishops, I. 384.

Seligenstadt (See of), II, vide Balber-
stadf.

Selon (See of), II. 803.

Selvaggio, I. 49, III. 535.

Semgallen, II. 803.

Semi-Arians, I. 539.

Seminaries, clerical, I. 653, III. 354,

372, 680, 946.

Seminary (Mt. St. Mary's of the

West), III. 946.

Semi-Pelagians, I. 580.

Semler, I. 55, III. 599.

Seneca, I. 97.

Separation of the Church froni the
Synagogue. I. 190.

Sepai'ation of Church and State, III.

478.

Septuagint (Version), I. 117, III. 421.

Sepulture, Christian, I. 453, 739.

Serapeion (destruction of the), I. 486.

Sergius I., Pope, 1. 631.

Sergius II., Pope, II. 264.

Sergius III., Pope, II. 293.

Sergius, Patr. of Constantinople, I.

633.

Sergius (Paul), I. 174.

Sermon, I. 712.

Servatus Lupus, II. 436.

Servede (Michael), III. 148.

Servians, II. 239.

Servites, II. 723.

Servus Servorum Dei, I. 675.

Sethiles, I. 319.

Severians (Monophj'sites), I. 615.

Severians, partisans of Tatian, I. 328.

Severin (St.), II. 105.

Scverus of Antioch, I. 615.

Sevcrus, ]\Ionk, I. 614.

Shaftesbury, III. 525.

Shapur, 11. 499.

Sibylline (oracles), I. 255.

Sicilian (Vespers), II. 608.

Sicily conquered b}* the Normans and
received as a fief from the Holy See,

II. 322, 516.

Sickingen (Francis of), III. 31.

Sidney, III. 963.

Sidonius ApoUinaris (St.), Bp. of Cler-

mont, II. 25.

Sieciechow (abbey of), 11. 248.
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Siena (Council of), II. 873.

Sieves'. HI- 033.

Siu;ismund (St.), King of the Burgun-
(liaiis, II. 80.

Sitcisnmnd. Knipcror, II. 860.

Sigismund J., King of Poland, III.

IfU.

Sigismund. Augustus II., III. 166.

Sii:i.>nnind III., King of Poland and
Sweden, III. "168.

Signaeulum sinus, manuum et oris, I.

841.

Sigonius (Aurelius), I. 49.

Siguier, III. 713.

Silesia (Conversion of). 11. 248.

Silesia pusses over to Protestantism,
111. 160.

Simeon (St.), Bp. of Jerusalem. I. 264.

Simeon Metaphrastes, II. 467.

Simeon. Bp. of Seleucia, I. 499.

Simecm (St.) the Stylite, I. 601, 734,

754.

Simon the Magician, I. 171.^220.

Simon of Montfort. II. 666.

Simon Stock. II. 695.

Simony, I. 220, II. 159, 487.

Simon V. laws passed against. II. 327,
368, '511.

Simplicius, Neo-Platonist, I. 493.

Sin. original. See Orif/imd sin. t^ins,

absolution from which was denied
even to the dying, I. 428 s(j.; detailed
confession of sins, I. 209, 425, 727,

II. 796.

Singing-schools, I. 696, II. 403.

Siricius. I. 671, 757.

Sirmium (Councils of), I. 540, 561.

Sirmian fornuilaries of faith, I. 541.

Sirmond, I. 46.

Sisters of the Free Spirit, II. 674.

Sixtus IV., Pope, II. 903.

Si.Ktus v., Pope, III. 362.

Skalholt (See of), II. 235.

Skara (See of), 11.230.
Skarga (Peter), III. 170, 423.

Skepticism, I. 95, 287, II. 611.

Skepticism, historical. III. 523.

Skepticism of the Neo-Peripatetics, II.

1004.

Shivery, I. 69
;
greatly mitigated, and

final Iv abolished, bv Christianity, I.

457. 466. 703, II. 64*3

Slaves, II. 236 sq.

Sleepers, the Seven, I. 275.
."Societies for the propagation of good

books, III. 700, 759, 896.

Socinians, III. 335.

Socinus (Faustus), III. 334; (Lelius),

III. 334.

Socrates, Church Historian, I. 36.

Soissons (Council of), II. 117, 281,746,
749.

Somascs, III. 388, 395.

Sommier, French theologian, ill. olS.

Son of God, doctrine of the (.'hurch on
Christ as the. I. 364. 519 s(i.

Sophronius, Monk and Patriarch of

•Jerusalem, I, 634.

Sorbonne. IT. 848, 111.429.

Sorcery, II, 1015, III, :;()0.

Sorores de .Militia Christi, 11, 711,

Souls, .Vll-Souls' day, 11. 3'.»7,

I

South .\merica. III. 959.

j
Sozomeniis, Hermias. I. 38.

I

Spain, propagation of Christianity in,

I. 242, 11, 25; latest events there,

III, 715, 831.

Spalding. M, J,, his works. III, 942,

Spee ( Frederic von-der), II. 984, ill.

434. 441, 588.

Spener. III. 589,

Spire (See of), II, 108.

Spire (Diet of). HI. 73.

Spinola (Christian llojas), III. 539.

Spinoza. I II. 594.

Spirituaies, TI. 723, 1020.

Spittler, 1. 56.

Spondanus of Pamier.s, I. 45.

Sponsores
( fidi'ijussores). I. 418.

Sprenger, IT. 1015.

Squarcione (iiacomo, II. 1054.

Stanislaus (St.), Bp.of Cracow, 11.250.
Staudlin, I. 56.

Stattier (Benedict), HI. 552.

Staudenmaier, III. 889.

Staupitz, III. 10.

Stavanger (See of), II. 233,

Stephen I.. Pope, I. 422, 424.

Stephen (II.) HI., Pope, II, 143,

Stephen (III.) IV., Pope, II. 145,

note.

Stephen (IV.) V., Pope, II. 255.

Stephen (V.) VI., Pope, II. 289.

Stephen (VI.) VII., Pope, II, 291.

Stephen (VII,) VIII,, Pope, II. 296.

Stephen (VIII,) IX„ Pope, II, 296.

Stephen (IX.), X., Pope, TI. 324.

Stephen (St.), Protomartyr. 1. 170, 703.

Stephen (St.), King of Hungary, II.

251.

Stephen, Bp. of Dora, I. 637.

Stephen (St.) Harding, II. 684, note 1.

Stephen of Lisiac, TI. 689.

Stephen Niohes, I. 610.

Stephen of Tigerno, II. 688.

Stercoranism, II. 433.

Stewards, See Administrators.
Stigmatum, festum, II. 718.

Stoics, I. 90, 287.

Stole, I, 693.
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Stolberg (Frederic Leopold), I. 51,

III. 679, 864.

Stolz (Alban), 111.896.
Storch (Nicholas), III. 53.

Strasburir (See of), II. 108.

Strauss, III. 972, 982, 983.

Strenscniis (See of), II. 231.

Strio;e"l (Victorin), III. 317.

Sturleson (Snorre), II. 235, 1065.

Sturm (Abbot), II. 117.

Stylites. I. 754.

Suabia (Mirror of). II. 549.

Suarez, Jesuit, III. 416.

Subiaco, II. 42.

Substance, I. 366.

Suevi, II. 22.

Suidas. II. 467.

Suidbert, II. 110.

Sulpicians, III. 942, 948.

Sulpitius Severus, I. 38.

Sundaj-, I. 441 ; the Manichaeans fast

on Sundays, 1.340; the Catholics do
not. I. 441.

Sunnia, II. 23.

Superattendents or Superintendents,

III. 70, 303.

Superpositio jejunii, I. 442.

Superstition, II. 1014; amonc; Protest-

ants, III. 303. 588.

Support of the clergy. See Tithes.

Supralapsarians, 111. 326.

Supreraacv (oath of), III. 195, 209.

Surius, III. 423.

Suso (Henry), II. 995.

Sutri (Council of), II. 318.

Sweden ;
her conversion to Christian-

ity, II. 230; she turns Protestant,

III. 176 ; intolerant dovv^n to the

present day, III. 994.

Swedenborg (Emmanuel), III. 614.

Swerker, King of Sweden, II. 230.

Switzerland (Conversion of). II. 98.

Switzerland; her religious situation at

the present day, III. 744, 882.

Sj'lvester I., Pope, I. 523, 675.

Sylvester II., Pope, II. 252, 314, 519.

Symbol of the Apostles, I. 230 (note*),

363 ; is enlarged in proportion to the

new heresies arising, I. 506 sq.

Symbol of Nice, I. 524. note.

Symbol of St. Athanasius, I. .552.

Symbol, the Nicaeno-Constantinopoli-

tan, I. 551, note 1.

Symbol of Ephesus, I. 601, note *.

Symbol of Chalcedon, I. 609, note *.

Symbol of the Illd Council of Con-
stantinople. I. 641, note 1.

Symbolic books. HI. 299.

Svinbolism considered as a science,

'ill. 1019 sq.

Symeon. See Simeon.
Symmachus, Consular dignitarian, II,

34.

Symmachus, Pope, I. 614.

Symmachus, Prefect, I. 491.

Syncellus, I. 651.

Syncretism (signitication of the word),
III. 323, note.

Sjaicretic Controversy, III. 323.

Synergistic Controversy, III. 317.

Synesius, I. 655, 695.

Synnada (Council of), I. 421.

Svnod, the holy permanent, of llussia,

*III. 624.

Synodal courts, II. 351.

2i'VO(5of ivdr/jiovaa, I. 622, 664.

Synods, provincial, held in abeyance,
II. 348, 351.

Syrianus, Neo-Platonist, I. 492.

System, feudal, II. 132, 339.

T.

Tabernacles, II. 1027.

Taborites, II. 970.

Talleyrand, III. 634.

Tamburini, III. 536.

Tanchelm, II. 654.

Tancred of Lecce, II. 573.

Tanner (Adam), II. 984.

Tarasiu.e, Patriarch of Constantinople,
II. 214.

Tasso (Torquato), III. 433.

Tatars or Tartars, II. 468.

Tatian, Apologist first, I. 294 ; then
Gnostic, I. 328.

Tauler (John), II. 994, 1035.

Telenuichus, Monk, I. 741.

Temperance Societies, III. 738.

Templars, Knights, II. 703 ; their sup-
pression, II. 827, 828.

Territorial (System), III. 304, 585.

Tertius Ordo de poenitentia, or Ter-
tiuries, II. 716.

TertuUian, I. 269, 296, 345, 360, 384,

401, 456.

Test-oath. III. 225.

Tetzel. III. 12 sq.

Teutonic (Knights), II. 705, 1058.

Thaddeus, Apostle, I. 184.

Thangbrand, II. 232.

Theatines, III. 387.

Thebaean legion, I. 281.

Thebutis, chief of the Ebionites, I. 217.

Theganus, II. 417.

Themistius and his partisans, I. 492,

616.

Themistius, Neo-Platonist," I. 492.

Theodatus, King of the Ostrogoths,
II. 34.
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Theodora, Empress. I. 618.

Theodore Askidas, I. 021 ; Bp. of Ciie-

sarea. I. <j25.

Theodore, Archbp. of Canterbury, II.

82.

Theodore Cassiteras, II. 216.

Theodore, Lector of Constantinople, I.

87.

Theodore of Mopsuestia, I. 594, 598,

603. 622.

Theodore, Bp. of Pharan, I. 633.

Theodore Studita, II. 217.

Theodoret. Bp. of Cvnis, I. 36, 495,

598. 603, 018, 622.
'

Theodorie, King of the Ostrogoths, II.

33, 47.

Theodosius I., the Great, I. 485, 730.

Theodosius II., the Younger, I. 487,

607.

Theodosius, Capuchin, III. 884.

Theodotus, the Elder, the Tanner, I.

849.

Theodotus, the Younger, the Money-
changer, I. 350.

Theodulph. Bp. of Orleans, II. 173.

Theological (tendencies), I. 370, 564,

II. 745 sq., 780.

Theologumena, I. 5.

Thcophilantropists, III. 649.

Thcophilus of Alexandria, I. 486.

Theophilu.s of Antioch, Apologist, I.

295.

Theophylactus, Archbp. of Achrida,
II. 405.

Theopiiylactus, Archbp. of Bulgaria,

II. 460.

QeoToKoc. I. 593.

Teresa (St.), III. 392.

Therapeutai, I. 119.

Thevin (Council of), I. 632.

Thiersch, III. 975, 1006.

Thirty years' war. III. 447 sq.

Tholiik' III. 977.

Thomas, Apostle, I. 184.

Thoma.< Aquinas. II. 604, 769.

Thomas Barsumas. I. 603.

Thomas a Decket. II. 563 sq.

Thomas of Celano (author of " Dies
?>««"), II. 1032.

Thomas de Vio of Gacta. See Ca}etan.

Thomas a Kempis, II. 998, 1026.'

Thomas Waldensis, II. 952.

Thomas, Christians of St. Thomas, I.

604.

Thomasius, III. 519, 991.
Thomassini, I. 46.

Thomists, II. 780.

Thorn (Conference of), III. 171, 445.

Thrasamund. II. 29.

Thurilicati. I. 274, 430.

.
Thurles, (National Synod of), III.

1
859.

I Thyestian (banquets), I. 260, 437.

i

Tiivm, I. 60.

TiaVa. I. 693.

Tiberius, Emperor, I. 145, 189.

Tiliemont, I. 47.

Tilly. III. 451.

Titimthy, I. 176, 187.

Tipasa ( Martyrs of), I. 28.

Tirabuschi, III. 535.

Tiridates, King of Armenia, I. 501.

Tirini, Interpreter, III. 421.

Tithes, I. 397, 658, II. 130, 355.

Tithes of Saladin, II. 571.

Titian, II. 1054, III. 433.
Titular Bishops {in partibus, infide-

!ium). II. 648.

Titus, Roman General, I. 192.

Titus, disciple of St. Paul's, I. 187.
Toland, III. 525.

Toledo (Councils of), I. 553, 730, II.
26.

Toleration, Edict of Joseph, III. 620.
Toleto (Francis), III. 417.

Tolosa (Council of), II. 391.

Tongres (See of), II. 108.

Tonsure, I. 694; controversy on the
tonsure, II. 88.

Torgau. league of Protestant princes
made at T.. III. 52.

Tostatus ( Alphonse), II. 1008.
Toul (See of), II. 108.

Toulouse (Council of), II. 391, 981,
1026.

Tournay- (See of), II. 108.

Tourneiy, III. 519.

Tours (Councils of). II. 161, 445.

Tours (School of), II. 369.

Tradition, )>harasaical. I. 121.

Tradition of the Catholic Church, I.

358 sq.

Traditores, I. 280, 513.

Traducianism. I. 562.

Trajan, I. 203.

Translation of Bishops reserved to the
Pope, II. 633.

Translations of the Holy Scriptures, I.

108, II. 22, 1011, III. 43, 93, 105,

422. 535.

Transubstantiation, I. 435, 713, II.

439 sq., 442 sq.

Transubstantiation, when thi.s word
was used for the first time, II. 584;
although the dogma existed at all

times, I. 433. 713.

Transylvania, III. 174.

Trappists, III. 530; jn America, III.

944.

Trautson, Archbp. of Vienna, III. 550.
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Treaty of the 15th of Sept. 1804 (vio-

lation of the), III. 789.

Trent (See ot), II. 105.

Trent (Council of), negotiations on it.

III. 124; celebration of the Coun-
cil, III. 340 sq., acquie.sconce in its

decrees, III. 359 sq.

Treuga Dei. See Tnife of God.
Treves (See of) II. 108.

"

Triboniamis, Juriscoii.sult, I. G1 7.

Tribur (German Council of), II. 370.

Tribur (Assembly of), II. 499.

Trichotomy,(Platonian), ofman, I. 562.

Triniurti of the Hindoos, I. 76.

Trinitarians (Order of). II. 698.

Trinitas and T/)/«c terms employed for

the first time, I. 369 ; scientific de-

velopment of thi.s dogma, I. 368 sq.;

distortion to 'J'ritheism, II. 745 ; de-

nial of this mystery by the .\nti-

trinitarians, I. 348. III. 334; by the

Socinians, III. 335; modern Ratio-

nalists, III. 595.

Trinity ( Religious Order of the). See
Triniiari'inft.

Trinitatis festum, II. 1031.

Trinoda necessitas, II. 378.

Tritenheim (John I, I. 42.

Tritheism, I. 616, II. 745.

Triumphus, Augustinus. See Augus-
iinc.

Trivium, II. 172, 1000.

Trosly (Council of), II. 361.

Troubadours, II. 669, 788.

Truce of God, II. 368, 407.

Tnillan Synod, I. 640, 644.

Trullan Svnod (Ubservation), I. 644.

Turketul,ll. 381.

Turrecremata. See John.
Turretin, I. 60.

Tursellin, III. 383, 423.

T/'ttoo. Edict of faith, I. 638.

Twe.sten, III. 971.

Tyniec (Abbey of), II. 248.

Tyrannicide, doctrine of, III. 301,

369.

Tyre (Pseudo-synod of), I. 531.

U.

Uchansky, Archbp. of Gnesen, III.

168.

Uhlich, III. 974.

lllcnberg, III. 3, 422.

Cmia. II. 22.

Clric(St.), Bp. of Augsburg, 11.371,
397.

Uingenitns, Bull, III. 505.

Union; tentatives of union between
Protestants and Catholics, III.539 sq.

Union, hypostatic, of the two natures
in .1. Christ, I. 365, 590, 601.

Unitarians. III. 334.

United States of North America. III.
939 sq., 1001 sq.

Unitv of the Church, I. 405 .sq, 411.
Unity of Faith, I. 213. 361.

Universal (Bishop), I. 675.

Universities, II. 729, 1064.

Unni, Archbishop of Hamburg and
15remen. II. 228.

Unwan, Archbishop of Brenie:i, II.

373.

'Trro/rraff/f, I. 366. •

Upper Rhine, Eccl. Prov. of the, III.
771 sq., 870 sq.

Upsala (See of). Metropolis of Sweden,
II. 231.

Upsala (Discussion of). Ill, 177.

Urban II., Pope, II. 611. 515.

Urban IV., Pope, II. 599, 1029.
Urban V., Pope, II. 841, 1023.

Urban VI.. Pope, II. 846, 1030, 1059.
Urban VII., Pope, III. 364.

Urban VIII., Pope, III. 367.

Ursacius of Singidunum, I. 537, 541.

Ursula (St.) and her companions, I.

271, note 3.

Ursulines, III. 394.

Usher. I. 59.

Utrecht, Metropolis, II. 110.

Utrecht (.Tanseni.st Schism of). III.

508, 741.

Vairesse. III. 526.

Valdez (Alphonse), III. 41.

Valence (Councils of), I. 588, II. 338,

430.

Valens, Emperor, I. 484, 545.

Valens of Mursia, in Pannonia, I. 537,

Valentine, the Gnostic;, I. 319.

Valentine, the Missionary, II. 105.

Valentinian I., I. 484.

Valentinian II., I. 484, 545.

Valentinian III., I. 488, 676.

Vallarsi, III. 535.

Vallombrosa ((Jrder of), II. 364, 377.

Vandals, II. 26.

Vannes (Congr. of St.), III. 391.

Varlet (Dominic), III. 509.

Vasquez. III. 417, 428.

Vega (Lope de). III. 433.

A^eith (Emmanuel), III. 889.

Venema (Herman), I. 60.

Veneration of the Saints, I. 302, II.

207 sq.

Venice (peace of), II. 562.

Vercelli (Council of, II. 444.
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Verden (See of), II. 123.

Yordun (See of), II. 108.

YcrdiiM (treaty of). II. 2C3.

Yi.i-jrorius, the Pope's Nuncio, III. 110.

Yeriuilaeu:J, III. 383.

Yerona (Council of), II. 980.

Veronius, III. 444.

Vespasian, Emperor, I. 192.

Yespasiani, Bp. of Fano, I. G93, note.

Yestibuie of a church, I. G89.

Yiborg (See of), II. 230.

Yicars of the Tope, II. 343.

Yicars General. II. 647.

Yictor I., Pope, I. 349, 352, 445.

Yictor II., Pope, II. 323.

Yictor III., Pope, 11.511.
Yictor lY., Pope, II. 554.

Yictorinus, Bp. of Petavio. I. 251.

Yictorinus (hymns of). I. G95.

Yienne (Council of), II. 823. Conf I.

243.

Yij^cr, Jesuit, III. 383.

Yi^il. I. 447.

Yigilantius, I. 760.

Yigilius, Pope, I. 624.

Yiiror, III. 423.

Yiilani (Giovanni). II. 816, 1002.

Yilmar, III. 965, 987.

Yincent of Beauvais, I. 42, II. 730,

783.

Yincent (St.), Bp. of Capua, I. 543.

Yincent (St.) Ferrer, II. 849, 1035,

1057.

Yincent of Lerins, I. 510. 587.

Yincent (St.) of Paul, III. 398 sq.

Yinci (Leonardo dd), II. 1051.

Yindonissa (See of), II. 99.

Vinels [V^iev de). See Peter.

Yiret (Peter), III. 146.

Yirgilius, Bp. of Salzburg, II. 240
385.

Yirginitv, I. 208, 398 sq.

Yischer,ll. 1049.

Yisigoths, II. 24.

Yisitation (Feast of the) of the B. Y.,

II. 1030.

Yisitation (Order of the), III. 393.

Yisitation of diocese and Yisitors, I.

662, II. 137.

Yisitation. parochial. II. 137.

Yitalian, Pope, II. 82.

Yiterbo (Giles of), II. 918, 1018.

Viocs (Louis and Erasmus), II. 1007,

III. 417.

Yoit, 111.519.
Yoltaire, II. 265, III. 527, 570.
Yoss. I. 59.

Yotive .Ma!=ses, I. 720,

Yulfilach, deacon, stylito, I. 754.

Yulgate, amended. III. 363.

VOL. Ill—69

Yulgate, new amendment, with the aid

of the Hebrew and Greek texts, II.

785 sq., III. 363.

W.

Wadstena (Convent of), II. 1024, IIL
186.

Wafers, or unleavened altar-bread, I.

722, 11.401.
Walafried Strabo, II. 222, 415.

AValbodo (St.), Bp. of Lioi^'e, II. 373.

"Walch, Father and Son, I. 55.

Waldensps, II. 658 sq., 708.

Waldrada. II. 279. •

Wallia, King of the Yisigoths, II. 25.

Walter, or (Jauthier of St. Yictor, II.

761.

Walter von der Yogelweide, II. 787.

Walter (writer on C. L.), III. 804.

Waitram, Bp. of Naumburg, II. 502,

note.

Ward, Mary (Yisitation-nun, III. 395.

Warsaw (Peace of lieligion), III. 168.

Warszewicki, Jesuit, III. 181.

Wazon, Bp. of Liege, II. 374, 422.

Wednesday (fast-day), I. 441, II. 16.

Weirscheider, III. 986.

Weigel (Yalcntin), III. 313.

Weigelians, III. 313.

Weigl, II. 909, note.

Weishaupt, III. 557.

Weislinger, II. 1010, note, III. 541,

619.

Weismann, Ch. Hist., I. 55.

Wenceslaus, II. 244.

Wends, II. 245.

Weninger. S. J., III. 939.

Wcrtheim (Bible), III. 596.

,Wesel (John), IL 973.

Wesley (John and Charles), III. 610.

AVesprim (See of), II. 251.

Wessel (John), II. 075.

Wessenberg, III. 911.

Westphalia (Peace of). III. 456.

Westertis (See of), II. 231 ; diet of,

III. 179.

Wexio (See of), II. 231.

Wicelius (George), III. 443.

Wicliffe. II. 947.

AVieland. IIL 605.

Wigand. III. 320.

Wiffrid, II. 84.

W^illiam IL, King of Sicily, II. 549.

William Alien, III. 214.

William of Auvergne, II. 767.

William of Champeaux, II. 685, 747.

William Durandus, II. 826.

William Nogarot. Sec Kn()nrnt.

AVilliam of St. Amour, II. 721.
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William of Plasinn, II. 626.

"William of 'lliierry, II. 750, 763.

\Villiam of Tyro, 1.41.
Willibrord (St.), Archbp. of Utrecht,

II. 110.

"Willigis, Archbp. of Mentz, II. 309,

312, 372.

Wilna (See of), II. 1059.

"Wimpina (Conrad), III. 15, 80.

"VV'itidsbcim, monastery of Canons
Ke-ular, II. 1026.

Windischmann, I. 71, III. 893.

"Windows, stained glass, in churches,
II. 1044.

"Wine, (practiceof niinglingwater with
the) in the sacrifice of the altar, 1. 723.

Winer, III. 976.

Winfned, II. 113.

Wirland (See of), II. 803.

Wiseman, Cardinal, III. 732, 818,
8-51.

Witasse, III 519.

Witches, trials of, II. 983, 1015.

Witches, combated by Catholics, III.

440.

Witches, upheld by Protestants, II.

984.

Witiza, II. 111.

Wittekind, II. 122.

Wladimir the Great, II. 471.

Wladislaus IV., King of Poland, III.

171.

Wohlgemuth, II. 1055.

Wolf, Church Historian, I. 51.

Wolfenbiiltel (fragments of). III. 602.

Wolfgang (St.), lip. of Katisbon, II.

372.

Wolfram of Eschenbach, II. 787.

Wollin (See ofi, II. 8U1.

Wollner, Prussian minister, III. 602,

965.

Wolimar, Melchior, III 144.

Woodstock College, Md. III. 943.

Works, good works, controversy on,

III. 3f6.

Worms (Concordat of), II. 536.

Worms (Diet of), III. 38.

Worms (Assembly of Bishops at), II.

495.

Woolston, III. 625.

Worship. See CuKm.
Wouters, I. 48.

Writers, Ecclesiastical, I. 22, note 2.

Willi rer, II. 4, note 1.

Wu'iek (.James), .lesuit. III. I(j9.

Willi ram, Bp. of Sens, II. 110.

Wiirzbiirg (See of), II. 108; (league

of). III. 449; (assembly of German
bishops), III. 807.

X.

Xaverian Brothers, III. 946.

Xavier (St. Francis), III. 403.

Xenaias, Bp. of Hierapolis, I. 614,

Xenodocheia, II. 641.

Xeropliagy, I. 705.

Ximenes (Cardinal), II. 1009, 1063.

Y.

Year of the Birth of Christ, I. 138.

York (See of), I. 253, II. 66, 80.

York (Metropolis), II. 379.

York (School of). II. 379.

Yxkull (See of), II. 802.

Zaccaria, III. 544.

Zachary, Pope, II. 39, 50.

Zeil, Jesuit, III. 897.

Zeilblom, Barth., II. 1055.

Zeitz (See of), II. 245.

Zeller. III. 981.

Zend-Avesta and people of Zend, I.

79, note 3.

Zeno, Emperor, I. 613.

Zimmer, Dogmatician, III. 888.

Zinz ndorf, III. 606.

Ziska (John), II. 968.

Zola, I. 50
Zoroaster, I. 79.

Zosimus, Pope, I. 581.

Zosimus, pagan Historian, I. 462.

Ziilpich (Tolbiacum) (battle ofj, II. 47,

102.

Zwickau (prophets of), ITI. 116.

Zwinglius, III. 105,310; his system,

III. 98 sq.



LIST OF THE INDIAN TRIBES

IN THE UNITED STATES,

INDICATED BY TUE FOLLOWING FIGURES IN THE ECCLESIASTICAL MAP OP
NORTH AMERICA.

[From Dr. R. Orundemaiin^ a AUgemeiner Missions Atlas, pp. 59 sg.)

1. Spokanes and Pend. d'Oreilles.

2. Puiillnp Reservalion.

3. SUonnslifs, incl. Tonanda Res.
4. M;ika Res.
5. SUoinishcs.
b. Grande Ronde Res. (Portions of 15 dif-

ferent Trihes.)

7. Silelzes, iiicl. Cooses and Umpquas.
S. Alsea Res.
9. Umalilla Res., incl. Wallawallas and

Cayuses, 14 Tribes.
10. W;ill:nvaUas and Cayuses.
11. Hot Spring Res. (Wascoes, Deschutes,

&c.)
12. Klamath Res., Snakes.
13. Siiakes and Modocs.
14. Smilh River Res., Wylackies.
15. Rnnnd Valley Rts., and Nonielackee Res.

(Wylackies, Cowcows, and Yucas.)
ID. llnopa Vallev Res.
17. Tnle River Res.
iS. Cohaullas.
ig. Kind's River Indians.
20. Yunias, Yavapais, Mohaves, Hualapais.
21. Pi-Utes.
22. Mohaves.
23. Yunias.
24. Hualapais.
25. Pima and Maricopa Res.
26. Pap.io^oes.

27. Walker River Res.
2S. Pyramid I.ake Res. (Bannocks, Slio-

shones, PiUtes, and Washoes.)
29. Uinta Res., Utas.
30. Kastern Shoshones. (On the banks of

Wind River, near Fort Bridger.)
31. Western Shoshones.
32. P.ih-Edes and Pah-Utes.
33. Shebarctches.

34. Moluiache-Utas and Jicarilla-Apaches.

35. Abiqniu Agency. (Wemenuche and Ca-
pole Indians.)

36. Mescalero Ap:iches.

37. Other savage tribes of Apaches.
3:5. Pueblo Indians, settled in villages (about

S.oooCath).
30. Xavajoes.
40. Tabiquache and Grand River Uintas.
41. Yankion Res., Sioux.
42. Lower BrulS Res., Sioux.

43. Crow Creek Res., Sioux.
44. Little Bend I.ocation, Sioux.

45. Onkpapas, Yankton Sioux : Blackfeet.
40. Fi. Berthold Res. (Assinilioine, Grosven-

tres, Arikarrees, Mandans, Sissetons,
and others Sioux.)

47. Di-vil's Lake Res.
48. Traverse Lake Res.
4:20. Red Woud Res.

Divert Tribes of the Sioux Nation.
Blackleet, Piegeans, Blood Indians, and
Crows.

Flathead Res., incl. Pend d'Oreilles and
Kooten.avs.

B.innocks and Shoshones.
Bannocks and Shoshones.
Ncz Prrces.
Cceur d'Alene Indians.
Onialia Res., incl. Winnebagos.
Santee Agency, Sioux.
Pawnee Kes., and some Sac and Fox In-

dians.
Otoe Res., incl. Missourias.
Iiiwa Indians.
Anipahoes, Cheyennes, Ogalalla Sioux,
&c.

Kickapooes.
Polawalomies.
Kaw or Kansas Res.
Sac and Fox Indians on the Banks of the

Mississippi.
Rt-mnants ol the Peorias, Weiis, Pianke-
shas, and Kaskaskias.

Miamis.
Osasjes.
Cheyennes and Arapahoes.
Comanches, Kiowas, and Apaches.
Cherokees.
Creeks.
SL-minoles.
Choctaws.
Chickasaws.
Divers tribes, viz : Wichitas, Shawnees,
Caddoes, Comanches.

Oneidas.
Mcnomonies and Stockbridares (Munsees).
L'Ansee Bay Res.. Chippeways.

. Odanah Res.. Chippeways.
, Sandy Lake Res., Chippeways.
Traverse Bay Indians, Chippeways and
Ottawas.

Sasfinaw Indians, Chippeways.
} Chippeways, Ottawas, and Pottawatta-
mies.
Winnebagoshish, Cass Lake, and Leech
Lake Res.

Red Lake Res.
White Earth L. 1 ou- „ c
Gull L.

}-ci^'Ppe^v=»ys-

Mille L.
Seneca Res.
Remnants of the Oneidas and Onandagas.
Sac and Fox Indians.
Remnants of the Cherokees.
Remnants of Miamis.
Remnants of Creeks.
S.iult Ste Marie Indians.
Walpole Indians.
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TABLE
OF ALL THE SEKS OF THE AXGLICAN COMMUNION OUTSIDE OF THE UNITED

KINGDOM OF GKEAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND.

[Compiledfrom the "C/iUTch Almrmac" for the year of Our Lord, 1878, )niblished

at New York, being siqyplementary to the Ecclesiastical Atlasf\

A.—DIOCESES OF THE UNITED STATES,

ARRANGED ACCORDING TO THE CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER OF THEIR ORGANIZA-
TION, TOGETHER AA'ITH THE RESIDENCES OF THE INCUMBENTS.

Connecticut, 17S3 ; Middletown.
Maryland, 17S3 ; Baltimore.
Pennsylvania, 17S4 ; Pliiladelphia.
Alassachuselts, 17S4 ; Boston.
New Jersey, 17S5 ; Trenton.
New York, 17S5 ; New York.
South Carolina, 1785 ; Charle.ston.
Virtrinia, 17S5 ; Ricliinond.
Vermont, 1790; Burliiiafton.
Rhode Isl.and, 1790, Providence.
Delaware, 1791 ; Wilminrrton.
New Hampshire, 1S02; Concordv.
North Carolina, 1S16 ; Wilmington.
Ohio, iSiS; Cleveland.
Maine, TS20; Portland.
Georgia, 1S23; Atlanta.
Mississippi, '^25; Vicksbnrg.
Tennessee, 1825 ; Memphis.
Kentucky, 1S29 ; Louisville.
Alabama, 1S30 ; Mobile.
Michigan, 1S32 ; Detroit.
Illinois, 1835; Chicago.
Western New York, 1S3S ; Buffalo.
Florida, 183S

;
Jacksonville.

Indiana, 1S3S ; Indianapolis.

I-ouisiana, 1S3S; New Orleans.
Missouri, 1S39; St. Louis.
Wisconsin, 1S47 '> Milwaukee.
Texas, 1849; Galveston.
California, 1S50; San Francisco.
Iowa, 1853 ; Davenport.
Minnesota, 1S57 ; Faribault.
Kinsas, 1859; Topt-ka.
Pittsburg. 1865; Pittsburg, Pa.
JNIaine, 1867; Portland, Me.
Nebraska, 1S6S; Omaha.
Easton, 186S ; Easton, Md.
Albany, 186S ; Albany.
Central New York, 1868; Syracuse.
Long Island, 1S6S ; Brooklyn, N. Y.
Arkansas, 1871 ; Little Rock.
Central Pennsylvania, 1871 ; Reading, Pa.
Western Michigan, 1S71 ; Grand RajMUs.
Northern New Jersey, 1874; Orange, N.J.
Fond du^Lac, 1S7:; ; Pond du Lac.
Southern Ohio, 1S71;; Cincinnati.
West Virginia, 1877 ; Wheeling.
Qiiincy, 1S77 ; Qnincy.
Springfield, 1S77 ; Springfield.

"MISSIONS," "n^ITH THE SUBJOINED RESIDENCES PRESIDED OVER BT "MIS-
SIONARY BISHOPS."

Oregon and ^Vashington, Res., Portland ; Dakota, Res., Omaha ; Colorado, including
Wyoming. Res., Denver; Montana, including Utah and Idaho, Res., Salt Lake Citv, Utah;
Nevada, Res., Virginia City ; Niobrara, Res., Yankton Agency, Dak.; Northern Texas. Res.,
Dallas; Western Texas, Res., San Antonio ; Northern Calilornia, Res., Benicia ; New Mexico,
including Arizona. The Protestant Episcopal Cuhrch of the United States also provides .Mis-
sionary Bishops for the foreign missions of Western Africa, Res.. Cape Palmas, Lib.; Shanghai,
Res., Shanghai, China ; Yedo, Res., Yedo, Japan. Total of U. S. Dioceses, 49 ; of Missions, 13.

B.—COLONIAL AND MISSIONAKT SEES.

British North America.—''^Montreal, Frederickton, Nova Scotia, Columbia, Ontario,
Quebec, '^Kuperl's Land, Toronto. Huron, Moosonee, Algoma; Athabasca, Saskatchevan,
Niagara, and Newfoundland.

1n'DI.\.—^Calcutta, Madras, Bombay, Lahore, Colombo, and Labuan.
West Indies.—Guiana, Jamaica, Antigua, Trinidad, Barbadoes, and Nassau.
China.—North China and Victoria.
Africa.—^Capetown, St. Helena, Niger, Maritzbnrg, Zululand, Sierra Leone, Grahams-

town, Bloemfontein, Mauritius, Kaffraria, Central Africa, and Madagascar.
Alstkalasia.—'''Sidney, Adelaide, Newcastle, Goulburne, Tasmania, Nelson, Bathurst,

Grafton and Armidale, Auckland, Wellington, Dunedin, Ballarat, Brisbane, Melbourne, Perth,
and Waiapua.

Gibraltar (Spain), Falkland Islands (South America), Melanesia (Western Pacific), Hono-
lulu (Sandwich Islands), Hayti, and Jerusalem (Palestine).

'' Metropolitan.
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Prepared by F. J PaBISCH, Cincinnati. O 1878

•ignifies the See of an .4rchl,i.l,r,,>

the See of a Bishop.

a Vicariiite Apostolic.

a Prefecture Apostolic,
an ibhuoy.

a Dnitereity.

a College.

" several Colleges.

,,„s Tt , ,

B^GNS AMD ABBREVIATIONS.
- sitrrnhM a Theological Sctninaiv

a Preparatory .Seminary. , f^
..«m«e. . Prolo.tant Mission,

a Keligious Hr use f si H- J
an Indian Reservation.

a M,Jor Sen.ina,y or CoU;^' f.
"

, V™* '°'"»" «"-
„ ^„„ J I. .

a^
I

^- stands for Jesuit,a tolegeandSeminaryoir4(3[,|i..geand
F. » FranciscanKel.giou. House of.St„diM„,„bi„ed. B. • Benedictine

.Prep.|ator,.andTheol.,Se,^|„„.y„,,.
s, ., ^ZtTa Catholic Mission. A «

""'Pician.

3T^^r« relati., to Indian Tn>.^ ar, ^plain^ in th. talh 7pTm\.

•tands for FuthorB of tlie Mission.

Oblate Fathers.

Christian Brothers.

Congregation of the Holy Cross
Congr. of the Precious Blood.
Xftvorian Crotliers.

Capuchin Fathers,
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